______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 3:37:26 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vote this down

attachments\52B954EF73BD46F4_IMG_7824.jpeg

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov>
360-236-4105

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01%
| Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH%
|Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: Sidney Johnson <sidneyjohnson313@icloud.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 3:29 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Vote this down

External Email

Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Brenda Olson
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:50:01 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Human rights
External Email
I’m a mom and a grandmother. I’m a wife and a retired home educator. Washington has
been my home for 57 years.
What happened to the God given right to make one’s own decisions?
Is the United States of America, the land of the free?
How can history repeat itself in this way? Have we learned nothing from socialism and
the reign of Hitler’s day?

______________________________________________
From: Ted Tufte
Sent: 1/12/2022 1:48:48 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Reality
External Email
The Nuremberg Code of 1947, Have fun!

Sent from Mail
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.microsoft.com%2Ffwlink%2F%
for Windows

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 12:48:25 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vote No

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111
-----Original Message----From: Vickie Reynolds <vickiereynolds@comcast.net>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 12:31 PM
To: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Vote No
External Email
You and all those involved in this evil scheme should be ashamed! Vote NO NO NO!!!
How dare you play God!!!!
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:41:44 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: We the people will not comply. We are done

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov
360-236-4105
Website| Facebook |Twitter
-----Original Message----From: carol45p@gmail.com <carol45p@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 6:41 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: We the people will not comply. We are done
External Email
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Brett Schott
Sent: 1/11/2022 7:49:37 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Which side of history?
External Email
Is history repeating?

https://margaretannaalice.substack.com/p/letter-to-the-washington-stateboard?token=eyJ1c2VyX2lkIjo0MDE0MTcyMiwicG9zdF9pZCI6NDY5MTg4MDksIl8iOiIwYXRiQSIsImlhdCI6MTY

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fmargaretannaalice.substack.com%
to-the-washington-stateboard%3Ftoken%3DeyJ1c2VyX2lkIjo0MDE0MTcyMiwicG9zdF9pZCI6NDY5MTg4MDksIl8iOiIwYXRiQSIsImlhdC
Nuremberg 2.0 has started

https://dailyexpose.uk/2021/12/07/polands-nuremberg-2-0-project-has-been-launched/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fdailyexpose.uk%2F2021%2F12%2
nuremberg-2-0-project-has-beenlaunched%2F&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cf935b936945b4493ae3b08d9d519f727%7C
Wrath of God...Karma...In this life or the next you will be held accountable!
Brett Schott

______________________________________________
From: Barbara W
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:12:14 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: My Public Comments
External Email
These restrictions are ridiculous for a variant that is not, in any way or shape, serious or
deadly. With all current information available about the ineffectiveness of all of the
vaccines, why would intelligent, logical leaders even consider putting these rules in force.
States with these restrictions have the largest spread of Covid-19 and variants. States
without these rules are flourishing. We The People are against the implementation of
this.
Sent from ProtonMail mobile

______________________________________________
From: +12537547415@mymetropcs.com
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:33:52 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: 1BB9C1A8-50D0-464E-88CB-79F0251829AF
External Email
WE WILL NOT COMPLY. THIS IS UNCONSTITUTIONAL. REPEAT. WE WILL NOT COMPLY.

______________________________________________
From: Pam Bennetsen
Sent: 1/13/2022 10:48:29 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: D of H Webinar 1/12/22
External Email
Hello, yes, thanks for email. I did enjoy the webinar and appreciate being able to see and
hear what you folks do for work.

I was truly impressed with many of the people’s comments. It was a surprising number
of participants, so there must be real

interest and one minute is hardly enough time to get ones opinions in. I heard you have
received many emails as well.

It has caused me to desire to do some research and discover for myself and change or
keep my opinion.

Thanks again, for hosting this opportunity for all to see.

Pam Bennetsen

______________________________________________
From: ELIZABETH WYNIA
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:06:47 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: My Public Comments regarding the mRNA experimental shot
External Email
The mRNA shot is a colossal failure and leaders in Washington State need to be aware of
the damage that is being caused.
The shot has proven to be deadly: according to VAERS, which is vetted by the CDC, as of
December 1, 2021, 20,000 Americans have died from the shot.
The shot has proven to be ineffective: in November, my daughter, who was fully
vaccinated, became the first family member to succumb to Covid19.
The shot does not prevent transmission of the disease: my daughter's husband and son
both contracted the disease from her - both had also been vaccinated.
The shot is associated with numerous side-effects: my brother had a heart attack shortly
after being vaccinated; my daughter who had had mononucleosis decades ago got it
again - that doesn't happen. And so on...
The shot needs to be pulled off the market because it is clearly doing more harm than
good. In its place, Washington State needs to help educate citizens regarding healthy
lifestyles such as the use of vitamin D.
Thank you for your consideration,
Elizabeth Wynia
(360) 894-1679

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:26:34 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vaccinations

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov>
360-236-4105

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01%
| Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH%
|Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: eded miller <ed19691941@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 9:17 AM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Vaccinations

External Email
Please quit trying to break my constitutional right as an American citizen for choice I am
currently a 23 year veteran at my job as a county worker I’m being told I will be let go if
I do not vaccinate these are not vaccinations this is not freedom of choice please stop
doing this or you will be sued and when it comes to being reelected I will look to have
you removed

______________________________________________
From: Alicia Ann
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:44:17 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public Comments for WS BOH Members from March EH committee Special
Meeting
External Email
Hello to Whom It May Concern.
What you are doing to our American freedom is wrong. The choices we have about our
actions and what we put into our bodies is our privacy. I invite you to consider the lives
lost to war on our freedoms. Our military, our navy, police, our air force..Do you realize
those humans died in honor fighting for our personal daily freedoms?!?!?! Some sons
drafted to war, some were daughters..American citizens like you and me. They we born
here and got to enjoy their personal freedoms before laying their lives down so that
freedom could continue for this country. We celebrate Memorial Day for these people and
we honor them on the 4th of July.
I am a nurse in Clallam County. I am a trusted individual by my carreer which I practice
daily. I enjoy freedom in advocating for both my coworkers and my patients. I advocate
by reminding them of their rights. My patients have the right to refuse any medications
or treatments prescribed by their doctor. I advocate for my coworkers by respecting that
we were all raised differently, different cultures, different beliefs, backgrounds, different
personal diets, different opinions on medical treatments, different religions, and different
serial orientations.
Consider us different, American, and a beautiful mosaic when put together. If this
changes and tyranny persists, will we continue to be known as America Land of the Free?
Alicia Clark

______________________________________________
From: CastleAnthrax
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:06:28 PM
To: Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: Applying current infectious disease WAC codes to include Covid-19 for all WA
State residents
External Email
Dear Nathaniel Thai:
Please read the constitution of USA, then read the constitution of Washington. - short
reads, you will be paid by the people while you read, consider it fundamental research.
If your decisions don’t reflect the oath you have sworn, - that Genie cannot be put back
in the bottle.
I believe if this ship doesn’t right soon we all will have a full on mutiny on our hands here
in Washington that none of us wants to deal with.
Choose wisely.
Sincerely,
Chris Beamis
4407 130th Place SW
Mukilteo

Sent with ProtonMail
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fprotonmail.com%2F&data=04%7C
Secure Email.

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 9:13:01 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Jan 12 meeting comment - VAERS analysis

From: Wayne Espy <espyw@aol.com>
Sent: Monday, January 10, 2022 9:06 AM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Jan 12 meeting comment - VAERS analysis

External Email
VAERS analysis of COVID vaccines by lot show EXPONENTIAL variability of event counts
compared to flu vaccine history.
Primary discussion of this starts at 40 minutes into the video linked below. Particularly
see discussion and graphs starting at the 45 minute to one hour time-period.
Couple this with indications that medical facilities are increasingly directing personnel to
not report incidents to VAERS, which would reduce counts for more recent batches.
Presenter is Dr.Mike Yeadon, former vice-president of respiratory research for Pfizer.

https://www.brighteon.com/f879d865-e078-4dab-9f88-e8d1f348b14f
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.brighteon.com%2Ff879d865
e078-4dab-9f88e8d1f348b14f&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C957e56b3890648815bc208d9d45c7456

______________________________________________
From: Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
Sent: 1/13/2022 3:45:41 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: So NO to draconian Covid laws. Keep Washingtonians FREE!

--Lindsay Herendeen, MPH, MCRP (she/her)
Health Policy Analyst
Washington State Board of Health
lindsay.herendeen@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:lindsay.herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>
360-628-6823

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01
, Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH&
, Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: Susan Purvis <purvisllll@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 5:09 PM
To: Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH) <Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: So NO to draconian Covid laws. Keep Washingtonians FREE!

External Email

https://www.thecentersquare.com/indiana/indiana-s-top-doc-more-people-hospitalizednow-than-before-the-vaccine/article_0516bc1a-696b-11ec-b1e973e279cd9b89.html#tncms-source=infinity-scroll-summary-sticky-siderail-latest
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.thecentersquare.com%2Find
s-top-doc-more-people-hospitalized-now-than-before-the-vaccine%2Farticle_0516bc1a696b-11ec-b1e9-73e279cd9b89.html%23tncms-source%3Dinfinity-scroll-summarysticky-sideraillatest&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Ce17a5b6d21e04b6b19fa08d9d6eecea0%7C11d0
Yes, this article ultimately pushes the Covid vaccine but can you read between the lines?

Hospitals are full. Certainly they have Covid pneumonia patients but that’s not the story
here. There is a significant increase in non Covid hospitalizations and we are told it is
because of delayed care due to lockdowns. What if it’s due to Covid vaccine injuries? The

total number of hospitalizations in Indiana are the highest they’ve seen in 5 years. Some
hospitals at 120% capacity. Way higher than last year when we had the virus and no
vaccine. What if the vaccine is causing this rise in hospitalizations? I cannot prove it but
also you cannot prove that this is an incorrect assumption. Only time and investigation
will reveal the truth.

Meanwhile you are deciding whether or not to strip Americans of basic rights. Why?
People are not dying in the streets. The Covid vaccine appears to not stop infection nor
transmission, why insist-through law enforcement- that people comply with failed
vaccine? If a person wants the vaccine then they can get one. If a person does not get
the vaccine it’s ok too. Perhaps the vaccine minimizes Covid infection so that’s up to the
individual. The Covid vaccine will never itself achieve herd immunity. It can’t. It does not
stop the virus.

The Covid vaccine has a huge risk ratio. Just look at the VAERS data knowing only a
fraction of events are reported. You must take a step back. This tyrannical action is
wrong and you should not play a part in it. No. Vote no on all of it.

LIBERTY FOR WASHINGTONIANS.

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 1:18:18 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: January 17 Discussion - Is the WSBOH trying to get the State sued?

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: Kirk Orr <TheOrrs@live.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 9:53 AM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>; Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH)
<Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>; Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
<Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>;
Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH) <kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
<Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>; Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
<Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>; Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH)
<Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
<Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>;
Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH) <Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: RE: January 17 Discussion - Is the WSBOH trying to get the State sued?

External Email
If the Board of Health oversteps its authority, I am concerned that the State Board will
be sued and that it will cost the State of Washington more money than it can afford.
A decision to strip people of their Washington State Rights by ignoring Section 1 and
Section 2, and disregarding Section 3, 4, 7, and 11 would be catastrophic in the long run,
as people in Washington have not voted on the measures proposed, so there is no valid
legislation in place.

I am confused about the discussion planned at the Washington State Board of Health.
Is the WSBOH a legislative body?
Are the legislators in the process of making a law here?
Is there a law that subjects our State Constitution to the Washington State Board of
Health?

Do you all need to be reminded that WAC's are subject to the State Constitution, and
when challenged can be found invalid?

If you are unfamiliar with the Sections referred to, I have included them in this email.

Sincerely concerned,

Stephanie Orr

ARTICLE I
DECLARATION OF RIGHTS
Article I Section 1
SECTION 1 POLITICAL POWER. All political
power is inherent in the people, and governments derive their
just powers from the consent of the governed, and are established
to protect and maintain individual rights.
Article I Section 2
SECTION 2 SUPREME LAW OF THE LAND. The
Constitution of the United States is the supreme law of the
land.

SECTION 3 PERSONAL RIGHTS. No person shall
be deprived of life, liberty, or property, without due process
of law.
rticle I Section 4
SECTION 4 RIGHT OF PETITION AND ASSEMBLAGE.
The right of petition and of the people peaceably to
assemble for the common good shall never be abridged.
Article I S

Article I Section 7
SECTION 7 INVASION OF PRIVATE AFFAIRS
OR HOME PROHIBITED. No person shall be disturbed in
his private affairs, or his home invaded, without authority of
law.
Article I
SECTION 11 RELIGIOUS FREEDOM. Absolute
freedom of conscience in all matters of religious sentiment,
belief and worship, shall be guaranteed to every individual,
and no one shall be molested or disturbed in person or property
on account of religion; but the liberty of conscience
hereby secured shall not be so construed as to excuse acts of
licentiousness or justify practices inconsistent with the peace
and safety of the state. etc. etc. etc.......

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/12/2022 8:17:08 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Notice of Liability and Affirmation and Demand for Rebuttal or Remedy

-----Original Message----From: Karin Keough <KKeough@bywitsend.com>
Sent: Monday, January 10, 2022 2:46 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>; Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH)
<Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>; Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
<Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>;
Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH) <kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
<Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>; Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
<Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>; tracy.schreilber@sboh.wa.gov;
hunnah.hag@sboh.wa.gov; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>; Thai,
Nathaniel J (SBOH) <Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Notice of Liability and Affirmation and Demand for Rebuttal or Remedy
External Email
Good Day Michelle,
On January 6, 2022 I sent you a pubic comment, at this time I have not heard back from
you regarding having read my comment.
I have all of the delivery receipts from sending the email on January 6, 2022.

Since I have not heard back from you or from the Washington State Board of Health, I
am sending you a “Notice of Liability and Affirmation and Demand for Rebuttal or
Remedy”.

You have now been formally served.

alissa-karin; ray-keough©

Living Testimony
I am an American, with inherited sovereignty
I was born on American soil.

This private email message, including any attachment(s), CC's, BCC's, or REPLIES are
covered under this NOTICE and is limited to the sole use of the intended recipient and
may contain Privileged and/or Confidential PRIVATE Information. Any and All Political,
Private or Public Entities, Federal, State, or Local Corporate Government(s),
Municipality(ies), International Organization(s), Corporation(s), Live Individual(s),
person(s), agent(s), investigator(s), or informant(s), et al., and/or Third Party(ies)
working in collusion by collecting, observing, monitoring, and/or analyzing My email(s),
using any means of spying and/or data collection is PROHIBITED. Without my Exclusive
WRITTEN Permission all communications, herein, are PRIVATE. In De Jure Freedom WITH
ALMIGHTY GOD.
Any omission(s) not specifically enumerated,herein, cannot be construed as permission
by default; This notice prohibits Any and All Unauthorized Review, Use, Disclosure, or
Distribution, verbally, or otherwise; With Explicit Reservation of All My Rights, Without
Prejudice and Without Recourse to Me.
Any omission does not constitute a waiver of any and/or ALL Intellectual Property Rights
or Reserved Rights!

NOTICE-TO-AGENTS-IS-NOTICE-TO- PRINCIPALS,
NOTICE-TO-PRINCIPALS-IS-NOTICE-TO-AGENTS!

______________________________________________
From: Shelly Larkin
Sent: 1/12/2022 3:03:12 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Learn something Board members!
External Email

Pfizer CEO: Our Vaccines Offer ‘Limited, If Any Protection’
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftownhall.com%2Ftipsheet%2Fkatiep
ceo-our-vaccines-offer-little-protectionn2601670&amp;data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C2073567b650f48079a9508d9d61f8842%7

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgettr.com%2Fpost%2Fpnrav1f5ca&

Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: dkderuwe
Sent: 1/9/2022 4:33:46 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Un constructional vaccination
External Email
Please stop this Nazi communism of forcing people into concentration camps for a
vaccine that hasn't been proven. Just because some of us have taken the vaccine doesn't
mean everyone should be forced into it. Totally against our Constitution.
Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone

______________________________________________
From: Gary Ohmer
Sent: 1/11/2022 6:52:55 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: vax
External Email
We don't live in a communist country you piece of shit

______________________________________________
From: Sandy Jacobs
Sent: 1/11/2022 6:29:08 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Washington Board of Health New Law
External Email
I am reaching out today to express my absolute disgust in what is going on in
Washington. How dare any “Board of Health” try to impose laws dictating what
individuals inject into their bodies. The United States of America is a free country and
each individual is sovereign under the Constitution. Justice will come to those who are
propagating this communistic mentality.
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/5/2022 3:43:47 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: What is this all about?!?!?!

attachments\AC99A076A21E4168_image0.png

From: Anna Marie Morales <annamariemorales85@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 5, 2022 8:53 AM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: What is this all about?!?!?!

External Email
Sent from my iPhone
~Anna

______________________________________________
From: Whitney Slater
Sent: 1/13/2022 4:32:22 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Jan 12 virtual meeting
External Email
The state of Washington has a messaging problem. Michele did an
excellent job relaying information. She should be the face of the
Health Department when speaking to citizens regarding health issues.
The governor is TERRIBLE at delivering health related messaging; he
takes the message two steps backward every time he gets in front of a
camera.
Great information from the subject matter experts, appreciate the
efforts of everyone involved.
Whitney Slater
Bremerton

______________________________________________
From: Diane Kemppainen
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:18:14 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public Comment
External Email
Do not forcibly vaccinate people in
Washington state. It makes no sense
Since many immigrants are allowed in
This country and are not being forced
To vaccinate. Nor is Congress. It seems
Like a communistic takeover.
Already many people, workers who pay taxes, are deceased because of this bio
Weapon virus. Truthfully, vaccines not necessary. God's natural hygiene
Lifestyle habits such as rest, healthy,
Organic food, pure water and air, Faith
In our Creator, benevolence, a Sabbath days rest, a merry heart, repentance, Bible
Reading - fasting :these habits will
Solve the health crisis. Please use common sense. If you forcefully vaccinate others
Without repentance, the same thing will
Happen to you someday. We reap what we sow.

______________________________________________
From: Chuck Barnett
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:53:57 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: questions from today's meeting
External Email
Re: death rates of those infected with omicron variant comparing vaccinated and
unvaccinated: is the comparison of simple numbers of deaths or of percentage of those
infected in the two categories?

Did I understand that the vaccination roll-out has prevented a million deaths? the total
death count presently stands below a million. That is remarkable! Almost unbelievable...

Thank you.
-Chuck Barnett
(425) 530-0328

______________________________________________
From: Audrey Fitzgerald
Sent: 1/9/2022 11:40:24 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public Comments for WSBOH Members from March EH Committee Special
Meeting
External Email
With two years of covid under our belt, just how much longer can we draw on
"emergency" measures? Also, the proposed policies seem reminiscent of how we treated
citizens of Japanese descent during the war. Totally shameful and morally wrong.

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:32:43 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Reject proposed policies

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov>
360-236-4105

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01%
| Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH%
|Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: Yelena Golyaka <yelena_golyaka@hotmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 11:59 AM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Reject proposed policies

External Email

Please reject proposed policies. They're anti human and anti constitutional. Thank you

______________________________________________
From: Darlene Stroschein
Sent: 1/11/2022 2:14:31 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Misuse of our law enforcement
External Email
Do NOT politically weaponize our law enforcement personnel on ANY level. They never
swore in to harm American citizens, but to protect us from ALL enemies, foreign
domestic! Grow some gonads, and say NO!
Darlene Stroschein
98258

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/11/2022 3:30:47 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Emergency order to detain persons due to Covid

From: Vicki Wolford <vickiwolford@yahoo.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2022 5:29 PM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>; Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
<Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Re: Emergency order to detain persons due to Covid

External Email

As a retired RN I am asking you to vote against this plan to
detain people.
This will prove to be damaging and illegal..Vicki Wolford

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.onelink.me%2F107872968%3F

______________________________________________
From: George Burlingame
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:05:36 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Your wrong
External Email
This is from someone that has had all my shots plus booster. Both me and my wife . This
is over reach and this should be handled by family dr. Not the state
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Don Smith
Sent: 1/8/2022 12:14:18 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Dear board members I hope this information reaches you in time for your
January 12 Public Meeting.
External Email
I hope this information can be looked at before your State Board of Health’s public
meeting on Wednesday, January 12.
I ask that your members please take time before rushing to a decision. Thank you very
much.
Respectfully
Don.

https://howbadismybatch.com/
-- Sent with https://mailfence.com Secure and private email

______________________________________________
From: Annie Shelton
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:34:32 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public Comment
External Email
Re: applying current infectious disease WAC codes to include Covid
I strongly disagree with this proposed idea. DO NOT include covid in this WAC. This
amounts to government overreach and tyranny.
Ann Shelton
Kent, WA
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Bob Kiley
Sent: 1/10/2022 6:15:05 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: 8A50AD5A-A45F-48CB-B50D-01880B85D355
External Email
It's appalling you are considering these proposals, simply put you are mirroring Nazi
Germany 1930's. Move on with any of this and you will create a storm of which will have
lasting affects beyond comprehension. You have real issues to tackle, leave your inflated
ego at home. You are public servants not dictators.

______________________________________________
From: Cascade Climber
Sent: 1/18/2022 11:11:14 AM
To: Inslee, Jay (GOV),DOH WSBOH,otp.informationdesk@icc-cpi.int,Barkis,
Andrew,Bateman, Jessica,Berg, April,Bergquist, Steve,Berry, Liz,Billig, Andy,Boehnke,
Matt,Braun, John,Bronoske, Dan,Brown, Sharon,Caldier, Michelle,Callan, Lisa,Carlyle,
Reuven,Chambers, Kelly,Chandler, Bruce,Chase, Rob,Chopp, Frank,Cleveland,
Annette,Cody, Eileen,Conway, Steve,Corry, Chris,Das, Mona,Davis, Lauren,Dent,
Tom,Dhingra, Manka,Dolan, Laurie,Donaghy, Brandy,Dozier, Perry,Duerr,
Davina,Dufault, Jeremie,Dye, Mary,Entenman, Debra,Ericksen, Doug,Eslick, Carolyn,Fey,
Jake,Fitzgibbon, Joe,Fortunato, Phil,Frame, Noel,Frockt, David,Gilday, Greg,Abbarno,
Peter,Gildon, Chris,Goehner, Keith,Goodman, Roger,Graham, Jenny,Gregerson,
Mia,Griffey, Dan,Hackney, David,Hansen, Drew,Harris, Paul,Harris-Talley,
Kirsten,Hasegawa, Bob,Hawkins, Brad,Hoff, Larry,Holy, Jeff,Honeyford, Jim,Hunt,
Sam,Jacobsen, Cyndy,Jinkins, Laurie,Johnson, Jesse,Keiser, Karen,King, Curtis,Kirby,
Steve,Klicker, Mark,Klippert, Brad,Kloba, Shelley,Kraft, Vicki,Kretz, Joel,Kuderer, Patty
(LEG),Leavitt, Mari,Lekanoff, Debra,Liias, Marko,Lovelett, Liz,Lovick, John,MacEwen,
Drew,Macri, Nicole,Maycumber, Jacquelin,McCaslin, Bob,McCune, Jim,McEntire,
Joel,Morgan, Melanie,DOR Gina Mosbrucker,Mullet, Mark,Muzzall, Ron,Nguyen,
Joe,Nobles, T'wina (LEG),Orcutt, Ed,Ormsby, Timm,Ortiz-Self, Lillian,Orwall,
Tina,Padden, Mike,Paul, Dave,Pedersen, Jamie,Peterson, Strom,Pollet, Gerry,Ramel,
Alex,Ramos, Bill,Randall, Emily,Riccelli, Marcus,Rivers, Ann,Robertson, Eric,Robinson,
June,Rolfes, Christine,Rude, Skyler,Rule, Alicia,Ryu, Cindy,Saldana, Rebecca
(LEG),Salomon, Jesse,Schmick, Joe,Schoesler, Mark,Sells, Mike,Senn,
Tana,tim.sheldon@leg.wa.gov,Shewmake, Sharon,Short, Shelly,Simmons, Tarra,Slatter,
Vandana,Springer, Larry,Stanford, Derek,Steele, Mike (LEG),Stokesbary, Drew,Stonier,
Monica,Sullivan, Pat,Sutherland, Robert,Taylor, Jamila,Thai, My-Linh,Tharinger,
Steve,Trudeau, Yasmin,Valdez, Javier,Van De Wege, Kevin,Vick, Brandon,Volz, Mike,DOR
Keith Wagoner,Walen, Amy,Walsh, Jim,Warnick, Judy,Wellman, Lisa,Wicks, Emily,Wilcox,
JT,Wilson, Claire,Wilson, Jeff,Wilson, Lynda,Wylie, Sharon,Ybarra, Alex,Young,
Jesse,Santos, Sharon Tomiko
Subject: How CON-Influence DEATH CAMP Murders 'COVID' Patients for 'COVID' CASH
External Email
"New Stew Peters Scott Quiner Update: Criminal Investigation Into Doctors, How They're
KILLING, Payoffs for Murder!"

https://beforeitsnews.com/prophecy/2022/01/new-stew-peters-scott-quiner-updatecriminal-investigation-into-doctors-how-theyre-killing-payoffs-for-murder-2527235.html
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fbeforeitsnews.com%2Fprophecy%
stew-peters-scott-quiner-update-criminal-investigation-into-doctors-how-theyre-killingpayoffs-for-murder2527235.html&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cddf9b2dde822406fbb5f08d9dab61630%7

https://rumble.com/vss6sn-scott-quiner-update-criminal-investigation-into-doctors-howtheyre-killing-.html
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Frumble.com%2Fvss6snscott-quiner-update-criminal-investigation-into-doctors-how-theyre-killing.html&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cddf9b2dde822406fbb5f08d9dab61630%7C11d0e2

______________________________________________
From: April Yancey
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:22:06 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Hospitalization and Covid
External Email
Concerned that the hospitalization data is being used by stating an increase due to Covid.
It was just announced recently that not all hospitalizations is because people are sick
from Covid but yet they are being tested if they have Covid or not when they go into the
hospital for other means. Why are people being tested for Covid if they are not at the
hospital for that reason. Other tests are not done on people when they go to the hospital.
The data should report accurately that hospitalizations are not all due to Covid.

______________________________________________
From: Diana Hayn
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:31:35 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid
External Email
Covid is a known virus! Aids is a known virus, there is no cure nor is there an injection of
any kind that will prevent or stop these viral diseases, never has been never will be it's a
virus that has to run it's course, stop trying to fool people with this evil mass cover up of
mass genocide! We know your agenda!

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 7:28:01 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: This is NOT OK in WA

From: Wendy <sunshiine@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 8:15 PM
To: Wendy <sunshiine@gmail.com>
Subject: This is NOT OK in WA

External Email
I refer to the WA Board of "health" and their proposal to apply current WAC infectious
disease codes to include Covid to all WA residents.
On behalf of myself and extended family, I do not consent to this, or to anyone who
represents my health or the health of my fellow citizens, applying such codes or orders
onto the residents of WA. These codes while perhaps seemingly for the greater good,
when applied or related to what we have witnessed in the last 30 months, where every
human right has been destroyed in the name of "greater good" to the utter detriment of
all that is truly about health and wellbeing and our most fundamental human rights, are
alarming. How can we ever trust a department to consider individual human rights when
recent history shows there is no respect for the wellbeing and rights of the residents of
this state or this country - we have lost it all. We have lost all trust in your system. These
proposed orders will destroy even more the rights of people to bodily integrity and health
choices. Please do not support this move. It is a terrifying one in the face of all the
freedoms we have already lost, and the crimes already being perpetuated against the
people of Australia.
Thank you
A deeply concerned citizen
Wendy S.

______________________________________________
From: Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 10:51:53 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Help

-----Original Message----From: Susie Bevins <susie.bevins@icloud.com>
Sent: Monday, January 10, 2022 10:09 AM
To: Haag, Hannah R (SBOH) <Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Help
External Email
Could you possibly help me out? I don’t know how to communicate to the board that
masks don’t work. All the science is there. Why aren’t people reading it? I know
eventually they’re going to and everyone on the wrong side is going to be sad
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Debbi Hellinger
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:26:32 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid 19 Narrative
External Email
To whom it may concern,
Omicron is a mild cold why are you using it to to push a narrative of locking up families ?
People who choose not to take the vaccine? I am confused ? Are we evolving into Hitlers
pattern? I thought we we, you were more educated than this? Most of the people
hospitalised are vaccinated and yet you do not share that. I have also been blocked from
comment on the zoom site? I took a pic and will share this with my community.
Thank you
Debbi Hellinger
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: RICHARD SWINGLER
Sent: 1/13/2022 12:18:18 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: WSBOH Jan 12th Meeting questions
External Email
I don't understand the slides saying "we have ordered" critical testing and masks... there
is no way to get these during Omicron crisis. KN5 masks were known to be effective 1.5
years ago, and experts have stressed basic testing since even before the pandemic.

Thank you for taking public questions,
Richard Swingler

______________________________________________
From: Alex Litovchenko
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:07:57 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: That’s wrong! US citizens have free choice by constitution!
External Email
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Angela Henry
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:57:44 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Meeting 12Jan2022
External Email
FREEDOM is more important than safety.
Regarding any further grabs for control in the name of health and safety, see the
message above.

______________________________________________
From: Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
Sent: 1/13/2022 11:44:42 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW:

--Lindsay Herendeen, MPH, MCRP (she/her)
Health Policy Analyst
Washington State Board of Health
lindsay.herendeen@sboh.wa.gov
360-628-6823
Website, Facebook, Twitter
-----Original Message----From: Susie Bevins <susie.bevins@icloud.com>
Sent: Monday, January 10, 2022 10:11 AM
To: Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH) <Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject:
External Email
Can you point me to the direction of a copy of the Nuremberg code
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Kay Eck
Sent: 1/12/2022 11:56:30 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Thank you for taking questions
External Email
I just wanted to thank Keith Grellner who was very stoic as people were saying their
comments, some were very hostile and he handled it very well. Just wanted to thank him
for staying online and being the face to this meeting. I hope what people were saying
was taking to heart. But just wanted to thank Keith for being the face of this meeting, we
do appreciate it.
Kay

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:14:52 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Keep Washingtonians FREE! No draconian Covid laws!

From: Susan Purvis <purvisllll@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 4:05 PM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Keep Washingtonians FREE! No draconian Covid laws!

External Email

https://www.thecentersquare.com/indiana/indiana-s-top-doc-more-people-hospitalizednow-than-before-the-vaccine/article_0516bc1a-696b-11ec-b1e973e279cd9b89.html#tncms-source=infinity-scroll-summary-sticky-siderail-latest
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.thecentersquare.com%2Find
s-top-doc-more-people-hospitalized-now-than-before-the-vaccine%2Farticle_0516bc1a696b-11ec-b1e9-73e279cd9b89.html%23tncms-source%3Dinfinity-scroll-summarysticky-sideraillatest&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C4ba195af8e764a92deef08d9d172b8e0%7C11d0
Yes, this article ultimately pushes the Covid vaccine but can you read between the lines?

Hospitals are full. Certainly they have Covid pneumonia patients but that’s not the story
here. There is a significant increase in non Covid hospitalizations and we are told it is
because of delayed care due to lockdowns. What if it’s due to Covid vaccine injuries? The
total number of hospitalizations in Indiana are the highest they’ve seen in 5 years. Some
hospitals at 120% capacity. Way higher than last year when we had the virus and no
vaccine. What if the vaccine is causing this rise in hospitalizations? I cannot prove it but
also you cannot prove that this is an incorrect assumption. Only time and investigation
will reveal the truth.

Meanwhile you are deciding whether or not to strip Americans of basic rights. Why?
People are not dying in the streets. The Covid vaccine appears to not stop infection nor
transmission, why insist-through law enforcement- that people comply with failed
vaccine? If a person wants the vaccine then they can get one. If a person does not get
the vaccine it’s ok too. Perhaps the vaccine minimizes Covid infection so that’s up to the
individual. The Covid vaccine will never itself achieve herd immunity. It can’t. It does not
stop the virus.

The Covid vaccine has a huge risk ratio. Just look at the VAERS data knowing only a
fraction of events are reported. You must take a step back. This tyrannical action is
wrong and you should not play a part in it. No. Vote no on all of it.

LIBERTY FOR WASHINGTONIANS.

______________________________________________
From: Debby Wright
Sent: 1/6/2022 2:42:23 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public Comments for WSBOH Members from March EH Committee Special
Meeting
External Email
Do not allow this to happen!!! Ridiculous

______________________________________________
From: Diane Yarroll
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:56:44 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid meeting
External Email
The people will not tolerate any proposal that takes away their constitutional rights! Your
proposals over police roundups is preposterous! Remember the Jewish holocaust!
Remember what this country did to Japanese Americans out of fear! Enough with fake
government control. Please think about your proposal. People are going to be in great
harm. This is Satanic!

______________________________________________
From: DAWN READING
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:35:49 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public Comment
External Email
Hello, I am quite concerned with the potential direction of this proposal.
This seems crazy to me. This seems like a ridiculous over reach.
We are in a time of general distrust of government in our country….this proposal, should
it be implemented, will only further cement those feelings.
As our representatives, please consider that in general people just want to live their
lives. We want the ability to work and live in a safe environment. But at the same time
we DO NOT want or appreciate our government trying to control our every move.
Thank you.
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Donahoe, Kaitlyn N (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 4:57:33 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: 1-12 meeting

From: Chuck Jameson <cjameson@alliancepackaging.net>
Sent: Saturday, January 8, 2022 5:48 PM
To: Donahoe, Kaitlyn N (SBOH) <kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: 1-12 meeting

External Email
Good afternoon
As a resident of Washington, I am in complete opposition of adding covid-19 to the 746100 codes. With minorities as more hesitant to vaccinate from historical atrocities this is
a racist action and a overstep. This action would also validate the message from groups
that are spreading what to this point has been dismissed as conspiracy theories. To
concentrate people in government facilities against their will if they do not comply is far
to similar to what occurred in Germany 80 years ago, a vote for is blood on ones hands.
Please vote against,
Thank you
Charles Jameson

______________________________________________
From: Chloe Kuhn
Sent: 1/5/2022 1:00:32 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public Comments for WSBOH Members from March EH Committee Special
Meeting

attachments\34591C7A82A54E81_Screenshot_20220105-125933_Gmail.jpg
External Email

______________________________________________
From: Erika Clough
Sent: 1/13/2022 10:17:47 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Attached article for TAG

attachments\777BE7136B3340AF_Repeat COVID-19 Vaccine Booster
S_PRDTOOL_NAMETOOLONG.pdf
External Email
Good morning,

I found this news article I received interesting and I would like to share it with the TAG.

A few key takeaways –

1.
Concerns that repeating doses of the “vaccines” in short intervals could lead to
other immune system malfunctions in the recipients.
2.
Little data to show that continuing to use the current vaccine formula as a booster
is effective against emerging variants.
3.
The profiteer, Pfizer, releasing a formula that directly targets the dominant variant
– Omicron – is targeted for March (My thought is that since the variants are evolving so
quickly, will Omicron even be the primary variant in March, or are we chasing variants at
this point?)
4.
Increased natural immunity among the population is moving us closer to
endemicity

Thank you for your willingness to continue to receive feedback from the community in
the upcoming months as the unsettled science continues to evolve around the world.

Erika Clough, Mother and Citizen of Washington State

Sent from Mail
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.microsoft.com%2Ffwlink%2F%
for Windows

______________________________________________
From: Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 8:24:58 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Reject proposed policies

From: Yelena Golyaka <yelena_golyaka@hotmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 12:01 PM
To: Haag, Hannah R (SBOH) <Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Reject proposed policies

External Email

Please reject proposed policies. They're anti human and anti constitutional. Thank you

______________________________________________
From: Jeanne Sutton
Sent: 1/12/2022 12:33:37 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Presented data needs to be supported and verifiable
External Email
Public trust in government has been greatly eroded due to conflicting and manipulated
data and messaging through this pandemic. As a data analyst, I am data driven. There
were a lot of measures presented in today's meeting with no supporting data. Is there
way I can get the supporting data sets or where I can find that information?
Thank you,
Jeanne Sutton

______________________________________________
From: Cathy Bakken
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:45:04 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: My Public Comments
External Email
Requiring vaccinations or medical treatments that are not fully tested for anyone of any
age is unethical.
Unethical is defined by Merriam-Webster as: not conforming to a high moral standard :
morally wrong.
Cathy Bakken
C: 509-Four Six Six-2693
cgbakken@yahoo.com

______________________________________________
From: Alan Hawkins
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:00:44 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: I oppose this emergency order
External Email
I oppose this emergency order
Alan Hawkins
Washington state citizen

______________________________________________
From: gramma_sue09@yahoo.com
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:35:47 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Outrageous. Must be stopped
External Email
Sent from
my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: April Fauske
Sent: 1/12/2022 9:16:23 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Re: January 12 State Board of Health Public Meeting Confirmation
External Email
I am unable to join, on hold. Has the meeting started? It is 9:15 now.
Sent from my iPhone
On Jan 12, 2022, at 9:56 AM, Zoom <no-reply@zoom.us> wrote:



<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fzoom.us%2F&data=04%7C01%7C

<http://us02web.zoom.us/w_p/89125084493/e9e77579-e240-4989-b2c3ec78977d482e.png>
Hello April,
Thank you for registering for January 12 State Board of Health Public Meeting. You can
find information about this webinar below.
January 12 State Board of Health Public Meeting
Date & Time
Jan 12, 2022 09:00 AM Pacific Time (US and Canada)
Webinar ID
894 7406 4216
Passcode
957396

Please submit any questions to: wsboh@sboh.wa.gov.

You can cancel
<https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/tZ0pcO2oqD8oG9KF6FhUeOASqfB_9IIVqjfr/success?act=cance
your registration at any time.

WAYS TO JOIN ZOOM
1. Join from PC, Mac, iPad, or Android

Join Webinar
<https://us02web.zoom.us/w/89474064216?tk=k9ndCIyu2K59rZePlrJ6yhBVUoH95T_bukR6vYwvmgo.DQM
EyQyDTdyxsw>
If the button above does not work, paste this into your browser:

https://us02web.zoom.us/w/89474064216?tk=k9ndCIyu2K59rZePlrJ6yhBVUoH95T_bukR6vYwvmgo.DQMA
EyQyDTdyxsw
To keep this webinar secure, do not share this link publicly.

Add to Calendar(.ics)
<https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/tZ0pcO2oqD8oG9KF6FhUeOASqfB_9IIVqjfr/ics?user_id=UpCSh_NiTqm
| Add to Google Calendar
<https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/tZ0pcO2oqD8oG9KF6FhUeOASqfB_9IIVqjfr/calendar/google/add?user_
| Add to Yahoo Calendar
<https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/tZ0pcO2oqD8oG9KF6FhUeOASqfB_9IIVqjfr/ics?user_id=UpCSh_NiTqm

2. Join via audio
One tap mobile:
US: +12532158782,,89474064216#,,,,*957396#
<tel:+12532158782,,89474064216#,,,,*957396#> or
+13462487799,,89474064216#,,,,*957396#
<tel:+13462487799,,89474064216#,,,,*957396#>
Or dial:
For higher quality, dial a number based on your current location.
US: +1 253 215 8782 or +1 346 248 7799 or +1 669 900 9128 or +1 301 715 8592 or
+1 312 626 6799 or +1 646 558 8656
Webinar ID: 894 7406 4216

Passcode:

957396

International numbers <https://us02web.zoom.us/u/kdrx2gOfLS>
Thank you!

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2Fzoom_us&data=04

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.linkedin.com%2Fcompany%
videocommunications%2F&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Ce44f38f204db47ebb43f08d9d5ef40b
<https://blog.zoom.us/>
Copyright ©2022 Zoom Video Communications, Inc. All rights reserved.

______________________________________________
From: Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
Sent: 1/12/2022 7:54:31 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Teresa Moyer says no

From: Terimoyer <tmteacherteri@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2022 3:29 PM
To: Haag, Hannah R (SBOH) <Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Teresa Moyer says no

External Email
Washington longtime tax payer says no

https://margaretannaalice.substack.com/p/letter-to-the-washington-state-board
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fmargaretannaalice.substack.com%
to-the-washington-stateboard&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C0a1ab7553cec49fb333508d9d5e3d1bc%7C11d0

Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: The Truth Will Set You Free
Sent: 1/11/2022 11:57:54 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Unconstitutional
External Email
Unconstitutional to let unelected officials arrest anyone.
Thank you

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 3:39:31 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: We’re watching Caitlin

-----Original Message----From: Susie Bevins <susie.bevins@icloud.com>
Sent: Sunday, January 9, 2022 1:44 PM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: We’re watching Caitlin
External Email
I know you know right from wrong. We are up against a truly evil force. Do you have the
ball. Are you going to vote for good or evil?
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Jennifer Hotes
Sent: 1/13/2022 4:27:22 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Zoom Meeting 1/12/21
External Email
Dear Board of Health Members,
Thank you for allowing me to listen in on the board meeting on January 12th. It was
heartening to listen to your thoughtful presentations, the public comments, and
comprehensive discussion. I am grateful that all of you take time to listen to the citizens
of Washington as you deliberate adding or changing policies.
Much gratitude,
Jennifer Hotes
(Washington mother and small business owner)

Check out my writings on grief, love, loss, and all it means to be a soul trapped in a meat
suit at https://jenniferhotes.substack.com
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fjenniferhotes.substack.com%2F&d

______________________________________________
From: Testify Online Survey
Sent: 1/12/2022 11:21:28 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Survey Response: Testify Online *
The following survey response is submitted:
1.
State Board of Health Meeting Date:

________________________________
Jan 12, 2022

2.
Agenda Item or Issue:

________________________________
Covid update

3.
Your Name:

________________________________
Christy Schmidt

4.
Do you have a professional title?

2.

No

5.
Are you representing an organization?

2.

No

6.
Address:

________________________________
505 SE Hearthwood Blvd Vancouver 98684

7.
Email:

________________________________
scschmidt@protonmail.com

8.
Phone Number (Include Area Code):

9.
Do you have any special expertise relevant to this topic?

2.

No

10.
Are you testifying on a specific proposal under consideration by the board?

2.

No

11.
Are you Pro or Con on the proposal?

2.

Con

________________________________
So frustrated right now. So far during the meeting there has been NO significant
information so far in the Covid 19 update on how the state health department is
addressing early treatment apart from vaccines. Vaccines are not the only way to fight
the pandemic. The department of health is not empowering people. The state is
restricting doctors ability to use safe off lable therapeutics to treat their patients how
they deem best. The state and federal government is restricting monoclonal antibodies
by age and number of comorbidities and have done a TERRIBLE job making it easily
available (locations and supply). If you can make available a free vaccine to everyone in
our state and make it easy to access, then you should be able to do that for Monoclonals
too. But now that ship has sailed because omicron will be our saving grace. Everyone will
get sick and no amount of vaccines or masking will effect the spread. The primary focus
should be the WIDE variety of early treatment therapeutics available. STOP with the one
size fits all approach to public health. Take some advice from doctors who are for early
treatment...some of whom have currently lost their licenses for prescribing ivermectin
off-lable, which is totally within their right to do in situations like a pandemic. Stop
twisting the truth, you are not empowering people to seek the best treatment for
themselves. You are only empowering people to get vaccinated, and for those who are
unwilling to be "empowered" you are coercing! Shame on you.

______________________________________________
From: Ted Tufte
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:38:42 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments
External Email

I find your site confusion particularly frustrating. Rather than here from the concerned
public, you people decide what we will hear and when. This is not public forum. Your
presentation is full of nothing but propaganda & misinformation. If you dare to use the
term “science”, than I suggest you PUBLISH all peer reviewed documentation; otherwise,
all we (the Public) are only hearing you people rattle on with your opinions. You say that
your board coordinates with the governor’s office, then why don’t you reel in his abuses
of power concerning our civil rights? OH, I forgot, your job is to convince us that you
really care about our well being. An absolute waste of time coordinating w/your office.
Nothing but propaganda & misinformation, good riddance.

Sent from Mail
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.microsoft.com%2Ffwlink%2F%
for Windows

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 11:37:16 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: policies

-----Original Message----From: Angie Weedon <angiegizer@hotmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 10:40 AM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: policies
External Email
NO to all proposed policies by the BOH. What an egregious overreach.
Angie Weedon

______________________________________________
From: April Yancey
Sent: 1/12/2022 11:12:07 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Vaccine prevention of hospitalization and adverse infection
External Email
I don't agree that the vaccine is preventing hospitalization and adverse infection. My
mother was vaccinated and she ended up with Covid and had to go to urgent care twice
because she wasn't getting better. They said she developed Covid pneumonia and they
had to give her several antibiotics to finally get her on monoclonal antibodies to fight it
off. Since her vaccines the doctors haven't been able to regulate her blood pressure
which wasn't an issue before. I know many people that have this situation of their blood
pressure becoming an issue after the vaccines. My mother in law who never had heart
issues, just recently had to go to the ER twice and then back another day to shock her
heart to put it back in rythem. All of this started occuring 5 days after she received her
booster.
I feel like there are many of these situations occuring but the government and health
industries are turning a blind eye because they want to push the vaccine so heavily

______________________________________________
From: T Cook
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:20:42 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: comments
External Email
This is the cold and flu season. WA does not even test for the seasonal flu!
Hospitalizations are up. What percentage are DUE TO Covid, not just have Covid?

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 10:47:04 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vaccine

-----Original Message----From: David Day <david.day6888@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 5:50 AM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Vaccine
External Email
This is illegal and will not be tolerated.!

______________________________________________
From: derdolson
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:11:08 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Please Do not pass the WAC proposed Covid policies
External Email
These proposed WAC Covid policies are over reaching & immoral for Washington state
residents. Please do not pass them. Thank you
Dee Olson

______________________________________________
From: Brittany Fitzgerald
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:21:56 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: I DO NOT SUPPORT

attachments\9502A563C339497A_IMG_0621.JPG
External Email
See attached. I DO NOT support this.
Brittany Fitzgerald

Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Ashley Moore
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:49:01 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid Variants
External Email
Hi there,
How are you getting your data for what variant is increasing? Two of the major testing
sites here in Clark County say that they don't test for which variant you have, just test if
you have covid or not.
Thank you,
Ashley Woods

______________________________________________
From: Alex Panattoni
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:01:42 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public Comment
External Email
I am completely opposed to the upcoming covid policies for the agenda on January 12th.
They are overreaching and immoral.

______________________________________________
From: Dennis Stewart
Sent: 1/13/2022 10:55:26 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Feedback
External Email
Thank you for making this available to the public. I’m looking into listening to the next
one.
Sent from my iPad

______________________________________________
From: Intentionally Left Blank
Sent: 1/12/2022 11:24:52 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Questions for the Board of Health
External Email
I am a resident of Washington state and have the following questions that I would like
answers to.
1.) For how many years do you expect people to take booster shots?
2.) What are the long-term ramifications of taking a vaccine every five months?
3.) What is the BOH's stance on people who have C19 antibodies, which are considerably
more robust than the vaccine and the boosters?
4.) Why doesn't the BOH promote diet and exercise as much as they discuss vaccines
and boosters?
5.) What is the criteria for this "pandemic" to be reclassified as an endemic?
6.) Why has the focus on deaths from C19 changed to a focus on cases?
7.) Studies show asymptotic doorway is practically nil. Why is the BOH forcing healthy
people to wear masks?
8.) When will WA update its numbers of people who died WITH C19 versus those who
died FROM C19 as the CDC plans to do? Data indicates the former is expected to be 25%
of the latter number.
Your answers to these questions are anticipated. Thank you.

______________________________________________
From: sundawn1@aol.com
Sent: 1/12/2022 11:22:47 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comment
External Email
As a nurse working in a local hospital, I see numerous folks incidentally test positive for
the COVID 19 virus when we do admission labs on every person we treat. They have no
symptoms, they are being seen for other issues… are they considered a COVID admission
for your hospital data or is this
an incidental diagnosis that is documented elsewhere?
There has been amazing denial on the risks and unknown long term effect of these new
vaccines. We all know the VAERS data is grossly underreported and very little correlation
is made between a vaccine administration and a subsequent serious health event. We are
seeing many more clots, heart attacks, miscarriages, and other issues that may very well
be connected. Please assure us this data is being monitored and honestly evaluated.
All we as a public want is honesty, openness, and communication. When there are
controversial issues that arise, please do not skim over them or deny them, or instantly
refute them… explore them and see if there are truly vaccine issues we need to be aware
of.
By listening to these issues and questions and challenges that the public has, you will
build trust and personal informed decision making can be beneficial to all in the long run.

______________________________________________
From: Gmail
Sent: 1/5/2022 5:44:33 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Pfizer information
External Email

https://rumble.com/vqx3kb-the-pfizer-inoculations-do-more-harm-than-good.html
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Frumble.com%2Fvqx3kbthe-pfizer-inoculations-do-more-harm-thangood.html&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C0ca7fea925184d35332608d9d0b5fcf1%7C11d0

Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Gayle Baker
Sent: 1/13/2022 11:24:46 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Expert Witness to TAG
External Email
Please send me information on how one can become an Expert Witness to the Technical
Advisory Group.
Thank you...
Gayle Baker

______________________________________________
From: Alex Stakhov
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:01:14 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Against proposed COVID policies
External Email
I’m a minority immigrant who came to US as a refugee fleeing persecution and desiring
freedom.
The policies you are considering will lead to persecution of people who disagree with one
point of view and will take away choice and freedom. I’m totally against these policies, as
they threaten to destroy what United States of America stands for. These policies create
avenues to divide, discriminate, and oppress people and communities. That is not what
we should be doing as we work toward racial equity and reversing old injustices.
Certainly, we should not be creating new once.
Alex
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Lisa Ulrich
Sent: 1/12/2022 9:18:57 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Re: January 12 State Board of Health Public Meeting Confirmation
External Email
Logged in several times - never got anything. Ridiculous

Sent from my iPhone
On Jan 9, 2022, at 12:28 PM, Zoom <no-reply@zoom.us> wrote:



<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fzoom.us%2F&data=04%7C01%7C

<http://us02web.zoom.us/w_p/89125084493/e9e77579-e240-4989-b2c3ec78977d482e.png>
Hello Lisa,
Thank you for registering for January 12 State Board of Health Public Meeting. You can
find information about this webinar below.
January 12 State Board of Health Public Meeting
Date & Time
Jan 12, 2022 09:00 AM Pacific Time (US and Canada)
Webinar ID
894 7406 4216
Passcode
957396

Please submit any questions to: wsboh@sboh.wa.gov.

You can cancel
<https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/tZ0pcO2oqD8oG9KF6FhUeOASqfB_9IIVqjfr/success?act=cance
your registration at any time.

WAYS TO JOIN ZOOM
1. Join from PC, Mac, iPad, or Android

Join Webinar
<https://us02web.zoom.us/w/89474064216?tk=0WyPdYcTSxfZjFsiLXUWpP00WzCjnOXnHp7yTBzWWc.DQMAAAAU1RHfWBZpQXlyNTB4blFsT0VNcmM4cGk3czB3AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
EyQyDTdyxsw>
If the button above does not work, paste this into your browser:

https://us02web.zoom.us/w/89474064216?tk=0WyPdYcTSxfZjFsiLXUWpP00WzCjnOXnHp7yTBzWWc.DQMAAAAU1RHfWBZpQXlyNTB4blFsT0VNcmM4cGk3czB3AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
EyQyDTdyxsw
To keep this webinar secure, do not share this link publicly.

Add to Calendar(.ics)
<https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/tZ0pcO2oqD8oG9KF6FhUeOASqfB_9IIVqjfr/ics?user_id=iAyr50xnQlOE
| Add to Google Calendar
<https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/tZ0pcO2oqD8oG9KF6FhUeOASqfB_9IIVqjfr/calendar/google/add?user_
| Add to Yahoo Calendar
<https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/tZ0pcO2oqD8oG9KF6FhUeOASqfB_9IIVqjfr/ics?user_id=iAyr50xnQlOE

2. Join via audio
One tap mobile:
US: +12532158782,,89474064216#,,,,*957396#
<tel:+12532158782,,89474064216#,,,,*957396#> or
+13462487799,,89474064216#,,,,*957396#
<tel:+13462487799,,89474064216#,,,,*957396#>
Or dial:
For higher quality, dial a number based on your current location.
US: +1 253 215 8782 or +1 346 248 7799 or +1 669 900 9128 or +1 301 715 8592 or
+1 312 626 6799 or +1 646 558 8656

Webinar ID: 894 7406 4216
Passcode:

957396

International numbers <https://us02web.zoom.us/u/kdrx2gOfLS>
Thank you!

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2Fzoom_us&data=04

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.linkedin.com%2Fcompany%
videocommunications%2F&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C6821b12aa2084e77115108d9d5ef9c
<https://blog.zoom.us/>
Copyright ©2022 Zoom Video Communications, Inc. All rights reserved.

______________________________________________
From: Philip Irvin
Sent: 1/6/2022 2:26:56 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: No required covid shots
External Email

______________________________________________
From: Jane Gootherts
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:34:27 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: BOH Zoom meeting
External Email
Biden said he would send out monoclonal antibody infusion therapuetics, when will WA
State receive an abundant supply in the hospital ERs free of charge?
Therapuetics will help reduce hospital submissions.
Please address covid recovered cases and the immunity that exists with as good or better
protection from further infections.
Jane

______________________________________________
From: derdolson
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:18:23 AM
To: DOH WSBOH,Davis, Michelle (SBOH),Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH),Hoff, Christy Curwick
(SBOH),Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH),Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH),Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH),Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH),Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH),Schreiber, Tracy N
(SBOH),Haag, Hannah R (SBOH),Kahler, Kelie (SBOH),Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: Please do not pass the proposed WAC Covid policies
External Email
These proposed WAC Covid policies are over reaching & immoral for Washington state
residents. Please do not pass them. Thank you
Dee Olson

______________________________________________
From: erica epperson
Sent: 1/12/2022 11:17:26 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: SBOH Jan 12 Online Meeting
External Email
To the Board It is stunning how narrow the scope is of the presenters’ topics in todays meeting.
So far there are no conversation or invitations for conversations about anything other
than an agenda that promotes vaccines and presumably mandatory vaccines.
There are a multitude of other solutions, points-of-view and healing remedies for the
current illness that some people are calling a pandemic.
I hear many statistic being presented and they all support a one-size-fits-all corporate
solution in the form of a pharmaceutical product.
The statistics I would be very interested in hearing are the amount of funding each
presenter is getting (or expecting to receive, directly or indirectly) for promoting these
narratives.
Sincerely,
Erica Epperson

______________________________________________
From: AviWater
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:08:23 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: UNCONSTITUTIONAL VACCINE AGENDA
External Email
Washington State Board of Health
You are all responsible for researching the contents of the C19 inoculation.
When deciding on whether to inject people by force or not, always remember that you
will be held accountable for the deaths and permanent disabilities you cause. Not
everyone can physically handle being injected with this gene altering cocktail. Not to
mention, those of you that have been injected do not know what they have put into your
blood. You blindly trusted the organizations that you should be able to trust but CANNOT
because they have a vested interest in the vaccine market. They control the trillions of
dollars these shots are generating.Washington State is in a very serious predicament.
Inslee legally should not have any input into anything vaccine because he is related to
Bill Gates (#1 share holder in many, if not all, related companies) and therefore will be
benefiting from the sale of these shots. This is a definite Conflict of Interest. There is so
much evidence available it is your responsibility to know the facts by researching and not
listening to the paid shills. All of our lives matter and no eugenics scheme can be allowed
to go on any longer. We all need to stand strong and help each other. If you have been
inoculated please look up your lot numbers here to better prepare yourselves for the
future and your future healthcare needs.

https://howbad.info/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fhowbad.info%2F&data=04%7C01

https://fort-russ.com/2020/04/bill-gates-and-the-depopulation-agenda-rfk-jr-calls-foran-investigation/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ffortruss.com%2F2020%2F04%2Fbill-gates-and-the-depopulation-agenda-rfk-jr-calls-for-aninvestigation%2F&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C019629c164be4b5a9c3708d9d2193690%

https://tagesformat.files.wordpress.com/2021/12/icc-complaint-7-1.pdf
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftagesformat.files.wordpress.com%
complaint-71.pdf&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C019629c164be4b5a9c3708d9d2193690%7C11d0e2

https://ecosequor.files.wordpress.com/2020/05/gates-tree.jpg
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fecosequor.files.wordpress.com%2
tree.jpg&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C019629c164be4b5a9c3708d9d2193690%7C11d0
<blob:https://mail.protonmail.com/1101460b-dd26-41b3-be71-c8b507234b34>

______________________________________________
From: Evan Vis
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:13:44 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Overreach
External Email
Hello to the State Board of Health,
I want to prayerfully ask you to consider the rights of the people of this state, as part of
a free country, to not enact any of the WAC codes at your meeting next week.
This latest variant is spreading very fast, but the effects seem to be much less for most
people. And if history is any indication, any variant that follows will have even milder
effects. Even as early as Dec 20, the CDC mentioned that the science was showing
effects were looking milder, and that we will not be able to vaccinate our was out of the
pandemic.
Thank you for your time.
Evan Vis
Bremerton, WA

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/11/2022 3:39:56 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Emergency order to detain persons due to Covid@snob.we.gov

From: Vicki Wolford <vickiwolford@yahoo.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2022 3:39 PM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Re: Emergency order to detain persons due to Covid@snob.we.gov

External Email

As a retired RN I am asking you to vote against this
plan to detain people.
This will prove to be damaging and illegal..Vicki
Wolford

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.onelink.me%2F107872968%3F

______________________________________________
From: Amanda Rice
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:48:23 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public Comments for WSBOH Members from March EH Committee Special
Meeting
External Email
I disagree and think anyone who doesn’t want to get the vaccine shouldn’t be forced.
That is completely wrong. To enforce such thing is against what this country believes in.
And these facilities is beyond wrong. You’re going treat people like test subjects against
their will? This is a sad time we live in. To do all this is not a life to live once the
government starts controlling peoples choices.
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: deannabeaudoin@msn.com
Sent: 1/5/2022 7:46:16 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public Comments for WSBOH Members from March EH Committee Special
Meeting
External Email
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: DOH Information
Sent: 1/10/2022 7:39:32 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Question/Comment from the public

Hello,

Please note comments and inquiry below from constituent and respond as appropriate.

As always thank you,

DOH Customer Service
Center for Public Affairs
Washington State Department of Health
DOH.Information@doh.wa.gov <mailto:DOH.Information@doh.wa.gov>

1-800-525-0127| www.doh.wa.gov
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.doh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7

From: DOH Feedback <doh.information@doh.wa.gov>
Sent: Saturday, January 8, 2022 2:54 PM
To: DOH Information <DOH.Information@DOH.WA.GOV>
Subject: Question/Comment from the public

The following survey response is submitted:
1.
Please select one:

-

2.
Please enter your comments or questions in the space provided below:

________________________________
CURATIVE TESTING INADEQUATE RESPONSE The State's contractor - Curative - is not
providing COVID testing results in the timeframes stated and is seriously hindering
travel. It is impossible to find a COVID test without having to pay an exorbitant amount to be able to travel. My son and his partner were tested on 1/5/22 at 10:52 AM and it is
now 1/8/22 at 2:52 PM and the results for either/both of them are "not yet released." At
this point in the pandemic - shouldn't testing be able to respond to a surge of any level?
We are 2 years in.

3.
If you are sending feedback on one of our Web pages, please paste the URL here:
(no answer)

4.
Would you like a response?
Tell us how to get in touch with you.
Name:
Nicole Rinauro
Email:
n_rinauro@msn.com <mailto:n_rinauro@msn.com>
Telephone:
2062458190

______________________________________________
From: David Day
Sent: 1/7/2022 5:48:34 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Vaccine
External Email
This is illegal and will not be tolerated.

______________________________________________
From: clarice fox-hughes
Sent: 1/11/2022 4:34:08 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: ESHB 1551
External Email
I do not support updating its rules to reflect current state law to align with Engrossed
Substitute House Bill (ESHB) 1551. It is opening a door to choices that could be made
down the road. Thank you Clarice

______________________________________________
From: Darlene Davidson
Sent: 1/8/2022 8:20:59 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Vaccine
External Email
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Dulcie Oslie
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:47:28 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: My Public Comments
External Email
Shame shame on all of you!! This is wrong and you know it…
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Norma Maldonado
Sent: 1/12/2022 11:08:08 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Quetstion.
External Email
What are the side effects of the vaccine. My sister had a bad side effect.
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Janice Barrera
Sent: 1/13/2022 12:13:48 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: ZOOM Meeting
External Email
Good afternoon.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the event. It was disappointing that the
agenda clearly states what the meeting was to cover, however it appeared that there was
deviation from the stated agenda and some avoidance of certain topics. This all lends to
an incredable level of distrust. Especially when coupled with obvious language stating
one direction of actions, and complete contradiction of what is written. This must be
resolved.
Janice Barrera

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone
Get Outlook for Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2FAAb9ysg&data=04%7C

______________________________________________
From: Steve B
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:43:24 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: BOH Meeting 1/12
External Email
Watching this BOH meeting today has been very disturbing to me. It's really, really scary
to see how you all approach the crisis.
It's severe government overreach and we and many of our neighbors feel threatened by
our own government. The data provided is not challenged. Claims made are not
challenged. Data appears skewed and embellished. Data presented is one-sided only and
no information is presented on the dangers of vaccines and measured risk, and
treatments.
Disgusting. I'm literally disgusted. Shameful. Do not come near my kids.
-Steve

______________________________________________
From: Cheri Snowhite
Sent: 1/12/2022 11:02:58 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Subject: Comments regarding 1/12/21 State Board Meeting - Zoom
External Email
1/12/22
Attention to the Board,
I had asked a few questions on the Q&A for todays meeting and was directed to the
boards email address.
Please explain to the Washingtonians the following questions:
Why are we focused on transmission and not early treatments?
When will you all recognize herd immunity?
Also why are we not acknowledging natural immunity.
Why is the local news not discussing healthy living, addressing obesity, supplements and
discussing early treatments that are working? It time to live life.
Why are we not implementing early treatments/ long term haul COVID and better
hospital protocols that are being implemented by many doctors? Please see the FLCCC
COVID early treatments, hospital protocol's and the long term COVID haul protocols they
are saving lives?

Here's information: https://covid19criticalcare.com/covid-19-protocols/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fcovid19criticalcare.com%2Fcovid19protocols%2F&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cdb6c5e0ce4a64b90827a08d9d5fdd466%7C

The medication these Doctors are using in their protocols have been around for years
(cheap) and are working, the new medications being proposed will cost Americans
millions of dollars and have not been tested for years for safety like the latter, we need
affordable treatments that are working now..

Thank you! Cheri

______________________________________________
From: Chris M
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:11:20 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public Comments for WSBOH Members from March EH Committee Special
Meeting
External Email
Dear WSBOH members,
Before considering revisions to forceably imprison your fellow citizens for the crime of not
trusting public health officials, please ask why you have failed to inspire trust by
protecting pharmaceutical companies and blocking legitimate scientific inquiry and
transparency.
Acknowledge natural immunity and require genuine analysis of the tens of thousands of
vaccine related deaths and serious injuries reported to VAERS. Make safer, more
effective protein subunit vaccines such as Novavax available to Washington State
citizens.
You know mRNA based vaccines are failing. They no longer stop the spread of disease as
we were promised they would. They are so bad at inoculation they literally had to change
the longstanding medical definition of a vaccine. Forcing someone to consume something
they have legitimate reasons for resisting is immoral by any measure and must be
resisted by every means possible.
Restore the medical profession to its previous foundation in science before it was
corrupted by corporate interests. You answer to the citizens of Washington, not the army
of lobbyists and attorneys in the service of billionaires who are exempt from product
liability laws. Many of you took an oath to first do no harm. Resist the temptation to
politicize our medical freedom. Down that road lies tyranny. That will kill us all.
Best,
Chris Magill

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 2:02:26 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW:

From: weasley@swissmail.org <weasley@swissmail.org>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 8:34 AM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject:

External Email
Please vote against forced vaccination

Willie Easley

______________________________________________
From: Lisa Brown
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:25:12 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: unvaccinated testing
External Email
We continue to hear that unvaccinated are more susceptible to illness and hospitalization.
However, the unvaccinated are tested upon entry to appointments and hospitals,
whereas often the vaccinated are not. This is selection bias, is it not? We don't have good
data on this, and you are doing harm by stating this "fact" when the data is garbage. We
have to look outside the US to find data that is the least bit workable. Please address this
in the hearing.

______________________________________________
From: Cascade Climber
Sent: 1/8/2022 7:05:18 PM
To: DOH WSBOH,otp.informationdesk@icc-cpi.int,Barkis, Andrew,Bateman, Jessica,Berg,
April,Bergquist, Steve,Berry, Liz,Billig, Andy,Boehnke, Matt,Braun, John,Bronoske,
Dan,Brown, Sharon,Caldier, Michelle,Callan, Lisa,Carlyle, Reuven,Chambers,
Kelly,Chandler, Bruce,Chase, Rob,Chopp, Frank,Cleveland, Annette,Cody, Eileen,Conway,
Steve,Corry, Chris,Das, Mona,Davis, Lauren,Dent, Tom,Dhingra, Manka,Dolan,
Laurie,Donaghy, Brandy,Dozier, Perry,Duerr, Davina,Dufault, Jeremie,Dye,
Mary,Entenman, Debra,Ericksen, Doug,Eslick, Carolyn,Fey, Jake,Fitzgibbon,
Joe,Fortunato, Phil,Frame, Noel,Frockt, David,Gilday, Greg,Abbarno, Peter,Gildon,
Chris,Goehner, Keith,Goodman, Roger,Graham, Jenny,Gregerson, Mia,Griffey,
Dan,Hackney, David,Hansen, Drew,Harris, Paul,Harris-Talley, Kirsten,Hasegawa,
Bob,Hawkins, Brad,Hoff, Larry,Holy, Jeff,Honeyford, Jim,Hunt, Sam,Jacobsen,
Cyndy,Jinkins, Laurie,Johnson, Jesse,Keiser, Karen,King, Curtis,Kirby, Steve,Klicker,
Mark,Klippert, Brad,Kloba, Shelley,Kraft, Vicki,Kretz, Joel,Kuderer, Patty (LEG),Leavitt,
Mari,Lekanoff, Debra,Liias, Marko,Lovelett, Liz,Lovick, John,MacEwen, Drew,Macri,
Nicole,Maycumber, Jacquelin,McCaslin, Bob,McCune, Jim,McEntire, Joel,Morgan,
Melanie,DOR Gina Mosbrucker,Mullet, Mark,Muzzall, Ron,Nguyen, Joe,Nobles, T'wina
(LEG),Orcutt, Ed,Ormsby, Timm,Ortiz-Self, Lillian,Orwall, Tina,Padden, Mike,Paul,
Dave,Pedersen, Jamie,Peterson, Strom,Pollet, Gerry,Ramel, Alex,Ramos, Bill,Randall,
Emily,Riccelli, Marcus,Rivers, Ann,Robertson, Eric,Robinson, June,Rolfes, Christine,Rude,
Skyler,Rule, Alicia,Ryu, Cindy,Saldana, Rebecca (LEG),Salomon, Jesse,Schmick,
Joe,Schoesler, Mark,Sells, Mike,Senn, Tana,tim.sheldon@leg.wa.gov,Shewmake,
Sharon,Short, Shelly,Simmons, Tarra,Slatter, Vandana,Springer, Larry,Stanford,
Derek,Steele, Mike (LEG),Stokesbary, Drew,Stonier, Monica,Sullivan, Pat,Sutherland,
Robert,Taylor, Jamila,Thai, My-Linh,Tharinger, Steve,Trudeau, Yasmin,Valdez, Javier,Van
De Wege, Kevin,Vick, Brandon,Volz, Mike,DOR Keith Wagoner,Walen, Amy,Walsh,
Jim,Warnick, Judy,Wellman, Lisa,Wicks, Emily,Wilcox, JT,Wilson, Claire,Wilson,
Jeff,Wilson, Lynda,Wylie, Sharon,Ybarra, Alex,Young, Jesse,Santos, Sharon Tomiko
Subject: "Top public health figures accused of GENOCIDE in historic complaint sent to the
International Criminal Court" Will ILLEGITIMATE IMPOSTER INSLEE (HAMMER &
SCORECARD) be Charged With CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY?
External Email
"Top public health figures accused of GENOCIDE in historic complaint sent to the
International Criminal Court"

https://newstarget.com/2021-12-25-top-public-health-figures-accused-of-genocideinternational-criminal-court.html
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fnewstarget.com%2F202112-25-top-public-health-figures-accused-of-genocide-international-criminalcourt.html&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40sboh.wa.gov%7C6313e8f06d5a4a281de408d9d31c9def%7C11

"Covid-19: Pharmaceutical giants, Gates, Fauci, UK officials accused of crimes against
humanity in International Criminal Court complaint"

https://www.riotimesonline.com/brazil-news/modern-day-censorship/covid-19pharmaceutical-giants-gates-fauci-uk-officials-accused-of-crimes-against-humanity-ininternational-criminal-court-complaint/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.riotimesonline.com%2Fbrazi
news%2Fmodern-day-censorship%2Fcovid-19-pharmaceutical-giants-gates-fauci-ukofficials-accused-of-crimes-against-humanity-in-international-criminal-court-

complaint%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40sboh.wa.gov%7C6313e8f06d5a4a281de408d9d31c9def%7

HAMMER & SCORECARD = Fraction Magic

https://weicu.org/fraction-magic
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fweicu.org%2Ffractionmagic&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40sboh.wa.gov%7C6313e8f06d5a4a281de408d9d31c9def%7C11d0e2

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PBSEWp_zVF4&t=481s
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv

BECOME a PLAINTIFF for the STOLEN 2020 ELECTION:
https://weicu.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fweicu.org%2F&data=04%7C01%7
"Washington Election Integrity Coalition United
PRESS RELEASE
WEiCU
Washington Election Integrity Coalition United
Contact: WEiCU Task Force
weicu@protonmail.com <mailto:weicu@protonmail.com>
For immediate release 11/23/2020
The Washington Election Integrity Coalition United (WEICU) is a non-partisan,
non-profit dedicated to the restoration of secure, fair, and verifiable elections per
Article 1 SEC 19 of the WA constitution.
● We received information that in the last week of September there was a ‘massive
security breach’ to
multiple government agencies including DSHS, DCYF, DOR and WA Tech which operates
the states core
technology services- the central network and data center and provides security from
cyber attacks.
● Inside information exposed a cover up by Gov. Inslee who ‘demanded that state
employees NOT
release this security breach to the media’.
● In the last week of September through the first week in October, the Washington State
National Guard
assisted SOS Elections division in segmenting the elections system on to (it's own
network) although
the breach had already occured.
● 11-18 Lincoln County computer systems received ransomware attack rendering all
computers
inaccessible including all election systems, and continues to be shutdown on 11/23, one
day before
certification.
● Insider information confirms that Vote WA election system was compromised and is a
system that is
shared and used statewide, regardless of narrative to the contrary.
● 7,228 DECEASED VOTES as a result from the Master Death Index Files for October did
not run and an
error message was not given. Including evidence showing voter rolls have not been
scrubbed in some

cases for 48+months.
● Signature Fail, Duplicate ballot checks etc has been down for several weeks.
● Challenged signatures result in Absentee ballots subject to being ’remade’. We have
Videos received
showing county election staff filling out ballots on the floor without supervision or
observation. RCW
29A.60.125
● County Tabulator results are fractionalized in decimal percentages consistent with
Hammer and
Scorecard.
● Trump was leading in the state for the first 15 minutes. Biden received 82.88% of his
total votes in a 1
minute span from 8:21pm - 8:22pm.
We have people from across the state willing to sign affidavits attesting that they
received unsolicited ballots,
in some cases up to seven ballots per one person. Some of these individuals received
them despite not being
eligible to vote (for instance here on student visa).
Washington Election Integrity Coalition United
● DSA certification and the CASS Reports both reflect that 318,061 of the VRDB are not
deliverable to
the address in the system, yet in most cases (voted).
• The ballots on hand are largely inconsistent and compared to the votes counted
between dates they
suggest that the count has been frequently halted in most counties.
• In a single county the registered voters increase by nearly 4,000 after Nov, 3
rd
• Several Counties drew our attention because of a judicial watch article showing 14
counties 100-119% voter
turnout.
• All County websites that are linked from the Secretary of State website, even ones for
the same county on
the same day and at the same time, show different numbers and inconsistent numbers.
The conclusion is that this election CANNOT be certified. Washington voters deserve an
accurate count and
until we can guarantee secure and verifiable elections we have nothing.

*There is more data to support this press release than is stated."
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1C3EEvzVrxrDS05wDh2dZmJnQ0dSGir0i/view
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fdrive.google.com%2Ffile%2Fd%2F

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=052iTp04DRY
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0UJLtHqPA1E
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KW_aIYm16jA
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv

______________________________________________
From: Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
Sent: 1/13/2022 11:44:21 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: WAC CODE LAWS

attachments\D2C554D00BEE48A8_image001.jpg

--Lindsay Herendeen, MPH, MCRP (she/her)
Health Policy Analyst
Washington State Board of Health
lindsay.herendeen@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:lindsay.herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>
360-628-6823

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01
, Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH&
, Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: carol weiler <cjwandgjw@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, January 10, 2022 10:18 AM
Subject: WAC CODE LAWS

External Email
Dear State Board of Health Member
We are 'totally' against any move of our state representative to make this a 'law' . It is
socialism at it's
core. We are not Germany or Russia.. We are the United
State of America and are governed by the "Republic".
This proposed law is unconstitutional.
We will fight this if it ever becomes 'law'.
I urge you to vote "NO'

THANK YOU
Carol & Gerald J. Weiler
366 Weiler Rd.
Port Angeles, Wa.
360-452-3096

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.avg.com%2Femailsignature%3Futm_medium%3Demail%26utm_source%3Dlink%26utm_campaign%3Dsigemail%26utm_content%3Dwebmail&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Caf9a6b534db244e

Virus-free. www.avg.com
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.avg.com%2Femailsignature%3Futm_medium%3Demail%26utm_source%3Dlink%26utm_campaign%3Dsigemail%26utm_content%3Dwebmail&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Caf9a6b534db244e

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:02:22 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: We will not comply it is Done.

-----Original Message----From: carol45p@gmail.com <carol45p@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 6:39 PM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: We will not comply it is Done.
External Email
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Cyndi Grab
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:15:48 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: My Public Comments
External Email
This should be against the law for any doctors to do this to anybody!!!! This is a persons
choice not a doctor or the government to make this decision!!!
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Tracee Gorman
Sent: 1/12/2022 11:15:15 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Zoom meeting today 1.12.22
External Email
I watched about 30 minutes of the meeting today and saw nothing more than a push to
get the experimental gene therapy injection, backed up by continuing propaganda
(cases, hospitalizations, etc). Will you ever understand that those who have not received
the injection will NEVER receive the injection? It's time to move onto more important
topics and quit wasting our time with the fear-mongering.
Respectfully,
Tracee Gorman

______________________________________________
From: Ellen (Kitty) Varona
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:05:23 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: 27D74721-B75D-4C6A-B0E9-FA0E38D3E519
External Email
Cease and desist
Sent from my iPad

______________________________________________
From: Richard Sena-Cary
Sent: 1/12/2022 11:35:20 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Extremely Concerned WAKE UP!
External Email
There needs to be a format that all of us can hear and get answers on. Forcing us to
send an email to a box that we hope the board will review each comment is frankly not
acceptable given how important this topic is.
On a side note in regards to the vaccine great love things are working why is the
messaging on here trying to push vaccines vs give the info and let people make their
own decision for themselves and their families. Pushing this in a way to pressure or force
people to get vaccinated given the side affects now being exposed is irresponsible and
dangerous. There are multiple studies documenting this while we have the drug
companies creating these vaccines going to court to push back the information release of
these side affects WHY? All anyone speaks to is how positive these vaccines are without
voicing any concerns on the other side of the aisle which is not acceptable. Let the people
decide and make their own decisions in this regard. This is the United States of America
it is my right to choose how to protect myself and my family period.
As stated on the call continuing to censor and not talk about the issues in front of the
public is going to cause us "Concerned Citizens" to take action. Do your job you were
elected to do and uphold your oath to this country and not yourself that this is the land
of the free where WE THE PEOPLE have the choice to decide. You try to come after my
kids with this garbage and you will be held accountable by "WE THE PEOPLE".

Richard Sena-Cary

______________________________________________
From: Chad Omlin
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:37:25 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Proposed covid policies
External Email
Hello,
As a Washington resident and United States citizen I am completely against any and all
proposed Covid policies that over reach and immoral. Myself and others stand against all
proposed WACs.
Thanks

______________________________________________
From: Seth T
Sent: 1/11/2022 8:43:43 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Nazi Laws
External Email
Keith,
Stop trying to push through hitleresque and unconstitutional detention laws before you
incite violence and get many people killed.
What you’re trying to do violates the Hippocratic oath, the Nuremberg convention,
natural law and state and federal constitutions. Your actions are detestable and put the
stability and credibility of the state at unnecessary and dire risk.

Get Outlook for iOS
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fo0ukef&data=04%7C0

______________________________________________
From: Dennis Trittin
Sent: 1/11/2022 2:03:30 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Valuable perspectives for Vaccine policy
External Email
Dear WA State Health Board,
I happened to come across an amicus brief that was filed in the OSHA case and thought
it might prove helpful to your policy setting. You can find it in the link below.
Thanks for all of your efforts!

Dennis Trittin
Gig Harbor
>
>
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.supremecourt.gov%2FDocketP
>
>

______________________________________________
From: Brendon Cromwell
Sent: 1/12/2022 12:45:44 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: What's going on with vaccines?
External Email
If COVID-19 is a "vaccine preventable disease” what is going on in countries with
exceptionally high vaccination rates (e.g., Israel, etc.)? I posit that COVID-19 doesn’t
qualify as a “vaccine preventable disease”.
-Brendon

______________________________________________
From: Gillian Gonzalez
Sent: 1/11/2022 2:27:12 AM
To: DOH WSBOH,Davis, Michelle (SBOH),Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH),Hoff, Christy Curwick
(SBOH),Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH),Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH),Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH),Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH),Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH),Schreiber, Tracy N
(SBOH),Haag, Hannah R (SBOH),Kahler, Kelie (SBOH),Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: Re: January 12th Advisory Board
External Email
Excuse me. I wish to amend. Omicron is more transmissible but far less deadly.
Kind regards,
~a concerned citizen.
On Tue, Jan 11, 2022 at 2:19 AM Gillian Gonzalez <gchinchilla1998@gmail.com
<mailto:gchinchilla1998@gmail.com> > wrote:
Hello,
I am writing as a citizen of Washington State. I am writing, because frankly, I am
appalled by what I am hearing you propose. The use of force to apprehend people and
place them in detention/concentration camps all for a virus that has over a 99% survival
rate for the vast majority of people. It has even been stated by experts that over 70% of
fatalities had 4 or more comorbidities. Furthermore, the vaccine has already been proven
ineffective. The vaccinated can spread, and contract covid, the same as the
unvaccinated. A large portion of those hospitalized are vaccinated, not unvaccinated. To
continue, the Omicron variant has already been shown to be less transmissible, and less
potent--similar to a cold. Experts are even saying that this could be the end of the life
cycle for this virus. Also, look at Israel--forced vaccination (over 4 doses) has not helped
them get back to "normal". I'd like you to ask yourselves WHY you are doing this? What
do you have to gain from this? Not only will you be taking people out of the work force
and the economy of our state, but you will also be violating our constitutional rights of
life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness, and violating the Nuremberg Code. Also, ask
yourselves what side you wish to be on when future generations look back on this. When
the Japanese Americans were forced into "camps" losing their homes and their
businesses, their livelihoods-- It was considered the right thing to do at the time. Now we
look back and see that it was incredibly wrong. When the Jews were forced into
concentration camps no one knew how bad it would be. An us versus them mentality was
fostered similar to what is happening now. And while I don't think it has gotten to that
point, it is merely a hop, skip and a jump away and we all know it. Finally, the good
always rise up. The righteous stand tall. And not only will you be wrecking Washington
state and it's economy, and people's lives, but you will also be going against everything
that the United States of America stands for. I suggest you think about that.
Kind regards,
~ a concerned citizen.

______________________________________________
From: Lesley Rutz
Sent: 1/11/2022 7:25:33 PM
To: GOVOutBound,Boehnke, Matt,DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: If 15% of this is true….
External Email

Please watch beginning at about 13 minutes. It will only take about 7 minutes and you
need this information.
Lesley Rutz
1110 W 26th Ave
Kennewick
99337
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Frumble.com%2Fvse8npdid-project-veritas-blow-the-doors-open-on-wuhan-research-guest-dr.-mollie.html&amp;data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Ce013c3343a04478a7ce408d9d57b3041%7C11

Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Christine Sellers
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:47:41 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public Comments for WSBOH Members from March EH Committee Special
Meeting
External Email
I disagree With the proposition to add COVID to these WAC currently in place.
The virus and all variants of it, has proven to be a mild, in most cases, respiratory
infection with minimal symptoms or lasting sequela.
Promoting laws and regulations that drum up fear and hostility will not protect the public
health. Instead the focus should be on encouraging the population to properly mange
their co-morbidities, eat a more balanced diet, and to exercise. Having a truly healthy
population would provide much longer lasting results to fighting disease than would these
drastic tactics the government has succumbed to. The data from other countries has
shown this to be true.
Enacting something like this would further push my hardworking neighbors from
Washington State. I already Know too many people that have fled our state borders in
the last two years. They are outraged by the lengths Governor Inslee has gone thru to
push this pandemic onto us. I am Outraged too. I love Living in WA state. But I am not
okay with the uneasiness I have Felt these last couple years.
It is time to stop all this! Promote true public health or speak your true agenda. Stop the
lies.
Christine S
Christine Sellers, CPC

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:22:12 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: You will have huge pushback

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov
360-236-4105
Website| Facebook |Twitter
-----Original Message----From: Dennis Anderson <capnandy737@msn.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 10:05 AM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: You will have huge pushback
External Email
You pull this crap and you will have blood on the ground. We are different than Australia.
This is the primary reason the Second Amendment was put into place. You foolish foolish
idiots!!!!!!!!
Sent from my iPhone
Cap'n Andy

______________________________________________
From: geroge Miller
Sent: 1/15/2022 12:26:47 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FYI
External Email
The Canadian Covid Care Alliance released an incredible video of the Pfizer 6 month data
which shows that Pfizer’s COVID-19 inoculations cause more illness than they prevent.
Plus, an overview of the Pfizer trial flaws in both design and execution. For details, cf.
https://rumble.com/vrs4f7-january-1-2022.html

______________________________________________
From: bonnie reynolds
Sent: 1/13/2022 11:39:39 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Yesterdays zoom meeting.
External Email
I was disturbed about the meeting. One thing that really caught my attention was about
hiring people in health department. I also read your agenda beforehand. Hiring people
that are not voters should never be. Not allowing the citizens to be able to vote on the
people to be in these positions is another should never be. Not being able to ask if they
are registered voters or citizens of the Great United States is another should never be.
When I read about this it sounds like you want to get rid of workers that are already in
place. That’s another should never be. I was in total disagreement of your agenda .
What’s your next plan I have to ask myself……. From a concerned citizen and voter

______________________________________________
From: David Brownlee
Sent: 1/11/2022 3:40:27 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Patriot

attachments\A0E53407013C476D_received_1086646268799205.mp4
External Email
The cat is out of the bag your lying about your meeting.

______________________________________________
From: Gail McGaughey
Sent: 1/11/2022 7:51:48 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public Comments for WSBOH Members from March EH Committee Special
Meeting
External Email
The state of Washington, egged on by our tyrannical governor, seems to be encouraging
all kinds of totalitarian actions by other state agencies such as yours. Requiring those
with natural immunity to be vaccinated makes no scientific sense. Requiring those who
have seen the death and harm from a rushed vaccine that is still experimental ignores
the Nuremberg protections. Not to mention, requiring a vaccine that does not provide
immunity against a virus that is very similar to the flu is unconstitutional. You do not
have this authority. Forcing the vaccine passports, attempting to grab the authority to
round up American citizens and hold them against their will in concentration camps is
evil. This is the evil we saw during World War II and Nazi Germany. These actions will
not be tolerated by a free people. Back off and behave yourselves.
Gail McG.
Typos courtesy of my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: sheree justice
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:51:05 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Immunizations and vaccines
External Email
To The Washington State Board of Health

You’ve included a lot of important information about the vaccine but have left out sideeffects and possible side-effects. Every drug lists what may happen, why are you not
providing this information to us? And what are they?

Sincerely,
Sheree Justice

Sent from Mail
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.microsoft.com%2Ffwlink%2F%
for Windows

______________________________________________
From: Eirena Birkenfeld
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:01:24 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Are we being locked out? Is that legal or ethical?
External Email
Dear Board Members,
We are finding that the registration page for the meeting that is scheduled for this
coming Wednesday is no longer working.
It worked just two days ago.
Would you please send a new working link?
There is plenty of time between now and Wednesday to correct this so that concerned
WA citizens can rightfully participate.
Yours sincerely,
Eirena Birkenfeld
Olga, WA
360-298-2425

______________________________________________
From: Christi Ellefson
Sent: 1/14/2022 6:37:27 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Kirsch: 379,000 Dead from Jab, Deadly Bioweapon Covid Shots Killing Masses
External Email

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Frumble.com%2Fvsln2rkirsch-379000-dead-from-jab-deadly-bioweapon-covid-shots-killingmasses.html&amp;data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cb60f0ee0ddfe4a6f68f608d9d7cfee68%7

Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Andrew Durant
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:08:07 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: My Public Comments
External Email
This isn't about health and safety. It's about power and control. Pfizer and these vaccine
companies won't even disclose what is in the vaccine. We have governors and people in
politics ignoring "we the people." Big tech media companies are censoring free speech
and fact checking people based on their own moral authority and not actual facts. The
world is waking up to the tyranny that is trying to overtake us. Government and science
is not above the law. Modern medicine and health practices are not trustworthy anymore.
Getting a shot "to keep us all safe" is just a bunch of propoganda fear mongering. I fully
believe the motives of this ruling goes against freedom.
If someone wants to get the vaccine, then go for it, but when government is trying to
force it on the people, that should be a huge red flag.

Andrew Durant
(509) 954-5406
andrewdurant89@gmail.com <mailto:andrewdurant89@gmail.com>
"If you want to go fast, go alone. If you want to go far, go together."

______________________________________________
From: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
Sent: 1/11/2022 8:49:43 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Natural Immunity Study

--Samantha Pskowski (she/her/hers)
Washington State Board of Health
360-789-2358

From: sweet_grass_farmgirl <sweet_grass_farmgirl@yahoo.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2022 8:10 AM
To: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Natural Immunity Study

External Email

content://com.samsung.android.content.clipboard/images/199

Sent from my Galaxy

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:52:28 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Please read

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov>
360-236-4105

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01%
| Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH%
|Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: Carley Tipton <thetiptonfarm2@yahoo.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 5, 2022 10:37 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Please read

External Email
https://www.pandata.org/20lies/?fbclid=IwAR0GHVUbwwixGEydmzUGRMK10E9eyPt9SgB8PIeNmFH1HDR2l_3sVEr4lNA

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.pandata.org%2F20lies%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0GHVUbwwixGEydmzUGRMK10E9eyPt9SgB8PIeNmFH1HDR2l_3sVEr4lNA&data=

Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Carolyn S.
Sent: 1/6/2022 2:56:52 PM
To: DOH WSBOH,Davis, Michelle (SBOH),Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH),Hoff, Christy Curwick
(SBOH),Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH),Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH),Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH),Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH),Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH),Schreiber, Tracy N
(SBOH),Haag, Hannah R (SBOH),Kahler, Kelie (SBOH),Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: Re. the Meeting on Jan. 12th
External Email

You have no right to decide for the citizens what is good for their health! I sincerely
encourage you to NOT allow this to happen! It would be a death sentence to many! The
shots do more harm than good. Here’s a short 2 min video of just one of endless
testimonies of truth about this mess! Please listen! https://rumble.com/vryeux-january4-2022.html
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Frumble.com%2Fvryeuxjanuary-42022.html&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C840e14989d8e45274efa08d9d167a7eb%7C11d
Carolyn Schneider

______________________________________________
From: Lili Stead
Sent: 1/12/2022 9:21:00 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Hearing scheduled 1/12/2022 at 0900 hours
External Email
I have been in this Zoom room since 8:54am, the response is waiting for meeting to
start. Has it started?
Lili Stead
-Lili Stead
lili.lilistead@gmail.com <mailto:lili.lilistead@gmail.com>
"How old you are is your business; how old you look--that's mine."

______________________________________________
From: David Kartchner
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:14:57 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: 49F8AB62-D629-4DA7-8FA5-547A3D882180
External Email
Do not take our freedoms away for this latest version of virus that presents like a cold.
We voters remember those who vote to remove our freedoms. What about aquired
immunity?

______________________________________________
From: George Sandoval
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:30:31 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public comment WSBOH committee special mtg
External Email
The purposed policy’s that’s are about to be submitted are ridiculous and insane . I do
not approve and do not want these policy’s . Stop the nonsense. Stop it now.
George Sandoval
Port Angeles, Wa

______________________________________________
From: Rick Baillie
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:46:09 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Unvaccinated hospitalizations
External Email
What are the stats of those who are hospitalized that are admitted strictly because of
COVID. There is so much misinformation going around, the numbers make it seem as
though the hospitalizations are ALL COVID, but there is also information that most are
experiencing some other issue and, have other core morbidities, and test positive for
COVID when they are treated. it would be nice to have actual data.
Thank you for your response.

______________________________________________
From: workonly42@aol.com
Sent: 1/12/2022 1:27:46 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Question ??
External Email
Good afternoon,
I've been listening to your meeting. I'm not sure you'll answer my question. I'm
wondering why the Nuremberg Code isn't recognized by the administration?
Thank you,
Mary

______________________________________________
From: Autumn Bennett
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:48:43 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Board of Health Meeting
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health.
I urge you to please vote down and rescind the proposed policies you will be discussing
at your upcoming meeting.
It is astounding to me that you would even CONSIDER forcibly administering medical
procedures on citizens. Extending this power to the health department is unnecessary
and subject to abuse.
Thank you,
Autumn Bennett
360.551.6960

______________________________________________
From: Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
Sent: 1/13/2022 11:33:06 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Teresa Moyer says no

--Lindsay Herendeen, MPH, MCRP (she/her)
Health Policy Analyst
Washington State Board of Health
lindsay.herendeen@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:lindsay.herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>
360-628-6823

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01
, Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH&
, Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: Terimoyer <tmteacherteri@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2022 3:26 PM
To: Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH) <Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Teresa Moyer says no

External Email
Vancouver Washington longtime tax payer say no on

https://margaretannaalice.substack.com/p/letter-to-the-washington-state-board
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fmargaretannaalice.substack.com%
to-the-washington-stateboard&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C3e87d37c97b6458f299008d9d6cb8583%7C11d
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Brian Sweeney
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:42:19 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: No New Rules
External Email
Hello,
For the first time in history the ineffectiveness of a medicine is being blamed on those
who haven't taken it.
No New Emergency Rules!
Brian R Sweeney
Skagit County, Washington

______________________________________________
From: Shelly Larkin
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:42:02 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Adverse reactions!
External Email

Double Vaccinated 18-Year-Old Brazilian Model Dies After Developing Blood Clots Due to
‘COVID Complications’ after receiving 2 doses of the Pfizer Vaccine
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.thegatewaypundit.com%2F202
vaccinated-18-year-old-brazilian-model-dies-developing-blood-clots-due-covidcomplications%2F&amp;data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cc1db346dffb6471342b608d9d5fb3

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgettr.com%2Fpost%2Fpnxhk40730&

Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Michelle Andres
Sent: 1/12/2022 9:32:09 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Subject: zoom meeting for today 1/12/2022

attachments\99865208D74B46BE_cleardot.gif

attachments\09EE782F8F904936_O2eFLTG9vkBgnxdZlJMgV_7hatpwgMFPj_PRDTOOL_NAMETOOLONG.png
External Email
Could not access meeting fully registered for after 20 Minutes - called the multiple
numbers as well to just join audibly using passcode - DID NOT WORK - please send a link
to the FULL recording of this meeting and ALL material at your earliest convenience since
the system either could not hold the capacity of registrants or whatever the issue was
limiting the FULLL involved of citizens requesting access and participation in their OWN
government and agencies within 48 hours or call to make full arrangement by calling me
directly (509) 294-1583 - as is reasonable.
FYI - here is a copy of my approved registration:
Zoom <no-reply@zoom.us <mailto:no-reply@zoom.us> >
7:56 AM (1 hour ago)

to me

Hi Michelle,
This is a reminder that "January 12 State Board of Health Public Meeting" will begin in 1
hour on:
Date Time: Jan 12, 2022 09:00 AM Pacific Time (US and Canada)
Join from a PC, Mac, iPad, iPhone or Android device:

Click Here to Join
<https://us02web.zoom.us/w/89474064216?tk=HD9joetBZO6pyzssvpK7i645nQAdHP3dVgaSRGDXrg.DQMAAAAU1RHfWBZkeTJRVnlOT1FZaVR2TlhPSVRkd2NnAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
EyQyDTdyxsw>
Note: This link should not be shared with others; it is unique to you.
Passcode: 957396
Add to Calendar
<https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/tZ0pcO2oqD8oG9KF6FhUeOASqfB_9IIVqjfr/ics?user_id=dy2QVyNOQYi
Add to Google Calendar
<https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/tZ0pcO2oqD8oG9KF6FhUeOASqfB_9IIVqjfr/calendar/google/add?user_
Add to Yahoo Calendar

<https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/tZ0pcO2oqD8oG9KF6FhUeOASqfB_9IIVqjfr/ics?user_id=dy2QVyNOQYi
Or join by phone:
US: +1 253 215 8782 or +1 301 715 8592 or +1 312 626 6799 or +1 346 248 7799 or
+1 646 558 8656 or +1 669 900 9128
Webinar ID: 894 7406 4216
Passcode: 957396
International numbers available: https://us02web.zoom.us/u/kdrx2gOfLS
<https://us02web.zoom.us/u/kdrx2gOfLS>

______________________________________________
From: Cascade Climber
Sent: 1/11/2022 6:06:48 PM
To: DOH WSBOH,otp.informationdesk@icc-cpi.int,Barkis, Andrew,Bateman, Jessica,Berg,
April,Bergquist, Steve,Berry, Liz,Billig, Andy,Boehnke, Matt,Braun, John,Bronoske,
Dan,Brown, Sharon,Caldier, Michelle,Callan, Lisa,Carlyle, Reuven,Chambers,
Kelly,Chandler, Bruce,Chase, Rob,Chopp, Frank,Cleveland, Annette,Cody, Eileen,Conway,
Steve,Corry, Chris,Das, Mona,Davis, Lauren,Dent, Tom,Dhingra, Manka,Dolan,
Laurie,Donaghy, Brandy,Dozier, Perry,Duerr, Davina,Dufault, Jeremie,Dye,
Mary,Entenman, Debra,Ericksen, Doug,Eslick, Carolyn,Fey, Jake,Fitzgibbon,
Joe,Fortunato, Phil,Frame, Noel,Frockt, David,Gilday, Greg,Abbarno, Peter,Gildon,
Chris,Goehner, Keith,Goodman, Roger,Graham, Jenny,Gregerson, Mia,Griffey,
Dan,Hackney, David,Hansen, Drew,Harris, Paul,Harris-Talley, Kirsten,Hasegawa,
Bob,Hawkins, Brad,Hoff, Larry,Holy, Jeff,Honeyford, Jim,Hunt, Sam,Jacobsen,
Cyndy,Jinkins, Laurie,Johnson, Jesse,Keiser, Karen,King, Curtis,Kirby, Steve,Klicker,
Mark,Klippert, Brad,Kloba, Shelley,Kraft, Vicki,Kretz, Joel,Kuderer, Patty (LEG),Leavitt,
Mari,Lekanoff, Debra,Liias, Marko,Lovelett, Liz,Lovick, John,MacEwen, Drew,Macri,
Nicole,Maycumber, Jacquelin,McCaslin, Bob,McCune, Jim,McEntire, Joel,Morgan,
Melanie,DOR Gina Mosbrucker,Mullet, Mark,Muzzall, Ron,Nguyen, Joe,Nobles, T'wina
(LEG),Orcutt, Ed,Ormsby, Timm,Ortiz-Self, Lillian,Orwall, Tina,Padden, Mike,Paul,
Dave,Pedersen, Jamie,Peterson, Strom,Pollet, Gerry,Ramel, Alex,Ramos, Bill,Randall,
Emily,Riccelli, Marcus,Rivers, Ann,Robertson, Eric,Robinson, June,Rolfes, Christine,Rude,
Skyler,Rule, Alicia,Ryu, Cindy,Saldana, Rebecca (LEG),Salomon, Jesse,Schmick,
Joe,Schoesler, Mark,Sells, Mike,Senn, Tana,tim.sheldon@leg.wa.gov,Shewmake,
Sharon,Short, Shelly,Simmons, Tarra,Slatter, Vandana,Springer, Larry,Stanford,
Derek,Steele, Mike (LEG),Stokesbary, Drew,Stonier, Monica,Sullivan, Pat,Sutherland,
Robert,Taylor, Jamila,Thai, My-Linh,Tharinger, Steve,Trudeau, Yasmin,Valdez, Javier,Van
De Wege, Kevin,Vick, Brandon,Volz, Mike,DOR Keith Wagoner,Walen, Amy,Walsh,
Jim,Warnick, Judy,Wellman, Lisa,Wicks, Emily,Wilcox, JT,Wilson, Claire,Wilson,
Jeff,Wilson, Lynda,Wylie, Sharon,Ybarra, Alex,Young, Jesse,Santos, Sharon Tomiko
Subject: Schizer
External Email

https://librti.com/page/view-video?id=1437
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Flibrti.com%2Fpage%2Fviewvideo%3Fid%3D1437&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40sboh.wa.gov%7C271ebc2eb8bb4407931308d9d570

______________________________________________
From: mine.life4god@yahoo.com
Sent: 1/11/2022 9:05:39 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Information
External Email

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2F619316058%

Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Brandon Perasso
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:28:06 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: TAG proposed rules for covid 19
External Email
Hello where can I find the rules being proposed by TAG for covid 19?
Thanks
Brandon
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: paul attanasio
Sent: 1/10/2022 4:39:38 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: My Public Comments
External Email
Dear public servants, you took an oath to uphold the Constitution and the law so I pray
you do the right thing for the citizens of this great state. The Bible teaches us to love God
and to love your neighbor, your decision will be something you will have to live with the
rest of your life. God is watching, choose wisely.

Sent from Mail
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.microsoft.com%2Ffwlink%2F%
for Windows

______________________________________________
From: cherlyn brubaker
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:54:56 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Proposed covid policies
External Email
I am not for the proposed covid policies. For one they go against the constitution, two
they go against our natural born alienable rights, three they are tyrannical and
overreaching. These measures need to be stopped immediately. We all know covid is a
hoax trying to usher in one world gov. No one is for this. This states economy will
collapse of you try to pass these insanely preposterous measures. This is beyond
ridiculous for a "sickness" with a 99.9% survivability rate. Think about what you are
doing, this will effect you, your family, your neighbors, everyone's lives and not for the
good. DO NOT ALLOW THE PROPOSED COVID POLICIES!!

______________________________________________
From: Philip Antush
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:35:07 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public Comments for WSBOH Members from March EH Committee Special
Meeting
External Email
Stop Stop Stop your unconstitutional law making NOW. You are not elected officials that
can or should make laws without vote .Futher more you beauocrates voted to defund the
police ...So major crimes are not stopped you people are so out of touch with reality ....I
vote defund Health Dept. and run Fauci out of office with no retiement along with entire
wash state health dept ..

______________________________________________
From: Connie Coopersmith
Sent: 1/5/2022 8:14:06 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Violate of our rights
External Email
How do you justify this attack on our rights given by the constitution?
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Morna Gilbert
Sent: 1/18/2022 10:36:50 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Please watch this 7 minute video
External Email

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=471167014411394&extid=NS-UNK-UNK-UNKIOS_GK0T-GK1C&ref=sharing
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2Fwatch%2F
UNK-UNK-UNK-IOS_GK0TGK1C%26ref%3Dsharing&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C805489789cc44cf96c1308d9dab
I would appreciate a response.
Thank you for your time.
M Gilbert

______________________________________________
From: Bill Flansburg
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:19:45 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Is there anything in the Jan. 12th meeting about these PROPOSED POLICIES:?

attachments\0CBB63B229B34A92_ezl1oB3yF0efZ89U.jpg
External Email

Dear Board of Health of WA state,
In my wanting to do a credibility check on a forwarded email, I saw that there is a BOH
virtual meeting on Jan. 12. Unfortunately, it appears that noon tomorrow comment
submissions are not assured to read by participants.
Is there credibility to the first paragraph below the section on PROPOSED POLICIES:? I
didn't see anything anywhere about that in my research. Thanks in advance for any
email response help dear busy WA state BOH employee! I have one other question which
could be answered either by email preferably, or by phone Bill Flansburg (425) 486-2450
Thanks again dear public servant (not derogatorily, but in honoring)!

In Jesus,
Bill who is not a fringe person, but an old Vietnam War veteran.
(425) 486-2450

______________________________________________
From: DOH Information
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:14:46 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public Comment

attachments\1711379695C74F96_image002.png

Hello,

This is comment intended for the Board meeting next week.
Thank you

Alexandra Moore
Customer Service Specialist
Center for Public Affairs
Washington State Department of Health
DOH.Information@doh.wa.gov
800-525-0127 | www.doh.wa.gov

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.doh.wa.gov%2FNewsroom%

From: DOH Feedback <doh.information@doh.wa.gov>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 10:59 AM
To: DOH Information <DOH.Information@DOH.WA.GOV>
Subject: Question/Comment from the public

The following survey response is submitted:
1.
Please select one:

Other

2.
Please enter your comments or questions in the space provided below:

________________________________
Please stop this insanity with the WAC for covid. We are in the United States of America!
We do not live in Nazi Germany!

3.
If you are sending feedback on one of our Web pages, please paste the URL here:
98270

4.
Would you like a response?
Tell us how to get in touch with you.
Name:
Becky Lint
Email:
beckylint@yahoo.com <mailto:beckylint@yahoo.com>
Telephone:
9893051996

______________________________________________
From: ed trevorrow
Sent: 1/6/2022 11:19:48 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Proposed rule changes to Infectious disease WAC
External Email
I am opposed to the proposal to add COVID to the existing WAC.
I encouraging you to vote against this measure.
Ed Trevorrow
30127 16th Ave SW
Federal Way WA. 98023

______________________________________________
From: Linda Ingersoll
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:47:18 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Re: Reminder: January 12 State Board of Health Public Meeting starts in 1 hour
External Email

Can you address What cormoditities are most susceptible to getting a severe case of
hospitalization and death, like Obesity, diabetes with complications, and anxiety? Also,
when will we be able to treat prior to hospitalization those who are positive with antivirals
that have been approved for many years to help avoid advancement of disease and
symptoms?
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 7:55 AM Zoom <no-reply@zoom.us <mailto:noreply@zoom.us> > wrote:
<http://us02web.zoom.us/w_p/89125084493/e9e77579-e240-4989-b2c3ec78977d482e.png>

Hi Linda,
This is a reminder that "January 12 State Board of Health Public Meeting" will begin in 1
hour on:
Date Time: Jan 12, 2022 09:00 AM Pacific Time (US and Canada)
Join from a PC, Mac, iPad, iPhone or Android device:

Click Here to Join
<https://us02web.zoom.us/w/89474064216?tk=_l0xRo9oMYSREzLTO3JobZ4cO08FDJ9n8IDTA5EbdEA.DQM
EyQyDTdyxsw>
Note: This link should not be shared with others; it is unique to you.
Passcode: 957396
Add to Calendar
<https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/tZ0pcO2oqD8oG9KF6FhUeOASqfB_9IIVqjfr/ics?user_id=Thiw9Br0S7SU
Add to Google Calendar
<https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/tZ0pcO2oqD8oG9KF6FhUeOASqfB_9IIVqjfr/calendar/google/add?user_
Add to Yahoo Calendar
<https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/tZ0pcO2oqD8oG9KF6FhUeOASqfB_9IIVqjfr/ics?user_id=Thiw9Br0S7SU
Or join by phone:
US: +1 253 215 8782 or +1 301 715 8592 or +1 312 626 6799 or +1 346 248 7799 or
+1 646 558 8656 or +1 669 900 9128
Webinar ID: 894 7406 4216
Passcode: 957396
International numbers available: https://us02web.zoom.us/u/kdrx2gOfLS

<https://us02web.zoom.us/u/kdrx2gOfLS>

You can cancel
<https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/tZ0pcO2oqD8oG9KF6FhUeOASqfB_9IIVqjfr/success?act=cance
your registration at any time.

-Blessings, Linda Ingersoll

______________________________________________
From: Cindi McDaniel Ray
Sent: 1/11/2022 8:33:44 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: WTF???
External Email
Are you kidding me? You people are sick, twisted Nazi’s. Read Margaret Ann Alice’s
Substack letter that was sent to your committee. What you think you will get away with
with your citizens, you won’t.
Praying that God will intervene.
Cynthia Ray

______________________________________________
From: James Towns
Sent: 1/12/2022 2:43:43 PM
To: Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: 1369FDAF-0E8F-41DB-82CB-E4A95EEF2335

attachments\487D5DB0160D4410_vax-info (1).gif
attachments\B88358066B5C449E_facts.gif
attachments\63643B6823854AD2_ulfkotte-350.jpg
External Email

James Towns

______________________________________________
From: Becky Conway
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:14:17 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Do not come, do not come.
External Email
To all of you cooks, chiefs and bottle washers, leave freedom as freedom and move
along. You offer zero incentive for law abiding, freedom loving Americans but to get rid of
you swiftly and legally as soon as it is possible to do so. I pray for your souls and forgive
you in advance that your minds are hollow and your motives are obvious to even the
semi-educated. I pray that before you destroy humanity and this gorgeous state I was
born and raised in that you move along. Please, go to work and earn the dollars you
make rather then soaking the good people who you say paved the way for your criminal
behavior. Guaranteed, I didn’t help you get there.
God save us.
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Clear Choice Builds
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:54:41 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public Comments for WSBOH Members from March EH Committee Special
Meeting
External Email
We do not want you people breaking are constitution !!! You should never be allowed to
go into anybody's house number one. Number two you definitely do not have the right to
force vaccines on anybody. I do not give you the right to come into my house or my yard
or any of my friends and family ever. My name is Chad perrucci I'm a resident and grew
up in the state of Washington if you need my address and my cell phone number feel
free to write me back on an email but I 100% disagree with your webinar of ID number
89474 0 64216 that is trying to give you the right to force entry into our houses without
our permission we 100% disagree with this and you people are crazy and are going to
start a civil war !! I know over 450 people that have had covid that have had the
Omicron that all got over it within two days to two weeks I still don't know one person
that died. If you want I could send you a thousand doctors and scientists that will call
b******* that your vaccines don't even work.

Sent from Samsung Galaxy smartphone.
Get Outlook for Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2FAAb9ysg&data=04%7C

______________________________________________
From: Driggs, Wendy
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:13:53 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Subject: Covid 19 Discussion Proposed Meeting 1-12-22
External Email
Good Morning,

Please DO NOT VOTE TO ENFORCE ANY OF THIS AND THIS SHOULDN’T EVEN BE A
DISCUSSION…We have the right as citizens of Washington State to take care of
ourselves and make decisions for ourselves. We do not need government to speak for us.
And to lose everything over a “JAB” is uncalled for and unconstitutional. If we wanted to
live in a communist society then we would not be here.

I speak for many of us.

Thank you and I hope you make the right decision to side with “FREEDOM OF CHOICE”

Wendy Driggs
Citizen of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Shelly Larkin
Sent: 1/12/2022 3:11:24 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Please review - ♦♦♦♦
External Email
From a leading Israeli scientist
Professor Ehud Qimron: “Ministry of Health, it’s time to admit failure”

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fswprs.org%2Fprofessorehud-qimron-ministry-of-health-its-time-to-admitfailure%2F&amp;data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C7dfb8ca685dd4ff4e5cd08d9d620aeaf%7C

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgettr.com%2Fpost%2Fpnxoipe7c4&

Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: B R
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:52:58 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: 4CD7065C-6942-4DC6-9E34-8EC6B65AB7A1
External Email
To whom in may concern,
I, Caleb Bankston OPPOSE the Board’s formation of a Technical Advisory Group (TAG) to
review information about cvd injections for consideration of mandating them for school
required list.
I, Caleb Bankston SUPPORT Item #11 It is Informed Choice Washington’s Petition for
Rulemaking on the January 12th agenda. It was filed by Xavier Figueroa, PhD, on behalf
of Informed Choice WA, and asks the Board to establish a new rule that prohibits them
from adding any Emergency Use Authorized product, or any licensed product that lacks
completed Phase 3 trial studies, to the school required list.

______________________________________________
From: Cascade Climber
Sent: 1/17/2022 8:06:27 PM
To: Inslee, Jay (GOV),DOH WSBOH,otp.informationdesk@icc-cpi.int,Barkis,
Andrew,Bateman, Jessica,Berg, April,Bergquist, Steve,Berry, Liz,Billig, Andy,Boehnke,
Matt,Braun, John,Bronoske, Dan,Brown, Sharon,Caldier, Michelle,Callan, Lisa,Carlyle,
Reuven,Chambers, Kelly,Chandler, Bruce,Chase, Rob,Chopp, Frank,Cleveland,
Annette,Cody, Eileen,Conway, Steve,Corry, Chris,Das, Mona,Davis, Lauren,Dent,
Tom,Dhingra, Manka,Dolan, Laurie,Donaghy, Brandy,Dozier, Perry,Duerr,
Davina,Dufault, Jeremie,Dye, Mary,Entenman, Debra,Ericksen, Doug,Eslick, Carolyn,Fey,
Jake,Fitzgibbon, Joe,Fortunato, Phil,Frame, Noel,Frockt, David,Gilday, Greg,Abbarno,
Peter,Gildon, Chris,Goehner, Keith,Goodman, Roger,Graham, Jenny,Gregerson,
Mia,Griffey, Dan,Hackney, David,Hansen, Drew,Harris, Paul,Harris-Talley,
Kirsten,Hasegawa, Bob,Hawkins, Brad,Hoff, Larry,Holy, Jeff,Honeyford, Jim,Hunt,
Sam,Jacobsen, Cyndy,Jinkins, Laurie,Johnson, Jesse,Keiser, Karen,King, Curtis,Kirby,
Steve,Klicker, Mark,Klippert, Brad,Kloba, Shelley,Kraft, Vicki,Kretz, Joel,Kuderer, Patty
(LEG),Leavitt, Mari,Lekanoff, Debra,Liias, Marko,Lovelett, Liz,Lovick, John,MacEwen,
Drew,Macri, Nicole,Maycumber, Jacquelin,McCaslin, Bob,McCune, Jim,McEntire,
Joel,Morgan, Melanie,DOR Gina Mosbrucker,Mullet, Mark,Muzzall, Ron,Nguyen,
Joe,Nobles, T'wina (LEG),Orcutt, Ed,Ormsby, Timm,Ortiz-Self, Lillian,Orwall,
Tina,Padden, Mike,Paul, Dave,Pedersen, Jamie,Peterson, Strom,Pollet, Gerry,Ramel,
Alex,Ramos, Bill,Randall, Emily,Riccelli, Marcus,Rivers, Ann,Robertson, Eric,Robinson,
June,Rolfes, Christine,Rude, Skyler,Rule, Alicia,Ryu, Cindy,Saldana, Rebecca
(LEG),Salomon, Jesse,Schmick, Joe,Schoesler, Mark,Sells, Mike,Senn,
Tana,tim.sheldon@leg.wa.gov,Shewmake, Sharon,Short, Shelly,Simmons, Tarra,Slatter,
Vandana,Springer, Larry,Stanford, Derek,Steele, Mike (LEG),Stokesbary, Drew,Stonier,
Monica,Sullivan, Pat,Sutherland, Robert,Taylor, Jamila,Thai, My-Linh,Tharinger,
Steve,Trudeau, Yasmin,Valdez, Javier,Van De Wege, Kevin,Vick, Brandon,Volz, Mike,DOR
Keith Wagoner,Walen, Amy,Walsh, Jim,Warnick, Judy,Wellman, Lisa,Wicks, Emily,Wilcox,
JT,Wilson, Claire,Wilson, Jeff,Wilson, Lynda,Wylie, Sharon,Ybarra, Alex,Young,
Jesse,Santos, Sharon Tomiko
Subject: TORONTO CUSCO has Customer With MEDICAL EXEMPTION Arrested - IMAGINE
the DAMAGES Against TORONTO PIGS & CUSCO!!!
External Email

https://twitter.com/realmonsanto/status/1482374233414160384?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw%7Ctwcamp%5Etw
yourself-for-impact-luciferian-elite-launch-great-collapse-of-western-civilization%2F
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2Frealmonsanto%2F
yourself-for-impact-luciferian-elite-launch-great-collapse-of-westerncivilization%252F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40sboh.wa.gov%7C3ec8473f9c7d45e2b20c08d9da37e4ee

______________________________________________
From: Carolyn Moore
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:21:17 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Proposed Covid Policies January 13,2022 in WA State
External Email
I am completely against any of the proposed Covid Policies that are over reaching and
immoral. We stand against these proposed WAC's.
Robert R. Moore
Orting, Washington

______________________________________________
From: Tyler A. Morse
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:36:47 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: January 12 Meeting Comment
External Email
Greetings,
Listening to the presentations and updates today on COVID-19 strongly compelled me to
ask if anyone on the WS Board of Health or any WS Department of Health officials have
read Robert F. Kennedy's book, "The Real Anthony Fauci." It is deeply upsetting to me
that other treatments and preventative measures are not being promulgated by
Washington State, as there are many that are actually SAFE & EFFECTIVE. It is also
abundantly clear that the safety and efficacy of the COVID-19 jabs are dubious at best.
This book is something like 200,000 words with something like 2,200 references and has
sold millions of copies thus far. It is irresponsible to have a serious discussion about
COVID-19 without thoroughly considering the material in this scholarly book. I implore
everyone with decision-making power in this State to read it carefully before proceeding.
PLEASE read the book.
Thank you,
-Tyler A. Morse

Sent with ProtonMail
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fprotonmail.com%2F&data=04%7C
Secure Email.

______________________________________________
From: (null) anderson.don
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:27:02 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public Comments for WSBOH Members from March EH Committee Special
Meeting
External Email
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Lonnie Eiseman
Sent: 1/11/2022 4:19:28 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Health Board Elected Officials
External Email
Hello.
Regarding the 2 “elected officials”, who elected them?
Thanks.
Lonnie

______________________________________________
From: brian santos
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:51:16 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Proposed policy
External Email
To Whom it May Concern,
Extending more powers to the Health Department is unnessesary and subject to abuse.
As such, I oppose any and all of the proposed policy changes and ask that you vote
against them.
Thank you,
Brian Santos

______________________________________________
From: No Censor
Sent: 1/14/2022 9:53:39 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: January 12 State Board of Health Public Meeting

attachments\A10444A5F59241C7_OmicronLies1.mp4
External Email
Hello ALL,
How come this data on the attached video from Good Morning America was not
represented at the meeting on January 12? And to never forget ... not one you spoke
about the VAERS data that is now reporting over 21,000 deaths and over 1 million
injuries from the needle poison you are pushing. Your campaign of murder and
destruction must STOP until the VAERS data is verified.
Watch the video. You are exposed and We The People know! Do the right thing and end
your mass genocide campaign.

______________________________________________
From: Jeff Perrotti
Sent: 1/12/2022 11:19:11 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Question for the Board of Health
External Email
I did not hear anyone address therapeutics or natural immunity. WHat are the impacts of
each of these on the spread of COVID?

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:45:30 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: policies

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111
-----Original Message----From: Angie Weedon <angiegizer@hotmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 10:43 AM
To: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: policies
External Email
NO to all proposed policies by the BOH. What an egregious overreach.
Angie Weedon

______________________________________________
From: Coston, Roger
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:42:16 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: My Public Comments
External Email
Early treatment protocols like monoclonal antibodies, ivermectin, hydroxichloroquine,
fluvoximine, vitamins D,C, and Zinc cured Aaron Rogers and Joe Rogan and will keep
folks out of the hospital. It worked in India. The FLCCC Alliance, Dr.Peter McCullough, Dr.
Robert Malone, and many more know it works but corruption by big pharma and power
hungry government leaders are killing us with misinformation and propoganda. The CDC
won't even assign a URF to the VAERS vaccine death number. Teenage young men are
dying of heart attacks, myocarditisall over the world. The vaccine is not a legit or even
real vaccine. It does not prevent you from getting covid. Stop this madness!

______________________________________________
From: Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:39:20 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: First Amendment

-----Original Message----From: Robert Cushing <flcush@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 8:19 AM
To: Haag, Hannah R (SBOH) <Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: First Amendment
External Email
Hannah,
First Amendment and constitutional rights always need to be maintained in Amarica even
if the individual exercise using those protected rights is wrong, a danger to themselves
and others.
Do not be apart of changing this country to other than what was intended by our clear
and brilliant founders.
We have gotten this far because of them and will go no further without them.
Robert Cushing, MHSA
Robert Cushing, MHSA, NHA
813.446.5852
“The future starts today, not tomorrow”, and “The best is yet to come!” ♦♦♦♦
AMDG
Sent from my 5G Ultra Wideband iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Suzanne Schwartz
Sent: 1/11/2022 10:40:57 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Bill
External Email
If you’re wondering if you would have been a hero or a Nazi during 1940s Germany, it
just depends on whether you support this bill or not. Now you know.
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: hoovers3@comcast.net
Sent: 1/12/2022 7:06:36 AM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH),Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH),Haag, Hannah R
(SBOH),Donahoe, Kaitlyn N (SBOH),Kahler, Kelie (SBOH),Herendeen, Lindsay
(SBOH),Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH),Davis, Michelle (SBOH),Thai, Nathaniel J
(SBOH),Samantha Pskowski,Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH),Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: Do Not Vote for "Healthcare" Tyranny in Washington
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health Members,

Out of fear, I am writing you today.
I have listened to local Seattle radio and watched national television reports on these
absurd and non-scientific “health” measures that you are voting on today.

Our nation and state have lived with Co-vid for several years. We citizens know a lot
about this disease: how it originated, how it has been lied about, and who we can and
cannot trust.

If Governor Inslee were truly serious about eliminating Co-Vid and its variants:
1.
He would encourage President Biden to close our southern border – where 2.5
million diseased illegals from over 150 countries have entered our nation in the year
since he took office.
2.
He would rescind his mandates forcing these “bio-experimental shots” onto
healthcare workers and other employees.
3.
He would read data from other U.S. states and World Nations who are successfully
managing this virus.

The latest variant, Omicron, is highly contagious with mild symptoms.
Enacting severe measures on our state is nothing but a control play by Governor Inslee.
Do not vote for these measures to allow him the power that he craves.

Kindest regards,
Maggi Hoover

______________________________________________
From: ben siekawitch
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:34:02 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Opposition to proposed COVID WAC’s
External Email
To whom it may concern,
I’m strictly opposed to any and all Covid policies that overstep and overreach
governments role in citizens lives. These are unconstitutional and immoral. Strike down
these proposed WAC’s.
Benjamin Siekawitch
US Army Veteran
Longshoreman
Everett, WA
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: DAVID HILL
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:00:11 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public Comments for WSBOH Members from March EH Committee Special
Meeting
External Email
I appreciate your concern for the public health of the State of Washington, but I feel that
the action you are proposing to take goes far beyond your authority and is an extreme
overreaction. There is a clear misunderstanding about the threat of the unvaccinated.
The fact is, it is not the unvaccinated who are getting the Omicron variant. Statistics are
showing just the opposite, that the vaccinated are getting this variant at a greater rate
than the unvaccinated. It is also true that the vaccine does not make the infection
severity less, for this variant has the same light symptoms for the unvaccinated. There is
no scientific evidence there is a threat from the unvaccinated population.
Furthermore, there is a health risk to the vaccines that is being ignored. There have been
tens of thousands of deaths attributed to the Corona vaccines. That is a concern to many
who have reactions to drugs and those with underlying health issues. Vaccines should
never be forced upon an individual who is at risk or is concerned about the physical
threat these vaccines have. For those who are willing to take the risk, and most have,
this is their choice. For those who have decided not to take the risk, it is also their
choice.
Another critical oversight is that the unvaccinated, who have had the virus or it’s
variants, now possess natural immunity that surpasses any protection a vaccine could
provide. These people are lumped into the unvaccinated group as if they too provide a
risk (to themselves).
No governing agency should ever be threatening civil liberties (personal health choice)
especially when the scientific data does not support their actions. I am assuming that this
is an innocent oversight on your part as a result of the overreaction of national health
agencies who promote this action. Instead, we need your help in providing treatment
advice and availability for the people fighting these serious viruses. I trust that this will
be your new direction in dealing with this pandemic.
Thank you for hearing my concerns.
David Hill

______________________________________________
From: Linda Ingersoll
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:30:09 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Re: Reminder: January 12 State Board of Health Public Meeting starts in 1 hour
External Email
Please, Can you breakdown staffing issues in hospitals by apples to apples: ie, decreased
folks to work, bed occupancy and sick staff?
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 7:55 AM Zoom <no-reply@zoom.us <mailto:noreply@zoom.us> > wrote:
<http://us02web.zoom.us/w_p/89125084493/e9e77579-e240-4989-b2c3ec78977d482e.png>

Hi Linda,
This is a reminder that "January 12 State Board of Health Public Meeting" will begin in 1
hour on:
Date Time: Jan 12, 2022 09:00 AM Pacific Time (US and Canada)
Join from a PC, Mac, iPad, iPhone or Android device:

Click Here to Join
<https://us02web.zoom.us/w/89474064216?tk=_l0xRo9oMYSREzLTO3JobZ4cO08FDJ9n8IDTA5EbdEA.DQM
EyQyDTdyxsw>
Note: This link should not be shared with others; it is unique to you.
Passcode: 957396
Add to Calendar
<https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/tZ0pcO2oqD8oG9KF6FhUeOASqfB_9IIVqjfr/ics?user_id=Thiw9Br0S7SU
Add to Google Calendar
<https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/tZ0pcO2oqD8oG9KF6FhUeOASqfB_9IIVqjfr/calendar/google/add?user_
Add to Yahoo Calendar
<https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/tZ0pcO2oqD8oG9KF6FhUeOASqfB_9IIVqjfr/ics?user_id=Thiw9Br0S7SU
Or join by phone:
US: +1 253 215 8782 or +1 301 715 8592 or +1 312 626 6799 or +1 346 248 7799 or
+1 646 558 8656 or +1 669 900 9128
Webinar ID: 894 7406 4216
Passcode: 957396
International numbers available: https://us02web.zoom.us/u/kdrx2gOfLS
<https://us02web.zoom.us/u/kdrx2gOfLS>

You can cancel

<https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/tZ0pcO2oqD8oG9KF6FhUeOASqfB_9IIVqjfr/success?act=cance
your registration at any time.

-Blessings, Linda Ingersoll

______________________________________________
From: DOH WSBOH Communicable Disease
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:30:00 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Coronavirus vaccines

-----Original Message----From: Patrick Herbig <patherbig@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 10:32 AM
To: DOH WSBOH Communicable Disease <CommunicableDisease@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Coronavirus vaccines
External Email
I oppose current legislation seeking to require the experimental and/or approved vaccine
requirement for Coronavirus. The vaccines are not effective and are non-sterilizing. We
should be focusing on early treatment and reduction of obesity in USA. Vaccines do not
solve overall health issues, lifestyle does!!
Thanks
Patrick Herbig
503 225th Lane NE
Unit F305
Sammamish, WA 98074

Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Connie Davis
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:40:22 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Concerns for January 12,2022 Meeting
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
I am a voting citizen of Washington State and the United States of America. The United
States of America was founded on liberty for all. It is my strong belief that these liberties
fully include medical freedoms and liberties, as well as religious. I strongly believe that
the two are closely related subjects. That being said, I am strongly against any
regulations or laws that take away US citizens’ rights to choose medical care. Medical
care includes: procedures, diagnosis, medications (natural or pharmaceutical), injections
or anything having to do with an individual’s wellbeing. One-size-fits-all laws and
regulations rarely serve all people well when it comes to medical care. An individual
should have the right and freedom to discuss what is best for them with the personal
doctor / medical provider and do accordingly. The government has no right to a person’s
body! This relates to all covid matters as well as any other virus, disease or disaster that
may arise. I reiterate my statement; I strongly disagree with any law or regulation that
takes away a US citizen’s rights and liberties, that includes religious, medical care and
bodily sovereignty.

Sincerely,
Connie Davis
Bremerton, WA

______________________________________________
From: Contact ICWA
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:06:52 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comment from Dr. Thomas for the WA Board of Health

attachments\22359617B5244A11_Dr. Thomas in Support of ICWA Petition.mp4
External Email
Dear WA State Board of Health:
Attached is a video comment by Dr. Paul Thomas, pediatrician, regarding the January 12,
2022 Board of Health meeting.

______________________________________________
From: Andrea Sehmel
Sent: 1/12/2022 1:47:03 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: VAERS results on Dept of Health website
External Email
Hello,

I’d like to request that VAERS results be posted on the Department of Health website for
transparency regarding the Covid vaccines and boosters.

Thanks

Andrea Sehmel

______________________________________________
From: Andrew Victoria Willard
Sent: 1/12/2022 9:59:01 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: IT STOPS HERE.

attachments\562C843AAC0A4B8C_Capture+_2022-01-12-09-55-15(1).png
attachments\F89E9693627148C9_Capture+_2022-01-12-09-55-29(1).png
External Email

______________________________________________
From: Gabe Fields
Sent: 1/9/2022 11:33:25 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: AD0AD1FD-8233-484F-85B9-90755B58B7FE
External Email
I really hope that the discussion of using law enforcement to force vaccines is not true. If
this is even being talked about in the realm of possibility this will cause major problems.
People are already on edge about this and it would be wrong on many levels (not to
mention unconstitutional). I have already had covid 19 and I will never take the vaccine
as I'm seeing multiple people around me that are contracting covid 19 that are fully
vaccinated.

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 7:21:00 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Agenda item 9 and 11

-----Original Message----From: Suzanne Ramirez <talkingrain81@gmail.com>
Sent: Saturday, January 8, 2022 1:02 PM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Agenda item 9 and 11
External Email
Vote no on agenda item 9 and 11. Ridiculous! Trying to give us all a reason to leave this
state???

______________________________________________
From: BF
Sent: 1/12/2022 12:19:03 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Recent Article to take notice from Israel
External Email

Dear Board,
I meant to attach this to my statement. Please read and note.
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fswprs.org%2Fprofessorehud-qimron-ministry-of-health-its-time-toadmit&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cb012478737384493331508d9d6089a9f%7C1
-failure/
B Ford

______________________________________________
From: eklektos117
Sent: 1/10/2022 7:45:55 AM
To:
Cc:
Subject: Fw: Fwd: Common sense

attachments\30DB52D277A04CBA_Chad_Prathers_Powerful_Reality_Ch_PRDTOOL_NAMETOOLONG.mp4
External Email

I am Sovereign by nature of existence; not of license nor statute, and it does not take
leave based on administrations, nor does it suffer deprivation due to jurisdiction.
Sovereignty remains while policies change. {*@^} Tiz

Sent with ProtonMail
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fprotonmail.com%2F&data=04%7C
Secure Email.
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
Original Message ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
On Thursday, January 6th, 2022 at 1:23 AM, Stan Galyean
<smgwired4good@gmail.com> wrote:
This just about covers it all?

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Annette Rowe <annetterowe@live.com <mailto:annetterowe@live.com> >
Date: Wed, Jan 5, 2022 at 11:40 AM
Subject: Common sense
To: Stan Galyean <smgwired4good@gmail.com
<mailto:smgwired4good@gmail.com> >

Get Outlook for iOS
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fo0ukef&data=04%7C0

______________________________________________
From: Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
Sent: 1/13/2022 12:05:07 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Reject proposed policies

--Lindsay Herendeen, MPH, MCRP (she/her)
Health Policy Analyst
Washington State Board of Health
lindsay.herendeen@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:lindsay.herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>
360-628-6823

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01
, Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH&
, Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: Yelena Golyaka <yelena_golyaka@hotmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 12:01 PM
To: Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH) <Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Reject proposed policies

External Email
Please reject proposed policies. They're anti human and anti constitutional. Thank you

______________________________________________
From: Eduardo
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:06:37 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Socialism
External Email
This is an excuse to execute a decades old plan to subjugate the population. Please stop.

Sent with ProtonMail
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fprotonmail.com%2F&data=04%7C
Secure Email.

______________________________________________
From: Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
Sent: 1/13/2022 11:47:05 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: 1-12 meeting

--Lindsay Herendeen, MPH, MCRP (she/her)
Health Policy Analyst
Washington State Board of Health
lindsay.herendeen@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:lindsay.herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>
360-628-6823

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01
, Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH&
, Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: Chuck Jameson <cjameson@alliancepackaging.net>
Sent: Saturday, January 8, 2022 5:49 PM
To: Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH) <Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: 1-12 meeting

External Email
Good afternoon
As a resident of Washington, I am in complete opposition of adding covid-19 to the 746100 codes. With minorities as more hesitant to vaccinate from historical atrocities this is
a racist action and a overstep. This action would also validate the message from groups
that are spreading what to this point has been dismissed as conspiracy theories. To
concentrate people in government facilities against their will if they do not comply is far
to similar to what occurred in Germany 80 years ago, a vote for is blood on ones hands.
Please vote against,
Thank you
Charles Jameson

______________________________________________
From: babyx88@comcast.net
Sent: 1/11/2022 7:16:03 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Televised meeting
External Email
Hello,
I'm deeply concerned about the virtual meeting on January 12, 2022. Yes, I've seen a lot
about it online and this evening on Tucker Carlson. I would like to know where I might
watch this. So I might be reassured that our state government isn't trying more
overreach and unconstitutional nonsense. Please advise.
Yours truly,
A concerned Washingtonian

______________________________________________
From: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
Sent: 1/11/2022 5:14:37 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: LEGISLATION LETTER

attachments\76F0655611774064_You are either completely
delusio_PRDTOOL_NAMETOOLONG.docx

--Samantha Pskowski (she/her/hers)
Washington State Board of Health
360-789-2358

From: Kelly Harrington <harringtonkelly951@yahoo.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2022 5:09 PM
To: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Fwd: LEGISLATION LETTER

External Email

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: Kelly Harrington <harringtonkelly951@yahoo.com
<mailto:harringtonkelly951@yahoo.com> >
Date: January 7, 2022 at 11:35:00 AM PST
To: backtothemax2@gmail.com <mailto:backtothemax2@gmail.com> ,
backtothemax@gmail.com <mailto:backtothemax@gmail.com>
Subject: LEGISLATION LETTER
♦
SENT

______________________________________________
From: Linda Ingersoll
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:25:54 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Re: Reminder: January 12 State Board of Health Public Meeting starts in 1 hour
External Email
Do you have the stats on hospitalization and death on those who are immune naturally?
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 7:55 AM Zoom <no-reply@zoom.us <mailto:noreply@zoom.us> > wrote:
<http://us02web.zoom.us/w_p/89125084493/e9e77579-e240-4989-b2c3ec78977d482e.png>

Hi Linda,
This is a reminder that "January 12 State Board of Health Public Meeting" will begin in 1
hour on:
Date Time: Jan 12, 2022 09:00 AM Pacific Time (US and Canada)
Join from a PC, Mac, iPad, iPhone or Android device:

Click Here to Join
<https://us02web.zoom.us/w/89474064216?tk=_l0xRo9oMYSREzLTO3JobZ4cO08FDJ9n8IDTA5EbdEA.DQM
EyQyDTdyxsw>
Note: This link should not be shared with others; it is unique to you.
Passcode: 957396
Add to Calendar
<https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/tZ0pcO2oqD8oG9KF6FhUeOASqfB_9IIVqjfr/ics?user_id=Thiw9Br0S7SU
Add to Google Calendar
<https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/tZ0pcO2oqD8oG9KF6FhUeOASqfB_9IIVqjfr/calendar/google/add?user_
Add to Yahoo Calendar
<https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/tZ0pcO2oqD8oG9KF6FhUeOASqfB_9IIVqjfr/ics?user_id=Thiw9Br0S7SU
Or join by phone:
US: +1 253 215 8782 or +1 301 715 8592 or +1 312 626 6799 or +1 346 248 7799 or
+1 646 558 8656 or +1 669 900 9128
Webinar ID: 894 7406 4216
Passcode: 957396
International numbers available: https://us02web.zoom.us/u/kdrx2gOfLS
<https://us02web.zoom.us/u/kdrx2gOfLS>

You can cancel
<https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/tZ0pcO2oqD8oG9KF6FhUeOASqfB_9IIVqjfr/success?act=cance

your registration at any time.

-Blessings, Linda Ingersoll

______________________________________________
From: Suzanne Koonce
Sent: 1/12/2022 12:07:55 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments andQuestions for the Board
External Email
Please consider these comments and address my questions:
1. Why don't you discuss the practicality of the use of Ivermectin and Hydroxyclorinquine
at onset of the COVID? Why are you not pursuing this proven treatment since you are
stating you want to lower the hospitalization rate?
2. Have you reviewed the study by Kyle A Beattle entitled Worldwide Bayesian Causal
Impact Analysis of Vaccine Administration on Deaths and Cases Associated with Covid19? 145 Countries are included in that study finding COVID vaccines cause more COVID
cases per million (+38% in US)
3. The only FDA Approved vaccine is Pfizer's Comirnaty which is unavailable according to
recent government reports. These others are NOT approved and are experimental, and
not informing the public about the truth about them is illegal. Any requirement by state
or nation to take these is against the Neuremberg Code and violates our constitutional
rights.
4. I am concerned about the protocols being adopted by Hospitals across Washington
state. Will you change the protocols to ensure all efforts have been made including
Ivermectin and Hydroxychloriquine at the first stages of admittance.
5. Masks are not a preventative option- they are a contributor to the bacterial
pneumonia. Have you done a study on how many of these "covid" identified patients
were compromised by this recommendation to wear masks? Why not remove this
requirement and see how the data changes and return us to a healthy immune system?
6. Please provide all data of financial support of the Department of Health.
Thank you for responding to my comments and questions.

______________________________________________
From: Alex Panattoni
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:48:17 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public Comment
External Email
I oppose this!

______________________________________________
From: Dawn Remington
Sent: 1/11/2022 11:47:47 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Subject: "Premeditated Manslaughter of Millions of People Coordinated at the Highest
Levels" - Naomi Wolf and Dr. Malone Respond to Project Veritas BOMBSHELL (VIDEO)
External Email
What do you say about this allegation? Please post on your site?
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/01/premeditated-manslaughter-millionspeople-coordinated-highest-levels-naomi-wolf-dr-malone-respond-project-veritasbombshell-video/

Dawn Remington (Remmy)
9421 Harbor Road
Anderson Island, WA. 98303
remmy.remington3@gmail.com
253 549 3607

______________________________________________
From: Dennis Hughes
Sent: 1/10/2022 10:30:43 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Ask Kinsley where crimes against humanity got the 43rd President of the United
States Force vaccines are against our constitutional rights by the people for the people
External Email
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Feleisha Bunze
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:28:30 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: My Public Comments
External Email
opposed
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: B Rollins
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:16:38 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: No on the Vaccine agenda
External Email
Dear WA State Board of Health,
I strongly disagree with adding Covid-19 to the WAC disease codes. This virus is
treatable, especially when treatment starts early. Everyday more and more information is
coming out that vaccinated and fully vaccinated people are catching the virus. I
personally know several people that have received all the shots and have caught and
tested positive for Covid 2 times. This is before the Omicron variant emerged. Simple
research shows that the vaccine does little against the Omicron, as it evades the vaccine.
Statistics show that Covid has a very high survival rate 97%+.
Please do not add Covid to the WAC disease codes.
Sincerely,
Bryon Rollins

______________________________________________
From: Barbara Eriksen
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:01:16 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Vaccination
External Email
Asking the American public is one thing but this is going too far. We need to remember
the is the land of the free Not communism
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 1:08:08 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Rule, regular & guidelines

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov
360-236-4105
Website| Facebook |Twitter
-----Original Message----From: Bruce Stevens <kootenai@hotmail.com>
Sent: Monday, January 10, 2022 12:43 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Rule, regular & guidelines
External Email
It’s very difficult to do your job when you can’t get reliable information from people you
thought you could trust.
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Elena Litovchenko
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:06:38 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: That’s wrong
External Email
That’s very wrong
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Susan1776@protonmail.com
Sent: 1/13/2022 10:31:20 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: RE: results of meeting on January 12th
External Email
Hi to whom it may concern,
I am trying to find out if a vote was made to keep the the amend House Bill 1551 to
include Covid-19 persons. I tried calling but only a voicemail is available. Hopefully, a
statement will be released concerning what came out of the meeting yesterday.
I appreciate any information you can provide.
Thank you,
Susan

______________________________________________
From: Candie Walbert
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:16:11 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public Comments for WSBOH Members from March EH Committee Special
Meeting
External Email
I can’t understand that in 2022 we would even consider this? Even the vaccinated are
getting Covid? Why and how could government do this? Government is way over
stepping on this.
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Roland Dunatov
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:03:44 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Washington State Board of Health Meeting January 12 - Questions
External Email
Washington State Board of Health,
I am very concerned about where you are getting your information from. We have
recently seen a Supreme Court Justice make statements that are categorically false
about Covid-19 and I am concerned people in your position may not be getting a wide
variety of information. I would like you to address and consider the following information
as pasted below.
Israel Study – Natural Immunity is superior to vaccination

https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.12.04.21267114v1
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.medrxiv.org%2Fcontent%2F

Harvard (Subramanian and Kumar
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov%2Flabs%2
) – higher vaccination does not lead to lower cases, potentially higher cases:

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/labs/pmc/articles/PMC8481107/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov%2Flabs%2
German Study – The higher the vaccination rate, the higher the excess mortality:

Translated to English: https://www.skirsch.com/covid/GermanAnalysis.pdf
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.skirsch.com%2Fcovid%2FGe

Original Study in German: https://www.utebergner.de/cms/wpcontent/uploads/2021/11/%C3%9Cbersterblichkeit-KW-36-bis-40-in-2021-003.docx
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.utebergner.de%2Fcms%2Fw
content%2Fuploads%2F2021%2F11%2F%25C3%259Cbersterblichkeit-KW-36-bis-40-in2021003.docx&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C33174dc814a34abfe3de08d9d5f58c69%7C11d0
Sweden – Population 10,190,000 ; Vaccination approximately 66%, no lockdowns:
Sweden - Deaths per Million 1,500
Germany – 1380 Deaths per million
France – 1788 Deaths per million
Italy – 2314 Deaths per million
UK – 2246 Deaths per million

USA – 2554 Deaths per million

Source: https://www.statista.com/statistics/1104709/coronavirus-deaths-worldwide-permillion-inhabitants/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.statista.com%2Fstatistics%2
deaths-worldwide-per-millioninhabitants%2F&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C33174dc814a34abfe3de08d9d5f58c69%7
I would like you to consider that Dr. Umair A. Shah, Secretary of Health also has on his
BIO a current leadership position in the CDC. As Dr. Shah is presenting today on Covid19, it may be relevant that the CDC has granted funding to the Ecco Health Alliance
which through public disclosure has been shown to be funding Gain of Function Research.

CDC Grants potentially for Gain of Function Research (some examples of)
*
2011 Award to Ecco Health Alliance ID HHSD2002011M41641P $59,740.00
*
2013 Award to Ecco Health Alliance ID HHSD2002011M41641P $45,000.00
*
Description of Award is for “bushmeat.” Bushmeat comes from a variety of wild
animals, including bats and it is illegal to bring this into the United States.
*

Additionally the CDC has a patent on SARS coronavirus:
CDC SARS coronavirus (Patent No. 7220852):
Disclosed herein is a newly isolated human coronavirus (SARS-CoV), the causative agent
of severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS). Also provided are the nucleic acid
sequence of the SARS-CoV genome and the amino acid sequences of the SARS-CoV open
reading frames, as well as methods of using these molecules to detect a SARS-CoV and
detect infections therewith. Immune stimulatory compositions are also provided, along
with methods of their use.
As it has yet to be proven that SARS-COV2 / Covid-19 virus/disease came about
zoonotically and the first paper written on this had severe conflicts of interest with
organizations and scientist involved in Gain of Function research at Wuhan and around
the world, and it has not been proven that the virus did not come from a lab, please
consider any conflict of interest between organizations that your Secretary of Health has
ties to.
Sincerely,
Roland Dunatov
Sammamish, WA

______________________________________________
From: aka Irish
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:39:08 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Jan 12 propsoals for covid
External Email
To whom it may concern,
We are strongly opposed to the over reaching policies that are being considered. They
are a direct violation of our constitutional rights. Please do not approve them.
M & C Dearborn

______________________________________________
From: Ellen T
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:58:43 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Natural immunity
External Email
You said at your meeting that natural immunity lasts for a shorter time and it as effective
as vaccine. The NIH does not say this. Why do you say this?

https://www.nih.gov/news-events/nih-research-matters/lasting-immunity-found-afterrecovery-covid-19
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.nih.gov%2Fnewsevents%2Fnih-research-matters%2Flasting-immunity-found-after-recovery-covid19&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cbb2437042791457b6d7c08d9d5fd8577%7C11d0e217

Ellen Tomaszewski

Get Outlook for iOS
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fo0ukef&data=04%7C0

______________________________________________
From: Caylie Vanderhoof
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:43:50 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Against our rights
External Email
I am completely against these covid policies. These are going so against our freedom and
our constitutional and human rights. This shouldn’t be anything even considered! It is
taking our freedom away completely and I am completely against it.
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/11/2022 3:38:06 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Teresa Moyer say no

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov>
360-236-4105

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01%
| Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH%
|Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: Terimoyer <tmteacherteri@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2022 3:21 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Teresa Moyer say no

External Email

https://margaretannaalice.substack.com/p/letter-to-the-washington-state-board
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fmargaretannaalice.substack.com%
to-the-washington-stateboard&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C5005d5fe30894ab9e91708d9d55b6a7b%7C11d
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Eddie Hamilton
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:46:52 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public Comments for WSBOH Members - Public Meeting 12 January 2022
External Email

Washington State Board of Health
Re: Public Meeting - 12 January 2022 / Continuance of Communicable and Other Certain
Diseases

Your hands have made me and fashioned me;
Give me understanding, that I may learn Your commandments.
Paslm 119:73

Please accept our written testimony as offered here regarding Continuance of
Communicable and Other Certain Diseases; specifically COVID-19, scheduled for Public
Meeting on 12 January 2022.
As we move into the third year of the pandemic, people are frustrated and confused at
the seemingly unscientific, inequitable and inconsistent policies put forth by authorities.
The point of complete shutdown is dangerously close. May the truth be made known to
you and in that truth may the people be made free.
Acknowledging the workmanship of our Creator, we pray He will give you understanding
of the subject matter before you and you may learn His commandments. In your
unadulterated motive may His Holy purpose be fulfilled and He be pleased to mercifully
remove this plague from our midst and heal His land.
In Sincere Hopefulness,
Sue Ann & Eddie Hamilton
7510 208th St Ct E
Spanaway, WA. 98387
253.846.8615
hamilbe5@comcast.net <mailto:hamilbe5@comcast.net>

______________________________________________
From: Bert Day
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:48:33 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Q&A comment from 1/12/22 BOH meeting
External Email
As requested by Kelie Kahler, I'm sending my comments
*
Where can I find the references/citations supporting statements made in the DoH
slide deck?

______________________________________________
From: cheeky22@embarqmail.com
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:05:33 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Vaccine enforcement
External Email
I strongly oppose this. You have no right to do this, period. We the people must unite
against this or we will not be a free nation. Whoever is considering this action is a
Marxist, not an American. This action isn't protecting the people, it's ruling over the
people and I believe the people have had enough, even in a blue state like Washington.
Stop the madness, protect our freedoms and kill this Marxist bill.
Sent from my T-Mobile 4G LTE device

______________________________________________
From: solntse vsegda
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:13:07 PM
To: Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: Please vote No to adding Covid-19 to the list of infectious diseases for WAC
Codes
External Email
Hi! The current strain (Omicron) has been reported as causing 6 deaths in 100,000 cases
which is roughly equal to the death rate of those who have had adverse reactions to the
vaccine. More people die each year from the Flu than the current strain of Covid-19. This
would be a major overreach by this board and do severe harm to the faith that people
have in your judgement.
Thanks for serving! God bless!
Sincerely,Irina Dubinskiy

______________________________________________
From: Eileen Wickstrom
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:32:06 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: BOH meeting January 12
External Email
To whom this may concern,
This act of power you are trying to invoke against the residents of Washington is a
violation of our constitutional rights as well as a choice in medical freedom for individual
choice. We the people will come together in this abuse of power that your trying to enact
and we will have you voted out at election time. You know it, your goose is cooked. We
will all come together and rally and will not stand a tyrannical government in any degree.
You are an elected servant to do the will of the people and your are not listening to your
Washington constituents and what they want. Your going to ruin this great state of
Washington and our economy by ruining peoples lives, homes lost, jobs, whatever you
"deem" necessary. I pray that Jesus finds your soul and brings you back into the light
and forgives you for your sins. You are not listening to the Great State of Washington
and what the people want.
Sincerely,
Eileen Wickstrom
A concerned voter and resident of Washington.

______________________________________________
From: Darin Padur
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:46:03 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Support for numbers
External Email
There was a lot of data on slides shared today. I would like to know the source of the
information and be able to analyze the data for the statements that were made today.
Darin Padur
dpadur@comcast.net
(253) 335-7917

______________________________________________
From: danpeters49@gmail.com
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:04:13 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: My Public Comments
External Email
My body my choice. This is highly un constitutional. We the people will stand and fight
this
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Bob Evans
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:20:58 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: My Public Comments
External Email
I am totally against ANY part of this overreaching agenda. It is totally unconstitutional!
Sent from my iPad

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:41:42 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: NO to WAC codes for the CCP Virus

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov>
360-236-4105

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01%
| Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH%
|Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: ï»¿linda wilson <lepetitlapin@frontier.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 9:28 AM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: NO to WAC codes for the CCP Virus

External Email
Dear Michelle:

I am extremely opposed to the Washington State Board of Health applying the current
infectious disease WAC codes to include Covid-19.
Sincerely,

Linda Wilson

______________________________________________
From: Colleen Coffey
Sent: 1/11/2022 6:44:42 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Is this for real?
External Email
You are leading our once great and once free nation in going full nazi. I’m sure you are
proud, but Americans despise you. Knock it off!
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Emma Bocci
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:17:24 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: WA Covid laws
External Email
I am completely against any of the proposed Covid policies that are over reaching and
immoral. Medical freedom is a right that was have earned in America and any of these
policies would be considered stripping it away.

______________________________________________
From: Brooke Wenzel
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:36:22 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: My Public Comments
External Email
I am opposed to this!
Brooke Wenzel

______________________________________________
From: Becky Birdsell
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:33:45 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public Comments for WSBOH Members from March EH Committee Special
Meeting
External Email
I don't even know what to say. I'm speechless. This doesn't even feel real. I feel like
we're being personally attacked and mistreated for wanting to make decisions about our
own bodies. Tell me how this is right.
Becky

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.onelink.me%2F107872968%3F

______________________________________________
From: Critter Getter
Sent: 1/12/2022 11:11:24 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Fwd: COVID19
External Email

Why is the covid19 inoculation being called a vaccine? There is a huge difference
between the two.
• Inoculation has a broader meaning than vaccination.
• Inoculation done in order to achieve immunization is called vaccination. This makes
vaccination a sub method of inoculation.
• Inoculation is also used in microbiology. This has no resemblance whatsoever to
vaccination.
The covid19 "vaccine" has no resemblance whatsoever to a vaccination.
5 Adults that I personally know have all tested positive for covid19 post inoculation. "
Fully Vaccinated " according to CDC guidelines.
To portray this as a pandemic of the unvaccinated is not correct.
My son who has been through 1 year chemotherapy and 2 brain tumor surgeries with no
inoculation "vaccination" and tested positive for covid19 was only ill for a few days while
those who I know that have received the inoculation were sick for a much longer duration
with more severe symptoms.

-Darin B. McLaughlin
MAC Ranch Enterprise, LLC
P.O. Box 511 Okanogan, WA 98840
181 Henry Road Tonasket, WA 98855
509-846-5989
darinbmc@gmail.com <mailto:darinbmc@gmail.com>

______________________________________________
From: Edward Burns
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:20:44 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: EB2BFEAC-B095-44A3-AC83-8DFD18DF5CAF
External Email
I am completely opposed to changing this law without a vote of the residents of
Washington state.

______________________________________________
From: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 8:50:32 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW:

attachments\03A6358D6FA145B1_IMG_20220110_074940_529.jpg

--Samantha Pskowski (she/her/hers)
Washington State Board of Health
360-789-2358

From: mcardnas <mcardnas@gmail.com>
Sent: Sunday, January 9, 2022 10:53 AM
To: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject:

External Email
You are a certified sociopathic lunatic ♦♦

______________________________________________
From: David Lindstrom
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:55:25 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public Comments for WSBOH Members from March EH Committee Special
Meeting
External Email
Greetings,
Before medical freedom is impinged or medical treatment is forced on a population,
wether it is an emergency or not, all the risks and benefits need to be thoroughly
publicized including:
-The clear data and statistics of the risks of covid, % of recovery by age group and comorbidities
-number of deaths and hospitalizations compared to other viruses we currently live with
-all the known side-effects of the treatment including percentages of each and severity
-anamolies in the side-effects cross-culturally
-all know therapeutics and treatments and their efficacy
-what the value is in the treatment as far as returning to normal
-a clear statement of purpose and the goal. Clearly it's not reduction in transmission
because that isn't working.
Respectfully Submitted,
David

______________________________________________
From: Courtney Mitchell
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:24:01 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Violation of constitutional rights
External Email
To whom it may concern,
I am completely against the proposed Covid policies and the WAC’s. They are
overreaching and unconstitutional and would be a violation of our God given right to
medical freedom.
Courtney

______________________________________________
From: Christopher Brazil
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:02:59 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Unvaxxed?
External Email
Hello, what am I seeing with regard to unvaccinated people in my neighborhood
messaging app? Is there legislation being proposed?
Any information you can share will be appreciated.
Best,
Chris Brazil

______________________________________________
From: Anna Marie Morales
Sent: 1/5/2022 8:51:21 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: WHAT IS THIS ALL ABOUT?!?!

attachments\C4B10A7F64974A66_image0.png
External Email
Sent from my iPhone
~Anna

______________________________________________
From: Marcia Ocana
Sent: 1/11/2022 8:14:06 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Re: January 12 State Board of Health Public Meeting Confirmation
External Email
FYI

On Tuesday, January 11, 2022, 4:34 PM, Zoom <no-reply@zoom.us> wrote:

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fzoom.us%2F&data=04%7C01%7C

<http://us02web.zoom.us/w_p/89125084493/e9e77579-e240-4989-b2c3ec78977d482e.png>
Hello Jay,
Thank you for registering for January 12 State Board of Health Public Meeting. You can
find information about this webinar below.
January 12 State Board of Health Public Meeting
Date & Time
Jan 12, 2022 09:00 AM Pacific Time (US and Canada)
Webinar ID
894 7406 4216
Passcode
957396

Please submit any questions to: wsboh@sboh.wa.gov.

You can cancel
<https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/tZ0pcO2oqD8oG9KF6FhUeOASqfB_9IIVqjfr/success?act=cance
ZjM7wThKu-T4LFROt6g> your registration at any time.

WAYS TO JOIN ZOOM
1. Join from PC, Mac, iPad, or Android

Join Webinar <https://us02web.zoom.us/w/89474064216?tk=mANNgTJKbXvqwq94K_9UWe_e18BcaT7k2G3IHM_rFo.DQMAAAAU1RHfWBZ3dy1aak03d1RoS3UtVDRMRlJPdDZnAAAAAAAAAAA
EyQyDTdyxsw>
If the button above does not work, paste this into your browser:

https://us02web.zoom.us/w/89474064216?tk=mANNgTJKbXvqwq94K_9UWe_e18BcaT7k2G3IHM_rFo.DQMAAAAU1RHfWBZ3dy1aak03d1RoS3UtVDRMRlJPdDZnAAAAAAAAAAA
EyQyDTdyxsw
To keep this webinar secure, do not share this link publicly.

Add to Calendar(.ics)
<https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/tZ0pcO2oqD8oG9KF6FhUeOASqfB_9IIVqjfr/ics?user_id=wwZjM7wThKu-T4LFROt6g&type=icalendar> | Add to Google Calendar
<https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/tZ0pcO2oqD8oG9KF6FhUeOASqfB_9IIVqjfr/calendar/google/add?user_
ZjM7wThKu-T4LFROt6g&type=google> | Add to Yahoo Calendar
<https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/tZ0pcO2oqD8oG9KF6FhUeOASqfB_9IIVqjfr/ics?user_id=wwZjM7wThKu-T4LFROt6g&type=yahoo>
2. Join via audio
One tap mobile:
US: +16699009128,,89474064216#,,,,*957396# or
+12532158782,,89474064216#,,,,*957396#
Or dial:
For higher quality, dial a number based on your current location.
US: +1 669 900 9128 or +1 253 215 8782 or +1 346 248 7799 or +1 301 715 8592 or
+1 312 626 6799 or +1 646 558 8656
Webinar ID: 894 7406 4216
Passcode:

957396

International numbers <https://us02web.zoom.us/u/kdrx2gOfLS>

Thank you!

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2Fzoom_us&data=04

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.linkedin.com%2Fcompany%
videocommunications%2F&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Caa2b02a8229b41fd02b608d9d581f7
<https://blog.zoom.us/>
Copyright ©2022 Zoom Video Communications, Inc. All rights reserved.

______________________________________________
From: Worldwide Alert
Sent: 1/12/2022 8:27:42 AM
To:
Cc:
Subject: HELLO
External Email
-ATTN Scam Victims.
This is to inform you that Worldwide Scam Alert, in collaboration
with All online transaction Department have approved compensation of
$5.9 Million United States Dollars.
Any scam victims are instructed to contact with his or her information's
Many have been scam in listed below .
1) Online Dating .
2) online transaction.
3) scam by binary / forex trade .
Please contact with your information's.
Your name .
Your Country .
Direct WhatsApp number for easy communication.
Hope your update tonight .
Mr Pedro .
Director of Internet transaction

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:51:35 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: First Amendment

-----Original Message----From: Robert Cushing <flcush@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 10:18 AM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: First Amendment
External Email
Caitlin,
First Amendment and constitutional rights always need to be maintained in Amarica even
if the individual exercise using those protected rights is wrong, a danger to themselves
and others.
Do not be apart of changing this country to other than what was intended by our clear
and brilliant founders.
We have gotten this far because of them and will go no further without them.
Robert Cushing, MHSA
Robert Cushing, MHSA, NHA
813.446.5852
“The future starts today, not tomorrow”, and “The best is yet to come!” ♦♦♦♦
AMDG
Sent from my 5G Ultra Wideband iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Brenda Bowdish
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:37:46 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: 56D8126C-C890-4C74-A3A0-63AE88BE557A

attachments\E63C639B257146AE_Screenshot_20220107-143544_Message+.jpg
attachments\6DF3D5E4F46745F2_Screenshot_20220107-143552_Message+.jpg
attachments\A5ED9E20D44D4DEB_Screenshot_20220107-143606_Message+.jpg
External Email

______________________________________________
From: edward matev
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:29:34 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: New proposed policies
External Email
I am disgusted. I'm in disbelief that you all would even consider these policies. I don't
expect you all to understand, but being from Slavic decent this is text book communist
Russia. I will not be supporting these bills in the slightest. I will be praying for this
country, and for you all to make the right decision. Our freedoms are being stripped
away more and more every year disguised as what, public safety? If you are scared of
the Covid-19 virus, get the vaccine. If you think you might have it, stay home. That's it,
enough of this medical tyranny.
Praying
Edward M

______________________________________________
From: Don and Deb Aldridge
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:22:29 AM
To: DOH WSBOH,Davis, Michelle (SBOH),Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH),Hoff, Christy Curwick
(SBOH),Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH),Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH),Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH),Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH),Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH),Schreiber, Tracy N
(SBOH),Haag, Hannah R (SBOH),Kahler, Kelie (SBOH),Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: Your plans to take our freedom
External Email
To all of you
I have read what your plans are for taking our freedom. I would like to remind you that
you work for us. This is not Nazi Germany. This is the United States of America. We are
guaranteed our freedom. I encourage you to go read the constitution, the bill of rights
and the Declaration of Independence. There is no reason for you guys to do any of this.
The science doesn’t even support this! This is my life, my body, and not yours. Get back
in your lane! Stop grabbing for control. We the people won’t stand for it. Don’t try us!!!!
God always wins.
Harriet Potter
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Olga Onishchuk
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:00:29 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Urgent: Opposition to Proposed Covid Rules
External Email
Dear Esteemed Board,
As images of proposed codes regarding Covid circulate the web, I get chills down my
spine. How have we come to this place and when will this atrocity stop?
As a mother and long time Washington resident, please do not move forward with these
new rules. You will be a key player in a forthcoming mass exodus where many families
will leave our beautiful state. We simply can no longer be bullied and we won’t comply.
Think of the ramifications of these draconian actions.
Do not approve these! Bottom line.
Olga Onishchuk

______________________________________________
From: celeste mcintyre
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:27:51 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Please no!
External Email
Our founding fathers understood the danger of things like this! It is unethical to force this
on the people!
Celeste McIntyre

Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPhone
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Foverview.mail.yahoo.com%2F%3F

______________________________________________
From: Greg Little
Sent: 1/6/2022 3:53:20 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: This is still America!!
External Email
What makes this country great is being able to decide on the choices each person gets to
make. I have been to Cuba 2 different times and seen what happens to people when the
government thinks it should make decisions for everyone, totally a failure didn’t meet
anyone there who didn’t want to come to the USA so they could live free!!
We don’t need the government making medical decisions for us!! Stay out it.
Greg Little

______________________________________________
From: Chad Richter
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:03:51 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Medical overreach
External Email
I would cease and desist all C-19 activities before you have more blood on your hands.
Anyone supporting such BULLSHIT “health” procedures is no true American. We stand for
Freedom and will fight to the death to protect those said Freedoms. Sincerely a TRUE
American :) ♦♦♦♦

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:58:39 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Fiscal assumptions for rulemaking

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 2:43 PM
To: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; Donahoe,
Kaitlyn N (SBOH) <kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
<Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Fiscal assumptions for rulemaking

Team: Each year I try to set some reasonable assumptions for trying to anticipate fiscal
costs for proposed legislation. These basic assumptions may shift up or down depending
on level of controversy/ complexity, breadth of outreach or if we are dealing with a
shortened deadline for rulemaking. Let me know if I need to add time or other
information here. Thanks so much!

Low level, abbreviated rulemaking (primarily editorial changes, no analyses, outreach is
just email alerts)= approximately 30 - 40 hours MA 5 for 6-9 months, and 4 hours AAG
time. Briefing and hearings would be incorporated into regular Board meetings.

Intermediate-level rulemaking (changes are not editorial, requires some research, some
analysis and higher stakeholder engagement—this could include developing surveys,
reaching out to SMEs)= approximately .3 FTE MA 5 for 9 to 18 mos. 25 hours of AAG
time. Could require some travel and/ or Technical advisory committee meetings.
Technical advisory committees can significantly impact this assumption, and I may reach
out to those of you who have run TAGs to get a better sense of what to expect.

High-level (Advanced rulemaking—requires CBA, SBEIS, surveys or other in depth
research, a high degree of negotiation and or collaboration with partners or interested
parties. May require use of a technical advisory committee. .5 FTE MA 5 for 2 (or more
years), 80 hours of AAG time. I would also include .6 FTE MA4 for a community outreach
coordinator to support the process, including meaningful engagement.

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov>
360-236-4105

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01%
| Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH%
|Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

______________________________________________
From: Cascade Climber
Sent: 1/9/2022 12:46:00 PM
To: DOH WSBOH,otp.informationdesk@icc-cpi.int,Barkis, Andrew,Bateman, Jessica,Berg,
April,Bergquist, Steve,Berry, Liz,Billig, Andy,Boehnke, Matt,Braun, John,Bronoske,
Dan,Brown, Sharon,Caldier, Michelle,Callan, Lisa,Carlyle, Reuven,Chambers,
Kelly,Chandler, Bruce,Chase, Rob,Chopp, Frank,Cleveland, Annette,Cody, Eileen,Conway,
Steve,Corry, Chris,Das, Mona,Davis, Lauren,Dent, Tom,Dhingra, Manka,Dolan,
Laurie,Donaghy, Brandy,Dozier, Perry,Duerr, Davina,Dufault, Jeremie,Dye,
Mary,Entenman, Debra,Ericksen, Doug,Eslick, Carolyn,Fey, Jake,Fitzgibbon,
Joe,Fortunato, Phil,Frame, Noel,Frockt, David,Gilday, Greg,Abbarno, Peter,Gildon,
Chris,Goehner, Keith,Goodman, Roger,Graham, Jenny,Gregerson, Mia,Griffey,
Dan,Hackney, David,Hansen, Drew,Harris, Paul,Harris-Talley, Kirsten,Hasegawa,
Bob,Hawkins, Brad,Hoff, Larry,Holy, Jeff,Honeyford, Jim,Hunt, Sam,Jacobsen,
Cyndy,Jinkins, Laurie,Johnson, Jesse,Keiser, Karen,King, Curtis,Kirby, Steve,Klicker,
Mark,Klippert, Brad,Kloba, Shelley,Kraft, Vicki,Kretz, Joel,Kuderer, Patty (LEG),Leavitt,
Mari,Lekanoff, Debra,Liias, Marko,Lovelett, Liz,Lovick, John,MacEwen, Drew,Macri,
Nicole,Maycumber, Jacquelin,McCaslin, Bob,McCune, Jim,McEntire, Joel,Morgan,
Melanie,DOR Gina Mosbrucker,Mullet, Mark,Muzzall, Ron,Nguyen, Joe,Nobles, T'wina
(LEG),Orcutt, Ed,Ormsby, Timm,Ortiz-Self, Lillian,Orwall, Tina,Padden, Mike,Paul,
Dave,Pedersen, Jamie,Peterson, Strom,Pollet, Gerry,Ramel, Alex,Ramos, Bill,Randall,
Emily,Riccelli, Marcus,Rivers, Ann,Robertson, Eric,Robinson, June,Rolfes, Christine,Rude,
Skyler,Rule, Alicia,Ryu, Cindy,Saldana, Rebecca (LEG),Salomon, Jesse,Schmick,
Joe,Schoesler, Mark,Sells, Mike,Senn, Tana,tim.sheldon@leg.wa.gov,Shewmake,
Sharon,Short, Shelly,Simmons, Tarra,Slatter, Vandana,Springer, Larry,Stanford,
Derek,Steele, Mike (LEG),Stokesbary, Drew,Stonier, Monica,Sullivan, Pat,Sutherland,
Robert,Taylor, Jamila,Thai, My-Linh,Tharinger, Steve,Trudeau, Yasmin,Valdez, Javier,Van
De Wege, Kevin,Vick, Brandon,Volz, Mike,DOR Keith Wagoner,Walen, Amy,Walsh,
Jim,Warnick, Judy,Wellman, Lisa,Wicks, Emily,Wilcox, JT,Wilson, Claire,Wilson,
Jeff,Wilson, Lynda,Wylie, Sharon,Ybarra, Alex,Young, Jesse,Santos, Sharon Tomiko
Subject: FLASH TRAFFIC --- URGENT *****BULLETIN***** XIDEN & KAMALTOE
Evacuated to Denver COG Bunker -NUCLEAR HOLOCAUST IMMINENT
External Email
BLITHERING XIDEN & KAMALTOE HAGGIS Flown to DENVER COG BUNKER!!! US/NATO
Openly Discuss NUCLEAR FIRST STRIKE on RUSSIA!!!

NATO: WARNS RUSSIA- 'MILITARY ALLIANCE STEELED FOR CONFLICT

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7b7geASQqEg&t=1355s
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv

https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fhalturnerradioshow.com%2Findex

https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/news-page/news-nation/rumor-biden-andharris-evacuated-to-area-51-on-saturday
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fhalturnerradioshow.com%2Findex

page%2Fnews-nation%2Frumor-biden-and-harris-evacuated-to-area-51-onsaturday&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40sboh.wa.gov%7C1571feee74044449961708d9d3b0dd3d%7C11d

https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/news-page/world/satellites-would-beattacked-first-then-these-radar-stations-if-ww3-commences-next-week
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fhalturnerradioshow.com%2Findex
page%2Fworld%2Fsatellites-would-be-attacked-first-then-these-radar-stations-if-ww3commences-nextweek&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40sboh.wa.gov%7C1571feee74044449961708d9d3b0dd3d%7C11d0e2

https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/news-page/world/video-ferocious-gunbattles-as-west-tries-to-overthrow-kazakhstan-gov-t-just-like-they-did-to-ukraine
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fhalturnerradioshow.com%2Findex
page%2Fworld%2Fvideo-ferocious-gun-battles-as-west-tries-to-overthrow-kazakhstangov-t-just-like-they-did-toukraine&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40sboh.wa.gov%7C1571feee74044449961708d9d3b0dd3d%7C11d0

https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/news-page/world/russia-moving-almostentire-eastern-military-district-west-toward-kazakhstan-and-ukraine
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fhalturnerradioshow.com%2Findex
page%2Fworld%2Frussia-moving-almost-entire-eastern-military-district-west-towardkazakhstan-andukraine&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40sboh.wa.gov%7C1571feee74044449961708d9d3b0dd3d%7C11d0

FLASH TRAFFIC --- URGENT
<https://halturnerradioshow.com/images/2022/01/09/nato-announcement.png>

______________________________________________
From: Epstein Family
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:45:55 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public Comments for WSBOH Members from March EH Committee Special
Meeting
External Email
Dear Washington Board of Health members,
The Covid 19 policies you are entertaining are inexcusably discriminatory, unnecessary,
and illogical.
Vaccination is providing limited benefit and excessive risk to citizens. I personally know a
pilot who complied with the vaccine only to now be on medical leave indefinitely because
the side effects of the vaccine disqualify him from flying, which is his livelihood, to say
nothing of the thousands of testimonies of death and disability following Covid vaccines
and the further testimony about government suppressing these cases.
Meanwhile, my entire family weathered Covid this fall just fine at home. It wasn’t fun,
but some studies suggest we have better protection against all Covid strains as a result
and we are much less likely to spread it than vaccinated persons.
In contrast, vaccinated persons are not well protected against multiple strains as the
vaccine efficacy rapidly diminishes, and they are far more likely to spread Covid when
they have mild symptoms and yet are able to continue mingling in society… and yet
testing is rarely required of them while testing might not even be acceptable paperwork
to admit an unvaccinated person many places, such as hospitals. That is pure illogical
discrimation, and in the case of religious exception to the vaccines, it is religious
discrimation.
Meanwhile, unvaccinated persons are being excluded from participating in the legislative
process in person, from attending theaters and restaurants, and from visiting family
members in the hospital in many places. Washington State is designating a second class
citizenry, and you must reverse course!
Stop the insanity. People should stay home when they’re sick, like any serious contagious
illness.
Stop this fearmongering dictatorship. We still live in the Land of the Free.
You must now and forever reject these draconian discrimatory policies.
If not, I would rather stand with the unvaccinated with Star of David arm bands as we
board your cattle cars. How will you live with yourselves when you wake up and realize
what you’ve done?
Sincerely,
Marsha Epstein
Pierce County

______________________________________________
From: Ekaterina Bendetov
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:29:32 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Vaccine
External Email
Hello,
My question is: - why people who recovered from Covid 19, who have antibodies, still
need to prove vaccination or do test to go to cinema, gym or restaurant? It is a
discrimination.

______________________________________________
From: DONNA Gardiner
Sent: 1/9/2022 1:06:46 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: State of Washington Board of Health Members
External Email
Exactly how many BOARD MEMBERS are there with names and exactly who were
appointed by the governor?
Who exactly on Washington State Board of Health's members will be making the final
decision and when on WA's Technical Advisory Group's December 29, 2021 OVERVIEW /
Recommendations / Policies ?

https://sboh.wa.gov/Portals/7/Doc/MemberBiographies/US-Biography.pdf?ver=2021-0111-113747-637
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2FPortals%2F7%2F
Biography.pdf%3Fver%3D2021-01-11-113747637&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C7d3c823ebf1c4bba696608d9d3b3e9a0%7C11d0e217
Your assistance is appreciated!
D. Gardiner
U.S. Legal Citizen
State of Washington Born/Raised

______________________________________________
From: dnaburns
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:56:57 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Undeserved communities
External Email
Just heard Shah make a statement that undeserved/unrepresented communities are
getting a seat at the table and being heard. My question is "who is listening to and
representing the large portion of society that is opposed to vaccination and who is being
excluded from society. The Loss of employment, no access to certain restaurants and
venues of all kind and the blatant discrimination that is being perpetrated against those
individuals thanks directly to the actions and rules implemented by this very body in
addition to the governors actions?"
Dylan Burns

Sent from my T-Mobile 5G Device

______________________________________________
From: Dirk Van Dyke
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:59:29 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Vaccination status
External Email
Dear Health Board,
Please do not impose state will upon those of any vaccination status.
Freedom means also being able to say no to that which is not in our personal self
interest, state-backed or not.
Dirk and Jennifer Van Dke
Anacortes WA

______________________________________________
From: Chris Chartrey
Sent: 1/6/2022 3:30:49 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public Comments for WSBOH Members from March EH Committee Special
Meeting
External Email
Not a CHANCE in HELL!!!! True patriots will not let this happen!!!!!! Good luck
communist’s!!! You nut jobs!!!
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Dee Starcher
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:07:12 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations TAG

attachments\FFFA01C4100E4B70_F7yOl1xKEvNuxUPN.png
External Email

______________________________________________
From: Beverly Miles
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:05:26 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: shots
External Email

______________________________________________
From: OLI ADRIANA BAPTISTA
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:59:53 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: OPPOSING
External Email
IOPPOSING ANY OVER REACHING TYRANNY REGARDING “CORONA”
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: The Rockhounds
Sent: 1/12/2022 11:06:59 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: WAC
External Email
Your hospital isn't taxed just because of Covid & other increase medical issues. It is also
taxed due to the hospitals firing unvax. The public is aware of the whole situation please
don't be bias in your answers.
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022, 9:41 AM The Rockhounds <jordan0197@gmail.com
<mailto:jordan0197@gmail.com> > wrote:
Do not pass these codes... these codes were not written properly. Future officials
can use these loose written codes to their advantage and personal agendas. We are a
free country with Constitutional Rights. Do not fringe on Americans. We do not need
more riots! Thank you

______________________________________________
From: Gayane Abalova
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:00:59 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: We stand against these proposed!!!!!
External Email
I’m completely against any of proposed covid policies that are over reaching and
immortal!!!!!!!! We stand against these proposed!!!!!
Amen!

______________________________________________
From: Evelyn Hoefakker
Sent: 1/10/2022 3:58:52 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Testing
External Email

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/lab/virus-requests.html
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cdc.gov%2Fcoronavirus%2F2
ncov%2Flab%2Fvirusrequests.html&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C5abcaf74e9f644525f3b08d9d49525d3%7C1

Please be informed about this new accurate covid test.
The PCR is supposed to be discontinued and is not an accurate test
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:22:28 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: SAFETY is determined over the YEARS. DO NOT EXPERIMENT WITH OUR
KIds!

attachments\30CE11B77D124745_cidAED92626-3C48-4BE5-A3480D4DA125B1B0.jpg

From: Susan Purvis <purvisllll@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 5, 2022 7:54 PM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: SAFETY is determined over the YEARS. DO NOT EXPERIMENT WITH OUR KIds!

External Email

______________________________________________
From: Carley Tipton
Sent: 1/5/2022 10:34:54 PM
To: Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: Vote no to communism
External Email
No to policies/laws requiring untested dangerous medical procedures on people in
Washington state. Please remember who you work for and who pays your grocery bill
and makes your house payment. Thank you. Don’t let down the residents of this state.
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: vit kr
Sent: 1/11/2022 12:33:26 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: A0EAEDCB-D65C-43F0-87C2-A629327FF6B1
External Email
No waxing, ♦♦
stop
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: haileycroci@gmail.com
Sent: 1/13/2022 11:52:42 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: WA State Underfunded Prevention Programs to reduce vaping
External Email
Please see how Washington State has failed our youth in tobacco and vaping prevention
efforts:

https://www.tobaccofreekids.org/what-wedo/us/statereport/?eType=EmailBlastContent&eId=0272ca47-250e-4a22-b65de6df3f5c9a36
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.tobaccofreekids.org%2Fwhat
wedo%2Fus%2Fstatereport%2F%3FeType%3DEmailBlastContent%26eId%3D0272ca47250e-4a22-b65de6df3f5c9a36&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C465bd9be331a440f2f7b08d9d6ce423a%7C1

______________________________________________
From: Bauman, Katrina
Sent: 1/13/2022 9:43:11 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Subject: FW: Thank you for attending January 12 State Board of Health Public Meeting
External Email
I would appreciate the Q&A regarding Covid related items and/or all of the Q&A, if you
cannot separate it.
Also, I would like the recording of the meeting and/or a link to it.

Thank you

From: Zoom <no-reply@zoom.us>
Sent: Thursday, January 13, 2022 8:51 AM
To: Bauman, Katrina <KBauman@co.snohomish.wa.us>
Subject: Thank you for attending January 12 State Board of Health Public Meeting

<http://us02web.zoom.us/w_p/89125084493/e9e77579-e240-4989-b2c3ec78977d482e.png>

Hi Katrina Bauman,
Thank you for attending January 12 State Board of Health Public Meeting. We hope you
enjoyed our event.
Please submit your questions or comments to: wsboh@sboh.wa.gov
<mailto:wsboh@sboh.wa.gov> .

______________________________________________
From: Aimee Warwick
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:14:47 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public Comments for WSBOH Members from March EH Committee Special
Meeting
External Email
What you are proposing is VERY ILLEGAL. God help everyone of you that vote in favor of
this - you know that it is wrong. When there is substantial time to collect more data from
these emergency vaccines is when people SHOULD CHOSE, like our given right. There is
enough REAL DATA to prove these vaccines are dangerous. Shame on you for pushing
your agenda, your political agenda that is NOT for the people. You work for a corrupt
system and one day will answer to God. As you see, I am completely opposed to this
ridiculous proposal. One question, why is the vaccine being pushed when it or the
boosters are not even helping!? I’ve seen it fail miserably. You all are liars and nazis.
Aimee Warwick
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Matthew Newton
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:17:34 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Questions for the panel 1/12
External Email
Hello,
My question to the panel, particularly to Umair A. Shah:
Can you provide evidence that healthcare systems are "overwhelmed"?
How many people in Washington have died as a direct result of Omicron infection?
Why is the WSBOH so concerned about Omicron if it doesn't cause lethality?
Thank you.

______________________________________________
From: eugene justice
Sent: 1/5/2022 6:36:29 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public Comments for WSBOH Members from March EH Committee Special
Meeting
External Email
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: +12532410029@mymetropcs.com
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:33:40 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: 9E2F2663-ACF1-4F9E-8BD5-59DB0D2D3DBE
External Email
THIS IS UNCONSTITUTIONAL! WE HAVE THE RIGHT TO REFUSE! ISNT IT ENOUGH
PEOPLE WALKED AWAY FROM THEIR LIVELY HOOD TO SAY NO! WHEN IS ENOUGH!
ENOUGH! WE WILL NOT COMPLY! THERE ARE WAY MORE OF US THAN YOU ♦♦

______________________________________________
From: Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
Sent: 1/13/2022 11:51:50 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: This is NOT OK in WA

--Lindsay Herendeen, MPH, MCRP (she/her)
Health Policy Analyst
Washington State Board of Health
lindsay.herendeen@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:lindsay.herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>
360-628-6823

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01
, Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH&
, Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: Wendy <sunshiine@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 8:15 PM
To: Wendy <sunshiine@gmail.com>
Subject: This is NOT OK in WA

External Email
I refer to the WA Board of "health" and their proposal to apply current WAC infectious
disease codes to include Covid to all WA residents.
On behalf of myself and extended family, I do not consent to this, or to anyone who
represents my health or the health of my fellow citizens, applying such codes or orders
onto the residents of WA. These codes while perhaps seemingly for the greater good,
when applied or related to what we have witnessed in the last 30 months, where every
human right has been destroyed in the name of "greater good" to the utter detriment of
all that is truly about health and wellbeing and our most fundamental human rights, are
alarming. How can we ever trust a department to consider individual human rights when
recent history shows there is no respect for the wellbeing and rights of the residents of
this state or this country - we have lost it all. We have lost all trust in your system. These
proposed orders will destroy even more the rights of people to bodily integrity and health
choices. Please do not support this move. It is a terrifying one in the face of all the
freedoms we have already lost, and the crimes already being perpetuated against the
people of Australia.

Thank you
A deeply concerned citizen
Wendy S.

______________________________________________
From: David Chaikovskyi
Sent: 1/6/2022 11:57:38 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: 26963E46-D79D-4C07-B2B0-548F05647E7D
External Email
That’s wrong I’m against that laws
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Cynthia Zapotocky
Sent: 1/14/2022 8:58:36 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Vax caused pilot layoffs
External Email
To: Keith Grellner, WA Board of Health
Speaking of the surety of vax exceptions being accepted? Here is an example of why
some citizens are nervous about Dr. Pendergrass assuring us they will be "available."
Cindy Zapotocky, Spokane

https://www.dailysignal.com/2022/01/12/i-lost-my-job-as-united-pilot-for-refusingvaccine-for-faith-basedreasons/?utm_source=TDS_Email&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=CapitolBell&mkt_tok=ODI0LU1IVC
SZdGALllsM1x2_xPE7h6Byy5rzns2TSdj8f09IP4WOOLJLhRoa8hl71CvtER81AnVKD54JiBnVWv

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.dailysignal.com%2F2022%2
lost-my-job-as-united-pilot-for-refusing-vaccine-for-faith-basedreasons%2F%3Futm_source%3DTDS_Email%26utm_medium%3Demail%26utm_campaign%3DCapitolBell
SZdGALllsM1x2_xPE7h6Byy5rzns2TSdj8f09IP4WOOLJLhRoa8hl71CvtER81AnVKD54JiBnVWv&data=04%7C0

______________________________________________
From: Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
Sent: 1/13/2022 12:04:23 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Applying current infectious disease WAC codes to include Covid-19 for all
WA State residents

--Lindsay Herendeen, MPH, MCRP (she/her)
Health Policy Analyst
Washington State Board of Health
lindsay.herendeen@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:lindsay.herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>
360-628-6823

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01
, Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH&
, Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: CastleAnthrax <CastleAnthrax@protonmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 12:03 PM
To: Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH) <Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Applying current infectious disease WAC codes to include Covid-19 for all WA
State residents

External Email
Dear Lindsay Herendeen:
Please read the constitution of USA, then read the constitution of Washington. - short
reads, you will be paid by the people while you read, consider it fundamental research.

If your decisions don’t reflect the oath you have sworn, - that Genie cannot be put back
in the bottle.

I believe if this ship doesn’t right soon we all will have a full on mutiny on our hands here

in Washington that none of us wants to deal with.

Choose wisely.

Sincerely,
Chris Beamis
4407 130th Place SW
Mukilteo

Sent with ProtonMail
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fprotonmail.com%2F&data=04%7C
Secure Email.

______________________________________________
From: Kelly Harrington
Sent: 1/11/2022 5:11:18 PM
To: Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: Fwd: LEGISLATION LETTER

attachments\AC749BEDEA6D47B0_You are either completely
delusio_PRDTOOL_NAMETOOLONG.docx
External Email

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:

From: Kelly Harrington <harringtonkelly951@yahoo.com>
Date: January 7, 2022 at 11:35:00 AM PST
To: backtothemax2@gmail.com, backtothemax@gmail.com
Subject: LEGISLATION LETTER

♦
SENT

______________________________________________
From: Darleen Christopher
Sent: 1/14/2022 6:38:21 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Myocarditis Tops List of COVID Vaccine Injuries Among 12- to 17-Year-Olds,
VAERS Data Show
External Email

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fchildrenshealthdefense.org%2Fdefe
cdc-myocarditis-tops-list-covid-vaccine-injuriesteens%2F&amp;data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C4e8e1e18c2064b19389308d9d7d0177b%

______________________________________________
From: Robert Cushing
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:24:17 AM
To: Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: First Amendment
External Email
Nathaniel,
First Amendment and constitutional rights always need to be maintained in Amarica even
if the individual exercise using those protected rights is wrong, a danger to themselves
and others.
Do not be apart of changing this country to other than what was intended by our clear
and brilliant founders.
We have gotten this far because of them and will go no further without them.
Robert Cushing, MHSA
Robert Cushing, MHSA, NHA
813.446.5852
“The future starts today, not tomorrow”, and “The best is yet to come!” ♦♦♦♦
AMDG
Sent from my 5G Ultra Wideband iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:15:11 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vaccine

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov
360-236-4105
Website| Facebook |Twitter
-----Original Message----From: David Day <david.day6888@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 5:49 AM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Vaccine
External Email
This is illegal and will not be tolerated.!

______________________________________________
From: Robin Matson
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:54:18 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Question for WA State Health Board
External Email
I was told to send these questions and comments to this email.
1. Why in light of Pfizer’s CEO coming out on national media this week and admitting the
mRNA vaccines are not nearly as effective as they had hoped, in fact, they don’t stop the
virus at all but with yet another booster it may help prevent death, are you pursuing this
course of action?
2. There are several curatives that are extremely effective, why are these not readily
available to patients? It seems with the stress on the healthcare system, you would be
looking at the curatives to stop the virus quickly and discharge patients more quickly.
Natural immunity is known and proven to be far superior to these vaccines and without
the side effects of the vaccines.
3. Covid is a virus - just like a cold or the flu, therapeutics work for these viruses, why
don’t you have enough therapeutics for Covid?
4. If the healthcare system is so stressed due to lack of personnel why don’t you let
workers with natural immunity work in the system. The lack of personnel comes as a
direct result of forced vaccination on healthcare workers forcing them out of the system.
5. We are not stupid, we can decide for ourselves whether or not to pursue a course of
treatment of preventative action regarding our health. You have little to no credibility
regarding pushing these vaccines with all the information and data coming out regarding
the lack of efficacy of these vaccines. Whether you like the reality or not, the fact is (as
state above) the makers of these vaccines admit they are not effective at preventing
contracting the virus and may or may not lessen symptoms and death. The only
suggestion is more shots and (hopefully) it will work better this time. Still have sickness
and death. So many people are contacting Covid after their shots and boosters and are
being hospitalized.

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:30:35 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: First Amendment

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111
-----Original Message----From: Robert Cushing <flcush@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 8:21 AM
To: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: First Amendment
External Email
Stuart,
First Amendment and constitutional rights always need to be maintained in Amarica even
if the individual exercise using those protected rights is wrong, a danger to themselves
and others.
Do not be apart of changing this country to other than what was intended by our clear
and brilliant founders.
We have gotten this far because of them and will go no further without them.
Robert Cushing, MHSA
Robert Cushing, MHSA, NHA
813.446.5852
“The future starts today, not tomorrow”, and “The best is yet to come!” ♦♦♦♦
AMDG
Sent from my 5G Ultra Wideband iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Matthew Eatock
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:39:47 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Vaccine Comments

attachments\0A82F4E669EE4CC8_image002.jpg
attachments\88329CDC0AC446ED_image001.jpg
External Email
What vaccine is the dept endorsing to the population of WA? Because there is currently
not a single FDA approved vaccine available in The United States.

Do you have links to the contents of the vaccines the health dept is pushing?

Does the health dept not care to speak about the negative reactions, heart attacks and
deaths from the vaccines?

Matthew Eatock
Sales Account Manager

A Division of Bisco Industries
11805 N Creek Parkway S, suite 101
Bothell, WA 98011
Ph: 425-869-0740
Fax: 425-881-4410
meatock@biscoind.com <mailto:meatock@biscoind.com>

www.national-precision.com
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.nationalprecision.com%2F&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C1671a41a13dc470651b508d9d5fabb62

View our line card
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Furldefense.proofpoint.com%2Fv2%
3A__www.biscoind.com_docs_BiscoLineCard.pdf%26d%3DDwMFAg%26c%3DvLYYTs94LTvrkmlbJ8cvw%26r%3DvfD6_waRkszsCizINm0dmaAG2a02q4UDnGT8mA8rng%26m%3D_KfX6R2pOYOCJ8KKgjerf8Z-0lX347m-

cUO1SzOb50%26s%3Da57pS4AzIvzx5W1pdTY0l16ivWOFuTCkMCctlaA9mEE%26e%3D&data=04%7C01%7Cws

______________________________________________
From: Cascade Climber
Sent: 1/11/2022 7:43:23 PM
To: DOH WSBOH,otp.informationdesk@icc-cpi.int,Barkis, Andrew,Bateman, Jessica,Berg,
April,Bergquist, Steve,Berry, Liz,Billig, Andy,Boehnke, Matt,Braun, John,Bronoske,
Dan,Brown, Sharon,Caldier, Michelle,Callan, Lisa,Carlyle, Reuven,Chambers,
Kelly,Chandler, Bruce,Chase, Rob,Chopp, Frank,Cleveland, Annette,Cody, Eileen,Conway,
Steve,Corry, Chris,Das, Mona,Davis, Lauren,Dent, Tom,Dhingra, Manka,Dolan,
Laurie,Donaghy, Brandy,Dozier, Perry,Duerr, Davina,Dufault, Jeremie,Dye,
Mary,Entenman, Debra,Ericksen, Doug,Eslick, Carolyn,Fey, Jake,Fitzgibbon,
Joe,Fortunato, Phil,Frame, Noel,Frockt, David,Gilday, Greg,Abbarno, Peter,Gildon,
Chris,Goehner, Keith,Goodman, Roger,Graham, Jenny,Gregerson, Mia,Griffey,
Dan,Hackney, David,Hansen, Drew,Harris, Paul,Harris-Talley, Kirsten,Hasegawa,
Bob,Hawkins, Brad,Hoff, Larry,Holy, Jeff,Honeyford, Jim,Hunt, Sam,Jacobsen,
Cyndy,Jinkins, Laurie,Johnson, Jesse,Keiser, Karen,King, Curtis,Kirby, Steve,Klicker,
Mark,Klippert, Brad,Kloba, Shelley,Kraft, Vicki,Kretz, Joel,Kuderer, Patty (LEG),Leavitt,
Mari,Lekanoff, Debra,Liias, Marko,Lovelett, Liz,Lovick, John,MacEwen, Drew,Macri,
Nicole,Maycumber, Jacquelin,McCaslin, Bob,McCune, Jim,McEntire, Joel,Morgan,
Melanie,DOR Gina Mosbrucker,Mullet, Mark,Muzzall, Ron,Nguyen, Joe,Nobles, T'wina
(LEG),Orcutt, Ed,Ormsby, Timm,Ortiz-Self, Lillian,Orwall, Tina,Padden, Mike,Paul,
Dave,Pedersen, Jamie,Peterson, Strom,Pollet, Gerry,Ramel, Alex,Ramos, Bill,Randall,
Emily,Riccelli, Marcus,Rivers, Ann,Robertson, Eric,Robinson, June,Rolfes, Christine,Rude,
Skyler,Rule, Alicia,Ryu, Cindy,Saldana, Rebecca (LEG),Salomon, Jesse,Schmick,
Joe,Schoesler, Mark,Sells, Mike,Senn, Tana,tim.sheldon@leg.wa.gov,Shewmake,
Sharon,Short, Shelly,Simmons, Tarra,Slatter, Vandana,Springer, Larry,Stanford,
Derek,Steele, Mike (LEG),Stokesbary, Drew,Stonier, Monica,Sullivan, Pat,Sutherland,
Robert,Taylor, Jamila,Thai, My-Linh,Tharinger, Steve,Trudeau, Yasmin,Valdez, Javier,Van
De Wege, Kevin,Vick, Brandon,Volz, Mike,DOR Keith Wagoner,Walen, Amy,Walsh,
Jim,Warnick, Judy,Wellman, Lisa,Wicks, Emily,Wilcox, JT,Wilson, Claire,Wilson,
Jeff,Wilson, Lynda,Wylie, Sharon,Ybarra, Alex,Young, Jesse,Santos, Sharon Tomiko
Subject: URGENT EMERGENCY LEGISLATIVE PROPOSAL: "An Act to prohibit and prevent
genetic discrimination" - Bill S -201 (Canada)
External Email

https://www.parl.ca/DocumentViewer/en/42-1/bill/s-201/royal-assent
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.parl.ca%2FDocumentViewer%
1%2Fbill%2Fs-201%2Froyalassent&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40sboh.wa.gov%7C1ff7eb01bcf6450bd27b08d9d57d9434%7C11d0e

______________________________________________
From: Andrew Hoffmann
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:50:19 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Illeagal force
External Email
leave us alone

______________________________________________
From: Anderson, Amy E. (Walla Walla)
Sent: 1/6/2022 12:02:14 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public Comment
External Email
NO to ANY Forced Covid-19 injections TO ANYONE.
We see now that they are not effective as once thought.
How about you be useful and start working on the distribution of THERAPEUTICS.

FJI
FJB

______________________________________________
From: cmbing1@gmail.com
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:51:18 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Political overreach !
External Email
Iam against any of the proposed policies that are over reaching and immoral. I stand
against it and it is unconstitutional! Personal liberty does not allow you to take my
personal and medical issues.
Cheryl Bingisser
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 12:52:00 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Urgent: Facts you all need to know!

From: Angelia <WeDoNotConsentWorldwide@protonmail.com>
Sent: Saturday, January 8, 2022 4:17 AM
To: Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH) <Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
<Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
<samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; Donahoe, Kaitlyn N (SBOH)
<kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>;
Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH) <Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>; Schreiber, Tracy N
(SBOH) <Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
<Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>;
Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH) <Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>; Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
<Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; DOH WSBOH <WSBOH@SBOH.WA.GOV>; Davis, Michelle
(SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Urgent: Facts you all need to know!

External Email

Doctor explains how the covid vaccines annihilate the immune system.
https://www.bitchute.com/video/cWhcdOPrXM72/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.bitchute.com%2Fvideo%2Fc

This is a widely circulated photo/video album of
many \/a€€ine reactions & deaths: ♦♦
♦♦♦♦
Caution: Very sad to see ♦♦

https://photos.app.goo.gl/kizTHbsGVL6W9vXH7
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fphotos.app.goo.gl%2FkizTHbsGVL

PCR fraud (NOT a tool of diagnosis but DNA analysis) Used on Forensic Files since
the 90’s!
Watch video interviews of the inventor Kary B. Mullis! He denounced FRAUD€i too!
Hear what he said! He conveniently died late 2019.

https://photos.app.goo.gl/kbjz6wKut5UzPq4N
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fphotos.app.goo.gl%2Fkbjz6wKut5
Bill Gates (of hell) Luciferian funding Lu€iferase / Lu€iferin, lethal injections
otherwise known as
va€€ines, & several other eugenics based projects to depopulate the earth such as
weaponized mosquitos, monsanto gmo food, sun blocking programs, lab grown meat for
human consumption, and other disturbing geno€ide based initiatives.

https://photos.app.goo.gl/eXJCMdo8MqMzjYti8
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fphotos.app.goo.gl%2FeXJCMdo8M
No masks and NO jabs! (Dangers of masks/jabs)
Facts! Brain/Lung damage = masks!
Death as a possible side effect = jabs!

https://photos.app.goo.gl/Jnv6HeRo5HAW4mJ68
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fphotos.app.goo.gl%2FJnv6HeRo5H

Join the telegram chat for even more videos! 350+ have joined & are sharing
un€ensored links/photos/videos! https://t.me/WeDoNotConsentWorldwide1107
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ft.me%2FWeDoNotConsentWorldw

Inspiring photo/video album of the freedom keepers worldwide! Seeing all of
these people should make everyone want to know the truth about this S€amdemi€!
Hidden from msm! Photo journalism at it’s finest!!

https://photos.app.goo.gl/UC7Zi4v7eSkAh1jz9
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fphotos.app.goo.gl%2FUC7Zi4v7eS

Five Gee (5GDangers.com
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2F5gdangers.com%2F&data=04%7C0
) Joe Imbriano predicted this entire scenario years ago! 5G broadcasts at 60Ghz - the
frequency oxygen molecules react to!
It went live in Wuhan late 2019. Coincidence?

https://photos.app.goo.gl/6BXULvcrDBWstftq6
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fphotos.app.goo.gl%2F6BXULvcrDB

EMF/RF Protection
Get WiFRY out of your homes. Get rid of all SMART appliances and everything

that’s bringing a signal into your home. Hardwire everything. Get a landline. Get these
specific plants and stones! Replace the masks for shungite (emf blocker).

https://photos.app.goo.gl/ZGDGFJChAr47C9xA8
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fphotos.app.goo.gl%2FZGDGFJChA

______________________________________________
From: Ben Tillotson
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:59:26 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Vax
External Email

https://stateofthenation.co/?p=101086
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fstateofthenation.co%2F%3Fp%3D

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 10:27:21 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vaccinations

From: eded miller <ed19691941@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 9:20 AM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Vaccinations

External Email
Please fight for my constitutional rights as a free American I am about to lose my 23 year
career as a King County employee of what they call a vaccination they’re forcing which
breaks my constitutional rights

______________________________________________
From: Frank Durocher
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:30:03 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: WA DOH Comment For Consideration
External Email
Hello, I am currently watching the DOH BOH webinar. This is a lot of great information on
what action we are taking right now. However, what I don’t see anybody stating is what
we are *aiming for* anymore. Can this please be responded to during the presentation?
It’s now clear that we are not going to “end” COVID, so what are we aiming for? A lot of
people still believe we are trying to eradicate the virus, some others believe we are just
trying to keep people alive, even others believe that we are still trying to “flatten the
curve” to alleviate hospital load.

If we don’t all have a common target, stating all of these action items is pointless.

Frank Durocher
909.225.0575

______________________________________________
From: Tiffany Moore
Sent: 1/11/2022 12:22:20 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Devistating actions
External Email
Dear Board Members,
You are on a precipice of destructive decisions that will go down in history as the most
obscene abuse of power since the Nazis gained their power in Germany and led their
people to dark times. I beg you not to deputize people and force this use of the
Coronavirus to power-grab our rights and freedom.
First, it destroys true science that leads to authentic and healing results. The more
draconian actions Governor Inslee and his crowd have enacted, the further we have seen
the death of true, scientific strategies by health professionals who had possible answers
and other ways to solve the the pandemic. They are silenced and therefore true science
is lost to the broken, propaganda of only one answer to this virus. Your deputization
would give footsoldiers to the false pathway of only one way to solve this. It is a
frightening example of communist fascism. Lift this threat immediately.
Second, The root of this and other corrupt decisions is really a gross silencing of political
diversity, a power grab rather than taking care of the health of the public. That is your
job. That is why you are there. To take care of the health of the public. Stop allowing
yourselves to be tools in the hands of the great reset which is code for communist
takeover. Do the right thing. Stop this horrific evil.
Tiffany Moore

______________________________________________
From: Giselle Ventrella
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:52:15 PM
To: DOH WSBOH,Davis, Michelle (SBOH),Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH),Hoff, Christy Curwick
(SBOH),Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH),Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH),Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH),Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH),Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH),Schreiber, Tracy N
(SBOH),Haag, Hannah R (SBOH),Kahler, Kelie (SBOH),Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: WAC
External Email
I am completely against any of the proposed Covid policies that are over reaching. You
DO NOT have the right to make medical decisions for MY family. What has happened to,
“my body, my choice” ? You are supposed to be working for us, not against us. I stand
against the proposed WAC’s.

______________________________________________
From: carol45p@gmail.com
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:49:52 PM
To: Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: We the people will not comply. We the people are done.
External Email
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: ekmo
Sent: 1/5/2022 5:52:25 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Subject: Know the laws

attachments\3478101CBC284DBD_Covvid Vaccive.jpg
attachments\3D93084F5A9A4CFD_suspension of Constitution.jpg
attachments\81150A5CA89B4561_masks Control.jpg
attachments\393980357E9A4BA0_UN_Agenda2030.jpg
attachments\7538FA485C724DE6_CovidChip.jpg
attachments\6188CDFB3DFB4E1B_nuremburg Code.jpg
attachments\3FCC58D9F1864F2B_path to NWO.jpg
attachments\F4DCB5DCB1124DAE_Dont disarm.jpg
attachments\5DA3D9391A7B4D54_Dont disarm.jpg
attachments\8FA4AE7D4B8F45B1_imagine a diabolical plan.jpg
attachments\A2846B85A8B146BB_HRConAverageDEm.jpg
attachments\56AAA6E781444F00_no vaccine mandate.jpg
attachments\69D4B44FE0A7482C_Death penalty.mp4
attachments\0230DC1C40554E5E_CovidRicoConsp.jpg
attachments\3078BCECDF0A442A_Covvid Vaccive.jpg
attachments\6370828AFEA84901_Vaccemetary.jpg
attachments\1A2A05267BF94869_LawOfLand.jpg
External Email
♦
Greetings, I am a very concerned Citizen about people, we the people have voted into
authority, expecting them to make good safe sound decisions for the community, having
much ignorance of the laws of the land.
Kindly,
Erik

https://rumble.com/vrxs6t-mrna-inventor-faces-tough-questions-as-jab-deathsexplode.html
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Frumble.com%2Fvrxs6tmrna-inventor-faces-tough-questions-as-jab-deaths-

explode.html&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C6435f97391954ad7c46808d9d0b6df69%7C1

______________________________________________
From: Darrell & Trisha Gillen
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:52:22 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public Comment
External Email
No one should ever be forced to take any sort of vaccine or any type of medical care by
government. Governments job is not to pressure the American people into taking a
vaccine. It is unconstitutional and against our rights to freedom in this country.
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Testify Online Survey
Sent: 1/12/2022 3:04:49 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Survey Response: Testify Online *
The following survey response is submitted:
1.
State Board of Health Meeting Date:

2.
Agenda Item or Issue:

3.
Your Name:

4.
Do you have a professional title?

2.

No

5.
Are you representing an organization?

2.

No

6.
Address:

7.
Email:

8.
Phone Number (Include Area Code):

9.

Do you have any special expertise relevant to this topic?

2.

No

10.
Are you testifying on a specific proposal under consideration by the board?

2.

No

11.
Are you Pro or Con on the proposal?

2.

Con

________________________________
Anti constitutional

______________________________________________
From: April Yancey
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:11:30 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid data
External Email
Since there has been media coverage that the rapid tests were providing false positive
Covid results, how is the Covid positive data being corrected? The data for Covid Positive
population would no longer be correct when false positives were included in the counts.

______________________________________________
From: Lisa Brown
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:15:06 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: source of Omicron proportion
External Email
Hello,
Can you clarify the source of Omicron proportion of total cases on the CDC website? Is
this from modeling, or is it actual sequencing data? What is the lag on this data?
Lisa

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:19:43 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: pplying current infectious disease WAC codes to include Covid-19 for all WA
State residents

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov>
360-236-4105

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01%
| Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH%
|Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: CastleAnthrax <CastleAnthrax@protonmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 11:53 AM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: pplying current infectious disease WAC codes to include Covid-19 for all WA
State residents

External Email
Dear Michelle Davis:

I would advise each and every public servant (that’s you all) to read the constitution of
USA, then read the constitution of Washington. - short reads, you will be paid by the
people while you read, consider it fundamental research.

If your decisions don’t reflect the oaths you have sworn, - that Genie cannot be put back
in the bottle.

I believe if this ship doesn’t right soon we all will have a full on mutiny on our hands here
in Washington that none of us wants to deal with.

Choose wisely.

Sincerely,
Chris Beamis
4407 130th Place SW
Mukilteo

Sent with ProtonMail
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fprotonmail.com%2F&data=04%7C
Secure Email.

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:18:26 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Meeting 12Jan2022

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: Angela Henry <6henrys1@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 11:10 AM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>; Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH)
<Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>; Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
<Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>;
Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH) <kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
<Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>; Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
<Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>; Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH)
<Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
<Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>;
Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH) <Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Fwd: Meeting 12Jan2022

External Email

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Angela Henry <6henrys1@gmail.com <mailto:6henrys1@gmail.com> >
Date: Fri, Jan 7, 2022 at 10:57 AM
Subject: Meeting 12Jan2022
To: <wsboh@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:wsboh@sboh.wa.gov> >

FREEDOM is more important than safety.
Regarding any further grabs for control in the name of health and safety, see the
message above.

______________________________________________
From: betsey Filippi
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:45:35 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: I am against getting vaccinated
External Email
Who ever it may concern, my religious rights. We are against getting this vaccination
that is obviously not working. I am not ok with being threatened. We are fighting for our
rights Ava free speech.
Please stop the evil that’s happening in the world.
Thank you
Betsey Filippi

______________________________________________
From: T Cook
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:27:03 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Re: comments
External Email
Staffing becomes more difficult when you fire the HEROES for exercising their
constitutional freedoms!
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:23 AM T Cook <tmcook61@gmail.com
<mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:
Death counts are not accurate. Dying from Covid or dying with Covid are
completely different and need to be truthfully reported.
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:20 AM T Cook <tmcook61@gmail.com
<mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:

This is the cold and flu season. WA does not even test for the seasonal flu!
Hospitalizations are up. What percentage are DUE TO Covid, not just have Covid?

______________________________________________
From: Testify Online Survey
Sent: 1/11/2022 10:49:11 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Survey Response: Testify Online *
The following survey response is submitted:
1.
State Board of Health Meeting Date:

________________________________
1/12/2022

2.
Agenda Item or Issue:

________________________________
Covid

3.
Your Name:

________________________________
David fucking cates

4.
Do you have a professional title?

1.

Yes

________________________________
Payer of your salary and boss of the united States

5.
Are you representing an organization?

1.

Yes

________________________________
United States of America

6.
Address:

________________________________
1837 E 6TH AVE

7.
Email:

________________________________
davidcates1995@gmail.com

8.
Phone Number (Include Area Code):

________________________________
5098695650

9.
Do you have any special expertise relevant to this topic?

1.

Yes

________________________________
I'm a doctor just as much as any of you are. Show me your credentials for healthcare
and I'll show you mine

10.
Are you testifying on a specific proposal under consideration by the board?

1.

Yes

________________________________
Fuck covid and stop being tyrants

11.
Are you Pro or Con on the proposal?

2.

Con

________________________________
Because your all insane and cannot force people to do things against their will

______________________________________________
From: Susie Bevins
Sent: 1/10/2022 10:09:24 AM
To: Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: Masks
External Email
I know you’ll do the right thing. It’s been proven that masks don’t work. Some scientist
have even claimed that it is nothing but a symbol. Be on the right side of history
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: workonly42@aol.com
Sent: 1/12/2022 3:14:15 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Polio
External Email
Did you know Polio is from metal and NOT a disease????
https://nexusnewsfeed.com/article/geopolitics/polio-is-a-man-made-disease-caused-byheavy-metalsexposure/?fbclid=IwAR2zGzjtBN6bs4aBNiP1s_VsKyjsGHPFFZkIeweODrkQkn2o6iJXsVwhHBc

*

*

*

______________________________________________
From: Ayling Fam
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:29:01 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Please consider
External Email
I am completely against these policies that are overreaching and unconstitutional that
are being voted on today.

______________________________________________
From: Demi Reynolds
Sent: 1/6/2022 12:10:18 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: The meeting
External Email
PLEASE FO NOT TAKE AWAY OUR FREEDOM. OUR BODY OUR CHOICE!!! PLEASE PLEASE
PLEASE DONT DO THIS

______________________________________________
From: CAPPY ELIAS
Sent: 1/12/2022 3:10:26 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: NO on Unconstitutional Vaccine Agenda
External Email

______________________________________________
From: shellyzeman@comcast.net
Sent: 1/10/2022 7:35:30 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: COVID 19 AND YOU!
External Email
If you want to save people from dying of Covid or being hospitalized you should be
promoting known, effective, cheap, at home therapeutics that work! Also, promote
weight loss as over 78% of DEATHS FROM COVID 19 WERE OF OBESE PEOPLE!!!!
Someone at our health departments needs to get the facts and follow the science and
quit the hysterical need to control people due to what for most people is a miserable bad
flu with less than a 1% chance of morbidity!!!! This is fact. This is science. People are
dying because drug companies own you.
Do your job.
Will anyone reading this care????? Will you do something???? Or will you just be a good
sheep, put on your mask and tremble at the thought of catching the bug?
And yes, I’m very angry that the people who should be promoting health are selling
death and crushing freedom instead.
SINCERELY,
Shelly Zeman

______________________________________________
From: Bay Stemp
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:00:35 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Voter feedback
External Email
To all,
I am a resident and parent and oppose item # 8.
I oppose the formation of a TAG.
Thank you,
Catherine Stemp
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:50:37 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Stand up or History will judge you

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov>
360-236-4105

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01%
| Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH%
|Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: John McKenzie <john.a.mckenzie@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 8:58 AM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Stand up or History will judge you

External Email
Michelle,

We all know by now that omicron has changed the covid picture. Vaccines are doing little
to stop it. We both can cite numerous studies and data from US, Canada, Europe, and
South Africa to prove that the mRNA spike protein sequence is essentially obsolete for
omicron. Covid has now mutated to a mild version that we all live with.

You cannot make decisions that negatively affect the lives of thousands of people based
on irrelevant information from 6-months ago or 2-months ago.

We are just now discovering long-term health impacts from the mRNA technology

experimental therapy that result from suppressed immune systems and high-levels of
toxins.

History will judge you if you do not stand against measures to enforce internment and
unnecessary medical procedures.

I trust you to do the right thing.

Thank you,
Sincerely
John McKenzie

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 3:08:58 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: We will not comply we the people are done.

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111
-----Original Message----From: carol45p@gmail.com <carol45p@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 6:40 PM
To: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: We will not comply we the people are done.
External Email
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: alexandraschmidtusa
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:48:42 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: COMMENTS to proposed policies re infectious disease WAC codes
External Email
Dear Sirs, Dear Madams,
I most strongly deny you any right whatsoever to use law enforcement for the
implementation of health policies. This is not Nazi Germany, you are not the Khmer
Rouge.
American citizens and Washington residents can take care of their own health together
with their own health providers. Law enforcement has no role here, and you certainly do
not want to be seen as an oppressive force using public funds to implement policies
which, as shown in the past 2 years, simply do not work.
I have many friends - when someone gets sick, we call each other and warn each other.
Those who have already healed provide useful advice. The doctors and nurses are
professionals. We do not need a bureaucratic machine and misuse of the police force to
tell us what to do.
Thank you.
Best regards,
Alexandra Schmidt

Sent with ProtonMail
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fprotonmail.com%2F&data=04%7C
Secure Email.

______________________________________________
From: Belinda Maxwell
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:32:44 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: PCR Tests
External Email
Hello,
I am currently watching your Zoom meeting and wanted to ask why you are still using
the PCR tests for Covid-19?
The CDC clearly states in their Lab Alert post from 7/21/2021 that the PCR tests cannot
differentiate between SARS-CoV-2 and Influenza and new testing methods are to be
implemented by Jan 1, 2021.

https://www.cdc.gov/csels/dls/locs/2021/07-21-2021-lab-alert-Changes_CDC_RTPCR_SARS-CoV-2_Testing_1.html
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cdc.gov%2Fcsels%2Fdls%2F
21-2021-lab-alert-Changes_CDC_RT-PCR_SARS-CoV2_Testing_1.html&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cf17d5d90e5dd484e45fd08d9d5f9eb4a

"CDC recommends clinical laboratories and testing sites that have been using the CDC
2019-nCoV RT-PCR assay select and begin their transition to another FDA-authorized
COVID-19 test. CDC encourages laboratories to consider adoption of a multiplexed
method that can facilitate detection and differentiation of SARS-CoV-2 and influenza
viruses."
It's pretty disturbing to hear the news say that "Influenza has disappeared" only to then
see this Lab Alert on the CDC website stating the PCR test can't tell the difference
between Covid-19 and Influenza. What test do you intent to use now that the CDC has
admitted the PCR test doesn't actually work?
Thank You,
Belinda Maxwell

______________________________________________
From: anthony rinas
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:26:43 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Policy meeting
External Email
To whom it May concern,
I Sarah Rinas of Bellingham Washington at completely against these policies you are
trying to put in place!! Do not take away our choice and freedom.
Thanks you,
Sarah Rinas

Get Outlook for iOS
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fo0ukef&data=04%7C0

______________________________________________
From: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
Sent: 1/11/2022 3:28:23 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Emergency order to detain persons due to Covid

--Samantha Pskowski (she/her/hers)
Washington State Board of Health
360-789-2358

From: Vicki Wolford <vickiwolford@yahoo.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2022 3:17 PM
To: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Re: Emergency order to detain persons due to Covid

External Email

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.onelink.me%2F107872968%3F

On Tue, Jan 11, 2022 at 3:14 PM, Vicki Wolford
<vickiwolford@yahoo.com <mailto:vickiwolford@yahoo.com> > wrote:

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.onelink.me%2F107872968%3F

On Tue, Jan 11, 2022 at 3:12 PM, Vicki Wolford
<vickiwolford@yahoo.com <mailto:vickiwolford@yahoo.com> > wrote:

As a retired RN I am asking you to vote against this plan to detain people.
This will prove to be damaging and illegal..Vicki Wolford

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.onelink.me%2F107872968%3F

______________________________________________
From: amestrada777
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:15:19 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: My Public Comments
External Email
I am totally against this law that is being proposed. It is an aberration.
I want to keep my right to make decisions about my health with my doctor, not the
government.
This law would treat us as a herd of animals.
It goes against everything I stand for.
It infringes on my First Amendment rights.
I appreciate you taking the time to read my comments.
AM Estrada

______________________________________________
From: Genni Koester
Sent: 1/12/2022 1:12:41 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: WSBOH
External Email
Your job is to protect our rights.
Just for clarification; your job is not to change our rights, infringe on our rights, or even
say what our rights are or are not; as we already have the Holy Bible and the United
States Constitution to clarify that.
Your job is to ensure that no one infringes on these rights.

______________________________________________
From: Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
Sent: 1/13/2022 3:41:14 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: We the people will not comply. We the people are done.

--Lindsay Herendeen, MPH, MCRP (she/her)
Health Policy Analyst
Washington State Board of Health
lindsay.herendeen@sboh.wa.gov
360-628-6823
Website, Facebook, Twitter
-----Original Message----From: carol45p@gmail.com <carol45p@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 6:47 PM
To: Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH) <Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: We the people will not comply. We the people are done.
External Email
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Della tucker
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:01:23 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public Comments for WSBOH Members from March EH Committee Special
Meeting
External Email
These considered updates to the WAC are a constitutional overreach. The data from the
vaccine shows it doesn't work as was designed. To implement these goes against the
science, safety, and health that the health department should be standing for. The health
department needs to stay out of politics and advocate for healthy lifestyle.
Della Tucker
Kennewick Washington

Sent from my T-Mobile 4G LTE Device
Get Outlook for Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2FAAb9ysg&data=04%7C

______________________________________________
From: Kim Einarson
Sent: 1/14/2022 12:06:55 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Question and comments from meeting on January 12, 2022
External Email
Hi - I was not able to give any comments on the 12th and wanted to send those.
Thank you for having the meeting.
Near the end of Secretary Shah's presentation he mentioned healthy steps people could
take (Sleep, Diet, Exercise, etc.) I hear and see lots of advertisements for Shots and
Boosters only but not for promoting Sleep, Diet, Exercise, etc. Why?
I also have a question for Dr. Thomas Pendergrass. He mentioned about the Polio
Vaccine rolled out prior to full testing. I could not locate that information online
anywhere. Could he point me to that information? All I could find is information about the
Cutter Incident and the suspension of the rollout.
Thank you.
Kim

______________________________________________
From: David Fish
Sent: 1/12/2022 9:10:49 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Re: January 12 State Board of Health Public Meeting Confirmation
External Email
I thought it started at 9
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022, 7:14 AM Zoom <no-reply@zoom.us <mailto:no-reply@zoom.us>
> wrote:

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fzoom.us%2F&data=04%7C01%7C

<http://us02web.zoom.us/w_p/89125084493/e9e77579-e240-4989-b2c3ec78977d482e.png>
Hello David,
Thank you for registering for January 12 State Board of Health Public Meeting. You can
find information about this webinar below.
January 12 State Board of Health Public Meeting
Date & Time
Jan 12, 2022 09:00 AM Pacific Time (US and Canada)
Webinar ID
894 7406 4216
Passcode
957396

Please submit any questions to: wsboh@sboh.wa.gov.

You can cancel
<https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/tZ0pcO2oqD8oG9KF6FhUeOASqfB_9IIVqjfr/success?act=cance
your registration at any time.

WAYS TO JOIN ZOOM
1. Join from PC, Mac, iPad, or Android

Join Webinar
<https://us02web.zoom.us/w/89474064216?tk=rRp0UAmNhrU8LHuZr_mXEUKN0nZ5L7nVx_8IRWaCwZA.D
EyQyDTdyxsw>
If the button above does not work, paste this into your browser:

https://us02web.zoom.us/w/89474064216?tk=rRp0UAmNhrU8LHuZr_mXEUKN0nZ5L7nVx_8IRWaCwZA.DQ
EyQyDTdyxsw
To keep this webinar secure, do not share this link publicly.

Add to Calendar(.ics)
<https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/tZ0pcO2oqD8oG9KF6FhUeOASqfB_9IIVqjfr/ics?user_id=ZUcw_Ks6Q8S
| Add to Google Calendar
<https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/tZ0pcO2oqD8oG9KF6FhUeOASqfB_9IIVqjfr/calendar/google/add?user_
| Add to Yahoo Calendar
<https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/tZ0pcO2oqD8oG9KF6FhUeOASqfB_9IIVqjfr/ics?user_id=ZUcw_Ks6Q8S

2. Join via audio
One tap mobile:
US: +12532158782,,89474064216#,,,,*957396#
<tel:+12532158782,,89474064216#,,,,*957396%23> or
+13462487799,,89474064216#,,,,*957396#
<tel:+13462487799,,89474064216#,,,,*957396%23>
Or dial:
For higher quality, dial a number based on your current location.
US: +1 253 215 8782 or +1 346 248 7799 or +1 669 900 9128 or +1 301 715 8592 or
+1 312 626 6799 or +1 646 558 8656
Webinar ID: 894 7406 4216
Passcode:

957396

International numbers <https://us02web.zoom.us/u/kdrx2gOfLS>

Thank you!

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2Fzoom_us&data=04

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.linkedin.com%2Fcompany%
videocommunications%2F&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cfdf8c73820944146eb9708d9d5ee7a1
<https://blog.zoom.us/>
Copyright ©2022 Zoom Video Communications, Inc. All rights reserved.

______________________________________________
From: mars
Sent: 1/18/2022 11:30:57 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: National Treasures
External Email
To the Honorable Temple Lentz--Yes, we are in the middle of a horrible epidemic. My sister survived. A few friends have
not.
Some people like Sheriffs have worked regularly with the general public and have not
become sick.
Those people are like national treasures: something about their bodies has protected
them.
Polluting such people with a still experimental mRNA no longer makes sense.
All sorts of double vaccinated and boostered people are getting sick, like the Mayor of
Chicago.
Several acquaintances work in hospitals where all the staff members are fully vaccinated,
and yet workers are contracting COVID.
By observation, it is not the unvaccinated who are causing the new infections.
The CDC and other high ranked medical people talk about the declining effectiveness of
the shots.
Let the unvaccinated keep going
Mars Ramage
American Citizen

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 7:57:45 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Please vote No to adding Covid-19 to the list of infectious diseases for WAC
Codes

From: solntse vsegda <safetyucheba@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 12:01 PM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Please vote No to adding Covid-19 to the list of infectious diseases for WAC
Codes

External Email
The current strain (Omicron) has been reported as causing 6 deaths in 100,000 cases
which is roughly equal to the death rate of those who have had adverse reactions to the
vaccine. More people die each year from the Flu than the current strain of Covid-19. This
would be a major overreach by this board and do severe harm to the faith that people
have in your judgement.

Sincerely,Irina Dubinskiy

______________________________________________
From: Sarah Kellie
Sent: 1/12/2022 12:55:50 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: WA State BOH 1/12/22 Meeting - Agenda Item #4
External Email
The presentation/slideshow during agenda item #4 there was a slide that gave some
statistics stating that unvaccinated people are more likely to be hospitalized and broke it
out by age and how likely. This slide did not reference a source. Where did this data
come from? I am requesting both the source link and/or documents in PDF format as well
as the full slideshow be sent to me here. On your Meeting Materials webpage, there are
no links/documents available for this agenda item at all.

Thank you,

Sarah Kellie
Skamania County

______________________________________________
From: Danna Olsen
Sent: 1/10/2022 7:55:42 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: The lies that bind: The left's COVID lies already being overtaken by the truth
External Email

Video
link:https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fvideo.foxnews.com%2Fv%2F62

Sent from my iPad

______________________________________________
From: iyamnobaudi@hushmail.com
Sent: 1/11/2022 10:22:04 PM
To: Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: Fwd: Jan 12th Health Board
External Email

----- Forwarded message from iyamnobaudi@hushmail.com ----Date: 1/11/2022 at 10:06 PM
Subject: Jan 12th Health Board
To: cuanabear@protonmail.com
To whom this concerns,
We have seen the enemy and it is the corrupted, bribed, coerced and complicit federal,
state and city governments who have deliberately engaged in this planned-demic to
create the greatest crime against humanity to date. You have destroyed our economy,
social structure, abused our children who are essentially immune from this 99.9%
survival rate flu. And then assaulting the population with a toxic life threatening
inoculation which has permanently injured millions and outright killed hundreds of
thousands, far exceeding any legitimate deaths from this flu, which has been gone for
over a year now. The medical and scientific fraud is staggering, the cognizant dissonance
and malice of Inslee's office and his very questionable relationship with the genocidal
maniac and international despot Bill Gates in inexcusable. All the while using a fraudulent
testing procedure(97% false positive and which tap water gives a positive result ) to
further cripple the population is beyond reprehensible. Any further ridiculous and
draconian behavior from this body will not be tolerated. This fascist agenda Inslee is
engaged in is an act of terrorism and treason and along with all your names , address
and email, his information and crimes will be handed over to the Nuremberg court
currently in session. I pray you do the right thing and rescind any further crimes against
the people by supporting this fraud but i know you, like the despotic school board, are
bribed and incentivized with billons of our tax dollars by this illegit Biden admin to assault
the people and our children. You will be held responsible for your complicity and you
complacency. Like DC, MSM, CDC, AMA, WHO, NHS, etc.,.this governing body has
become the enemy thru your treasonous crimes against our republic and our
constitution. There has never been a pandemic, no excess death and which effected less
than one half of one percent of the population and for this you threaten concentration
camps and police intrusion into our homes and businesses. Have you no morality or
conscience?
This adventure has pointed out the incompetence and fraud which is the medical industry
and how our despotic politician's prey on the people. Those who have awakened will
never sleep again. I, for one, will never comply with this criminal enterprise, or my
children and grand children. We have seen the enemy.
Sincerely,
Stephen Joseph Strickland
705 N. Main, Deer Park, WA
99006

______________________________________________
From: The Rockhounds
Sent: 1/12/2022 1:56:50 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: WAC
External Email
There is no misinformation... your codes are loosely written. We want them revised to be
more accurate for each disease or remove the codes completely. Right now there is room
for future officials to use the codes for their personal agenda. QUITE SAYIMG WE WERE
CONFUSED WE ARE NOT!
Your hospital isn't taxed just because of Covid & other increase medical issues. It
is also taxed due to the hospitals firing unvax. The public is aware of the whole situation
please don't be bias in your answers.
Do not pass these codes... these codes were not written properly. Future
officials can use these loose written codes to their advantage and personal agendas. We
are a free country with Constitutional Rights. Do not fringe on Americans. We do not
need more riots! Thank you

______________________________________________
From: Jesse McCoy
Sent: 1/13/2022 3:41:20 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Thank you!
External Email
Thank you for everything you do. Thank you for your patience and thank you for caring
about the community and the health of the community. You are all rockstars.
Jesse McCoy
7520 Earl Ave NW, Seattle, WA 98117

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 5:31:41 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: WAC CODE LAWS

attachments\614EBD447792434A_image001.jpg

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: carol weiler <cjwandgjw@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, January 10, 2022 10:18 AM
Subject: WAC CODE LAWS

External Email
Dear State Board of Health Member
We are 'totally' against any move of our state representative to make this a 'law' . It is
socialism at it's
core. We are not Germany or Russia.. We are the United
State of America and are governed by the "Republic".
This proposed law is unconstitutional.
We will fight this if it ever becomes 'law'.
I urge you to vote "NO'
THANK YOU
Carol & Gerald J. Weiler
366 Weiler Rd.
Port Angeles, Wa.
360-452-3096

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.avg.com%2Femailsignature%3Futm_medium%3Demail%26utm_source%3Dlink%26utm_campaign%3Dsigemail%26utm_content%3Dwebmail&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Cba881a6607e547

Virus-free. www.avg.com
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.avg.com%2Femailsignature%3Futm_medium%3Demail%26utm_source%3Dlink%26utm_campaign%3Dsigemail%26utm_content%3Dwebmail&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Cba881a6607e547

______________________________________________
From: Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
Sent: 1/13/2022 11:32:58 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Emergency order to detain persons due to Covid

--Lindsay Herendeen, MPH, MCRP (she/her)
Health Policy Analyst
Washington State Board of Health
lindsay.herendeen@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:lindsay.herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>
360-628-6823

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01
, Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH&
, Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: Vicki Wolford <vickiwolford@yahoo.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2022 3:29 PM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>; Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
<Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Re: Emergency order to detain persons due to Covid

External Email

As a retired RN I am asking you to vote against this plan to
detain people.
This will prove to be damaging and illegal..Vicki Wolford

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.onelink.me%2F107872968%3F

______________________________________________
From: Alison Runcie
Sent: 1/12/2022 2:08:27 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Suggestion for registering for Public Comment
External Email
Hi,
I joined the Public Board Meeting today, January 12th, 2022. I noticed that many people
registered to make public comment/testimony, but were not available, either for:
*
*
*
*

They were no longer in attendance
Couldn't figure out how to unmute
Chose not to unmute and comment
Registered, on purpose, to take away time from others

Is there a way to let people know that if they do register, please be available during that
time to comment. Don't register if they are not really wanting to comment, as it takes
away time from others.
I wonder how much time was wasted by the many people registering and not
commenting.
Thank you,
Alison Runcie
________________________________

______________________________________________
From: Cascade Climber
Sent: 1/11/2022 8:04:46 PM
To: DOH WSBOH,otp.informationdesk@icc-cpi.int,Barkis, Andrew,Bateman, Jessica,Berg,
April,Bergquist, Steve,Berry, Liz,Billig, Andy,Boehnke, Matt,Braun, John,Bronoske,
Dan,Brown, Sharon,Caldier, Michelle,Callan, Lisa,Carlyle, Reuven,Chambers,
Kelly,Chandler, Bruce,Chase, Rob,Chopp, Frank,Cleveland, Annette,Cody, Eileen,Conway,
Steve,Corry, Chris,Das, Mona,Davis, Lauren,Dent, Tom,Dhingra, Manka,Dolan,
Laurie,Donaghy, Brandy,Dozier, Perry,Duerr, Davina,Dufault, Jeremie,Dye,
Mary,Entenman, Debra,Ericksen, Doug,Eslick, Carolyn,Fey, Jake,Fitzgibbon,
Joe,Fortunato, Phil,Frame, Noel,Frockt, David,Gilday, Greg,Abbarno, Peter,Gildon,
Chris,Goehner, Keith,Goodman, Roger,Graham, Jenny,Gregerson, Mia,Griffey,
Dan,Hackney, David,Hansen, Drew,Harris, Paul,Harris-Talley, Kirsten,Hasegawa,
Bob,Hawkins, Brad,Hoff, Larry,Holy, Jeff,Honeyford, Jim,Hunt, Sam,Jacobsen,
Cyndy,Jinkins, Laurie,Johnson, Jesse,Keiser, Karen,King, Curtis,Kirby, Steve,Klicker,
Mark,Klippert, Brad,Kloba, Shelley,Kraft, Vicki,Kretz, Joel,Kuderer, Patty (LEG),Leavitt,
Mari,Lekanoff, Debra,Liias, Marko,Lovelett, Liz,Lovick, John,MacEwen, Drew,Macri,
Nicole,Maycumber, Jacquelin,McCaslin, Bob,McCune, Jim,McEntire, Joel,Morgan,
Melanie,DOR Gina Mosbrucker,Mullet, Mark,Muzzall, Ron,Nguyen, Joe,Nobles, T'wina
(LEG),Orcutt, Ed,Ormsby, Timm,Ortiz-Self, Lillian,Orwall, Tina,Padden, Mike,Paul,
Dave,Pedersen, Jamie,Peterson, Strom,Pollet, Gerry,Ramel, Alex,Ramos, Bill,Randall,
Emily,Riccelli, Marcus,Rivers, Ann,Robertson, Eric,Robinson, June,Rolfes, Christine,Rude,
Skyler,Rule, Alicia,Ryu, Cindy,Saldana, Rebecca (LEG),Salomon, Jesse,Schmick,
Joe,Schoesler, Mark,Sells, Mike,Senn, Tana,tim.sheldon@leg.wa.gov,Shewmake,
Sharon,Short, Shelly,Simmons, Tarra,Slatter, Vandana,Springer, Larry,Stanford,
Derek,Steele, Mike (LEG),Stokesbary, Drew,Stonier, Monica,Sullivan, Pat,Sutherland,
Robert,Taylor, Jamila,Thai, My-Linh,Tharinger, Steve,Trudeau, Yasmin,Valdez, Javier,Van
De Wege, Kevin,Vick, Brandon,Volz, Mike,DOR Keith Wagoner,Walen, Amy,Walsh,
Jim,Warnick, Judy,Wellman, Lisa,Wicks, Emily,Wilcox, JT,Wilson, Claire,Wilson,
Jeff,Wilson, Lynda,Wylie, Sharon,Ybarra, Alex,Young, Jesse,Santos, Sharon Tomiko
Subject: SUPREME COURT OF CANADA WILL HEAR CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY INDICTMENTS SERVED TO TRUDEAU AND MORE + TRUDEAU IMPLICATED IN
BIOLOGICAL WEAPONS VIOLATIONS - IS INSLEE Et Al to Follow?
External Email

https://www.bitchute.com/video/8JV0ccv1BQFr/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.bitchute.com%2Fvideo%2F8

https://www.bitchute.com/video/5yacwAUAomni/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.bitchute.com%2Fvideo%2F5

https://www.bitchute.com/video/ueePp1kuWDUT/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.bitchute.com%2Fvideo%2Fu

https://www.bitchute.com/video/G9Jk9FyPkltv/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.bitchute.com%2Fvideo%2FG

______________________________________________
From: Carley Tipton
Sent: 1/5/2022 10:18:53 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Vote no
External Email
https://www.pandata.org/20lies/?fbclid=IwAR0GHVUbwwixGEydmzUGRMK10E9eyPt9SgB8PIeNmFH1HDR2l_3sVEr4lNA

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.pandata.org%2F20lies%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0GHVUbwwixGEydmzUGRMK10E9eyPt9SgB8PIeNmFH1HDR2l_3sVEr4lNA&data=

Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
Sent: 1/13/2022 3:24:11 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vaccine

--Lindsay Herendeen, MPH, MCRP (she/her)
Health Policy Analyst
Washington State Board of Health
lindsay.herendeen@sboh.wa.gov
360-628-6823
Website, Facebook, Twitter
-----Original Message----From: David Day <david.day6888@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 5:53 AM
To: Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH) <Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Vaccine
External Email
This is illegal and will not be tolerated.!

______________________________________________
From: Peg Dahlin
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:17:23 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public Comments for WSBOH Members from March EH Committee Special
Meeting
External Email
Oh my goodness.....stop this discussion before it even starts. This can NOT happen in our
Great Country ! This is AMERICA..... not a dictatorship !!!
Margaret Dahlin

______________________________________________
From: Carley Tipton
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:26:48 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: B926E01E-5CEB-41EA-BA97-70FF980D8F35

attachments\CC81CEE58A134E70_image0.jpeg
attachments\2DC1982A6DBB45DC_image1.png
External Email

Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Paul p
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:49:09 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: unvaxxed hospitalization stats question
External Email
My Grandpa is 97. He didn't get the shot because, well he is 97, and his Dr said not to.
He has been hospitalized twice in the last month. He is in a hospital now because he fell
and broke a hip and a month ago he was dehydrated and weak. BOTH times the hospital
said he was covid positive. So he presumably shows up in your stats as an unvaxxed
hospitalization 2 times. But he was never sick and never received any treatment for
covid. Given this, how can we believe your stats, and thus your "advice" when stats are
manipulated like this?? Why can't you be more transparent and accurate? People are
starting to have no faith in anything you say and it's your fault.

______________________________________________
From: Cheryl Sonneman
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:57:19 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Proposed unconstitutional laws regarding involuntarily incarceration
External Email
To whom it may concern,
I live in Port Orchard, WA and own a company employing 8 people. These proposed laws
are unconstitutional, immoral and a violation of all the freedoms our ancestors came to
this country and fought for so many years ago. Never before in this country has such a
bold and horrific example of overreach of power been attempted. This is the sort of thing
that makes the average citizen consider picking up a firearm and joining groups of people
for the first time that are like minded. Don't be fooled, people are from very different
backgrounds and have very different political beliefs but on this they agree. This MUST
be stopped or ALL politicians in favor of this will be finding a new job next election cycle.
Very concerned citizen.

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.onelink.me%2F107872968%3F

______________________________________________
From: Coleen Souther
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:21:50 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public Comments for WSBOH Members from March EH Committee Special
Meeting
External Email
I am a resident of Washington State and I am vehemently opposed to enforced
vaccinations! It’s my body. This is an unconstitutional consideration.
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: T Cook
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:23:20 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Re: comments
External Email
Death counts are not accurate. Dying from Covid or dying with Covid are completely
different and need to be truthfully reported.
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:20 AM T Cook <tmcook61@gmail.com
<mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:
This is the cold and flu season. WA does not even test for the seasonal flu!
Hospitalizations are up. What percentage are DUE TO Covid, not just have Covid?

______________________________________________
From: Danna Olsen
Sent: 1/9/2022 6:31:01 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Must watch episode before making irrational decisions
External Email

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fyoutu.be%2FQS7HnKefCaI&amp;da

Sent from my iPad

______________________________________________
From: Scott Storch
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:59:04 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Question
External Email
So far this seems to be more of a sales pitch..Why are there zero effort to talk about the
adverse effects? This is not a vaccine, its a gene altering theropy that creates spike
protiens that eventually destroys your organs, destroys your immune system until
antibody dependent enhancement attacks you , so sad...This fails all bullet points of the
Nuremburg Code..

______________________________________________
From: Brian Bergquist
Sent: 1/11/2022 2:38:00 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Knock it off
External Email
Please begin to use common sense and your approach to your citizens of that state. This
is nonsense. People have freedoms and rights. The government does not have authority
to do what you are proposing. This is ridiculous. This Hass to stop. This is America. The
overreaction to this is ridiculous and more and more information comes out every day
supporting where people have been saying for two years. The overreach needs to stop
now!
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Sherrye Morgan Calderon
Sent: 1/12/2022 11:07:20 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: COVID therapeutics shortages - totally unacceptable!!1
External Email
The state of WA, your department and the state leadership has been remiss in obtaining,
supplying, distributing and informing the public of the life-saving COVID therapeutics,
monoclonal antibody therapies. Shame on this state for 1) not making public the fact
there is such a treatment, 2) the roadmap to FIND them when testing positive 3) not
having all medical facitities aware of and knowledgable of these life-saving therapeutics.
This demands accountability at the state and FEDERAL level. Someone is with holding
this treatment and the public demands to know who, why, and WHEN they will be
available at the same ratio as the increase in cases of COVID. Stop dropping the ball on
the taxpayers.
Sherrye Calderon
~ "Earth has no sorrow that Heaven cannot heal." Thomas Moore ~

______________________________________________
From: Dan Orr
Sent: 1/14/2022 12:12:27 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: 3A61B21F-06CF-4721-B079-108F7989D8E3

attachments\F68B2DFEFC6147D4_C36B358CBCBB4E0486F0BCE4E0ED8257.jpg
attachments\04AA2534A8CF4A30_EF058D93BD2D48E1919F8EDDB9933A3F.jpg
External Email
Please consider this article that you may not have seen. I’ve included the link to the full
multimedia article for your convenience. In a letter that I sent to you two days ago, I
mentioned my absolute belief that deceitful practices have been used in this COVID-19
pandemic. This is an example of what I was referring to.

Thank you,
Dan Orr
Pierce County, WA

https://www.zerohedge.com/covid-19/hidden-military-documents-reveal-nih-intentcreate-sars-cov-2-using-gain-function-research
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.zerohedge.com%2Fcovid19%2Fhidden-military-documents-reveal-nih-intent-create-sars-cov-2-using-gainfunctionresearch&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cdcd2d61cc38047a16bc908d9d73547ff%7C11d0

Authored by Sundance via The Last Refuge
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftheconservativetreehouse.com%2
veritas-obtains-hidden-military-documents-showing-nih-intent-to-create-sars-cov-2using-gain-of-functionresearch%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cdcd2d61cc38047a16bc908d9d73547ff%7C
,

Project Veritas has obtained military documents
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.projectveritas.com%2Fnews%
documents-about-gain-of-function-contradict-fauci-testimonyunder%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cdcd2d61cc38047a16bc908d9d73547ff%7C11
hidden on a classified system [HERE
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fassets.ctfassets.net%2Fsyq3snmx
project-rejection-bydarpa.pdf&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cdcd2d61cc38047a16bc908d9d73547ff%7C11d
– and HERE
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fassets.ctfassets.net%2Fsyq3snmx
backgroundhr001118s0017.pdf&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cdcd2d61cc38047a16bc908d9d73547

– and HERE
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fassets.ctfassets.net%2Fsyq3snmx
slide-hr00118s0017-ecohealth-alliancedefuse.pdf&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cdcd2d61cc38047a16bc908d9d73547ff%7C11
] showing how EcoHealth Alliance approached DARPA in March 2018, seeking funding to
conduct gain of function research of bat borne coronaviruses.
The proposal, named Project Defuse, was rejected by DARPA over safety concerns and
the notion that it violated the gain of function research moratorium. However, according
to the documents, NIAID, under the direction of Dr. Fauci, went ahead with the research
in Wuhan, China and at several sites across the U.S.

[ZH - and just today, Twitter banned
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgettr.com%2Fpost%2Fpnoozk93b
Project Veritas' Eric Spracklen...]

[WASHINGTON, D.C. – Jan. 10, 2022
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.projectveritas.com%2Fnews%
documents-about-gain-of-function-contradict-fauci-testimonyunder%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cdcd2d61cc38047a16bc908d9d73547ff%7C11
] Project Veritas has obtained startling never-before-seen documents regarding the
origins of COVID-19, gain of function research, vaccines, potential treatments which have
been suppressed, and the government’s effort to conceal all of this.
The documents in question stem from a report at the Defense Advanced Research
Projects Agency, better known as DARPA, which were hidden in a top-secret shared
drive.
DARPA is an agency under the U.S. Department of Defense in charge of facilitating
research in technology with potential military applications.
Project Veritas has obtained a separate report to the Inspector General of the
Department of Defense written by U.S. Marine Corp Major, Joseph Murphy, a former
DARPA Fellow.
The report states that EcoHealth Alliance approached DARPA in March 2018,
seeking funding to conduct gain of function research of bat borne coronaviruses. The
proposal, named Project Defuse, was rejected by DARPA over safety concerns and the
notion that it violates the basis gain of function research moratorium.

According to the documents, NIAID, under the direction of Dr. Fauci, went ahead
with the research in Wuhan, China and at several sites across the U.S. (read more
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.projectveritas.com%2Fnews%
documents-about-gain-of-function-contradict-fauci-testimonyunder%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cdcd2d61cc38047a16bc908d9d73547ff%7C11
)

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.zerohedge.com%2Fs3%2Ffil
images%2FProject-Veritas-DARPA1024x565.jpg%3Fitok%3DrKied_yc&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cdcd2d61cc38047a16

Here’s my answer to the question posed by James O’Keefe.
In the original pdf guidance

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.phe.gov%2Fs3%2Fdualuse%
offunction.pdf&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cdcd2d61cc38047a16bc908d9d73547ff%7C1
for the 2014 research pause of into weaponization of SARS viruses there was an
important footnote [LINK
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.phe.gov%2Fs3%2Fdualuse%
offunction.pdf&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cdcd2d61cc38047a16bc908d9d73547ff%7C1
]:

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.zerohedge.com%2Fs3%2Ffil
images%2F2014-Gain-of-Functionbackdoor.jpg%3Fitok%3Dq0uJVI52&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cdcd2d61cc38047a16

[FN¹ SOURCE – U.S. Government Gain-of-Function Deliberative Process and Research
Funding Pause on Selected Gain-of-Function Research Involving Influenza, MERS, and
SARS Viruses – pdf, page 2 – October 17, 2014
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.phe.gov%2Fs3%2Fdualuse%
offunction.pdf&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cdcd2d61cc38047a16bc908d9d73547ff%7C1
]
Timeline:

♦October 17, 2014 – U.S. funding of SARS to create a biological weapon was paused
due to the extreme risk of a pandemic. However, the pause allowed agencies within the
U.S. government to continue funding if they determined “the research is urgently
necessary to protect the public health or national security.” [LINK
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.phe.gov%2Fs3%2Fdualuse%
offunction.pdf&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cdcd2d61cc38047a16bc908d9d73547ff%7C1
]

♦2014 through 2020 the Pentagon continued funding research in Wuhan, China. Fear of
discovery would explain why many top officials in the U.S. Defense Department were
against the Trump administration [with increased severity after the COVID pandemic
began]. [LINK
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.dailymail.co.uk%2Fnews%2F
9652287%2FThe-Pentagon-funneled-39million-charity-funded-Wuhanlab.html&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cdcd2d61cc38047a16bc908d9d73547ff%7C11d0
]
♦May 2016 – [An Election Year] – “after thorough deliberation and extensive input from
domestic and international stakeholders, the NSABB [National Science Advisory Board for
Biosecurity] issued its recommendations. NSABB’s central finding was that studies that
are expected to enhance Potential Pandemic Pathogen (PPP) have potential benefits to
public health but also entail significant risks. NSABB recommended that such studies
warranted additional scrutiny prior to being funded.” Anthony Fauci is on the NSABB.
♦January 9, 2017 – [Four Days after the Susan Rice Oval Office meeting with Obama,
Biden, Comey, et al] – The Obama Administration re-authorizes funding for the creation
of SARS biological weapons. “Adoption of these recommendations will satisfy the
requirements for lifting the current moratorium on certain life sciences research that
could enhance a pathogen’s virulence and/or transmissibility to produce a potential

pandemic pathogen (an enhanced PPP).“ [LINK
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fobamawhitehouse.archives.gov%2
policy-guidance-potential-pandemic-pathogen-care-andoversight&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cdcd2d61cc38047a16bc908d9d73547ff%7C11d
]
Given the workarounds, exceptions and plausible deniability for the consequences, built
into the original moratorium guidance in 2014, the defense department was operationally
permitted to keep funding the biological weapons research in Wuhan, China. The 2014
ban was a funding moratorium in name only; however, it appears the funding for U.S.
research in North Carolina was stopped.
What was reauthorized in 2017, just before President Trump took office, was the need to
use “national security” as an excuse to continue the research. It also appears funding of
SARS as a biological weapon inside the U.S. (North Carolina) was now permitted again.

REFERENCES SO FAR: – 2017 – Policy Guidelines from Obama Administration
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fobamawhitehouse.archives.gov%2
policy-guidance-potential-pandemic-pathogen-care-andoversight&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cdcd2d61cc38047a16bc908d9d73547ff%7C11d
– 2014 – pdf link of Research Funding Pause
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.phe.gov%2Fs3%2Fdualuse%
offunction.pdf&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cdcd2d61cc38047a16bc908d9d73547ff%7C1
– National Science Advisory Board
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fen.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki%2FNatio
(Wiki) – Pentagon Funding for SARS research 2013 through 2020
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.dailymail.co.uk%2Fnews%2F
9652287%2FThe-Pentagon-funneled-39million-charity-funded-Wuhanlab.html&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cdcd2d61cc38047a16bc908d9d73547ff%7C11d0
.
If you accept that the Pentagon would never spend to develop a biological weapon in
China (Wuhan Lab) unless they already had developed that weapon on their own (North
Carolina Lab), then the question about the release of that weapon starts to take shape.
Remember, the State Department was looking into the origin until Joe Biden shut them
down and redirected the goal to the Intelligence Community. In essence, Biden handed
the mission to the Fourth Branch of Government. Not surprisingly, after a few months the
IC said their results were “inconclusive.”

♦[Excerpt
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.vanityfair.com%2Fnews%2F
lab-leak-theory-inside-the-fight-to-uncover-covid-19sorigins&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cdcd2d61cc38047a16bc908d9d73547ff%7C11d0e
] – […] In one State Department meeting, officials seeking to demand transparency from
the Chinese government say they were explicitly told by colleagues not to explore the
Wuhan Institute of Virology’s gain-of-function research, because it would bring
unwelcome attention to U.S. government funding of it.
In an internal memo obtained by Vanity Fair, Thomas DiNanno, former acting assistant
secretary of the State Department’s Bureau of Arms Control, Verification, and
Compliance, wrote that staff from two bureaus, his own and the Bureau of International
Security and Nonproliferation, “warned” leaders within his bureau “not to pursue an
investigation into the origin of COVID-19” because it would “‘open a can of worms’ if it
continued.”
[…] In late March, former Centers for Disease Control director Robert Redfield received

death threats from fellow scientists after telling CNN that he believed COVID-19 had
originated in a lab. “I was threatened and ostracized because I proposed another
hypothesis,” Redfield told Vanity Fair. “I expected it from politicians. I didn’t expect it
from science.” (read more
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.vanityfair.com%2Fnews%2F
lab-leak-theory-inside-the-fight-to-uncover-covid-19sorigins&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cdcd2d61cc38047a16bc908d9d73547ff%7C11d0e
)

♦Washington (CNN)
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cnn.com%2F2021%2F05%2
shut-down-trump-effort-coronavirus-chineselab%2Findex.html&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cdcd2d61cc38047a16bc908d9d73547ff
– “President Joe Biden’s team shut down a closely-held State Department effort launched
late in the Trump administration to prove the coronavirus originated in a Chinese lab
over concerns about the quality of its work, according to three sources familiar with the
decision.
The existence of the State Department inquiry and its termination this spring by the
Biden administration — neither of which has been previously reported — comes to light
amid renewed interest in whether the virus could have leaked out of a Wuhan lab with
links to the Chinese military. The Biden administration is also facing scrutiny of its own
efforts to determine if the Chinese government was responsible for the virus.

♦“On Wednesday, Biden issued a statement that he has directed the US intelligence
community to redouble its efforts in investigating the origins of the Covid-19 pandemic
and report back to him in 90 days.” (LINK)
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cnn.com%2F2021%2F05%2
shut-down-trump-effort-coronavirus-chineselab%2Findex.html&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cdcd2d61cc38047a16bc908d9d73547ff

♦[WASHINGTON DC
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.foxnews.com%2Fpolitics%2F
community-inconclusive-covid-origin-expertsreaction&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cdcd2d61cc38047a16bc908d9d73547ff%7C11d0
] – The intelligence community failed to conclusively identify the origin of the coronavirus
following a 90-day investigation ordered by President Biden, but experts are divided on
why.

A report by the Office of the Director of National Intelligence (ODNI) found that officials
were unable to rule whether the virus escaped from a lab or spread to humans through
an infected animal. But the ultimate conclusion reached by the $85 billion-a-year
community was that it would be unable to pinpoint the origin of the virus if China didn’t
fully cooperate. (LINK
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.foxnews.com%2Fpolitics%2F
community-inconclusive-covid-origin-expertsreaction&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cdcd2d61cc38047a16bc908d9d73547ff%7C11d0
)

Read the rest of the report here
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftheconservativetreehouse.com%2
veritas-obtains-hidden-military-documents-showing-nih-intent-to-create-sars-cov-2using-gain-of-functionresearch%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cdcd2d61cc38047a16bc908d9d73547ff%7C
.

______________________________________________
From: Linda Ingersoll
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:27:49 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Re: Reminder: January 12 State Board of Health Public Meeting starts in 1 hour
External Email
Can you distinguish hospitalizations between flu, upper respiratory infections that are
non covid + and omicron using vaxxed, non vaxxed and natural immune folks?
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 7:55 AM Zoom <no-reply@zoom.us <mailto:noreply@zoom.us> > wrote:
<http://us02web.zoom.us/w_p/89125084493/e9e77579-e240-4989-b2c3ec78977d482e.png>

Hi Linda,
This is a reminder that "January 12 State Board of Health Public Meeting" will begin in 1
hour on:
Date Time: Jan 12, 2022 09:00 AM Pacific Time (US and Canada)
Join from a PC, Mac, iPad, iPhone or Android device:

Click Here to Join
<https://us02web.zoom.us/w/89474064216?tk=_l0xRo9oMYSREzLTO3JobZ4cO08FDJ9n8IDTA5EbdEA.DQM
EyQyDTdyxsw>
Note: This link should not be shared with others; it is unique to you.
Passcode: 957396
Add to Calendar
<https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/tZ0pcO2oqD8oG9KF6FhUeOASqfB_9IIVqjfr/ics?user_id=Thiw9Br0S7SU
Add to Google Calendar
<https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/tZ0pcO2oqD8oG9KF6FhUeOASqfB_9IIVqjfr/calendar/google/add?user_
Add to Yahoo Calendar
<https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/tZ0pcO2oqD8oG9KF6FhUeOASqfB_9IIVqjfr/ics?user_id=Thiw9Br0S7SU
Or join by phone:
US: +1 253 215 8782 or +1 301 715 8592 or +1 312 626 6799 or +1 346 248 7799 or
+1 646 558 8656 or +1 669 900 9128
Webinar ID: 894 7406 4216
Passcode: 957396
International numbers available: https://us02web.zoom.us/u/kdrx2gOfLS
<https://us02web.zoom.us/u/kdrx2gOfLS>

You can cancel

<https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/tZ0pcO2oqD8oG9KF6FhUeOASqfB_9IIVqjfr/success?act=cance
your registration at any time.

-Blessings, Linda Ingersoll

______________________________________________
From: Christina Caprio
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:22:08 PM
To: DOH WSBOH,Davis, Michelle (SBOH),Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH),Hoff, Christy Curwick
(SBOH),Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH),Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH),Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH),Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH),Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH),Schreiber, Tracy N
(SBOH),Haag, Hannah R (SBOH),Kahler, Kelie (SBOH),Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: Study: COVID-19 vaccines may cause small, temporary increase in menstrual
cycle
External Email

<https://static.particlenews.com/logo/brand_logo_white.png> NewsBreak
Used by over 45 million people
Open APP
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fnewsbreakapp.onelink.me%2F211

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.newsbreakapp.com%2Fn%2
Study: COVID-19 vaccines may cause small, temporary increase in menstrual cycle

UPI News
Jan. 6 (UPI) -- Women given their first dose of the two-shot COVID-19 vaccines during a
single menstrual cycle experienced an increase in cycle length of nearly one day
compared with unvaccinated women, a study published Thursday by Obstetrics and
Gynecology found. The increase in cycle length, or a longer...
<https://img.particlenews.com/img/id/4TJ0mk_0depV2YH00?type=_180x000>
Click to read the full story
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.newsbreakapp.com%2Fn%2

Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:48:01 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: DOH Commercial Shellfish Closures

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: WA Department of Health <waDOH@public.govdelivery.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 4:46 PM
To: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: DOH Commercial Shellfish Closures

The following updates apply to Commercial Shellfish Harvesting only. A list of recent
growing area closures and openings can be found on our online Growing Area Closure
Report
<https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJidWxsZXRpbl9saW5rX2lkIjoxMDAsInVyaSI6ImJwMjpjbGljayIsIm
TPL2ph4VVjyTCM_mA/s/679459235/br/124307263556-l> and current classification
information can be viewed on our Commercial Shellfish Map Viewer
<https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJidWxsZXRpbl9saW5rX2lkIjoxMDEsInVyaSI6ImJwMjpjbGljayIsIm
l> .

Recreational harvesting information is available on our Shellfish Safety Map
<https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJidWxsZXRpbl9saW5rX2lkIjoxMDIsInVyaSI6ImJwMjpjbGljayIsIm
l> .
Updates:
The South Bay portion of Grays Harbor Growing Area is closed on 1/6/2022 at 4:30 PM
due to flooding along the Chehalis River.

Please do not reply directly to this message, as this mailbox is not monitored. For
questions about current commercial shellfish closures, please contact Jean Frost at
jean.frost@doh.wa.gov <mailto:jean.frost@doh.wa.gov> .

JEAN FROST
Gender Pronouns: she/her

Unit Supervisor, Shellfish Growing Area Section
Office of Environmental Health and Safety
Washington State Department of Health
jean.frost@doh.wa.gov <mailto:jean.frost@doh.wa.gov>
360-489-2384 | www.doh.wa.gov
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.doh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7
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To request this document in another format, call 1-800-525-0127.
Deaf or hard of hearing customers, please call 711 (Washington Relay) or
email civil.rights@doh.wa.gov <mailto:civil.rights@doh.wa.gov>
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______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:59:14 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vote no

-----Original Message----From: Carley Tipton <thetiptonfarm2@yahoo.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 5, 2022 10:34 PM
To: Haag, Hannah R (SBOH) <Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>
Cc: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Vote no
External Email
No to policies/laws requiring untested dangerous medical procedures on people in
Washington state. Please remember who you work for and who pays your grocery bill
and makes your house payment. Thank you. Don’t let down the residents of this state.
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Contact ICWA
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:05:45 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comment by Kevin Jenkins to the WA Board of Health

attachments\D10D99E7BFEF48B7_Kevin Jenkins Comment to WA BOH.mp4
External Email
Dear WA State Board of Health:
Attached is a video comment by Kevin Jenkins of the Urban Global Health Alliance
regarding the January 12, 2022 Board of Health meeting.

______________________________________________
From: ELLEN WRIGHT
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:04:09 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Proposed Covid Polict
External Email
I vehemently oppose any polices mandating Covid vaccination policies! I do not believe in
Marxist ideology! Whatever happened to freedom of choice, non discriminatory policies,
my body, my choice! Also, why aren’t natural immunities even discussed?
Sincerely,
Ellen Wright

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/8/2022 12:53:30 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Subject: FW: Question

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov
360-236-4105
Website| Facebook |Twitter
-----Original Message----From: Joshua Allen <joshicloudz@icloud.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 10:36 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Question
External Email
Who funds TAG and how many people are on the groups board ? How are these people
appointed? Want to know specifically and corporate outside sponsors and Influencers.
Also Links to social media possibly would be great!
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Doug Rehfeldt
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:11:11 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: A citizen’s response to the Proposed ‘Final Agenda’ for December 12
External Email
Hello, I am writing you with great concern for this proposal and the democracy from
which we live as a society. The notion that such a proposal is even being considered is
frightening to me. My greatest fear would be that such a law could lead to violence from
right wing radicals and other anti-vaccine hold overs.
It is in my opinion that to preserve peace in our society we must preserve our basic
freedoms and liberties and seriously consider the lesser of two evils. This proposal must
be rejected to preserve our basic rights.
Please and thank you for considering my opinion on this matter.
Sincerely,
Doug Rehfeldt
20 year resident of the Lake Samish community
and small business owner.
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Darryl Sharp
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:58:23 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: My Public Comments
External Email
As a citizen of the Unites States, I have the right under the Constitution to protect my
health. Only I can give that right up.
This State Govt. has no legal rights to my body.

These Mrna shots do not induce a immune response and do prevent spread yet people
are being mislead as to take them.
The risk to health out ways the benefits. How many adverse reactions and deaths is it
going to take for you all to stop this madness.

THE NUREMBERG CODE

1. The voluntary consent of the human subject is absolutely essential.
This means that the person involved should have legal capacity to give consent; should
be so situated as to be able to exercise free power of choice, without the intervention of
any element of force, fraud, deceit, duress, over-reaching, or other ulterior form of
constraint or coercion; and should have sufficient knowledge and comprehension of the
elements of the subject matter involved, as to enable him to make an understanding and
enlightened decision. This latter element requires that, before the acceptance of an
affirmative decision by the experimental subject, there should be made known to him the
nature, duration, and purpose of the experiment; the method and means by which it is to
be conducted; all inconveniences and hazards reasonably to be expected; and the effects
upon his health or person, which may possibly come from his participation in the
experiment.
The duty and responsibility for ascertaining the quality of the consent rests upon each
individual who initiates, directs or engages in the experiment.
It is a personal duty and responsibility which may not be delegated to another with
impunity.

2. The experiment should be such as to yield fruitful results for the good of society,
unprocurable by other methods or means of study, and not random and unnecessary in
nature.

3. The experiment should be so designed and based on the results of animal

experimentation and a knowledge of the natural history of the disease or other problem
under study, that the anticipated results will justify the performance of the experiment.
4. The experiment should be so conducted as to avoid all unnecessary physical and
mental suffering and injury.

5. No experiment should be conducted, where there is an a priori reason to believe that
death or disabling injury will occur; except, perhaps, in those experiments where the
experimental physicians also serve as subjects.
6. The degree of risk to be taken should never exceed that determined by the
humanitarian importance of the problem to be solved by the experiment.
7. Proper preparations should be made and adequate facilities provided to protect the
experimental subject against even remote possibilities of injury, disability, or death.

8. The experiment should be conducted only by scientifically qualified persons. The
highest degree of skill and care should be required through all stages of the experiment
of those who conduct or engage in the experiment.
9. During the course of the experiment, the human subject should be at liberty to bring
the experiment to an end, if he has reached the physical or mental state, where
continuation of the experiment seemed to him to be impossible.
10. During the course of the experiment, the scientist in charge must be prepared to
terminate the experiment at any stage, if he has probable cause to believe, in the
exercise of the good faith, superior skill and careful judgement required of him, that a
continuation of the experiment is likely to result in injury, disability, or death to the
experimental subject. ["Trials of War Criminals before the Nuremberg Military Tribunals
under Control Council Law No. 10", Vol. 2, pp. 181-182. Washington, D.C.: U.S.
Government Printing Office, 1949.]

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:26:07 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: OPMA Violation.

From: Carolyn Lake <CLake@goodsteinlaw.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 12, 2022 9:56 AM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Cc: Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH) <Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
<Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: OPMA Violation.

External Email

Please know that your scheduled meeting today of January 12, 2022 is not compliant
with Washington State Open Public Meeting (OPMA) law, specifically RCW 42.30.040
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fapp.leg.wa.gov%2FRCW%2Fdefaul
, “Conditions to attendance not to be required.” That law states:
“A member of the public shall not be required, as a condition to attendance at a meeting
of a governing body, to register his or her name and other information, to complete a
questionnaire, or otherwise to fulfill any condition precedent to his or her attendance.”

To log onto the WA State Board of Health Jan 12, 2022 ZOOM meeting, attendees were
expressly required to “register”. Attendees were required to log in with both their name
and email, in order to have access to the zoom meeting.
This is prohibited by law.

I encourage you to share this information with your AG.

As you may know, RCW 42.30.120 also addresses the penalties for OPMA violations:
Violations—Personal liability—Civil penalty—Attorneys' fees and costs.
(1) Each member of the governing body who attends a meeting of such governing body
where action is taken in violation of any provision of this chapter applicable to him or
her, with knowledge of the fact that the meeting is in violation thereof, shall be subject
to personal liability in the form of a civil penalty in the amount of five hundred dollars for
the first violation.
(2) Each member of the governing body who attends a meeting of a governing body
where action is taken in violation of any provision of this chapter applicable to him or

her, with knowledge of the fact that the meeting is in violation thereof, and who was
previously assessed a penalty under subsection (1) of this section in a final court
judgment, shall be subject to personal liability in the form of a civil penalty in the amount
of one thousand dollars for any subsequent violation.
(3) The civil penalty shall be assessed by a judge of the superior court and an action to
enforce this penalty may be brought by any person. A violation of this chapter does not
constitute a crime and assessment of the civil penalty by a judge shall not give rise to
any disability or legal disadvantage based on conviction of a criminal offense.
(4) Any person who prevails against a public agency in any action in the courts for a
violation of this chapter shall be awarded all costs, including reasonable attorneys' fees,
incurred in connection with such legal action. Pursuant to RCW 4.84.185, any public
agency which prevails in any action in the courts for a violation of this chapter may be
awarded reasonable expenses and attorney fees upon final judgment and written findings
by the trial judge that the action was frivolous and advanced without reasonable cause.

Onward!
Carolyn A. Lake .
Goodstein Law Group PLLC – 501 South "G" Street - Tacoma, WA 98405
253.779.4000 office -253.229.6727 cell -253.779.4411 fax
Please contact GLG Attorneys directly via cell phone or email.
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This email message may be protected by the attorney/client
privilege, work product doctrine or other confidentiality protection. If you believe that it
has been sent to you in error, do not read it. Please reply to the sender that you have
received the message in error, and then delete it. Thank you.

______________________________________________
From: Linda Lin
Sent: 1/12/2022 11:21:39 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Question
External Email
You said there is no therapeutical therapy other than vaccinations but this is not true.
There are many effective and no side effect treatments for Covid, such as ivermectin,
and why you didn’t look into it in these two years. If you have done it we will be the first
state that the beats the pandemic.
Linda

______________________________________________
From: Phyllis Newton
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:55:30 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: WAC
External Email
The proposed Covid policies are immoral and over-reaching. They are unconstitutional
and I am totally opposed.

______________________________________________
From: T Cook
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:29:36 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Re: comments
External Email
Why are the hospitalization usage even less than last year?
Stop firing healthcare workers.
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:26 AM T Cook <tmcook61@gmail.com
<mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:
Staffing becomes more difficult when you fire the HEROES for exercising their
constitutional freedoms!
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:23 AM T Cook <tmcook61@gmail.com
<mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:

Death counts are not accurate. Dying from Covid or dying with Covid are
completely different and need to be truthfully reported.
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:20 AM T Cook <tmcook61@gmail.com
<mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:

This is the cold and flu season. WA does not even test for the
seasonal flu! Hospitalizations are up. What percentage are DUE TO Covid, not just have
Covid?

______________________________________________
From: cljameson JAMESON
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:22:58 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: 9200422C-BB5C-45BB-B681-3422E26BD8F7
External Email
NO. Overreach of your authority

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone
Get Outlook for Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2FAAb9ysg&data=04%7C

______________________________________________
From: The Rockhounds
Sent: 1/12/2022 9:36:12 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: WAC
External Email
Do not pass these codes... these codes were not written properly. Future officials can use
these loose written codes to their advantage and personal agendas. We are a free
country with Constitutional Rights. Do not fringe on Americans. We do not need more
riots! Thank you

______________________________________________
From: joseph stump
Sent: 1/12/2022 9:17:26 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Re: January 12 State Board of Health Public Meeting Confirmation
External Email
It will not let me in the webinar.
My name is joe stump.

Get Outlook for iOS
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fo0ukef&data=04%7C0
________________________________
From: Zoom <no-reply@zoom.us>
Sent: Wednesday, January 12, 2022 9:08:15 AM
To: Joseph.stump_85@outlook.com <Joseph.stump_85@outlook.com>
Subject: January 12 State Board of Health Public Meeting Confirmation

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fzoom.us%2F&data=04%7C01%7C

<http://us02web.zoom.us/w_p/89125084493/e9e77579-e240-4989-b2c3ec78977d482e.png>
Hello Joseph,
Thank you for registering for January 12 State Board of Health Public Meeting. You can
find information about this webinar below.
January 12 State Board of Health Public Meeting
Date & Time
Jan 12, 2022 09:00 AM Pacific Time (US and Canada)
Webinar ID
894 7406 4216
Passcode
957396

Please submit any questions to: wsboh@sboh.wa.gov.

You can cancel
<https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/tZ0pcO2oqD8oG9KF6FhUeOASqfB_9IIVqjfr/success?act=cance
your registration at any time.

WAYS TO JOIN ZOOM
1. Join from PC, Mac, iPad, or Android

Join Webinar
<https://us02web.zoom.us/w/89474064216?tk=RvdmOOYmH7zgvBDpG3uoKrswOVQZ4a4KyWmZJjETjk.DQMAAAAU1RHfWBZ5RTVua0tfRlJZZWpwUUZ3Q0g2Tnl3AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
EyQyDTdyxsw>
If the button above does not work, paste this into your browser:

https://us02web.zoom.us/w/89474064216?tk=RvdmOOYmH7zgvBDpG3uoKrswOVQZ4a4KyWmZJjETjk.DQMAAAAU1RHfWBZ5RTVua0tfRlJZZWpwUUZ3Q0g2Tnl3AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
EyQyDTdyxsw
To keep this webinar secure, do not share this link publicly.

Add to Calendar(.ics)
<https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/tZ0pcO2oqD8oG9KF6FhUeOASqfB_9IIVqjfr/ics?user_id=yE5nkK_FRYej
| Add to Google Calendar
<https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/tZ0pcO2oqD8oG9KF6FhUeOASqfB_9IIVqjfr/calendar/google/add?user_
| Add to Yahoo Calendar
<https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/tZ0pcO2oqD8oG9KF6FhUeOASqfB_9IIVqjfr/ics?user_id=yE5nkK_FRYej

2. Join via audio
One tap mobile:
US: +12532158782,,89474064216#,,,,*957396#
<tel:+12532158782,,89474064216#,,,,*957396#> or
+13462487799,,89474064216#,,,,*957396#
<tel:+13462487799,,89474064216#,,,,*957396#>
Or dial:
For higher quality, dial a number based on your current location.
US: +1 253 215 8782 or +1 346 248 7799 or +1 669 900 9128 or +1 301 715 8592 or
+1 312 626 6799 or +1 646 558 8656

Webinar ID: 894 7406 4216
Passcode:

957396

International numbers <https://us02web.zoom.us/u/kdrx2gOfLS>
Thank you!

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2Fzoom_us&data=04

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.linkedin.com%2Fcompany%
videocommunications%2F&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C47345cb43ff64db19ba808d9d5ef663
<https://blog.zoom.us/>
Copyright ©2022 Zoom Video Communications, Inc. All rights reserved.

______________________________________________
From: Alan Hoffer
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:20:42 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public Comment - Washington State Board of Health Meeting - Jan 12, 2022
meeting
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External Email
Hi,

We would like to add this information into the public comment.

This information became available two days ago on January 10, 2022 and it appears
there has been wrong doing within our government. A hearing was held yesterday by the
United States Senate. Also federal government entities have commented that these
vaccinations work poorly. You can find this information on both sites below. We have also
attached the pictures of these documents.

https://www.projectveritas.com
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.projectveritas.com%2F&data
and https://www.slimshadypolitics.com
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.slimshadypolitics.com%2F&d
(main page) (Covid 19 page)

In the video article below you will see that DARPA said that the vaccination works poorly.

https://www.projectveritas.com/news/military-documents-about-gain-of-functioncontradict-fauci-testimony-under/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.projectveritas.com%2Fnews%
documents-about-gain-of-function-contradict-fauci-testimonyunder%2F&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C9632259031c343a5de9408d9d5f8061c%7C11d

We contend that making such law by the government violates a right to privacy under
the 1st, 4th, and 9th amendments of the U.S. Constitution of the United States based on
religion being private and medical information being private. The Washington State
Constitution also prohibits violations of privacy as well.

Washington’s state constitution includes an express right to privacy: “No person shall be
disturbed in his private affairs, or his home invaded, without authority of law.”
Washington also recognizes all four common-law invasion-of-privacy claims:
• Intrusion upon solitude or seclusion;
• Public disclosure of private facts (e.g., unreasonable publicity given to one's private
life);
• False-light privacy (e.g., publicity that normally places the other in a false light before
the public); and
• Appropriation of one's name or likeness (Eastwood v. Cascade Broad. Co., 722 P.2d
1295 (Wash. 1986)).

Lastly: This is an animal reservoir virus. There are no cures to date for these types of
viruses. The current vaccination provides no protection. If you have information to the
contrary that these viruses can be cured with this shot, please provide it to the public
with research done, test examples showing a cure, and who did these experiments and
where we can view their work.

We ask the board to dismiss this agenda, as the public is not being provided the truth by
the federal government, and there is no need to make such legislation as the Covid 19 no
longer meets the standards, to call it a Pandemic as people are no longer dying in large
amounts. Please see the law below. The federal government should is require to review
the declaration of a pandemic every 90 days to renew the pandemic under the secretary.

USCODE-2019-title42-chap6A-subchapII-partB-sec247d.pdf (govinfo.gov)
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.govinfo.gov%2Fcontent%2Fp
2019-title42%2Fpdf%2FUSCODE-2019-title42-chap6A-subchapII-partBsec247d.pdf&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C9632259031c343a5de9408d9d5f8061c%7C1

§ 247d. Public health emergencies (a) Emergencies If the Secretary determines, after
consulta[1]tion with such public health officials as may be necessary, that— (1) a disease
or disorder presents a public health emergency; or (2) a public health emergency,
including sig[1]nificant outbreaks of infectious diseases or bioterrorist attacks, otherwise
exists,…

D) Termination and extension (i) Termination A State or Indian tribe’s temporary
reas[1]signment of personnel under paragraph (1) shall terminate upon the earlier of the
fol[1]lowing: (I) The Secretary’s determination that the public health emergency no
longer exists. (II) Subject to clause (ii), the expira[1]tion of the 30-day period following
the date on which the Secretary approved the State or Indian tribe’s request for such
reassignment flexibility. (ii) Extension of reassignment flexibility The Secretary may
extend reassignment flexibility of personnel under paragraph (1) beyond the date
otherwise applicable under clause (i)(II) if the public health emergency still exists as of
such date, but only if— (I) the State or Indian tribe that sub[1]mitted the initial request
for a tem[1]porary reassignment of personnel sub[1]mits a request for an extension of
such temporary reassignment; and (II) the request for an extension con[1]tains the
same information and assur[1]ances necessary for the approval of an initial request for
such temporary reas[1]signment pursuant to subparagraph (B).

We also contend that there has been very little transparency as required by law
according to this federal law above. The transparency research provided has been by
undercover reporters and citizens digging up documents that have been hid from the
public. Undercover reporters and citizens reporters are the only ones getting
transparency from the government, whereas we the public expect our government to
provide transparency (good or bad) to its citizens and it has been a requirement since
the founding. “Transparency” is government’s obligation to share information with
citizens that is needed to make informed decisions and hold officials accountable for the
conduct of the people’s business.

Thank you,

Alan Hoffer
alanbhoffer@msn.com <mailto:alanbhoffer@msn.com>
(206) 856-6242

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 12:23:26 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vote no

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov
360-236-4105
Website| Facebook |Twitter
-----Original Message----From: Vickie Reynolds <vickiereynolds@comcast.net>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 12:22 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Vote no
External Email
This is to let you know this vote should be NO NO NO!!!
How dare you play God!!! There are not enough words to describe how EVIL THIS
PROPOSAL AND THE PEOPLE WHO TRY AND PASS IT ARE!!! Evil evil evil
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Oana Tomai
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:06:39 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public Comments for WSBOH Members from March EH Committee Special
Meeting
External Email
Hello,
Pleases end me the proposed policies so I can comment. I cannot locate them anywhere
on your site.
Thanks.

Sent from Mail
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.microsoft.com%2Ffwlink%2F%
for Windows

______________________________________________
From: Deanna Charest
Sent: 1/12/2022 12:46:39 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments on Today's WA State BOH Zoom
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External Email

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.onelink.me%2F107872968%3F

______________________________________________
From: Patricia Holtzinger
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:06:47 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:09:38 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: It takes YEARS to determine drug safety

attachments\4C3BFF58C3EF4E8A_cid5C8BACBC-FF2B-4938-8B106F4A9B0A836A.jpg

--Lindsay Herendeen, MPH, MCRP (she/her)
Health Policy Analyst
Washington State Board of Health
lindsay.herendeen@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:lindsay.herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>
360-628-6823

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01
, Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH&
, Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: Susan Purvis <purvisllll@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 10:03 AM
To: Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH) <Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: It takes YEARS to determine drug safety

External Email
No to Covid vaccine requirement, too much unknown!

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:11:12 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Public comment Covid shot for children

From: Vanessa Reiter <afaithfulbutterfly@yahoo.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 6:50 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>; Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH)
<Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>; Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
<Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>;
Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH) <kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
<Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>; Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
<Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>; Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH)
<Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
<Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>;
Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH) <Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Public comment Covid shot for children

External Email
To Whom It May Concern,

I would like to express my extreme opposition to implementation of a COVID 19 vaccine
requirement for schools in Washington State.

1. No COVID vaccine available in the United States has received FDA approval. All
available vaccines, including the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine, are being administered under
an Emergency Use Authorization. The only “approved” COVID 19 vaccine is Comirnaty,
and it is not available in the United States and there is no anticipated date for its
availability. (This “smoke and mirrors” approach by the FDA is the subject of numerous
lawsuits and a Federal Judge recently rejected Pfizer’s claim that the 2 products are
interchangeable: Federal Judge Rejects DOD Claim That Pfizer EUA and Comirnaty
Vaccines Are ‘Interchangeable’ • Children's Health Defense (childrenshealthdefense.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fchildrenshealthdefense.org%2F&da
) Since EUA products cannot be mandated per the Nuremberg Code, this alone should be
enough to stop consideration of making vaccines mandatory.

2. Children are statistically at zero risk of dying from COVID. Their survival rate is in the
range of 99.997-99.998% or, put another way, their risk of dying with COVID is less than
2 in every 1,000,000 children. The very few children who are listed as COVID deaths did
not die OF COVID, but rather WITH COVID as anyone being admitted to a hospital
nowadays is tested. I challenge the Washington State Board of Health to show medical

records for even one child who has died OF COVID. Where there’s no risk, there can be
no benefit.

3. No one knows the long term risks of these vaccines. You may remember that one of
the members of the FDA Advisory Committee infamously said, “We are never going to
learn about how safe thie vaccine is until we start giving it” Dr. Eric Ruben, Editor in
Chief NEJM The studies Pfizer conducted were woefully underpowered. This is an analysis
of 10 Red Flags associated with Pfizer’s studies: Ten red flags in the FDA’s risk-benefit
analysis of Pfizer’s EUA application to inject American children 5 to 11 with its mRNA
product – Commentary – America's Frontline Doctors (americasfrontlinedoctors.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Famericasfrontlinedoctors.org%2F&d
)

Force vaccinating healthy children for a disease that doesn’t affect them to make adults
feel safe is a new low for humanity. Please do the right thing and do not require these
vaccinations for school age children.

Vanessa

______________________________________________
From: Paul Frederickson
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:36:21 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: 1990wagy@gmail.com
Sent: 1/6/2022 11:10:19 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public Comments for WSBOH Members from March EH Committee Special
Meeting
External Email
I am writing to you as a VERY CONCERNED WA citizen. When I heard that Board of
Health was discussing the WAC codes to use against law abiding citizens, I thought to
myself, no way would they do something like that. And yet, here we are.
I am curious how you will overcome these protections we have as law abiding and legal
citizens of WA and the US:
1. WA Constitution Article 1 section 2 - the Constituition of the US is the supreme law of
the land. Which then means we have the protections of the Bill of Rights.
2. WA Constitution Article 1 section 3 - No person shall be deprived of life, liberty, or
property without due process of the law.
3. WA Constitution Article 1 section 7 - No person shall be disturbed in his private affairs
without authority of law (not health orders but laws voted on by the elected legislature)
4. WA Constitution Article 1 section 11 - Religious freedom
(we have a right to refuse medical treatment due to religious conflict)
With those protections in mind, I would strongly urge all of you to be very careful what
you are trying to implement. We have the protected right to refuse medical treatment,
exams, tests, counseling, injections, and being unlawfully removed from our homes.
The confusion about Covid is real. The CDC and all the other aphabet medical agencies
cannot get their stories staight. They now say masks don't work. It's now being admitted
that the injections don't stop the injected from getting the illness and don't stop them
from spreading it. Plenty of studies show this to be true and it's getting out even on the
main news, surely you are seeing this too.
It also needs to be noted that the injections, tests and masks are not approved for Covid,
you can easily find this on the FDA site. They are all only given an EUA. Under the law,
we all have the right to refuse to participate in products that are EUA. The masks, tests
and shots are all in the experimental statges and therefore everyone has the lawfuld
right to refuse.
I stronly urge you to considier the state and federal protections we all have with the WA
and US constitutions, and to throw out this idea of using the police in such an unlawful
disgusting way.
Maybe you can find a way to allow them to pursue criminals who commit crimes but now
can get away, or punish the ciminals who steal from stores without issue, or maybe you
could use your time better by figuring out a way to empower the police to be able to
address blatant drug use in our cities? There are so many more presing issues you could
be using your time to address, and yet sadly you choose to spend it considering
interfereing in the lives of average everyday law abidning citizens.

I support the police and agree we need them to help keep he peace and to keep our
communities safe from crime. However, matters of our personal health and medical
decisions are ours and ours alone. The idea of the police pulling an entire family from
their own home to take them to a "facility" is so disgusting and wrong. Please be decent
and do the right thing by allowing law abiding citizens to be left to live their lives as they
see fit.
Thank you for your consideration
Dee

______________________________________________
From: Oleksandr Borodulin
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:59:45 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:09:59 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: COVID-19 & WAC Codes

--Lindsay Herendeen, MPH, MCRP (she/her)
Health Policy Analyst
Washington State Board of Health
lindsay.herendeen@sboh.wa.gov
360-628-6823
Website, Facebook, Twitter
-----Original Message----From: Cynthia Tampien <tampien1@yahoo.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 10:01 AM
To: Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH) <Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: COVID-19 & WAC Codes
External Email
Hi Lindsay,
Won't take much of your time, but I just wanted to let you know that I am NOT in favor
of including COVID-19 in the WAC Codes. Thank you.
Mrs. Cynthia Tampien

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:14:40 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vaccine mandates

From: Ed Elkin <edelkin26@yahoo.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 5, 2022 9:54 PM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Vaccine mandates

External Email
As the father of 2 and grandfather of 7 let it be known that a vaccine mandate for
children is equal to child abuse. The risk of adverse reaction is far greater than their risk
from covid. We will pull our children from school before letting you touch our children.
We the people will know who you are and will vote you out at our first chance. Stop with
this insane AGENDA of yours and leave our children alone.
Edward Elkin
Pissed Off Papa

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.onelink.me%2F107872968%3F

______________________________________________
From: Brianna Burns
Sent: 1/11/2022 10:54:17 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: 3C677514-D01A-4A64-9E81-069558FB7A7B
External Email
We are not stupid WA State residents! We are not stupid Americans! WE the PEOPLE can
quote ALL of the LIES that have been told to us these past two years. Quit trying to take
away our rights! THIS IS AMERICA!!! The last time I checked we are FREE and we have
our own FREE WILL! Communism is NOT WELCOMED HERE IN THE USA...

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 3:37:42 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vaccine/mask mandate

-----Original Message----From: Tammy Nakamura <tnakamura1015@yahoo.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 5:09 PM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Vaccine/mask mandate
External Email
I want my voice heard I extremely oppose any mandate to vaccinate anyone without
choice! I also oppose forcing our children to wear masks in class all day. Thank you
Tammy Nakamura
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: obard31@gmail.com
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:47:09 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public Comments for WSBOH Members from March EH Committee Special
Meeting
External Email
Members of the State of Washington Department of Health;
I am writing today with a sincere concern that you are considering enacting laws
requiring Covid 19 Vaccines for all residents of Washington. This is very concerning to me
as it is an unnecessary governmental overreach. The creation or implementation of laws
that force me to inject anything into my body to continue to live and work in this state is
a terrifying prospect. Mask mandates are working, vaccine mandates are not working.
The hospitals are overwhelmed with people who are not severely sick, but very scared.
The most recent variant is certainly contagious, but much weaker than the original virus.
This is proven by the science, and parroted by our governor.
Please do not create or enact unnecessary laws that will ultimately harm our state and its
economy. Thanks for your time. -Andy Faubion

______________________________________________
From: Patti Morrison
Sent: 1/5/2022 8:21:25 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public Comments for WSBOH Members from March EH Committee Special
Meeting
External Email
No vaccines for ANY child under 18!
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Penny Medlock
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:28:53 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Patricia Backlund
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:45:32 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Johns Hopkins Study Found Zero COVID Deaths Among Healthy Kids
External Email
Dear TAG members,
Please read this study regarding covid Vax & children.
This is an important study done @ John Hopkins Univ because it reveals how the CDC is
pushing COVID vaccination on children. The CDC defies medical research norms by
propagating flimsy claims without sufficient research or transparency. DR. Makary's
conclusion is that
this has become a pattern for the CDC.

Johns Hopkins researcher Dr. Marty Makary says 'a tremendous number of government
and private policies' regarding the vaccination of children are dependent upon one
questionable data point. https://thefederalist.com/2021/07/21/johns-hopkins-studyfound-zero-covid-deaths-among-healthy-kids/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fthefederalist.com%2F2021%2F07
hopkins-study-found-zero-covid-deaths-among-healthykids%2F&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cefc105f969d4443f03a608d9d15db7cd%7C11d0e

Sincerely,
Pat Backlund, BSN
Get Outlook for Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fghei36&data=04%7C0

______________________________________________
From: Patti Anderson
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:30:56 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Paula L Kaydus
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:36:35 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Olga Rybkin
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:26:15 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: skip.dan@comcast.net
Sent: 1/11/2022 6:39:27 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH),Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH),Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH),Glasoe,
Stuart D (SBOH),Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH),Donahoe, Kaitlyn N (SBOH),Lang, Caitlin
M (SBOH),Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH),Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH),Haag, Hannah R
(SBOH),Kahler, Kelie (SBOH),Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH),DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: 4 apparently secret WAC's - VOTE NO!
External Email
To our trusted REPRESENTATIVES in Olympia,

As a reminder……you were voted into your position as a representative. NOT for your own
agenda, or even for the agenda of others, but to represent the people you serve. I find it
so very sad I need to even remind you of this, but this kind of legislation…..done
primarily in secret…..is why I am reminding you of it. Remember….nothing remains
secret for long. How you vote on these 4 WAC’s will be exposed.

I oppose the proposed WAC’s 246-100-070, WAC 246-100-045, WAC 246-100-040, WAC
246-100, WAC 246-105. Vote NO on all of them.

I am completely against giving local health officers use of law enforcement and the use of
an emergency order to involuntarily detain a person or family into a quarantine facility if
they refuse the requests of medical examination, testing, treatment, counseling, or
vaccination. Not only am I against it, but it is unlawful for them to do so. The Supreme
Court is already overturning several unlawful mandates, or will be very soon. To try to
enforce such a HUGE state government overreach will backfire in ways you cannot
imagine. People are very angry with the leadership of this state already……and the
ridiculous 23 months of living under a dictator Governor who is drunk on power, and
should not have the powers he has. Both Democrats and Republicans are angry with
Inslee AND the Democratic majority that push through “mandates” and laws (often in
secret), hoping no one will notice. In case you are not aware…….both sides have noticed.
Do you really want to push everyone over the edge until there is a total Red Wave in this
state? It is coming. The Democrats are watching this session very closely. The majority
of them are very angry also, and sick of being told what to do. Especially when there is
no science to back up the mandates. In fact, Washington is doing quite badly compared
to most other states. Yet we have some of the strictest mandates because we have
Inslee who just likes to play with his power.
Be smart. Do your job…..not someone’s bidding. Represent the people…..not Inslee or
special interests. Ask them…..they will tell you. Both sides will tell you this is an insane
overreach. You are taking us back to putting Asian Americans in camps like the
Washington State Fairground. Is that the history you really want to make? That’s your
plan?
Do not push the people you represent until they start fighting back. They are all on the
very edge of doing so right now. Don’t believe me? Just ask them. The media won’t. But
you can. Of course, that is your job. Ask ALL of them, on both sides of our state. AND

LISTEN!

I am also completely against covid-19 injections as part of the school immunization
requirements using WAC 246-105. This is just plain common sense. Until there are more
trials, more research about long term side effects, you have no business demanding
children take this vaccine. Parents can decide that for themselves. It’s not your right to
make that a law when this is not a fully tested, tried and true vaccine.

Lastly, while I am at this, DO NOT try to pass a law that says the Governor can appoint
the State Superintendent of Education, as Rykdahl just spoke about. Let the people
decide if that should become a law…..but you are probably afraid to do that.

The Constitution, and the founding fathers of our amazing country had divine inspiration
when they organized a government with checks and balances. It was to avoid what is
happening in our state. In Washington State, we do not have checks and balances. Look
at where that has gotten us. Seattle, a once beautiful destination place, is a laughing
stock to the rest of the country. No one goes there anymore…..not even other
Washingtonians. It’s filled with crime, and homelessness that knows no end, and garbage
and filth and danger everywhere. Inslee keeps taxing the heck out of people and
businesses, IN A PANDEMIC, even though the state has an insane surplus! He attacks
businesses he personally has an issue with, while ignoring others that have benefitted
him somehow. He attacks them with the Dept. of L&I and other government agencies.
He’s allowed the Employment Security system to be hacked and has done nothing to fix
it. There are huge scandals within that agency, and it’s former director that I am sure will
come out on a Netflix documentary very soon. And the Democrats are allowing all of this
to go on. No checks and balances.
The time is now to stop that, and remember the oaths that you took.
Start now….vote No on these 4 WAC’s.

Carl & Danielle Mahnken
1028 23rd ST SW
Puyallup
Skip.dan@comcast.net

______________________________________________
From: Patricia Richardson
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:27:01 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Patrick Fitzgerald
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:50:25 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Olena Kyrychenko
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:46:09 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/5/2022 2:21:48 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: No covid shot for kids

From: Talas Rivers <talas1@yahoo.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 5, 2022 2:00 PM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: No covid shot for kids

External Email
I would rather pull my kids at the school than have them get the shot.

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.onelink.me%2F107872968%3F

______________________________________________
From: Patty Newman
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:27:52 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Olivia Shrock
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:36:46 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Olga Ivanov
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:34:46 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:03:01 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: No vaccine

From: Aim Bailey <aimbailey2@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 8:56 PM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: No vaccine

External Email
This is to inform whomever it may concern, that I do NOT agree with adding the covid
vaccine to the list of required immunizations for my child. There are many arguments for
and against getting this vaccine. And when it comes down to it, we and our children
should NOT be required to, or forced to get this vaccine. So NO, this should NOT go on
the list of required immunizations.
I would like to express my extreme opposition to implementation of a COVID 19 vaccine
requirement for schools in Washington State
Thank you

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 3:32:33 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: NO MANDATORY COVID VACCINE

-----Original Message----From: Summer Maas <sumsjo@hotmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 3:26 PM
Cc: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>; Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH)
<Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>; Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
<Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>;
Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH) <kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
<Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>; Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
<Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>; Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH)
<Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
<Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>;
Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH) <Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: NO MANDATORY COVID VACCINE
External Email
Covid shots should absolutely NOT be a requirement for our children to attend school or
childcare.
Children are at extremely low risk for Covid and the vaccines are still only emergency use
authorized.
We do not have enough information on long term effects and YOUR NAMES will be
attached to this decision for all of history. Everyone will know what you’ve done, and the
weight it will carry. DO NOT REQUIRE Covid shots for our children.
I’m imploring you to make the right decision, Summer Maas
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Paul Moore
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:27:46 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: paulaweisman@gmail.com
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:27:35 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public Comments for WSBOH Members from March EH Committee Special
Meeting
External Email
I respectfully submit that it is too soon to mandate vaccines for children ages 5 to 11.
How can we mandate a vaccine when the virus is affecting vaccinated and unvaccinated
people at the same rate? We do not have enough solid evidence that the vaccine would
be useful for children of this age at this time. We do not want to leave the state open for
lawsuits in case of vaccine injury, as has already occurred.
Also, many children in this age group have already had Covid, and the vaccine can
actually complicate matters when you have had Covid recently. Please consider taking
time to gather more solid information about the effect of the disease on children of this
age group before thinking about making it a mandate.
Thank you very much,
Paula Weisman
King County
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:16:43 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Mandatory Vaccinations

From: Vawna Gary <vawnagary@live.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 11:08 PM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Mandatory Vaccinations

External Email
Dear Kelie,

Thank you for serving in the position of board member for the state health board. I know
it’s not easy to make decisions for other people’s health, especially in this day and age. I
also know that there is not enough research to verify the efficacy of the “vaccinations”.
Even the CDC says that the vaccines cannot prevent Covid-19. Interestingly enough it
seems the cases began to increase as more and more people began to obtain the
vaccination.

Please do not encourage and enforce the mandate to vaccinate the population of the
great state of Washington.

A registered voter in the county of Pierce,

Vawna Gary
vawnagary@live.com <mailto:vawnagary@live.com>

Sent from Mail
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.microsoft.com%2Ffwlink%2F%
for Windows

______________________________________________
From: A Shot of Whiskey
Sent: 1/12/2022 9:45:03 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: AA83B674-143F-441A-B31E-A69E96BBFE72
External Email

______________________________________________
From: Paula Gonzalez
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:17:57 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 12:31:07 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: WA State Board of Health Voting to Add Covid 19 Vaccine requirement to
schools.

From: rojane.maybee@gmail.com <rojane.maybee@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 2:28 PM
To: 'RoJane Maybee' <rojane.maybee@gmail.com>
Subject: WA State Board of Health Voting to Add Covid 19 Vaccine requirement to
schools.

External Email
Hello board members,

I am writing to you as I am a very concerned parent regarding the possibility of this
Covid 19 vaccine becoming mandatory for my children to attend school. I live in Bellevue
and have two children in the schools there. I know there is much controversy
surrounding this topic, therefore, besides explaining my concern for my children’s safety,
there is the fact that myself as well as many, many other parents that would have to
unenroll my children should be become a requirement.

I listen closely to the facts that are out there and respect and hold on to what was spoke
on October 26th, 2021 at the FDA Advisory Board Meeting. It is my hope that you are
familiar with the results of this board meeting as certainly it is not about making every
child be vaccinated. They actually “do not” recommend this vaccine for healthy children,
the approval for children was to make it available to those that have a compromised
immune system and there is no proof that this vaccine will prevent transmission. If you
have not seen this Board Meeting video, you should for sure watch it as thousands of
parents have and are not comfortable having something put into their children’s arm that
has not been tested….and….the virus has mutated into mild cold like symptoms which
only enrich our children’s immune system making them stronger.

Please, please consider all the facts and what is best for our children. We all know that it
is having them in school, learning, learning socialization and being kids.

I have always thought how great it would be if some of the zillion hours spent on TV on
everything horrible about this virus would be spent on listing and talking about how we
can help our immune become strong to be able to fight off any cold, flu etc…,zinc,
Vitamin C etc. etc. etc. But nothing – to me that would be helping our children and the

World.

Thank you for reading this.

I have my fingers crossed that you will make the right decision!

Thank you!

RoJane Maybee
425-941-3337

______________________________________________
From: Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:09:47 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: It takes YEARS to deem new drug SAFE

attachments\2BC87E9A9BF4498D_cid5C8BACBC-FF2B-4938-8B106F4A9B0A836A.jpg

--Lindsay Herendeen, MPH, MCRP (she/her)
Health Policy Analyst
Washington State Board of Health
lindsay.herendeen@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:lindsay.herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>
360-628-6823

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01
, Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH&
, Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: Susan Purvis <purvisllll@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 10:06 AM
To: Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH) <Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: It takes YEARS to deem new drug SAFE

External Email
No CV vaccine requirement!

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:49:56 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Mrs. Lang, please I implore you to STRONGLY OPPOSE MANDTED COVID
VACCINATION FOR SCHOOL AGE CHILDREN.

From: garciaamezquita@netscape.net <garciaamezquita@netscape.net>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 1:00 AM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Mrs. Lang, please I implore you to STRONGLY OPPOSE MANDTED COVID
VACCINATION FOR SCHOOL AGE CHILDREN.

External Email
Good Afternoon Mrs. Lang,

As a parent I have gathered and watched for information regarding the Covid vaccination
and results on children and I implore you to STRONGLY OPPOSE any recommendation to
require Covid vaccination for school aged children. Are you not aware that now there are
now 16,000 physicians and medical scientist around the world who have signed a
declaration publicly declaring that healthy children should NOT be vaccinated for COVID19? Please read this declaration:

WE, THE PHYSICIANS OF THE WORLD, united and loyal to the Hippocratic Oath,
recognizing the imminent threat to humanity brought forth by current Covid-19 policies,
are compelled to declare the following:
WHEREAS, after 20 months of research, millions of patients treated, hundreds of clinical
trials performed and scientific data shared, we have demonstrated and documented our
success and understanding in combating COVID-19;
WHEREAS, in considering the risks vs. benefits of major policy decisions, thousands of
physicians and medical scientists worldwide have reached consensus on three
foundational principles;
NOW THEREFORE, IT IS:

RESOLVED, THAT HEALTHY CHILDREN SHALL NOT BE SUBJECT TO FORCED
VACCINATION (view supporting evidence
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fdoctorsandscientistsdeclaration.or
evidence%2F%23children&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Cfd4fdc90eb1f462ba87a08d9
)
*
Negligible clinical risks from SARS-CoV-2 infection exist for healthy children under
eighteen.

*
Long term safety of the current COVID vaccines in children cannot be determined
prior to instituting such policies. Without high-powered, reproducible, long term safety
data, risks to the long-term health status of children remain too high to support use in
healthy children.
*
Children risk severe, adverse events from receiving the vaccine. Permanent
physical damage to the brain, heart, immune and reproductive system associated with
SARS-CoV-2 spike protein-based genetic vaccines has been demonstrated in children.
*
Healthy, unvaccinated children are critical to achieving herd immunity. Natural
immunity is proven to tolerate infection, benefiting community protection while there is
insufficient data to assess whether Covid vaccines assist herd immunity.

RESOLVED, THAT NATURALLY IMMUNE PERSONS RECOVERED FROM SARS-CoV-2 SHALL
NOT BE SUBJECT TO ANY RESTRICTIONS OR VACCINE MANDATES (view supporting
evidence
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fdoctorsandscientistsdeclaration.or
evidence%2F%23recovered&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Cfd4fdc90eb1f462ba87a08
)
*
Natural immunity is the most protective, and longest-lasting solution against the
development of COVID-19 disease and its more serious outcomes.
*
Naturally immune persons are at the lowest risk of transmission, thus should not
be subject to travel, professional, medical or social restrictions.
*
Natural immunity provides the best source of herd immunity, a condition
necessary for eradicating the Covid virus.

RESOLVED, THAT ALL HEALTH AGENCIES AND INSTITUTIONS SHALL CEASE
INTERFERING WITH PHYSICIANS TREATING INDIVIDUAL PATIENTS (view supporting
evidence
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fdoctorsandscientistsdeclaration.or
evidence%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Cfd4fdc90eb1f462ba87a08d9d2061d31%
)
*
Early intervention with numerous, available agents has proven to be safe and
effective, and has saved hundreds of thousands of lives.
*
No medicine already given regulatory approval shall be restricted from “off-label”
use, particularly during this global humanitarian crisis caused by a rapidly mutating virus,
which requires quick to adopt treatment strategies.
*
Health agencies shall be prohibited from interfering with physicians prescribing
evidence-based treatments they deem necessary, and insurance companies must cease
blocking payments for life-saving medicine prescribed by doctors.
RECOMMENDED LEGISLATIVE OR EXECUTIVE ACTION:
We believe that violating any of these three principles unnecessarily and directly risks
death to our citizens. We hereby recommend the leaders of states, provinces and nations
legislate or take executive action to prohibit the three practices described above.

And if that weren't compelling enough to STRONGLY OPPOSE Covid vaccination for
children, please read this statement by Dr. Robert Malone who himself is even vaccinated
for Covid and generally pro-vaccination! Dr. Malone is an internationally recognized
scientist/physician and the original inventor of mRNA vaccination as a technology. I
would believe that his statement should be a powerful insight and trusted source of
information. Please read his very own statement below:

My name is Robert Malone, and I am speaking to you as a parent, grandparent, physician
and scientist. I don’t usually read from a prepared speech, but this is so important that I
wanted to make sure that I get every single word and scientific fact correct.
I stand by this statement with a career dedicated to vaccine research and development.
I’m vaccinated for COVID and I'm generally pro-vaccination. I have devoted my entire
career to developing safe and effective ways to prevent and treat infectious diseases.
After this, I will be posting the text of this statement so you can share it with your
friends and family.
Before you inject your child - a decision that is irreversible - I wanted to let you know the
scientific facts about this genetic vaccine, which is based on the mRNA vaccine
technology I created:
There are three issues parents need to understand:
The first is that a viral gene will be injected into your children's cells. This gene forces
your child’s body to make toxic spike proteins. These proteins often cause permanent
damage in children’s critical organs, including
* Their brain and nervous system
* Their heart and blood vessels, including blood clots
* Their reproductive system, and
* This vaccine can trigger fundamental changes to their immune system
The most alarming point about this is that once these damages have occurred, they are
irreparable
* You can’t fix the lesions within their brain
* You can’t repair heart tissue scarring
* You can’t repair a genetically reset immune system, and
* This vaccine can cause reproductive damage that could affect future generations of
your family
The second thing you need to know about is the fact that this novel technology has not
been adequately tested.
* We need at least 5 years of testing/research before we can really understand the risks
* Harms and risks from new medicines often become revealed many years later
Ask yourself if you want your own child to be part of the most radical medical experiment
in human history
One final point: the reason they’re giving you to vaccinate your child is a lie.
* Your children represent no danger to their parents or grandparents
* It’s actually the opposite. Their immunity, after getting COVID, is critical to save your
family if not the world from this disease

In summary: there is no benefit for your children or your family to be vaccinating your
children against the small risks of the virus, given the known health risks of the vaccine
that as a parent, you and your children may have to live with for the rest of their lives.
The risk/benefit analysis isn’t even close.

______________________________________________
From: Patricia Caldwell
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:40:54 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Peggy Bobb
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:47:11 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:51:59 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: No thank you

From: Becca Naro <narobecca@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 8:51 PM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: No thank you

External Email
I am here to voice my concerns taking place in this State in regard to COVID 19 shots.
I feel that every parent chooses what they feel is right for their children and themselves.
Whether that means choosing to get a shot or not, just like choosing to breast feed or
use formula. Both are a right answer in what they choose for their family and that
because it’s a CHOICE. It should always be a choice to get a shot or not, just like the flu
shot (Norway already views COVID as the flu so we really need to get on their level).
Thousands of fellow parents will pull their kids out of school if this is required. I love my
children too much to force junk in their body that has yet to even be proven affective
from getting it spreading with the shot- so what the point of even getting it? Due to the
thousands of parents pulling their children will only add to the falling economy… as
teachers, bus drivers, cooks, etc. will no longer be needed since their will hardly be any
children in school.
Face it, COVID will not go away- people need to move on and live their life and realize
it’s not serious. People die from smoking… yet that’s still ok….how many alcohol related
deaths have there been? Millions… but yet let’s still sell it and every venue, restaurant,
and store. That makes sense.
There isn’t a Covid pandemic. There is a people with power pulling pandemic. Horrible
people that do not respect the constitution.
As you can see I am completely against forcing people and children from a shot that they
feel is not good for them. And punishing those families who chose not to get it. This is
un-American and I hope you are ashamed of yourselves.

Becca Depersio

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 12:30:40 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Upcoming Board Decision

From: Aimee Bloom <aimee@inspiredlivingnw.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 2:30 PM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Upcoming Board Decision

External Email
Greetings,

I am writing to have my statement included for in the upcoming board decision on
requiring Covid vaccines for children attending public school.

I am in strong disapproval of the mandate for children under 18 to be required to receive
the COVID vaccine. I believe children should have the right to access public education
without being required to receive a vaccination that is still in emergency use standing,
and does not have sufficient long term data to provide parent with adequate safety and
efficacy information.

Please make the moral and right decision to allow parents to decide whether or not to
provide their child with a COVID-19 vaccination.

Sincerely,
Aimee Bloom

Aimee Bloom
Inspired Living NW
Professional Organizing & Declutter Coaching
NAPO Oregon Treasurer
503.260.4062 <tel:503.260.4062> | www.inspiredlivingnw.com

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.inspiredlivingnw.com%2F&da

______________________________________________
From: Patt Sellen
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:54:08 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Pavel Prokhor
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:42:42 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:57:18 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: HALT IMMUNIZATION OF CHILDREN

--Lindsay Herendeen, MPH, MCRP (she/her)
Health Policy Analyst
Washington State Board of Health
lindsay.herendeen@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:lindsay.herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>
360-628-6823

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01
, Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH&
, Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: Charlotte Pros <charpros58@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 5, 2022 10:56 PM
To: Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH) <Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: HALT IMMUNIZATION OF CHILDREN

External Email
* HALT Immunization Criteria for Children of Washington State
* Action: We the constituents and community members of this great State of
Washington, DEMAND the Washington State Board of Health (WSBOH) REFUSE to make
COVID vaccinations/shots mandatory for children of Washington State for childcare and
school admission. Due to the following reasons:
1. COVID vaccines remain under Emergency Use Authorization
2. Children under the age of 18 have a 99.995% survival rate from COVID infection
3. Children have a higher chance of death or adverse reaction to COVID vaccines than
COVID-19

Sincerely,
Charlotte Pros
Bellingham WA

Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Patricia Hubbard
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:09:44 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 3:09:49 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: No Covid vaccine requirement. Too much risk, no benefit!

From: Susan Purvis <purvisllll@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 3:44 PM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: No Covid vaccine requirement. Too much risk, no benefit!

External Email

https://www.thecentersquare.com/indiana/indiana-life-insurance-ceo-says-deaths-areup-40-among-people-ages-18-64/article_71473b12-6b1e-11ec-86415b2c06725e2c.html
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.thecentersquare.com%2Find
life-insurance-ceo-says-deaths-are-up-40-among-people-ages-1864%2Farticle_71473b12-6b1e-11ec-86415b2c06725e2c.html&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Cc15a709d708e4c5d091b08d9d169
Weird eh? Working age people are dying in greater numbers. Not from Covid. What could
it be? Occam’s razor says entities should not be multiplied more than necessary. What
new event happened last year? Oh yes, the experimental vaccines happened. This cannot
be proven, yet. Still you are to determine whether school age children must accept the
Covid vaccine to remain in school. Make no mistake, this is a heavy burden. I understand
there are powerful forces which are full speed ahead for this requirement but this is short
sighted! Too much unknown! Several factors look negative and this type of news is
suppressed. Stand strong for our children. No requirement! It’s just too soon to know
about it’s safety in a body with potentially 70 more years to live. PLEASE VOTE NO

These vaccines have an unproven safety record. Our governor can say they are “safe”, is
that enough for you to historically harm Washington’s children with your decision? Sorry,
no one can give 100% claim to safety and THE RISK DOES NOT EXCEED THE BENEFITS.
No, the answer must be no.

______________________________________________
From: Patrick Russell
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:09:00 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Ronnie Francis
Sent: 1/12/2022 8:34:54 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Absolutely not
External Email
Hello,
I am completely against any of the proposed Covid Policies that are over reaching and
immoral. We stand against these proposed WAC’s: WAC 246-100-070, WAC 246-100045, WAC 246-100-040, WAC 246-100, WAC 246-105.
These policies will only bring more division from the people and state. These are
dangerous policies and quite frankly create more chaos.
Thank you.
(15 days to slow the curb)
Ronnie Francis

Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Tammy Cole
Sent: 1/12/2022 6:59:21 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: 3FDB732C-200A-42CB-BCDD-9749707E7FDE
External Email
” I am completely against any of the proposed Covid Policies that are over reaching and
immoral. We stand against these proposed WAC’s: WAC 246-100-070, WAC 246-100045, WAC 246-100
Thank you,
Tammy Cole

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:43:17 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Stop Covid Vax for WA School

From: Angela Krpata <angelakrpata@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 9:56 AM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Stop Covid Vax for WA School

External Email
I would like to express my extreme opposition to implementation of a COVID 19 vaccine
requirement for schools in Washington State.

1. No COVID vaccine available in the United States has received FDA approval. All
available vaccines, including the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine, are being administered under
an Emergency Use Authorization. The only “approved” COVID 19 vaccine is Comirnaty,
and it is not available in the United States and there is no anticipated date for its
availability. (This “smoke and mirrors” approach by the FDA is the subject of numerous
lawsuits and a Federal Judge recently rejected Pfizer’s claim that the 2 products are
interchangeable: Federal Judge Rejects DOD Claim That Pfizer EUA and Comirnaty
Vaccines Are ‘Interchangeable’ • Children's Health Defense (childrenshealthdefense.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fchildrenshealthdefense.org%2F&da
) Since EUA products cannot be mandated per the Nuremberg Code, this alone should be
enough to stop consideration of making vaccines mandatory.

2. Children are statistically at zero risk of dying from COVID. Their survival rate is in the
range of 99.997-99.998% or, put another way, their risk of dying with COVID is less than
2 in every 1,000,000 children. The very few children who are listed as COVID deaths did
not die OF COVID, but rather WITH COVID as anyone being admitted to a hospital
nowadays is tested. I challenge the Washington State Board of Health to show medical
records for even one child who has died OF COVID. Where there’s no risk, there can be
no benefit.

3. No one knows the long term risks of these vaccines. You may remember that one of
the members of the FDA Advisory Committee infamously said, “We are never going to
learn about how safe thie vaccine is until we start giving it” Dr. Eric Ruben, Editor in
Chief NEJM The studies Pfizer conducted were woefully underpowered. This is an analysis
of 10 Red Flags associated with Pfizer’s studies: Ten red flags in the FDA’s risk-benefit
analysis of Pfizer’s EUA application to inject American children 5 to 11 with its mRNA
product – Commentary – America's Frontline Doctors (americasfrontlinedoctors.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Famericasfrontlinedoctors.org%2F&d

)

Force vaccinating healthy children for a disease that doesn’t affect them to make adults
feel safe is a new low for humanity. Please do the right thing and do not require these
vaccinations for school age children.
____________________________________________
Here is the link to sign up to watch the WADOH webinar https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_DjusY10WTj-EyQyDTdyxsw
__________________________________________
We are working on the next Free2Choose meetings; dates and details coming soon! The
tides are changing and so must our strategies.

Be Free,
Free to Choose Team

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 3:09:42 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: NO mandatory vaccination for kids

-----Original Message----From: allison baxter <kwikdrw56@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 3:45 PM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: NO mandatory vaccination for kids
External Email
The vaccines are only EUA, emergency use authorization, not FDA approved for
permanent use
There are no long-term studies to document ANY history of safety
Studies DO now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both get and transmit
Covid, therefore
The vaccine DOES NOT STOP the spread of the disease

Allison Baxter
Ravensdale, WA

______________________________________________
From: Patricia Alejandra Toledo
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:55:14 AM
To: DOH WSBOH,Davis, Michelle (SBOH),Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH),Hoff, Christy Curwick
(SBOH),Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH),Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH),Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: Washington Health Board
External Email
What Washington State Goverment plan to do is UNCONSTITUTIONAL and ABUSE OF
POWER.
Politicians should NEVER use their power and our trust to incarcerate us or mandate a
vaccine on us.
This country has a constitution that must be respect. WE DONT WANT ANY MANDATE
NEITHER GOVERNOR INSLEE APPROVING POLICE AGENTS TO ARREST PEOPLE AND
SEND THEM TO CONCENTRATION CAMPS. We choose this country because is the LAND
OF THE FREE and that is why personal judgement HAS TO BE RESPECTED.
Parents are responsible for their children's, NOT THE GOVERNMENT. We DO NOT WANT
this insane law and you has politicians should do what US the people who vote for you
want.
You work for us, not the other way around. Vaccine doesn't stop the virus spread. It only
helps individually with the effects of the virus in case you catch.
THIS IS NOT ABOUT HEALTH BUT ABOUT CONTROL!
This is our FREEDOM and LIVES! Not a damn game.
NO TO THE LAW!!!!!!!
January 7, 2022
Patricia A. Toledo

Get Outlook for iOS
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fo0ukef&data=04%7C0

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:44:16 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Please vote no! this is inhumane.
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From: tara crabbe <tararickycrabbe@icloud.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 8:39 PM
To: DOH WSBOH <WSBOH@SBOH.WA.GOV>; Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
<Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>; Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH)
<Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>; Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
<Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>;
Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH) <kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
<Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>; Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
<Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>; Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH)
<Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
<Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>;
Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH) <Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>
Cc: Amy Walton <Amyandrea30@hotmail.com>
Subject: Re: Please vote no! this is inhumane.

External Email
Sent from my iPhone
> On Jan 6, 2022, at 8:31 PM, tara crabbe <tararickycrabbe@icloud.com
<mailto:tararickycrabbe@icloud.com> > wrote:
>
>
> When I read this I really had to do a double take. This is criminal it’s almost like the
Nazis. We are in America the land of the free. These kids are not criminals. W what
you’re proposing is going to have lasting affects on families and children.
>
> Please would you do this to your own family or friends?
> Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/5/2022 6:26:54 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Fwd: Vaccination for children

Get Outlook for iOS
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fo0ukef&data=04%7C0
________________________________
From: Robert Evans <rf3vans@icloud.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 5, 2022 8:20:02 PM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Vaccination for children
External Email
Hello, could you give me details on why you think my child should be vaccinated?
Thank you.
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Paul Schweiss
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:48:32 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/5/2022 7:39:47 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: WA State vaccine mandates for school age children to attend school
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From: Archange Hill <archangenhhill@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 5, 2022 6:35 PM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>;
stuart.glascoe@sboh.wa.gov; samantha.piscowski@sboh.wa.gov; Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH) <kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; caitlyn.lang@sboh.wa.gov; Herendeen,
Lindsay (SBOH) <Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>; Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH)
<Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
<Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>;
Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH) <Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: WA State vaccine mandates for school age children to attend school

External Email

______________________________________________
From: Paul Bliznyuk
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:07:39 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:43:49 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Mandate Covid vaccines for schools

From: Ginni Steckler <stecklerginni5@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 9:40 AM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Mandate Covid vaccines for schools

External Email
Wanted to express my disgust with even the THOUGHT of this proposition. These
vaccines were meant to be VOLUNTARY from the start. Now, not only have they been
FORCED on the majority of adults, you are trying to FORCE them on CHILDREN!!! The
risks of this vaccine to children FAR outweigh the severity of the virus. They are no more
at risk with this virus than the common flu. This is NOT smallpox, measles, polio, etc.,
that had a much higher risk of harm.
You might also want to think about how much money your schools are going to lose,
because I GUARANTEE there will be a mass exodus from the public school system if this
is implemented!
Thank you for your time,
Virginia Steckler

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:11:54 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: No Covid Shots to Children!!

From: Alex Noller <alex.noller34@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 6:57 PM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: No Covid Shots to Children!!

External Email
Dear Kelie,

Please say NO to this terrible idea. Please add my name to the list of those pleading
against this travesty. Please do NOT require Covid vaccines for children to attend school.
Children are at extremely low risk for Covid. The risks hugely outweigh the benefits.
Vaccines are STILL only authorized for EMERGENCY USE ONLY. They are not verified. We
have absolutely NO long-term studies to demonstrate safety. Studies DO show that both
vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit Covid. Therefore, the vaccine apparently
does NOT stop the spread of the virus. There is a HUGE risk and no benefit. Please,
consider the needs of the children. They do NOT need the vaccine! Please vote NO! No
Covid shots for children!!!

Respectfully,
Alex

Spokane, WA

______________________________________________
From: 1edholloway@frontier.com
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:31:20 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: This is wrong and emoral this violates everything this country is about.
External Email
You people are out if control as,we the people you have no right to impose these
mandates on citizens. The local law inforcment has already said they will not inforce
these unconstitutional mandates.
You must understand the backlash may cost you your job and worse yet your life.
You are driving law abiding citizens into poverty. Stop this communist behavior.

______________________________________________
From: Paula Gough
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:55:29 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Proposed Covid 19 WAC code policies
External Email
My father‘s life work was serving in the Public Health Dept. He worked tirelessly and with
deep conviction in Seattle, King County, the state of Washington and even served a term
as National President of the Sanitarians. Needless to say, public health issues were taken
very seriously in our home and I learned a lot of general principles that have served me
well.
It is from this highly esteemed view of our public health officials that I responded to their
input on COVID issues. Many in this field remain true to their calling and application of
medical truths. But increasingly many have veered to a political agenda totally
disregarding the public as a whole they are called to protect.
The policies that you are looking at today find their origins in this later assessment. I
would ask that instead you would work to: -support that segment of the public who need
the vaccine and will be helped by it
-support that segment of the public who will be harmed by the vaccine and work to
protect them
-And in all cases work to validate the basic truth that natural antibodies are the best
protection any of us could have. Validate that statement to the public and welcome them
with open arms in all places.
I also would ask that you would reject political views and acknowledge medicines that
have proven to be highly effective in treating Covid and encourage their use. Doctors and
hospitals have their hands tied politically and are prevented from using ‘good medicine’
and living up to the high standards and truths of science and their own consciences. This
honestly is the worst case scenario and abusive use of public health authority. My dad
would be turning over in his grave! That is not the heart or the purpose of public health.
It is not public health but government control.
I would ask that you would have courage to rid us of the current CDC regulatory
demands in the hospitals and instead give doctors the freedom to use medicines and
protocols that have found to be helpful and protective to their patients.
It has always been my belief that that was the true bottom line of the health department.
The policies you were looking at are political and punitive and horrifically
unconstitutional.
I would put out a call to your true public health hearts… Which means looking at each
area of the public and what is best for them. I hope I am right and that I have struck a
chord in the sincerity of your efforts.
Sincerely,
Paula Gough
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 3:50:28 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: It’s these mandates down
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From: Sidney Johnson <sidneyjohnson313@comcast.net>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 3:49 PM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: It’s these mandates down

External Email
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:28:27 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: WA State vaccine mandates for school age children to attend school
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From: Archange Hill <archangenhhill@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 5, 2022 6:35 PM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>;
stuart.glascoe@sboh.wa.gov; samantha.piscowski@sboh.wa.gov; Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH) <kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; caitlyn.lang@sboh.wa.gov; Herendeen,
Lindsay (SBOH) <Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>; Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH)
<Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
<Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>;
Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH) <Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: WA State vaccine mandates for school age children to attend school

External Email

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:55:02 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: NO COVID VACCINE SCHOOL REQUIREMENT

From: Christina Hooge <mrschristinahooge@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 1:53 PM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: NO COVID VACCINE SCHOOL REQUIREMENT

External Email
To Whom It May Concern:

My name is Christina Hooge and I am the mother of 3 small children. As a parent, I am
abhorred by the ideas currently being proposed to legislation to FORCE “vaccination” on
my children.

Dr. Robert Malone who is the creator of the gene therapy - not vaccine - strongly advises
parents NOT to inject the covid “vaccine” into our children due to the dangerous toxic
spike proteins the injection causes, resulting in possible permanent damage to my child’s
critical organs, such as the brain, nervous system, heart and blood vessels, reproductive
system and immune system.

The rate at which this “vaccine” has rolled out is alarmingly fast, and suggests cause for
concern based on the lack of testing over time. As a person holding a Bachelors Degree
in Science, the lack of testing, of knowing exactly what risks we are potentially ignoring
is completely unacceptable to me as a parent. I should be able to look at research and
decide for myself if the benefits outweigh the risks to an injection and, as it stands, this
is a no brainer for me, as a parent. So far, it seems children have very mild systems due
to COVID-19. I understand this is not always the case, but it does appear to be the
majority, so my kids are at no increased risk to their lives or safety without this
“vaccine.”

It is not legislation’s right to FORCE my child to receive an injection I do not feel is in his
best interest; not only that, one in which could cause IRREVERSIBLE HARM to his body
as he continues to grow.

If COVID-19 vaccination becomes a requirement (without allowing exemptions) for

school enrollment, you can be sure my 3 children will be unenrolled instantly. We will
homeschool or move out of state before I put my children’s lives in jeopardy.

I hope you will truly consider my words as a concerned parent; America has always
afforded us the right to CHOOSE for ourselves. It is my right as a parent to choose wisely
for my children and not your right as a government official.

Thank you for supporting us parents when you vote NO for a covid vaccine requirement
for school.

Sincerely,

Christina Hooge

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/5/2022 4:43:25 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Please support recommending vaccines for children
Flagging that this comment is support of vaccines for children.

From: Alex Da <barrieandalex3@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 5, 2022 3:13 PM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D
(SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
<samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Please support recommending vaccines for children

External Email
It is so important to minimize virus spread by requiring vaccines when possible. You have
my full support.

-Alex, West Seattle

______________________________________________
From: Patty Flickner
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:12:23 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Patric Kilmer
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:01:56 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: WCA 246 comments
External Email
To the Washington State Board of Health,
I do not support the proposed changes to WCA 246. I do not believe that we have proper
information regarding the long term effects of the the vaccinations in children, and we
are headed down a very slippery slope if this were to be enacted into law.
As for the involuntary detention of citizens this is an incredibly gross overreach of state
sanctioned power. It makes sense why our police officers were mandated to take this
vaccination or lose their jobs. For they must get the pro choice men and women out of
the way. The remaining men and women on these police forces have proven they will put
their own health at risk for a paycheck.
If this addition to the law was struck down by the state of New York, I have no doubt
that Washington state will follow suit.
I am also incredibly concerned that this proposed change to WCA 246 has not been
discussed in the news media. I have talked to over 30 friends and family members that
were also not aware of this proposed change.
The fact that myself and nearly 34 voters of this state had no idea this was on the table
is incredibly scary. I challenge the board to consider the ramifications of what this could
mean for the Land of the Free.
You know ultimately what the right move is here.
God bless this country and those that wish to harm it.

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 3:38:09 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Stop, think, do NOT approve unproven vaccine requirement. PLEASE

From: Susan Purvis <purvisllll@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 3:37 PM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Stop, think, do NOT approve unproven vaccine requirement. PLEASE

External Email

https://www.thecentersquare.com/indiana/indiana-life-insurance-ceo-says-deaths-areup-40-among-people-ages-18-64/article_71473b12-6b1e-11ec-86415b2c06725e2c.html
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.thecentersquare.com%2Find
life-insurance-ceo-says-deaths-are-up-40-among-people-ages-1864%2Farticle_71473b12-6b1e-11ec-86415b2c06725e2c.html&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C7dbe5b6a94854d7d612508d9d16
Weird eh? Working age people are dying in greater numbers. Not from Covid. What could
it be? Occam’s razor says entities should not be multiplied more than necessary. What
new event happened last year? Oh yes, the experimental vaccines happened. This cannot
be proven, yet. Still you are to determine whether school age children must accept the
Covid vaccine to remain in school. Make no mistake, this is a heavy burden. I understand
there are powerful forces which are full speed ahead for this requirement but this is short
sighted! Too much unknown! Several factors look negative and this type of news is
suppressed. Stand strong for our children. No requirement! It’s just too soon to know
about it’s safety in a body with potentially 70 more years to live. PLEASE VOTE NO
These vaccines have an unproven safety record. Our governor can say they are “safe”, is
that enough for you to historically harm Washington’s children with your decision? Sorry,
no one can give 100% claim to safety and THE RISK DOES NOT EXCEED THE BENEFITS.
No, the answer must be no.

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:50:08 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: No to the Covid shot mandatory for children and adults!

-----Original Message----From: Gayle Morgan <gayle_morgan@hotmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 12:58 AM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: No to the Covid shot mandatory for children and adults!
External Email
Hello!
I’m writing to you to please stop forcing the mandates for the Covid virus shot. As a
American we as a nation are going backwards with these mandates! As Abraham Lincoln
said, That this nation, under God, shall have a new birth of FREEDOM - and that
government of the people, for the people, shall not perish from the Earth. The people are
standing up and saying we DO NOT WANT THE MANDATES ON OUR CHILDREN AND FOR
US! Enough is enough, if a person wants to get the Covid shot, that’s their CHOICE! But
DON’T FORCE OR DISCRIMINATE a human for their God given personal choice for
choosing not to get the Covid shot! Especially when they can lose their job!!! As a state
you are discriminating many citizens and now there is segregation where many citizens
can not go to places. If that doesn’t show HATRED then you have no compassion. This is
not the USA land of the FREE if you continue this nonsense. And now you the Board of
Washington Health want to have ALL children take this Covid shot! You have no right to
put your personal decision on other citizens children!! Shame on you.
Thank you for listening from a concerned Wa citizen, Gayle Morgan
Sent from my iPad

______________________________________________
From: Paul Reed
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:18:36 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: OLA Buntin
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:19:53 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Pennington Guy
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:49:03 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: government overreach
External Email
Please defeat this vax mandate bullshit. This is Marxist Totalitarianism disguised as
“safety."

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:17:26 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: No to the Covid shot mandatory for children and adults!

-----Original Message----From: Gayle Morgan <gayle_morgan@hotmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 11:02 PM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: No to the Covid shot mandatory for children and adults!
External Email
Hello!
I’m writing to you to please stop forcing the mandates for the Covid virus shot. As a
American we as a nation are going backwards with these mandates! As Abraham Lincoln
said, That this nation, under God, shall have a new birth of FREEDOM - and that
government of the people, for the people, shall not perish from the Earth. The people are
standing up and saying we DO NOT WANT THE MANDATES ON OUR CHILDREN AND FOR
US! Enough is enough, if a person wants to get the Covid shot, that’s their CHOICE! But
DON’T FORCE OR DISCRIMINATE a human for their God given personal choice for
choosing not to get the Covid shot! Especially when they can lose their job!!! As a state
you are discriminating many citizens and now there is segregation where many citizens
can not go to places. If that doesn’t show HATRED then you have no compassion. This is
not the USA land of the FREE if you continue this nonsense. And now you the Board of
Washington Health want to have ALL children take this Covid shot! You have no right to
put your personal decision on other citizens children!! Shame on you.
Thank you for listening from a concerned Wa citizen, Gayle Morgan
Sent from my iPad

______________________________________________
From: Paul Wilhelm
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:51:22 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid mandate
External Email
I do not support the Covid Mandate. Yes it is a bad virus, but so are Aids, Ebola, Swine
Flu, and others in which the public was "correctly" educated and was able to deal with it.
Again, I am AGAINST THE COVID MANDATES!
Sincerely,
Paul Wilhelm
100 Grace Way
Goldendale, WA

______________________________________________
From: Wisam Alkhazraji
Sent: 1/12/2022 11:19:37 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: 77378596-CFAB-4485-B968-B0CEA9A0854C
External Email
I am completely against any of the proposed Covid Policies that are over reaching and
immoral. We stand against these proposed WAC’s: WAC 246-100-070, WAC 246-100045, WAC 246-100-040, WAC 246-100, WAC 246-105. Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 12:43:10 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Upcoming Board Decision

From: Aimee Bloom <aimee@inspiredlivingnw.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 12:29 PM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Upcoming Board Decision

External Email
Greetings,

I am writing to have my statement included for in the upcoming board decision on
requiring Covid vaccines for children attending public school.

I am in strong disapproval of the mandate for children under 18 to be required to receive
the COVID vaccine. I believe children should have the right to access public education
without being required to receive a vaccination that is still in emergency use standing,
and does not have sufficient long term data to provide parent with adequate safety and
efficacy information.

Please make the moral and right decision to allow parents to decide whether or not to
provide their child with a COVID-19 vaccination.

Sincerely,
Aimee Bloom

Aimee Bloom
Inspired Living NW
Professional Organizing & Declutter Coaching
NAPO Oregon Treasurer
503.260.4062 <tel:503.260.4062> | www.inspiredlivingnw.com

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.inspiredlivingnw.com%2F&da

______________________________________________
From: Peter Miller
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:45:04 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public Comments for WSBOH Members from March EH Committee Special
Meeting
External Email
Dear Members,
I hope and pray you will consider my comments.
I don't think a health officer should have the authority to force a medical examination,
testing, treatment, counseling or vaccination of
anyone group/ family or person. Furthermore this is a gross overreach of state authority.
I again am and jave been an RN since 2003. I have served at the VA in walla walla, St.
Pete's in Olympia and over 16 years here in Walla Walla at St Mary's as a sedation nurse
and Cardiac response team. I care greatly for the health and well being and peoples
choice and freedom.
Sincerely,
Peter Miller RN BSN

______________________________________________
From: Patricia Casteels
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:33:13 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Piper McEwen
Sent: 1/6/2022 11:07:35 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:58:34 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: I oppose implementing a COVID19 vaccine requirement for Washington
State schools

From: Anna Lipinski <abersagel@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 9:56 PM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: I oppose implementing a COVID19 vaccine requirement for Washington State
schools

External Email
I would like to express my extreme opposition to implementation of a COVID 19 vaccine
requirement for schools in Washington State.

1. No COVID vaccine available in the United States has received FDA approval. All
available vaccines, including the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine, are being administered under
an Emergency Use Authorization. The only “approved” COVID 19 vaccine is Comirnaty,
and it is not available in the United States and there is no anticipated date for its
availability. (This “smoke and mirrors” approach by the FDA is the subject of numerous
lawsuits and a Federal Judge recently rejected Pfizer’s claim that the 2 products are
interchangeable: Federal Judge Rejects DOD Claim That Pfizer EUA and Comirnaty
Vaccines Are ‘Interchangeable’ • Children's Health Defense (childrenshealthdefense.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fchildrenshealthdefense.org%2F&da
) Since EUA products cannot be mandated per the Nuremberg Code, this alone should be
enough to stop consideration of making vaccines mandatory.

2. Children are statistically at zero risk of dying from COVID. Their survival rate is in the
range of 99.997-99.998% or, put another way, their risk of dying with COVID is less than
2 in every 1,000,000 children. The very few children who are listed as COVID deaths did
not die OF COVID, but rather WITH COVID as anyone being admitted to a hospital
nowadays is tested. I challenge the Washington State Board of Health to show medical
records for even one child who has died OF COVID. Where there’s no risk, there can be
no benefit.

3. No one knows the long term risks of these vaccines. You may remember that one of
the members of the FDA Advisory Committee infamously said, “We are never going to
learn about how safe thie vaccine is until we start giving it” Dr. Eric Ruben, Editor in
Chief NEJM The studies Pfizer conducted were woefully underpowered. This is an analysis
of 10 Red Flags associated with Pfizer’s studies: Ten red flags in the FDA’s risk-benefit
analysis of Pfizer’s EUA application to inject American children 5 to 11 with its mRNA

product – Commentary – America's Frontline Doctors (americasfrontlinedoctors.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Famericasfrontlinedoctors.org%2F&d
)

Force vaccinating healthy children for a disease that doesn’t affect them to make adults
feel safe is a new low for humanity. Please do the right thing and do not require these
vaccinations for school age children.

Please allow parents to make choices for their children's healthcare needs. You do not
know my children and their medical history and fears.

Thank you for listening to the voice of parents.

Anna
-Anna Lipinski
e: abersagel@gmail.com <mailto:abersagel@gmail.com>
m: 509-487-0673
h: 509-578-1451

______________________________________________
From: Patrice Dunn
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:09:29 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:12:12 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Washington State Board of Health

From: Brandy Jackson <brandy@graja.biz>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 12:13 AM
To: Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH) <Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>; Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
<Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>; Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
<Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH) <Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>;
Donahoe, Kaitlyn N (SBOH) <kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
<Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>; Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
<Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>; Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH)
<Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>; Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
<Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>; Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
<samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
<Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH)
<Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>; DOH WSBOH <WSBOH@SBOH.WA.GOV>
Subject: Washington State Board of Health

External Email
I am writing you to share with you that I do not agree in giving this shot that people are
trying to call a vaccine to our kids.
The long term data is not there to support the positive outcome of this with our kids.
Myself and my family are fully vaccinated and I have always supported them and in the
need for the vaccines to help protect the majority from really awful virus but this COVID19 Virus is something different and one that cannot be stopped as it mutates to fast.
Having a booster every 3-5 months proves that this is not a vaccine, it is merely a flu
shot.
I ask that you support families and individuals in the state of Washington by not
supporting the mandate of this shot. I ask that you support us and help in taking a stand
to give families and individuals the right to choose what is good for their own body.
Many people have said yes to the shot so they can say no to it for their kids. Now that
this is possibly on the horizon more families will be forced to remove their kids from the
public school system resulting in a loss for districts funding. More families will be forced
to move out of this state in which they have called home.

I thank you for your time and I am attaching an article by Robert W Malone MD via this
link

https://www.rwmalonemd.com/blog/what-do-covid-hiv-and-many-common-colds-havein-common
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.rwmalonemd.com%2Fblog%
do-covid-hiv-and-many-common-colds-have-incommon&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C13cfe723261d4915f02408d9d1c62bea%7C11

Please take the time to read this one and the others on his website.

Thank you,
Brandy Jackson
-Thank you,
Brandy L Jackson
503-784-0085
brandy@graja.biz <mailto:brandy@graja.biz>

Play hard, Train hard, WIN BIG. In all things have a Champion Mindset.

______________________________________________
From: Olga Kuropatko
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:24:05 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Tom Taylor
Sent: 1/12/2022 11:04:11 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: E7797467-0B4E-422F-A7AD-EDD7DF39913C
External Email
To Whom it may concern,
I am completely against the proposed Covid Policies.
We the People of Washington State, stand against the following proposed WAC’s:
WAC
WAC
WAC
WAC
WAC

246-100-070
246-100-045
246-100-040
246-100
246-100-105

______________________________________________
From: 1Saorsa
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:05:28 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Nuremburg code
External Email
Board of Health TAG Members: Adding this experimental, untested MRNA injection to our
children's vaccine schedule is in direct violation of the Nuremberg code. The fraud, deceit
and coercion that has plagued this deadly injection is now completely proven and
transparent. The Germans (who blindly went along with the denigration, incarceration
and extermination of the Jews) thought they would never see consequences for their
wicked actions but truth and justice always catches up in the end. The Reign and
protection of Biden, Inslee and Fauci will come and go but your actions (if you vote to
approve/incorporate this injection) will stand the test of time and you will be prosecuted
for your actions. Saying you were unaware of the Nuremberg code or you were deceived,
concerning the injection, will be of no defense. Choose wisely.

The voluntary consent of the human subject is absolutely essential. This means that the
person involved should have legal capacity to give consent; should be so situated as to
be able to exercise free power of choice, without the intervention of any element of force,
fraud, deceit, duress, overreaching, or other ulterior form of constraint or coercion; and
should have sufficient knowledge and comprehension of the elements of the subject
matter involved as to enable him to make an understanding and enlightened decision.
This latter element requires that before the acceptance of an affirmative decision by the
experimental subject there should be made known to him the nature, duration, and
purpose of the experiment; the method and means by which it is to be conducted; all
inconveniences and hazards reasonably to be expected; and the effects upon his health
or person which may possibly come from his participation in the experiment. The duty
and responsibility for ascertaining the quality of the consent rests upon each individual
who initiates, directs, or engages in the experiment. It is a personal duty and
responsibility which may not be delegated to another with impunity.[13]
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fen.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki%2FNure
13&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C0091951b1c424d335a7d08d9d1f77bb2%7C11d0e2172

1.
The experiment should be such as to yield fruitful results for the good of
society, unprocurable by other methods or means of study, and not random and
unnecessary in nature.

2.
The experiment should be so designed and based on the results of animal
experimentation and a knowledge of the natural history of the disease or other problem
under study that the anticipated results will justify the performance of the experiment.

3.
The experiment should be so conducted as to avoid all unnecessary
physical and mental suffering and injury.

4.
No experiment should be conducted where there is an a priori reason to
believe that death or disabling injury will occur; except, perhaps, in those experiments
where the experimental physicians also serve as subjects.

5.
The degree of risk to be taken should never exceed that determined by the
humanitarian importance of the problem to be solved by the experiment.

6.
Proper preparations should be made and adequate facilities provided to
protect the experimental subject against even remote possibilities of injury, disability, or
death.

7.
The experiment should be conducted only by scientifically qualified
persons. The highest degree of skill and care should be required through all stages of the
experiment of those who conduct or engage in the experiment.

8.
During the course of the experiment the human subject should be at liberty
to bring the experiment to an end if he has reached the physical or mental state where
continuation of the experiment seems to him to be impossible.

9.
During the course of the experiment the scientist in charge must be
prepared to terminate the experiment at any stage, if he has probable cause to believe,
in the exercise of the good faith, superior skill and careful judgment required of him that
a continuation of the experiment is likely to result in injury, disability, or death to the
experimental subject.

Sent with ProtonMail
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fprotonmail.com%2F&data=04%7C
Secure Email.

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:01:02 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vax requirement

From: Brian Harrison <bharrison36@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 3:56 PM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Vax requirement

External Email
Please do not force our school children to be vaccinated. It already violates personal
choice and is absolutely not necessary for that age group. Thanks for your consideration
in this matter.

Brian Harrison
Winthrop resident

______________________________________________
From: Pam Clark
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:01:21 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: pasha andriychuk
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:25:18 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/5/2022 3:32:16 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Please support recommending vaccines for children

From: Alex Da <barrieandalex3@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 5, 2022 3:13 PM
To: Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH) <Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R
(SBOH) <Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
<Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>; Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH) <Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Please support recommending vaccines for children

External Email
It is so important to minimize virus spread by requiring vaccines when possible. You have
my full support.

-Alex, West Seattle

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:01:12 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vaccines

From: Dave McKamey <saggiosrp@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 6:28 PM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Vaccines

External Email
I would like to express my extreme opposition to implementation of a COVID 19 vaccine
requirement for schools in Washington State.

1. No COVID vaccine available in the United States has received FDA approval. All
available vaccines, including the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine, are being administered under
an Emergency Use Authorization. The only “approved” COVID 19 vaccine is Comirnaty,
and it is not available in the United States and there is no anticipated date for its
availability. (This “smoke and mirrors” approach by the FDA is the subject of numerous
lawsuits and a Federal Judge recently rejected Pfizer’s claim that the 2 products are
interchangeable: Federal Judge Rejects DOD Claim That Pfizer EUA and Comirnaty
Vaccines Are ‘Interchangeable’ • Children's Health Defense (childrenshealthdefense.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fchildrenshealthdefense.org%2F&da
) Since EUA products cannot be mandated per the Nuremberg Code, this alone should be
enough to stop consideration of making vaccines mandatory.

2. Children are statistically at zero risk of dying from COVID. Their survival rate is in the
range of 99.997-99.998% or, put another way, their risk of dying with COVID is less than
2 in every 1,000,000 children. The very few children who are listed as COVID deaths did
not die OF COVID, but rather WITH COVID as anyone being admitted to a hospital
nowadays is tested. I challenge the Washington State Board of Health to show medical
records for even one child who has died OF COVID. Where there’s no risk, there can be
no benefit.

3. No one knows the long term risks of these vaccines. You may remember that one of
the members of the FDA Advisory Committee infamously said, “We are never going to
learn about how safe thie vaccine is until we start giving it” Dr. Eric Ruben, Editor in
Chief NEJM The studies Pfizer conducted were woefully underpowered. This is an analysis
of 10 Red Flags associated with Pfizer’s studies: Ten red flags in the FDA’s risk-benefit
analysis of Pfizer’s EUA application to inject American children 5 to 11 with its mRNA
product – Commentary – America's Frontline Doctors (americasfrontlinedoctors.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Famericasfrontlinedoctors.org%2F&d

)

Force vaccinating healthy children for a disease that doesn’t affect them to make adults
feel safe is a new low for humanity. Please do the right thing and do not require these
vaccinations for school age children.

______________________________________________
From: Parks Ohana
Sent: 1/5/2022 10:44:15 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public Comment
External Email
Dear sir/madam,
I ask that you do not mandate vaccines for students. I stand for my body, my choice. I
ask that you offer grace and do not require immunization for students to register for
education. Our children are our future! I write you today advocating for my children, my
grandchildren and children with no voice. This country was founded on freedom and I ask
that you do not remove this right from our children.
Lord have mercy,
Kari Parks

______________________________________________
From: Pastor Wilder
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:38:51 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: COVID Policies
External Email
I am completely against any of the proposed Covid Policies that are over reaching and
immoral. We stand against these proposed WAC’s.

______________________________________________
From: Parker James
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:06:34 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Pat Theyerl
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:06:42 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: fred lessi
Sent: 1/12/2022 2:57:36 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: abhorrent
External Email
I understand the State of Washington has sunk to a new low. Not since you "hosted"
Japanese in internment camps have you displayed such idiotic methods--now there's
something to be proud of! Stripped them of their possessions, dignity, livelihoods, then
turned them loose with NOTHING. NOW, I hear you are considering another hideous
tyrannical choice--a police state. Interning and stripping AMERICANS of their freedom
and liberty. WHAT IS WRONG WITH YOU! Wasn't your abominable actions that allowed
the burning and slaughtering that went on a few months ago any lesson at your
ineptness? It proves you aren't fit to run a state. I see an exodus from your state, the
same as other radically run states. And remember, it affects budgets. Squeezing the few
to compensate for the lack of many NEVER works. You deserve to be yanked from your
positions and I trust your citizens will do just that. Immediately,
~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~
Imagine a vaccine so safe you have to be threatened to take it for a disease so deadly
you have to be tested to know you have it!-Meiling Lee
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Socialism is the philosophy of failure, the creed of ignorance, and the gospel of envy.-Winston Churchill
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~ To sin by silence when they should protest makes cowards of men. ~~ Abraham
Lincoln
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
If black lives (really) matter (to BLM), how is it plausible that Black Lives Matter is not
outside boycotting Planned Parenthood (where they kill 800 black babies a day)-Candace Owens
**Btw blm is an avowed MARXIST organization, if you are brave enough--read their
intent on their site
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~as Judge and current Rep. Louie Gohmert says:
Just because God is in control doesn't mean we're to lean on our shovel and pray for a
hole.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
If you can't be a good example -- then you'll just have to be a horrible warning. -- author
unknown

______________________________________________
From: Pamela Johnson
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:25:09 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Forcing Emergency vax on children
External Email
Children are the least affected by Covid and have almost no side effects and uncountable
deaths from this virus!
Mandated vaccinations are counter productive and should not be pursued!
Please do not
Pamela Johnson
174 Tilton Drive
Morton, WA
98356
--

Pamela Johnson
pamela.irishgro@gmail.com <mailto:pamela.irishgro@gmail.com>

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 2:10:43 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: No on Covid Mandates for Children

-----Original Message----From: Teresa DeDonato <resededo@hotmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 5, 2022 12:38 PM
Subject: No on Covid Mandates for Children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
I am writing to urge you to vote NO on the COVID vaccine mandate for kids. I am
confused as to how you all can call it a vaccine given that it doesn't work like a vaccine is
intended. You don't have a mild case of measles after the measles vaccine for example,
because that vaccine actually works! Aside from the acknowledgement from the medical
community that this vaccine does not actually stop someone from contracting and
passing along the virus, COVID (especially Omicron) does not pose a risk to young kids. I
am struggling to understand how this can even be considered given the severe side
effects we have seen, especially in young males with myocarditis. As indicated on the
CDC website there is virtually ZERO risk of a child dying from COVID, but there are
numerous kids who have died from this vaccine or have lifelong injuries! You know this in
your hearts and I have absolutely know idea how you can live with yourselves if you do
this to families. No money in the world from Big Pharma would allow me to do this to
children. It is not the responsibility of them to keep adults safe. It's the other way
around. In a free society we assume risk. We don't mitigate risk by using our children as
shields. Step up and do the right thing by saying NO to this mandate!

Thank you if you actually took the time to read this.
Sincerely,
The Mother of a vaccine injured child (if you pursue this there will be countess more and
you will be responsible)

______________________________________________
From: Patrick Tarzwell
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:35:34 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Olga Korovnik
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:31:21 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: +12532327383@tmomail.net
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:46:55 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: 1D71BC85-F719-4CB0-9433-4874E138CEF1

attachments\3B15D14422214729_footer.gif
attachments\C1031C63B8E740B5_text_1641505549569.txt
attachments\F3ADA92C00094C6A_tmobilespace.gif
attachments\7C1AF2A352454F24_dottedline600.gif
External Email

We do not support a mandate that requires children to be vaccinated for covid.

______________________________________________
From: Paul Froehlich
Sent: 1/6/2022 11:19:58 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:17:30 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Please allow medical freedom

From: Raquel 2009 <relentlessbeautyb@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 1:08 PM
To: Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH) <Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
<Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH) <Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>;
Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH) <Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>; Herendeen, Lindsay
(SBOH) <Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>; Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
<Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>; Donahoe, Kaitlyn N (SBOH)
<kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
<samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
<Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
<Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH) <Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>;
DOH WSBOH <WSBOH@SBOH.WA.GOV>; Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
<Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Please allow medical freedom

External Email

Hello I urge you all to please not mandate the covid 19 vaccine or any for that matter
especially for children under 18. The risks do not out weigh the benefits. Natural
immunity is best. I contracted covid 18 months ago and all my kids have remained
healthy from newborn to 18. Please reconsider and allow parents and children medical
freedom and a choice.

______________________________________________
From: Paul Tomayko
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:47:05 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:19:38 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Safe? Safe? Really? Covid vaccines are safe just like Thalidomide was
deemed safe. Until it wasn’t.

attachments\58E1D5881EBF4F94_cid5C8BACBC-FF2B-4938-8B106F4A9B0A836A.jpg

From: Susan Purvis <purvisllll@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 12:19 PM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Safe? Safe? Really? Covid vaccines are safe just like Thalidomide was deemed
safe. Until it wasn’t.

External Email
New drugs take TIME to determine true safety. No CV vaccine requirement. It’s just too
soon.

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:54:28 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: No vaccine

From: Aim Bailey <aimbailey2@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 10:55 PM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: No vaccine

External Email
This is to inform whomever it may concern, that I do NOT agree with adding the covid
vaccine to the list of required immunizations for my child. There are many arguments for
and against getting this vaccine. And when it comes down to it, we and our children
should NOT be required to, or forced to get this vaccine. So NO, this should NOT go on
the list of required immunizations.
I would like to express my extreme opposition to implementation of a COVID 19 vaccine
requirement for schools in Washington State
Thank you

______________________________________________
From: Penny Grant
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:33:24 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:34:43 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: NO VACCINE MANDATE Public Comments for WSBOH Members from March
EH Committee Special Meeting

From: Sharay Tirado <sharayann@yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 11:22 AM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: NO VACCINE MANDATE Public Comments for WSBOH Members from March EH
Committee Special Meeting

External Email
Dear Caitlin Lang,

I am a parent of a third grader and a fifth grader in the Peninsula School District in
Vaughn Washington. Last year we homeschooled with book curriculum to keep normalcy
and structure as we did not know what to expect during the school year due to the
pandemic. My children although flourished academically, we grew as a family and
enjoyed our time together; it did not replace the childhood experience of going to school
with peers and teachers.

My children are doing amazing being back at school socially, academically and
developmentally. Children need children for healthy mental and social emotional
development, it is crucial.

I am desperately asking you to please not mandate the EUA Covid-19 Vaccine product for
children to attend school in Washington State. We believe in keeping the community
healthy and support keeping others safe, but in our core as parents we cannot ignore
many unknowns of the Covid-19 vaccine for children.

It is parents jobs to keep their kids safe, our number one priority and we do this with
informed decisions. It is difficult to make a decision to give a young child a vaccine when
the FDA will not release their report for the \product for 50 years. The risk of myocarditis
is very concerning, it is permanant scarring of the heart muscle, possibly predisposing
children to premature cardiovascular disease. The testing for this product was done on a
very small group of less than 2,000 participants and even at the FDA stated that "we
wouldn't know the true risk of serious side effects until it is rolled out onto a larger
population". There are noted vaccine injuries such as the 12 year old female who has a
feeding tube and cannot walk, numerous reports of young athletes collapsing due to

heart issues that led to death. We do not know or test what biomarkers for future
diesease the vaccine may cause for our younger precious popluation. The benfit versus
risk for this population is not proven.

This is the information us concerened parents have to process as we make the best
decisions for our children. We have also been living the last 2 years in a pandemic, trying
to keep life going normal, balance jobs, health and our family's well being. It is life
changing and terrifying to think that we may have to choose to provide our children with
an education that meets their mental health needs, social emotional and academic needs,
or give them an inocculation that we feel may be unsafe. It literally breaks my heart
privately, when I see their happy faces and know it may all be gone, due to a mandate.

Whether you agree with parents like me or not, we are out here. Our feelings are very
strong and we will not comply with a Covid-19 Vaccine mandate for our children to
attend school. Some will be ok, some may have lasting mental heath and academic
consequences that could lead to other health crisis such as depression, substance abuse,
suicide and future unemployment. WE MUST FACTOR THE RISK VERSUS BENEFIT.

Please hear my Prayer.

Sincreley,

Sharay A, Nickles, MA, LMHC
Licensed Mental Health Counsleor
Mother
Wife
Citizen

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:46:34 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: STOP

From: Adam Hanson <hansonap45@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 7:23 AM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: STOP

External Email
I would like to express my extreme opposition to implementation of a
COVID 19 vaccine requirement for schools in Washington State.

1. No COVID vaccine available in the United States has received FDA
approval. All available vaccines, including the Pfizer-BioNTech
vaccine, are being administered under an Emergency Use Authorization.
The only “approved” COVID 19 vaccine is Comirnaty, and it is not
available in the United States and there is no anticipated date for its
availability. (This “smoke and mirrors” approach by the FDA is the
subject of numerous lawsuits and a Federal Judge recently rejected
Pfizer’s claim that the 2 products are interchangeable: Federal Judge
Rejects DOD Claim That Pfizer EUA and Comirnaty Vaccines Are
‘Interchangeable’ • Children's Health Defense
(childrenshealthdefense.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fchildrenshealthdefense.org%2F&da
) Since EUA products cannot be mandated per
the Nuremberg Code, this alone should be enough to stop consideration of
making vaccines mandatory.
2. Children are statistically at zero risk of dying from COVID. Their
survival rate is in the range of 99.997-99.998% or, put another way,
their risk of dying with COVID is less than 2 in every 1,000,000
children. The very few children who are listed as COVID deaths did not
die OF COVID, but rather WITH COVID as anyone being admitted to a
hospital nowadays is tested. I challenge the Washington State Board of
Health to show medical records for even one child who has died OF COVID.
Where there’s no risk, there can be no benefit.
3. No one knows the long-term risks of these vaccines. You may remember
that one of the members of the FDA Advisory Committee infamously said,
“We are never going to learn about how safe thie vaccine is until we
start giving it” Dr. Eric Ruben, Editor in Chief NEJM The studies
Pfizer conducted were woefully underpowered. This is an analysis of 10
Red Flags associated with Pfizer’s studies: Ten red flags in the FDA’s
risk-benefit analysis of Pfizer’s EUA application to inject American
children 5 to 11 with its mRNA product – Commentary – America's
Frontline Doctors (americasfrontlinedoctors.org

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Famericasfrontlinedoctors.org%2F&d
)
Force vaccinating healthy children for a disease that doesn’t affect
them to make adults feel safe is a new low for humanity. Please do the
right thing and do not require these vaccinations for school age
children.

______________________________________________
From: Philip J Hamel
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:27:01 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/5/2022 3:03:49 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: No shots

From: Talas Rivers <talas1@yahoo.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 5, 2022 4:03 PM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: No shots

External Email
I would rather pull my kids out of school than have them get Covid shot

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.onelink.me%2F107872968%3F

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 3:07:58 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Opposed to vaccine mandates

From: Diane Launius <launiusdiane2@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 4:01 PM
To: Donahoe, Kaitlyn N (SBOH) <kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Lang, Caitlin M
(SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>; Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
<Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Fwd: Opposed to vaccine mandates

External Email

“First do no harm”

The science is clear, children and adults are suffering world wide from effects of the
vaccine. It is unconscionable to dictate that an EXPERIMENTAL DRUG be mandated for
use on any POPULATION.

Review the Nuremberg Code and USA constitution.

Are you willing to pay for damages??

______________________________________________
From: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
Sent: 1/12/2022 2:43:14 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW:

attachments\C877D36D8FCE4BB4_ulfkotte-350.jpg
attachments\2DB9927B8ADB4AE7_vax-info (1).gif
attachments\24B158D5FDD24D6C_facts.gif

--Samantha Pskowski (she/her/hers)
Washington State Board of Health
360-789-2358

From: James Towns <jamestowns356@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 12, 2022 2:39 PM
To: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject:

External Email

James Towns

______________________________________________
From: Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 11:57:36 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vax requirements for school children

attachments\61D82FED01BB46A9_image001.jpg

--Lindsay Herendeen, MPH, MCRP (she/her)
Health Policy Analyst
Washington State Board of Health
lindsay.herendeen@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:lindsay.herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>
360-628-6823

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01
, Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH&
, Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: RENEE SWEETMAN <carsnhorses3@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 11:57 AM
To: Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH) <Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Vax requirements for school children

External Email

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.avast.com%2Fsigemail%3Futm_medium%3Demail%26utm_source%3Dlink%26utm_campaign%3Dsigemail%26utm_content%3Dwebmail%26utm_term%3Dicon&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GO
Virus-free. www.avast.com
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.avast.com%2Fsigemail%3Futm_medium%3Demail%26utm_source%3Dlink%26utm_campaign%3Dsig-

email%26utm_content%3Dwebmail%26utm_term%3Dlink&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 3:33:19 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: NO to the recommendation of Covid Vaccine in schools

From: Shannon Hicks <hrshuze1@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 3:31 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>; DOH WSBOH
<WSBOH@SBOH.WA.GOV>; Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH) <Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>;
Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
<Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
<samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; Donahoe, Kaitlyn N (SBOH)
<kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>;
Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH) <Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>; Schreiber, Tracy N
(SBOH) <Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
<Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>;
Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH) <Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: NO to the recommendation of Covid Vaccine in schools

External Email
To Whom It May Concern,

First of all, how is this even something you believe is in your realm of rights to request?

As a parent, your “position” is to educate us on the potential issues and we make the
best decision for our children.

Your “positions” do not supersede that of the parents when it comes to medical decisions
of our children.

Second, there is absolutely NO data supporting mass vaccinations. If nothing else, we
are seeing just the opposite.

How about focus on education and not fear mongering.

This "vaccine" does NOT prevent this virus, it only lessens symptoms. This virus has a

98% survival rate for almost everyone and children's survival is higher.

We will not sit by and allow you to institute a false medical agenda and force our children
to submit to it.

I write this email quickly and without hesitation. I am sorry it is not eloquently written;
but know this parents are the care takers of our children…. NOT YOU!

Regards

Shannon Travis

______________________________________________
From: Paul Peterson
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:45:56 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Phil Connon
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:23:13 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Parker Loudon
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:53:37 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/11/2022 7:08:20 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: 4 apparently secret WAC's - VOTE NO!

From: skip.dan@comcast.net <skip.dan@comcast.net>
Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2022 6:39 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>; Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH)
<Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>; Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
<Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>;
Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH) <kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
<Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>; Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
<Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>; Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH)
<Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
<Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>;
Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH) <Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>; DOH WSBOH
<WSBOH@SBOH.WA.GOV>
Subject: 4 apparently secret WAC's - VOTE NO!

External Email
To our trusted REPRESENTATIVES in Olympia,

As a reminder……you were voted into your position as a representative. NOT for your own
agenda, or even for the agenda of others, but to represent the people you serve. I find it
so very sad I need to even remind you of this, but this kind of legislation…..done
primarily in secret…..is why I am reminding you of it. Remember….nothing remains
secret for long. How you vote on these 4 WAC’s will be exposed.

I oppose the proposed WAC’s 246-100-070, WAC 246-100-045, WAC 246-100-040, WAC
246-100, WAC 246-105. Vote NO on all of them.

I am completely against giving local health officers use of law enforcement and the use of
an emergency order to involuntarily detain a person or family into a quarantine facility if
they refuse the requests of medical examination, testing, treatment, counseling, or
vaccination. Not only am I against it, but it is unlawful for them to do so. The Supreme
Court is already overturning several unlawful mandates, or will be very soon. To try to
enforce such a HUGE state government overreach will backfire in ways you cannot
imagine. People are very angry with the leadership of this state already……and the
ridiculous 23 months of living under a dictator Governor who is drunk on power, and
should not have the powers he has. Both Democrats and Republicans are angry with
Inslee AND the Democratic majority that push through “mandates” and laws (often in

secret), hoping no one will notice. In case you are not aware…….both sides have noticed.
Do you really want to push everyone over the edge until there is a total Red Wave in this
state? It is coming. The Democrats are watching this session very closely. The majority
of them are very angry also, and sick of being told what to do. Especially when there is
no science to back up the mandates. In fact, Washington is doing quite badly compared
to most other states. Yet we have some of the strictest mandates because we have
Inslee who just likes to play with his power.
Be smart. Do your job…..not someone’s bidding. Represent the people…..not Inslee or
special interests. Ask them…..they will tell you. Both sides will tell you this is an insane
overreach. You are taking us back to putting Asian Americans in camps like the
Washington State Fairground. Is that the history you really want to make? That’s your
plan?
Do not push the people you represent until they start fighting back. They are all on the
very edge of doing so right now. Don’t believe me? Just ask them. The media won’t. But
you can. Of course, that is your job. Ask ALL of them, on both sides of our state. AND
LISTEN!

I am also completely against covid-19 injections as part of the school immunization
requirements using WAC 246-105. This is just plain common sense. Until there are more
trials, more research about long term side effects, you have no business demanding
children take this vaccine. Parents can decide that for themselves. It’s not your right to
make that a law when this is not a fully tested, tried and true vaccine.

Lastly, while I am at this, DO NOT try to pass a law that says the Governor can appoint
the State Superintendent of Education, as Rykdahl just spoke about. Let the people
decide if that should become a law…..but you are probably afraid to do that.

The Constitution, and the founding fathers of our amazing country had divine inspiration
when they organized a government with checks and balances. It was to avoid what is
happening in our state. In Washington State, we do not have checks and balances. Look
at where that has gotten us. Seattle, a once beautiful destination place, is a laughing
stock to the rest of the country. No one goes there anymore…..not even other
Washingtonians. It’s filled with crime, and homelessness that knows no end, and garbage
and filth and danger everywhere. Inslee keeps taxing the heck out of people and
businesses, IN A PANDEMIC, even though the state has an insane surplus! He attacks
businesses he personally has an issue with, while ignoring others that have benefitted
him somehow. He attacks them with the Dept. of L&I and other government agencies.
He’s allowed the Employment Security system to be hacked and has done nothing to fix
it. There are huge scandals within that agency, and it’s former director that I am sure will
come out on a Netflix documentary very soon. And the Democrats are allowing all of this
to go on. No checks and balances.
The time is now to stop that, and remember the oaths that you took.
Start now….vote No on these 4 WAC’s.

Carl & Danielle Mahnken

1028 23rd ST SW
Puyallup
Skip.dan@comcast.net <mailto:Skip.dan@comcast.net>

______________________________________________
From: annette lombardo
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:53:41 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: 98639192-E289-4187-BF8B-DCB42BA66B3D

attachments\024587C92A6845B2_20220112_105232.jpg
External Email
Think about it

______________________________________________
From: Pat Long
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:57:54 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Patrick Mcmahon
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:47:10 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Peggy Krober
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:29:32 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 3:09:13 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: VOTE NO FOR COVID VACCINE SCHOOL REQUIREMENT

From: Christina Hooge <mrschristinahooge@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 3:52 PM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: VOTE NO FOR COVID VACCINE SCHOOL REQUIREMENT

External Email
To Whom It May Concern:

My name is Christina Hooge and I am the mother of 3 small children. As a parent, I am
abhorred by the ideas currently being proposed to legislation to FORCE “vaccination” on
my children.

Dr. Robert Malone who is the creator of the gene therapy - not vaccine - strongly advises
parents NOT to inject the covid “vaccine” into our children due to the dangerous toxic
spike proteins the injection causes, resulting in possible permanent damage to my child’s
critical organs, such as the brain, nervous system, heart and blood vessels, reproductive
system and immune system.

The rate at which this “vaccine” has rolled out is alarmingly fast, and suggests cause for
concern based on the lack of testing over time. As a person holding a Bachelors Degree
in Science, the lack of testing, of knowing exactly what risks we are potentially ignoring
is completely unacceptable to me as a parent. I should be able to look at research and
decide for myself if the benefits outweigh the risks to an injection and, as it stands, this
is a no brainer for me, as a parent. So far, it seems children have very mild systems due
to COVID-19. I understand this is not always the case, but it does appear to be the
majority, so my kids are at no increased risk to their lives or safety without this
“vaccine.”

It is not legislation’s right to FORCE my child to receive an injection I do not feel is in his
best interest; not only that, one in which could cause IRREVERSIBLE HARM to his body
as he continues to grow.

If COVID-19 vaccination becomes a requirement (without allowing exemptions) for

school enrollment, you can be sure my 3 children will be unenrolled instantly. We will
homeschool or move out of state before I put my children’s lives in jeopardy.

I hope you will truly consider my words as a concerned parent; America has always
afforded us the right to CHOOSE for ourselves. It is my right as a parent to choose wisely
for my children and not your right as a government official.

Thank you for supporting us parents when you vote NO for a covid vaccine requirement
for school.

Sincerely,

Christina Hooge

______________________________________________
From: Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:58:17 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vaccine mandates

--Lindsay Herendeen, MPH, MCRP (she/her)
Health Policy Analyst
Washington State Board of Health
lindsay.herendeen@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:lindsay.herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>
360-628-6823

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01
, Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH&
, Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: Ed Elkin <edelkin26@yahoo.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 5, 2022 10:09 PM
To: Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH) <Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Vaccine mandates

External Email
As the father of 2 and grandfather of 7 let it be known that a vaccine mandate for
children is equal to child abuse. The risk of adverse reaction is far greater than their risk
from covid. We will pull our children from school before letting you touch our children.
We the people will know who you are and will vote you out at our first chance. Stop with
this insane AGENDA of yours and leave our children alone.
Edward Elkin
Pissed Off Papa

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.onelink.me%2F107872968%3F

______________________________________________
From: Patrick Vanderpool
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:40:03 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Manditory Covid shots
External Email
I am totally against your mandatory covid shots.
There is way to much corruption in this covid bullshit.
The state of Washington recieved $29 a day for retirement homes. Over forty million
dollars is unaccounted for.
Where is all of that money? In someone's pocket.
This is a man-made virus that was unleashed upon the population with large monetary
gains. Lots of missing money.
Who ever is caught taking this missing money should be executed.
Children are not getting violently sick & dieing from this man made virus.
Shove your shots up your libsturd asses.
It's a power play and I don't like it.
I am not one of your little sheeple.
You people are stepping way out of your bounds.
Patrick Vanderpool

______________________________________________
From: Oleg Lukinov
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:08:18 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Pam s
Sent: 1/5/2022 5:51:55 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public Comments for WSBOH Members from March EH Committee Special
Meeting
External Email
HELL NO. dont force vaccine on our kids. it’s not necessary! —RN and parent
:) Sent from my iPhone.
Run Eat (preferably ice cream )
Repeat & smile 

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:19:44 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Please say NO to vaccine mandates for our children

From: Rick and Kari Pompeo <rkpompeo@msn.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 5:19 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>; Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH)
<Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>; Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
<Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>;
Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH) <kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
<Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>; Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
<Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>; Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH)
<Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
<Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>;
Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH) <Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Please say NO to vaccine mandates for our children

External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health members,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
Kari Pompeo
A concerned Citizen of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:17:17 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: I oppose the Covid vaccine being added to the school and daycare schedule

From: Yelena Vinogradova <yelenavin@hotmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 1:03 PM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: I oppose the Covid vaccine being added to the school and daycare schedule

External Email
Dear Kelie Kahler ( Kelie.kahler@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:Kelie.kahler@sboh.wa.gov> )
I hope this email finds you and your family well.
A few days ago, during a WA State Board of Health meeting, the advisory group spoke of
whether they should recommend adding Covid vaccination to the current WA vaccine
schedule
for school and daycare entry. Unfortunately public comments were not allowed. The
advisory
group would be making a recommendation for our children without hearing from the
parents.
I oppose the Covid vaccine being added to the school and daycare schedule. Children
have
mild to no symptoms from the virus, and are thus the safest. Covid Vaccine inserts are
none
existent to the public, leaving us without a knowledgeable and informed choice.
Pharmacists
themselves do not have access to a vaccine insert. We are told to believe and take the
plunge
yet so many have had horrible and evenly deadly complications from these vaccines.
Please
urge the advisory group to be cautious and not make recommendations for the Covid
vaccine to
be added to the school and daycare schedule.
Thank you for taking the time to read my opposition and concerns. I look forward to

reading your
reply.
King County Resident.
Addendum
1. Federal Emergency Use Authorization statutes prohibit school mandates of EUA
products

“The possible side effects of the vaccine are still being studied in clinical trials. . . Under
the EUA, there is an option to accept or refuse receiving the vaccine.” source: pp. 4-5
https://www.fda.gov/media/153717/download
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.fda.gov%2Fmedia%2F15371
The option to accept or refuse an EUA product is not conditioned upon written assertion
of exemption. Medical, personal, or religious exemptions are not required in order to
exercise the right to refuse. Under EUA law, a parent or guardian may simply decline a
shot for their minor child, without providing explanation or paperwork. A state-level
daycare or school requirement introduces the need for filing of exemptions, unlawfully
exceeding the parameters set forth by Congress for EUA products.

“FDA believes that the terms and conditions of an EUA issued under section 564 preempt
state or local law, both legislative requirements and common-law duties, that impose
different or additional requirements on the medical product for which the EUA was issued
in the context of the emergency declared under section 564.” Source:
https://www.fda.gov/emergency-preparedness-and-response/mcm-legal-regulatory-andpolicy-framework/vaccine-eua-questions-and-answers-stakeholders
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.fda.gov%2Femergencypreparedness-and-response%2Fmcm-legal-regulatory-and-policy-framework%2Fvaccineeua-questions-and-answersstakeholders&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C6f9388793e8746774a9f08d9d159ea71%
2. Phase 3 clinical trials of COVID-19 vaccines are not yet completed. C4591007—the
main clinical trial in children and young adults with BNT162b2—has an estimated
completion date of May 5, 2026. Source:https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT04816643

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fclinicaltrials.gov%2Fct2%2Fshow%
3. The vaccine formulation now being given to U.S. children aged 5-11 is NOT the same
formulation used in the clinical trials, and NOT the same formulation that has been
administered to all other age groups under EUA. So even when current ongoing clinical
trials are complete, the results cannot be assumed to be relevant to the safety or
effectiveness of the new formulation.

“The vaccine that is authorized for use in children 5 through 11 years of age includes the
same mRNA and lipids but different inactive ingredients compared to the vaccine that has
been used under EUA in individuals 12 years of age and older and that has been studied
in clinical trials.” Source: p. 2 https://www.fda.gov/media/153717/download
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.fda.gov%2Fmedia%2F15371

The participants in clinical trials involving children aged 5-11 received “two doses of 10
μg BNT162b2 or placebo (saline)”, not the new formulation. Source: Pg. 17
https://www.fda.gov/media/153447/download
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.fda.gov%2Fmedia%2F15344

Pfizer requested approval of the new formulation when they requested EUA for children
5-11. “Authorization is being requested for a modified formulation of the PfizerBioNTech
COVID-19 Vaccine. Each dose of this formulation contains 10 μg of a nucleoside-modified
messenger RNA (mRNA) encoding the viral spike (S) glycoprotein of SARS-CoV-2 that is
formulated in lipid particles and supplied as a frozen suspension in multiple dose vials. . .
To provide a vaccine with an improved stability profile, the Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19
Vaccine for use in children 5-11 years of age uses tromethamine (Tris) buffer instead of
the phosphate- buffered saline (PBS) as used in the previous formulation and excludes
sodium chloride and potassium chloride.” Source: Pg. 14
https://www.fda.gov/media/153447/download
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.fda.gov%2Fmedia%2F15344

4. FDA admits safety unknown. Children are being used as test subjects, with their
parents acquiescing under fraudulent marketing pressure. Public Health messaging does
not match the reality of the current knowledge base. At the October 26 VRBPAC meeting,
FDA Advisor Dr. Eric Rubin admitted: “. . . .but we’re never going to learn about how safe
this vaccine is unless we start giving it.” Source: @6:52:33
https://youtu.be/laaL0_xKmmA
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fyoutu.be%2FlaaL0_xKmmA&data=
5. The International Alliance of Physicians and Medical Scientists has declared that
children should be excluded from vaccine mandates:
“Consensus is clear among MDs and medical PhDs: following 20 months of exhaustive
research, millions of patients treated, hundreds of clinical trials performed and scientific
data shared worldwide, they conclude that healthy children and the COVID-recovered
should be excluded from restrictions and vaccine mandates.”

Source: https://globalcovidsummit.org/news/thousands-of-physicians-and-scientistsreach-consensus-on-vaccinating-children-and-natural-immunity
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fglobalcovidsummit.org%2Fnews%
of-physicians-and-scientists-reach-consensus-on-vaccinating-children-and-naturalimmunity&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C6f9388793e8746774a9f08d9d159ea71%7C1
Physicians Declaration II – Updated
Global Covid Summit
International Alliance of Physicians and Medical Scientists
October 29, 2021
WE, THE PHYSICIANS OF THE WORLD, united and loyal to the Hippocratic Oath,
recognizing the imminent threat to humanity brought forth by current Covid-19 policies,
are compelled to declare the following:
WHEREAS, after 20 months of research, millions of patients treated, hundreds of
clinical trials performed and scientific data shared, we have demonstrated and
documented our success and understanding in combating COVID-19;

WHEREAS, in considering the risks vs. benefits of major policy decisions,
thousands of physicians and medical scientists worldwide have reached consensus on
three foundational principles;
NOW THEREFORE, IT IS:

RESOLVED, THAT HEALTHY CHILDREN SHALL NOT BE SUBJECT TO FORCED
VACCINATION (view supporting evidence
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fdoctorsandscientistsdeclaration.or
evidence%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C6f9388793e8746774a9f08d9d159ea71%
)
*
*
* Negligible clinical risks from SARS-CoV-2 infection exist for healthy children
under eighteen.
* Long term safety of the current COVID vaccines in children cannot be
determined prior to instituting such policies. Without high-powered, reproducible, long
term safety data, risks to the long-term health status of children remain too high to
support use in healthy children.
* Children risk severe, adverse events from receiving the vaccine. Permanent
physical damage to the brain, heart, immune and reproductive system associated with
SARS-CoV-2 spike protein-based genetic vaccines has been demonstrated in children.
* Healthy, unvaccinated children are critical to achieving herd immunity. Natural
immunity is proven to tolerate infection, benefiting community protection while there is
insufficient data to assess whether Covid vaccines assist herd immunity.

Sent via the Samsung Galaxy S20 FE 5G, an AT&T 5G smartphone
Get Outlook for Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2FAAb9ysg&data=04%7C

______________________________________________
From: Paul Hodgson
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:06:43 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:18:17 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Opposition of the Vax for Children

From: Sunny Konop <konopsun@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 8:06 PM
To: Caitlin.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov; Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
<Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH) <Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>;
Donahoe, Kaitlyn N (SBOH) <kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Herendeen, Lindsay
(SBOH) <Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>; Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH)
<Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>; Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
<Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>; Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH)
<Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
<Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH)
<Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>;
Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; DOH WSBOH
<WSBOH@SBOH.WA.GOV>
Subject: Opposition of the Vax for Children

External Email
To whom it may concern,

I want to let you know that I am strongly against the vaccine mandate for children. This
is a complete abuse of power for a virus that has a 99.8% survival rate.

To make children get the vaccine with out the proper studies and answers on what could
irrevocably happen to them because of the vaccine would be a complete overstep and
those involved in the approval of this should pay for any adverse effects that’s these
children have.

Please do not consider putting our children, our future at great risk.

Thank you,
Sunny Konop
Concerned Washington State Resident.

______________________________________________
From: 24ozmocha
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:10:46 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: No medical mandates
External Email
"Washington state Board of Health
Dear Board members,
I am vehemently against the medical mandates about to be forced upon all Washington
state citizens.
You must remember the Nuremberg Trials after WWII and the Nuremberg Code passed
into INTERNATION LAW because of the forced medical experimentations done to the
Jewish prison camp victims. Germany's obedient persons were found guilty after the war
and extreme consequences came upon them. The Health Board could easily face similar
consequences for such draconian measures and forced treatments being considered for
Washinton state citizens.
"I was only obeying the orders passed down to me" was a common excuse then. They
were found guilty regarding their human experimentations forced upon unwilling
subjects.
These WACs under consideration are illegal, unconstitutional, and unfathomable. How
could our Washington state Health Board members not see how unprecedented and
extreme these proposed WACs are? The future legal consequences that you could face as
a result of these WACs would be unprecedented in America.
COVID vaccinations have FAR less testing regarding long term consequences than any
other vaccination trials in our history, and mRNA genetic changes are still extremely
experimental. NO ONE knows the long-term effects these may cause.
PLEASE do not pass any such legislation to force dangerous and constitutionally illegal
measures.
Sincerely, a VERY concerned Washington state citizen.
Linda Fridenmaker
Tacoma WA"
Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone

______________________________________________
From: Oxana Gorun
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:51:40 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:29:15 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vaccinations for children

-----Original Message----From: Robert Evans <rf3vans@icloud.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 5, 2022 6:22 PM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Vaccinations for children
External Email
Hello, could you give me details on why you think my child should be vaccinated?
Thank you.
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Patricia Ross
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:12:24 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public Comments for WSBOH Members from March EH Committee Special
Meeting
External Email
I oppose to this Mandate
There is no science on this vaccine .
It has not be provide that it does work on Vac or nonvac people.
Children are low risks
The vaccine does not stop spread of virus.
It is my rights as an American to chose for what is right for me and mine.
The vaccine is still EUA

Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Pepai Whipple
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:36:07 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Paula Garten
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:41:08 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Freedom vs Tyranny
External Email
Dear sirs and madams,
You folks are way ahead of your authorities for covid concentration and detention camps
under any Local, State and Federal law, Bill of Rights, US Constitution or the Nuremberg
Code. The Covid shots are still experimental. They have only been approved under a
E.U.A, they have never been approved for public use. Don't take my word for it, call the
Pfizer hotline and they will say the same. All drug approvals must be published in the
Federal Register and no public use approval has ever been published therein for the covid
shots, by Pfizer, Moderna, J&J, at home or abroad. These so-called covid shots were
patented as gene therapy not vaccines. The gene therapy shots that you folks claim are
mandatory vaccines, are not legally mandatedable and can't be until 2025, but only if
they pass all of the trials. These so-called vaccines will probably never pass the trials
because they are far more dangerous, as injected, than the lab concocted disease they
supposedly "cure or prevent ''. By the way, the covid shots don't cure or prevent
anything. The CDC says the only benefit is that they MAY lessen the covid symptoms.
Coincidentally, so does chicken soup and aspirin. If any agent of the Government dares
to cast a shadow on the door with the intent of forcefully detaining a citizen or their
family by and for this board's findings as it relates to fraudulent covid propaganda and
does so under the color of law, they and their co-conspirators will suffer grave adverse
legal consequences.
In some of your minds you might assume that our freedoms are for sale with money or
by physical, mental or economic coercion, you are sadly very mistaken. This nation was
constitutionally founded to prevent the reemergence of tyrants and dictators on our
shores. Apparently some of you seem to think that what you are doing is somehow
acceptable because you can pretend that a medical license is a sword, it is not. It is a
fictitious weapon only dreamed of by tyrants, dictators and their co-conspirators. Our
freedoms shall not be taken from our citizens by any fiat.
May the Bill of Rights and the Constitution endure after the present obvious attacks by
wannabee tyrants, dictators and their co-conspirators. May we all be thankful for our
nation's unique Constitutionally guaranteed human rights which give us the tools to
overcome the madness of evil doers, their pathetic propaganda and illegally assumed
powers.
Riddle me this if;
The unprotected must be protected from the other unprotected
The once protected must be protected from the unprotected
The twice protected must be protected from the once protected and the unprotected.
The thrice protected must be protected from the twice protected, the once protected and
the unprotected.
How long will the thrice protected be held in a covid concentration and detention camps if
there are the 4th, 5th 6th............. to be protected?
Sincerely,

Paula Garten

______________________________________________
From: Pirri Badenhop
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:27:31 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:46:04 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: vaccine

From: Julie Hafen <compassjulie@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 8:13 AM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: vaccine

External Email
Hello,

Our kids will be pulled out of public school if the covid vaccine becomes a requirement or
they are discriminated against for not having it.

1- The risk of severe illness or death to children is still very low, considerably lower than
influenza. There is a higher risk of adverse reactions to the vaccine. It is not our
children's responsibility to protect the vulnerable at their own risk. Any vulnerable
teachers and staff are welcome to vaccinate themselves to mitigate their own risk.

2- Vaccinated are still becoming infected and are spreading it the same as unvaccinated,
posing the same risk to the vulnerable. Again, the vulnerable all have access to the
vaccine to mitigate their own risk as they see fit.

3- While adverse reactions to the vaccine may be fairly low in the short term, they do
happen. there are literally zero long-term studies in humans to know if there will be any
impacts to health down the road. History is full of products once deemed to be safe by
the FDA that are now banned. Let's see how this looks in 5 to ten years.

4- I would also like to add that as long as "any cloth or paper" mask is deemed sufficient,
I will consider the source of the requirement to be of questionable intent. ALL ACTUAL
SCIENCE has consistently shown an actual surgical mask to have marginal effectiveness
against a virus, with a K95 or N95 to be the only mask to make much difference. The
flimsy cloth or paper that the majority of children are wearing is less than effective. I
would like the data on how many staff and children are out of WA schools with other
viral/respiratory illnesses/asthma compared to the 2018/2019 school year. Our circle of
children have been continually struggling with this since the beginning of school. Please

see The University of Michigan website for info on their influenza outbreak that was
severe enough that the CDC was called in. This university requires masks AND vaccines
(and lets not forget that influenza particles are significantly larger than Covid particles).
These are college students, capable of better mask hygiene than the younger children.

https://news.umich.edu/cdc-on-u-m-campus-to-research-flu-cases/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fnews.umich.edu%2Fcdcon-u-m-campus-to-research-flucases%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C461369f18bfa4da2d31808d9d2059328%7C

Thank you,
Julie Hafen
Spokane Valley, WA 99016

______________________________________________
From: Paul Murphy
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:53:31 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:50:02 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: NO!!!

From: Scott Farley <sdfarley56@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 1:00 AM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: NO!!!

External Email
I would like to express my extreme opposition to implementation of a COVID 19 vaccine
requirement for schools in Washington State.

1. No COVID vaccine available in the United States has received FDA approval. All
available vaccines, including the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine, are being administered under
an Emergency Use Authorization. The only “approved” COVID 19 vaccine is Comirnaty,
and it is not available in the United States and there is no anticipated date for its
availability. (This “smoke and mirrors” approach by the FDA is the subject of numerous
lawsuits and a Federal Judge recently rejected Pfizer’s claim that the 2 products are
interchangeable: Federal Judge Rejects DOD Claim That Pfizer EUA and Comirnaty
Vaccines Are ‘Interchangeable’ • Children's Health Defense (childrenshealthdefense.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fchildrenshealthdefense.org%2F&da
) Since EUA products cannot be mandated per the Nuremberg Code, this alone should be
enough to stop consideration of making vaccines mandatory.

2. Children are statistically at zero risk of dying from COVID. Their survival rate is in the
range of 99.997-99.998% or, put another way, their risk of dying with COVID is less than
2 in every 1,000,000 children. The very few children who are listed as COVID deaths did
not die OF COVID, but rather WITH COVID as anyone being admitted to a hospital
nowadays is tested. I challenge the Washington State Board of Health to show medical
records for even one child who has died OF COVID. Where there’s no risk, there can be
no benefit.

3. No one knows the long term risks of these vaccines. You may remember that one of
the members of the FDA Advisory Committee infamously said, “We are never going to
learn about how safe thie vaccine is until we start giving it” Dr. Eric Ruben, Editor in
Chief NEJM The studies Pfizer conducted were woefully underpowered. This is an analysis
of 10 Red Flags associated with Pfizer’s studies: Ten red flags in the FDA’s risk-benefit
analysis of Pfizer’s EUA application to inject American children 5 to 11 with its mRNA
product – Commentary – America's Frontline Doctors (americasfrontlinedoctors.org

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Famericasfrontlinedoctors.org%2F&d
)

Force vaccinating healthy children for a disease that doesn’t affect them to make adults
feel safe is a new low for humanity. Please do the right thing and do not require these
vaccinations for school age children.

Sincerely,
Scott Farley
Father to 7 & Grandpa to 14

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:42:22 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: OPPOSE AGENDA ITEM #8

From: avoges22 <avoges22@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 10:26 AM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: OPPOSE AGENDA ITEM #8

External Email
To whom it may concern,

I OPPOSE Agenda Item #8, the Board's formation of a Technical Advisory Group (TAG) to
review information about Covid-19 shots for consideration of mandating the shots for
school. I OPPOSE Covid-19 shot mandates, PERIOD. The science does NOT support the
notion that unvaccinated individuals spread the virus any more than vaccinated
individuals. Children are statistically at ZERO risk of dying from Covid (their survival rate
is in the range of 99.997 - 99.998%); where there is no risk, there can be no benefit.
Furthermore, there are numerous studies now that support adverse affects of the vaccine
on our children. Even the FDA has doubts about the safety of a vaccine for an individual
under the age of 16. (www.fda.gov/media/151710/download...the
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.fda.gov%2Fmedia%2F151710
required studies on children will not even be completed until May 31, 2027!!!!!! And that
is only one of the required pediatric assessments!) There has been enough time now to
find out the truth about what is going on with Covid, and there is no excuse for draconian
measures to be inflicted on our children just to be able to attend school.

I SUPPORT Agenda Item #11 Informed Choice Washington's Petition for Rulemaking.
This petition (filed by Xavier Figueroa, PhD, on behalf of ICWA), asks the Board to
establish a new rule that prohibits them from adding any Emergency Use Authorized
(EAU) product, or any licensed product that lacks completed Phase 3 trial studies, to the
school required list. As noted in the FDA link above, the required pediatric studies
required are not yet completed. STOP USING OUR CHILDREN AS TEST SUBJECTS!!!

Sincerely,

Amy Voges

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:12:53 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Please vote No to adding Covid-19 to the list of infectious diseases for WAC
Codes

From: gary wilson <garywilson32@yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 12:06 AM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Please vote No to adding Covid-19 to the list of infectious diseases for WAC
Codes

External Email
The current strain (Omicron) has been reported as causing 6 deaths in 100,000 cases
which is roughly equal to the death rate of those who have had adverse reactions to the
vaccine. More people die each year from the Flu than the current strain of Covid-19. This
would be a major overreach by this board and do severe harm to the faith that people
have in your judgement.

Sincerely,
Gary Wilson
14102 NE 5th Circle
Vancouver, WA 98684

______________________________________________
From: Patrick McGillicuddy
Sent: 1/7/2022 4:24:51 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Patricia Heide
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:18:58 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 3:37:33 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: *****VITAL INFO for Child Vaccination meeting*****

attachments\E5F8078EA72A471E_SBOH Child Covid Vaccine.pdf

From: Alsin <alsin88@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 5:11 PM
To: DOH WSBOH <WSBOH@SBOH.WA.GOV>
Subject: *****VITAL INFO for Child Vaccination meeting*****

External Email
The safety of our children should be of the highest priority.
I respectfully ask that you read the attached letter regarding mandating the Covid
Vaccine for children.
Thank you for your consideration,
Sincerely,
Erik Alsin, MBA, CPA

______________________________________________
From: Paul Stephens
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:59:26 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Oksana Vashchuk
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:26:56 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Patrick Herbig
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:30:46 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Oppose current legislation
External Email
I oppose current legislation seeking to require the experimental and/or approved vaccine
requirement for Coronavirus. The vaccines are not effective and are non-sterilizing. We
should be focusing on early treatment and reduction of obesity in USA. Vaccines do not
solve overall health issues, lifestyle does!!
Thanks
Patrick Herbig
503 225th Lane NE
Unit F305
Sammamish, WA 98074
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:58:13 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vaccine mandates

From: Ed Elkin <edelkin26@yahoo.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 5, 2022 10:11 PM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Vaccine mandates

External Email
As the father of 2 and grandfather of 7 let it be known that a vaccine mandate for
children is equal to child abuse. The risk of adverse reaction is far greater than their risk
from covid. We will pull our children from school before letting you touch our children.
We the people will know who you are and will vote you out at our first chance. Stop with
this insane AGENDA of yours and leave our children alone.
Edward Elkin
Pissed Off Papa

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.onelink.me%2F107872968%3F

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:43:05 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: I support Petition 11

From: Charyl Baziak <cbaziak@hotmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 10:08 AM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: I support Petition 11

External Email
To whom it may concern:
Thank you for having this forum. I am writing in support of Petition #11 which requests
that BOH establish a new rule that prohibits requiring that anyone take an EUA product
or licensed product that has not yet completed phase 3 clinical trials. I oppose BOH
formation of a Technical Advisory Group to review information about Covid-19 shot
mandates because each person needs to weigh their medical their medical condition with
their medical provider and make an informed, personal decision. This is especially true
since the infection fatality rate for Covid-19 is low. For ages 0-7 it is o.oooo2 (99.998%
survival rate) which is statistically a zero percent death rate. Beyond that, when you
consider that most that most hospitalizations for the young are with Covid-19 and not for
Covid-19, we can know that they are not in mortal danger from Covid-19. Neither is
there a great risk of the young spreading Covid-19 to staff and teachers. The young have
a greater risk of the Covid-19 vaccine adverse reactions than of serious Covid-19 illness.
We must protect our young before we consider self-protection.
Sincerely,
Charyl Baziak

______________________________________________
From: Patricia Moore
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:57:13 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 3:40:43 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: School Mandates

From: Sonja Hild <trashyspice@msn.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 3:20 PM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: School Mandates

External Email

Dear Caitlin,

Please do not mandate these experimental vaccines on our young healthy children.
It has been proven that children are not at risk of dying from covid or even catching it
(let alone spreading it).
Vaccination is a personal choice that should be left to the parent/ guardian to decide for
themselves. This is stated in the Nuremberg codes that were written to protect us from
these very circumstances.
There is not currently an emergency that gives our government the right to enforce these
mandates.

Sincerely,
Sonja Hild

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone

______________________________________________
From: Olga Leonchik
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:48:28 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Paul Sass
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:52:37 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public Comment
External Email
I am opposed to this WAC Covid 19 proposals. Forcing us to be placed in a facility against
our will. No!
Paul Sass
Cell 253 209 0885

______________________________________________
From: PATRICIA WARNER
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:30:35 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Pete Marinace
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:09:25 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:54:36 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Immunization criteria

From: Steve Surface <sksurface@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 10:37 AM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Immunization criteria

External Email
Washington State Board of Health member,

I believe the Covid vaccine should not be a requirement for children to attend school or
childcare in this state.

The science and data show that children are at very low risk for contracting or
transmitting Covid or any of its variants. CDC data shows that since Jan 2020, in the
state of WA 10 children (age 0-17) have died with (not from) Covid. As unfortunate as
that is, it is less than the number of WA children dying of the flu on an average year.

Deciding to vaccinate a child against a virus with a 99.7% overall survival rate is the
parent's responsibility, not that of the State.

A vaccine requirement would also be an infringement upon the religious freedom of
people of faith in WA State. Section 11 of our state constitution states "Absolute freedom
of conscience in all matters of religious sentiment, belief and worship, shall be
guaranteed to every individual, and no one shall be molested or disturbed in person or
property on account of religion . . ."

Thank you.

Steve Surface

______________________________________________
From: Patti Wheeler
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:04:28 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Against Covid

attachments\1FC20B906C6F4CA6_IMG_6164.jpg
External Email
I Patricia Wheeler, Yelm, WA am against Civid policies. Read below!

Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Pat Thoren
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:51:54 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Patti Pipet
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:07:40 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Fedele, Felicia A
Sent: 1/12/2022 7:49:58 AM
To:
Cc:
Subject: Re: 2022 New Individual Assistance Program
External Email
This was a phish email I did not send it
Please change all your passwords and notify your IS department you clicked the link

Felicia Fedele-Mitchell
Clerk 2
Monroe County Clerk's Office
Felicia Fedele- Mitchell
585-753-1648
Downtown Filing Office
Auto License Bureaus

________________________________
From: Fedele, Felicia A
Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2022 8:41:43 PM
Subject: 2022 New Individual Assistance Program
Happy New Year.

All students and employees can now apply for the 2022 individual assistance program
through the COVID-19 Benefits Program. This is to support all students and employees in
the new year due to the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic.

As a new year support program, the individual assistance program will provide cash
assistance to employees and students up to $5,000 to support individuals and families.

Applications can be submitted through the Individual Assistance Program
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fconfirmsubscription.com%2Fh%2F
. Visit the 2022 Individual Assistance portal and fill out the application form.

Sincerely,

Felicia Fedele-Mitchell
Assistance Personnel III
Individual Assistance Program
-- Confidentiality Notice -- This email message, including all the attachments, is for the
sole use of the intended recipient(s) and contains confidential information. Unauthorized
use or disclosure is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, you may not use,
disclose, copy or disseminate this information. If you are not the intended recipient,
please contact the sender immediately by reply email and destroy all copies of the
original message, including attachments.

______________________________________________
From: Paul Henkels
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:43:50 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Park Cover
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:23:24 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 3:05:59 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Restore America

From: Trish Johan <grammabammajohanson@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 5:04 PM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Restore America

External Email
To the WA state superintendent of schools, WA state secretary of health and their
boards,

I implore you as a mom of 2 girls and a person who has worked with children for 42
years, do not make the experimental covid vaccine mandatory for school attendance. I
am NOT anti-vaccine. My children and I are fully vaccinated with every tried and true
vaccine. I am confident we will not get tetanus, whooping cough, measles, etc. These
vaccines have been vetted and long term studies have been done to maximize
effectiveness and minimize side effects.

There have been numerous studies around the world showing that the covid vaccine is
much more harmful than covid itself to boys. At minimum, the UK found that boys are 6
times more likely to suffer myocarditis from the vaccine than covid itself. Since the vax
has been approved for kids 5 to 11, 1 in 100 has a documented adverse reaction in
VAERS. These numbers have never been seen and the drug still allowed to be used.

Please do not mandate the covid vaccine for all children. Children are at greater risk of
harm from vax side effects than covid itself.

Thank you for your time and consideration,
Patty Johanson

______________________________________________
From: Casey Sullivan
Sent: 1/12/2022 11:04:24 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: BC5CAF9D-B837-46EA-B61C-75F9A32883C5
External Email
Can you address why king county is operating under a different protocol than the rest of
the state.

Particularly, why does DOH recommend a particular protocol for school/youth sports,
where schools get to operate under that protocol, but non-school sports are required to
adhere to a totally separate line of rules (created October 25th)
A youth swim team has rules XYZ (from 10/25 mandate), and the high school literally
next store operates under protocol ABC (from DOH guidelines).

______________________________________________
From: Pamela Burley
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:05:23 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:50:16 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Mandatory Vaccinations

From: Vawna Gary <vawnagary@live.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 12:56 AM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Mandatory Vaccinations

External Email
Dear Caitlin,

Thank you for serving in the position of board member for the state health board. I know
it’s not easy to make decisions for other people’s health, especially in this day and age. I
also know that there is not enough research to verify the efficacy of the “vaccinations”.
Even the CDC says that the vaccines cannot prevent Covid-19. Interestingly enough it
seems the cases began to increase as more and more people began to obtain the
vaccination.

Please do not encourage and enforce the mandate to vaccinate the population of the
great state of Washington.
A registered voter in the county of Pierce.

Vawna Gary
vawnagary@live.com <mailto:vawnagary@live.com>

Sent from Mail
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.microsoft.com%2Ffwlink%2F%
for Windows
in

______________________________________________
From: Paul Moore
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:27:53 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Pamela Twardus
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:27:45 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid Vaccine for Children
External Email
Absolutely not. This should not be considered as this vaccine is not tested tried and true.
You know there are horrific side effects. Not to mention you are addressing an issue
when people are in fear mode and not thinking rational.
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Paul P
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:47:46 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:55:36 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: NO mandatory vaccination for kids

-----Original Message----From: allison baxter <kwikdrw56@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 1:48 PM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: NO mandatory vaccination for kids
External Email
The vaccines are only EUA, emergency use authorization, not FDA approved for
permanent use
There are no long-term studies to document ANY history of safety
Studies DO now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both get and transmit
Covid, therefore
The vaccine DOES NOT STOP the spread of the disease

Allison Baxter
Ravensdale, WA

______________________________________________
From: Paul Bailey
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:37:52 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/5/2022 2:58:02 PM
To: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
Subject: FW: vaccines and discrimination
Sam,
I have forwarded this email to Ben and Victor. I'm also copying the Board mailbox.
Christy
-----Original Message----From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: Wednesday, January 5, 2022 2:55 PM
To: Arne Christensen <arnolfini@earthlink.net>
Subject: RE: vaccines and discrimination
Arne,
Thank you for sharing your views. I will make sure to share with Council leadership and
the WSBOH, which is collecting public input on this topic.
Christy
-----Original Message----From: Arne Christensen <arnolfini@earthlink.net>
Sent: Wednesday, January 5, 2022 2:47 PM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: vaccines and discrimination
External Email
Hello Ms. Hoff:
Since you are the policy advisor for the Health Disparities Council, I thought to write to
you about the following experience, and relate my opinion of a vaccine requirement.
I'm in Seattle. In mid-December I had an impromptu talk with a man smoking outside on
a work break. He’s a black man in his 20s. He hates the covid vaccine requirement that
King County has imposed for admission to all manner of public venues, and said the
requirement “feels like segregation.”
The vaccine requirement from Washington's government creates a second-class part of
the population, and extending it to copy King County's policy would further that
discrimination. The requirement is clearly doing practically nothing to prevent the spread
of this virus, while also not doing enough to prevent people from getting seriously sick
from Covid. It is immoral, and it is ineffective. Surely you are aware of other parts of the
U.S. and other parts of the world that are not resorting to discriminatory policies to
encourage vaccination. Why can't Washington do what those places are doing?
Arne Christensen

______________________________________________
From: Parker Lyman
Sent: 1/6/2022 11:36:48 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
Sent: 1/12/2022 8:13:14 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW:

attachments\8E99F92093B04C0E_text_0.txt

--Samantha Pskowski (she/her/hers)
Washington State Board of Health
360-789-2358
-----Original Message----From: 3608190047@vzwpix.com <3608190047@vzwpix.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 12, 2022 8:00 AM
To: 3602394312@vzwpix.com; Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
<samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; 3606883719@vzwpix.com
Subject:
External Email

Message was attached to: FW:
______________________________________________
From: 3608190047@vzwpix.com
Sent: 1/12/2022 7:59:39 AM
To: 3602394312@vzwpix.com,Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH),3606883719@vzwpix.com
Cc:
Subject: 1A9092D7-D8A5-4DA5-A643-6B32178BF2FE

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:33:10 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Proposed Vaccine Mandates/Overreach

-----Original Message----From: Stuart Hersey <sherseypdds@comcast.net>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 8:21 PM
To: Dayna Hersey <daynahersey@comcast.net>; Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
<Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>; Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
<Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH) <Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>;
Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
<samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; kaitlyn.donohoe@sboh.wa.gov; Lang, Caitlin M
(SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
<Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>; traci.schreibner@sboh.wa.gov; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
<Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>; Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH)
<Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>; Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
<Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Re: Proposed Vaccine Mandates/Overreach
External Email
> I would like to express my opposition to any mandates regarding the Covid 19 vaccine.
This includes testing, examinations, any form of incarceration, and forced vaccination.
This is an infringement on my civil liberties.
>
> This proposed overreach by the Washington Department of Health is yet another
example of this administrations lack of regard for the citizens of Washington State!!!
>
>
> Sincerely,
>
> Stuart Hersey
>
> Dayna Hersey
> (253) 312-7920

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:13:04 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: HALT IMMUNIZATION of Children

From: Charlotte Pros <charpros58@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 5, 2022 10:51 PM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: HALT IMMUNIZATION of Children

External Email
* HALT Immunization Criteria for Children of Washington State
* Action: We the constituents and community members of this great State of
Washington, DEMAND the Washington State Board of Health (WSBOH) REFUSE to make
COVID vaccinations/shots mandatory for children of Washington State for childcare and
school admission. Due to the following reasons:
1. COVID vaccines remain under Emergency Use Authorization
2. Children under the age of 18 have a 99.995% survival rate from COVID infection
3. Children have a higher chance of death or adverse reaction to COVID vaccines than
COVID-19
Sincerely,
Charlotte Pros
Bellingham WA
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Olga Papchenko
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:32:59 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Phillip Boisso
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:17:18 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Polly Pruneda
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:31:16 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Paisley Atkins
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:05:57 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/12/2022 11:25:24 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW:
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From: annette lombardo <littleanet11@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 12, 2022 10:56 AM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject:

External Email

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/5/2022 2:45:53 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: No shot

From: Talas Rivers <talas1@yahoo.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 5, 2022 2:05 PM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: No shot

External Email
I would rather pull my kids out of school than have them get the covid shot.

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.onelink.me%2F107872968%3F

______________________________________________
From: Peggy La Porte
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:49:41 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Paige Loudon
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:00:01 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:51:38 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vaccine recommendation

From: Terry Rude <terry.rude@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 10:51 AM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Vaccine recommendation

External Email
I am writing about the meeting you are having next week to consider a vaccine
requirement for school aged children.

I can hardly believe that you are even considering this when children are at a very low
risk from covid-19.

To take the choice away from parents is not only morally wrong, it is clearly
unconstitutional.

I ask you to please say no to this requirement - I fear you would alienate many many
families and leave them no choice but to take their children out of public schools.

Thank you for your consideration,

Terry Rude
425-345-8809

______________________________________________
From: Phil Davenport
Sent: 1/6/2022 12:25:33 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: My Public Comments
External Email
I am strongly opposed to any mandatory or involuntary requirements being imposed
upon free citizens of the USA, especially children. The governed must individually consent
to any proposal. Criminals are a different matter. If any such requirements are
recommended by the BOH, they must be based on a very compelling and undisputed
case based on well-established proof of cause of mass death, and must first apply to
criminals and aliens, but must be voluntary for citizens who have no criminal record.
Sincerely,
Philip J. Davenport

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:18:03 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Keep Washingtonians FREE! Say NO to draconian Covid laws!

From: Susan Purvis <purvisllll@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 5:17 PM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Keep Washingtonians FREE! Say NO to draconian Covid laws!

External Email

https://www.thecentersquare.com/indiana/indiana-s-top-doc-more-people-hospitalizednow-than-before-the-vaccine/article_0516bc1a-696b-11ec-b1e973e279cd9b89.html#tncms-source=infinity-scroll-summary-sticky-siderail-latest
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.thecentersquare.com%2Find
s-top-doc-more-people-hospitalized-now-than-before-the-vaccine%2Farticle_0516bc1a696b-11ec-b1e9-73e279cd9b89.html%23tncms-source%3Dinfinity-scroll-summarysticky-sideraillatest&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C794261e9ee4a4858c2a208d9d17b8cca%7C11d0
Yes, this article ultimately pushes the Covid vaccine but can you read between the lines?

Hospitals are full. Certainly they have Covid pneumonia patients but that’s not the story
here. There is a significant increase in non Covid hospitalizations and we are told it is
because of delayed care due to lockdowns. What if it’s due to Covid vaccine injuries? The
total number of hospitalizations in Indiana are the highest they’ve seen in 5 years. Some
hospitals at 120% capacity. Way higher than last year when we had the virus and no
vaccine. What if the vaccine is causing this rise in hospitalizations? I cannot prove it but
also you cannot prove that this is an incorrect assumption. Only time and investigation
will reveal the truth. And by the way, hospitals full in Washington too!

Meanwhile you are deciding whether or not to strip Americans of basic rights. Why?
People are not dying in the streets. The Covid vaccine appears to not stop infection nor
transmission, why insist-through law enforcement- that people comply with failed
vaccine? If a person wants the vaccine then they can get one. If a person does not get
the vaccine it’s ok too. Perhaps the vaccine minimizes Covid infection so that’s up to the
individual. The Covid vaccine will never itself achieve herd immunity. It can’t. It does not
stop the virus.

The Covid vaccine has a huge risk ratio. Just look at the VAERS data knowing only a
fraction of events are reported. You must take a step back. This tyrannical action is
wrong and you should not play a part in it. No. Vote no on all of it.

LIBERTY FOR WASHINGTONIANS.

______________________________________________
From: Phyllis Payne
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:56:45 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Pammela Gilmour
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:19:59 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:14:54 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vaccine mandates

From: Ed Elkin <edelkin26@yahoo.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 12:08 AM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Vaccine mandates

External Email
As the father of 2 and grandfather of 7 let it be known that a vaccine mandate for
children is equal to child abuse. The risk of adverse reaction is far greater than their risk
from covid. We will pull our children from school before letting you touch our children.
We the people will know who you are and will vote you out at our first chance. Stop with
this insane AGENDA of yours and leave our children alone.
Edward Elkin
Pissed Off Papa

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.onelink.me%2F107872968%3F

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:16:06 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: I support the Vaccine Mandate for Public School enrollment!!!!

From: Cliff Free <clifffree@yahoo.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 5, 2022 11:44 PM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: I support the Vaccine Mandate for Public School enrollment!!!!

External Email

Sent from Mail
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.microsoft.com%2Ffwlink%2F%
for Windows

______________________________________________
From: Vita Sh
Sent: 1/11/2022 9:17:50 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FE3F8538-0F21-4495-A128-067364C9F732
External Email
Hi!
I am totally against any of the proposed Covid policies that are excessive and immoral.
We oppose these proposed WACs: WAC 246-100-070, WAC 246-100-045, WAC 246-100040, WAC 246-100, WAC 246-105. ".

______________________________________________
From: Paula White
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:00:11 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/5/2022 3:16:03 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Please support recommending vaccines for children

From: Alex Da <barrieandalex3@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 5, 2022 5:13 PM
To: Donahoe, Kaitlyn N (SBOH) <kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Lang, Caitlin M
(SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>; Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
<Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Please support recommending vaccines for children

External Email
It is so important to minimize virus spread by requiring vaccines when possible. You have
my full support.

-Alex, West Seattle

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:21:47 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: HALT Immunization Criteria for Children of WA State

From: tanbabygirl <tanbabygirl@yahoo.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 10:30 PM
To: Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH) <Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
<Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH) <Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>;
Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH) <Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>; Herendeen, Lindsay
(SBOH) <Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>; Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
<Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>; Donahoe, Kaitlyn N (SBOH)
<kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
<samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
<Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
<Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; melanie.hisaw0@sboh.wa.gov; Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
<Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>; DOH WSBOH <WSBOH@SBOH.WA.GOV>
Subject: HALT Immunization Criteria for Children of WA State

External Email
Action: We the constituents and community members of this great State of Washington,
DEMAND the Washington State Board of Health (WSBOH) REFUSE to make COVID
vaccinations/shots mandatory for children of Washington State for childcare and school
admission. Due to the following reasons:
1. COVID vaccines remain under Emergency Use Authorization
2. Children under the age of 18 have a 99.995% survival rate from COVID infection
3. Children have a higher chance of death or adverse reaction to COVID vaccines than
COVID-19

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:41:08 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Oppose children to be vaccinated

attachments\AD6E9779233E4DFB_image001.gif

From: Debbie LeBlanc <Debbie.LeBlanc@obiseafoods.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 11:12 AM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Oppose children to be vaccinated

External Email
I oppose this recommendation to vaccinate children when they have a low if almost zero
risk to become sick or spread this virus. Please consider the children’s health and
possible risks at being vaccinated since many children have had adverse reactions to this
procedure.

Thanks for your consideration

Debbie

______________________________________________
From: Patricia Minkler
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:02:48 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
Sent: 1/5/2022 2:45:59 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: halt covid vaccine requirement

--Lindsay Herendeen, MPH, MCRP (she/her)
Health Policy Analyst
Washington State Board of Health
lindsay.herendeen@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:lindsay.herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>
360-628-6823

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01
, Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH&
, Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: Venita Benitez <venitabenitez@yahoo.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 5, 2022 7:30 AM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>; Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH)
<Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>; Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
<Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>;
Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH) <kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
<Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>; Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
<Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>; Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH)
<Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
<Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>;
Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH) <Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>; DOH WSBOH
<WSBOH@SBOH.WA.GOV>
Subject: halt covid vaccine requirement

External Email
Good morning,

I will be short and sweet, I humbly ask you ALL to deny having this particular "vaccine"

required for all children to attend school, I request that real science, not political leanings
would dictate your decision. If you do your homework you will find that this is not
actually a vaccination, I also ask that you do some research of the Nuremburg Code and
how it is illegal to force people to take anything into their body that they do not consent
to. I would like to also mention that this "vaccine" is not only killing our youth and young
adults but it is only still experimental. I recommend reading up on the laws surrounding
this because us parents are not going to be caving to political demands that do not suite
our families. I will be pulling my children from Washington schools if this passes and you
and I all know that I am not the only family that would be lost to the public schools.

Sincerely,

Venita Davis

______________________________________________
From: Patrick McCanna
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:37:55 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Parental input on vaccine mandate for students (Opposed)
External Email
I previously sent this note from my gmail address, but given that California companies
have taken to censoring discussion of Covid, I am sending this note from a Microsoft
address as well to reduce the risk that my email has been censored.
I am opposed to state-driven vaccine mandates generally, but explicitly against
emergency use authorization vaccines.
I am not opposed to vaccinations. My children have received DTAP and HPV vaccinations.
We will not be pursuing Covid vaccination for them for the following reasons:
They are healthy. Healthy children are not at risk of serious complications from Covid.
They do not have co-morbidities that put them at greater risk of harm due to covid.
I have evaluated the effectiveness data of the vaccine and I have concluded that it is not
the best solution for their health care. I would prefer to take my chances with their
biological defenses over medications that have demonstrated to be ineffective in
achieving their objective. I believe scientific processes intended to prevent bad outcomes
have been circumvented, and I no longer have have faith in the FDA’s integrity due to
various decisions they’ve made in the last two years that demonstrated compromised
ethics. Leaders sometimes have to eat a sandwich with unpleasant ingredients by
providing guidance that is for the greater good at the short term expense of
transparency- but they also need to have the integrity to resign afterwards so that the
agency can continue to operate under conditions that suggest a commitment to accuracy,
safety and integrity. Anthony Fauci has not resigned, despite his public lies on the needs
for masks. As long as Anthony Fauci is empowered by the government, I cannot accept
that the FDA is a trustworthy organization.
My opposition to mandated vaccinations fall in the following 5 areas, summarized in
greater detail below.
*
The mRNA vaccine does not prevent covid deaths
*
Control groups were compromised for long term Covid vaccine studies.
*
Vaccine mandates for those who have had Covid do not appear to reduce their
risk of infection and as a result, unnecessarily exposes children to risks of vaccine sideeffects.
*

Turmoil at the FDA suggests drug approval integrity problems at the FDA.
*
The FDA has not been transparent about breakthrough cases which demonstrate
the ineffectiveness of the vaccine
To begin with- it is becoming more apparent that
the mRNA reduces the risk, but does not prevent Covid deaths:

https://chriswaldburger.substack.com/p/bombshell-uk-data-destroys-entire
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fchriswaldburger.substack.com%2F
uk-data-destroysentire&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C1da13723278044e9dc7208d9d21531f7%7C11d0e2
In the following article, we get evidence that people are still dying despite being
vaccinated:

https://www.lifesitenews.com/news/death-rate-from-variant-covid-virus-six-timeshigher-for-vaccinated-than-unvaccinated-uk-health-data-show/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.lifesitenews.com%2Fnews%2
rate-from-variant-covid-virus-six-times-higher-for-vaccinated-than-unvaccinated-ukhealth-datashow%2F&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C1da13723278044e9dc7208d9d21531f7%7C11d
From the 1st of February to the 2nd of August, the UK recorded 742 Delta deaths (yes,
the dreaded Delta has not taken that much life).
Out of the 742 deaths, 402 were fully vaccinated. 79 had received one shot. Only 253
were unvaccinated.

This report shows that Germany is seeing areas with lower vaccination rates having lower
death rates: https://www.globalresearch.ca/german-states-high-vaccination-ratehighest-excess-mortality/5762622
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.globalresearch.ca%2Fgerma
states-high-vaccination-rate-highest-excessmortality%2F5762622&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C1da13723278044e9dc7208d9d215
.
“Thuringia (4 percent) and Saxony (2 percent), the two states with the lowest
vaccination rates, also have the lowest excess mortality. The front runner is
Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania with a vaccination rate of 66 percent and an excess
mortality rate of 16 percent. All the vaccinated states showed a double-digit increase.
Results require ‘urgent clarification’
The correlation coefficient is +0.31. In the eyes of the two data scientists this is
“astonishingly high”. Especially since the believers in the vaccine are claiming the
opposite but provide no proof for their notion of “protection”. One should at the least
expect a different relationship: the more vaccinations, the lower the mortality. After all,
the intention was to protect people.
“The excess mortality increases with the increase in the vaccination rate. This requires
urgent clarification,” demanded the two statisticians. Furthermore, in view of “the

pending political measures aimed at containing the virus […] this figure is worrying and
requires explanation if further political measures are to be taken with the aim of
increasing the vaccination rate.”
The summary of the analysis states that excess mortality can be found in all 16 states.
The number of Covid deaths reported by the RKI in the period under review consistently
only represents a relatively small part of excess mortality and above all cannot explain
the critical issue – the higher the vaccination rate, the higher the excess mortality.

https://www.globalresearch.ca/german-states-high-vaccination-rate-highest-excessmortality/5762622
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.globalresearch.ca%2Fgerma
states-high-vaccination-rate-highest-excessmortality%2F5762622&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C1da13723278044e9dc7208d9d215

Control groups were compromised for long term vaccine studies:
Good science requires controlled studies that ensure we understand the long term effects
of medication. We use control groups to confirm that test results in an experiment are
correlated to medicine being tested. We also use them to discover undesirable side
effects or negative outcomes associated with a medication. In our emergency use
authorization for these vaccines, the control groups have been compromised and we
have lost our ability to accurately assess the side effects of the vaccinations:

https://www.npr.org/sections/health-shots/2021/02/19/969143015/long-term-studiesof-covid-19-vaccines-hurt-by-placebo-recipients-getting-immuni
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.npr.org%2Fsections%2Fheal
shots%2F2021%2F02%2F19%2F969143015%2Flong-term-studies-of-covid-19-vaccineshurt-by-placebo-recipients-gettingimmuni&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C1da13723278044e9dc7208d9d21531f7%7C11d0e
From the article:
According to Pfizer-BioNTech and Moderna, interim analyses after approximately 2
months of follow-up suggest their vaccines are 90% to 95% effective at preventing
SARS-CoV-2 infection, although no peer review of the data has been conducted to date.
Both companies now claim they have an “ethical obligation” to offer vaccine as soon as
possible to all participants who received placebo, considering the strong results and
participants’ contribution to the research.1,2
Additionally:

“Without a control group there is nothing to compare the vaccinated group against.
According to NPR, the doctors lost the control group in the Johnson County Clinicial Trial
(Lexena, Kansas) on
purpose”https://theconservativetreehouse.com/blog/2021/08/23/with-pfizer-likely-toget-fda-approval-monday-its-worth-remembering-pfizer-and-moderna-lost-the-clinicaltrial-control-group-testing-vaccine-efficacy-and-safety/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftheconservativetreehouse.com%2
pfizer-likely-to-get-fda-approval-monday-its-worth-remembering-pfizer-and-modernalost-the-clinical-trial-control-group-testing-vaccine-efficacy-andsafety%2F&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C1da13723278044e9dc7208d9d21531f7%7C11

Turmoil at the FDA suggests drug approval integrity problems at the FDA:
The fda has experienced resignations over drug approval, which I believe is an indicator
of regulatory capture at the FDA. As a result, this vaccine should be eyed with greater
suspicion

FDA Panel members resigning over approval of drugs against panel recommendations
https://www.reuters.com/world/us/third-member-us-fda-advisory-panel-resigns-overalzheimers-drug-approval-2021-06-10/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.reuters.com%2Fworld%2Fus
member-us-fda-advisory-panel-resigns-over-alzheimers-drug-approval-2021-0610%2F&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C1da13723278044e9dc7208d9d21531f7%7C11d0e
Vaccine mandates for those who have had Covid does not appear to reduce their risk of
infection and as a result, unnecessarily exposes children to risks of vaccine side-effects:

https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.08.24.21262415v1.full.pdf
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.medrxiv.org%2Fcontent%2F
SARS-CoV-2-naïve vaccinees had a 13.06-fold (95% CI, 8.08 to 21.11) increased risk for
breakthrough infection with the Delta variant compared to those previously infected,
when the first event (infection or vaccination) occurred during January and February of
2021
The FDA has not been transparent about breakthrough cases which demonstrate the
ineffectiveness of the vaccine

https://www.cdc.gov/vaccines/covid-19/health-departments/breakthrough-cases.html
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cdc.gov%2Fvaccines%2Fcov
19%2Fhealth-departments%2Fbreakthroughcases.html&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C1da13723278044e9dc7208d9d21531f7%7C11
Starting in may of 2021, the cdc stopped reporting on vaccine breakthrough cases. CDC
is stops reporting on may 14th
As of May 1, 2021, CDC transitioned from monitoring all reported vaccine breakthrough
cases to focus on identifying and investigating only hospitalized or fatal cases due to any
cause. This shift will help maximize the quality of the data collected on cases of greatest
clinical and public health importance.
Previous case counts, which were last updated on April 26, 2021, are available for
reference only and will not be updated moving forward.
In conclusion
I understand that many Americans are fearful about death- but the data does not justify
the fears associated with covid. Every day, we make risk-based decisions. We should not
be robbing Americans of their right to make this decision for themselves. Please stop this
madness.
I will not be getting my children vaccinated under these unethical circumstances. I will

move my family to another state that puts a higher premium on scientific integrity. I am
disappointed that so many Washingtonians value compliance over scientific honesty and
freedom. Compliance is not a virtue. Our youth deserve the sanctity of their medical
decisions. Please do not bow to the fearful, who are abandoning reason in pursuit of this
mandate.

______________________________________________
From: Olga Edens
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:40:37 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: annette lombardo
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:52:05 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FB11B8C8-8725-4311-A35A-8F07AFD42F55

attachments\D1F4B8EB134F4157_Screenshot_20220112-104313_Zoom.jpg
External Email

______________________________________________
From: Priya Harmon
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:17:33 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Peter Eberle
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:44:00 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Oksana Corciu
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:32:43 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: PATRICIA TYRRELL
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:25:54 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public Comment
External Email
We are strongly opposed to mandatory vaccines for children or anyone.
This Covid vaccine carries new, unknown long-term risks. It is a new vaccine, working
differently than live vaccines.
I have personally had a serious, painful, long-lasting reaction to the Pfizer vaccine
following my second dose.
Sincerely,
Patti Tyrrell
3904 Burch Mountain Road
Wenatchee, WA 98801

Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Patricia Fujihara
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:47:36 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 2:05:55 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: School Mandates

From: Sonja Hild <trashyspice@msn.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 1:26 PM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: School Mandates

External Email

Dear Kelie,

Please do not mandate these experimental vaccines on our young healthy children.
It has been proven that children are not at risk of dying from covid or even catching it
(let alone spreading it).
Vaccination is a personal choice that should be left to the parent/ guardian to decide for
themselves. This is stated in the Nuremberg codes that were written to protect us from
these very circumstances.
There is not currently an emergency that gives our government the right to enforce these
mandates.

Sincerely,
Sonja Hild

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:04:19 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Our Life Decisions, Not Yours

From: D James <mizzdj56@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 3:03 PM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Our Life Decisions, Not Yours

External Email
I am writing to express my extreme dissatisfaction in the required and mandated
vaccinations that you are imposing on not only our children, but on the people in
Washington State. Vaccinations should be tested and proved as safe; these are not. The
long-term results and implications are still yet inconclusive. There is no documentation
that having a covid vaccination prevents you from getting covid - in fact it is the
opposite. Many, many, MANY people who are vaccinated continue to get covid, so clearly
the vaccination is not doing it's job. A vaccination is supposed to PREVENT you from
contracting a disease - this covid vaccination does not do that! This vaccination is
weakening peoples' immune system and should not be required at a government level.
This is a personal choice issue and governmental agencies have NO BUSINESS being
involved with the (our, as parents) decision. Childrens' immune systems are strong. Their
rate of infection with Covid is low and their hospitalization is lower. As this vaccination is
still in its trial stages, please do not inject, or force our children to be injected, with an
unknown long-term substance that we do not know, nor will we know the effects of the
vaccination, for years to come. Stay out of our homes and the governing our children. It
is our jobs to monitor our children, what they inject or ingest into their systems, and
their beliefs. Please, do your jobs and not ours.

______________________________________________
From: Paul Schweitzer
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:47:41 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 2:05:30 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vaccine mandate for school age children

From: Pat Davenport <gmapatdav@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 1:28 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>; Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH)
<Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>; Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
<Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>;
Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH) <kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
<Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>; Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
<Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>; Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH)
<Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
<Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>;
Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH) <Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Vaccine mandate for school age children

External Email
Do not mandate that school age children in Washington state be required to get the covid
vaccine to attend school! Most people I know will not do it and will take their children out
of school rather than vaccinate. Children and adults are being harmed by these vaccines.
People are deserting our state like rats leaving a sinking ship due to your draconian
rules. Others are getting ready to sue. Do not be part of this travesty!
Patsy Davenport
Lake Tapps

______________________________________________
From: Patrick McCanna
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:27:23 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Parental input on vaccine mandate for students (Opposed)
External Email
I am opposed to state-driven vaccine mandates generally, but explicitly against
emergency use authorization vaccines.
I am not opposed to vaccinations. My children have received DTAP and HPV vaccinations.
We will not be pursuing Covid vaccination for them for the following reasons:
They are healthy. Healthy children are not at risk of serious complications from Covid.
They do not have comorbidities that put them at greater risk of harm due to covid.
I have evaluated the effectiveness data of the vaccine and I have come to the conclusion
that it is not the best solution for their health care. I would prefer to Itake my chances
with their biological defenses over medications that have demonstrated to be ineffective
in achieving their objective. I believe scientific processes intended to prevent bad
outcomes have been circumvented, and I no longer have have faith in the FDA’s integrity
due to various decisions they’ve made in the last two years that demonstrated
compromised ethics. Leaders sometimes have to eat a sandwich with unpleasant
ingredients by providing guidance that is for the greater good at the short term expense
of transparency- but they also need to have the integrity to resign afterwards so that the
agency can continue to operate under conditions that suggest a commitment to accuracy,
safety and integrity. Anthony Fauci has not resigned, despite his public lies on the needs
for masks. As long as Anthony Fauci is empowered by the government, I cannot accept
that the FDA is a trustworthy organization.
My opposition to mandated vaccinations fall in the following 5 areas, summarized in
greater detail below.
*

The mRNA vaccine does not prevent covid deaths

*

Control groups were compromised for long term Covid vaccine studies.

*
Vaccine mandates for those who have had Covid do not appear to reduce their
risk of infection and as a result, unnecessarily exposes children to risks of vaccine sideeffects.
*

Turmoil at the FDA suggests drug approval integrity problems at the FDA.

*
The FDA has not been transparent about breakthrough cases which demonstrate
the ineffectiveness of the vaccine
To begin with- it is becoming more apparent that
the mRNA reduces the risk, but does not prevent covid deaths:

https://chriswaldburger.substack.com/p/bombshell-uk-data-destroys-entire
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fchriswaldburger.substack.com%2F

uk-data-destroysentire&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C6cfbe46a47744278217108d9d2137a86%7C11d0e2
In the following article, we get evidence that people are still dying despite being
vaccinated:

https://www.lifesitenews.com/news/death-rate-from-variant-covid-virus-six-timeshigher-for-vaccinated-than-unvaccinated-uk-health-data-show/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.lifesitenews.com%2Fnews%2
rate-from-variant-covid-virus-six-times-higher-for-vaccinated-than-unvaccinated-ukhealth-datashow%2F&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C6cfbe46a47744278217108d9d2137a86%7C11d
From the 1st of February to the 2nd of August, the UK recorded 742 Delta deaths (yes,
the dreaded Delta has not taken that much life).
Out of the 742 deaths, 402 were fully vaccinated. 79 had received one shot. Only 253
were unvaccinated.

This report shows that Germany is seeing areas with lower vaccination rates having lower
death rates: https://www.globalresearch.ca/german-states-high-vaccination-ratehighest-excess-mortality/5762622
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.globalresearch.ca%2Fgerma
states-high-vaccination-rate-highest-excessmortality%2F5762622&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C6cfbe46a47744278217108d9d2137
.
“Thuringia (4 percent) and Saxony (2 percent), the two states with the lowest
vaccination rates, also have the lowest excess mortality. The front runner is
Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania with a vaccination rate of 66 percent and an excess
mortality rate of 16 percent. All the vaccinated states showed a double-digit increase.
Results require ‘urgent clarification’
The correlation coefficient is +0.31. In the eyes of the two data scientists this is
“astonishingly high”. Especially since the believers in the vaccine are claiming the
opposite but provide no proof for their notion of “protection”. One should at the least
expect a different relationship: the more vaccinations, the lower the mortality. After all,
the intention was to protect people.
“The excess mortality increases with the increase in the vaccination rate. This requires
urgent clarification,” demanded the two statisticians. Furthermore, in view of “the
pending political measures aimed at containing the virus […] this figure is worrying and
requires explanation if further political measures are to be taken with the aim of
increasing the vaccination rate.”
The summary of the analysis states that excess mortality can be found in all 16 states.
The number of Covid deaths reported by the RKI in the period under review consistently
only represents a relatively small part of excess mortality and above all cannot explain
the critical issue – the higher the vaccination rate, the higher the excess mortality.

https://www.globalresearch.ca/german-states-high-vaccination-rate-highest-excessmortality/5762622
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.globalresearch.ca%2Fgerma
states-high-vaccination-rate-highest-excess-

mortality%2F5762622&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C6cfbe46a47744278217108d9d2137

Control groups were compromised for long term vaccine studies:
Good science requires controlled studies that ensure we understand the long term effects
of medication. We use control groups to confirm that test results in an experiment are
correlated to medicine being tested. We also use them to discover undesirable side
effects or negative outcomes associated with a medication. In our emergency use
authorization for these vaccines, the control groups have been compromised and we
have lost our ability to accurately assess the side effects of the vaccinations:

https://www.npr.org/sections/health-shots/2021/02/19/969143015/long-term-studiesof-covid-19-vaccines-hurt-by-placebo-recipients-getting-immuni
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.npr.org%2Fsections%2Fheal
shots%2F2021%2F02%2F19%2F969143015%2Flong-term-studies-of-covid-19-vaccineshurt-by-placebo-recipients-gettingimmuni&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C6cfbe46a47744278217108d9d2137a86%7C11d0e
From the article:
According to Pfizer-BioNTech and Moderna, interim analyses after approximately 2
months of follow-up suggest their vaccines are 90% to 95% effective at preventing
SARS-CoV-2 infection, although no peer review of the data has been conducted to date.
Both companies now claim they have an “ethical obligation” to offer vaccine as soon as
possible to all participants who received placebo, considering the strong results and
participants’ contribution to the research.1,2
Additionally:

“Without a control group there is nothing to compare the vaccinated group against.
According to NPR, the doctors lost the control group in the Johnson County Clinical Trial
(Lexena, Kansas) on
purpose”https://theconservativetreehouse.com/blog/2021/08/23/with-pfizer-likely-toget-fda-approval-monday-its-worth-remembering-pfizer-and-moderna-lost-the-clinicaltrial-control-group-testing-vaccine-efficacy-and-safety/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftheconservativetreehouse.com%2
pfizer-likely-to-get-fda-approval-monday-its-worth-remembering-pfizer-and-modernalost-the-clinical-trial-control-group-testing-vaccine-efficacy-andsafety%2F&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C6cfbe46a47744278217108d9d2137a86%7C11

Turmoil at the FDA suggests drug approval integrity problems at the FDA:
The fda has experienced resignations over drug approval, which I believe is an indicator
of regulatory capture at the FDA. As a result, this vaccine should be eyed with greater
suspicion

FDA Panel members resigning over approval of drugs against panel recommendations
https://www.reuters.com/world/us/third-member-us-fda-advisory-panel-resigns-overalzheimers-drug-approval-2021-06-10/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.reuters.com%2Fworld%2Fus
member-us-fda-advisory-panel-resigns-over-alzheimers-drug-approval-2021-06-

10%2F&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C6cfbe46a47744278217108d9d2137a86%7C11d0e
Vaccine mandates for those who have had Covid does not appear to reduce their risk of
infection and as a result, unnecessarily exposes children to risks of vaccine side-effects:

https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.08.24.21262415v1.full.pdf
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.medrxiv.org%2Fcontent%2F
SARS-CoV-2-naïve vaccinees had a 13.06-fold (95% CI, 8.08 to 21.11) increased risk for
breakthrough infection with the Delta variant compared to those previously infected,
when the first event (infection or vaccination) occurred during January and February of
2021
The FDA has not been transparent about breakthrough cases which demonstrate the
ineffectiveness of the vaccine

https://www.cdc.gov/vaccines/covid-19/health-departments/breakthrough-cases.html
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cdc.gov%2Fvaccines%2Fcov
19%2Fhealth-departments%2Fbreakthroughcases.html&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C6cfbe46a47744278217108d9d2137a86%7C11
Starting in may of 2021, the cdc stopped reporting on vaccine breakthrough cases. CDC
is stops reporting on may 14th
As of May 1, 2021, CDC transitioned from monitoring all reported vaccine breakthrough
cases to focus on identifying and investigating only hospitalized or fatal cases due to any
cause. This shift will help maximize the quality of the data collected on cases of greatest
clinical and public health importance.
Previous case counts, which were last updated on April 26, 2021, are available for
reference only and will not be updated moving forward.
In conclusion

I understand that many Americans are fearful about death- but the data does not justify
the fears associated with covid. Every day, we make risk-based decisions. We should not
be robbing Americans of their right to make this decision for themselves. Please stop this
madness.
I will not be getting my children vaccinated under these unethical circumstances. I will
move my family to another state that puts a higher premium on scientific integrity. I am
disappointed that so many Washingtonians value compliance over scientific honesty and
freedom. Compliance is not a virtue. Our youth deserve the sanctity of their medical
decisions. Please do not bow to the fearful, who are abandoning reason in pursuit of this
mandate.

______________________________________________
From: Olga Medvedev
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:13:28 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Patti Mueller
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:01:34 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: PATRICIA BAUER
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:14:36 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Oleg Chepoy
Sent: 1/6/2022 11:09:47 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/12/2022 7:54:09 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: 12 January discussion and vote of your board

From: GERALD ROSENBAUM <g.rosenbaum@comcast.net>
Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2022 9:38 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>;
Melaine.hisaw@sboh.wa.gov; Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
<Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>;
Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>;
Kaitlyn.donahue@sboh.wa.gov; Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>;
Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH) <Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>; Schreiber, Tracy N
(SBOH) <Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
<Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>;
Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH) <Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>; DOH WSBOH
<WSBOH@SBOH.WA.GOV>
Subject: 12 January discussion and vote of your board

External Email
I have received an email which I assume to be an internet hype mail because it suggest
an unbelievably un-American government action, but just in case it is not "hype" and is
somehow amazingly true, I am writing this note to get yu to block it.

The context of the email I received is about an alleged group of actions proposed by your
board for implementation upon the state of Washington public . The email identifies some
incredulous actions such as state camps (let's call them as they should be classified:
"concentration camps") to house non-"vaccinated" people. The individuals who would be,
it is reported, arrested and placed in these camps, to be forcibly taken in a "door to door"
campaign by state "law enforcement" (a poor use of the term in this instance): better
classified as a "Kristallnacht", if you will.

As a tax payer and law abiding citizen, who is somewhat versed in the constitution, I
demand that if such illegal, unconstitutional and invasive nonsense propsals arise, that
you have the fortiude, common sense, and moral compass to denounce and reject it and
any other like actions. Proposals such as these could quite possibly create a dangerous
precedent with the likelyhood of inciting civil unrest. Obviously such a proposal is not at
all about "health" but is about "power" of the government to manipulate people's lives.

Thank you in advance for doing the right thing by not supporting these ideas.

Gerald Rosenbaum

______________________________________________
From: Pamela Thompson
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:26:22 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: My Public Comments re Agenda for January 12, 2020 Meeting
External Email

Washington State Board of Health
Via email: wsboh@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:wsboh@sboh.wa.gov>
Re: January 12, 2022 Meeting
No Mandatory Covid-19 Vaccines for Children
To the Board:

Countless experts agree that the Covid vaccines should absolutely NOT be a requirement
for our children for the following reasons:
1.
Per the Mayo Clinic and other reputable sources Children are at low risk for
contracting or dying from Covid-19: “While all children are capable of getting the virus
that causes COVID-19, they don't become sick as often as adults. Most children have
mild symptoms or no symptoms.”

2.
Covid vaccines are “irreversible and potentially permanently damaging” according
to Robert W. Malone, M.D. and 16,000 other doctors who have signed a declaration
publicly based on their research declaring that healthy children should not be vaccinated
for COVID-19. The vaccines are being used under emergency use authorization only, and
have not been rigorously tested. The risks of vaccine injuries far outweigh the benefits of
vaccinating a healthy child. (https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/physiciansscientists-kids-should-not-get-covid-vaccine/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fchildrenshealthdefense.org%2Fdef
scientists-kids-should-not-get-covidvaccine%2F&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C56c1bae36c284b07ff1d08d9d202a6d2%7C11
)

3.
As of December 24, 2021, according to the Vaccine Adverse Event
Reporting System (VAERS), which only accounts for 1% of reported vaccine injuries,
there have been 1,859,633 adverse reactions, injuries and deaths attributed to the
COVID-19 vaccines. (https://openvaers.com
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fopenvaers.com%2F&data=04%7C
) This is an astonishing amount of injuries and deaths and begs the question, “why are
these vaccines not being recalled? Why are Pfizer and other Pharma company who
manufacturer the vaccines being protected from liability? If the vaccines are safe and
effective, then why has the FDA requested 55 years before any information could be

released regarding the data it relied upon in licensing the Pfizer vaccine? What are they
hiding and why?

4.
The CDC has said that the vaccines are not a cure all nor do they stop the
spread of COVID-19, otherwise, why are fully vaccinated and boosted people contracting
and spreading the virus? Why has the CDC recently changed its definition of what a
vaccine is?
I believe it is the duty of the State Board of Health to weigh all of the data and
information available, not just the mainstream narrative, in making its decision on
mandating COVID-19 vaccines for children.
In conclusion, there has not been enough testing to risk injury and possible death by the
vaccines considering that children are at very low risk for contracting COVID-19 and have
a high recovery rate. Our children are our greatest asset and we need to protect them.
Sincerely,
Pamela Thompson

______________________________________________
From: Popkins Mary
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:57:59 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Paul Kern
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:15:27 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:39:03 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Covid 19 Mandates

-----Original Message----From: Doug Dahl <dmnatd@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 11:20 AM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Covid 19 Mandates
External Email
To whom it may conern:
I am writing you to urge you to stand up against the push for vaccine mandates (for
children and adults) and to stand for medical freedom of choice. There are not enough
long term studies regarding the use of the Covid-19 vaccine and the option of natural
immunity needs to be a part of this conversation, if we are truly wanting to follow the
science.
Even the CDC and Dr. Anthony Fauci have admitted that the vaccine itself does not stop
transmission or infection. This is the logical disconnect between facts and political
agenda.
Sadly, with the push for this and the proposed policies to allow health officers to use law
enforcement to order persons involuntarily to isolation facilities or coerced medical
intervention, Washington board of health is playing with medical tyranny. Not only is all
of this discussion in direct violation of the Washington State Constitution and the US
Constitution, the proposed policies are in direct violation of the Nuremberg code article 6
section 3 that states: No government can mandate or force medical treatment without
individual consent.
Please stand for medical freedom of choice for the citizens of Washington.
-Douglas Dahl
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Patrick Fitzgerald
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:05:46 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Child vaccinates for Covid 19
External Email
Hello,
I will make this short. I will refuse all attempts to vaccinate my children for the Covid 19
virus and will leave the State of Washington for good.
I know 100s of people that would do the same. It was put to me well years ago: States
compete in the business of human resource. You will see a mass exodus of middle to
wealthly class citizens leave this state if you impose more authoritarian law and what you
will be left with is people that cant afford your political ideals.
And lastly, Im not angry as you never make a good decision being angry. I just have
great resolve and peace of mind about the future that I solely control.
Looking at houses now in Idaho and Montana and the future looks bright.

Be well,
Patrick Fitzgerald

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 2:10:15 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Opposed to vaccine mandates

From: Diane Launius <launiusdiane2@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 2:04 PM
To: Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH) <Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R
(SBOH) <Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
<Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>; Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH) <Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Fwd: Opposed to vaccine mandates

External Email

“First do no harm”

The science is clear, children and adults are suffering world wide from effects of the
vaccine. It is unconscionable to dictate that an EXPERIMENTAL DRUG be mandated for
use on any POPULATION.

Review the Nuremberg Code and USA constitution.

Are you willing to pay for damages??

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:15:21 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: I support the Vaccine Mandate for Public School enrollment!!!

From: Cliff Free <clifffree@yahoo.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 5, 2022 9:42 PM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: I support the Vaccine Mandate for Public School enrollment!!!

External Email

Sent from Mail
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.microsoft.com%2Ffwlink%2F%
for Windows

______________________________________________
From: Patricia Aubertin
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:41:37 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: apgaebel2@gmail.com
Sent: 1/12/2022 9:12:25 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Subject: *Please use this version: WAC 146-105 and WAC 246-100

attachments\5EF5A4731620488B_Letter of Concern to WSBOH
Regard_PRDTOOL_NAMETOOLONG.docx
External Email
Washington State Board of Health and Technical Advisory Group
P.O. Box 479990
Olympia, WA 98504-7990

RE: WAC 146-105 and WAC 246-100

Dear Board and Advisory Group Members: January 10, 2022

I am submitting my arguments against these potentially detrimental proposed rulings,
and ask you seriously consider their impact on Washington’s citizens. Based on these
premises, please vote NO to adding COVID 19 to the list of required school vaccinations
and NO to using WAC 246-100 as a precedent for COVID 19 quarantining.

Please find my documented explanations, attached, and confirm receipt.

Respectfully,

Pietra Gaebel
Policy Analyst

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:17:36 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: January 12 Board of Health Public Meeting proposed WAC changes.

From: TJ Buswell <rbuswell65@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 11:01 PM
To: Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH) <Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
<Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH) <Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>;
Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH) <Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>; Herendeen, Lindsay
(SBOH) <Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>; Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
<Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>; Donahoe, Kaitlyn N (SBOH)
<kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
<samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
<Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
<Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH) <Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>;
DOH WSBOH <WSBOH@SBOH.WA.GOV>; Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
<Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: January 12 Board of Health Public Meeting proposed WAC changes.

External Email
To whom it may concern,
I strongly oppose of all these proposed WAC code changes. They are in complete
opposition to our constitutional rights as Americans and our freedom of medical choices.
There is no reason that any government agency should have the right to force any citizen
to get medical treatment if they don't want to, and certainly shouldn't be forcing families,
children and schools to get vaccinated. It has proven ineffective against covid and carries
a dangerous risk of side effects. I strongly oppose the covid vaccines being added to
school vaccine requirements. I strongly oppose the use of police to enforce people
getting vaccinated and strongly oppose the requirement of people to be vaccinated. This
is a free country and we have a God given right to have freedom of choice. Within that
freedom includes freedom to chose medical treatments we want or don't want.

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:39:01 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: No vaccine mandate for school age children

-----Original Message----From: schaefferb@aol.com <schaefferb@aol.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 8:47 PM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: No vaccine mandate for school age children
External Email
January 6/2021
I understand that the Washington State Board of Health is planning on recommending a
requirement that all school age children be vaccinated. I think this atrocious. The vaccine
is approved on an emergency basis. It has not been tested long enough to know whether
it will have a long term effect on children. I feel we are playing Russian roulette with our
most precious possessions our children, our future.
There is much information that has stated that children if they get the covid virus they
are not likely to become sick enough to have to be hospitalized. I am hearing of more
children having serious reactions to the vaccine than to the actual virus.
I beg you to reconsider making such a recommendation. I, believe, the taking of the
vaccine should be a decision made by an individual or parent of a child with the advice of
their doctor or medical provider and not by the state.
Trusting that you will proceed with wisdom and caution.
Barbara Schaeffer
16920 Dike Rd
Mount Vernon, WA 98273

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:54:31 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: no covid 19 vaccine mandates for school age kids/teens

From: Centurylink <revival.design2@frontier.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 4:51 PM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: no covid 19 vaccine mandates for school age kids/teens

External Email
Dear Kellie Kahler-

I am emailing the Washington State Board of Health to reject and plead with you to not
mandate the covid vaccine for school age children and teens.
I have 4 kids and I am not an anti vaccine parent. I acknowledge that covid19 is real and
has been horrible for the elderly and those with pre existing conditions.
These vaccines are not safe for our kids and may cause irrevocable injury and damage.
The viral gene injected into parent cells forces my child's body to make toxic spike
proteins. These proteins often cause permanent damage in children's critical organs.
These organs include the brain and nervous systems, heart and blood vessels(including
blood clots), their reproductive system, and this vaccine can trigger fundamental changes
to their immune system. Once these damages have occurred, they are irreparable and
can not be reversed. You can not fix the lesions in their brain, you can't repair heart
tissue scaring, you can't repair a genetically reset immune system, and this vaccine can
cause reproductive damage that can affect future generations of our family.
Why would I want to risk all of the above for little or no benefit? Plus all of my kids and
most of all their friends have had covid and they have a natural immunity.
The vaccines have not been properly tested. They are still experimental vaccines!
The harms and risks of new medicine are often revealed many years later.
I do not want my kids to be a part of this radical experiment.
There is no benefit to vaccinating my children against the small risk of the virus given the
known health risks of the vaccine that we may have to live with for the rest of our lives.
We should be thinking about the well being of the kids and little ones who will soon grow
up and need to run this country. It is not up to the government to make my kid get a
experimental vaccine. We will not comply.

Thank you for your time

Ruthie Nicholson

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 3:19:39 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vaccine/mask mandate

-----Original Message----From: Tammy Nakamura <tnakamura1015@yahoo.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 3:10 PM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Vaccine/mask mandate
External Email
I want my voice heard I extremely oppose any mandate to vaccinate anyone without
choice! I also oppose forcing our children to wear masks in class all day. Thank you
Tammy Nakamura
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Patricia Stenersen
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:46:21 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Pamela Montgomery
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:37:51 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:27:33 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vaccine mandates

-----Original Message----From: Felicia Billingsley <tfbillingsley@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 5, 2022 7:06 PM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Vaccine mandates
External Email
As a mother of 5 school aged children, I do not support mandating vaccines that have
not gone through all phases of testing. A vaccine authorized for emergency use that
poses a higher risk to children than the disease itself should not be required to attend
public school. If the vaccine is required, I will have no other choice but to remove my
children from the WA state public school system.
Respectfully,
Felicia McNew
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Patricio Freeman
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:07:46 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:33:51 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vaccine Mandates for Children

From: Gar Hansen <gar@hhjinc.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 11:31 AM
Subject: RE: Vaccine Mandates for Children

External Email
Good Morning,
These vaccines are ineffective and dangerous for our children. There is no upside, no
"benefit" to experimenting our most vulnerable population. However, the costs of this
overreach are innumerable. Ther is no doubt that even a cursory glance at the stacks and
stack of data prove these vaccines and all other child-related mitigations are morally
wrong, physically and emotionally dangerous and entirely unnecessary. Everyday, there
is mounting evidence of fraud, bias and abuse in the process that brought us to this sad
point in time. If you choose to mandate these vaccines or continue with ANY other Covid
protocols, I will remove my children from school. You do not and will not control MY
children.

Further and according to your own criteria, a vaccine must be fully FDA approved in order
to make it mandatory for school attendance. The current Pfizer vaccine in use for children
in this country is still an Emergency Use Authorization only vaccine, so beyond the logical
arguments made above, the vaccine does not meet Board of Health requirements. I
demand the vaccine be removed from consideration until and unless it proves immunity
to stop transmission like other common vaccines do- which was the requirement under
consideration in the 1905 Jacobson vs. Massachusetts SCOTUS case in which it stated
mandates could only be considered which "prevent the spread of contagious disease." So
far, it is evident that this vaccine does not stop transmission and, therefore, I am certain
these mandates are illegal.

Yours in deep sincerity,

Gar Hansen
President
HHJ Inc.
601 St Helens Avenue

Tacoma, WA 98402
T: 253-922-4168
C: 253-380-3801
E: gar@hhjinc.com <mailto:larry@hhandj.com>

www.hhjinc.com
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.hhandj.com%2F&data=04%7

______________________________________________
From: Philip Antush
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:48:34 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public Comments for WSBOH Members from March EH Committee Special
Meeting
External Email
Vaccine does not work. So you found a way to throw people in jail ,,All of you along with
Jay need to be fired no matter what augrument your highly educated minds come up
with .. You have stepped over the line of freedom ..STOP THIS ASSAULT NOW

______________________________________________
From: P. B. Shepherding
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:02:18 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Forced vaccination
External Email
We stand against your forced vaccinations and quartines.
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Paula Cullen
Sent: 1/6/2022 11:43:54 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: No vaccine mandates for kids (or anyone)
External Email
To Whom It May Concern,
Please do not enforce any vaccine mandates, especially for kids. The vaccine has caused
many injuries, though the propaganda machine called the media will not report those
injuries.
I am opposed to all mandates. Please protect medical freedom.
Thank you,
Paula Cullen
2221 E Golden Rd
Spokane, WA 99208

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/12/2022 2:40:28 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW:

attachments\B55F1EB81BAD41FE_facts.gif
attachments\9EEB643F6D754AC8_vax-info (1).gif

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov>
360-236-4105

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01%
| Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH%
|Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: James Towns <jamestowns356@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 12, 2022 2:38 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject:

External Email

James Towns

______________________________________________
From: Phyllis O'Brien
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:23:48 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:15:18 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: You will not touch our children

From: Craig Wellbrock <cwellbrock@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 7:43 PM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: You will not touch our children

External Email
Fuck you for trying to poison our children!
Craig Welllbrock
Firefighter EMT
253-509-2576

______________________________________________
From: Rachel B
Sent: 1/12/2022 12:49:39 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Subject: 1/12/21 BOH Mtg Response
External Email
To Whom it May Concern,
I am a local small business owner, former mental health counselor, and resident of
Washington since 1973.
I am alarmed at the division being caused in our society by those pushing the vaccine
which has been proven worthless from stopping the spread of COVID. The numbers you
showed today of continued high infection similar to Jan 2021 while saying vaccinations
are now around 70% prove that point quite clearly. However, you refuse to acknowledge
this and instead, keep pushing the vaccines as the answer to this health crisis.
It's flabbergasting to me as you continue to say the staff at hospitals are also getting
COVID and we all know they are vaccinated. I also hear this fact about hospital staff from
my sister who has been a nurse at Sacred Heart Hospital since the mid 90's. She gets
several emails a day for contact tracing alerting her of staff with COVID.
Please wake up.
The more you push this vaccine and say it's about "people cooperating" or not taking
hospital beds from those with other medical issues, the more division you are causing.
Do you tell fat people who have heart attacks to quit eating loads of carbs and sugar
because they are taking beds from people with other medical emergencies?
Please wake up.
Even worse, you are discriminating against people: punishing them by keeping them
from events, restaurants, jobs, and educational programs due to their vaccination status
when we all know the vaccine does not stop transmission. The vaccinated are now more
reckless and spreading the virus since they have a false sense of security. Have you been
to a Seahawks game recently? There's almost no masking so all these vaccinated people
are spreading COVID. Meanwhile you blame the unvaccinated, that we are the ones
plugging up the pipes at the hospitals.
Please wake up.
When will you admit this vaccine is a failure to prevent transmission as well as infection
and stop pushing vaccines onto people who don't want them? What you are doing is
wildly unethical and terribly illogical.
The hospital death stats you quote are another issue. The underlying problem is not
being unvaccinated but the treatments withheld before people even get to the hospital.
You blow over the issue you mention when saying they are trying to come up with antivirals but for some reason there's a supply problem. Is that a mystery to you? You know
the reason - it's because it's not convenient to big pharma. The narrative you keep
pumping of death tolls, dividing between vaxxed and unvaxxed, to aid big pharma's
vaccine push to make billions upon billions of dollars explain it all. DO YOU STUDY all the
connections between big pharma and who is running world health organizations? Do you

not know Dr. Fauci is listed on the patent for some vaccines? Do you not see the conflict
of interest? You are promoting big pockets, not public health.
The VAERS statistics explain so much on this last count but they are ignored and why? I
know more people who've been negatively impacted by the vaccine than ever were from
COVID. Look at Israel and the highest vaccinated states in the U.S. The numbers are all
there.
I'm not anti-vax and never have been. I'm anti-defunct medical cocktails masquerading
as vaccines being mandated for deepening the pockets of big pharma companies that
now are in charge of our country, medical community, news media, and health boards.
Please wake up.
Rachel Badgett
425.772.7539

______________________________________________
From: Peggy Higham
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:52:13 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:14:11 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: HALT IMMUNIZATION OF CHILDREN

From: Charlotte Pros <charpros58@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 12:55 AM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: HALT IMMUNIZATION OF CHILDREN

External Email
* HALT Immunization Criteria for Children of Washington State
* Action: We the constituents and community members of this great State of
Washington, DEMAND the Washington State Board of Health (WSBOH) REFUSE to make
COVID vaccinations/shots mandatory for children of Washington State for childcare and
school admission. Due to the following reasons:
1. COVID vaccines remain under Emergency Use Authorization
2. Children under the age of 18 have a 99.995% survival rate from COVID infection
3. Children have a higher chance of death or adverse reaction to COVID vaccines than
COVID-19
Sincerely,
Charlotte Pros
Bellingham WA

Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Phyllis Park
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:24:24 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:13:21 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vote no for mandates for children from a vaccinated mother

From: Charlene Toma <charkin416@yahoo.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 11:47 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Cc: Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH) <Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>; Hoff, Christy Curwick
(SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
<Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
<samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; Donahoe, Kaitlyn N (SBOH)
<kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>;
Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH) <Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>; Schreiber, Tracy N
(SBOH) <Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
<Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>;
Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH) <Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>; DOH WSBOH
<WSBOH@SBOH.WA.GOV>; Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Vote no for mandates for children from a vaccinated mother

External Email
Hello,

I am writing to hopefully help persuade you to vote no on mandating the vaccine for kids
in the school system. I'm not opposed to vaccines. My kids have all their other vaccines,
and I myself have gotten the covid vaccine. I'm a fairly reasonable person and believe
this is an over step. I might one day be comfortable having my kids get the covid
vaccine, but there's not enough long term data for me to be comfortable at this time.
And children have a very low risk of hospitalization or death from covid. What about
those that already had covid. Why should they be required to get vaccinated when they
already had covid and have natural immunity. And, if people are concerned, they should
get vaccinated, which would help protect themselves. So if they're vaccinated, why does
it matter if my child is not?

Another concern is discrimination. I truly believe this is discriminatory. Someone should
be allowed to attend school and better their futures whether they are vaccinated or not.
It only affects them. Everyone else concerned should be vaccinated.

If your argument about the mandate is that other vaccines are mandated. Well, my
counter would be that those other vaccines have been around a little longer. I'm
comfortable with giving my children vaccines that have a little longer track record. I'm
also comfortable giving my children vaccines for diseases that greatly effect children and

their health. If you look at the grand scope of childrens risks of hospitalizations and
death of covid that thankfully children are a very low risk demographic. They're allot
more likely to die from a car accident on their way to school than die from catching covid
at school. Let's make sure we're really understanding risk here. And not letting fear drive
this decision.

I believe fear is driving this mandate. And although it comes from an altruistic place, I
think the decision to follow through with the mandates do more harm than good. We
need to be reasonable at evaluating and understanding risk.
I would hate for my children to lose out on a good education due to the actions of the
board. Please be reasonable. Please allow people to make a decision that works best for
their families. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Charlene Emard

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.onelink.me%2F107872968%3F

______________________________________________
From: Pat Walsh
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:26:59 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: PAUL MARZOLF
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:04:52 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Phyllis Smith
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:57:20 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: ALL PROPOSED POLICIES "FORCING VACCINATIONS!"
External Email
Please consider the RIGHTS of all citizens to either reject or accept
anything that is injected into our bodies.
Remember, it is not up to anyone to tell us what we can and cannot do to
our bodies!!!
Perhaps you can revisit this issue once the FDA, 100% approves all the
vaccines for COVID 19.
I care what your beliefs are, but PLEASE, PLEASE do not force your
beliefs on everyone else.
Thank you for your time,
Phyllis Smith

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:17:06 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Our Life Decisions, Not Yours

From: D James <mizzdj56@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 1:05 PM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Our Life Decisions, Not Yours

External Email
I am writing to express my extreme dissatisfaction in the required and mandated
vaccinations that you are imposing on not only our children, but on the people in
Washington State. Vaccinations should be tested and proved as safe; these are not. The
long-term results and implications are still yet inconclusive. There is no documentation
that having a covid vaccination prevents you from getting covid - in fact it is the
opposite. Many, many, MANY people who are vaccinated continue to get covid, so clearly
the vaccination is not doing it's job. A vaccination is supposed to PREVENT you from
contracting a disease - this covid vaccination does not do that! This vaccination is
weakening peoples' immune system and should not be required at a government level.
This is a personal choice issue and governmental agencies have NO BUSINESS being
involved with the (our, as parents) decision. Childrens' immune systems are strong. Their
rate of infection with Covid is low and their hospitalization is lower. As this vaccination is
still in its trial stages, please do not inject, or force our children to be injected, with an
unknown long-term substance that we do not know, nor will we know the effects of the
vaccination, for years to come. Stay out of our homes and the governing our children. It
is our jobs to monitor our children, what they inject or ingest into their systems, and
their beliefs. Please, do your jobs and not ours.

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:53:39 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vote AGAINST vaccines for school age children

-----Original Message----From: Carol Linden <calinden@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 10:52 AM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Vote AGAINST vaccines for school age children
External Email
Hi Caitlin,
My name is Carol Linden. I’m emailing you to voice my opinion.
Please vote AGAINST vaccines for school age children.
I’m sure you are aware of how Sweden handled the initial outbreak of Covid-19, how
Sweden continued to send their children to school, NO masks, NO social distancing, and
playing with friends.
Are you aware that NOT ONE CHILD DIED between the age of 0-15??
Do you have the right to make a decision for a child or his family, to force vaccines on
children that are not dying from this disease?
I’m hoping that by emailing you you understand that I represent thousands of people
that will not email you because we feel no one is listening. I do hope that is not the case
here with you.
SPEAK FOR US
Vote AGAINST vaccines for school age children Thank you for your time!
Washington State 66 year resident and 48 year voter Carol Linden
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Peggy Shashy
Sent: 1/12/2022 9:44:35 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: 246-100
External Email

To the technical advisory group in the WA state board of health,

I would hope

1.Physicians be allowed to practice medicine and provide early treatment protocols of
medications known to help with Covid related illness since the virus is now endemic.
2.Parents be allowed to discuss the best care for their children with their pediatrician
3.Citizens of Washington state be trusted to know what to do if they get Covid, i.,e,
isolate and quarantine.
4.Consider our basic human rights as citizens of the free United States and confidentiality
of the doctor patient relationship
5.Abide by the rules enacted in the Nuremberg Code and Declaration of Helsinki.
Sincerely,
Peggy Shashy DVM
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 3:13:51 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vaccine

-----Original Message----From: Roberta Belisle <nepple7@yahoo.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 2:43 PM
To: Roberta Belisle <nepple7@icloud.com>
Subject: Vaccine
External Email
Hello,
I am writing this email in hopes that I can reach the correct people who are making
decisions out side of their rights. I DO NOT believe that it is ok for you to decide what I
put into my child's body!!!
That is not your decision to make and parents should not have to decide between putting
an experimental vaccine into their child or to send them to public school. To say we
cannot send our children to school without the vaccine….the school by the way that MY
TAXES pay for is illegal and horrible.
Our children are not guina pigs to be tested on. If I cannot send my child to school then
there should be a law put into place so I can get out of paying the taxes on something I
am not utilizing.
Please do not take a parents right to decided what is best for their child unless you are
willing to come into our home and pay the consequences for what may happen to them.
Kids need to be in school but they should not be forced to get an experimental vaccine!!!!
Thank you for listening and I hope you guys make the right choice. Washington state
used to be the best place to live and now I am afraid many will be forced to leave
because lawmakers think they have the right to make choices for us in what is supposed
to be a FREE land!
Sincerely,
A concerned tax payer that pays your paycheck!

______________________________________________
From: Phyllis Slattery
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:07:01 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Vaccines for kids
External Email
To whom it may concern, I understand you are thinking about vaccinating our children I
implore you to reconsider. They are not at a higher risk from the virus but they have a
high risk of side effects from the vaccines that will permanently damage them. Their
immune system is very strong and we should not inflict this on our children. Please
reconsider thank you, Phyllis Slattery
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:52:40 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: I oppose implementing a COVID19 vaccine requirement for Washington
State schools

From: Anna Lipinski <abersagel@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 11:54 PM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: I oppose implementing a COVID19 vaccine requirement for Washington State
schools

External Email
I would like to express my extreme opposition to implementation of a COVID 19 vaccine
requirement for schools in Washington State.

1. No COVID vaccine available in the United States has received FDA approval. All
available vaccines, including the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine, are being administered under
an Emergency Use Authorization. The only “approved” COVID 19 vaccine is Comirnaty,
and it is not available in the United States and there is no anticipated date for its
availability. (This “smoke and mirrors” approach by the FDA is the subject of numerous
lawsuits and a Federal Judge recently rejected Pfizer’s claim that the 2 products are
interchangeable: Federal Judge Rejects DOD Claim That Pfizer EUA and Comirnaty
Vaccines Are ‘Interchangeable’ • Children's Health Defense (childrenshealthdefense.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fchildrenshealthdefense.org%2F&da
) Since EUA products cannot be mandated per the Nuremberg Code, this alone should be
enough to stop consideration of making vaccines mandatory.

2. Children are statistically at zero risk of dying from COVID. Their survival rate is in the
range of 99.997-99.998% or, put another way, their risk of dying with COVID is less than
2 in every 1,000,000 children. The very few children who are listed as COVID deaths did
not die OF COVID, but rather WITH COVID as anyone being admitted to a hospital
nowadays is tested. I challenge the Washington State Board of Health to show medical
records for even one child who has died OF COVID. Where there’s no risk, there can be
no benefit.

3. No one knows the long term risks of these vaccines. You may remember that one of
the members of the FDA Advisory Committee infamously said, “We are never going to
learn about how safe thie vaccine is until we start giving it” Dr. Eric Ruben, Editor in
Chief NEJM The studies Pfizer conducted were woefully underpowered. This is an analysis
of 10 Red Flags associated with Pfizer’s studies: Ten red flags in the FDA’s risk-benefit
analysis of Pfizer’s EUA application to inject American children 5 to 11 with its mRNA

product – Commentary – America's Frontline Doctors (americasfrontlinedoctors.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Famericasfrontlinedoctors.org%2F&d
)

Force vaccinating healthy children for a disease that doesn’t affect them to make adults
feel safe is a new low for humanity. Please do the right thing and do not require these
vaccinations for school age children.

Please allow parents to make choices for their children's healthcare needs. You do not
know my children and their medical history and fears.

Thank you for listening to the voice of parents.

Anna
-Anna Lipinski
e: abersagel@gmail.com <mailto:abersagel@gmail.com>
m: 509-487-0673
h: 509-578-1451

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/5/2022 8:50:51 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vaccines for children

From: soccermom58@juno.com <soccermom58@juno.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 5, 2022 8:33 AM
Subject: Vaccines for children

External Email
Dear Washington State Health Board Members,

I am writing to respectfully request that you do NOT pass any bill, legislation,
recommendation requiring children to be vaccinated. This is an overreach in every way.
Children are the least likely to suffer lasting health consequences and the jury is still out
on the impacts of the chemicals that are to be injected.

Do the right thing for our children and do not allow this to become a mandate of any
kind.

Thank you for your time and consideration. I wholeheartedly believe you will not be
swayed by public information or fear. That is no way to live.

Theresa Cline

______________________________________________
From: Postmaster@mednax.com
Sent: 1/5/2022 5:55:56 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Undeliverable: Now Available: January 12 Proposed Final Agenda for State
Board of Health Public Meeting
External Email

Message was attached to: Undeliverable: Now Available: January 12 Proposed Final
Agenda for State Board of Health Public Meeting
______________________________________________
From: Postmaster@mednax.com
Sent: 1/5/2022 5:55:54 PM
To: depley@childrenseyecare.org
Cc:
Bcc:
Subject: Undeliverable: Now Available: January 12 Proposed Final Agenda for State
Board of Health Public Meeting
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Your message to depley@childrenseyecare.org couldn't be delivered.
depley wasn't found at childrenseyecare.org.
WSBOH

Office 365

Action Required

depley
Recipient

Unknown To address

How to Fix It
The address may be misspelled or may not exist. Try one or more of the following:

*
Send the message again following these steps: In Outlook, open this non-delivery
report (NDR) and choose Send Again from the Report ribbon. In Outlook on the web,
select this NDR, then select the link "To send this message again, click here." Then delete
and retype the entire recipient address. If prompted with an Auto-Complete List
suggestion don't select it. After typing the complete address, click Send.
*
Contact the recipient (by phone, for example) to check that the address exists and
is correct.
*
The recipient may have set up email forwarding to an incorrect address. Ask them
to check that any forwarding they've set up is working correctly.
*
Clear the recipient Auto-Complete List in Outlook or Outlook on the web by
following the steps in this article: Fix email delivery issues for error code 5.1.10 in Office
365 <https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=532972> , and then send the message

again. Retype the entire recipient address before selecting Send.
If the problem continues, forward this message to your email admin. If you're an email
admin, refer to the More Info for Email Admins section below.

Was this helpful? Send feedback to Microsoft
<https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=525921> .
________________________________
More Info for Email Admins
Status code: 550 5.1.10
This error occurs because the sender sent a message to an email address hosted by
Office 365 but the address is incorrect or doesn't exist at the destination domain. The
error is reported by the recipient domain's email server, but most often it must be fixed
by the person who sent the message. If the steps in the How to Fix It section above don't
fix the problem, and you're the email admin for the recipient, try one or more of the
following:
The email address exists and is correct - Confirm that the recipient address exists, is
correct, and is accepting messages.
Synchronize your directories - If you have a hybrid environment and are using directory
synchronization make sure the recipient's email address is synced correctly in both Office
365 and in your on-premises directory.
Errant forwarding rule - Check for forwarding rules that aren't behaving as expected.
Forwarding can be set up by an admin via mail flow rules or mailbox forwarding address
settings, or by the recipient via the Inbox Rules feature.
Recipient has a valid license - Make sure the recipient has an Office 365 license assigned
to them. The recipient's email admin can use the Office 365 admin center to assign a
license (Users > Active Users > select the recipient > Assigned License > Edit).
Mail flow settings and MX records are not correct - Misconfigured mail flow or MX record
settings can cause this error. Check your Office 365 mail flow settings to make sure your
domain and any mail flow connectors are set up correctly. Also, work with your domain
registrar to make sure the MX records for your domain are configured correctly.
For more information and additional tips to fix this issue, see Fix email delivery issues for
error code 5.1.10 in Office 365 <https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=532972> .
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______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:00:53 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: No Mandatory COVID-19 shots for kids

From: Olga Berezka <oberazouskaya@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 3:53 PM
To: Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH) <Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
<Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH) <Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>;
Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH) <Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>; Herendeen, Lindsay
(SBOH) <Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>; Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
<Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>; Donahoe, Kaitlyn N (SBOH)
<kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
<samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
<Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
<Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>;
Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH) <Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: No Mandatory COVID-19 shots for kids

External Email
To Whom May Concern,

I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State .
As a parent, and a member of the community, I implore you to please stop the push to
require Covid 19 vaccinations for ANY child in child care or school. Covid vaccines should
absolutely NOT be a requirement for our children! Children are at an extremely low risk
for Covid 19. The Covid 19 vaccines have no long-term testing on adults and they have
even less testing on children. Covid 19 vaccines are not stopping the virus as many with
the vaccine are contracting and spreading C19. Requiring this vaccine does not protect
our children!
The disease burden in this case does not meet your criteria. There is NOT a significant
morbidity and/or mortality in at least some sub-set of the population. The survival rate is
well over 90% and even the long term effects of C19 do not represent a significant
amount. Additionally, this vaccine is not meeting your criteria because it is not reducing
the risk of person-to-person transmission.
As for the criteria of Implementation, the vaccine is NOT acceptable to the medical
community and the public. There is an extremely large amount of both the medical and
the general public who do NOT accept this vaccine as safe.
And finally in regard to vaccines effectiveness, this vaccine does not work. It is not on
the Recommended Childhood & Adolescent Immunization Schedule. It is not preventing
C19 nor is it preventing the spread of C19. The vaccine is not cost effective for our

nation. Perhaps it is cost effective or free or maybe even puts some money into the local
schools, but as a nation, it is destroying our financial position at an alarming rate.
"Experience to date with the vaccine containing this antigen demonstrates that it is safe
and has an acceptable level of side effects." Yeah. Not even close. Tell that to the parents
of the kids who are having heart attacks. Tell that to my friends who have had massive
auto immune flare ups and other medical issues arise immediately after their second
dose. This is not a safe vaccine for all people. Even the FDA board that was approving
those vaccines to they young kids did it with the impression that will be absolutely
voluntary and will never be mandated which CDC guaranteed. Will you take upon you the
responsibility for the health and well being on innocent children who you will be
subjecting to unknown risks in order to receive education which is an ingrained right of
every child? Will you create segregation and discrimination based on the medical choices
made?
Please PROTECT our children by NOT requiring a C19 vaccination to attend child care or
school.
Thank you,

Olga Berazouskaya

______________________________________________
From: annette lombardo
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:53:49 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: F52760B7-1F15-4D43-A9F4-46DDF2622C21
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External Email

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 3:58:39 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vax requirement

From: Brian Harrison <bharrison36@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 5:55 PM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Vax requirement

External Email
Please do not force our school children to be vaccinated. It already violates personal
choice and is absolutely not necessary for that age group. Thanks for your consideration
in this matter.

Brian Harrison
Winthrop resident

______________________________________________
From: peggy wagoner
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:00:48 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Pauline Thain
Sent: 1/6/2022 11:03:17 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:52:02 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Oppose any mandate on Covid shots forchildren

From: Violina Pimonenko <Vpimon@hotmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 10:50 AM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Oppose any mandate on Covid shots forchildren

External Email

Honorable Board member,

I am asking you to OPPOSE any mandate on Covid shots for children as a requirement to
attend K-12 public schools.
Children are at extremely low risk for Covid. There are no long-term studies to document
any history of safety. Studies do now document that vaccinated can both transmit Covid,
therefore, the vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of the disease.

Thank you,
Violina Pimonenko

Get Outlook for Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2FAAb9ysg&data=04%7C

______________________________________________
From: GERALD ROSENBAUM
Sent: 1/11/2022 9:37:45 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH),Melaine.hisaw@sboh.wa.gov,Hoff, Christy Curwick
(SBOH),Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH),Pskowski, Samantha L
(SBOH),Kaitlyn.donahue@sboh.wa.gov,Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH),Herendeen, Lindsay
(SBOH),Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH),Haag, Hannah R (SBOH),Kahler, Kelie (SBOH),Thai,
Nathaniel J (SBOH),DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: 12 January discussion and vote of your board
External Email
I have received an email which I assume to be an internet hype mail because it suggest
an unbelievably un-American government action, but just in case it is not "hype" and is
somehow amazingly true, I am writing this note to get yu to block it.
The context of the email I received is about an alleged group of actions proposed by your
board for implementation upon the state of Washington public . The email identifies some
incredulous actions such as state camps (let's call them as they should be classified:
"concentration camps") to house non-"vaccinated" people. The individuals who would be,
it is reported, arrested and placed in these camps, to be forcibly taken in a "door to door"
campaign by state "law enforcement" (a poor use of the term in this instance): better
classified as a "Kristallnacht", if you will.
As a tax payer and law abiding citizen, who is somewhat versed in the constitution, I
demand that if such illegal, unconstitutional and invasive nonsense propsals arise, that
you have the fortiude, common sense, and moral compass to denounce and reject it and
any other like actions. Proposals such as these could quite possibly create a dangerous
precedent with the likelyhood of inciting civil unrest. Obviously such a proposal is not at
all about "health" but is about "power" of the government to manipulate people's lives.
Thank you in advance for doing the right thing by not supporting these ideas.
Gerald Rosenbaum

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 11:13:51 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: NO to mandatory children covid vaccine!!!

From: Susan Fox <susiekfox777@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 10:08 AM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: NO to mandatory children covid vaccine!!!

External Email
Parents have been given the RIGHT to make health choices for their kids. The state does
not have this right. Please don't allow this atrocity to be continued!!!
Susie Fox
Manson, WA
509-467-8075
Susie Fox

______________________________________________
From: Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:48:41 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: NO mandatory vaccination for kids

--Lindsay Herendeen, MPH, MCRP (she/her)
Health Policy Analyst
Washington State Board of Health
lindsay.herendeen@sboh.wa.gov
360-628-6823
Website, Facebook, Twitter
-----Original Message----From: allison baxter <kwikdrw56@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 1:46 PM
To: Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH) <Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: NO mandatory vaccination for kids
External Email
The vaccines are only EUA, emergency use authorization, not FDA approved for
permanent use
There are no long-term studies to document ANY history of safety
Studies DO now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both get and transmit
Covid, therefore
The vaccine DOES NOT STOP the spread of the disease

Allison Baxter
Ravensdale, WA

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 12:36:04 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: WA State Board of Health Voting to Add Covid 19 Vaccine requirement to
schools.

From: rojane.maybee@gmail.com <rojane.maybee@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 12:28 PM
To: 'RoJane Maybee' <rojane.maybee@gmail.com>
Subject: WA State Board of Health Voting to Add Covid 19 Vaccine requirement to
schools.

External Email
Hello board members,

I am writing to you as I am a very concerned parent regarding the possibility of this
Covid 19 vaccine becoming mandatory for my children to attend school. I live in Bellevue
and have two children in the schools there. I know there is much controversy
surrounding this topic, therefore, besides explaining my concern for my children’s safety,
there is the fact that myself as well as many, many other parents that would have to
unenroll my children should be become a requirement.

I listen closely to the facts that are out there and respect and hold on to what was spoke
on October 26th, 2021 at the FDA Advisory Board Meeting. It is my hope that you are
familiar with the results of this board meeting as certainly it is not about making every
child be vaccinated. They actually “do not” recommend this vaccine for healthy children,
the approval for children was to make it available to those that have a compromised
immune system and there is no proof that this vaccine will prevent transmission. If you
have not seen this Board Meeting video, you should for sure watch it as thousands of
parents have and are not comfortable having something put into their children’s arm that
has not been tested….and….the virus has mutated into mild cold like symptoms which
only enrich our children’s immune system making them stronger.

Please, please consider all the facts and what is best for our children. We all know that it
is having them in school, learning, learning socialization and being kids.

I have always thought how great it would be if some of the zillion hours spent on TV on
everything horrible about this virus would be spent on listing and talking about how we
can help our immune become strong to be able to fight off any cold, flu etc…,zinc,
Vitamin C etc. etc. etc. But nothing – to me that would be helping our children and the

World.

Thank you for reading this.

I have my fingers crossed that you will make the right decision!

Thank you!

RoJane Maybee
425-941-3337

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/5/2022 12:00:04 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Fwd:

From: Desiree Sigette <jdcsj8412@comcast.net>
Sent: Wednesday, January 5, 2022 11:15 AM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D
(SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Fwd: Fwd:

External Email

---------- Original Message ---------From: Desiree Sigette <jdcsj8412@comcast.net
<mailto:jdcsj8412@comcast.net> >
To: "Melanie.hisaw@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:Melanie.hisaw@sboh.wa.gov> "
<Melanie.hisaw@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:Melanie.hisaw@sboh.wa.gov> >
Date: 01/05/2022 11:11 AM
Subject: Fwd:

---------- Original Message ---------From: Desiree Sigette <jdcsj8412@comcast.net
<mailto:jdcsj8412@comcast.net> >
To: "Michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:Michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov> "
<Michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:Michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov> >
Date: 01/05/2022 11:08 AM
Subject:

You do not have the right to force us or our children to get a vaccine that is
not fully approved by the fda we all know corminaty is the only one approved and it’s not
available for us if you approve this proposal you will be in direct violation of the
constitution and can be sued on a personal level

______________________________________________
From: Olivia Cox
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:37:50 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 3:06:36 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vaccine

-----Original Message----From: Roberta Belisle <nepple7@yahoo.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 4:43 PM
To: Roberta Belisle <nepple7@icloud.com>
Subject: Vaccine
External Email
Hello,
I am writing this email in hopes that I can reach the correct people who are making
decisions out side of their rights. I DO NOT believe that it is ok for you to decide what I
put into my child's body!!!
That is not your decision to make and parents should not have to decide between putting
an experimental vaccine into their child or to send them to public school. To say we
cannot send our children to school without the vaccine….the school by the way that MY
TAXES pay for is illegal and horrible.
Our children are not guina pigs to be tested on. If I cannot send my child to school then
there should be a law put into place so I can get out of paying the taxes on something I
am not utilizing.
Please do not take a parents right to decided what is best for their child unless you are
willing to come into our home and pay the consequences for what may happen to them.
Kids need to be in school but they should not be forced to get an experimental vaccine!!!!
Thank you for listening and I hope you guys make the right choice. Washington state
used to be the best place to live and now I am afraid many will be forced to leave
because lawmakers think they have the right to make choices for us in what is supposed
to be a FREE land!
Sincerely,
A concerned tax payer that pays your paycheck!

______________________________________________
From: pat engberg 2
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:48:39 AM
To: DOH WSBOH,Davis, Michelle (SBOH),Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH),Hoff, Christy Curwick
(SBOH),Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH),Donahoe, Kaitlyn N (SBOH),Lang, Caitlin M
(SBOH),Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH),Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH),Haag, Hannah R
(SBOH),Kahler, Kelie (SBOH),Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: Oppose Vaccines for Kids
External Email
This global vaccination agenda is not about health - it is about control. It is tragic to see
America crumbling under the medical mafia and the globalist’s plans for taking away
freedom (go to the World Economic Forum website and read about Cyber Polygon Table
Top Exercise). Then see if you want to support this program which begins with requiring
kids to be inoculated for a condition that does not threaten their health.

______________________________________________
From: Paula Peterson
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:39:47 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Pete Wingard
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:51:01 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public Comments for WSBOH Members from March EH Committee Special
Meeting
External Email
To all whom it may concern, I completely disagree with the measures being proposed.
My name is Peter and I live in the Puyallup Valley. I am father of three children who are
all married and have children of Their Own. We are all in agreement that these measures
being proposed are unacceptable and will be resisted with everything that is within us.
We are just one of many families of various political affiliations who feel the same way.
These measures are an affront to all freedom-loving people.
God forbid you disregard this stern statement, move forward with the draconian
measures and cause an upheaval in the future lives of all Washington state residents.
Sincerely, Pete

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:58:30 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vaccinations for school aged children

-----Original Message----From: ekstrom4@frontier.com <ekstrom4@frontier.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 5, 2022 10:18 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>; Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH)
<Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>; Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
<Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>;
Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH) <kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
<Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>; Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
<Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>; Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH)
<Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
<Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>;
Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH) <Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Vaccinations for school aged children
External Email
Let’s let parents be parents and decide whether their children will receive the covid
vaccine. Government overreach is a HUGE mistake!
I truly believe in vaccines but this shot does not prevent anyone from getting or giving
covid to others. The shot is not preventing anything! The shot was supposed to eliminate
mask wearing …. It has not! The shot was supposed to get us back to “normal” life …. It
has not! The shot is supposed to lessen the covid symptoms … it has not proven that it
has done this! You have already lost thousands of children to the public school system …
you will be losing so many more if you create mandates fir school aged children.
Leave parenting to parents and decisions for their children should always be made by
them! Our government should not be mandating or making these parental decisions!
Theresa Ekstrom
32118 NE 136th Street
Duvall, WA. 98019

______________________________________________
From: Patrick Switzer
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:17:15 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Pauline Oje
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:15:05 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Please NO forced Covid shots
External Email
Dear BOH,

Please do not force our children by mandate to take an unproven vaccine, whose long
term effects, especially on children is unknown. Children are the least affected by this
vaccine, especially Omicron which is the least harmful. An emergency mandate on this
would be unconstitutional overreach and extremely harmful to children. Please don’t give
in to political pressure to make harmful and illegal decisions for our children.

Sincerely,
Pauline Oje
PO Box 645
Maple Valley, WA 98038

Sent from Mail
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.microsoft.com%2Ffwlink%2F%
for Windows

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:34:27 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vaccines requirement for C-19

From: Gabriela Makinster <bnbsmomg@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 8:31 PM
To: Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH) <Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>; Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
<Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>; Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
<Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH) <Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>;
Donahoe, Kaitlyn N (SBOH) <kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
<Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>; Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
<Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>; Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH)
<Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>; Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
<Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>; Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
<samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
<Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH)
<Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>; DOH WSBOH <WSBOH@SBOH.WA.GOV>
Subject: Vaccines requirement for C-19

External Email
We the constituents and community members of this great State of Washington,
DEMAND the Washington State Board of Health (WSBOH) REFUSE to make COVID
vaccinations/shots mandatory for children of Washington State for childcare and school
admission. Due to the following reasons:
1. COVID vaccines remain under Emergency Use Authorization
2. Children under the age of 18 have a 99.995% survival rate from COVID infection
3. Children have a higher chance of death or adverse reaction to COVID vaccines than
COVID-19
4. My entire family is COVID recovered therefore have natural immunity.

______________________________________________
From: Paul Alba
Sent: 1/6/2022 11:56:44 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Phyllis Herrington
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:55:57 AM
To: DOH WSBOH,Davis, Michelle (SBOH),Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH),Hoff, Christy Curwick
(SBOH),Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH),Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH),Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH),Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH),Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH),Schreiber, Tracy N
(SBOH),Haag, Hannah R (SBOH),Kahler, Kelie (SBOH),Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: Laws

attachments\987420251600439A_image005.png
External Email
Please do not pass or mandate any law to make our children have to take the shot
Also I vote no to anything against our constitution. You are suppose to protect the
people.
Thank you,
Phyllis Herrington

Phyllis Herrington
Managing Broker
RE/MAX
Inland Empire
509-994-8770 Cell Office 509-924-2300
509-922-9996 Fax or 509-232-0828
phy911@gmail.com <mailto:phy911@gmail.com>

www.HomesInSpokaneValley.com
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.homesinspokanevalley.com%
Oh, by the way if you know of someone who would appreciate the level of service I
provide, please call me with their name and business number.
I'll be happy to follow up and take great care of them.

______________________________________________
From: Casey Sullivan
Sent: 1/12/2022 11:04:25 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: 21A59739-A43A-47AB-95C0-1F30AF250B6C
External Email
Can you explain why you are not addressing early treatment, vs late term
hospitalization?

Waiting until someone is very sick to get treated is a detriment to all ailments… Can you
imagine telling cancer victims to wait until stage 4?

With all ailments, except covid… early treatment is key.

DOH is completely failing in its recommendations for early treatment.

Please address.

______________________________________________
From: olugak
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:16:46 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: WAC mandatory "emergency" covid orders
External Email
My name is Don Ahlers. I live in Chelan, WA. I am against the vaccine mandates.
Thank you for thaking my vote into consideration
Don Ahlers
Chelan,WA

Sent with ProtonMail
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fprotonmail.com%2F&data=04%7C
Secure Email.

______________________________________________
From: Olga Moshchuk
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:52:50 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Phil Birk
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:45:10 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:51:35 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vaccine mandates

From: Allie Hawks <allie@polarispayments.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 5:30 PM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Vaccine mandates

External Email
I would like to express my extreme opposition to implementation of a COVID 19 vaccine
requirement for schools in Washington State.

1. No COVID vaccine available in the United States has received FDA approval. All
available vaccines, including the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine, are being administered under
an Emergency Use Authorization. The only “approved” COVID 19 vaccine is Comirnaty,
and it is not available in the United States and there is no anticipated date for its
availability. (This “smoke and mirrors” approach by the FDA is the subject of numerous
lawsuits and a Federal Judge recently rejected Pfizer’s claim that the 2 products are
interchangeable: Federal Judge Rejects DOD Claim That Pfizer EUA and Comirnaty
Vaccines Are ‘Interchangeable’ • Children's Health Defense (childrenshealthdefense.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fchildrenshealthdefense.org%2F&da
) Since EUA products cannot be mandated per the Nuremberg Code, this alone should be
enough to stop consideration of making vaccines mandatory.

2. Children are statistically at zero risk of dying from COVID. Their survival rate is in the
range of 99.997-99.998% or, put another way, their risk of dying with COVID is less than
2 in every 1,000,000 children. The very few children who are listed as COVID deaths did
not die OF COVID, but rather WITH COVID as anyone being admitted to a hospital
nowadays is tested. I challenge the Washington State Board of Health to show medical
records for even one child who has died OF COVID. Where there’s no risk, there can be
no benefit.

3. No one knows the long term risks of these vaccines. You may remember that one of
the members of the FDA Advisory Committee infamously said, “We are never going to
learn about how safe thie vaccine is until we start giving it” Dr. Eric Ruben, Editor in
Chief NEJM The studies Pfizer conducted were woefully underpowered. This is an analysis
of 10 Red Flags associated with Pfizer’s studies: Ten red flags in the FDA’s risk-benefit
analysis of Pfizer’s EUA application to inject American children 5 to 11 with its mRNA
product – Commentary – America's Frontline Doctors (americasfrontlinedoctors.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Famericasfrontlinedoctors.org%2F&d

)

Force vaccinating healthy children for a disease that doesn’t affect them to make adults
feel safe is a new low for humanity. Please do the right thing and do not require these
vaccinations for school age children.

Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/5/2022 7:39:34 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: making a decision to recommend the v requirement for school aged
children on January 12.

From: Rochelle LaVatta <lavattarochelle@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 5, 2022 6:34 PM
To: Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH) <Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>; Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
<Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>; Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
<Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH) <Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>;
Donahoe, Kaitlyn N (SBOH) <kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
<Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>; Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
<Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>; Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH)
<Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>; Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
<Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>; Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
<samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
<Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH)
<Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>; DOH WSBOH <WSBOH@SBOH.WA.GOV>
Subject: making a decision to recommend the v requirement for school aged children on
January 12.

External Email
Hi,

I really feel you should think hard about this and not pass it. I will PULL my kids from
public school so fast if you make this a mandate. I will home school my kids and the
district will loose money.
Why do you feel you know what is best to protect my kids from this virus.
My husband and I don’t have the Jab and either will my kids.
I to know many more parents who feel the same.

School will be a ghost town and will not be able to continue and have to close because
you have no funding.

Thank you
--

Rochelle LaVatta

______________________________________________
From: Patricia Rody
Sent: 1/6/2022 11:11:36 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Mandatory covid shots
External Email
As citizens of the great state of Washington, we demand that you look at the science and
desist from mandating covid vaccines!
This is not only insane but harmful to our future generations! Please wake up before it is
too late!
Mrs Gordon Rody
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:28:15 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Mrs. Kahler I STRONGLY IMPLORE YOU TO PLEASE OPPOSE MANDATED
COVID VACCINATION FOR SHOOL AGE CHILDREN

-----Original Message----From: garciaamezquita@netscape.net <garciaamezquita@netscape.net>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 11:05 PM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Mrs. Kahler I STRONGLY IMPLORE YOU TO PLEASE OPPOSE MANDATED COVID
VACCINATION FOR SHOOL AGE CHILDREN
External Email
Good Afternoon Mrs. Kahler,

As a parent I have gathered and watched for information regarding the Covid vaccination
and results on children and I implore you to STRONGLY OPPOSE any recommendation to
require Covid vaccination for school aged children. Are you not aware that now there are
now 16,000 physicians and medical scientist around the world who have signed a
declaration publicly declaring that healthy children should NOT be vaccinated for COVID19? Please read this declaration:

WE, THE PHYSICIANS OF THE WORLD, united and loyal to the Hippocratic Oath,
recognizing the imminent threat to humanity brought forth by current Covid-19 policies,
are compelled to declare the following:
WHEREAS, after 20 months of research, millions of patients treated, hundreds of clinical
trials performed and scientific data shared, we have demonstrated and documented our
success and understanding in combating COVID-19; WHEREAS, in considering the risks
vs. benefits of major policy decisions, thousands of physicians and medical scientists
worldwide have reached consensus on three foundational principles; NOW THEREFORE,
IT IS:
RESOLVED, THAT HEALTHY CHILDREN SHALL NOT BE SUBJECT TO FORCED
VACCINATION (view supporting evidence
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fdoctorsandscientistsdeclaration.or
evidence%2F%23children&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Cc770416af8ee4c2a0a3
)
*
Negligible clinical risks from SARS-CoV-2 infection exist for healthy children under
eighteen.
*
Long term safety of the current COVID vaccines in children cannot be determined
prior to instituting such policies. Without high-powered, reproducible, long term safety
data, risks to the long-term health status of children remain too high to support use in
healthy children.
*
Children risk severe, adverse events from receiving the vaccine. Permanent
physical damage to the brain, heart, immune and reproductive system associated with
SARS-CoV-2 spike protein-based genetic vaccines has been demonstrated in children.
*
Healthy, unvaccinated children are critical to achieving herd immunity. Natural

immunity is proven to tolerate infection, benefiting community protection while there is
insufficient data to assess whether Covid vaccines assist herd immunity.

RESOLVED, THAT NATURALLY IMMUNE PERSONS RECOVERED FROM SARS-CoV-2 SHALL
NOT BE SUBJECT TO ANY RESTRICTIONS OR VACCINE MANDATES (view supporting
evidence
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fdoctorsandscientistsdeclaration.or
evidence%2F%23recovered&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Cc770416af8ee4c2a0
)
*
Natural immunity is the most protective, and longest-lasting solution against the
development of COVID-19 disease and its more serious outcomes.
*
Naturally immune persons are at the lowest risk of transmission, thus should not
be subject to travel, professional, medical or social restrictions.
*
Natural immunity provides the best source of herd immunity, a condition
necessary for eradicating the Covid virus.

RESOLVED, THAT ALL HEALTH AGENCIES AND INSTITUTIONS SHALL CEASE
INTERFERING WITH PHYSICIANS TREATING INDIVIDUAL PATIENTS (view supporting
evidence
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fdoctorsandscientistsdeclaration.or
evidence%2F&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Cc770416af8ee4c2a0a3808d9d1c86
)
*
Early intervention with numerous, available agents has proven to be safe and
effective, and has saved hundreds of thousands of lives.
*
No medicine already given regulatory approval shall be restricted from “off-label”
use, particularly during this global humanitarian crisis caused by a rapidly mutating virus,
which requires quick to adopt treatment strategies.
*
Health agencies shall be prohibited from interfering with physicians prescribing
evidence-based treatments they deem necessary, and insurance companies must cease
blocking payments for life-saving medicine prescribed by doctors.
RECOMMENDED LEGISLATIVE OR EXECUTIVE ACTION:
We believe that violating any of these three principles unnecessarily and directly risks
death to our citizens. We hereby recommend the leaders of states, provinces and nations
legislate or take executive action to prohibit the three practices described above.

And if that weren't compelling enough to STRONGLY OPPOSE Covid vaccination for
children, please read this statement by Dr. Robert Malone who himself is even vaccinated
for Covid and generally pro-vaccination! Dr. Malone is an internationally recognized
scientist/physician and the original inventor of mRNA vaccination as a technology. I
would believe that his statement should be a powerful insight and trusted source of
information. Please read his very own statement below:
My name is Robert Malone, and I am speaking to you as a parent, grandparent, physician
and scientist. I don’t usually read from a prepared speech, but this is so important that I
wanted to make sure that I get every single word and scientific fact correct.
I stand by this statement with a career dedicated to vaccine research and development.
I’m vaccinated for COVID and I'm generally pro-vaccination. I have devoted my entire
career to developing safe and effective ways to prevent and treat infectious diseases.
After this, I will be posting the text of this statement so you can share it with your
friends and family.
Before you inject your child - a decision that is irreversible - I wanted to let you know the
scientific facts about this genetic vaccine, which is based on the mRNA vaccine

technology I created:
There are three issues parents need to understand:
The first is that a viral gene will be injected into your children's cells. This gene forces
your child’s body to make toxic spike proteins. These proteins often cause permanent
damage in children’s critical organs, including
*
*
*
*

Their brain and nervous system
Their heart and blood vessels, including blood clots
Their reproductive system, and
This vaccine can trigger fundamental changes to their immune system

The most alarming point about this is that once these damages have occurred, they are
irreparable
*
You can’t fix the lesions within their brain
*
You can’t repair heart tissue scarring
*
You can’t repair a genetically reset immune system, and
*
This vaccine can cause reproductive damage that could affect future generations
of your family
The second thing you need to know about is the fact that this novel technology has not
been adequately tested.
*
risks
*

We need at least 5 years of testing/research before we can really understand the
Harms and risks from new medicines often become revealed many years later

Ask yourself if you want your own child to be part of the most radical medical experiment
in human history One final point: the reason they’re giving you to vaccinate your child is
a lie.
*
Your children represent no danger to their parents or grandparents
*
It’s actually the opposite. Their immunity, after getting COVID, is critical to save
your family if not the world from this disease
In summary: there is no benefit for your children or your family to be vaccinating your
children against the small risks of the virus, given the known health risks of the vaccine
that as a parent, you and your children may have to live with for the rest of their lives.
The risk/benefit analysis isn’t even close.

______________________________________________
From: Patricia Britton
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:38:30 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Olga Kosiuga
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:56:39 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Pamela Holroyd
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:26:34 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: PHILLIP HOGAN
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:06:53 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Peter Butzerin
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:01:22 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: January 12th Meeting concerns
External Email
Health Board members,
I very strongly oppose the imposition of vaccine mandates for teens and young children.
Decisions of this type should be up to the parents in all cases. As a well publicized
matter, children without serious other health problems (comorbidity) have statistically
zero risk of harm from any of the various Covid strains. There are however, hundreds of
instances worldwide of injury and death of children after vaccination .
Yes, the vaccine injuries are statistically a small percentage of those vaccinated…but the
risk is absolutely real. It is therefore unconscionable to remove the decision from
parents. The state has the right to impose emergency measures, but only for a limited
amount of time. We are long past that time. The governor is wildly outstripping his
authority in these matters. The Supreme Court is taking up the constitutionality of these
widespread mandates today. What earthly reason is there not to wait a brief period and
see what they say.
You will be held to account for continuing to advise actions that endanger our children
and stomp on our rights and prerogatives.
Peter J. Butzerin

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:33:00 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Oppose Mandatory Vaccinations

From: Denni Brown <ddennibrown@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 8:21 PM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Oppose Mandatory Vaccinations

External Email
I am opposed to mandating vaccines. They should be Personal Choice. Especially with
children.

______________________________________________
From: Paul
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:31:44 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: January 12th Agenda
External Email
To whom it may concern,
I am writing to discuss a couple of agenda items for the January 12th meeting.
1) As regards the formation of a technical advisory group to consider adding Covid-19
vaccines to the schedule. I am completely OPPOSED to this action. For one, the vaccine
doesn't prevent transmission or infection with the virus causing Covid-19. For another, it
is an emergency authorized product, and should not ever be mandated in this way.
2) As regards item 11 on the Agenda, I support the petition to change 246-105 WAC to
prohibit the Board of Health from adding any product that is still in emergency use
authorization status, or has not completed Phase 3 Clinical trials to their schedule of
required vaccines.
Thank you.
Paul Martin
-Paul W. Martin

Family Chiropractor and Author of Adepts and Demons
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.amazon.com%2Fgp%2Fbook

*
Book 1: Path of the Chosen
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.amazon.com%2FPathChosen-Adepts-Demons1%2Fdp%2F0990727505%2Fref%3Dsr_1_14%3Fie%3DUTF8%26qid%3D1415901877%26sr%3D814%26keywords%3Dpath%2Bof%2Bthe%2Bchosen&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40sboh.wa.gov%7C62b

*
Book 2: Tower of Destiny
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.amazon.com%2FTowerDestiny-Adepts-Demons2%2Fdp%2F0990727521%2Fref%3Dbseries_lb_0990727521&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40sboh.wa.go

*
Book 3: Master of Rage
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.amazon.com%2Fdp%2F0990

*

Book 4: The Mad God (coming soon!)

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:17:48 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Proposed Vaccine Mandates/Overreach

-----Original Message----From: Dayna Hersey <daynahersey@comcast.net>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 8:03 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>; Hoff, Christy Curwick
(SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH)
<Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
<Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
<samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; kaitlyn.donohoe@sboh.wa.gov; Lang, Caitlin M
(SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
<Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>; traci.schreibner@sboh.wa.gov; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
<Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>; Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH)
<Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>; Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
<Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Proposed Vaccine Mandates/Overreach
External Email
I would like to let you know that I vehemently oppose any mandates regarding the Covid
19 vaccine. This includes testing, examinations, and forced vaccination. This is an
infringement on my civil liberties.
The overreach by the Washington Department of Health is yet another example of this
administrations lack of regard for the citizens of Washington State!!!
Sincerely,
Dayna Hersey
(253) 312-7920
Dayna Hersey
(253) 312-7920

______________________________________________
From: Pebbles Kaydus
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:33:32 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Patty Avey
Sent: 1/6/2022 11:47:07 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Mandated children vaccination.
External Email
I am totally opposed to mandatory vaccination for our children.
Patty Avey
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Pamela Collier
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:37:57 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 3:40:50 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: NO to Covid Mandates

From: robinsfry <robinsfry@pm.me>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 3:36 PM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D
(SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
<samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; Donahoe, Kaitlyn N (SBOH)
<kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>;
Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH) <Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>; Schreiber, Tracy N
(SBOH) <Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
<Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>;
Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH) <Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: NO to Covid Mandates

External Email

Dear Dept of Health Officer,

I'm appalled that the state board of health is even considering vaccine mandates
for children. The answer is ABSOLUTELY NOT, UNDER NO CIRMCUSTANCES!!

Children are at zero risk from getting covid. Children do not spread covid. If
children get covid it's like getting a mild cold, ie the sniffles. Zero to one healthy child,
has died of covid, out of 70 million school aged children in the US. Covid-19 is not a
public health threat to children, period, says Dr Peter McCullah, internationally known
epidemiologist. and cardiologist.

Gene transfer technology requires 5 years of study to be proved safe, or not. We
should NEVER allow our kids to be vaccinated, until we are sure that they are safe.

4,500 kids were vaccinated vs a placebo in a study and all that was accomplished
was that 2 dozen kids were prevented from getting the sniffles. Many kids get sick from
the shot. There is NO benefit to children from getting the shot, from the data, there are
only risks. There is NO dramatic reduction of family spread, mortality rates, or
community spread, or illness, from kids getting vaccinated.

We should never use our children as guinea pigs, nor as a shield for adults. As of
June 2021, 200 children were affected by heart attacks, and major heart injuries, after
being vaccinated. 90% of those kids are in the hospital, it's very serious. All are cases of
pediatric myocarditis. A UC Davis study found 4 cases/million of pediatric myocarditis
before vaccination and 162 cases of myocarditis/million after vaccination. Boys ages 1217 were much more likely to be hospitalized, due to taking the vaccine. 90% of
myocarditis victims are men, up to the age of 50 years.

These vaccines are still in the research stage. The Nuremburg Code prohibits
medical research involving coercion, threats, or pressure, for participation, or nonparticipation. Vaccine mandates violate medical autonomy. Vaccine mandates also violate
the bio ethics Declaration of Helsinki, as everyone must be given the risks of taking the
vaccine and consent to them, but this is not being done with the covid vaccine.

In summary, absolutely NOT to covid vaccine mandates for children. Thousands, if
not tens of thousands of WA state students will leave the public schools and families will
move out of state, if you mandate covid vaccines for children. We will be one of them!

Sincerely,

Robin S Fry

Sent with ProtonMail
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fprotonmail.com%2F&data=04%7C
Secure Email.

______________________________________________
From: Pam Soliday
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:42:01 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Olesya Andreyev
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:48:19 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Mandatory vacation
External Email
That is wrong!!!

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:21:45 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Please vote no

-----Original Message----From: Rachel Bennett-Living the Northwest Life <rae.bennett10@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 11:12 AM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Please vote no
External Email
Please vote against mandating the Covid 19 vaccinations in children. I am a mother of 4,
and humbly request to maintain the right to choose for my children individually.
Rachel Bennett-Oak Harbor Resident

______________________________________________
From: Olga Vassar
Sent: 1/6/2022 11:09:21 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Paul Kness
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:58:40 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Jan. 12 State Board of Health Public Meeting comments
External Email
I am opposed to the implementation of the subject WAC’s because the vaccines, that are
actually experimental gene therapy, should remain entirely voluntary for adults and at
the sole discretion of the parents of children. Forcing vaccinations of experimental gene
therapies without informed consent of the recipient is a clear violation of The Nuremberg
Code. The COVID vaccines safety data is being withheld from the public, so there is not
enough information available to allow for informed consent.

The safety of the COVID vaccines are highly suspect, based on the CDC VAERS
information. You can view the data at openvaers.com. As you will see, vaccine related
injuries and deaths are up dramatically in the past 12 months during the surge in COVID
vaccine application. We cannot allow vaccine injures to be minimized as acceptable
collateral damage.

Paul Kness
Maple Valley, WA

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:09:09 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Time sensitive, vote NO

From: Elisha Lane <smilywolf80@hotmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 6:42 PM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Time sensitive, vote NO

External Email

To the Washington State Board of Health members,

I'm a registered voter here in Washington and would like you to vote NO for the mandate
of children to have to have the Covid vaccine to go to school. I believe that medical
decisions and treatment should be between the person/family and their medical providers
only.

Thank you for your time,

Elisha Lane

______________________________________________
From: Penny Cowan
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:11:46 AM
To: pennyc@sitestar.net
Cc:
Subject: Vote NO on vaccine mandate for children
External Email
Our United States of America is kept strong by evidence of its strong families.
Please VOTE AGAINST proposed vaccine mandates, and any further denial of parental
rights to decide all things for their minor children!
===
Current medical consensus on Covid-19 "vaccine" effectiveness is that they do not
prevent the spread of SARS-CoV-2.
CDC's David Walensky, Dr. Anthony Fauci, and Moderna's Dr. Tai Zaks are all on record
saying that essentially these injections are merely "treatments" that for some people
may reduce symptoms.
It is my understanding that "treatments" -- and all others that do not meet the definition
-- by definition are not vaccines -- and thus have no grounds for forced use.
Sincerely, very sincerely,
Penny Cowan, Bellingham, WA 98226
360-714-8190

______________________________________________
From: Pam Say
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:45:52 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 12:44:15 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vote NO

-----Original Message----From: Vickie Reynolds <vickiereynolds@comcast.net>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 12:28 PM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Vote NO
External Email
Evil evil evil is how you look!!! How dare you play God!! No one should EVER BE FORCED
TO COMPLY!!!!
You need to vote NO NO NO NO!!!
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Patrice Heston
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:16:09 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: January 12, 2022 meeting
External Email
I oppose all Covid-19 mandates for children!

I support item 11 on the January 12th agenda.

Patrice Heston

______________________________________________
From: Paul Anderson
Sent: 1/7/2022 4:33:44 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:34:19 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Halt the Mandate for Covid Vaccine

From: Tami Saylors <tldd1272@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 11:27 AM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Halt the Mandate for Covid Vaccine

External Email
Hello,

I am writing to you to ask you to not approve the mandate for covid vaccination. This
vaccine does not prevent you from getting the covid virus, it will help with lessening the
severity of symptoms. I believe in medical freedom for my family. If this passes the state
will lose money from the federal government as many parents will pull their kids from
schools. The vaccine is not even approved by the government. It is still in the EUA stages
and not enough research has been done with the vaccine to prove it is safe.

PLEASE DO NOT APPROVE THE MANDATE!!!!!!!!

Concerned Parent,
Tami Saylors

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/5/2022 7:41:39 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vaccine mandates

-----Original Message----From: Felicia Billingsley <tfbillingsley@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 5, 2022 7:08 PM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Vaccine mandates
External Email
As a mother of 5 school aged children, I do not support mandating vaccines that have
not gone through all phases of testing. A vaccine authorized for emergency use that
poses a higher risk to children than the disease itself should not be required to attend
public school. If the vaccine is required, I will have no other choice but to remove my
children from the WA state public school system.
Respectfully,
Felicia McNew
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Paul T
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:48:28 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public Comment
External Email
I appose any and all mandatory action in regards to vaccines. Informed consent is
required by law and can not be given without the conclusion of long term study's. Pursuit
of mandatory health requirements or expansion of the existing directive to include C-19,
is a mistake and is not in the best interest of public health!!

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 11:13:40 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Washington school Vaccine requirement

From: Dan Collier <col06007@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 10:10 AM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Washington school Vaccine requirement

External Email
Hi,

I am greatly opposed to any Covid Vaccine requirement for Washington school children.
All studies have shown the health risk Covid poses to school aged children is extremely
low. There are however dangerous side effects from taking the Vaccine that are known
however infrequent they occur. Not to mention the myriad of mental and social health
issues that have been plaguing these kids due to lockdown that are not reccomend by
the CDC. Do no harm. Making a Vaccine Mandate will inevitably lead to more vaccine
hesitant parents pulling their kids out of schools and that will also adversely affect
children. Please do not impose this mandate.

Thanks,

Daniel Collier
Lower Queen Anne, Seattle, WA

______________________________________________
From: Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
Sent: 1/5/2022 2:17:49 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Fwd:

--Lindsay Herendeen, MPH, MCRP (she/her)
Health Policy Analyst
Washington State Board of Health
lindsay.herendeen@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:lindsay.herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>
360-628-6823

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01
, Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH&
, Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: Desiree Sigette <jdcsj8412@comcast.net>
Sent: Wednesday, January 5, 2022 11:20 AM
To: Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH) <Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Fwd: Fwd:

External Email

---------- Original Message ---------From: Desiree Sigette <jdcsj8412@comcast.net
<mailto:jdcsj8412@comcast.net> >
To: "Melanie.hisaw@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:Melanie.hisaw@sboh.wa.gov> "
<Melanie.hisaw@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:Melanie.hisaw@sboh.wa.gov> >
Date: 01/05/2022 11:11 AM
Subject: Fwd:

---------- Original Message ---------From: Desiree Sigette <jdcsj8412@comcast.net
<mailto:jdcsj8412@comcast.net> >
To: "Michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:Michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov> "
<Michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:Michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov> >
Date: 01/05/2022 11:08 AM
Subject:

You do not have the right to force us or our children to get a vaccine that is
not fully approved by the fda we all know corminaty is the only one approved and it’s not
available for us if you approve this proposal you will be in direct violation of the
constitution and can be sued on a personal level

______________________________________________
From: Philip Fedderly
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:17:01 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:13:11 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Immunization Criteria for Child Care and School Entry (Covid-19)

From: Brett Spore <brettspore@hotmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 7:27 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>; Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH)
<Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>; Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
<Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>;
Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH) <kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
<Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>; Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
<Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>; Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH)
<Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
<Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>;
Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH) <Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Immunization Criteria for Child Care and School Entry (Covid-19)

External Email
As a parent, medical employee and a member of the community, I implore you to
please stop the push to require Covid-19 vaccinations for ANY child in child care or
school. Covid vaccines should absolutely NOT be a requirement for our children! Children
are at an extremely low risk for Covid-19. The Covid-19 vaccines have no long-term
testing on adults and they have even less testing on children. Covid 19 vaccines are not
stopping the virus as many with the vaccine are contracting and spreading Covid-19. The
vaccine has not been tested enough to ensure its efficacy and safety in children.
Requiring this vaccine does not protect our children!

The disease burden in this case does not meet your criteria. There is NOT a
significant morbidity and/or mortality in at least some sub-set of the population. The
survival rate is well over 90% and even the long term effects of Covid-19 do not
represent a significant amount. Additionally, this vaccine is not meeting your criteria
because it is not reducing the risk of person-to-person transmission.
As for the criteria of Implementation, the vaccine is NOT acceptable to the medical
community and the public. There is an extremely large amount of both the medical and
the general public who do NOT accept this vaccine as safe.

And finally in regard to vaccines effectiveness, this vaccine does not work. It is
not on the Recommended Childhood & Adolescent Immunization Schedule. It is not
preventing Covid-19 nor is it preventing the spread of Covid-19. The vaccine is not cost
effective for our nation. Perhaps it is cost effective or free or maybe even puts some
money into the local schools, but as a nation, it is destroying our financial position at an
alarming rate. "Experience to date with the vaccine containing this antigen demonstrates
that it is safe and has an acceptable level of side effects." Yeah. Not even close. Tell that
to the parents of the kids who are having heart attacks. Tell that to my friends who have
had massive auto immune flare ups and other medical issues arise immediately after
their second dose. This is not a safe vaccine for all people.

Please PROTECT our children by NOT requiring a covid-19 vaccination to attend
child care or school.

Thank you,

Brett Elizabeth Spore

______________________________________________
From: Paige Leigh Wells
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:56:57 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: NO COVID VACCINE FOR OUR KIDS!
External Email
To whom it may concern,
I strongly oppose mandating the covid vaccine for the following reasons. If this mandate
passes, my family will leave the state that we all have lived our entire lives.
1. The data shows that covid 19 is not a risk for young people. Period. You can try and
spin it differently with scare tactics but the "science" overwhelmingly shows otherwise.
2. The data also shows that the vaccine is not effective. Covid infection rates have
skyrocketed post vaccine mandate.
3. There are multiple accredited entities that are showing adverse effects. We do not
have any idea what long term effects these vaccines will cause.
4. The current vaccine is for variants that no longer exist. It does not protect against
omicron or any other future variants. We are chasing our tail.
Bottom line, I will not risk the future of my children or grandchildren for a questionable
medical procedure that has questionable long term side effects for a virus my entire
family has already survived.
Sincerely,
Paige Wells

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:57:25 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: I support the Vaccine Mandate for Public School enrollment!!!

From: Cliff Free <clifffree@yahoo.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 5, 2022 9:46 PM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: I support the Vaccine Mandate for Public School enrollment!!!

External Email

Sent from Mail
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.microsoft.com%2Ffwlink%2F%
for Windows

______________________________________________
From: Patricia Stuard
Sent: 1/5/2022 10:15:26 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public Comments for WSBOH Members from March EH Committee Special
Meeting
External Email
I absolutely do not agree with giving an experimental drug to any child, especially one
that has a higher potential for causing adverse reactions and possible death.
Children are not at serious risk by having Covid, they have a higher risk of having
reaction to the experimental drug itself.
Why are we offering up our kids as a science project without doing a significant trial on
this drug?

Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Olena Bay
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:41:39 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Penny Lancaster
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:56:36 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Peggy Barnes
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:39:03 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:17:31 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vaccine Mandate

From: Anne Asher <annejeanne3@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 8:01 PM
To: Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH) <Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>
Cc: Haag, Hannah R (SBOH) <Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Vaccine Mandate

External Email
Vaccine Mandate Opposition Letter

To The Washington State Board of Health,

This letter is to inform you that I strongly oppose the proposed vaccine mandate in Pierce
Country. I would like to express my extreme opposition to implementation of a COVID 19
vaccine requirement for schools in Washington State.

1. There is absolutely NO COVID vaccine available in the United States has received FDA
approval. ALL available vaccines, including the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine, are being
administered under an Emergency Use Authorization. The only “approved” COVID 19
vaccine is Comirnaty, and it is not available in the United States and there is no
anticipated date for its availability. This fear monger approach by the State of
Washington and the Federal Government to force American citizens to inject an
experimental drug AGAINST THE LAW and is the subject of numerous lawsuits! A Federal
Judge recently rejected Pfizer’s claim that the two products are interchangeable: Federal
Judge Rejects DOD Claim That Pfizer EUA and Comirnaty Vaccines Are ‘Interchangeable’
• Children's Health Defense (childrenshealthdefense.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fchildrenshealthdefense.org%2F&da
) Since EUA products cannot be mandated per the Nuremberg Code, this alone should be
enough to stop consideration of making vaccines mandatory.

2. Targeting our children is simply another tactic to accomplish the goal of 100% of
vaccination. Children are statistically at zero risk of dying from COVID. Their survival rate
is in the range of 99.997-99.998% or, put another way, their risk of dying with COVID is
less than 2 in every 1,000,000 children. The very few children who are listed as COVID
deaths did not die OF COVID, but rather WITH COVID! I challenge the Washington State
Board of Health to show medical records for even one child who has died of COVID

without co-morbidities.

3. NO ONE knows the long term risks of these vaccines. One of the members of the FDA
Advisory Committee infamously said, “We are never going to learn about how safe the
vaccine is until we start giving it” Dr. Eric Ruben, Editor in Chief NEJM. The studies Pfizer
conducted were woefully underpowered. This is an analysis of the FDA’s risk-benefit
analysis of Pfizer’s EUA application to inject American children 5 to 11 with its mRNA
product – Commentary – America's Frontline Doctors. (americasfrontlinedoctors.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Famericasfrontlinedoctors.org%2F&d
) It concludes the risks DO NOT outweigh the benefits, therefore more research MUST
done before being administered to children or anyone else!

Forced vaccinating healthy children for a disease that doesn’t affect them to make adults
feel safe is a new low for humanity.
Our hospitals have more vaccinated COVID positive patients than unvaccinated, THE
VACCINES ARE NOT WORKING!

If the Washington State Board of Health rules in favor of this mandate you can be
absolutely certain to face legal action immediately, as this is constitutional, against the
law and will be stopped!

Thank you for your careful consideration of this matter,

Anne Asher

______________________________________________
From: Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:58:50 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: I support the Vaccine Mandate for Public School enrollment!!!

--Lindsay Herendeen, MPH, MCRP (she/her)
Health Policy Analyst
Washington State Board of Health
lindsay.herendeen@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:lindsay.herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>
360-628-6823

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01
, Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH&
, Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: Cliff Free <clifffree@yahoo.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 5, 2022 9:44 PM
To: Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH) <Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: I support the Vaccine Mandate for Public School enrollment!!!

External Email

Sent from Mail
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.microsoft.com%2Ffwlink%2F%
for Windows

______________________________________________
From: Pamela Reeves
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:00:27 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: My Public Comments
External Email
No, on using law enforcement to imprison people who make there own medical choices.
This is unconstitutional. This s not the American away. This is a communist way. You are
hired to protect Our freedoms Not take them away. Please stop & think about how crazy
this all is.
Vote no on all the new bills directed at stripping citizens of our freedoms. No, or
mandates too.
Thank you
Pamela Reeves
29106 68th Av NW
Stanwood,WA 98292
360-629-2625
Sent from my iPad

______________________________________________
From: Piper Fecht
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:49:58 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 12:44:26 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: WA State Board of Health Voting to Add Covid 19 Vaccine requirement to
schools.

From: rojane.maybee@gmail.com <rojane.maybee@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 12:28 PM
To: 'RoJane Maybee' <rojane.maybee@gmail.com>
Subject: WA State Board of Health Voting to Add Covid 19 Vaccine requirement to
schools.

External Email
Hello board members,

I am writing to you as I am a very concerned parent regarding the possibility of this
Covid 19 vaccine becoming mandatory for my children to attend school. I live in Bellevue
and have two children in the schools there. I know there is much controversy
surrounding this topic, therefore, besides explaining my concern for my children’s safety,
there is the fact that myself as well as many, many other parents that would have to
unenroll my children should be become a requirement.

I listen closely to the facts that are out there and respect and hold on to what was spoke
on October 26th, 2021 at the FDA Advisory Board Meeting. It is my hope that you are
familiar with the results of this board meeting as certainly it is not about making every
child be vaccinated. They actually “do not” recommend this vaccine for healthy children,
the approval for children was to make it available to those that have a compromised
immune system and there is no proof that this vaccine will prevent transmission. If you
have not seen this Board Meeting video, you should for sure watch it as thousands of
parents have and are not comfortable having something put into their children’s arm that
has not been tested….and….the virus has mutated into mild cold like symptoms which
only enrich our children’s immune system making them stronger.

Please, please consider all the facts and what is best for our children. We all know that it
is having them in school, learning, learning socialization and being kids.

I have always thought how great it would be if some of the zillion hours spent on TV on
everything horrible about this virus would be spent on listing and talking about how we
can help our immune become strong to be able to fight off any cold, flu etc…,zinc,
Vitamin C etc. etc. etc. But nothing – to me that would be helping our children and the

World.

Thank you for reading this.

I have my fingers crossed that you will make the right decision!

Thank you!

RoJane Maybee
425-941-3337

______________________________________________
From: Priscilla Dendy
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:10:00 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Pam Bruning
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:48:18 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:48:10 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Please vote No on adding Covid-19 to the list of infectious disease WAC
Codes

From: gary wilson <garywilson32@yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 1:57 AM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Please vote No on adding Covid-19 to the list of infectious disease WAC Codes

External Email
The current strain (Omicron) has been reported as causing 6 deaths in 100,000 cases
which is roughly equal to the death rate of those who have had adverse reactions to the
vaccine. More people die each year from the Flu than the current strain of Covid-19. This
would be a major overreach by this board and do severe harm to the faith that people
have in your judgement.

Sincerely,
Gary Wilson
14102 NE 5th Circle
Vancouver, WA 98684

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 2:05:38 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vaccine for School Children

-----Original Message----From: Catherine Borries <cborries67@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 1:27 PM
To: melanie.davis@sboh.wa.gov; Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
<Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>;
Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH) <kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
<Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>; lindsey.herendeen@sboh.wa.gov; Schreiber, Tracy N
(SBOH) <Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
<Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>;
Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH) <Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Vaccine for School Children
External Email
My name is Catherine Borries, I am the grandmother and great grandmother of 5 who go
to school in Washington State.
I am very concerned about enforcing these Covid vaccines on children. We know for a
fact that they have not been tested enough. We don’t know the long term affects these
vaccines would have on any person.
We do know that these vaccines don’t work, why so many boosters? We do know that
there have been many Incidences of people having medical problems after taking these
vaccines.
I hope you will stop your agenda of pushing this upon our children.
Sincerely,
Grandma & Great Grandma
Cathy
PS we do know children don’t seem to get this virus, so why push this untested vaccine
upon them?
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:34:58 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Covid 19 Mandates

-----Original Message----From: Doug Dahl <dmnatd@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 11:21 AM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Covid 19 Mandates
External Email
To whom it may conern:
I am writing you to urge you to stand up against the push for vaccine mandates (for
children and adults) and to stand for medical freedom of choice. There are not enough
long term studies regarding the use of the Covid-19 vaccine and the option of natural
immunity needs to be a part of this conversation, if we are truly wanting to follow the
science.
Even the CDC and Dr. Anthony Fauci have admitted that the vaccine itself does not stop
transmission or infection. This is the logical disconnect between facts and political
agenda.
Sadly, with the push for this and the proposed policies to allow health officers to use law
enforcement to order persons involuntarily to isolation facilities or coerced medical
intervention, Washington board of health is playing with medical tyranny. Not only is all
of this discussion in direct violation of the Washington State Constitution and the US
Constitution, the proposed policies are in direct violation of the Nuremberg code article 6
section 3 that states: No government can mandate or force medical treatment without
individual consent.
Please stand for medical freedom of choice for the citizens of Washington.
-Douglas Dahl
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:26:43 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Covid vaccine safety cannot be determined for YEARS. ThalIdomide was
safe… until it wasn’t.

attachments\5575282C400E4338_cid5C8BACBC-FF2B-4938-8B106F4A9B0A836A.jpg

From: Susan Purvis <purvisllll@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 10:25 AM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Covid vaccine safety cannot be determined for YEARS. ThalIdomide was safe…
until it wasn’t.

External Email
No on CV vaccine requirement. Please. Too much unknown

______________________________________________
From: Oleg Chepoy
Sent: 1/6/2022 11:09:30 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Patrick Miller
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:31:15 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Pat Thoren
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:50:47 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Pat Barker
Sent: 1/12/2022 11:14:29 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: E5E1C0CC-99ED-4105-A425-819109F11F83
External Email

Sent from Mail
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.microsoft.com%2Ffwlink%2F%
for Windows
I am opposed to any change to Chapter 246-105 WAC that would include Covid
vaccination for children as a requirement for them to be able to attend shool.
I am also opposed to any change to Chapter 246-100 WAC which would allow health
officers to enforce an emergency order to involuntarily detain or quarantine any person
or persons following refusal to voluntarily comply with requests for medical examination,
testing, treatment, counseling or vaccination.
Such changes would infringe on our indiviual rights as American citizens, as guaranteed
in the Constitution.

________________________________

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.avast.com%2Fantivirus&data
This email has been checked for viruses by Avast antivirus software.
www.avast.com
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.avast.com%2Fantivirus&data

______________________________________________
From: Pamela Jones
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:30:05 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Phillys Slater
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:30:56 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
Sent: 1/5/2022 2:49:22 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Mandate-school age children

--Lindsay Herendeen, MPH, MCRP (she/her)
Health Policy Analyst
Washington State Board of Health
lindsay.herendeen@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:lindsay.herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>
360-628-6823

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01
, Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH&
, Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: Amanda Smith <a.derschon18@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 5, 2022 5:58 AM
To: Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH) <Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>; Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
<Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>; Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
<Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH) <Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>;
Donahoe, Kaitlyn N (SBOH) <kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
<Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>; Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
<Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>; Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH)
<Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>; Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
<Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>; Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
<samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
<Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH)
<Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>; DOH WSBOH <WSBOH@SBOH.WA.GOV>
Subject: Mandate-school age children

External Email
Good morning,

If you pass this and force this serum on children, I for one will immediately remove my

child from your school and will advocate for the same action from all parents.

This serum is NOT FDA approved. None of these “brands” have been cleared as safe to
use nor are they effective. Informed consent is not being adhered by when this is being
administered and that is also illegal. What you’re proposing is wrong on so many levels.

Do some research. Find a medical insert on this serum. Look at the risks for something
that can kill you without protecting anyone from anything.

If you push for this you are part of the problem with our government system, our
freedoms, the constitution standing as rule.

Amanda Derschon
541-993-1310
Goldendale high school parent

______________________________________________
From: shndaqmcco@use.startmail.com
Sent: 1/12/2022 9:26:28 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Fwd: WAC 246-100-040 --- Nuremburg Code Violation --Covid19 & Variants
External Email
THE NUREMBERG CODE
1. The voluntary consent of the human subject is absolutely essential.
This means that the person involved should have legal capacity to give consent; should
be
so situated as to be able to exercise free power of choice, without the intervention of any
element
of force, fraud, deceit, duress, over-reaching, or other ulterior form of constraint or
coercion; and
should have sufficient knowledge and comprehension of the elements of the subject
matter
involved, as to enable him to make an understanding and enlightened decision. This
latter
element requires that, before the acceptance of an affirmative decision by the
experimental
subject, there should be made known to him the nature, duration, and purpose of the
experiment;
the method and means by which it is to be conducted; all inconveniences and hazards
reasonably
to be expected; and the effects upon his health or person, which may possibly come from
his
participation in the experiment.
The duty and responsibility for ascertaining the quality of the consent rests upon each
individual who initiates, directs or engages in the experiment. It is a personal duty and
responsibility which may not be delegated to another with impunity.
2. The experiment should be such as to yield fruitful results for the good of society,
unprocurable by other methods or means of study, and not random and unnecessary in
nature.
3. The experiment should be so designed and based on the results of animal
experimentation
and a knowledge of the natural history of the disease or other problem under study, that

the
anticipated results will justify the performance of the experiment.
4. The experiment should be so conducted as to avoid all unnecessary physical and
mental
suffering and injury.
5. No experiment should be conducted, where there is an a priori reason to believe that
death or disabling injury will occur; except, perhaps, in those experiments where the
experimental physicians also serve as subjects.
6. The degree of risk to be taken should never exceed that determined by the
humanitarian
importance of the problem to be solved by the experiment.
7. Proper preparations should be made and adequate facilities provided to protect the
experimental subject against even remote possibilities of injury, disability, or death.
8. The experiment should be conducted only by scientifically qualified persons. The
highest
degree of skill and care should be required through all stages of the experiment of those
who
conduct or engage in the experiment.
9. During the course of the experiment, the human subject should be at liberty to bring
the
experiment to an end, if he has reached the physical or mental state, where continuation
of the
experiment seemed to him to be impossible.
10. During the course of the experiment, the scientist in charge must be prepared to
terminate
the experiment at any stage, if he has probable cause to believe, in the exercise of the
good faith,
superior skill and careful judgement required of him, that a continuation of the
experiment is
likely to result in injury, disability, or death to the experimental subject.
["Trials of War Criminals before the Nuremberg Military Tribunals under Control Council
Law
No. 10", Vol. 2, pp. 181-182. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1949

To Whom It May Concern:

We the free and united people of America and the world are writing
in regards to the unlawful and corrupt actions taken by the healthcare industry,
bureaucrats, and media regarding COVID-19. The actions taken for nearly two years now
have stripped people of their rights, decimated the US Constitution, violated the
principles of international law embodied in the Nuremburg Code, and ignored basic and
inalienable human rights. The people behind this have leveraged their privileged positions
to make billions of dollars at the expense of humanity and we are unwilling to allow this
to continue.

For decades, the field of public health has researched the use of fear
as a tool to manipulate people into action. The use of that tool has now been perfected
and implemented against the people of the world with COVID-19. Evidence of this
knowledge can be found in a CDC presentation, other DHHS materials, and in numerous
academic journals. The intentional use of fear to sow hate, division, and discord is
unethical, unacceptable, and must stop immediately.

The reality is that COVID-19 has a 99%+ recovery rate in most of
the population and approximately a 94% recovery rate in the most vulnerable. Compare
this to the original SARS which had approximately a 9% case fatality rate and the original
MERS which had over a 30% case fatality rate. We did not lockdown, mask, or even
widely acknowledge these diseases when they were prevalent despite the fact that they
had similar rates of spread to COVID-19.

This fear has been used as a marketing tool to attempt to justify
previously unthinkable actions by bureaucrats and public health figures around the world;
the most egregious of which is the forced injection of gene therapy drugs into healthy
people. Gene therapy literally alters the genetic makeup of a human being and simply
cannot legally, morally, or ethically be forced on anyone, ever. If the decision to alter
one’s own genetic makeup does not rest with the individual then there can be no
argument that freedom is lost.

Not only are the COVID “vaccines” admittedly a gene therapy, they
are inarguably unsafe. The swine flu vaccine was pulled from the market after just over
20 deaths, the Chevy Volt was recently recalled over the potential for battery fires, but
the Pfizer shot was given expanded authorization despite the high recovery rate from
COVID-19 and the fact that Pfizer’s own documents, submitted to the DHHS show that
over 1200 people died in less than the first 3 months of authorization. This is nothing
more than corruption.

The COVID shots are also ineffective. A recent Department of
Defense document stated that 71% of new cases of COVID-19 in the Medicare population
are in fully vaccinated individuals and 60% of hospitalizations are in the fully vaccinated.
This same document also stated that the injections are even less effective in North
American Natives, Hispanics, and “Blacks” (the document apparently was unconcerned
with political correctness). If the “vaccines” do not stop the spread, do not stop
hospitalization, alter our genes, and have not even existed long enough for long term
testing, why are we attempting to violate people’s inalienable rights by forcing them?

The fact is that we are now moving ahead as quickly as possible
with these COVID shots. We are even authorizing them in children despite the fact that
people under 30 are at ZERO statistical risk of death from COVID-19 and the shots
appear far more dangerous to children than the disease. Further, we are doing this with
no transparency. The DHHS has done everything possible to cover up the side effects and
dangers of these injections, even going so far as to request 55 years to release the
documents they relied upon to authorize/approve these deadly injections. How can

informed consent be given without a true understanding of the risk?

This situation is untenable and we demand that it be remedied. We
the free people of this nation and world will no longer comply with mandates that fail to
consider our inalienable rights. In the spirit of Martin Luther King, Gandhi, and Jesus
Christ we will spread our message through peace and we will resist peacefully, but make
no mistake, we WILL resist. The accompanying presentation found at www.renz-law.com
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.renzlaw.com%2F&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cd9470117dc9f485ff14608d9d5f06726%7C11
supplies you with additional data to demonstrate everything stated here.

We now demand the following from our elected leaders, and vow to
remember your actions or inaction when it comes time to vote and donate:

1.
The resignation/termination of Anthony Fauci and
civil/criminal investigation of his actions by a truly INDEPENDENT prosecutor;

2.
The criminal and civil investigation of those involved with any
gain of function research that may have been responsible for the creation of SARs-COV2;

3.
Investigations – criminal and civil – into the deceptive and
misleading push for the gene therapy injections that have been falsely labeled as
vaccines (only after the definition of “vaccine” was changed);

1.
This should include RICO and fraud claims (as is
appropriate) involving the “Trusted News Initiative”, the drug companies, hospital
systems, and some government actors;

4.

Transparency legislation that gives the public immediate
access to the raw data and submitted documents related to the shots and COVID
“pandemic” – If there is nothing to hide NO ONE should oppose transparency;

1.

This should be passed on the state level as well;

5.
Liability for injury from vaccines under the same rules as any
other product – if they are safe there should be no opposition to liability to help those
that have been injured;

6.
Legislation that recognizes the absolute right to reject
medical treatment or vaccination of any type for ANY reason;

7.
NO funding or state/federal contracts with ANY organization
that discriminates based on vaccination or health status;

8.
Funding for the hundreds of thousands of individuals injured
by job loss and “vaccine” injury;

9.

NO on vaccination status tracking legislation; and

10.
Our local law enforcement to uphold their oaths to uphold the
Constitution and refuse to enforce unconstitutional mandates and rules.

The preceding is submitted on behalf of the free people of the world
and with the support of:

Thomas Renz, Esq

Renz Law

Renz-law.com

Joey Gilbert, Esq

Joey Gilbert Law

joeygilbertlaw.com

Pam Popper

Make Americans Free Again

makeamericansfreeagain.org

American Frontline Doctors

americasfrontlinedoctors.org

Truth for Health Foundation

www.truthforhealth.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.truthforhealth.org%2F&data=

Christian Revolution

Christianrevolution.net

Kevin Jenkins

Susan Sweetin

Urban Global Health

www.urbanglobalhealthalliance.com
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.urbanglobalhealthalliance.com

Jeff Witzeman

President Health Freedom for Humanity

www.healthfreedomforhumanity.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.healthfreedomforhumanity.or

Christiane Northrup, MD

MaineStandsup.org

New Mexico Stands Up

Nmstandsup.org

Leigh Dundas, Esq

President, Advocates for Citizens Rights

www.citizens-rights.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.citizensrights.org%2F&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cd9470117dc9f485ff14608d9d5f06726%7C1

Michael A. Hamilton

Cornerstone Law, PSC

www.cornerstoneattorney.com
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.cornerstoneattorney.com%2F

Ron Jenkins, Esq

Meridian 361 International Law

meridian361.com

Robert J. Gargasz, Esq

Jonathan Diener, Esq

Ana Garner. Esq

Garner Law Firm

Patricia Finn, Esq

Reiner Fuellmich, Esq

Dr. David Martin

www.davidmartin.world
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.davidmartin.world%2F&data=

Mary Holland

President, Children’s Health Defense

Peter Glidden ND

2ND Opinion Health Solutions Inc

RiseUpIntoHealth.com

Jane Ruby, PhD, EdD, MS

Medical Professional and former

Pharmaceutical Drug Development Expert

t.me/drjaneruby
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Ft.me%2Fdrjaneruby&data=04%7C0

drjaneruby.com

Peter A McCullough, MD

CJ Wheeler-CEO

Book It CJ

BookitCJ.com

Dr. Bryan Ardis

www.theardisshow.com
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.theardisshow.com%2F&data=

Mary Fanning

Alan Jones

The American Report

TheAmericanReport.org

General Thomas McInerney

General Paul Vallely

Col Lawrence Sellin

The Fortnight Intelligence Briefing

John B Wells

Ark to Midnight on Salem radio

caravantomidnight.com

Mike Adams, Founder of Brighteon

Brighteon.com

Brighteontv.com

Naturalnews.com

https://renz-law.com/index.php?gfsignature=61b8d008e7df61.54798091&form-id=4&fieldid=27&hash=e7ff248a346e58ea3ce6e4b385088ee51f6bad1ab84eef3c1d3bf5630245cdc9
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Frenzlaw.com%2Findex.php%3Fgf-signature%3D61b8d008e7df61.54798091%26formid%3D4%26fieldid%3D27%26hash%3De7ff248a346e58ea3ce6e4b385088ee51f6bad1ab84eef3c1d3bf5630245cdc9&data=0

______________________________________________
From: Olga Kunitsa
Sent: 1/6/2022 12:06:43 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Opposed to Vaccination mandate for Corona!
External Email

I am absolutely opposed to a mandate for vaccination proof! What a violation of our
American Rights!

______________________________________________
From: 3605610040@vtext.com
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:53:07 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: There should be NO mandatory vaccinations. We The ...
External Email
There should be NO mandatory vaccinations. We The People demand our Freedom of
choice.

______________________________________________
From: Phil Ehnat
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:38:14 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid vaccination for children
External Email
I am writing as a resident of Washington state and I am against requiring our youth to be
vaccinated. Here are 10 valid reasons for my objection to the requirement being
considered.

1. Children and young people have a mostly mild or asymptomatic
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.eurosurveillance.org%2Fcont
7917.ES.2021.26.14.2001248%23abstract_content&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Ca90d7
presentation when infected with SARS-CoV-2. They are at near-zero
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cebm.net%2Fcovid19%2Fglobal-covid-19-case-fatalityrates%2F&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Ca90d73e8003e472c137a08d9d18ed202%7C11d
risk of death from COVID-19.

2. There is an unusually high
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.openvaers.com%2Fcoviddata&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Ca90d73e8003e472c137a08d9d18ed202%7C11d0e21
rate of reported adverse events and deaths following the COVID-19 vaccines compared
to other vaccines. Some adverse events
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cdc.gov%2Fcoronavirus%2F2
ncov%2Fvaccines%2Fsafety%2Fadverseevents.html&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Ca90d73e8003e472c137a08d9d18ed202%7C1
are more common in the young
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cdc.gov%2Fvaccines%2Fcov
19%2Fclinicalconsiderations%2Fmyocarditis.html&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Ca90d73e8003e472c13
, especially myocarditis
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.sciencemag.org%2Fnews%2
reports-link-between-rare-cases-heart-inflammation-and-covid-19vaccination&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Ca90d73e8003e472c137a08d9d18ed202%7C11
. Where potential harm exists from an innovation and little is known about it, the
precautionary principle dictates to first do no harm. Better safe than sorry.

3. Medium and long-term safety data
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.aier.org%2Farticle%2Fwhyare-we-vaccinating-children-against-covid19%2F&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Ca90d73e8003e472c137a08d9d18ed202%7C11d0e
about the COVID-19 vaccines are still lacking. Children and young people have a
remaining life expectancy of 55 to 80 years. Unknown harmful long-term effects are far
more consequential for the young than for the elderly.

4. Vaccination policies rely on expected benefits clearly outweighing the risk of adverse
events from the vaccination. The risk-benefit analysis
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.hartgroup.org%2Fwpcontent%2Fuploads%2F2021%2F05%2FOpenLetterChildVaccination.pdf&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sb

for the COVID-19 vaccines points to a high potential risk versus no benefit for children
and young people.

5. Transmission
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Facademic.oup.com%2Fcid%2Fartic
of SARS-CoV-2 from children to adults is minimal and adults
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fadc.bmj.com%2Fcontent%2Fearly
2021321604&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Ca90d73e8003e472c137a08d9d18ed202%7C11d0
in contact with children do not have higher COVID-19 mortality.

6. It is unethical
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fportal.unesco.org%2Fen%2Fev.php
URL_ID%3D31058%26URL_DO%3DDO_TOPIC%26URL_SECTION%3D201.html&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh
to put children and young people at risk to protect adults. Altruistic behaviors such as
organ and blood donation are all voluntary.

7. Several
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fjournals.lww.com%2Famericanthe
prophylactic
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faapsonline.org%2FCovidPatientTre
treatments as well as the COVID-19 vaccines are available to high-risk individuals so
they can protect themselves.

8. Natural immunity
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.medrxiv.org%2Fcontent%2F
from infection with SARS-CoV-2 is broad
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.biorxiv.org%2Fcontent%2F1
and robust
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.nature.com%2Farticles%2Fs
021-036474&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Ca90d73e8003e472c137a08d9d18ed202%7C11d0e21726
and more effective
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.pandata.org%2Fhowbroad-is-covidimmunity%2F&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Ca90d73e8003e472c137a08d9d18ed202%7
than vaccine immunity, especially in combating variants
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fpubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov%2F3359
. Children and young people are safer with natural immunity.

9. There are several prophylactic
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faapsonline.org%2FCovidPatientTre
(preventive) protocols and effective treatments available to children and young people
with comorbidities.

10.Vaccinating children and young people is not necessary for herd immunity. After a
year and a half of the pandemic, most people either have pre-existing
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.bmj.com%2Fcontent%2F370
CvrvoaB1uzLQNRTMeCDkHHDo0a6Tsrto&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Ca90d73e8003e47
immunity from other coronaviruses, have recovered from COVID-19 or have been
vaccinated
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fourworldindata.org%2Fcovidvaccinations&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Ca90d73e8003e472c137a08d9d18ed202%7C1
.
11.
THERE IS THUS NO MEDICAL OR PUBLIC HEALTH CASE FOR THE MASS VACCINATION OF

CHILDREN AND YOUNG PEOPLE, OR FOR COERCIVE OR RESTRICTIVE MEASURES
AFFECTING THOSE WHO ARE UNVACCINATED.

Phil Ehnat
Preferred Roof Services
253-318-8918

______________________________________________
From: Paula Ritchie
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:07:30 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Peter Trussell
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:53:45 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: poetwarrior2
Sent: 1/6/2022 12:29:41 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: responce to mandatory jab/vaxx
External Email
The very first item to discuss is ''WHAT EXACTLY ARE ALL THE INGREDIENTS ?".
Why would anyone inject an unknown substance into their own bodies?
Making a substance that has shown very detrimental effects on living beings to be
mandatory is loving tyranny (Satan's home).
What is wrong with you people?
Seriously, why are politicians playing doctor?
Only the most foolish people believe Democrat politicians. Just look at the dismal
economic policies in blue states and cities.
Wake up. Your children and grand children are at stake.
"The thing that hath been, it is that which shall be; and that which is done is that which
shall be done: there is nothing new under the sun.
Ecclesiastes 1:9
Peace, Harmony and Happiness Wishes for You.

Sent with ProtonMail
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fprotonmail.com%2F&data=04%7C
Secure Email.

______________________________________________
From: peggy miller
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:55:26 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Valerie Watt
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:00:27 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Olga Leonchik
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:50:08 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:54:11 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vaccine mandate for children in schools

From: Carlee Shelton <carlee_12@hotmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 8:54 PM
To: DOH WSBOH <WSBOH@SBOH.WA.GOV>; Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
<Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>; Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
<Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>;
Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH) <Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>; Donahoe, Kaitlyn N (SBOH)
<kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>;
Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH) <Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>; Schreiber, Tracy N
(SBOH) <Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
<Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>;
Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH) <Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Re: Vaccine mandate for children in schools

External Email
To Whom it May Concern,

I am a Mom of 3 school aged children, the young ages of 9, 6, and 4. This might be long,
but I beg you to please hear me out. The discussion of the Covid vaccine being mandated
for school attendance absolutely makes me sick, and I’ve never felt so terrified in my life.
We are not anti-vaccine. My kids are all up-to-date on every other recommended
vaccine, but this vaccine is very different, and not one person can argue that with any
good argument.

I am a healthcare provider in Olympia, and I am fully vaccinated against Covid. We have
a huge concern with vaccinating our kids with something that is being used for
emergency use. Yes it’s FDA approved now, but so are a lot of terrible things that are put
on the shelves at the grocery store that are harmful to us- like everything that leads to
obesity, diabetes, and heart disease… and eventually death. And all the drugs that have
been FDA approved that have since been recalled due to safety concerns. How do we
know that something won’t come out in a few years about this once it’s further studied?
This is very scary.

In my line of work, every patient that I have in my chair, gets their health history

reviewed thoroughly, prior to proceeding with any care that is scheduled for that day, as
it may affect how we proceed. It really bothers me that this vaccine is being
recommended for everyone, and not on a case by case… I treatment plan my patients on
an individual basis. Every single person that sits in my chair is different, and I cater to
their needs differently. Why should we be telling everyone they need this vaccine,
without knowing anything about their medical history whatsoever? And what about the
kids who have natural Immunity because they have had the virus? Is that taken into
consideration at all? For some it’s just absolutely not worth the risks. If my child was
immune compromised, diabetic, or obese, you better believe I’d vaccinate, because then
the benefit would
Outweigh the potential risks. But I don’t see any benefit from this vaccine for my kids.
My kids are all very healthy, and we take precautions if any symptoms arise.

Also, there have been mandates placed already, with many wonderful people/employees
losing their jobs, and for what? At this point, it’s very clear that this vaccine doesn’t stop
the spread of the virus, and it’s also been shown to affect kids very mildly. My 3 kids
have had Covid recently, and one of them had zero symptoms, and the other two had
nasal congestion… that’s it. I’m begging whoever I can beg to, to please understand
parents concerns about this. We should have the right to choose for our kids. These poor
kids don’t have a say, and that’s not fair. We as parents, are here to advocate for our
kids best interest. It will make no difference if my kids are vaccinated or not as far as
getting or spreading it, therefor, I am 1000% against this vaccine for kids and my
husband and I are fully prepared to homeschool our kids if it comes to that.

We are good people, and we just want to be able to make this decision for our kids, and
we want our kids in school where they should be, thriving and happy! My kids aren’t their
normal happy selves doing school at home, ( in fact, my oldest gets very depressed)
without their peers. I just feel like parents are being put in such a hard spot and it’s
heartbreaking.

Thank you for taking the time to read my rambling. I could go on and on, but I won’t. I
truly and genuinely pray this doesn’t actually go through ��

Sincerely,

Carlee Shelton

Get Outlook for iOS
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fo0ukef&data=04%7C0

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 3:18:42 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Restore Washington

From: Trish Johan <grammabammajohanson@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 3:10 PM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Restore Washington

External Email
To the WA state superintendent of schools, WA state secretary of health and their
boards,

I implore you as a mom of 2 boys and a person who has worked with children for 32
years, do not make the experimental covid vaccine mandatory for school attendance. I
am NOT anti-vaccine. My children and I are fully vaccinated with every tried and true
vaccine. I am confident we will not get tetanus, whooping cough, measles, etc. These
vaccines have been vetted and long term studies have been done to maximize
effectiveness and minimize side effects.

There have been numerous studies around the world showing that the covid vaccine is
much more harmful than covid itself to boys. At minimum, the UK found that boys are 6
times more likely to suffer myocarditis from the vaccine than covid itself. Since the vax
has been approved for kids 5 to 11, 1 in 100 has a documented adverse reaction in
VAERS. These numbers have never been seen and the drug still allowed to be used.

Please do not mandate the covid vaccine for all children. Children are at greater risk of
harm from vax side effects than covid itself.

Thank you for your time and consideration,
Patty Johanson

______________________________________________
From: Paige Whitcher
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:56:16 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Petr Klimenko
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:18:06 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Olgs Tkachenko
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:12:11 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:41:15 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Experimental

From: Douglas <keithfelipe@yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 11:08 AM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Experimental

External Email

https://rumble.com/vqq7gc-dr.-robert-malone-before-you-inject-your-child.html
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Frumble.com%2Fvqq7gcdr.-robert-malone-before-you-inject-yourchild.html&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C22e75e9445444e46ba2a08d9d204e719%7C

Dear Christy,

We the people say, "NO." to any Mandates of the

EXPERIMENTAL mRNA COMPOUNDS

that are being proposed as

"vaccines" for our children.

Public Health Officials who vote to subject children to

Experimental Compounds will be held accountable.

Please vote no mandates.

K. Douglas Sobanski

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:57:57 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Don’t you dare try to poison our children

From: Craig Wellbrock <cwellbrock@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 9:41 PM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Don’t you dare try to poison our children

External Email
Fuck you for trying to poison our children!
Craig Welllbrock
Firefighter EMT
253-509-2576

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 1:52:07 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: I oppose Wac 246-105

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111
-----Original Message----From: Reni Rose <reniroseherbs@msn.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 9:05 AM
To: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: I oppose Wac 246-105
External Email
To The Board Members of the WA state Department of Health,
I am writing to you tonight out of complete desperation… I strongly and adamantly
OPPOSE this proposed WAC 246-105! I am shocked an appalled that this state is
seriously about vote to impose a vaccine mandate on our children for the Covid 19 shot.
A vaccine that has not withstood the test of time, thats been pushed on to people, taking
away their choices. A vaccine that is shown to be more like a treatment than any sort of
actual Prevention. No one can tell me what the effects may be on my child in 5 years or
10 Years. The lack of transparency has been extremely troubling and I don’t trust, nor
think it is absolutely necessary for myself or my child. The children are not at risk of
death or serious illness from this virus. The deaths in US during this 2 years of Covid is
under 1,000 according to the CDC. Why are we doing this!?? It’s not worth the risk to our
children. I ask you to please not back parents into a corner. We love our children and
deserve to have choices and the ability to advocate for them since they are unable to do
so for them selves.
Thank you for your time.
Maureen Rose
253.350.3983
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Terra Peterson
Sent: 1/11/2022 9:50:30 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Casey Clarkson
Sent: 1/10/2022 2:05:30 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:09:09 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Time sensitive, vote NO

From: Elisha Lane <smilywolf80@hotmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 6:42 PM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Time sensitive, vote NO

External Email

To the Washington State Board of Health members,

I'm a registered voter here in Washington and would like you to vote NO for the mandate
of children to have to have the Covid vaccine to go to school. I believe that medical
decisions and treatment should be between the person/family and their medical providers
only.

Thank you for your time,

Elisha Lane

______________________________________________
From: Dorothy Howse
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:28:03 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Alicia Caouette
Sent: 1/11/2022 10:10:25 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Re: manditory vaccinations for children
External Email
Hello,
I am writing to say that I oppose mandatory covid-19 vaccines for children in schools on
scientific and religious/philosophical grounds. To force this issue on families will cause a
mass exodus of children from the public school system.
Scientific: My children were already infected with covid-19 at least once and thankfully
suffered no more than a slight headache for half a day. At a recent appointment with
their pediatrician he said the primary reason I should vaccinate them now is so they can
participate in sports/activities without having to quarantine if exposed to covid. This, to
me, is not a sufficient reason to give my child a vaccination. Nor do these restrictions
seem to be grounded in the statistical reality that both vaccinated and unvaccinated are
coming down with the omnicron variant with little distinction between them.
Religious/philosophical: I hold a strong conviction that to purposely give my child
something they don't need that has the potential to harm them is not only irresponsible,
but borders on gross neglegence. Furthermore, if my God convicts my spirit not to do
something, then to do it is sin. In this particular case, if covid vaccines become
mandatory at my child's school I will be forced to take them out and homeschool them.
To do otherwise would be to compromise my sincerely-held convictions. I would much
rather they stay in school, where they are thriving members of their community, than
have to keep them home. But I will not give them a vaccine or medicine which has little
to no potential benefit to them, and can potentially cause harm. I know many families
and staff at my child's school feel the same way.
Financial hardship of families: If I am forced to homeschool my children it will mean
increased financial hardship for my family as I would need to quit my job or at least cut
back my hours significantly. We already rely on free school lunches and medicaid, and
this would require us to seek more help from the state to make ends meet. A vaccine
mandate for children means families choosing between their convictions and a stable
income.
Please don't force these tough decisions on families and schools, who are already
struggling for proper education of students in these trying times. Please don't force more
parents out of the workforce to educate their children in a nation where the workforce is
already limited. Please re-think ill-suited covid restrictions that do not meet the current
challenges and realities of the omnicron variant.
Side note: I had family visit recently from Massachusetts. They and their children are all
vaccinated and have been extremely cautious throughout the pandemic due to immune
deficiencies and other health issues. They support the CDC and follow all guidance to a
"T". When they heard about the draconian covid rules here in Washington State,
especially in King County, they were appalled. "No wonder you're all upset over here! I'd
be upset too!" It's time for Washington State to turn toward common sense in all this,
don't you agree?
Thank you for your consideration,

Alicia Caouette
East Wenatchee resident

______________________________________________
From: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
Sent: 1/8/2022 5:16:33 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Experimental

attachments\D2F46B756C934492_image001.jpg

--Samantha Pskowski (she/her/hers)
Washington State Board of Health
360-789-2358

From: Douglas <keithfelipe@yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 9:04 AM
To: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Experimental

External Email

https://rumble.com/vqq7gc-dr.-robert-malone-before-you-inject-your-child.html
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Frumble.com%2Fvqq7gcdr.-robert-malone-before-you-inject-yourchild.html&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Cbceb5ce81ca94e9b7d8f08d9d30dabf8%7C1

Dear Samantha,

We the people say, "NO." to any Mandates of the

EXPERIMENTAL mRNA COMPOUNDS

that are being proposed as

"vaccines" for our children.

Public Health Officials who vote to subject children to

Experimental Compounds will be held accountable.

Please vote no mandates.

K. Douglas Sobanski

K. Douglas Sobanski
Alpine Renovations

http://www.alpinerenovationsllc.com
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.alpinerenovationsllc.com%2F&
425 478 2098

https://www.facebook.com/pg/Alpine-Renovations247775788637966/photos/?tab=album&album_id=250568885025323
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2Fpg%2FAlp
Renovations247775788637966%2Fphotos%2F%3Ftab%3Dalbum%26album_id%3D250568885025323&data=04%7C01

K. Douglas Sobanski
Alpine Renovations

http://www.alpinerenovationsllc.com
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.alpinerenovationsllc.com%2F&
425 478 2098

Log in or sign up to view
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2Fpg%2FAlp
Renovations247775788637966%2Fphotos%2F%3Ftab%3Dalbum%26album_id%3D250568885025323&data=04%7C01

Log in or sign up to view
See posts, photos and more on Facebook.

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 9:53:36 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Against the Covid19 vaccine mandate for children

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: Seonghye Lee <shiy0616@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 8:54 PM
To: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Against the Covid19 vaccine mandate for children

External Email

Dear. Committee Members

Hello, I am a mother who has sent my children to ECS.
Please stop the Covid19 vaccine mandate for children.
First of all, the Covid19 vaccine was made in a short period of time and has not been
fully tested in clinical trials. So, the side effects are increasing not only in the United
States but also in other parts of the world.
Secondly, children are not at high risk at Covid 19. Even if children get Covid19, most of
them are asymptometic or pass through like a mild cold.
Thirdly, the Covid19 is getting weaker and now it's almost same as a cold.
In conclusion, it seems that children are more likely to suffer from the side effects of
vaccination than to benefit from it. So, I sincerely ask that you prevent the Covid19
vaccine mandate for children.
Thank you for your time.

Sincerely,
Grace, One of ECS parents

______________________________________________
From: Pamela Blakeman
Sent: 1/7/2022 1:22:05 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: January 12th agenda items
External Email
I want to go on record as saying I oppose agenda item eight and I support agenda item
11. The reasons are too numerous to list, I'm sure you have plenty of input. I can't
fathom requiring giving shots to children with a drug that is only under emergency
authorization for an illness that has miniscule impact on the life or health of that child.
Especially when the CDC and other government agencies have done such a poor job
changing around the advice they give. Thank you. Pam Blakeman

Get Outlook for Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2FAAb9ysg&data=04%7C

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 10:31:07 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Experimental

From: Douglas <keithfelipe@yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 9:02 AM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Experimental

External Email

https://rumble.com/vqq7gc-dr.-robert-malone-before-you-inject-your-child.html
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Frumble.com%2Fvqq7gcdr.-robert-malone-before-you-inject-yourchild.html&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C400c0c13a3294477b63208d9d4675d4b%7C

Dear Christy,

We the people say, "NO." to any Mandates of the

EXPERIMENTAL mRNA COMPOUNDS

that are being proposed as

"vaccines" for our children.

Public Health Officials who vote to subject children to

Experimental Compounds will be held accountable.

Please vote no mandates.

K. Douglas Sobanski

K. Douglas Sobanski
Alpine Renovations

http://www.alpinerenovationsllc.com
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.alpinerenovationsllc.com%2F&
425 478 2098

https://www.facebook.com/pg/Alpine-Renovations247775788637966/photos/?tab=album&album_id=250568885025323
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2Fpg%2FAlp
Renovations247775788637966%2Fphotos%2F%3Ftab%3Dalbum%26album_id%3D250568885025323&data=04%7C01

______________________________________________
From: Patricia Gillis
Sent: 1/8/2022 4:06:10 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Patti Morrison
Sent: 1/5/2022 8:21:25 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public Comments for WSBOH Members from March EH Committee Special
Meeting
External Email
No vaccines for ANY child under 18!
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Ashley Miller
Sent: 1/11/2022 9:01:49 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public Comments for WSBOH Members from March EH Committee Special
Meeting
External Email
I am opposed to all of your mandates. Let's end this already. Un mask our children. Let
us live our lives. No Vax mandates in our house.
Ashley Fladeland

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone
Get Outlook for Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2FAAb9ysg&data=04%7C

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 2:33:02 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: I OPPOSE WAC 246-105

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: Shanti Lambert <shonbon26@yahoo.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 10:39 PM
To: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: I OPPOSE WAC 246-105

External Email
To The Board Members of the WA state Department of Health,

I am writing to you tonight out of complete desperation… I strongly and adamantly
OPPOSE this proposed WAC 246-105! I am shocked an appalled that this state is
seriously about vote to impose a vaccine mandate on our children for the Covid 19 shot.
A vaccine that has not withstood the test of time, thats been pushed on to people, taking
away their choices. A vaccine that is shown to be more like a treatment than any sort of
actual Prevention. No one can tell me what the effects may be on my child in 5 years or
10 Years. The lack of transparency has been extremely troubling and I don’t trust, nor
think it is absolutely necessary for myself or my child. The children are not at risk of
death or serious illness from this virus. The deaths in this 2 years of Covid is under 1,000
according to the CDC. Why are we doing this!?? It’s not worth the risk to our children. I
ask you to please not back parents into a corner. We love our children and deserve to
have choices and the ability to advocate for them since they are unable to do so for
them selves.
Thank you for your time.

Shanti Lambert 253.951.6168
Shonbon26@yahoo.com <mailto:Shonbon26@yahoo.com> .

Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: T Cook
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:36:21 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Re: comments
External Email
You are all experimenting with us. Nuremberg looks similar.
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:34 AM T Cook <tmcook61@gmail.com
<mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:
Why are the shots not aspirated? It is an intramuscular shot. Without aspiration
you don't know if you hit a blood vessel.
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:31 AM T Cook <tmcook61@gmail.com
<mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:

Michelle,
Children don't need the vaccine. They don't get as sick. Especially with
Omicron.
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:29 AM T Cook <tmcook61@gmail.com
<mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:

Why are the hospitalization usage even less than last year?
Stop firing healthcare workers.
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:26 AM T Cook <tmcook61@gmail.com
<mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:

Staffing becomes more difficult when you fire the HEROES for
exercising their constitutional freedoms!
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:23 AM T Cook
<tmcook61@gmail.com <mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:

Death counts are not accurate. Dying from Covid or
dying with Covid are completely different and need to be truthfully reported.
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:20 AM T Cook
<tmcook61@gmail.com <mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:

This is the cold and flu season. WA does not even test
for the seasonal flu! Hospitalizations are up. What percentage are DUE TO Covid, not just
have Covid?

______________________________________________
From: Patricia Backlund
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:45:32 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Johns Hopkins Study Found Zero COVID Deaths Among Healthy Kids
External Email
Dear TAG members,
Please read this study regarding covid Vax & children.
This is an important study done @ John Hopkins Univ because it reveals how the CDC is
pushing COVID vaccination on children. The CDC defies medical research norms by
propagating flimsy claims without sufficient research or transparency. DR. Makary's
conclusion is that
this has become a pattern for the CDC.

Johns Hopkins researcher Dr. Marty Makary says 'a tremendous number of government
and private policies' regarding the vaccination of children are dependent upon one
questionable data point. https://thefederalist.com/2021/07/21/johns-hopkins-studyfound-zero-covid-deaths-among-healthy-kids/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fthefederalist.com%2F2021%2F07
hopkins-study-found-zero-covid-deaths-among-healthykids%2F&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cefc105f969d4443f03a608d9d15db7cd%7C11d0e

Sincerely,
Pat Backlund, BSN
Get Outlook for Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fghei36&data=04%7C0

______________________________________________
From: Phyllis Smith
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:57:20 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: ALL PROPOSED POLICIES "FORCING VACCINATIONS!"
External Email
Please consider the RIGHTS of all citizens to either reject or accept
anything that is injected into our bodies.
Remember, it is not up to anyone to tell us what we can and cannot do to
our bodies!!!
Perhaps you can revisit this issue once the FDA, 100% approves all the
vaccines for COVID 19.
I care what your beliefs are, but PLEASE, PLEASE do not force your
beliefs on everyone else.
Thank you for your time,
Phyllis Smith

______________________________________________
From: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
Sent: 1/8/2022 4:46:35 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Children’s mandated vaccines

--Samantha Pskowski (she/her/hers)
Washington State Board of Health
360-789-2358
-----Original Message----From: MARVA MCDEVITT <marvatom@aol.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 6:57 AM
To: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Children’s mandated vaccines
External Email
Our family is strongly opposed to mandating vaccines for children. There is not enough
information about long term effects. We cannot put our children at risk with what is still
an experimental vaccine. There is not enough information on adolescent boys and
resulting cardiomyopathy.
Sincerely, Tom and Marva McDevitt

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 7:37:36 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Fwd: Violation of constitution

Get Outlook for iOS
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fo0ukef&data=04%7C0
________________________________
From: Rachelle Jameson <RachelleJameson_5@msn.com>
Sent: Sunday, January 9, 2022 7:10:11 PM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Violation of constitution
External Email
You all need to back off. You need to stand up for the facts and the truth. The truth is
covid was here before March lockdowns and no one gave a fuck. They only cared about
impeachment. Several of my family members had covid in January 2020 before it was
supposedly even here. We got the anti bodies test a year and a half later and we have
the antibodies still. Plus non of us have been sick in 2 years. I personally have done my
own research and everyone I know that had covid and did not get vaccinated have not
been sick since. Those I know who have been vaxxed have continued to get sick or have
other health issues. So if you wanna do the right thing to stop covid, stop the mandates
stop trying to force the Vax because you won't win. If you keep trying to force you will
have thousands that will fight back as well as you will never stop covid if you continue to
try to mandate vaccines. The flu has never been stopped so what makes you think you
can stop this by forcing vaccines

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone
Get Outlook for Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2FAAb9ysg&data=04%7C

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/5/2022 2:21:48 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: No covid shot for kids

From: Talas Rivers <talas1@yahoo.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 5, 2022 2:00 PM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: No covid shot for kids

External Email
I would rather pull my kids at the school than have them get the shot.

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.onelink.me%2F107872968%3F

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 2:28:38 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Mandates

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: Debra Mitz <debjomitz@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 11:09 PM
To: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Mandates

External Email
Absolutely no covid vaccine requirements for children! Do some research and you will see
all the heart issues and other side effects that this vaccine has hurt so many. It hasn't
even really been shown to be effective against the new variants anyway. Just stop this
madness! Debra Mitz

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 9:34:14 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: I Oppose!

From: Sabrina S <srose7719@yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 10:54 AM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: I Oppose!

External Email
I oppose the proposed WAC’s 246-100-070, WAC 246-100-045, WAC 246-100-040, WAC
246-100, WAC 246-105

I am completely against giving local health officers use of law enforcement and the use of
an emergency order to involuntarily detain a person or family into a quarantine facility if
they refuse the requests of medical examination, testing, treatment, counseling, or
vaccination.

I am completely against covid-19 injections as part of the school immunization
requirements using WAC 246-105.

______________________________________________
From: betty barbee
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:55:37 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: vaccine mandates
External Email
I am opposed to ALL vaccine mandates in the state. It takes away my freedom to decide
what is best for me. It also has no consideration for my religious beliefs. They are
overreacting to my autonomous rights and freedoms.
I am opposed to WAC 246-100-070, 246-100-040, 246-100-100, 246-100-105
Betty Barbee
pob 91
Moxee, Wa 98936

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 8:34:15 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Fwd: No Mandate for Covid19 Vaccination for All School Age Children

Get Outlook for iOS
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fo0ukef&data=04%7C0
________________________________
From: Alicia Villa <villaalicia800@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 1:42:54 PM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: No Mandate for Covid19 Vaccination for All School Age Children
External Email
Children are at extremely low risk for Covid 19. There are no long-term studies to
document any history of safety. Studies do now document that vaccinated and
unvaccinated can both transmit Covid. Therefore the vaccine apparently does not stop
the spread of the disease.

Mandatory Covid 19 Vaccines will segregate many children from an equal education. This
mandate does not support equity diversity and inclusion.

Thank you,
Alicia Villa

______________________________________________
From: phinehas institute
Sent: 1/12/2022 9:56:02 AM
To:
Cc:
Subject: Public Health Meeting, January 12th
External Email
Hello Board Members,
It has come to my attention that WA Board of Health will be
discussing Covid-19 shot mandates for schools and recommendations for forcible
quarantine and/or detention of those that disagree with policies. I request that you
abandon the plan of forming a technical advisory group to explore COVID19 mandates
and adopt a new rule of requiring products to have completed Phase 3 clinical trials
before they can be added to list of school requirements.
One definition of insanity is to repeat the same mistake over and
over again and expect different results. For almost 2 years we have attempted to follow
the health recommendations of washing, masking, distancing, testing, isolating and
vaccinating. By now it is apparent that the virus is “gonna virus” regardless of measures
attempted. Thankfully, SARS CoV2 is acting in similar manner as all other viral
pandemics and becoming more “virulent” (spreads easier) but less deadly. Real immunity
is achieved with exposure and recovery as is evidenced by fact that those infected with
SARS in 2002/3 cannot become infected with SARS CoV2 today! In contrast, Covid19 has
managed to find a way to escape the vaccine as is evidenced by the incredibly high
numbers of vaccinated and even boosted individuals getting sick and testing positive.
Surely this fact has not escaped your knowledge!
As Health Board members, you are obligated to provide us with
facts that support any and all recommendations or requirements.
1) what is the current rate of mortality for COVID19 infection and
stratified according to age groups?
2) point to ANY measures that have reduced the numbers of
fatalities (cases are not fatalities).
3) what is rate of all cause mortality in WA in 2020 and
2021?......did the measures imposed reduce the number of deaths from prior year?
4) provide evidence of asymptomatic spread of SARS CoV2.
5) provide safety studies for masking children and randomized
clinical trials for masks preventing spread of lab-confirmed upper respiratory viruses (not
modeling of masks on mannequins).
6) make public the accuracy of testing - what is the rate of false
positives and false negatives of tests and were results determined by manufacturers of
the tests or unbiased 3rd party investigators?
7) provide evidence that the vaccines prevent infection and
transmission and that they improve health of individuals who receive them compared to
those who do not.
8) explain why so much focus on eliminating this 1 virus when
human immune systems have successfully protected our growing population since the
beginning of time? Are you aware that some viruses are beneficial for humans and can
protect against various forms of cancers and heart issues? Did you know that your
human virome contains over 380 TRILLION viruses?
Unfortunately, I do not trust that you have carefully investigated
and logically determined adequate and measurable health remedies for which you are
able to provide evidence. Before doubling down on measures that seem to HARM more

than they HELP the overall health of citizens, please determine and make public the
evidence to justify any policies.
Regarding mandating shots, know that the clinical trials will not be
completed until 2023. Know that WA State has a legal definition of a vaccine that the C19
shots do not fulfill as they were never part of a living microorganism.

"Vaccine" means "a preparation of killed or attenuated living microorganisms, or fraction
thereof, that upon administration stimulates immunity that protects against disease and
is approved by the federal food and drug administration as safe and effective..."
https://app.leg.wa.gov/RCW/default.aspx?cite=70.290.010
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fapp.leg.wa.gov%2FRCW%2Fdefau
Finally, do no harm! You cannot possibly know or care more about
the health of children than do the parents of Washington children! Myocarditis is just one
of the side effects that people are reporting. Heart muscle doesn’t regenerate and is an
unnecessary injury to those who may suffer with for the rest of their life. How many
others are now injured? What is the real rate of adverse effects following these EUA
products and how can you determine if the safety studies have yet to be completed and
there is no transparency of adverse event reporting?
Furthermore, how necessary or even safe is it to give a vaccine to a
person who already has immunity to the pathogen? Many children by now have been
exposed to the virus and have developed immunity without difficulty. Why consider a
mandate for those not at high risk for adverse outcome should they become infected but
who carry unknown risks of adverse reaction with getting the shot?
I look forward to hearing these concerns addressed and evidence for
any and all recommendations to be presented on January 12.
Thank you.

______________________________________________
From: Gretchen Steinheiser
Sent: 1/8/2022 8:32:42 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Terri and Tim Voltz
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:55:08 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Vaccines for children
External Email
Terri Voltz (You): Who is liable for those 200,000 vaccinated kids who experience
devastating reactions over the next several years? You should be ashamed for promoting
this!!! Our kids are not at risk for the virus but are at extreme risk for the jab. Such lies
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:16:43 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Mandatory Vaccinations

From: Vawna Gary <vawnagary@live.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 11:08 PM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Mandatory Vaccinations

External Email
Dear Kelie,

Thank you for serving in the position of board member for the state health board. I know
it’s not easy to make decisions for other people’s health, especially in this day and age. I
also know that there is not enough research to verify the efficacy of the “vaccinations”.
Even the CDC says that the vaccines cannot prevent Covid-19. Interestingly enough it
seems the cases began to increase as more and more people began to obtain the
vaccination.

Please do not encourage and enforce the mandate to vaccinate the population of the
great state of Washington.

A registered voter in the county of Pierce,

Vawna Gary
vawnagary@live.com <mailto:vawnagary@live.com>

Sent from Mail
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.microsoft.com%2Ffwlink%2F%
for Windows

______________________________________________
From: Tyler Angel
Sent: 1/10/2022 8:56:35 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 8:47:51 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Fwd: Subject: OPPOSITION of Proposed Covid-19 WAC

Get Outlook for iOS
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fo0ukef&data=04%7C0
________________________________
From: Stacy Barrow <stacyscizzorhands@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 1:23:40 PM
To: Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH) <Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R
(SBOH) <Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>; Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
<samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
<Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH) <Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>;
Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>; Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH)
<Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>; Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>;
Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH) <Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>; Donahoe, Kaitlyn N (SBOH)
<kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
<Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Subject: OPPOSITION of Proposed Covid-19 WAC
External Email
Dear Board of Health Members,
I’ve recently become aware of the Washington Administrative Code (WAC) proposals
regarding Covid-19 requirements for school age children. I am in complete OPPOSITION
to this proposal, and disappointed in our state leadership for allowing this infringement of
our rights to even be considered. Science proves that Covid-19 is as much a threat to our
children as the common cold, and yet you’ve allowed fear and mob mentality to dictate
your legislation. The possible side effects of this vaccine, which science shows to be
ineffective at eradicating Covid-19 and has not received adequate long-term testing,
outweigh the risks of the disease, but you are seeking to overturn the rightful
responsibility and judgment of parents. This is NOT a childhood disease, and does not
compare to the other diseases that we’ve largely eliminated through vaccines. While I am
thankful for access to a vaccine, I fully support the CHOICE to vaccinate against Covid-19
or not. As we have equal access to a vaccine, allow each individual to assess their own
assumed risks and make the necessary decisions for their own family.
The WAC proposals regarding quarantine and forced exams, testing, treatment and
vaccines are unnecessary and over-reaching. The death rate for Washington state has
been steadily declining for the past four months. While the cases have increased, the
number of asymptomatic and low sickness vs. extreme cases have not been provided.
The only data is deaths and cases, and based on these numbers, while many people have
contracted the illness, not many are dying; certainly not in numbers that require you to
force people to be quarantined, examined, tested, treated or vaccinated. I am OPPOSED
to any forced actions and extremely disappointed that it is being considered.
Washington state residents should be able to make the choice for themselves. We have
all had or seen extreme illness in our lives, this is not being taken lightly. Trust your
citizens to make the decision that is right for them and their family.

I appreciate your consideration.
Stacy Love
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
Sent: 1/8/2022 5:13:15 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: January 12th Meeting - FDA COVID 19 Vaccination - Nuremberg Code
(1947)

--Samantha Pskowski (she/her/hers)
Washington State Board of Health
360-789-2358

From: Candida Doran <candilolc92@icloud.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 8:51 AM
To: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: January 12th Meeting - FDA COVID 19 Vaccination - Nuremberg Code (1947)

External Email
Dear State Board of Health,
1. The FDA NEVER approved the COVID 19 vaccine being used today.
2. The Nuremburg Code (1947) clearly states that humanity cannot be experimented on.
3. If you approve these POLICIES (WAC 246-100-070) (WAC 246-100-045) (WAC-246100-040) and you are challenged in court, THESE FACTS WILL COME OUT!!
SEN. RON JOHNSON: We do not have an FDA-approved vaccine being administered in
the U.S. The FDA played a bait and switch. They approved the Comirnaty version of
Pfizer drugs. It’s not available in the U.S. They even admit it. I sent them a letter three
days later going "What are you doing?" What they did is they extended the emergency
use authorization for the Pfizer drug vaccine that’s available in the U.S., here that’s more
than 30 days later, they haven’t asked that very simple question. If you’re saying that
the Pfizer drug is the same as the Comirnaty, why didn’t you provide FDA approval on
that? So, there’s not an FDA-approved drug and, of course, they announced it so they
could push through these mandates so that people actually think, "Oh, OK now these
things are FDA approved." They are not and again, maybe they should be, but the FDA
isn’t telling me why.
The judgment by the war crimes tribunal at Nuremberg laid down 10 standards to which
physicians must conform when carrying out experiments on human subjects in a new
code that is now accepted worldwide.

This judgment established a new standard of ethical medical behavior for the post World
War II human rights era. Amongst other requirements, this document enunciates the
requirement of voluntary informed consent of the human subject. The principle of
voluntary informed consent protects the right of the individual to control his own body.
This code also recognizes that the risk must be weighed against the expected benefit,
and that unnecessary pain and suffering must be avoided.
This code recognizes that doctors should avoid actions that injure human patients.
The principles established by this code for medical practice now have been extended into
general codes of medical ethics.
________________________________

The Nuremberg Code (1947)
THE NUREMBERG CODE
1. The voluntary consent of the human subject is absolutely essential.
This means that the person involved should have legal capacity to give consent; should
be
so situated as to be able to exercise free power of choice, without the intervention of any
element
of force, fraud, deceit, duress, over-reaching, or other ulterior form of constraint or
coercion; and
should have sufficient knowledge and comprehension of the elements of the subject
matter
involved, as to enable him to make an understanding and enlightened decision. This
latter
element requires that, before the acceptance of an affirmative decision by the
experimental
subject, there should be made known to him the nature, duration, and purpose of the
experiment;
the method and means by which it is to be conducted; all inconveniences and hazards
reasonably
to be expected; and the effects upon his health or person, which may possibly come from
his
participation in the experiment.
The duty and responsibility for ascertaining the quality of the consent rests upon each
individual who initiates, directs or engages in the experiment. It is a personal duty and
responsibility which may not be delegated to another with impunity.

2. The experiment should be such as to yield fruitful results for the good of society,
unprocurable by other methods or means of study, and not random and unnecessary in
nature.
3. The experiment should be so designed and based on the results of animal
experimentation
and a knowledge of the natural history of the disease or other problem under study, that
the
anticipated results will justify the performance of the experiment.
4. The experiment should be so conducted as to avoid all unnecessary physical and
mental
suffering and injury.
5. No experiment should be conducted, where there is an a priori reason to believe that
death or disabling injury will occur; except, perhaps, in those experiments where the
experimental physicians also serve as subjects.
6. The degree of risk to be taken should never exceed that determined by the
humanitarian
importance of the problem to be solved by the experiment.
7. Proper preparations should be made and adequate facilities provided to protect the
experimental subject against even remote possibilities of injury, disability, or death.
8. The experiment should be conducted only by scientifically qualified persons. The
highest
degree of skill and care should be required through all stages of the experiment of those
who
conduct or engage in the experiment.
9. During the course of the experiment, the human subject should be at liberty to bring
the
experiment to an end, if he has reached the physical or mental state, where continuation
of the
experiment seemed to him to be impossible.
10. During the course of the experiment, the scientist in charge must be prepared to
terminate
the experiment at any stage, if he has probable cause to believe, in the exercise of the
good faith,
superior skill and careful judgement required of him, that a continuation of the
experiment is

likely to result in injury, disability, or death to the experimental subject.
["Trials of War Criminals before the Nuremberg Military Tribunals under Control Council
Law
No. 10", Vol. 2, pp. 181-182. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1949
Candida Doran
candilolc92@icloud.com <mailto:candilolc92@icloud.com>

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:54:36 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Immunization criteria

From: Steve Surface <sksurface@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 10:37 AM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Immunization criteria

External Email
Washington State Board of Health member,

I believe the Covid vaccine should not be a requirement for children to attend school or
childcare in this state.

The science and data show that children are at very low risk for contracting or
transmitting Covid or any of its variants. CDC data shows that since Jan 2020, in the
state of WA 10 children (age 0-17) have died with (not from) Covid. As unfortunate as
that is, it is less than the number of WA children dying of the flu on an average year.

Deciding to vaccinate a child against a virus with a 99.7% overall survival rate is the
parent's responsibility, not that of the State.

A vaccine requirement would also be an infringement upon the religious freedom of
people of faith in WA State. Section 11 of our state constitution states "Absolute freedom
of conscience in all matters of religious sentiment, belief and worship, shall be
guaranteed to every individual, and no one shall be molested or disturbed in person or
property on account of religion . . ."

Thank you.

Steve Surface

______________________________________________
From: Olivia Cox
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:37:50 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Scott Heiner
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:43:57 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public comment
External Email
You people are sick pushing this vaccine on children!! I find it interesting the developer of
the mRNA therapy is preaching to the medical community to put a pause on this whole
vaccine process, yet you’re trying to push it on everyone, including our most vulnerable,
our children, who it’s proven are at extremely low risk!! Stop the insanity!! If people
want the vaccine, they can get one. If they want to wear a mask or stay home, they can
do so!
Why aren’t you discussing the vaers numbers? Over 20,000 dead, and hundreds of
thousands of hospital visitations. Stop pushing these poisons and trying to control us!
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Slinger
Sent: 1/11/2022 3:50:16 PM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH),Donahoe, Kaitlyn N (SBOH),Kahler, Kelie
(SBOH),Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH),Davis, Michelle (SBOH),Thai, Nathaniel J
(SBOH),Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH),Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH),Schreiber, Tracy N
(SBOH),DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: 24EA7D5E-E94B-4714-ABDA-4A1409FD885A
External Email
Good afternoon,
I am writing this morning to voice my opposition to the proposed policy (WAC 246-100070) which allows local health officers to use law enforcement to force an emergency
order to involuntarily detain a person or group of persons (families) to be isolated in a
quarantine facility (WAC 246-100-040) these specifics come from WAC 246-100.
I also and especially would like to voice my opposition to WAC 246-105 that requires
Covid 19 injections as part of school immunization.
Thank you for your time.
Sincerely,
Lance Koehler
Bonney Lake, WA

______________________________________________
From: Barbara Best
Sent: 1/11/2022 9:07:45 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 3:01:19 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Comments for the immunizations technical advisory group

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: Rachelle Boone <mrsrachelleb@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 7:45 PM
To: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Comments for the immunizations technical advisory group

External Email
Stuart,

Please note that I, Rachelle Boone a resident of Washington state am sending my
disapproval for any Covid vaccine mandates for anyone and most especially anyone
under the age of 18 per the reasons that follow:

Children are at extremely low risk for covid.

The vaccines are still only EUA.

There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety with the vaccines.

Studies do now document that the vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit Covid
therefore the vaccine isn't proving effective in stopping the spread of covid.

Thank you for hearing the voice of the residents of Washington State.

Sincerely,

Rachelle Boone

______________________________________________
From: Coral Mac
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:22:40 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: becky k
Sent: 1/11/2022 10:54:21 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: No vaccine mandate
External Email
The data on harms to children from the experimental gene therapy injections are
mounting every day, including myocarditis in boys. You are well aware of the high
incidence of the myocarditis and you are still driven to put this in every arm. The
vaccines have failed. You are now more likely to get Covid, especially Omicron, if you are
vaccinated than if you are not vaccinated. This must stop. It is no longer about Covid or
injections......this is about God given rights guaranteed in our Constitution. Stop the
insanity.
BK
Washington Resident since 2002.

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.onelink.me%2F107872968%3F

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 1:49:43 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Opposed children being vaccinated

attachments\6F91363949904F04_image001.gif

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: Debbie LeBlanc <Debbie.LeBlanc@obiseafoods.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 9:11 AM
To: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Opposed children being vaccinated

External Email

I oppose this recommendation to vaccinate children when they have a low if almost zero
risk to become sick or spread this virus. Please consider the children’s health and
possible risks at being vaccinated since many children have had adverse reactions to this
procedure.

Thanks for your consideration

Debbie

______________________________________________
From: Alex Chung
Sent: 1/9/2022 5:16:12 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Alison Runcie
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:46:37 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments regarding unwanted quarantine and vaccination mandates
External Email
Hi Board,
Thank you for your time and your service to our wonderful State of Washington.
I am writing to let you know that:
1.

I am opposed to unwanted use of police force to quarantine those with any illness.

2.
3.

I am opposed to covid-19 vaccine mandates for K-12.
I am opposed to covid-19 vaccine mandates for employers/employees.

I enjoy living in Washington and the freedoms that I have here. I want to continue to
enjoy freedom here in this wonderful state.
Thank you for your time.
Alison Runcie

______________________________________________
From: Corey Ihler
Sent: 1/12/2022 9:43:40 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Re: Verbal public comment
External Email
How do we validate the feelings of unvaccinated families who feel like the law is
promoting state sponsored left-wing collectivist violence against us and our children if
your not willing to talk about it publicly?
On Wednesday, January 12, 2022, 09:30:21 AM PST, Corey Ihler
<coreyihler@yahoo.com> wrote:
Verbal public comment
How do we validate the feelings of unvaccinated families who feel like the law is
promoting state sponsored left-wing collectivist violence against us and our children?

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:17:48 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Proposed Vaccine Mandates/Overreach

-----Original Message----From: Dayna Hersey <daynahersey@comcast.net>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 8:03 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>; Hoff, Christy Curwick
(SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH)
<Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
<Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
<samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; kaitlyn.donohoe@sboh.wa.gov; Lang, Caitlin M
(SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
<Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>; traci.schreibner@sboh.wa.gov; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
<Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>; Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH)
<Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>; Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
<Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Proposed Vaccine Mandates/Overreach
External Email
I would like to let you know that I vehemently oppose any mandates regarding the Covid
19 vaccine. This includes testing, examinations, and forced vaccination. This is an
infringement on my civil liberties.
The overreach by the Washington Department of Health is yet another example of this
administrations lack of regard for the citizens of Washington State!!!
Sincerely,
Dayna Hersey
(253) 312-7920
Dayna Hersey
(253) 312-7920

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 3:09:42 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: NO mandatory vaccination for kids

-----Original Message----From: allison baxter <kwikdrw56@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 3:45 PM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: NO mandatory vaccination for kids
External Email
The vaccines are only EUA, emergency use authorization, not FDA approved for
permanent use
There are no long-term studies to document ANY history of safety
Studies DO now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both get and transmit
Covid, therefore
The vaccine DOES NOT STOP the spread of the disease

Allison Baxter
Ravensdale, WA

______________________________________________
From: Bill Rowland
Sent: 1/12/2022 12:38:36 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Re: January 12 State Board of Health Public Meeting Confirmation
External Email
Since you have never responded to my email on this email thread. So since the meeting
stated the public can submit comments to this email address and you did not even
respond to my previous email. This is called censorship. So I am submitting my
comments here and will cc my email as well.
My Comment:
RCW 34.05 seems to cover the initiation of WAC 246-100 including sections 070, 045 and
040. These codes are so generic, which by the way WAC codes were designed to address
specific instructions which are supposed to support RCW’s. The above-mentioned WAC’s
setup the option to exercise concentration camps at the discretion of a person’s ideology.
The discussion by this administration includes forced injection of a material that has not
completed all testing for long term effects. We see our taxpayer dollars being spent on
ads stating how safe and effective this vaccine is. However, we see over 700K VARES
database entries for covid vaccine – more than any of the other major vaccines
combined. Poor covid shot effectiveness is proven by many of the vaccinated still
transmitting the virus, shutting down facilities that are 97% vaccinated due to outbreaks
and the fact that approx. 3 months after vaccine was widely available and given, we
started seeing booster requirement about every 3 months due to similar infections are
seen. Next patients must sign a waiver not to sue manufacturer's if they experience side
effect including thousands of deaths on VARES Database shortly after the vaccine. If you
mandate through WAC codes, everyone of you need to sign an acceptance waiver for
every single person you force to take the vaccine. This waiver needs to include person
and financial responsibility agreement for any and ALL side effects a person experiences.
If you feel the vaccine is safe enough to force injections on Washington State Citizens,
you should easily accept liability. Accountability is a must for anyone in leadership. With
all of this said, I also have not seen one stitch of action to test citizens for antibodies
before requiring vaccination. I believe United States Code 18 -242 will apply to the
current actions I see from DOH, OSPI, etc.
On Sun, Jan 9, 2022 at 9:01 PM Bill Rowland <billrowland00@gmail.com
<mailto:billrowland00@gmail.com> > wrote:
Being proactive I would like to have the requirements for this meeting. Time limits
and content of my message. Can you provide this information?
Bill Rowland
On Wed, Jan 5, 2022 at 9:46 PM Zoom <no-reply@zoom.us <mailto:noreply@zoom.us> > wrote:

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fzoom.us%2F&data=04%7C01%7C

<http://us02web.zoom.us/w_p/89125084493/e9e77579-e240-4989-b2c3ec78977d482e.png>
Hello William,
Thank you for registering for January 12 State Board of Health Public Meeting. You can
find information about this webinar below.
January 12 State Board of Health Public Meeting
Date & Time
Jan 12, 2022 09:00 AM Pacific Time (US and Canada)
Webinar ID
894 7406 4216
Passcode
957396

Please submit any questions to: wsboh@sboh.wa.gov.

You can cancel
<https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/tZ0pcO2oqD8oG9KF6FhUeOASqfB_9IIVqjfr/success?act=cance
your registration at any time.

WAYS TO JOIN ZOOM
1. Join from PC, Mac, iPad, or Android

Join Webinar <https://us02web.zoom.us/w/89474064216?tk=uzrmxr236J0zWTdBfts501WOxlIP2hTeeVakOueiBo.DQMAAAAU1RHfWBY4MFA0R21wblN2eWJWbWROOWJjUVNRA
EyQyDTdyxsw>

If the button above does not work, paste this into your browser:

https://us02web.zoom.us/w/89474064216?tk=uzrmxr236J0zWTdBfts501WOxlIP2hTeeVakOueiBo.DQMAAAAU1RHfWBY4MFA0R21wblN2eWJWbWROOWJjUVNRA
EyQyDTdyxsw
To keep this webinar secure, do not share this link publicly.

Add to Calendar(.ics)
<https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/tZ0pcO2oqD8oG9KF6FhUeOASqfB_9IIVqjfr/ics?user_id=80P4GmpnSvy
| Add to Google Calendar
<https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/tZ0pcO2oqD8oG9KF6FhUeOASqfB_9IIVqjfr/calendar/google/add?user_
| Add to Yahoo Calendar
<https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/tZ0pcO2oqD8oG9KF6FhUeOASqfB_9IIVqjfr/ics?user_id=80P4GmpnSvy

2. Join via audio
One tap mobile:
US: +12532158782,,89474064216#,,,,*957396#
<tel:+12532158782,,89474064216#,,,,*957396%23> or
+13462487799,,89474064216#,,,,*957396#
<tel:+13462487799,,89474064216#,,,,*957396%23>
Or dial:
For higher quality, dial a number based on your current location.
US: +1 253 215 8782 or +1 346 248 7799 or +1 669 900 9128 or +1 301 715 8592 or
+1 312 626 6799 or +1 646 558 8656
Webinar ID: 894 7406 4216
Passcode:

957396

International numbers <https://us02web.zoom.us/u/kdrx2gOfLS>
Thank you!

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2Fzoom_us&data=04

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.linkedin.com%2Fcompany%
videocommunications%2F&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cf3907903cc9042ea54ed08d9d60b80
<https://blog.zoom.us/>

Copyright ©2022 Zoom Video Communications, Inc. All rights reserved.

______________________________________________
From: Bryce McCollum
Sent: 1/9/2022 2:49:50 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/11/2022 3:41:13 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Document 2: SEVERE Safety Issues with Covid-19 vaccines, Other Nations
Pulling Covid Vaccines

From: unite4truth@mailbox.org <unite4truth@mailbox.org>
Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2022 2:55 PM
To: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; Hoff, Christy
Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Document 2: SEVERE Safety Issues with Covid-19 vaccines, Other Nations
Pulling Covid Vaccines

External Email
F/u phone message:

Health Care Professionals for Covid-19 Policy Correction:

Second document Covid-19 vaccine policy (fraudulent trial standards, SEVERE safety risks)

Document 2:
Date: 01/11/2022 6:53 PM
Subject: Fwd: Re: Health Professional Outreach: SEVERE Covid-19 testing problems &
Vaccine Issues -CEASE AND DESIST

CEASE AND DESIST
To: All government policy makers/educational leadership responsible for implementing
Vermont Covid-19 policy directives

Policy makers have actively misrepresented safety and efficacy of Covid-19 vaccinations
against the government public health organization and vaccine trial evidence, in an act
with serious public health ramifications for the citizens of Vermont:

Covid-19 vaccination were emergency use approved in December of 2020 on the basis of
trials which measured for mild symptom suppression
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.bmj.com%2Fcontent%2F371
, the trials did not monitor for reduction of serious outcomes (hospitalizations/mortality
reduction) nor measure for reduction in transmission of SARS Cov2 (virus attributed to
cause cluster symptoms) of Covid-19.

Further, despite multiple nations now halting/restricting use of US administered Covid-19
vaccinations due to severe safety risks (see below) with an ever expanding list of safety
investigation for SEVERE health side effects and new release of Pfizer documents
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
court-ordered-document-release-exposes-company-covered-up-covid-vaccine-deathssideeffects&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C6b2d0002a2dc49d2bb3708d9d55bd9dc%7C11
exposing the pharmaceutical company classified and withheld early safety data
correlating 1,200 deaths and 42,000 injuries in the very early weeks of the Pfizer Covid19 vaccination program, the policy makers and public health officials of Vermont charged
persist in misrepresenting the safety and benefits of Covid-19 vaccinations against
documentation the vaccinations INDUCE side effects mirroring symptoms of Covid-19
attributed diagnosis at FAR greater rates and severity than individuals will experiences
with a positive PCR test diagnosis for Covid-19 (documentation below)

Public health and policy maker leadership must immediately CEASE and DESIST
misrepresenting Covid-19 public health against data documented by WHO/CDC/FDA &
test/manufacturer and research evidence and correct course to end public health policies
which have resulted in SEVERE individual and public health harm based on FALSE
information.

Documentation and source links below

Thanks you

Original Outreach Summary: PLEASE REVIEW

(update - new Pfizer court ordered released data document the pharmaceutical
classified/deliberately suppressed early safety data showing signals which should have
resulted IN immediate withdrawal of Emergency Use authorization by existing

FDA/research study parameters for ending EUA drug approvals):

Direct links to documents may be reviewed HERE:

https://www.unite4truth.com/post/pfizer-court-ordered-document-release-exposescompany-covered-up-covid-vaccine-deaths-side-effects
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
court-ordered-document-release-exposes-company-covered-up-covid-vaccine-deathssideeffects&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C6b2d0002a2dc49d2bb3708d9d55bd9dc%7C11

Urgent:
This email is part of national outreach campaign to correct SEVERE errors in Covid-19
narratives which are actively contradicted and disproven by a cursory objective review of
the public health organization data and vaccine trial evidence. There are SEVERE testing
flaws and vaccine safety issues and the media is not objectively reviewing data which
exposes the issue. Below is a summary compilation of evidence, it is all sourced and
linked, it includes videos as well as extensive referral to CDC, FDA, WHO, & peer review
data.
Summary (each topic will be addressed below with direct source links to documentation
per the government/vaccine trial/pharmaceutical/test manufacturer data in the full letter
section - see the full body for sources & LINKS to data/evidence)
TESTING (brief summary - see full body letter for the full links to all sources)
-PCR tests - developed without virus isolate, non specific to Sars CoV2 (virus attributed
to cause Covid-19), set at cycle amplification settings above level which detect live
material (24), a positive does not equate to symptom presentation or contagion per CDC
own emergency use document, 22 expert panel peer review for International Consortium
of Science deemed the PCR test 'useless' for detection of Sars CoV2, virus attributed to
cause Covid-19 cluster symptoms (this was first nationally reported in the New York
Times over a year ago, the core issue never was corrected)
-Antigen testing: Antigen tests will produce up to 100% false positive tests when used in
low incident populations per FDA statement on November 3, 2020, the entire country
was 'low incident' population before mass administration & the 'second wave' last fall.
FDA issued a statement on November 3 2020 warning potential for mass false positives
when used in low incident populations with formula for calculating expected false positive
rate. Up to 100% false positives in low incident (Covid) populations, in my county,
utilizing the FDA's own formula - this worked out to projected 86% false positives on this
ONE error alone with use of tests.
-Antibody testing - non specific to Sars CoV2, pick up material from many other diseases,
takes many day to weeks to flag a positive result
-majority of all Covid-19 test kits and devices ever issued have been subsequently
recalled by the FDA due to bacterial/fungal contamination and faulty trial design, 100s of
millions of tests, the same companies are then rewarded with new contracts to produce
Covid-19 related devices and products with no liability due to Emergency Use Status of

Test. Millions are being recalled every month. This comprises over 270 different kits and
hundreds of millions of tests (links to FDA list and full article including extensive
information on contamination of US & global testing below)
Attribution Standards
Unscientific, designed to capture illness unrelated to Sars CoV2, misattributing
existing/other disease to Covid-19
Mass Financial incentives to hospitals to label case Covid-19 per American physician and
surgeon expose (below)
Severely flawed testing/attribution standards are falsely assigning Covid-19 diagnosis to
individuals not ill with Covid at all, or falsely labeling other disease/illness to a Covid-19
diagnosis. This is especially troubling as vaccinated individuals coming into the hospitals
with side effect symptoms of Covid-19 vaccines are not having potential vaccine
injuries/mortalities investigated with public health officials attributing these cases to
Covid-19 on the basis of severe flawed methods and not following up with autopsy study
as is occurring in other nations. (see documentation below)
US states running the tests against the recommendation standards and warning updates
issued by WHO, CDC, & FDA resulting in mass false positive tests cases
(see document below)

Action Alert: NY Legislature Introduces Citizen Detainment Bill, Documentation Letter to
Share
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
alert-ny-legislature-introduces-citizen-detainment-bill-documentation-letter-toshare&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C6b2d0002a2dc49d2bb3708d9d55bd9dc%7C11d
Vaccines:
Vaccinations do NOT stop transmission of disease, were approved for symptom
suppression, trials were based on MILD cases and did not monitor for severe outcomes
(documented in BMJ article below), vaccinations INDUCE the very symptoms as side
effects (and worse) that the drugs were EUA to stop at rates far greater than individuals
experience with positive PCR test diagnosis of Covid-19 (this is due to test settings and
methods generating false positives, not asymptomatic transmission, see below) - Drugs
which do NOT prevent spread of disease are useless as a public health containment
measure, yet policy makers and media continue to tell the public individuals should be
vaccinated to 'protect others' Vaccinations are being recalled in countries around the globe due to safety issues, seven
European nations have halted or restricted Moderna due to myocarditis risk, Taiwan has
suspended Moderna for under 18s due to myocarditis risk, Norway stops Johnson &
Johnson due to blood clot risks, other nations are undergoing FAR more thorough post
mortem review than US - major anaphylactic events at vaccination clinic in Vietnam (4
out of 700 students went into anaphylatic shock, one dead,
15 Swedish scientists have issued press release in British Medical Journal demanding
Sweden cease Pfizer vaccinations due to trial fraud, Pfizer court ordered release of
documents shows the company withheld severe side effects documented in trials and
withheld over 1200 death reports which occurred in the first weeks of program. Pfizer is
currently seeking to withhold further release of documents until 2096
Physician & nurse whistleblowers testifying globally before panels including military
physician who testified she had to ground three pilots in one morning due to myocarditis,

physicians who report their own injuries to CDC are not being followed up, trial
participants whistleblow on lack of f/u and monitoring of their symptoms
(links to video below)
Severe safety signals with German news reviewing recent occurrence of myocarditis &
deaths of athletes - in Europe, the rate has gone from 2 to 8 per year now over 75 in five
months with the same pattern occurring globally at the same time warning labels have
been added to mRNA vaccinations - some countries are recommending against strenuous
activity post Covid-19 mRNA vaccination, and both the American Hearth Association
researchers and British trial institutions are duplicating research showing dramatic
increased in cardiac inflammation post Covid-19 mRNA vaccination - Moderna could not
get past regular safety trials in 2017
(this pattern is occurring in students/public servants/soldiers/health professionals who
are often mandated to take vaccination to retain employment)
Several US educators and athletic coaches died over the past weekend, two on school
premises, we are monitoring this trend as a safety signal & it bears careful scrutiny
including two SUNY coaches and a teacher, this continues a global trend of sudden
deaths occurring in conjunction with timing of Covid-19 vaccine program and extensive
documentation of increased heart inflammation risk now coming in from major medical
journals - full details here:

https://www.unite4truth.com/post/myocarditis-covid-19-vaccinations-alarming-trend-ofincreasing-athletes-students-teacher-deaths
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
covid-19-vaccinations-alarming-trend-of-increasing-athletes-students-teacherdeaths&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C6b2d0002a2dc49d2bb3708d9d55bd9dc%7C11
-New court ordered Pfizer document release exposes company misrepresented safety
data, suppressed 42,000 injury and over 1,200 death reports, company has filed to
withhold the rest of the requested vaccine trial and preliminary vaccine contract
documents until 2096 -CDC is failing to record deaths occurring post Covid-19 vaccine as related to vaccination
even when autopsy, treating physician, and coroner state vaccination correlated to death
(even in cases of anaphylaxis occurring within minutes to hours of vaccination
-CDC is manipulating the reporting standards to suppress inclusion of vaccine injured in
official reports, this includes categorizing individuals as unvaccinated if they are not two
weeks post vaccine, utilizing different cycle threshold standards to report cases between
vaccinated and unvaccinated
-CDC is MASS backloading VAERS injury reports (83% of VAERS data is submitted by
MANDATORY reporters, see below) - Early VAERS reports have increased from 56,000 to
over 414,000 for the first 3 1/2 months of vaccine program, the occurrence data of injury
is nearly all within this early period, CDC is withholding submission date, ages, and other
central information from reports. A group contact has now filed a Freedom of Information
act request to demand release of ALL reports submitted. In conjunction with the latest
court released Pfizer Covid-19 documentation showing mass withholding of adverse
events and early deaths (see below), this very much indicates a deliberate attempt to
withhold safety data from the public, Pfizer is currently seeking to withhold Covid-19
vaccine data until 2096)
Update (latest blog not included in letter below, important) - links to court documents
from FOI Pfizer Court Ruling included -UK physician whistleblower video on British major
news network included:
New Pfizer documents expose company deliberately withheld evidence showing severe

safety signals, misrepresented findings to FDA:

https://www.unite4truth.com/post/pfizer-court-ordered-document-release-exposescompany-covered-up-covid-vaccine-deaths-side-effects
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
court-ordered-document-release-exposes-company-covered-up-covid-vaccine-deathssideeffects&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C6b2d0002a2dc49d2bb3708d9d55bd9dc%7C11
Full letter with evidence: SOURCE LINKS HERE - PLEASE REVIEW
TESTING
The central test for Covid-19 diagnosis is the RT PCR test. This test was developed
without any Sars CoV2 virus isolate (virus attributed to cause symptoms of Covid-19), it
has been set at cycle amplification rates over the limit at which the test will pick up ANY
live material (24 cycles), the test is NON specific to Covid-19 a positive does NOT mean
individual is ill or contagious due to Sars CoV2 presence (this is stated directly in the CDC
emergency use guide lines for the test)
Additionally, peer review by the International Consortium of Science 22 expert panel on
the science paper on which the testing is based found 10 severe flaws with the testing
and deemed it ‘useless’ for detection of the virus:

“In light of our re-examination of the test protocol to identify SARS-CoV-2 described in
the Corman-Drosten paper we have identified concerning errors and inherent fallacies
which render the SARS-CoV-2 PCR test useless’.
https://cormandrostenreview.com/report/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fcormandrostenreview.com%2Frep

(some have written of problems with above link - you can reference paper here as well,
but we are trying to keep to direct sources):
https://amirmortasawi.files.wordpress.com/2020/12/corman-drosten-review-reportnov.-2020.pdf
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Famirmortasawi.files.wordpress.com
drosten-review-report-nov.2020.pdf&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C6b2d0002a2dc49d2bb3708d9d55bd9dc%7C
Several international courts have ruled AGAINST the use of this testing due to severe
errors and the testing NOT being substantive evidence of a Covid-19 diagnosis including
Austria & German, there are numerous pending trials on the testing issue.
Documentation with direct source links to testing issues including WHO, FDA, & CDC data
may be found here:

https://www.unite4truth.com/post/cease-desist-covid-19-leadership-testing-vaccinespolicies-violate-licensing-ethical-standards
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
desist-covid-19-leadership-testing-vaccines-policies-violate-licensing-ethicalstandards&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C6b2d0002a2dc49d2bb3708d9d55bd9dc%7C

Video of Dr Kevin Corbett explaining the testing/virus isolation standard issues:
https://www.oraclefilms.com/kevincorbett
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.oraclefilms.com%2Fkevincor

Rapid antigen testing are equally flawed with the FDA issuing a statement on November
3, 2020 stating antigen tests may create up to 100% false positive when used in low
incident population per a formula based on test specificity and incidence rate. (the entire
US was a low incident population before the government ordered tens of millions of these
tests before the ‘second wave’ in the fall of 2020), the same is occurring now:

Documentation HERE:
https://www.unite4truth.com/post/stop-forced-covid-19-antigen-testing-in-schoolsstates-going-against-fda-recommendations-strategy
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
forced-covid-19-antigen-testing-in-schools-states-going-against-fda-recommendationsstrategy&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C6b2d0002a2dc49d2bb3708d9d55bd9dc%7C1
The state public health departments are running the tests against the protocol warnings
and testing protocol updates issued by CDC/FDA/WHO - full review HERE:

https://www.unite4truth.com/post/action-alert-ny-legislature-introduces-citizendetainment-bill-documentation-letter-to-share
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
alert-ny-legislature-introduces-citizen-detainment-bill-documentation-letter-toshare&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C6b2d0002a2dc49d2bb3708d9d55bd9dc%7C11d
The TESTING is creating a never ending cycle of test/false positive diagnosis/lockdown –
the TESTING is driving the cases not infection:
Additionally, hundreds of millions of Covid-19 testing kits have been recalled globally
since the inception of the program, MILLIONS every month, no effort to issue any
correction to the case data or investigate this ongoing scandal is being made by policy
makers or media organizations despite mass outreach by health professionals to flag the
problem. This testing is Emergency Use Only Approved so there is NO liability for
producing faulty testing and the companies producing these worthless tests are
immediately rewarded with additional contracts:
Here is the direct link to the FDA list (which the site has now archived and buried – and
they stopped updating it in October despite new recalls since that date, 2 million more
were recalled last week). This should be a front page expose, we have crickets:

FDA RECALL LIST/Covid-19 tests and devices Please open the link at the third box for the
full list for list:
https://web.archive.org/web/20211009152633/https://www.fda.gov/medicaldevices/coronavirus-covid-19-and-medical-devices/removal-lists-tests-should-no-longerbe-used-andor-distributed-covid-19-faqs-testing-sars-cov-2
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fweb.archive.org%2Fweb%2F2021
devices%2Fcoronavirus-covid-19-and-medical-devices%2Fremoval-lists-tests-should-nolonger-be-used-andor-distributed-covid-19-faqs-testing-sars-cov2&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C6b2d0002a2dc49d2bb3708d9d55bd9dc%7C11d0e21

Full article: (article documents millions of tests removed for contamination issues as well
as documented by the FDA)
https://www.unite4truth.com/post/contaminated-covid-19-tests-millions-removed-frommarket-implicated-in-india-black-fungal-outbreak
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
covid-19-tests-millions-removed-from-market-implicated-in-india-black-fungaloutbreak&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C6b2d0002a2dc49d2bb3708d9d55bd9dc%7C

The testing is unsuitable for detection of Sars CoV2 per above evidence from FDA, WHO,
CDC, and serious peer review research
Use of testing unsuitable for detection of Sars CoV2 invalidates all case data, research
studies (including vaccine/drug trials), individual diagnosis made on the basis of testing
results. All hospitalization and mortality numbers corrupted.
‘Variants’ are diagnosed with the same testing which is USELESS for detection of Sars
CoV2. Omnicron has no more validity than any other Covid-19 diagnosis, the TESTS DO
NOT WORK
The reason Africa basically has no Covid is simple. They are NOT administering the
testing which is driving the cases, and they are NOT seeing hospital increases right now
because vaccine injuries are driving the admissions not Covid-19. This is not a 'mystery',
the government evidence clearly shows what is driving it! (Covid isn't just magically
skipping over it)!

https://apnews.com/article/coronavirus-pandemic-science-health-pandemics-unitednations-fcf28a83c9352a67e50aa2172eb01a2f
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fapnews.com%2Farticle%2Fcorona
pandemic-science-health-pandemics-united-nationsfcf28a83c9352a67e50aa2172eb01a2f&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C6b2d0002a2dc4

ATTRIBUTION STANDARDS
The media has allowed public health officials to false attribute existing disease (or no
disease at all – asymptomatic infection is not infection, it is based on faulty testing
methods and results) on unscientific attribution standards
A hospitalization is catalogued as a Covid-19 hospitalization regardless of reason for
admission based on faulty testing
A mortality is catalogued as a Covid-19 death on the basis of faulty testing OR symptom
presentation which mirrors many other diseases
The attribution standards are DESIGNED to capture other illness/disease and assign it as
a Covid-19 case – please review this post for full documentation with source links from
CDC/WHO & other sources:

The average age of death is over 80 with four co-existing serious conditions in 96% of
cases – the label of Covid-19 is assigned through testing unsuitable for detection of virus
or symptom presentation which mirror many other illness.
https://www.unite4truth.com//post/government-data-destroys-public-official-covidclaims-covid-19-deaths-cases-hospitalization
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2F%2Fpos
data-destroys-public-official-covid-claims-covid-19-deaths-caseshospitalization&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C6b2d0002a2dc49d2bb3708d9d55bd9dc
Worse, hospitals are given MASS financial incentives to label hospital
admission/mortalities Covid-19 – American Physician and Surgeons report 100,000
incentive:
https://aapsonline.org/bidens-bounty-on-your-life-hospitals-incentive-payments-forcovid-19/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faapsonline.org%2Fbidensbounty-on-your-life-hospitals-incentive-payments-for-covid-

19%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C6b2d0002a2dc49d2bb3708d9d55bd9dc%7C11
(this blog regrets this is being politicized in this article however the information is
accurate – both ‘sides’ have been acting against public health interests in their push for
vaccines and unnecessary Covid protocols)
Vaccines/Drug Cures
Due to the above evidence, it is clear that there is NO need to mass manufacture
vaccinations/drugs to prevent/cure infections generated through faulty testing/attribution
standards. And, even if one takes the data ENTIRELY as presented by officials without
considering any of the above evidence – the government’s response is irrational and
harmful – consider

Vaccines do NOT stop transmission of disease, they were approved for suppression of
symptoms. This is admitted by Dr Anthony Fauci and CDC Director Walensky, so why is
the media pushing the need for vaccination to ‘protect others’ as a drug which doesn’t
stop spread of disease is USELESS as.a public health containment measure:
Fauci – inoculations approved for symptom suppression
https://bgr.com/science/coronavirus-vaccine-efficacy-explained-fauci-interview/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fbgr.com%2Fscience%2Fcoronaviru
vaccine-efficacy-explained-fauciinterview%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C6b2d0002a2dc49d2bb3708d9d55bd9dc

CDC
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2MOKL2UHbL8
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv

Gates now admitted it
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mgsazoEd4xo
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv

86% of Covid-19 attributed case have NO core symptoms –Oxford Study
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/10/08/more-than-80percent-of-people-with-coronavirushad-no-symptoms-uk-study.html
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cnbc.com%2F2020%2F10%2
than-80percent-of-people-with-coronavirus-had-no-symptoms-ukstudy.html&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C6b2d0002a2dc49d2bb3708d9d55bd9dc%7
this is falsely represented as evidence of ‘asymptomatic infection, its the PCR testing)

Review of breakthrough/asymptomatic presentation evidence: - asymptomatic
transmission is scientifically unsupported theory driven by falsely attributing viral load to
dead non infectious material picked up by over amplified PCR tests - fully documented
HERE https://www.unite4truth.com/post/no-breakthrough-cases-no-asymptomatictransmission-bogus-research-used-to-push-covid-19-myth
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
breakthrough-cases-no-asymptomatic-transmission-bogus-research-used-to-push-covid19myth&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C6b2d0002a2dc49d2bb3708d9d55bd9dc%7C11d
Additionally, the media continually allows ‘experts’ and public health officials to make
false claims around vaccine efficacy with claims of ‘Vaccine Saves Lives’

This statement has NO substantive evidence whatsoever to back it. The trials measured
MILD attributed cases and the efficacy was based on suppression of MILD symptoms –
this is fully documented in a British Medical Journal review of trials by Peter Doshi:
https://www.bmj.com/content/371/bmj.m4037
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.bmj.com%2Fcontent%2F371
VACCINES are completely unnecessary even accepting the Covid-19 story as it stands.
The stories attempting to push vaccines as necessary life savers is completely
manipulative as there is ZERO substantive evidence vaccines save lives and extensive
evidence the drugs are inflicting serious health consequences. And, many families are
entirely unaware that a positive test is NOT a viable method for determination of death
yet many individuals are told loved one died of Covid on the premise of NO substantive
evidence whatsoever. The behavior of hospitals who are being paid huge sums for Covid19 admissions is a shame on the entire medical system, and seriously damaging the
credibility and trust of the heath professions for at least a generation to come.
The entire program is predicated on symptom suppression for a attributed disease which
hardly ever manifests in symptoms anyway with low mortality rates in all age groups
except over 65s & even then, the vaccines offer NO improvement whatsoever of what
individuals experience with a positive PCR test diagnosis for Covid-19 outcomes, so there
is NO benefit to administration of these drugs ONLY risk
Vaccines INDUCE the symptoms (as side effects) the drugs are purported to suppress at
far greater rates and severity than individuals will experience with a positive PCR test
diagnosis for Covid-19 diagnosis as documented HERE:

https://www.unite4truth.com/post/fda-full-approval-pfizer-covid-19-vaccine-expectedmonday-mockery-of-science-ethics-act-of-fraud
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
full-approval-pfizer-covid-19-vaccine-expected-monday-mockery-of-science-ethics-actoffraud&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C6b2d0002a2dc49d2bb3708d9d55bd9dc%7C11d
MODERNA COULD NOT GET PAST REGULAR SAFETY TRIALS and now being halted in
restricted around the globe:

https://www.statnews.com/2017/01/10/moderna-trouble-mrna/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.statnews.com%2F2017%2F0
troublemrna%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C6b2d0002a2dc49d2bb3708d9d55bd9dc%7C
Evidence Vaccines Inflicting serious harm/death
Covid-19 vaccines are recording record injury & death reports with over 924,000 injuries
and nearly 20,000 deaths recorded since the inception of the program last December.
83% of VAERS data is generated by MANDATED reporters with majority including case
data, medical notes and sometimes labs. The media has adopted a campaign to dismiss
the data based on the CDC refusing to acknowledge the significance of data (even when
treating physician/autopsy directly correlate a vaccine death to a vaccine)
Report on how the data is generated with source links (per Harvard study only 1% of
vaccine injuries are ever reported to VAERS and NYT article documents last February the

FDA admitting this mass emergency use program started without adequate safety
monitoring system in place):

https://www.unite4truth.com/post/vaers-data-media-attempts-to-discredit-substantivevaccine-injury-data-independent-review
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
data-media-attempts-to-discredit-substantive-vaccine-injury-data-independentreview&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C6b2d0002a2dc49d2bb3708d9d55bd9dc%7C11
This rate of injury should have ended the program – in 1976, fifty six associated deaths
with the Swine Flu program ended the program (these deaths were NOT proven – links to
this data & video in above link)
The CDC is failing to properly investigate post vaccine deaths, labeling deaths Covid-19
even when AUTOPSY and TREATING PHYSICIAN testimony show a CLEAR correlation to
the vaccine as in the case of Drene Keyes, a black minister who went into anaphylactic
shock post Covid-19 Pfizer vaccination)

https://www.unite4truth.com/post/update-drene-keyes-evidence-shows-officialscovering-up-black-minister-s-covid-19-vaccine-death
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
drene-keyes-evidence-shows-officials-covering-up-black-minister-s-covid-19-vaccinedeath&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C6b2d0002a2dc49d2bb3708d9d55bd9dc%7C11d
This case is rare in that it was publicized or reported on at all with the local media
allowing her daughter to challenge the narrative.
The CDC is failing to investigate deaths post Covid-19 vaccine by simply labeling the
mortality a Covid death despite the severe testing/attribution standards)
There is NO standard investigation protocol for a post vaccination death by the CDC. In a
proper trial of new drugs, all deaths would be investigated and reported, this is not
happening with Covid-19 vaccines.

CDC is manipulating reporting standards: (links to CDC reporting standards)
Evidence Indicates CDC Manipulating Covid-19 PCR Testing, Provide False Evidence of
Vaccine Efficacy
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
indicates-cdc-manipulating-covid-19-pcr-testing-provide-false-evidence-of-vaccineefficacy&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C6b2d0002a2dc49d2bb3708d9d55bd9dc%7C11

Shockingly, CDC Now Lists Vaccinated Deaths as Unvaccinated
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fz3news.com%2Fw%2Fshockinglycdc-now-lists-vaccinated-deaths-asunvaccinated%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C6b2d0002a2dc49d2bb3708d9d55bd
(most VAERS reports are submitted within the first two weeks of vaccination)
The media has normalized the drugs inducing harmful side effects – often promoting side
effects mirroring the very symptoms the drugs are administered to suppressed means
the drugs are ‘working’ This has normalized significant side effects which SHOULD be
reported to VAERS. This narrative needs to cease, induction of harm by these drugs is
NOT a benefit.
Major research developments - mRNA/Heart Inflammation:

American Heart Association Journal: Journal/Circulation
Abstract Steven R Gundry
Physician, American Hearth and Lung Institute
Abstract of report finding:

https://www.ahajournals.org/doi/10.1161/circ.144.suppl_1.10712
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.ahajournals.org%2Fdoi%2F1
Abstract 10712: Mrna COVID Vaccines Dramatically Increase Endothelial Inflammatory
Markers and ACS Risk as Measured by the PULS Cardiac Test: a Warning
“At the time of this report, these changes persist for at least 2.5 months post second
dose of vac.We conclude that the mRNA vacs dramatically increase inflammation on the
endothelium and T cell infiltration of cardiac muscle and may account for the
observations of increased thrombosis, cardiomyopathy, and other vascular events
following vaccination.
Results duplicated: Whistleblower on mainstream UK news states major research
institution sitting on study
Here is the interview from GB news reporting on the issue and UK research institution
suppressing data – top British medical research center duplicated the finding in the above
medical study and suppressing the information out of fear of losing funding IMPORTANT

https://twitter.com/GBNEWS/status/1463926037889396736
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FGBNEWS%2Fstatu
Other Countries Pulling vaccines due to safety issues including blood clots and
myocarditis:
Norway has led the way into investigation into post vaccination harm.
Last January, when 23 elderly fell ill and died in care homes post Covid-19 Pfizer
vaccination, public health officials ordered autopsies and correlated Pfizer side effects to
deaths in 13 of the deaths.
This prompted the country to change recommendations for administration of the vaccine:

https://thehill.com/policy/international/europe/534395-norway-warns-patients-over-80of-vaccine-risks-after-deaths
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fthehill.com%2Fpolicy%2Finternati
norway-warns-patients-over-80-of-vaccine-risks-afterdeaths&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C6b2d0002a2dc49d2bb3708d9d55bd9dc%7C11

The Norweigan Prime Minister stated that administration of the vaccine could speed up
the end of life process:
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-01-26/norway-may-refine-vaccinestrategy-after-elderly-deaths-pm-says
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.bloomberg.com%2Fnews%2
01-26%2Fnorway-may-refine-vaccine-strategy-after-elderly-deaths-pmsays&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C6b2d0002a2dc49d2bb3708d9d55bd9dc%7C11d0
Countries all over the globe began seeing rise in care home deaths at the inception of the
Pfizer Covid-19 administration – whistleblowers spoke out and were ignored or labeled

‘conspiracy theorist’ despite Norway finding significant correlation when actual and
appropriate autopsy investigation was conducted)
https://www.patreon.com/posts/covid-19-vaccine-47545730
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.patreon.com%2Fposts%2Fco
19-vaccine47545730&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C6b2d0002a2dc49d2bb3708d9d55bd9dc%7C

https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/nursing-home-residents-spain-die-pfizercovid-vaccine/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fchildrenshealthdefense.org%2Fdef
home-residents-spain-die-pfizer-covidvaccine%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C6b2d0002a2dc49d2bb3708d9d55bd9dc%

Taiwan Stops Pfizer after heart issues in under 18:
https://duckduckgo.com/?q=taiwan+stops+vaccination&ia=web
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fduckduckgo.com%2F%3Fq%3Dta

Iceland halts Moderna ALL ages due to myocarditis (our country is approving boosters)
https://www.visiontimes.com/2021/10/11/iceland-halts-use-of-moderna-vaccine-for-allages-following-increased-health-concerns.html
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.visiontimes.com%2F2021%2
halts-use-of-moderna-vaccine-for-all-ages-following-increased-healthconcerns.html&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C6b2d0002a2dc49d2bb3708d9d55bd9dc

Nordic Countries halting Moderna in younger populations:
https://www.cnbc.com/2021/10/08/nordic-countries-are-restricting-the-use-ofmodernas-covid-vaccine.html
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cnbc.com%2F2021%2F10%2
countries-are-restricting-the-use-of-modernas-covidvaccine.html&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C6b2d0002a2dc49d2bb3708d9d55bd9dc%
(Pfizer actually documents HIGHER rate of myocarditis induced symptoms post
vaccination per vaccine with up to rates of 1 in 3,000 for teens/young adults) – full
documentation of child risks and full data on risks/benefits assessment in child
populations HERE)

https://www.unite4truth.com/post/what-parents-should-know-covid-19-vaccinationsexperimental-new-technology-1000-reports-injury
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
parents-should-know-covid-19-vaccinations-experimental-new-technology-1000-reportsinjury&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C6b2d0002a2dc49d2bb3708d9d55bd9dc%7C11d
J&J pulled in Denmark/Norway, Breaking today (12/16/2021) CDC is now holding
ANOTHER meeting due to the blood clots which caused these nations to pull this drug
and halt the program here in US last Spring, the US should NEVER have approved this
drug to start but resuming it after direct correlation to deaths is blatantly criminal, now
months later after MORE deaths, they are forced to review again:

https://sciencenorway.no/covid19-vaccines-viruses/norwegian-medicines-agency-aboutjohnson-johnsonwe-usually-dont-use-vaccines-with-lethal-side-effects/1867058
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsciencenorway.no%2Fcovid19vaccines-viruses%2Fnorwegian-medicines-agency-about-johnson-johnsonwe-usuallydont-use-vaccines-with-lethal-sideeffects%2F1867058&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C6b2d0002a2dc49d2bb3708d9d55

Latest CDC article:
https://www.washingtonpost.com/health/2021/12/15/johnson-and-johnson-vaccinecontinued-blood-clots/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.washingtonpost.com%2Fhea
and-johnson-vaccine-continued-bloodclots%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C6b2d0002a2dc49d2bb3708d9d55bd9dc%7C

Please see blog for additional documentation of Pfizer safety issues, vaccine batch halted
in Vietnam after 125 children hospitalized/4 students of 700 go into anaphylactic shock &
major Pfizer headlines which the media should feature in Covid-19 coverage - including
new court rulings:
https://www.unite4truth.com/post/major-pfizer-headlines-court-ruling-ignored-by-themedia-scientists-document-vaccine-trial-fraud
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
pfizer-headlines-court-ruling-ignored-by-the-media-scientists-document-vaccine-trialfraud&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C6b2d0002a2dc49d2bb3708d9d55bd9dc%7C11d

Lawyers have filed suit against Pfizer for misrepresenting safety data in 5 to 11 in
Canada:
https://westernstandardonline.com/2021/11/alberta-lawyer-files-complaint-againstpfizer/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwesternstandardonline.com%2F20
lawyer-files-complaint-againstpfizer%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C6b2d0002a2dc49d2bb3708d9d55bd9dc%7C
“According to the unnamed experts, Pfizer allegedly ignored the risks of “anaphylaxis,
pericarditis, capillary thrombosis, clotting disorders, strokes and transverse myelitis, to
name a few.”
The complaint letter said Pfizer has also allegedly “scrubbed” data related to deaths due
to transverse myelitis from its initial Emergency Use Authorization (EUA) application to
the FDA. The complaint also alleges the application was “fraught with fraudulent
misstatements” around the safety profile of the Pfizer vaccine.
“To suggest to the parents of Canada that this product is safe and will not kill or injure
more Canadian 5-11-year-old children than the notional 0-3 ‘prevented COVID-19
deaths’ alluded to by Pfizer in its FDA EUA application constitutes fraud on the Canadian
public and the Canadian Government,” the claim reads.
Vaccine Safety Investigations: very partial list

Kidney/Skin Disorders
https://www.fiercepharma.com/pharma/europe-probing-link-between-pfizer-biontechmoderna-covid-vaccines-and-skin-condition-2
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.fiercepharma.com%2Fpharm
probing-link-between-pfizer-biontech-moderna-covid-vaccines-and-skin-condition2&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C6b2d0002a2dc49d2bb3708d9d55bd9dc%7C11d0e21

Menstrual disorders:
https://www.news-medical.net/news/20210916/Reproductive-specialist-highlights-theneed-to-investigate-menstrual-changes-after-covid-19-vaccination.aspx
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.newsmedical.net%2Fnews%2F20210916%2FReproductive-specialist-highlights-the-need-toinvestigate-menstrual-changes-after-covid-19vaccination.aspx&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C6b2d0002a2dc49d2bb3708d9d55bd9

Myocarditis
https://www.cnbc.com/2021/06/26/fda-adds-warning-of-rare-heart-inflammation-topfizer-moderna-vaccines.html
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cnbc.com%2F2021%2F06%2
adds-warning-of-rare-heart-inflammation-to-pfizer-modernavaccines.html&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C6b2d0002a2dc49d2bb3708d9d55bd9dc

(studies ongoing, this is NOT complete data)
Transverse Myelitis:
https://arynews.tv/eu-transverse-myelitis-side-effect-jj-covid-19-vaccine/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Farynews.tv%2Feutransverse-myelitis-side-effect-jj-covid-19vaccine%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C6b2d0002a2dc49d2bb3708d9d55bd9dc%

Thrombocytopenia
https://www.news-medical.net/news/20211116/Thrombosis-with-thrombocytopeniasyndrome-rare-but-serious-adverse-event-associated-with-Ad26COV2S-vaccination.aspx
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.newsmedical.net%2Fnews%2F20211116%2FThrombosis-with-thrombocytopenia-syndromerare-but-serious-adverse-event-associated-with-Ad26COV2Svaccination.aspx&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C6b2d0002a2dc49d2bb3708d9d55bd9

Guillain Barre
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC8298969/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov%2Fpmc%2

Astrazeneca being dropped globally (same technology as J&J) – Norway expert panel
recommends against its use
https://www.reuters.com/world/europe/norway-should-exclude-jj-astrazeneca-covidvaccination-scheme-says-commission-2021-05-10/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.reuters.com%2Fworld%2Feu
should-exclude-jj-astrazeneca-covid-vaccination-scheme-says-commission-2021-0510%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C6b2d0002a2dc49d2bb3708d9d55bd9dc%7C11
Vaccine Trial Participants, Doctors, Nurses, Whistleblowers Speak Out
Despite many whistleblowers coming forward, the media continues to ignore the growing
testimony from health professionals, funeral directors, vaccine trial recipients around the
globe red flagging SERIOUS issues with the vaccine safety – a small sampling of this
testimony for your review HERE

VIDEOS
(myocarditis and the misrepresentation of serious harm:
Dr. Linda Wastila: Why are we Accepting Myocarditis as an Acceptable Side Effect for
COVID Vaccines?
https://rumble.com/vovdmn-dr.-linda-wastila-why-are-we-accepting-myocarditis-as-anacceptable-side-ef.html?mref=6zof&mrefc=2
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Frumble.com%2Fvovdmndr.-linda-wastila-why-are-we-accepting-myocarditis-as-an-acceptable-sideef.html%3Fmref%3D6zof%26mrefc%3D2&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C6b2d0002a2

Military physician testifies under whistle blower protection - ground three pilots in one
morning due to post vaccination myocarditis:
https://rumble.com/vomsar-lieutenant-colonel-theresa-long-over-200000-servicemembers-have-rejected-t.html
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Frumble.com%2Fvomsarlieutenant-colonel-theresa-long-over-200000-service-members-have-rejectedt.html&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C6b2d0002a2dc49d2bb3708d9d55bd9dc%7C11d

Physician testifies in front of Senate panel
https://rumble.com/vpi9cu-orthopedic-surgeon-did-800-surgeries-per-year-but-nowcannot-work-due-to-co.html?mref=6zof&mrefc=3
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Frumble.com%2Fvpi9cuorthopedic-surgeon-did-800-surgeries-per-year-but-now-cannot-work-due-toco.html%3Fmref%3D6zof%26mrefc%3D3&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C6b2d0002a
(if MDS have to fight this hard to get heard, imagine what regular people with no medical
understanding or connection must face to get stories heard)

Mother testifies after 28 daughter dies immediately post vaccine, states cause of death
misrepresented:
https://rumble.com/vozjhl-grieving-mother-who-threatened-health-impact-news-forpublishing-daughters-.html?mref=6zof&mrefc=4
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Frumble.com%2Fvozjhlgrieving-mother-who-threatened-health-impact-news-for-publishing-daughters.html%3Fmref%3D6zof%26mrefc%3D4&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C6b2d0002a2d

UK coroner notes significant increase in infant/young adult funerals post vaccination
https://rumble.com/vovjtz-uk-funeral-director-10x-newborn-baby-deaths-after-covidshots-refrigerators.html?mref=6zof&mrefc=5
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Frumble.com%2Fvovjtzuk-funeral-director-10x-newborn-baby-deaths-after-covid-shotsrefrigerators.html%3Fmref%3D6zof%26mrefc%3D5&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C6

Full blog of videos with additional nurse/physician/injured testimony including US nurse &
Australian nurse stating vaccine injuries not Covid filling hospital wards:
https://www.unite4truth.com/post/video-update-important-archive-of-covid-19-relatedcontent-european-parliament-members-speak-out
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
update-important-archive-of-covid-19-related-content-european-parliament-membersspeakout&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C6b2d0002a2dc49d2bb3708d9d55bd9dc%7C11d0e

Nurses testimony - policies are destroying hospitals, officials lying about ICUS
(video)Government Health Officials Are Creating Health Care Crisis With Vaccine
Mandates, Lying About ICUS
https://www.unite4truth.com/post/government-health-officials-are-creating-health-carecrisis-with-vaccine-mandates-lying-about-icus
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
health-officials-are-creating-health-care-crisis-with-vaccine-mandates-lying-abouticus&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C6b2d0002a2dc49d2bb3708d9d55bd9dc%7C11d0
(media failure to report on how policies not Covid-19 destroying our hospital system, if
you actually respect care givers and view us as 'heroes' than spare us the thanks and
report the truth)

Blog of injured video testimony (extensive) here:
https://www.unite4truth.com/post/covid-19-vaccine-injured-forced-to-create-ownvideos-websites-as-near-media-blackout-continues
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
19-vaccine-injured-forced-to-create-own-videos-websites-as-near-media-blackoutcontinues&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C6b2d0002a2dc49d2bb3708d9d55bd9dc%7C

Cluster deaths of teachers/athletes/students/physicians/public servants
(police/firefighters/paramedics) occurring in significant rates as booster shots roll out for
‘high risk’ public workers:

Last week three student athletes collapsed at games in US, experts have issued warnings
in some countries due to risk from strenuous exercise post vaccine:
https://www.jpost.com/health-and-wellness/health-ministry-to-consider-asking-newlyvaccinated-to-avoid-working-out-681317
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.jpost.com%2Fhealthand-wellness%2Fhealth-ministry-to-consider-asking-newly-vaccinated-to-avoid-workingout681317&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C6b2d0002a2dc49d2bb3708d9d55bd9dc%7C11

https://tnp.straitstimes.com/news/singapore/avoid-strenuous-exercise-two-weeks-afterjab-expert-committee
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftnp.straitstimes.com%2Fnews%2F
strenuous-exercise-two-weeks-after-jab-expertcommittee&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C6b2d0002a2dc49d2bb3708d9d55bd9dc%7
4 teachers died in one week period in Ohio (no cause of death related in three, one died
in surgery)
Additionally, MANY teachers, athletes, medical professionals are now dying with Covid-19
attributed infection but there is no investigation or autopsy and the standards for
attribution/testing render these diagnosis corrupted.

Blogs following death student/teachers/athletes (please not that inclusion in this blog is
NOT a claim each person died of a Covid-19 injury, it is compiled to monitor trends with
safety signals flashing red right now - and other nations PULLING the vaccinations due to
myocarditis -as of above nurse/physician whistle blowers state, the units are seeing
young and younger individuals with blood clots and heart issues and excess death reports
in UK not related to Covid (video of physician whistleblower who states incident of
sudden cardiac death and dying at home is up exponentially HERE)
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
court-ordered-document-release-exposes-company-covered-up-covid-vaccine-deathssideeffects&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C6b2d0002a2dc49d2bb3708d9d55bd9dc%7C11

Athletes
https://www.unite4truth.com/post/myocarditis-covid-19-vaccinations-alarming-trend-ofincreasing-athletes-students-teacher-deaths
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
covid-19-vaccinations-alarming-trend-of-increasing-athletes-students-teacherdeaths&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C6b2d0002a2dc49d2bb3708d9d55bd9dc%7C11

Students being found in dorms, dying in sleep - teachers/soldiers (safety signal)
https://www.unite4truth.com/post/3-ohio-students-four-teachers-dead-in-a-month-asmajor-research-flags-increased-vaccine-heart-risks
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
ohio-students-four-teachers-dead-in-a-month-as-major-research-flags-increasedvaccine-heartrisks&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C6b2d0002a2dc49d2bb3708d9d55bd9dc%7C11d0

This letter is only a very partial documentation of the significant ongoing issues with
vaccine safety, testing, and policy protocols but it highlights significant evidence of
SEVERE problems which indicate:
Testing needs to immediately CEASE as it is driving cases and it is unsuitable for
detection of virus employed to detect
Vaccine administration needs to immediately cease and full disclosure of all injury reports
and trial data must be released to the public:

CDC massively backloading VAERS injury data: (not new incidents, withholding
submission dates of report) 360,000 backloaded for first three and half months,
https://www.unite4truth.com/post/2-400-covid-19-vaccine-deaths-occurred-in-first-sixweeks-of-program-cdc-back-loading-data
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
400-covid-19-vaccine-deaths-occurred-in-first-six-weeks-of-program-cdc-back-loadingdata&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C6b2d0002a2dc49d2bb3708d9d55bd9dc%7C11d0

Pfizer attempting to suppress release of trial data until 2076. (latest 2096)
https://www.citizensjournal.us/fda-asks-federal-judge-to-grant-it-until-the-year-2076to-fully-release-pfizers-covid-19-vaccine-data/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.citizensjournal.us%2Ffdaasks-federal-judge-to-grant-it-until-the-year-2076-to-fully-release-pfizers-covid-19vaccinedata%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C6b2d0002a2dc49d2bb3708d9d55bd9dc%7C
Sweden scientists now demand Pfizer be halted due to research fraud:Research fraud at
a subcontractor to Pfizer, now 16 doctors and researchers demand that vaccination in
Sweden be paused.

https://www.efvv.eu/news/press-release-research-fraud-at-subcontractor-to-pfizer
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.efvv.eu%2Fnews%2Fpressrelease-research-fraud-at-subcontractor-topfizer&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C6b2d0002a2dc49d2bb3708d9d55bd9dc%7C11d
Nils Littorin , physician; doctor of clinical microbiology
Magnus Burling , specialist in general medicine,
Sture Blomberg , specialist in anesthesia and intensive care; Associate Professor
Ragnar Hultborn , Specialist in Oncology; Professor Emeritus
Lilian Weiss , Specialist in General Surgery; Associate Professor
Ann-Cathrin Engwall , Immunologist and Virologist; doctor of molecular cell biology with
an immunological focus
Sebastian Rushworth, AT doctor
Maria Papadopoulou , ophthalmologist
Carina Ljungfelt , specialist in general medicine
Christina Malm , specialist in general medicine,
Bo Jonsson , specialist in general psychiatry; with dr
Anette Stahel , PhD in biomedicine,
Nina Yderberg, specialist in child and adolescent psychiatry
Dinu Dusceac , specialist in cardiology; PhD
Margareta Andersson , specialist in general medicine
Hanna Åsberg , specialist in general medicine
Update on this article with additional major Pfizer headlines your news organization
should be aware including problems with 'approval' which appears to involve a bait and
switch for Pfizer to retain liability protection for administering EUA drugs while selling the

public on a fully approved vaccine (SHORT term trials will not even be finished until next
year, and no mid or long term data whatsoever, it is unethical to make claims of safety
and efficacy on LACK of data, this is setting a dangerous new precedent where untested
drugs are released on a 'trust us' standard and the consequences have been severe)

https://www.unite4truth.com/post/major-pfizer-headlines-court-ruling-ignored-by-themedia-scientists-document-vaccine-trial-fraud
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
pfizer-headlines-court-ruling-ignored-by-the-media-scientists-document-vaccine-trialfraud&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C6b2d0002a2dc49d2bb3708d9d55bd9dc%7C11d
Policy makers, public health departments, and lead medical organizations have been
contacted extensively about the above issues, they are stonewalling or ignoring health
professional outreach to course correct. This includes licensing boards and public health
departments at local/state/national level.
PLEASE act to report on these issues.
Media is contributing to mass public health harm in allowing misrepresentation of this
data by government officials & ‘experts making false claims of safety/efficacy should be
in front of a licensing board hearing not featured as ‘experts’ in the media. There is now
concrete documents of mass safety data suppression coming from the Pfizer documents
and CDC own reporting systems of mass early suppression of data (injury reports have
jumped from 58,000 to over 414,000 in early months of program with nearly all showing
occurrence date in early period. This is fraud and the media needs to immediately inform
the public of this data.
The politicalization and attacks on individuals coming forward to present credible,
evidence based concerns needs to immediately cease. Our children’s health is at risk
from these drugs and this is not a partisan issue, it is one of public health. Our group is
non-partisan and we have been dismayed to see both political ‘sides’ actively advancing
claims and policies against the government health organization and vaccine trial data.
It is essential the media begin objectively reviewing the claims made by public health
officials and pharmaceutical reps as our extensive review has found their data contradicts
the entire Covid-19 'official' narrative.
The framing of what should be an objective scientific discussion with focus on EVIDENCE
should begin in earnest. The media and policy makers framing of these issues through
partisan speak and slander of those who attempt to provide objective review of fact
(conspiracy theorist) to public has been a serious disservice to your readers and viewers.
Follow the science has been a slogan, not a guiding principle in news media covid 19
reporting.
Thanks for your time
Health Professionals for Covid-19 Policy Corrections

On 01/11/2022 11:04 PM unite4truth@mailbox.org wrote:

Hello

We see you are involved in enacting policy to illegally and unconstitutionally
detain citizens on suspicion of medical threat to public health per bill
WAC 246-100-040

Your office should be fully aware health professional, academic, and parent groups
are currently moving forward with mass cease and desist and legal action to stop Covid19 testing being implemented against FDA/WHO/CDC own use standards and resulting in
100% false positive by default of the protocol violations -

We are forwarding two documents to put you on notice that actions to detain
citizens on false data under the guise of public health will be met with immediate legal
action and personal filing against all individuals responsible for aiding mass public health
organization which may be construed as a conspiracy and tried according to such
standards.

Letter One and documentation below (example of one of MANY letters going out to
policy makers and public health officials right now),

Document 1:

To Senator Brian Campon, Governor Phil Scot
CEASE AND DESIST
(cc superintendents, media)

Vermont is running Covid-19 testing against WHO/CDC/FDA standards & updated
warning statements and implementing Antigen testing against FDA warning which will
result in 96% false positive results (on one error) per statement issued on 11/3/2020.
(FDA warning statements with calculations for expected false positive rate (96%) are
included in the body of email below:

Vermont Public Health department and Governor have been provided the following
documentation, refuse to correct course and aiding an act of medical fraud.

Additionally, PCR tests are being run at cycle amplification rates above 24 CT (a
cycle level too high, more cycles run, less material, over 24 research study has found NO
LIVE material over 24 CT - this has been falsely represented by policy makers, public
health organization leadership as 'viral load' and false proof of detection of Sars CoV2,
virus attributed to cause generic Covid-19 cluster symptoms. The continuation of
implementation of use of PCR testing peer reviewed as unsuitable for the purpose over a
year ago with numerous update warning statement of problem documented by the
CDC/WHO/FDA statements is an act of medical fraud (linked in body of email below)

Covid-19 testing is Emergency Use Authorized ONLY and it is the responsibility of
leadership to review documentation to ensure states remain in compliance with new
directives. Vermont public health & policy makers have not.

Additionally, the majority of all Covid-19 testing ever issued has been
subsequently recalled by the FDA due to serious design flaw and contamination with no
action by policy makers to address ongoing issue or issue correction/public health
warning to citizens who received Covid-19 diagnosis and treatment on the basis of faulty
test which are not clinically viable for detection of Sars CoV2. Over 270 different Covid
testing/devices have been recalled by the FDA comprising (at least) tens of millions of
kits.

Vermont policy makers have imperiled licensed health professionals and
academics with liability/licensing and liability issues with ordering testing directives
against government health organization own use standards as clearly documented by the
evidence below. Health professionals/academics are held to an EVIDENCE based
standards and 'following orders' will not hold up as a defense in a court of law

Please review this letter which has been sent out to school superintendents (ALL)
in NY, VT, and MA:

And, IMMEDIATELY act to end testing directives which are driving false positive
cases which are being misrepresented as Covid-19 cases as this constitutes a SERIOUS
threat to individual and public health for citizens in the state of Vermont.

Subject: Health Professional Outreach: SEVERE Problems with Covid Testing:
States Running Testing against FDA Warning Statements/WHO/CDC standards updates:
false positives
LEGAL ACTION PENDING

Subject: URGENT: Health Professional Outreach - New York Running Antigen
Testing Against FDA Warning Use of Tests/ MAJORITY FALSE POSITIVES
Hello
This is an urgent outreach to provide documentation on problems with Covid-19
Rapid Antigen Testing in schools which are being run against FDA warning for use in low
incident populations which will result in MAJORITY false positives when utilized against
this warning:
States/Schools are running Covid 19 antigen testing against FDA (and other public
health organization) use recommendations per below document,

Here is the document:
https://www.fda.gov/medical-devices/letters-health-care-providers/potentialfalse-positive-results-antigen-tests-rapid-detection-sars-cov-2-letter-clinical-laboratory
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.fda.gov%2Fmedicaldevices%2Fletters-health-care-providers%2Fpotential-false-positive-results-antigentests-rapid-detection-sars-cov-2-letter-clinicallaboratory&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C6b2d0002a2dc49d2bb3708d9d55bd9dc%7C
Potential for False Positive Results with Antigen Tests for Rapid Detection of SARSCoV-2 - Letter to Clinical Laboratory Staff and Health Care Providers
*
Remember that positive predictive value (PPV) varies with disease
prevalence when interpreting results from diagnostic tests. PPV is the percent of positive
test results that are true positives. As disease prevalence decreases, the percent of test
results that are false positives increase.
*
For example, a test with 98% specificity would have a PPV of just
over 80% in a population with 10% prevalence, meaning 20 out of 100 positive results
would be false positives.
*
The same test would only have a PPV of approximately 30% in a
population with 1% prevalence, meaning 70 out of 100 positive results would be false
positives. This means that, in a population with 1% prevalence, only 30% of individuals
with positive test results actually have the disease.
*
At 0.1% prevalence, the PPV would only be 4%, meaning that 96
out of 100 positive results would be false positives.
*
Health care providers should take the local prevalence into
consideration when interpreting diagnostic test results.
*
Consider positive results in combination with clinical observations, patient
history, and epidemiological information

To give you an example of how this works, I will give you the expected false
positives in Vermont (one of group members obtained this data to issue warning for
Vermont public schools - here are the numbers:

Vermont: 14 day cases
1020 cases

Population of Vermont:

623,251

Antigen tests: 98% general specificity

.1% case rate

*
At 0.1% prevalence, the PPV would only be 4%, meaning that 96 out of
100 positive results would be false positives.
96 out of hundred tests are expected to be false positives (on this one error, other
significant errors also documented with the use of these testing methods) -

The ENTIRE US population was 'low incident' before employment of mass testing
was instituted, no current case numbers or individual diagnosis have ANY scientific
clinical validity due to improper use of antigen tests AGAINST FDA waring.

(additionally, the testing utilized to determine case rates in New York is severely
flawed and against use guidelines as documented HERE)

https://www.unite4truth.com/post/media-not-exercising-due-diligence-reportingcovid-19-case-numbers-egregious-test-problems-ignored
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
not-exercising-due-diligence-reporting-covid-19-case-numbers-egregious-test-problemsignored&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C6b2d0002a2dc49d2bb3708d9d55bd9dc%7C11

Our group did a similar outreach last Spring and the head of the education
department & policy makers have been made aware but REFUSE to correct course.

Here is the article from that outreach:

https://www.unite4truth.com/post/stop-forced-covid-19-antigen-testing-inschools-states-going-against-fda-recommendations-strategy
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Flinkprotect.cudasvc.com%2Furl%3
forced-covid-19-antigen-testing-in-schools-states-going-against-fda-recommendationsstrategy%26c%3DE%2C1%2Ckyt-yX7SU4Je9M4gDT079Uw5kKp8Fl63It1e5YEkJHE474cL9I5yRqJfZXC4dYs7_O2a2hk_kPhQ64KC2f8kTHw419cB0M3V_UTZ9r9UOMw653jxdVX7yNHA%2C%2C%26typo%3D1&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%
From the numbers last March for MA
"Right now, in the county I am in, we are at .08% PPV You arrive at the PPV
number by finding out your county population, determine the last two week average of
active cases (available on your state's Covid-19 dashboard) and then find out the test
which antigen test they use to determine specificity rate. Most are about 98% specificity.

Here, it went, two hundred 'active' cases Population of country 125,000 people

.08 prevalence rate.

98% test specificity average to about 99.98 false positive cases"
This is NOT the only problem with testing.
Testing issues include:
MASS recalls, 270 different Covid-19 test kits and devices have been recalled
since the inception of the program - this comprises 100s of millions of tests and majority
of all tests EVER ISSUED, many recalled due to contamination issues. This is an ongoing
issue with millions recalled each months, none having any clinical validity for diagnosis to
errors necessitating recalls.

Here is the link to the FDA webpage which was (until recently) keeping track of
the recalls on a central list, but stopped updating it in July despite extensive recalls since
that time (buried on site, this is a valid archive of the page):

https://web.archive.org/web/20211009152633/https://www.fda.gov/medicaldevices/coronavirus-covid-19-and-medical-devices/removal-lists-tests-should-no-longerbe-used-andor-distributed-covid-19-faqs-testing-sars-cov-2
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fweb.archive.org%2Fweb%2F2021
devices%2Fcoronavirus-covid-19-and-medical-devices%2Fremoval-lists-tests-should-nolonger-be-used-andor-distributed-covid-19-faqs-testing-sars-cov2&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C6b2d0002a2dc49d2bb3708d9d55bd9dc%7C11d0e21
Please click on the third box of the above link to view the list

Additionally, there are severe problems with PCR testing including

-test developed without virus isolate (non specific to Sars CoV2)
-test set at cycle amplification rates which produce false positive by default of the
test
This issue was featured in a New York Times article in the summer of 2020
highlighting research studies adjusting for the cycle amplification error and finding up to
NINETY percent of tests were false positive due to a simple test recommendation error by
the FDA WHICH REMAINS UNCORRECTED TO THIS DAY

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/08/29/health/coronavirus-testing.html
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.nytimes.com%2F2020%2F08
testing.html&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C6b2d0002a2dc49d2bb3708d9d55bd9dc%
Summary of problem in a cease and desist letter from international attorney
Reiner Fuellmich who is working globally to file lawsuits against the testing due creation
of false positive tests through violation of scientific and implementation standards:

"If the test system only begins detection after a large number of replication
cycles, the viral
load is so low that active infection is ruled out. In the NDR podcast of May 7,
2020, you
yourself referred to a study according to which a patient is considered "less
infectious"
above 25 cycles. In fact, the authors of a Canadian study failed to identify any
replicable
virus beyond 24 cycles (Jared Bullard et al. in Clinical Infectious Diseases,
https://doi.org/10.1093/cid/

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fdoi.org%2F10.1093%2Fcid%2F&d
ciaa638). Nevertheless, when the new case numbers are
added up again, nowhere is it checked at which Ct value the cut-off was set in the
respective positive test case. This makes the result of a PCR test highly
susceptible to
manipulation - and thus susceptible to political influence when high case numbers
are
"needed" in order to intimidate the population. In any case, the values determined
on the
basis of a PCR test are not a sufficient basis for a complete shutdown of public life
and
interference with people's liberties on an unprecedented scale".

Link to document with letter HERE
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fdrive.google.com%2Ffile%2Fd%2F
vDwqEy9vMhbNqzodAEW3b%2Fview&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C6b2d0002a2dc49
(submitted against PCR test science authors)

To keep it very simple, the more cycles you run a PCR test at, the less material is
left, due this too many times and eventually, its just dead non infectious material

The documentation for the studies showing this and further problems with the PCR
test may be viewed here:

https://www.unite4truth.com/post/cease-desist-covid-19-leadership-testingvaccines-policies-violate-licensing-ethical-standards
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Flinkprotect.cudasvc.com%2Furl%3
desist-covid-19-leadership-testing-vaccines-policies-violate-licensing-ethicalstandards%26c%3DE%2C1%2CLYJeVcG4MaIxaJCw6RqA7GMErVSRTAljix_SjNBOZJ3chueAKCBrUR6rX5MmY
The public health leadership and policy makers are aware of these issues but will
not act to change course. This does NOT negate of the school leadership at the local
levels to immediately address this issue, and frankly, our group is beyond done with the
'following order' response from educational leadership when given extensive evidence
testing is perpetuating false cases. It is time to act.

It is imperative that lead educators now come forward to speak out on our
children's behalf and demand the public health department and education department
leadership cease and desist implementing testing which is driving case numbers

The entire basis for social distancing, lock downs, and masking is based on
severely flawed testing which is creating cases, misrepresented as infections

The reason individuals test positive with no symptoms is due to high amplification
cycles producing false positives, 90% of people in MA received false positives according
to research trials in summer of 2020. These individuals are not silent infections, they are
simply not sick

At this point, given the extensive documentation of the problems with statements
by Anthony Fauci admitting the issue over a year ago, this is not just a honest mistake, it
appears to be coordinated fraud

Full review with Fauci interview may be viewed HERE
https://www.unite4truth.com/post/cdc-pcr-covid-19-gold-standard-test-to-bediscontinued-replaced-with-equally-flawed-testing
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Flinkprotect.cudasvc.com%2Furl%3
pcr-covid-19-gold-standard-test-to-be-discontinued-replaced-with-equally-flawedtesting%26c%3DE%2C1%2Cr4EAdKXKPBD4dMe13UM2qM6jKspu57sH5wX7ImuZS_CY2MfLFtAy_C_sfO6Ldx

Additionally, educators should be aware that the government can not provide ANY
substantive evidence showing masking offers any benefit to children - a Freedom of
Information act request just returned from NY letter:
https://twitter.com/WilliamAHuston/status/1470875101826629633/photo/1
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWilliamAHuston%2
The ramifications for our children's social development through constant masking
and physical distancing are profound. Right now, against ALL medical and scientific
evidence, on the basis of severely flawed testing standards, children are being advised by
some authorities to utilize N95 and other medical grade mask which under NO
circumstance should be worn by children (decreases oxygenation levels which may result
in brain damage if this continues long term).

https://www.technocracy.news/german-neurologist-on-face-masks-oxygendeprivation-causes-permanent-neurological-damage/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.technocracy.news%2Fgerma
neurologist-on-face-masks-oxygen-deprivation-causes-permanent-neurologicaldamage%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C6b2d0002a2dc49d2bb3708d9d55bd9dc%

Please act to speak out on this issue and share this information with fellow
educators

Lawsuits are pending on testing issues both in the US and abroad. Be aware that
there is potential liability issues for health professionals (i.e. school nurses and licensed
educators) for implementation of policies which document show severe potential to
impede student health, following orders against actual data is NOT a legal excuse in
court.

Liability issues may extend to licensed educators who are implementing Covid-19
testing against government's own standards. ALL Covid-19 testing is Emergency Use
authorized only and there are ongoing updates which lead policy makers and educators
are responsible for reviewing:

ALL Covid-19 testing is Emergency Used approved only, new
statements/guidelines/warnings/recalls have been coming out on a near weekly basis. It
is the responsibility of those implementing these testing programs in school districts to
ensure this data is undergoing ongoing monitoring Have any of your districts acted to investigate which tests you have utilized which
have been subsequently recalled (most were)?
Have any of your districts acted to provide parental notification about faulty test
results students may have received due to use of recalled testing?
Nurses being ordered by the district to implementing testing against government
directives are placed in a position of acting against MA licensing and legal code standards
for RNS/LPSn. School nurses are in ACTIVE violation of their licensing standards and
liability laws in administering tests against government warnings. It does NOT matter if
they are following orders, professional standards hold us to EVIDENCE based practice.
This documentation is extensively available on the public health organization own website

Masking policy and testing policy is unsupported by scientific evidence and
actively driving policies with severe potential to harm student emotional, psychological,
and physical health.
Please objective review the SOURCE DATA directly. The government public health
organization and testing manufacture data extensively document SEVERE testing issues.

Follow the science is direct review of evidence not partisan debate or argument
over 'expert' opinion. One does not need an advanced degree to review basic data with
simple protocol and testing application driving the errors & it is the responsibility of lead
educators responsible for implementing Covid-19 policies to review this data and act to
correct problems to safeguard students emotional and physical health.
All discussion should be focused on this data itself.

Sincerely
Health Care Professionals for Covid-19 Policy Correction
(legal and parent groups have been provided this documentation and we are now
aware of several groups getting ready to move forward with legal action)

CEASE AND DESIST

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:14:59 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Stop Vaccination Mandate

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov
360-236-4105
Website| Facebook |Twitter
-----Original Message----From: Todd Barker <bethany2748@icloud.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 5:34 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Stop Vaccination Mandate
External Email
Stop taking away my choice for health for my children. You are not God. You are not all
powerful and seem to be confused about who you serve. Covid is not a risk to children,
but the vaccine is. Girls menstrual cycles are being changed and boys are developing
heart problems. Please stop listening to Big Pharma, you do not answer to them, you
answer to parents.
Bethany Barker
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Amber Seibert
Sent: 1/8/2022 12:55:08 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Teri Ramsdell
Sent: 1/10/2022 11:09:11 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Jan 12 meeting of Washington State Board of Health
External Email
There is quite a bit of legal jargon that makes it unclear to me what the actual agenda is
for this meeting. Therefore I would like to make known now I am completely opposed to
mandated vaccines, vaccinating children, making health officials into law enforcement
officers, and any form of using quarantine sights. The below points are a few of the
reasons I am opposed to the above:
1. Pfizer CEO, Albert Bourla, has made public statements of doubt as to the effectiveness
of the COVID-19 vaccine, why should I trust it if he does not?
2. Dr. Peter Mc Cullough, a renowned cardiologist and internist, also trained in
Epidemiology, Author of a cardiology textbook, president of a major medical society,
editor of a cardiology journal, He has over 650 publications in the National Library of
Medicine, (more than anyone else in his field), has grave concerns over the mandating of
vaccinations and vaccinating children, even though he himself is vaccinated. Why
shouldn’t I have confidence in his opinion?
2. There are MULTIPLE incidence of pharmaceutical companies hiding information from
the public and doing intentional harm for the sake of profit,(this is public information) yet
our government officials still allow them to manufacture drugs with VERY LITTLE
oversight due to their financial power in the political field-please tell me why should I
trust any of these vaccines, especially when it’s made clear there will be no recourse if
there’s an adverse effect? Lawyers, teachers, police officers loose their credentials if they
break the public trust, why should I trust big pharmaceuticals?
3. Approximately 63% of the FDA funding comes from pharmaceutical companies, this
does not produce confidence within the public realm, me for instance.
4. In other countries such as Mexico, Peru, Japan, and India, there are multiple early
onset treatments that are crushing the covid curve, why isn’t the USA doing the same?
This question and the lack of public Conversation on this topic causes public distrust, the
public deserves more transparency not more mandates.
4. As a Christian, I have a very strong reverence for life, pre & post born, I cannot in
good conscience take a vaccine that has used aborted fetus product.
Please please please I ask you, all of you, that are called to make policy for the good of
the public, please consider all the public. Please take a moment to think beyond the
pandemic and hysteria of this moment and ask yourselves, “ what if we’re wrong on
vaccine mandates, especially for children? What if, like the J&J baby powder scandal, we
find down the down we have irreversible damage far more reaching than the pandemic
itself.
I’m trusting this email falls on ears that will hear.
Sincerely,
Terina Ramsdell
-Teri Ramsdell

______________________________________________
From: Gene Ferguson
Sent: 1/9/2022 9:26:09 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Philip Antush
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:48:34 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public Comments for WSBOH Members from March EH Committee Special
Meeting
External Email
Vaccine does not work. So you found a way to throw people in jail ,,All of you along with
Jay need to be fired no matter what augrument your highly educated minds come up
with .. You have stepped over the line of freedom ..STOP THIS ASSAULT NOW

______________________________________________
From: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 4:55:50 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: covid vaccine requirements

--Samantha Pskowski (she/her/hers)
Washington State Board of Health
360-789-2358

From: Angie Cope <angiemcope@aim.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 10:49 AM
To: wsboh.sboh.wa.gov@aim.com
Cc: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>;
melanie.hisaw.boh.wa.gov@aim.com; Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
<Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>;
Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>;
kaitlyn.donohoe@sboh.wa.gov; Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>;
lindsay@aim.com; herendeen@sboh.wa.gov; Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH)
<Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>; nathaniel.thai@aim.com
Subject: covid vaccine requirements

External Email
Washington State Board of Medicine,
I am writing in response to your abuse of power in considering it is your business to
require me to inject the Covid vaccine into my child or myself! Injecting this trial of a
vaccine into humans is a choice that we as humans will make for ourselves not one that
is your business to make for us. This is an abuse of power on your part!! Do not take this
step!!
Sincerely,
Angie Cope

______________________________________________
From: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 5:50:39 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Covid 19 Mandates

--Samantha Pskowski (she/her/hers)
Washington State Board of Health
360-789-2358
-----Original Message----From: Margo Dahl <dougandmargodahl@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 9:29 PM
To: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Covid 19 Mandates
External Email
To whom it may conern:
I am writing you to urge you to stand up against the push for vaccine mandates (for
children and adults) and to stand for medical freedom of choice. There are not enough
long term studies regarding the use of the Covid-19 vaccine and the option of natural
immunity needs to be a part of this conversation, if we are truly wanting to follow the
science.
Even the CDC and Dr. Anthony Fauci have admitted that the vaccine itself does not stop
transmission or infection. This is the logical disconnect between facts and political
agenda.
Sadly, with the push for this and the proposed policies to allow health officers to use law
enforcement to order persons involuntarily to isolation facilities or coerced medical
intervention, Washington board of health is playing with medical tyranny. Not only is all
of this discussion in direct violation of the Washington State Constitution and the US
Constitution, the proposed policies are in direct violation of the Nuremberg code article 6
section 3 that states: No government can mandate or force medical treatment without
individual consent.
Please stand for medical freedom of choice for the citizens of Washington.
-Margo Dahl
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Debra Ogle
Sent: 1/9/2022 5:08:44 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 1:50:29 PM
To: DOH WSBOH,Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: FW: Oppose - WAC 246-100-070 and 246-100-045

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: Leonid yukhimets <pacificocean21@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 9:08 AM
Subject: Oppose - WAC 246-100-070 and 246-100-045

External Email
Board Members,

Thank you for serving in our beautiful state of Washington. I am a father of 3 children,
who lives in Vancouver WA along with many other families. We the people here, who
elected you to represent us and our families do not support WAC 246-100-070 and 246100-045. This is unconstitutional. You stand with woman to protect their bodies when
they want to abort the baby, but now you force people who want to protect their body
from vaccine. This is hypocrisy. Do not take away the freedom that our fathers fought
for, the freedom given by God. Stop telling us how to live our lives. We elected you to
represent us, please do so. We are wholeheartedly oppose WAC 246-100-070 and 246100-045, please vote against it.

Respectfully yours,

Families of Vancouver, WA.

Sent from Mail
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.microsoft.com%2Ffwlink%2F%
for Windows

______________________________________________
From: Blackbur Randi
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:04:01 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:12:26 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: (No Subject)

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov
360-236-4105
Website| Facebook |Twitter
-----Original Message----From: me <cleopatraayla@protonmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 7:21 AM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: (No Subject)
External Email
Dear Sirs ;
This issue of whether to give a shot that contains human embryonic tissue in it to
children should not even be a issue. A unborn baby must be alive to extract these dna
cells to be used in these shots, while the dna is extracted.
Please watch interview in the link.
Please reconsider the things this shot contains and the consequences of what it will do to
our most vulnerable ....our children.
Thank you.
Sincerely..
A concerned Grandmother of 17
Terri Lynn

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Frumble.com%2Fvcq539the-unborn-babies-used-for-vaccine-development-were-alive-at-tissueextract.html&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C6a6f5ad48e81448928ef08d9d254b1

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Frumble.com%2Fvcq539the-unborn-babies-used-for-vaccine-development-were-alive-at-tissueextract.html&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C6a6f5ad48e81448928ef08d9d254b1
Sent from ProtonMail mobile

Sent from ProtonMail mobile

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/5/2022 4:43:25 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Please support recommending vaccines for children
Flagging that this comment is support of vaccines for children.

From: Alex Da <barrieandalex3@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 5, 2022 3:13 PM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D
(SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
<samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Please support recommending vaccines for children

External Email
It is so important to minimize virus spread by requiring vaccines when possible. You have
my full support.

-Alex, West Seattle

______________________________________________
From: 1Saorsa
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:05:28 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Nuremburg code
External Email
Board of Health TAG Members: Adding this experimental, untested MRNA injection to our
children's vaccine schedule is in direct violation of the Nuremberg code. The fraud, deceit
and coercion that has plagued this deadly injection is now completely proven and
transparent. The Germans (who blindly went along with the denigration, incarceration
and extermination of the Jews) thought they would never see consequences for their
wicked actions but truth and justice always catches up in the end. The Reign and
protection of Biden, Inslee and Fauci will come and go but your actions (if you vote to
approve/incorporate this injection) will stand the test of time and you will be prosecuted
for your actions. Saying you were unaware of the Nuremberg code or you were deceived,
concerning the injection, will be of no defense. Choose wisely.

The voluntary consent of the human subject is absolutely essential. This means that the
person involved should have legal capacity to give consent; should be so situated as to
be able to exercise free power of choice, without the intervention of any element of force,
fraud, deceit, duress, overreaching, or other ulterior form of constraint or coercion; and
should have sufficient knowledge and comprehension of the elements of the subject
matter involved as to enable him to make an understanding and enlightened decision.
This latter element requires that before the acceptance of an affirmative decision by the
experimental subject there should be made known to him the nature, duration, and
purpose of the experiment; the method and means by which it is to be conducted; all
inconveniences and hazards reasonably to be expected; and the effects upon his health
or person which may possibly come from his participation in the experiment. The duty
and responsibility for ascertaining the quality of the consent rests upon each individual
who initiates, directs, or engages in the experiment. It is a personal duty and
responsibility which may not be delegated to another with impunity.[13]
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fen.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki%2FNure
13&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C0091951b1c424d335a7d08d9d1f77bb2%7C11d0e2172

1.
The experiment should be such as to yield fruitful results for the good of
society, unprocurable by other methods or means of study, and not random and
unnecessary in nature.

2.
The experiment should be so designed and based on the results of animal
experimentation and a knowledge of the natural history of the disease or other problem
under study that the anticipated results will justify the performance of the experiment.

3.
The experiment should be so conducted as to avoid all unnecessary
physical and mental suffering and injury.

4.
No experiment should be conducted where there is an a priori reason to
believe that death or disabling injury will occur; except, perhaps, in those experiments
where the experimental physicians also serve as subjects.

5.
The degree of risk to be taken should never exceed that determined by the
humanitarian importance of the problem to be solved by the experiment.

6.
Proper preparations should be made and adequate facilities provided to
protect the experimental subject against even remote possibilities of injury, disability, or
death.

7.
The experiment should be conducted only by scientifically qualified
persons. The highest degree of skill and care should be required through all stages of the
experiment of those who conduct or engage in the experiment.

8.
During the course of the experiment the human subject should be at liberty
to bring the experiment to an end if he has reached the physical or mental state where
continuation of the experiment seems to him to be impossible.

9.
During the course of the experiment the scientist in charge must be
prepared to terminate the experiment at any stage, if he has probable cause to believe,
in the exercise of the good faith, superior skill and careful judgment required of him that
a continuation of the experiment is likely to result in injury, disability, or death to the
experimental subject.

Sent with ProtonMail
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fprotonmail.com%2F&data=04%7C
Secure Email.

______________________________________________
From: Doug Gustafson
Sent: 1/9/2022 10:08:12 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: T Cook
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:34:49 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Re: comments
External Email
Why are the shots not aspirated? It is an intramuscular shot. Without aspiration you
don't know if you hit a blood vessel.
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:31 AM T Cook <tmcook61@gmail.com
<mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:
Michelle,
Children don't need the vaccine. They don't get as sick. Especially with Omicron.
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:29 AM T Cook <tmcook61@gmail.com
<mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:

Why are the hospitalization usage even less than last year?
Stop firing healthcare workers.
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:26 AM T Cook <tmcook61@gmail.com
<mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:

Staffing becomes more difficult when you fire the HEROES for
exercising their constitutional freedoms!
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:23 AM T Cook <tmcook61@gmail.com
<mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:

Death counts are not accurate. Dying from Covid or dying
with Covid are completely different and need to be truthfully reported.
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:20 AM T Cook
<tmcook61@gmail.com <mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:

This is the cold and flu season. WA does not even test
for the seasonal flu! Hospitalizations are up. What percentage are DUE TO Covid, not just
have Covid?

______________________________________________
From: Trina Hottes
Sent: 1/12/2022 2:02:55 PM
To:
Subject: NO Vaccine Mandates for Children

attachments\D56FC091282A4336_Outlook-lbxvjktp.png
External Email
Do not mandate that our children be vaccinated against Covid-19. Do not add the Covid19 vaccine to the list of required vaccines to WAC 246-105-030. The illness has negligible
effects on children, but the Emergency Use (currently) vaccine has vast detrimental
effects on children. Dr. Robert Malone, who is vaccinated himself, strongly discourages
the use of the vaccine on children.. Dr. Robert Malone pioneered the mRNA technology
and has 10 patents on RNA, DNA, and genetic vaccines, said that the vaccine “forces
your child’s body to make toxic spike proteins. These proteins often cause permanent
damage in children’s critical organs, including:
- Their brain and nervous system
- Their heart and blood vessels, including blood clots
- Their reproductive system
- And this vaccine can trigger fundamental changes to their immune system…
- This vaccine can cause reproductive damage that could affect future generations of
your family.”
Vaccine mandates also violate our liberties guaranteed in the United States Constitution.
Mandates are illegal based on the Nuremberg Code, the Helsinki Accord, and the Belmont
Report.
To mandate a vaccine for an illness that does not affect healthy children, and which
vaccine has an unprecedented risk of adverse reactions, is reckless endangerment. Here
is a summary of the Covid-19 vaccine adverse reactions reported through VAERS, from
openvaers.com/covid-data:

A Wall Street Journal article cited a comprehensive study of children in England: “Some
99.995 percent of the 469,982 children in England who were infected (with COVID-19)
during the year examined by researchers survived.” Since kids don’t get seriously ill from
COVID-19, why is a dangerous vaccine even being considered? It makes no logial sense.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Trina Hottes, voter and concerned parent

______________________________________________
From: Brittanie Gunther
Sent: 1/10/2022 1:33:42 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Ala Malyakin
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:03:46 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Against mandates
External Email
Please note I am completely against any of the proposed COVID policies that are over
reaching and immoral. We stand against these proposed WAC’s: WAC 246-100-070, WAC
246-100-045, WAC 246-100-040, WAC 246-100, WAC 246-105.
Aka Malyakin
--

<https://docs.google.com/uc?export=download&id=1IkE4SfpIPvKGaORfmHvCAOWYCm7NQKQ3&revid=0B5

______________________________________________
From: Beth Shelton
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:15:00 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cory Wilson
Sent: 1/8/2022 12:22:06 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: We the people say no! No more!!!!
External Email
” I am completely against any of the proposed Covid Policies that are over reaching and
immoral. Instead of citing scientific studies to justify mandates for mask, lockdowns, and
vaccines ,your medical advise comes from WHO,CDC,FDA, and NIH which are captive
agencies of Big Pharmaceutical companies. All discussions need to be back by science not
money. Our constitutional rights should always be put first.We stand against these
proposed WAC’s: WAC 246-100-070, WAC 246-100-045, WAC 246-100-040, WAC 246100, WAC 246-105. ”.

______________________________________________
From: Anna Prokhor
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:35:08 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 8:31:31 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Washington State Board of Health Recommendation

From: wozeniak.family@frontier.com <wozeniak.family@frontier.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 11:35 AM
To: Haag, Hannah R (SBOH) <Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Washington State Board of Health Recommendation

External Email
We have been made aware that Washington State Board of Health will be discussing
mandating the Covid-19 shots and recommending detaining 'by force' citizens who do not
comply with a variety of actions deemed necessary regarding Covid-19 and/or other
medical situations. We are the parents of 2 minor children and 2 adult children, born &
raised in the State of Washington. WE STRONGLY ENCOURAGE YOU NOT MOVE
FORWARD WITH THESE RECOMMENDATIONS.

We have personally been touched by this virus as we know so many others have been.
We understand the seriousness of the virus. We also believe strongly in the fact that we
must remain free to make medical decisions for ourselves and for our children,
considering the unique circumstances of each individual in our family.

As Board members of Health in the State of Washington you are OBLIGATED to provide
us with facts/evidence that support all guidelines and recommendations:
1) There needs to be transparency about current rates of mortality for Covid-19 with
comorbities and age groups represented;
2) There needs to be transparency about current rates of positive test results of those
vaccinated and those vaccinated with a booster;
3) There needs to be transparency about the accuracy of testing available;
4) There needs to be transparency about how current mandates have consistently
prevented the spread of Covid-19; and
5) Explain why there has been little focus on making the public aware of how Covid-19 is
treatable and how hospitals are successfully treating patients.

It is our hope that as Washington State Health Board members, you still hold deeply the
virtues and desires that led you into medicine and that you have not allowed yourself to

become a political player. It is our hope that you truly do serve in your capacity with
honesty and a desire to truly protect the citizens of Washington State, ALL Washington
State citizens. We also hope you know that by recommending these actions, you will give
countless citizens of Washington State no other choice, but to move out of the state. We
personally have known 32 families who have moved out of state in the last 1.5 years and
will see another 9 more move this year. We understand this is small, but exponential,
given we are only one family. Passage of these recommendations into law will be where
the line is drawn for our family when it comes to moving and many other families we
know.

Do not continue this barrage of assaults on individual rights of your citizens, causing a
mass exodus of this beautiful state that has been home to so many for so long! Be the
person that stands up and truly protects your citizens, by giving them the inalienable
rights and dignity they deserve as a citizen of this state and this country.

Concerned Citizens,
Doug & Lauren Wozeniak

______________________________________________
From: Paul Murphy
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:53:31 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brenda North
Sent: 1/7/2022 5:01:07 PM
To: DOH WSBOH,Davis, Michelle (SBOH),Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH),Hoff, Christy Curwick
(SBOH),Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH),Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH),Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH),Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH),Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH),Schreiber, Tracy N
(SBOH),Haag, Hannah R (SBOH),Kahler, Kelie (SBOH),Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: My Public Comments
External Email
To Whom It May Concern,

HALT Immunization Criteria for Children of Washington State. As a representative of "We
the People" as constituents of this great state of Washington, we DEMAND the
Washington State Board of Health (WSBOH) to REFUSE to make COVID
vaccinations/shots mandatory for all citizens including children of Washington State for
the following reasons:
1. COVID vaccines remain under Emergency Use Authorization
2. Children under the age of 18 have a 99.995% survival rate from COVID infection and
adults in my age group 99.95%.
3. Children have a higher chance of death or adverse reaction to COVID vaccines than
COVID-19–which is equivalent to most adults. On VAERS there's ~ 1m adverse effects
and ~20,000 or more deaths. Back in the late 70's the vaccine for the swine flu was
HALTED after 53 deaths.

Do not allow any type of law, rule and/or procedure/policy that gives authority to
individuals or groups that doesn't support our state or federal constitutional rights.
"Period"
REFUSE…
Our government must support all the citizen's constitutional state and federal rights. We
the people demand that all pending "pandemic” related inoculations, quarantine/isolation
facilities laws, rules and/or procedures/processes be halted and rejected permanently.
Thank you.
Respectfully,

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/11/2022 7:42:38 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Covid vaccine mandate children

From: Amie together <amieloveslove3@live.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2022 7:17 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>; Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH)
<Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>; Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
<Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>;
Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH) <kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
<Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>; Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
<Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>; Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH)
<Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
<Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>;
Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH) <Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Covid vaccine mandate children

External Email

To whom this may concern,

I come to you as a concerned parent of a child who attends a Washington school in Grays
Harbor county. I know there has been a lot of discussion about the mandate for the covid
vaccine but I urge you to understand that as an adult with a religious exemption this has
been a huge struggle for me. I am unable to get the vaccine due to my religious status
and beliefs. I have been faced with the decision to stand by my beliefs or face dismissal
from a sonography program. It has been the hardest decision of my life, I could have
wasted 4 years of education and thousands and thousands of dollars on tuition. However,
"if Jesus Christ be God and died for me, then no sacrifice can be too great for me to
make for Him". Now that my exemption has been accepted and I am able to continue my
clinical rotation I plead with you. Please do not make the mandate mandatory for
children ages of 5 and up. Please do not make it mandatory for us to decide whether our
children get an education or they be experimented on. These are stressful times enough.
I don't think Washington State realizes how many parents will fight back, how many
teachers will lose amazing students and how many students will lose amazing teachers. I
don't want to have to quit everything I've worked for or have all theses hoops I've
jumped through be wasted just to home school my children. I am going to be a well
educated tax paying medical professional that can only benefit our state. I see no
outcome for our future that is positive with this mandatory vaccine mandate. Let us
parents decide what's best for our children. This may make no difference but I but I had
to at least try. If any of you would like to reach out to me please feel free otherwise I

appreciate your time and consideration.

Sincerely a loving Washington parent

______________________________________________
From: Galina Kamyshnikova
Sent: 1/11/2022 1:42:13 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: NO on Unconstitutional Vaccine Agenda
External Email
Washington State Board of Health
I object to the plan to apply current infectious disease WAC codes to include Covid-19 for
Washington State residents. The disease is manageable if treatment is started early.
Moreover, it is survivable by more than 90% of the population. These Covid vaccines
have little effect on the Omicron variant, and in fact, most people who get this variant
have been double vaccinated, some have even received booster shots, forever!
Including Covid vaccines as a requirement for attending public school is completely
unnecessary. Children have little risk from Covid-19, but they do have considerable risk
from the unapproved Covid vaccines.
In America, health officers do not have the right to quarantine a person or family in a
prison-type facility for refusing the Covid vaccination or any other medical intervention.
This is not about our health; it is an unconstitutional, criminal attempt for the
government to control the population. Those who are opposing this plan should be
charged with treason.
Signed,
Vadim Gor
18900 131st PL SE Renton, WA 98058
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:10:26 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vaccine Mandates and Forced Quarantine

attachments\00164EA4B9A04C34_image001.jpg

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov>
360-236-4105

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01%
| Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH%
|Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: Tearie Patterson <tearielee@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 11:12 AM
To: wsboh@sbog.wa.gov; Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>;
Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH) <Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>; Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
<Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>;
Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Vaccine Mandates and Forced Quarantine

External Email
Good morning,

I am writing to you as a concerned parent and citizen in our community. To detain people
against their will and mandate this vaccination for children is not only wrong, it is
unconstitutional and I hope you choose not to move forward with this agenda.

I stand against these WAC's: WAC 246-100-070, WAC 246-100-045, WAC 246-100-040,
WAC 246-100, WAC 246-105.

Thank you for helping maintain freedom.

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.avast.com%2Fsigemail%3Futm_medium%3Demail%26utm_source%3Dlink%26utm_campaign%3Dsigemail%26utm_content%3Dwebmail%26utm_term%3Dicon&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GO

Virus-free. www.avast.com
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.avast.com%2Fsigemail%3Futm_medium%3Demail%26utm_source%3Dlink%26utm_campaign%3Dsigemail%26utm_content%3Dwebmail%26utm_term%3Dlink&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV

______________________________________________
From: Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/11/2022 8:26:36 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Strike force

attachments\ADCACCBEA0C44432_wac strike force (AutoRecovered).pdf

From: Cindy marie <cynthiamarn@yahoo.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2022 3:29 AM
To: Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH) <Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Strike force

External Email

Sent from Mail
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.microsoft.com%2Ffwlink%2F%
for Windows

WAC 246-100-040

Opinion Regarding Procedures for isolation or quarantine.
I find it terrifying to see this happening in our state. It effectively removes our civil and
constitutional rights. There is a name for it, a dictatorship. I see us moving toward the same
horrors that are happening in Israel, Australia, Austria, and China.
This WAC allows the health department to be judge, jury and executioner base on “their”
opinion and assessment? Who should have that amount of power over another individual? No
one. What makes the employees of the health department so superior that they know what is
best for another person?
I would not want to be the individual making decisions listed in this WAC. I would not even
want to know the person who could justify taking the actions listed in this WAC. What is the
moral and ethical character of the employee/enforcers? The only persons who could do such
work must have a personality that is sociopathic and not with conscience. This can only lead to
abuses. It has happened in the past many times.
10 stages of Genocide- Perhaps this will be a good reminder of the slippery slope we are on. I
believe we are in stage #7 of this genocide and moving towards #8. Please review and maybe
you can dismiss this in your own mind, and justify the actions listed in the WAC as just,
“Protecting the population.” Nothing like being the “Good German.”
Dr. Gregory H. Stanton is Research Professor in Genocide Studies and Prevention at the Institute for
Conflict Analysis and Resolution, George Mason University, Arlington, Virginia.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Classification: People divided into “Us” and “Them”
Symbolization: People are forced to identify themselves.
Discrimination: People begin to face systemic discrimination.
Dehumanization: People equated to disease, vermin, and animals
Organization: Government creates special groups to enforce the policies i.e. “Strike
team” or police/military.
6. Polarization: Government broadcasts propaganda to turn the populace against the
group.
7. Preparation: Official action to remove/relocate people begin.
8. Persecution: Beginnings of murder, theft of property, trials, massacres.
9. Exterminations: Wholesale elimination of the group. It is extermination and not murder
because the group is not thought of as human.
10. Denial: The government denies it has created any crimes.

The verbiage of this WAC is vague. What will the criteria be for a health official to issue an
emergency detention order? Will it be because the person or persons refuse to take a vaccine?
Will it be because they have cold and flu symptoms? Gosh, I have had many of those. Maybe
an elevated temp? Will it be because I write a letter against the CDC or FDA? What if I inform
others about VEARS, that 21,000 people died because of the vaccine, which only represents 1%
of the actual number reported (according to Harvard) or the 1,000,000 who have been injured?
Will parents who refuse to vaccinate their children be vilified and the children taken away?
There is plenty of words to describe the legal this and legal that, and we all know what a
nightmare that would be. Nothing like being placed in a concentration camp or whatever nice
word you wish to call it without representation, without committing a crime. Who will be
helping the people who are being harassed and terrorized by these health officials? Who will
be liable for damages done to people? Emotional trauma, financial loss, physical harm due to
forced treatment, no one wants to be liable for the damages they cause. This will equal a crime
against humanity and those who participate will be guilty.
This is a pathetic power grab and has nothing to do with public health. Dictatorship, form of
government in which one person or a small group possesses absolute power without effective
constitutional limitations. There should never, ever, be that much power given to an individual
or agency based only on sole discretion.

Cynthia Arnett

______________________________________________
From: Belle Mask
Sent: 1/11/2022 6:15:07 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Rebecka Diamond
Sent: 1/12/2022 1:08:43 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Mandates and compulsory school attendance changes
External Email
I have just listened to a lot of the public comments and some of the live stream. I really
hope you guys are listening. We the people are shouting from the roof tops that we don't
want mandatory, emergency use, experimental drugs/shot mrna gene therapy (not a
vaccine) forced on us or our kids. We've seen the Vaers reports/under reports, we've
seen videos and statements of the vaccine injured this shot is dangerously unsafe.
I also do not see a need to change compulsory school attendance. Or force an
experiment on our precious children in order to be allowed to attend school, preschool, or
daycare.
Following orders is no excuse. Nuremberg 2.0 is destined the happen so I hope you do
the right thing. Inslee is pushing people to the brink with this stuff, and I hope all of you
elected public officials hear us loud and clear. You will not be re elected if you continue
pushing these things that we do not want nor voted for. You work for us you do not work
for Jay Inslee. And whether Jay Inslee believes so or not he also works for us.
We the people do not want these mandates! We the people do not want these WAC codes
old or updated. Listen please!

______________________________________________
From: Arlene R Reyes
Sent: 1/7/2022 5:11:31 PM
To: Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: Halt proposal that would give Washington State the right to detain the
unvaccinated
External Email
Dear Sir/Madam:

I write on behalf of many concerned Washington State residents.

Immediately halt any and all proposals that would give Washington State the right to
detain the unvaccinated until they have received a vaccination.

Per the U.S. Vaccine Adverse Events Reporting System (VAERS), the COVID jabs now
account for 983,756 adverse event reports as of December 17, 2021, including 20,622
deaths.

This doesn’t include the underreporting factor, which is signicant and ranges from 5 to 41
times higher than reported.

Most doctors and nurses are not aware of the existence of VAERS and even if they do,
choose not to report adverse incidents resulting from vaccination.

Jessica Rose, Ph.D., a research fellow at the Institute for Pure and Applied Knowledge in
Israel, has studied what the VAERS data tell us about the risks tied to COVID jabs. Rose
notes that the average number of adverse event reports following vaccination for the
past 10 years has been about 39,000 annually, with an average of 155 deaths. That’s for
all available vaccines combined.

As cited by Dr. Joseph Mercola in his article below, other findings are as follows:

According to Collette Martin, a practicing nurse who testified before a Louisiana Health
and Welfare Committee hearing December 6, 2021, children are experiencing “terrifying”
reactions to the COVID shot, including blood clots, heart attacks, encephalopathy and
arrhythmias.

Children are further at risk for potentially lifelong health problems from the jab.
Myocarditis (heart inflammation) has emerged as one of the most common problems,
especially among boys and young men.

Myocarditis is inversely correlated to age, so the risk gets higher the younger you are.
The risk is also dose-dependent, with boys having a six fold greater risk of myocarditis
following the second dose.

Among elderly patients, there has been an uptick in falls and acute onset of confusion
“without any known etiology.”

Workers are experiencing side effects, such as vision (including blindness) and
cardiovascular problems.

While hospitals are not gathering data on COVID jab injuries in any other ways, and
there’s no data to investigate even if you wanted to, we are seeing severe acute [shortterm] reactions to this vaccine.

At the same time, we have zero idea what any long-term reactions are, including
cancers, autoimmune disorders, and infertility.

You can’t compare the COVID shots to other vaccines. They’re by far the most dangerous
injectables created ever. Yet there doesn’t appear to be a cutoff for acceptable harm. No
one within the CDC or Food and Drug Administration, which jointly run VAERS, has
addressed these shocking numbers. Both agencies outrageously deny that a single death
can be attributed to the COVID jabs, which is simply impossible. It’s not statistically
plausible.

Please immediately call off any proposal to mandate the covid vaccination in Washington
State, and any and all mandates that would give Washington State the right to detain the
unvaccinated until they have received a vaccination.

Kindly read Dr. Joseph Mercola’s article in its entirety and do right by the residents of
Washington - including your sons and daughters, parents, and grandchildren - whose
welfare should be your utmost concern:

More Children Die From the COVID Shot Than From COVID

https://media.mercola.com/ImageServer/Public/2022/January/PDF/child-mortality-covidshot-pdf.pdf
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fmedia.mercola.com%2FImageSer
mortality-covid-shotpdf.pdf&data=04%7C01%7CNathaniel.Thai%40sboh.wa.gov%7C767fc1db8c224cc68d7508d9d243ccb2%7C

Respectfully,

A Reyes
Bainbridge Island, WA

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/11/2022 3:55:55 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: vaccine mandate

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: ezcollec@aol.com <ezcollec@aol.com>
Sent: Monday, January 10, 2022 9:38 PM
To: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: vaccine mandate

External Email
I sent you an email last Friday but it was mostly relevant to mandates being imposed on
the school age children of WA State. Today I learned that most of your discussion
tomorrow is going to be on whether or not force adult citizens of WA State to take the
vaccine. And if they don't, to be forced into internment camps until they do comply. This
sounds like Nazi Germany, I never thought I would be hearing that my own government
would even consider such a thing.

Over the last two years we have had to listen to the BLM cries of injustice done to them
by a generation long past. We listened to 'My body, my choice' when it concerned
abortions for unborn babies. But now, we adults seem to have no choices if it were to be
left to the government - you know, the people we voted to put into office - to protect us,
to work on our behalf. All I can do - all we can do - AT THIS TIME - is to present you with
a few of the most important reasons why I and a majority of concerned citizens feel that
you should do all you can to uphold our rights as human beings and United States
Citizens.

1. Mandated vaccines are a direct interference with families by forcing medical treatment
without consent, and are thereby a violation of Article 12 of The Universal Declaration of
Human Rights.

2. Article 7 of the 1966 International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights as put forth
by The Geneva Convention states: No one shall be subjected without his free consent to
medical or scientific experimentation. Experimental vaccine ties it directly into the

Nuremberg Code, which says that we cannot be experimented on [without consent]. We
always have the right to accept or refuse a medical treatment.

3. The Universal Declaration of Human Rights, put forth by The United Nations, states:
Article 12: No one shall be subjected to arbitrary interference with his privacy, family,
[or] home. … Everyone has the right to the protection of the law against such
interference. Mandated vaccines are a direct interference with families by forcing medical
treatment without consent, and are thereby a violation of Article 12 of The Universal
Declaration of Human Rights.

Article 18: Everyone has the right to freedom of thought, conscience, and religion; this
right includes freedom…either alone or in community with others and in public or private,
to manifest his religion or belief in teaching, practice, worship, and observance.Similar to
The First Amendment of The US Constitution, any law that denies parents a vaccine
exemption for religious reasons is a violation of the protected right of Americans to freely
exercise their religious beliefs as they see fit for themselves and their family. Denying a
philosophical exemption is also a violation of personal beliefs and philosophy as described
by Article 18. In addition, any law mandating vaccines that calls for the quarantine or
banishment of “the unvaccinated” from a public space, such as a school or market,
simply for exercising their right to practice their religious or personal beliefs through use
of a vaccine exemption is a violation of Article 18.

4. Mandated vaccination is a violation of medical ethics. The Hippocratic Oath states:
(Traditional translation) Traditional translation: I will keep them [patients] from harm
and injustice. I will neither give a deadly drug to anybody who asked for it, nor will I
make a suggestion to this effect.

5. The American Medical Association’s Code of Medical Ethics states: Informed Consent:
The patient should make his or her own determination about treatment. … Informed
consent is a basic policy in both ethics and law that physicians must honor, unless the
patient is unconscious or otherwise incapable of consenting, and harm from failure to
treat is imminent. The AMA’s Code of Medical Ethics specifically states that physicians
must honor the patient’s wishes regarding their treatment; it is not optional.

6. There is no imminent, impending, or otherwise immediate threat of bodily harm that
would result from declining vaccination. The true bodily harm has been shown to come to
those who have gotten the Covid Vaccine and boosters. And without imminent danger to
others, there is no legitimate reason for EUA (Emergency Use Authorization) of any of
the Covid vaccines. So you must ask, what then are the reasons - when the FACTS are
out there - the vaccines are eminently more dangerous and lethal than any of the Corona
Virus variants.
Four standards that must be fulfilled for an EUA. If any of these criteria are not met, EUA
cannot be granted or maintained.

(a) First, the secretary of Health and Human Services has to declare and maintain a state
of emergency. If the emergency were to go away, all EUA products would have to come
off the market. And that doesn’t just mean vaccines. It also includes the PCR tests and
even surgical masks.

(b) The second standard is evidence of effectiveness. Historically, vaccines had to show a
70% or greater effectiveness, as measured by a fourfold increase in antibody levels, in
order to qualify. For an EUA vaccine, the efficacy threshold is only 30% to 50%. In
another departure from prior vaccine approvals, the COVID vaccine clinical trials relied on
the RT-PCR test, not antibodies, to demonstrate effectiveness in the small “challenge
phase” of the trials. (Now, you probably heard that the Pfizer shot was 95% effective
when it first rolled out, but that was 'relative risk reduction', not 'absolute risk reduction'.
Confounding these two parameters is a common strategy used to make a product sound
far better than it actually is. The absolute risk reduction for Pfizer’s shot was just
0.84%.3 (For ex: if a study divided people into two groups of 1,000 and two people in
the group who didn’t get a fictional vaccine got infected, while only one in the vaccinated
group got infected, the relative risk reduction would be reported as 100%. In terms of
absolute risk reduction, the fictional vaccine only prevented 1 in 1,000 from getting the
infection - a very poor absolute risk reduction.)

(c) The third standard is that the known and potential benefits of the product must
outweigh the known and potential risks of the product. In the case of COVID shots,
there’s overwhelming evidence showing they do more harm than good.

(d) The fourth and last standard that must be met is there can be no adequate, approved
and available alternative treatments (drugs or vaccines). “This is why hydroxychloroquine
and ivermectin were quashed,” Mayer says. This is also another reason Comirnaty is not
treated as a fully approved product in the U.S., because if it were, then all the other
COVID shots that are under EUA would have to be removed from the market.

7. Mandated vaccination is a violation of legal accountability and medical science. we
object to being denied our right to decline a medical procedure or product in which: The
manufacturer cannot be held liable for any injury or death occurring from the use of their
product (The National Childhood Vaccine Act of 1986) ----------- The government
recognizes that the product and procedure is “unavoidably unsafe” (US Supreme Court
ruling, 2011) The manufacturer admits in the package inserts that the product: 1.Has not
been tested for carcinogenic or mutagenic potential 2. Has not been tested for safety in
the populations targeted for product use 3. Can cause serious permanent injury and
death 4. Can cause the very illness and disease the product is designed to prevent.

Product safety and efficiency studies are funded and conducted by the product
manufacturer and/or the federal government instead of by an independent and neutral
third-party which has no stake in potential profits from product sales.

The product: 1. Has been “fast-tracked” for approval without undergoing basic safety and
efficiency studies (HPV vaccines) 2. Has not undergone proper randomized, double-blind,

placebo-controlled safety and efficiency studies 3. Has not undergone long-term safety
and efficiency studies. The manufacturer is facing multiple federal charges of scientific
fraud in regards to product efficiency (Merck’s MMR vaccine)The Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC) is facing allegations of scientific fraud in regards to product
safety (Merck’s MMR vaccine)

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 1:12:56 PM
To: DOH WSBOH,Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: FW: Mandates

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111
-----Original Message----From: Debby Swecker <debby@localaccess.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 10:34 AM
To: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Mandates
External Email
> �Dear
State Board of Health,
> I am opposed to extending or enacting in any way Chapter 246-100 WAC regarding
communicable and other certain diseases.
> I am opposed to furthering any state of emergency or enabling any certain powers of
either state or local health officials to do anything or enforce any action against an
individuals will.
>
> Please consider this opposition and note it in the record.
Sincerely,
Debra Swecker Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Samantha Shields
Sent: 1/12/2022 8:48:00 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Rulings on WAC-246-100-040
External Email
Hi,
I’m sending this email in regards to the WAC-246-100-040. With all due respect, this
WAC goes against the constitution and puts the government in a dictatorship where they
think they are above the people and above parents. It is absolutely unacceptable to think
that the government shall arrest people because it’s for their own good, especially in the
case of covid and covid vaccines. After 100s of hours of research, covid has a survival
rate of 99.98%. The survival rate in children are 100% if the child has no comorbidities.
At this point, the entire society knows that if they don’t feel well, they should stay home.
This is to be on an honor system, no on a WAC where you want to institute
imprisonment. This needs to be changed immediately.
Sincerely,
Samantha Shields
Tax payer
Lawful Citizen

______________________________________________
From: Amber Davis
Sent: 1/7/2022 4:17:47 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/12/2022 11:14:47 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Public Health Meeting, January 12th

From: phinehas institute <phinehas.institute@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 12, 2022 9:56 AM
Subject: Public Health Meeting, January 12th

External Email
Hello Board Members,

It has come to my attention that WA Board of Health will be
discussing Covid-19 shot mandates for schools and recommendations for forcible
quarantine and/or detention of those that disagree with policies. I request that you
abandon the plan of forming a technical advisory group to explore COVID19 mandates
and adopt a new rule of requiring products to have completed Phase 3 clinical trials
before they can be added to list of school requirements.
One definition of insanity is to repeat the same mistake over and
over again and expect different results. For almost 2 years we have attempted to follow
the health recommendations of washing, masking, distancing, testing, isolating and
vaccinating. By now it is apparent that the virus is “gonna virus” regardless of measures
attempted. Thankfully, SARS CoV2 is acting in similar manner as all other viral
pandemics and becoming more “virulent” (spreads easier) but less deadly. Real immunity
is achieved with exposure and recovery as is evidenced by fact that those infected with
SARS in 2002/3 cannot become infected with SARS CoV2 today! In contrast, Covid19 has
managed to find a way to escape the vaccine as is evidenced by the incredibly high
numbers of vaccinated and even boosted individuals getting sick and testing positive.
Surely this fact has not escaped your knowledge!

As Health Board members, you are obligated to provide us with
facts that support any and all recommendations or requirements.
1) what is the current rate of mortality for COVID19 infection and
stratified according to age groups?
2) point to ANY measures that have reduced the numbers of
fatalities (cases are not fatalities).

3) what is rate of all cause mortality in WA in 2020 and
2021?......did the measures imposed reduce the number of deaths from prior year?
4) provide evidence of asymptomatic spread of SARS CoV2.
5) provide safety studies for masking children and randomized
clinical trials for masks preventing spread of lab-confirmed upper respiratory viruses (not
modeling of masks on mannequins).
6) make public the accuracy of testing - what is the rate of false
positives and false negatives of tests and were results determined by manufacturers of
the tests or unbiased 3rd party investigators?
7) provide evidence that the vaccines prevent infection and
transmission and that they improve health of individuals who receive them compared to
those who do not.
8) explain why so much focus on eliminating this 1 virus when
human immune systems have successfully protected our growing population since the
beginning of time? Are you aware that some viruses are beneficial for humans and can
protect against various forms of cancers and heart issues? Did you know that your
human virome contains over 380 TRILLION viruses?

Unfortunately, I do not trust that you have carefully investigated
and logically determined adequate and measurable health remedies for which you are
able to provide evidence. Before doubling down on measures that seem to HARM more
than they HELP the overall health of citizens, please determine and make public the
evidence to justify any policies.

Regarding mandating shots, know that the clinical trials will not be
completed until 2023. Know that WA State has a legal definition of a vaccine that the C19
shots do not fulfill as they were never part of a living microorganism.

"Vaccine" means "a preparation of killed or attenuated living microorganisms, or fraction
thereof, that upon administration stimulates immunity that protects against disease and
is approved by the federal food and drug administration as safe and effective..."

https://app.leg.wa.gov/RCW/default.aspx?cite=70.290.010
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fapp.leg.wa.gov%2FRCW%2Fdefau

Finally, do no harm! You cannot possibly know or care more about
the health of children than do the parents of Washington children! Myocarditis is just one
of the side effects that people are reporting. Heart muscle doesn’t regenerate and is an

unnecessary injury to those who may suffer with for the rest of their life. How many
others are now injured? What is the real rate of adverse effects following these EUA
products and how can you determine if the safety studies have yet to be completed and
there is no transparency of adverse event reporting?
Furthermore, how necessary or even safe is it to give a vaccine to a
person who already has immunity to the pathogen? Many children by now have been
exposed to the virus and have developed immunity without difficulty. Why consider a
mandate for those not at high risk for adverse outcome should they become infected but
who carry unknown risks of adverse reaction with getting the shot?

I look forward to hearing these concerns addressed and evidence for
any and all recommendations to be presented on January 12.

Thank you.

______________________________________________
From: Testify Online Survey
Sent: 1/12/2022 11:39:22 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Survey Response: Testify Online *
The following survey response is submitted:
1.
State Board of Health Meeting Date:

________________________________
1/12/2022

2.
Agenda Item or Issue:

________________________________
Involuntary public health detentions/camps

3.
Your Name:

________________________________
Norman Klein

4.
Do you have a professional title?

1.

Yes

________________________________
Grays Harbor County Superior Court Security

5.
Are you representing an organization?

2.

No

6.
Address:

________________________________
704 Essex Ave

7.

Email:

________________________________
normklein50@gmail.com

8.
Phone Number (Include Area Code):

________________________________
3605808338

9.
Do you have any special expertise relevant to this topic?

1.

Yes

________________________________
I have a medical professional as a wife and I have lived 62+ years on this Earth.

10.
Are you testifying on a specific proposal under consideration by the board?

1.

Yes

________________________________
Involuntary detention of individuals who refuse illegal vaccine mandates!

11.
Are you Pro or Con on the proposal?

2.

Con

________________________________
It is totally outside the scope of an unelected board to take away Constitutional rights.
Both state and federal laws prohibit this. Mandates are not laws and this WAC needs to
be abolished!

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:49:56 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Mrs. Lang, please I implore you to STRONGLY OPPOSE MANDTED COVID
VACCINATION FOR SCHOOL AGE CHILDREN.

From: garciaamezquita@netscape.net <garciaamezquita@netscape.net>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 1:00 AM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Mrs. Lang, please I implore you to STRONGLY OPPOSE MANDTED COVID
VACCINATION FOR SCHOOL AGE CHILDREN.

External Email
Good Afternoon Mrs. Lang,

As a parent I have gathered and watched for information regarding the Covid vaccination
and results on children and I implore you to STRONGLY OPPOSE any recommendation to
require Covid vaccination for school aged children. Are you not aware that now there are
now 16,000 physicians and medical scientist around the world who have signed a
declaration publicly declaring that healthy children should NOT be vaccinated for COVID19? Please read this declaration:

WE, THE PHYSICIANS OF THE WORLD, united and loyal to the Hippocratic Oath,
recognizing the imminent threat to humanity brought forth by current Covid-19 policies,
are compelled to declare the following:
WHEREAS, after 20 months of research, millions of patients treated, hundreds of clinical
trials performed and scientific data shared, we have demonstrated and documented our
success and understanding in combating COVID-19;
WHEREAS, in considering the risks vs. benefits of major policy decisions, thousands of
physicians and medical scientists worldwide have reached consensus on three
foundational principles;
NOW THEREFORE, IT IS:

RESOLVED, THAT HEALTHY CHILDREN SHALL NOT BE SUBJECT TO FORCED
VACCINATION (view supporting evidence
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fdoctorsandscientistsdeclaration.or
evidence%2F%23children&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Cfd4fdc90eb1f462ba87a08d9
)
*
Negligible clinical risks from SARS-CoV-2 infection exist for healthy children under
eighteen.

*
Long term safety of the current COVID vaccines in children cannot be determined
prior to instituting such policies. Without high-powered, reproducible, long term safety
data, risks to the long-term health status of children remain too high to support use in
healthy children.
*
Children risk severe, adverse events from receiving the vaccine. Permanent
physical damage to the brain, heart, immune and reproductive system associated with
SARS-CoV-2 spike protein-based genetic vaccines has been demonstrated in children.
*
Healthy, unvaccinated children are critical to achieving herd immunity. Natural
immunity is proven to tolerate infection, benefiting community protection while there is
insufficient data to assess whether Covid vaccines assist herd immunity.

RESOLVED, THAT NATURALLY IMMUNE PERSONS RECOVERED FROM SARS-CoV-2 SHALL
NOT BE SUBJECT TO ANY RESTRICTIONS OR VACCINE MANDATES (view supporting
evidence
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fdoctorsandscientistsdeclaration.or
evidence%2F%23recovered&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Cfd4fdc90eb1f462ba87a08
)
*
Natural immunity is the most protective, and longest-lasting solution against the
development of COVID-19 disease and its more serious outcomes.
*
Naturally immune persons are at the lowest risk of transmission, thus should not
be subject to travel, professional, medical or social restrictions.
*
Natural immunity provides the best source of herd immunity, a condition
necessary for eradicating the Covid virus.

RESOLVED, THAT ALL HEALTH AGENCIES AND INSTITUTIONS SHALL CEASE
INTERFERING WITH PHYSICIANS TREATING INDIVIDUAL PATIENTS (view supporting
evidence
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fdoctorsandscientistsdeclaration.or
evidence%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Cfd4fdc90eb1f462ba87a08d9d2061d31%
)
*
Early intervention with numerous, available agents has proven to be safe and
effective, and has saved hundreds of thousands of lives.
*
No medicine already given regulatory approval shall be restricted from “off-label”
use, particularly during this global humanitarian crisis caused by a rapidly mutating virus,
which requires quick to adopt treatment strategies.
*
Health agencies shall be prohibited from interfering with physicians prescribing
evidence-based treatments they deem necessary, and insurance companies must cease
blocking payments for life-saving medicine prescribed by doctors.
RECOMMENDED LEGISLATIVE OR EXECUTIVE ACTION:
We believe that violating any of these three principles unnecessarily and directly risks
death to our citizens. We hereby recommend the leaders of states, provinces and nations
legislate or take executive action to prohibit the three practices described above.

And if that weren't compelling enough to STRONGLY OPPOSE Covid vaccination for
children, please read this statement by Dr. Robert Malone who himself is even vaccinated
for Covid and generally pro-vaccination! Dr. Malone is an internationally recognized
scientist/physician and the original inventor of mRNA vaccination as a technology. I
would believe that his statement should be a powerful insight and trusted source of
information. Please read his very own statement below:

My name is Robert Malone, and I am speaking to you as a parent, grandparent, physician
and scientist. I don’t usually read from a prepared speech, but this is so important that I
wanted to make sure that I get every single word and scientific fact correct.
I stand by this statement with a career dedicated to vaccine research and development.
I’m vaccinated for COVID and I'm generally pro-vaccination. I have devoted my entire
career to developing safe and effective ways to prevent and treat infectious diseases.
After this, I will be posting the text of this statement so you can share it with your
friends and family.
Before you inject your child - a decision that is irreversible - I wanted to let you know the
scientific facts about this genetic vaccine, which is based on the mRNA vaccine
technology I created:
There are three issues parents need to understand:
The first is that a viral gene will be injected into your children's cells. This gene forces
your child’s body to make toxic spike proteins. These proteins often cause permanent
damage in children’s critical organs, including
* Their brain and nervous system
* Their heart and blood vessels, including blood clots
* Their reproductive system, and
* This vaccine can trigger fundamental changes to their immune system
The most alarming point about this is that once these damages have occurred, they are
irreparable
* You can’t fix the lesions within their brain
* You can’t repair heart tissue scarring
* You can’t repair a genetically reset immune system, and
* This vaccine can cause reproductive damage that could affect future generations of
your family
The second thing you need to know about is the fact that this novel technology has not
been adequately tested.
* We need at least 5 years of testing/research before we can really understand the risks
* Harms and risks from new medicines often become revealed many years later
Ask yourself if you want your own child to be part of the most radical medical experiment
in human history
One final point: the reason they’re giving you to vaccinate your child is a lie.
* Your children represent no danger to their parents or grandparents
* It’s actually the opposite. Their immunity, after getting COVID, is critical to save your
family if not the world from this disease

In summary: there is no benefit for your children or your family to be vaccinating your
children against the small risks of the virus, given the known health risks of the vaccine
that as a parent, you and your children may have to live with for the rest of their lives.
The risk/benefit analysis isn’t even close.

______________________________________________
From: Echo Acord
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:23:33 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Frank Getty
Sent: 1/9/2022 7:22:54 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Gregory Kimpel
Sent: 1/10/2022 5:19:57 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Pat Theyerl
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:06:42 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Emma Wood
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:13:40 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 9:37:16 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: state health regarding the shot

From: Tova Forman <tforman33@protonmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 10:47 AM
To: tforman33@protonmail.com
Subject: state health regarding the shot

External Email
Hello,

In so far as you touch upon the upcoming state health decisions, I am emailing to urge
you to resist policies that restrict the rights of un-inoculated people or anyone due to
COVID. I refer specifically to the board's scheduled discussion on the 12th, proposing to
allow involuntary detention of people who refuse to get the shot (WAC 246-100) and
proposing to require the shot for kids going to school. Let me refer you to our state
constitution, Article I, Section I, which says that "all political power is inherent in the
people, and governments derive their just powers from the consent of the governed, and
are established to protect and maintain individual rights." Consequently, an unelected
board trying to dismantle the rights of people who do not consent to the shot is in
violation of our Constitution, Article I, Section I. Additionally, you would be in violation of
other sections, for example 2, 3, 4, 7, 10, and 11. These are in accordance with natural
law and morality. The sooner all this overreach from state leaders ends, the better. The
power is with the people, and we see what you are doing.

Best,
Tova Forman

______________________________________________
From: Christina Avdeyev
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:21:44 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Deidra Cotter
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:08:38 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Patrick Herbig
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:30:46 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Oppose current legislation
External Email
I oppose current legislation seeking to require the experimental and/or approved vaccine
requirement for Coronavirus. The vaccines are not effective and are non-sterilizing. We
should be focusing on early treatment and reduction of obesity in USA. Vaccines do not
solve overall health issues, lifestyle does!!
Thanks
Patrick Herbig
503 225th Lane NE
Unit F305
Sammamish, WA 98074
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Donna Langsi
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:09:22 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dwayne Phinney
Sent: 1/11/2022 10:11:17 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Patrick McKenzie
Sent: 1/10/2022 6:43:50 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 2:29:18 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: I oppose the Covid vaccine to Childrens..

From: Slava Guga <fdidirector@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 12:40 PM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: I oppose the Covid vaccine to Childrens..

External Email
A few days ago, during a WA State Board of Health meeting, the advisory group spoke of
whether they should recommend adding Covid vaccination to the current WA vaccine
schedule for school and daycare entry. Unfortunately public comments were not allowed.
The advisory group would be making a recommendation for our children without hearing
from the parents.

I oppose the Covid vaccine being added to the school and daycare schedule. Children
have mild to no symptoms from the virus, and are thus the safest. Covid Vaccine inserts
are none existent to the public, leaving us without a knowledgeable and informed choice.
Pharmacists themselves do not have access to a vaccine insert. We are told to believe
and take the plunge yet so many have had horrible and evenly deadly complications from
these vaccines. Please urge the advisory group to be cautious and not make
recommendations for the Covid vaccine to be added to the school and daycare schedule.

Thank you for taking the time to read my opposition and concerns. I look forward to
reading your reply,,

Residents of TACOMA

Svetlana Guga

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:17:30 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Please allow medical freedom

From: Raquel 2009 <relentlessbeautyb@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 1:08 PM
To: Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH) <Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
<Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH) <Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>;
Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH) <Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>; Herendeen, Lindsay
(SBOH) <Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>; Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
<Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>; Donahoe, Kaitlyn N (SBOH)
<kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
<samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
<Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
<Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH) <Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>;
DOH WSBOH <WSBOH@SBOH.WA.GOV>; Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
<Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Please allow medical freedom

External Email

Hello I urge you all to please not mandate the covid 19 vaccine or any for that matter
especially for children under 18. The risks do not out weigh the benefits. Natural
immunity is best. I contracted covid 18 months ago and all my kids have remained
healthy from newborn to 18. Please reconsider and allow parents and children medical
freedom and a choice.

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/11/2022 2:26:33 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: re. Wednesday's meeting, Jan 12, 9:30-3:30

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov>
360-236-4105

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01%
| Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH%
|Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: vern johnson <vernj9@hotmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2022 2:25 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: re. Wednesday's meeting, Jan 12, 9:30-3:30

External Email
Dear Ms. Davis:

Please vote AGAINST the use of law enforcement to involuntarily detain a person or
group of persons in quarantine camps
concerning Covid 19. This includes requiring Covid 19 injections for school immunization
requirements. This is a serious over reach of government control. It’s our body, it’s our
choice whether or not we get the vaccine. We have a grandson who was very adversely
affected by the vaccine. Many others have been, also.

Thank you.

Sincerely,
Karen Johnson

Sent from Mail
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.microsoft.com%2Ffwlink%2F%
for Windows

______________________________________________
From: Debbey Roberts
Sent: 1/10/2022 8:15:54 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: WAC 246-100-040
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health.

I am completely AGAINST any of the proposed COVID Policies that are over-reaching,
immoral and unconstitutional. I stand against these proposed WAC’s: WAC 246-100-040,
WAC 246-100-045, WAC 246-100-700, WAC 246-100-105.

As a U.S. Citizen, and according to the U.S. Constitution, I still have the right to make
my own decisions. Furthermore, the county sheriffs are the ones in charge when
government becomes tyrannical and overreaching. You are only the health department.
Even if the governor and legislature handed power over to you, the citizens know that is
not how this works.

Furthermore, the Nuremberg Code of 1947 still applies to this day. If you do not know
what it is, you should. When the citizens of Washington State stand up against this
tyranny, you can be tried for treason against the people of Washington State.
There is MOUNTING evidence of medical tyranny, mounting evidence now of your
overreach. Anyone involved can and will be tried for treason.

One more thing. Many law enforcement agencies through-out this past year refused to go
along with the health dept mandate to arrest people for not wearing a mask. You really
think all of them will go along with this? Think again. That will be the RED PILL to wake
the rest of them up to what you are up to!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Signed,
MAJORLY CONCERNED CITIZEN OF WASHINGTON STATE.

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/11/2022 7:25:31 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Strike Force

attachments\3E9BAF24B7CD4DA4_wac strike force (AutoRecovered).pdf

From: Cindy marie <cynthiamarn@yahoo.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2022 3:30 AM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Strike Force

External Email

Sent from Mail
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.microsoft.com%2Ffwlink%2F%
for Windows

WAC 246-100-040

Opinion Regarding Procedures for isolation or quarantine.
I find it terrifying to see this happening in our state. It effectively removes our civil and
constitutional rights. There is a name for it, a dictatorship. I see us moving toward the same
horrors that are happening in Israel, Australia, Austria, and China.
This WAC allows the health department to be judge, jury and executioner base on “their”
opinion and assessment? Who should have that amount of power over another individual? No
one. What makes the employees of the health department so superior that they know what is
best for another person?
I would not want to be the individual making decisions listed in this WAC. I would not even
want to know the person who could justify taking the actions listed in this WAC. What is the
moral and ethical character of the employee/enforcers? The only persons who could do such
work must have a personality that is sociopathic and not with conscience. This can only lead to
abuses. It has happened in the past many times.
10 stages of Genocide- Perhaps this will be a good reminder of the slippery slope we are on. I
believe we are in stage #7 of this genocide and moving towards #8. Please review and maybe
you can dismiss this in your own mind, and justify the actions listed in the WAC as just,
“Protecting the population.” Nothing like being the “Good German.”
Dr. Gregory H. Stanton is Research Professor in Genocide Studies and Prevention at the Institute for
Conflict Analysis and Resolution, George Mason University, Arlington, Virginia.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Classification: People divided into “Us” and “Them”
Symbolization: People are forced to identify themselves.
Discrimination: People begin to face systemic discrimination.
Dehumanization: People equated to disease, vermin, and animals
Organization: Government creates special groups to enforce the policies i.e. “Strike
team” or police/military.
6. Polarization: Government broadcasts propaganda to turn the populace against the
group.
7. Preparation: Official action to remove/relocate people begin.
8. Persecution: Beginnings of murder, theft of property, trials, massacres.
9. Exterminations: Wholesale elimination of the group. It is extermination and not murder
because the group is not thought of as human.
10. Denial: The government denies it has created any crimes.

The verbiage of this WAC is vague. What will the criteria be for a health official to issue an
emergency detention order? Will it be because the person or persons refuse to take a vaccine?
Will it be because they have cold and flu symptoms? Gosh, I have had many of those. Maybe
an elevated temp? Will it be because I write a letter against the CDC or FDA? What if I inform
others about VEARS, that 21,000 people died because of the vaccine, which only represents 1%
of the actual number reported (according to Harvard) or the 1,000,000 who have been injured?
Will parents who refuse to vaccinate their children be vilified and the children taken away?
There is plenty of words to describe the legal this and legal that, and we all know what a
nightmare that would be. Nothing like being placed in a concentration camp or whatever nice
word you wish to call it without representation, without committing a crime. Who will be
helping the people who are being harassed and terrorized by these health officials? Who will
be liable for damages done to people? Emotional trauma, financial loss, physical harm due to
forced treatment, no one wants to be liable for the damages they cause. This will equal a crime
against humanity and those who participate will be guilty.
This is a pathetic power grab and has nothing to do with public health. Dictatorship, form of
government in which one person or a small group possesses absolute power without effective
constitutional limitations. There should never, ever, be that much power given to an individual
or agency based only on sole discretion.

Cynthia Arnett

______________________________________________
From: Priscilla Bristow-Hanna
Sent: 1/10/2022 5:26:13 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:54:28 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: No vaccine

From: Aim Bailey <aimbailey2@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 10:55 PM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: No vaccine

External Email
This is to inform whomever it may concern, that I do NOT agree with adding the covid
vaccine to the list of required immunizations for my child. There are many arguments for
and against getting this vaccine. And when it comes down to it, we and our children
should NOT be required to, or forced to get this vaccine. So NO, this should NOT go on
the list of required immunizations.
I would like to express my extreme opposition to implementation of a COVID 19 vaccine
requirement for schools in Washington State
Thank you

______________________________________________
From: Greg Voelker
Sent: 1/8/2022 12:06:17 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Andrea Sims
Sent: 1/11/2022 7:10:39 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public Comment
External Email
I vehemently oppose WAC 246-100 Rulemaking that would expand any authority to
involuntarily quarantine individuals. This is against our Constitutional rights as American
Citizens. I also oppose adding a C-19 vaccine to the WAC 246-105 schedule of required
vaccines for children to attend schools. Our children are 99% protected with their strong
immune systems & we have no idea of the damage the new mRNA technology is doing to
people's natural body mechanisms.
Andrea Sims

______________________________________________
From: Amy heath
Sent: 1/11/2022 3:55:24 PM
To: DOH WSBOH,Davis, Michelle (SBOH),Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH),Pskowski,
Samantha L (SBOH),Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH),Donahoe, Kaitlyn N (SBOH),Herendeen,
Lindsay (SBOH),Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH),Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH),Haag, Hannah R
(SBOH),Kahler, Kelie (SBOH),Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: Stop the vote for involuntary quarantine
External Email
I oppose the proposed WAC’s 246-100-070, WAC 246-100-045, WAC 246-100-040, WAC
246-100, WAC 246-105
I am completely against giving local health officers use of law enforcement and the use of
an emergency order to involuntarily detain a person or family into a quarantine facility if
they refuse the requests of medical examination, testing, treatment, counseling, or
vaccination.
I am completely against covid-19 injections as part of the school immunization
requirements using WAC 246-105.
Amy Heath
Everett Washington

______________________________________________
From: Shersten Rudolph
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:28:32 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comment of vaccines
External Email
My family and I are completely opposed to required vaccines of any kind. This is
absolutely a personal decision and freedom that should not be to the government's. This
is a person right. Also, as it is not a significant threat to children. We don’t know the long
term affects of the vaccine on anyone. This should be a personal decision to weigh the
risks according to our own lives.
Requiring vaccines is a gross violation of person freedoms. I am 100% opposed to
requiring this for ANYONE including our children!
Shersten Rudolph

______________________________________________
From: Pavlo Beloborodyy
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:09:27 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Patricia Richardson
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:27:01 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 1:14:29 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: WA Covid Mandates

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: tristan klesick <tklesick@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 10:33 AM
Subject: WA Covid Mandates

External Email
Please do NOT mandate Covid vaccine for children. Some prefer natural immunity and
should be allowed the choice.

As an adult, I chose to vaccinate. I still got Covid. My son got Covid from a vaccinated
child. The vaccine is NOT minimizing spread. Clearly the vaccinated population is
spreading it, so there is NO logic in requiring it for the benefit of others.

Thank you,
Tristan Klesick

Stanwood, WA
Snohomish County

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 1:13:13 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vaccine mandates

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: Kim Spain <spainpkdk@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 10:33 AM
To: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Vaccine mandates

External Email
This is an email to strongly encourage you to vote NO on any mandate for children
regarding the covid vaccine. It has not been studied enough for children and children do
not need this so-called vaccine to protect them. They have done quite well if they have
tested positive.
Also, I would strongly encourage a NO vote for any mandate that would quarantine
against someone's will! That is blatantly against our civil rights and our constitution! It
will only encourage violence and increase the distrust in the government of this state.
The recovery rate for someone who has contracted covid-19 or one of its variants is
almost 100%! There is no reason to be so heavy-handed against the people of this state.

Thank you,
Kim Spain

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/8/2022 12:43:06 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Medical detention

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov
360-236-4105
Website| Facebook |Twitter
-----Original Message----From: Linda Mc Kenna <mckenna1883@yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 9:54 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Medical detention
External Email
Dear Michelle,
Please do not fall prey to the outdated notion that medical detention and forced
treatment in detention facilities is the path toward a healthy and fulfilled society. This is a
dystopian plan that would destroy and undo all the gains made in our democracy, gains
made while forging our way forward together as democrats in the face of unrelenting
corporate attempts in dismantling and taking control of the institutions of power,
corporate institutions that have become sovereign, and are no longer subject to the laws
of our, or any other, nation. Is this the world you will support?
Or might you please stand with those who will wind up on the right side of history, and
not support the proposals to detain us with no constitutional rights, separate us and
create yet another underclass of disadvantaged souls. Citizens are fully capable of
making their own medical decisions, particularly when pharmaceutical giants are forcing
and peddling their solutions to the exclusion of all others. Many of these solutions are
killing innocent people in the form of Iatrogenic deaths, which are deaths caused by
medical treatments. This is the 3rd leading cause of deaths in our country, and they are
entirely preventable, but not without the help of people like you. These deaths account
for far more than covid deaths. Yet who is calling out the pharmaceutical giants to halt
this atrocity? Calling them out to stop this is a much more fruitful direction for your
efforts than in supporting a corporate controlled dystopian society, where citizens exist
and are controlled for the financial enrichment of a few oligarchs.
Please fight to end pharmaceutical advertising on national television. The US is one of
only TWO countries that allow this advertising. And because we allow it, Americans pay
far, far more for medications than any other place on earth. Who ever heard of the
richest nation on earth where citizens cannot afford to buy their diabetes medications?
Please encourage your colleagues to consider seriously the kind of future they would
want for their families and their descendants. Their are plenty of safe and effectives
treatments for everything from Covid to heartburn.
When it comes to covid ask yourself why so many acclaimed virologists, immunologists,
Nobel Laureates, and other medical experts have been censored and excluded from this
very important global conversation that should be encouraged for the enrichment and
enlightenment of society.
Who owns the media?

Why should Google ,Facebook, and Bill Gates suddenly in one single year become the
medical experts that control medical decisions and medical freedom all around the world.
Did you know that CDC has no vaccine mandates? Neither does the White House, nor the
NIH?
In my overseas travels this past year, I found that American diplomats are exempt from
these vaccine mandates. What will the people of Washington State think of you as they
find this out?
Now is the time to think about the society you are helping to create. Please make it one
that your children and their grandchildren would be proud to know that you helped
create.
All the best,
L. McKenna
Sent from my iPad

______________________________________________
From: Becky Anderson
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:08:41 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: T Cook
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:52:23 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Re: comments
External Email
Natural immunity is more longer term and efficient!
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:40 AM T Cook <tmcook61@gmail.com
<mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:
Systemic racism?!
Get CRT out of this arena.
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:40 AM T Cook <tmcook61@gmail.com
<mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:

Vaccine Equity?
How about being able to decide what you do with your own body?
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:37 AM T Cook <tmcook61@gmail.com
<mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:

It is not a vaccine or immunization!
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:36 AM T Cook <tmcook61@gmail.com
<mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:

Increasing immunity levels? What about supplements like
Vitamin D and zinc? What about getting fit and losing weight?
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:35 AM T Cook
<tmcook61@gmail.com <mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:

You are all experimenting with us. Nuremberg looks
similar.
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:34 AM T Cook
<tmcook61@gmail.com <mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:

Why are the shots not aspirated? It is an
intramuscular shot. Without aspiration you don't know if you hit a blood vessel.
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:31 AM T Cook
<tmcook61@gmail.com <mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:

Michelle,
Children don't need the vaccine. They don't get as
sick. Especially with Omicron.
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:29 AM T Cook
<tmcook61@gmail.com <mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:

Why are the hospitalization usage even less than last
year?
Stop firing healthcare workers.
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:26 AM T Cook
<tmcook61@gmail.com <mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:

Staffing becomes more difficult when you fire the
HEROES for exercising their constitutional freedoms!
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:23 AM T Cook
<tmcook61@gmail.com <mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:

Death counts are not accurate. Dying from Covid or
dying with Covid are completely different and need to be truthfully reported.
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:20 AM T Cook
<tmcook61@gmail.com <mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:

This is the cold and flu season. WA does not even test
for the seasonal flu! Hospitalizations are up. What percentage are DUE TO Covid, not just
have Covid?

______________________________________________
From: C Turnbow
Sent: 1/12/2022 8:46:24 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: NO
External Email

I am completely against any of the proposed Covid Policies that are over reaching and
immoral. We stand against these proposed WAC’s: WAC 246-100-070, WAC 246-100045, WAC 246-100-040, WAC 246-100, WAC 246-105.

C Turnbow
<https://api.criptext.com/email/open/%3C1642005936946.541708%40criptext.com%3E>

______________________________________________
From: Steve Nelson
Sent: 1/11/2022 9:12:08 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: 1/12/2022 Meeting and Covid Vaccination in Children
External Email
To Whom it may concern,
I am writing to express my strong opposition to requiring childhood vaccination against
Covid using the existing vaccines at this time. Covid is not dangerous to the vast
majority of children as science has shown on a large and wide scale regardless of the
variant in the population. The vaccines in question, unlike, MMR, Polio, or others, are
clearly not maintaining effectiveness against new variants which will require ongoing
(potentially endless) boosters the effects of which on children are unknown to science
and biology. My wife and I are both vaccinated and, should future variants prove more
deadly for children and a larger body of scientific evidence prove future vaccines efficacy
and lack of side effects (on sample sets lasting longer than 18 months) I could support a
vaccination mandate similar to proven vaccines such as MMR and Polio. Please do not
follow social pressures or political whims to force a mandate that has health implications
that we do not yet fully understand.
Sincerely,
Steve Nelson
1615 E 10th Ave Spokane, WA 99202

______________________________________________
From: ann fan
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:01:48 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH),Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH),Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH),Glasoe,
Stuart D (SBOH),Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH),Donahoe, Kaitlyn N (SBOH),Lang, Caitlin
M (SBOH),Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH),Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH),Haag, Hannah R
(SBOH),Kahler, Kelie (SBOH),Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH),DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Say NO to vaccine mandate!
External Email
Dear Senators and Congressmen,
I'm a mother of a 13 year old boy. Please Say NO to vaccine mandate!
Please protect our children! They're our future!
THANK YOU!
Yi Chen Fan

______________________________________________
From: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
Sent: 1/8/2022 6:04:55 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: No requirements for vaccines

--Samantha Pskowski (she/her/hers)
Washington State Board of Health
360-789-2358

From: sharron lopez/Clark <onlyJesus@comcast.net>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 3:48 PM
To: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: No requirements for vaccines

External Email
We are thankful for laws
But not laws that control our bodies.
No to require vaccinations.

______________________________________________
From: Scott Anoskey
Sent: 1/10/2022 5:08:26 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Sharon Bridges
Sent: 1/11/2022 9:00:25 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public Comment
External Email
Washington State Board of HealthMy husband and I are writing in opposition to the vaccine mandate, which is being
discussed on Jan 12. I have three children in the Cheney school district, ages 8-14, and
they will ALL be pulled from school if this mandate is approved. And I do NOT want to
homeschool!
These vaccines have only been approved for children this age for around 3 months. I am
still not comfortable giving this vaccine to my children not knowing the long term side
affects. I am fully vaccinated so I am NOT ANTI-VAX. But when it comes to my children I
am a bit more hesitant.
Statistically speaking children are at a minuscule risk of dying, or even hospitalizations,
when it comes to Covid. There are known vaccine side affects in children, albeit rare.
What side affects are to be found in 2022? Or later down the road? Covid is not
extremely deadly with our children. Otherwise I would have my children take the vaccine
and risk the side affects!
This is a difficult decision for our family to make, but risking their health over something
that is, currently, a harsh cold, doesn’t seem worth it.
Please consider our, and others point of view on this.
Thank you
Matt and Sharon Bridges
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Aaron De Nunzio
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:22:11 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Frank Brown
Sent: 1/9/2022 9:01:52 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Andrea Lejameyer
Sent: 1/9/2022 8:17:08 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/11/2022 3:47:13 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: It's critical to preserve the personal/philosophical exemption

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: David Rubino <tigger@live.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2022 11:13 AM
To: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: It's critical to preserve the personal/philosophical exemption

External Email
Stuart,

I believe the covid-19 vaccines are more harmful to children than they are helpful and
should never have been approved for kids. As a medical professional, you probably know
or suspect this is true. At the very least, you know the trials did not have the statistical
power needed to prove the vaccine is safe when compared to the miniscule risk to
children from covid.

At the same time, the pressure to require the covid-19 vaccine in school is enormous,
because not doing so appears to align yourself with people who are "anti-vax" and more
generally with Republicans, which you may not be or may not wish to be known for.
Requiring the vaccine for school children seems inevitable in a "blue state" and taking a
stand will cause damage to your reputation and career, and maybe your income and
family well-being... and it won't change anything. The governor will remove you from the
Board if needed to ensure this policy is put into place.

It seems likely that you will approve the school vaccine mandate knowing it will kill a few
children, and hurt a few more... and I understand why.

What I ask of you, therefore, is that you insist on keeping the personal/philosophical
exemption in place for the covid-19 childhood vaccine. This will allow parents who wish to

protect their children from harm to do so, without forcing us to withdraw them from
school.

And make no mistake... hundreds of thousands of kids will vanish from school if you do
not allow the personal/philosophical exemption. No manner of pressure or threat of
punishment will force us to harm our kids knowingly, and the damage to schools,
families, and communities will be incalculable.

Please, do the less wrong thing that protects my kids, keeps them in school, and
preserves your career as well. It's all I ask in these difficult times.

Thanks,

-David Rubino
Renton, WA

______________________________________________
From: Olya
Sent: 1/7/2022 1:36:09 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Mandate vaccination
External Email
I am completely against any of the proposed Covid Policies that are over reaching and
immoral. I stand against these WAC’s:
WAC’s 246-100
WAC’s 246-105
WAC’s 246-100-070
WAC’s 246-100-045
WAC’s 246-100-040
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 10:41:32 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vaccine Mandates

From: Terri Johnston <tsoldano@hotmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 7:28 AM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Vaccine Mandates

External Email
I would like to express my extreme opposition to implementation of a COVID 19 vaccine
requirement for schools in Washington State.

1. No COVID vaccine available in the United States has received FDA approval. All
available vaccines, including the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine, are being administered under
an Emergency Use Authorization. The only “approved” COVID 19 vaccine is Comirnaty,
and it is not available in the United States and there is no anticipated date for its
availability. (This “smoke and mirrors” approach by the FDA is the subject of numerous
lawsuits and a Federal Judge recently rejected Pfizer’s claim that the 2 products are
interchangeable: Federal Judge Rejects DOD Claim That Pfizer EUA and Comirnaty
Vaccines Are ‘Interchangeable’ • Children's Health Defense (childrenshealthdefense.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fchildrenshealthdefense.org%2F&da
) Since EUA products cannot be mandated per the Nuremberg Code, this alone should be
enough to stop consideration of making vaccines mandatory.

2. Children are statistically at zero risk of dying from COVID. Their survival rate is in the
range of 99.997-99.998% or, put another way, their risk of dying with COVID is less than
2 in every 1,000,000 children. The very few children who are listed as COVID deaths did
not die OF COVID, but rather WITH COVID as anyone being admitted to a hospital
nowadays is tested. I challenge the Washington State Board of Health to show medical
records for even one child who has died OF COVID. Where there’s no risk, there can be
no benefit.

3. No one knows the long term risks of these vaccines. You may remember that one of
the members of the FDA Advisory Committee infamously said, “We are never going to
learn about how safe thie vaccine is until we start giving it” Dr. Eric Ruben, Editor in
Chief NEJM The studies Pfizer conducted were woefully underpowered. This is an analysis
of 10 Red Flags associated with Pfizer’s studies: Ten red flags in the FDA’s risk-benefit
analysis of Pfizer’s EUA application to inject American children 5 to 11 with its mRNA
product – Commentary – America's Frontline Doctors (americasfrontlinedoctors.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Famericasfrontlinedoctors.org%2F&d

)

Force vaccinating healthy children for a disease that doesn’t affect them to make adults
feel safe is a new low for humanity. Please do the right thing and do not require these
vaccinations for school age children.

Sincerely,

Teresa Johnston
Poulsbo, WA 98370

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone
Get Outlook for Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2FAAb9ysg&data=04%7C

______________________________________________
From: Cathy Kelley
Sent: 1/11/2022 9:00:36 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public Comment
External Email
Dear Health Board,
This comment will probably not be considered in your decision about COVID vaccines for
our youth, as I missed the date.
However, I decided to write anyway. I ask you to please not mandate these vaccines for
children. All of the current days does not warrant it. I am not going to take the time to
put the facts in here. If you are following the CDC, this is the only conclusion you can
come to.
I am not an anti- vaxer, however, I do think there needs to be much more teatime on
this vaccine before it’s given to our youth. We have NO long term data to know if there
are long term affects. This could be critical for out youth!
Thank you.
Cathy Kelley
Sunnyside, WA
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:18:17 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Opposition of the Vax for Children

From: Sunny Konop <konopsun@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 8:06 PM
To: Caitlin.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov; Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
<Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH) <Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>;
Donahoe, Kaitlyn N (SBOH) <kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Herendeen, Lindsay
(SBOH) <Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>; Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH)
<Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>; Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
<Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>; Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH)
<Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
<Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH)
<Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>;
Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; DOH WSBOH
<WSBOH@SBOH.WA.GOV>
Subject: Opposition of the Vax for Children

External Email
To whom it may concern,

I want to let you know that I am strongly against the vaccine mandate for children. This
is a complete abuse of power for a virus that has a 99.8% survival rate.

To make children get the vaccine with out the proper studies and answers on what could
irrevocably happen to them because of the vaccine would be a complete overstep and
those involved in the approval of this should pay for any adverse effects that’s these
children have.

Please do not consider putting our children, our future at great risk.

Thank you,
Sunny Konop
Concerned Washington State Resident.

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/12/2022 9:08:52 AM
To: DOH WSBOH,Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: FW: I oppose the proposed WAC’s

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111
-----Original Message----From: Ann Hunt <annakhunt7@aol.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2022 7:26 PM
To: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: I oppose the proposed WAC’s
External Email
I oppose the proposed WAC’s 246-100-070, WAC 246-100-045, WAC 246-100-040, WAC
246-100, WAC 246-105
I am completely against giving local health officers use of law enforcement and the use of
an emergency order to involuntarily detain a person or family into a quarantine facility if
they refuse the requests of medical examination, testing, treatment, counseling, or
vaccination.
I am completely against covid-19 injections as part of the school immunization
requirements using WAC 246-105.
Send to these emails:
wsboh@sboh.wa.gov
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov
melanie.hisaw@sboh.wa.gov
christy.hoff@sboh.wa.gov
stuart.glasoe@sboh.wa.gov
samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov
kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov
caitlin.lang@sboh.wa.gov
lindsay.herendeen@sboh.wa.gov
tracy.schreiber@sboh.wa.gov
hannah.haag@sboh.wa.gov
kelie.kahler@sboh.wa.gov
Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Patrice Heston
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:16:09 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: January 12, 2022 meeting
External Email
I oppose all Covid-19 mandates for children!

I support item 11 on the January 12th agenda.

Patrice Heston

______________________________________________
From: Patricia Ross
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:12:24 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public Comments for WSBOH Members from March EH Committee Special
Meeting
External Email
I oppose to this Mandate
There is no science on this vaccine .
It has not be provide that it does work on Vac or nonvac people.
Children are low risks
The vaccine does not stop spread of virus.
It is my rights as an American to chose for what is right for me and mine.
The vaccine is still EUA

Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 8:19:09 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Health Board Meeting, 1/12/2021

From: Brady LaMotte <bradyalamotte@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 11:24 AM
Subject: Health Board Meeting, 1/12/2021

External Email
Honorable Members of the Washington State Board of Health,

I would like to express my absolute opposition to implementation of a COVID-19 Vaccine
requirement for schools and Forced Quarantine Detention for law-abidding citizens in the
state of Washington.

1. No COVID vaccine available in the United States has received FDA approval. All
available vaccines, including the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine, are being administered under
an Emergency Use Authorization. The only “approved” COVID 19 vaccine is Comirnaty,
and it is not available in the United States and there is no anticipated date for its
availability. (This “smoke and mirrors” approach by the FDA is the subject of numerous
lawsuits and a Federal Judge recently rejected Pfizer’s claim that the 2 products are
interchangeable: Federal Judge Rejects DOD Claim That Pfizer EUA and Comirnaty
Vaccines Are ‘Interchangeable.’

· Children's Health Defense (childrenshealthdefense.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fl.facebook.com%2Fl.php%3Fu%3D
EFXgrbKn8%26h%3DAT05ScIFWlueBBXUcktwmVz5Qb_IC1eB5CiM661qIda0KHqUWndoXb22IBdMy34IaBRm
R%26c%255b0%255d%3DAT34cWlT4ys5pAskcz59PP2pbIb0Xu3kDbzTxbIhTMxQ2IZxN2hrfyddAZwp6KiD5WEAA6R6iDsX7apRixel4O0zaYN5IW58LXep7UsT-HOCyKxZg8cIv0xB24yj1mcgHDaumtxYDz2icyf7iyuR9ZvC8&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Cb
) Since EUA products cannot be mandated per the Nuremberg Code, this alone should be
enough to stop consideration of making vaccines mandatory.

2. Children are statistically at zero risk of dying from COVID. Their survival rate is in the
range of 99.997-99.998% or, put another way, their risk of dying with COVID is less than
2 in every 1,000,000 children. The very few children who are listed as COVID deaths did
not die OF COVID, but rather WITH COVID as anyone being admitted to a hospital
nowadays is tested. I challenge the Washington State Board of Health to show medical

records for even one child who has died OF COVID. Where there’s no risk, there can be
no benefit. In addition, children who have already had the virus and recovered are now
protected by natural immunity, which is by far the strongest protection against the virus.

3. No one knows the long-term risks of these vaccines. You may remember that one of
the members of the FDA Advisory Committee infamously said, “We are never going to
learn about how safe the vaccine is until we start giving it.” According to Dr. Eric Ruben,
Editor in Chief NEJM, the studies Pfizer conducted were woefully underpowered. This is
an analysis of 10 Red Flags associated with Pfizer’s studies: Ten red flags in the FDA’s
risk-benefit analysis of Pfizer’s EUA application to inject American children 5 to 11 with its
mRNA product – Commentary – America's Frontline Doctors
(americasfrontlinedoctors.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fl.facebook.com%2Fl.php%3Fu%3D
bSGqXSkEbK4apjB6ASWAYYIzf0WkXY%26h%3DAT1nWpeQ1pf5iJu2UcxoQXjYgz9bOBLt0K9diW2JZUZnn8G85giiHlfisEW_GAb91kM9_
1P0HvsN-2LWpbSNUH_94aXNWQJxMj9kXGzHQ%26__tn__%3DR%255dR%26c%255b0%255d%3DAT34cWlT4ys5pAskcz59PP2pbIb0Xu3kDbzTxbIhTMxQ2IZxN2hrfyddAZwp6KiD5WEAA6R6iDsX7apRixel4O0zaYN5IW58LXep7UsT-HOCyKxZg8cIv0xB24yj1mcgHDaumtxYDz2icyf7iyuR9ZvC8&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Cb
)

Force vaccinating healthy children for a disease that doesn’t affect them to make adults
feel safe is a new low for humanity. Look inside your soul and do the right thing……DO
NOT require these vaccinations for school age children.

In regard to allowing local health officers to use law enforcement (WAC 246-100-070) to
force an emergency order to involuntarily detain a person or group of persons (families)
to be isolated in a quarantine facility (WAC 246-100-045) following refusal to voluntary
comply with requests for medical examination, testing, treatment, counseling,
vaccination (WAC 246-100-040):

· This not only violates the Washington State Constitution, but the right to Religious
Freedom protected by the 1st Amendment and the right to Privacy in 4th Amendment of
the United States Constitution.

· Therefore 37 or 39 County Sheriff’s have signed a letter, pledging not to enforce any
involuntary removal of private law-abiding citizens to a quarantine facility.

Science does not support the notion that unvaccinated individuals spread the virus any
more than vaccinated individuals, nor do our laws permit us to segregate and
discriminate against people for refusing a medical intervention.

· Equal Protection Clause of the 14th Amendment to the U.S. Constitution and the Civil
Rights Act of 1964.

Masks, in the words of an FDA physician, are little more than "facial decorations" and
have no impact on the spread; yet they are mandated for adults and children. This is not
American in any way and the truth will come out.

Those who are hiding their heads in the sand from the facts and science of this so-called
pandemic (In the Washington State Flu Season of 2017-18 the death rate was 11%,
while the Covid death rate in the State of WA thus far is 1.1% according to government
sources) will be held accountable for being on the wrong side of history.

No mandate can be followed that violates human rights of conscience and autonomy.

· There is zero evidence indicating that unvaccinated individuals or free breathing
individuals are a threat to the vaccinated and masked.
· And like children, when the 99% of adults who contract the virus, survive it and
recover, they too have natural immunity which prevents us from contracting or
transmitting the virus again.

There has been time enough to find out the truth about what is going on with Covid, and
there is no excuse for these draconian measures to be inflicted on citizens anymore. Each
of you have been entrusted with making important decisions about the Public Health of
our state and each of your credentials qualify you to serve on this board. However, as
Government employees, you are public servants who answer to the Sovereign Citizens of
this state & this country, the taxpayers who fund your department & your salaries. You
work for us.

I pray for each of you to do the right thing by rejecting these Unconstitutional Mandates
and respect the Individual Liberties of every Washington State resident that are
guaranteed by the Bill of Rights in the United States Constitution and the Washington
State Constitution.

Sincerely,

Brady LaMotte

______________________________________________
From: PAUL MARZOLF
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:04:52 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 9:52:35 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Upcoming Debate on WA State Health Officers and Isolation

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: Scott Pollock <scotthousekeeping@outlook.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 10:54 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>; Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH)
<Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>; Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
<Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>;
Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH) <kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
<Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>; Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
<Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>; Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH)
<Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
<Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Upcoming Debate on WA State Health Officers and Isolation

External Email
Hello all,

I apologize, if I am adding to an onslaught of email. Regarding the upcoming
recommendations for WA State Health Officers and quarantine protocols. As a child of a
German Jewish family and a student of history, I am asking all of you to stand for Godgiven freedoms offered to all individuals and protected by the U.S. Constitution.

The tyrannical, Nazi-style thinking that is foundational to the proposed measures MUST
be resisted. As Americans, we are the heirs to the mantle of freedom. We show the
entire world how a free society responds to crises. We cannot permit what is happening
in Australia to come to our State.

Whatever each of us believes about the severity of this virus, we know this; that it is no

more dangerous than many other activities or illnesses we all deal with on a daily basis.
Yes, for those who are elderly or compromised, greater measures may need to be taken,
but for the majority of us? No, and definitely not to the extreme that we need to become
the sort of tyrants our forefathers spilled their blood to resist.

For those of us who are not in the medical business, many of us have done our reading.
We understand that the transmissible viral load carried by vaccinated and unvaccinated
folks is the same. Also, taking my business for example. I have seven folks who are out
of work and Covid positive. SIX are fully vaccinated. One, is not vaccinated. All of my
non-vaccinated employees have had any issues, whatsoever. This is a company of 40
people.

Both politically and scientifically, we MUST not respond to this virus as if it is the end of
civilization. It is not. We deal with far greater threats to our lives and health on a daily
basis, and we do not strip Americans of their God-given freedoms because of those
threats.

I am begging you. For the future of our children. Please, stand against this tyranny. If we
permit this into our State, it will be only the beginning of a dark and dreadful chapter.
Covid is a hurdle, but we must handle it as free people. Not as political tyrants. Please
always remember; there are fates worse than death. People are going to get sick, with
Covid. It’s going to happen, but we cannot destroy everything we are because of this
particular virus. Please, consider carefully. Your input may directly affect the future of
this State and Country.

With deep respect,

Scott Pollock
Poulsbo, WA
(360)265-1750

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:34:27 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vaccines requirement for C-19

From: Gabriela Makinster <bnbsmomg@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 8:31 PM
To: Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH) <Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>; Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
<Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>; Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
<Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH) <Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>;
Donahoe, Kaitlyn N (SBOH) <kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
<Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>; Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
<Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>; Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH)
<Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>; Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
<Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>; Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
<samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
<Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH)
<Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>; DOH WSBOH <WSBOH@SBOH.WA.GOV>
Subject: Vaccines requirement for C-19

External Email
We the constituents and community members of this great State of Washington,
DEMAND the Washington State Board of Health (WSBOH) REFUSE to make COVID
vaccinations/shots mandatory for children of Washington State for childcare and school
admission. Due to the following reasons:
1. COVID vaccines remain under Emergency Use Authorization
2. Children under the age of 18 have a 99.995% survival rate from COVID infection
3. Children have a higher chance of death or adverse reaction to COVID vaccines than
COVID-19
4. My entire family is COVID recovered therefore have natural immunity.

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:50:02 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: NO!!!

From: Scott Farley <sdfarley56@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 1:00 AM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: NO!!!

External Email
I would like to express my extreme opposition to implementation of a COVID 19 vaccine
requirement for schools in Washington State.

1. No COVID vaccine available in the United States has received FDA approval. All
available vaccines, including the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine, are being administered under
an Emergency Use Authorization. The only “approved” COVID 19 vaccine is Comirnaty,
and it is not available in the United States and there is no anticipated date for its
availability. (This “smoke and mirrors” approach by the FDA is the subject of numerous
lawsuits and a Federal Judge recently rejected Pfizer’s claim that the 2 products are
interchangeable: Federal Judge Rejects DOD Claim That Pfizer EUA and Comirnaty
Vaccines Are ‘Interchangeable’ • Children's Health Defense (childrenshealthdefense.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fchildrenshealthdefense.org%2F&da
) Since EUA products cannot be mandated per the Nuremberg Code, this alone should be
enough to stop consideration of making vaccines mandatory.

2. Children are statistically at zero risk of dying from COVID. Their survival rate is in the
range of 99.997-99.998% or, put another way, their risk of dying with COVID is less than
2 in every 1,000,000 children. The very few children who are listed as COVID deaths did
not die OF COVID, but rather WITH COVID as anyone being admitted to a hospital
nowadays is tested. I challenge the Washington State Board of Health to show medical
records for even one child who has died OF COVID. Where there’s no risk, there can be
no benefit.

3. No one knows the long term risks of these vaccines. You may remember that one of
the members of the FDA Advisory Committee infamously said, “We are never going to
learn about how safe thie vaccine is until we start giving it” Dr. Eric Ruben, Editor in
Chief NEJM The studies Pfizer conducted were woefully underpowered. This is an analysis
of 10 Red Flags associated with Pfizer’s studies: Ten red flags in the FDA’s risk-benefit
analysis of Pfizer’s EUA application to inject American children 5 to 11 with its mRNA
product – Commentary – America's Frontline Doctors (americasfrontlinedoctors.org

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Famericasfrontlinedoctors.org%2F&d
)

Force vaccinating healthy children for a disease that doesn’t affect them to make adults
feel safe is a new low for humanity. Please do the right thing and do not require these
vaccinations for school age children.

Sincerely,
Scott Farley
Father to 7 & Grandpa to 14

______________________________________________
From: Olga Korovnik
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:31:21 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Chelsie Young
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:06:51 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: budda321
Sent: 1/11/2022 3:06:30 PM
To: DOH WSBOH,Davis, Michelle (SBOH),Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH),Hoff, Christy Curwick
(SBOH),Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH),Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH),Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH),Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH),Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH),Schreiber, Tracy N
(SBOH),Haag, Hannah R (SBOH),Kahler, Kelie (SBOH),Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: No Vax Mandates!
External Email
No Vax Mandates in public schools! And No Vax mandates anywhere else!!
- The so called Covid-19 Vax in US market is NOT CDC approved, it's only EUA! The only
Covid-19 Vax that was approved by CDC is NOT available in US market. So all the Covid19 Vax in US marketing is just an experiment drug!
- The option to refuse to vax is based on Federal Law over EUAs -- you are violating
Federal Law if you mandate the EUA vax.
- You will face criminal charges by knowingly mandate a EUA vax and knowingly violating
Federal Law!
- This is also a directly violation of Nuremberg Code by mandating an experiment drug on
people without their consent.
If you study history, you will know that you are individuals will bear the consequences if
you carry out actions to knowingly harm people and commit crime against humanity.
"Taking order from above" is NOT an excuse for your own actions.
History will judge you and GOD will judge you. So please think of yourself before you
commit the crime!

______________________________________________
From: Raeanne McAlister
Sent: 1/11/2022 8:50:10 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Completely opposed to new proposed covid-19 policies!
External Email
Our family is completely against any of the proposed Covid Policies that are over
reaching and immoral. We stand against these proposed WAC’s: WAC 246-100-070
<tel:246-100-070> , WAC 246-100-045 <tel:246-100-045> , WAC 246-100-040
<tel:246-100-040> , WAC 246-100, WAC 246-105. ”.
Please do not impose these policies!
From a very concerned Seattle family

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:55:18 PM
To: Kraft, Vicki,DOH WSBOH
Subject: RE: Legislative Letter - Concerning possible Covid-19 vaccine mandates
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Patty, Thank you I just responded to Representative Kraft’s email. I appreciate the heads
up on my voicemail. Have a good weekend.

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov>
360-236-4105

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01%
| Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH%
|Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: Daniells, Patty <Patty.Daniells@leg.wa.gov> On Behalf Of Kraft, Rep. Vicki
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 4:15 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>; DOH WSBOH
<WSBOH@SBOH.WA.GOV>
Cc: Kraft, Vicki <vicki.kraft@leg.wa.gov>
Subject: RE: Legislative Letter - Concerning possible Covid-19 vaccine mandates

External Email
Dear Michelle,

Representative Kraft has asked me to reach out to you regarding her email and questions
below and copied here:

At the Jan. 12, 2022 SBOH meeting, will the issue of possible Covid-19 vaccine mandates
for all Washingtonians be discussed as part of the agenda #9.)? Was it ever previously
planned to be on the agenda? As you are aware, there is considerable concern by people
all across the state that this might be the case. I’d like to clarify what is actually planned
to take place.

My understanding is that the possibility of Covid-19 vaccine mandates for K-12 students
and kids in child care is going to be discussed under # 11.), is this correct?

She did leave you a voicemail earlier today and I just tried to but your mailbox is full.

If you would be so kind as to call Representative Kraft on her Legislative cell phone 360553-9002 or leave a message on our remote office phone 360-450-4568 or reply to this
email, it would be greatly appreciated.

Thank you,

Patty

Patty Daniells
Legislative Assistant to
Representative Vicki Kraft

17th Legislative District
Olympia Office 360-786-7994
Remote Office 360-450-4568 (Session Work Hours 8:00 AM – 5:00 PM M-F)

Click here
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fvickikraft.houserepublicans.wa.gov
for Representative Kraft’s Legislative Website.

To subscribe to her newsletter, click here
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fpublic.govdelivery.com%2Faccoun
.

How to Participate in the 2022 Session: Watch session through TVW
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.tvw.org%2F&data=04%7C01
| Sign up to testify remotely
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fapp.leg.wa.gov%2Fcsiremote%2F
| Look up bill information
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fapp.leg.wa.gov%2Fbillinfo%2F&dat
| See an overview of the legislative process
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fleg.wa.gov%2Flegislature%2FPage
| Request accommodations
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fleg.wa.gov%2Flegislature%2Fpag

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2Fwahouserep

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.twitter.com%2Fwahousegop%

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsoundcloud.com%2Fwahousegop%

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwahouserep

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.flickr.com%2Fphotos%2Fwa

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fhouserepublicans.wa.gov%2Fstayconnected%2Fcapitolbuzz%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Cfc7471af11a847b0372008d9d2524d25%7C1

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fhouserepublicans.wa.gov%2Fstayconnected%2Femailupdates%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Cfc7471af11a847b0372008d9d2524d25%

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fhouserepublicans.wa.gov%2F&data

From: Kraft, Rep. Vicki
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 3:26 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov
<mailto:Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov> >; Daniells, Patty <Patty.Daniells@leg.wa.gov
<mailto:Patty.Daniells@leg.wa.gov> >; DOH WSBOH <WSBOH@SBOH.WA.GOV
<mailto:WSBOH@SBOH.WA.GOV> >; Shah, Umair A (DOH) <umair.shah@doh.wa.gov
<mailto:umair.shah@doh.wa.gov> >
Cc: Fehrenbach, Lacy M (DOH) <lacy.fehrenbach-marosfalvy@doh.wa.gov
<mailto:lacy.fehrenbach-marosfalvy@doh.wa.gov> >
Subject: RE: Legislative Letter - Concerning possible Covid-19 vaccine mandates

Michelle,
At the Jan. 12, 2022 SBOH meeting, will the issue of possible Covid-19 vaccine mandates
for all Washingtonians be discussed as part of the agenda #9.)? Was it ever previously
planned to be on the agenda? As you are aware, there is considerable concern by people
all across the state that this might be the case. I’d like to clarify what is actually planned
to take place.

My understanding is that the possibility of Covid-19 vaccine mandates for K-12 students
and kids in child care is going to be discussed under # 11.), is this correct?

Thank you in advance, for clarifying these items.

Best,
Vicki

Vicki Kraft
WA State Representative
17th Legislative District
Olympia Office: 360-786-7994

http://vickikraft.houserepublicans.wa.gov/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fvickikraft.houserepublicans.wa.gov

Sign up to receive my email updates by clicking the link below:

https://public.govdelivery.com/accounts/WALEGHRCKRAFT/subscriber/new
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fpublic.govdelivery.com%2Faccoun

From: Kraft, Rep. Vicki
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 2:30 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov
<mailto:Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov> >; Daniells, Patty <Patty.Daniells@leg.wa.gov
<mailto:Patty.Daniells@leg.wa.gov> >; DOH WSBOH <WSBOH@SBOH.WA.GOV
<mailto:WSBOH@SBOH.WA.GOV> >; Shah, Umair A (DOH) <umair.shah@doh.wa.gov
<mailto:umair.shah@doh.wa.gov> >
Cc: Fehrenbach, Lacy M (DOH) <lacy.fehrenbach-marosfalvy@doh.wa.gov
<mailto:lacy.fehrenbach-marosfalvy@doh.wa.gov> >
Subject: RE: Legislative Letter - Concerning possible Covid-19 vaccine mandates

Thank you Michelle, for confirming.

Best,
Vicki

Vicki Kraft
WA State Representative
17th Legislative District
Olympia Office: 360-786-7994

http://vickikraft.houserepublicans.wa.gov/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fvickikraft.houserepublicans.wa.gov

Sign up to receive my email updates by clicking the link below:

https://public.govdelivery.com/accounts/WALEGHRCKRAFT/subscriber/new
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fpublic.govdelivery.com%2Faccoun

From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov
<mailto:Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov> >
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 2:07 PM
To: Daniells, Patty <Patty.Daniells@leg.wa.gov <mailto:Patty.Daniells@leg.wa.gov> >;
Kraft, Rep. Vicki <Vicki.Kraft@leg.wa.gov <mailto:Vicki.Kraft@leg.wa.gov> >; DOH
WSBOH <WSBOH@SBOH.WA.GOV <mailto:WSBOH@SBOH.WA.GOV> >; Shah, Umair A
(DOH) <umair.shah@doh.wa.gov <mailto:umair.shah@doh.wa.gov> >
Cc: Fehrenbach, Lacy M (DOH) <lacy.fehrenbach-marosfalvy@doh.wa.gov
<mailto:lacy.fehrenbach-marosfalvy@doh.wa.gov> >
Subject: RE: Legislative Letter - Concerning possible Covid-19 vaccine mandates

CAUTION:External email.

Patty: Thank you for following up. The Board has received Representative Kraft’s letter.

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov>
360-236-4105

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01%
| Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH%
|Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: Daniells, Patty <Patty.Daniells@leg.wa.gov <mailto:Patty.Daniells@leg.wa.gov> >
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 1:54 PM
To: Kraft, Vicki <vicki.kraft@leg.wa.gov <mailto:vicki.kraft@leg.wa.gov> >; DOH
WSBOH <WSBOH@SBOH.WA.GOV <mailto:WSBOH@SBOH.WA.GOV> >; Shah, Umair A
(DOH) <umair.shah@doh.wa.gov <mailto:umair.shah@doh.wa.gov> >
Cc: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov
<mailto:Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov> >; Fehrenbach, Lacy M (DOH) <lacy.fehrenbachmarosfalvy@doh.wa.gov <mailto:lacy.fehrenbach-marosfalvy@doh.wa.gov> >
Subject: RE: Legislative Letter - Concerning possible Covid-19 vaccine mandates

External Email
Chair Grellner and Secretary Shah,

Representative Kraft submitted the email below before noon today. Please confirm
receipt of that email and that it will be considered for the SBOH January 12th 2022
meeting.

Best regards,

Patty

Patty Daniells
Legislative Assistant to
Representative Vicki Kraft
17th Legislative District
Olympia Office 360-786-7994
Remote Office 360-450-4568 (Session Work Hours 8:00 AM – 5:00 PM M-F)

Click here
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fvickikraft.houserepublicans.wa.gov
for Representative Kraft’s Legislative Website.

To subscribe to her newsletter, click here
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fpublic.govdelivery.com%2Faccoun
.

How to Participate in the 2022 Session: Watch session through TVW
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.tvw.org%2F&data=04%7C01
| Sign up to testify remotely
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fapp.leg.wa.gov%2Fcsiremote%2F
| Look up bill information
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fapp.leg.wa.gov%2Fbillinfo%2F&dat
| See an overview of the legislative process
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fleg.wa.gov%2Flegislature%2FPage
| Request accommodations
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fleg.wa.gov%2Flegislature%2Fpag

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2Fwahouserep

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.twitter.com%2Fwahousegop%

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsoundcloud.com%2Fwahousegop%

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwahouserep

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.flickr.com%2Fphotos%2Fwa

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fhouserepublicans.wa.gov%2Fstayconnected%2Fcapitolbuzz%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Cfc7471af11a847b0372008d9d2524d25%7C1

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fhouserepublicans.wa.gov%2Fstayconnected%2Femailupdates%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Cfc7471af11a847b0372008d9d2524d25%

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fhouserepublicans.wa.gov%2F&data

From: Kraft, Rep. Vicki <Vicki.Kraft@leg.wa.gov <mailto:Vicki.Kraft@leg.wa.gov> >
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 11:42 AM
To: wsboh@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:wsboh@sboh.wa.gov> ; Shah, Umair A (DOH)
<umair.shah@doh.wa.gov <mailto:umair.shah@doh.wa.gov> >
Cc: Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov> ; Fehrenbach,
Lacy M (DOH) <lacy.fehrenbach-marosfalvy@doh.wa.gov <mailto:lacy.fehrenbachmarosfalvy@doh.wa.gov> >
Subject: Legislative Letter - Concerning possible Covid-19 vaccine mandates
Importance: High

Chair Grellner and Secretary Shah,
Below and attached is a letter from members of the Washington State Legislature.

Please be sure all members of the Washington State Board of Health receive this letter as
well, in time for consideration for the January 12, 2022 meeting.

Thank you,
Vicki

Vicki Kraft
WA State Representative
17th Legislative District
Olympia Office: 360-786-7994

http://vickikraft.houserepublicans.wa.gov/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fvickikraft.houserepublicans.wa.gov

Sign up to receive my email updates by clicking the link below:

https://public.govdelivery.com/accounts/WALEGHRCKRAFT/subscriber/new
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fpublic.govdelivery.com%2Faccoun

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Legislature. Do not click links or open
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:51:35 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vaccine mandates

From: Allie Hawks <allie@polarispayments.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 5:30 PM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Vaccine mandates

External Email
I would like to express my extreme opposition to implementation of a COVID 19 vaccine
requirement for schools in Washington State.

1. No COVID vaccine available in the United States has received FDA approval. All
available vaccines, including the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine, are being administered under
an Emergency Use Authorization. The only “approved” COVID 19 vaccine is Comirnaty,
and it is not available in the United States and there is no anticipated date for its
availability. (This “smoke and mirrors” approach by the FDA is the subject of numerous
lawsuits and a Federal Judge recently rejected Pfizer’s claim that the 2 products are
interchangeable: Federal Judge Rejects DOD Claim That Pfizer EUA and Comirnaty
Vaccines Are ‘Interchangeable’ • Children's Health Defense (childrenshealthdefense.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fchildrenshealthdefense.org%2F&da
) Since EUA products cannot be mandated per the Nuremberg Code, this alone should be
enough to stop consideration of making vaccines mandatory.

2. Children are statistically at zero risk of dying from COVID. Their survival rate is in the
range of 99.997-99.998% or, put another way, their risk of dying with COVID is less than
2 in every 1,000,000 children. The very few children who are listed as COVID deaths did
not die OF COVID, but rather WITH COVID as anyone being admitted to a hospital
nowadays is tested. I challenge the Washington State Board of Health to show medical
records for even one child who has died OF COVID. Where there’s no risk, there can be
no benefit.

3. No one knows the long term risks of these vaccines. You may remember that one of
the members of the FDA Advisory Committee infamously said, “We are never going to
learn about how safe thie vaccine is until we start giving it” Dr. Eric Ruben, Editor in
Chief NEJM The studies Pfizer conducted were woefully underpowered. This is an analysis
of 10 Red Flags associated with Pfizer’s studies: Ten red flags in the FDA’s risk-benefit
analysis of Pfizer’s EUA application to inject American children 5 to 11 with its mRNA
product – Commentary – America's Frontline Doctors (americasfrontlinedoctors.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Famericasfrontlinedoctors.org%2F&d

)

Force vaccinating healthy children for a disease that doesn’t affect them to make adults
feel safe is a new low for humanity. Please do the right thing and do not require these
vaccinations for school age children.

Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Darin Padur
Sent: 1/12/2022 9:46:28 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: No mandates!
External Email
I ask you to be transparent and fair in this process. Look at the data. This vaccine and its
impacts have not had the same vetting that the others required for K-12. Please do not
mandate this.
Also, you aren’t being honest about your claims of “misinformation”. You were absolutely
getting a briefing on the requirement to vaccinate K-12 and you need to hear from us
how much negative impact this will make.
Be honest. Your policies are making this worse.
Darin Padur
dpadur@comcast.net
(253) 335-7917

______________________________________________
From: Brittney Zimmerer
Sent: 1/7/2022 5:12:46 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 7:52:48 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Fwd: Halt proposal that would give Washington State the right to detain the
unvaccinated

Get Outlook for iOS
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fo0ukef&data=04%7C0
________________________________
From: Arlene R Reyes <tagalogtranslations@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 7:08:10 PM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>; Donahoe, Kaitlyn N (SBOH)
<kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
<Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>; Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
<samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Halt proposal that would give Washington State the right to detain the
unvaccinated
External Email
Dear Sir/Madam:

I write on behalf of many concerned Washington State residents.

Immediately halt any and all proposals that would give Washington State the right to
detain the unvaccinated until they have received a vaccination.

Per the U.S. Vaccine Adverse Events Reporting System (VAERS), the COVID jabs now
account for 983,756 adverse event reports as of December 17, 2021, including 20,622
deaths.

This doesn’t include the underreporting factor, which is signicant and ranges from 5 to 41
times higher than reported.

Most doctors and nurses are not aware of the existence of VAERS and even if they do,

choose not to report adverse incidents resulting from vaccination.

Jessica Rose, Ph.D., a research fellow at the Institute for Pure and Applied Knowledge in
Israel, has studied what the VAERS data tell us about the risks tied to COVID jabs. Rose
notes that the average number of adverse event reports following vaccination for the
past 10 years has been about 39,000 annually, with an average of 155 deaths. That’s for
all available vaccines combined.

As cited by Dr. Joseph Mercola in his article below, other findings are as follows:

According to Collette Martin, a practicing nurse who testified before a Louisiana Health
and Welfare Committee hearing December 6, 2021, children are experiencing “terrifying”
reactions to the COVID shot, including blood clots, heart attacks, encephalopathy and
arrhythmias.

Children are further at risk for potentially lifelong health problems from the jab.
Myocarditis (heart inflammation) has emerged as one of the most common problems,
especially among boys and young men.

Myocarditis is inversely correlated to age, so the risk gets higher the younger you are.
The risk is also dose-dependent, with boys having a six fold greater risk of myocarditis
following the second dose.

Among elderly patients, there has been an uptick in falls and acute onset of confusion
“without any known etiology.”

Workers are experiencing side effects, such as vision (including blindness) and
cardiovascular problems.

While hospitals are not gathering data on COVID jab injuries in any other ways, and
there’s no data to investigate even if you wanted to, we are seeing severe acute [shortterm] reactions to this vaccine.

At the same time, we have zero idea what any long-term reactions are, including
cancers, autoimmune disorders, and infertility.

You can’t compare the COVID shots to other vaccines. They’re by far the most dangerous
injectables created ever. Yet there doesn’t appear to be a cutoff for acceptable harm. No
one within the CDC or Food and Drug Administration, which jointly run VAERS, has
addressed these shocking numbers. Both agencies outrageously deny that a single death
can be attributed to the COVID jabs, which is simply impossible. It’s not statistically
plausible.

Please immediately call off any proposal to mandate the covid vaccination in Washington
State, and any and all mandates that would give Washington State the right to detain the
unvaccinated until they have received a vaccination.

Kindly read Dr. Joseph Mercola’s article in its entirety and do right by the residents of
Washington - including your sons and daughters, parents, and grandchildren - whose
welfare should be your utmost concern:

More Children Die From the COVID Shot Than From COVID

https://media.mercola.com/ImageServer/Public/2022/January/PDF/child-mortality-covidshot-pdf.pdf
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fmedia.mercola.com%2FImageSer
mortality-covid-shotpdf.pdf&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C776147b7170d4656c71b08d9d3881588%7C11

Respectfully,

A Reyes
Bainbridge Island, WA

______________________________________________
From: Twinkle Kitty
Sent: 1/11/2022 12:10:28 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: BOH meeting and TAG
External Email
In response to your clarification for the meeting tomorrow, January 12, 2021 and
subsequent meetings regarding vaccines for children:
There is no justification to mandate the covid vaccine for children age 5 and older. Nor is
there a justification or need to require parents to file for an exemption. A parents’ simple
“no” to having their child be given the covid vaccine should close the matter. The
decision and parental right to make the decision does not require your approval of an
exemption. Nor does the risk to society outweigh the risk of the adverse effects of the
vaccine.
I would ask the board to again review the under-reported VAERS data, increased cases of
myocarditis, lack of definitive clinical trials, hidden vaccine contents, and future data. I
would also remind the board this is not a “true” vaccine and only has EUA authorization
which was inappropriate to begin with. Sincerely, Mary Sizer
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: David Melvard
Sent: 1/9/2022 11:03:21 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 5:33:48 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Jan 12th Meeting - Do not force kids to take covid vax!!

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: Alex T <alexgtanner@gmail.com>
Sent: Sunday, January 9, 2022 9:57 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>; Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH)
<Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>; Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
<Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>;
Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH) <kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
<Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>; Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
<Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>; Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH)
<Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
<Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>; Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH)
<Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Jan 12th Meeting - Do not force kids to take covid vax!!

External Email
Hello, I strongly encourage you to NOT include covid 19 into chapter 246-105 WAC.
Do not force kids to take a covid19 vaccine! You have no right to do so because you don't
own those children.
Force injecting is unconstitutional, against the nuremberg code, and immoral.
If we don't get to control what goes into our own bodies, then we are slaves - we are not
free.
The covid vaccines are experimental - the only one that received approval was pfizer's
comernity product and it is not available in the US.
Covid vaccines have had exponentially more injuries and deaths than all other vaccines in
the last 30 years combined.
Covid vaccines do not stop infection or transmission so there's no logical reason to force
them.
Covid is extremely low risk to kids - as of a short while ago more kids had died from

drowning than covid.
Vaccine makers have zero liability if their product injures someone which drastically
reduces their incentive to minimize injuries and death.
These MRNA vaccines are a brand new technology that has never been used before and
there are no long term safety studies.

Over 16,000 physicians and scientists have signed this declaration stating children shall
not be force vaccinated

https://doctorsandscientistsdeclaration.org/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fdoctorsandscientistsdeclaration.or

Where there is risk there must be choice - you have NO right to force someone to take
an injection that might injure or kill them. If you force kids to take the vaccine, you will
be held accountable for all injuries and deaths.
Do not force kids to get a covid vaccine.

-Alex Tanner

______________________________________________
From: Patti Pipet
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:07:40 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Elizabeth Feser
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:16:16 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 9:14:51 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Fwd: Vaccine Mandate

Get Outlook for iOS
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fo0ukef&data=04%7C0
________________________________
From: Stacey Simon <staceymsimon6@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 12:21:44 PM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Vaccine Mandate
External Email
Dear Caitlin,
My name is Stacey Simon, I'm writing to you about the possibility of mandating the
Covid-19 vaccine in our schools.
I want to advocate for my children and for the children of Washington State. This isn't
about anti-vax, but for everyone's right to choose what goes into their bodies.
This vaccine is still new, and there aren't any long term studies on its effects. It should
be left up to the parents and their physician whether or not to get the vaccine, not the
government. No one should be forced to take anything in order to attend school, hold a
job, or continue to be a member in society. Studies have shown that our kids are not at
risk for serious illness, and to date, Covid-19 still has over a 99% survival rate.
Clearly the vaccine isn't working to keep this virus at bay, and those that are vaccinated
are still getting sick and spreading the virus. So why at this point would mandating this
for our students be necessary or make any logical sense?
I can appreciate the fact that the world's attention is currently hyper-focused on Covid
19. Health and Public Safety organizations feel the need to show some sort of response,
warranted or not. Please keep in mind the flawed logic of the vaccines and our children's
well-being and health when making these policy decisions.
Thank you,
Stacey Simon

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 4:39:01 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW:

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: Julie Riveira <julieriveira5@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 9:10 PM
To: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject:

External Email
Regarding the covid vaccine for our children and our adults it should be a choice not a
mandate. This is still America.
Sincerely
Julia Rivera, WA

______________________________________________
From: Anne Singleton
Sent: 1/10/2022 9:43:42 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Subject: Do Not Authorize New WAC Proposal Which Allows Detaining of Individuals Who
Have Not Received Covid Shot(s)
External Email
�Dear
WA Board of Health,
I am writing to oppose any and all WAC proposals that authorize the Department of
Health to involuntarily detain or sequester those persons who have chosen not to receive
the Covid-19 shot(s).
These proposals contravene the basic human right to choose one's own medical care (my
body, my choice!), and are in violation of the Nuremberg Code which forbids forced
coercion of any medical procedure.
There are many medical reasons for choosing not to take these shots, including (but not
limited to) having natural immunity and/or having had adverse reactions to prior
immunizations.
In addition, currently-available vaccinations have shown to neither prevent people from
getting Covid nor stop transmission of the virus, and any protection the shots may
provide is so far showing to be short-lived, requiring frequent boosters which have
varying degrees of effectiveness against new strains.
Since all Covid-19 vaccines currently in use in the United States are only authorized
under the Emergency Use provision, and
no studies have been done on the adverse effects of receiving so many vaccinations in
such a short period of time, by definition their long-term safety and efficacy has not yet
been determined.
Therefore, the choice of getting Covid vaccinations/boosters should be between patients
and their health care providers who are aware of each individual’s unique medical
situation and can help patients weigh the advantages and disadvantages of getting the
shot(s), and should not be mandated by government.
In conclusion, I strongly request that any WAC suggestions or regulations permitting or
requiring such measures receive no consideration of action by the WSBOH.
Sincerely,
Anne Singleton
13004 Ingraham Rd
Monroe, WA

Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:17:17 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: I oppose the Covid vaccine being added to the school and daycare schedule

From: Yelena Vinogradova <yelenavin@hotmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 1:03 PM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: I oppose the Covid vaccine being added to the school and daycare schedule

External Email
Dear Kelie Kahler ( Kelie.kahler@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:Kelie.kahler@sboh.wa.gov> )
I hope this email finds you and your family well.
A few days ago, during a WA State Board of Health meeting, the advisory group spoke of
whether they should recommend adding Covid vaccination to the current WA vaccine
schedule
for school and daycare entry. Unfortunately public comments were not allowed. The
advisory
group would be making a recommendation for our children without hearing from the
parents.
I oppose the Covid vaccine being added to the school and daycare schedule. Children
have
mild to no symptoms from the virus, and are thus the safest. Covid Vaccine inserts are
none
existent to the public, leaving us without a knowledgeable and informed choice.
Pharmacists
themselves do not have access to a vaccine insert. We are told to believe and take the
plunge
yet so many have had horrible and evenly deadly complications from these vaccines.
Please
urge the advisory group to be cautious and not make recommendations for the Covid
vaccine to
be added to the school and daycare schedule.
Thank you for taking the time to read my opposition and concerns. I look forward to

reading your
reply.
King County Resident.
Addendum
1. Federal Emergency Use Authorization statutes prohibit school mandates of EUA
products

“The possible side effects of the vaccine are still being studied in clinical trials. . . Under
the EUA, there is an option to accept or refuse receiving the vaccine.” source: pp. 4-5
https://www.fda.gov/media/153717/download
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.fda.gov%2Fmedia%2F15371
The option to accept or refuse an EUA product is not conditioned upon written assertion
of exemption. Medical, personal, or religious exemptions are not required in order to
exercise the right to refuse. Under EUA law, a parent or guardian may simply decline a
shot for their minor child, without providing explanation or paperwork. A state-level
daycare or school requirement introduces the need for filing of exemptions, unlawfully
exceeding the parameters set forth by Congress for EUA products.

“FDA believes that the terms and conditions of an EUA issued under section 564 preempt
state or local law, both legislative requirements and common-law duties, that impose
different or additional requirements on the medical product for which the EUA was issued
in the context of the emergency declared under section 564.” Source:
https://www.fda.gov/emergency-preparedness-and-response/mcm-legal-regulatory-andpolicy-framework/vaccine-eua-questions-and-answers-stakeholders
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.fda.gov%2Femergencypreparedness-and-response%2Fmcm-legal-regulatory-and-policy-framework%2Fvaccineeua-questions-and-answersstakeholders&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C6f9388793e8746774a9f08d9d159ea71%
2. Phase 3 clinical trials of COVID-19 vaccines are not yet completed. C4591007—the
main clinical trial in children and young adults with BNT162b2—has an estimated
completion date of May 5, 2026. Source:https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT04816643

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fclinicaltrials.gov%2Fct2%2Fshow%
3. The vaccine formulation now being given to U.S. children aged 5-11 is NOT the same
formulation used in the clinical trials, and NOT the same formulation that has been
administered to all other age groups under EUA. So even when current ongoing clinical
trials are complete, the results cannot be assumed to be relevant to the safety or
effectiveness of the new formulation.

“The vaccine that is authorized for use in children 5 through 11 years of age includes the
same mRNA and lipids but different inactive ingredients compared to the vaccine that has
been used under EUA in individuals 12 years of age and older and that has been studied
in clinical trials.” Source: p. 2 https://www.fda.gov/media/153717/download
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.fda.gov%2Fmedia%2F15371

The participants in clinical trials involving children aged 5-11 received “two doses of 10
μg BNT162b2 or placebo (saline)”, not the new formulation. Source: Pg. 17
https://www.fda.gov/media/153447/download
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.fda.gov%2Fmedia%2F15344

Pfizer requested approval of the new formulation when they requested EUA for children
5-11. “Authorization is being requested for a modified formulation of the Pfizer�BioNTech
COVID-19 Vaccine. Each dose of this formulation contains 10 μg of a nucleoside-modified
messenger RNA (mRNA) encoding the viral spike (S) glycoprotein of SARS-CoV-2 that is
formulated in lipid particles and supplied as a frozen suspension in multiple dose vials. . .
To provide a vaccine with an improved stability profile, the Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19
Vaccine for use in children 5-11 years of age uses tromethamine (Tris) buffer instead of
the phosphate- buffered saline (PBS) as used in the previous formulation and excludes
sodium chloride and potassium chloride.” Source: Pg. 14
https://www.fda.gov/media/153447/download
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.fda.gov%2Fmedia%2F15344

4. FDA admits safety unknown. Children are being used as test subjects, with their
parents acquiescing under fraudulent marketing pressure. Public Health messaging does
not match the reality of the current knowledge base. At the October 26 VRBPAC meeting,
FDA Advisor Dr. Eric Rubin admitted: “. . . .but we’re never going to learn about how safe
this vaccine is unless we start giving it.” Source: @6:52:33
https://youtu.be/laaL0_xKmmA
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fyoutu.be%2FlaaL0_xKmmA&data=
5. The International Alliance of Physicians and Medical Scientists has declared that
children should be excluded from vaccine mandates:
“Consensus is clear among MDs and medical PhDs: following 20 months of exhaustive
research, millions of patients treated, hundreds of clinical trials performed and scientific
data shared worldwide, they conclude that healthy children and the COVID-recovered
should be excluded from restrictions and vaccine mandates.”

Source: https://globalcovidsummit.org/news/thousands-of-physicians-and-scientistsreach-consensus-on-vaccinating-children-and-natural-immunity
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fglobalcovidsummit.org%2Fnews%
of-physicians-and-scientists-reach-consensus-on-vaccinating-children-and-naturalimmunity&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C6f9388793e8746774a9f08d9d159ea71%7C1
Physicians Declaration II – Updated
Global Covid Summit
International Alliance of Physicians and Medical Scientists
October 29, 2021
WE, THE PHYSICIANS OF THE WORLD, united and loyal to the Hippocratic Oath,
recognizing the imminent threat to humanity brought forth by current Covid-19 policies,
are compelled to declare the following:
WHEREAS, after 20 months of research, millions of patients treated, hundreds of
clinical trials performed and scientific data shared, we have demonstrated and
documented our success and understanding in combating COVID-19;

WHEREAS, in considering the risks vs. benefits of major policy decisions,
thousands of physicians and medical scientists worldwide have reached consensus on
three foundational principles;
NOW THEREFORE, IT IS:

RESOLVED, THAT HEALTHY CHILDREN SHALL NOT BE SUBJECT TO FORCED
VACCINATION (view supporting evidence
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fdoctorsandscientistsdeclaration.or
evidence%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C6f9388793e8746774a9f08d9d159ea71%
)
*
*
* Negligible clinical risks from SARS-CoV-2 infection exist for healthy children
under eighteen.
* Long term safety of the current COVID vaccines in children cannot be
determined prior to instituting such policies. Without high-powered, reproducible, long
term safety data, risks to the long-term health status of children remain too high to
support use in healthy children.
* Children risk severe, adverse events from receiving the vaccine. Permanent
physical damage to the brain, heart, immune and reproductive system associated with
SARS-CoV-2 spike protein-based genetic vaccines has been demonstrated in children.
* Healthy, unvaccinated children are critical to achieving herd immunity. Natural
immunity is proven to tolerate infection, benefiting community protection while there is
insufficient data to assess whether Covid vaccines assist herd immunity.

Sent via the Samsung Galaxy S20 FE 5G, an AT&T 5G smartphone
Get Outlook for Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2FAAb9ysg&data=04%7C

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/11/2022 12:21:09 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: TAG MEETING and SBOH MEETING January 12 and subsequent meetings

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov
360-236-4105
Website| Facebook |Twitter
-----Original Message----From: Twinkle Kitty <tkitty187@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2022 12:15 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: TAG MEETING and SBOH MEETING January 12 and subsequent meetings
External Email
In response to your clarification for the meeting tomorrow, January 12, 2021 and
subsequent meetings regarding vaccines for children:
There is no justification to mandate the covid vaccine for children age 5 and older. Nor is
there a justification or need to require parents to file for an exemption. A parents’ simple
“no” to having their child be given the covid vaccine should close the matter. The
decision and parental right to make the decision does not require your approval of an
exemption. Nor does the risk to society outweigh the risk of the adverse effects of the
vaccine.
I would ask the board to again review the under-reported VAERS data, increased cases of
myocarditis, lack of definitive clinical trials, hidden vaccine contents, and future data. I
would also remind the board this is not a “true” vaccine and only has EUA authorization
which was inappropriate to begin with. Sincerely, Mary Sizer
Sent from my iPhone
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Parker Cagle
Sent: 1/7/2022 4:47:57 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Alexei Copacinschi
Sent: 1/7/2022 4:14:26 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/11/2022 7:29:35 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Teresa Moyer

From: Teri Jobs <teri.lee.moyer@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, January 10, 2022 9:32 PM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Teresa Moyer

External Email
My name is Teresa Moyer a long time Washington resident in Vancouver Washington.
Please do not go forward with this mandate of vaccines for all people and especially
children. There is no data or research supporting factual scientific data that these
vaccines are safer then natural immunity or early treatments. Getting everyone vaccine
will not stop transmission. These vaccines are causing genocide and adverse reactions off
the charts. Please stop vaccines.
Saying no to
WAC 246-100-070
WAC 246-100-045
WAC 246-100-040
WAC 246-100
WAC 246-105

Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Chris Kern
Sent: 1/8/2022 8:24:14 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Greg Benson
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:57:28 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comment - January 12 State Board of Health Public Meeting
External Email
1.
I hear little mention of death rates in various demographics. In fact, the DOH
Dashboard only shows cases by age demographic, not death.

https://www.doh.wa.gov/Emergencies/COVID19/DataDashboard
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.doh.wa.gov%2FEmergencies

2.
We need BoH to be honest about the effect of firing healthcare workers with
regards to a stressed health care system. How many were fired? How many beds are
available? What is the demographic of individuals needing these beds? With 70% of the
population vaccinated, I'm highly suspect of claims the unvaccinated are causing the
problems. Resource mismanagement by politicians firing healthcare workers is certainly a
key component to the current hospitalization crisis.
3.
I don't hear a discussion of natural immunity. That needs to be part of the health
discussion. Many say we don't know how long natural immunity lasts�.
An effective health
community would study the duration of natural immunity.
4.
Therapeutics - you need to do a better job. These are much more of an answer
than the "vaccines". Since these "vaccines" don't stop the spread, they are another
therapeutic.
5.
People with no co-morbidities have an incredibly low (< 99%) chance of dying
from COVID-19.
6.
School age children are extremely poor spreaders of COVID-19. Chance of death
by COVID-19 for this population is almost negligible. But keeping kids from their support
groups has absolutely led to suicides and poor mental health.
7.
WA government has an atrocious record of "equity" with regards to their response
to this pandemic. Due to "virtual learning" schools have lost a large segment of the older
black and brown student population. Michele's 8 points of vaccine equity strategies are
centered around vaccination - not helpful to the underrepresented population.
8.
Many parents feel the risk posed by COVID is minimal compared to the reported
risks of the vaccine. COVID vaccines are not a solution for the youth.
These points to underscore why so many parents are absolutely against vaccinating
children. Mine will not be bullied into getting this vaccination. Is the plan to sue or
incarcerate parents who refuse to vaccinate their children? Maybe the plan is to force
unvaxxed kids into "virtual learning"? Either way, this will lead to a significant legal
challenge and certainly further erosion of public confidence in WA Board of Health and
Dept. of Health.

______________________________________________
From: Gail Gozart
Sent: 1/10/2022 3:59:25 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
Sent: 1/12/2022 7:53:54 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: I SAY NO

From: Amber Cantu <ambercantu1980@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2022 4:28 PM
To: Haag, Hannah R (SBOH) <Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: I SAY NO

External Email
I oppose the proposed WAC’s 246-100-070, WAC 246-100-045, WAC 246-100-040, WAC
246-100, WAC 246-105
I am completely against giving local health officers use of law enforcement and the use of
an emergency order to involuntarily detain a person or family into a quarantine facility if
they refuse the requests of medical examination, testing, treatment, counseling, or
vaccination.
I am completely against covid-19 injections as part of the school immunization
requirements using WAC 246-105

Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Pamela Reeves
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:00:27 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: My Public Comments
External Email
No, on using law enforcement to imprison people who make there own medical choices.
This is unconstitutional. This s not the American away. This is a communist way. You are
hired to protect Our freedoms Not take them away. Please stop & think about how crazy
this all is.
Vote no on all the new bills directed at stripping citizens of our freedoms. No, or
mandates too.
Thank you
Pamela Reeves
29106 68th Av NW
Stanwood,WA 98292
360-629-2625
Sent from my iPad

______________________________________________
From: DakotaSky
Sent: 1/12/2022 1:24:14 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Board Meeting January 12 - W.A.C. 246-105
External Email
Washington State Health Board,
I oppose any forced Covid-19 vaccine mandates and any further lockdowns for children. I
oppose using health officers and law enforcement to force children to be detained
involuntarily to be isolated or quarantined in any facility. I oppose forced medical
examinations, forced testing, forced treatment, forced counseling, and forced
vaccinations. Stop the Forcing of any children, these are draconian measures not based
on science but fear.
Save our freedom and reject these tyrannical measures on our children and changes to
the state law and codes. I DO NOT SUPPORT REQUIRING COVID-19 VACCINATIONS FOR
SCHOOL AGE CHILDREN or ANYBODY.
Please respond by email, the address below is not a mailing address.
Have a nice day and I appreciate all your work, just look at all the data - thanks!
Troy and Robyn Lee
30200 40th Ave S
Roy, WA 98580

Sent with ProtonMail
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fprotonmail.com%2F&data=04%7C
Secure Email.

______________________________________________
From: Carl Garrison
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:41:56 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Vaccine mandate
External Email
This is insanity. Stop the vaccine mandate. The vaccine neither stops you from getting
covid or spreading covid!
Recognize natural immunity. That is real science.

______________________________________________
From: delynn7
Sent: 1/12/2022 9:19:01 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid/Vaccine Policies
External Email
I am completely against any of the proposed Covid Policies that are over reaching and
immoral. We stand against these proposed WAC’s: WAC 246-100-070, WAC 246-100045, WAC 246-100-040, WAC 246-100, WAC 246-105.

Sent with ProtonMail
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fprotonmail.com%2F&data=04%7C
Secure Email.

______________________________________________
From: Tamie Blevins
Sent: 1/11/2022 7:18:30 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public Comments for WSBOH Members from March EH Committee Special
Meeting
External Email
Dear WABOH,
Please say NO to mandatory covid shots for our children. Please say NO to covid shots for
our children.
Tamie Blevins

______________________________________________
From: DOH COVID 19 Vaccine Engagement
Sent: 1/12/2022 9:10:10 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: My Appeal - Please save our children, save our grandchildren and their
children
Public Comment

________________________________
From: Janice Carruthers <janicequilts@gmail.com <mailto:janicequilts@gmail.com> >
Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2022 10:24:36 PM
To: Kwan-Gett, Tao (DOH) <Taosheng.Kwan-Gett@doh.wa.gov <mailto:Taosheng.KwanGett@doh.wa.gov> >
Subject: My Appeal - Please save our children, save our grandchildren and their children

External Email
Dear Dr Kwan-Gett,

I know there is a meeting tomorrow, and I pray you have been inundated with many,
many appeals begging you to not harm our children and the potential of future
generations. I must add my voice.

PLEASE, please, follow the science you scientists pride yourselves on and don’t require
the children of Washington to receive any of the Covid-19 vaccines (and I’m not even
going to the fact that what is offered in this United States of America is NOT FDA
approved anyway).

I can speak from personal experience. My twelve year old grandson tested positive
Thursday morning and was already feeling 100% on Saturday. He was back in school the
second his quarantine was up! Statistically our kids are being harmed more by the
vaccines than they are by Covid-19! And statistically, the vaccines are NOT keeping
people from getting sick. As you are aware, they are ‘less sick’ when they contract after
receiving the vaccine, and go out and share it with more people. Fully vaccinated people,
in isolation situations (no outside contact) are contracting and sharing Covid-19. Please
read the attached. Please! vote with the science. We Do Not Know what these vaccines
are doing to bodies, we do not know the implications for future generations. Please, do
not experiment with our children!

I appeal to your fatherhood. I appeal to your grandfatherhood. I appeal to you as a
protector. Please read the attached and please make a decision that you won’t regret in
the future- that you won’t be judged on in the future and found wanting. I will be

listening in the morning, and I am praying for your wise decision.

Most Sincerely,

Janice Carruthers
A grandmother of 7 and praying for future generations

https://margaretannaalice.substack.com/p/letter-to-a-governingbody?token=eyJ1c2VyX2lkIjo3MjE1MjQ3MCwicG9zdF9pZCI6NDY5Mzg2MzUsIl8iOiI2WFljZCIsImlhdCI6MTY0
hVHvk5zhBR12u73n2UKtaO4vjCY
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fmargaretannaalice.substack.com%
to-a-governingbody%3Ftoken%3DeyJ1c2VyX2lkIjo3MjE1MjQ3MCwicG9zdF9pZCI6NDY5Mzg2MzUsIl8iOiI2WFljZCIsImlhdCI
hVHvk5zhBR12u73n2UKtaO4vjCY&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C4429541859934b8f

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/5/2022 2:45:53 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: No shot

From: Talas Rivers <talas1@yahoo.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 5, 2022 2:05 PM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: No shot

External Email
I would rather pull my kids out of school than have them get the covid shot.

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.onelink.me%2F107872968%3F

______________________________________________
From: Peggy La Porte
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:49:41 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dan Eason
Sent: 1/8/2022 7:53:38 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brian Feris
Sent: 1/10/2022 7:25:05 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: The Scoters
Sent: 1/11/2022 1:45:06 PM
To: Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: Tomorrow’s meeting
External Email
Dear Mr. Thai,
The present situation with omicron is no longer a health emergency. People are not dying
from covid anymore, not in numbers that make for a public emergency. People have
always died from influenzas and pneumonias, from car wrecks and drownings, and we
don’t abandon our God-given rights in an effort to stamp out all of these possible deaths.
The extreme measures you contemplate in dealing with what has become a minor threat
would further hurt adults and children instead of helping them. Whatever power
structures exist in your Codes, you don’t have a moral right to trample on peoples’s
‘…life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.’
You have no moral authority to impose mandatory shots into people’s bodies. People own
their own bodies. You do not own other people’s bodies. You may not do as you see fit
with other people’s bodies. The people who imprisoned Martin Luther King, Jr.—did they
have the legal right to do that? The bus driver who asked Rosa Parks to go to the back of
the bus—did he have the right to do that? The national guard and police who blasted civil
rights protestors with water hoses and set dogs on them—did they have the right to do
that? Yes, they had a “right” by the laws and policies of the day, but they were in the
wrong. The hindsight of history shows to all that they were wrong. The truth will out;
many people already know that it is wrong of you to contemplate involuntary detention
of citizens. Future people will absolutely know it, just like we absolutely know who was
right in the civil rights movement led by MLK.
We also know who was morally right when Japanese American citizens were involuntarily
concentrated into camps. We know who was wrong. Monetary reparations and public
apology was awarded decades later to Japanese American citizens—right here in
WA—who were involuntarily detained into camps at that shameful time.
There will be only shame for those who act immorally to involuntarily detain and/or bully
citizens and children into camps and near-forced requirement of experimental injections.
We Americans know that our legal rights to “life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness”
are solid both in Constitutional law and in the moral law which is written in our hearts.
I urge you not to overstep whatever powers you have to do whatever you want in this
little day. Tomorrow morning, please remember that both yourself and your fellow
citizens alike are all ‘created equal’ and have ‘unalienable rights.’ We hold these truths to
be self-evident, that involuntary detainment of citizens is wrong, and mandating
experimental shots for children against the will of their parents is wrong. Please maintain
the public trust by respecting our unalienable rights.
Sincerely,
Deirdre Forman
WA resident

______________________________________________
From: Cassandra Frickey
Sent: 1/11/2022 4:10:02 PM
To: DOH WSBOH,Davis, Michelle (SBOH),Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH),Hoff, Christy Curwick
(SBOH),Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH),Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH),Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH),Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH),vlindsay.herendeen@sboh.wa.gov,Schreiber, Tracy N
(SBOH),Haag, Hannah R (SBOH),Kahler, Kelie (SBOH),Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: Jan 12 Meeting
External Email
Hello,
As a WA state resident and taxpayer, I wanted to express my concern over what
information has been circulating in regards to adding a SARS-COV-2 shot to (an already
long and intensive) list of vaccines school children must take and the supposed
quarantine facilities. First, let's not side step the story that the data, from all over the
world, has been telling us. For most people, Sars-COV-2 is not an issue, as I have known
many people personally that have all had it (most not vaccinated). The more serious
symptoms have all come from those that have had the shot. Not to mention, the words
that the CDC Director, Rochelle Walensky, just stated, that more than 75% of all covid
deaths were of people with 4+ co-morbidities.
So with that said and to reiterate another resident:
At this time there is, in my view, a complete lack of evidence of the necessity of
inclusion of a COVID vaccination requirement in WAC 246-105.
Quoting from 246-105-010: "The purpose of this rule is to protect children and
the public against certain vaccine-preventable diseases. Under the authority of the board
of health, this rule describes the immunization requirements of children attending schools
and child care centers."
The facts are the current COVID vaccines do not prevent catching the disease, and
therefore are ineligible for inclusion in the list of "vaccine-preventable" diseases. The
current COVID "vaccines", as is demonstrated by the vast number of "breakthrough"
cases, are not able to prevent COVID to a comparable level as actually effective vaccines
for the section 030 listed diseases, but merely to be a pre-treatment for the disease that
generally reduces the severity.
Compare and contrast the number of COVID breakthrough cases (and rates) to
breakthroughs for those vaccinated against the diseases listed in 246-105-030. Who has
heard of breakthrough cases of chickenpox? Diphtheria? Rubella? Measles? Mumps?
Pertussis? And the rest of the list, for that matter. The simple fact is, the number of
"breakthrough" cases of the -030 currently listed diseases is so small as to be negligible it would be major local news of an outbreak of Measles or Mumps in our local schools, yet
these are all but unheard of. Yet the number of COVID cases that breakthrough the
current vaccines is significant. Therefore, as a matter of definition, COVID is not a
vaccine preventable disease. Compare and contrast COVID to one of the listed diseases
with an actually effective vaccine - Mumps. According to the CDC, there were only 139
cases in 2021.
Considering that the best available evidence as of this writing indicates that on
average children suffer no worse from COVID that the normal seasonal flu, and
considering the unknown potential long term side effects of the current COVID vaccines,
the risk-reward profile indicates negligible benefit to the children of Washington, while
imposing unquantified potential risk upon them. Compare to the current policy for
seasonal flu: Flu is an equal, if not a greater risk to children (and never mind the ability
of children to spread seasonal flu to adults) AND the seasonal flu vaccine risk profile is

well known and low, yet there is no mandate to vaccinate children for the seasonal flu.
Yet, this Board is considering mandating a vaccine for a disease, COVID, that is equal or
lower risk to children AND has a vaccine with an unknown long term risk profile? That
would be illogical and would indicate other non-fact based motivations for such a
mandate.
I respectfully urge the board to not add COVID to the list of diseases in WAC 24105-030.

So neither Sars-COV-2 and thus the disease that can stem from the virus, COVID-19, is a
virus or disease, that warrant quarantining citizens against their will.
As other residents and taxpayers have expressed, I urge the board to vote NO in adding
COVID-19 to the list of diseases in WAC 24-105-030 and to NO in regards to any possible
quarantining.
Best,
Cassandra Frickey
Maple Valley, WA 98038

______________________________________________
From: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
Sent: 1/12/2022 8:58:56 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Jan 12th Health Board

--Samantha Pskowski (she/her/hers)
Washington State Board of Health
360-789-2358

From: iyamnobaudi@hushmail.com <iyamnobaudi@hushmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2022 10:18 PM
To: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Fwd: Jan 12th Health Board

External Email

----- Forwarded message from iyamnobaudi@hushmail.com
<mailto:iyamnobaudi@hushmail.com> ----Date: 1/11/2022 at 10:06 PM
Subject: Jan 12th Health Board
To: cuanabear@protonmail.com <mailto:cuanabear@protonmail.com>
To whom this concerns,
We have seen the enemy and it is the corrupted, bribed, coerced and complicit federal,
state and city governments who have deliberately engaged in this planned-demic to
create the greatest crime against humanity to date. You have destroyed our economy,
social structure, abused our children who are essentially immune from this 99.9%
survival rate flu. And then assaulting the population with a toxic life threatening
inoculation which has permanently injured millions and outright killed hundreds of
thousands, far exceeding any legitimate deaths from this flu, which has been gone for
over a year now. The medical and scientific fraud is staggering, the cognizant dissonance
and malice of Inslee's office and his very questionable relationship with the genocidal
maniac and international despot Bill Gates in inexcusable. All the while using a fraudulent
testing procedure(97% false positive and which tap water gives a positive result ) to
further cripple the population is beyond reprehensible. Any further ridiculous and
draconian behavior from this body will not be tolerated. This fascist agenda Inslee is
engaged in is an act of terrorism and treason and along with all your names , address

and email, his information and crimes will be handed over to the Nuremberg court
currently in session. I pray you do the right thing and rescind any further crimes against
the people by supporting this fraud but i know you, like the despotic school board, are
bribed and incentivized with billons of our tax dollars by this illegit Biden admin to assault
the people and our children. You will be held responsible for your complicity and you
complacency. Like DC, MSM, CDC, AMA, WHO, NHS, etc.,.this governing body has
become the enemy thru your treasonous crimes against our republic and our
constitution. There has never been a pandemic, no excess death and which effected less
than one half of one percent of the population and for this you threaten concentration
camps and police intrusion into our homes and businesses. Have you no morality or
conscience?
This adventure has pointed out the incompetence and fraud which is the medical industry
and how our despotic politician's prey on the people. Those who have awakened will
never sleep again. I, for one, will never comply with this criminal enterprise, or my
children and grand children. We have seen the enemy.

Sincerely,
Stephen Joseph Strickland
705 N. Main, Deer Park, WA
99006

______________________________________________
From: Phyllis Payne
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:56:45 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:26:43 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Covid vaccine safety cannot be determined for YEARS. ThalIdomide was
safe… until it wasn’t.

attachments\AB099CFEACEA42E3_cid5C8BACBC-FF2B-4938-8B106F4A9B0A836A.jpg

From: Susan Purvis <purvisllll@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 10:25 AM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Covid vaccine safety cannot be determined for YEARS. ThalIdomide was safe…
until it wasn’t.

External Email
No on CV vaccine requirement. Please. Too much unknown

______________________________________________
From: Oleg Chepoy
Sent: 1/6/2022 11:09:30 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Frances Archer
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:22:36 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Peggy Kinman
Sent: 1/10/2022 3:16:44 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 7:21:45 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: New WACs

From: riyalove <riya_love@hotmail.com>
Sent: Saturday, January 8, 2022 12:27 PM
Subject: New WACs

External Email
To those seeking information from the people of this state:

I oppose the proposed WAC’s 246-100-070, WAC 246-100-045, WAC 246-100-040, WAC
246-100, WAC 246-105

I am completely against giving local health officers use of law enforcement and the use of
an emergency order to involuntarily detain a person or family into a quarantine facility if
they refuse the requests of medical examination, testing, treatment, counseling, or
vaccination.

I am completely against covid-19 injections as part of the school immunization
requirements using WAC 246-105.

Signed a concerned citizen,
Marriya Wright

Get Outlook for iOS
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fo0ukef&data=04%7C0

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 12:34:13 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Meeting Jan 7th 2022 - Opposing Revisions to WAC 246-100 and WAC 246105

From: oksana klykavka <xona885@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 10:58 AM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Meeting Jan 7th 2022 - Opposing Revisions to WAC 246-100 and WAC 246-105

External Email
To Whom It May Concern,
As a citizen of Washington State and a parent. I ask that you oppose any revision to WAC
246-100 and WAC 246-105 as it relates to COVID-19 virus.
1. The vaccine is currently under emergency use authorization. Such vaccines should not
be a requirement.
2. With the current omicron variant we see that the vaccine is not effective. It is unclear
on the vaccine effectiveness moving forward because this virus is changing so quickly
with new variants
3. Kids are low risk when it comes to COVID-19. From my own experience I have had
COVID with symptoms and my three children that live in the same home were
asymptomatic or did not get it at all.

Thank you for your consideration.

______________________________________________
From: R Geo
Sent: 1/12/2022 9:46:43 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Mis-Information
External Email
The state of WA employees - work "FOR THE PEOPLE" You have explained "mis-information" about what was falsely rumored.
Please begin to be cognizant of the fact that there are treatments out there for "early
treatment" of Covid - which has been claimed to be false and censored from media and
censored.
The vaccines are NOT vaccines - they are emergency use only - and the Nuremberg Code
states that never again will humans be used as "test animals"- which we have already
violated. We should NOT have our children be sacrificed to this test!!
We are AMERICA. Our First Amendment Rights are being violated if we are "required" to
take this test "vaccine" - it is NOT a vaccine because it does NOT prevent the disease
NOR DOES IT PREVENT transfer of the disease.
Remember who you are - you ALL work for us. Remember who we are - Americans with
rights and we are not subject to the government.
STOP THE MANDATES. STOP THE VACCINATIONS FOR THOSE WHO DO NOT WANT
THEM. UNDERSTAND NATURAL IMMUNITY. HEAR THE PEOPLE FOR WHOM YOU
REPRESENT - THE WORKING PARTY OF WASHINGTON STATE.

______________________________________________
From: Tracey Lanning
Sent: 1/12/2022 11:54:58 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: WAC-246-100-040 testimony
External Email
Dear legislature's board of health and Gov Inslee, I am writing to you to oppose the
internment re- education communist reform camps. This is right out of the German Nazi
handbook. Because of Tic Toc the younger generation knows this History and other Social
media. The thousands of Prepares, Patriots and underground Silent Malitias groups we
get occasional views of in Facebook vlogs or Tic Toc. That's one reason as mayhem and
pandemonium will likely take place. People will flee and what if they form into riots and
bear arms because of the Constitution that says they can over throw the over reach of
government power. They pop up on social media all the time. I do not belong to any. I
fear that mayhem. Also Rochelle Wellensky went on public news and said Covid-19
deaths were falsely reported. She said the number 834,000 should read 200,000. She
said people with multiple morbidities we're the ones at risk and elderly for
hospitalization. We know that early proper treatment works wonderful. I know that
rendezvir, the hospital protocol can causes kidney and liver malfunction and failure
leading to a Clynite storm. I've seen over time thousands and thousands in stats and
testimony of medications that work safely and beautifully. Saving lives. Social media and
news poo pooing and blocking this information along with hospital protocol in regards to
rendezvir is the killer as God is my witness. I watched it kill my 39 year old daughter in
real time. She left 4 children and a husband. She was a home CNA and was infected by
her vaccinated client. Because they were told vaccines were safe both rode in car for
errands with no mask. Because of the website and wording and threats of blood clots for
regeneron antibody treatment, she was scared to try it. Because of mass lies on media
she was afraid to try Ivermectin or hydroxichlorquine which work. There is only an issue
found if mixed with each other or other anti viral and certain antibiotics that possess
antiviral properties. It's in the public case studies to why they pulled the study. However
rendezvir was pulled during trial uses and study's because people died and got liver
failure kidney failure and advisory not to give to diabetics. My daughter tested positive at
Kaiser Sept 6 2021, She had a complete blood panel and other tests both this day and 3
weeks before. Every function was healthy including organs and blood glucose. No
diabetes. She went to Kaiser on Sept 11th 2021 with a low oxygen count. The head
nurse came out to car and checked her. She said oh we don't have oxygen she needs the
hospital. Her oxygen was 84. The nurse said don't listen to Facebook it's killing people.
After my daughter said, I do not want Rendesiver. Then a Er doctor who works at kiezer
came out. He said he works 3 days a week at the ER. She had me tell him no Rendesiver.
He said, " Oh they do that in another building in a clinical trial setting with consent
participation. The we told the paramedics please tell ER to not give Rendesiver. One said
" They can't give you a drug without permission." I told them she needs help hearing as
she's deaf in one ear and hard hearing in the other. When she settled into ER they
started giving her a few injections. They said I had to only communicate with cell phones
not the room phone. We texted the whole time and I had her snapshot her vitals to me
throughout. I said what did they give you? She said two antibiotics, she had told them no
Rendesiver. Then they gave her blood thinner for bloodclots, I said ask them why? Then
she was told she was given one antibiotic and an antiviral. What's the name? Rendesiver.
She said don't give me anymore. I said no. Then they checked her liver as the
Rendesiver causes spike in enzymes. She was on normal nose oxygen. By the next day
everything was good and she called me because she was going home. I was to pick up
prescriptions. She said nurse is calling you about release. Nurse never called. Her oxygen
became labored, her insulin spiked her liver spiked, kidney function lower. I said why?
Ask what they gave you today. Someone gave her rendesiver that morning. She was in a

Bi- pap by evening. They gave her insulin and blood thinners another antibiotic and
antiviral. They said if she wasn't better soon she may have to be on a ventilator. Her
oxygen was 100. The nurse said ya you don't want that. She worked in 3 hospital's and
no one survived the ventilations. To there was terror. There was a lie, she never had
diabetes. They said Rendesiver spikes glucose. So she stayed on the bi-pap untill the
15th kidneys failing. She was sent to ICU from the ER I asked if she could try Ivermectin,
The nurse said I refuse to have this conversation and hung up on me. My daughter
texted me mom I need a miracle. They want to ventilate me. Then she texted no more
phone shut off and Doctor calls me saying we have to ventilate her. He said she's aware.
She never regained consciousness. She was on a parylitic drug, insulin blood thinners ,
diaretics, antibiotics, antivirals, in kidney failure and on the 17th she was excepted at
harbor view from St Michael's for ECMO therapy. She left in the middle of the night. I
was not notified. They put her on dyalisis for Accute kidney failure. She remained on the
ventilator and died Oct 3rd 2021 they told me they refuse to do CPR or recesitate. She
was on about 12 to 15 drugs and full life support. She died of septic shock ards and
original Covid was listed 3rd. We had requested autopsy. They kept her a week.
Someone sent me a stack of medical records of the encounters. I called and said who
sent these. The person said we never send records unless requested. Someone wanted
me to see the records. So please open your eyes to the lies agendas and false news
reports. The CEO of physer said publicly two days ago that the vaccines were not
effective against infection. There is no need to ostrichsize the unvaccinated. Please don't
pass that measure into law. It's communism. Thank you. Tracey Lanning.

______________________________________________
From: Dawn Fuchs
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:43:51 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: gregory jenney
Sent: 1/7/2022 5:02:15 PM
To: DOH WSBOH,Davis, Michelle (SBOH),Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH),Hoff, Christy Curwick
(SBOH),Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH),Pskowski, Samantha L
(SBOH),kaitlvn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov,Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH),Herendeen, Lindsay
(SBOH),Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH),Haag, Hannah R (SBOH),Kahler, Kelie (SBOH),Thai,
Nathaniel J (SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: Upcoming vote, Jan. 12th
External Email
Men and Women who represent our state, On Jan. 12 you are faced with an extremely
important decision that will impact the citizens of this state and its future. I am not a ver
eloquent man. I am pleading with you to not vote to force our children to get the Covid
19 vaccinations. They are not proven. The FDA said they are OK for mature individuals.
The vaccines are unproven and are ineffective. I am a vaccinated person, though not of
my choice, but I stand with the unvaccinated to have the freedom to make their choice.
Please vote NO! Also you are deciding about giving the Health department permission to
use the police to arrest those people who aren't vaccinated or refuse to get the booster
shots. If this is true and from what I understand it is, this smacks of NAZI Germany. You
and the Governor are over exceeding your powers.
Sincerely,
Gregory R. Jenney

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:43:05 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: I support Petition 11

From: Charyl Baziak <cbaziak@hotmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 10:08 AM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: I support Petition 11

External Email
To whom it may concern:
Thank you for having this forum. I am writing in support of Petition #11 which requests
that BOH establish a new rule that prohibits requiring that anyone take an EUA product
or licensed product that has not yet completed phase 3 clinical trials. I oppose BOH
formation of a Technical Advisory Group to review information about Covid-19 shot
mandates because each person needs to weigh their medical their medical condition with
their medical provider and make an informed, personal decision. This is especially true
since the infection fatality rate for Covid-19 is low. For ages 0-7 it is o.oooo2 (99.998%
survival rate) which is statistically a zero percent death rate. Beyond that, when you
consider that most that most hospitalizations for the young are with Covid-19 and not for
Covid-19, we can know that they are not in mortal danger from Covid-19. Neither is
there a great risk of the young spreading Covid-19 to staff and teachers. The young have
a greater risk of the Covid-19 vaccine adverse reactions than of serious Covid-19 illness.
We must protect our young before we consider self-protection.
Sincerely,
Charyl Baziak

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/12/2022 8:16:57 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Urgent Notice to the Washington State Board of Health Regarding
Mandating the Covid-19 mRNA Vaccines for All Students Across the State

-----Original Message----From: Vija Rogozina <vija@rogozina.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2022 12:07 PM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: RE: Urgent Notice to the Washington State Board of Health Regarding
Mandating the Covid-19 mRNA Vaccines for All Students Across the State
External Email
RE: Urgent Notice to the Washington State Board of Health Regarding Mandating the
Covid-19 mRNA Vaccines for All Students Across the State

Dear Kelie,
i: a woman; Vija Rogozina; write a Notice of Liability to you; a woman, who at times
serves as a Board Member and as a community representative.
i; a woman, do not consent to your heavy-handed approach to my health and health of
my child. I do not give you the authority to impose any medical procedures on me, my
child, or on any human being that does not choose of their own free will your offerings of
"public health" in a vaccine trial. I follow medical science closely; raw data is clear that
children have close to zero risk of covid death. No risk, no benefit.

Here are three reasons for NOT mandating genetic mRNA vaccine for all Seattle Public
School students:
1. Please refer to the recent German study, which concludes that for COVID-19 related
symptoms in 5-11-year old children without comorbidities the risk of death is zero.

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.medrxiv.org%2Fcontent%2F10

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.medrxiv.org%2Fcontent%2F

2. The Pfizer mRNA vaccine causes catastrophic side effects, particularly heart
inflammation (myocarditis and pericarditis) in youth. The CDC’s own analysis of
“Myopericarditis following COVID-19 vaccination: Updates from the Vaccine Adverse
Event Reporting System (VAERS)
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cdc.gov%2Fvaccines%2Facip
2021-08-30%2F03-COVID-Su508.pdf&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C2ab7db051c1e45fc24d908d9d5e6f41c%
” showed astonishing increases particularly in children ages 12-15, 16-17, and 18-24.
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cdc.gov%2Fvaccines%2Facip%

2021-08-30%2F03-COVID-Su508.pdf&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C2ab7db051c1e45fc24d908d9d5e6f41c%

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cdc.gov%2Fvaccines%2Facip
2021-08-30%2F03-COVID-Su508.pdf&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C2ab7db051c1e45fc24d908d9d5e6f41c%

3. Please review Pfizer's 6-month data. I'm attaching the document along with the link
under "breaking news" called "More Harm Than Good." Although this is from Canada, we
share lots of information, because we are all using the same vaccines.
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.canadiancovidcarealliance.org%

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.canadiancovidcarealliance.or
I also urge you to go to the VAERS database and study statistics of adverse vaccine
events and mortality. The numbers reached over one million cases in December 2021
and more than 21,000 Americans have died after becoming part of the largest human
experiment in history.

The mistrust the public is experiencing is due to the extreme measures that have been
taken against the people and coercive unethical measures that have not been supported
by the actual data:
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fcovid.cdc.gov%2Fcoviddatatracker%2F%23trends_dailycases&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C2ab7db051c1e

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fcovid.cdc.gov%2Fcoviddatatracker%2F%23trends_dailycases&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C2ab7db051c1e
People are informed, aware, and very unhappy that medical procedures are being
mandated and yet have not proven to stop the spread, stop transmission, nor stop
hospitalization as was touted in the beginning of rolling out these vaccines. People are
also aware of fraudulently hyperinflates numbers of unvaccinated cases due to a new
definition of ‘fully vaccinated’ as per Jan 5th, 2022, which refers to ‘Fully Vaccinated &
Boosted’ vs “Fully Vaccinated” & “Not Boosted, Partially Vaccinated”, “Vaccine Free”.
Vaccine breakthrough cases increased by over 1.1 million confirmed breakthrough cases
from November to December, which explains fraudulent statistics given to the American
people.
With so many risks and little benefit, i, along with many others, intend to hold those
responsible for bringing forth the mandate for Covid-19 vaccines to all students and any
potential health damage. I ask you to consider the repercussions of force, mandates, and
new laws that hurt the freedoms afforded us by God or the ones supported by the US
Constitution. It is our privilege and duty to protect our children from any and all harm.
So, i urge you to vote from your innermost consciousness, with regards to data and with
a Precautionary Principle in mind. Do not follow the directives and social pressure from
the institutions that might be implicated in willful misconduct. Ask yourself: What Would
Consciousness Do?
i, sincerely thank you for your community service. It is only because of the people on the
ground, like you and i, that real change is ever possible. i, sincerely believe that this still
holds true! Thank you once again for honoring the Hippocratic Oath, Nuremberg Code
and Precautionary Principle by voting NO.

Sincerely,

by: Vija Rogozina
5503 30th Ave NE #G, Seattle, WA 98105
Vija@Rogozina.com

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 2:10:43 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: No on Covid Mandates for Children

-----Original Message----From: Teresa DeDonato <resededo@hotmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 5, 2022 12:38 PM
Subject: No on Covid Mandates for Children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
I am writing to urge you to vote NO on the COVID vaccine mandate for kids. I am
confused as to how you all can call it a vaccine given that it doesn't work like a vaccine is
intended. You don't have a mild case of measles after the measles vaccine for example,
because that vaccine actually works! Aside from the acknowledgement from the medical
community that this vaccine does not actually stop someone from contracting and
passing along the virus, COVID (especially Omicron) does not pose a risk to young kids. I
am struggling to understand how this can even be considered given the severe side
effects we have seen, especially in young males with myocarditis. As indicated on the
CDC website there is virtually ZERO risk of a child dying from COVID, but there are
numerous kids who have died from this vaccine or have lifelong injuries! You know this in
your hearts and I have absolutely know idea how you can live with yourselves if you do
this to families. No money in the world from Big Pharma would allow me to do this to
children. It is not the responsibility of them to keep adults safe. It's the other way
around. In a free society we assume risk. We don't mitigate risk by using our children as
shields. Step up and do the right thing by saying NO to this mandate!

Thank you if you actually took the time to read this.
Sincerely,
The Mother of a vaccine injured child (if you pursue this there will be countess more and
you will be responsible)

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 12:52:19 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Urgent Consideration for the WSBOH

From: EliVog <4evogel@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 12:00 PM
Subject: Urgent Consideration for the WSBOH

External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,

I am writing you as proud resident of the state of Washington with a sincere and urgent
request that you represent with inclusivity and compassion the concerns I am expressing
in my email as you determine the future of many citizens of our state.

I was made aware that the Washington State Board of Health is meeting to discuss
immune safety for our children, including the enforcement of Covid 19 shot mandates
and potential forcible measures for those who can not comply and/or disagree for any
number of reasons, be they medical, ethical, religious, personal or otherwise.

The state and the government may have the power to enforce these mandates but do
they have the right and all information necessary? In many instances, such mandates
have served to injure and harm and for that reason a person's choice in the matter with
full informed consent must be preserved.

1.
Thalidomide
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.understandinganimalresearch
years-on-the-history-of-the-thalidomidetragedy%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C0cfe2134db7541b9836108d9d416824f%7
: Developed in the 50's and administered to countless people before it was pulled in 1961
due to widespread adverse events and irreparable damage. Learning- "there was no
placebo group and no indication of how long treatment had gone on for. None of the
studies were double-blind. There was also no measurement of how much thalidomide
there was in the blood or tissue of the patients taking it." I URGE YOU TO COMPARE THIS
TO OUR CURRENT AVAILABLE VACCINES. While the FDA approved Comirnaty, it is not
currently available in the US- the EUA version is the only available formulation. There is
no existing placebo arm- the placebo arm was encouraged to get the active shot. The
VAERS currently has over 1,000,000 adverse event submissions, including death,
cardiovascular, neurological and reproductive, for the C19 mRNA shot which must be
vetted to establish safety signals and causation vs correlation. The biodistribution of the
mRNA technology has not been disclosed.

2.
Tuskegee
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftime.com%2F4867267%2Ftuskege
syphilisstudy%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C0cfe2134db7541b9836108d9d416824f%7C

3.
In 1995, then president Bill Clinton apologized
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.latimes.com%2Farchives%2F
xpm-1995-10-04-mn-53213story.html&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C0cfe2134db7541b9836108d9d416824f%7C
to the survivors and families of those who unknowingly were subjects of government
sponsored radiation experiments- 4,000 of them through 1974.

In response to a FOIA request submitted to the CDC, requesting documents reflecting
any documented cases of transmissibility of the disease C-19 from an unvaccinated
person to a vaccinated person once recovered and/or reinfected, the CDC acknowledged
they don't have such documentation.

Please I urge you to turn your attention to ensuring full FDA approval is provided for any
therapies we provide our citizens, especially our children and that full informed consent
and choice are preserved and championed.

My sincere thanks!
Elizabeth Vogel
206-947-7906
655 Alder St
Edmonds WA 98020

______________________________________________
From: Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 8:27:38 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Public Comment

From: Channa Bruner <channa@surience.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 11:54 AM
To: Haag, Hannah R (SBOH) <Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Public Comment

External Email
Covid shots should absolutely NOT be a requirement for our children. Children are at an
extremely low risk for Covid and the vaccines are still only emergency use authorized

Channa Bruner

______________________________________________
From: Anthony Read
Sent: 1/9/2022 9:21:34 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Disgrace
External Email
�So
you are saying that the meeting isn’t even about COVID. But we all see that the laws
already on the books and can be loosely interpreted to be enacted by a mandate from
the governor. Immediately repeal all sections of
WAC 246-100-040
And specifically include all other viruses and respiratory illnesses!
The fact that you aren’t even meeting about this topic is appalling while many other
diseases such as HIV are specifically protected from employment required testing and
treatments, yet somehow COVID, a temporary illness, is. Get your head out of your ass!
Best,
Anthony

______________________________________________
From: Danielle Knight
Sent: 1/9/2022 6:08:12 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: skouras
Sent: 1/12/2022 11:19:32 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: NO Vaccine mandate for children
External Email
To Whom it may concern,
I have lived in Washintgton State my entire life. I own a home and pay a ridiculous
amount of Taxes and the majority goes to Schools which has always been OK with me for
the good of our Children but I am objecting to your overreach in possibly making a
vaccine
mandate for the Children of the State of WA. All people should have a choice on whether
they get a Vaccine especially Children. I have had a vaccine and I have had Covid it was
mild cold to me but to make it mandatory for Children to go to school to have a
emergency approved Covid Vaccine is unconstitutional and dangerous. The studies to the
effects on children in the future is not available and you will be responsible for any
deaths or future health problems the Vaccine causes if you make this mandatory, blood
will
be on your hands.Especially when a high majority of children have had Covid with no
future problems but immunity. If you are going to instigate this kind of ruling you must
wait the full three year vaccine approval timeline. I will leave this State as I am sure
many
others will As they have left California if this overreach is voted in.
Mary and Mike Skouras

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/12/2022 2:06:57 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Fwd: Concerned scientist and taxpayer

Get Outlook for iOS
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fo0ukef&data=04%7C0
________________________________
From: Ensy <ensy@comcast.net>
Sent: Wednesday, January 12, 2022 3:55:42 PM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Concerned scientist and taxpayer
External Email
Hi Caitlin,
I am writing this email regarding the potential Washington state vaccine mandate for
schools. Without going into great scientific debate, there is no discernment between
vaccinated and unvaccinated people regarding contracting Covid or transmitting Covid.
The Covid vaccines are not effective. The vaccines are actually not true vaccines by
definition.
The second fact is that mandating experimental drugs on the general public is a violation
of our constitutional rights living in the United States. Now our state is looking to
mandate this on children in whom these drugs are not studied or approved. Comirnaty as
a brand name is actually not being dispensed in the US at this time. We continue to use
emergency stock piles of Pfizer’s drug as well as Moderna which is not FDA approved, yet
“counts” if you want to be considered vaccinated! No approval and not enough evidence
for approval. The practice of distributing drugs not approved is illegal by so many laws
we don’t have time to discuss. No other vaccine to date has performed like this.
I am adamantly opposed any mandate for the Covid vaccine regardless of which one. We
have a right to chose what goes in our bodies and how we manage the health of our
children. This mandate for vaccinations for kids to be in school will cause parents to
remove their children from this school system as well as physically moving from this
state. Highly educated well paid taxpayers are leaving the state of Washington in droves
because of Jay Inslees mandates and rules. This will be the final straw for thousands of
people because we are NOT willing to be the experiment for Inslees political agenda.
I am happy to expand on the scientific data and information if you would like more
information.
Thank you for you time.
Rachel Enselman
Life long Washington State resident

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 11:32:04 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Rules

-----Original Message----From: Tina Weber <klaleswift@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 6:07 PM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Rules
External Email
No forced injections.
No detaining people.
No giving children. COVID injections.
Think freedom.
Tina Davis
Twisp, Wa
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 7:46:13 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Good citizen writing you to let you know I am 100% against gov't creating
& running Emergency Covid detainment facilities in WA state

From: Rebekah Maxwell <rebekahmaxwell74@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 1:45 PM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Good citizen writing you to let you know I am 100% against gov't creating &
running Emergency Covid detainment facilities in WA state

External Email
Christy Hoff,

I am a Washington state citizen in very good standing. My husband & I have a two
thriving elementary-aged children that we homeschool. Before having children I was a
teacher in both private and public schools in this state for 13 years.

I heard today that the Washington State Board of Health will be holding a meeting on the
12th of this month to discuss and seriously consider the use of Emergency Covid
Detainment facilities against state citizens who are exercising their personal rights to not
vaccinate themselves and their family members. This is a complete violation of our basic
civil liberties & rights. This detainment idea (and the mere consideration of it) must be
stopped immediately!

If these plans move forward, we plan to move our of state, immediately.

Alarmed Washington State Resident,

Rebekah Maxwell
rebekahmaxwell74@gmail.com <mailto:rebekahmaxwell74@gmail.com>

______________________________________________
From: Suzette Attinelli
Sent: 1/12/2022 11:06:03 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: COVID TOPICS
External Email
Why does Dr. Kwan-Gett and Michele Roberts have a propaganda banner behind their
heads telling people to get vaccinated? Also why are we so concerned about a virus that
has the symptoms of a common cold? It seems the only solutions you care about are
getting vaccinated, getting a booster, and masking. None of those things have helped to
stop the spread whatsoever. Also, in the state of WA there is a massive epidemic of very
low vitamin D levels which makes the possibility of getting very sick 15% higher than any
other factor. Yet NO ONE is talking about taking vitamins, exercising, or losing weight! It
is cold and flu season, so shocker people are getting sick. On top of all of this the CDC
website itself says that the PCR test cannot distinguish between the flu and COVID. All of
this is just a power grab and trying to control people. I have not seen any safety data
from any of the pharmaceutical companies that would prove to me that the vaccine is
either safe or effective. Not to mention what I have seen with my own eyes. Hospitals
are always at or close to maximum capacity for financial reasons. Are YOU SERIOUS?
Just assume that you have the omicron. The amount of testing that jobs, hospitals, and
public are requiring, because of fear mongering, has made it literally impossible to keep
up with the demand of test needs. Especially for those of us who choose not to get
vaccinated because of the lack of safety data and our desire to not participate in an
experimental drug trial.
If you want to have health equality for ALL citizens, then you should drop all mandates
and remove the state of emergency. There is no longer an emergency. Michele you
should stop lying about the ability of the vaccine to reduce symptoms. Since the rollout
of the vaccines last year all mortality categories have increased by 24%...ALL
MORTALITY CATEGORIES. The gap is between people who are caught up in Mass
Formation Psychosis and those who are not or as you would assume is between those
who are more educated and less educated or of a certain ethnic group. What a foolish
way of looking at your data. So basically, you mean pushing propaganda as far and as
wide as you can for as long as it takes to get everyone to take an experimental drug.
How about giving us the full ingredient list of the vaccine to empower us to make an
informed decision? What is doing the right thing to you? Because the only "right" thing
seems to be getting vaccinated according to this entire presentation.
What about natural immunity? How come not a single thing has been said about herd
immunity? How come when my dad contracted COVID even though he was fully
vaccinated they gave him convalescent plasma from an UNVACCINATED PERSON. Why
an unvaccinated person you ask? Because they cannot use the plasma of someone who
has been vaccinated. Why is that? So, us citizens who have not been vaccinated but have
contracted COVID and now have natural immunity could save a patient's life, but not
those who have been vaccinated. So, it would seem you need us pure bloods who have
natural immunity. Mr. Shah you are lying about natural immunity and why are you doing
that? Natural immunity is God given and lasts a lifetime. STOP LYING TO THE PUBLIC!
Just for your information my dad still died in spite of being vaccinated. The CDC also said
that no one should be tested after the isolation period because they could test positive
for up to 12 weeks afterwards. This is oppressive and does not work at all. We should
take a complete break from all things COVID related period. There is no longer a need to
push vaccines if the death rate is so much lower and you will NEVER manage to keep the
disease under control. By making people afraid you are setting them up for disease which
is caused by dis-ease. People who already had social anxiety prior to this has now gone
off the charts! They cannot even leave their homes anymore. YOU ARE LYING ABOUT
NOT BEING ABLE TO GET INFECTED!!! The only friend I have that has not had COVID

and has been vaccinated takes hydroxychloroquine. EVERYONE ELSE WHO HAS BEEN
VACCINATED STILL CAUGHT COVID! MY GOD THE AMOUNT OF LYING THAT CAME OUT
OF THIS SCREEN TODAY WAS APPAULING!
Suzette Attinelli

______________________________________________
From: Angela Cole
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:13:08 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 9:39:12 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vaccine k-12

From: Dwain Wolfe <nhccwolfe@hotmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 10:44 AM
To: Dwain Wolfe <nhccwolfe@hotmail.com>
Subject: Vaccine k-12

External Email
Dear representative,
Please let it be known many thousands of us are opposed to mandatory vaccines for our
children. Please carry this message forward into the coming health discussion. I
represent a community of over 500 and all of our community stands against any such
proposal. Thank you for serving and thank you for listening.

Dwain Wolfe
Lake Tapps WA

______________________________________________
From: DOH COVID 19 Vaccine Engagement
Sent: 1/12/2022 9:46:12 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Question/Comment from the public
Public Comment

From: DOH Feedback <doh.information@doh.wa.gov
<mailto:doh.information@doh.wa.gov> >
Sent: Saturday, January 1, 2022 3:48 PM
To: DOH Information <DOH.Information@DOH.WA.GOV
<mailto:DOH.Information@DOH.WA.GOV> >
Subject: Question/Comment from the public

The following survey response is submitted:
1.
Please select one:

Other

2.
Please enter your comments or questions in the space provided below:

________________________________
Hello, we reside in King County (Kirkland, WA), and have a 6 year old who goes to
kindergarten (fully vaccinated), and 2 year old (who is not yet eligible). With the
exponential growth of COVID infections due to the increased transmissibility of the
Omicron variant, we are very concerned for the health and safety of our family.

Therefore, we believe schools in Washington should increase their measures of
mitigation: 1. Upgrade mask requirements for schools for all school staff, teachers, and
students to masks that provide increased protection, such as N95/KN95 for adults, and
KF94/KN95 or at least ASTM Level 3 surgical masks for children. 2. Mandate vaccines for
anyone 5 years or older that will step into a Washington school, and require a booster
dose for all eligible age groups. 3. Require schools to have snack and lunchtime outdoors.
Provide resources to schools to help with procurement and operation of necessary
facilities, such as rain cover and heaters. 4. Implement weekly testing for all staff,
teachers, and children at all schools. We strongly believe in the importance of in-person
learning of our children, and don't want to jeopardize that. But in light of the Omicron
variant, we believe we will need to step up our game to face the next year in all
Washington schools. Thank you in advance for your consideration.

3.
If you are sending feedback on one of our Web pages, please paste the URL here:
(no answer)

4.
Would you like a response?
Tell us how to get in touch with you.
Name:
Adriana Baiz
Email:
adrianabaiz@gmail.com <mailto:adrianabaiz@gmail.com>
Telephone:
2068536671

______________________________________________
From: Val Bahtin
Sent: 1/11/2022 5:16:19 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Bryce Phillips
Sent: 1/10/2022 7:25:06 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:54:31 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: no covid 19 vaccine mandates for school age kids/teens

From: Centurylink <revival.design2@frontier.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 4:51 PM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: no covid 19 vaccine mandates for school age kids/teens

External Email
Dear Kellie Kahler-

I am emailing the Washington State Board of Health to reject and plead with you to not
mandate the covid vaccine for school age children and teens.
I have 4 kids and I am not an anti vaccine parent. I acknowledge that covid19 is real and
has been horrible for the elderly and those with pre existing conditions.
These vaccines are not safe for our kids and may cause irrevocable injury and damage.
The viral gene injected into parent cells forces my child's body to make toxic spike
proteins. These proteins often cause permanent damage in children's critical organs.
These organs include the brain and nervous systems, heart and blood vessels(including
blood clots), their reproductive system, and this vaccine can trigger fundamental changes
to their immune system. Once these damages have occurred, they are irreparable and
can not be reversed. You can not fix the lesions in their brain, you can't repair heart
tissue scaring, you can't repair a genetically reset immune system, and this vaccine can
cause reproductive damage that can affect future generations of our family.
Why would I want to risk all of the above for little or no benefit? Plus all of my kids and
most of all their friends have had covid and they have a natural immunity.
The vaccines have not been properly tested. They are still experimental vaccines!
The harms and risks of new medicine are often revealed many years later.
I do not want my kids to be a part of this radical experiment.
There is no benefit to vaccinating my children against the small risk of the virus given the
known health risks of the vaccine that we may have to live with for the rest of our lives.
We should be thinking about the well being of the kids and little ones who will soon grow
up and need to run this country. It is not up to the government to make my kid get a
experimental vaccine. We will not comply.

Thank you for your time

Ruthie Nicholson

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 7:30:32 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Halt illegal use of force!

From: David Kelly <dskelly74@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 6:04 PM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Halt illegal use of force!

External Email
Christy,

I would like to express my extreme opposition to implementation of a COVID 19 vaccine
requirement for schools in Washington State.

1. No COVID vaccine available in the United States has received FDA approval. All
available vaccines, including the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine, are being administered under
an Emergency Use Authorization. The only “approved” COVID 19 vaccine is Comirnaty,
and it is not available in the United States and there is no anticipated date for its
availability. (This “smoke and mirrors” approach by the FDA is the subject of numerous
lawsuits and a Federal Judge recently rejected Pfizer’s claim that the 2 products are
interchangeable: Federal Judge Rejects DOD Claim That Pfizer EUA and Comirnaty
Vaccines Are ‘Interchangeable’ • Children's Health Defense (childrenshealthdefense.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fchildrenshealthdefense.org%2F&da
) Since EUA products cannot be mandated per the Nuremberg Code, this alone should be
enough to stop consideration of making vaccines mandatory.

2. Children are statistically at zero risk of dying from COVID. Their survival rate is in the
range of 99.997-99.998% or, put another way, their risk of dying with COVID is less than
2 in every 1,000,000 children. The very few children who are listed as COVID deaths did
not die OF COVID, but rather WITH COVID as anyone being admitted to a hospital
nowadays is tested. I challenge the Washington State Board of Health to show medical
records for even one child who has died OF COVID. Where there’s no risk, there can be
no benefit.

3. No one knows the long term risks of these vaccines. You may remember that one of
the members of the FDA Advisory Committee infamously said, “We are never going to
learn about how safe thie vaccine is until we start giving it” Dr. Eric Ruben, Editor in
Chief NEJM The studies Pfizer conducted were woefully underpowered. This is an analysis

of 10 Red Flags associated with Pfizer’s studies: Ten red flags in the FDA’s risk-benefit
analysis of Pfizer’s EUA application to inject American children 5 to 11 with its mRNA
product – Commentary – America's Frontline Doctors (americasfrontlinedoctors.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Famericasfrontlinedoctors.org%2F&d
)

Force vaccinating healthy children for a disease that doesn’t affect them to make adults
feel safe is a new low for humanity. Please do the right thing and do not require these
vaccinations for school age children.

Please use common sense, follow the facts, the science, the data. Do not harm our
children and communities. This is the United States of America, NOT a communist
tyrannical nation state!

Sincerely,

David Kelly
Concerned Citizen, highly motivated to stop this ILLEGAL ACTION

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 9:02:04 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Fwd: state health regarding the shot

Get Outlook for iOS
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fo0ukef&data=04%7C0
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From: Tova Forman <tforman33@protonmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 12:46:53 PM
To: tforman33@protonmail.com <tforman33@protonmail.com>
Subject: state health regarding the shot
External Email
Hello,
In so far as you touch upon the upcoming state health decisions, I am emailing to urge
you to resist policies that restrict the rights of un-inoculated people or anyone due to
COVID. I refer specifically to the board's scheduled discussion on the 12th, proposing to
allow involuntary detention of people who refuse to get the shot (WAC 246-100) and
proposing to require the shot for kids going to school. Let me refer you to our state
constitution, Article I, Section I, which says that "all political power is inherent in the
people, and governments derive their just powers from the consent of the governed, and
are established to protect and maintain individual rights." Consequently, an unelected
board trying to dismantle the rights of people who do not consent to the shot is in
violation of our Constitution, Article I, Section I. Additionally, you would be in violation of
other sections, for example 2, 3, 4, 7, 10, and 11. These are in accordance with natural
law and morality. The sooner all this overreach from state leaders ends, the better. The
power is with the people, and we see what you are doing.
Best,
Tova Forman

______________________________________________
From: Ashlie Alvord
Sent: 1/8/2022 12:10:34 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Audra Houston
Sent: 1/12/2022 9:29:35 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Fwd: Public comment: TAG faulty rationale
External Email
Please include all comments below as an exhibit of public feedback.
---------- Forwarded message --------From: Audra Houston <maxcandy123@gmail.com <mailto:maxcandy123@gmail.com> >
Date: Tue, Jan 11, 2022 at 9:16 PM
Subject: Public comment: TAG faulty rationale
To: <kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov> >

Hello kelie,
Please forward my comments as an exhibit of public comment.
The rationale in the presentation the TAG is using is faulty. It is also agenda-driven.
How can the TAG rationally make the case that mandating Covid vaccines is valid based
on a criteria of effectiveness? The mRNA vaccines continue to decline in their
effectiveness with each mutation. With Omicron, the vaccines’ prevention is now almost
zero. The TAG is clearly not following the science.
And here is where the TAGs’ rationale completely falls down: based on slide 5 bullet 2:
the criteria for the disease is that it must be a vaccine-preventable disease. Covid does
not meet that criteria as vaccines are failing to prevent it.
And most importantly, the FDA has not approved the Covid vaccines for children under
16.
Therefore, the TAG is failing to follow science, data, or even the FDA. The group is clearly
incompetent and because their ineptitude is putting the public at risk, they should be
removed from their positions.

TAG slides as of Jan 11:
https://sboh.wa.gov/Portals/7/Doc/TAG%20Meetings/FINAL%20%20TAG%20Orientation%20-%20Process%20Overview.pdf
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2FPortals%2F7%2F
%2520TAG%2520Orientation%2520%2520Process%2520Overview.pdf&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C3d8c5d3d71ac4ef8cee
Audra Houston

______________________________________________
From: Cheryl McKee
Sent: 1/9/2022 11:32:48 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: dodie ames
Sent: 1/8/2022 10:49:27 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Corey Gauny
Sent: 1/11/2022 9:10:36 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Policing Powers for the Wa. State Dept of Health
External Email
Hello and good evening Washington State Board of Health,
Keith Grellner,
Temple Lentz,
Stephen Kuntz,
Elizabeth L. Crawford,
Vazaskia Crockrell,
Fran Bessermin,
Bob Lutz,
Umair A. Shah, MD, MPH
My name is Corey Gauny, I am a lifelong Washington resident, a 22.5 year veteran of the
Armed Forces as a firefighter, and a concerned US citizen.
As I am sure you are aware, the internet is abuzz with information about an agenda item
on the Board's agenda tomorrow on the use and authority of the Board of Health as it
pertains to WAC 246-105. I have also heard the comments by the State Board of Health
Chair Keith Grellner, that this the application of WAC 246-105 as it pertains to addressing
concerns surrounding AIDS. To say I am skeptical is an understatement as those
impacted by AIDS would not warrant detainment (in my humble estimation). If the
subject is those afflicted with AIDS. I sure hope that our State's leadership is more
effective at addressing community health challenges that have been an issue for well
over 4 decades.
The reasons I am skeptical: While you have had the opportunity to use the WAC, you
have yet to apply it to the real epidemic and community health crisis, which is Drug
Addiction and the Opioid Crisis, the board has remained silent. There is this issue of a job
posting from DOH, for an Isolation & Quarantine Strike Team Consultant DOH5814. Am I
to believe that this position is needed because the board anticipates an influx of AIDS
patients into the system? I would ask that you get back to me on what you find about
the job posting. I am more than happy to submit a public information request to find out
more about the posting. As a professional courtesy, I wanted to give the board the
opportunity to ask and answer these questions. If everything the Board Chair responded
to on television is the truth, then it would appear the agency may be guiding the board
more than the board is guiding the agency.
While you may have the Washington Administrative Code behind you as "legal" backing, I
want to remind you that legality is not always ethical. After all, the Jewish people were
"legally" given distinguishing marks, loaded onto rail cars and shipped to camps. Much
can be done "legally" that is not ethical. For the record I have been vaccinated in the
military for just about everything you can imagine, I was forced to as a condition of my
employment and service to my country and I voluntarily accepted those inoculations. I
am not against vaccinations, however I oppose the mandates. Do you know the most
socialist system we have in our country is the US Armed Forces. Only 1% of our
population volunteers to be a part of that system and only 3% of that 1% go on to senior
positions and retire. I chose to live in that system and I now enjoy my personal freedom

and liberty. I have lived social medicine and guess what, I had to take part in removing
members from the military due to addictive behaviors, obesity and fitness standards.
While I understand and accept that people should make choices to positively impact their
health, such as a healthy diet (to address, heart disease and diabetes) I do not believe it
is the role of our government to mandate medical procedures and then to have the
power to detain people based on their choice (especially when it comes to COVID-19).
"With great power comes great responsibility" Spider-Man (Stan Lee). Please wield your
power wisely and ethically. In the interest of transparency, if the Board choses to move
forward with using the tools provided by WAC 246-105, I would ask that the board
document limit the use of to very specific and outlined cases.
Respectfully
Corey W. Gauny, MBA, PMP
MSgt USAF (Ret.)

-Corey W. Gauny
"The wisdom of many is preferable to the brilliance of one"
Roman Pichler

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 8:06:34 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Fwd: I oppose the proposed....
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From: Gary Burya <gburya@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 2:27:54 PM
Subject: I oppose the proposed....
External Email
I oppose the proposed WAC’s 246-100-070, WAC 246-100-045, WAC 246-100-040, WAC
246-100, WAC 246-105
I am completely against giving local health officers use of law enforcement and the use of
an emergency order to involuntarily detain a person or family into a quarantine facility if
they refuse the requests of medical examination, testing, treatment, counseling, or
vaccination.
I am completely against covid-19 injections as part of the school immunization
requirements using WAC 246-105.
.
Gary Burya
P.O. Box 1989
Deer Park, WA 99006-1989
509217-2208
gburya@gmail.com <mailto:gburya@gmail.com>
.
.
.
.
Confidentiality Notice: The information contained in this e-mail is confidential and is
intended only for the addressee(s). The content of this e-mail should not be interpreted
or construed as legal or tax advice. If you have received and/or are viewing this e-mail in
error, please immediately notify the sender by reply e-mail, and delete it from your
system without forwarding, copying or saving in any manner. If you are not the intended
recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution, disclosure, copy,
use or further reading of the information contained in this e-mail message is strictly
prohibited.

.
.

______________________________________________
From: Alisa Mustafaeva
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:04:16 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: +12532327383@tmomail.net
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:46:55 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: D640A6EC-E6D9-46EC-8D27-2F5E0DC60A53

attachments\3AE45C98A45C4D6F_tmobilespace.gif
attachments\1DC7AB55EED04DED_text_1641505549569.txt
attachments\A1344D3B64284489_footer.gif
attachments\AEB85C3B9FFC4BB5_dottedline600.gif
External Email

We do not support a mandate that requires children to be vaccinated for covid.

______________________________________________
From: Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/11/2022 5:57:45 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: TAG MEETING and SBOH Meeting Jan. 12 and subsequent meetings

-----Original Message----From: Twinkle Kitty <tkitty187@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2022 12:17 PM
To: Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH) <Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: TAG MEETING and SBOH Meeting Jan. 12 and subsequent meetings
External Email
In response to your clarification for the meeting tomorrow, January 12, 2021 and
subsequent meetings regarding vaccines for children:
There is no justification to mandate the covid vaccine for children age 5 and older. Nor is
there a justification or need to require parents to file for an exemption. A parents’ simple
“no” to having their child be given the covid vaccine should close the matter. The
decision and parental right to make the decision does not require your approval of an
exemption. Nor does the risk to society outweigh the risk of the adverse effects of the
vaccine.
I would ask the board to again review the under-reported VAERS data, increased cases of
myocarditis, lack of definitive clinical trials, hidden vaccine contents, and future data. I
would also remind the board this is not a “true” vaccine and only has EUA authorization
which was inappropriate to begin with. Sincerely, Mary Sizer
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 9:01:20 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Fwd: No mandatory vaccines!

Get Outlook for iOS
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From: Cheryl Gallegos <thirdday07@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 12:47:48 PM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: No mandatory vaccines!
External Email
I would like to express my extreme opposition to implementation of a COVID 19 vaccine
requirement for schools in Washington State.

1. No COVID vaccine available in the United States has received FDA approval. All
available vaccines, including the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine, are being administered under
an Emergency Use Authorization. The only “approved” COVID 19 vaccine is Comirnaty,
and it is not available in the United States and there is no anticipated date for its
availability. (This “smoke and mirrors” approach by the FDA is the subject of numerous
lawsuits and a Federal Judge recently rejected Pfizer’s claim that the 2 products are
interchangeable: Federal Judge Rejects DOD Claim That Pfizer EUA and Comirnaty
Vaccines Are ‘Interchangeable’ • Children's Health Defense (childrenshealthdefense.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fchildrenshealthdefense.org%2F&da
) Since EUA products cannot be mandated per the Nuremberg Code, this alone should be
enough to stop consideration of making vaccines mandatory.
2. Children are statistically at zero risk of dying from COVID. Their survival rate is in the
range of 99.997-99.998% or, put another way, their risk of dying with COVID is less than
2 in every 1,000,000 children. The very few children who are listed as COVID deaths did
not die OF COVID, but rather WITH COVID as anyone being admitted to a hospital
nowadays is tested. I challenge the Washington State Board of Health to show medical
records for even one child who has died OF COVID. Where there’s no risk, there can be
no benefit.

3. No one knows the long term risks of these vaccines. You may remember that one of
the members of the FDA Advisory Committee infamously said, “We are never going to
learn about how safe thie vaccine is until we start giving it” Dr. Eric Ruben, Editor in
Chief NEJM The studies Pfizer conducted were woefully underpowered. This is an analysis
of 10 Red Flags associated with Pfizer’s studies: Ten red flags in the FDA’s risk-benefit
analysis of Pfizer’s EUA application to inject American children 5 to 11 with its mRNA
product – Commentary – America's Frontline Doctors (americasfrontlinedoctors.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Famericasfrontlinedoctors.org%2F&d
)

Force vaccinating healthy children for a disease that doesn’t affect them to make adults
feel safe is a new low for humanity. Please do the right thing and do not require these
vaccinations for school age children.
Cheryl Gallegos
Yakima Wa

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.avast.com%2Fsigemail%3Futm_medium%3Demail%26utm_source%3Dlink%26utm_campaign%3Dsigemail%26utm_content%3Dwebmail%26utm_term%3Dicon&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GO

Virus-free. www.avast.com
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.avast.com%2Fsigemail%3Futm_medium%3Demail%26utm_source%3Dlink%26utm_campaign%3Dsigemail%26utm_content%3Dwebmail%26utm_term%3Dlink&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV

______________________________________________
From: Christy Orcutt
Sent: 1/12/2022 8:54:31 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Don’t allow these WACs!
External Email
The below Covid polices are immoral and unconstitutional! Take a stand and do not allow
them to give power to suppress people against their will.
WAC 246-100-070
WAC 246-100-045
WAC 246-100-040
WAC 246-100
WAC 246-105
Thanks,
Christy

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 9:06:18 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Fwd: Time sensitive material

Get Outlook for iOS
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From: Samantha Van NYhuis <spcvannyhuis@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 12:40:36 PM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Time sensitive material
External Email
I would like to express my extreme opposition to implementation of a COVID 19 vaccine
requirement for schools in Washington State.

1. No COVID vaccine available in the United States has received FDA approval. All
available vaccines, including the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine, are being administered under
an Emergency Use Authorization. The only “approved” COVID 19 vaccine is Comirnaty,
and it is not available in the United States and there is no anticipated date for its
availability. (This “smoke and mirrors” approach by the FDA is the subject of numerous
lawsuits and a Federal Judge recently rejected Pfizer’s claim that the 2 products are
interchangeable: Federal Judge Rejects DOD Claim That Pfizer EUA and Comirnaty
Vaccines Are ‘Interchangeable’ • Children's Health Defense (childrenshealthdefense.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fchildrenshealthdefense.org%2F&da
) Since EUA products cannot be mandated per the Nuremberg Code, this alone should be
enough to stop consideration of making vaccines mandatory.

2. Children are statistically at zero risk of dying from COVID. Their survival rate is in the
range of 99.997-99.998% or, put another way, their risk of dying with COVID is less than
2 in every 1,000,000 children. The very few children who are listed as COVID deaths did
not die OF COVID, but rather WITH COVID as anyone being admitted to a hospital
nowadays is tested. I challenge the Washington State Board of Health to show medical
records for even one child who has died OF COVID. Where there’s no risk, there can be
no benefit.

3. No one knows the long term risks of these vaccines. You may remember that one of
the members of the FDA Advisory Committee infamously said, “We are never going to
learn about how safe thie vaccine is until we start giving it” Dr. Eric Ruben, Editor in
Chief NEJM The studies Pfizer conducted were woefully underpowered. This is an analysis
of 10 Red Flags associated with Pfizer’s studies: Ten red flags in the FDA’s risk-benefit
analysis of Pfizer’s EUA application to inject American children 5 to 11 with its mRNA

product – Commentary – America's Frontline Doctors (americasfrontlinedoctors.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Famericasfrontlinedoctors.org%2F&d
)

Force vaccinating healthy children for a disease that doesn’t affect them to make adults
feel safe is a new low for humanity. Please do the right thing and do not require these
vaccinations for school age children.
May God bless you abundantly today. Samantha

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:15:21 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: I support the Vaccine Mandate for Public School enrollment!!!

From: Cliff Free <clifffree@yahoo.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 5, 2022 9:42 PM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: I support the Vaccine Mandate for Public School enrollment!!!

External Email

Sent from Mail
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.microsoft.com%2Ffwlink%2F%
for Windows

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 12:49:40 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vaccine legislation

From: Amberlee Moore <jajjhmoore@yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 12:02 PM
To: Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH) <Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
<Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Vaccine legislation

External Email
My family, my daughter and son's family, are against this legislation of requiring vaccines
for children when normal long term research has not been completed. We are graduate
educated, high income homes and families, we are law abiding & science believing- this
is the last draw- we will vacate our jobs, the taxes we pay and the state of Washington if
this passed vaccine requirement for children is passed and any form of repercussions
towards family are legislated. You are not listening to parents, you are not listening to
science. You are forcing and causing fear. All safety measures have been followed and
you are still just destroying the spirit of the people. We have stayed in Washington State.
Have completed all requirements and you just demand more. You are of the people and
for the people. Please stop forcing! Please stop controlling! Please represent the people,
not the fear.

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.onelink.me%2F107872968%3F

______________________________________________
From: Paul Anastasi
Sent: 1/8/2022 9:58:23 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Sterling Shaw
Sent: 1/12/2022 11:42:50 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Written Comments 1/12/22 board meeting
External Email
Washington state health board,
It appears that the board is not saying anything ��
on the adverse side effects or deaths
from the vaccine. We know that over 900 thousand American citizens have had severe
side effects and 30 thousand deaths have acured in American in 2021, based on the
VEARSE report from the CDC.
What gives the Washington state health board ��
the right to circumvent the UCC, RCW,
18 USC 242, the Constitution and Peace Treaty laws, to mandate vaccines and mask ��
wearing, that attacks the workplace and the way of life in American. Appears to be a
attack on freedom and a violation of the Smith Act of 1940.
The fact is there are 240 different types of the cold virus, now since this virus appears to
be based on fears how many different types of COVID 19 are going to show up, how long
is the State government going to keep using fear that violates the "Separation of power
doctrine" inside the Constitution and the 18 USC 242.
The fact is when the CDC came out 2yrs ago and said this covid 19 virus is just a
common flu virus, what created the pandemic. Was it fear based with on truth.
Then the Senate oversight committee investigation proved that there was many lies
about COVID 19 and many different types of the virus.
How many times do you have to rewrite the meaning of a vaccine?
How many boosters do you have to take before your safe and why don't you say
anything about man kinds own autoimmune system that has been very effective on
beating COVID 19, ��
why do you seek to divide the Washingtonian population ��
with
lack of truths.
Washington state health board promotes a safe vaccine environment, but does not reveal
the adverse side effects of the vaccine, that is called deception. A violation of the 18 USC
241, 18 USC 242, 18 USC 245, Civil Rights Act, Privacy Act of 1974 and the Hierarchy of
Public Law.
Sterling Shaw

______________________________________________
From: DeAnna Taylor
Sent: 1/9/2022 8:03:07 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Davin Petersen
Sent: 1/12/2022 8:44:44 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: No to mandatory child vaccinations and quarantine camps
External Email
I am completely against any of the proposed Covid Policies that are over reaching and
immoral. We stand against these proposed WAC’s: WAC 246-100-070, WAC 246-100045, WAC 246-100-040, WAC 246-100, WAC 246-105.
Davin Petersen

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 2:10:15 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Opposed to vaccine mandates

From: Diane Launius <launiusdiane2@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 2:04 PM
To: Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH) <Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R
(SBOH) <Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
<Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>; Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH) <Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Fwd: Opposed to vaccine mandates

External Email

“First do no harm”

The science is clear, children and adults are suffering world wide from effects of the
vaccine. It is unconscionable to dictate that an EXPERIMENTAL DRUG be mandated for
use on any POPULATION.

Review the Nuremberg Code and USA constitution.

Are you willing to pay for damages??

______________________________________________
From: Valerie Watt
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:00:27 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 7:54:47 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Fwd: Extreme opposition to manditory vaccines and forced quarantine

Get Outlook for iOS
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From: Tamera Davis-ward <tamibj63@yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 1:46:33 PM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Extreme opposition to manditory vaccines and forced quarantine
External Email
To Caitlin Lang,
What you are discussing implementing today is in violation of our constitutional rights. I
absolutely oppose the passing of manitory vaccines for our children to attend school in
this state. Forced vaccination of healthy children for a disease that doesn’t affect them to
make adults feel safe is a new low for humanity or is there an ulterior motive? Please do
the right thing and do not require these vaccinations for school age children.
I also oppose any forced quarantine for illness especially when it is based on testing that
is NOT 100% reliaible.
These matters are not for you alone to decide and to do so is to over step your authority
and defy our constitution!
Tamera BJ Davis-Ward

______________________________________________
From: Christi Ellefson
Sent: 1/10/2022 1:13:36 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Vaccine Mandates Expert Panel Highlights - YouTube
External Email

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fm.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3D

Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: DOH Information
Sent: 1/7/2022 5:15:39 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public comment

attachments\04532AC6C7DC48E9_image002.png
Hello,

This is a comment intended for the Board.

Thank you

Alexandra Moore
Customer Service Specialist
Center for Public Affairs
Washington State Department of Health
DOH.Information@doh.wa.gov
800-525-0127 | www.doh.wa.gov

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.doh.wa.gov%2FNewsroom%

From: DOH Feedback <doh.information@doh.wa.gov>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 4:48 PM
To: DOH Information <DOH.Information@DOH.WA.GOV>
Subject: Question/Comment from the public

The following survey response is submitted:
1.
Please select one:

Request information about programs or services

2.
Please enter your comments or questions in the space provided below:

________________________________
WA COVID DETAINMENT EMERGENCY. My family and I are NOT in favor of this
emergency order. Is there a way we can show up at a meeting or get more involved so
this DOES NOT happen? I am just hearing about this on the day all comments must be
heard. Here’s my comment: mandates are illegal and so are detaining citizens for
exercising their freedom. Please reply with contact information.

3.
If you are sending feedback on one of our Web pages, please paste the URL here:
(no answer)

4.
Would you like a response?
Tell us how to get in touch with you.
Name:
Jessica Muenz
Email:
Jmaussyoga@gmail.com <mailto:Jmaussyoga@gmail.com>

Telephone:
(no answer)

______________________________________________
From: Gary Van Liew
Sent: 1/7/2022 4:59:13 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:54:11 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vaccine mandate for children in schools

From: Carlee Shelton <carlee_12@hotmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 8:54 PM
To: DOH WSBOH <WSBOH@SBOH.WA.GOV>; Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
<Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>; Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
<Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>;
Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH) <Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>; Donahoe, Kaitlyn N (SBOH)
<kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>;
Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH) <Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>; Schreiber, Tracy N
(SBOH) <Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
<Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>;
Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH) <Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Re: Vaccine mandate for children in schools

External Email
To Whom it May Concern,

I am a Mom of 3 school aged children, the young ages of 9, 6, and 4. This might be long,
but I beg you to please hear me out. The discussion of the Covid vaccine being mandated
for school attendance absolutely makes me sick, and I’ve never felt so terrified in my life.
We are not anti-vaccine. My kids are all up-to-date on every other recommended
vaccine, but this vaccine is very different, and not one person can argue that with any
good argument.

I am a healthcare provider in Olympia, and I am fully vaccinated against Covid. We have
a huge concern with vaccinating our kids with something that is being used for
emergency use. Yes it’s FDA approved now, but so are a lot of terrible things that are put
on the shelves at the grocery store that are harmful to us- like everything that leads to
obesity, diabetes, and heart disease… and eventually death. And all the drugs that have
been FDA approved that have since been recalled due to safety concerns. How do we
know that something won’t come out in a few years about this once it’s further studied?
This is very scary.

In my line of work, every patient that I have in my chair, gets their health history

reviewed thoroughly, prior to proceeding with any care that is scheduled for that day, as
it may affect how we proceed. It really bothers me that this vaccine is being
recommended for everyone, and not on a case by case… I treatment plan my patients on
an individual basis. Every single person that sits in my chair is different, and I cater to
their needs differently. Why should we be telling everyone they need this vaccine,
without knowing anything about their medical history whatsoever? And what about the
kids who have natural Immunity because they have had the virus? Is that taken into
consideration at all? For some it’s just absolutely not worth the risks. If my child was
immune compromised, diabetic, or obese, you better believe I’d vaccinate, because then
the benefit would
Outweigh the potential risks. But I don’t see any benefit from this vaccine for my kids.
My kids are all very healthy, and we take precautions if any symptoms arise.

Also, there have been mandates placed already, with many wonderful people/employees
losing their jobs, and for what? At this point, it’s very clear that this vaccine doesn’t stop
the spread of the virus, and it’s also been shown to affect kids very mildly. My 3 kids
have had Covid recently, and one of them had zero symptoms, and the other two had
nasal congestion… that’s it. I’m begging whoever I can beg to, to please understand
parents concerns about this. We should have the right to choose for our kids. These poor
kids don’t have a say, and that’s not fair. We as parents, are here to advocate for our
kids best interest. It will make no difference if my kids are vaccinated or not as far as
getting or spreading it, therefor, I am 1000% against this vaccine for kids and my
husband and I are fully prepared to homeschool our kids if it comes to that.

We are good people, and we just want to be able to make this decision for our kids, and
we want our kids in school where they should be, thriving and happy! My kids aren’t their
normal happy selves doing school at home, ( in fact, my oldest gets very depressed)
without their peers. I just feel like parents are being put in such a hard spot and it’s
heartbreaking.

Thank you for taking the time to read my rambling. I could go on and on, but I won’t. I
truly and genuinely pray this doesn’t actually go through ��

Sincerely,

Carlee Shelton

Get Outlook for iOS
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fo0ukef&data=04%7C0

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/11/2022 8:13:30 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: WSBOH Meeting Jan 12, 2022 - OPPOSE

From: Sharlene Greene <sharlenegreene67@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2022 1:25 AM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: WSBOH Meeting Jan 12, 2022 - OPPOSE

External Email
Respectfully, Sir/Madam,
I’m writing to let you know that I am uniting with many people in Washington State to
stand against the tyranny we are facing.
This letter is regarding the WSBOH meeting scheduled for Jan. 12, 2022.
According to information I have seen on the web in recent days, it appears that WSBOH
will be discussing proposed policies that pertain to -WAC 246-100-070, WAC-246-100045, and WAC 246-105.
You do not have our permission.
You need our permission.
Our kids are not your property.
Our bodies are a temple of the Holy Spirit and is not owned by the government
We are born with free will and we will retain that until death.
Thank you,
Sharlene A. Greene

______________________________________________
From: Anna Hunthausen
Sent: 1/11/2022 6:20:53 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Proposed WACs
External Email
Hello,
I see that tomorrow the Board of Health will be discussing several policies regarding the
state’s response to Covid. I am currently against any policy that requires parents to
vaccinate their children against Covid 19.
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Chris Berg
Sent: 1/9/2022 7:55:21 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Ali Lapierre
Sent: 1/12/2022 8:11:46 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: No vaccine for children
External Email
Please no covid vaccine requirement for our children. This has gone too far. The survival
rate is so high. People are getting sick yes, but they are recovering too. Please do not
force our children to be injected.
Blessings, Ali Lapierre

______________________________________________
From: Phyllis O'Brien
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:23:48 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/11/2022 6:07:10 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: It's critical to preserve the personal/philosophical exemption

From: David Rubino <tigger@live.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2022 11:13 AM
To: Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH) <Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: It's critical to preserve the personal/philosophical exemption

External Email
Melanie,

I believe the covid-19 vaccines are more harmful to children than they are helpful and
should never have been approved for kids. As a medical professional, you probably know
or suspect this is true. At the very least, you know the trials did not have the statistical
power needed to prove the vaccine is safe when compared to the miniscule risk to
children from covid.

At the same time, the pressure to require the covid-19 vaccine in school is enormous,
because not doing so appears to align yourself with people who are "anti-vax" and more
generally with Republicans, which you may not be or may not wish to be known for.
Requiring the vaccine for school children seems inevitable in a "blue state" and taking a
stand will cause damage to your reputation and career, and maybe your income and
family well-being... and it won't change anything. The governor will remove you from the
Board if needed to ensure this policy is put into place.

It seems likely that you will approve the school vaccine mandate knowing it will kill a few
children, and hurt a few more... and I understand why.

What I ask of you, therefore, is that you insist on keeping the personal/philosophical
exemption in place for the covid-19 childhood vaccine. This will allow parents who wish to
protect their children from harm to do so, without forcing us to withdraw them from
school.

And make no mistake... hundreds of thousands of kids will vanish from school if you do
not allow the personal/philosophical exemption. No manner of pressure or threat of
punishment will force us to harm our kids knowingly, and the damage to schools,

families, and communities will be incalculable.

Please, do the less wrong thing that protects my kids, keeps them in school, and
preserves your career as well. It's all I ask in these difficult times.

Thanks,

-David Rubino
Renton, WA

______________________________________________
From: Gayle Davis
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:44:45 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:41:15 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Experimental

From: Douglas <keithfelipe@yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 11:08 AM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Experimental

External Email

https://rumble.com/vqq7gc-dr.-robert-malone-before-you-inject-your-child.html
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Frumble.com%2Fvqq7gcdr.-robert-malone-before-you-inject-yourchild.html&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C22e75e9445444e46ba2a08d9d204e719%7C

Dear Christy,

We the people say, "NO." to any Mandates of the

EXPERIMENTAL mRNA COMPOUNDS

that are being proposed as

"vaccines" for our children.

Public Health Officials who vote to subject children to

Experimental Compounds will be held accountable.

Please vote no mandates.

K. Douglas Sobanski

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:57:57 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Don’t you dare try to poison our children

From: Craig Wellbrock <cwellbrock@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 9:41 PM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Don’t you dare try to poison our children

External Email
Fuck you for trying to poison our children!
Craig Welllbrock
Firefighter EMT
253-509-2576

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 2:28:27 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: forced quarantine/isolation and forced vaccines for children

From: Tee Parrish <TamiHonda@hotmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 9:22 AM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: forced quarantine/isolation and forced vaccines for children

External Email
I would like to express my extreme opposition to implementation of a COVID 19 vaccine
requirement for schools in Washington State and ANY forced vaccine requirements for
any person. Additionally, forcing anyone to quarantine or isolate against their will is a
direct violation of their basic human rights. Asking to use local law enforcement to
conduct such vile, inhumane and illegal acts is preposterous at best.

1. No COVID vaccine available in the United States has received FDA approval. All
available vaccines, including the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine, are being administered under
an Emergency Use Authorization. The only “approved” COVID 19 vaccine is Comirnaty,
and it is not available in the United States and there is no anticipated date for its
availability. (This “smoke and mirrors” approach by the FDA is the subject of numerous
lawsuits and a Federal Judge recently rejected Pfizer’s claim that the 2 products are
interchangeable: Federal Judge Rejects DOD Claim That Pfizer EUA and Comirnaty
Vaccines Are ‘Interchangeable’ • Children's Health Defense (childrenshealthdefense.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fchildrenshealthdefense.org%2F&da
) Since EUA products cannot be mandated per the Nuremberg Code, this alone should be
enough to stop consideration of making vaccines mandatory.

2. Children are statistically at zero risk of dying from COVID. Their survival rate is in the
range of 99.997-99.998% or, put another way, their risk of dying with COVID is less than
2 in every 1,000,000 children. The very few children who are listed as COVID deaths did
not die OF COVID, but rather WITH COVID as anyone being admitted to a hospital
nowadays is tested. I challenge the Washington State Board of Health to show medical
records for even one child who has died OF COVID. Where there’s no risk, there can be
no benefit.

3. No one knows the long term risks of these vaccines. You may remember that one of
the members of the FDA Advisory Committee infamously said, “We are never going to
learn about how safe thie vaccine is until we start giving it” Dr. Eric Ruben, Editor in
Chief NEJM The studies Pfizer conducted were woefully underpowered. This is an analysis
of 10 Red Flags associated with Pfizer’s studies: Ten red flags in the FDA’s risk-benefit

analysis of Pfizer’s EUA application to inject American children 5 to 11 with its mRNA
product – Commentary – America's Frontline Doctors (americasfrontlinedoctors.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Famericasfrontlinedoctors.org%2F&d
)

Force vaccinating healthy children for a disease that doesn’t affect them to make adults
feel safe is a new low for humanity. Please do the right thing and do not require these
vaccinations for school age children. Who is going to pay for any death or disabilities that
arise from these mandates? Are YOU?

Tami Honda
206-778-1693

______________________________________________
From: Christi Baron
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:02:26 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Robin Schroeder
Sent: 1/11/2022 1:33:52 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:

______________________________________________
From: Allegra Medina
Sent: 1/10/2022 9:15:14 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 2:36:52 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: UNBELIEVABLE

-----Original Message----From: Dave Adams <dadams@millersheating.com>
Sent: Saturday, January 8, 2022 11:10 AM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: UNBELIEVABLE
External Email
I need to voice my concern that it has been brought to my attention some very
disturbing allegations . Is it true that there are plans in place to give the State Board of
Health power to FORCE VACCINATIONS? And then power to have police arrest and detain
people for observing their constitutional right to CHOOSE whether they are vaccinated or
not? These allegations and plans are WAY OVER THE LINE of State government. There is
so much scientific and medical evidence that Covid vaccines are harmful especially in
CHILDREN. It is the Parents ,for children ,and adults individual right and responsibility to
CHOOSE their health care. I am watching and holding each individual in Government
responsible for their vote and position on this issue.
Sincerely
David Adams
President/Owner
Miller's Heating & Air
6109 NE HWY 99
VANCOUVER WA 98665
Cell 360-772-2000

______________________________________________
From: Ann Hunt
Sent: 1/11/2022 7:19:34 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: I oppose the proposed WAC’s
External Email
I oppose the proposed WAC’s 246-100-070, WAC 246-100-045, WAC 246-100-040, WAC
246-100, WAC 246-105
I am completely against giving local health officers use of law enforcement and the use of
an emergency order to involuntarily detain a person or family into a quarantine facility if
they refuse the requests of medical examination, testing, treatment, counseling, or
vaccination.
I am completely against covid-19 injections as part of the school immunization
requirements using WAC 246-105.

______________________________________________
From: Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 8:26:32 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vaccine Mandates

From: Gabriel Runge <runge379@hotmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 11:56 AM
To: Haag, Hannah R (SBOH) <Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Vaccine Mandates

External Email
Please don't make vaccines mandatory!

Gabe Runge

______________________________________________
From: Bernhard Christianson
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:31:36 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Patricia Holtzinger
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:06:47 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 8:19:10 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Fwd: Writing opinions opposing to school mandate

Get Outlook for iOS
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fo0ukef&data=04%7C0
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From: Yukari Endo <bonjourway@yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 1:57:26 PM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Cc: Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH) <Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Writing opinions opposing to school mandate
External Email
To Washington State Board of Health

I am Yukari Evins who has been living in Washington for two decades from my heritage is
Japan. I am also a parent of three children who were all born and raised in Washington
state. I am writing to you all to ask not to mandate mRNA technology that is still under
experiment at least until the end of 2023 according to Pharmaceutical companies such as
Pfizer and Moderna.
I would like to emphasize that this is not vaccine but it is Gene therapy. There have been
many of my friends in Japan told me that there are many people whom they know were
dead within 72 hours after being injected. Many of teens have dead within three days
after being injected in Japan.
The media in Japan has not reported at all but still pushing to people. Those scientists
and honored doctors and honored professors along with lawyers were all rejected to
speak up the reality on media. They finally have filled law suits in Japan since last year.
Please questions yourself why is all the world gov has been pushing mRNA Gene therapy
in the entire world to entire humans at the same time with this 99.9999 percent of
recovery rate?
Why would they push so called Green pass or Vaccine passport in every countries to even
purchase grocery?
Why would young children who are in the process of growing period should be forced to
be injected? Their immune system is powerful.
Why do they categorize in between vaccinated and unvaccinated that we have never
heard of before and blame on unvaccinated people?
What is the meaning of vaccine if unvaccinated people need to be blamed? Whoever have
already gotten this Gene therapy should be protected because of powerful scientists have
created this. If they blame on unvaccinated people, their mRNA is not working as being
advertised for this past two years constantly.

We have never seen any long term effects yet and all those doctors and scientists and
honored professors along with lawyers in Japan have stated that we need to see long
term effects on this experimental mRNA Gene therapy. The long term effects take at
least over 5 years usually.
Please seriously consider of the matter of the facts. This mandates since the closure
included mask mandate and restriction of travels are all unconstitutional in the world
wide. When it comes to the human health that each individuals have their different
circumstances of health, and if our kids have been forced ever and pushed with this Gene
therapy, this is called a part of criminal in the world according to lawyers in Japan.
Thank you for your consideration and your time to read.
Sincerely
Yukari Evins

______________________________________________
From: Allie Jordan
Sent: 1/7/2022 4:04:52 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid Policies
External Email
I am completely and utterly shocked and disappointed that our state would even consider
such mandates!
My entire household stands against and would like to represented that we oppose any
covid restrictions or mandates including the proposed: WAC 246-100-040
WAC 246-100-070, WAC 246-100-100 WAC 100-105 WAC 246-100-045
I am extremely concerned about the direction of our state and the representation that is
lacking for what the people need and want.
Sincerely a very concerned citizen.

______________________________________________
From: Gibun Kim
Sent: 1/9/2022 9:07:19 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: No vaccine mandate
External Email
I don’t want to vaccine mandate for kids.
The vaccines are not safe yet.
Sent from my iPad

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 10:33:17 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: January 12th Meeting - FDA COVID 19 Vaccination - Nuremberg Code
(1947)

From: Candida Doran <candilolc92@icloud.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 8:47 AM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: January 12th Meeting - FDA COVID 19 Vaccination - Nuremberg Code (1947)

External Email

Dear State Board of Health,
1. The FDA NEVER approved the COVID 19 vaccine being used today.
2. The Nuremburg Code (1947) clearly states that humanity cannot be experimented on.
3. If you approve these POLICIES (WAC 246-100-070) (WAC 246-100-045) (WAC-246100-040) and you are challenged in court, THESE FACTS WILL COME OUT!!
SEN. RON JOHNSON: We do not have an FDA-approved vaccine being administered in
the U.S. The FDA played a bait and switch. They approved the Comirnaty version of
Pfizer drugs. It’s not available in the U.S. They even admit it. I sent them a letter three
days later going "What are you doing?" What they did is they extended the emergency
use authorization for the Pfizer drug vaccine that’s available in the U.S., here that’s more
than 30 days later, they haven’t asked that very simple question. If you’re saying that
the Pfizer drug is the same as the Comirnaty, why didn’t you provide FDA approval on
that? So, there’s not an FDA-approved drug and, of course, they announced it so they
could push through these mandates so that people actually think, "Oh, OK now these
things are FDA approved." They are not and again, maybe they should be, but the FDA
isn’t telling me why.
The judgment by the war crimes tribunal at Nuremberg laid down 10 standards to which
physicians must conform when carrying out experiments on human subjects in a new
code that is now accepted worldwide.
This judgment established a new standard of ethical medical behavior for the post World
War II human rights era. Amongst other requirements, this document enunciates the
requirement of voluntary informed consent of the human subject. The principle of
voluntary informed consent protects the right of the individual to control his own body.
This code also recognizes that the risk must be weighed against the expected benefit,
and that unnecessary pain and suffering must be avoided.
This code recognizes that doctors should avoid actions that injure human patients.

The principles established by this code for medical practice now have been extended into
general codes of medical ethics.
________________________________

The Nuremberg Code (1947)
THE NUREMBERG CODE
1. The voluntary consent of the human subject is absolutely essential.
This means that the person involved should have legal capacity to give consent; should
be
so situated as to be able to exercise free power of choice, without the intervention of any
element
of force, fraud, deceit, duress, over-reaching, or other ulterior form of constraint or
coercion; and
should have sufficient knowledge and comprehension of the elements of the subject
matter
involved, as to enable him to make an understanding and enlightened decision. This
latter
element requires that, before the acceptance of an affirmative decision by the
experimental
subject, there should be made known to him the nature, duration, and purpose of the
experiment;
the method and means by which it is to be conducted; all inconveniences and hazards
reasonably
to be expected; and the effects upon his health or person, which may possibly come from
his
participation in the experiment.
The duty and responsibility for ascertaining the quality of the consent rests upon each
individual who initiates, directs or engages in the experiment. It is a personal duty and
responsibility which may not be delegated to another with impunity.
2. The experiment should be such as to yield fruitful results for the good of society,
unprocurable by other methods or means of study, and not random and unnecessary in
nature.
3. The experiment should be so designed and based on the results of animal
experimentation
and a knowledge of the natural history of the disease or other problem under study, that

the
anticipated results will justify the performance of the experiment.
4. The experiment should be so conducted as to avoid all unnecessary physical and
mental
suffering and injury.
5. No experiment should be conducted, where there is an a priori reason to believe that
death or disabling injury will occur; except, perhaps, in those experiments where the
experimental physicians also serve as subjects.
6. The degree of risk to be taken should never exceed that determined by the
humanitarian
importance of the problem to be solved by the experiment.
7. Proper preparations should be made and adequate facilities provided to protect the
experimental subject against even remote possibilities of injury, disability, or death.
8. The experiment should be conducted only by scientifically qualified persons. The
highest
degree of skill and care should be required through all stages of the experiment of those
who
conduct or engage in the experiment.
9. During the course of the experiment, the human subject should be at liberty to bring
the
experiment to an end, if he has reached the physical or mental state, where continuation
of the
experiment seemed to him to be impossible.
10. During the course of the experiment, the scientist in charge must be prepared to
terminate
the experiment at any stage, if he has probable cause to believe, in the exercise of the
good faith,
superior skill and careful judgement required of him, that a continuation of the
experiment is
likely to result in injury, disability, or death to the experimental subject.
["Trials of War Criminals before the Nuremberg Military Tribunals under Control Council
Law
No. 10", Vol. 2, pp. 181-182. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1949
Candida Doran

candilolc92@icloud.com <mailto:candilolc92@icloud.com>

______________________________________________
From: Carolina Montillo
Sent: 1/8/2022 7:42:11 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Barbie Schwisow
Sent: 1/12/2022 3:21:01 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Subject: Don't add more diseases to any wac!!! Stop internment plans. Respectfully
requested by a long term resident of Wa State
External Email
WSBOH,
Please do not add more diseases to mandatory isolation policy to restrict and place
people in any kind of quarantine camp. We need to study the options of approach for
covid. Alternate therapies allow for early treatment of covid-19. Most of my family has
self treated for covid. We have survived and helped each other with alternative options
when the medical profession was forcing us to drink the koolaid. WE should have been
assisted by our Drs to have our own choice. If a portion of the population wants to risk
taking the vaccine and perpetrate that on innocent children the Constitution protects
their right to do so. It should be a given that our rights, the rights of those chosing to not
vaccinate are also protected. I contacted covid and am resistive to covid before the
vaccinen was released and I Thank God I was given the opportunity to research other
options and avoid a vaccine that has killed so many and maimed innumerable others.
Hiding statistics is evil. Misleading the American citizens is disgusting. Treatment
modalities that kill is criminal.
The mandates and any kind of restriction of human choice through wsboh manipulation is
as with HIV a violation of the Constitution and our basic human rights. This country
allows the taking of human life deliberately through abortion and then hypocritically
places restrictions on human choice for medical treatment. You have been complicit in
the denial of alternative choices with approved meds.When countries and Drs have been
successful in saving lives you bury it in your propaganda. May God forgive you and may
we all protect our Constitutional rights!!!! Government overstep is rampant in this
country and propaganda is out of control. The profit margin to push to perpetrate the
vaccine on all and blatant disregard of alternative successful therapy sickens me. So
many blindly following the propaganda have annihilated the rights of good people. People
have lost their jobs, or have been forced to move away from destructive Liberal Leftist
policies. You ridicule those that wish to protect a human life in the womb and then
persecute those wishing to protect their God given rights protected by the Constitution.
You are destroying the Republic of “WETHE PEOPLE” Stay within your boundaries!!!
Barbara Schwisow-Johnson

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:52:40 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: I oppose implementing a COVID19 vaccine requirement for Washington
State schools

From: Anna Lipinski <abersagel@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 11:54 PM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: I oppose implementing a COVID19 vaccine requirement for Washington State
schools

External Email
I would like to express my extreme opposition to implementation of a COVID 19 vaccine
requirement for schools in Washington State.

1. No COVID vaccine available in the United States has received FDA approval. All
available vaccines, including the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine, are being administered under
an Emergency Use Authorization. The only “approved” COVID 19 vaccine is Comirnaty,
and it is not available in the United States and there is no anticipated date for its
availability. (This “smoke and mirrors” approach by the FDA is the subject of numerous
lawsuits and a Federal Judge recently rejected Pfizer’s claim that the 2 products are
interchangeable: Federal Judge Rejects DOD Claim That Pfizer EUA and Comirnaty
Vaccines Are ‘Interchangeable’ • Children's Health Defense (childrenshealthdefense.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fchildrenshealthdefense.org%2F&da
) Since EUA products cannot be mandated per the Nuremberg Code, this alone should be
enough to stop consideration of making vaccines mandatory.

2. Children are statistically at zero risk of dying from COVID. Their survival rate is in the
range of 99.997-99.998% or, put another way, their risk of dying with COVID is less than
2 in every 1,000,000 children. The very few children who are listed as COVID deaths did
not die OF COVID, but rather WITH COVID as anyone being admitted to a hospital
nowadays is tested. I challenge the Washington State Board of Health to show medical
records for even one child who has died OF COVID. Where there’s no risk, there can be
no benefit.

3. No one knows the long term risks of these vaccines. You may remember that one of
the members of the FDA Advisory Committee infamously said, “We are never going to
learn about how safe thie vaccine is until we start giving it” Dr. Eric Ruben, Editor in
Chief NEJM The studies Pfizer conducted were woefully underpowered. This is an analysis
of 10 Red Flags associated with Pfizer’s studies: Ten red flags in the FDA’s risk-benefit
analysis of Pfizer’s EUA application to inject American children 5 to 11 with its mRNA

product – Commentary – America's Frontline Doctors (americasfrontlinedoctors.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Famericasfrontlinedoctors.org%2F&d
)

Force vaccinating healthy children for a disease that doesn’t affect them to make adults
feel safe is a new low for humanity. Please do the right thing and do not require these
vaccinations for school age children.

Please allow parents to make choices for their children's healthcare needs. You do not
know my children and their medical history and fears.

Thank you for listening to the voice of parents.

Anna
-Anna Lipinski
e: abersagel@gmail.com <mailto:abersagel@gmail.com>
m: 509-487-0673
h: 509-578-1451

______________________________________________
From: Abby Walker
Sent: 1/8/2022 10:47:10 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cara Manthey
Sent: 1/9/2022 4:58:33 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Personal
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:34:01 PM
To: DOH WSBOH,Davis, Michelle (SBOH),Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH),Hoff, Christy Curwick
(SBOH),Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH),Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH),Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH),Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH),Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH),Schreiber, Tracy N
(SBOH),Haag, Hannah R (SBOH),Kahler, Kelie (SBOH),Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: No vax
External Email
Make note I DO NOT support mandatory vax!!
Kristi Hutchins
Tonasket Wa
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/11/2022 3:56:19 PM
To: DOH WSBOH,Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: FW: Teresa Moyer

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: Teri Jobs <teri.lee.moyer@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, January 10, 2022 9:33 PM
To: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Teresa Moyer

External Email
My name is Teresa Moyer a long time Washington resident in Vancouver Washington.
Please do not go forward with this mandate of vaccines for all people and especially
children. There is no data or research supporting factual scientific data that these
vaccines are safer then natural immunity or early treatments. Getting everyone vaccine
will not stop transmission. These vaccines are causing genocide and adverse reactions off
the charts. Please stop vaccines.
Saying no to
WAC 246-100-070
WAC 246-100-045
WAC 246-100-040
WAC 246-100
WAC 246-105

Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Breanna Eneberg
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:46:35 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Carmen Vernon-Wentworth
Sent: 1/8/2022 8:04:55 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 12:51:41 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vaccination

-----Original Message----From: Anhelina Snitko <angel_snitko@icloud.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 11:35 AM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Vaccination
External Email
I hope this email finds you and your family well.
A few days ago, during a WA State Board of Health meeting, the advisory group spoke of
whether they should recommend adding Covid vaccination to the current WA vaccine
schedule for school and daycare entry. Unfortunately public comments were not allowed.
The advisory group would be making a recommendation for our children without hearing
from the parents.
I oppose the Covid vaccine being added to the school and daycare schedule. Children
have mild to no symptoms from the virus, and are thus the safest. Covid Vaccine inserts
are none existent to the public, leaving us without a knowledgeable and informed choice.
Pharmacists themselves do not have access to a vaccine insert. We are told to believe
and take the plunge yet so many have had horrible and evenly deadly complications from
these vaccines. Please urge the advisory group to be cautious and not make
recommendations for the Covid vaccine to be added to the school and daycare schedule.
Thank you for taking the time to read my opposition and concerns. I look forward to
reading your reply.
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Postmaster@mednax.com
Sent: 1/5/2022 5:55:56 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Undeliverable: Now Available: January 12 Proposed Final Agenda for State
Board of Health Public Meeting
External Email

Message was attached to: Undeliverable: Now Available: January 12 Proposed Final
Agenda for State Board of Health Public Meeting
______________________________________________
From: Postmaster@mednax.com
Sent: 1/5/2022 5:55:54 PM
To: depley@childrenseyecare.org
Cc:
Bcc:
Subject: Undeliverable: Now Available: January 12 Proposed Final Agenda for State
Board of Health Public Meeting
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Your message to depley@childrenseyecare.org couldn't be delivered.
depley wasn't found at childrenseyecare.org.
WSBOH

Office 365

Action Required

depley
Recipient

Unknown To address

How to Fix It
The address may be misspelled or may not exist. Try one or more of the following:

*
Send the message again following these steps: In Outlook, open this non-delivery
report (NDR) and choose Send Again from the Report ribbon. In Outlook on the web,
select this NDR, then select the link "To send this message again, click here." Then delete
and retype the entire recipient address. If prompted with an Auto-Complete List
suggestion don't select it. After typing the complete address, click Send.
*
Contact the recipient (by phone, for example) to check that the address exists and
is correct.
*
The recipient may have set up email forwarding to an incorrect address. Ask them
to check that any forwarding they've set up is working correctly.
*
Clear the recipient Auto-Complete List in Outlook or Outlook on the web by
following the steps in this article: Fix email delivery issues for error code 5.1.10 in Office
365 <https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=532972> , and then send the message

again. Retype the entire recipient address before selecting Send.
If the problem continues, forward this message to your email admin. If you're an email
admin, refer to the More Info for Email Admins section below.

Was this helpful? Send feedback to Microsoft
<https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=525921> .
________________________________
More Info for Email Admins
Status code: 550 5.1.10
This error occurs because the sender sent a message to an email address hosted by
Office 365 but the address is incorrect or doesn't exist at the destination domain. The
error is reported by the recipient domain's email server, but most often it must be fixed
by the person who sent the message. If the steps in the How to Fix It section above don't
fix the problem, and you're the email admin for the recipient, try one or more of the
following:
The email address exists and is correct - Confirm that the recipient address exists, is
correct, and is accepting messages.
Synchronize your directories - If you have a hybrid environment and are using directory
synchronization make sure the recipient's email address is synced correctly in both Office
365 and in your on-premises directory.
Errant forwarding rule - Check for forwarding rules that aren't behaving as expected.
Forwarding can be set up by an admin via mail flow rules or mailbox forwarding address
settings, or by the recipient via the Inbox Rules feature.
Recipient has a valid license - Make sure the recipient has an Office 365 license assigned
to them. The recipient's email admin can use the Office 365 admin center to assign a
license (Users > Active Users > select the recipient > Assigned License > Edit).
Mail flow settings and MX records are not correct - Misconfigured mail flow or MX record
settings can cause this error. Check your Office 365 mail flow settings to make sure your
domain and any mail flow connectors are set up correctly. Also, work with your domain
registrar to make sure the MX records for your domain are configured correctly.
For more information and additional tips to fix this issue, see Fix email delivery issues for
error code 5.1.10 in Office 365 <https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=532972> .
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______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:00:53 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: No Mandatory COVID-19 shots for kids

From: Olga Berezka <oberazouskaya@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 3:53 PM
To: Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH) <Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
<Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH) <Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>;
Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH) <Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>; Herendeen, Lindsay
(SBOH) <Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>; Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
<Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>; Donahoe, Kaitlyn N (SBOH)
<kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
<samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
<Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
<Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>;
Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH) <Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: No Mandatory COVID-19 shots for kids

External Email
To Whom May Concern,

I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State .
As a parent, and a member of the community, I implore you to please stop the push to
require Covid 19 vaccinations for ANY child in child care or school. Covid vaccines should
absolutely NOT be a requirement for our children! Children are at an extremely low risk
for Covid 19. The Covid 19 vaccines have no long-term testing on adults and they have
even less testing on children. Covid 19 vaccines are not stopping the virus as many with
the vaccine are contracting and spreading C19. Requiring this vaccine does not protect
our children!
The disease burden in this case does not meet your criteria. There is NOT a significant
morbidity and/or mortality in at least some sub-set of the population. The survival rate is
well over 90% and even the long term effects of C19 do not represent a significant
amount. Additionally, this vaccine is not meeting your criteria because it is not reducing
the risk of person-to-person transmission.
As for the criteria of Implementation, the vaccine is NOT acceptable to the medical
community and the public. There is an extremely large amount of both the medical and
the general public who do NOT accept this vaccine as safe.
And finally in regard to vaccines effectiveness, this vaccine does not work. It is not on
the Recommended Childhood & Adolescent Immunization Schedule. It is not preventing
C19 nor is it preventing the spread of C19. The vaccine is not cost effective for our

nation. Perhaps it is cost effective or free or maybe even puts some money into the local
schools, but as a nation, it is destroying our financial position at an alarming rate.
"Experience to date with the vaccine containing this antigen demonstrates that it is safe
and has an acceptable level of side effects." Yeah. Not even close. Tell that to the parents
of the kids who are having heart attacks. Tell that to my friends who have had massive
auto immune flare ups and other medical issues arise immediately after their second
dose. This is not a safe vaccine for all people. Even the FDA board that was approving
those vaccines to they young kids did it with the impression that will be absolutely
voluntary and will never be mandated which CDC guaranteed. Will you take upon you the
responsibility for the health and well being on innocent children who you will be
subjecting to unknown risks in order to receive education which is an ingrained right of
every child? Will you create segregation and discrimination based on the medical choices
made?
Please PROTECT our children by NOT requiring a C19 vaccination to attend child care or
school.
Thank you,

Olga Berazouskaya

______________________________________________
From: Erika Kellum
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:02:53 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: CASCADEMTNS
Sent: 1/12/2022 11:13:59 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: DOH presentation 2022-01-12 Questions
External Email

1) Dr. Kwan-Gett When counting vaxxed and unvaxxed hospital care numbers, are
vaxxed patients past due for boosters, and have not taken a third jab counted as
unvaxxed?
2) Dr. Kwan-Gett, what is the DOH opinion on natural immunity of young children
compared to adverse reactions experienced by vaxxed children. Is there truth in the
belief that more harm has occurred with child vaccinations over those not vaxxed.

Sent with ProtonMail
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fprotonmail.com%2F&data=04%7C
Secure Email.

______________________________________________
From: CAPPY ELIAS
Sent: 1/12/2022 3:15:39 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: NO on Unconstitutional Vaccine Agenda
External Email
I object to the plan to apply current infectious disease WAC codes to include Covid-19 for
Washington State residents. This disease is manageable if treatment is started early.
Moreover, it is survivable by more than 90% of the population. These Covid vaccines
have little effect on the Omicron variant, and in fact, most people who get this variant
have been double vaccinated, some have even received booster shots. Being fully
vaccinated will require regular booster shots, forever!
Including Covid vaccines as a requirement for attending public school is completely
unnecessary. Children have little risk from Covid-19, but they do have considerable risk
from the unapproved Covid vaccines.
In America, health officers do not have the right to quarantine a person or family in a
prison-type facility for refusing the Covid vaccination or any other medical intervention.
This is not about our health; it is an unconstitutional, criminal attempt for the
government to control the population. Those who are proposing this plan should be
charged with treason.
Signed,
CHARLENE ELIAS
29 LOOKOUT POINT RD
OROVILLE, WA 98844

______________________________________________
From: Patrick Fitzgerald
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:50:25 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 10:29:51 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Please vote no

-----Original Message----From: Rachel Bennett-Living the Northwest Life <rae.bennett10@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 9:11 AM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Please vote no
External Email
Please vote against mandating the Covid 19 vaccinations in children. I am a mother of 4,
and humbly request to maintain the right to choose for my children individually.
Rachel Bennett-Oak Harbor Resident

______________________________________________
From: Rich Filori
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:44:38 AM
To: DOH WSBOH,Davis, Michelle (SBOH),Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH),Hoff, Christy Curwick
(SBOH),Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH),Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH),Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH),Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH),lidsay.herendeen@sboh.wa.gov,Schreiber, Tracy N
(SBOH),Haag, Hannah R (SBOH),Kahler, Kelie (SBOH),Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: Re: Childhood Vaccinations
External Email
If the goal is to truly make an informed decision on Covid vaccinations, why is all the
information not being reviewed? Why is there no data shared regarding dangers or
deaths as a result of the vaccine? Why is there no information or data shared about
adverse reactions? Everything that's being covered in this Zoom is how and why the
vaccination is good. Share all the information and allow people, yourselves included, to
make a sound decision.
And, what's also being shared and reiterated over and over again is the fact that
vaccination does nothing to stop or slow the spread of the virus. The only thing
vaccination accomplishes is reduced symptoms and hospitalizations for those infected
and vaccinated. Therefore, there is no societal obligation to enforce a vaccine mandate.
It should be the personal decision of each individual, to decide for themselves, what to
inject into their body.
Represent all sides, not just the side you're obviously pushing for. Your presentation has
zero bipartisanship to it. It is purely pushing your agenda and it's incredibly frustrating to
listen to. It makes a person feel literally powerless over their own body.
Rich Filori
425.737.8739
________________________________
From: Rich Filori <rfilori@hotmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 9:11 AM
To: wsboh@sboh.wa.gov <wsboh@sboh.wa.gov>; michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov
<michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov>; melanie.hisaw@sboh.wa.gov
<melanie.hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>; christy.hoff@sboh.wa.gov
<christy.hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; stuart.glasoe@sboh.wa.gov
<stuart.glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>; samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov
<samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov
<kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; caitlin.lang@sboh.wa.gov
<caitlin.lang@sboh.wa.gov>; lidsay.herendeen@sboh.wa.gov
<lidsay.herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>; tracy.schreiber@sboh.wa.gov
<tracy.schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>; hannah.haag@sboh.wa.gov
<hannah.haag@sboh.wa.gov>; kelie.kahler@sboh.wa.gov <kelie.kahler@sboh.wa.gov>;
nathaniel.thai@sboh.wa.gov <nathaniel.thai@sboh.wa.gov>
Cc: Rich Filori <rfilori@hotmail.com>
Subject: Childhood Vaccinations
Dear WA State Board of Health, employees and associates and TAP:
First off, I want to tell you that some of this email is borrowed from a friend of mine as
she hit so precisely and so eloquently on what I think and feel. However, some of it is
me. Please, take the time to read it all...

We now know that the covid 19 injections not only do not prevent infection,
transmission, hospitalization and death of covid 19, but they are also a considerable
health risk. Why would anyone conceive of including such on a childhood (or any)
vaccination schedule? Have you not done your due diligence in researching the data and
facts around this hastily rolled out injection? To date, there is not even possibility of long
term or phase 3 trials being completed. The risk of a child dying from covid 19, is less
than .01 percent. This vaccine has already proven to be more dangerous to children than
covid 19 itself. It is your duty to search out these facts away from vested and conflicts of
interests and learn for yourselves.
Thousands of highly esteemed doctors and scientists are speaking out about what the
data and science is showing and they are voicing their objections to, and abhorrence for,
these forced injections. These doctors and scientists speaking facts and truth against a
narrative are being censored from social and main stream media and academia. Why is
that? Are you aware of the VAERS? How many deaths from this forced injection are
acceptable for you? I say not even 1 is acceptable, especially for a virus with a 99.9 + %
recovery rate in children! Why won’t Pfizer release all their data on these injections? Are
you willing to take personal responsibility for the lives of children and adults you will
maim and destroy by facilitating approval for this atrocity? Are you willing to break state
and federal laws, US codes and constitutional protections to push this agenda? You will
also be living in the state and country you chose to destroy personal protections from the
real danger of an overreaching government in.
When presented with reality and all of the facts, the only conclusion one can reach for
anyone supporting this agenda is:
1. They are either ignorant to facts, science and truth because of censorship and
personally held distorted beliefs.
2. They are mentally ill, compromised or unstable.
3. They know what they are doing and are benefiting in some degenerative way from
pushing this agenda.
In any case, those will not escape this horrific machine being fed and will not be immune
to the consequences of their actions and madness.
We know the vaccine industry is pushing this injection for it’s own reasons. We also
know, based on wording in the current law, an approval on the childhood vaccine
schedule would mean securing the vaccine industry additional liability protection.
To all of you in positions of importance regarding this matter: We are watching you, and
many more of us are becoming aware by the hour. All of the money on Earth will never
supersede truth, you cannot stop or silence it. You will either be held accountable for
your actions or you will reap untold reward. Get on the right side of history and do the
right thing.
*******
In my lifetime, our country has never been at such a breakpoint, at such a divided level.
I truly fear the repercussions of enacting a vaccine requirement for our children. I'm
asking you on a very personal an individual level to step back and look at the broader
view. Is this the right time to force this vaccine? This decision reaches far beyond
community health. Now is not the time. To enforce a vaccine, one so young and lacking
in time tested results, is like pouring gasoline on a powder keg. Please consider the
larger impact to our society, our country, to what this could result in.
********

Sincerely,
Rich Filori

______________________________________________
From: rob.ralph@mountztorque.com
Sent: 1/12/2022 1:10:33 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Today's webinar: Vaccine Isolation & Quarantine Camps, Vaccine Mandates
External Email

To whom it may concern,

Some of the attendees expressed harsh sentiments toward the organizers of the public
forum. It is my view that the WSBOH members present handled themselves in a
professional manner considering some of the vitriol directed your way. It probably is not
the purview of the WSBOH to write policy or author bills that are presented for legislative
debate & voting on the floor of the legislature in Olympia. To that end, I believe there are
a couple reasons why so many of your fellow citizens were compelled to speak candidly &
passionately (though their anger is misdirected).

As a lifelong Washingtonian, born in Lynnwood & raised in Winthrop & Okanogan, I reside
in Everett. My first and last concern as it relates to Covid is for the health, safety, and
longevity of all Washingtonians. Of course I want people to be safe.

Following are the reasons I object to the vax camps, masking, and vaccination
mandates:

1.
No emergency lasts two years: medical or otherwise, the only other time in world
history when a public health emergency spanned the course of two calendar years was
during the dark ages when the Black Plague engulfed western Europe, killing more than
half the population.
2.
Any decree by an elected official, declaring a medical emergency should come
with it, the full weight of merited science. But the fact is that more than half the
mortality caused by SARS-Cov2 was a direct result of the NIAID, NIH, and the FDA
barring the use of successful early-treatment protocols from medicines that have existed
for 40 & nearly 60 years, respectively. Doctors were told to send patients home with no
out-patient treatment put in place.
3.
Countries like India have given their entire population IVM as the main component
of a prophylaxis treatment against Corona Virus & witnessed a decline in cases,
hospitalization, and death by nearly 90% within the first 2 weeks. This is a country with a
vaccinated population of less than 10%.
a.
Why does India have a lower total death toll per capita than the US? Are
we not a more advanced country?
b.
Why did El Salvador go door to door & give every person over the age of 6
two weeks’ dosage of Ivermectin?

c.
Why does the US govt give Ivermectin to immigrants entering the US
without paperwork?
4.
There is no accounting for natural immunity. The state wants everyone to get
vaccinated when the efficacy of the vaccine & its ability to prevent future strains is either
unproven at best or unknown (due to its being only in use just over 1 year)?
5.
There are 25 scientific, peer-reviewed double-blind studies that prove cloth &
KN95 masking does not prevent transmission of a virus. I have a box of N95 masks that
states on its side that these are not intended to prevent viral transmission. It’s on the
box!

In summary, the vast majority of deaths in the United States attributed to Corona Virus
were caused by a gap in early treatment protocols. Some scientific studies estimate that
as high as 600,000 deaths are attributed to the govt agencies tasked with protecting &
preserving human life have not, to this day, authored a comprehensive early-treatment
protocol to maximize life-saving measures. Why?
If the State were to give every resident a 2 week dose of Ivermectin, our case rates
would drop to the lowest in the nation within 2 weeks. There are more than 25 US-Based
independent, double-blind placebo trials that validate this claim. The only justification for
not administering this life-saving treatment for continuing with mandates that do not
work is to maximize the profits of Big Pharma.

Rob Ralph
WA State Citizen
Everett WA

______________________________________________
From: Patrick Tarzwell
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:35:34 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Diane Neill
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:11:14 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public Comment
External Email
No mandated vaccines for children!!!
Diane Neill (mother of 4 – grandmother of 10 – gr. Grandmother of 1)

Sent from Mail
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.microsoft.com%2Ffwlink%2F%
for Windows

______________________________________________
From: Olivia Shrock
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:36:46 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Charles Fauley
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:03:20 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: COVID 19 Vaccines for WA School System participants
External Email
At the Jan 12, 2022 meeting the Board appears to be avoiding the publics input
regarding this issue. As a Citizen and resident of Washington I want to know who at the
wsboh came up with the idea that making COVID 19 vaccines (currently under Federal
emergency approval authority) a requirement (vs Elective receipt) for the K-12 Public
school? Is this issue still being considered for implementation?
My understanding is that the office of wsboh is in an “advisory” role to Governor,
Legislature, and the Citizens of Washington. If this is not the case please explain how the
Board sees their role. What powers does wsboh have to directly affect the Citizens of
Washington? As none of this organization is elected I question the accountability of this
agency to the Governor, Legislature, and the Citizens of Washington.
I look forward to hearing your response to my questions,
Charles

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/12/2022 8:03:08 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: I oppose the proposed WAC’s

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov
360-236-4105
Website| Facebook |Twitter
-----Original Message----From: Ann Hunt <annakhunt7@aol.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2022 7:23 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: I oppose the proposed WAC’s
External Email
I oppose the proposed WAC’s 246-100-070, WAC 246-100-045, WAC 246-100-040, WAC
246-100, WAC 246-105
I am completely against giving local health officers use of law enforcement and the use of
an emergency order to involuntarily detain a person or family into a quarantine facility if
they refuse the requests of medical examination, testing, treatment, counseling, or
vaccination.
I am completely against covid-19 injections as part of the school immunization
requirements using WAC 246-105.

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 3:18:15 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: K-12 vaccine mandate

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: Dave Chadwick <zoocru67@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 2:37 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>; DOH WSBOH
<WSBOH@SBOH.WA.GOV>; Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH) <Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>;
Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
<Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
<samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: K-12 vaccine mandate

External Email
Parents need to be the ones making this decision for their children. It would be wise to
keep government overreach out of any decision that might hinder the parents ability to
make their own decision for their own children. We will be paying close attention to
anyone trampling on parents liberties. To make sure we have the right people doing the
right job.
Sincerely,
Concerned citizen.

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 1:14:14 PM
To: DOH WSBOH,Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: FW: Comments for Jan 12th meeting

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111
-----Original Message----From: Kady Alkire <kadyalkire@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 10:33 AM
To: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Comments for Jan 12th meeting
External Email
To whom it may concern,
I am writing to oppose the proposed covid-19 policies that are currently being considered
on Jan 12th. These include:
WAC 246-100-070
WAC 246-100-045
WAC 246-100-040
Although I understand the rational behind these proposed policies, I do not think they
will have the intended effect. These policies will put undo pressure on our already
overwhelmed police force. These health policies and mandates should not be considered
law unless the people that they effect have had a chance to review them. The language
of these policies leaves a lot to interpretation and opportunity for misuse and overreach.
These policies will also discourage people from seeking testing for infectious disease and
may actually exasperate the problem. Would you willingly be tested for a illness if you
thought it was possible that you would be involuntarily detained?
The current mandates and policies have not stopped the spread of Covid even though the
majority of people have willingly followed them. Doubling down on these policies will not
improve our current situation.
Thank you in advance for your time and consideration.
Kady Bowman

______________________________________________
From: Diana Petryuk
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:37:07 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Testify Online Survey
Sent: 1/10/2022 4:02:25 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Survey Response: Testify Online *
The following survey response is submitted:
1.
State Board of Health Meeting Date:

________________________________
1/12/2022

2.
Agenda Item or Issue:

________________________________
Vaccination requirements and communicable disease

3.
Your Name:

________________________________
Molly

4.
Do you have a professional title?

2.

No

5.
Are you representing an organization?

2.

6.
Address:

7.
Email:

No

________________________________
lukedm@live.com

8.
Phone Number (Include Area Code):

________________________________
208-816-1932

9.
Do you have any special expertise relevant to this topic?

1.

Yes

________________________________
Studied nursing including pathophysiology.

10.
Are you testifying on a specific proposal under consideration by the board?

1.

Yes

________________________________
Announcing the proposal to discuss if vaccinations should be required for children 5-12.

11.
Are you Pro or Con on the proposal?

2.

Con

________________________________
Forcing vaccinations on children is unacceptable. Especially for children when it comes to
the COVID-19 shot. It technically is not the definition of a vaccine. It changes the DNA of
people that are injected. We do not know the long term effects from this, nor can we risk
doing an experiment with this on our children in their growing ever changing bodies.
Children are the least likely to get or transfer COVID, there is also less than 0.5% chance
of dying for the entire population, and even less than for children. They also do not have
extreme symptoms as other higher risk populations (such as the overweight). There have
been nearly 1 million injuries from the vaccines, and that is only from the ones that were
actually reported, which is less than 5% reported. Putting our children into this
biochemical experiment is unethical, and it should never be forced on any parent to have
to give their child something that could harm them, and that they do not have in good
conscience to give their children. Do not force this onto our kids. Do not cause
unnecessary harm and damage. It is up to individuals weather they want to be
vaccinated. This is causing more harm than good trying to coerce people into submission.
People can make their own decisions, and there are preventatives and treatments that do
not have such side effects as myocarditis.

______________________________________________
From: Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 8:06:50 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: I Oppose

From: Randy Skelton <trainercre@yahoo.com>
Sent: Sunday, January 9, 2022 7:41 AM
To: Haag, Hannah R (SBOH) <Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: I Oppose

External Email

I oppose the proposed WAC’s 246-100-070, WAC 246-100-045, WAC 246-100-040, WAC
246-100, WAC 246-105

I am completely against giving local health officers use of law enforcement and the use of
an emergency order to involuntarily detain a person or family into a quarantine facility if
they refuse the requests of medical examination, testing, treatment, counseling, or
vaccination.

I am completely against covid-19 injections as part of the school immunization
requirements using WAC 246-105.

Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/12/2022 6:58:17 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: No Vaccine Mandates

From: becky k <seastoday@yahoo.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2022 10:57 PM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: No Vaccine Mandates

External Email
christy.hoff@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:christy.hoff@sboh.wa.gov>

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.onelink.me%2F107872968%3F

______________________________________________
From: Oleksandr Borodulin
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:59:45 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
Sent: 1/8/2022 4:38:32 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Don’t vaccine mandates and its rules

attachments\4F55CB7EBD4D4900_575C8CD1-C60D-489B-AA7CBB78511A11F7.jpeg

--Samantha Pskowski (she/her/hers)
Washington State Board of Health
360-789-2358

From: CsevmnFjqo <CsevmnFjqo@protonmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 9:50 PM
To: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Don’t vaccine mandates and its rules

External Email

Don’t vaccine mandates and its rules ! CDC data explained the ANSWER !

IMG_0153.heic

From January 6 , Japan DROPS all vaccine mandates, places MYOCARDITIS warning on
label.

PEOPLE should be able to CHOOSE how they want to govern their own health !
PEOPLE freedom to DECIDE whether they want to be vaccinated or not !

One Taxpayer

Sent with ProtonMail
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fprotonmail.com%2F&data=04%7C
Secure Email.

______________________________________________
From: Brenda Peterson
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:18:53 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
Sent: 1/12/2022 8:49:27 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: covid Meeting January 12, 2022

--Samantha Pskowski (she/her/hers)
Washington State Board of Health
360-789-2358

From: Mary Geiselman <marykgeiselman@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2022 10:23 PM
To: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: covid Meeting January 12, 2022

External Email

Dear Ms Samantha,

In the event that you "take Possible Action" regarding Chapter 246-105 WAC please
know that I am absolutely NOT in favor of Covid vaccine requirements for children for
school and daycare. This would definitely be overreaching and immoral. If you refuse to
allow unvaccinated children to attend then give them their education dollars and they can
go elsewhere.
I won't lie... the following item also has me very concerned. The thought that a local
health officer has sole discretion to do something like this is incredible.

WAC 246-100-040
Procedures for isolation or quarantine.
(1) At his or her sole discretion, a local health officer may issue an emergency detention
order causing a person or group of persons to be immediately detained for purposes of
isolation or quarantine in accordance with subsection (3) of this section, or may petition
the superior court ex parte for an order to take the person or group of persons into

involuntary detention for purposes of isolation or quarantine in accordance with
subsection (4) of this section, provided that he or she:

A local health officer may invoke the powers of police officers, sheriffs, constables, and
all other officers and employees of any political subdivisions within the jurisdiction of the
health department to enforce immediately orders given to effectuate the purposes of this
section in accordance with the provisions of RCW 43.20.050
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fapp.leg.wa.gov%2FRCW%2Fdefaul
(4) and 70.05.120
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fapp.leg.wa.gov%2FRCW%2Fdefaul
.

Where are the rights of "We The People" when it comes to this sort of action. The fact
that they only have to have a "reason to believe" is crazy.

I think it's pretty obvious that these items need to be changed in light of where we find
ourselves today and the massive overreach of our existing government.

Sincerely,

Mary K Geiselman

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:51:59 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: No thank you

From: Becca Naro <narobecca@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 8:51 PM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: No thank you

External Email
I am here to voice my concerns taking place in this State in regard to COVID 19 shots.
I feel that every parent chooses what they feel is right for their children and themselves.
Whether that means choosing to get a shot or not, just like choosing to breast feed or
use formula. Both are a right answer in what they choose for their family and that
because it’s a CHOICE. It should always be a choice to get a shot or not, just like the flu
shot (Norway already views COVID as the flu so we really need to get on their level).
Thousands of fellow parents will pull their kids out of school if this is required. I love my
children too much to force junk in their body that has yet to even be proven affective
from getting it spreading with the shot- so what the point of even getting it? Due to the
thousands of parents pulling their children will only add to the falling economy… as
teachers, bus drivers, cooks, etc. will no longer be needed since their will hardly be any
children in school.
Face it, COVID will not go away- people need to move on and live their life and realize
it’s not serious. People die from smoking… yet that’s still ok….how many alcohol related
deaths have there been? Millions… but yet let’s still sell it and every venue, restaurant,
and store. That makes sense.
There isn’t a Covid pandemic. There is a people with power pulling pandemic. Horrible
people that do not respect the constitution.
As you can see I am completely against forcing people and children from a shot that they
feel is not good for them. And punishing those families who chose not to get it. This is
un-American and I hope you are ashamed of yourselves.

Becca Depersio

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 12:30:40 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Upcoming Board Decision

From: Aimee Bloom <aimee@inspiredlivingnw.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 2:30 PM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Upcoming Board Decision

External Email
Greetings,

I am writing to have my statement included for in the upcoming board decision on
requiring Covid vaccines for children attending public school.

I am in strong disapproval of the mandate for children under 18 to be required to receive
the COVID vaccine. I believe children should have the right to access public education
without being required to receive a vaccination that is still in emergency use standing,
and does not have sufficient long term data to provide parent with adequate safety and
efficacy information.

Please make the moral and right decision to allow parents to decide whether or not to
provide their child with a COVID-19 vaccination.

Sincerely,
Aimee Bloom

Aimee Bloom
Inspired Living NW
Professional Organizing & Declutter Coaching
NAPO Oregon Treasurer
503.260.4062 <tel:503.260.4062> | www.inspiredlivingnw.com

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.inspiredlivingnw.com%2F&da

______________________________________________
From: Bethany Orvis
Sent: 1/8/2022 9:42:17 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Audrey Aitken
Sent: 1/7/2022 5:05:33 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: I appose WAC’s new proposals
External Email
I am completely against all of the WAC’s new covid proposals. They are extreme, over
reaching and immoral.
This government is supposed to be by the people and for the people. That means above
all freedom of choice must remain.
I also extremely oppose any and all covid vaccine mandates as it is not effective again
Delta or omnicron variants. Not enough testing had been down to conclude it is safe for
children or pregnant women.
I oppose WAC 246-100-070, 246-100-045, 246-100-40, WAC 246-100 WAC 246-105
Sincerely,
Concerned citizen
Mrs Aitken

______________________________________________
From: Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:57:18 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: HALT IMMUNIZATION OF CHILDREN

--Lindsay Herendeen, MPH, MCRP (she/her)
Health Policy Analyst
Washington State Board of Health
lindsay.herendeen@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:lindsay.herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>
360-628-6823

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01
, Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH&
, Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: Charlotte Pros <charpros58@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 5, 2022 10:56 PM
To: Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH) <Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: HALT IMMUNIZATION OF CHILDREN

External Email
* HALT Immunization Criteria for Children of Washington State
* Action: We the constituents and community members of this great State of
Washington, DEMAND the Washington State Board of Health (WSBOH) REFUSE to make
COVID vaccinations/shots mandatory for children of Washington State for childcare and
school admission. Due to the following reasons:
1. COVID vaccines remain under Emergency Use Authorization
2. Children under the age of 18 have a 99.995% survival rate from COVID infection
3. Children have a higher chance of death or adverse reaction to COVID vaccines than
COVID-19

Sincerely,
Charlotte Pros
Bellingham WA

Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: pkpcap@comcast.net
Sent: 1/7/2022 1:17:15 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: PROPOSED COVID POLICIES
External Email
Hello,
I want to respectfully ask that you NOT approve/mandate the proposed COVID policy
changes that you plan to vote on in the near future. I am NOT an anti-vaccine person,
but I am very concerned that the proposals, I’ve made aware, of go way too far in taking
away our freedom and the right to choose for ourselves what’s right for us and our
families.

For example, what’s to prevent an angry neighbor or co-worker from deciding they don’t
like a particular person and want them tested? So they complain to the authorities. Then,
let’s say law enforcement steps in to assist in having the person tested. The person feels
fine, has no symptoms, so they refuse to be tested. These policies would allow law
enforcement to detain the person and take them to a COVID detention center!!!!!?????
These policies would allow for my child to be vaccinated without my consent? Are you
kidding me?? That my friends is a violation of civil rights!!! It’s WRONG to coerce or
threaten anyone to submit to testing or being vaccinated.

The reason there is so much resistance to getting vaccinated is because of insane policies
like the ones being proposed and mandated and the fact that hardly anyone knows about
it until it’s shoved down their throats! And oh, by the way, cutting off comments by Noon
on Friday, January 7 speaks volumes as to why you will undoubtedly face law suits over
this should you decide to vote for these changes.

If you want the masses to do what you want, you need to give them incentives without
brow beating them over the head and threatening them.

Just so you know, I’ve lost friends to COVID. You probably have too. Some were
vaccinated, some weren’t. I’ve been vaccinated. But it was my CHOICE after doing my
own research and talking with my doctor. Don’t take choice away from us!! Don’t take
away our freedom to decide for ourselves. PLEASE don’t do this! PLEASE.

Thank you for your time,

Sincerely,

Cheryl Pollock
941 SW 2nd Avenue
Oak Harbor, WA 98277

______________________________________________
From: Bobbi Joy McNealy
Sent: 1/8/2022 3:24:47 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dean Goodman
Sent: 1/9/2022 3:50:24 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 4:21:39 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: WAC 246-100

Tracy Schreiber (she/her/hers)
tracy.schreiber@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:tracy.schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>
360-463-9069

From: Dpmoyn <dpmoyn@aol.com>
Sent: Monday, January 10, 2022 2:48 PM
To: Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH) <Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: WAC 246-100

External Email
Hello,

I oppose the quarantine/vaccine mandates.

My understanding is that there will be a Wednesday meeting to discuss, among other
efforts, the move to involuntarily detain those who are not vaccinated in quarantine
facilities that have been created here in WA state - didn't think we were Australia?

Over the past three weeks, every one of our family/extended family members have all
had the COVID virus = all vaccinated and boosted. It is beyond comprehension that there
would be a move to quarantine people who've rejected the vaccines to now continue the
misinformation that only the unvaccinated can get the virus.

Hoping that the truth re: vaccinated getting the virus (Whoopi anyone/numerous political
figures, etc.?) who diligently followed all they've been commanded to do will put to rest
the notion that the unvaccinated are the problem.

Thank you.

______________________________________________
From: Offenbacher Holly
Sent: 1/8/2022 6:17:41 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Peter Kravchuk
Sent: 1/9/2022 12:27:22 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:26:16 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Public Health Meeting, January 12th

From: phinehas institute <phinehas.institute@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 12, 2022 9:56 AM
Subject: Public Health Meeting, January 12th

External Email
Hello Board Members,

It has come to my attention that WA Board of Health will be
discussing Covid-19 shot mandates for schools and recommendations for forcible
quarantine and/or detention of those that disagree with policies. I request that you
abandon the plan of forming a technical advisory group to explore COVID19 mandates
and adopt a new rule of requiring products to have completed Phase 3 clinical trials
before they can be added to list of school requirements.
One definition of insanity is to repeat the same mistake over and
over again and expect different results. For almost 2 years we have attempted to follow
the health recommendations of washing, masking, distancing, testing, isolating and
vaccinating. By now it is apparent that the virus is “gonna virus” regardless of measures
attempted. Thankfully, SARS CoV2 is acting in similar manner as all other viral
pandemics and becoming more “virulent” (spreads easier) but less deadly. Real immunity
is achieved with exposure and recovery as is evidenced by fact that those infected with
SARS in 2002/3 cannot become infected with SARS CoV2 today! In contrast, Covid19 has
managed to find a way to escape the vaccine as is evidenced by the incredibly high
numbers of vaccinated and even boosted individuals getting sick and testing positive.
Surely this fact has not escaped your knowledge!

As Health Board members, you are obligated to provide us with
facts that support any and all recommendations or requirements.
1) what is the current rate of mortality for COVID19 infection and
stratified according to age groups?
2) point to ANY measures that have reduced the numbers of
fatalities (cases are not fatalities).

3) what is rate of all cause mortality in WA in 2020 and
2021?......did the measures imposed reduce the number of deaths from prior year?
4) provide evidence of asymptomatic spread of SARS CoV2.
5) provide safety studies for masking children and randomized
clinical trials for masks preventing spread of lab-confirmed upper respiratory viruses (not
modeling of masks on mannequins).
6) make public the accuracy of testing - what is the rate of false
positives and false negatives of tests and were results determined by manufacturers of
the tests or unbiased 3rd party investigators?
7) provide evidence that the vaccines prevent infection and
transmission and that they improve health of individuals who receive them compared to
those who do not.
8) explain why so much focus on eliminating this 1 virus when
human immune systems have successfully protected our growing population since the
beginning of time? Are you aware that some viruses are beneficial for humans and can
protect against various forms of cancers and heart issues? Did you know that your
human virome contains over 380 TRILLION viruses?

Unfortunately, I do not trust that you have carefully investigated
and logically determined adequate and measurable health remedies for which you are
able to provide evidence. Before doubling down on measures that seem to HARM more
than they HELP the overall health of citizens, please determine and make public the
evidence to justify any policies.

Regarding mandating shots, know that the clinical trials will not be
completed until 2023. Know that WA State has a legal definition of a vaccine that the C19
shots do not fulfill as they were never part of a living microorganism.

"Vaccine" means "a preparation of killed or attenuated living microorganisms, or fraction
thereof, that upon administration stimulates immunity that protects against disease and
is approved by the federal food and drug administration as safe and effective..."

https://app.leg.wa.gov/RCW/default.aspx?cite=70.290.010
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fapp.leg.wa.gov%2FRCW%2Fdefau

Finally, do no harm! You cannot possibly know or care more about
the health of children than do the parents of Washington children! Myocarditis is just one
of the side effects that people are reporting. Heart muscle doesn’t regenerate and is an

unnecessary injury to those who may suffer with for the rest of their life. How many
others are now injured? What is the real rate of adverse effects following these EUA
products and how can you determine if the safety studies have yet to be completed and
there is no transparency of adverse event reporting?
Furthermore, how necessary or even safe is it to give a vaccine to a
person who already has immunity to the pathogen? Many children by now have been
exposed to the virus and have developed immunity without difficulty. Why consider a
mandate for those not at high risk for adverse outcome should they become infected but
who carry unknown risks of adverse reaction with getting the shot?

I look forward to hearing these concerns addressed and evidence for
any and all recommendations to be presented on January 12.

Thank you.

______________________________________________
From: unite4truth@mailbox.org
Sent: 1/11/2022 2:14:38 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Fwd: Health Professional Outreach: Urgent - CEASE AND DESIST Testing Run
Against Government Standards
External Email
---------- Original Message ---------From: unite4truth@mailbox.org
To: "CROfrontdesk@leg.wa.gov" <CROfrontdesk@leg.wa.gov>
Date: 01/11/2022 11:04 PM
Subject: Health Professional Outreach: Urgent - CEASE AND DESIST Testing Run Against
Government Standards
Hello
We see you are involved in enacting policy to illegally and unconstitutionally detain
citizens on suspicion of medical threat to public health per bill
WAC 246-100-040
Your office should be fully aware health professional, academic, and parent groups are
currently moving forward with mass cease and desist and legal action to stop Covid-19
testing being implemented against FDA/WHO/CDC own use standards and resulting in
100% false positive by default of the protocol violations We are forwarding two documents to put you on notice that actions to detain citizens on
false data under the guise of public health will be met with immediate legal action and
personal filing against all individuals responsible for aiding mass public health
organization which may be construed as a conspiracy and tried according to such
standards.
Letter One and documentation below (example of one of MANY letters going out to policy
makers and public health officials right now),
Document 1:
To Senator Brian Campon, Governor Phil Scot
CEASE AND DESIST
(cc superintendents, media)
Vermont is running Covid-19 testing against WHO/CDC/FDA standards & updated
warning statements and implementing Antigen testing against FDA warning which will
result in 96% false positive results (on one error) per statement issued on 11/3/2020.
(FDA warning statements with calculations for expected false positive rate (96%) are
included in the body of email below:
Vermont Public Health department and Governor have been provided the following
documentation, refuse to correct course and aiding an act of medical fraud.
Additionally, PCR tests are being run at cycle amplification rates above 24 CT (a cycle

level too high, more cycles run, less material, over 24 research study has found NO LIVE
material over 24 CT - this has been falsely represented by policy makers, public health
organization leadership as 'viral load' and false proof of detection of Sars CoV2, virus
attributed to cause generic Covid-19 cluster symptoms. The continuation of
implementation of use of PCR testing peer reviewed as unsuitable for the purpose over a
year ago with numerous update warning statement of problem documented by the
CDC/WHO/FDA statements is an act of medical fraud (linked in body of email below)
Covid-19 testing is Emergency Use Authorized ONLY and it is the responsibility of
leadership to review documentation to ensure states remain in compliance with new
directives. Vermont public health & policy makers have not.
Additionally, the majority of all Covid-19 testing ever issued has been subsequently
recalled by the FDA due to serious design flaw and contamination with no action by policy
makers to address ongoing issue or issue correction/public health warning to citizens who
received Covid-19 diagnosis and treatment on the basis of faulty test which are not
clinically viable for detection of Sars CoV2. Over 270 different Covid testing/devices have
been recalled by the FDA comprising (at least) tens of millions of kits.
Vermont policy makers have imperiled licensed health professionals and academics with
liability/licensing and liability issues with ordering testing directives against government
health organization own use standards as clearly documented by the evidence below.
Health professionals/academics are held to an EVIDENCE based standards and 'following
orders' will not hold up as a defense in a court of law
Please review this letter which has been sent out to school superintendents (ALL) in NY,
VT, and MA:
And, IMMEDIATELY act to end testing directives which are driving false positive cases
which are being misrepresented as Covid-19 cases as this constitutes a SERIOUS threat
to individual and public health for citizens in the state of Vermont.
Subject: Health Professional Outreach: SEVERE Problems with Covid Testing: States
Running Testing against FDA Warning Statements/WHO/CDC standards updates: false
positives
LEGAL ACTION PENDING
Subject: URGENT: Health Professional Outreach - New York Running Antigen Testing
Against FDA Warning Use of Tests/ MAJORITY FALSE POSITIVES
Hello
This is an urgent outreach to provide documentation on problems with Covid-19 Rapid
Antigen Testing in schools which are being run against FDA warning for use in low
incident populations which will result in MAJORITY false positives when utilized against
this warning:
States/Schools are running Covid 19 antigen testing against FDA (and other public health
organization) use recommendations per below document,
Here is the document:
https://www.fda.gov/medical-devices/letters-health-care-providers/potential-falsepositive-results-antigen-tests-rapid-detection-sars-cov-2-letter-clinical-laboratory
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.fda.gov%2Fmedicaldevices%2Fletters-health-care-providers%2Fpotential-false-positive-results-antigentests-rapid-detection-sars-cov-2-letter-clinical-

laboratory&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cd4c45fec453e4eed97ad08d9d54f5aca%7C11d0
Potential for False Positive Results with Antigen Tests for Rapid Detection of SARS-CoV-2
- Letter to Clinical Laboratory Staff and Health Care Providers
*
Remember that positive predictive value (PPV) varies with disease prevalence
when interpreting results from diagnostic tests. PPV is the percent of positive test results
that are true positives. As disease prevalence decreases, the percent of test results that
are false positives increase.
*
For example, a test with 98% specificity would have a PPV of just over
80% in a population with 10% prevalence, meaning 20 out of 100 positive results would
be false positives.
*
The same test would only have a PPV of approximately 30% in a population
with 1% prevalence, meaning 70 out of 100 positive results would be false positives. This
means that, in a population with 1% prevalence, only 30% of individuals with positive
test results actually have the disease.
*
At 0.1% prevalence, the PPV would only be 4%, meaning that 96 out of
100 positive results would be false positives.
*
Health care providers should take the local prevalence into consideration
when interpreting diagnostic test results.
*
Consider positive results in combination with clinical observations, patient history,
and epidemiological information
To give you an example of how this works, I will give you the expected false positives in
Vermont (one of group members obtained this data to issue warning for Vermont public
schools - here are the numbers:
Vermont: 14 day cases
1020 cases
Population of Vermont:
623,251
Antigen tests: 98% general specificity
.1% case rate
*
At 0.1% prevalence, the PPV would only be 4%, meaning that 96 out of 100
positive results would be false positives.
96 out of hundred tests are expected to be false positives (on this one error, other
significant errors also documented with the use of these testing methods) The ENTIRE US population was 'low incident' before employment of mass testing was
instituted, no current case numbers or individual diagnosis have ANY scientific clinical
validity due to improper use of antigen tests AGAINST FDA waring.
(additionally, the testing utilized to determine case rates in New York is severely flawed
and against use guidelines as documented HERE)
https://www.unite4truth.com/post/media-not-exercising-due-diligence-reporting-covid19-case-numbers-egregious-test-problems-ignored

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
not-exercising-due-diligence-reporting-covid-19-case-numbers-egregious-test-problemsignored&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cd4c45fec453e4eed97ad08d9d54f5aca%7C11d0e2

Our group did a similar outreach last Spring and the head of the education department &
policy makers have been made aware but REFUSE to correct course.
Here is the article from that outreach:

https://www.unite4truth.com/post/stop-forced-covid-19-antigen-testing-in-schoolsstates-going-against-fda-recommendations-strategy
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Flinkprotect.cudasvc.com%2Furl%3
forced-covid-19-antigen-testing-in-schools-states-going-against-fda-recommendationsstrategy%26c%3DE%2C1%2Ckyt-yX7SU4Je9M4gDT079Uw5kKp8Fl63It1e5YEkJHE474cL9I5yRqJfZXC4dYs7_O2a2hk_kPhQ64KC2f8kTHw419cB0M3V_UTZ9r9UOMw653jxdVX7yNHA%2C%2C%26typo%3D1&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C
From the numbers last March for MA
"Right now, in the county I am in, we are at .08% PPV You arrive at the PPV number by
finding out your county population, determine the last two week average of active cases
(available on your state's Covid-19 dashboard) and then find out the test which antigen
test they use to determine specificity rate. Most are about 98% specificity.
Here, it went, two hundred 'active' cases Population of country 125,000 people
.08 prevalence rate.
98% test specificity average to about 99.98 false positive cases"
This is NOT the only problem with testing.
Testing issues include:
MASS recalls, 270 different Covid-19 test kits and devices have been recalled since the
inception of the program - this comprises 100s of millions of tests and majority of all
tests EVER ISSUED, many recalled due to contamination issues. This is an ongoing issue
with millions recalled each months, none having any clinical validity for diagnosis to
errors necessitating recalls.
Here is the link to the FDA webpage which was (until recently) keeping track of the
recalls on a central list, but stopped updating it in July despite extensive recalls since
that time (buried on site, this is a valid archive of the page):

https://web.archive.org/web/20211009152633/https://www.fda.gov/medicaldevices/coronavirus-covid-19-and-medical-devices/removal-lists-tests-should-no-longerbe-used-andor-distributed-covid-19-faqs-testing-sars-cov-2
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fweb.archive.org%2Fweb%2F2021
devices%2Fcoronavirus-covid-19-and-medical-devices%2Fremoval-lists-tests-should-nolonger-be-used-andor-distributed-covid-19-faqs-testing-sars-cov2&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cd4c45fec453e4eed97ad08d9d54f5aca%7C11d0e217264
Please click on the third box of the above link to view the list
Additionally, there are severe problems with PCR testing including

-test developed without virus isolate (non specific to Sars CoV2)
-test set at cycle amplification rates which produce false positive by default of the test
This issue was featured in a New York Times article in the summer of 2020 highlighting
research studies adjusting for the cycle amplification error and finding up to NINETY
percent of tests were false positive due to a simple test recommendation error by the
FDA WHICH REMAINS UNCORRECTED TO THIS DAY

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/08/29/health/coronavirus-testing.html
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.nytimes.com%2F2020%2F08
testing.html&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cd4c45fec453e4eed97ad08d9d54f5aca%7C11
Summary of problem in a cease and desist letter from international attorney Reiner
Fuellmich who is working globally to file lawsuits against the testing due creation of false
positive tests through violation of scientific and implementation standards:

"If the test system only begins detection after a large number of replication cycles, the
viral
load is so low that active infection is ruled out. In the NDR podcast of May 7, 2020, you
yourself referred to a study according to which a patient is considered "less infectious"
above 25 cycles. In fact, the authors of a Canadian study failed to identify any replicable
virus beyond 24 cycles (Jared Bullard et al. in Clinical Infectious Diseases,
https://doi.org/10.1093/cid/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fdoi.org%2F10.1093%2Fcid%2F&d
ciaa638). Nevertheless, when the new case numbers are
added up again, nowhere is it checked at which Ct value the cut-off was set in the
respective positive test case. This makes the result of a PCR test highly susceptible to
manipulation - and thus susceptible to political influence when high case numbers are
"needed" in order to intimidate the population. In any case, the values determined on the
basis of a PCR test are not a sufficient basis for a complete shutdown of public life and
interference with people's liberties on an unprecedented scale".

Link to document with letter HERE
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fdrive.google.com%2Ffile%2Fd%2F
vDwqEy9vMhbNqzodAEW3b%2Fview&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cd4c45fec453e4eed97
(submitted against PCR test science authors)
To keep it very simple, the more cycles you run a PCR test at, the less material is left,
due this too many times and eventually, its just dead non infectious material
The documentation for the studies showing this and further problems with the PCR test
may be viewed here:

https://www.unite4truth.com/post/cease-desist-covid-19-leadership-testing-vaccinespolicies-violate-licensing-ethical-standards
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Flinkprotect.cudasvc.com%2Furl%3
desist-covid-19-leadership-testing-vaccines-policies-violate-licensing-ethicalstandards%26c%3DE%2C1%2CLYJeVcG4MaIxaJCw6RqA7GMErVSRTAljix_SjNBOZJ3chueAKCBrUR6rX5MmY
The public health leadership and policy makers are aware of these issues but will not act
to change course. This does NOT negate of the school leadership at the local levels to
immediately address this issue, and frankly, our group is beyond done with the 'following
order' response from educational leadership when given extensive evidence testing is
perpetuating false cases. It is time to act.

It is imperative that lead educators now come forward to speak out on our children's
behalf and demand the public health department and education department leadership
cease and desist implementing testing which is driving case numbers
The entire basis for social distancing, lock downs, and masking is based on severely
flawed testing which is creating cases, misrepresented as infections
The reason individuals test positive with no symptoms is due to high amplification cycles
producing false positives, 90% of people in MA received false positives according to
research trials in summer of 2020. These individuals are not silent infections, they are
simply not sick
At this point, given the extensive documentation of the problems with statements by
Anthony Fauci admitting the issue over a year ago, this is not just a honest mistake, it
appears to be coordinated fraud

Full review with Fauci interview may be viewed HERE
https://www.unite4truth.com/post/cdc-pcr-covid-19-gold-standard-test-to-bediscontinued-replaced-with-equally-flawed-testing
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Flinkprotect.cudasvc.com%2Furl%3
pcr-covid-19-gold-standard-test-to-be-discontinued-replaced-with-equally-flawedtesting%26c%3DE%2C1%2Cr4EAdKXKPBD4dMe13UM2qM6jKspu57sH5wX7ImuZS_CY2MfLFtAy_C_sfO6Ldx

Additionally, educators should be aware that the government can not provide ANY
substantive evidence showing masking offers any benefit to children - a Freedom of
Information act request just returned from NY letter:
https://twitter.com/WilliamAHuston/status/1470875101826629633/photo/1
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWilliamAHuston%2
The ramifications for our children's social development through constant masking and
physical distancing are profound. Right now, against ALL medical and scientific evidence,
on the basis of severely flawed testing standards, children are being advised by some
authorities to utilize N95 and other medical grade mask which under NO circumstance
should be worn by children (decreases oxygenation levels which may result in brain
damage if this continues long term).

https://www.technocracy.news/german-neurologist-on-face-masks-oxygen-deprivationcauses-permanent-neurological-damage/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.technocracy.news%2Fgerma
neurologist-on-face-masks-oxygen-deprivation-causes-permanent-neurologicaldamage%2F&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cd4c45fec453e4eed97ad08d9d54f5aca%7C11
Please act to speak out on this issue and share this information with fellow educators
Lawsuits are pending on testing issues both in the US and abroad. Be aware that there is
potential liability issues for health professionals (i.e. school nurses and licensed
educators) for implementation of policies which document show severe potential to
impede student health, following orders against actual data is NOT a legal excuse in
court.
Liability issues may extend to licensed educators who are implementing Covid-19 testing
against government's own standards. ALL Covid-19 testing is Emergency Use authorized
only and there are ongoing updates which lead policy makers and educators are
responsible for reviewing:

ALL Covid-19 testing is Emergency Used approved only, new
statements/guidelines/warnings/recalls have been coming out on a near weekly basis. It
is the responsibility of those implementing these testing programs in school districts to
ensure this data is undergoing ongoing monitoring Have any of your districts acted to investigate which tests you have utilized which have
been subsequently recalled (most were)?
Have any of your districts acted to provide parental notification about faulty test results
students may have received due to use of recalled testing?
Nurses being ordered by the district to implementing testing against government
directives are placed in a position of acting against MA licensing and legal code standards
for RNS/LPSn. School nurses are in ACTIVE violation of their licensing standards and
liability laws in administering tests against government warnings. It does NOT matter if
they are following orders, professional standards hold us to EVIDENCE based practice.
This documentation is extensively available on the public health organization own website
Masking policy and testing policy is unsupported by scientific evidence and actively
driving policies with severe potential to harm student emotional, psychological, and
physical health.
Please objective review the SOURCE DATA directly. The government public health
organization and testing manufacture data extensively document SEVERE testing issues.
Follow the science is direct review of evidence not partisan debate or argument over
'expert' opinion. One does not need an advanced degree to review basic data with simple
protocol and testing application driving the errors & it is the responsibility of lead
educators responsible for implementing Covid-19 policies to review this data and act to
correct problems to safeguard students emotional and physical health.
All discussion should be focused on this data itself.
Sincerely
Health Care Professionals for Covid-19 Policy Correction
(legal and parent groups have been provided this documentation and we are now aware
of several groups getting ready to move forward with legal action)
CEASE AND DESIST

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/5/2022 7:39:47 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: WA State vaccine mandates for school age children to attend school

attachments\0540EA223ED047F4_Screenshot_20220105-183423_Gmail.jpg

From: Archange Hill <archangenhhill@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 5, 2022 6:35 PM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>;
stuart.glascoe@sboh.wa.gov; samantha.piscowski@sboh.wa.gov; Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH) <kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; caitlyn.lang@sboh.wa.gov; Herendeen,
Lindsay (SBOH) <Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>; Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH)
<Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
<Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>;
Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH) <Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: WA State vaccine mandates for school age children to attend school

External Email

______________________________________________
From: Paul Bliznyuk
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:07:39 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Alecia Boone
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:40:52 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: ashes19125@yahoo.com
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:45:44 PM
To: DOH WSBOH,Davis, Michelle (SBOH),Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH),Hoff, Christy Curwick
(SBOH),Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH),Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH),Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH),Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH),Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH),Schreiber, Tracy N
(SBOH),Haag, Hannah R (SBOH),Kahler, Kelie (SBOH),Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: Infectious disease protocols
External Email
Hi, last I checked this is America & we in Washington state do not want to be placed in
quarantine camps aka concentration camps for not wanting certain medical procedures. I
and MANY others are asking that these ridiculous, unconstitutional policies are not
implemented/passed. Is this the state/country we want are children & grandchilden living
in?
Please end the madness & say no to such policies.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Brandi, a concerned citizen

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 1:59:09 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vaccine should be voluntary

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111
-----Original Message----From: Oksana Rzhiskiy <oksanarzh@icloud.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 8:31 AM
To: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Vaccine should be voluntary
External Email
Hello Representative,
I am a mother of three children and as a citizen of this country and a resident of
Washington state I want to let you know that my voice deserve to be heard. We live in a
democratic society where people have a right to choose for themselves and no one will
take that right from us except almighty God! I am totally against mandatory vaccine for
WA state students and teachers and such decisions are unconstitutional and should be
made by parents or guardians ONLY. I believe my voice will be taken into considerations!
Mother of three.
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Pauline Oje
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:15:05 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Please NO forced Covid shots
External Email
Dear BOH,

Please do not force our children by mandate to take an unproven vaccine, whose long
term effects, especially on children is unknown. Children are the least affected by this
vaccine, especially Omicron which is the least harmful. An emergency mandate on this
would be unconstitutional overreach and extremely harmful to children. Please don’t give
in to political pressure to make harmful and illegal decisions for our children.

Sincerely,
Pauline Oje
PO Box 645
Maple Valley, WA 98038

Sent from Mail
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.microsoft.com%2Ffwlink%2F%
for Windows

______________________________________________
From: Cindy Fabela
Sent: 1/10/2022 7:35:16 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 2:34:34 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Mandatory Vaccinations

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: Vawna Gary <vawnagary@live.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 10:32 PM
To: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Mandatory Vaccinations

External Email
Dear Stuart,

Thank you for serving in the position of board member for the state health board. I know
it’s not easy to make decisions for other people’s health, especially in this day and age. I
also know that there is not enough research to verify the efficacy of the “vaccinations”.
Even the CDC says that the vaccines cannot prevent Covid-19. Interestingly enough it
seems the cases began to increase as more and more people began to obtain the
vaccination.

Please do not encourage and enforce the mandate to vaccinate the population of the
great state of Washington.
A registered voter in the county of Pierce.

Vawna Gary
vawnagary@live.com <mailto:vawnagary@live.com>

Sent from Mail

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.microsoft.com%2Ffwlink%2F%
for Windows

______________________________________________
From: Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 8:33:00 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Communistic COVID-19 Internment camps and mandatory experimental
jabs

From: Debbie Baril <debaril76@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 11:20 AM
To: Haag, Hannah R (SBOH) <Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Communistic COVID-19 Internment camps and mandatory experimental jabs

External Email

The powers that be are USING YOU AS PUPPETS. You are doing their dirty work! Do you
really want to be instrumental in the United States of America becoming communistic. Do
you even care about you children and grandchildren living under communism? This is
what you are doing if you support these camps and mandates. You know how many
people have died or permanently injured from these experimental jabs. Think for
yourself. Don't let these powers think for you. You are in your employment positions to
protect America from communism. Are you doing your part keeping Washingtonian free?
When you face God on your judgment day will God say "Well done, good and faithful
servant?"
You are in my prayers to do what is right for America.
Thank you,
Debbie Baril

______________________________________________
From: Patricia Britton
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:38:30 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 3:38:09 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Stop, think, do NOT approve unproven vaccine requirement. PLEASE

From: Susan Purvis <purvisllll@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 3:37 PM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Stop, think, do NOT approve unproven vaccine requirement. PLEASE

External Email

https://www.thecentersquare.com/indiana/indiana-life-insurance-ceo-says-deaths-areup-40-among-people-ages-18-64/article_71473b12-6b1e-11ec-86415b2c06725e2c.html
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.thecentersquare.com%2Find
life-insurance-ceo-says-deaths-are-up-40-among-people-ages-1864%2Farticle_71473b12-6b1e-11ec-86415b2c06725e2c.html&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C7dbe5b6a94854d7d612508d9d16
Weird eh? Working age people are dying in greater numbers. Not from Covid. What could
it be? Occam’s razor says entities should not be multiplied more than necessary. What
new event happened last year? Oh yes, the experimental vaccines happened. This cannot
be proven, yet. Still you are to determine whether school age children must accept the
Covid vaccine to remain in school. Make no mistake, this is a heavy burden. I understand
there are powerful forces which are full speed ahead for this requirement but this is short
sighted! Too much unknown! Several factors look negative and this type of news is
suppressed. Stand strong for our children. No requirement! It’s just too soon to know
about it’s safety in a body with potentially 70 more years to live. PLEASE VOTE NO
These vaccines have an unproven safety record. Our governor can say they are “safe”, is
that enough for you to historically harm Washington’s children with your decision? Sorry,
no one can give 100% claim to safety and THE RISK DOES NOT EXCEED THE BENEFITS.
No, the answer must be no.

______________________________________________
From: Arlene R Reyes
Sent: 1/7/2022 5:03:58 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Halt proposal that would give Washington State the right to detain the
unvaccinated
External Email
Dear Sir/Madam:

I write on behalf of many concerned Washington State residents.

Immediately halt any and all proposals that would give Washington State the right to
detain the unvaccinated until they have received a vaccination.

Per the U.S. Vaccine Adverse Events Reporting System (VAERS), the COVID jabs now
account for 983,756 adverse event reports as of December 17, 2021, including 20,622
deaths.

This doesn’t include the underreporting factor, which is signicant and ranges from 5 to 41
times higher than reported.

Most doctors and nurses are not aware of the existence of VAERS and even if they do,
choose not to report adverse incidents resulting from vaccination.

Jessica Rose, Ph.D., a research fellow at the Institute for Pure and Applied Knowledge in
Israel, has studied what the VAERS data tell us about the risks tied to COVID jabs. Rose
notes that the average number of adverse event reports following vaccination for the
past 10 years has been about 39,000 annually, with an average of 155 deaths. That’s for
all available vaccines combined.

As cited by Dr. Joseph Mercola in his article below, other findings are as follows:

According to Collette Martin, a practicing nurse who testified before a Louisiana Health
and Welfare Committee hearing December 6, 2021, children are experiencing “terrifying”
reactions to the COVID shot, including blood clots, heart attacks, encephalopathy and
arrhythmias.

Children are further at risk for potentially lifelong health problems from the jab.
Myocarditis (heart inflammation) has emerged as one of the most common problems,
especially among boys and young men.

Myocarditis is inversely correlated to age, so the risk gets higher the younger you are.
The risk is also dose-dependent, with boys having a six fold greater risk of myocarditis
following the second dose.

Among elderly patients, there has been an uptick in falls and acute onset of confusion
“without any known etiology.”

Workers are experiencing side effects, such as vision (including blindness) and
cardiovascular problems.

While hospitals are not gathering data on COVID jab injuries in any other ways, and
there’s no data to investigate even if you wanted to, we are seeing severe acute [shortterm] reactions to this vaccine.

At the same time, we have zero idea what any long-term reactions are, including
cancers, autoimmune disorders, and infertility.

You can’t compare the COVID shots to other vaccines. They’re by far the most dangerous
injectables created ever. Yet there doesn’t appear to be a cutoff for acceptable harm. No
one within the CDC or Food and Drug Administration, which jointly run VAERS, has
addressed these shocking numbers. Both agencies outrageously deny that a single death
can be attributed to the COVID jabs, which is simply impossible. It’s not statistically
plausible.

Please immediately call off any proposal to mandate the covid vaccination in Washington
State, and any and all mandates that would give Washington State the right to detain the
unvaccinated until they have received a vaccination.

Kindly read Dr. Joseph Mercola’s article in its entirety and do right by the residents of
Washington - including your sons and daughters, parents, and grandchildren - whose
welfare should be your utmost concern:

More Children Die From the COVID Shot Than From COVID

https://media.mercola.com/ImageServer/Public/2022/January/PDF/child-mortality-covidshot-pdf.pdf
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fmedia.mercola.com%2FImageSer
mortality-covid-shotpdf.pdf&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C8dd24e32a99442fafd0508d9d242add9%7C11d0e2

Respectfully,

Fiat Lux
Bainbridge Island, WA

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 12:28:05 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: I implore you to STOP Immunization Criteria for Children of Washington
State - Parents are the authority

From: Tawny Griffith <contact.tawny63@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 3:17 PM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: I implore you to STOP Immunization Criteria for Children of Washington State Parents are the authority

External Email
I would like to express my absolute opposition to implementation of a COVID-19 vaccine
(aka gene MRNA therapy) requirement for children in Washington State public schools.

To date there are zero long term safety studies for any of these vaccines....aka mRNA
gene therapy...ZERO. You and anyone else mandating these are potentially putting our
children at a risk you know nothing about....a risk that could be short, long term or
FATAL. And who's going to pay the tab for those long term health risks or death? Being it
has become clear there is zero liability at the hands of those pushing these mandates.

I have yet to understand how we got here...Our government and schools are pushing
masks, which have zero effect against this or any virus and put our children at risk of
countless psychological issues, sickness and disease...and now they want to enforce an
inoculation that is experimental at best with little to no knowledge of what the future
holds for the children exposed to it.

Can you answer any of these questions?
What are the ingredients in the inoculation?
Are there any contraindications with the ingredients in the inoculation and any
medications the child may be currently taking or are there contraindications to any
present ailments the child currently has?
What are the potential long and short term effects on the child and could it cause their
death?
Is anyone liable if there are any long or short term effects, or if the child's life is lost?
If you cannot answer these questions, what gives you or anyone the right to take the

right of the parent in making a decision that is best for their child?
And lastly...does anyone here or within this organization or the schools reap any rewards
from requiring these inoculations...if there is a monetary incentive then there is a conflict
of interest and not one that should be allowed at the expense of the children.

1. NONE of the COVID vaccines available in the United States have received FDA
approval. All available vaccines, including the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine, are being
administered under an Emergency Use Authorization. The only “approved” COVID 19
vaccine is Comirnaty, and it is not available in the United States and there is no
anticipated date for its availability. (This “smoke and mirrors” approach by the FDA is the
subject of numerous lawsuits and a Federal Judge recently rejected Pfizer’s claim that the
two products are interchangeable: Federal Judge Rejects DOD Claim That Pfizer EUA and
Comirnaty Vaccines Are ‘Interchangeable’ • Children's Health Defense
(childrenshealthdefense.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fchildrenshealthdefense.org%2F&da
) Since EUA products cannot be mandated per the Nuremberg Code, this alone should be
enough to stop consideration of making vaccines mandatory.

2. Children are statistically at zero risk of dying from COVID. ZERO! WHY ARE WE
ASKING HEALTHY CHILDREN TO PUT THEMSELVES AT RISK FOR THOSE WHO ARE
OLDER AND AT RISK? THIS IS NONSENSICAL AND PUTS OUR FUTURE GENERATIONS AT
RISK.

Their survival rate is in the range of 99.997-99.998% or, put another way, their risk of
dying with COVID is less than 2 in every 1,000,000 children. The very few children who
are listed as COVID deaths did not die OF COVID, but rather WITH COVID as anyone
being admitted to a hospital nowadays is tested. I challenge the Washington State Board
of Health to show medical records for even one child who has died OF COVID. Where
there’s no risk, there can be no benefit.

3. There are well documented risks associated with myocarditis in young males
associated with these shots. Myocarditis is not a mild illness. Statistics show that 2 in 10
people with myocarditis will die within 2 years and 5 in 10 die within 5 years. Dead heart
tissue does not regenerate itself.

4. The spike proteins associated with these shots have been shown to settle in female’s
reproductive organs, potentially affecting future fertility. In fact, there is currently a
study focusing on changes in women’s menstrual periods associated with the shots.
COVID-19 Vaccines and the Menstrual Cycle | NIH COVID-19 Research.

5. Natural immunity has been shown to be much more robust than any immunity
imparted by the vaccine, and there has been research that has shown, after a person
gets the shots, they may never be able to achieve full natural immunity in the future.

6. No one knows the long term risks of these vaccines. You may remember that one of
the members of the FDA Advisory Committee infamously said, “We are never going to
learn about how safe this vaccine is until we start giving it” Dr. Eric Ruben, Editor in Chief
NEJM The studies Pfizer conducted were woefully underpowered.

7. It is estimated that even if 28 million children are vaccinated against COVID, at most
45 lives might be saved. And there are potentially huge long term risks.

8. In Pfizer’s initial study for older 12-17 year old kids, adverse side effects were hidden.
You may or may not be familiar with the story of Maddie De Garay who volunteered to be
part of the initial trial because she wanted to do her part. She is now in a wheelchair with
a feeding tube and likely will be for the rest of her life. Her side effects were hidden and
listed as “abdominal pain”. Even if there’s an infinitesimal chance of this happening to
another child, why take the risk? Comcast Censors Vaccine Paralyzed 13-Year-Old Girl
(rumble.com
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Frumble.com%2F&data=04%7C01%
)

9. It is impossible for someone to give informed consent when side effects from the
vaccines are hidden. Perhaps before you make a decision that you’ll regret, you should
visit this website....realnotrare.com
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Frealnotrare.com%2F&data=04%7C

10. Or visit VAERS - Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System
These numbers are also hugely under reported.

My question to you...how can you take the decision from the parents when this could
potentially injure our children...a generation of children...beyond repair. Until there is
verifiable proof of little to no long term effects and death from this gene therapy I would
recommend you...no I would implore you to leave this in the hands of the parents.

I cannot understand how those pushing these shots on the population sleep at night...as
the days tick off more and more are being adversely affected long term and many have
lost their lives.

Do you really want this hanging over your head...and what about your children and
grandchildren...is this the future you want for them?

Please think beyond what you have been told...please look at the greater picture and the
years to follow.

Regards,
Tawny Griffith

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/12/2022 9:02:19 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Damage Control Please

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: Joel Mansfield <jmansfield03@yahoo.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 12, 2022 8:51 AM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>; Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH)
<Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>; Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
<Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Fw: Damage Control Please

External Email
FWD

----- Forwarded Message ----From: Joel Mansfield <jmansfield03@yahoo.com <mailto:jmansfield03@yahoo.com> >
To: wsboh@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:wsboh@sboh.wa.gov> <wsboh@sboh.wa.gov
<mailto:wsboh@sboh.wa.gov> >
Sent: Wednesday, January 12, 2022, 08:38:19 AM PST
Subject: Damage Control Please

Dear Washington State Board of Health,

Can you please do damage control. Nothing makes sense anymore regarding the
emergency rules and potential overreaches of this State. People no matter their
healthcare decision that they choose at this point need to get back to work and same
with the kids getting back to school. Look to other states for guidance.

I am writing this as I have working class friends and family that are simply leaving. They
have never lived in any other state, born and raised in Washington. They go to another
state to check out a lower cost of living and less restrictive state and then they leave.

This is getting very sad and disappointing! We claim to be a wise/intelligent/progressive
state but the actions make no logical sense anymore.

Anyways, probably going to fall on deaf ears but feel free to have a discussion with me. I
am a working class male under 30 years old and afraid the younger working class are
going to continue to leave at a faster and faster pace. Amongst a high number of recent
retirees from the working class. It is a culmination of issues from high cost of living,
governing policies they disagree with, not being apart of the toxic tech boom $$$ in
Seattle...... We all know and live amongst these issues.

Joel Mansfield (Everett, WA)

______________________________________________
From: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 5:17:46 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Don’t even think about trying to poison our children

--Samantha Pskowski (she/her/hers)
Washington State Board of Health
360-789-2358

From: Craig Wellbrock <cwellbrock@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 7:44 PM
To: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Don’t even think about trying to poison our children

External Email
Fuck you for trying to poison our children!
Craig Welllbrock
Firefighter EMT
253-509-2576

Hell will find you in this lifetime if you try to touch our children.

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 9:01:37 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Fwd: Comments for WSBOH decision January 12

Get Outlook for iOS
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fo0ukef&data=04%7C0
________________________________
From: Amber Sutton <faithsailor@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 12:47:50 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>; Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH)
<Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>; Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
<Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>;
Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH) <kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
<Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>; Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
<Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>; Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH)
<Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
<Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>;
Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH) <Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Comments for WSBOH decision January 12
External Email
As a registered nurse and mother and citizen of the United States, I am shocked that
anyone would consider making the fascist ideas in WA 246-100-070, WA 246-100-045,
WA 246-100-040, WA 246-100-030 into law in Washington State.
I have lived in Romania, a nation freed from the tyranny of communism in 1989. If you
don’t understand what Marxist, fascist encroachment upon freedom is, let me tell you
that it is exactly what you are considering. There is no medical truth supporting any of
the wild concepts put forth in the above policies. Children are in no danger when they
have Covid-19, and the idea of forcing a still EAU authorized, experimental injection of
mRNA code into their young bodies is insane, cruel, and should be considered childabuse. Adults should be free to choose how they maintain and protect their own health.
My entire community of friends will not stand for fear-driven, politicized nonsense like
these codes. You are participating in tearing apart our state if you continue to support
them.
Please, use logic, and not fear, and DO NOT apply these codes to our state. They are
against all of the ethos of our country, and are immoral.
Amber Sutton
Yakima, WA

______________________________________________
From: April Lehman
Sent: 1/9/2022 1:28:50 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/11/2022 1:44:53 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Tomorrow’s meeting

From: The Scoters <scoters@zohomail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2022 1:43 PM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Tomorrow’s meeting

External Email
Dear Ms. Kahler,

The present situation with omicron is no longer a health emergency. People are not dying
from covid anymore, not in numbers that make for a public emergency. People have
always died from influenzas and pneumonias, from car wrecks and drownings, and we
don’t abandon our God-given rights in an effort to stamp out all of these possible deaths.
The extreme measures you contemplate in dealing with what has become a minor threat
would further hurt adults and children instead of helping them. Whatever power
structures exist in your Codes, you don’t have a moral right to trample on peoples’s
‘…life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.’

You have no moral authority to impose mandatory shots into people’s bodies. People own
their own bodies. You do not own other people’s bodies. You may not do as you see fit
with other people’s bodies. The people who imprisoned Martin Luther King, Jr.—did they
have the legal right to do that? The bus driver who asked Rosa Parks to go to the back of
the bus—did he have the right to do that? The national guard and police who blasted civil
rights protestors with water hoses and set dogs on them—did they have the right to do
that? Yes, they had a “right” by the laws and policies of the day, but they were in the
wrong. The hindsight of history shows to all that they were wrong. The truth will out;
many people already know that it is wrong of you to contemplate involuntary detention
of citizens. Future people will absolutely know it, just like we absolutely know who was
right in the civil rights movement led by MLK.

We also know who was morally right when Japanese American citizens were involuntarily
concentrated into camps. We know who was wrong. Monetary reparations and public
apology was awarded decades later to Japanese American citizens—right here in
WA—who were involuntarily detained into camps at that shameful time.

There will be only shame for those who act immorally to involuntarily detain and/or bully

citizens and children into camps and near-forced requirement of experimental injections.
We Americans know that our legal rights to “life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness”
are solid both in Constitutional law and in the moral law which is written in our hearts.

I urge you not to overstep whatever powers you have to do whatever you want in this
little day. Tomorrow morning, please remember that both yourself and your fellow
citizens alike are all ‘created equal’ and have ‘unalienable rights.’ We hold these truths to
be self-evident, that involuntary detainment of citizens is wrong, and mandating
experimental shots for children against the will of their parents is wrong. Please maintain
the public trust by respecting our unalienable rights.

Sincerely,
Deirdre Forman
WA resident

______________________________________________
From: Patty Avey
Sent: 1/6/2022 11:47:07 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Mandated children vaccination.
External Email
I am totally opposed to mandatory vaccination for our children.
Patty Avey
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 7:53:16 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Fwd: Public comment on the revisions of 246-100 & 246-105 to include
coronavirus

Get Outlook for iOS
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fo0ukef&data=04%7C0
________________________________
From: Desiree Gerou <desireegerou@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 7:03:48 PM
To: Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH) <Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
<Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH) <Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>;
Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH) <Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>; Herendeen, Lindsay
(SBOH) <Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>; Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
<Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>; Donahoe, Kaitlyn N (SBOH)
<kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
<samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
<Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
<Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>;
Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH) <Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Public comment on the revisions of 246-100 & 246-105 to include coronavirus
External Email
Hello,
My name is Desiree and I'm a Washington state resident, Mother, Business Manager and
tax payer. I'm writing this regarding the vote on January 12 to revise WAC 246-100 &
246-105 to include Coronavirus.
I feel that the approval of either of these items would do a great disservice to the free
American tax-payers living in Washington as well as the children of Washington State.
Giving local health authorities the right to imprison free American citizens is not only
unconstitutional but cruel, polarizing and will further contribute to the mental decline of
many Washington residents. Requiring covid vaccines for children to attend Washington
state public schools is so far beyond reasonable that it leaves me wondering why a group
of educated, health conscious individuals would even consider this? By voting for these
rules you would be subscribing to the oppression of millions of people in this state.
Simply because they wish to maintain bodily autonomy.
Per John's Hopkins covid tracker to date in Washington state there have been 913,980
positive covid tests and 9,974 deaths over the last two years. So .011% of the people
that have positively tested have perished from Covid. That means that .00129% of the
population of Washington state have perished from Covid(these numbers include persons
that died from other causes of death(i.e. heart attacks, car crashes) but tested positive
for coronavirus. I, and hundreds of thousands of other Washington state residents are at
a loss as to why there is such a frenzy and why this board, the media and other
Washington state lawmakers are singling out citizens (unvaccinated) and fear mongering
all residents with Covid panic.
Per the CDC in 2017 in Washington state 11,582 people died from heart disease. That is
double the number for coronavirus deaths last year. However, I've never seen a
commercial designed to frighten children out of eating sugar or heard of quarantine

camps where people could be taken to improve their heart health. Which can only leave
us thinking that this is not about health.
None of what I have said thus far even takes into consideration that these shots are NOT
working or the amount of illness, long term damage to people's health and also death the
vaccine is causing. Every vaccinated person that I know has now also gotten Covid.
Some weeks or months after their second or third shot. I should also mention that nearly
every unvaccinated person that I know has also had Coronavirus. The numbers don't lie.
We are coming to the tail end of this illness yet the board continues to push new rules to
further cast down and subjugate Washington state residents.
Per the Washington State Dept of Health website in 2021 11 children died from
Coronavirus from Jan 1-Dec 26, 2021. While every childs death should be taken
seriously, data is hard to find and based on the numbers for adults I can only guess that
many of these kids also had underlying health issues. Healthy children do not seem to be
greatly affected by the virus at all.
Per the CDC/VAERS
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fvaers.hhs.gov%2F&data=04%7C0
Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System
245 people have died in Washington state from the Vaccine and 406 people have been
left with a permanent disability. An additional 2,580 residents of Washington state have
had to visit the ER for adverse Covid vaccine reactions. Those cases included children.
For children the vaccine caused 1 death, 10 children had a life threatening reaction, 5
have a permanent disability, 63 were hospitalized and 11 children had to visit the ER for
side effects of the coronona virus vaccine. This vaccine which absolutely has been proven
to cause harm to children. What sort of monster would mandate that all children must
have it to attend Washington state public schools? Why not put this effort and time into
making at home and even clinical treatments that we see working all over the world
more available to children and all residents of Washington state? Is this about health or
making pharmaceutical companies even richer?
It is immoral that a government would force its residents to submit to a vaccination that
has an extremely high rate of death and permanent disability. There are also many
groups studying this vaccine and finding that the spike protein used in the vaccination is
causing major irreparable damage to cells. Without further study and longer term trials it
is reprehensible that you would mandate this vaccine on any person. The fact you would
mandate it on children to attend school is disreputable to the Washington State Board of
Health.
Now, since camps have already been built in Washington and employees already hired,
yes we know all about it. I only assume that you are already going to vote yes. Which
makes me question, is this a power play or is the board simply being used as political
pawns? I know you have seen all the numbers that I quoted above and you are fully
aware of the damage this vaccine is doing. Why are you voting to endanger people? Not
only with the vaccine but their mental and emotional health, their relationships and their
well being? What will you tell your children when their friends are being hauled away like
criminals by police or stop coming to school with them simply because their parents saw
it in their best interest not to vaccinate their kids with this very new vaccine that has no
long-term testing? How do you live with yourself when you ruin millions of peoples lives
like you are doing now?
I implore you to open your eyes and look at what is going on across the world. Not only
in places like South Africa where Doctors are telling us that Omicron is very mild and
produces antibodies that fight harsher variants like Delta but also in places Like Australia.
In Australia people's mental health has declined so badly from fear of being locked up for
being ill, a close contact or being locked up simply because they will not get vaccinated
that they are rioting in the streets and people are setting themselves on fire to bring
attention to what is going on there. We do not envision a future for Washington where its

residents fear its government or health board like it's the Gestapo. Sadly that is the
direction we are headed in though. People are assaulting each other in grocery stores, on
planes and even outside over mask use that studies have proven does not work. School
kids are bullying each other of vaccination status, people are losing their jobs and their
kids are going hungry, workers are refusing to work from fear of being accosted,
hospitals are understaffed not because there are so many patients but because they are
so low on staff due to firings over healthcare workers that refuse to be vaccinated or fully
vaccinated health care workers that now have Covid.
The people of Washington are awakening from their fear and the mass psychosis you
have contributed to and we see what is happening. We can only hope you do the same.
Regards,
Desiree Gerou

______________________________________________
From: Daini Xie
Sent: 1/8/2022 5:21:58 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Olga Moshchuk
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:52:50 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 10:43:50 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Jan 12 Meeting Agenda

-----Original Message----From: Cutzi Jobes <cutzi.jobes@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 6:55 AM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Jan 12 Meeting Agenda
External Email
To whom it may concern:
I am a mother of 5 and the wife of a firefighter. I teach for a home education program
and I have battled autoimmune illness for most of my life, very severely in the last 7
years. All of these experiences give me significant interest In the agenda for the January
12, 2022 meeting.
I am in opposition to the following:
1) Any involuntary isolation/quarantine of people as described in parts of WAC 246.100;
There is NO evidence that those with natural immunity to Covid-19 or those who are
unvaccinated are of greater threat to their communities. In fact, both those who are
vaccinated and those who are unvaccinated can still transmit the virus, as evidenced in
the very high number of vaccinated firefighters who are currently sick with Covid. Any
type of mandatory quarantine would not only be unnecessary and illogical, but an
egregious affront to citizens’ civil liberties.
2) Any mandate on COVID vaccines for children as a requirement to attend K-12 public
schools.
There are currently NO vaccines available for use in the United States that are not still
under emergency use authorization. Covid-19 poses less than 1% risk of mortality to
children and there are no long-term studies done on risks due to the vaccine. Please do
not jeopardize our children’s health and futures.
Sincerely,
Cutzi Jobes
1710 Kok Rd, Unit B
Lynden, WA 98264
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Suzzanab
Sent: 1/12/2022 12:39:51 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Forced mandated experimental gene therapy and internment camps
External Email
My name is Susan Buchanan and I reside in Vancouver Washington. The Constitution for
the united States of America and the Washington State Constitution protect my God
given rights. The Nuremberg Codes protect people from being forced to take
experimental products. Informed consent on the EUA experimental gene therapy
injections which are not vaccines. The 4th Ammendment of the Constitution for the
united States of America protects my personal property. Be very clear that you will all be
held personally liable for your crimes against humanity. Any law that is repugnant to the
Constitution is null and void, Marbury vs Madison. You are not elected by We the People,
what you are doing is unlawful and unconstitutional. I do not consent. I am looking
forward to the crimes against humanity trials.

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 2:05:30 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vaccine mandate for school age children

From: Pat Davenport <gmapatdav@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 1:28 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>; Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH)
<Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>; Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
<Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>;
Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH) <kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
<Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>; Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
<Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>; Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH)
<Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
<Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>;
Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH) <Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Vaccine mandate for school age children

External Email
Do not mandate that school age children in Washington state be required to get the covid
vaccine to attend school! Most people I know will not do it and will take their children out
of school rather than vaccinate. Children and adults are being harmed by these vaccines.
People are deserting our state like rats leaving a sinking ship due to your draconian
rules. Others are getting ready to sue. Do not be part of this travesty!
Patsy Davenport
Lake Tapps

______________________________________________
From: DOH Information
Sent: 1/11/2022 8:17:16 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public Comment

attachments\04FBE8AE89044DB7_image002.png
Hello,

WAC 246-100- 040 language change comment intended for the Board.

Thank you

Alexandra Moore
Customer Service Specialist
Center for Public Affairs
Washington State Department of Health
DOH.Information@doh.wa.gov
800-525-0127 | www.doh.wa.gov

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.doh.wa.gov%2FNewsroom%

From: DOH Feedback <doh.information@doh.wa.gov>
Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2022 7:43 AM
To: DOH Information <DOH.Information@DOH.WA.GOV>
Subject: Question/Comment from the public

The following survey response is submitted:
1.
Please select one:

Comment on the web

2.
Please enter your comments or questions in the space provided below:

________________________________
The proposal for changes to the language of WAC 246-100- 040 needs to be revised to
align with individual citizens constitutional rights. Despite assurances that the DOH “isn’t
going to forcibly quarantine anyone” this particular document would still grant a state
department the authority to do exactly that unlawful act. To ask the public to blindly
trust the government to never use a granted power is akin to asking a child not to eat a
Snickers bar laid in front of then. It would be asking Tony Stark not to fly in his Iron man
suit. The power would be there and it would take only one person who self determined
that their actions were “for the greater good” to become a despot and abuse this power
to wrongfully imprison citizens who have done nothing more than become ill. The
government must never be granted the power to take away an individual’s freedom when
the individual has committed no crime and has not been found guilty of a crime in a court
of law. The department of health can not have this power. This is the Unties States of
America , not China, not Russia , not even Australia. The proposed language must be
changed to a more respectful language that does not discriminate against any person in
the state of Washington, including state citizens who contract an illness.

3.

If you are sending feedback on one of our Web pages, please paste the URL here:
https://apps.leg.wa.gov/WAC/default.aspx?cite=246-100-040
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fapps.leg.wa.gov%2FWAC%2Fdefa
100040&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Cab626b5938e147a673ed08d9d51dd507%7C11d0

4.
Would you like a response?
Tell us how to get in touch with you.
Name:
(no answer)
Email:
(no answer)
Telephone:
(no answer)

______________________________________________
From: Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 8:19:09 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: NO! on mandating COVID-19 vaccines for K-12 children.

From: Ryan <ryan.malloy@live.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 3:12 PM
To: Haag, Hannah R (SBOH) <Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: NO! on mandating COVID-19 vaccines for K-12 children.

External Email
NO! on mandating COVID-19 vaccines for K-12 children.

For children, Covid is less-severe than the flu and we do not mandate flu shots.
The risk of vaccine injury for young people is GREATER than the risks associated with
covid.
Follow the science! Follow the data!

If a mandate is imposed, expect THOUSANDS of students to leave the private and public
school system.

NO! on mandating COVID-19 vaccines for K-12 children.

Thank you for your time.

Sent from Outlook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fweboutlook&data=04%

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 8:19:14 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Violation of constitution

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov>
360-236-4105

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01%
| Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH%
|Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: Rachelle Jameson <RachelleJameson_5@msn.com>
Sent: Sunday, January 9, 2022 5:07 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Violation of constitution

External Email
You all need to back off. You need to stand up for the facts and the truth. The truth is
covid was here before March lockdowns and no one gave a fuck. They only cared about
impeachment. Several of my family members had covid in January 2020 before it was
supposedly even here. We got the anti bodies test a year and a half later and we have
the antibodies still. Plus non of us have been sick in 2 years. I personally have done my
own research and everyone I know that had covid and did not get vaccinated have not
been sick since. Those I know who have been vaxxed have continued to get sick or have
other health issues. So if you wanna do the right thing to stop covid, stop the mandates
stop trying to force the Vax because you won't win. If you keep trying to force you will
have thousands that will fight back as well as you will never stop covid if you continue to
try to mandate vaccines. The flu has never been stopped so what makes you think you
can stop this by forcing vaccines

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone
Get Outlook for Android

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2FAAb9ysg&data=04%7C

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 12:53:49 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Upcoming Debate on WA State Health Officers and Isolation

From: Scott Pollock <scotthousekeeping@outlook.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 10:54 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>; Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH)
<Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>; Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
<Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>;
Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH) <kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
<Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>; Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
<Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>; Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH)
<Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
<Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Upcoming Debate on WA State Health Officers and Isolation

External Email
Hello all,

I apologize, if I am adding to an onslaught of email. Regarding the upcoming
recommendations for WA State Health Officers and quarantine protocols. As a child of a
German Jewish family and a student of history, I am asking all of you to stand for Godgiven freedoms offered to all individuals and protected by the U.S. Constitution.

The tyrannical, Nazi-style thinking that is foundational to the proposed measures MUST
be resisted. As Americans, we are the heirs to the mantle of freedom. We show the
entire world how a free society responds to crises. We cannot permit what is happening
in Australia to come to our State.

Whatever each of us believes about the severity of this virus, we know this; that it is no
more dangerous than many other activities or illnesses we all deal with on a daily basis.
Yes, for those who are elderly or compromised, greater measures may need to be taken,
but for the majority of us? No, and definitely not to the extreme that we need to become
the sort of tyrants our forefathers spilled their blood to resist.

For those of us who are not in the medical business, many of us have done our reading.

We understand that the transmissible viral load carried by vaccinated and unvaccinated
folks is the same. Also, taking my business for example. I have seven folks who are out
of work and Covid positive. SIX are fully vaccinated. One, is not vaccinated. All of my
non-vaccinated employees have had any issues, whatsoever. This is a company of 40
people.

Both politically and scientifically, we MUST not respond to this virus as if it is the end of
civilization. It is not. We deal with far greater threats to our lives and health on a daily
basis, and we do not strip Americans of their God-given freedoms because of those
threats.

I am begging you. For the future of our children. Please, stand against this tyranny. If we
permit this into our State, it will be only the beginning of a dark and dreadful chapter.
Covid is a hurdle, but we must handle it as free people. Not as political tyrants. Please
always remember; there are fates worse than death. People are going to get sick, with
Covid. It’s going to happen, but we cannot destroy everything we are because of this
particular virus. Please, consider carefully. Your input may directly affect the future of
this State and Country.

With deep respect,

Scott Pollock
Poulsbo, WA
(360)265-1750

______________________________________________
From: Suzanne Kordish
Sent: 1/10/2022 10:12:56 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 1:48:55 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vaccine mandate

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: Joelle Klesick <jklesick@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 9:14 AM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>; Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
<Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH) <Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>;
Donahoe, Kaitlyn N (SBOH) <kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
<Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>; Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
<Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>; Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH)
<Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>; Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
<Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>; Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
<samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
<Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH)
<Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Vaccine mandate

External Email
Please do NOT mandate Covid vaccine for children. Some prefer natural immunity and
should be allowed the choice.

As an adult, I chose to vaccinate. I still got Covid. My son got Covid from a vaccinated
child. The vaccine is NOT minimizing spread. Clearly vaccinated are spreading it, so there
is NO logic in requiring it for the benefit of others.

Thank you,
Joelle Klesick

Stanwood, WA

Snohomish County

______________________________________________
From: TRISHA JENNINGS
Sent: 1/12/2022 9:17:28 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: I am against the proposed Covid Policies
External Email
I am completely against any of the proposed Covid Policies that are over reaching and
immoral. I stand against these proposed WAC’s: WAC 246-100-070, WAC 246-100-045,
WAC 246-100-040, WAC 246-100, WAC 246-105.

Trisha Jennings

______________________________________________
From: Olena Solovey
Sent: 1/7/2022 4:55:47 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Gary Swanson
Sent: 1/9/2022 7:24:12 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: E77B79E2-55B8-4192-9762-99DB577AB467
External Email
Children do not need covid shots,

______________________________________________
From: Ashley Walker
Sent: 1/12/2022 1:31:15 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid Vaccine Mandate
External Email
Hello,
I am a COVID recovered, tax paying, small business owner, mother of 2 & a very
concerned American citizen.
What was supposed to have been a two week quarantine to flatten the curve has turned
into a very scary stripping of our daily rights & livelihood. Now you are trying to force an
injection that neither protects against the virus or stops the spread of the virus.
Numerous studies have shown those who have taken the shot are still susceptible to
contracting & spreading the virus and in fact, are more susceptible to the variants than
those with natural immunity.
If Washington was so concerned with the health of its citizens, why are we not
campaigning for lifetime health? Instead of forcing an unproven vaccine on the populace
& firing those who do not need or want the shot, you should be providing vitamins C, D3, elderberry, zinc and promoting healthy eating & exercise. There should be other
methods of treatment for those that have the virus. There are safe & effective
medications & treatments available. Why are we not utilizing them? Why is this shot
being pushed down all our throats as if it’s the only option? Our state does not need a
band aid. It needs a solution. The shot is not the cure-all it’s pretending to be.
Those who want the shot, have gotten the shot. Those of us who have not, do not want
it. Our body, our choice.
Never in a million years did I expect that our representatives would sell us down river to
a bunch of pharmaceutical cartels. This is wrong and those who have not questioned this
tyrannical behavior should be ashamed. You are not and have not been following “the
science”. Do your research.
This is turning into Nazi Germany before our eyes. The Nuremberg Code is a law in this
country for a reason. It is unfathomable that Americans are being fired or being rejected
at the door of different establishments for refusing to be injected with a dangerous gene
therapy. Having to provide proof of a shot for entry is dehumanizing & discriminatory. It
is wrong.
We have the right to our jobs without forceful injections. Children have the right to
attend school and receive an education without forceful injections. Listen to your
constituents. We have rights to make informed decisions with our bodies & our children.
Without years of studies and proper process, there is no informed choice. No human
being should be required to get an injection from a company that has no liability for its
products.
Do what is right. We are a country founded on a constitution and we have rights that
cannot be taken. Make our founding fathers proud and do what you know is right.
Freedom of choice. Informed consent. Freedom to work. Freedom to education.
Thank you,
Ashley Walker

______________________________________________
From: Petr Klimenko
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:18:06 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 11:05:19 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vote Personal Choice for Vaccine Mandate

From: Denni Brown <ddennibrown@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 8:41 PM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Vote Personal Choice for Vaccine Mandate

External Email
I am opposed to mandating vaccines. They should be Personal Choice. Especially with
children. Vaccine should be parents' choice.

______________________________________________
From: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
Sent: 1/8/2022 5:49:52 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: No to mandatory vaccinations

--Samantha Pskowski (she/her/hers)
Washington State Board of Health
360-789-2358

From: BeverLi Joi <bjoinow@msn.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 10:34 AM
To: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: No to mandatory vaccinations

External Email
BeverLi Joi

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone
Get Outlook for Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2FAAb9ysg&data=04%7C

______________________________________________
From: Patricia Rody
Sent: 1/6/2022 11:11:36 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Mandatory covid shots
External Email
As citizens of the great state of Washington, we demand that you look at the science and
desist from mandating covid vaccines!
This is not only insane but harmful to our future generations! Please wake up before it is
too late!
Mrs Gordon Rody
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:11:28 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: No vaccine mandate for K-12

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov
360-236-4105
Website| Facebook |Twitter
-----Original Message----From: Maija Brown <maijabrown@rocketmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 5, 2022 6:18 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: No vaccine mandate for K-12
External Email
Dear Ms. Davis,
My husband and I vehemently oppose mandated COVID vaccination for K-12 students.
We urge you to NOT even consider the possibility.
Sincerely,
Maija & Matt Brown
2412 N Houston Rd
Spokane, WA. 99224 Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Dave Adams
Sent: 1/8/2022 10:58:24 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Subject: UNBELIEVABLE
External Email
I need to voice my concern that it has been brought to my attention some very
disturbing allegations . Is it true that there are plans in place to give the State Board of
Health power to FORCE VACCINATIONS? And then power to have police arrest and detain
people for observing their constitutional right to CHOOSE whether they are vaccinated or
not? These allegations and plans are WAY OVER THE LINE of State government. There is
so much scientific and medical evidence that Covid vaccines are harmful especially in
CHILDREN. It is the Parents ,for children ,and adults individual right and responsibility to
CHOOSE their health care. I am watching and holding each individual in Government
responsible for their vote and position on this issue.
Sincerely
David Adams
President/Owner
Miller's Heating & Air
6109 NE HWY 99
VANCOUVER WA 98665
Cell 360-772-2000

______________________________________________
From: Donna DeMarcus
Sent: 1/8/2022 11:46:21 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Elizabeth Vlk
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:37:24 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 5:37:12 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Violation of constitution

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: Rachelle Jameson <RachelleJameson_5@msn.com>
Sent: Sunday, January 9, 2022 5:09 PM
To: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Violation of constitution

External Email
You all need to back off. You need to stand up for the facts and the truth. The truth is
covid was here before March lockdowns and no one gave a fuck. They only cared about
impeachment. Several of my family members had covid in January 2020 before it was
supposedly even here. We got the anti bodies test a year and a half later and we have
the antibodies still. Plus non of us have been sick in 2 years. I personally have done my
own research and everyone I know that had covid and did not get vaccinated have not
been sick since. Those I know who have been vaxxed have continued to get sick or have
other health issues. So if you wanna do the right thing to stop covid, stop the mandates
stop trying to force the Vax because you won't win. If you keep trying to force you will
have thousands that will fight back as well as you will never stop covid if you continue to
try to mandate vaccines. The flu has never been stopped so what makes you think you
can stop this by forcing vaccines

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone
Get Outlook for Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2FAAb9ysg&data=04%7C

______________________________________________
From: Teresa Wagner
Sent: 1/10/2022 8:11:46 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: wac: 246–100, wac: 246-100-040
External Email
I didn’t make your deadline by the seventh because I didn’t know about this until just
now. So I’m sending you an email anyway. I can’t believe you people are going to try to
force people to take a vaccination you can get that Covid from in the first place because
it doesn’t work. There’s been thousands of breakthrough cases across the country so why
should we take a vaccine that could harm us or kill us? A lot of people have died of heart
attacks blood clot and disabled from all these vaccinations and you want to force people
to do this? this is against the law and I hope the supreme court shut you down tomorrow
I can’t believe you people even consider doing this, shame on you. I got tried to Send
friends on Facebook this information and Facebook censors me they won’t even let me
send it to anyone and why is that? because they don’t want the truth to come out. This
vaccine mandate is ridiculous and forcing families to take the vaccine because you think
it’s the right thing to do? Well it’s not a lot of people of already had Covid like me for one
I had it when it first came out and I haven’t had it since. Natural immunity is real and
I’ve got it because I never got Covid again I don’t you dare try to force this on people!

______________________________________________
From: Derald Cape
Sent: 1/11/2022 7:10:27 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Amy Holland
Sent: 1/8/2022 4:12:36 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Sue Marshall
Sent: 1/12/2022 9:22:17 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Jan. 12, 2022 testimony support vaccine mandate

attachments\E96FB1579B0A4563_Jan. 12 2022 WSBOH Hearing.doc
External Email
Attached please find a copy of my testimony for consideration of a COVID-19 vaccine
mandate for students.
Thank you very much.
Sue Marshall
4316 NW 169th Street
Ridgefield, WA 98642

______________________________________________
From: Scott Ent
Sent: 1/11/2022 1:54:12 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brooke Huffman
Sent: 1/12/2022 1:18:27 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: An Idea to Help Fight COVID
External Email
I was on the call today and never got a chance to voice my comments, so am including
them here. I'd really like response to these concerns.

At this point, 77% of our state population have been vaccinated. The original goal of our
state was 70% vaccination. We are pushing for more and more of the population when
our Governor told us 70% was the number to hit. The vaccine is said to protect against
serious sickness and death, but there are other things that can also protect against
serious sickness and death and aren't being talked about. On the call, there was mention
of the vaccines increasing immunity and protecting hospital capacity, but what about
healthy bodies and preventative care? Instead of continuing to push the vaccine on
people who have clearly made the choice not to receive it (for whatever reason, which is
no one’s businesses), why not instead focus on early treatment and other prevention
measures that can also save lives?

As a state, for the past two years, we have been pushing for isolation, social distancing,
avoidance of family and friends, masking and vaxing. Why aren't we doing anything to
address the fundamental issues that could help prevent the spread of COVID more than a
mask or vaccine can? Why isn’t the health board focusing on promoting healthy eating
habits, daily exercise, increased vitamin D and C? These are all easy, low cost, immunity
boosting things that if we as a state focused on, our overall population would become
less susceptible to the virus? Dr. Shah mentioned some of this, but these preventative
actions should be on the top of the list on how to fight COVID. It seems we have
exhausted all the other "tools in our tool belt" as the Governor has previously stated,
except the tool of personal health and early prevention.

Second question is, when will enough be enough? Enough of forcing people to wear
masks, threatens their livelihoods with business rules and regulations and coercion
around vaccines. Those that want to take precautionary measures should have that
option – wear a mask, get all the vaccines and stay home if they're feeling afraid. Those
that are healthy should have the option to exercise freedom to as well. When do we stop
focusing on testing and stop with the fear and mandates that have been causing more
harm over the past two years than this virus ever has?

When the topic does get discussed as a meeting agenda item, which we know will be
coming soon, I wanted to voice my concern about children vax requirements. I am a
mother of two small children and should be able to make the choice for what I feel is best
for my children and family. The state should never decide for anyone when it’s right to

inject a child with an experiment.
Thank you,
Brooke Huffman

______________________________________________
From: Gillian Anderson
Sent: 1/11/2022 6:06:42 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Natural Immunity.
Allergic reactions.
Religious beliefs.
Freedom to choose/Parents choice.
Children are not high risk for severe illness or death.
All of the above!!
Sincerely,
Gillian Anderson

______________________________________________
From: Pam Soliday
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:42:01 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 8:35:17 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Fwd: extreme opposition to COVID 19 vaccine requirement for schools in
Washington State

Get Outlook for iOS
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fo0ukef&data=04%7C0
________________________________
From: Timothy Dehnert <timmyd1603@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 1:42:20 PM
Subject: extreme opposition to COVID 19 vaccine requirement for schools in Washington
State
External Email
Hello, I would like to express my extreme opposition to the implementation of a COVID
19 vaccine requirement for schools in Washington State!

1. No COVID vaccine available in the United States has received FDA approval. All
available vaccines, including the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine, are being administered under
an Emergency Use Authorization. The only “approved” COVID 19 vaccine is Comirnaty,
and it is not available in the United States and there is no anticipated date for its
availability. (This “smoke and mirrors” approach by the FDA is the subject of numerous
lawsuits and a Federal Judge recently rejected Pfizer’s claim that the 2 products are
interchangeable: Federal Judge Rejects DOD Claim That Pfizer EUA and Comirnaty
Vaccines Are ‘Interchangeable’ • Children's Health Defense (childrenshealthdefense.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fchildrenshealthdefense.org%2F&da
) Since EUA products cannot be mandated per the Nuremberg Code, this alone should be
enough to stop consideration of making vaccines mandatory.
2. Children are statistically at zero risk of dying from COVID. Their survival rate is in the
range of 99.997-99.998% or, put another way, their risk of dying with COVID is less than
2 in every 1,000,000 children. The very few children who are listed as COVID deaths did
not die OF COVID, but rather WITH COVID as anyone being admitted to a hospital
nowadays is tested. I challenge the Washington State Board of Health to show medical
records for even one child who has died OF COVID. Where there’s no risk, there can be
no benefit.

3. No one knows the long term risks of these vaccines. You may remember that one of
the members of the FDA Advisory Committee infamously said, “We are never going to
learn about how safe thie vaccine is until we start giving it” Dr. Eric Ruben, Editor in
Chief NEJM The studies Pfizer conducted were woefully underpowered. This is an analysis
of 10 Red Flags associated with Pfizer’s studies: Ten red flags in the FDA’s risk-benefit
analysis of Pfizer’s EUA application to inject American children 5 to 11 with its mRNA
product – Commentary – America's Frontline Doctors (americasfrontlinedoctors.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Famericasfrontlinedoctors.org%2F&d
)

Force vaccinating healthy children for a disease that doesn’t affect them to make adults
feel safe is a new low for humanity. Please do the right thing and do not require these
vaccinations for school age children.
Thank you for listening,
Tim

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:21:45 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Please vote no

-----Original Message----From: Rachel Bennett-Living the Northwest Life <rae.bennett10@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 11:12 AM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Please vote no
External Email
Please vote against mandating the Covid 19 vaccinations in children. I am a mother of 4,
and humbly request to maintain the right to choose for my children individually.
Rachel Bennett-Oak Harbor Resident

______________________________________________
From: Sherri Martin
Sent: 1/12/2022 11:21:49 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public Comments
External Email
I oppose the boards formation of a (TAG) to review information about Covid-19 shots for
consideration of mandating the shots for school. I oppose Covid-19 shot mandatesperiod.
I support Informed Choice WA's Petition for rulemaking-Item 11. Thank you.

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 9:46:03 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Newly proposed rules regarding Child vaccines and Quarantine Camps

From: Aleta <atela49g@protonmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 10:29 AM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Newly proposed rules regarding Child vaccines and Quarantine Camps

External Email
The proposed rule giving DOH powers to involuntarily quarantine or inject US citizens is
in violation of federal law.

Under Title 21 CFR (Code of Federal Regulations) Section 50.23 &
50.24 It is illegal to exercise coercion when administering experimental medical
treatments. Coercing any US citizen to receive medical treatment against their will
constitutes an act of domestic terrorism, which is a felony. Any attempted enforcement
of such an unlawful rule would expose anyone enforcing it to charges of domestic
terrorism. Since the proposed rule will be UNLAWFUL by definition and will also violate
WA State Constitution, Article 1 Section 7 - right to privacy - there is only one option.
Abolish consideration of such a rule or face criminal charges (Domestic Terrorism and/or
Conspiracy to commit Domestic Terrorism).

Signed,
A Concerned Citizen

Sent with ProtonMail
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fprotonmail.com%2F&data=04%7C
Secure Email.

______________________________________________
From: Sarah Mendoza
Sent: 1/10/2022 5:21:19 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brian Donaldson
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:20:54 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: sarah Hamilton
Sent: 1/12/2022 8:32:41 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: I am against this government over reach
External Email

I am completely against any of the proposed Covid Policies that are over reaching and
immoral. We stand against these proposed WAC’s: WAC 246-100-070, WAC 246-100045, WAC 246-100-040, WAC 246-100, WAC 246-105.

______________________________________________
From: Emma Kushykov
Sent: 1/8/2022 9:18:45 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Bohdan Vetrov
Sent: 1/8/2022 10:49:42 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
Sent: 1/8/2022 6:00:36 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vaccines

--Samantha Pskowski (she/her/hers)
Washington State Board of Health
360-789-2358

From: Amberlee Moore <jajjhmoore@yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 12:10 PM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>; Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
<samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH)
<Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Vaccines

External Email
My family, my daughter and son's family, are against this legislation of requiring vaccines
for children when normal long term research has not been completed. We are graduate
educated, high income homes and families, we are law abiding & science believing- this
is the last draw- we will vacate our jobs, the taxes we pay and the state of Washington if
this passed vaccine requirement for children is passed and any form of repercussions
towards family are legislated. You are not listening to parents, you are not listening to
science. You are forcing and causing fear. All safety measures have been followed and
you are still just destroying the spirit of the people. We have stayed in Washington State.
Have completed all requirements and you just demand more. You are of the people and
for the people. Please stop forcing! Please stop controlling! Please represent the people,
not the fear.

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.onelink.me%2F107872968%3F

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.onelink.me%2F107872968%3F

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:53:39 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vote AGAINST vaccines for school age children

-----Original Message----From: Carol Linden <calinden@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 10:52 AM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Vote AGAINST vaccines for school age children
External Email
Hi Caitlin,
My name is Carol Linden. I’m emailing you to voice my opinion.
Please vote AGAINST vaccines for school age children.
I’m sure you are aware of how Sweden handled the initial outbreak of Covid-19, how
Sweden continued to send their children to school, NO masks, NO social distancing, and
playing with friends.
Are you aware that NOT ONE CHILD DIED between the age of 0-15??
Do you have the right to make a decision for a child or his family, to force vaccines on
children that are not dying from this disease?
I’m hoping that by emailing you you understand that I represent thousands of people
that will not email you because we feel no one is listening. I do hope that is not the case
here with you.
SPEAK FOR US
Vote AGAINST vaccines for school age children Thank you for your time!
Washington State 66 year resident and 48 year voter Carol Linden
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Sarah Abraham
Sent: 1/12/2022 2:22:12 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public Comment 1/12/2022
External Email
This is in regards to the public health meeting on 1/12/2022.
There were many statistics given by people that work for the state in some capacity or
another. One of them being as of 1/9/22 12 million doses of vaccine have been given out
to more than 5.5 million people, as of 1/9 200,000 kids have received at least one dose
and nearly 150k being fully vaccinated with our state having a population as of 2019 7.6
million. That make ls well over half of WA vaccinated, yet the mask and vaccinations are
doing nothing to help the prevention, transmission, or symptoms of COVID in any of the
variants, yet the only thing that any of these professionals focus on is masking and
vaccinations with very little discussion about how people can keep themselves healthy
and no at all of early treatment of COVID. With Michelle stating that is the only way to
keep school open, yet the vaccines have done nothing, they have had more negative
affects than positive. Than to have another doctor state that natural immunity is not
good enough, short lived, and unpredictable is ridiculous and the exact opposite of what
the CDC, epidemiologist and many other professionals saying. They state that natural
immunity is far superior and longer lasting than any synthetic vaccine. Regarding people
going to the ER cause they are seeking test and with the state having spent a ton of
money on in home testing kits, for kids to go back to school, or people to go back to
work, or for people to travel the in home test kits are mot considered valid. In regards to
staffing shortages at hospitals, and every single other occupations in WA and across the
country, how much of that shortage is attributed to the vaccine mandate? The statics and
predictions that are given make no sense and are not helping the people of WA. If
legislators, the governor and all the board members and everyone involved listened and
read all the comments then they will realize what they are doing is the exact opposite of
helping the people of WA. The people of WA have been greatly and negatively affected by
the rules, mandates and the policies that have been put in place. The people of WA are
getting tired and fed up with the way things are going at some point the tension will
break and it will not be good.
Sarah Abraham

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 5:50:39 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: I OPPOSE WAC 246-105

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov>
360-236-4105

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01%
| Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH%
|Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: Shanti Lambert <shonbon26@yahoo.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 10:37 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: I OPPOSE WAC 246-105

External Email
To The Board Members of the WA state Department of Health,

I am writing to you tonight out of complete desperation… I strongly and adamantly
OPPOSE this proposed WAC 246-105! I am shocked an appalled that this state is
seriously about vote to impose a vaccine mandate on our children for the Covid 19 shot.
A vaccine that has not withstood the test of time, thats been pushed on to people, taking
away their choices. A vaccine that is shown to be more like a treatment than any sort of
actual Prevention. No one can tell me what the effects may be on my child in 5 years or
10 Years. The lack of transparency has been extremely troubling and I don’t trust, nor
think it is absolutely necessary for myself or my child. The children are not at risk of
death or serious illness from this virus. The deaths in this 2 years of Covid is under 1,000
according to the CDC. Why are we doing this!?? It’s not worth the risk to our children. I
ask you to please not back parents into a corner. We love our children and deserve to
have choices and the ability to advocate for them since they are unable to do so for

them selves.
Thank you for your time.

Shanti Lambert 253.951.6168
Shonbon26@yahoo.com <mailto:Shonbon26@yahoo.com> .

Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Brent Anyan
Sent: 1/7/2022 4:51:00 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Pat Long
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:57:54 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Phil Connon
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:23:13 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Parker Loudon
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:53:37 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Christina Parr
Sent: 1/10/2022 7:11:22 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
Sent: 1/8/2022 6:18:26 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Halt proposal that would give Washington State the right to detain the
unvaccinated

--Samantha Pskowski (she/her/hers)
Washington State Board of Health
360-789-2358

From: Arlene R Reyes <tagalogtranslations@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 5:08 PM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>; Donahoe, Kaitlyn N (SBOH)
<kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
<Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>; Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
<samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Halt proposal that would give Washington State the right to detain the
unvaccinated

External Email
Dear Sir/Madam:

I write on behalf of many concerned Washington State residents.

Immediately halt any and all proposals that would give Washington State the right to
detain the unvaccinated until they have received a vaccination.

Per the U.S. Vaccine Adverse Events Reporting System (VAERS), the COVID jabs now
account for 983,756 adverse event reports as of December 17, 2021, including 20,622
deaths.

This doesn’t include the underreporting factor, which is signicant and ranges from 5 to 41

times higher than reported.

Most doctors and nurses are not aware of the existence of VAERS and even if they do,
choose not to report adverse incidents resulting from vaccination.

Jessica Rose, Ph.D., a research fellow at the Institute for Pure and Applied Knowledge in
Israel, has studied what the VAERS data tell us about the risks tied to COVID jabs. Rose
notes that the average number of adverse event reports following vaccination for the
past 10 years has been about 39,000 annually, with an average of 155 deaths. That’s for
all available vaccines combined.

As cited by Dr. Joseph Mercola in his article below, other findings are as follows:

According to Collette Martin, a practicing nurse who testified before a Louisiana Health
and Welfare Committee hearing December 6, 2021, children are experiencing “terrifying”
reactions to the COVID shot, including blood clots, heart attacks, encephalopathy and
arrhythmias.

Children are further at risk for potentially lifelong health problems from the jab.
Myocarditis (heart inflammation) has emerged as one of the most common problems,
especially among boys and young men.

Myocarditis is inversely correlated to age, so the risk gets higher the younger you are.
The risk is also dose-dependent, with boys having a six fold greater risk of myocarditis
following the second dose.

Among elderly patients, there has been an uptick in falls and acute onset of confusion
“without any known etiology.”

Workers are experiencing side effects, such as vision (including blindness) and
cardiovascular problems.

While hospitals are not gathering data on COVID jab injuries in any other ways, and
there’s no data to investigate even if you wanted to, we are seeing severe acute [shortterm] reactions to this vaccine.

At the same time, we have zero idea what any long-term reactions are, including
cancers, autoimmune disorders, and infertility.

You can’t compare the COVID shots to other vaccines. They’re by far the most dangerous
injectables created ever. Yet there doesn’t appear to be a cutoff for acceptable harm. No
one within the CDC or Food and Drug Administration, which jointly run VAERS, has
addressed these shocking numbers. Both agencies outrageously deny that a single death
can be attributed to the COVID jabs, which is simply impossible. It’s not statistically
plausible.

Please immediately call off any proposal to mandate the covid vaccination in Washington
State, and any and all mandates that would give Washington State the right to detain the
unvaccinated until they have received a vaccination.

Kindly read Dr. Joseph Mercola’s article in its entirety and do right by the residents of
Washington - including your sons and daughters, parents, and grandchildren - whose
welfare should be your utmost concern:

More Children Die From the COVID Shot Than From COVID

https://media.mercola.com/ImageServer/Public/2022/January/PDF/child-mortality-covidshot-pdf.pdf
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fmedia.mercola.com%2FImageSer
mortality-covid-shotpdf.pdf&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C8437ad38cc684c8fb16508d9d316519e%7C11

Respectfully,

A Reyes
Bainbridge Island, WA

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 2:28:05 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: extreme opposition to COVID 19 vaccine requirement for schools in
Washington State

From: Timothy Dehnert <timmyd1603@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 11:42 AM
Subject: extreme opposition to COVID 19 vaccine requirement for schools in Washington
State

External Email
Hello, I would like to express my extreme opposition to the implementation of a COVID
19 vaccine requirement for schools in Washington State!

1. No COVID vaccine available in the United States has received FDA approval. All
available vaccines, including the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine, are being administered under
an Emergency Use Authorization. The only “approved” COVID 19 vaccine is Comirnaty,
and it is not available in the United States and there is no anticipated date for its
availability. (This “smoke and mirrors” approach by the FDA is the subject of numerous
lawsuits and a Federal Judge recently rejected Pfizer’s claim that the 2 products are
interchangeable: Federal Judge Rejects DOD Claim That Pfizer EUA and Comirnaty
Vaccines Are ‘Interchangeable’ • Children's Health Defense (childrenshealthdefense.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fchildrenshealthdefense.org%2F&da
) Since EUA products cannot be mandated per the Nuremberg Code, this alone should be
enough to stop consideration of making vaccines mandatory.

2. Children are statistically at zero risk of dying from COVID. Their survival rate is in the
range of 99.997-99.998% or, put another way, their risk of dying with COVID is less than
2 in every 1,000,000 children. The very few children who are listed as COVID deaths did
not die OF COVID, but rather WITH COVID as anyone being admitted to a hospital
nowadays is tested. I challenge the Washington State Board of Health to show medical
records for even one child who has died OF COVID. Where there’s no risk, there can be
no benefit.

3. No one knows the long term risks of these vaccines. You may remember that one of
the members of the FDA Advisory Committee infamously said, “We are never going to
learn about how safe thie vaccine is until we start giving it” Dr. Eric Ruben, Editor in
Chief NEJM The studies Pfizer conducted were woefully underpowered. This is an analysis
of 10 Red Flags associated with Pfizer’s studies: Ten red flags in the FDA’s risk-benefit
analysis of Pfizer’s EUA application to inject American children 5 to 11 with its mRNA
product – Commentary – America's Frontline Doctors (americasfrontlinedoctors.org

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Famericasfrontlinedoctors.org%2F&d
)

Force vaccinating healthy children for a disease that doesn’t affect them to make adults
feel safe is a new low for humanity. Please do the right thing and do not require these
vaccinations for school age children.

Thank you for listening,
Tim

______________________________________________
From: Jotform
Sent: 1/11/2022 2:25:53 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Re: Stop The Child Vaccine Mandate Petition - Debra Stendera
External Email

<https://cdn.jotfor.ms/assets/img/logo2021/jotform-logo.png>

Stop The Child Vaccine Mandate Petition

Name
Debra Stendera
Email
mansonsweet1@yahoo.com
Zip
, , , , 98290

You can edit this submission
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.jotform.com%2Fedit%2F517
and view all your submissions
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.jotform.com%2Ftables%2F2
easily.

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 5:56:34 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Latest Covid Mandates

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov
360-236-4105
Website| Facebook |Twitter
-----Original Message----From: Sheri Johnson <the7johnsons@comcast.net>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 12:50 PM
To: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>
Cc: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Latest Covid Mandates
External Email
I am completely against any of the
proposed Covid Policies that are
over reaching and immoral. We
stand against these proposed
WAC's: WAC 246-100-070,
WAC 246-100-045, WAC
246-100-040, WAC 246-100,
WAC 246-105.
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 8:05:07 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Writing opinions opposing to school mandate

From: Yukari Endo <bonjourway@yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 11:54 AM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Cc: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Writing opinions opposing to school mandate

External Email
To Washington State Board of Health

I am Yukari Evins who has been living in Washington for two decades from my heritage is
Japan. I am also a parent of three children who were all born and raised in Washington
state. I am writing to you all to ask not to mandate mRNA technology that is still under
experiment at least until the end of 2023 according to Pharmaceutical companies such as
Pfizer and Moderna.

I would like to emphasize that this is not vaccine but it is Gene therapy. There have been
many of my friends in Japan told me that there are many people whom they know were
dead within 72 hours after being injected. Many of teens have dead within three days
after being injected in Japan.
The media in Japan has not reported at all but still pushing to people. Those scientists
and honored doctors and honored professors along with lawyers were all rejected to
speak up the reality on media. They finally have filled law suits in Japan since last year.

Please questions yourself why is all the world gov has been pushing mRNA Gene therapy
in the entire world to entire humans at the same time with this 99.9999 percent of
recovery rate?
Why would they push so called Green pass or Vaccine passport in every countries to even
purchase grocery?
Why would young children who are in the process of growing period should be forced to
be injected? Their immune system is powerful.
Why do they categorize in between vaccinated and unvaccinated that we have never

heard of before and blame on unvaccinated people?
What is the meaning of vaccine if unvaccinated people need to be blamed? Whoever have
already gotten this Gene therapy should be protected because of powerful scientists have
created this. If they blame on unvaccinated people, their mRNA is not working as being
advertised for this past two years constantly.

We have never seen any long term effects yet and all those doctors and scientists and
honored professors along with lawyers in Japan have stated that we need to see long
term effects on this experimental mRNA Gene therapy. The long term effects take at
least over 5 years usually.

Please seriously consider of the matter of the facts. This mandates since the closure
included mask mandate and restriction of travels are all unconstitutional in the world
wide. When it comes to the human health that each individuals have their different
circumstances of health, and if our kids have been forced ever and pushed with this Gene
therapy, this is called a part of criminal in the world according to lawyers in Japan.

Thank you for your consideration and your time to read.

Sincerely

Yukari Evins

Sent from Yahoo
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fapps.apple.com%2Fus%2Fapp%2
news-email-weathervideo%2Fid646100661&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C8ab49803e3a947755e4208d9d

______________________________________________
From: Anne Arnhold
Sent: 1/10/2022 2:18:00 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Ethan Martin
Sent: 1/8/2022 12:39:28 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
Sent: 1/8/2022 5:22:03 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Children’s vaccine

--Samantha Pskowski (she/her/hers)
Washington State Board of Health
360-789-2358
-----Original Message----From: Jean Omdal <omdalmj@icloud.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 9:24 AM
To: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Children’s vaccine
External Email
Please do not force children to be vaxed.
Thank you,
Jeannie Omdal
PO Box O
Bow, WA 98232
Sent from my iPad

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/8/2022 12:46:43 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: No on Covid Mandates for Children

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov
360-236-4105
Website| Facebook |Twitter
-----Original Message----From: Teresa DeDonato <resededo@hotmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 5, 2022 12:38 PM
Subject: No on Covid Mandates for Children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
I am writing to urge you to vote NO on the COVID vaccine mandate for kids. I am
confused as to how you all can call it a vaccine given that it doesn't work like a vaccine is
intended. You don't have a mild case of measles after the measles vaccine for example,
because that vaccine actually works! Aside from the acknowledgement from the medical
community that this vaccine does not actually stop someone from contracting and
passing along the virus, COVID (especially Omicron) does not pose a risk to young kids. I
am struggling to understand how this can even be considered given the severe side
effects we have seen, especially in young males with myocarditis. As indicated on the
CDC website there is virtually ZERO risk of a child dying from COVID, but there are
numerous kids who have died from this vaccine or have lifelong injuries! You know this in
your hearts and I have absolutely know idea how you can live with yourselves if you do
this to families. No money in the world from Big Pharma would allow me to do this to
children. It is not the responsibility of them to keep adults safe. It's the other way
around. In a free society we assume risk. We don't mitigate risk by using our children as
shields. Step up and do the right thing by saying NO to this mandate!

Thank you if you actually took the time to read this.
Sincerely,
The Mother of a vaccine injured child (if you pursue this there will be countess more and
you will be responsible)

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 7:35:23 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vaccines in Schools

-----Original Message----From: Ann-Maree Tedaldi <annmtedaldi@icloud.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 4:12 PM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Vaccines in Schools
External Email
Ma’am,
It has come to my attention that the topic of mandating the covid-19 vaccine for school
is on the table.
Due to the late notice of this and short timeline to submit an email to you I will keep this
very brief.
I WILL NOT VACCINATE MY CHILD.
If you are so concerned over the welfare of children, PLEASE lets address childhood
obesity, HUNGER, and CHILD ABUSE. DAILY, I hear of another child who has last their
life at the hands of a caregiver. Respectfully, Sir, THIS IS WHAT SHOULD HAVE YOUR
ATTENTION!!
Respectfully,
Ann-Maree Tedaldi, PhD, DPT, COMT
210-482-9755
annmtedaldi@icloud.com

______________________________________________
From: TRISHA JENNINGS
Sent: 1/12/2022 9:29:11 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Vaccine Mandate
External Email
Washington State Board of Health
I object to the plan to apply current infectious disease WAC codes to include Covid-19 for
Washington State residents. This disease is manageable if treatment is started early.
Moreover, it is survivable by more than 90% of the population. These Covid vaccines
have little effect on the Omicron variant, and in fact, most people who get this variant
have been double vaccinated, some have even received booster shots. Being fully
vaccinated will require regular booster shots, forever!
Including Covid vaccines as a requirement for attending public school is completely
unnecessary. Children have little risk from Covid-19, but they do have considerable risk
from the unapproved Covid vaccines.
In America, health officers do not have the right to quarantine a person or family in a
prison-type facility for refusing the Covid vaccination or any other medical intervention.
This is not about our health; it is an unconstitutional, criminal attempt for the
government to control the population. Those who are proposing this plan should be
charged with treason.
Signed,
Trisha Jennings
500 Locher Rd
Touchet, Wa. 99360

______________________________________________
From: Olga Papchenko
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:32:59 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 12:44:15 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vote NO

-----Original Message----From: Vickie Reynolds <vickiereynolds@comcast.net>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 12:28 PM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Vote NO
External Email
Evil evil evil is how you look!!! How dare you play God!! No one should EVER BE FORCED
TO COMPLY!!!!
You need to vote NO NO NO NO!!!
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 7:48:55 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Fwd: Vaccine requirements for children

Get Outlook for iOS
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fo0ukef&data=04%7C0
________________________________
From: Shauna Sams <fathersdtr@yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 10:38:10 PM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Vaccine requirements for children
External Email
To Whom It May Concern,

I am a nurse who recently had to make the decision to take a “vaccine” for covid in the
next few months. I did some research to find out what I may be putting into my body.
There are so many medical professionals, government officials and opinions involved in
requiring me to take this shot, whom I do not trust, therefore my research gave me
pause.
Secondly, I saw that nobody in authority was talking about treatment! Why not? In the
past, a new diagnosis that comes out has a flurry of studies to find treatments.
And lastly, I looked at the new technology in the shot, has it successfully run through
trial, is it approved by those in authority? No to all of those.
I have spent a day exploring the VAERS government reporting site and I am completely
appalled that this much death and injury has occurred. And our government still wants to
mandate it? There were so many deaths in young people just hours and days after
receiving a second dose of the shot. Page after page were the same stories of severe
vomiting, cerebral hemorrhage, cardiac arrest, clotting, all resulted in death. I focused
my search on young people ages 17-40 because there were too many in the older
population to go through.
My concern is now for what the government wants to do to our children. Wow, that was a
scary sentence. There are millions of concerned parents that do not want our children
and grandchildren to receive this shot. Children do not need the covid vaccine and it will
kill and injure more of them than it will help as revealed in my research.
- Children only have a .02% chance of dying from this illness and the children that died
had other comorbidity. Most children have only mild cold or flu like symptoms. The shot
will have worse effects than covid.

- The total count of death and injury by the shot from the VAERS reporting site has, as of
Jan 7, 2022 exceeded one million injured and dead.

- Hundreds of thousand that have had the shot series, even up to 3 shots have still
contracted covid.

- There are effective treatments that are proven to work for covid and will work for our
children. Natural immunity has not been taken into consideration by the government,
which has proven to be effective.

Please consider these words and do not subject our children and grandchildren to harmful
injections.

Sincerely,
Shauna Sams, now retired RN who has a new job of fighting for our future generation,

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:29:15 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vaccinations for children

-----Original Message----From: Robert Evans <rf3vans@icloud.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 5, 2022 6:22 PM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Vaccinations for children
External Email
Hello, could you give me details on why you think my child should be vaccinated?
Thank you.
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Carolyn R
Sent: 1/12/2022 2:10:54 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: NO Covid Vaccine Mandates for children
External Email
January 11, 2022
Washington State Board of Health
Olympia, Washington
wsboh@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:wsboh@sboh.wa.gov>
Re: No Mandating Covid Vaccines for children—in or out of schools
Dear Board of Health:
A recent on-line interview provided this scenario: And, well, they have to give it to kids,
because, here’s why – they cannot market this vaccine [the Comirnaty] without having
immunity shield. I sue pharmaceutical companies for a living and I have enough criminal
activity that I know about for Pfizer at this point, and Moderna. If they went ahead and
marketed a vaccine where they end up killing people or injuring them, then I can sue
them and they’d be through. So they’re never going to market a vaccine, allow people
access to a vaccine--an approved vaccine--without getting liability protection.
The emergency-use authorization vaccines have liability protection under the PREP Act
and under the CARES Act. So as long as you take an emergency-use vaccine, you can’t
sue them. Once they get approved, now you can sue them. Unless they can get it
recommended for children because all vaccines that are officially recommended for
children get liability protection--even if an adult gets that vaccine. That’s why they’re
going after the kids.
They know this is going to kill and injure a huge number of children, but they need to do
it for the liability protection. And here’s how they know that it’s going to injure kids.
During the Pfizer study, they only tested it on 1300 children, and one of those we now
know was a girl called Maddy Gary. We only know about this because she and her family
came forward and told us what happened.
Maddy Gary got the vaccine. She is now in a wheelchair for life, and she needs a feeding
tube to eat. So Pfizer, you know, because Pfizer tested on 1300 kids, it is stuck with the
extrapolation that one out of every 1300 kids is going to be injured like that. An injury
worse than death.

Pfizer did not report her injury. Instead it said she had a stomach ache. So that’s what
they reported to the FDA. They lied.
Robert F. Kennedy Jr., Children’s Health Defense, in interview:
https://www.rokfin.com/post/65950/RFK-Jr-On-Vaccines-Liability-They-know-this-isgoing-to-kill-and-injure-a-huge-number-of-children
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.rokfin.com%2Fpost%2F6595
Jr-On-Vaccines-Liability-They-know-this-is-going-to-kill-and-injure-a-huge-number-ofchildren&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Ca6c996325a9e4037670108d9d5b386f7%7C11d0e
Think about it. One in 1300 kids permanently disabled (that we know of). But, that’s only
about 20 children in Seattle’s 6-12 grades, (and how many state-wide?) So, why not

mandate it, as long as it’s not your child that is injured for life, or dies, right?
Isn’t it about time that those in government stand up for the people instead of pharma or
those who control pharma and stop submitting us, particularly the children, to this
ongoing experimentation and greed?
There is a plethora of information on the harm this injection is doing--to adults, young
and old, and to the children who have so far received it. You know the injection is
damaging and that children are at little risk from the virus and that there are other lowcost and successful treatments that could be made readily available. There is no
legitimate basis for forcing this injection on children.
I urge you, please, do not allow any mandates for children of any age, and please
approve the petition that asks the Board to establish a new rule to prohibit them from
adding any Emergency Use Authorization product, or any licensed product that lacks
completed Phase 3 trial studies to the required school list.
Respectfully,
C. Reeder
Seattle
P.S.

Here is another look at the situation – from UK, but equally applicable here:
https://brandnewtube.com/watch/vaxxer-vs-truther-rap-battle_qo2y1f2IrlcLbBs.html
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fbrandnewtube.com%2Fwatch%2F
vs-truther-rapbattle_qo2y1f2IrlcLbBs.html&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Ca6c996325a9e4037670108d9

______________________________________________
From: Pepai Whipple
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:36:07 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Alison Rosa Clark
Sent: 1/10/2022 1:27:33 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Pirri Badenhop
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:27:31 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: floyd ryan
Sent: 1/10/2022 1:13:48 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Susan Prosser
Sent: 1/12/2022 12:47:32 PM
To: DOH WSBOH,Susan Prosser
Cc:
Subject: STOP mandates/Stop Lying/RE: COVID mandates/restrictions 01.12.22
External Email
I was on the Zoom meeting link today however, I did not get a chance to speak.
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

Dear Washington State Board of Health,
WE THE PEOPLE have GOD-GIVEN rights that are protected under the United States
Constitution.
We have been lied to consistently regarding the COVID-10 Plandemic – Your propaganda
does not MAKE SENSE.
WE THE PEOPLE are following the money – why are HOSPITALS making money from
covid deaths? Why are vaccine makers exempt from liability from adverse reaction
claims?
Why are people that DIE with COVID being reported as a COVID death? Your Lies do not
make sense.
We Trust Science – I DO trust in Science BUT:
COERCION is not science.
Withholding Data is not science.
Manipulating Data is not science.
Cherry-picking Studies is not science.
Social Conditioning is not science.
Fear Mongering is not science.
AND, Censorship is not science.
Our Constitution and the Nuremberg Code protect Individual Rights and Liberties.
The current Mandates VIOLATE the Constitution and the Nuremberg Code. Do not think
for a moment that WE THE PEOPLE will not GO AFTER YOU for the CRIMES AGAINST
HUMANITY that are currently being enforced. You will not be able to say that you did not
know. YOU ARE UNDER NOTICE!!!!
WE THE PEOPLE WILL FIGHT FOR OUR CONSTITUTION RIGHTS!!! ALL OF OUR RIGHTS.
INDIVIDUALS RIGHTS MUST BE RESPECTED.

DO NOT MESS WITH US – DO NOT MESS WITH OUR CHILDREN.
STOP THE MANDATES There is NO emergency! We know that COVID IS A REAL THING HOWEVER, it is NOT as
deadly as the propaganda claims. THis is not a health thing - IT IS A CONTROL THING!
YOU ARE NOT ELECTED OFFICIALS and do not make law.
The niceness that we are presenting currently will end soon if the mandates do not stop.
Let’s GO BRANDON.

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/5/2022 7:41:39 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vaccine mandates

-----Original Message----From: Felicia Billingsley <tfbillingsley@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 5, 2022 7:08 PM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Vaccine mandates
External Email
As a mother of 5 school aged children, I do not support mandating vaccines that have
not gone through all phases of testing. A vaccine authorized for emergency use that
poses a higher risk to children than the disease itself should not be required to attend
public school. If the vaccine is required, I will have no other choice but to remove my
children from the WA state public school system.
Respectfully,
Felicia McNew
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Shersten Rudolph
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:30:28 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: vaccines
External Email
What ever happened to my body, my choice?????? For all!! Required vaccines is
completely opposed to this line of thinking that is propagated in our country!
Shersten Rudolph

______________________________________________
From: John Cizin
Sent: 1/12/2022 9:48:10 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Vaccine Mandate
External Email
Seattle Fire Department had 175 units out of service last month do to staffing shortages.
Public service?
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Brad Drawhorn
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:20:30 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Vonda Becker
Sent: 1/12/2022 9:13:11 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: WAC 246-100-070, WAC 246-100-045, WAC 246-100-040, WAC 246-100, WAC
246-105
External Email
I am completely against any of these proposed Covid policies, which are grossly
overwhelming immoral. I highly object to these measures to strip freedoms away from
citizens. American is founded on freedom!
Vonda Becker
Sent from my AT&T Wireless iPhone
Vonda J. Becker

______________________________________________
From: Pat Walsh
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:26:59 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Terri Warren
Sent: 1/11/2022 3:41:04 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Vaccine mandate for school aged children
External Email
This is an absolutely NO on mandated vaccine to attend school. These vaccines are not
proven and are under emergency use only status. There is no emergency for children and
the virus. While there are more problems with those children who have taken the
vaccine.
Make the right choice,
Terri Warren

______________________________________________
From: Brandi M Groth
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:14:25 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Gina Jatho
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:02:17 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 10:27:55 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Strongly oppose WAC change

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: MaryAnne Nelson <macznelson@hotmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 11:51 AM
To: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Strongly oppose WAC change

External Email

I strongly object to the proposed mandatory detainment of Washington state citizens
who object to the vaccination for All a related coronaviruses and variants.

Mary Anne Nelson

______________________________________________
From: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
Sent: 1/11/2022 3:28:38 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Re: Fwd: FIRST DOCUMENT: Health Professional Outreach: Urgent - CEASE
AND DESIST Testing Run Against Government Standards

--Samantha Pskowski (she/her/hers)
Washington State Board of Health
360-789-2358
-----Original Message----From: unite4truth@mailbox.org <unite4truth@mailbox.org>
Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2022 2:52 PM
To: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Fwd: Re: Fwd: FIRST DOCUMENT: Health Professional Outreach: Urgent CEASE AND DESIST Testing Run Against Government Standards
External Email
Subject: Re: Fwd: FIRST DOCUMENT: Health Professional Outreach: Urgent - CEASE AND
DESIST Testing Run Against Government Standards
F/u phone call - Document 1
Letter which went out to Vermont policy officials, various academic and policy groups in
Washington also have been forwarded this documentation
ALL STATE PUBLIC HEALTH DEPARTMENT IN VIOLATION OF LEGAL ETHICAL CODES
IMPLEMENTING TESTING AGAINST PUBLIC HEALTH ORGANIZATION USE STANDARDS
(applies to your department as well)
Cease and desist.
Document 1:
To Senator Brian Campon, Governor Phil Scot
CEASE AND DESIST
(cc superintendents, media)
Vermont is running Covid-19 testing against WHO/CDC/FDA standards & updated
warning statements and implementing Antigen testing against FDA warning which will
result in 96% false positive results (on one error) per statement issued on 11/3/2020.
(FDA warning statements with calculations for expected false positive rate (96%) are
included in the body of email below:
Vermont Public Health department and Governor have been provided the following
documentation, refuse to correct course and aiding an act of medical fraud.

Additionally, PCR tests are being run at cycle amplification rates above 24 CT (a cycle
level too high, more cycles run, less material, over 24 research study has found NO LIVE
material over 24 CT - this has been falsely represented by policy makers, public health
organization leadership as 'viral load' and false proof of detection of Sars CoV2, virus
attributed to cause generic Covid-19 cluster symptoms. The continuation of
implementation of use of PCR testing peer reviewed as unsuitable for the purpose over a
year ago with numerous update warning statement of problem documented by the
CDC/WHO/FDA statements is an act of medical fraud (linked in body of email below)
Covid-19 testing is Emergency Use Authorized ONLY and it is the responsibility of
leadership to review documentation to ensure states remain in compliance with new
directives. Vermont public health & policy makers have not.
Additionally, the majority of all Covid-19 testing ever issued has been subsequently
recalled by the FDA due to serious design flaw and contamination with no action by policy
makers to address ongoing issue or issue correction/public health warning to citizens who
received Covid-19 diagnosis and treatment on the basis of faulty test which are not
clinically viable for detection of Sars CoV2. Over 270 different Covid testing/devices have
been recalled by the FDA comprising (at least) tens of millions of kits.
Vermont policy makers have imperiled licensed health professionals and academics with
liability/licensing and liability issues with ordering testing directives against government
health organization own use standards as clearly documented by the evidence below.
Health professionals/academics are held to an EVIDENCE based standards and 'following
orders' will not hold up as a defense in a court of law
Please review this letter which has been sent out to school superintendents (ALL) in NY,
VT, and MA:
And, IMMEDIATELY act to end testing directives which are driving false positive cases
which are being misrepresented as Covid-19 cases as this constitutes a SERIOUS threat
to individual and public health for citizens in the state of Vermont.
Subject: Health Professional Outreach: SEVERE Problems with Covid Testing: States
Running Testing against FDA Warning Statements/WHO/CDC standards updates: false
positives
LEGAL ACTION PENDING
Subject: URGENT: Health Professional Outreach - New York Running Antigen Testing
Against FDA Warning Use of Tests/ MAJORITY FALSE POSITIVES
Hello
This is an urgent outreach to provide documentation on problems with Covid-19 Rapid
Antigen Testing in schools which are being run against FDA warning for use in low
incident populations which will result in MAJORITY false positives when utilized against
this warning:
States/Schools are running Covid 19 antigen testing against FDA (and other public health
organization) use recommendations per below document,
Here is the document:
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.fda.gov%2Fmedicaldevices%2Fletters-health-care-providers%2Fpotential-false-positive-results-antigentests-rapid-detection-sars-cov-2-letter-clinical-

laboratory&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17b

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.fda.gov%2Fmedicaldevices%2Fletters-health-care-providers%2Fpotential-false-positive-results-antigentests-rapid-detection-sars-cov-2-letter-clinicallaboratory&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17b
Potential for False Positive Results with Antigen Tests for Rapid Detection of SARS-CoV-2
- Letter to Clinical Laboratory Staff and Health Care Providers
*
Remember that positive predictive value (PPV) varies with disease prevalence
when interpreting results from diagnostic tests. PPV is the percent of positive test results
that are true positives. As disease prevalence decreases, the percent of test results that
are false positives increase.
*
For example, a test with 98% specificity would have a PPV of just over
80% in a population with 10% prevalence, meaning 20 out of 100 positive results would
be false positives.
*
The same test would only have a PPV of approximately 30% in a population
with 1% prevalence, meaning 70 out of 100 positive results would be false positives. This
means that, in a population with 1% prevalence, only 30% of individuals with positive
test results actually have the disease.
*
At 0.1% prevalence, the PPV would only be 4%, meaning that 96 out of
100 positive results would be false positives.
*
Health care providers should take the local prevalence into consideration
when interpreting diagnostic test results.
*
Consider positive results in combination with clinical observations, patient history,
and epidemiological information
To give you an example of how this works, I will give you the expected false positives in
Vermont (one of group members obtained this data to issue warning for Vermont public
schools - here are the numbers:
Vermont: 14 day cases
1020 cases
Population of Vermont:
623,251
Antigen tests: 98% general specificity
.1% case rate
*
At 0.1% prevalence, the PPV would only be 4%, meaning that 96 out of 100
positive results would be false positives.
96 out of hundred tests are expected to be false positives (on this one error, other
significant errors also documented with the use of these testing methods) The ENTIRE US population was 'low incident' before employment of mass testing was
instituted, no current case numbers or individual diagnosis have ANY scientific clinical
validity due to improper use of antigen tests AGAINST FDA waring.

(additionally, the testing utilized to determine case rates in New York is severely flawed
and against use guidelines as documented HERE)
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2Fm
not-exercising-due-diligence-reporting-covid-19-case-numbers-egregious-test-problemsignored&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17bd%

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
not-exercising-due-diligence-reporting-covid-19-case-numbers-egregious-test-problemsignored&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17bd%

Our group did a similar outreach last Spring and the head of the education department &
policy makers have been made aware but REFUSE to correct course.
Here is the article from that outreach:

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2Fs
forced-covid-19-antigen-testing-in-schools-states-going-against-fda-recommendationsstrategy&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17bd%

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Flinkprotect.cudasvc.com%2Furl%3
forced-covid-19-antigen-testing-in-schools-states-going-against-fda-recommendationsstrategy%26c%3DE%2C1%2Ckyt-yX7SU4Je9M4gDT079Uw5kKp8Fl63It1e5YEkJHE474cL9I5yRqJfZXC4dYs7_O2a2hk_kPhQ64KC2f8kTHw419cB0M3V_UTZ9r9UOMw653jxdVX7yNHA%2C%2C%26typo%3D1&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.
From the numbers last March for MA
"Right now, in the county I am in, we are at .08% PPV You arrive at the PPV number by
finding out your county population, determine the last two week average of active cases
(available on your state's Covid-19 dashboard) and then find out the test which antigen
test they use to determine specificity rate. Most are about 98% specificity.
Here, it went, two hundred 'active' cases Population of country 125,000 people
.08 prevalence rate.
98% test specificity average to about 99.98 false positive cases"
This is NOT the only problem with testing.
Testing issues include:
MASS recalls, 270 different Covid-19 test kits and devices have been recalled since the
inception of the program - this comprises 100s of millions of tests and majority of all
tests EVER ISSUED, many recalled due to contamination issues. This is an ongoing issue
with millions recalled each months, none having any clinical validity for diagnosis to
errors necessitating recalls.
Here is the link to the FDA webpage which was (until recently) keeping track of the
recalls on a central list, but stopped updating it in July despite extensive recalls since
that time (buried on site, this is a valid archive of the page):

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fweb.archive.org%2Fweb%2F202110
devices%2Fcoronavirus-covid-19-and-medical-devices%2Fremoval-lists-tests-should-nolonger-be-used-andor-distributed-covid-19-faqs-testing-sars-cov-

2&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17bd%7C11d

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fweb.archive.org%2Fweb%2F2021
devices%2Fcoronavirus-covid-19-and-medical-devices%2Fremoval-lists-tests-should-nolonger-be-used-andor-distributed-covid-19-faqs-testing-sars-cov2&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17bd%7C11d
Please click on the third box of the above link to view the list
Additionally, there are severe problems with PCR testing including
-test developed without virus isolate (non specific to Sars CoV2)
-test set at cycle amplification rates which produce false positive by default of the test
This issue was featured in a New York Times article in the summer of 2020 highlighting
research studies adjusting for the cycle amplification error and finding up to NINETY
percent of tests were false positive due to a simple test recommendation error by the
FDA WHICH REMAINS UNCORRECTED TO THIS DAY

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.nytimes.com%2F2020%2F08%
testing.html&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.nytimes.com%2F2020%2F08
testing.html&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17
Summary of problem in a cease and desist letter from international attorney Reiner
Fuellmich who is working globally to file lawsuits against the testing due creation of false
positive tests through violation of scientific and implementation standards:

"If the test system only begins detection after a large number of replication cycles, the
viral
load is so low that active infection is ruled out. In the NDR podcast of May 7, 2020, you
yourself referred to a study according to which a patient is considered "less infectious"
above 25 cycles. In fact, the authors of a Canadian study failed to identify any replicable
virus beyond 24 cycles (Jared Bullard et al. in Clinical Infectious Diseases,
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fdoi.org%2F10.1093%2Fcid%2F&am

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fdoi.org%2F10.1093%2Fcid%2F&a
ciaa638). Nevertheless, when the new case numbers are
added up again, nowhere is it checked at which Ct value the cut-off was set in the
respective positive test case. This makes the result of a PCR test highly susceptible to
manipulation - and thus susceptible to political influence when high case numbers are
"needed" in order to intimidate the population. In any case, the values determined on the
basis of a PCR test are not a sufficient basis for a complete shutdown of public life and
interference with people's liberties on an unprecedented scale".

Link to document with letter HERE
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fdrive.google.com%2Ffile%2Fd%2F
vDwqEy9vMhbNqzodAEW3b%2Fview&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580d
(submitted against PCR test science authors)
To keep it very simple, the more cycles you run a PCR test at, the less material is left,
due this too many times and eventually, its just dead non infectious material
The documentation for the studies showing this and further problems with the PCR test

may be viewed here:

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2Fc
desist-covid-19-leadership-testing-vaccines-policies-violate-licensing-ethicalstandards&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17bd

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Flinkprotect.cudasvc.com%2Furl%3
desist-covid-19-leadership-testing-vaccines-policies-violate-licensing-ethicalstandards%26c%3DE%2C1%2CLYJeVcG4MaIxaJCw6RqA7GMErVSRTAljix_SjNBOZJ3chueAKCBrUR6rX5MmY
The public health leadership and policy makers are aware of these issues but will not act
to change course. This does NOT negate of the school leadership at the local levels to
immediately address this issue, and frankly, our group is beyond done with the 'following
order' response from educational leadership when given extensive evidence testing is
perpetuating false cases. It is time to act.
It is imperative that lead educators now come forward to speak out on our children's
behalf and demand the public health department and education department leadership
cease and desist implementing testing which is driving case numbers
The entire basis for social distancing, lock downs, and masking is based on severely
flawed testing which is creating cases, misrepresented as infections
The reason individuals test positive with no symptoms is due to high amplification cycles
producing false positives, 90% of people in MA received false positives according to
research trials in summer of 2020. These individuals are not silent infections, they are
simply not sick
At this point, given the extensive documentation of the problems with statements by
Anthony Fauci admitting the issue over a year ago, this is not just a honest mistake, it
appears to be coordinated fraud

Full review with Fauci interview may be viewed HERE
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2Fc
pcr-covid-19-gold-standard-test-to-be-discontinued-replaced-with-equally-flawedtesting&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17bd%

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Flinkprotect.cudasvc.com%2Furl%3
pcr-covid-19-gold-standard-test-to-be-discontinued-replaced-with-equally-flawedtesting%26c%3DE%2C1%2Cr4EAdKXKPBD4dMe13UM2qM6jKspu57sH5wX7ImuZS_CY2MfLFtAy_C_sfO6Ldx

Additionally, educators should be aware that the government can not provide ANY
substantive evidence showing masking offers any benefit to children - a Freedom of
Information act request just returned from NY letter:
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWilliamAHuston%2F

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWilliamAHuston%2
The ramifications for our children's social development through constant masking and
physical distancing are profound. Right now, against ALL medical and scientific evidence,
on the basis of severely flawed testing standards, children are being advised by some
authorities to utilize N95 and other medical grade mask which under NO circumstance
should be worn by children (decreases oxygenation levels which may result in brain
damage if this continues long term).

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.technocracy.news%2Fgerman

neurologist-on-face-masks-oxygen-deprivation-causes-permanent-neurologicaldamage%2F&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.technocracy.news%2Fgerma
neurologist-on-face-masks-oxygen-deprivation-causes-permanent-neurologicaldamage%2F&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17
Please act to speak out on this issue and share this information with fellow educators
Lawsuits are pending on testing issues both in the US and abroad. Be aware that there is
potential liability issues for health professionals (i.e. school nurses and licensed
educators) for implementation of policies which document show severe potential to
impede student health, following orders against actual data is NOT a legal excuse in
court.
Liability issues may extend to licensed educators who are implementing Covid-19 testing
against government's own standards. ALL Covid-19 testing is Emergency Use authorized
only and there are ongoing updates which lead policy makers and educators are
responsible for reviewing:
ALL Covid-19 testing is Emergency Used approved only, new
statements/guidelines/warnings/recalls have been coming out on a near weekly basis. It
is the responsibility of those implementing these testing programs in school districts to
ensure this data is undergoing ongoing monitoring Have any of your districts acted to investigate which tests you have utilized which have
been subsequently recalled (most were)?
Have any of your districts acted to provide parental notification about faulty test results
students may have received due to use of recalled testing?
Nurses being ordered by the district to implementing testing against government
directives are placed in a position of acting against MA licensing and legal code standards
for RNS/LPSn. School nurses are in ACTIVE violation of their licensing standards and
liability laws in administering tests against government warnings. It does NOT matter if
they are following orders, professional standards hold us to EVIDENCE based practice.
This documentation is extensively available on the public health organization own website
Masking policy and testing policy is unsupported by scientific evidence and actively
driving policies with severe potential to harm student emotional, psychological, and
physical health.
Please objective review the SOURCE DATA directly. The government public health
organization and testing manufacture data extensively document SEVERE testing issues.
Follow the science is direct review of evidence not partisan debate or argument over
'expert' opinion. One does not need an advanced degree to review basic data with simple
protocol and testing application driving the errors & it is the responsibility of lead
educators responsible for implementing Covid-19 policies to review this data and act to
correct problems to safeguard students emotional and physical health.
All discussion should be focused on this data itself.
Sincerely
Health Care Professionals for Covid-19 Policy Correction
(legal and parent groups have been provided this documentation and we are now aware

of several groups getting ready to move forward with legal action)
CEASE AND DESIST

On 01/11/2022 11:34 PM unite4truth@mailbox.org wrote:

---------- Original Message ---------From: unite4truth@mailbox.org
To: "CROfrontdesk@leg.wa.gov" <CROfrontdesk@leg.wa.gov>
Date: 01/11/2022 11:09 PM
Subject: SECOND DOCUMENT: Health Professional Outreach: Urgent - CEASE AND
DESIST Testing Run Against Government Standards
Second document Covid-19 vaccine policy (fraudulent trial standards, SEVERE safety risks)
Document 2:
Date: 01/11/2022 6:53 PM
Subject: Fwd: Re: Health Professional Outreach: SEVERE Covid-19 testing problems &
Vaccine Issues -CEASE AND DESIST
CEASE AND DESIST
To: All government policy makers/educational leadership responsible for implementing
Vermont Covid-19 policy directives
Policy makers have actively misrepresented safety and efficacy of Covid-19 vaccinations
against the government public health organization and vaccine trial evidence, in an act
with serious public health ramifications for the citizens of Vermont:

Covid-19 vaccination were emergency use approved in December of 2020 on the basis of
trials which measured for mild symptom suppression
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.bmj.com%2Fcontent%2F371
, the trials did not monitor for reduction of serious outcomes (hospitalizations/mortality
reduction) nor measure for reduction in transmission of SARS Cov2 (virus attributed to
cause cluster symptoms) of Covid-19.

Further, despite multiple nations now halting/restricting use of US administered Covid-19
vaccinations due to severe safety risks (see below) with an ever expanding list of safety
investigation for SEVERE health side effects and new release of Pfizer documents
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
court-ordered-document-release-exposes-company-covered-up-covid-vaccine-deathssideeffects&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17bd%7
exposing the pharmaceutical company classified and withheld early safety data
correlating 1,200 deaths and 42,000 injuries in the very early weeks of the Pfizer Covid19 vaccination program, the policy makers and public health officials of Vermont charged
persist in misrepresenting the safety and benefits of Covid-19 vaccinations against
documentation the vaccinations INDUCE side effects mirroring symptoms of Covid-19
attributed diagnosis at FAR greater rates and severity than individuals will experiences
with a positive PCR test diagnosis for Covid-19 (documentation below)

Public health and policy maker leadership must immediately CEASE and DESIST
misrepresenting Covid-19 public health against data documented by WHO/CDC/FDA &
test/manufacturer and research evidence and correct course to end public health policies
which have resulted in SEVERE individual and public health harm based on FALSE
information.
Documentation and source links below
Thanks you
Original Outreach Summary: PLEASE REVIEW
(update - new Pfizer court ordered released data document the pharmaceutical
classified/deliberately suppressed early safety data showing signals which should have
resulted IN immediate withdrawal of Emergency Use authorization by existing
FDA/research study parameters for ending EUA drug approvals):
Direct links to documents may be reviewed HERE:

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2Fp
court-ordered-document-release-exposes-company-covered-up-covid-vaccine-deathssideeffects&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17bd%7

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
court-ordered-document-release-exposes-company-covered-up-covid-vaccine-deathssideeffects&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17bd%7

Urgent:
This email is part of national outreach campaign to correct SEVERE errors in Covid-19
narratives which are actively contradicted and disproven by a cursory objective review of
the public health organization data and vaccine trial evidence. There are SEVERE testing
flaws and vaccine safety issues and the media is not objectively reviewing data which
exposes the issue. Below is a summary compilation of evidence, it is all sourced and
linked, it includes videos as well as extensive referral to CDC, FDA, WHO, & peer review
data.
Summary (each topic will be addressed below with direct source links to documentation
per the government/vaccine trial/pharmaceutical/test manufacturer data in the full letter
section - see the full body for sources & LINKS to data/evidence)
TESTING (brief summary - see full body letter for the full links to all sources)
-PCR tests - developed without virus isolate, non specific to Sars CoV2 (virus attributed
to cause Covid-19), set at cycle amplification settings above level which detect live
material (24), a positive does not equate to symptom presentation or contagion per CDC
own emergency use document, 22 expert panel peer review for International Consortium
of Science deemed the PCR test 'useless' for detection of Sars CoV2, virus attributed to
cause Covid-19 cluster symptoms (this was first nationally reported in the New York
Times over a year ago, the core issue never was corrected)
-Antigen testing: Antigen tests will produce up to 100% false positive tests when used in

low incident populations per FDA statement on November 3, 2020, the entire country
was 'low incident' population before mass administration & the 'second wave' last fall.
FDA issued a statement on November 3 2020 warning potential for mass false positives
when used in low incident populations with formula for calculating expected false positive
rate. Up to 100% false positives in low incident (Covid) populations, in my county,
utilizing the FDA's own formula - this worked out to projected 86% false positives on this
ONE error alone with use of tests.
-Antibody testing - non specific to Sars CoV2, pick up material from many other diseases,
takes many day to weeks to flag a positive result
-majority of all Covid-19 test kits and devices ever issued have been subsequently
recalled by the FDA due to bacterial/fungal contamination and faulty trial design, 100s of
millions of tests, the same companies are then rewarded with new contracts to produce
Covid-19 related devices and products with no liability due to Emergency Use Status of
Test. Millions are being recalled every month. This comprises over 270 different kits and
hundreds of millions of tests (links to FDA list and full article including extensive
information on contamination of US & global testing below)
Attribution Standards
Unscientific, designed to capture illness unrelated to Sars CoV2, misattributing
existing/other disease to Covid-19
Mass Financial incentives to hospitals to label case Covid-19 per American physician and
surgeon expose (below)
Severely flawed testing/attribution standards are falsely assigning Covid-19 diagnosis to
individuals not ill with Covid at all, or falsely labeling other disease/illness to a Covid-19
diagnosis. This is especially troubling as vaccinated individuals coming into the hospitals
with side effect symptoms of Covid-19 vaccines are not having potential vaccine
injuries/mortalities investigated with public health officials attributing these cases to
Covid-19 on the basis of severe flawed methods and not following up with autopsy study
as is occurring in other nations. (see documentation below)
US states running the tests against the recommendation standards and warning updates
issued by WHO, CDC, & FDA resulting in mass false positive tests cases
(see document below)

Action Alert: NY Legislature Introduces Citizen Detainment Bill, Documentation Letter to
Share
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
alert-ny-legislature-introduces-citizen-detainment-bill-documentation-letter-toshare&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17bd%7
Vaccines:
Vaccinations do NOT stop transmission of disease, were approved for symptom
suppression, trials were based on MILD cases and did not monitor for severe outcomes
(documented in BMJ article below), vaccinations INDUCE the very symptoms as side
effects (and worse) that the drugs were EUA to stop at rates far greater than individuals
experience with positive PCR test diagnosis of Covid-19 (this is due to test settings and
methods generating false positives, not asymptomatic transmission, see below) - Drugs
which do NOT prevent spread of disease are useless as a public health containment
measure, yet policy makers and media continue to tell the public individuals should be
vaccinated to 'protect others' -

Vaccinations are being recalled in countries around the globe due to safety issues, seven
European nations have halted or restricted Moderna due to myocarditis risk, Taiwan has
suspended Moderna for under 18s due to myocarditis risk, Norway stops Johnson &
Johnson due to blood clot risks, other nations are undergoing FAR more thorough post
mortem review than US - major anaphylactic events at vaccination clinic in Vietnam (4
out of 700 students went into anaphylatic shock, one dead,
15 Swedish scientists have issued press release in British Medical Journal demanding
Sweden cease Pfizer vaccinations due to trial fraud, Pfizer court ordered release of
documents shows the company withheld severe side effects documented in trials and
withheld over 1200 death reports which occurred in the first weeks of program. Pfizer is
currently seeking to withhold further release of documents until 2096
Physician & nurse whistleblowers testifying globally before panels including military
physician who testified she had to ground three pilots in one morning due to myocarditis,
physicians who report their own injuries to CDC are not being followed up, trial
participants whistleblow on lack of f/u and monitoring of their symptoms
(links to video below)
Severe safety signals with German news reviewing recent occurrence of myocarditis &
deaths of athletes - in Europe, the rate has gone from 2 to 8 per year now over 75 in five
months with the same pattern occurring globally at the same time warning labels have
been added to mRNA vaccinations - some countries are recommending against strenuous
activity post Covid-19 mRNA vaccination, and both the American Hearth Association
researchers and British trial institutions are duplicating research showing dramatic
increased in cardiac inflammation post Covid-19 mRNA vaccination - Moderna could not
get past regular safety trials in 2017
(this pattern is occurring in students/public servants/soldiers/health professionals who
are often mandated to take vaccination to retain employment)
Several US educators and athletic coaches died over the past weekend, two on school
premises, we are monitoring this trend as a safety signal & it bears careful scrutiny
including two SUNY coaches and a teacher, this continues a global trend of sudden
deaths occurring in conjunction with timing of Covid-19 vaccine program and extensive
documentation of increased heart inflammation risk now coming in from major medical
journals - full details here:

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2Fm
covid-19-vaccinations-alarming-trend-of-increasing-athletes-students-teacherdeaths&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17bd%7

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
covid-19-vaccinations-alarming-trend-of-increasing-athletes-students-teacherdeaths&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17bd%7
-New court ordered Pfizer document release exposes company misrepresented safety
data, suppressed 42,000 injury and over 1,200 death reports, company has filed to
withhold the rest of the requested vaccine trial and preliminary vaccine contract
documents until 2096 -CDC is failing to record deaths occurring post Covid-19 vaccine as related to vaccination
even when autopsy, treating physician, and coroner state vaccination correlated to death
(even in cases of anaphylaxis occurring within minutes to hours of vaccination
-CDC is manipulating the reporting standards to suppress inclusion of vaccine injured in
official reports, this includes categorizing individuals as unvaccinated if they are not two
weeks post vaccine, utilizing different cycle threshold standards to report cases between

vaccinated and unvaccinated
-CDC is MASS backloading VAERS injury reports (83% of VAERS data is submitted by
MANDATORY reporters, see below) - Early VAERS reports have increased from 56,000 to
over 414,000 for the first 3 1/2 months of vaccine program, the occurrence data of injury
is nearly all within this early period, CDC is withholding submission date, ages, and other
central information from reports. A group contact has now filed a Freedom of Information
act request to demand release of ALL reports submitted. In conjunction with the latest
court released Pfizer Covid-19 documentation showing mass withholding of adverse
events and early deaths (see below), this very much indicates a deliberate attempt to
withhold safety data from the public, Pfizer is currently seeking to withhold Covid-19
vaccine data until 2096)
Update (latest blog not included in letter below, important) - links to court documents
from FOI Pfizer Court Ruling included -UK physician whistleblower video on British major
news network included:
New Pfizer documents expose company deliberately withheld evidence showing severe
safety signals, misrepresented findings to FDA:

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2Fp
court-ordered-document-release-exposes-company-covered-up-covid-vaccine-deathssideeffects&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17bd%7

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
court-ordered-document-release-exposes-company-covered-up-covid-vaccine-deathssideeffects&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17bd%7
Full letter with evidence: SOURCE LINKS HERE - PLEASE REVIEW
TESTING
The central test for Covid-19 diagnosis is the RT PCR test. This test was developed
without any Sars CoV2 virus isolate (virus attributed to cause symptoms of Covid-19), it
has been set at cycle amplification rates over the limit at which the test will pick up ANY
live material (24 cycles), the test is NON specific to Covid-19 a positive does NOT mean
individual is ill or contagious due to Sars CoV2 presence (this is stated directly in the CDC
emergency use guide lines for the test)
Additionally, peer review by the International Consortium of Science 22 expert panel on
the science paper on which the testing is based found 10 severe flaws with the testing
and deemed it ‘useless’ for detection of the virus:

“In light of our re-examination of the test protocol to identify SARS-CoV-2 described in
the Corman-Drosten paper we have identified concerning errors and inherent fallacies
which render the SARS-CoV-2 PCR test useless’.
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fcormandrostenreview.com%2Frepor

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fcormandrostenreview.com%2Frep

(some have written of problems with above link - you can reference paper here as well,
but we are trying to keep to direct sources):
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Famirmortasawi.files.wordpress.com%
drosten-review-report-nov.2020.pdf&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17bd

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Famirmortasawi.files.wordpress.com
drosten-review-report-nov.2020.pdf&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17bd
Several international courts have ruled AGAINST the use of this testing due to severe
errors and the testing NOT being substantive evidence of a Covid-19 diagnosis including
Austria & German, there are numerous pending trials on the testing issue.
Documentation with direct source links to testing issues including WHO, FDA, & CDC data
may be found here:

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2Fc
desist-covid-19-leadership-testing-vaccines-policies-violate-licensing-ethicalstandards&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17bd

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
desist-covid-19-leadership-testing-vaccines-policies-violate-licensing-ethicalstandards&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17bd

Video of Dr Kevin Corbett explaining the testing/virus isolation standard issues:
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.oraclefilms.com%2Fkevincorbe

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.oraclefilms.com%2Fkevincor
Rapid antigen testing are equally flawed with the FDA issuing a statement on November
3, 2020 stating antigen tests may create up to 100% false positive when used in low
incident population per a formula based on test specificity and incidence rate. (the entire
US was a low incident population before the government ordered tens of millions of these
tests before the ‘second wave’ in the fall of 2020), the same is occurring now:

Documentation HERE:
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2Fs
forced-covid-19-antigen-testing-in-schools-states-going-against-fda-recommendationsstrategy&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17bd%

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
forced-covid-19-antigen-testing-in-schools-states-going-against-fda-recommendationsstrategy&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17bd%
The state public health departments are running the tests against the protocol warnings
and testing protocol updates issued by CDC/FDA/WHO - full review HERE:

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2Fa
alert-ny-legislature-introduces-citizen-detainment-bill-documentation-letter-toshare&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17bd%7

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
alert-ny-legislature-introduces-citizen-detainment-bill-documentation-letter-toshare&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17bd%7
The TESTING is creating a never ending cycle of test/false positive diagnosis/lockdown –
the TESTING is driving the cases not infection:
Additionally, hundreds of millions of Covid-19 testing kits have been recalled globally

since the inception of the program, MILLIONS every month, no effort to issue any
correction to the case data or investigate this ongoing scandal is being made by policy
makers or media organizations despite mass outreach by health professionals to flag the
problem. This testing is Emergency Use Only Approved so there is NO liability for
producing faulty testing and the companies producing these worthless tests are
immediately rewarded with additional contracts:
Here is the direct link to the FDA list (which the site has now archived and buried – and
they stopped updating it in October despite new recalls since that date, 2 million more
were recalled last week). This should be a front page expose, we have crickets:

FDA RECALL LIST/Covid-19 tests and devices Please open the link at the third box for the
full list for list:
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fweb.archive.org%2Fweb%2F202110
devices%2Fcoronavirus-covid-19-and-medical-devices%2Fremoval-lists-tests-should-nolonger-be-used-andor-distributed-covid-19-faqs-testing-sars-cov2&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17bd%7C11d

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fweb.archive.org%2Fweb%2F2021
devices%2Fcoronavirus-covid-19-and-medical-devices%2Fremoval-lists-tests-should-nolonger-be-used-andor-distributed-covid-19-faqs-testing-sars-cov2&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17bd%7C11d

Full article: (article documents millions of tests removed for contamination issues as well
as documented by the FDA)
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2Fc
covid-19-tests-millions-removed-from-market-implicated-in-india-black-fungaloutbreak&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17bd

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
covid-19-tests-millions-removed-from-market-implicated-in-india-black-fungaloutbreak&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17bd
The testing is unsuitable for detection of Sars CoV2 per above evidence from FDA, WHO,
CDC, and serious peer review research
Use of testing unsuitable for detection of Sars CoV2 invalidates all case data, research
studies (including vaccine/drug trials), individual diagnosis made on the basis of testing
results. All hospitalization and mortality numbers corrupted.
‘Variants’ are diagnosed with the same testing which is USELESS for detection of Sars
CoV2. Omnicron has no more validity than any other Covid-19 diagnosis, the TESTS DO
NOT WORK
The reason Africa basically has no Covid is simple. They are NOT administering the
testing which is driving the cases, and they are NOT seeing hospital increases right now
because vaccine injuries are driving the admissions not Covid-19. This is not a 'mystery',
the government evidence clearly shows what is driving it! (Covid isn't just magically
skipping over it)!

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fapnews.com%2Farticle%2Fcoronavi
pandemic-science-health-pandemics-united-nationsfcf28a83c9352a67e50aa2172eb01a2f&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580d

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fapnews.com%2Farticle%2Fcorona
pandemic-science-health-pandemics-united-nations-

fcf28a83c9352a67e50aa2172eb01a2f&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580d

ATTRIBUTION STANDARDS
The media has allowed public health officials to false attribute existing disease (or no
disease at all – asymptomatic infection is not infection, it is based on faulty testing
methods and results) on unscientific attribution standards
A hospitalization is catalogued as a Covid-19 hospitalization regardless of reason for
admission based on faulty testing
A mortality is catalogued as a Covid-19 death on the basis of faulty testing OR symptom
presentation which mirrors many other diseases
The attribution standards are DESIGNED to capture other illness/disease and assign it as
a Covid-19 case – please review this post for full documentation with source links from
CDC/WHO & other sources:

The average age of death is over 80 with four co-existing serious conditions in 96% of
cases – the label of Covid-19 is assigned through testing unsuitable for detection of virus
or symptom presentation which mirror many other illness.
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2F%2Fpost%
data-destroys-public-official-covid-claims-covid-19-deaths-caseshospitalization&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2F%2Fpos
data-destroys-public-official-covid-claims-covid-19-deaths-caseshospitalization&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a

Worse, hospitals are given MASS financial incentives to label hospital
admission/mortalities Covid-19 – American Physician and Surgeons report 100,000
incentive:
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faapsonline.org%2Fbidensbounty-on-your-life-hospitals-incentive-payments-for-covid19%2F&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17bd%

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faapsonline.org%2Fbidensbounty-on-your-life-hospitals-incentive-payments-for-covid19%2F&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17bd%
(this blog regrets this is being politicized in this article however the information is
accurate – both ‘sides’ have been acting against public health interests in their push for
vaccines and unnecessary Covid protocols)
Vaccines/Drug Cures
Due to the above evidence, it is clear that there is NO need to mass manufacture
vaccinations/drugs to prevent/cure infections generated through faulty testing/attribution
standards. And, even if one takes the data ENTIRELY as presented by officials without
considering any of the above evidence – the government’s response is irrational and
harmful – consider
Vaccines do NOT stop transmission of disease, they were approved for suppression of
symptoms. This is admitted by Dr Anthony Fauci and CDC Director Walensky, so why is
the media pushing the need for vaccination to ‘protect others’ as a drug which doesn’t
stop spread of disease is USELESS as.a public health containment measure:

Fauci – inoculations approved for symptom suppression
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fbgr.com%2Fscience%2Fcoronavirus
vaccine-efficacy-explained-fauciinterview%2F&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a1

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fbgr.com%2Fscience%2Fcoronaviru
vaccine-efficacy-explained-fauciinterview%2F&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a1

CDC
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv

Gates now admitted it
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv

86% of Covid-19 attributed case have NO core symptoms –Oxford Study
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cnbc.com%2F2020%2F10%2F
than-80percent-of-people-with-coronavirus-had-no-symptoms-ukstudy.html&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17b

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cnbc.com%2F2020%2F10%2
than-80percent-of-people-with-coronavirus-had-no-symptoms-ukstudy.html&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17b
this is falsely represented as evidence of ‘asymptomatic infection, its the PCR testing)

Review of breakthrough/asymptomatic presentation evidence: - asymptomatic
transmission is scientifically unsupported theory driven by falsely attributing viral load to
dead non infectious material picked up by over amplified PCR tests - fully documented
HERE https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2Fn
breakthrough-cases-no-asymptomatic-transmission-bogus-research-used-to-push-covid19myth&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17bd%7C

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
breakthrough-cases-no-asymptomatic-transmission-bogus-research-used-to-push-covid19myth&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17bd%7C
Additionally, the media continually allows ‘experts’ and public health officials to make
false claims around vaccine efficacy with claims of ‘Vaccine Saves Lives’

This statement has NO substantive evidence whatsoever to back it. The trials measured
MILD attributed cases and the efficacy was based on suppression of MILD symptoms –
this is fully documented in a British Medical Journal review of trials by Peter Doshi:
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.bmj.com%2Fcontent%2F371%

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.bmj.com%2Fcontent%2F371

VACCINES are completely unnecessary even accepting the Covid-19 story as it stands.
The stories attempting to push vaccines as necessary life savers is completely
manipulative as there is ZERO substantive evidence vaccines save lives and extensive
evidence the drugs are inflicting serious health consequences. And, many families are
entirely unaware that a positive test is NOT a viable method for determination of death
yet many individuals are told loved one died of Covid on the premise of NO substantive
evidence whatsoever. The behavior of hospitals who are being paid huge sums for Covid19 admissions is a shame on the entire medical system, and seriously damaging the
credibility and trust of the heath professions for at least a generation to come.
The entire program is predicated on symptom suppression for a attributed disease which
hardly ever manifests in symptoms anyway with low mortality rates in all age groups
except over 65s & even then, the vaccines offer NO improvement whatsoever of what
individuals experience with a positive PCR test diagnosis for Covid-19 outcomes, so there
is NO benefit to administration of these drugs ONLY risk
Vaccines INDUCE the symptoms (as side effects) the drugs are purported to suppress at
far greater rates and severity than individuals will experience with a positive PCR test
diagnosis for Covid-19 diagnosis as documented HERE:

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2Ff
full-approval-pfizer-covid-19-vaccine-expected-monday-mockery-of-science-ethics-actoffraud&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17bd%7C

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
full-approval-pfizer-covid-19-vaccine-expected-monday-mockery-of-science-ethics-actoffraud&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17bd%7C
MODERNA COULD NOT GET PAST REGULAR SAFETY TRIALS and now being halted in
restricted around the globe:

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.statnews.com%2F2017%2F01
troublemrna%2F&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17bd

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.statnews.com%2F2017%2F0
troublemrna%2F&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17bd
Evidence Vaccines Inflicting serious harm/death
Covid-19 vaccines are recording record injury & death reports with over 924,000 injuries
and nearly 20,000 deaths recorded since the inception of the program last December.
83% of VAERS data is generated by MANDATED reporters with majority including case
data, medical notes and sometimes labs. The media has adopted a campaign to dismiss
the data based on the CDC refusing to acknowledge the significance of data (even when
treating physician/autopsy directly correlate a vaccine death to a vaccine)
Report on how the data is generated with source links (per Harvard study only 1% of
vaccine injuries are ever reported to VAERS and NYT article documents last February the
FDA admitting this mass emergency use program started without adequate safety

monitoring system in place):

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2Fv
data-media-attempts-to-discredit-substantive-vaccine-injury-data-independentreview&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17bd%7

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
data-media-attempts-to-discredit-substantive-vaccine-injury-data-independentreview&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17bd%7
This rate of injury should have ended the program – in 1976, fifty six associated deaths
with the Swine Flu program ended the program (these deaths were NOT proven – links to
this data & video in above link)
The CDC is failing to properly investigate post vaccine deaths, labeling deaths Covid-19
even when AUTOPSY and TREATING PHYSICIAN testimony show a CLEAR correlation to
the vaccine as in the case of Drene Keyes, a black minister who went into anaphylactic
shock post Covid-19 Pfizer vaccination)

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2Fu
drene-keyes-evidence-shows-officials-covering-up-black-minister-s-covid-19-vaccinedeath&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17bd%7

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
drene-keyes-evidence-shows-officials-covering-up-black-minister-s-covid-19-vaccinedeath&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17bd%7
This case is rare in that it was publicized or reported on at all with the local media
allowing her daughter to challenge the narrative.
The CDC is failing to investigate deaths post Covid-19 vaccine by simply labeling the
mortality a Covid death despite the severe testing/attribution standards)
There is NO standard investigation protocol for a post vaccination death by the CDC. In a
proper trial of new drugs, all deaths would be investigated and reported, this is not
happening with Covid-19 vaccines.

CDC is manipulating reporting standards: (links to CDC reporting standards)
Evidence Indicates CDC Manipulating Covid-19 PCR Testing, Provide False Evidence of
Vaccine Efficacy
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
indicates-cdc-manipulating-covid-19-pcr-testing-provide-false-evidence-of-vaccineefficacy&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17bd%

Shockingly, CDC Now Lists Vaccinated Deaths as Unvaccinated
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fz3news.com%2Fw%2Fshockinglycdc-now-lists-vaccinated-deaths-asunvaccinated%2F&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d
(most VAERS reports are submitted within the first two weeks of vaccination)
The media has normalized the drugs inducing harmful side effects – often promoting side
effects mirroring the very symptoms the drugs are administered to suppressed means
the drugs are ‘working’ This has normalized significant side effects which SHOULD be
reported to VAERS. This narrative needs to cease, induction of harm by these drugs is

NOT a benefit.
Major research developments - mRNA/Heart Inflammation:
American Heart Association Journal: Journal/Circulation
Abstract Steven R Gundry
Physician, American Hearth and Lung Institute
Abstract of report finding:

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.ahajournals.org%2Fdoi%2F10

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.ahajournals.org%2Fdoi%2F1
Abstract 10712: Mrna COVID Vaccines Dramatically Increase Endothelial Inflammatory
Markers and ACS Risk as Measured by the PULS Cardiac Test: a Warning
“At the time of this report, these changes persist for at least 2.5 months post second
dose of vac.We conclude that the mRNA vacs dramatically increase inflammation on the
endothelium and T cell infiltration of cardiac muscle and may account for the
observations of increased thrombosis, cardiomyopathy, and other vascular events
following vaccination.
Results duplicated: Whistleblower on mainstream UK news states major research
institution sitting on study
Here is the interview from GB news reporting on the issue and UK research institution
suppressing data – top British medical research center duplicated the finding in the above
medical study and suppressing the information out of fear of losing funding IMPORTANT

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FGBNEWS%2Fstatus

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FGBNEWS%2Fstatu
Other Countries Pulling vaccines due to safety issues including blood clots and
myocarditis:
Norway has led the way into investigation into post vaccination harm.
Last January, when 23 elderly fell ill and died in care homes post Covid-19 Pfizer
vaccination, public health officials ordered autopsies and correlated Pfizer side effects to
deaths in 13 of the deaths.
This prompted the country to change recommendations for administration of the vaccine:

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fthehill.com%2Fpolicy%2Finternation
norway-warns-patients-over-80-of-vaccine-risks-afterdeaths&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17bd%7

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fthehill.com%2Fpolicy%2Finternati
norway-warns-patients-over-80-of-vaccine-risks-afterdeaths&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17bd%7

The Norweigan Prime Minister stated that administration of the vaccine could speed up
the end of life process:
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.bloomberg.com%2Fnews%2Fa
01-26%2Fnorway-may-refine-vaccine-strategy-after-elderly-deaths-pm-

says&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17bd%7C

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.bloomberg.com%2Fnews%2
01-26%2Fnorway-may-refine-vaccine-strategy-after-elderly-deaths-pmsays&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17bd%7C

Countries all over the globe began seeing rise in care home deaths at the inception of the
Pfizer Covid-19 administration – whistleblowers spoke out and were ignored or labeled
‘conspiracy theorist’ despite Norway finding significant correlation when actual and
appropriate autopsy investigation was conducted)
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.patreon.com%2Fposts%2Fcov
19-vaccine47545730&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17b

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.patreon.com%2Fposts%2Fco
19-vaccine47545730&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17b

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fchildrenshealthdefense.org%2Fdefe
home-residents-spain-die-pfizer-covidvaccine%2F&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fchildrenshealthdefense.org%2Fdef
home-residents-spain-die-pfizer-covidvaccine%2F&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17

Taiwan Stops Pfizer after heart issues in under 18:
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fduckduckgo.com%2F%3Fq%3Dtaiw

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fduckduckgo.com%2F%3Fq%3Dta

Iceland halts Moderna ALL ages due to myocarditis (our country is approving boosters)
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.visiontimes.com%2F2021%2F
halts-use-of-moderna-vaccine-for-all-ages-following-increased-healthconcerns.html&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.visiontimes.com%2F2021%2
halts-use-of-moderna-vaccine-for-all-ages-following-increased-healthconcerns.html&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a

Nordic Countries halting Moderna in younger populations:
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cnbc.com%2F2021%2F10%2F
countries-are-restricting-the-use-of-modernas-covidvaccine.html&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a1

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cnbc.com%2F2021%2F10%2
countries-are-restricting-the-use-of-modernas-covidvaccine.html&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a1
(Pfizer actually documents HIGHER rate of myocarditis induced symptoms post
vaccination per vaccine with up to rates of 1 in 3,000 for teens/young adults) – full
documentation of child risks and full data on risks/benefits assessment in child
populations HERE)

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2Fw
parents-should-know-covid-19-vaccinations-experimental-new-technology-1000-reportsinjury&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17bd%7

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
parents-should-know-covid-19-vaccinations-experimental-new-technology-1000-reportsinjury&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17bd%7
J&J pulled in Denmark/Norway, Breaking today (12/16/2021) CDC is now holding
ANOTHER meeting due to the blood clots which caused these nations to pull this drug
and halt the program here in US last Spring, the US should NEVER have approved this
drug to start but resuming it after direct correlation to deaths is blatantly criminal, now
months later after MORE deaths, they are forced to review again:

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsciencenorway.no%2Fcovid19vaccines-viruses%2Fnorwegian-medicines-agency-about-johnson-johnsonwe-usuallydont-use-vaccines-with-lethal-sideeffects%2F1867058&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsciencenorway.no%2Fcovid19vaccines-viruses%2Fnorwegian-medicines-agency-about-johnson-johnsonwe-usuallydont-use-vaccines-with-lethal-sideeffects%2F1867058&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9

Latest CDC article:
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.washingtonpost.com%2Fhealt
and-johnson-vaccine-continued-bloodclots%2F&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17bd

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.washingtonpost.com%2Fhea
and-johnson-vaccine-continued-bloodclots%2F&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17bd

Please see blog for additional documentation of Pfizer safety issues, vaccine batch halted
in Vietnam after 125 children hospitalized/4 students of 700 go into anaphylactic shock &
major Pfizer headlines which the media should feature in Covid-19 coverage - including
new court rulings:
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2Fm
pfizer-headlines-court-ruling-ignored-by-the-media-scientists-document-vaccine-trialfraud&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17bd%7C

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
pfizer-headlines-court-ruling-ignored-by-the-media-scientists-document-vaccine-trialfraud&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17bd%7C

Lawyers have filed suit against Pfizer for misrepresenting safety data in 5 to 11 in
Canada:
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwesternstandardonline.com%2F202
lawyer-files-complaint-againstpfizer%2F&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17b

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwesternstandardonline.com%2F20
lawyer-files-complaint-againstpfizer%2F&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17b

“According to the unnamed experts, Pfizer allegedly ignored the risks of “anaphylaxis,
pericarditis, capillary thrombosis, clotting disorders, strokes and transverse myelitis, to
name a few.”
The complaint letter said Pfizer has also allegedly “scrubbed” data related to deaths due
to transverse myelitis from its initial Emergency Use Authorization (EUA) application to
the FDA. The complaint also alleges the application was “fraught with fraudulent
misstatements” around the safety profile of the Pfizer vaccine.
“To suggest to the parents of Canada that this product is safe and will not kill or injure
more Canadian 5-11-year-old children than the notional 0-3 ‘prevented COVID-19
deaths’ alluded to by Pfizer in its FDA EUA application constitutes fraud on the Canadian
public and the Canadian Government,” the claim reads.
Vaccine Safety Investigations: very partial list

Kidney/Skin Disorders
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.fiercepharma.com%2Fpharma
probing-link-between-pfizer-biontech-moderna-covid-vaccines-and-skin-condition2&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17bd%7C11d

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.fiercepharma.com%2Fpharm
probing-link-between-pfizer-biontech-moderna-covid-vaccines-and-skin-condition2&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17bd%7C11d

Menstrual disorders:
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.newsmedical.net%2Fnews%2F20210916%2FReproductive-specialist-highlights-the-need-toinvestigate-menstrual-changes-after-covid-19vaccination.aspx&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d5
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.newsmedical.net%2Fnews%2F20210916%2FReproductive-specialist-highlights-the-need-toinvestigate-menstrual-changes-after-covid-19vaccination.aspx&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d5

Myocarditis
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cnbc.com%2F2021%2F06%2F
adds-warning-of-rare-heart-inflammation-to-pfizer-modernavaccines.html&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a1

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cnbc.com%2F2021%2F06%2
adds-warning-of-rare-heart-inflammation-to-pfizer-modernavaccines.html&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a1

(studies ongoing, this is NOT complete data)
Transverse Myelitis:
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Farynews.tv%2Feutransverse-myelitis-side-effect-jj-covid-19vaccine%2F&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Farynews.tv%2Feutransverse-myelitis-side-effect-jj-covid-19vaccine%2F&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17
Thrombocytopenia
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.newsmedical.net%2Fnews%2F20211116%2FThrombosis-with-thrombocytopenia-syndromerare-but-serious-adverse-event-associated-with-Ad26COV2S-

vaccination.aspx&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d5
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.newsmedical.net%2Fnews%2F20211116%2FThrombosis-with-thrombocytopenia-syndromerare-but-serious-adverse-event-associated-with-Ad26COV2Svaccination.aspx&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d5

Guillain Barre
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov%2Fpmc%2Fa

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov%2Fpmc%2

Astrazeneca being dropped globally (same technology as J&J) – Norway expert panel
recommends against its use
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.reuters.com%2Fworld%2Feuro
should-exclude-jj-astrazeneca-covid-vaccination-scheme-says-commission-2021-0510%2F&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17bd%

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.reuters.com%2Fworld%2Feu
should-exclude-jj-astrazeneca-covid-vaccination-scheme-says-commission-2021-0510%2F&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17bd%
Vaccine Trial Participants, Doctors, Nurses, Whistleblowers Speak Out
Despite many whistleblowers coming forward, the media continues to ignore the growing
testimony from health professionals, funeral directors, vaccine trial recipients around the
globe red flagging SERIOUS issues with the vaccine safety – a small sampling of this
testimony for your review HERE

VIDEOS
(myocarditis and the misrepresentation of serious harm:
Dr. Linda Wastila: Why are we Accepting Myocarditis as an Acceptable Side Effect for
COVID Vaccines?
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Frumble.com%2Fvovdmndr.-linda-wastila-why-are-we-accepting-myocarditis-as-an-acceptable-sideef.html%3Fmref%3D6zof%26mrefc%3D2&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Frumble.com%2Fvovdmndr.-linda-wastila-why-are-we-accepting-myocarditis-as-an-acceptable-sideef.html%3Fmref%3D6zof%26mrefc%3D2&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124

Military physician testifies under whistle blower protection - ground three pilots in one
morning due to post vaccination myocarditis:
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Frumble.com%2Fvomsarlieutenant-colonel-theresa-long-over-200000-service-members-have-rejectedt.html&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17bd%7

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Frumble.com%2Fvomsarlieutenant-colonel-theresa-long-over-200000-service-members-have-rejectedt.html&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17bd%7

Physician testifies in front of Senate panel
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Frumble.com%2Fvpi9cuorthopedic-surgeon-did-800-surgeries-per-year-but-now-cannot-work-due-toco.html%3Fmref%3D6zof%26mrefc%3D3&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Frumble.com%2Fvpi9cuorthopedic-surgeon-did-800-surgeries-per-year-but-now-cannot-work-due-to-

co.html%3Fmref%3D6zof%26mrefc%3D3&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124
(if MDS have to fight this hard to get heard, imagine what regular people with no medical
understanding or connection must face to get stories heard)

Mother testifies after 28 daughter dies immediately post vaccine, states cause of death
misrepresented:
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Frumble.com%2Fvozjhlgrieving-mother-who-threatened-health-impact-news-for-publishing-daughters.html%3Fmref%3D6zof%26mrefc%3D4&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C1812458

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Frumble.com%2Fvozjhlgrieving-mother-who-threatened-health-impact-news-for-publishing-daughters.html%3Fmref%3D6zof%26mrefc%3D4&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C1812458

UK coroner notes significant increase in infant/young adult funerals post vaccination
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Frumble.com%2Fvovjtzuk-funeral-director-10x-newborn-baby-deaths-after-covid-shotsrefrigerators.html%3Fmref%3D6zof%26mrefc%3D5&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Frumble.com%2Fvovjtzuk-funeral-director-10x-newborn-baby-deaths-after-covid-shotsrefrigerators.html%3Fmref%3D6zof%26mrefc%3D5&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%

Full blog of videos with additional nurse/physician/injured testimony including US nurse &
Australian nurse stating vaccine injuries not Covid filling hospital wards:
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2Fv
update-important-archive-of-covid-19-related-content-european-parliament-membersspeakout&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17bd%7C1

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
update-important-archive-of-covid-19-related-content-european-parliament-membersspeakout&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17bd%7C1

Nurses testimony - policies are destroying hospitals, officials lying about ICUS
(video)Government Health Officials Are Creating Health Care Crisis With Vaccine
Mandates, Lying About ICUS
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2Fg
health-officials-are-creating-health-care-crisis-with-vaccine-mandates-lying-abouticus&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17bd%7C1

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
health-officials-are-creating-health-care-crisis-with-vaccine-mandates-lying-abouticus&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17bd%7C1
(media failure to report on how policies not Covid-19 destroying our hospital system, if
you actually respect care givers and view us as 'heroes' than spare us the thanks and
report the truth)

Blog of injured video testimony (extensive) here:
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2Fc
19-vaccine-injured-forced-to-create-own-videos-websites-as-near-media-blackout-

continues&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17bd

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
19-vaccine-injured-forced-to-create-own-videos-websites-as-near-media-blackoutcontinues&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17bd
Cluster deaths of teachers/athletes/students/physicians/public servants
(police/firefighters/paramedics) occurring in significant rates as booster shots roll out for
‘high risk’ public workers:

Last week three student athletes collapsed at games in US, experts have issued warnings
in some countries due to risk from strenuous exercise post vaccine:
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.jpost.com%2Fhealthand-wellness%2Fhealth-ministry-to-consider-asking-newly-vaccinated-to-avoid-workingout681317&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17bd%

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.jpost.com%2Fhealthand-wellness%2Fhealth-ministry-to-consider-asking-newly-vaccinated-to-avoid-workingout681317&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17bd%

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftnp.straitstimes.com%2Fnews%2Fs
strenuous-exercise-two-weeks-after-jab-expertcommittee&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17b

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftnp.straitstimes.com%2Fnews%2F
strenuous-exercise-two-weeks-after-jab-expertcommittee&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17b
4 teachers died in one week period in Ohio (no cause of death related in three, one died
in surgery)
Additionally, MANY teachers, athletes, medical professionals are now dying with Covid-19
attributed infection but there is no investigation or autopsy and the standards for
attribution/testing render these diagnosis corrupted.

Blogs following death student/teachers/athletes (please not that inclusion in this blog is
NOT a claim each person died of a Covid-19 injury, it is compiled to monitor trends with
safety signals flashing red right now - and other nations PULLING the vaccinations due to
myocarditis -as of above nurse/physician whistle blowers state, the units are seeing
young and younger individuals with blood clots and heart issues and excess death reports
in UK not related to Covid (video of physician whistleblower who states incident of
sudden cardiac death and dying at home is up exponentially HERE)
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
court-ordered-document-release-exposes-company-covered-up-covid-vaccine-deathssideeffects&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17bd%7

Athletes
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2Fm
covid-19-vaccinations-alarming-trend-of-increasing-athletes-students-teacherdeaths&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17bd%7

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
covid-19-vaccinations-alarming-trend-of-increasing-athletes-students-teacher-

deaths&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17bd%7

Students being found in dorms, dying in sleep - teachers/soldiers (safety signal)
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F3
ohio-students-four-teachers-dead-in-a-month-as-major-research-flags-increasedvaccine-heartrisks&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17bd%7C

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
ohio-students-four-teachers-dead-in-a-month-as-major-research-flags-increasedvaccine-heartrisks&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17bd%7C

This letter is only a very partial documentation of the significant ongoing issues with
vaccine safety, testing, and policy protocols but it highlights significant evidence of
SEVERE problems which indicate:
Testing needs to immediately CEASE as it is driving cases and it is unsuitable for
detection of virus employed to detect
Vaccine administration needs to immediately cease and full disclosure of all injury reports
and trial data must be released to the public:

CDC massively backloading VAERS injury data: (not new incidents, withholding
submission dates of report) 360,000 backloaded for first three and half months,
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F2
400-covid-19-vaccine-deaths-occurred-in-first-six-weeks-of-program-cdc-back-loadingdata&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17bd%7C

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
400-covid-19-vaccine-deaths-occurred-in-first-six-weeks-of-program-cdc-back-loadingdata&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17bd%7C

Pfizer attempting to suppress release of trial data until 2076. (latest 2096)
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.citizensjournal.us%2Ffdaasks-federal-judge-to-grant-it-until-the-year-2076-to-fully-release-pfizers-covid-19vaccinedata%2F&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17bd

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.citizensjournal.us%2Ffdaasks-federal-judge-to-grant-it-until-the-year-2076-to-fully-release-pfizers-covid-19vaccinedata%2F&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17bd
Sweden scientists now demand Pfizer be halted due to research fraud:Research fraud at
a subcontractor to Pfizer, now 16 doctors and researchers demand that vaccination in
Sweden be paused.

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.efvv.eu%2Fnews%2Fpressrelease-research-fraud-at-subcontractor-topfizer&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17bd%7
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.efvv.eu%2Fnews%2Fpress-

release-research-fraud-at-subcontractor-topfizer&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17bd%7
Nils Littorin , physician; doctor of clinical microbiology
Magnus Burling , specialist in general medicine,
Sture Blomberg , specialist in anesthesia and intensive care; Associate Professor
Ragnar Hultborn , Specialist in Oncology; Professor Emeritus
Lilian Weiss , Specialist in General Surgery; Associate Professor
Ann-Cathrin Engwall , Immunologist and Virologist; doctor of molecular cell biology with
an immunological focus
Sebastian Rushworth, AT doctor
Maria Papadopoulou , ophthalmologist
Carina Ljungfelt , specialist in general medicine
Christina Malm , specialist in general medicine,
Bo Jonsson , specialist in general psychiatry; with dr
Anette Stahel , PhD in biomedicine,
Nina Yderberg, specialist in child and adolescent psychiatry
Dinu Dusceac , specialist in cardiology; PhD
Margareta Andersson , specialist in general medicine
Hanna Åsberg , specialist in general medicine
Update on this article with additional major Pfizer headlines your news organization
should be aware including problems with 'approval' which appears to involve a bait and
switch for Pfizer to retain liability protection for administering EUA drugs while selling the
public on a fully approved vaccine (SHORT term trials will not even be finished until next
year, and no mid or long term data whatsoever, it is unethical to make claims of safety
and efficacy on LACK of data, this is setting a dangerous new precedent where untested
drugs are released on a 'trust us' standard and the consequences have been severe)

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2Fm
pfizer-headlines-court-ruling-ignored-by-the-media-scientists-document-vaccine-trialfraud&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17bd%7C

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
pfizer-headlines-court-ruling-ignored-by-the-media-scientists-document-vaccine-trialfraud&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17bd%7C
Policy makers, public health departments, and lead medical organizations have been
contacted extensively about the above issues, they are stonewalling or ignoring health
professional outreach to course correct. This includes licensing boards and public health
departments at local/state/national level.
PLEASE act to report on these issues.
Media is contributing to mass public health harm in allowing misrepresentation of this
data by government officials & ‘experts making false claims of safety/efficacy should be
in front of a licensing board hearing not featured as ‘experts’ in the media. There is now
concrete documents of mass safety data suppression coming from the Pfizer documents
and CDC own reporting systems of mass early suppression of data (injury reports have
jumped from 58,000 to over 414,000 in early months of program with nearly all showing
occurrence date in early period. This is fraud and the media needs to immediately inform
the public of this data.
The politicalization and attacks on individuals coming forward to present credible,
evidence based concerns needs to immediately cease. Our children’s health is at risk
from these drugs and this is not a partisan issue, it is one of public health. Our group is
non-partisan and we have been dismayed to see both political ‘sides’ actively advancing
claims and policies against the government health organization and vaccine trial data.

It is essential the media begin objectively reviewing the claims made by public health
officials and pharmaceutical reps as our extensive review has found their data contradicts
the entire Covid-19 'official' narrative.
The framing of what should be an objective scientific discussion with focus on EVIDENCE
should begin in earnest. The media and policy makers framing of these issues through
partisan speak and slander of those who attempt to provide objective review of fact
(conspiracy theorist) to public has been a serious disservice to your readers and viewers.
Follow the science has been a slogan, not a guiding principle in news media covid 19
reporting.
Thanks for your time
Health Professionals for Covid-19 Policy Corrections
On 01/11/2022 11:04 PM unite4truth@mailbox.org wrote:
Hello
We see you are involved in enacting policy to illegally and unconstitutionally detain
citizens on suspicion of medical threat to public health per bill
WAC 246-100-040
Your office should be fully aware health professional, academic, and parent groups are
currently moving forward with mass cease and desist and legal action to stop Covid-19
testing being implemented against FDA/WHO/CDC own use standards and resulting in
100% false positive by default of the protocol violations We are forwarding two documents to put you on notice that actions to detain citizens on
false data under the guise of public health will be met with immediate legal action and
personal filing against all individuals responsible for aiding mass public health
organization which may be construed as a conspiracy and tried according to such
standards.
Letter One and documentation below (example of one of MANY letters going out to policy
makers and public health officials right now),
Document 1:
To Senator Brian Campon, Governor Phil Scot
CEASE AND DESIST
(cc superintendents, media)
Vermont is running Covid-19 testing against WHO/CDC/FDA standards & updated
warning statements and implementing Antigen testing against FDA warning which will
result in 96% false positive results (on one error) per statement issued on 11/3/2020.
(FDA warning statements with calculations for expected false positive rate (96%) are
included in the body of email below:
Vermont Public Health department and Governor have been provided the following
documentation, refuse to correct course and aiding an act of medical fraud.
Additionally, PCR tests are being run at cycle amplification rates above 24 CT (a cycle
level too high, more cycles run, less material, over 24 research study has found NO LIVE

material over 24 CT - this has been falsely represented by policy makers, public health
organization leadership as 'viral load' and false proof of detection of Sars CoV2, virus
attributed to cause generic Covid-19 cluster symptoms. The continuation of
implementation of use of PCR testing peer reviewed as unsuitable for the purpose over a
year ago with numerous update warning statement of problem documented by the
CDC/WHO/FDA statements is an act of medical fraud (linked in body of email below)
Covid-19 testing is Emergency Use Authorized ONLY and it is the responsibility of
leadership to review documentation to ensure states remain in compliance with new
directives. Vermont public health & policy makers have not.
Additionally, the majority of all Covid-19 testing ever issued has been subsequently
recalled by the FDA due to serious design flaw and contamination with no action by policy
makers to address ongoing issue or issue correction/public health warning to citizens who
received Covid-19 diagnosis and treatment on the basis of faulty test which are not
clinically viable for detection of Sars CoV2. Over 270 different Covid testing/devices have
been recalled by the FDA comprising (at least) tens of millions of kits.
Vermont policy makers have imperiled licensed health professionals and academics with
liability/licensing and liability issues with ordering testing directives against government
health organization own use standards as clearly documented by the evidence below.
Health professionals/academics are held to an EVIDENCE based standards and 'following
orders' will not hold up as a defense in a court of law
Please review this letter which has been sent out to school superintendents (ALL) in NY,
VT, and MA:
And, IMMEDIATELY act to end testing directives which are driving false positive cases
which are being misrepresented as Covid-19 cases as this constitutes a SERIOUS threat
to individual and public health for citizens in the state of Vermont.
Subject: Health Professional Outreach: SEVERE Problems with Covid Testing: States
Running Testing against FDA Warning Statements/WHO/CDC standards updates: false
positives
LEGAL ACTION PENDING
Subject: URGENT: Health Professional Outreach - New York Running Antigen Testing
Against FDA Warning Use of Tests/ MAJORITY FALSE POSITIVES
Hello
This is an urgent outreach to provide documentation on problems with Covid-19 Rapid
Antigen Testing in schools which are being run against FDA warning for use in low
incident populations which will result in MAJORITY false positives when utilized against
this warning:
States/Schools are running Covid 19 antigen testing against FDA (and other public health
organization) use recommendations per below document,

Here is the document:
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.fda.gov%2Fmedicaldevices%2Fletters-health-care-providers%2Fpotential-false-positive-results-antigentests-rapid-detection-sars-cov-2-letter-clinicallaboratory&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17b
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.fda.gov%2Fmedical-

devices%2Fletters-health-care-providers%2Fpotential-false-positive-results-antigentests-rapid-detection-sars-cov-2-letter-clinicallaboratory&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17b
Potential for False Positive Results with Antigen Tests for Rapid Detection of SARS-CoV-2
- Letter to Clinical Laboratory Staff and Health Care Providers
*
Remember that positive predictive value (PPV) varies with disease prevalence
when interpreting results from diagnostic tests. PPV is the percent of positive test results
that are true positives. As disease prevalence decreases, the percent of test results that
are false positives increase.
*
For example, a test with 98% specificity would have a PPV of just over
80% in a population with 10% prevalence, meaning 20 out of 100 positive results would
be false positives.
*
The same test would only have a PPV of approximately 30% in a population
with 1% prevalence, meaning 70 out of 100 positive results would be false positives. This
means that, in a population with 1% prevalence, only 30% of individuals with positive
test results actually have the disease.
*
At 0.1% prevalence, the PPV would only be 4%, meaning that 96 out of
100 positive results would be false positives.
*
Health care providers should take the local prevalence into consideration
when interpreting diagnostic test results.
*
Consider positive results in combination with clinical observations, patient history,
and epidemiological information
To give you an example of how this works, I will give you the expected false positives in
Vermont (one of group members obtained this data to issue warning for Vermont public
schools - here are the numbers:
Vermont: 14 day cases
1020 cases
Population of Vermont:
623,251
Antigen tests: 98% general specificity
.1% case rate
*
At 0.1% prevalence, the PPV would only be 4%, meaning that 96 out of 100
positive results would be false positives.
96 out of hundred tests are expected to be false positives (on this one error, other
significant errors also documented with the use of these testing methods) The ENTIRE US population was 'low incident' before employment of mass testing was
instituted, no current case numbers or individual diagnosis have ANY scientific clinical
validity due to improper use of antigen tests AGAINST FDA waring.
(additionally, the testing utilized to determine case rates in New York is severely flawed
and against use guidelines as documented HERE)

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2Fm
not-exercising-due-diligence-reporting-covid-19-case-numbers-egregious-test-problemsignored&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17bd%

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
not-exercising-due-diligence-reporting-covid-19-case-numbers-egregious-test-problemsignored&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17bd%

Our group did a similar outreach last Spring and the head of the education department &
policy makers have been made aware but REFUSE to correct course.
Here is the article from that outreach:

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2Fs
forced-covid-19-antigen-testing-in-schools-states-going-against-fda-recommendationsstrategy&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17bd%

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Flinkprotect.cudasvc.com%2Furl%3
forced-covid-19-antigen-testing-in-schools-states-going-against-fda-recommendationsstrategy%26c%3DE%2C1%2Ckyt-yX7SU4Je9M4gDT079Uw5kKp8Fl63It1e5YEkJHE474cL9I5yRqJfZXC4dYs7_O2a2hk_kPhQ64KC2f8kTHw419cB0M3V_UTZ9r9UOMw653jxdVX7yNHA%2C%2C%26typo%3D1&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.
From the numbers last March for MA
"Right now, in the county I am in, we are at .08% PPV You arrive at the PPV number by
finding out your county population, determine the last two week average of active cases
(available on your state's Covid-19 dashboard) and then find out the test which antigen
test they use to determine specificity rate. Most are about 98% specificity.
Here, it went, two hundred 'active' cases Population of country 125,000 people
.08 prevalence rate.
98% test specificity average to about 99.98 false positive cases"
This is NOT the only problem with testing.
Testing issues include:
MASS recalls, 270 different Covid-19 test kits and devices have been recalled since the
inception of the program - this comprises 100s of millions of tests and majority of all
tests EVER ISSUED, many recalled due to contamination issues. This is an ongoing issue
with millions recalled each months, none having any clinical validity for diagnosis to
errors necessitating recalls.
Here is the link to the FDA webpage which was (until recently) keeping track of the
recalls on a central list, but stopped updating it in July despite extensive recalls since
that time (buried on site, this is a valid archive of the page):

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fweb.archive.org%2Fweb%2F202110
devices%2Fcoronavirus-covid-19-and-medical-devices%2Fremoval-lists-tests-should-nolonger-be-used-andor-distributed-covid-19-faqs-testing-sars-cov2&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17bd%7C11d

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fweb.archive.org%2Fweb%2F2021

devices%2Fcoronavirus-covid-19-and-medical-devices%2Fremoval-lists-tests-should-nolonger-be-used-andor-distributed-covid-19-faqs-testing-sars-cov2&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17bd%7C11d
Please click on the third box of the above link to view the list
Additionally, there are severe problems with PCR testing including
-test developed without virus isolate (non specific to Sars CoV2)
-test set at cycle amplification rates which produce false positive by default of the test
This issue was featured in a New York Times article in the summer of 2020 highlighting
research studies adjusting for the cycle amplification error and finding up to NINETY
percent of tests were false positive due to a simple test recommendation error by the
FDA WHICH REMAINS UNCORRECTED TO THIS DAY

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.nytimes.com%2F2020%2F08%
testing.html&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.nytimes.com%2F2020%2F08
testing.html&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17
Summary of problem in a cease and desist letter from international attorney Reiner
Fuellmich who is working globally to file lawsuits against the testing due creation of false
positive tests through violation of scientific and implementation standards:

"If the test system only begins detection after a large number of replication cycles, the
viral
load is so low that active infection is ruled out. In the NDR podcast of May 7, 2020, you
yourself referred to a study according to which a patient is considered "less infectious"
above 25 cycles. In fact, the authors of a Canadian study failed to identify any replicable
virus beyond 24 cycles (Jared Bullard et al. in Clinical Infectious Diseases,
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fdoi.org%2F10.1093%2Fcid%2F&am

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fdoi.org%2F10.1093%2Fcid%2F&a
ciaa638). Nevertheless, when the new case numbers are
added up again, nowhere is it checked at which Ct value the cut-off was set in the
respective positive test case. This makes the result of a PCR test highly susceptible to
manipulation - and thus susceptible to political influence when high case numbers are
"needed" in order to intimidate the population. In any case, the values determined on the
basis of a PCR test are not a sufficient basis for a complete shutdown of public life and
interference with people's liberties on an unprecedented scale".

Link to document with letter HERE
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fdrive.google.com%2Ffile%2Fd%2F
vDwqEy9vMhbNqzodAEW3b%2Fview&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580d
(submitted against PCR test science authors)
To keep it very simple, the more cycles you run a PCR test at, the less material is left,
due this too many times and eventually, its just dead non infectious material
The documentation for the studies showing this and further problems with the PCR test
may be viewed here:

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2Fc

desist-covid-19-leadership-testing-vaccines-policies-violate-licensing-ethicalstandards&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17bd

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Flinkprotect.cudasvc.com%2Furl%3
desist-covid-19-leadership-testing-vaccines-policies-violate-licensing-ethicalstandards%26c%3DE%2C1%2CLYJeVcG4MaIxaJCw6RqA7GMErVSRTAljix_SjNBOZJ3chueAKCBrUR6rX5MmY
The public health leadership and policy makers are aware of these issues but will not act
to change course. This does NOT negate of the school leadership at the local levels to
immediately address this issue, and frankly, our group is beyond done with the 'following
order' response from educational leadership when given extensive evidence testing is
perpetuating false cases. It is time to act.
It is imperative that lead educators now come forward to speak out on our children's
behalf and demand the public health department and education department leadership
cease and desist implementing testing which is driving case numbers
The entire basis for social distancing, lock downs, and masking is based on severely
flawed testing which is creating cases, misrepresented as infections
The reason individuals test positive with no symptoms is due to high amplification cycles
producing false positives, 90% of people in MA received false positives according to
research trials in summer of 2020. These individuals are not silent infections, they are
simply not sick
At this point, given the extensive documentation of the problems with statements by
Anthony Fauci admitting the issue over a year ago, this is not just a honest mistake, it
appears to be coordinated fraud

Full review with Fauci interview may be viewed HERE
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2Fc
pcr-covid-19-gold-standard-test-to-be-discontinued-replaced-with-equally-flawedtesting&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17bd%

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Flinkprotect.cudasvc.com%2Furl%3
pcr-covid-19-gold-standard-test-to-be-discontinued-replaced-with-equally-flawedtesting%26c%3DE%2C1%2Cr4EAdKXKPBD4dMe13UM2qM6jKspu57sH5wX7ImuZS_CY2MfLFtAy_C_sfO6Ldx

Additionally, educators should be aware that the government can not provide ANY
substantive evidence showing masking offers any benefit to children - a Freedom of
Information act request just returned from NY letter:
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWilliamAHuston%2F

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWilliamAHuston%2
The ramifications for our children's social development through constant masking and
physical distancing are profound. Right now, against ALL medical and scientific evidence,
on the basis of severely flawed testing standards, children are being advised by some
authorities to utilize N95 and other medical grade mask which under NO circumstance
should be worn by children (decreases oxygenation levels which may result in brain
damage if this continues long term).

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.technocracy.news%2Fgerman
neurologist-on-face-masks-oxygen-deprivation-causes-permanent-neurologicaldamage%2F&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.technocracy.news%2Fgerma
neurologist-on-face-masks-oxygen-deprivation-causes-permanent-neurologicaldamage%2F&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C18124580dc3c41f5351d08d9d55a17
Please act to speak out on this issue and share this information with fellow educators
Lawsuits are pending on testing issues both in the US and abroad. Be aware that there is
potential liability issues for health professionals (i.e. school nurses and licensed
educators) for implementation of policies which document show severe potential to
impede student health, following orders against actual data is NOT a legal excuse in
court.
Liability issues may extend to licensed educators who are implementing Covid-19 testing
against government's own standards. ALL Covid-19 testing is Emergency Use authorized
only and there are ongoing updates which lead policy makers and educators are
responsible for reviewing:
ALL Covid-19 testing is Emergency Used approved only, new
statements/guidelines/warnings/recalls have been coming out on a near weekly basis. It
is the responsibility of those implementing these testing programs in school districts to
ensure this data is undergoing ongoing monitoring Have any of your districts acted to investigate which tests you have utilized which have
been subsequently recalled (most were)?
Have any of your districts acted to provide parental notification about faulty test results
students may have received due to use of recalled testing?
Nurses being ordered by the district to implementing testing against government
directives are placed in a position of acting against MA licensing and legal code standards
for RNS/LPSn. School nurses are in ACTIVE violation of their licensing standards and
liability laws in administering tests against government warnings. It does NOT matter if
they are following orders, professional standards hold us to EVIDENCE based practice.
This documentation is extensively available on the public health organization own website
Masking policy and testing policy is unsupported by scientific evidence and actively
driving policies with severe potential to harm student emotional, psychological, and
physical health.
Please objective review the SOURCE DATA directly. The government public health
organization and testing manufacture data extensively document SEVERE testing issues.
Follow the science is direct review of evidence not partisan debate or argument over
'expert' opinion. One does not need an advanced degree to review basic data with simple
protocol and testing application driving the errors & it is the responsibility of lead
educators responsible for implementing Covid-19 policies to review this data and act to
correct problems to safeguard students emotional and physical health.
All discussion should be focused on this data itself.
Sincerely
Health Care Professionals for Covid-19 Policy Correction
(legal and parent groups have been provided this documentation and we are now aware
of several groups getting ready to move forward with legal action)
CEASE AND DESIST



______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 7:33:36 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Extreme opposition to manditory vaccines and forced quarantine

From: Tamera Davis-ward <tamibj63@yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 11:46 AM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Extreme opposition to manditory vaccines and forced quarantine

External Email
To Christy Hoff,

What you are discussing implementing today is in violation of our constitutional rights. I
absolutely oppose the passing of manitory vaccines for our children to attend school in
this state. Forced vaccination of healthy children for a disease that doesn’t affect them to
make adults feel safe is a new low for humanity or is there an ulterior motive? Please do
the right thing and do not require these vaccinations for school age children.

I also oppose any forced quarantine for illness especially when it is based on testing that
is NOT 100% reliaible.

These matters are not for you alone to decide and to do so is to over step your authority
and defy our constitution!

Tamera BJ Davis-Ward

______________________________________________
From: Paul T
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:48:28 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public Comment
External Email
I appose any and all mandatory action in regards to vaccines. Informed consent is
required by law and can not be given without the conclusion of long term study's. Pursuit
of mandatory health requirements or expansion of the existing directive to include C-19,
is a mistake and is not in the best interest of public health!!

______________________________________________
From: Patricia Bradley
Sent: 1/10/2022 6:19:58 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Criminalizing refusal to go along with Covid mandates
External Email
Hello,
Is this really going to be your topic of conversation? Where have you been?
EVERYONE is getting Covid, it doesn’t matter if you are vaccinated or not!!!
And here is another news flash, the majority of Doctors do not recommend the jab for
kids, because it’s dangerous! Do your homework and look at the numbers. More kids
have died from the shot, than from the actual virus. If you do some objective research,
and cut through the lies, maybe you can quit using Covid as your political agenda.
Here is a novel idea, why don’t you make a big effort to focus on early treatment?
This is a totally TREATABLE virus! And please don’t use the word “vaccine.” It’s doesn’t
even come close to meeting that definition per the medical community.
Expansive state mandates and laws go against our system, and our constitutional rights.
And, it is unlikely to significantly slow the virus. As Governor Whitmer of Michigan said
last week, shot mandates would be a “problem for us all.” The virus is getting weaker,
which means we are getting closer to the end of a mismanaged pandemic.
Sincerely,
T. Bradley
Sent from my iPad

______________________________________________
From: Georgene Villalobos
Sent: 1/8/2022 12:40:43 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 7:22:48 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: WA 246-100-070

-----Original Message----From: Vanessa Hill <vhill33@gmail.com>
Sent: Saturday, January 8, 2022 11:11 AM
To: Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH) <Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>; Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
<Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>; Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
<Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>;
Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH) <Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
<Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: WA 246-100-070
External Email
Hello,
I’m a concerned parent and Seattle community member that has read WA 246-100-070.
Can any of the representatives emailed here please inform me what is going on in
regards to this bill with mandates/forced vaccination in schools, and DETAINMENT of
anyone deemed a health threat?
I would think that Omicron is now showing up as more of an endemic, as Fauci and
Walensky at the CDC have stated.
Furthermore, this is unacceptable in the United States.
If this is older legislation introduced years ago, why does it keep getting reintroduced?
This is abhorrent.
Vanessa
Seattle, Wa
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Cindy Johnson
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:44:53 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Proposed legislation WAC 246-100-070, WAC 246-100-045, 246-100-040, WAC
246-100 and WAC 246-105.
External Email
I want to second every single word of the following letter. I have read the details and
agree wholeheartedly. Please do NOT pass these insensitive, non-inclusive, and illegal
rules!!
January 7, 2022

To Washington State Department of Health and anyone else concerned:

I am writing in Regards to Proposed Legislation WAC 246-100-070, WAC 246-100-045,
246-100-040, WAC 246-100 and WAC 246-105.

As a long-time resident of Washington State and a mother, I DO NOT agree with these
propositions. I do not consent to our government dictating personal medical choices and
locking up citizens. This is unconstitutional overreach. Our forefathers would never have
tolerated this type of legislation! America was founded on the premise of personal
freedom. As Benjamin Franklin wisely coined, "Those who would give up essential
Liberty, to purchase a little temporary Safety, deserve neither Liberty nor Safety." This is
America, land of the free and home of the brave! We do not consent to this intrusion into
our private lives. What about those with medical conditions? Are they now to be locked
up in a quarantine facility because they would die from an experimental medical
procedure? What has happened to our country that this is even considered?

I believe these proposed laws are unconstitutional and violate the 4th amendment:
Amendment IV

The right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and effects, against
unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be violated, and no warrants shall issue,
but upon probable cause, supported by oath or affirmation, and particularly describing
the place to be searched, and the persons or things to be seized.
Remember that whatever you do DOES NOT SUPERSEDE the United States Code. You

can and will be held accountable by We the People!

Title 18 of the United States Code, Sections 241 and 242 criminalize conspiracy against
rights and the deprivation of rights under color of law. In order words, they make it a
criminal offense for public officials to go beyond the limits of their authority to strip away
the public’s rights. The law applies to police, judges, elected officials, and yes, public
health officials as well as health care providers at public facilities.

Please also leave our children alone! Whether a parent chooses to vaccinate their
children is a personal choice. All should be free to decide either TO get it or NOT to get it.
I am OPPOSED to making COVID-19 vaccination mandatory for schools or childcare in
our State. There are studies that show both vaccinated and unvaccinated can and do get
and transmit COVID. And there are studies showing harm and death from the vaccine, as
well as no long term safety studies so far. Children are also EXTREMELY low risk for dying
from COVID. This should be a personal choice up to each family and parent. The vaccines
have been proven to cause death. No one should be forced or coerced to take something
that might kill them!

Please do not pass these laws and bring disgrace upon our nation, a world leader for its
founding principles of freedom. Let us remember that "all men are created equal, that
they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that among these are
Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness." And when we read the Declaration of
Independence further, we see that when our government attempts to make laws that are
destructive to personal freedoms such as bodily integrity and informed consent, then "it
is right of the people to abolish it, and to institute new Government, laying its foundation
on such principles and organizing its powers in such form, as to them shall seem most
likely to effect their Safety and Happiness." Please remember our history and do not pass
these horrendous laws in Washington State!

Thank you for your consideration of my request.

Sincerely,

Kathryn Holm
Kennewick, WA

"When in the Course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve
the political bands which have connected them with another, and to assume among the
powers of the earth, the separate and equal station to which the Laws of Nature and of
Nature's God entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires that they
should declare the causes which impel them to the separation.

We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal, that they are
endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that among these are Life,
Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness.--That to secure these rights, Governments are
instituted among Men, deriving their just powers from the consent of the governed, -That whenever any Form of Government becomes destructive of these ends, it is the
Right of the People to alter or to abolish it, and to institute new Government, laying its
foundation on such principles and organizing its powers in such form, as to them shall
seem most likely to effect their Safety and Happiness. Prudence, indeed, will dictate that
Governments long established should not be changed for light and transient causes; and
accordingly all experience hath shewn, that mankind are more disposed to suffer, while
evils are sufferable, than to right themselves by abolishing the forms to which they are
accustomed. But when a long train of abuses and usurpations, pursuing invariably the
same Object evinces a design to reduce them under absolute Despotism, it is their right,
it is their duty, to throw off such Government, and to provide new Guards for their future
security.--Such has been the patient sufferance of these Colonies; and such is now the
necessity which constrains them to alter their former Systems of Government." Source:
Declaration of Independence: A Transcription | National Archives
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.archives.gov%2Ffoundingdocs%2Fdeclarationtranscript&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cefadb38b10c2480ba84708d9d5fb93c3%7C11d0

______________________________________________
From: georgelorr@hushmail.com
Sent: 1/11/2022 2:37:42 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid Policies
External Email
I am firmly against any proposed Covid Policies that attempt to force vaccines upon
people, specifically WAC246-100-070, WAC246-100-045, WAC246-100-040, WAC-246100, WAC-246-105.
After WWll, the Nuremberg Code specifically set out that no government can force
citizens to take an injection into their body against their free will. And now we are seeing
governmental entities trying to force injections either through mandates or the legislative
process which is a clear violation of Human Rights.
Also, there has been so much misinformation about the viruses and the so-called vaccine
in the mainstream media, censorship by tech companies and by so-called Health entities
that have further clouded these issues.
Recently the CDC pulled the use of the PCR test to determine covid-19 as of December
31st due to all the false positives and inaccuracies even though this test had been relied
upon for 2 years to determine the covid 19 virus. But the reality is that neither covid-19
nor any of these variants have ever been isolated so it is impossible to state exactly what
is covid-19. Consequently there have been so much fear and hysteria created over cases
that may have just been the seasonal flu or a bad cold. And this is easy to see from
official data where the number of cases of the flu dropped precipitously in 2020 while the
number of covid-19 cases exploded. Additionally, the inventor of the PCR test, Kary
Mullis, had stated that the PCR test was not to be used for diagnostic purposes.
Never we seen a vaccine that has been as great a failure and was not pulled immediately
off the market. Last time I checked the VAERS system, there were well over 20,000
deaths and hundreds of thousands of adverse reactions. And we know that VAERS
captures only a very small percentage of actual cases as most people are unaware of the
existence of this system. But so many people have had blood clots and myocarditis
leading to heart attacks. The negative results have been discussed and documented by
independent doctors such as, DR. Peter McCullough, Dr. Sherri Tenpenny, Dr. Bryan
Ardis, Dr. Carrie Medej, etc. Top virologists in the world like Nobel Prize winning Luc
Montagnier have warned against this vaccine. Scientists like Gurt Vandenbosch who is a
vaccine designer and a pro-vaccine scientist have been warning governments to stop
these mRNA vaccines before they cause more fatalities. Even Pfizer early on
acknowledged that the covid Vaccine does not prevent a person from getting covid nor
does it prevent the transmission of covid. Dr. Robert Malone, the inventor of this mRNA
technology, has been a critic of these vaccines and the effect they have had on so many
people. So the question must be asked, why should anyone take the vaccine?
It has been well established that the mRNA technology does override the bodies natural
immune system which leaves the individual susceptible to other viruses. Also the spike
protein in the covid vaccines begins replicating itself in the body of the vaccinated person
causing those who have received the covid Vaccine to either come down with covid or
spread it to others. Last month we saw over 900 cases of covid at Cornell University all
within fully vaccinated individuals. We have seen cruise ships at sea where all the staff
and passengers were fully vaccinated and yet they have covid outbreaks. The reality is
that those who have been vaccinated are becoming super spreaders of the covid virus.
Never before has the failure of a vaccine been blamed on those who refuse to take it like
we are seeing today with this covid vaccine.

Considering that these covid vaccines 1) do not prevent the vaccinated from getting
covid nor do they stop transmission , 2) many prominent doctors and scientists have
warned about the dangers of these vaccines which are supported by deaths and adverse
reactions documented in the CDC's own VAERS system, 3) the fully vaccinated are
becoming super spreaders of covid, why would the Washington State Board of Health
want to encourage or mandate these vaccines on the people of Washington State?
I would welcome the opportunity to discuss this further at your convenience,
George Lorr

Sent using Hushmail

______________________________________________
From: Allan Phillips
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:34:27 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Alex
Sent: 1/8/2022 12:31:42 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: NO TO THE MANDATE OVERREACH
External Email
I am completely against any of the proposed Covid Policies that are over reaching and
immoral. We stand against these proposed WAC’s: WAC 246-100-070 <tel:246-100070> , WAC 246-100-045 <tel:246-100-045> , WAC 246-100-040 <tel:246-100-040> ,
WAC 246-100, WAC 246-105. ”
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:13:11 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Immunization Criteria for Child Care and School Entry (Covid-19)

From: Brett Spore <brettspore@hotmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 7:27 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>; Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH)
<Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>; Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
<Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>;
Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH) <kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
<Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>; Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
<Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>; Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH)
<Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
<Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>;
Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH) <Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Immunization Criteria for Child Care and School Entry (Covid-19)

External Email
As a parent, medical employee and a member of the community, I implore you to
please stop the push to require Covid-19 vaccinations for ANY child in child care or
school. Covid vaccines should absolutely NOT be a requirement for our children! Children
are at an extremely low risk for Covid-19. The Covid-19 vaccines have no long-term
testing on adults and they have even less testing on children. Covid 19 vaccines are not
stopping the virus as many with the vaccine are contracting and spreading Covid-19. The
vaccine has not been tested enough to ensure its efficacy and safety in children.
Requiring this vaccine does not protect our children!

The disease burden in this case does not meet your criteria. There is NOT a
significant morbidity and/or mortality in at least some sub-set of the population. The
survival rate is well over 90% and even the long term effects of Covid-19 do not
represent a significant amount. Additionally, this vaccine is not meeting your criteria
because it is not reducing the risk of person-to-person transmission.
As for the criteria of Implementation, the vaccine is NOT acceptable to the medical
community and the public. There is an extremely large amount of both the medical and
the general public who do NOT accept this vaccine as safe.

And finally in regard to vaccines effectiveness, this vaccine does not work. It is
not on the Recommended Childhood & Adolescent Immunization Schedule. It is not
preventing Covid-19 nor is it preventing the spread of Covid-19. The vaccine is not cost
effective for our nation. Perhaps it is cost effective or free or maybe even puts some
money into the local schools, but as a nation, it is destroying our financial position at an
alarming rate. "Experience to date with the vaccine containing this antigen demonstrates
that it is safe and has an acceptable level of side effects." Yeah. Not even close. Tell that
to the parents of the kids who are having heart attacks. Tell that to my friends who have
had massive auto immune flare ups and other medical issues arise immediately after
their second dose. This is not a safe vaccine for all people.

Please PROTECT our children by NOT requiring a covid-19 vaccination to attend
child care or school.

Thank you,

Brett Elizabeth Spore

______________________________________________
From: Paul Ryapolov
Sent: 1/7/2022 3:54:29 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: NO Immoral mandates!!!!
External Email
I am completely against any of the proposed Covid Policies that are over reaching and
immoral. We stand against these proposed WAC’s: WAC 246-100-070, WAC 246-100045, WAC 246-100-040, WAC 246-100, WAC 246-105. ”

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:50:08 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: No to the Covid shot mandatory for children and adults!

-----Original Message----From: Gayle Morgan <gayle_morgan@hotmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 12:58 AM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: No to the Covid shot mandatory for children and adults!
External Email
Hello!
I’m writing to you to please stop forcing the mandates for the Covid virus shot. As a
American we as a nation are going backwards with these mandates! As Abraham Lincoln
said, That this nation, under God, shall have a new birth of FREEDOM - and that
government of the people, for the people, shall not perish from the Earth. The people are
standing up and saying we DO NOT WANT THE MANDATES ON OUR CHILDREN AND FOR
US! Enough is enough, if a person wants to get the Covid shot, that’s their CHOICE! But
DON’T FORCE OR DISCRIMINATE a human for their God given personal choice for
choosing not to get the Covid shot! Especially when they can lose their job!!! As a state
you are discriminating many citizens and now there is segregation where many citizens
can not go to places. If that doesn’t show HATRED then you have no compassion. This is
not the USA land of the FREE if you continue this nonsense. And now you the Board of
Washington Health want to have ALL children take this Covid shot! You have no right to
put your personal decision on other citizens children!! Shame on you.
Thank you for listening from a concerned Wa citizen, Gayle Morgan
Sent from my iPad

______________________________________________
From: Andrea Ivey
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:44:00 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
Sent: 1/8/2022 4:57:52 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Covid Vaccines/Mandates and WAC Codes

--Samantha Pskowski (she/her/hers)
Washington State Board of Health
360-789-2358

From: DAYNA HERSEY <daynahersey@comcast.net>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 7:26 AM
To: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Covid Vaccines/Mandates and WAC Codes

External Email
I would like to let you know that I vehemently oppose any mandates regarding the Covid
19 vaccine. This includes testing, examinations, and forced vaccination. This is an
infringement on my civil liberties.

The overreach by the Washington Department of Health is yet another example of this
administrations lack of regard for the citizens of Washington State!!!

Sincerely,

Dayna Hersey

______________________________________________
From: Phyllis Slattery
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:07:01 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Vaccines for kids
External Email
To whom it may concern, I understand you are thinking about vaccinating our children I
implore you to reconsider. They are not at a higher risk from the virus but they have a
high risk of side effects from the vaccines that will permanently damage them. Their
immune system is very strong and we should not inflict this on our children. Please
reconsider thank you, Phyllis Slattery
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Phillys Slater
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:30:56 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 9:10:59 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Fwd: WA Covid Mandates

Get Outlook for iOS
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fo0ukef&data=04%7C0
________________________________
From: tristan klesick <tklesick@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 12:32:43 PM
Subject: WA Covid Mandates
External Email
Please do NOT mandate Covid vaccine for children. Some prefer natural immunity and
should be allowed the choice.
As an adult, I chose to vaccinate. I still got Covid. My son got Covid from a vaccinated
child. The vaccine is NOT minimizing spread. Clearly the vaccinated population is
spreading it, so there is NO logic in requiring it for the benefit of others.
Thank you,
Tristan Klesick
Stanwood, WA
Snohomish County

______________________________________________
From: Philip Fedderly
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:17:01 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:50:16 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Mandatory Vaccinations

From: Vawna Gary <vawnagary@live.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 12:56 AM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Mandatory Vaccinations

External Email
Dear Caitlin,

Thank you for serving in the position of board member for the state health board. I know
it’s not easy to make decisions for other people’s health, especially in this day and age. I
also know that there is not enough research to verify the efficacy of the “vaccinations”.
Even the CDC says that the vaccines cannot prevent Covid-19. Interestingly enough it
seems the cases began to increase as more and more people began to obtain the
vaccination.

Please do not encourage and enforce the mandate to vaccinate the population of the
great state of Washington.
A registered voter in the county of Pierce.

Vawna Gary
vawnagary@live.com <mailto:vawnagary@live.com>

Sent from Mail
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.microsoft.com%2Ffwlink%2F%
for Windows
in

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 12:34:02 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: COMMUNISTIC COVID19 INTERNMENT CAMPS. MANDATORY COVID19
EXPERIMENTAL VACCINES

From: Debbie Baril <debaril76@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 11:05 AM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>; nathanial.thai@sboh.wa.gov;
Haag, Hannah R (SBOH) <Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>; Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH)
<Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>; Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
<Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>; Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
<samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
<Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
<Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH) <Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>;
Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: COMMUNISTIC COVID19 INTERNMENT CAMPS. MANDATORY COVID19
EXPERIMENTAL VACCINES

External Email
The powers that be are USING YOU AS PUPPETS. You are doing their dirty work! Do you
really want to be instrumental in the United States of America becoming communistic. Do
you even care about you children and grandchildren living under communism? This is
what you are doing if you support these camps and mandates. You know how many
people have died or permanently injured from these experimental jabs. Think for
yourself. Don't let these powers think for you. You are in your employment positions to
protect America from communism. Are you doing your part keeping Washingtonian free?
When you face God on your judgment day will God say "Well done, good and faithful
servant?"
You are in my prayers to do what is right for America.
Thank you,
Debbie Baril
One email didn't go through so I will fix it but this is what I sent.
Show quoted text

______________________________________________
From: Patric Kilmer
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:01:56 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: WCA 246 comments
External Email
To the Washington State Board of Health,
I do not support the proposed changes to WCA 246. I do not believe that we have proper
information regarding the long term effects of the the vaccinations in children, and we
are headed down a very slippery slope if this were to be enacted into law.
As for the involuntary detention of citizens this is an incredibly gross overreach of state
sanctioned power. It makes sense why our police officers were mandated to take this
vaccination or lose their jobs. For they must get the pro choice men and women out of
the way. The remaining men and women on these police forces have proven they will put
their own health at risk for a paycheck.
If this addition to the law was struck down by the state of New York, I have no doubt
that Washington state will follow suit.
I am also incredibly concerned that this proposed change to WCA 246 has not been
discussed in the news media. I have talked to over 30 friends and family members that
were also not aware of this proposed change.
The fact that myself and nearly 34 voters of this state had no idea this was on the table
is incredibly scary. I challenge the board to consider the ramifications of what this could
mean for the Land of the Free.
You know ultimately what the right move is here.
God bless this country and those that wish to harm it.

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/8/2022 12:46:22 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vaccine mask mandate

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov
360-236-4105
Website| Facebook |Twitter
-----Original Message----From: Tammy Nakamura <tnakamura1015@yahoo.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 3:04 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Vaccine mask mandate
External Email
I want my voice heard by extremely oppose any mandate to vaccinate anyone without
choice! I also oppose forcing our children to wear masks in class all day. Thank you
Tammy Nakamura
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:42:22 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: OPPOSE AGENDA ITEM #8

From: avoges22 <avoges22@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 10:26 AM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: OPPOSE AGENDA ITEM #8

External Email
To whom it may concern,

I OPPOSE Agenda Item #8, the Board's formation of a Technical Advisory Group (TAG) to
review information about Covid-19 shots for consideration of mandating the shots for
school. I OPPOSE Covid-19 shot mandates, PERIOD. The science does NOT support the
notion that unvaccinated individuals spread the virus any more than vaccinated
individuals. Children are statistically at ZERO risk of dying from Covid (their survival rate
is in the range of 99.997 - 99.998%); where there is no risk, there can be no benefit.
Furthermore, there are numerous studies now that support adverse affects of the vaccine
on our children. Even the FDA has doubts about the safety of a vaccine for an individual
under the age of 16. (www.fda.gov/media/151710/download...the
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.fda.gov%2Fmedia%2F151710
required studies on children will not even be completed until May 31, 2027!!!!!! And that
is only one of the required pediatric assessments!) There has been enough time now to
find out the truth about what is going on with Covid, and there is no excuse for draconian
measures to be inflicted on our children just to be able to attend school.

I SUPPORT Agenda Item #11 Informed Choice Washington's Petition for Rulemaking.
This petition (filed by Xavier Figueroa, PhD, on behalf of ICWA), asks the Board to
establish a new rule that prohibits them from adding any Emergency Use Authorized
(EAU) product, or any licensed product that lacks completed Phase 3 trial studies, to the
school required list. As noted in the FDA link above, the required pediatric studies
required are not yet completed. STOP USING OUR CHILDREN AS TEST SUBJECTS!!!

Sincerely,

Amy Voges

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone

______________________________________________
From: Deborah Sharbono
Sent: 1/8/2022 7:27:45 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public Comments for WSBOH Members from March EH Committee Special
Meeting
External Email
No to any facilities that are mandatory against our will regarding health issues.

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 8:58:35 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Fwd: Vaccine mandate proposals public schools

Get Outlook for iOS
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fo0ukef&data=04%7C0
________________________________
From: candice murphy <candicejean1999@yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 12:59:13 PM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Vaccine mandate proposals public schools
External Email
We say no to mandatory vaccines for our children to attend public school. This is a
violation of our constitutional rights and when has forced medical treatment ever been
legal!!! This is NOT okay. If the proposals on Jan 12th for forced immunization come to
pass my children will not attend public school period. We are the voice of the people and
we should be heard

Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPhone
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Foverview.mail.yahoo.com%2F%3F

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 1:57:22 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Oppose the Vaccine for our Children

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: Donna <donnaskoog@msn.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 8:46 AM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>; Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH)
<Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>; Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
<Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>;
Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH) <kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
<Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>; Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
<Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>; Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH)
<Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
<Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>;
Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH) <Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Fwd: Oppose the Vaccine for our Children

External Email

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: Donna <Donnaskoog@msn.com <mailto:Donnaskoog@msn.com> >
Date: January 7, 2022 at 8:41:31 AM PST
To: wsboh@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:wsboh@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Oppose the Vaccine for our Children

Stop the insanity!

1. COVID vaccines remain under Emergency Use Authorization

2. Children under the age of 18 have a 99.995% survival rate from COVID
infection
3. Children have a higher chance of death or adverse reaction to COVID vaccines
than COVID-19

Donna Skoog
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Pamela Jones
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:30:05 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 9:39:37 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Time sensitive material

From: Samantha Van NYhuis <spcvannyhuis@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 10:43 AM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Time sensitive material

External Email
I would like to express my extreme opposition to implementation of a COVID 19 vaccine
requirement for schools in Washington State.

1. No COVID vaccine available in the United States has received FDA approval. All
available vaccines, including the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine, are being administered under
an Emergency Use Authorization. The only “approved” COVID 19 vaccine is Comirnaty,
and it is not available in the United States and there is no anticipated date for its
availability. (This “smoke and mirrors” approach by the FDA is the subject of numerous
lawsuits and a Federal Judge recently rejected Pfizer’s claim that the 2 products are
interchangeable: Federal Judge Rejects DOD Claim That Pfizer EUA and Comirnaty
Vaccines Are ‘Interchangeable’ • Children's Health Defense (childrenshealthdefense.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fchildrenshealthdefense.org%2F&da
) Since EUA products cannot be mandated per the Nuremberg Code, this alone should be
enough to stop consideration of making vaccines mandatory.

2. Children are statistically at zero risk of dying from COVID. Their survival rate is in the
range of 99.997-99.998% or, put another way, their risk of dying with COVID is less than
2 in every 1,000,000 children. The very few children who are listed as COVID deaths did
not die OF COVID, but rather WITH COVID as anyone being admitted to a hospital
nowadays is tested. I challenge the Washington State Board of Health to show medical
records for even one child who has died OF COVID. Where there’s no risk, there can be
no benefit.

3. No one knows the long term risks of these vaccines. You may remember that one of
the members of the FDA Advisory Committee infamously said, “We are never going to
learn about how safe thie vaccine is until we start giving it” Dr. Eric Ruben, Editor in
Chief NEJM The studies Pfizer conducted were woefully underpowered. This is an analysis
of 10 Red Flags associated with Pfizer’s studies: Ten red flags in the FDA’s risk-benefit
analysis of Pfizer’s EUA application to inject American children 5 to 11 with its mRNA
product – Commentary – America's Frontline Doctors (americasfrontlinedoctors.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Famericasfrontlinedoctors.org%2F&d

)

Force vaccinating healthy children for a disease that doesn’t affect them to make adults
feel safe is a new low for humanity. Please do the right thing and do not require these
vaccinations for school age children.

May God bless you abundantly today. Samantha

______________________________________________
From: Dan Orr
Sent: 1/12/2022 11:02:52 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Concerns Over COVID Response

attachments\18263D9940C24A35_Comment to Board of Health.rtf
External Email

Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Taylor Quigley
Sent: 1/11/2022 3:28:11 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Voting NO to Proposed COVID legislation
External Email
Hello,
I am completely against the following I just and immoral policy changes:
PROPOSED POLICIES:
• Allowing local health officers to use law enforcement (WAC 246-100-070) to force an
emergency order to involuntarily detain a person or group of persons (families) to be
isolated in a quarantine facility (WAC 246-100-045) following refusal to voluntary comply
with requests for medical examination, testing, treatment, counseling, vaccination (WAC
246-100-040). These specifics come from (WAC 246-100).
• Including the Covid-19 injections as part of school immunization requirements using
(WAC 246-105.)
We stand against these proposed WAC’s: WAC 246-100-070, WAC 246-100-045, WAC
246-100-040, WAC 246-100, WAC 246-105. ”
These adjustments are completely over-reaching and unconstitutional. When did we
enter Nazi Germany? We might as well be putting Jews in tanks again.
Please do not commit to this.
Taylor Quigley

______________________________________________
From: Darci Zollman
Sent: 1/9/2022 8:19:09 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Patricia Fletcher
Sent: 1/8/2022 5:20:54 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:51:38 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vaccine recommendation

From: Terry Rude <terry.rude@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 10:51 AM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Vaccine recommendation

External Email
I am writing about the meeting you are having next week to consider a vaccine
requirement for school aged children.

I can hardly believe that you are even considering this when children are at a very low
risk from covid-19.

To take the choice away from parents is not only morally wrong, it is clearly
unconstitutional.

I ask you to please say no to this requirement - I fear you would alienate many many
families and leave them no choice but to take their children out of public schools.

Thank you for your consideration,

Terry Rude
425-345-8809

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 3:00:40 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: WAC-246-100

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov>
360-236-4105

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01%
| Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH%
|Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: Dpmoyn <dpmoyn@aol.com>
Sent: Monday, January 10, 2022 2:45 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: WAC-246-100

External Email
Hello,

I oppose the quarantine/vaccine mandates.

My understanding is that there will be a Wednesday meeting to discuss, among other
efforts, the move to involuntarily detain those who are not vaccinated in quarantine
facilities that have been created here in WA state - didn't think we were Australia?

Over the past three weeks, every one of our family/extended family members have all
had the COVID virus = all vaccinated and boosted. It is beyond comprehension that there
would be a move to quarantine people who've rejected the vaccines to now continue the

misinformation that only the unvaccinated can get the virus.

Hoping that the truth re: vaccinated getting the virus (Whoopi anyone/numerous political
figures, etc.?) who diligently followed all they've been commanded to do will put to rest
the notion that the unvaccinated are the problem.

Thank you.

______________________________________________
From: saul garcia
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:34:04 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Board Meeting Questions
External Email
Why is all the talk about vaccines? Have you ever considered that people dont want to
get vaccinated in general? Your focus should be to elevated health overall, not rely on a
treatment that people dont want. You’re willing to mandate masks but what about other
things that will help with health like maybe mandating exercise?

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 2:31:12 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: No to the Covid shot mandatory for children and adults

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111
-----Original Message----From: Gayle Morgan <gayle_morgan@hotmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 10:54 PM
To: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: No to the Covid shot mandatory for children and adults
External Email
Hello!
I’m writing to you to please stop forcing the mandates for the Covid virus shot. As a
American we as a nation are going backwards with these mandates! As Abraham Lincoln
said, That this nation, under God, shall have a new birth of FREEDOM - and that
government of the people, for the people, shall not perish from the Earth. The people are
standing up and saying we DO NOT WANT THE MANDATES ON OUR CHILDREN AND FOR
US! Enough is enough, if a person wants to get the Covid shot, that’s their CHOICE! But
DON’T FORCE OR DISCRIMINATE a human for their God given personal choice for
choosing not to get the Covid shot! Especially when they can lose their job!!! As a state
you are discriminating many citizens and now there is segregation where many citizens
can not go to places. If that doesn’t show HATRED then you have no compassion. This is
not the USA land of the FREE if you continue this nonsense. And now you the Board of
Washington Health want to have ALL children take this Covid shot! You have no right to
put your personal decision on other citizens children!! Shame on you.
Thank you for listening from a concerned Wa citizen, Gayle Morgan
Sent from my iPad

______________________________________________
From: Peg Smith
Sent: 1/11/2022 2:55:57 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
1.
2.
3.
4.

It should be the parents choice not our State!
Children have a natural immunity.
It is NOT a true vaccine.
There are too many unknowns.

Peggy Smith
Greenacres WA

Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 2:50:07 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: WAC 246-100

--Samantha Pskowski (she/her/hers)
Washington State Board of Health
360-789-2358

From: Dpmoyn <dpmoyn@aol.com>
Sent: Monday, January 10, 2022 2:47 PM
To: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: WAC 246-100

External Email
Hello,

I oppose the quarantine/vaccine mandates.

My understanding is that there will be a Wednesday meeting to discuss, among other
efforts, the move to involuntarily detain those who are not vaccinated in quarantine
facilities that have been created here in WA state - didn't think we were Australia?

Over the past three weeks, every one of our family/extended family members have all
had the COVID virus = all vaccinated and boosted. It is beyond comprehension that there
would be a move to quarantine people who've rejected the vaccines to now continue the
misinformation that only the unvaccinated can get the virus.

Hoping that the truth re: vaccinated getting the virus (Whoopi anyone/numerous political
figures, etc.?) who diligently followed all they've been commanded to do will put to rest
the notion that the unvaccinated are the problem.

Thank you.

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 12:48:58 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vaccine Mandate

From: Stacey Simon <staceymsimon6@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 10:24 AM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Vaccine Mandate

External Email
Dear Kelie,

My name is Stacey Simon, I'm writing to you about the possibility of mandating the
Covid-19 vaccine in our schools.
I want to advocate for my children and for the children of Washington State. This isn't
about anti-vax, but for everyone's right to choose what goes into their bodies.
This vaccine is still new, and there aren't any long term studies on its effects. It should
be left up to the parents and their physician whether or not to get the vaccine, not the
government. No one should be forced to take anything in order to attend school, hold a
job, or continue to be a member in society. Studies have shown that our kids are not at
risk for serious illness, and to date, Covid-19 still has over a 99% survival rate.
Clearly the vaccine isn't working to keep this virus at bay, and those that are vaccinated
are still getting sick and spreading the virus. So why at this point would mandating this
for our students be necessary or make any logical sense?
I can appreciate the fact that the world's attention is currently hyper-focused on Covid
19. Health and Public Safety organizations feel the need to show some sort of response,
warranted or not. Please keep in mind the flawed logic of the vaccines and our children's
well-being and health when making these policy decisions.

Thank you,

Stacey Simon

______________________________________________
From: Teresa Gustafson
Sent: 1/10/2022 7:55:34 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Do not make me jab my children
External Email
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

you don’t have our permission
you need our permission
our kids are not your property
our bodies are a temple of the Holy Spirit and are not owned by the government
we were born with free will and we will retain that until death

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone

______________________________________________
From: Nolte Burke
Sent: 1/12/2022 9:35:44 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: question for the panel
External Email
If time allows, I hope one of the representatives from the WSDOE speak on the topic of
how the WAC requirements requiring vaccination of public school students compare with
the requirements experienced by those who are currently incarcerated in the penal
system of the State of Washington.

Nolte Burke
Chairman/CEO
<https://usergenerated.getmailspring.com/asset/ODFkNmVhZjUtMGFiZC00ODdhLThlNDMtMDZmZGVlNzAyODI4L3NpZy1
E: nolte@xombo.com <mailto:nolte@xombo.com>
P: +1 (888) 899-6626 <tel:+1+(888)+899-6626>
W: https://xombo.com/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fxombo.com%2F&data=04%7C01%

______________________________________________
From: Biden Sucks
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:39:28 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 5:11:08 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vaccine Mandate for Children

--Samantha Pskowski (she/her/hers)
Washington State Board of Health
360-789-2358

From: Sara Gamache <saragamache@hotmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 7:40 PM
To: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Vaccine Mandate for Children

External Email
Dear Mr. Glasoe

Please do not support vaccine mandate for children. Such a mandate has the potential
and high likelihood of great harm to our children. Children are at very low risk for Covid.
The few who do experience Covid, have very mild symptoms, and also, they then have
natural immunity.

These children’s health decisions should be left to their parents, not the government.

Sincerely,
Sara Gamache
saragamache@hotmail.com <mailto:saragamache@hotmail.com>

Sent from Mail
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.microsoft.com%2Ffwlink%2F%
for Windows

______________________________________________
From: Eric Miner
Sent: 1/10/2022 2:36:58 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Rochelle LaVatta
Sent: 1/12/2022 9:07:43 AM
To: Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH),Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH),Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH),Haag,
Hannah R (SBOH),Donahoe, Kaitlyn N (SBOH),Kahler, Kelie (SBOH),Herendeen, Lindsay
(SBOH),Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH),Davis, Michelle (SBOH),Pskowski, Samantha L
(SBOH),Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH),Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH),DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Re: making a decision to recommend the v requirement for school aged children
on January 12.
External Email
Again. Please do not pass this!
My kids will be out of public school. I know so many other parents who will take there as
well.
On Wed, Jan 5, 2022 at 6:34 PM Rochelle LaVatta <lavattarochelle@gmail.com
<mailto:lavattarochelle@gmail.com> > wrote:
Hi,
I really feel you should think hard about this and not pass it. I will PULL my kids
from public school so fast if you make this a mandate. I will home school my kids and the
district will loose money.
Why do you feel you know what is best to protect my kids from this virus.
My husband and I don’t have the Jab and either will my kids.
I to know many more parents who feel the same.
School will be a ghost town and will not be able to continue and have to close
because you have no funding.
Thank you
-Rochelle LaVatta
-Rochelle LaVatta

______________________________________________
From: Sarah Wiles
Sent: 1/12/2022 6:58:13 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: No Covid Mandate for K -- 12 Students
External Email
Hello,
Please do not mandate the Covid Vaccine for K -- 12 students. I do not want my 7 year
old daughter to get the Covid Vaccine.
Thank you,
Sarah Wiles

______________________________________________
From: Betty Haggard
Sent: 1/7/2022 4:15:58 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Olga Edens
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:40:37 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: paul harrison
Sent: 1/11/2022 2:24:28 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Mandatory Vaccinations
External Email
I am writing to voice my opposition to mandatory vaccinations for kids in K-12 schools.
Please do not pass this rule.
Paul Harrison
East Wenatchee Wa

______________________________________________
From: Allison Johnson
Sent: 1/8/2022 9:22:57 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: PATRICIA TYRRELL
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:25:54 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public Comment
External Email
We are strongly opposed to mandatory vaccines for children or anyone.
This Covid vaccine carries new, unknown long-term risks. It is a new vaccine, working
differently than live vaccines.
I have personally had a serious, painful, long-lasting reaction to the Pfizer vaccine
following my second dose.
Sincerely,
Patti Tyrrell
3904 Burch Mountain Road
Wenatchee, WA 98801

Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 8:03:17 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Feedback on Vaccine Mandate for school aged children

From: Veronica L <wolfepack99@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 11:55 AM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Feedback on Vaccine Mandate for school aged children

External Email
I'm writing to request that the Washington Department of Health not require vaccines for
school aged children. I have two children in the public school system and I will withdraw
them if this mandate is passed.

Thank you for your consideration.

Veronica Wolfe

______________________________________________
From: Colleen Bloom
Sent: 1/9/2022 5:05:16 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Amanda Spayde-Baker
Sent: 1/9/2022 3:31:07 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Penny Cowan
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:11:46 AM
To: pennyc@sitestar.net
Cc:
Subject: Vote NO on vaccine mandate for children
External Email
Our United States of America is kept strong by evidence of its strong families.
Please VOTE AGAINST proposed vaccine mandates, and any further denial of parental
rights to decide all things for their minor children!
===
Current medical consensus on Covid-19 "vaccine" effectiveness is that they do not
prevent the spread of SARS-CoV-2.
CDC's David Walensky, Dr. Anthony Fauci, and Moderna's Dr. Tai Zaks are all on record
saying that essentially these injections are merely "treatments" that for some people
may reduce symptoms.
It is my understanding that "treatments" -- and all others that do not meet the definition
-- by definition are not vaccines -- and thus have no grounds for forced use.
Sincerely, very sincerely,
Penny Cowan, Bellingham, WA 98226
360-714-8190

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 8:43:38 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Fwd: WAC 246-105

Get Outlook for iOS
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fo0ukef&data=04%7C0
________________________________
From: Dan Lambert <dannyjlambert@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 1:30:20 PM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: WAC 246-105
External Email
To The Board Members of the WA State Department of Health,
I am writing to you tonight out of complete desperation… I strongly and adamantly
OPPOSE this proposed WAC 246-105! I am shocked an appalled that this state is
seriously about vote to impose a vaccine mandate on our children for the Covid 19 shot.
A vaccine that has not withstood the test of time, thats been pushed on to people, taking
away their choices. A vaccine that is shown to be more like a treatment than any sort of
actual Prevention. No one can tell me what the effects may be on my child in 5 years or
10 Years. The lack of transparency has been extremely troubling and I don’t trust, nor
think it is absolutely necessary for myself or my child. The children are not at risk of
death or serious illness from this virus. The deaths in US this 2 years of Covid is under
1,000 according to the CDC. Why are we doing this!?? It’s not worth the risk to our
children. I ask you to please not back parents into a corner. We love our children and
deserve to have choices and the ability to advocate for them since they are unable to do
so for themselves.
Thank you for your time.
Daniel Lambert (253) 951-2526
Dannyjlambert@gmail.com

______________________________________________
From: Cindy Brediger
Sent: 1/7/2022 4:21:29 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
Sent: 1/12/2022 7:51:14 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Covid Meeting January 12, 2022

From: Mary Geiselman <marykgeiselman@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2022 10:34 PM
To: Haag, Hannah R (SBOH) <Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Covid Meeting January 12, 2022

External Email
Dear Hannah Haag,

In the event that you "take Possible Action" regarding Chapter 246-105 WAC please
know that I am absolutely NOT in favor of Covid vaccine requirements for children for
school and daycare. This would definitely be overreaching and immoral. If you refuse to
allow unvaccinated children to attend then give them their education dollars and they can
go elsewhere.
I won't lie... the following item also has me very concerned. The thought that a local
health officer has sole discretion to do something like this is incredible.

WAC 246-100-040
Procedures for isolation or quarantine.
(1) At his or her sole discretion, a local health officer may issue an emergency detention
order causing a person or group of persons to be immediately detained for purposes of
isolation or quarantine in accordance with subsection (3) of this section, or may petition
the superior court ex parte for an order to take the person or group of persons into
involuntary detention for purposes of isolation or quarantine in accordance with
subsection (4) of this section, provided that he or she:

A local health officer may invoke the powers of police officers, sheriffs, constables, and
all other officers and employees of any political subdivisions within the jurisdiction of the
health department to enforce immediately orders given to effectuate the purposes of this
section in accordance with the provisions of RCW 43.20.050
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fapp.leg.wa.gov%2FRCW%2Fdefaul
(4) and 70.05.120
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fapp.leg.wa.gov%2FRCW%2Fdefaul
.

Where are the rights of "We The People" when it comes to this sort of action. The fact
that they only have to have a "reason to believe" is crazy.

I think it's pretty obvious that these items need to be changed in light of where we find
ourselves today and the massive overreach of our existing government.

Sincerely,

Mary K Geiselman

______________________________________________
From: Adam Churchill
Sent: 1/7/2022 4:33:49 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: My Public Comments
External Email
To whom it may concern,
This makes me sick.
You should be ashamed of yourselves for even considering this.
I am vehemently against pushing your poison on our children. And forcing this poison on
our people against their will.
May God have mercy on your souls.
Adam Churchill,
Free Citizen of the United States of America.
Psalms 140

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.onelink.me%2F107872968%3F

______________________________________________
From: RusevAdventures
Sent: 1/12/2022 12:34:03 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Our freedom of choice
External Email
We stand against these vaccine mandates. You are destroying our state, taking away our
freedoms, we will not sit here and allow you to do this. This is our children’s future. We
will fight for it.

______________________________________________
From: Alisa Cook
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:52:31 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Danniele Hall
Sent: 1/8/2022 7:48:04 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 3:12:25 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Upcoming meeting

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111
-----Original Message----From: Tina Weber <klaleswift@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 6:09 PM
To: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Upcoming meeting
External Email
No forced injections.
No people detained in fema camps.
No children injected with COVID injections.
Protect freedom.
Tina Davis
Twisp, Wa
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Danna Daniel
Sent: 1/7/2022 5:03:14 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: My Public Comments
External Email
Hello I would like to ask that there's no mandate put in place please. I am not a for the
VAX nor am I against it. I love people , I love choice, I would hope that you let people
make that important choice either way on whether or not they choose to get the vaccine
or not get the vaccine. Please allow people to choose for themselves and make that
decision based on the risks they are willing to take on both sides. Have a great day.

______________________________________________
From: Testify Online Survey
Sent: 1/12/2022 1:28:54 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Survey Response: Testify Online *
The following survey response is submitted:
1.
State Board of Health Meeting Date:

________________________________
01/12/2022

2.
Agenda Item or Issue:

________________________________
Mandating Covid vaccines for schoolchildren

3.
Your Name:

________________________________
Twisha

4.
Do you have a professional title?

2.

No

5.
Are you representing an organization?

2.

No

6.
Address:

________________________________
15008 NE 16TH STREET BELLEVUE

7.
Email:

________________________________
twisha.chandra@gmail.com

8.
Phone Number (Include Area Code):

9.
Do you have any special expertise relevant to this topic?

2.

No

10.
Are you testifying on a specific proposal under consideration by the board?

2.

No

11.
Are you Pro or Con on the proposal?

2.

Con

________________________________
I am against the vaccines mandate because covid has and continues to present a
minimum risk to children (see data on severe cases and deaths in children for proof).
Two, vaccination does not prevent community spread esp with omicron (again see data
on breakthrough infections and high infection rates in highly vaccinated
communities/countries) thus they are NOT protecting the community. It is beyond crazy
to think that with cases likely going down in spring this govt should mandate something
which is so personal to each family. Also consider the risk of vaccine side effects like
heart inflammation versus risk of dying or getting severely ill from covid in children. also
see data on how much less severe omicron is! It is like flu so if flu vaccines are not
mandated when why mandate vaccines for disease with an overall fatality rate of less
than 2% overall? and even less in children! You let children live with the scare of gun
violence in school doing nothing concrete to prevent school shootings but want to act
with absolute disdain for feelings of parents! One feels increasingly suffocated living in
Washington state now with its big authoritarian government deciding everything in
secrecy or in violation of public opinion.

______________________________________________
From: Eddy Ochoa
Sent: 1/12/2022 11:12:40 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid policy
External Email

I am completely against the proposed Covid policies that are overreaching and immoral.
We stand against these proposed WAC's: WAC 246-100-070, WAC 246-100-045, WAC
246-100-040, WAC 246-100, WAC 246-105. As a US Citizen I should ALWAYS have the
right to make my own decision!
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Bonnie Gilfoyle
Sent: 1/9/2022 1:45:21 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Debbie Campbell
Sent: 1/9/2022 3:05:40 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/12/2022 8:15:55 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: No vaccine for Children

From: Ali Lapierre <alil4787@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 12, 2022 8:10 AM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: No vaccine for Children

External Email
Please no covid vaccine requirement for our children. This has gone too far. The survival
rate is so high. People are getting sick yes, but they are recovering too. Please do not
force our children to be injected.

Blessings, Ali

______________________________________________
From: Carolyn Sabo
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:39:54 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Stop the mandates
External Email
To who it may concern,
I am completely against any of the proposed Covid policies that are beginning to become
overreaching and extremely immoral.
Myself and others stand against the current proposed WACs:
WAC
WAC
WAC
WAC
WAC

246-100-070
246-100-045
246-100-040
246-100
236-105

Sincerely,
Carolyn Sabo
&
Fellow concerned Americans

______________________________________________
From: vuc felicia
Sent: 1/10/2022 7:42:59 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Opinion on vaccine mandate!
External Email
As a mother of a 13 years old boy , I would like to share my opinion on Covid 19
mandatory vaccination of children K-12.

I have two reasons for which I believe the vaccine is not necessary for kids:
1. The fact that the incidence of the virus and its severity among children is very low, I
do not consider it necessary to make the vaccine mandatory.
2. I have close friends and family members which are vaccinated and got the virus and
family members which are unvaccinated and never got the virus , being in very close
contact with positive people.
Since the vaccine do not stop the spread of the virus , I strongly believe that needs to be
optional and NOT mandatory for children.
Thank you and have a wonderful day
Felicia Tomescu

Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPhone
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Foverview.mail.yahoo.com%2F%3F

______________________________________________
From: Patrick Smith
Sent: 1/11/2022 5:51:53 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Pat Thoren
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:50:47 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 7:36:36 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Stating my opinion

From: Robby Grether <rgrether@comcast.net>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 3:38 PM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Stating my opinion

External Email
Dear Ms. Hoff,
I oppose the proposed WAC’s 246-100-070, WAC 246-100-045, WAC 246-100-040, WAC
246-100, WAC 246-105

I am completely against giving local health officers use of law enforcement and the use of
an emergency order to involuntarily detain a person or family into a quarantine facility if
they refuse the requests of medical examination, testing, treatment, counseling, or
vaccination.

I am completely against covid-19 injections as part of the school immunization
requirements using WAC 246-105.

Sincerely yours,
Robyn Grether

______________________________________________
From: Bri Musser
Sent: 1/11/2022 5:22:36 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: January 12 meeting - Mandating Covid Vaccine in Children
External Email
To the State of Washington Board of Health,

I am writing in regards to the ongoing discussion regarding mandating the COVID-19
vaccine in school children. As a lifelong Washingtonian, a mother of 3 (2 are school age)
as well as a small business owner; I have massive concerns over the mandating of a
vaccine that is still under emergency authorization.
I am listing my reasoning below and I hope that you will take the time to read each of
them.
*
There is a benefit to this vaccination, but it is a personal benefit only. It is not a
public or societal benefit. The vaccine only reduces disease severity (which is already
very low in children), not the transmission of the virus or their ability to catch it. This
alone, should be enough to not mandate this vaccine for school children.
*
Right now, we are seeing Omicron rip through counties & cities that have very
high vaccination rates. Morin County in California has the highest vaccination rate in the
country & has extremely high case counts. This supports what I have noted above.
*
There is a risk of adverse events after vaccination, especially if someone has
already been infected (which we aren’t really testing for). This is something that should
be decided between a parent & pediatrician only. This is especially important as new
information keeps coming out. It is now being said that the vaccine has had an effect on
Women’s menstrual cycles, & I can speak from personal experience that it did. You will
not force this vaccine on my 10 year old daughter without more data.
*
We have not updated this vaccine for the current variant. The vaccine was created
using the spike protein for a now 2 year old virus. This would be like mandating an OLD
flu vaccine for children. Why would we do that? Whatever the benefit is, it will be small &
short lived….which is exactly what we are seeing. Hence, the reason we are now boosting
& there is talk of even more boosters. When do we just admit we are not outrunning this
virus?
*
So far, all studies point to Omicron being less severe and more transmissible. This
is a good thing. This is how viruses mutate, it wants to stay alive & not kill its hosts. We
will see this become endemic. The illusion that we are going to control this is absolute
insanity.
*
Why have we never mandated the flu vaccine? You would have to develop a
record first that it is viable. This has not been done for Covid in children, so why are we
entertaining the idea of mandating it....especially in the case of our kids who have
already paid some of the highest costs out of any population group.

The reality of this virus has changed & I urge you to take a hard look at all of the actual
data and consider the implications of mandating this for school children. I guarantee you,
there will be a mass exodus of kids from public schools.
I know for a fact I am not the only mother who is concerned & will remove my children
from public school if this is mandated.
Sincerely,
A concerned Washington mother
Brianna Musser
-Brianna Musser IIDA, NCIDQ
Interior Designer
509.570.8145

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 2:28:12 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Extreme opposition to manditory vaccines and forced quarantine

From: Tamera Davis-ward <tamibj63@yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 11:47 AM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Extreme opposition to manditory vaccines and forced quarantine

External Email
To Kelie Kahler,

What you are discussing implementing today is in violation of our constitutional rights. I
absolutely oppose the passing of manitory vaccines for our children to attend school in
this state. Forced vaccination of healthy children for a disease that doesn’t affect them to
make adults feel safe is a new low for humanity or is there an ulterior motive? Please do
the right thing and do not require these vaccinations for school age children.

I also oppose any forced quarantine for illness especially when it is based on testing that
is NOT 100% reliaible.

These matters are not for you alone to decide and to do so is to over step your authority
and defy our constitution!

Tamera BJ Davis-Ward

______________________________________________
From: Chrystal Deharo
Sent: 1/9/2022 7:59:48 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Patti Anderson
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:30:56 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Gregory Balmforth
Sent: 1/9/2022 6:55:13 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 10:52:45 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW:

From: Debra Mitz <debjomitz@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 11:07 PM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject:

External Email
No no no to vaccine mandate for children! Do your research and find all the heart issues
and other side effects from a vaccine that hasn't been approved by the FDA or even
found to be truly effective against covid! Debra Mitz

______________________________________________
From: Anissa Bay
Sent: 1/10/2022 9:11:29 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: peggy miller
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:55:26 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Patrick McGillicuddy
Sent: 1/7/2022 4:24:51 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Testify Online Survey
Sent: 1/11/2022 6:43:27 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Survey Response: Testify Online *
The following survey response is submitted:
1.
State Board of Health Meeting Date:

________________________________
Jan 12, 2022

2.
Agenda Item or Issue:

________________________________
Strick force bill #WAC 246-100-040

3.
Your Name:

________________________________
Tom Martin

4.
Do you have a professional title?

2.

No

5.
Are you representing an organization?

2.

6.
Address:

7.
Email:

No

8.
Phone Number (Include Area Code):

9.
Do you have any special expertise relevant to this topic?

1.

Yes

________________________________
Listening to the best scientists in our country from Harvard, Stanford, Yale, UC at Irvine,
etc. for months.

10.
Are you testifying on a specific proposal under consideration by the board?

1.

Yes

________________________________
To add Covid-19 to the list of diseases and to "activate" this law.

11.
Are you Pro or Con on the proposal?

2.

Con

________________________________
There are many, many reasons that anything close to this action is unscientific,
uninformed, and unamerican. Two Israeli studies have supported each other that a
person with natural immunity is 26-27 times better than vaccine immunity yet often the
authoritarians wanting to enact such things as you are considering have no knowledge or
even thought about this science. I could go on for hours about the lack of science for
almost every policy but this one is sufficent if you really care to think of the public you
serve. I am unvaccinated, my wife and daughter are vaccinated and we all just contacted
COVID-19. I take early treatment medications and my symptoms were so mild that they
were barely noticeable. I am the oldest and have asthma and a kidney issue. I should
have been hit the worst according to common narrative. Both my wife and daughter had
a much more severe case of COVID. Please wake up from the narratives pushed and be
more selective with policy and more scientific. Please. Please. Our republic is in danger
from Tyranny and you are deciding which side you are on.

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 3:13:51 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vaccine

-----Original Message----From: Roberta Belisle <nepple7@yahoo.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 2:43 PM
To: Roberta Belisle <nepple7@icloud.com>
Subject: Vaccine
External Email
Hello,
I am writing this email in hopes that I can reach the correct people who are making
decisions out side of their rights. I DO NOT believe that it is ok for you to decide what I
put into my child's body!!!
That is not your decision to make and parents should not have to decide between putting
an experimental vaccine into their child or to send them to public school. To say we
cannot send our children to school without the vaccine….the school by the way that MY
TAXES pay for is illegal and horrible.
Our children are not guina pigs to be tested on. If I cannot send my child to school then
there should be a law put into place so I can get out of paying the taxes on something I
am not utilizing.
Please do not take a parents right to decided what is best for their child unless you are
willing to come into our home and pay the consequences for what may happen to them.
Kids need to be in school but they should not be forced to get an experimental vaccine!!!!
Thank you for listening and I hope you guys make the right choice. Washington state
used to be the best place to live and now I am afraid many will be forced to leave
because lawmakers think they have the right to make choices for us in what is supposed
to be a FREE land!
Sincerely,
A concerned tax payer that pays your paycheck!

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 6:58:44 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Jan 12th Meeting - Do not force kids to take covid vax!!

From: Alex T <alexgtanner@gmail.com>
Sent: Sunday, January 9, 2022 11:57 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>; Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH)
<Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>; Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
<Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>;
Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH) <kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
<Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>; Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
<Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>; Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH)
<Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
<Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>; Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH)
<Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Jan 12th Meeting - Do not force kids to take covid vax!!

External Email
Hello, I strongly encourage you to NOT include covid 19 into chapter 246-105 WAC.
Do not force kids to take a covid19 vaccine! You have no right to do so because you don't
own those children.
Force injecting is unconstitutional, against the nuremberg code, and immoral.
If we don't get to control what goes into our own bodies, then we are slaves - we are not
free.
The covid vaccines are experimental - the only one that received approval was pfizer's
comernity product and it is not available in the US.
Covid vaccines have had exponentially more injuries and deaths than all other vaccines in
the last 30 years combined.
Covid vaccines do not stop infection or transmission so there's no logical reason to force
them.
Covid is extremely low risk to kids - as of a short while ago more kids had died from
drowning than covid.
Vaccine makers have zero liability if their product injures someone which drastically
reduces their incentive to minimize injuries and death.
These MRNA vaccines are a brand new technology that has never been used before and
there are no long term safety studies.

Over 16,000 physicians and scientists have signed this declaration stating children shall
not be force vaccinated

https://doctorsandscientistsdeclaration.org/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fdoctorsandscientistsdeclaration.or

Where there is risk there must be choice - you have NO right to force someone to take
an injection that might injure or kill them. If you force kids to take the vaccine, you will
be held accountable for all injuries and deaths.
Do not force kids to get a covid vaccine.

-Alex Tanner

______________________________________________
From: Tiffany Alexander
Sent: 1/11/2022 10:58:20 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Do not force vaccinations or isolation facilities
External Email
I ask that you not force vaccinations. All people, vaccinated or unvaccinated are getting
sick. There have also been thousands of people who have had serious side effects and
complications from these vaccinations. I beg you to stop these mandates and
requirements upon the citizens of Washington. And do not force children to put this
poison into their bodies.
Also, do not force individuals or families into quarantine camps or facilities. Really take a
look at the things that I am asking for. Its unbelievable that it has all come to this.
Please stop this all now.
Tiffany Alexander

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.onelink.me%2F107872968%3F

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 10:29:37 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: NO VACCINE MANDATE Public Comments for WSBOH Members from March
EH Committee Special Meeting

From: Sharay Tirado <sharayann@yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 9:12 AM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Fw: NO VACCINE MANDATE Public Comments for WSBOH Members from March
EH Committee Special Meeting

External Email
Dear Christy Hoff,

I am a parent of a third grader and a fifth grader in the Peninsula School District in
Vaughn Washington. Last year we homeschooled with book curriculum to keep normalcy
and structure as we did not know what to expect during the school year due to the
pandemic. My children although flourished academically, we grew as a family and
enjoyed our time together; it did not replace the childhood experience of going to school
with peers and teachers.

My children are doing amazing being back at school socially, academically and
developmentally. Children need children for healthy mental and social emotional
development, it is crucial.

I am desperately asking you to please not mandate the EUA Covid-19 Vaccine product for
children to attend school in Washington State. We believe in keeping the community
healthy and support keeping others safe, but in our core as parents we cannot ignore
many unknowns of the Covid-19 vaccine for children.

It is parents jobs to keep their kids safe, our number one priority and we do this with
informed decisions. It is difficult to make a decision to give a young child a vaccine when
the FDA will not release their report for the \product for 50 years. The risk of myocarditis
is very concerning, it is permanant scarring of the heart muscle, possibly predisposing
children to premature cardiovascular disease. The testing for this product was done on a

very small group of less than 2,000 participants and even at the FDA stated that "we
wouldn't know the true risk of serious side effects until it is rolled out onto a larger
population". There are noted vaccine injuries such as the 12 year old female who has a
feeding tube and cannot walk, numerous reports of young athletes collapsing due to
heart issues that led to death. We do not know or test what biomarkers for future
diesease the vaccine may cause for our younger precious popluation. The benfit versus
risk for this population is not proven.

This is the information us concerened parents have to process as we make the best
decisions for our children. We have also been living the last 2 years in a pandemic, trying
to keep life going normal, balance jobs, health and our family's well being. It is life
changing and terrifying to think that we may have to choose to provide our children with
an education that meets their mental health needs, social emotional and academic needs,
or give them an inocculation that we feel may be unsafe. It literally breaks my heart
privately, when I see their happy faces and know it may all be gone, due to a mandate.

Whether you agree with parents like me or not, we are out here. Our feelings are very
strong and we will not comply with a Covid-19 Vaccine mandate for our children to
attend school. Some will be ok, some may have lasting mental heath and academic
consequences that could lead to other health crisis such as depression, substance abuse,
suicide and future unemployment. WE MUST FACTOR THE RISK VERSUS BENEFIT.

Please hear my Prayer.

Sincreley,

Sharay A, Nickles, MA, LMHC
Licensed Mental Health Counsleor
Mother
Wife
Citizen

______________________________________________
From: Yolonda Maynard
Sent: 1/11/2022 10:55:32 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 10:25:46 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Jan 12th meeting for COVID enforcement

From: Erica Black <ericablack@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 9:28 AM
Subject: Jan 12th meeting for COVID enforcement

External Email
To my Washington State board of health member: I am writing to plea against the
upcoming vote to strip away my civil liberties and mandate vaccinations which is
unconstitutional. Also I do not agree with enforcing vaccines in schools or the
confinement and isolation of families or groups not willing to vaccinate or quarantine.
This is still America correct?? How in the world are we being so blinded to the corruption
of the government and pharmaceutical companies that we don’t even remember civil
liberties and why America is great!?! Please do not be swayed by pressures from higher
up to make these long term injustices legal. I am in health care and I do not think this is
a just enforcement of power and personal rights being ignored and powers being stripped
away. What’s next I ask? Give an inch and the mile comes next... I would like to
maintain my rights to life (unimpeded by Vaccine side effects), liberty ( free will and
choice to respect my body), and the pursuit of happiness (not enforcement camps and
government illegal mandates that I do not agree to).

Thank you for representing me and my rights with a vote against these proceedings and
mandates on Jan 12th.

Sincerely and confidently,
Erica Black
Fall City, WA

-You’re magnificent- Share it!
Erica Black
How can I spark joy in my life today?

______________________________________________
From: Oystein Hernes
Sent: 1/7/2022 1:06:41 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments to next week's meeting
External Email
I am writing to inform the Board of Health that I oppose any expansion of WAC 246-100,
I oppose adding COVID-19 to the WAC 246-105-030 list of vaccinations required for
children, and I oppose the proposed modification to Local Boards of Health, as proposed
in WAC 246-90.

Specifically on the Opposition to Expansion or Enforcement of WAC 246-100; I oppose
any Board’s strengthening or expansion of WAC 246-100, specifically WAC 246-100-040,
Procedures for Isolation or Quarantine as such restraints violate the US and State of
Washington Constitutions and violate personal liberties. The fact that you are even
contemplating changes that are not constitutional in our state, in our country, is
incomprehensible; that should be obvious, right?

Even more strongly I oppose adding COVD-19 to WAC 246-105. Vaccinating against an
endemic flu-like virus is an individual and parental decision - it is a personal liberty to say
'yes' or 'no'. Especially given that the current EUA'ed vaccines' effectiveness remains
questionable, at best, with clear evidence of risk with vaccinating children. For instance,
VAERS data indicates nearly 28,000 adverse events for children aged 0-17,
(https://medalerts.org/vaersdb/findfield.php?TABLE=ON...
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fmedalerts.org%2Fvaersdb%2Ffind
),

including 55 deaths in that age group
(https://medalerts.org/vaersdb/findfield.php?TABLE=ON...
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fmedalerts.org%2Fvaersdb%2Ffind
Jc8PkR0PI1cM&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cb1b0b7e225d54bfa7f8608d9d2217685%7C
).

In context the United States has experienced 823 deaths within the 0-18 year old
category in US since the onset of the pandemic (https://data.cdc.gov/.../ProvisionalCOVID-19.../nr4s-juj3
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fdata.cdc.gov%2FNCHS%2FProvisi
COVID-19-Deaths-Focus-on-Ages-0-18-Yea%2Fnr4s-juj3%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR2BSNogFQWLbFbmQ0FO7S9JILxbOdahA1z8yWq7NBXX7KIVnQtupGfrQ&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C
).
There is no clear indication that the EUA'ed COVID-19 vaccines will do more good than
harm for the children of Washington. Further, this proposed Rule raises the question that
if minors are harmed from the COVID-19 vaccine, who will take responsibility? Are you
willing to be personally liable for any injured minors? Are you willing to bet the hardearned money of the constituents of Washington to fund liability/compensation funds? I
oppose adding COVID-19 to WAC 246-105-030 (or any other section of WAC 296-105) or

requiring COVID-19 vaccine for children.

--OH

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 9:40:37 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: No Covid Vaccine Requirement for School Aged Children

From: Christina Coulson <christinacoulson@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 10:41 AM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: No Covid Vaccine Requirement for School Aged Children

External Email
Hello,

I was recently notified that your board is considering requiring the Covid Vaccine for
school aged children.

As a concerned parent, I ask that you vote no on this requirement. The incoming reports
of this vaccine on children have not been studied enough for not only long-term effects
(i.e., 10-20 years) on children and their growing bodies, but also the side effects
reported at this point for those who have taken the vaccine should be concerning for
everyone. Incidents of myocarditis and sudden heart attack in children post vaccine is
NOT normal. Also, to date, there have been more deaths from adverse events of the
vaccine in children than there have been deaths due to the Covid virus in children.

This is concerning, at this point, and with the highest incidence of how infectious the
recent Omicron Variant is, to require a vaccine that does not stop transmission of the
virus. For example, my husband and I are fully vaccinated, continued to practice social
distancing, and have been very limiting on who we have been seeing the past 2 years,
and we still contracted the Omicron variant of Covid. Not only that, we inadvertently
passed it on to others before we were aware we were infected. If the vaccine does not
stop transmission, then why should this be a requirement to attend school?

Thank you for your time in reading this email. Once again, I implore you to vote no in
consideration of making a Covid Vaccine Requirement for our children to attend school.

Regards,

-Christina Coulson
Parent of 2 kids in Snohomish School District
206-910-8130

______________________________________________
From: Paul
Sent: 1/12/2022 3:13:09 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: disapproval of health board

attachments\01987693362C433E_Washington Board of Health Jan. 10, 2022.pdf
External Email

To the Washington State Board of Health
P.O. Box 47990
Olympia, WA 98507-7990

Jan. 10, 2022

wsboh@sboh.wa.gov

Please make a copy for all Board members and put this on public record.
I am quite disturbed that you would consider adding these experimental COVID19 vaccines to the school
children’s current vaccine schedule. There should be NO mandates! The masks don’t work! The PCR test
doesn’t work, too many false positives! The COVID-19 Vaccines don’t work or only briefly!
1) The COVID-19 vaccine experiment is not over. We have yet to find out the long-term effects. It violates
not only the Nuremberg Code but the Constitution as well. We are supposed to have the right to make
our own medical decisions. Coercion is a felony!
2) You can’t prove these vaccines are safe. Can you provide the safety data results? Doubtful since the
experiment is not over. I don’t believe these vaccines are safe judging by the VAERS website. Most
children survive the virus but the adverse effects from the COVID19 vaccines such as Myocarditis can
create lifelong health problems or death. You can’t guarantee a child won’t be vaccine injured, nor do
you take on any liability if they are.
3) Doctors take a Hippocratic oath to do no harm. Your current policy of telling patients to come when
they have difficulty breathing or dehydrated, then hospitalizing them putting them on a ventilator and
giving Remdesivir does harm! Hospitals make a fortune with this protocol. ($13,000 for admission and
$39,000 if placed on a ventilator for starters.)
A serious side effect of Remdesivir is kidney disorders and can be potentially fatal. Remdesivir was
pulled from the Ebola trial shortly after because of the 4 trial drugs it had the highest death rate. Why
would the FDA approve this for treatment? Was it because they could not push the EUA vaccines if there
was an effective treatment?
4) Most people aren’t aware that Ivermectin is on the NIH Table 2f. Characteristics of Anitiviral Agents.
It says that not approved by the FDA and not recommended by the panel for treatment of COVID-19 under
investigation in clinical trials. Most people don’t know about the Right to Try Act. Why aren’t people
being treated early? Many frontline doctors had great success using the Zelenko Protocol. India’s cases
peaked in May of 2021 and dropped significantly after administering Ivermectin. India has 4.2 times the
population of the USA and 483,790 deaths from COVID-19 compared to the USA with 837,264 deaths. The
USA has 63.27% fully vaccinated compared to India’s 45.89%. Why aren’t you looking at India’s statistics?
Different people have told me that the pharmacies won’t fill Ivermectin prescriptions if it is for COVID-19.
Aren’t they liable if a doctor prescribes Ivermectin and the patient dies because the pharmacy refused to
fill the prescription?
The FDA, CDC, and WHO said not to use Hydroxychloroquine based on an article put in the Lancet and
later retracted because they could not produce the data to support it, yet the FDA didn’t give the ok to
use it, why? Both Hydroxychloroquine and Ivermectin are FDA approved for other use. Ivermectin is
sold over the counter in many 3rd world countries. Its side effects are less dangerous than both aspirin

and Tylenol. Approximately 20-30% of prescription drugs are used Off-Label (repurposed) which is
perfectly legal. People need to know their rights. Attorney General Jeff Landry says "laws are in place
that require doctors and pharmacists to fill prescriptions regardless of what they think of it. Same for
doctors and nurses to treat people with COVID-19 who aren't vaccinated. It is in their Hippocratic Oath."
(Congressional Post 10/2/21)
5) Masks don’t work for the virus, why do you insist on them? Even the doctor on CNN referred to them
as facial decorations! They also deplete oxygen and increases the carbon dioxide, causing headaches and
difficulty breathing. Moisture trapped can cause bacteria to grow. This is not healthy!
6) CDC head Rochelle Walensky admitted the PCR test have too many false positives and can remain
positive 12 weeks after an infection. She also shortened the isolation to 5 days.

Right now, the CDC, FDA, NIH, NIAID, and HHS heads either looks like a bunch of liars or are completely
incompetent. It is time to end all mandates! It is time for doctors and nurses to renew their Hippocratic
Oath to do no harm! Hospitals should not be taking advantage of their patients. The more people that die
from bad policies, the less income hospitals will receive in the future. It’s time for the Medical Board to
do what is best for the people in this state. If you don’t, one day you will be held accountable. Gates,
Fauci, and Big Pharma have a case against them filed before the International Criminal Court for Crimes
Against Humanity.

Laurel Pascual
5811 NE 132nd Street
Vancouver WA 98686
Lepasc40@aol.com

References____________________________________________________________________________
Kidney disorders as serious adverse drug reactions of remdesivir in coronavirus disease 2019: a
retrospective case–noncase study
Laurent Chouchana,1,∗ Laure-Hélène Preta,1 Mylène Tisseyre,1 Benjamin Terrier,2 Jean-Marc Treluyer,1
and François Montastruc3
PMC, US National Library of Medicine, National Institutes of Health
Feb. 26, 2021
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7907730/
…..Our findings, based on postmarketing real-life data from >5000 COVID-19 patients, support that
kidney disorders, almost exclusively AKI, represent a serious, early, and potentially fatal adverse drug
reaction of remdesivir. These results are consistent with findings from another group.4 Physicians should
be aware of this potential risk and perform close kidney monitoring when prescribing remdesivir. Further
data are needed to confirm that safety signal.

Remdesivir and Acute Renal Failure: A Potential Safety Signal From Disproportionality Analysis of the
WHO Safety Database
Clin Pharmacol Ther. 2021 Apr;109(4):1021-1024. doi: 10.1002/cpt.2145. Epub 2021 Jan 16.
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33340409/
Abstract
Remdesivir is approved for emergency use by the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and authorized
conditionally by the European Medicines Agency (EMA) for patients with coronavirus disease 2019
(COVID-19). Its benefit-risk ratio is still being explored because data in the field are rather scant. A
decrease of the creatinine clearance associated with remdesivir has been inconstantly reported in clinical
trials with unclear relevance. Despite these uncertainties, we searched for a potential signal of acute renal
failure (ARF) in pharmacovigilance postmarketing data. An analysis of the international pharmacovigilance
postmarketing databases (VigiBase) of the World Health Organization (WHO) was performed, using two
disproportionality methods. Reporting odds ratio (ROR) compared the number of ARF cases reported with
remdesivir, with those reported with other drugs prescribed in comparable situations of COVID-19
(hydroxychloroquine, tocilizumab, and lopinavir/ritonavir). The combination of the terms "acute renal
failure" and "remdesivir" yielded a statistically significant disproportionality signal with 138 observed
cases instead of the 9 expected. ROR of ARF with remdesivir was 20-fold (20.3; confidence interval 0.95
[15.7-26.3], P < 0.0001]) that of comparative drugs. Based on ARF cases reported in VigiBase, and despite
the caveats inherent to COVID-19 circumstances, we detected a statistically significant pharmacovigilance
signal of nephrotoxicity associated with remdesivir, deserving a thorough qualitative assessment of all
available data. Meanwhile, as recommended in its Summary of Product Characteristics, assessment of
patients with COVID-19 renal function should prevail before and during treatment with remdesivir in
COVID-19.
____________________________________________________________________________________
NIH COVID-19 Treatment Guidelines
Table 2f. Characteristics of Antiviral Agents
Last Updated: December 16, 2021
https://www.covid19treatmentguidelines.nih.gov/tables/antiviral-characteristics/
__________________________________________________________________________________
[The Right to Try Act, or the Trickett Wendler, Frank Mongiello, Jordan McLinn, and Matthew Bellina Right
to Try Act, was signed into law May 30, 2018. This law is another way for patients who have been
diagnosed with life-threatening diseases or conditions who have tried all approved treatment options and
who are unable to participate in a clinical trial to access certain unapproved treatments.]
__________________________________________________________________________________
The Lancet published an article online May 22, 2020 titled “Hydroxychloroquine or chloroquine with or
without a macrolide for treatment of COVID-19: A multinational registry analysis.” It stated,
“Hydroxychloroquine or chloroquine, often in combination with a second-generation macrolide, are being
widely used for treatment of COVID-19, despite no conclusive evidence of their benefit.”]
__________________________________________________________________________________

Horowitz: Louisiana AG Jeff Landry Warns Pharmacies Against Blocking COVID Treatment
Congressional Post
By Daniel Horowitz
September 27, 2021
https://congressionalpost.com/horowitz-louisiana-ag-jeff-landry-warns-pharmacies-against-blockingcovid-treatment/
Dr. Russell Blaylock MD wrote an article, Face Masks: A Remedy or a Health Risk? Vol 17, No. 9 September
2020 in the Blaylock Wellness Report.
____________________________________________________________________________________
A cluster randomised trial of cloth masks compared with medical masks in healthcare workers
NIH
National Library of Medicine
April 22, 2015
C Raina MacIntyre 1, Holly Seale 1, Tham Chi Dung 2, Nguyen Tran Hien 2, Phan Thi Nga 2, Abrar Ahmad
Chughtai 1, Bayzidur Rahman 1, Dominic E Dwyer 3, Quanyi Wang 4
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/25903751/
Results: The rates of all infection outcomes were highest in the cloth mask arm, with the rate of ILI
statistically significantly higher in the cloth mask arm (relative risk (RR)=13.00, 95% CI 1.69 to 100.07)
compared with the medical mask arm. Cloth masks also had significantly higher rates of ILI compared with
the control arm. An analysis by mask use showed ILI (RR=6.64, 95% CI 1.45 to 28.65) and laboratoryconfirmed virus (RR=1.72, 95% CI 1.01 to 2.94) were significantly higher in the cloth masks group
compared with the medical masks group. Penetration of cloth masks by particles was almost 97% and
medical masks 44%.
Conclusions: This study is the first RCT of cloth masks, and the results caution against the use of cloth
masks. This is an important finding to inform occupational health and safety. Moisture retention, reuse of
cloth masks and poor filtration may result in increased risk of infection. Further research is needed to
inform the widespread use of cloth masks globally. However, as a precautionary measure, cloth masks
should not be recommended for HCWs, particularly in high-risk situations, and guidelines need to be
updated.
__________________________________________________________________________________
Effectiveness of N95 respirators versus surgical masks against influenza: A systematic review and metaanalysis
Youlin Long 1, Tengyue Hu 2, Liqin Liu 2, Rui Chen 3, Qiong Guo 1, Liu Yang 1, Yifan Cheng 1, Jin Huang 4,
Liang Du 1
Pubmed

PMID: 32167245 PMCID: PMC7228345 DOI: 10.1111/jebm.12381

March 3, 2020

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/32167245/
Conclusion: The use of N95 respirators compared with surgical masks is not associated with a lower risk
of laboratory-confirmed influenza. It suggests that N95 respirators should not be recommended for
general public and nonhigh-risk medical staff those are not in close contact with influenza patients or
suspected patients.
__________________________________________________________________________________

CDC Head Admits PCR Tests Produce False Positives [Video]
The Liberty Beacon Europe Reloaded

by TLB Staff: Steve Watson Dec. 31, 2021

https://www.thelibertybeacon.com/cdc-head-admits-pcr-tests-produce-false-positives-video/
CDC head Rochelle Walensky admitted Wednesday that the agency has rejigged its guidance, including
cutting COVID isolation times in half, based on the fact that PCR tests are producing massive amounts of
false positives.
Noting that PCR tests for COVID can stay positive for up to 12 weeks after infection, Walensky stated “we
would have people in isolation for a very long time if we were relying on PCRs.”
_____________________________________________________________________________________
Covid-19: Pharmaceutical giants, Gates, Fauci, UK officials accused of crimes against humanity in
International Criminal Court complaint
By The Rio Times

December 19, 2021

https://www.riotimesonline.com/brazil-news/modern-day-censorship/covid-19-pharmaceutical-giantsgates-fauci-uk-officials-accused-of-crimes-against-humanity-in-international-criminal-court-complaint/
RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL – UK officials and the most influential public health figures are accused of
genocide, citing a series of statistics on the impact of “vaccines” and policies imposed under the guise of
“mitigating COVID.”
A group including former Pfizer vice president Dr. Michael Yeadon filed a complaint with the International
Criminal Court (ICC) (worth reading) on behalf of U.K. citizens against Boris Johnson and U.K. officials, Bill
and Melinda Gates, CEOs of major pharmaceutical companies, World Economic Forum executive
chairman Klaus Schwab, and others for crimes against humanity.
The ICC has acknowledged the case and has attributed the following reference number OTP-CR-473/21.

______________________________________________
From: Betty Renfro
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:55:02 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/11/2022 8:02:52 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: WSBOH Meeting - Jan. 12, 2022 - OPPOSE

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov>
360-236-4105

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01%
| Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH%
|Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: Sharlene Greene <sharlenegreene67@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2022 1:10 AM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: WSBOH Meeting - Jan. 12, 2022 - OPPOSE

External Email
Respectfully, Madam,
I’m writing to let you know that I am uniting with many people in Washington State to
stand against the tyranny we are facing.
This letter is regarding the WSBOH meeting scheduled for Jan. 12, 2022.
According to information I have seen on the web in recent days, it appears that WSBOH
will be discussing proposed policies that pertain to -WAC 246-100-070, WAC-246-100045, and WAC 246-105.
You do not have our permission.
You need our permission.
Our kids are not your property.
Our bodies are a temple of the Holy Spirit and is not owned by the government
We are born with free will and we will retain that until death.

Thank you,
Sharlene A. Greene

______________________________________________
From: Donna Bost
Sent: 1/9/2022 3:52:21 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 4:29:16 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: No Covid Vaccine mandate

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111
-----Original Message----From: shepeleva olga <olgajo777@msn.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 4:26 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>; Hoff, Christy Curwick
(SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
<Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
<samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; Donahoe, Kaitlyn N (SBOH)
<kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>;
Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH) <Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>; Schreiber, Tracy N
(SBOH) <Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
<Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: No Covid Vaccine mandate
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
Olga Shepeleva, the proud citizen of the most wonderful state, the State of Washington
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Cassie Mulder
Sent: 1/7/2022 4:49:03 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Against Mandate
External Email
To whom this may concern,
I am completely against this mandate for our children.
These proposed covid policies are against my religious
freedoms and autonomous rights. I stand against
these proposed WAC's:
WAC 246-100-070, WAC 246-100-045, WAC
246-100-040, WAC 246-100, WAC 246-105.
Thank-you for your time.
Curt & Cassie Meyer, Lynden

______________________________________________
From: Candy Ludeman
Sent: 1/11/2022 3:39:33 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
*The vaccine is an experimental one and our children are not Guinea Pigs.
*My body, my choice.
*Very small percentage infection of children.
Sincerely,
Don and Candy Ludeman
Kettle Falls, WA

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 8:13:01 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: WA constitution

-----Original Message----From: Carmen Kaler <ckaler68@yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 11:38 AM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: WA constitution
External Email
I, Carmen Kaler, am writing to you
on my behalf and on behalf of many other people in our community. We oppose the
proposed WAC’s 246-100-070, WAC 246-100-045, WAC 246-100-040, WAC 246-100,
WAC 246-105
We are all completely against giving local health officers use of law enforcement and the
use of an emergency order to involuntarily detain a person or family into a quarantine
facility if they refuse the requests of medical examination, testing, treatment, counseling,
or vaccination.
We are all completely against covid-19 injections as part of the school immunization
requirements using WAC 246-105.
You would be violating my Washington State Constitution article 1 section 3 and 7
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Geraldine Rowland
Sent: 1/9/2022 8:21:21 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Felicia K
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:16:36 PM
To: Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH),Kahler, Kelie (SBOH),Haag, Hannah R (SBOH),Schreiber,
Tracy N (SBOH),Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH),Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH),Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH),Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH),Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH),Hoff, Christy Curwick
(SBOH),Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH),Davis, Michelle (SBOH),DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: COVID-19 meeting January 12th
External Email
To whom it may concern,
I am a Washington resident and strongly disagree with the idea of requiring the covid
vaccine. I also strongly disagree with the idea of seizing people/families for not
complying. The constitution protects the people from exactly this kind of thing. The 4th,
5th, 6th, and 14th amendments all speak against this kind of thinking. If you were to
pass such things it would end up costing the state a laughable amount of money in legal
fees and payoffs. The state has imposed enough unconstitutional "mandates" on it's
citizens and if you pass the ideas you are discussing on Wednesday January 12th that will
be the straw that breaks the camel's back for many citizens.
The requirements and seizing of families deprives citizens of life, liberty, and due
process. The 14th amendment makes theses requirements null and void. "No State shall
make or enforce any law which shall abridge the privileges or immunities of citizens of
the United States; nor shall any State deprive any person of life, liberty, or property,
without due process of law; nor deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal
protection of the laws."
I hope you will take the constitution to heart, your oaths to heart. You took oaths to
protect and uphold the constitution and if you pass these unconstitutional ideas you
should resign.
Sincerely,
Felicia G.

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 8:00:53 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Fwd: Email from a good Wa.-state citizen: I am 100% against gov't creating &
running Emergency Covid detainment facilities in WA state

Get Outlook for iOS
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fo0ukef&data=04%7C0
________________________________
From: Rebekah Maxwell <rebekahmaxwell74@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 3:55:40 PM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Email from a good Wa.-state citizen: I am 100% against gov't creating &
running Emergency Covid detainment facilities in WA state
External Email
Dear Ms. Caitlin Lang,
I am a Washington state citizen in very good standing. My husband & I have a two
thriving elementary-aged children that we homeschool. Before having children, I was a
teacher in both private and public schools in this state for 13 years.
I heard today that the Washington State Board of Health will be holding a meeting on the
12th of this month to discuss and seriously consider the use of Emergency Covid
Detainment facilities against state citizens who are exercising their personal rights to not
vaccinate themselves and their family members. This is a complete violation of our basic
civil liberties & rights. This detainment idea (and the mere consideration of it) must be
stopped immediately!
If these plans move forward, we plan to move our of state, immediately.
Alarmed Washington State Resident,
Rebekah Maxwell
rebekahmaxwell74@gmail.com <mailto:rebekahmaxwell74@gmail.com>

______________________________________________
From: Chelsea Weber
Sent: 1/12/2022 8:26:21 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public Comment on WAC's: WAC 246-100-070, WAC 246-100-045, WAC 246100-040, WAC 246-100, WAC 246-105
External Email
I am completely against all of the following proposed Covid Policies: WAC 246-100-070,
WAC 246-100-045, WAC 246-100-040, WAC 246-100, and WAC 246-105. They are over
reaching and immoral. Please consider what I and the people of Washington State are
saying and vote NO on these WAC's.
Respectfully,
Chelsea Weber

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 1:17:48 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vaccine Mandate : Vote NO NO NO NO NO NO

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: Ruby Cacchione <rubycacchione@hotmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 9:54 AM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D
(SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
<samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; Donahoe, Kaitlyn N (SBOH)
<kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>;
Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH) <Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>; Schreiber, Tracy N
(SBOH) <Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
<Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>;
Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH) <Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Vaccine Mandate : Vote NO NO NO NO NO NO

External Email
Don't even go down this path, this is pure lunacy!

Ruby Cacchione
425-256-0745
rubyfitness.org

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 3:37:42 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vaccine/mask mandate

-----Original Message----From: Tammy Nakamura <tnakamura1015@yahoo.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 5:09 PM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Vaccine/mask mandate
External Email
I want my voice heard I extremely oppose any mandate to vaccinate anyone without
choice! I also oppose forcing our children to wear masks in class all day. Thank you
Tammy Nakamura
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Elena Litovchenko
Sent: 1/8/2022 10:16:42 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: obard31@gmail.com
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:47:09 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public Comments for WSBOH Members from March EH Committee Special
Meeting
External Email
Members of the State of Washington Department of Health;
I am writing today with a sincere concern that you are considering enacting laws
requiring Covid 19 Vaccines for all residents of Washington. This is very concerning to me
as it is an unnecessary governmental overreach. The creation or implementation of laws
that force me to inject anything into my body to continue to live and work in this state is
a terrifying prospect. Mask mandates are working, vaccine mandates are not working.
The hospitals are overwhelmed with people who are not severely sick, but very scared.
The most recent variant is certainly contagious, but much weaker than the original virus.
This is proven by the science, and parroted by our governor.
Please do not create or enact unnecessary laws that will ultimately harm our state and its
economy. Thanks for your time. -Andy Faubion

______________________________________________
From: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
Sent: 1/11/2022 8:47:21 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: I oppose the proposed WAC’s

--Samantha Pskowski (she/her/hers)
Washington State Board of Health
360-789-2358
-----Original Message----From: Ann Hunt <annakhunt7@aol.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2022 7:28 PM
To: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: I oppose the proposed WAC’s
External Email
I oppose the proposed WAC’s 246-100-070, WAC 246-100-045, WAC 246-100-040, WAC
246-100, WAC 246-105
I am completely against giving local health officers use of law enforcement and the use of
an emergency order to involuntarily detain a person or family into a quarantine facility if
they refuse the requests of medical examination, testing, treatment, counseling, or
vaccination.
I am completely against covid-19 injections as part of the school immunization
requirements using WAC 246-105.
Send to these emails:
wsboh@sboh.wa.gov
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov
melanie.hisaw@sboh.wa.gov
christy.hoff@sboh.wa.gov
stuart.glasoe@sboh.wa.gov
samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov
kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov
caitlin.lang@sboh.wa.gov
lindsay.herendeen@sboh.wa.gov
tracy.schreiber@sboh.wa.gov
hannah.haag@sboh.wa.gov
kelie.kahler@sboh.wa.gov
Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Donovan Mckechnie
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:21:38 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Bridget Harazin
Sent: 1/10/2022 11:27:50 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 3:58:39 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vax requirement

From: Brian Harrison <bharrison36@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 5:55 PM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Vax requirement

External Email
Please do not force our school children to be vaccinated. It already violates personal
choice and is absolutely not necessary for that age group. Thanks for your consideration
in this matter.

Brian Harrison
Winthrop resident

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 7:23:40 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Required vaccination

From: eaglereal1 <eaglereal1@aol.com>
Sent: Saturday, January 8, 2022 9:26 AM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Required vaccination

External Email
Hello,

Please reconsider enforcing the Covid vaccination on school age children. We do not
know enough about the long-term effects of this drug to be putting it into our children's
bodies. If and when a child gets covid, their recovery rate is way too high to even
consider them to be vaccinated. If the teachers are already vaccinated and the
vaccination works then what is the reasoning behind vaccinating the children when they
are the least at risk? There isn't any. Leave the children alone and keep them in school.

Concerned Mother,

Stacey Eagle

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone

______________________________________________
From: Pauline Thain
Sent: 1/6/2022 11:03:17 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Elizabeth Blades
Sent: 1/8/2022 2:49:16 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Elizabeth Millar
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:38:55 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 3:19:39 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vaccine/mask mandate

-----Original Message----From: Tammy Nakamura <tnakamura1015@yahoo.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 3:10 PM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Vaccine/mask mandate
External Email
I want my voice heard I extremely oppose any mandate to vaccinate anyone without
choice! I also oppose forcing our children to wear masks in class all day. Thank you
Tammy Nakamura
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Ruth Bernt
Sent: 1/10/2022 6:39:05 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 3:02:25 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vaccine Mandate for Children

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: Sara Gamache <saragamache@hotmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 7:39 PM
To: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Vaccine Mandate for Children

External Email

Please do not support vaccine mandate for children. Such a mandate has the potential
and high likelihood of great harm to our children. Children are at very low risk for Covid.
The few who do experience Covid, have very mild symptoms, and also, they then have
natural immunity.

These children’s health decisions should be left to their parents, not the government.

Sincerely,
Sara Gamache
saragamache@hotmail.com <mailto:saragamache@hotmail.com>

Sent from Mail
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.microsoft.com%2Ffwlink%2F%
for Windows

______________________________________________
From: Oksana Vashchuk
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:26:56 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 3:33:19 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: NO to the recommendation of Covid Vaccine in schools

From: Shannon Hicks <hrshuze1@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 3:31 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>; DOH WSBOH
<WSBOH@SBOH.WA.GOV>; Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH) <Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>;
Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
<Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
<samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; Donahoe, Kaitlyn N (SBOH)
<kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>;
Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH) <Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>; Schreiber, Tracy N
(SBOH) <Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
<Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>;
Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH) <Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: NO to the recommendation of Covid Vaccine in schools

External Email
To Whom It May Concern,

First of all, how is this even something you believe is in your realm of rights to request?

As a parent, your “position” is to educate us on the potential issues and we make the
best decision for our children.

Your “positions” do not supersede that of the parents when it comes to medical decisions
of our children.

Second, there is absolutely NO data supporting mass vaccinations. If nothing else, we
are seeing just the opposite.

How about focus on education and not fear mongering.

This "vaccine" does NOT prevent this virus, it only lessens symptoms. This virus has a

98% survival rate for almost everyone and children's survival is higher.

We will not sit by and allow you to institute a false medical agenda and force our children
to submit to it.

I write this email quickly and without hesitation. I am sorry it is not eloquently written;
but know this parents are the care takers of our children…. NOT YOU!

Regards

Shannon Travis

______________________________________________
From: DOH Information
Sent: 1/9/2022 6:28:30 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Question/Comment from the public
Hello,

Please note comments and inquiry below from constituent and respond as appropriate.

As always thank you,

DOH Customer Service
Center for Public Affairs
Washington State Department of Health
DOH.Information@doh.wa.gov <mailto:DOH.Information@doh.wa.gov>

1-800-525-0127| www.doh.wa.gov
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.doh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7

From: DOH Feedback <doh.information@doh.wa.gov>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 5:44 PM
To: DOH Information <DOH.Information@DOH.WA.GOV>
Subject: Question/Comment from the public

The following survey response is submitted:
1.
Please select one:

Request information about programs or services

2.
Please enter your comments or questions in the space provided below:

________________________________
How does any health expert explain how Washington with the most restrictive mandates
has a Covid rate 2 1/2 times more than Idaho where they basically do nothing? IF masks
mandates work and vaccine mandates work then King County would have a much lower
rate. We know cloth masks are useless at best. Follow the science!!!!

3.
If you are sending feedback on one of our Web pages, please paste the URL here:
(no answer)

4.
Would you like a response?
Tell us how to get in touch with you.
Name:
(no answer)
Email:
(no answer)
Telephone:
(no answer)

______________________________________________
From: Cort Burk
Sent: 1/8/2022 8:53:21 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Barbara Cressey
Sent: 1/7/2022 4:37:50 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 9:46:17 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Community and love

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: myelectronicmailbox <myelectronicmailbox@protonmail.com>
Sent: Saturday, January 8, 2022 11:58 AM
Subject: Community and love

External Email
Please say no to these continued tactics of fear and control. We cannot control this virus.
We need health, exercise, community, nutrition and love.

Pumping children full of experimental drugs and endless boosters, masking smiles and
inhibiting a child's right to breathe fresh air. These methods are not working. Please read
The Real Anthony Fauci which is a #1 bestseller so you can be informed on what is going
on.

Together we can end this by ensuring medical freedom, insuring community and real
health - nutrition, fitness, friendship. Enough of fear, propaganda, mandates,
concentration camps. Enough.

Thank you!

Sent with ProtonMail
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fprotonmail.com%2F&data=04%7C
Secure Email.

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 1:46:47 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Proposed COVID Measures

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: Sasha Prasad <sashabrielle@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 9:18 AM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>; Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH)
<Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>; christy.hoff@wa.gov; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
<Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
<samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; Donahoe, Kaitlyn N (SBOH)
<kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>;
Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH) <Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>;
tracy.schrieber@sboh.wa.gov; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH) <Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>;
Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>; Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH)
<Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Proposed COVID Measures

External Email
Hello,

I would like to express my sadness and grave concern over the possible mandating of
COVID vaccines for children in WA state. This is an overreaching abuse of power, and I
will not tolerate someone dictating what goes into my child. You did not birth my child,
therefore you have NO right to say what goes into my child. The decision to vaccinate
should be left to every single person and parent, not the government, and certainly not
some unqualified group of people, claiming to know what's best for me and my child.

The draconian measures the Governor has enacted over the last 2 years make me
completely embarrassed to say that I live in Washington state. The mask mandates and
vaccine requirements are completely unconstitutional. Other states have no mandates,
and cases are DOWN, hospitalizations are down. Tell me why these proposed WACs are
even on the table then? Vaccines do nothing to stop the spread of COVID. It has recently
been noted by the CDC that the vaccines are only to mitigate the severity of the virus,
not stop the spread. If that's the case, WHY would a vaccine requirement make any
sense at all?

If these WACs are implemented, I will take my tax dollars and move to another state that
values my principals as a parent, and will not force me to vaccinate my child. I am sure
that many other iriate parents will also follow suit, and a mass exodus of Washington
state residents will ensue.

I am 100% against any forced vaccine requirement and will not stand for any such
measure to be implemented.

A very concerned parent,
Sasha Prasad

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/11/2022 5:52:40 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Teresa Moyer

From: Teri Jobs <teri.lee.moyer@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, January 10, 2022 11:35 PM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Teresa Moyer

External Email
My name is Teresa Moyer a long time Washington resident in Vancouver Washington.
Please do not go forward with this mandate of vaccines for all people and especially
children. There is no data or research supporting factual scientific data that these
vaccines are safer then natural immunity or early treatments. Getting everyone vaccine
will not stop transmission. These vaccines are causing genocide and adverse reactions off
the charts. Please stop vaccines.
Saying no to
WAC 246-100-070
WAC 246-100-045
WAC 246-100-040
WAC 246-100
WAC 246-105

Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Erin Weisser
Sent: 1/12/2022 11:10:03 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public Questions/Insights on CV19 Strategies re. Public Meeting 1/12/22
External Email
1) REGARDING INNOCULATIONS: It is my understanding that innoculations are not
appropriate for omicron. (based on world acclaimed virologists and global peer reviewed
information) Based on that, is that something that the Board is reviewing and considering
in adjusting the push for innocuations?
2) REGARDING EMPOWERMENT: Couldnt we lessen the hospitalization rate and solve this
overload (in part) if we opened up access to early treatment so people could care for
themselves and their families at home?
3) REGARDING HEALTHCARE WORKERS: Since the innoculations are to address a
person's own health, Couldn't the Board advocate for bringing back those who have
exercised their personal health right to wave getting vaccine?
Thank you for your consideration.

______________________________________________
From: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
Sent: 1/8/2022 5:39:20 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Mandates

--Samantha Pskowski (she/her/hers)
Washington State Board of Health
360-789-2358

From: trishlhines@msn.com <trishlhines@msn.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 10:11 AM
To: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Mandates

External Email
To whom it may concern,

I’m contacting you all to express my sincere concern for these unconstitutional
mandates. I vote NO on the following:
WAC 246-100-070
WAC 246-100-045
WAC 246-100-040
WAC 246-100-105

Most Sincerely,
Patricia Hines
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Dawn Barry
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:51:57 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: questions
External Email
In the medical slides showing statistics of hospitalization among vaxxed vs unvaxxed I
am curious if you are taking into consideration any underlying conditions for
hospitalization? Dr Fauci himself said that children and others may be in the hospital for
a broken leg or some other medical reason but if they test positive for covid they are
entered into the database as a covid case.
Are you tracking and logging adverse affects in any age group to the vaccine?
Is it true that Washington state is giving the antiviral treatments to the vaccinated who
text positive with Covid but not to the unvaccinated unless they can show they have
underlying conditions? If so what is your reasoning for that and why should there be such
a discrimination against those individuals and isn't that perhaps driving up the
hospitalization and death rates for those people?
I feel our mandates have done much to prevent the spread or hospitalizations. For
almost two years we have been under some kind of control and nothing we have done
has prevented this from spreading . Our entire family is vaccinated and all got Covid.
Sometimes twice. One member of our family has developed Myocarditis who was a very
healthy individual prior to getting the vaccine and virus after. Why is WA supporting
these mandates constantly that prohibits and discriminates ? It is hurting business and
growth. Why is WA not acknowledging that natural immunity is real? Why are they
disregarding basic human rights of individuals to choose for their families whether they
vax or don't vax? Why are we promoting division and discrimination when both vaxxed
and unvaxxed can get the virus and spread the virus?
I feel we are leaving out a lot of data and just listening to the government and not being
responsible in giving information and making rules. I've seen hundreds of first
responders out of work here in WA and I think that it is aggregious and irresponsible for
us to discriminate against them for a choice . Why does WA believe this overreach is
okay?
I hope all of you honestly believe that you are working for your family and friends and
making decisions that you all will be proud of in the legacy you leave.
I'm worried that some of you are not willing to take all things into consideration and be a
state that honors freedoms and values that our forefathers established for us. I think gut
checks and mirror checks are in order when trying to move your agenda into law.
We the People of WA are getting pretty tired of all of this and most of us have had the
virus and survived . Let's move on.

______________________________________________
From: Arin Kaler
Sent: 1/8/2022 6:38:34 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 3:37:33 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: *****VITAL INFO for Child Vaccination meeting*****

attachments\DEDF75E4C4C2402F_SBOH Child Covid Vaccine.pdf

From: Alsin <alsin88@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 5:11 PM
To: DOH WSBOH <WSBOH@SBOH.WA.GOV>
Subject: *****VITAL INFO for Child Vaccination meeting*****

External Email
The safety of our children should be of the highest priority.
I respectfully ask that you read the attached letter regarding mandating the Covid
Vaccine for children.
Thank you for your consideration,
Sincerely,
Erik Alsin, MBA, CPA

______________________________________________
From: Corey Broersma
Sent: 1/8/2022 3:54:03 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Pavel Prokhor
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:42:42 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Rebecca Lint
Sent: 1/10/2022 8:48:23 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 2:29:23 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: I oppose the proposed....

From: Gary Burya <gburya1@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 12:29 PM
Subject: I oppose the proposed....

External Email
I oppose the proposed WAC’s 246-100-070, WAC 246-100-045, WAC 246-100-040, WAC
246-100, WAC 246-105
I am completely against giving local health officers use of law enforcement and the use of
an emergency order to involuntarily detain a person or family into a quarantine facility if
they refuse the requests of medical examination, testing, treatment, counseling, or
vaccination.
I am completely against covid-19 injections as part of the school immunization
requirements using WAC 246-105.

______________________________________________
From: Drew Hallam
Sent: 1/9/2022 3:21:10 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:09:47 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: It takes YEARS to deem new drug SAFE

attachments\F5510453F3944624_cid5C8BACBC-FF2B-4938-8B106F4A9B0A836A.jpg

--Lindsay Herendeen, MPH, MCRP (she/her)
Health Policy Analyst
Washington State Board of Health
lindsay.herendeen@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:lindsay.herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>
360-628-6823

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01
, Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH&
, Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: Susan Purvis <purvisllll@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 10:06 AM
To: Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH) <Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: It takes YEARS to deem new drug SAFE

External Email
No CV vaccine requirement!

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 4:53:39 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vaccines

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov>
360-236-4105

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01%
| Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH%
|Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: Amberlee Moore <jajjhmoore@yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 12:04 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Vaccines

External Email
My family, my daughter and son's family, are against this legislation of requiring vaccines
for children when normal long term research has not been completed. We are graduate
educated, high income homes and families, we are law abiding & science believing- this
is the last draw- we will vacate our jobs, the taxes we pay and the state of Washington if
this passed vaccine requirement for children is passed and any form of repercussions
towards family are legislated. You are not listening to parents, you are not listening to
science. You are forcing and causing fear. All safety measures have been followed and
you are still just destroying the spirit of the people. We have stayed in Washington State.
Have completed all requirements and you just demand more. You are of the people and
for the people. Please stop forcing! Please stop controlling! Please represent the people,
not the fear.

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.onelink.me%2F107872968%3F

______________________________________________
From: David Choe
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:59:05 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 4:16:04 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Public Comment

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: Channa Bruner <channa@surience.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 11:55 AM
To: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Public Comment

External Email
Covid shots should absolutely NOT be a requirement for our children. Children are at an
extremely low risk for Covid and the vaccines are still only emergency use authorized

Channa Bruner

______________________________________________
From: Ally Anderson
Sent: 1/8/2022 12:48:46 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dawn Lopez
Sent: 1/10/2022 9:06:53 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Ericka Dietrich
Sent: 1/8/2022 2:57:19 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:44:16 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Please vote no! this is inhumane.

attachments\79EA1BC86AE4493E_image0.png

From: tara crabbe <tararickycrabbe@icloud.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 8:39 PM
To: DOH WSBOH <WSBOH@SBOH.WA.GOV>; Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
<Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>; Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH)
<Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>; Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
<Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>;
Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH) <kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
<Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>; Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
<Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>; Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH)
<Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
<Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>;
Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH) <Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>
Cc: Amy Walton <Amyandrea30@hotmail.com>
Subject: Re: Please vote no! this is inhumane.

External Email
Sent from my iPhone
> On Jan 6, 2022, at 8:31 PM, tara crabbe <tararickycrabbe@icloud.com
<mailto:tararickycrabbe@icloud.com> > wrote:
>
>׳
> When I read this I really had to do a double take. This is criminal it’s almost like the
Nazis. We are in America the land of the free. These kids are not criminals. W what
you’re proposing is going to have lasting affects on families and children.
>
> Please would you do this to your own family or friends?
> Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: CitizenDYR
Sent: 1/12/2022 12:47:04 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: WAC 246-100-040 :WAC 246-100-040

attachments\F1D9751F2F154E9E_photo_2022-01-11_10-19-40.jpg
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attachments\6EC81B73652C47C4_photo_2022-01-11_10-19-39.jpg
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Honorable Members of the Board of Health of the State of Washington,

WAC-246-100-040
The Board of Health is an appointed body of health experts, (Article XX Section 1 Board
of Health and Bureau of Vital Statistics)
Please explain under what section or article of the Washington State Constitution is the
following permitted under WAC-246-100-040?

Why hasn't Washington State been declared a dictatorial regime, with the abolition of the
Washington State Constitution, before such heinous acts are committed?Am aware the
USA has its share of genocide! Trail of Tears (1830-1850) The Long Walk (1863-66)
Internment of persons of Japanese origin (1942).

Washington State to launch strike force teams to “involuntarily detain” anyone who isn’t
vaccinated… covid internment camps already active – NaturalNews.com
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.naturalnews.com%2F202201-11-washington-strike-force-teams-involuntarily-detainunvaccinated.html&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C77a2eabeed674e332c0408d9d60c72c5

WAC-246-105-040

Why does the WA Board of Health not consider available therapeutics?
Why are therapeutics not included in the WA Board of Health presentation?

The following are military documents from DARPA:

Speaking during remarks to a J.P. Morgan healthcare conference this week, Pfizer CEO
Albert Bourla openly stated current vaccines the company developed for Wuhan
coronavirus offer "limited, if any" protection against contracting current variants of the
disease.
Pfizer CEO on the vaccine that the U.S. government wants to mandate for the entire
population:

“Two doses of the vaccine offers very limited protection, if any. 3 doses with a booster
offer reasonable protection against hospitalization and deaths."
pic.twitter.com/bflGbJWFzh
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fpic.twitter.com%2FbflGbJWFzh&dat

(https://townhall.com/tipsheet/katiepavlich/2022/01/11/pfizer-ceo-our-vaccines-offerlittle-protection-n2601670
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftownhall.com%2Ftipsheet%2Fkati
ceo-our-vaccines-offer-little-protectionn2601670&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C77a2eabeed674e332c0408d9d60c72c5%7C11d
)
Does repetitive booster doses of Covid-19 legally constitute 'drugging' a population?
Why are Universities in Washington State mandating Covid-19 vaccines for fully online
courses?
There will be a Day of Reckoning!
Thank you for your time.

Sent with ProtonMail
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fprotonmail.com%2F&data=04%7C
Secure Email.

______________________________________________
From: Barbara Kayser
Sent: 1/8/2022 10:10:17 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 1:42:42 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: DO NOT PLAY GOD WITH OUR CHILDREN

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111
-----Original Message----From: Nancy Haberman <nancy@cnsnursing.net>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 9:31 AM
To: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: DO NOT PLAY GOD WITH OUR CHILDREN
External Email
Please vote no on any vaccine mandate of Covid 19. We do not know the long term
effects of this vaccine. We also know that children are not at risk if they catch Covid 19.
We know that the vaccine does not stop the spread of the virus (PER CDC AND FAUCI)
and I may suggest that if a vaccinated person with light symptoms may not realize they
have Covid and may be out in society spreading it. PLEASE DO NOT ALLOW ANY
MANDATE.
Nancy Haberman RN

______________________________________________
From: Adrienne Rainer
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:36:33 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: COVID SHOT MANDATE FOR CHILDREN
External Email
To whom it may concern:

I would ask that you objectively look at not mandating Covid-19 vaccinations as part of
the vaccines required to attend school.

Items to consider:
1. Current Covid vaccines are still under Emergency Use Authorization (EUA) by the FDA.
A. Pfizer-Biontech- EUA approved to permit the emergency use of the unapproved
product... to prevent Covid 19 in individuals 5yrs and older. Revised 1-3-2022 source
FDA Fact sheet.
B. Moderna - EUA approved to permit the emergency use of the unapproved
product.....to prevent Covid 19 in individuals 18yrs and older. Revised 1-7-2022 source
FDA fact sheet.
C. Janssen(JJ)- EUA approved to permit the emergency use of the unapproved
product.....to prevent Covid 19 in individuals 18yrs and older. Revised 1-11-2022 source
FDA fact sheet.

2. Chapter 246-105 WAC- immunisation of child care and school children against certain
vaccine -preventable disease.
A. 246-105-010- Purpose: The purpose of this rule is to protect children and the public
against certain vaccine-preventable diseases. Under the authority of the board of health,
this rule describes the immunization requirements of children attending schools and child
care centers.
a. The Covid vaccines do not fall into that category stated in the purpose.

B. 246-105-020 Definitions: (13) "Immunizing agent" means any vaccine or other
immunologic drug licensed and approved by the United States Food and Drug
Administration (FDA), or meeting World Health Organization (WHO) requirements, for
immunization of persons against vaccine-preventable diseases.
b. See bullet #1. EUA's are not the same as FDA approved.

C. WAC 246-105-030- list the current vaccines required. I will disclose that my children
and myself are all vaccinated against these currently and don't see how the Covid-19
vaccine falls into the same category of effectiveness as the ones mentioned. i.e: MMR,
polio, chicken pox, etc.

Hopefully, we can all agree that receiving any of the Covid vaccines does not prevent
infection anymore. They also do not prevent illness, transmission, or death. However,
they may reduce the severity of symptoms among individuals. It is my view that the
Covid vaccines closely resemble a flu shot, as far as reducing the severity of the disease,
and the state doesn't mandate flu shots. Again I urge the entire board to vote against
mandating the Covid 19 vaccines for child care and school age children. Thank you for
your time and consideration. Please note, that if you mandate this for our children, there
will be a mass exodus from our school districts, I would be one.

A concerned parent,
Adrienne Rainer

______________________________________________
From: Pea Walker
Sent: 1/9/2022 4:57:36 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Diane Brown
Sent: 1/11/2022 8:28:44 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid 19 protocols
External Email
I am writing to object to the Washington State Board of Health changing the WAC to
include Covid 19 protocols for vaccine requirements for its citizens. The governor and the
current administration are wrong in the mandates requiring vaccines for Covid 19. It is
against everything that is right to forcefully isolate people into locations against their will.
There is no “science” that justifies this. It is wrong. This is the United States of America,
not communist China. If the thinking of this group of people aligns with this, then
perhaps relocating to China might be best for them. To fully appreciate the oppression.
The vaccines are not safe, they are NOT effective, and are dangerous to many people
who cannot take vaccines due to health issues.
The information regarding the meeting on January 12 has just been circulated after the
January 7 deadline for comments. If it wasn’t so wrong then why the secrecy?
Please do not pass agendas that are morally wrong and steal the freedoms from the
citizens of this state.
Diane Brown
Spokane

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 2:16:05 PM
To: DOH WSBOH,Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: FW: PROPOSED POLICIES

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111
-----Original Message----From: Emily Seaboch <emily.seaboch@icloud.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 6:59 AM
Subject: PROPOSED POLICIES
External Email
I am completely against any of the proposed Covid Policies that are over reaching and
immoral. We stand against these proposed WAC’s: WAC 246-100-070, WAC 246-100045, WAC 246-100-040, WAC 246-100, WAC 246-105. Forcing anything on free
Americans protected by the Constitution is asking for strife and dissension. We will hold
the line against tyrannical mandates and proposed polices that violate our civil liberties
and fundamental rights as human beings. I stand with the Constitution - will you? I stand
with the Word of God:
“Praise the name of God forever and ever, for he has all wisdom and power. He controls
the course of world events; he removes kings and sets up other kings. He gives wisdom
to the wise and knowledge to the scholars. He reveals deep and mysterious things and
knows what lies hidden in darkness, though he is surrounded by light.”
׳׳Daniel׳
׳2:2022׳
׳
Whether you stand with the Word or not, It’s Everlasting, Unshakable, and pierces the
soul with Truth.
I call on you to represent the population of those whom you swore to be a voice for and
reject all such aforementioned policies.
“Speak up for those who cannot speak for themselves; ensure justice for those being
crushed.”
׳׳Proverbs׳
׳31:8׳
׳
“Ensure justice” - isn’t that the key to the position you are in?

Kind Regards,
Emily Seaboch
Registered Voter in Washington State
12516 149th Street E
Puyallup, WA 98374

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/11/2022 5:21:27 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: I SAY NO

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov>
360-236-4105

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01%
| Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH%
|Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: Amber Cantu <ambercantu1980@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2022 4:31 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: I SAY NO

External Email
I oppose the proposed WAC’s 246-100-070, WAC 246-100-045, WAC 246-100-040, WAC
246-100, WAC 246-105
I am completely against giving local health officers use of law enforcement and the use of
an emergency order to involuntarily detain a person or family into a quarantine facility if
they refuse the requests of medical examination, testing, treatment, counseling, or
vaccination.
I am completely against covid-19 injections as part of the school immunization
requirements using WAC 246-105

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 10:56:12 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Mandatory Vaccinations

From: Vawna Gary <vawnagary@live.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 10:25 PM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Mandatory Vaccinations

External Email
Dear Christy,
Thank you for serving in the position of board member for the state health board. I know
it’s not easy to make decisions for other people’s health, especially in this day and age. I
also know that there is not enough research to verify the efficacy of the “vaccinations”.
Even the CDC says that the vaccines cannot prevent Covid-19. Interestingly enough it
seems the cases began to increase as more and more people began to obtain the
vaccination.

Please do not encourage and enforce the mandate to vaccinate the population of the
great state of Washington.
A registered voter in the county of Pierce.

Vawna Gary
vawnagary@live.com <mailto:vawnagary@live.com>

Sent from Mail
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.microsoft.com%2Ffwlink%2F%
for Windows

______________________________________________
From: Paul P
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:47:46 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Phyllis Herrington
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:55:57 AM
To: DOH WSBOH,Davis, Michelle (SBOH),Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH),Hoff, Christy Curwick
(SBOH),Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH),Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH),Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH),Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH),Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH),Schreiber, Tracy N
(SBOH),Haag, Hannah R (SBOH),Kahler, Kelie (SBOH),Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: Laws

attachments\FBC38DFC0DC343E6_image005.png
External Email
Please do not pass or mandate any law to make our children have to take the shot
Also I vote no to anything against our constitution. You are suppose to protect the
people.
Thank you,
Phyllis Herrington

Phyllis Herrington
Managing Broker
RE/MAX
Inland Empire
509-994-8770 Cell Office 509-924-2300
509-922-9996 Fax or 509-232-0828
phy911@gmail.com <mailto:phy911@gmail.com>

www.HomesInSpokaneValley.com
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.homesinspokanevalley.com%
Oh, by the way if you know of someone who would appreciate the level of service I
provide, please call me with their name and business number.
I'll be happy to follow up and take great care of them.

______________________________________________
From: Alexis Blumenzweig
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:13:24 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Ty Rogel
Sent: 1/12/2022 12:28:13 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Written Comment for today's meeting.

attachments\4DEFCD9AEFB242ED_PastedGraphic-1.tiff
External Email
re: The consideration of whether COVID vaccines be added to schedule of required
vaccines for Children?
We live in the United States of America, and not in Communist China or Australia.
I Strongly oppose the addition of the new vaccines to the required school schedule.

1. The vaccines are not traditional vaccines but are new technology. Requiring the CDC
to recently have altered their definition of a Vaccine. It is clear to many concerned, that
this new technology SHOULD be more rigorously tested prior to its being broadly
distributed or mandated anywhere, let alone for children, the elderly, or pregnant
women.
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2022/jan/5/covid-19-shots-are-not-vaccines/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com%2Furl%3Fq%3D
19-shots-are-notvaccines%2F%26sa%3DD%26source%3Dcalendar%26usd%3D2%26usg%3DAOvVaw0eXPgIEY6xxsCVdER
2. And finally the effectiveness of COVID recovered is debated and potentially more
robust than the admitted fading effectiveness of the vaccines, we have seen vaccinated
still be able to get COVID and Spread COVID. The recent Omicron variant may well act as
a natural vaccine to achieve our herd immunity and in a more effective manner than any
vaccine mandates, and without the concerning side effects.
Thank you,
Ty (Robert Rogel)

R. Tyler Rogel
PRESIDENT
(p) 253.670.8546
(o) 360.825.2720
Notice: This email (including attachments) is covered by the Electronic Communications
Privacy Act, 18 U.S.C. 2510-2521

______________________________________________
From: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
Sent: 1/8/2022 5:44:55 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Comments before Jan. 12 meeting

--Samantha Pskowski (she/her/hers)
Washington State Board of Health
360-789-2358

From: Ann M <amakar1@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 10:27 AM
To: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Comments before Jan. 12 meeting

External Email
Thank you for serving on the board.
People who are "fully vaccinated" get sick and spread germs, just like others. I’m 60 and
work in two large rooms with five other adults and ten students total. The five have been
“fully vaccinated” for several months, while I have an exemption. I always wear a KN-95
mask and a cloth mask at work. Two of my co-workers tested positive for Covid in
November and were sick three weeks. My co-workers who are "fully vaccinated" are NOT
excluded from their jobs if “exposed” to Covid. If people can get sick and spread germs
regardless of vaccination status, should we ALL be excluded whenever we are "exposed
[the term is too broadly interpreted]?"

I am excluded from my job for over a week whenever one of the 15 people with whom I
work tests positive, although I’m not sick and probably have been exposed many times
over. I’m by far the eldest at work but have been keeping my immune system strong.
One of the “fully vaccinated” adults already had Covid last year but went for testing
recently when she came down with sniffles and a mild sore throat. She received a
positive Covid test result!

This situation (I’m excluded although not sick, while others who are also “exposed” can
become infected and spread germs) can repeat itself endlessly, since adults and students
can receive a positive Covid test result ad infinitum.

I have almost a 99% probability of surviving Covid, as do others. It has become like a flu
or a cold: anyone can get it, and almost everyone will survive if they have a strong
immune system.

If the board mandates that all residents receive mRNA “vaccines” or be “involuntarily
detained for isolation,” it must allow for exemptions, and it must allow time for people to
flee the state. Many will move rather than comply.

Discriminating against people based on whether they’ve received a Covid mRNA
“vaccine” is to be “vaxist,” like being bigoted, sexist, racist, anti-Catholic, or anti-Semitic.
Some people insist that the “unvaxxed” are subhuman and must be denied basic human
rights. We’ve been down this road before. Don’t make Washington continue to be a
laughingstock.

Ann Makar, Vancouver

______________________________________________
From: Phil Ehnat
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:38:14 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid vaccination for children
External Email
I am writing as a resident of Washington state and I am against requiring our youth to be
vaccinated. Here are 10 valid reasons for my objection to the requirement being
considered.

1. Children and young people have a mostly mild or asymptomatic
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.eurosurveillance.org%2Fcont
7917.ES.2021.26.14.2001248%23abstract_content&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Ca90d7
presentation when infected with SARS-CoV-2. They are at near-zero
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cebm.net%2Fcovid19%2Fglobal-covid-19-case-fatalityrates%2F&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Ca90d73e8003e472c137a08d9d18ed202%7C11d
risk of death from COVID-19.

2. There is an unusually high
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.openvaers.com%2Fcoviddata&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Ca90d73e8003e472c137a08d9d18ed202%7C11d0e21
rate of reported adverse events and deaths following the COVID-19 vaccines compared
to other vaccines. Some adverse events
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cdc.gov%2Fcoronavirus%2F2
ncov%2Fvaccines%2Fsafety%2Fadverseevents.html&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Ca90d73e8003e472c137a08d9d18ed202%7C1
are more common in the young
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cdc.gov%2Fvaccines%2Fcov
19%2Fclinicalconsiderations%2Fmyocarditis.html&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Ca90d73e8003e472c13
, especially myocarditis
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.sciencemag.org%2Fnews%2
reports-link-between-rare-cases-heart-inflammation-and-covid-19vaccination&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Ca90d73e8003e472c137a08d9d18ed202%7C11
. Where potential harm exists from an innovation and little is known about it, the
precautionary principle dictates to first do no harm. Better safe than sorry.

3. Medium and long-term safety data
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.aier.org%2Farticle%2Fwhyare-we-vaccinating-children-against-covid19%2F&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Ca90d73e8003e472c137a08d9d18ed202%7C11d0e
about the COVID-19 vaccines are still lacking. Children and young people have a
remaining life expectancy of 55 to 80 years. Unknown harmful long-term effects are far
more consequential for the young than for the elderly.

4. Vaccination policies rely on expected benefits clearly outweighing the risk of adverse
events from the vaccination. The risk-benefit analysis
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.hartgroup.org%2Fwpcontent%2Fuploads%2F2021%2F05%2FOpenLetterChildVaccination.pdf&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sb

for the COVID-19 vaccines points to a high potential risk versus no benefit for children
and young people.

5. Transmission
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Facademic.oup.com%2Fcid%2Fartic
of SARS-CoV-2 from children to adults is minimal and adults
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fadc.bmj.com%2Fcontent%2Fearly
2021321604&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Ca90d73e8003e472c137a08d9d18ed202%7C11d0
in contact with children do not have higher COVID-19 mortality.

6. It is unethical
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fportal.unesco.org%2Fen%2Fev.php
URL_ID%3D31058%26URL_DO%3DDO_TOPIC%26URL_SECTION%3D201.html&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh
to put children and young people at risk to protect adults. Altruistic behaviors such as
organ and blood donation are all voluntary.

7. Several
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fjournals.lww.com%2Famericanthe
prophylactic
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faapsonline.org%2FCovidPatientTre
treatments as well as the COVID-19 vaccines are available to high-risk individuals so
they can protect themselves.

8. Natural immunity
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.medrxiv.org%2Fcontent%2F
from infection with SARS-CoV-2 is broad
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.biorxiv.org%2Fcontent%2F1
and robust
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.nature.com%2Farticles%2Fs
021-036474&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Ca90d73e8003e472c137a08d9d18ed202%7C11d0e21726
and more effective
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.pandata.org%2Fhowbroad-is-covidimmunity%2F&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Ca90d73e8003e472c137a08d9d18ed202%7
than vaccine immunity, especially in combating variants
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fpubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov%2F3359
. Children and young people are safer with natural immunity.

9. There are several prophylactic
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faapsonline.org%2FCovidPatientTre
(preventive) protocols and effective treatments available to children and young people
with comorbidities.

10.Vaccinating children and young people is not necessary for herd immunity. After a
year and a half of the pandemic, most people either have pre-existing
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.bmj.com%2Fcontent%2F370
CvrvoaB1uzLQNRTMeCDkHHDo0a6Tsrto&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Ca90d73e8003e47
immunity from other coronaviruses, have recovered from COVID-19 or have been
vaccinated
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fourworldindata.org%2Fcovidvaccinations&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Ca90d73e8003e472c137a08d9d18ed202%7C1
.
11.
THERE IS THUS NO MEDICAL OR PUBLIC HEALTH CASE FOR THE MASS VACCINATION OF

CHILDREN AND YOUNG PEOPLE, OR FOR COERCIVE OR RESTRICTIVE MEASURES
AFFECTING THOSE WHO ARE UNVACCINATED.

Phil Ehnat
Preferred Roof Services
253-318-8918

______________________________________________
From: Pennington Guy
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:49:03 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: government overreach
External Email
Please defeat this vax mandate bullshit. This is Marxist Totalitarianism disguised as
“safety."

______________________________________________
From: David Nichols
Sent: 1/8/2022 9:45:59 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH)
Sent: 1/11/2022 2:44:50 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: TAG Meeting and SBOH JAN 12 meeting and subsequent meetings

Tracy Schreiber (she/her/hers)
tracy.schreiber@sboh.wa.gov
360-463-9069
-----Original Message----From: Twinkle Kitty <tkitty187@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2022 12:29 PM
To: Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH) <Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: TAG Meeting and SBOH JAN 12 meeting and subsequent meetings
External Email
In response to your clarification for the meeting tomorrow, January 12, 2021 and
subsequent meetings regarding vaccines for children:
There is no justification to mandate the covid vaccine for children age 5 and older. Nor is
there a justification or need to require parents to file for an exemption. A parents’ simple
“no” to having their child be given the covid vaccine should close the matter. The
decision and parental right to make the decision does not require your approval of an
exemption. Nor does the risk to society outweigh the risk of the adverse effects of the
vaccine.
I would ask the board to again review the under-reported VAERS data, increased cases of
myocarditis, lack of definitive clinical trials, hidden vaccine contents, and future data. I
would also remind the board this is not a “true” vaccine and only has EUA authorization
which was inappropriate to begin with. Sincerely, Mary Sizer
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Peter Miller
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:45:04 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public Comments for WSBOH Members from March EH Committee Special
Meeting
External Email
Dear Members,
I hope and pray you will consider my comments.
I don't think a health officer should have the authority to force a medical examination,
testing, treatment, counseling or vaccination of
anyone group/ family or person. Furthermore this is a gross overreach of state authority.
I again am and jave been an RN since 2003. I have served at the VA in walla walla, St.
Pete's in Olympia and over 16 years here in Walla Walla at St Mary's as a sedation nurse
and Cardiac response team. I care greatly for the health and well being and peoples
choice and freedom.
Sincerely,
Peter Miller RN BSN

______________________________________________
From: Oleksii Bak
Sent: 1/8/2022 11:17:53 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cherilyn Wright
Sent: 1/8/2022 2:44:22 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
Sent: 1/11/2022 8:44:23 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: WSBOH Meeting Jan 12, 2022

--Samantha Pskowski (she/her/hers)
Washington State Board of Health
360-789-2358

From: Sharlene Greene <sharlenegreene67@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2022 1:16 AM
To: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: WSBOH Meeting Jan 12, 2022

External Email
Respectfully, Sir/Madam,
I’m writing to let you know that I am uniting with many people in Washington State to
stand against the tyranny we are facing.
This letter is regarding the WSBOH meeting scheduled for Jan. 12, 2022.
According to information I have seen on the web in recent days, it appears that WSBOH
will be discussing proposed policies that pertain to -WAC 246-100-070, WAC-246-100045, and WAC 246-105.
You do not have our permission.
You need our permission.
Our kids are not your property.
Our bodies are a temple of the Holy Spirit and is not owned by the government
We are born with free will and we will retain that until death.
Thank you,
Sharlene A. Greene

______________________________________________
From: tsolis913@gmail.com
Sent: 1/12/2022 9:45:18 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Child covid shot mandate
External Email
To whom it may concern,
I oppose the Covid vaccine to be mandated upon all children. This should be a choice for
each family to make for their own children.
Tanya Armstrong

______________________________________________
From: Greg Brewer
Sent: 1/12/2022 12:14:02 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: vaccine Mandate
External Email
My family and I are against force experimental vaccine mandate for children attending
Public School, Follow the science showing the transmission rate for children is extremely
low. Over all deaths under the age of 19 is around 600 with a population of 70,000,000
under the age of 19.
Factsheet from Moderna states " Vaccine is an unapproved vaccine that may prevent
Covid-19" along with the host of side effects and deaths that have occurred with the
shots.
I will remove my children from Public school if you try to force Vaccinate my children.

Sincerely Greg Brewer

______________________________________________
From: Bryan Declquet
Sent: 1/10/2022 2:50:56 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Courtney Kelly
Sent: 1/10/2022 9:12:15 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: SooMee Summerville
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:05:54 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: I OPPOSE THIS!
External Email
I oppose WAC-246-100 that would expand any authority to involuntarily quarantine
individuals against their will. I also oppose adding a C-19 vaccine to the WAC 246-105
required list of vaccines for children to attend school.
Kata Summerville

______________________________________________
From: Bob Archer
Sent: 1/9/2022 4:16:08 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Patrick Vanderpool
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:40:03 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Manditory Covid shots
External Email
I am totally against your mandatory covid shots.
There is way to much corruption in this covid bullshit.
The state of Washington recieved $29 a day for retirement homes. Over forty million
dollars is unaccounted for.
Where is all of that money? In someone's pocket.
This is a man-made virus that was unleashed upon the population with large monetary
gains. Lots of missing money.
Who ever is caught taking this missing money should be executed.
Children are not getting violently sick & dieing from this man made virus.
Shove your shots up your libsturd asses.
It's a power play and I don't like it.
I am not one of your little sheeple.
You people are stepping way out of your bounds.
Patrick Vanderpool

______________________________________________
From: April Yancey
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:37:50 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Vaccination and boosting
External Email
How many unvaccinated and vaccinated people has the board talked to? I know of
several unvaccinated that never had to go to the hospital, in fact it was a mild 2-3 days
of symptoms and then they were fine. I also know many who have been vaccinated and
had to go to the hospital because they were so ill with Covid.
Additionally, the numbers are skewed. More of the population succumbed to the fear the
government put upon them and became vaccinated. When comparing vaccinated
numbers against unvaccinated numbers, it will always look like the percentage is higher
in unvaccinated because the population you are comparing it to is less. No different then
slicing one pizza in 4's and 1 pizza in 8's and only taking 2 slices from each pizza. Of
course the one sliced in 4's will have more pizza missing. Same situation with how
numbers are reported in percentages for unvaccinated versus unvaccinated for
hospitalization. It's comparing apples to oranges now!
I know many of those people have had severe issues now since having the vaccine that
they never had before. Several are refusing to pursue with the booster because of the
issues they have had with the vaccines that were supposed to "help" them. Now they
need a booster after only 5 months and I am sure this will definitely not be the only
booster they have to have. A booster should not have to be required that quickly if the
vaccine works.
Hospital's are overloaded because you are making people stay in a bed whether they feel
sick or not. That is not an accurate representation that the virus is hurting people.
It is not good to give children these vaccines when it does not protect them from getting
the virus and definitely no guarantee that it keeps them from getting extremely sick.

______________________________________________
From: Delaney Rettko
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:18:33 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Titus Pascua
Sent: 1/11/2022 6:43:50 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: pasha andriychuk
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:25:18 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Deborah Vegh
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:44:18 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 10:29:24 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: COVID 19 Mandates

-----Original Message----From: Doug Dahl <dmnatd@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 9:14 AM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: COVID 19 Mandates
External Email
To whom it may conern:
I am writing you to urge you to stand up against the push for vaccine mandates (for
children and adults) and to stand for medical freedom of choice. There are not enough
long term studies regarding the use of the Covid-19 vaccine and the option of natural
immunity needs to be a part of this conversation, if we are truly wanting to follow the
science.
Even the CDC and Dr. Anthony Fauci have admitted that the vaccine itself does not stop
transmission or infection. This is the logical disconnect between facts and political
agenda.
Sadly, with the push for this and the proposed policies to allow health officers to use law
enforcement to order persons involuntarily to isolation facilities or coerced medical
intervention, Washington board of health is playing with medical tyranny. Not only is all
of this discussion in direct violation of the Washington State Constitution and the US
Constitution, the proposed policies are in direct violation of the Nuremberg code article 6
section 3 that states: No government can mandate or force medical treatment without
individual consent.
Please stand for medical freedom of choice for the citizens of Washington.
-Douglas Dahl
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/11/2022 5:21:38 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: I SAY NO

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov>
360-236-4105

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01%
| Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH%
|Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: Amber Cantu <ambercantu1980@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2022 4:25 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: I SAY NO

External Email
I oppose the proposed WAC’s 246-100-070, WAC 246-100-045, WAC 246-100-040, WAC
246-100, WAC 246-105
I am completely against giving local health officers use of law enforcement and the use of
an emergency order to involuntarily detain a person or family into a quarantine facility if
they refuse the requests of medical examination, testing, treatment, counseling, or
vaccination.
I am completely against covid-19 injections as part of the school immunization
requirements using WAC 246-105
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: shanesucre 33
Sent: 1/12/2022 11:17:26 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public Comment
External Email

Question #1 Why are Vaccines and boosters being claimed as the only way to help
reduce hospitalization and sever Covid?

#2 Why are certain vitamins, exercise, and the food we eat not also a way to help
prevent Covid hospitalization?

#3 Why are we acting like natural immunity is not a part of this solution?

#4 Why is the vaccine still under emergency use? How long should it be allowed to be
considered emergency when the pandemic has been here for two years?

Comments

1# The data on Covid numbers in the hospital is unreliable and not accurate to help
everyone determine how bad this pandemic is. The reason for this is we are not
separating the people who are going to the hospital because of Covid verses those who
are going to the hospital for another reason but when at the hospital test positive for
Covid.

2# If the Omicron variant is aerosolized then the majority of masks everyone is wearing
is pointless.

3# One way to help people make better decisions about whether to get a vaccine or not
is to talk about the risks of this vaccine. Shame on you guys for not talking about it and
acting like the vaccine is perfectly safe for everyone.

4# One reason our hospitals are having issues with staffing is because they were fired
because they didn’t want the vaccine.

5# Vaccines only last 5 months and J&J 2 months and each day the vaccine looses its
ability to fight the virus. We need to make a better vaccines that last longer and don’t
have so many sever adverse affects including death...

Thanks,
Shane Huffaker

______________________________________________
From: Pamela Graves
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:02:33 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Pastor Wilder
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:38:51 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: COVID Policies
External Email
I am completely against any of the proposed Covid Policies that are over reaching and
immoral. We stand against these proposed WAC’s.

______________________________________________
From: cyndy scribner
Sent: 1/12/2022 8:50:49 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public comment
External Email
I am completely against any of the proposed Covid Policies that are over reaching and
immoral. We stand against these proposed WAC’s: WAC 246-100-070, WAC 246-100045, WAC 246-100-040, WAC 246-100, WAC 246-105.
A concerned US citizen.
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/8/2022 12:57:03 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Community and love

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov>
360-236-4105

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01%
| Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH%
|Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: myelectronicmailbox <myelectronicmailbox@protonmail.com>
Sent: Saturday, January 8, 2022 11:58 AM
Subject: Community and love

External Email
Please say no to these continued tactics of fear and control. We cannot control this virus.
We need health, exercise, community, nutrition and love.

Pumping children full of experimental drugs and endless boosters, masking smiles and
inhibiting a child's right to breathe fresh air. These methods are not working. Please read
The Real Anthony Fauci which is a #1 bestseller so you can be informed on what is going
on.

Together we can end this by ensuring medical freedom, insuring community and real
health - nutrition, fitness, friendship. Enough of fear, propaganda, mandates,
concentration camps. Enough.

Thank you!

Sent with ProtonMail
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fprotonmail.com%2F&data=04%7C
Secure Email.

______________________________________________
From: Christina Rosbach
Sent: 1/8/2022 12:55:58 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Deborah Kelly
Sent: 1/10/2022 9:04:28 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Citlalli Oceguera
Sent: 1/10/2022 9:56:59 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Anthony Heywood
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:07:21 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 12:48:30 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vaccine Mandate : Vote NO NO NO NO NO NO

From: Ruby Cacchione <rubycacchione@hotmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 9:54 AM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D
(SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
<samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; Donahoe, Kaitlyn N (SBOH)
<kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>;
Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH) <Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>; Schreiber, Tracy N
(SBOH) <Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
<Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>;
Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH) <Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Vaccine Mandate : Vote NO NO NO NO NO NO

External Email
Don't even go down this path, this is pure lunacy!

Ruby Cacchione
425-256-0745
rubyfitness.org

______________________________________________
From: Patricia Cordes
Sent: 1/8/2022 2:33:37 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Christi Chang
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:00:47 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Pamela Collier
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:37:57 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Alexia West
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:00:18 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: David Slepyan
Sent: 1/9/2022 10:30:41 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
Sent: 1/8/2022 5:39:43 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: No to mandates

--Samantha Pskowski (she/her/hers)
Washington State Board of Health
360-789-2358

From: Jeremiah Queen <jsqueen77@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 10:12 AM
To: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: No to mandates

External Email
If you have children I am surprised that this is still going on there is not enough research
for undeveloped children. Thank God they are the most resilient to this . My heart goes
out for the families that this has effected. We need to get this under control. NO FOR
CHILDRIN AND NO TO MANDATES. WE HAVE RIGHTS THANK YOU

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone
Get Outlook for Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2FAAb9ysg&data=04%7C

______________________________________________
From: Pavel Prokhor
Sent: 1/8/2022 10:17:58 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Corinne Keith
Sent: 1/7/2022 4:25:47 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Barbara Hubert
Sent: 1/11/2022 1:09:11 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Mandated vaccination of children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health members:
Please be advised that I strongly urge you to NOT require mandated vaccination of
children for attending school, or any other purpose. There are too many unknowns in this
and for the most part, children can battle the current illnesses we have. Think of your
own children and grandchildren, nieces and nephews, etc. There are too many unknowns
still and I care about the future of our children and our nation.
Sincerely,
Barbara Hubert
Yakima, WA

______________________________________________
From: Arwen Turner
Sent: 1/8/2022 12:55:31 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Ashley West
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:59:12 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Coral Head
Sent: 1/11/2022 10:18:51 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dmitriy Russu
Sent: 1/7/2022 4:25:22 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Eden Davidson
Sent: 1/10/2022 1:22:54 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Testify Online Survey
Sent: 1/12/2022 5:13:59 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Survey Response: Testify Online *
The following survey response is submitted:
1.
State Board of Health Meeting Date:

________________________________
1/12/22

2.
Agenda Item or Issue:

________________________________
Current infectious disease codes and enforcements in wa state

3.
Your Name:

________________________________
Cassie Timmons

4.
Do you have a professional title?

2.

No

5.
Are you representing an organization?

2.

No

6.
Address:

________________________________
651 Old Arden Hwy Colville Wa

7.
Email:

________________________________
Ccote9693@hotmail.com

8.
Phone Number (Include Area Code):

________________________________
5096753037

9.
Do you have any special expertise relevant to this topic?

2.

No

10.
Are you testifying on a specific proposal under consideration by the board?

1.

Yes

________________________________
You have not listed specific proposals aside from enforcing vaccination in order to attend
public school. We the people DO NOT agree with this nor will we sit back and allow y ou

to enforce things against our will. We demand a vote of the people.

11.
Are you Pro or Con on the proposal?

2.

Con

________________________________
This should be a vote of the people. Stop trying to enforce something because you think
it's what's best for everyone. If you truly believe forcing vaccination onto people and
having a clause of sending people involuntarily to detention camps and quarantines
facilities will help our people you are gravely wrong. You will start a civil war.

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:46:34 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: STOP

From: Adam Hanson <hansonap45@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 7:23 AM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: STOP

External Email
I would like to express my extreme opposition to implementation of a
COVID 19 vaccine requirement for schools in Washington State.

1. No COVID vaccine available in the United States has received FDA
approval. All available vaccines, including the Pfizer-BioNTech
vaccine, are being administered under an Emergency Use Authorization.
The only “approved” COVID 19 vaccine is Comirnaty, and it is not
available in the United States and there is no anticipated date for its
availability. (This “smoke and mirrors” approach by the FDA is the
subject of numerous lawsuits and a Federal Judge recently rejected
Pfizer’s claim that the 2 products are interchangeable: Federal Judge
Rejects DOD Claim That Pfizer EUA and Comirnaty Vaccines Are
‘Interchangeable’ • Children's Health Defense
(childrenshealthdefense.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fchildrenshealthdefense.org%2F&da
) Since EUA products cannot be mandated per
the Nuremberg Code, this alone should be enough to stop consideration of
making vaccines mandatory.
2. Children are statistically at zero risk of dying from COVID. Their
survival rate is in the range of 99.997-99.998% or, put another way,
their risk of dying with COVID is less than 2 in every 1,000,000
children. The very few children who are listed as COVID deaths did not
die OF COVID, but rather WITH COVID as anyone being admitted to a
hospital nowadays is tested. I challenge the Washington State Board of
Health to show medical records for even one child who has died OF COVID.
Where there’s no risk, there can be no benefit.
3. No one knows the long-term risks of these vaccines. You may remember
that one of the members of the FDA Advisory Committee infamously said,
“We are never going to learn about how safe thie vaccine is until we
start giving it” Dr. Eric Ruben, Editor in Chief NEJM The studies
Pfizer conducted were woefully underpowered. This is an analysis of 10
Red Flags associated with Pfizer’s studies: Ten red flags in the FDA’s
risk-benefit analysis of Pfizer’s EUA application to inject American
children 5 to 11 with its mRNA product – Commentary – America's
Frontline Doctors (americasfrontlinedoctors.org

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Famericasfrontlinedoctors.org%2F&d
)
Force vaccinating healthy children for a disease that doesn’t affect
them to make adults feel safe is a new low for humanity. Please do the
right thing and do not require these vaccinations for school age
children.

______________________________________________
From: Tiffani Organ
Sent: 1/10/2022 7:04:18 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brian Hert
Sent: 1/8/2022 8:31:27 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Carolann Gutierrez
Sent: 1/11/2022 10:59:27 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid policies
External Email
I am completely against any of the proposed Covid policies that are overreaching and
immoral. We stand against these proposed WACs, WAC 246-100-070, WAC 246-100045, WAC 246-100-040, WAC 246-100, WAC 246-105.
Carolann Gutierrez
Republic WA

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 7:48:40 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Fwd: Against the Covid19 vaccine for children

Get Outlook for iOS
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fo0ukef&data=04%7C0
________________________________
From: Seonghye Lee <shiy0616@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 10:54:56 PM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Against the Covid19 vaccine for children
External Email
Dear. Committee Members
Hello, I am a mother who has sent my children to ECS.
Please stop the Covid19 vaccine mandate for children.
First of all, the Covid19 vaccine was made in a short period of time and has not been
fully tested in clinical trials. So, the side effects are increasing not only in the United
States but also in other parts of the world.
Secondly, children are not at high risk at Covid 19. Even if children get Covid19, most of
them are asymptometic or pass through like a mild cold.
Thirdly, the Covid19 is getting weaker and now it's almost same as a cold.
In conclusion, it seems that children are more likely to suffer from the side effects of
vaccination than to benefit from it. So, I sincerely ask that you prevent the Covid19
vaccine mandate for children.
Thank you for your time.
Sincerely,
Grace, One of ECS parents

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 2:28:55 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Halt proposal that would give Washington State the right to detain the
unvaccinated

From: Arlene R Reyes <tagalogtranslations@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 5:10 PM
To: Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.go; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>;
Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH) <Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Halt proposal that would give Washington State the right to detain the
unvaccinated

External Email
Dear Sir/Madam:

I write on behalf of many concerned Washington State residents.

Immediately halt any and all proposals that would give Washington State the right to
detain the unvaccinated until they have received a vaccination.

Per the U.S. Vaccine Adverse Events Reporting System (VAERS), the COVID jabs now
account for 983,756 adverse event reports as of December 17, 2021, including 20,622
deaths.

This doesn’t include the underreporting factor, which is signicant and ranges from 5 to 41
times higher than reported.

Most doctors and nurses are not aware of the existence of VAERS and even if they do,
choose not to report adverse incidents resulting from vaccination.

Jessica Rose, Ph.D., a research fellow at the Institute for Pure and Applied Knowledge in
Israel, has studied what the VAERS data tell us about the risks tied to COVID jabs. Rose
notes that the average number of adverse event reports following vaccination for the
past 10 years has been about 39,000 annually, with an average of 155 deaths. That’s for
all available vaccines combined.

As cited by Dr. Joseph Mercola in his article below, other findings are as follows:

According to Collette Martin, a practicing nurse who testified before a Louisiana Health
and Welfare Committee hearing December 6, 2021, children are experiencing “terrifying”
reactions to the COVID shot, including blood clots, heart attacks, encephalopathy and
arrhythmias.

Children are further at risk for potentially lifelong health problems from the jab.
Myocarditis (heart inflammation) has emerged as one of the most common problems,
especially among boys and young men.

Myocarditis is inversely correlated to age, so the risk gets higher the younger you are.
The risk is also dose-dependent, with boys having a six fold greater risk of myocarditis
following the second dose.

Among elderly patients, there has been an uptick in falls and acute onset of confusion
“without any known etiology.”

Workers are experiencing side effects, such as vision (including blindness) and
cardiovascular problems.

While hospitals are not gathering data on COVID jab injuries in any other ways, and
there’s no data to investigate even if you wanted to, we are seeing severe acute [shortterm] reactions to this vaccine.

At the same time, we have zero idea what any long-term reactions are, including
cancers, autoimmune disorders, and infertility.

You can’t compare the COVID shots to other vaccines. They’re by far the most dangerous
injectables created ever. Yet there doesn’t appear to be a cutoff for acceptable harm. No
one within the CDC or Food and Drug Administration, which jointly run VAERS, has
addressed these shocking numbers. Both agencies outrageously deny that a single death
can be attributed to the COVID jabs, which is simply impossible. It’s not statistically
plausible.

Please immediately call off any proposal to mandate the covid vaccination in Washington
State, and any and all mandates that would give Washington State the right to detain the

unvaccinated until they have received a vaccination.

Kindly read Dr. Joseph Mercola’s article in its entirety and do right by the residents of
Washington - including your sons and daughters, parents, and grandchildren - whose
welfare should be your utmost concern:

More Children Die From the COVID Shot Than From COVID

https://media.mercola.com/ImageServer/Public/2022/January/PDF/child-mortality-covidshot-pdf.pdf
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fmedia.mercola.com%2FImageSer
mortality-covid-shotpdf.pdf&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C4fd2d4ce9c9c46bf055508d9d4240080%7C11d

Respectfully,

A Reyes
Bainbridge Island, WA

______________________________________________
From: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
Sent: 1/8/2022 4:24:01 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: WA State Board of “Health” & Inslee’s TYRANNICAL & UNCONSTITUTIONAL
proposed Quarantine Camps

--Samantha Pskowski (she/her/hers)
Washington State Board of Health
360-789-2358

From: Sue Kicha <GALEK_TSP@msn.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 11:32 PM
To: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: WA State Board of “Health” & Inslee’s TYRANNICAL & UNCONSTITUTIONAL
proposed Quarantine Camps

External Email
It’s come to our attention that the WA Board of Health & Dictator Inslee is considering
passing UNCONSTITUTIONAL bills for Quarantine Camps & forced vaccines with:

*WAC 246-100-040
*WAC 246-100-105
*WAC 246-100-070
*WAC 246-100-045

If you pass these bills you WILL BE IN VIOLATION of the NUREMBERG CODE & YOU WILL
BE INDICTED for CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY for your participation. Currently there are
Common Law juries being formed ALL around WA State which have the power to do this
to YOU! If you have’t heard about this, you ought to look it up before you vote. WE THE
PEOPLE will hold you accountable for YOUR actions, & we will not let you get away with
this CRIME!

These bills not only violate our precious & beloved Constitution but several other health
laws including:

* PATIENT BILL OF RIGHTS
* HIPPA LAWS

* THE Supreme Court ALREADY RULED THAT NO EMERGENCY CAN ELIMINATE ANY
RIGHTS GUARANTEED BY THE CONSTITUTION

If your “Health” Board & Inslee proceed to pass these bills after being warned of these
facts you are KNOWINGLY VIOLATING, YOU will be considered to be intentionally
committing TREASON against the Constitution & against We the People of the United
States of AMERICA!

The covid Omicron variant is contagious HOWEVER, VERY MILD…HEALTHY PEOPLE ARE
NOT DYING OF IT. Actually it will help us reach herd immunity quickly for anyone
interested in REAL SCIENCE. However, our government officials don’t seem to be
interested in real science. Instead you all only use data that goes alongside of your
AGENDA…..& are fully focused on THE GREAT RESET & destroying our state & country for
a virus with a 99.997% SURVIVAL RATE, so you’ll be able to pass the Vaccine Passport to
take over control our assets if we don’t comply with your every whim. You are EVIL!!!!

We are actively ORGANIZING & WE THE PEOPLE will PEACEFULLY fight you on this. We
are thankful for the 2nd Amendment during times like these when our government has
become tyrannical — this is exactly WHY our founders made the 2nd amendment so we
the people if need be could defend ourselves from governmental TYRANNY. ***Canada &
Australia sure wished they hadn’t surrendered their guns….they NOW have no defense
against their tyrannical DICTATOR government officials & are now a communist police
state. This is not a threat…it is a simple fact.

Never have I understood the importance of the 2nd Amendment UNTIL BIDEN & INSLEE
have gone CRAZY MAD & now our own Wa State Board of Health too over covid
restrictions taking ALL OUR FREEDOMS AWAY …. Again for a very survivable virus for
healthy people of all ages.

You act like we don’t talk with friends from other states. ALL RED STATES ARE WIDE
OPEN. Our daughter goes to college in Arizona, & they don’t even mask up there! Dear
friends moved to Florida & they said Covid is NON-EXISTENT there!!!

WE THE PEOPLE OF WASHINGTON STATE WLL NOT ALLOW YOU TO FORCE ANYTHING

INTO OUR BODIES OR OUR CHILDREN’S THAT WE HAVEN’T FREELY CHOSEN FOR
OURSELVES.

There are MILLIONS OF US IN WA STATE & only a few hundred or thousand of you. We
are AWAKE to your tyranny & stomping all over our Constitutional Rights. WE WILL WIN
THIS BATTLE….not you! We will rise up against you & protest every minute of everyday
against this until you make the right decisions to OPPOSE THESE BILLS & any others in
the future!

SK
Bellevue, WA

Get Outlook for iOS

Get Outlook for iOS
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fo0ukef&data=04%7C0

______________________________________________
From: Del Wade
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:32:44 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 3:14:51 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Childhood covid vaccinations

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: Hundven Family <hundvenfamily@yahoo.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 5:40 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>; Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH)
<Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>; Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
<Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>;
Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH) <kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
<Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>; Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
<Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>; Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH)
<Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
<Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>;
Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH) <Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Childhood covid vaccinations

External Email
Please do not approve any proposal to add COVID vaccinations to required childhood
vaccinations. It is still an experimental drug and approved for emergency use only.
Children are at very low risk for Covid 19.

We also want to voice our opposition to any idea for moving anyone to quarantine
camps. That is beyond unreasonable and unnecessary.

Thank you.

Rich and Laurie Hundven

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.onelink.me%2F107872968%3F

______________________________________________
From: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 8:44:55 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Jan 12 vote

--Samantha Pskowski (she/her/hers)
Washington State Board of Health
360-789-2358

From: Michael Shackett <EyeronMike@hotmail.com>
Sent: Saturday, January 8, 2022 11:33 PM
To: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Jan 12 vote

External Email

Regarding vote on January 12th to decide to make the co vid 19 jabs mandatory. They
are experimental. They have not been approved by the FDA. Comiraty has been
approved and it is not available in the USA. This virus has a 99.8% survival rate. More
people have died from the shots than the virus. The statistics are being manipulated to
suit the narrative. It is unconstitutional to force any medical treatment and according to
the Nuremburg code, there has to be informed consent. The enclosed circular in the
vaccine box is entirely blank. How can you receive informed consent if you do not know
what is in it? The individual may not be coerced, forced or pressured to take any
experimental treatment. Anyone who forces this and implements any of these shots are
guilty of crimes against humanity and will be brought to justice just as they were in
World War II. This includes you and if you recall, doctors, news reporters were either in
prison for a very long time or were hung. Matter of fact, Nuremburg II trials are going on
right now.
There are preventative and treatments effective for this entity.This virus has not been
isolated. This has been hidden in order to pave the way for these shots,that do not even
work. The hospitals are filled with the vaccinated related illnesses. You likely know this
covid 19 is patented. How can you have a patent on a naturally occurring organism? It is
a bioweapon.
The MSM say the side effects and deaths are very, very rare. Explain that to a mother of
her 6 year old dead child. Explain that to the athlete who survives the heart attack or
pericarditis only to never be able to compete again in the field of sport that they love?

I do not comply. I do not agree. There is no evidence anyone who has not taken the
shots transmit any illness to those who have taken the jabs. Those inoculated have their
immune systems destroyed allowing them to be sitting ducks for illness,
immunocompromising illnesses and cancer.
Experts who have been censored including Dr Robert Malone who created the Mrna, Dr
Michael Yeadon who was Vice President for Pfizer admit these are bioweapons and the
only objective is depopulation and control of those who survive these shots. You had
better wake up. You are on the wrong side of history.
The emergency use authorization expires Jan 15th. Please reconsider pushing this
narrative and go down as being on the right side of history.

Sincerely, Rebecca Irvin

______________________________________________
From: Denbke Harbin
Sent: 1/8/2022 12:21:11 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 9:44:24 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: WA Covid Mandates

From: tristan klesick <tklesick@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 10:33 AM
Subject: WA Covid Mandates

External Email
Please do NOT mandate Covid vaccine for children. Some prefer natural immunity and
should be allowed the choice.

As an adult, I chose to vaccinate. I still got Covid. My son got Covid from a vaccinated
child. The vaccine is NOT minimizing spread. Clearly the vaccinated population is
spreading it, so there is NO logic in requiring it for the benefit of others.

Thank you,
Tristan Klesick

Stanwood, WA
Snohomish County

______________________________________________
From: Pavel Khrestsov
Sent: 1/7/2022 4:33:23 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Philip Bockrath
Sent: 1/7/2022 1:48:59 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH),Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH),Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH),Glasoe,
Stuart D (SBOH),Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH),Donahoe, Kaitlyn N (SBOH),Lang, Caitlin
M (SBOH),Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH),Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH),Haag, Hannah R
(SBOH),Kahler, Kelie (SBOH),Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: Discussion of Vaccine Mandates- No Thank You
External Email

Please do not waste tax payer dollars on unobtainable goals. As effective solutions are
obtained, the public should have the right to decide what best suits their needs. I
understand that everyone is concerned with respect to CoVID-19, especially with the
rampant resurgence with the Omicron variant. In any decision, it is imperative to insure
that kneejerk reactions are not being applied instead of root cause solutions. In the case
of CoVID-19, empirical evidence within the medical community showing that people that
have received the CoVID-19 vaccine and boosters and are still becoming infected shows
that the vaccine is not effective. Peer reviewed studies are showing that the current
vaccine under ideal conditions does not protect against Omicron infection. A vaccine
mandate does nothing but drive up cost and provides requirements that the medical
infrastructure cannot maintain. i.e. the modification of the vaccine and distribution are
economically infeasible and unpragmatic with the rate of evolution of the virus.
Study Effectiveness of COVID-19 vaccines against Omicron or Delta infection | medRxiv
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.medrxiv.org%2Fcontent%2F
)
Conclusions Two doses of COVID-19 vaccines are unlikely to protect against infection by
Omicron. A third dose provides some protection in the immediate term, but substantially
less than against Delta.
Current data shows that updated vaccines would need to be administered every 4
months which means that CoVID-19 vaccine mandates are an unobtainable goal in the
attempted eradication of the CoVID-19 virus. A much more effective means of
eradication is an N95 mask mandate which is highly effective at a fraction of the cost.
Additionally, at the federal level, the Supreme Court has begun reviewing the 5th Circuit
court decision to strike down the OSHA mandates and will likely rule that OSHA has
overstepped their bounds.
Please don't waste people's time and money unless there is a meaningful benefit to the
public.
Best regards,
Philip Bockrath

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 10:30:54 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: I oppose wac 246-105

-----Original Message----From: Reni Rose <reniroseherbs@msn.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 9:04 AM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: I oppose wac 246-105
External Email
To The Board Members of the WA state Department of Health,
I am writing to you tonight out of complete desperation… I strongly and adamantly
OPPOSE this proposed WAC 246-105! I am shocked an appalled that this state is
seriously about vote to impose a vaccine mandate on our children for the Covid 19 shot.
A vaccine that has not withstood the test of time, thats been pushed on to people, taking
away their choices. A vaccine that is shown to be more like a treatment than any sort of
actual Prevention. No one can tell me what the effects may be on my child in 5 years or
10 Years. The lack of transparency has been extremely troubling and I don’t trust, nor
think it is absolutely necessary for myself or my child. The children are not at risk of
death or serious illness from this virus. The deaths in US during this 2 years of Covid is
under 1,000 according to the CDC. Why are we doing this!?? It’s not worth the risk to our
children. I ask you to please not back parents into a corner. We love our children and
deserve to have choices and the ability to advocate for them since they are unable to do
so for them selves.
Thank you for your time.
Maureen Rose
253.350.3983
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Andy Sabin
Sent: 1/12/2022 9:58:21 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Vaccine mandates
External Email
Board,
Please consider my input regarding future action concerning Covid vaccines and
mandates. No matter what side of this issue you fall on, there is sound data and studies
to find information supporting that stance. There is extensive data and evidence that
vaccination to Covid may not prevent infection and spread. That being said, this
vaccination has no place as a requirement for WA state public or private schools.
Andrew Sabin
Paramedic
Andysabin@gmail.com <mailto:Andysabin@gmail.com>

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 7:39:01 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: NO! on mandating COVID-19 vaccines for K-12 children.

From: Ryan <ryan.malloy@live.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 3:08 PM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: NO! on mandating COVID-19 vaccines for K-12 children.

External Email
NO! on mandating COVID-19 vaccines for K-12 children.

Covid is less-severe than the flu and we do not mandate flu shots.
The risk of vaccine injury for young people is GREATER than the risks associated with
covid.
Follow the science! Follow the data!

If a mandate is imposed, expect THOUSANDS of students to leave the private and public
school system.

NO! on mandating COVID-19 vaccines for K-12 children.

Thank you for your time.

Sent from Outlook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fweboutlook&data=04%

______________________________________________
From: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 9:41:14 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Violation of constitution

--Samantha Pskowski (she/her/hers)
Washington State Board of Health
360-789-2358

From: Rachelle Jameson <RachelleJameson_5@msn.com>
Sent: Sunday, January 9, 2022 5:06 PM
To: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Violation of constitution

External Email
You all need to back off. You need to stand up for the facts and the truth. The truth is
covid was here before March lockdowns and no one gave a fuck. They only cared about
impeachment. Several of my family members had covid in January 2020 before it was
supposedly even here. We got the anti bodies test a year and a half later and we have
the antibodies still. Plus non of us have been sick in 2 years. I personally have done my
own research and everyone I know that had covid and did not get vaccinated have not
been sick since. Those I know who have been vaxxed have continued to get sick or have
other health issues. So if you wanna do the right thing to stop covid, stop the mandates
stop trying to force the Vax because you won't win. If you keep trying to force you will
have thousands that will fight back as well as you will never stop covid if you continue to
try to mandate vaccines. The flu has never been stopped so what makes you think you
can stop this by forcing vaccines

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone
Get Outlook for Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2FAAb9ysg&data=04%7C

______________________________________________
From: Cornell Quintero
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:11:41 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public Comment
External Email
This covid vaccine is dangerous , toxic and lethal and even poses a greater risk for
children who have a 99.99% chance of surviving covid 19 .These vaccines are failing
miserably all over our nation right now . It is immortal to inject this poison into children’s
bodies for a disease that they do not have. The risk adverse vaccine effects is greater
than the throated covid 19 itself. Children are at greater risk of heart damage from the
vaccines than adults and also can suffer heart attacks and get blood clots. The virus is
mutating all the time into more transmissible and less harmful symptoms . God gave us
immune systems that work just fine and children should not be part of a worldwide
scientific testing campaign. To jab them is child abuse and is criminal in nature . Do not
try to force this garbage into their pure bodies in the name of moral decency and the rule
of law !!!! God will judge this wickedness one day.

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 7:36:12 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Mandatory vax for schools

-----Original Message----From: Rebecca Theis <rrtheis52@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 3:41 PM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Mandatory vax for schools
External Email
All of you need to think clearly and long on the liability you are taking on if you mandate
covid injections for school age children. You will be committing a crime against humanity
and could be personally charged! You are also asking us to all remove our children from
state school institutions in order to save them from the harm it will cause.
Vote no!
Sincerely
Rebecca Theis
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/12/2022 7:55:51 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Oppose vaccine mandate for children

-----Original Message----From: Aimee Voltz <aimeeskyryde@icloud.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 12, 2022 7:42 AM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Oppose vaccine mandate for children
External Email
I am writing you to let you know that I oppose the Covid vaccine mandates for children.
Most children handle this virus very well (my daughter had it and it was like a cold). The
vaccine has many adverse side effects and it’s not worth the risk in my opinion. People
should have the right to weigh risks vs benefits and make choices for themselves.
Thank you,
Aimee Facchini
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 7:49:03 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW:

From: Rae Ure <rachel.ure@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 1:12 PM
To: Rachel Ure <rachel.ure@gmail.com>
Subject:

External Email
Greetings,

Please do not support mandating the COVID vaccine for children. It is important for
parents to be able to make the choices that will best help their families. It would not
make sense to mandate something that could have detrimental effects on an entire
generation, as there have been no long term studies for this. Many European countries
have put the mandate on hold as it has caused heart problems in many students under
the age of 18. It would be unwise as a state or district to mandate something that has
the potential to harm so many of its next generation.

Thank you,
Rachel

______________________________________________
From: paulaweisman@gmail.com
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:27:35 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public Comments for WSBOH Members from March EH Committee Special
Meeting
External Email
I respectfully submit that it is too soon to mandate vaccines for children ages 5 to 11.
How can we mandate a vaccine when the virus is affecting vaccinated and unvaccinated
people at the same rate? We do not have enough solid evidence that the vaccine would
be useful for children of this age at this time. We do not want to leave the state open for
lawsuits in case of vaccine injury, as has already occurred.
Also, many children in this age group have already had Covid, and the vaccine can
actually complicate matters when you have had Covid recently. Please consider taking
time to gather more solid information about the effect of the disease on children of this
age group before thinking about making it a mandate.
Thank you very much,
Paula Weisman
King County
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Olga Semenyuk
Sent: 1/9/2022 1:48:27 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dan DeRuwe
Sent: 1/9/2022 4:26:43 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: PATRICIA BAUER
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:14:36 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 12:32:37 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: WA State Board of Health

From: Cheri Wolf <cherilynnwolf@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 11:50 AM
To: wsboh@sboh.wa.go; Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>; Hisaw,
Melanie (SBOH) <Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>; Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
<Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>;
Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH) <kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
<Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>; Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
<Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
<Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>;
Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH) <Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Fwd: WA State Board of Health

External Email

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Wolf, Cherilynn <Cherilynn.Wolf@bellinghamschools.org
<mailto:Cherilynn.Wolf@bellinghamschools.org> >
Date: Fri, Jan 7, 2022, 11:39 AM
Subject: WA State Board of Health
To: Cheri Wolf <cherilynnwolf@gmail.com <mailto:cherilynnwolf@gmail.com> >

To the Washington State Board of Health,

I'm writing to implore you to NOT include the covid-19 shot on the list of required
vaccinations for schools.

As a grandparent of three (3) school-age children, I can say with certainty that a decision
to mandate kids to have this vaccine would have a negative impact on many families and
our schools.

I'm sure we can all agree that vaccines are an important and effective tool for preventing
many diseases. In the past, I have utilized them to protect my own children and our
community. However, there are many reasons why (many) parents have chosen to wait

on having their children receive the covid-19 vaccine including, but not limited to:

1.
In the scheme of things, the covid vaccines are still quite new and most
parents/guardians, (while willing to receive the jabs themselves) are not at all willing to
risk their children’s health before knowing much more about the long and short-term side
effects of this new vaccine. These feelings are completely justifiable as the science on
these vaccines is still evolving and coming to light.
2.
In terms of how the vaccines will affect public health - that science is still evolving
as well. Considering that both vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals can contract and
pass along the virus, many parents/guardians remain skeptical that any perceived or real
risk will be worth any perceived benefit. It serves no one to preemptively force parents
into a decision they aren’t ready to make when there is still so much confusion
circulating.
3.
Covid, in otherwise healthy children, is not a large risk and the (extremely low)
hospitalization rate of healthy children supports this. Therefore, the risk/reward of
getting this shot does not balance when you consider the mild nature of the virus
(especially the Omicron variant) and the possible side effects of the vaccine.
Parents/Guardians should be given the freedom to choose their own level of risk for their
family.
4.
The increase of side effects for children who have been vaccinated is especially
concerning for many parent/guardians. Currently, there
seems to be very little recognition or help for these potentially life-altering side effects.
5.
There are MANY medical, religious, and other deeply personal reasons why
parents/guardians are hesitant to give this vaccine to their children. Sadly, most of these
reasons will not be covered by “exemptions,” forcing parents/guardians to choose
between their children’s health or their schooling. Please DO NOT force parents/guardians
to make this choice.

For whatever reason, the covid vaccines, effective or not, have been profoundly
politicized (on both sides) with most parents falling on one side or the other. Due to this
political polarizing, it is reasonable to assume that a decision to require this vaccine, at
this time, would directly cause a mass exodus from our public schools across the state.
Especially considering the educational decisions already made by the state
superintendent of public instruction and the governor during the covid lockdown. It
caused many parents/guardians to remove their children from public schools.

In addition, at this stage of the pandemic, we find ourselves at a pivotal moment when
every day we are gaining new protections and treatments against this virus that have
been proven quite effective. We have the tools to protect ourselves and our families and
everyone should have the right to choose which protections are best for them. You, as
the health board, are in a unique position to renew public trust in our state government
by demonstrating trust in the people of Washington.

Please consider that no one cares more about a child’s health than their
parents/guardians. No one knows their medical history or the ins-and-outs of each
individual child better than their parents. PLEASE allow parents/guardians, the ones who
care the most, to make the determination for their own children. It is what is best for the
health of every family, every school, and every community.

Thank you for taking the time to consider my point of view in your determination.

Cheri Wolf,
Grandparent and legal
citizen of Washington State
5076 Festival Blvd.
Bellingham, WA 98226

______________________________________________
From: Pamela Burley
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:05:23 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Bonnie Heimbigner
Sent: 1/10/2022 3:24:33 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Evelyn Stivers
Sent: 1/8/2022 11:07:13 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/12/2022 9:06:50 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Urgent: Stop ESHB 1551Association with Covid-19

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: Thlayla <thlayla@hotmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2022 10:49 PM
To: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Urgent: Stop ESHB 1551Association with Covid-19

External Email
Dear Mr. Stuart Glasoe,

Seeing the meeting agenda for 1/12/22, I was shocked to see Covid 19 and ESHB 1551
mentioned together. ESHB 1551 is specifically addressing purposefully and willing
spreading HIV. The timing and suggestion is extremely concerning. Please object to the
association and cease pursuing a connection in any way.

Please contact me to let me know why this is even on the agenda? I look forward to
hearing from you.

Thank you,
Thlayla Potter

______________________________________________
From: Anitra Castillo
Sent: 1/8/2022 10:49:19 AM
To: DOH WSBOH,Davis, Michelle (SBOH),Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH),Hoff, Christy Curwick
(SBOH),Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH),Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH),Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH),Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH),Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH),Schreiber, Tracy N
(SBOH),Haag, Hannah R (SBOH),Kahler, Kelie (SBOH),Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH)
Subject: WA Board of Health Parental Input on Potential Vaccine Mandates For students

attachments\17A11BBB384F4F5C_WA State Board of Health.pdf
External Email
To Washington State Board of Health Members,
Please see and review attached letter in regards to the upcoming January 12th meeting.
My apologies in not meeting the January 7th at noon deadline as we had a family
emergency I needed to attend to. I appreciate your work on this important matter.
Juan & Anitra Castillo
Juan (509) 952-8020
castillojf68@yahoo.com
Anitra (509) 431-4562

______________________________________________
From: T Cook
Sent: 1/12/2022 11:41:38 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Re: comments
External Email
During comment period the snickering in the background by meeting members at
Megan's anger (and understandably angry) is deplorable.
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:54 AM T Cook <tmcook61@gmail.com
<mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:
The only mask that really works is a N95 respirator. If it lets out unfiltered air it is
useless.
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:52 AM T Cook <tmcook61@gmail.com
<mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:

Masks do nothing.
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:52 AM T Cook <tmcook61@gmail.com
<mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:

Natural immunity is more longer term and efficient!
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:40 AM T Cook <tmcook61@gmail.com
<mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:

Systemic racism?!
Get CRT out of this arena.
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:40 AM T Cook
<tmcook61@gmail.com <mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:

Vaccine Equity?
How about being able to decide what you do with your
own body?
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:37 AM T Cook
<tmcook61@gmail.com <mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:

It is not a vaccine or immunization!
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:36 AM T Cook
<tmcook61@gmail.com <mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:

Increasing immunity levels? What about supplements
like Vitamin D and zinc? What about getting fit and losing weight?
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:35 AM T Cook
<tmcook61@gmail.com <mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:

You are all experimenting with us. Nuremberg looks
similar.
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:34 AM T Cook
<tmcook61@gmail.com <mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:

Why are the shots not aspirated? It is an
intramuscular shot. Without aspiration you don't know if you hit a blood vessel.
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:31 AM T Cook
<tmcook61@gmail.com <mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:

Michelle,
Children don't need the vaccine. They don't get as
sick. Especially with Omicron.
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:29 AM T Cook
<tmcook61@gmail.com <mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:

Why are the hospitalization usage even less than last
year?
Stop firing healthcare workers.
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:26 AM T Cook
<tmcook61@gmail.com <mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:

Staffing becomes more difficult when you fire the
HEROES for exercising their constitutional freedoms!

On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:23 AM T Cook
<tmcook61@gmail.com <mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:

Death counts are not accurate. Dying from Covid or
dying with Covid are completely different and need to be truthfully reported.
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:20 AM T Cook
<tmcook61@gmail.com <mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:

This is the cold and flu season. WA does not even test
for the seasonal flu! Hospitalizations are up. What percentage are DUE TO Covid, not just
have Covid?

______________________________________________
From: Alexandria Tastad
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:46:41 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: VALERIE VAVRIK
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:33:53 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public Comment
External Email
Why are so many of the Q & As being censored? The group I know that is watching this
have asked many questions, and none of them are appearing in the Q & As.

______________________________________________
From: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
Sent: 1/8/2022 5:49:14 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vaccine mandates

--Samantha Pskowski (she/her/hers)
Washington State Board of Health
360-789-2358

From: Kim Spain <spainpkdk@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 10:34 AM
To: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Vaccine mandates

External Email
This is an email to strongly encourage you to vote NO on any mandate for children
regarding the covid vaccine. It has not been studied enough for children and children do
not need this so-called vaccine to protect them. They have done quite well if they have
tested positive.
Also, I would strongly encourage a NO vote for any mandate that would quarantine
against someone's will! That is blatantly against our civil rights and our constitution! It
will only encourage violence and increase the distrust in the government of this state.
The recovery rate for someone who has contracted covid-19 or one of its variants is
almost 100%! There is no reason to be so heavy-handed against the people of this state.

Thank you,
Kim Spain

______________________________________________
From: Amber Cantu
Sent: 1/11/2022 4:24:33 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Subject: I say No
External Email
I oppose the proposed WAC’s 246-100-070, WAC 246-100-045, WAC 246-100-040, WAC
246-100, WAC 246-105
I am completely against giving local health officers use of law enforcement and the use of
an emergency order to involuntarily detain a person or family into a quarantine facility if
they refuse the requests of medical examination, testing, treatment, counseling, or
vaccination.
I am completely against covid-19 injections as part of the school immunization
requirements using WAC 246-105
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Dawn Breen
Sent: 1/8/2022 7:52:47 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Christine McKinnon
Sent: 1/11/2022 5:06:21 PM
To:
Cc:
Subject: Support for Vaccinations for school requirement
External Email
Hello. I just wanted to add my vote in support of having vaccinations for school students
(and teachers). This definitely includes COVID shots, as long as we are in a pandemic
situation. When we reach the stage where COVID is acting like a flu, then we should
consider removing it from “required”.
I will also add my opinion on the masks. I know they are unpopular with many… but as a
28 year educator… having everyone wear masks this year cut out on so many more “bad
bugs” than COVID. My annual Strep Throat did not happen, two years in a row! Wiping
desks down and masking has helped keep attendance up. You will never keep it up, but
I’m just wishful thinking that we could.
Thanks.
Christine McKinnon

______________________________________________
From: Elaina Chin
Sent: 1/12/2022 11:55:32 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: The covid vaccine
External Email
Why are you guys not looking into the bad side effects of the covid vax? It has not been
proven safe or effective at all. I've known of too many people who have died, or had
serious damage from the vaccine. It is not FDA approved, or went through the 5 - 10
year testing period, therefore no government agency or state actor can mandate it. All
the lab animals they tested it on DIED. It is also unconstitutional to force vaccinate
people without their consent. This is also a violation of the Nuremberg Code. It does not
prevent covid.
This discussion at the Board of Health so far is not a fair hearing from both sides
addressing the safety of the vaccine, nor does this honor our constitutional rights. You
have not honestly without bias studied the dangers involved, or what is really in the
vaccines. It does not work.

Sent with ProtonMail
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fprotonmail.com%2F&data=04%7C
Secure Email.

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/11/2022 7:54:09 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Covid Vaccination requirement

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov>
360-236-4105

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01%
| Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH%
|Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: JoAnn Grambush <grambush49@outlook.com>
Sent: Monday, January 10, 2022 9:58 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Covid Vaccination requirement

External Email
Hello and thank you for listening to a discussion on this matter.. Due to the experimental
nature of this medication and lack of reliable testing due to time constraints,-, I would
ask you to delay a mandate on these vaccines for kids. We have had little testing,
research and studies to determine possible adverse effects from this gene therapy on
children and those under age 25 in general. With the mild cases of Covid in children and
in others due to the nature of the Omicron strain, we can afford to take more time to do
studies and give space to testing for treatment options.. Too much is unknown to risk our
childrens' precious hearts, reproductive potential and general health. Please read up and
learn as much as possible about the effects of the vaccines on various groups. Have
symposiums with a variety of speakers. Science is " the intellectual and practical activity
encompassing the systematic study of the structure and behaviour of the physical and
natural world through observation and experiment."
We can engage in more true scientific observation and experimentation through studies
to learn more about the efficacy and safety of this treatment before we mandate it for
our precious children. Let's air a variety of points of view, sources and studies in this very
important matter.

Thank you for your consideration of the families who are wanting to protect our children
from possible error and for which we may very well be sorry years from now.
Sincerely,
JoAnn Grambush
Kirkkand, WA
Retired teacher

Sent from my T-Mobile 5G Device
Get Outlook for Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2FAAb9ysg&data=04%7C

______________________________________________
From: Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/11/2022 1:45:25 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Tomorrow’s meeting

From: The Scoters <scoters@zohomail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2022 1:17 PM
To: Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH) <Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Tomorrow’s meeting

External Email
Dear Ms. Hisaw,

The present situation with omicron is no longer a health emergency. People are not dying
from covid anymore, not in numbers that make for a public emergency. People have
always died from influenzas and pneumonias, from car wrecks and drownings, and we
don’t abandon our God-given rights in an effort to stamp out all of these possible deaths.
The extreme measures you contemplate in dealing with what has become a minor threat
would further hurt adults and children instead of helping them. Whatever power
structures exist in your Codes, you don’t have a moral right to trample on peoples’s
‘…life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.’

You have no moral authority to impose mandatory shots into people’s bodies. People own
their own bodies. You do not own other people’s bodies. You may not do as you see fit
with other people’s bodies. The people who imprisoned Martin Luther King, Jr.—did they
have the legal right to do that? The bus driver who asked Rosa Parks to go to the back of
the bus—did he have the right to do that? The national guard and police who blasted civil
rights protestors with water hoses and set dogs on them—did they have the right to do
that? Yes, they had a “right” by the laws and policies of the day, but they were in the
wrong. The hindsight of history shows to all that they were wrong. The truth will out;
many people already know that it is wrong of you to contemplate involuntary detention
of citizens. Future people will absolutely know it, just like we absolutely know who was
right in the civil rights movement led by MLK.

We also know who was morally right when the Japanese American citizens were
involuntarily concentrated into camps. We know who was wrong. Monetary reparations
and public apology was awarded decades later to Japanese American citizens—right here
in WA—who were involuntarily detained into camps at that shameful time.

There will be only shame for those who act immorally to involuntarily detain and/or bully

citizens and children into camps and near-forced requirement of experimental injections.
We Americans know that our legal rights to “life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness”
are solid both in Constitutional law and in the moral law which is written in our hearts.

I urge you not to overstep whatever powers you have to do whatever you want in this
little day. Tomorrow morning, please remember that both yourselves and your fellow
citizens alike are all ‘created equal’ and have ‘unalienable rights.’ We hold these truths to
be self-evident, that involuntary detainment of citizens is wrong, and mandating
experimental shots for children against the will of their parents is wrong. Please maintain
the public trust by respecting our unalienable rights.

Sincerely,
Deirdre Forman
WA resident

______________________________________________
From: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 5:18:29 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: comments for the immunizations technical advisory group

--Samantha Pskowski (she/her/hers)
Washington State Board of Health
360-789-2358

From: Rachelle Boone <mrsrachelleb@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 7:49 PM
To: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: comments for the immunizations technical advisory group

External Email
Samantha,

Please note that I, Rachelle Boone a resident of Washington state am sending my
disapproval for any Covid vaccine mandates for anyone and most especially anyone
under the age of 18 per the reasons that follow:

Children are at extremely low risk for covid.

The vaccines are still only EUA.

There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety with the vaccines.

Studies do now document that the vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit Covid
therefore the vaccine isn't proving effective in stopping the spread of covid.

Thank you for hearing the voice of the residents of Washington State.

Sincerely,

Rachelle Boone

______________________________________________
From: Patricia Moore
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:57:13 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 4:15:23 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Mandating Vaccines and Quarantine

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: Kristen C <cormicks4him@comcast.net>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 11:55 AM
To: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Mandating Vaccines and Quarantine

External Email
Mr. Glasoe,
Please consider the federal law (and hear the people, the citizens of this nation) as you
consider the rule that gives DOH power to involuntarily quarantine or inject citizens of
the US, children on up. This rule is in direct violation of federal law under Title 21 CFR
(Code of Federal Regulations), Section 50.23 & 50.24. It is illegal to coerce someone into
compliance when giving an experimental medical treatment. It is a felony to do so,
actually- UNLAWFUL- and constitutes an act of domestic terrorism (which, if passed,
would legally make you a domestic terrorists).

That unlawful-by-definition rule will also violate the WA State Constitution, Article 1
Section 7, which speaks to the right to privacy.

This leaves only one option for your decision on this rule, and that is for you to reject it
and to abolish all and any consideration of such a rule, or face criminal charges of
Domestic Terrorism and/or Conspiracy to Commit Domestic Terrorism.

Thank you,
Kristen Cormick
Monroe, WA

______________________________________________
From: Eli Haugen
Sent: 1/10/2022 11:13:29 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Against COVID-19 proposed protocols
External Email

I am completely against any of the proposed Covid Policies that are over reaching and
immoral. We stand against these proposed WAC’s: WAC 246-100-070, WAC 246-100045, WAC 246-100-040, WAC 246-100, WAC 246-105. Forcing anything on free
Americans protected by the Constitution is asking for strife and dissension. We will hold
the line against tyrannical mandates and proposed polices that violate our civil liberties
and fundamental rights as human beings. I stand with the Constitution - will you? I stand
with the Word of God:
“Praise the name of God forever and ever, for he has all wisdom and power. He controls
the course of world events; he removes kings and sets up other kings. He gives wisdom
to the wise and knowledge to the scholars. He reveals deep and mysterious things and
knows what lies hidden in darkness, though he is surrounded by light.”
׳׳Daniel׳
׳2:2022׳
׳
Whether you stand with the Word or not, It’s Everlasting, Unshakable, and pierces the
soul with Truth.
I call on you to represent the population of those whom you swore to be a voice for to
reject all such aforementioned policies.
“Speak up for those who cannot speak for themselves; ensure justice for those being
crushed.”
׳׳Proverbs׳
׳31:8׳
׳
“Ensure justice” - isn’t that the key to the position you are in?

Kind Regards,
Elijah Haugen
Registered voter of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 10:01:10 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Covid 19 WAC Amendments

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: Erin Queen <erinqueen@forksavenue.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 5:41 PM
To: Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH) <Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>; DOH WSBOH
<WSBOH@SBOH.WA.GOV>; Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>;
Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH) <Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>; Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
<Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>;
Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH) <kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
<Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>; Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH)
<Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
<Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>;
Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH) <Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Covid 19 WAC Amendments

External Email
Hello Washington State Board of Health Members-

I am writing today to express my concern and disdain for the proposed policies in
Washington State regarding Covid 19 WAC changes on the agenda.

These measures are not the American way. The Covid 19 pandemic is changing, like
viruses do, and becoming less deadly all the time. There are many reasons that the
constituents of this state do not need to be forced into isolation or mandatory vaccine
requirements. The state has been fear mongering residents to the point of abuse, yet the
reasons for so much needed control are unraveling day by day.

Vaccines are not stopping the spread. Everyone knows this, yet you are considering
forcing further regulations. This makes no sense.

I implore you to stop. Stop taking one further personal action that is part of the
breakdown of our great state.

Stand up for what is right and reasonable. Stand up for a future with personal choice and
common sense.

Sincerely, Erin Queen

Beaver, Clallam County

______________________________________________
From: Charles Drake
Sent: 1/10/2022 7:22:35 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dawn Appelberg
Sent: 1/12/2022 2:53:39 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commentary on the public meeting January 12, 2022
External Email
Dear Board Members,
I was waiting in line to comment with the other 7800+ about the regulatory suggestions
and AWACs regarding communicable diseases. I am the PCO GOP for 2-127th. I am also
an army veteran who was vaccine injured by the military. I am hoping you are listening
to the constituents who commented today.
I can tell from the comments after you shut us down for commenting you basically
dismissed EVERYONE's comments. Thousands were waiting to tell you what we are doing
is WRONG. You simply dismissed them. That is going to be costly to you. Your dismissal
of those who are angry and concerned about what you are doing is going to have more
and more determined to not comply or flat out dismiss anything you put out as
potentially helpful.
DO NOT FORCE THESE MANDATES. DO NOT FORCE VACCINES NOR MASKING.

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 8:20:39 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: The proposed WACs

-----Original Message----From: Gail Bianco <gailbianco@yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 11:17 AM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: The proposed WACs
External Email
Hi oppose the proposed following WAC’s:
246–1 00–070
246–1 00–045
246–1 00–040
246–100 and 246–105
I am completely against giving local health officers use of law enforcement and the use of
emergency order to involuntarily detain a person or family if they refuse the request of
medical examination, testing, treatment, counseling or vaccination. I am absolutely
against COVID-19 injections as part of the school immunization requirements using WAC
246–105
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Cynthia Thenhaus
Sent: 1/10/2022 9:56:52 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Christina Holthenrichs
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:06:32 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Renee Packer
Sent: 1/10/2022 5:51:35 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
Sent: 1/8/2022 5:47:55 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: mandates

--Samantha Pskowski (she/her/hers)
Washington State Board of Health
360-789-2358

From: Karen Adams <healeygold@icloud.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 10:32 AM
To: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: mandates

External Email

I do not believe in mandating vaccines on anyone…especially
on children.
Please, please NO NOT MANDATE vaccines.

Sent from my iPad

______________________________________________
From: david sirias
Sent: 1/10/2022 5:39:17 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public Comment re Jan 12 meeting re WAC 246 100 070
External Email
My name is David Sirias, 783 Prospect Ave , Port Townsend WA.
I am a retired from 30 years of practicing law with 23 years of experience as a County
Counsel in CA representing local health boards, board of supervisors and local districts.
My expertise is in employment law, constitutional torts, and government claims
Relative to WAC 246-100-070
Your continued adoption of health officer rules includes the following, including revisions
:
Enforcement of local health officer orders. (1) An order issued by a local health officer in
accordance with this chapter shall constitute the duly authorized application of lawful
rules adopted by the ((state)) board ((of health)) and must be enforced by all police
officers, sheriffs, constables, and all other of- ficers and employees of any political
subdivisions within the juris- diction of the health department in accordance with RCW
43.20.050.
(2) Any person who ((shall)) violates any of the provisions of this chapter or any lawful
rule adopted by the board ((shall be)) is deemed guilty of a misdemeanor punishable
((as provided)) under RCW ((43.20.050)) 70.05.120.
(3) Any person who ((shall)) fails or refuses to obey any lawful order issued by any local
health officer ((shall be)) is deemed guilty of a misdemeanor punishable ((aprovided))
under RCW 70.05.120.
(4) Any person who violates or fails to comply with a health or- der issued under RCW
70.24.024 to a person with a sexually transmitted disease who is engaging in behaviors
endangering the public health is guilty of a gross misdemeanor as described in RCW
70.24.025.
AMENDATORY SECTION (Amending WSR 10-01-082, filed 12/15/09, effective
This rule itself is unconstitutional and is shocking to see in print because no elected or
public official can unilateral declare a misdemeanor( a crime ) for which detainee status
is automatic. Post detainment due process does not suffice in these circumstances for the
following reasons.
The language as written is rife for abuse relative to a health officer unilaterally declaring
an Covid 19 unvaccinated person a criminal.

The Lancet, British Medical Journal and CDC itself have declared that covid vaccines do
NOT stop transmission, and those injected inoculate variants. Currently over 80% of
covid hospitalizations are vaccinated persons. A ten minute Duck Duck Go internet search
will confirm. ( Google searches on this issue are throttled). Moreover a new large
international study of 145 countries prove Covid vaccines make cases and fatalities
worse.
https://vector-news.github.io/editorials/CausalAnalysisReport_html.html
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fvectornews.github.io%2Feditorials%2FCausalAnalysisReport_html.html&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.g

The covid vaccine is scientifically more dangerous than seasonal flu
https://www.medalerts.org/vaersdb/findfield.php?TABLE=ON&GROUP1=CAT&EVENTS=ON&VAX=COVID19

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.medalerts.org%2Fvaersdb%

Then we get I to the issue of legal Informed consent , which is impossible. A
recent Federal court has ruled that trial data must be provided to the FDA within a year ,
not 55 years as sought by the big pharmaceutical companies. ( if your attorney has not
provide you wit this information it is malpractice)
https://legalinsurrection.com/2022/01/judge-gives-fda-eight-months-instead-of-55years-to-release-pfizer-vaccine-data/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Flegalinsurrection.com%2F2022%2
gives-fda-eight-months-instead-of-55-years-to-release-pfizer-vaccinedata%2F&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cdf19498628764fb85e4f08d9d4a2f750%7C11d0e
In short
1. The vaccinated transmit and inoculate variants. Unequivocal, unimpeachable scientific
fact .
2. One cannot legal inform consent to enter a trial with admitted unknown risk.
Unequivocal fact.
Therefore mandates are Reductio Ad Absurdum( absurd) AND unconstitutional along with
ANY law that flows from it, like the one in question.
The science is so clear on the dangers of mass covid vaccination to people not at high
risk (which is virtually everyone not geriatric) that the Board enters the territory of fraud,
oppression, and malice where your own legal indemnification is placed jeopardy. No self
insured retention is enough to protect you. The EIA underwriters and Crime Bond
underwriters will not defend long term under these circumstances, because you are
effectively placing in criminal / detention status those who exercise their civil rights to
not enter a dangerous medical trial and pose LESS risk to the public than the vaccinated.
You can disagree with the assertion now, but not after you actually tell your lawyer to do
the due diligence, obviously something not done here.
The law in question is legally indefensible and you are placing your personal assets on
the line. The entire board is on Notice
Sincerely
David Sirias

Sent from my iPad

______________________________________________
From: Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH)
Sent: 1/11/2022 7:34:05 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: WAC 246-100-040 Opinion Regarding Procedures for isolation or
quarantine.

attachments\820DD539D30D48D3_wac strike force (AutoRecovered).pdf

Tracy Schreiber (she/her/hers)
tracy.schreiber@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:tracy.schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>
360-463-9069

From: Cindy marie <cynthiamarn@yahoo.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2022 3:35 AM
To: Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH) <Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: WAC 246-100-040 Opinion Regarding Procedures for isolation or quarantine.

External Email

Sent from Mail
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.microsoft.com%2Ffwlink%2F%
for Windows

WAC 246-100-040

Opinion Regarding Procedures for isolation or quarantine.
I find it terrifying to see this happening in our state. It effectively removes our civil and
constitutional rights. There is a name for it, a dictatorship. I see us moving toward the same
horrors that are happening in Israel, Australia, Austria, and China.
This WAC allows the health department to be judge, jury and executioner base on “their”
opinion and assessment? Who should have that amount of power over another individual? No
one. What makes the employees of the health department so superior that they know what is
best for another person?
I would not want to be the individual making decisions listed in this WAC. I would not even
want to know the person who could justify taking the actions listed in this WAC. What is the
moral and ethical character of the employee/enforcers? The only persons who could do such
work must have a personality that is sociopathic and not with conscience. This can only lead to
abuses. It has happened in the past many times.
10 stages of Genocide- Perhaps this will be a good reminder of the slippery slope we are on. I
believe we are in stage #7 of this genocide and moving towards #8. Please review and maybe
you can dismiss this in your own mind, and justify the actions listed in the WAC as just,
“Protecting the population.” Nothing like being the “Good German.”
Dr. Gregory H. Stanton is Research Professor in Genocide Studies and Prevention at the Institute for
Conflict Analysis and Resolution, George Mason University, Arlington, Virginia.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Classification: People divided into “Us” and “Them”
Symbolization: People are forced to identify themselves.
Discrimination: People begin to face systemic discrimination.
Dehumanization: People equated to disease, vermin, and animals
Organization: Government creates special groups to enforce the policies i.e. “Strike
team” or police/military.
6. Polarization: Government broadcasts propaganda to turn the populace against the
group.
7. Preparation: Official action to remove/relocate people begin.
8. Persecution: Beginnings of murder, theft of property, trials, massacres.
9. Exterminations: Wholesale elimination of the group. It is extermination and not murder
because the group is not thought of as human.
10. Denial: The government denies it has created any crimes.

The verbiage of this WAC is vague. What will the criteria be for a health official to issue an
emergency detention order? Will it be because the person or persons refuse to take a vaccine?
Will it be because they have cold and flu symptoms? Gosh, I have had many of those. Maybe
an elevated temp? Will it be because I write a letter against the CDC or FDA? What if I inform
others about VEARS, that 21,000 people died because of the vaccine, which only represents 1%
of the actual number reported (according to Harvard) or the 1,000,000 who have been injured?
Will parents who refuse to vaccinate their children be vilified and the children taken away?
There is plenty of words to describe the legal this and legal that, and we all know what a
nightmare that would be. Nothing like being placed in a concentration camp or whatever nice
word you wish to call it without representation, without committing a crime. Who will be
helping the people who are being harassed and terrorized by these health officials? Who will
be liable for damages done to people? Emotional trauma, financial loss, physical harm due to
forced treatment, no one wants to be liable for the damages they cause. This will equal a crime
against humanity and those who participate will be guilty.
This is a pathetic power grab and has nothing to do with public health. Dictatorship, form of
government in which one person or a small group possesses absolute power without effective
constitutional limitations. There should never, ever, be that much power given to an individual
or agency based only on sole discretion.

Cynthia Arnett

______________________________________________
From: Pat Thoren
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:51:54 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Peggy Barnes
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:39:03 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Caitlin Pape
Sent: 1/10/2022 1:48:55 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: David Smit
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:46:35 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 2:29:32 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: I oppose the proposed....

From: Gary Burya <gburya@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 12:28 PM
Subject: I oppose the proposed....

External Email
I oppose the proposed WAC’s 246-100-070, WAC 246-100-045, WAC 246-100-040, WAC
246-100, WAC 246-105
I am completely against giving local health officers use of law enforcement and the use of
an emergency order to involuntarily detain a person or family into a quarantine facility if
they refuse the requests of medical examination, testing, treatment, counseling, or
vaccination.
I am completely against covid-19 injections as part of the school immunization
requirements using WAC 246-105.
.
Gary Burya
P.O. Box 1989
Deer Park, WA 99006-1989
509217-2208
gburya@gmail.com <mailto:gburya@gmail.com>
.
.
.
.
Confidentiality Notice: The information contained in this e-mail is confidential and is
intended only for the addressee(s). The content of this e-mail should not be interpreted
or construed as legal or tax advice. If you have received and/or are viewing this e-mail in
error, please immediately notify the sender by reply e-mail, and delete it from your

system without forwarding, copying or saving in any manner. If you are not the intended
recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution, disclosure, copy,
use or further reading of the information contained in this e-mail message is strictly
prohibited.
.
.

______________________________________________
From: allstarr
Sent: 1/10/2022 12:03:43 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: January 12 Public Meeting
External Email

According to multiple sources, including World O Meter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.worldometers.info%2Fcorona
, the recovery rate is +98%. Also 81 Research Studies Confirm Natural Immunity to
COVID
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Felitetrader.com%2Fet%2Fthreads%
research-studies-confirm-natural-immunity-to-covid-equal-or-superior.363357%2Fpage13&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C0fd10d3033234434fc5508d9d4740e76%7C11d0e2172
better than a vaxx.
All stats being mentioned, are for a period of about 2 years! Why?
Why is it, that whenever covid is discussed, only the cases and deaths are covered, NOT
THE RECOVERIES? Since when do we consider "cases not reported?" If you're going to be
basing anything from that, then recovery cases are even more vital to report.
As per the above reference, of 7.8B people, only some 20M have covid. Of that, 99.6%
are classified as mild. These stats are almost entirely the same, when breaking down by
country and state. At most, 2% of a population has covid. Deaths are less than 0.01%!
Recoveries are around +98%!
To even consider a "strike team to detain the unvaxxed," for a +98% recovery rate, is
akin to the illegal detainment of Japanese Americans of WWII, and may even be closer to
the Nazi concentration camps of WWII. By even suggesting this, you are attempting to
set a dangerous precedence, which many WON'T tolerate, especially amongst veterans,
guard/reserve, first responders, and many others.
It has been determined that vaxx mandates are beyond the authority of the
governments:

Federal Court Stays Vaccine Mandate for Navy Seals
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fprescottenews.com%2Findex.php%
court-stays-vaccine-mandate-for-navyseals%2F&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C0fd10d3033234434fc5508d9d4740e76%7C11d0

Appeals court keeps vax mandate ban in place for 3 states
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fabcnews.go.com%2FUS%2FwireS
court-vax-mandate-ban-place-states82115541&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C0fd10d3033234434fc5508d9d4740e76%7C11d

Any attempts to force vaxx mandates, especially using force, violates various federal

court rulings, and due to not only their ineffectiveness, but the number of people who
have died shortly after having the shots/boosters, may qualify as crimes against
humanity, with such charges being brought against those who attempt to enforce such
flawed actions.
- Eddie Starr

______________________________________________
From: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 5:14:13 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: You will be responsible

--Samantha Pskowski (she/her/hers)
Washington State Board of Health
360-789-2358

From: Craig Wellbrock <cwellbrock@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 7:40 PM
To: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: You will be responsible

External Email
Fuck you for trying to poison our children!
Craig Welllbrock
Firefighter EMT
253-509-2576

______________________________________________
From: Patti Wheeler
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:04:28 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Against Covid

attachments\D28079090103457E_IMG_6164.jpg
External Email
I Patricia Wheeler, Yelm, WA am against Civid policies. Read below!

Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: GIL GRAY
Sent: 1/12/2022 8:34:06 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public Comments for WSBOH Members from March EH Committee Special
Meeting
External Email
I do NOT support the following proposed policies:

Allowing local health officers to use law enforcement (WAC 246-100-070) to force an
emergency order to involuntarily detain a person or group of persons (families) to be
isolated in a quarantine facility (WAC 246-100-045) following refusal to voluntarily
comply with requests for medical examination, testing, treatment, counseling,
vaccination (WAC 246-100-040). These specifics come from WAC 246-100.
Including the Covid-19 injections as part of school immunization requirements using WAC
246-105.
Not only do I think that these proposed policies unconstitutional, but it is not the job of
the Health Department.
Years later, the government was embarrassed and ashamed for herding up Japanese
citizens and putting them in internment camps, and now you propose to take the same
action with Covid sufferers? We really don't learn from history, do we? If you "follow the
science" people with all the injections are just as likely to get and transmit Covid as those
without vaccine. Those without the vaccine are likely to feel harsher effects. In America,
government officials are elected to help its citizens, not control them.
Gil Gray
ggil44@comcast.net <mailto:ggil44@comcast.net>

______________________________________________
From: Cathy Geddes
Sent: 1/9/2022 6:23:37 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Olga Mironets
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:28:52 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Paisley Atkins
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:05:57 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Diana Petryuk
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:36:54 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Yvette Montgomery
Sent: 1/12/2022 12:34:43 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Board Questions and Comments
External Email
The Vaccines are unapproved, inadequately tested, experimental anddangerous biological
agents that have the potential to cause substantially greater harmthan the SARS-CoV-2
virus and the COVID-19 disease itself. According to dataextracted from the Defendants’
Vaccine Adverse Events Reporting System (“VAERS”),99% of all deaths attributed to
vaccines in the first quarter of 2021 are attributed to theCOVID-19 Vaccines, and only
1% are attributed to all other vaccines. The number ofvaccine deaths reported in the
same period constitutes a 12,000% to 25,000% increase invaccine deaths, year-on-year.
The Vaccines appear to be linked to a range of profoundly 3 Issued December 18, 2020.
See https://www.fda.gov/emergency-preparedness-and-response/coronavirusdisease2019-covid-19/moderna-covid-19-vaccine. 4 Issued February 27, 2021. See
https://www.fda.gov/emergency-preparedness-and-response/coronavirusdisease-2019covid-19/janssen-covid-19-vaccine. 5
I. THE TEN POINTS OF THE NUREMBERG PRINCIPLES1. The voluntary consent of the
human subject is absolutely essential.2. The experiment should be such as to yield
fruitful results for the good of society,unprocurable by other methods or means of study,
and not random andunnecessary in nature.3. The experiment should be so designed and
based on the results of animalexperimentation and a knowledge of the natural history of
the disease or otherproblem under study that the anticipated results will justify the
performance of theexperiment.4. The experiment should be so conducted as to avoid all
unnecessary physical andmental suffering and injury.5. No experiment should be
conducted where there is an a priori reason to believethat death or disabling injury will
occur; except, perhaps, in those experimentswhere the experimental physicians also
serve as subjects.6. The degree of risk to be taken should never exceed that determined
by thehumanitarian importance of the problem to be solved by the experiment
Didnt you all say if someone took the expermental gene therapy they would not get
Covid? So are you admitting the experimental gene therapies DO NOT work? If I took 3
polio vaccines and got polio I would have questions like I do now
Seeing that you all are in lock step with the CDC and WHO who have been infamously
wrong in the response to this military exercise do you all think you will be exempt for
Nuremberg? In case you have not noticed these are crimes against humanity and
children

Policies relating to COVID-19 are violations of the 1st, 4th, 5th, and 9th Articles of the
Bill of Rights and are by definition Rape, Bodily Invasion, Abduction, Abuse, Molestation
and Maltreatment at the very least.

What specific metrics are you using to determine whether such policies as mask
mandates, vaccine mandates, etc., are valid? Considering that almost all other states in

the country have lifted their restrictions, and are seeing virtually identical numbers, I
would like to see freedoms and liberty respected once again.

Where is the VAERS data in all of your statistics.

What is the basis for allowing unelected officials to determine what someone must inject
into their bodies?

Vaccine companies are exempt from liablities. What do you think gives you the authority
to coerce individuals into medical tyranny by use of experimental gene therapies that
according to VAERS own data is adversely affecting mass amounts of people.
Your policies are creating division and discrimination based on flawed data and it is the
duty of the public to remove all powers from petty tyrants.

______________________________________________
From: Gayle Baker
Sent: 1/12/2022 11:48:06 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Fwd: Comment to the Public Meeting on January 12, 2022

attachments\DBD1B39D1A3B49B8_comments to BOH.pdf
External Email

I'm listening to your webinar today, January 12, 2022. You seem 100% intent on
promoting vaccines for everyone, including children. I'm stunned by your bias toward
vaccines and also your total misunderstanding of how mild Omnicron is! I'm attaching
research and data that should give you an alternative point of view. Hopefully you will
read it with an open mind and realize just how dangerous to the public your policies have
been and continue to be. Other states with less draconian measures have fewer reports
of death and a healthier public overall. Thirty seven (37) states are fully open as of
January 10, 2022. https://www.aarp.org/politics-society/government-elections/info2020/coronavirus-state-restrictions.html
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.aarp.org%2Fpoliticssociety%2Fgovernment-elections%2Finfo-2020%2Fcoronavirus-staterestrictions.html&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C14ed26dd0c71448dbfb508d9d604246b%
.
Stop with the vaccines until they can be proven to be safe! Stop with the masks! Stop
with the fear mongering over Omicron. Just STOP!
Gayle Baker

Washington State Board of Health
Comments to Public Meeting
Comments to the BOH
Regarding Vaccine Recommendation by BOH
For the past fifty years the U.S. Government has epically failed at most everything it is in charge of
and that includes: Local Boards of Health, FEMA, Illegal Immigration and Border management,
Amtrak, U.S. Postal Service, losing wars in Vietnam and Afghanistan, public education, voting and
election integrity, forest management and, finally, the CDC’s, FDA’s, and NIH’’s corrupt and illegal
approach to the man-made pandemic. The government has failed us time and time again with its
incompetence, overspending and .
The “Vaccine” is not really a vaccine, but rather an untested, unproven, DNA altering, biological,
human experiment with no possibility of compensation should this “vaccine’s” side effects, short and
long term, prove to be as dangerous as some vaccines historically are. 1 In fact, the COVID “vaccines”
are showing signs of serious side effects, including deaths.2
The COVID “Vaccines” DO NOT protect anyone from getting COVID or transferring COVID to anyone
else.10 The government downplays that fact. What the COVID “Vaccine” does appear to do is REDUCE
YOUR SYPTOMS and may therefore prevent hospitalization and/or death. But, is the “Vaccine” less or
more harmful than COVID? That’s what we don’t and won’t know for years to come. The CDC reports
that of 540,667 COVID patients from the period of March 2020 to March 2021, 95% had an underlying
factor contributing to their death.3 4 In other words, if you’re fit and healthy, no matter your age, you
have a very good chance of surviving COVID.
The CARES act incentivizes hospitals to report a patient as having COVID even though they may have
a common flu or pneumonia related to flu but unrelated to COVID. According to the U.S. Department
of Health and Human Services: “The CARES Act created the 20% add-on to be paid for Medicare
patients with COVID-19. The act further created a $100 billion fund that is being used to financially
assist hospitals — a “portion” of which will be “used to reimburse healthcare providers, at Medicare
rates, for COVID-related treatment of the uninsured.” 5
1

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/vaccines/safety/vaers.html

2

https://www.mayoclinic.org/coronavirus-covid-19/vaccine-side-effects 9
https://ntdca.com/why-is-covid-19-severe-for-some/
10

https://www.realclearpolitics.com/video/2021/08/06/cdc_director_vaccines_no_longer_prevent_you_from_spreading_
covid.html#!
3
https://www.cdc.gov/pcd/issues/2021/21_0123.htm
4
https://www.futurity.org/cdc-covid-19-comorbidities-2436032-2/
5
https://www.factcheck.org/2020/04/hospital-payments-and-the-covid-19-death-count/

Why are those that have already had COVID and now have natural immunity from COVID not given
the same consideration as those who are vaccinated? The authors of a recent study (September 5,
2021) out of Israel compared the outcomes of more than 800,000 people covering Mar. 1, 2020,
through Aug. 14, 2021, concluded: “This study demonstrated that natural immunity confers longer
lasting and stronger protection against infection, symptomatic disease and hospitalization caused by
the Delta variant of SARS-CoV-2, compared to the BNT162b2 two-dose vaccine-induced immunity.”6 It
should be noted that the study only addresses the Pfizer vaccine but it did echo previously published
studies on the effectiveness of natural immunity over vaccines.
Note: A cheap and quick antibody test can determine if you have COVID related antibodies. That test
does not differentiate between the “Vaccine” and someone who has had COVID and recovered.
However, there is a T-cell test that can differentiate.7
Follow the money--What all vaccines have in common is they make the producers of vaccines very
wealthy. What better way to keep that money flowing than to make vaccines mandatory? In 2020
the top twenty pharmaceutical companies worldwide made over $680 billion in revenue. In 2019
Johnson & Johnson, a U.S. company and highest revenue earner of the top 20, made an astounding
$82.6 billion!8 It should be noted, that in July 2021, Johnson & Johnson, one of the Big Pharma vaccine
manufacturers, that cannot be sued now or in the future for COVID vaccine related side effects,
including death, settled the “J&J Big Pharma Opioid lawsuit” for $26 billion.9
The three biggest COVID vaccine suppliers, J&J, Pfizer and Moderna charge an average of $20 per
dose. In the US that equates to conservatively $4.2 billion in revenue in the past 18 months.
Worldwide, that figure is between $80-$110 billion due to the different contract pricing structures of
each country.10 11 There are forty newly minted billionaires worldwide in COVID related businesses
since the onset of the COVID pandemic, nineteen of them Chinese.12 In the first quarter of 2021, Big
Pharma spent $14 million on lobbying in the halls of the United States Congress and they have spent
over $6 billion in the last 20 years.13 Of course Big Pharma wants vaccines mandated and of course
they will lobby your government representatives to ensure compliance. You should ask, who amongst
our politicians is taking the money and in what form? Pharma stock?

6

https://thevaccinereaction.org/2021/09/israeli-study-finds-natural-immunity-to-coronavirus-far-superiortovaccineinduced-immunity/
7
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2021/09/210902124937.htm
8
https://www.fiercepharma.com/special-report/top-20-pharma-companies-by-2020-revenue
9
https://www.thecartertreatmentcenter.com/blog/2021/july/j-j-and-others-settle-opioid-lawsuits-for-26-bil/
10
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2021/aug/11/covid-19-vaccines-the-contracts-prices-and-profits
11
https://ourworldindata.org/covid-vaccinations
12
https://www.forbes.com/sites/giacomotognini/2021/04/06/meet-the-40-new-billionaires-who-got-richfightingcovid19/?sh=2c97fc4917e5
13
https://www.opensecrets.org/news/2021/07/big-pharma-largest-lobbying-spender-biden-crackdown/

Alternatives to vaccines exist, but they are blocked by the FDA, CDC and, until recently the NIH. In a
report in The American Journal of Therapeutics (July-August 2021), Ivermectin is just one alternative
to have been found to be effective against COVID: “A review by the Front Line COVID19 Critical Care
Alliance summarized findings from twenty-seven studies on the effects of ivermectin for the prevention
and treatment of COVID-19 infection, concluding that ivermectin “demonstrates a strong signal of
therapeutic efficacy” against COVID-19.” 14 Following extensive studies and a presentation before NIH
by the physicians group, Front Line Covid-19 Critical Care Alliance (FLCCC), it was announced on
January 14, 2021, that Ivermectin has been approved by NIH, making it an “option” for the treatment
of COVID. In a presentation before the Department of Homeland Security, Dr. Pierre Kory, a founding
member of the FLCCC, and his team testified before the U.S. Senate Homeland Security Committee
in favor of authorizing ivermectin, a “Nobel Prize–winning anti-parasitic agent, for early treatment of
the novel coronavirus. In his impassioned presentation, Dr. Kory explained that ivermectin “basically
obliterates transmission of this virus,” with “miraculous effectiveness.”15
Despite these findings, the FDA16 and CDC23 stated in August 2021 that “there are insufficient data to
recommend either for or against the use of ivermectin for the treatment of COVID-19, and the World
Health Organization recommends against its use outside of clinical trials.” It seems that the FDA is
focused entirely on the use of “Vaccines” to treat COVID and as late as September 3, 2021, has doubled
down on its bias despite evidence of the “miraculous effectiveness of Ivermectin”. 17
Could it be because the FDA gets kickbacks from pharmaceuticals in the form of “User Fees”? We are
talking BIG MONEY and the more vaccines sold the more money the FDA receives to keep its
bureaucracy going. “Between FY2017 and FY2021, FDA’s enacted annual total program level
(excluding amounts enacted in supplemental appropriations measures or in the American Rescue Plan
Act) increased from $4.745 billion to $6.05 billion. Over that time period, congressionally appropriated
funding increased by 18%, while user fee revenue increased by 42%.” 18 From the time COVID
“vaccines” became available (and now mandated) during the year 2021, user fee revenue has
increased by 42%! User Fees account for over 45% of the FDA’s total budget. In other words, the
more vaccines sold, the more money the FDA collects. Additionally, the CARES act added another half
a billion in revenue over a nine-year period from 2017–2025. Likewise, CDC and NIH benefit from this
pandemic. Budgets for all three agencies have skyrocketed in 2021 and 2022. NIH’s budget for 2022
is $52 billion and the CDCs is $55.1 billion.19 Much of the CDC’s budget is in the form of wealth
redistribution or “equity” allowances to Tribes and by “addressing disparities”.20

14

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC8248252/

15

https://www.lifesitenews.com/news/miraculous-ivermectin-approved-for-use-in-the-us-for-the-treatment-of-covid-19/
https://www.fda.gov/consumers/consumer-updates/why-you-should-not-use-ivermectin-treat-or-prevent-covid-19
23
https://emergency.cdc.gov/han/2021/pdf/cdc_han_449.pdf
16

17

https://www.fda.gov/consumers/consumer-updates/why-you-should-not-use-ivermectin-treat-or-prevent-covid-19
https://www.fda.gov/about-fda/fda-basics/fact-sheet-fda-glance
19
https://officeofbudget.od.nih.gov/br.html
20
https://www.cdc.gov/budget/index.html
18

Please Note: Merck Pharmaceutical is the original patent holder for Ivermectin; however, the patent
has expired rendering the drug cheap and readily available around the world (except the US) without
prescription. In other words, there is no financial incentive for Merck or the FDA
(which receives “User Fees” from Big Pharma) to prescribe Ivermectin as treatment against COVID.
Ponder that for a moment…the FDA DOES NOT ALLOW IVERMECTIN as treatment or prevention
against COVID 19. Currently, Merck is awaiting approval from the FDA for a NEW wonder drug as an
effective treatment and preventative drug against COVID 19. 21 If you do not see the connection
between Ivermectin, Merck and the FDA then you are blindly and woefully ignorant and should not
be reading this report. The FDA and BIG Pharma would rather people die than lose its cash cow
“Vaccines”. It has been reported that Merck will be charging hospitals $700 a dose for this “new” drug
(forty times what it costs Merck to produce),22 as compared to Ivermectin at less than $30 for a pack
of twenty tablets.
Finally, and most importantly, it is a matter of protecting our freedoms under the Constitution of the
United States of America. When we abdicate our right to make medical decisions for ourselves, we
abdicate all our guaranteed freedoms. It is not and should not be shameful to be patriotic. We cannot
take for granted that this is a “one off” mandate by our government to protect us from COVID. This
is a slippery slope downward to communist control over our daily lives and the beginning of the end
to a way of life that has been, up until now, arguably, the greatest in the history of the world.
Washington state is one of the most draconian in its approach to COVID with unprecedented
restrictions that have not proven to be successful in reducing COVID transmission or prevention of
death. I reiterate, one of the reasons for the death rate is the inaccurate reporting of death by COVID
when there are many, many underlying causes for the death.

21
22

https://www.wsws.org/en/articles/2021/10/05/pill-o05.html
https://theintercept.com/2021/10/05/covid-pill-drug-pricing-merck-ridgeback/

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 10:41:47 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: NO to mandatory vaccines for school age kids

From: Scott, Cindy Wall <scottcindywall@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 7:24 AM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: NO to mandatory vaccines for school age kids

External Email
I would like to express my extreme opposition to implementation of a COVID 19 vaccine
requirement for schools in Washington State.

1. No COVID vaccine available in the United States has received FDA approval. All
available vaccines, including the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine, are being administered under
an Emergency Use Authorization. The only “approved” COVID 19 vaccine is Comirnaty,
and it is not available in the United States and there is no anticipated date for its
availability. (This “smoke and mirrors” approach by the FDA is the subject of numerous
lawsuits and a Federal Judge recently rejected Pfizer’s claim that the 2 products are
interchangeable: Federal Judge Rejects DOD Claim That Pfizer EUA and Comirnaty
Vaccines Are ‘Interchangeable’ • Children's Health Defense (childrenshealthdefense.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fchildrenshealthdefense.org%2F&da
) Since EUA products cannot be mandated per the Nuremberg Code, this alone should be
enough to stop consideration of making vaccines mandatory.

2. Children are statistically at zero risk of dying from COVID. Their survival rate is in the
range of 99.997-99.998% or, put another way, their risk of dying with COVID is less than
2 in every 1,000,000 children. The very few children who are listed as COVID deaths did
not die OF COVID, but rather WITH COVID as anyone being admitted to a hospital
nowadays is tested. I challenge the Washington State Board of Health to show medical
records for even one child who has died OF COVID. Where there’s no risk, there can be
no benefit.

3. No one knows the long term risks of these vaccines. You may remember that one of
the members of the FDA Advisory Committee infamously said, “We are never going to
learn about how safe thie vaccine is until we start giving it” Dr. Eric Ruben, Editor in
Chief NEJM The studies Pfizer conducted were woefully underpowered. This is an analysis
of 10 Red Flags associated with Pfizer’s studies: Ten red flags in the FDA’s risk-benefit
analysis of Pfizer’s EUA application to inject American children 5 to 11 with its mRNA
product – Commentary – America's Frontline Doctors (americasfrontlinedoctors.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Famericasfrontlinedoctors.org%2F&d

)

Force vaccinating healthy children for a disease that doesn’t affect them to make adults
feel safe is a new low for humanity. Please do the right thing and do not require these
vaccinations for school age children.

Thank you for hearing my voice on this matter!

______________________________________________
From: Colson Cripps
Sent: 1/7/2022 4:24:50 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brett Pederson
Sent: 1/10/2022 7:49:18 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Tedi Andrews
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:57:38 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: COVID Comment
External Email
Hello,
Here are some issues at Board Health that I'd like to comment on:

1.
It immediately appeared to me that your team willfully misguided people on what
was going to be taking place on the agenda. - Your team was unnecessarily vague on
responses to concerns and agenda items, which was actually a misdirection to what was
actually going to take place, especially on item #11.
2.
Your team says, "Oh, well physicians can give Exemptions, for people who are
concerned", but this is a disingenuous and misdirecting answer because we all know that
physicians are being intimidated and threatened by DOH and their hospital organizations
and being coerced into not signing them. I have personally witnessed this circumstance.
3.
BOH should not be advocating the expansion of EUA vaccines or be encouraging
them, especially for children. These are experimental vaccines and the Nuremberg code
applies under the CFR 45 Title 46. What you're doing, using ignorant people, the elderly,
and children, as guinea pigs to profit the pharmaceutical companies is, immoral and
unethical. What you have been instructed to advocate, is an Aktion T4
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fllink.to%2F%3Fu%3Dhttps%3A%
program. If you are not familiar with that program, go immediately and familiarize
yourselves with what you are supporting. We can see where all this is going because it's
been attempted before.
4.
We should not be concerned with expanding vaccines for a variant that does not
result in an increase in death (Omicron). Nobody case what the "case counts" are! That's
misinformation propaganda! We only need to be concerned, if people are dying. This
variant is a blessing! We know that Natural Immunity is superior to vaccines. What you
people are peddling, is making vulnerable individuals permanently dependent on
boosters....which is very profitable to Big Pharma, isn't it? But incredibly unethical.
Again, I would propose that CFR 45, Title 46 makes this illegal.
5.
You mention to "wear a good mask" and advocate masks but this is disingenuous
as well. We all know that masks are scientifically supported and they are worthless. Just
stop.
6.
If you're concerned about burnout with your healthcare workers, pay them more
and only hire people who have natural immunity.
7.
If we're concerned about hospitalizations, then maybe your BOH and the State of
WA should be doing a better job of funding and advocating for mobile medical units, care
packages, In-Home Care expansion, Open Source Medicine, and Telemedicine.
Insinuating we would need healthcare rationing was a gross exaggeration and
unnecessarily instilling worry in people. The negligence on this, while "the authorities"
opine about the "overburdened hospitals" (which is a lie, they fired their immune staffs!)
is gross.
8.
Why are the State of WA and your BOH so concerned about adding and restricting
the Constitutional Rights of the people? Your job is to expand and uphold those Rights,
not look for government expansion. The Constitution was designed to restrict the
Government, not the Citizens.
9.
Your slide on unvaccinated hospital rates was a lie. Other studies, worldwide, have

already invalidated this lie. In fact, it's already been shown that vaccinated people are
the ones taking up most hospital beds. I have known many unvaccinated people who
have caught the disease and survived intact. All the stories I have heard of the death,
have been people who got vaccinated or the booster and then died of a stroke, blood
clot, or heart disease or got some type of heart disease. So shame on your lies.
10.
The coercion and duress being put on the unvaccinated to accept this
experimental product are unConstitutional, unethical, and illegal under CFR 45, Title 46.
Stop encouraging it! Adopt the Great Barrington Declaration model already signed by
thousands of physicians.
11.
The BOH should be recommending to the Governor's office to lift the public
mandates. These are not Constitutional, as they violate the IV and V Amendments. Delta
is no longer the primary variant and Omicron is not deadly. Scientists have already come
out and stated COVID will now become endemic. It would be a greater public service to
allow people to develop superior natural immunity with omicron than keep them
dependent on the experimental pharmaceutical product for life. We know what is being
peddled to the public doesn't legally qualify as a "vaccine".
12.
When we have government agencies creating mandates or restricting movement,
association, or determining what the Citizen does with their body, this violates the
Constitution. The Constitution is a legal Agreement. It is the legal Agreement between
the Government and the Citizen. Within that Agreement explicitly upholds the Citizen's
Natural Rights (which includes their body) and bodily autonomy.
13.
When we have government bodies and officers mandating what people do or do
not put in their bodies, that violates the 13th & 14th Amendments and creates a breach
of the agreement. This is not appropriate in a Republic.
Sincerely,
Tedi Andrews
Bellevue, WA
<https://pixel.salesfla.re/img/8fc1dafd17ea96b2bb72c2e24ac0145d>
<https://pixel.salesfla.re/img/5705aadf69e36ea3b50d8a7eb12416f9>

______________________________________________
From: Colin Woehrle
Sent: 1/10/2022 5:24:53 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 1:42:21 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: No to vaccine mandates

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: Nicole Kraayeveld <syriin@icloud.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 9:33 AM
To: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: No to vaccine mandates

External Email
Dear SBOH,

Please do not force people who would be more harmed than helped to get vaccinations
that do not even affect their age group. Having children get immunized for a disease that
has virtually 0% death rate for but the vaccination has an increased chance of causing
myocarditis and other terrible side effects (www.CanadianCovidCareAlliance.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.canadiancovidcarealliance.org
) is irresponsible at best, and criminal at worst on your part if you pass this as a
mandate.
This applies to all people who are immune to covid from having contracted the disease
and are now immune to it. The risks of the vaccine far outweigh any public good that the
vaccine has shown to do. Please do not add covid to the list of communicable diseases
that warrant such extreme measures.
Please stand behind and protect parents rights to choose what is best for their children.
Please respect freedom of choice. Please respect bodily autonomy and informed consent
by saying NO to mandating the Covid vaccine for our children.
Thank you for your time,
Nicole K
Eastsound, Wa.

Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Sue VanSlooten
Sent: 1/11/2022 3:46:34 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: On the Proposed Policies to Involuntarily Detain People in a Quarantine Facility
& Mandate COVID Vaccination in Schools
External Email
Greetings,
Concerning your agenda for tomorrow's, January 12, 2022 board meeting, I must concur
completely with Margaret Anna Alice’s letter to the WA State Board of Health. The letter
is lengthy but I am sure you are familiar with the contents. The link to the letter follows:
Margaretannaalice.substack.com
Specifically, my issues are with the proposed policies as follows:
*
Allowing local health officers to use law enforcement (WAC 246-100-070) to force
an emergency order to involuntarily detain a person or group of persons (families) to be
isolated in a quarantine facility (WAC 246-100-045) following refusal to voluntarily
comply with requests for medical examination, testing, treatment, counseling, and
vaccination (WAC 246-100-040). These specifics come from WAC 246-100.
*
Including the Covid-19 injections as part of school immunization requirements
using WAC 246-105.
For reasons well described in Ms. Alice’s letter I request you pull the offending policies
from your agenda and put them to rest permanently. And in summary, I quote Ms.
Alice’s closing statements:
If you pass these proposals, you will be remembered for your complicit cowardice—and
you will not be excused from accepting responsibility for your actions.
If you choose humanity over authoritarianism, if you choose community over division, if
you choose freedom over enslavement, you will also be remembered, but in a different
way.
You will be remembered for your heroism in the face of formidable political, social, and
historical pressures rivaling those weathered nearly a century ago.
You will be remembered for leaping to fulfill the challenge issued by Elie Wiesel:
“I swore never to be silent whenever and wherever human beings endure suffering and
humiliation. We must always take sides.”
Sue VanSlooten

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 12:48:10 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vaccine Mandate for Children

From: Twisha Chandra <twisha.chandra@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 1:38 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>; Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH)
<Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>; Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
<Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>;
Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH) <kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
<Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>; Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
<Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>; Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH)
<Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
<Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>;
Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH) <Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Vaccine Mandate for Children

External Email
Dear Members of WA State Board of Health,

As a concerned parent and member of the community, I would like you to consider
statistics and data on deaths, severe disease and hospitalizations in children, consider
the risk factors (like inflammation of heart), before mandating vaccines for children.
Please note that covid especially with omicron causing less severe disease poses a mild
threat to children on an average. I would highly appreciate it if this "big" govt
authoritarian approach of mandating vaccines is given up. Let individuals decide their risk
level and leave each family to its own. Vaccines are not preventing cases anyway as they
are only decoupling severe disease from infection hence the community is not benefitted.
Also consider how private schools functioned and kept open through the peaks of delta
and other more virulent variants!

Please stop disrupting our children's lives as closing schools and disrupting so much of
social fabric is already playing havoc with their mental health.

Regards,
Twisha

______________________________________________
From: Amber Gerard
Sent: 1/12/2022 12:43:23 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: DO NOT Mandate Covid 19 Vaccine
External Email
I am writing to you as a parent who believes in the public school system and the value it
brings to our children. I implore you to NOT implement a COVID19 vaccine for schoolaged children. The data DOES NOT support the danger of this disease to children. We
have vaccines for adults to protect themselves with now. There is absolutely NO scientific
reason that children should be required to receive a vaccine that does not have longterm data to back the efficacy or potential side effects that may present years down the
road.
This administration has done a poor job articulating WHY this conversation is even
happening. We can only assume it is strictly for control and a deep desire to "be right"
and cause conflict. If you care about the people of Washington State and being a small
step forward to healing our nation of the massive divide this illness has contributed to,
you will allow parents to make the best medical decisions for their own children.
I ask you to please consider my position on NOT MANDATING COVID 19 VACCINES TO
SCHOOL CHILDREN for 3 very simple reasons.
1.
Vaccines are widely available for those that chose them and feel that is their only
protection.
2.
We are watching these variants lose their steam and become less lethal. This is
attributed to both immunities occurring from vaccines as well as recovered infections.
3.

Children are not in inherent danger of severe illness.

Thank you for your time,
Amber Gerard

______________________________________________
From: Carla Vinsant
Sent: 1/11/2022 2:47:39 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public Comments for WSBOH Members from March EH Committee Special
Meeting
External Email
Hello, my name is Carla Vinsant. I live in Selah, WA. I am a mother of 3, and a wife. I
am also a preschool teacher for a private school.
I do not agree with the proposal of adding the Covid vaccine into our regular vaccines, in
any way. These children are MY children to make this decision for. I do not wish for my
children to be injected with any substance that I cannot control or know 100% the
outcome: short or long term. It is an abomination to human kind to FORCE any kind of
vaccine or substance to be injected involuntarily into our bodies. Covid-19 is still a
relatively new virus known to man kind, and there have been way too many “vaccines”
created in this short term, for me to believe that it is worth the long term effects—or
possibly even death—for my loved ones. Evidence has proven over and over that these
vaccines do NOT prevent a person from getting the disease, but that there can be
detrimental outcomes from being injected with this poison:
Blood clots
strokes
unexplained/sudden DEATH
menstrual problems
miscarriage
fertility issues
While the vaccine HAS proven shortened duration of having the virus, that evidence is
not strong enough to sway my opinion on this subject.
I believe that as AMERICANS, one of the BEST things we have is, FREEDOM OF
CHOICE!!! And also FREEDOM OF SPEECH. When the subject matter has to do with
abortion, we hear so often, “my body my choice!” And the people have to be ok with the
idea of a fetus being MURDERED up to 24 weeks gestation!!! Even though at the moment
of fertilization, a baby’s genetic make-up is COMPLETE, including their sex! So we have
to accept THAT, but our state/country can’t accept the fact that we do not want to
voluntarily inject a drug that hasn’t even been around long enough to SEE long term
effects?! Or can cause someone like me, who has had a blood clotting problem in the
past, to possibly BRING ON blood clots-willingly?! This is not something that I should
have to be faced with. If we’re going to say, “my body, my choice” on one side, then it
should stand for the other as well.
Thank you for your time.
Carla Vinsant
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Ethan Kast
Sent: 1/9/2022 9:32:19 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Audra Christianson
Sent: 1/8/2022 1:21:58 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Paula Peterson
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:39:47 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Carla Squires
Sent: 1/8/2022 6:40:30 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Penny Grant
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:33:24 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Priya Harmon
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:17:33 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Chase Chang
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:23:53 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Eric Bowles
Sent: 1/12/2022 11:57:34 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: COVID Vaccine Policy, State Board of Health Meeting

attachments\348FAB4B5573488D_image.png
External Email
To whom it may concern.
I know that you all have good hearts and want to do what is best and most beneficial for
the people of the state of Washington. I do not believe you want to do anyone any harm.
That being said, I fear you may be in an echo chamber that seeks confirmation bias in
favor of the dangers of COVID while excluding all opinion and/or scientific studies that
indicate that societal shutdowns, and mRNA injection mandates are more harmful than
the virus itself. It is now known that the mRNA shot does not stop someone from getting
or transmitting COVID. I have many friends, fully "vaccinated" and boosted who have
gotten sick with COVID post treatment. If people became sick with smallpox, measles,
TB, or Polio after being vaccinated, there would be outrage. Those vaccines use a
different technology and work, this "vaccine" does not work, and CDC Director Rochelle
Walensky admitted August 6th that the mRNA injections do not stop transmission of the
virus, so why are we still talking about pushing it?
When the vast majority of people at risk from this virus are over 65 years old with comorbid conditions it doesn't seem logical that mandates are put upon the entire
Washington population, and children specifically. They are under no statistical danger
from dying from COVID (children are more likely to die from a dog attack, or lightning
strike, or a car accident on the way to school) and there is no actual evidence of children
passing COVID onto adults.
In addition, individuals are responsible for their own safety. The government should put
forth good truthful information about the dangers of COVID and then let the citizens
decide for themselves how to protect from that. It is no citizen's responsibility to protect
me and I'm not responsible to protect anyone else, we should all be free to choose our
path. It is a logical fallacy that people are vaccinated to protect other people. It is done
for personal protection. Government is responsible to stop and punish crime but should
not force people to do things that go against their conscience.
I have compiled links to many studies and statements that show that COVID is not as
dangerous as the government and media have made it out to be. We should be free to
choose our own paths and protect ourselves as we see fit.
Please, remove all government mandates for shut-downs, vaccines, and quarantine. At
this point this virus is comparable to the flu. Staying at home when sick has always been
the method to reduce transmission but people are smart enough on their own to know
when that needs to happen. Government force is not needed.
Thanks,
Eric Bowles

Pfizer CEO: mRNA "Gene Editing" Vaccines can "Cure" People Born with a "Mistake" in
Their DNA

https://rumble.com/voz921-pfizer-ceo-mrna-gene-editing-vaccines-can-cure-peopleborn-with-a-mistake-i.html
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Frumble.com%2Fvoz921pfizer-ceo-mrna-gene-editing-vaccines-can-cure-people-born-with-a-mistakei.html&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C120a112cb7844a393b0108d9d60584d9%7C11d0e2

Opinion: Pfizer CEO calls its jab ‘gene editing,’ exposes his clear belief in eugenics

https://thelibertyloft.com/2021/11/10/opinion-pfizer-ceo-calls-its-jab-gene-editingexposes-his-clear-belief-in-eugenics/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fthelibertyloft.com%2F2021%2F11
pfizer-ceo-calls-its-jab-gene-editing-exposes-his-clear-belief-ineugenics%2F&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C120a112cb7844a393b0108d9d60584d9%7C
Bayer executive admits in public Covid jab is a GENE THERAPY (not a vaccine)

https://www.brighteon.com/fa269d92-4c6d-4b34-941a-8b18a2fb2b1a
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.brighteon.com%2Ffa269d92
4c6d-4b34-941a8b18a2fb2b1a&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C120a112cb7844a393b0108d9d60584d9%7

Bayer executive: mRNA shots are ‘gene therapy’ marketed as ‘vaccines’ to gain public
trust

https://www.lifesitenews.com/news/bayer-executive-mrna-shots-are-gene-therapymarketed-as-vaccines-to-gain-public-trust/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.lifesitenews.com%2Fnews%2
executive-mrna-shots-are-gene-therapy-marketed-as-vaccines-to-gain-publictrust%2F&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C120a112cb7844a393b0108d9d60584d9%7C11d
What these people said about the injections is borne out in the performance of them in
application: they do not stop infection or transmission and they may even make both
worse:
CDC Director, Rochelle Walensky admits the mRNA injections do not stop transmission of
the virus
׳׳
CDC Director said today August 6th that “what they (Coronavirus vaccines) can׳tdo
anymore is prevent transmission.”

So… What’s the logic of treating the people vaccinated against COVID-19 better than
those who are not vaccinated such as at NYC restaurants? cc @MarkLevineNYC
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FMarkLevineNYC%3
pic.twitter.com/j0F03ASSro
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ft.co%2Fj0F03ASSro&data=04%7C

— Yossi Gestetner (@YossiGestetner) August 6, 2021
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FYossiGestetner%2

Worldwide vaccine failure

https://alexberenson.substack.com/p/worldwide-vaccinefailure?r=q80us&utm_campaign=post&utm_medium=web
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Falexberenson.substack.com%2Fp%
vaccinefailure%3Fr%3Dq80us%26utm_campaign%3Dpost%26utm_medium%3Dweb&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%
Vaccinated people were 6.72 times more likely to get infected than those with natural
immunity from prior #COVID

https://www.israelnationalnews.com/news/309762
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.israelnationalnews.com%2Fn

Necessity of COVID-19 vaccination in previously infected individuals

https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.06.01.21258176v2
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.medrxiv.org%2Fcontent%2F
(Not one of the 1359 previously infected subjects who remained unvaccinated had a
SARS-CoV-2 infection over the duration of the study.
Dr Mike Yeadon – “Children are 50 times more likely to die from the Covid Vaccines than
from the virus itself”

https://dailyexpose.uk/2021/07/09/dr-mike-yeadon-children-are-50-times-more-likelyto-die-from-the-covid-vaccines-than-from-the-virus-itself/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fdailyexpose.uk%2F2021%2F07%2
mike-yeadon-children-are-50-times-more-likely-to-die-from-the-covid-vaccines-thanfrom-the-virusitself%2F&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C120a112cb7844a393b0108d9d60584d9%7C11d

COVID-19 vaccine efficacy and effectiveness—the elephant (not) in the room (The
Lancet)

https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lanmic/article/PIIS2666-5247(21)000690/fulltext?s=09
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.thelancet.com%2Fjournals%
5247(21)000690%2Ffulltext%3Fs%3D09&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C120a112cb7844a393b0108d9d6

CDC Changes Definition of “Vaccine”, Vindicates Alex Berenson

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2021/09/cdc-changes-definition-vaccine-vindicatesalex-berenson/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.thegatewaypundit.com%2F2
changes-definition-vaccine-vindicates-alexberenson%2F&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C120a112cb7844a393b0108d9d60584d9%7

Don’t Vaccinate Kids: Urgent Message From Doctors’ Summit

https://trialsitenews.com/dont-vaccinate-kids-urgent-message-from-doctors-summit/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftrialsitenews.com%2Fdontvaccinate-kids-urgent-message-from-doctorssummit%2F&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C120a112cb7844a393b0108d9d60584d9%7C1
12-17 year olds have a 3.2 times greater chance of going to the hospital for a vaccine
associated Adverse Event, than for C19 itself – links to CDC data
Worrisome paper about the spike protein’s impact on DNA and DNA repair

https://alexberenson.substack.com/p/urgent-worrisome-paper-about-the/comments
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Falexberenson.substack.com%2Fp%
worrisome-paper-aboutthe%2Fcomments&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C120a112cb7844a393b0108d9d60584d9

CENSORED: COVID Vaccine Injured Who Regret Their Decisions to Get the Shot and
Their Message to You

https://medicalkidnap.com/2021/08/18/censored-covid-vaccine-injured-who-regrettheir-decisions-to-get-the-shot-and-their-message-to-you/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fmedicalkidnap.com%2F2021%2F0
covid-vaccine-injured-who-regret-their-decisions-to-get-the-shot-and-their-message-toyou%2F&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C120a112cb7844a393b0108d9d60584d9%7C11d0

A Review and Autopsy of Two COVID Immunity Studies

https://brownstone.org/articles/a-review-and-autopsy-of-two-covid-immunity-studies/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fbrownstone.org%2Farticles%2Fareview-and-autopsy-of-two-covid-immunitystudies%2F&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C120a112cb7844a393b0108d9d60584d9%7C1

137 Research Studies Affirm Naturally Acquired Immunity to Covid-19: Documented,
Linked, and Quoted

https://brownstone.org/articles/79-research-studies-affirm-naturally-acquired-immunityto-covid-19-documented-linked-and-quoted/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fbrownstone.org%2Farticles%2F79
research-studies-affirm-naturally-acquired-immunity-to-covid-19-documented-linkedandquoted%2F&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C120a112cb7844a393b0108d9d60584d9%7C1

CDC Admits Crushing Rights of Naturally Immune Without Proof They Transmit the Virus

https://aaronsiri.substack.com/p/cdc-admits-crushing-rights-ofnaturally?r=q80us&utm_campaign=post&utm_medium=web
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faaronsiri.substack.com%2Fp%2Fc
admits-crushing-rights-ofnaturally%3Fr%3Dq80us%26utm_campaign%3Dpost%26utm_medium%3Dweb&data=04%7C01%7Cwsbo

“Thout Shalt Not Murder.”
VERIFY: Yes, Johnson & Johnson used aborted fetal cell lines in its creation of the COVID19 vaccine

https://www.khou.com/article/news/verify/johnson-and-johnson-aborted-fetal-cellsverify/285-6d4fe5ba-3763-4d4e-ba32-294f3fa39020
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.khou.com%2Farticle%2Fnew
and-johnson-aborted-fetal-cells-verify%2F285-6d4fe5ba-3763-4d4e-ba32294f3fa39020&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C120a112cb7844a393b0108d9d60584d9%7

Virologist explains the commonly used cell lines in COVID vaccines

https://mynorthwest.com/3150469/virologist-explains-cell-lines-in-covid-vaccines/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fmynorthwest.com%2F3150469%2
explains-cell-lines-in-covidvaccines%2F&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C120a112cb7844a393b0108d9d60584d9%7C

Nonpharmaceutical Measures for Pandemic Influenza in Nonhealthcare Settings—Personal
Protective and Environmental Measures

https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/eid/article/26/5/19-0994_article
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwwwnc.cdc.gov%2Feid%2Farticle%
0994_article&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C120a112cb7844a393b0108d9d60584d9%7C
Volume 26, Number 5—May 2020

Exclusive: Forced to Get Vaccine to Remain on Lung Transplant List, 49-Year-Old Who
Survived COVID Dies After Second Moderna Shot

https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/bobby-amy-bolin-lung-transplant-diesmoderna-covid-vaccine/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fchildrenshealthdefense.org%2Fdef
amy-bolin-lung-transplant-dies-moderna-covidvaccine%2F&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C120a112cb7844a393b0108d9d60584d9%7C1

Israeli study: Natural immunity gives better protection than COVID shot

https://www.israelnationalnews.com/News/News.aspx/312637
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.israelnationalnews.com%2FN

The Association Between School Closures and Child Mental Health During COVID-19

https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jamanetworkopen/fullarticle/2783714
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fjamanetwork.com%2Fjournals%2F

Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 Delta Variant Among Vaccinated Healthcare Workers,
Vietnam

https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3897733
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fpapers.ssrn.com%2Fsol3%2Fpape

Vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals have similar viral loads in communities with a
high prevalence of the SARS-CoV-2 delta variant

https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.07.31.21261387v1
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.medrxiv.org%2Fcontent%2F

Increases in COVID-19 are unrelated to levels of vaccination across 68 countries and
2947 counties in the United States

https://www.mail.com/scitech/health/11299524-scientists-mystified-wary-africa-avoidscovid-disa.html#.23140-stage-hero1-7
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.mail.com%2Fscitech%2Fhea
scientists-mystified-wary-africa-avoids-covid-disa.html%23.23140-stage-hero17&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C120a112cb7844a393b0108d9d60584d9%7C11d0e2172

______________________________________________
From: Patricia Fujihara
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:47:36 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 9:08:55 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Fwd: No to mandatory vaccinations

Get Outlook for iOS
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fo0ukef&data=04%7C0
________________________________
From: BeverLi Joi <bjoinow@msn.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 12:34:57 PM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: No to mandatory vaccinations
External Email
BeverLi Joi

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone
Get Outlook for Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2FAAb9ysg&data=04%7C

______________________________________________
From: Amy Binsfield
Sent: 1/8/2022 3:00:49 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: VANESSA NICHOLS
Sent: 1/12/2022 1:10:48 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: public comment for natural immunity verses covid 19 injection.
External Email
I was listening to the meeting. I was concerned that the speaker on the vaccine
immunity stated that the covid 19 injection immunity was longer lasting and better than
natural immunity. This is so untrue. I have read many studies, which have been peered
reviewed, that show that natural immunity is robust and long lasting. There have been
scientific studies with the SARS cov1 which show that the recovered have immunity after
17 years against the first SARs virus. You would think that this will hold true to SARS 2.
If the injections were so good at achieving longer immunity, why are boosters needed?
Also, the injections only give protection against the spike protein, while natural immunity
is against all the proteins on the virus.
You are losing public trust in many areas; one area of lost is trust, is due to the
mandates for the injection tied to loosing freedoms. All this is so wrong. No one should
be forced or strong armed into taking an injection or lose their freedom or job. Many
people were fired during the health care and state worker mandate. Many nurses are
having trouble with burn out than needed because of the stress of the mandate put on
them. They were forced to choose between their job or health. Why did you guys do that
to our health care workers?
Another area that you are losing trust in is when you shut down someone with an
opposing opinion. What is the motive? You are shutting down well respected scientist and
doctors, who are specialist in the virology and epidemiology some of them from Oxford,
Harvard and Yale.
You have also blocked doctors from using Ivermectin and HCQ all which have plenty of
peer reviewed studies that show their effectiveness against Covid 19. These medications
are safe, cheap and have been on the market for years. Even if the medications helped a
little the patient should have a right to use the medication if prescribed by their doctor.
I am also very opposed to the detainment camps and the authority given to public health
care works to use law enforcement to detain people indefinitely. This is wrong. In history
when people are put into detainment camps things did not turn out well for the
detainee's and the public authorities became tyrannical.
Thank you for your time
Vanessa Nichols

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 8:57:40 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Fwd: I oppose

Get Outlook for iOS
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fo0ukef&data=04%7C0
________________________________
From: Bethany Borgen <bethanyborgen29@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 1:01:38 PM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: I oppose
External Email
Oppose wac
I oppose the proposed WAC’s 246-100-070, WAC 246-100-045, WAC 246-100-040, WAC
246-100, WAC 246-105
I am completely against giving local health officers use of law enforcement and the use of
an emergency order to involuntarily detain a person or family into a quarantine facility if
they refuse the requests of medical examination, testing, treatment, counseling, or
vaccination.
I am completely against covid-19 injections as part of the school immunization
requirements using WAC 246-105.

______________________________________________
From: Dean Walker
Sent: 1/8/2022 3:59:05 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 9:48:39 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: UNBELIEVABLE

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111
-----Original Message----From: Dave Adams <dadams@millersheating.com>
Sent: Saturday, January 8, 2022 11:05 AM
To: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: UNBELIEVABLE
External Email
I need to voice my concern that it has been brought to my attention some very
disturbing allegations . Is it true that there are plans in place to give the State Board of
Health power to FORCE VACCINATIONS? And then power to have police arrest and detain
people for observing their constitutional right to CHOOSE whether they are vaccinated or
not? These allegations and plans are WAY OVER THE LINE of State government. There is
so much scientific and medical evidence that Covid vaccines are harmful especially in
CHILDREN. It is the Parents ,for children ,and adults individual right and responsibility to
CHOOSE their health care. I am watching and holding each individual in Government
responsible for their vote and position on this issue.
Sincerely
David Adams
President/Owner
Miller's Heating & Air
6109 NE HWY 99
VANCOUVER WA 98665
Cell 360-772-2000

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 7:26:24 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Upcoming Debate on WA State Health Officers and Isolation

From: Scott Pollock <scotthousekeeping@outlook.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 10:54 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>; Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH)
<Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>; Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
<Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>;
Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH) <kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
<Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>; Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
<Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>; Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH)
<Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
<Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Upcoming Debate on WA State Health Officers and Isolation

External Email
Hello all,

I apologize, if I am adding to an onslaught of email. Regarding the upcoming
recommendations for WA State Health Officers and quarantine protocols. As a child of a
German Jewish family and a student of history, I am asking all of you to stand for Godgiven freedoms offered to all individuals and protected by the U.S. Constitution.

The tyrannical, Nazi-style thinking that is foundational to the proposed measures MUST
be resisted. As Americans, we are the heirs to the mantle of freedom. We show the
entire world how a free society responds to crises. We cannot permit what is happening
in Australia to come to our State.

Whatever each of us believes about the severity of this virus, we know this; that it is no
more dangerous than many other activities or illnesses we all deal with on a daily basis.
Yes, for those who are elderly or compromised, greater measures may need to be taken,
but for the majority of us? No, and definitely not to the extreme that we need to become
the sort of tyrants our forefathers spilled their blood to resist.

For those of us who are not in the medical business, many of us have done our reading.

We understand that the transmissible viral load carried by vaccinated and unvaccinated
folks is the same. Also, taking my business for example. I have seven folks who are out
of work and Covid positive. SIX are fully vaccinated. One, is not vaccinated. All of my
non-vaccinated employees have had any issues, whatsoever. This is a company of 40
people.

Both politically and scientifically, we MUST not respond to this virus as if it is the end of
civilization. It is not. We deal with far greater threats to our lives and health on a daily
basis, and we do not strip Americans of their God-given freedoms because of those
threats.

I am begging you. For the future of our children. Please, stand against this tyranny. If we
permit this into our State, it will be only the beginning of a dark and dreadful chapter.
Covid is a hurdle, but we must handle it as free people. Not as political tyrants. Please
always remember; there are fates worse than death. People are going to get sick, with
Covid. It’s going to happen, but we cannot destroy everything we are because of this
particular virus. Please, consider carefully. Your input may directly affect the future of
this State and Country.

With deep respect,

Scott Pollock
Poulsbo, WA
(360)265-1750

______________________________________________
From: bruce butterfield
Sent: 1/11/2022 6:12:21 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am outraged at your perception that you have authority to dictate to me and other
parents as to what medical procedures need to be administered to our children. Shame
on you. You are in the process of significantly overreaching your purpose in life. Worry
about clean water or corrupt doctors - Stay away from our children !!
Bruce Butterfield

______________________________________________
From: Anatoliy Livarchuk
Sent: 1/8/2022 11:29:08 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 10:22:52 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Public schools proposals for vaccine mandate

From: candice murphy <candicejean1999@yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 9:41 AM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Public schools proposals for vaccine mandate

External Email
We say no to mandatory vaccines for our children to attend public school. This is a
violation of our constitutional rights and when has forced medical treatment ever been
legal!!! This is NOT okay. If the proposals on Jan 12th for forced immunization come to
pass my children will not attend public school period. We are the voice of the people and
we should be heard.

Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPhone
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Foverview.mail.yahoo.com%2F%3F

______________________________________________
From: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
Sent: 1/8/2022 4:36:29 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Don’t vaccine mandates and its rules

attachments\32B2AA69BDF44559_00249019-27A6-4188-95B5F5CC793C807F.jpeg

--Samantha Pskowski (she/her/hers)
Washington State Board of Health
360-789-2358

From: Bkies.ady.gnd <Bkies.ady.gnd@protonmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 8:48 PM
To: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Don’t vaccine mandates and its rules

External Email

Don’t vaccine mandates and its rules !

Don’t vaccine mandates and its rules ! CDC data explained the ANSWER !

From January 6 , Japan DROPS all vaccine mandates, places MYOCARDITIS warning on
label.

PEOPLE should be able to CHOOSE how they want to govern their own health !
PEOPLE freedom to DECIDE whether they want to be vaccinated or not !

One Taxpayer

Sent with ProtonMail
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fprotonmail.com%2F&data=04%7C
Secure Email.

______________________________________________
From: Olga Kunitsa
Sent: 1/6/2022 12:06:43 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Opposed to Vaccination mandate for Corona!
External Email

I am absolutely opposed to a mandate for vaccination proof! What a violation of our
American Rights!

______________________________________________
From: Patricia Krueger
Sent: 1/9/2022 3:23:18 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: David Boze
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:35:32 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 1:52:57 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Experimental

attachments\77F920D5741D4483_image001.jpg

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: Douglas <keithfelipe@yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 9:03 AM
To: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Experimental

External Email

https://rumble.com/vqq7gc-dr.-robert-malone-before-you-inject-your-child.html
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Frumble.com%2Fvqq7gcdr.-robert-malone-before-you-inject-yourchild.html&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Cc6db2d16f978438b6a7e08d9d3ba6542%7C

Dear Stuart,

We the people say, "NO." to any Mandates of the

EXPERIMENTAL mRNA COMPOUNDS

that are being proposed as

"vaccines" for our children.

Public Health Officials who vote to subject children to

Experimental Compounds will be held accountable.

Please vote no mandates.

K. Douglas Sobanski

K. Douglas Sobanski
Alpine Renovations

http://www.alpinerenovationsllc.com
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.alpinerenovationsllc.com%2F&
425 478 2098

https://www.facebook.com/pg/Alpine-Renovations247775788637966/photos/?tab=album&album_id=250568885025323
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2Fpg%2FAlp
Renovations247775788637966%2Fphotos%2F%3Ftab%3Dalbum%26album_id%3D250568885025323&data=04%7C01

K. Douglas Sobanski
Alpine Renovations

http://www.alpinerenovationsllc.com
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.alpinerenovationsllc.com%2F&
425 478 2098

Log in or sign up to view
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2Fpg%2FAlp
Renovations247775788637966%2Fphotos%2F%3Ftab%3Dalbum%26album_id%3D250568885025323&data=04%7C01

Log in or sign up to view
See posts, photos and more on Facebook.

______________________________________________
From: Cynthia L. Williamson
Sent: 1/10/2022 6:58:05 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cynthia Gothrow
Sent: 1/7/2022 4:23:29 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Popkins Mary
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:57:59 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Tim Rehfield
Sent: 1/11/2022 7:16:16 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Subject: stop mandate
External Email

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pxiQeZ21SFU
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 2:54:57 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: WAC 246-100

From: Dpmoyn <dpmoyn@aol.com>
Sent: Monday, January 10, 2022 2:49 PM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: WAC 246-100

External Email
Hello,

I oppose the quarantine/vaccine mandates.

My understanding is that there will be a Wednesday meeting to discuss, among other
efforts, the move to involuntarily detain those who are not vaccinated in quarantine
facilities that have been created here in WA state - didn't think we were Australia?

Over the past three weeks, every one of our family/extended family members have all
had the COVID virus = all vaccinated and boosted. It is beyond comprehension that there
would be a move to quarantine people who've rejected the vaccines to now continue the
misinformation that only the unvaccinated can get the virus.

Hoping that the truth re: vaccinated getting the virus (Whoopi anyone/numerous political
figures, etc.?) who diligently followed all they've been commanded to do will put to rest
the notion that the unvaccinated are the problem.

Thank you.

______________________________________________
From: Gayle Rogers
Sent: 1/9/2022 6:52:13 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: R Gn
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:18:44 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Re: Public comments
External Email
Not once have I heard any of your team speak of health, and supplements we can take
to keep our immune system up. Not once!
This is a big eye opener to many seeing this joke play out over zoom. Just hide and seek
from corona, something that has a very low kill rate. Why don't you guys touch on the
spike protein dangers for those who have already had covid and then getting a vaccine?
This is horrible, people's trust is gone with your team. Wake up! Use tools not masks,
use tools of promoting fitness and taking supplements proven to improve your immune
system for when people do get it.
STOP FEAR AND CONTROL TACTICS!
R
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 9:38 AM R Gn <rg3team@gmail.com
<mailto:rg3team@gmail.com> > wrote:
I lost my job as an electrician due to Jay Inslee's vaccine mandates. Scare tactics
that people are quickly wising up to. Time to fight back to your and your team/s
continuing to spread fear. Enough is enough, the massive overreach of control needs to
stop. You and your teams work for WE THE PEOPLE! I can go on about friends and family
who are planning on moving. My family is one of them due directly from Jay Insee's hand
picked team which is 10 of 11 of you.
So far your team can't even show up to the zoom meeting on time. 20 minutes
late!
These are basic needs we need from your team and colleges.
Very unprofessional, lets consider you as well as your team changes focus from
controlling the people that employ you to actually bettering the state of WA. health
practices and standards of un communistic rule you have been swayed to believe in. I do
not believe in your science narrative, when science is not being able to question, it is not
science, that would be propaganda.

Time for change and time to release your reins of unrealistic expectations and rule
over WA.
Rick G.

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 9:14:13 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Fwd: URGENT! READ NOW!

Get Outlook for iOS
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fo0ukef&data=04%7C0
________________________________
From: Smila Public Relations <smila.pr@outlook.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 12:24:43 PM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: URGENT! READ NOW!
External Email
Good afternoon,
The fact that nobody can reach you or your colleagues through phone or email is
concerning. It appears that you and your colleagues do not want to hear from the public.
I want you to consider the consequences of your actions and decisions. Mainly, the
meeting today where I understand you and your colleagues will consider imposing forced
isolation for individuals and families. It is my understanding you and your colleagues will
be deciding whether to demand all public school students are vaccinated.
I want you to consider the consequences of your actions. Do you know the public school
attendance is on a steady decline? Citizens are losing trust in public schools. Sit down
and critically think what problems this may cause to the safety and well being of children.
Furthermore, if you or your colleagues vote for any type of forced isolation, you will be
voting against the Constitution. Have you read that lately? It seems that if you have, you
would not consider any thing that is on your agenda.
Speaking of agendas, the public has lost faith in you as well for considering these
unconstitutional demands. WE ARE NOT against science. WE ARE AGAINST AGENDA
SCIENCE. We are not against vaccines. We are against FORCED VACCINES, especially
when the data does not support them as a common good. Insurance companies are
reporting a spike in deaths, not after Covid came but after vaccines came. The vaccine
doesn't stop you from contracting "Covid" or spreading "Covid".
Consider the actions of YOUR INDIVIDUAL decisions and actions. The public is not happy
with the tyranny being imposed in WASHINGTON state. We are fed up with all the dead
small businesses, the suicide and the agenda science.
The public is fed up. It's up to you to do the right thing and think critically, not under an
agenda. These two topics you consider imposing, consider how the public will react. The
public trust is teetering, legal action will be brought forth against you and your board,
you will severe any lasting threads of trust in the public schools and you will infuriate
many parents and citizens. We see outrageous suicides, even of one entire family. This

doesn't need to happen. Look at all science, not just agenda science. Follow the
Constitution, not money.
Thank you,
Tatyana S.

Sent from Outlook Mobile
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fblhgte&data=04%7C0

Sent from Outlook Mobile
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fblhgte&data=04%7C0

______________________________________________
From: DOH Information
Sent: 1/9/2022 6:33:49 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Question/Comment from the public
Hello,

Please note comments and inquiry below from constituent and respond as appropriate.

As always thank you,

DOH Customer Service
Center for Public Affairs
Washington State Department of Health
DOH.Information@doh.wa.gov <mailto:DOH.Information@doh.wa.gov>

1-800-525-0127| www.doh.wa.gov
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.doh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7

From: DOH Feedback <doh.information@doh.wa.gov>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 9:46 AM
To: DOH Information <DOH.Information@DOH.WA.GOV>
Subject: Question/Comment from the public

The following survey response is submitted:
1.
Please select one:

Other

2.
Please enter your comments or questions in the space provided below:

________________________________
To whom it may concern, As a father of a student in Jefferson County I am writing to
share my sincere opposition to mandating vaccinations. There is plenty of evidence
supporting this viewpoint. Here is an article that may help.The Kids Were Safe the Whole
Time Please consider the viewpoints of the parents of this state when making decisions
that affect us all. Sincerely Jonathan Arp

3.
If you are sending feedback on one of our Web pages, please paste the URL here:
98368

4.
Would you like a response?
Tell us how to get in touch with you.
Name:
Jonathan Arp
Email:
jonathanarpple@gmail.com <mailto:jonathanarpple@gmail.com>
Telephone:
(no answer)

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 9:48:53 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: COVID19 CONCENTRATION CAMP COVID19 FORCED VACCINES

From: Debbie Baril <debaril76@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 10:28 AM
Subject: COVID19 CONCENTRATION CAMP COVID19 FORCED VACCINES

External Email
The powers that be are USING YOU AS PUPPETS. You are doing their dirty work! Do you
really want to be instrumental in the United States of America becoming communistic. Do
you even care about you children and grandchildren living under communism? This is
what you are doing if you support these camps and mandates. You know how many
people have died or permanently injured from these experimental jabs. Think for
yourself. Don't let these powers think for you. You are in your employment positions to
protect America from communism. Are you doing your part keeping Washingtonian free?
When you face God on your judgment day will God say "Well done, good and faithful
servant?"
You are in my prayers to do what is right for America.
Thank you,
Debbie Baril

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 10:39:53 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: STOP C-19 Vax for WA Schools

From: Angela Krpata <angelakrpata@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 7:54 AM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: STOP C-19 Vax for WA Schools

External Email
I would like to express my extreme opposition to implementation of a COVID 19 vaccine
requirement for schools in Washington State.

1. No COVID vaccine available in the United States has received FDA approval. All
available vaccines, including the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine, are being administered under
an Emergency Use Authorization. The only “approved” COVID 19 vaccine is Comirnaty,
and it is not available in the United States and there is no anticipated date for its
availability. (This “smoke and mirrors” approach by the FDA is the subject of numerous
lawsuits and a Federal Judge recently rejected Pfizer’s claim that the 2 products are
interchangeable: Federal Judge Rejects DOD Claim That Pfizer EUA and Comirnaty
Vaccines Are ‘Interchangeable’ • Children's Health Defense (childrenshealthdefense.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fchildrenshealthdefense.org%2F&da
) Since EUA products cannot be mandated per the Nuremberg Code, this alone should be
enough to stop consideration of making vaccines mandatory.

2. Children are statistically at zero risk of dying from COVID. Their survival rate is in the
range of 99.997-99.998% or, put another way, their risk of dying with COVID is less than
2 in every 1,000,000 children. The very few children who are listed as COVID deaths did
not die OF COVID, but rather WITH COVID as anyone being admitted to a hospital
nowadays is tested. I challenge the Washington State Board of Health to show medical
records for even one child who has died OF COVID. Where there’s no risk, there can be
no benefit.

3. No one knows the long term risks of these vaccines. You may remember that one of
the members of the FDA Advisory Committee infamously said, “We are never going to
learn about how safe thie vaccine is until we start giving it” Dr. Eric Ruben, Editor in
Chief NEJM The studies Pfizer conducted were woefully underpowered. This is an analysis
of 10 Red Flags associated with Pfizer’s studies: Ten red flags in the FDA’s risk-benefit
analysis of Pfizer’s EUA application to inject American children 5 to 11 with its mRNA
product – Commentary – America's Frontline Doctors (americasfrontlinedoctors.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Famericasfrontlinedoctors.org%2F&d

)

Force vaccinating healthy children for a disease that doesn’t affect them to make adults
feel safe is a new low for humanity. Please do the right thing and do not require these
vaccinations for school age children.
____________________________________________
Here is the link to sign up to watch the WADOH webinar https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_DjusY10WTj-EyQyDTdyxsw
__________________________________________
We are working on the next Free2Choose meetings; dates and details coming soon! The
tides are changing and so must our strategies.

Be Free,
Free to Choose Team

______________________________________________
From: Donna Gibson
Sent: 1/8/2022 6:21:41 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 9:32:27 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: I oppose

From: Bethany Borgen <bethanyborgen29@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 10:59 AM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: I oppose

External Email
I oppose the proposed WAC’s 246-100-070, WAC 246-100-045, WAC 246-100-040, WAC
246-100, WAC 246-105

I am completely against giving local health officers use of law enforcement and the use of
an emergency order to involuntarily detain a person or family into a quarantine facility if
they refuse the requests of medical examination, testing, treatment, counseling, or
vaccination.

I am completely against covid-19 injections as part of the school immunization
requirements using WAC 246-105.

______________________________________________
From: Davyd Velychkodavydmrkey@gmail.com
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:35:06 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dana Porter
Sent: 1/10/2022 12:31:07 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Austin Dodd
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:03:49 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Darin Padur
Sent: 1/12/2022 12:57:08 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Myocarditis after BNT162b2 mRNA Vaccine against Covid-19 in Israel | NEJM
External Email
This risks of the vaccine outweigh the benefits. Do not mandate this as I will not give this
to my children. We will resist if this is mandated.

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.nejm.org%2Fdoi%2Ffull%2F1

Darin Padur
dpadur@comcast.net
(253) 335-7917

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 8:16:45 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: WAC 246-105

From: Dan Lambert <dannyjlambert@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 11:29 AM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: WAC 246-105

External Email
To The Board Members of the WA State Department of Health,

I am writing to you tonight out of complete desperation… I strongly and adamantly
OPPOSE this proposed WAC 246-105! I am shocked an appalled that this state is
seriously about vote to impose a vaccine mandate on our children for the Covid 19 shot.
A vaccine that has not withstood the test of time, thats been pushed on to people, taking
away their choices. A vaccine that is shown to be more like a treatment than any sort of
actual Prevention. No one can tell me what the effects may be on my child in 5 years or
10 Years. The lack of transparency has been extremely troubling and I don’t trust, nor
think it is absolutely necessary for myself or my child. The children are not at risk of
death or serious illness from this virus. The deaths in US this 2 years of Covid is under
1,000 according to the CDC. Why are we doing this!?? It’s not worth the risk to our
children. I ask you to please not back parents into a corner. We love our children and
deserve to have choices and the ability to advocate for them since they are unable to do
so for themselves.
Thank you for your time.

Daniel Lambert (253) 951-2526
Dannyjlambert@gmail.com <mailto:Dannyjlambert@gmail.com>

______________________________________________
From: Erich Britton
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:09:47 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: audrey scott
Sent: 1/7/2022 4:43:16 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Vaccine Mandate
External Email
Dear Washington State Boar of Health,
I am completely against any of the proposed COVID policies that are overreaching and
immoral. We stand against these proposed WAC's: WAC 246-100-070, WAC 246-100045, WAC 246-100-040-WAC 246-100, WAC 246-105.
Sincerely,
Audrey Scott

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/12/2022 8:03:08 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: No Vaccine Mandates

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov>
360-236-4105

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01%
| Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH%
|Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: becky k <seastoday@yahoo.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2022 10:55 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: No Vaccine Mandates

External Email
The data on harms to children from the experimental gene therapy injections are
mounting every day, including myocarditis in boys. You are well aware of the high
incidence of the myocarditis and you are still driven to put this in every arm. The
vaccines have failed. You are now more likely to get Covid, especially Omicron, if you are
vaccinated than if you are not vaccinated. This must stop. It is no longer about Covid or
injections......this is about God given rights guaranteed in our Constitution. Stop the
insanity.
BK
Washington Resident since 2002.

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.onelink.me%2F107872968%3F

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 10:29:14 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: I oppose WAC-246-100 rulemaking

From: Zane Evosevich <zane.evosevich@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 9:14 AM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: I oppose WAC-246-100 rulemaking

External Email
Hello,

I oppose WAC-246-100 Rulemaking that would expand any authority to involuntarily
quarantine individuals. I also oppose adding a C-29 vaccine to the WAC-246-205
schedule of required vaccines for children to attend schools.

The voluntary consent of the human subject is absolutely essential. This means that the
person involved should have legal capacity to exercise free power of choice, without the
intervention of any element of force, fraud, deceit, duress, overreaching, or other ulterior
form of constraint or coercion. (Nuremberg Code Rule 1 from the Nazi Trials 1947).

Please let lessons learned from the Nuremberg Trials be part of your guide.

Zane E.

______________________________________________
From: Olesia Kalymon
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:54:58 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Corey Jamison
Sent: 1/9/2022 8:12:28 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Olgs Tkachenko
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:12:11 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Connie Anderson
Sent: 1/8/2022 11:09:51 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Steve B
Sent: 1/11/2022 8:36:52 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Trojan horses
External Email
So, there’s no vote, that’s true. But, you’re setting the stage and don’t pretend you’re
not.
The citizens of this state, outside of King County will not accept vaccine mandates. The
pandemic is over! Omicron is a cold. Our children haven’t seen the faces of teachers and
fellow students for nearly two years!
-

Masks don’t work
Vaccines don’t prevent the spread
Treatments are prevented
Vitamin D, except use, time outside, zinc are not promoted
Children are being permanently damaged
6% of Covid deaths are from Covid alone
76% are obese with 4 or more co-morbidities on average

Elections will have consequences and our government officials have gone off the rails.
The useful idiots.
Nobody will force my son and daughters to get a vaccine.
Shame on all of you.
Steve Bendtsen
-Steve Bendtsen

______________________________________________
From: Elaine Anderson
Sent: 1/9/2022 12:49:56 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 2:35:57 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Today's Meeting to Discuss Vax for K's and COVID "Detainment"

attachments\75BA354FA92948AB_1641580882048blob.jpg

From: Victoria Blaze <blue28now@yahoo.com>
Sent: Sunday, January 9, 2022 11:25 AM
To: DOH WSBOH <WSBOH@SBOH.WA.GOV>; Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
<Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>; Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH)
<Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>; Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
<Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>;
Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; Lang, Caitlin M
(SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>; Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
<Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>; Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH)
<Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>;
Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH) <Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>; Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH)
<Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>; Sanne, Kaden <Kaden.Sanne@leg.wa.gov>
Subject: Fw: Today's Meeting to Discuss Vax for K's and COVID "Detainment"

External Email
Again - I urge you not to implement this proposed policy.
Bill Filed In Washington Would Authorize ‘Strike
Force’ To ‘Involuntarily Detain’ Unvaccinated Families: ‘They Have Already Set Up The
Internment Camps’

The Washington State Board of Health may soon amend state law to authorize the
involuntary detainment of residents as young as 5 years old in Covid-19 “internment
camps” for failing to comply with the state’s experimental vaccine mandate.

WAC 246-100-040, a proposed revision to include Covid protocol under the state’s
Communicable and Certain Other Diseases act, outlines “Procedures for isolation or
quarantine.” The measure would allow local health officers at “his other sole discretion”
to “issue an emergency detention order causing a person or group of persons to be
immediately detained for purposes of isolation or quarantine.”

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/01/bill-filed-washington-authorize-strikeforce-involuntarily-detain-unvaccinated-families-already-set-internment-camps/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.thegatewaypundit.com%2F2
filed-washington-authorize-strike-force-involuntarily-detain-unvaccinated-familiesalready-set-internmentcamps%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C9ea80159455e4b2ee34808d9d424fc39%7

Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022, 10:43:54 AM PST
Subject: Today's Meeting to Discuss Vax for K's and COVID "Detainment"

Ladies and Gentlemen - To enact such a policy would be in direct violation of the oaths
sworn to uphold the Constitution. I urge you to vote NO on this proposal.
Victoria Blazejewski
10503 Creek Street #822
Yelm, WA 98597

______________________________________________
From: Anita Plaschka
Sent: 1/11/2022 3:34:31 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: January 12th Agenda
External Email
These two agenda items for tomorrow are critical
* Allowing local health officers to use law enforcement (WAC 246-100-070) to force an
emergency order to involuntarily detain a person or group of persons (families) to be
isolated in a quarantine facility (WAC 246-100-045) following refusal to voluntarily
comply with requests for medical examination, testing, treatment, counseling, and
vaccination (WAC 246-100-040). These specifics come from WAC 246-100.
* Including the Covid-19 injections as part of school immunization requirements using
WAC 246-105
Do keep the items on the agenda so the entire board can dismiss the proposed actions
immediately.
Considering that our entire population, indeed perhaps the world population, has been
misled and manipulated for the last two years, don’t embarrass the government further
by pushing through the dictatorial mandates.
Rather, trust that the populace will do what they believe is in their best interest and the
interest of their loved ones.

There is so much documentation that contra-indicates the passage of any such law or
“code”.
But today’s treat is Albert Bourla, the CEO of Pfizer, openly stating that the first two
vaccine shots basically do nothing.
The third might help in reduce symptoms and avoid death.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lhMbKyDq9_w&t=95s
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv

Yes, he goes on to add there will be yet another vaccine in March.
Lucy and the football come to mind.

It would also be very nice if you added serious consideration of making therapeutics
widely available to the public.

Consider the success realized in Uttar Pradesh India.
No doubt a lot of US data sources will refute the data. Look beyond those sources.

______________________________________________
From: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
Sent: 1/8/2022 5:49:27 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Mandates

--Samantha Pskowski (she/her/hers)
Washington State Board of Health
360-789-2358
-----Original Message----From: Debby Swecker <debby@localaccess.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 10:34 AM
To: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Mandates
External Email
> ׳Dear
State Board of Health,
> I am opposed to extending or enacting in any way Chapter 246-100 WAC regarding
communicable and other certain diseases.
> I am opposed to furthering any state of emergency or enabling any certain powers of
either state or local health officials to do anything or enforce any action against an
individuals will.
>
> Please consider this opposition and note it in the record.
Sincerely,
Debra Swecker
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Dawne Grove
Sent: 1/7/2022 4:24:42 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: DOH Information
Sent: 1/12/2022 11:36:48 AM
To: DOH COVID Vaccine,DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Question/Comment from the public

attachments\D1DB33A9B6F941EC_image001.png
Hello,

Passing along a constituents feedback and opinion on vaccines being made mandatory for
school children.

Thank you,

Randi
Customer Service Specialist
Center for Public Affairs
Washington State Department of Health
DOH.Information@DOH.WA.GOV <mailto:DOH.Information@DOH.WA.GOV>

1-800-525-0127| www.doh.wa.gov
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.doh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.doh.wa.gov%2FNewsroom%

From: DOH Feedback <doh.information@doh.wa.gov>
Sent: Saturday, January 1, 2022 8:05 AM
To: DOH Information <DOH.Information@DOH.WA.GOV>
Subject: Question/Comment from the public

The following survey response is submitted:
1.
Please select one:

Other

2.
Please enter your comments or questions in the space provided below:

________________________________
Our school district commented that they can not require COVID vaccination. Washington
State Department of Health can. Please consider making it a Washington State rule to
require COVID vaccination for all students attending in-person. Districts have options and
access to remote education for those who do not want to participate. Much like polio,
mumps, etc, the State can enforce a vaccine mandate for those attending school. COVID
is a highly transmittable disease that can kill. Let's treat it as such and stop the spread.
While youth are not likely to die, their parents and grandparents are.

3.
If you are sending feedback on one of our Web pages, please paste the URL here:
(no answer)

4.
Would you like a response?
Tell us how to get in touch with you.
Name:
Curtis Paris

Email:
Telephone:
4255038762

______________________________________________
From: Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 8:28:50 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: advisory board meeting

From: Barbara Miller <barbmiller75@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 11:50 AM
To: Haag, Hannah R (SBOH) <Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: advisory board meeting

External Email
Dear Advisory Board for the Washington State Board of Health:

I am writing to voice my concerns about the Board of Health proposing a policy change to
WAC 246.

WAC 246-100 states: Allow local health officers to use law enforcement (WAC 246-100070) to force an emergency order to involuntarily detain a person or group of persons
(families) to be isolated in a quarantine facility (WAC 246-100-045) following refusal to
voluntary comply with requests for medical examination, testing, treatment, counseling,
vaccination (WAC 246-100-040). These specifics come from WAC 246-100.

This is a frightening idea that feels like it comes straight out of Nazi Germany. It would
be the most discriminatory action taken by our nation to date. The very idea that the
state could detain people for refusal to comply with vaccine mandates flies in the face of
common sense. The Covid “vaccine” does not prevent transmission or protect one from
getting Covid. It is also not considering the large percentage of the population that have
already acquired natural immunity through having had Covid. Would you think it was ok
to use law enforcement to involuntarily detain vaccinated individuals as well? Are we
turning into a police state?

We must not usurp the rights of individuals’ freedom to take care of themselves in a
manner that reflects their religious and moral beliefs.

Please stand for our freedoms. Please consider that action to support the use of law
enforcement in this way will most certainly create a divided population that will not stand
together. I fear the negative ramifications will be far greater than any intended good it
will have.

With respect,

Barbara Miller
Barbmiller75@gmail.com <mailto:Barbmiller75@gmail.com>

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 12:52:46 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Upcoming WA State BOH Meeting-January 12-2022

From: Stacy Brebner <stacybrebner@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 10:46 AM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Upcoming WA State BOH Meeting-January 12-2022

External Email
To Whom This May Concern:

It has been brought to my attention, as well as thousands of other concerned WA State
citizens, that there will be a meeting with the BOH on January 12th, at 9am to discuss
the following possible implementations:

* Allow local health officers to use law enforcement (WAC 246-100-070) to force an
emergency order to involuntarily detain a person or group of persons (families)
* to be isolated in a quarantine facility (WAC 246-100-045)
* following refusal to voluntary comply with requests for medical examination, testing,
treatment, counseling, vaccination (WAC 246-100-040). These specifics come from WAC
246-100.
* Include the Covid-19 injections as part of school immunization requirements using WAC
246-105.

I not only strongly oppose this proposal, but I will die on this hill fighting it. There is NO
way my family, or myself, will not put up the fight of our lives to protect ourselves from
this tyranny. You are asking for a civil war.

Bullet Point #1: You do not have the manpower to detain the amount of people that you
are suggesting. The unrealistic idea that local law enforcement, which is already
struggling to maintain active officers, is ridiculous. You are putting law enforcement at
risk for endangering their own lives, as I know civilians will not comply. It will be ugly.

Bullet Point #2 and #3: Isolating persons/families in quarantine facilities. Are you joking?
Washington State’s population has outgrown this state and its services YEARS ago. Do
you even know the percentage of people that are unvaccinated THAT ARE NOT GOING TO
GET VACCINATED? If we haven’t gotten vaccinated now, we won’t EVER! There are so
many personal reasons to not be vaccinated. I have a plethora of health issues that put
me at high risk of dying or being permanently disabled from ANY vaccine, yet alone, an
MRNA experimental one. I also have religious beliefs that I strongly hold, in which this
completely goes against. You have NO RIGHT to force bias examinations, testing,
treatment and counselling. So, in counseling, you mean brainwash? Propaganda? Do you
hear what you are proposing?

Last Bullet Point #4: CHILDREN ARE NOT AT RISK OF DYING OR BEING INJURED by this
COVID virus! This virus has already mutated to hardly anything. We are at the herd
immunity level in which all of this seems futile even more. If everyone has already gotten
this virus, why are we having talks so late in the game? I feel there is something more
nefarious going on since death rates are going down at an alarming rate.

My final thought. Be afraid. If this goes through, you will not only see the biggest mass
exodus of this state’s history, but you will be declaring WAR. You have been warned by
the unvaccinated people of Washington State.

Sincerely,
Stacy Brebner
Bonney Lake, WA

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 2:03:43 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: I support petition 11

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: Charyl Baziak <cbaziak@hotmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 7:59 AM
To: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: I support petition 11

External Email
To whom it may concern:
Thank you for having this forum. I am writing in support of Petition #11 which requests
that BOH establish a new rule that prohibits requiring that anyone take an EUA product
or licensed product that has not yet completed phase 3 clinical trials. I oppose BOH
formation of a Technical Advisory Group to review information about Covid-19 shot
mandates because each person needs to weigh their medical their medical condition with
their medical provider and make an informed, personal decision. This is especially true
since the infection fatality rate for Covid-19 is low. For ages 0-7 it is o.oooo2 (99.998%
survival rate) which is statistically a zero percent death rate. Beyond that, when you
consider that most that most hospitalizations for the young are with Covid-19 and not for
Covid-19, we can know that they are not in mortal danger from Covid-19. Neither is
there a great risk of the young spreading Covid-19 to staff and teachers. The young have
a greater risk of the Covid-19 vaccine adverse reactions than of serious Covid-19 illness.
We must protect our young before we consider self-protection.
Sincerely,
Charyl Baziak

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 2:16:40 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Children’s mandated vaccines

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111
-----Original Message----From: MARVA MCDEVITT <marvatom@aol.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 6:56 AM
To: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Children’s mandated vaccines
External Email
Our family is strongly opposed to mandating vaccines for children. There is not enough
information about long term effects. We cannot put our children at risk with what is still
an experimental vaccine. There is not enough information on adolescent boys and
resulting cardiomyopathy.
Sincerely, Tom and Marva McDevitt

______________________________________________
From: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 5:00:12 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: URGENT

--Samantha Pskowski (she/her/hers)
Washington State Board of Health
360-789-2358
-----Original Message----From: Inna Gordiyenko <inchik_02@yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 10:42 AM
To: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: URGENT
External Email
I am Inna Gordiyenko together with my husband and kids completely against any of the
proposed Covid policies that are over reaching and immoral. This is something that no
one should tell me what to do. It’s my body, my health and my choice. Who gave the
right to government to decide and use our tax money against us. We stand against these
proposed WAC’s: WAC-246-100-070, WAC-246-100-045, WAC-246-100-040, WAC-246100, WAC-246-105 Please hear our voices and may God give you strength and wisdom to
stand agains all the evil.
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/12/2022 8:05:42 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: STOP VACCINE MANDATES

From: becky k <seastoday@yahoo.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 12, 2022 1:01 AM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: STOP VACCINE MANDATES

External Email
The data on harms to children from the experimental gene therapy injections are
mounting every day, including myocarditis in boys. You are well aware of the high
incidence of the myocarditis and you are still driven to put this in every arm. The
vaccines have failed. You are now more likely to get Covid, especially Omicron, if you are
vaccinated than if you are not vaccinated. This must stop. It is no longer about Covid or
injections......this is about God given rights guaranteed in our Constitution. Stop the
insanity.
BK
Washington Resident since 2002.

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.onelink.me%2F107872968%3F

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 3:40:45 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: WAC 246-100

From: Dpmoyn <dpmoyn@aol.com>
Sent: Monday, January 10, 2022 4:47 PM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: WAC 246-100

External Email
Hello,

I oppose the quarantine/vaccine mandates.

My understanding is that there will be a Wednesday meeting to discuss, among other
efforts, the move to involuntarily detain those who are not vaccinated in quarantine
facilities that have been created here in WA state - didn't think we were Australia?

Over the past three weeks, every one of our family/extended family members have all
had the COVID virus = all vaccinated and boosted. It is beyond comprehension that there
would be a move to quarantine people who've rejected the vaccines to now continue the
misinformation that only the unvaccinated can get the virus.

Hoping that the truth re: vaccinated getting the virus (Whoopi anyone/numerous political
figures, etc.?) who diligently followed all they've been commanded to do will put to rest
the notion that the unvaccinated are the problem.

Thank you.

______________________________________________
From: Tanya Lawson
Sent: 1/11/2022 9:45:05 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid policies discussion 01-12-22
External Email
Dear Sirs:
I am utterly and completely opposed to any of the proposed Covid Policies. They are over
reaching and immoral. I stand against these proposed WAC’s: WAC 246-100-070, WAC
246-100-045, WAC 246-100-040, WAC 246-100, WAC 246-105. ”.
United States citizens should always have a right to make their own decisions.. WE were
BORN free and STILL live in a free country.. Not historical Nazi Germany !
Continuance of these overreaching policies and apparently more to come is control. More
fear mongering and educated folks not thinking clearly. Listen to the citizenry. Please, in
the name of God who says all men have the right to be free; hands off our beloved state
and our right to make our own choices.
Tanya Lawson

______________________________________________
From: Shawn Taylor
Sent: 1/11/2022 6:08:46 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 4:55:19 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: No child vaccine mandate!!

--Samantha Pskowski (she/her/hers)
Washington State Board of Health
360-789-2358

From: louis avanzino <luiluiaa@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 10:50 AM
To: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: No child vaccine mandate!!

External Email
These mandates have gone too far!!!

______________________________________________
From: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
Sent: 1/11/2022 2:03:14 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Tomorrow’s meeting

--Samantha Pskowski (she/her/hers)
Washington State Board of Health
360-789-2358

From: The Scoters <scoters@zohomail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2022 1:28 PM
To: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Tomorrow’s meeting

External Email
Dear Ms. Pskowski,

The present situation with omicron is no longer a health emergency. People are not dying
from covid anymore, not in numbers that make for a public emergency. People have
always died from influenzas and pneumonias, from car wrecks and drownings, and we
don’t abandon our God-given rights in an effort to stamp out all of these possible deaths.
The extreme measures you contemplate in dealing with what has become a minor threat
would further hurt adults and children instead of helping them. Whatever power
structures exist in your Codes, you don’t have a moral right to trample on peoples’s
‘…life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.’

You have no moral authority to impose mandatory shots into people’s bodies. People own
their own bodies. You do not own other people’s bodies. You may not do as you see fit
with other people’s bodies. The people who imprisoned Martin Luther King, Jr.—did they
have the legal right to do that? The bus driver who asked Rosa Parks to go to the back of
the bus—did he have the right to do that? The national guard and police who blasted civil
rights protestors with water hoses and set dogs on them—did they have the right to do
that? Yes, they had a “right” by the laws and policies of the day, but they were in the
wrong. The hindsight of history shows to all that they were wrong. The truth will out;
many people already know that it is wrong of you to contemplate involuntary detention
of citizens. Future people will absolutely know it, just like we absolutely know who was

right in the civil rights movement led by MLK.

We also know who was morally right when Japanese American citizens were involuntarily
concentrated into camps. We know who was wrong. Monetary reparations and public
apology was awarded decades later to Japanese American citizens—right here in
WA—who were involuntarily detained into camps at that shameful time.

There will be only shame for those who act immorally to involuntarily detain and/or bully
citizens and children into camps and near-forced requirement of experimental injections.
We Americans know that our legal rights to “life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness”
are solid both in Constitutional law and in the moral law which is written in our hearts.

I urge you not to overstep whatever powers you have to do whatever you want in this
little day. Tomorrow morning, please remember that both yourself and your fellow
citizens alike are all ‘created equal’ and have ‘unalienable rights.’ We hold these truths to
be self-evident, that involuntary detainment of citizens is wrong, and mandating
experimental shots for children against the will of their parents is wrong. Please maintain
the public trust by respecting our unalienable rights.

Sincerely,
Deirdre Forman
WA resident

______________________________________________
From: Daniel Lautzenheiser
Sent: 1/11/2022 9:50:13 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid Policy/WAC changes
External Email
Hi,
Please reject the changes that have been proposed to the WAC. I am completely against
any of the proposed Covid Policies that are overreaching and immoral. Our country
forefathers came to this county to have freedom from over-reaching and controlling
rulers. These changes are against our countries constitution.
I stand against these proposed WAC's:
WAC 246-100-070,WAC 246-100-045, WAC 246-100-040, WAC 246-100, WAC 246-105
Dan Lautzenheiser
La Center, Washington
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:14:40 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vaccine mandates

From: Ed Elkin <edelkin26@yahoo.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 5, 2022 9:54 PM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Vaccine mandates

External Email
As the father of 2 and grandfather of 7 let it be known that a vaccine mandate for
children is equal to child abuse. The risk of adverse reaction is far greater than their risk
from covid. We will pull our children from school before letting you touch our children.
We the people will know who you are and will vote you out at our first chance. Stop with
this insane AGENDA of yours and leave our children alone.
Edward Elkin
Pissed Off Papa

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.onelink.me%2F107872968%3F

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 1:12:38 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: No to mandatory vaccinations

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: BeverLi Joi <bjoinow@msn.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 10:34 AM
To: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: No to mandatory vaccinations

External Email
BeverLi Joi

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone
Get Outlook for Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2FAAb9ysg&data=04%7C

______________________________________________
From: Debi Wagner
Sent: 1/12/2022 1:45:06 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: vaccine mandate
External Email
Hello: I did not get a chance to provide my verbal comment today due to the BOH
restraint on time for commenters. I listened to the presentations and commenters up
until the break for lunch. My comments now concern the wording of RCW 28A.210.060.
The board does not appear authorized to mandate a school age and day-care mandate
for Covid vaccine. The wording of .060 allows this only for vaccines that prevent disease.
From the presentation today, it is clear the BOH recognizes the inability of the vaccine to
prevent disease or spread.

Since the ineffectiveness of the vaccine to stop transmission or spread is well known, the
only question is whether it prevents disease for a period of time. It appears from news
reports that it has little to no effect on Omicron and may only protect for 30 days. The
number of boosters that would be required would make this whole process untenable.
Additionally, there are serious concerns about vaccine safety, especially for children and
even from the inventor of MRNA, Dr. Malone. Mandating something that has a 10-20%
higher adverse negative outcome than any vaccine ever allowed to remain in use is
frightening to parents you heard today. The high number of injuries and deaths from
vaccination as reported in VAERS data was not discussed by presenters today. Neither
was the long-term consequences of the vaccine which are largely unknown because of
the lack of proper or robust clinical trials.

Because of these problems, lack of ability of the PCR test to differentiate between flu and
Covid, lack of administrators at hospitals to differentiate between patients admitted
because of covid as opposed to admissions with covid, the data on actual cases,
outcomes due to lack of therapeutics, you really know nothing about case numbers,
deaths or any effectiveness of vaccines at all.

If hospital capacity is the primary issue, the best solution would be to increase that
capacity. Methods used in NY to increase capacity could be staffed by people who now
have lost their jobs in the medical field due to mandates would provide the most
appropriate response to the specific concern. Anything else is wrong-headed.
Debi Wagner

______________________________________________
From: Breanne Walton
Sent: 1/8/2022 9:09:14 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: My Public Comments
External Email
Vaccinations for COVID-19 should be voluntary. As we have seen they are not stopping
transmission or stopping illness even with 100% vaccination. Children are not at risk of
death, but higher than normal adverse reactions. I’m confused as to why this is not being
considered. Medications and vaccines have been halted for far less deaths than this
COVID vaccine. This is not normal and should be immediately stopped until there is more
data. We should not be moving forward with more mandates. If this was about health we
would be giving early treatment and talking about actually living a healthy lifestyle.
Everyone who I talk to is not for any of these mandates. You are going to continue to see
more people leaving Washington if this continues. Thank you for your time.
Breanne

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:01:52 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Public Health Meeting, January 12th

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: phinehas institute <phinehas.institute@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 12, 2022 9:56 AM
Subject: Public Health Meeting, January 12th

External Email
Hello Board Members,

It has come to my attention that WA Board of Health will be
discussing Covid-19 shot mandates for schools and recommendations for forcible
quarantine and/or detention of those that disagree with policies. I request that you
abandon the plan of forming a technical advisory group to explore COVID19 mandates
and adopt a new rule of requiring products to have completed Phase 3 clinical trials
before they can be added to list of school requirements.
One definition of insanity is to repeat the same mistake over and
over again and expect different results. For almost 2 years we have attempted to follow
the health recommendations of washing, masking, distancing, testing, isolating and
vaccinating. By now it is apparent that the virus is “gonna virus” regardless of measures
attempted. Thankfully, SARS CoV2 is acting in similar manner as all other viral
pandemics and becoming more “virulent” (spreads easier) but less deadly. Real immunity
is achieved with exposure and recovery as is evidenced by fact that those infected with
SARS in 2002/3 cannot become infected with SARS CoV2 today! In contrast, Covid19 has
managed to find a way to escape the vaccine as is evidenced by the incredibly high
numbers of vaccinated and even boosted individuals getting sick and testing positive.
Surely this fact has not escaped your knowledge!

As Health Board members, you are obligated to provide us with

facts that support any and all recommendations or requirements.
1) what is the current rate of mortality for COVID19 infection and
stratified according to age groups?
2) point to ANY measures that have reduced the numbers of
fatalities (cases are not fatalities).
3) what is rate of all cause mortality in WA in 2020 and
2021?......did the measures imposed reduce the number of deaths from prior year?
4) provide evidence of asymptomatic spread of SARS CoV2.
5) provide safety studies for masking children and randomized
clinical trials for masks preventing spread of lab-confirmed upper respiratory viruses (not
modeling of masks on mannequins).
6) make public the accuracy of testing - what is the rate of false
positives and false negatives of tests and were results determined by manufacturers of
the tests or unbiased 3rd party investigators?
7) provide evidence that the vaccines prevent infection and
transmission and that they improve health of individuals who receive them compared to
those who do not.
8) explain why so much focus on eliminating this 1 virus when
human immune systems have successfully protected our growing population since the
beginning of time? Are you aware that some viruses are beneficial for humans and can
protect against various forms of cancers and heart issues? Did you know that your
human virome contains over 380 TRILLION viruses?

Unfortunately, I do not trust that you have carefully investigated
and logically determined adequate and measurable health remedies for which you are
able to provide evidence. Before doubling down on measures that seem to HARM more
than they HELP the overall health of citizens, please determine and make public the
evidence to justify any policies.

Regarding mandating shots, know that the clinical trials will not be
completed until 2023. Know that WA State has a legal definition of a vaccine that the C19
shots do not fulfill as they were never part of a living microorganism.

"Vaccine" means "a preparation of killed or attenuated living microorganisms, or fraction
thereof, that upon administration stimulates immunity that protects against disease and
is approved by the federal food and drug administration as safe and effective..."

https://app.leg.wa.gov/RCW/default.aspx?cite=70.290.010
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fapp.leg.wa.gov%2FRCW%2Fdefau

Finally, do no harm! You cannot possibly know or care more about
the health of children than do the parents of Washington children! Myocarditis is just one
of the side effects that people are reporting. Heart muscle doesn’t regenerate and is an
unnecessary injury to those who may suffer with for the rest of their life. How many
others are now injured? What is the real rate of adverse effects following these EUA
products and how can you determine if the safety studies have yet to be completed and
there is no transparency of adverse event reporting?
Furthermore, how necessary or even safe is it to give a vaccine to a
person who already has immunity to the pathogen? Many children by now have been
exposed to the virus and have developed immunity without difficulty. Why consider a
mandate for those not at high risk for adverse outcome should they become infected but
who carry unknown risks of adverse reaction with getting the shot?

I look forward to hearing these concerns addressed and evidence for
any and all recommendations to be presented on January 12.

Thank you.

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/8/2022 12:58:06 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Against the Covid19 vaccine mandate for children

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov>
360-236-4105

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01%
| Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH%
|Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: Seonghye Lee <shiy0616@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 8:53 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Against the Covid19 vaccine mandate for children

External Email

Dear. Committee Members

Hello, I am a mother who has sent my children to ECS.
Please stop the Covid19 vaccine mandate for children.
First of all, the Covid19 vaccine was made in a short period of time and has not been
fully tested in clinical trials. So, the side effects are increasing not only in the United
States but also in other parts of the world.
Secondly, children are not at high risk at Covid 19. Even if children get Covid19, most of
them are asymptometic or pass through like a mild cold.

Thirdly, the Covid19 is getting weaker and now it's almost same as a cold.
In conclusion, it seems that children are more likely to suffer from the side effects of
vaccination than to benefit from it. So, I sincerely ask that you prevent the Covid19
vaccine mandate for children.
Thank you for your time.

Sincerely,
Grace, One of ECS parents

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 12:37:49 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: advsioroy board input

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: Barbara Miller <barbmiller75@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 11:46 AM
To: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: advsioroy board input

External Email
Dear Advisory Board for the Washington State Board of Health:

I am writing to voice my concerns about the Board of Health proposing a policy change to
WAC 246.

WAC 246-100 states: Allow local health officers to use law enforcement (WAC 246-100070) to force an emergency order to involuntarily detain a person or group of persons
(families) to be isolated in a quarantine facility (WAC 246-100-045) following refusal to
voluntary comply with requests for medical examination, testing, treatment, counseling,
vaccination (WAC 246-100-040). These specifics come from WAC 246-100.

This is a frightening idea that feels like it comes straight out of Nazi Germany. It would
be the most discriminatory action taken by our nation to date. The very idea that the
state could detain people for refusal to comply with vaccine mandates flies in the face of
common sense. The Covid “vaccine” does not prevent transmission or protect one from
getting Covid. It is also not considering the large percentage of the population that have
already acquired natural immunity through having had Covid. Would you think it was ok
to use law enforcement to involuntarily detain vaccinated individuals as well? Are we
turning into a police state?

We must not usurp the rights of individuals’ freedom to take care of themselves in a

manner that reflects their religious and moral beliefs.

Please stand for our freedoms. Please consider that action to support the use of law
enforcement in this way will most certainly create a divided population that will not stand
together. I fear the negative ramifications will be far greater than any intended good it
will have.

With respect,

Barbara Miller
Barbmiller75@gmail.com <mailto:Barbmiller75@gmail.com>

______________________________________________
From: Bret Murdock
Sent: 1/9/2022 9:02:41 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dennis Heard
Sent: 1/8/2022 11:56:42 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 12:52:09 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: URGENT! READ NOW!

From: Smila Public Relations <smila.pr@outlook.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 10:27 AM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: URGENT! READ NOW!

External Email
Good afternoon,

The fact that nobody can reach you or your colleagues through phone or email is
concerning. It appears that you and your colleagues do not want to hear from the public.

I want you to consider the consequences of your actions and decisions. Mainly, the
meeting today where I understand you and your colleagues will consider imposing forced
isolation for individuals and families. It is my understanding you and your colleagues will
be deciding whether to demand all public school students are vaccinated.

I want you to consider the consequences of your actions. Do you know the public school
attendance is on a steady decline? Citizens are losing trust in public schools. Sit down
and critically think what problems this may cause to the safety and well being of children.

Furthermore, if you or your colleagues vote for any type of forced isolation, you will be
voting against the Constitution. Have you read that lately? It seems that if you have, you
would not consider any thing that is on your agenda.

Speaking of agendas, the public has lost faith in you as well for considering these
unconstitutional demands. WE ARE NOT against science. WE ARE AGAINST AGENDA
SCIENCE. We are not against vaccines. We are against FORCED VACCINES, especially
when the data does not support them as a common good. Insurance companies are
reporting a spike in deaths, not after Covid came but after vaccines came. The vaccine
doesn't stop you from contracting "Covid" or spreading "Covid".

Consider the actions of YOUR INDIVIDUAL decisions and actions. The public is not happy
with the tyranny being imposed in WASHINGTON state. We are fed up with all the dead
small businesses, the suicide and the agenda science.

The public is fed up. It's up to you to do the right thing and think critically, not under an
agenda. These two topics you consider imposing, consider how the public will react. The
public trust is teetering, legal action will be brought forth against you and your board,
you will severe any lasting threads of trust in the public schools and you will infuriate
many parents and citizens. We see outrageous suicides, even of one entire family. This
doesn't need to happen. Look at all science, not just agenda science. Follow the
Constitution, not money.

Thank you,

Tatyana S.

Sent from Outlook Mobile
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fblhgte&data=04%7C0

Sent from Outlook Mobile
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fblhgte&data=04%7C0

______________________________________________
From: Gabrielle Shoults
Sent: 1/7/2022 4:46:08 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public Comment
External Email
I absolutely do not agree with mandating an experimental drug on children!! This is
completely out of line! Children have a 99.9% survival rate. This goes against our
constitutional rights!
Gabrielle Shoults
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Deanna Mafuli
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:58:49 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: peggy wagoner
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:00:48 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/11/2022 3:54:42 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: WAC 246-100-040 Opinion Regarding Procedures for isolation or
quarantine.

attachments\D955B2EA193C4B7C_wac strike force (AutoRecovered).pdf

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: Cindy marie <cynthiamarn@yahoo.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2022 3:32 AM
To: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: WAC 246-100-040 Opinion Regarding Procedures for isolation or quarantine.

External Email

Sent from Mail
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.microsoft.com%2Ffwlink%2F%
for Windows

WAC 246-100-040

Opinion Regarding Procedures for isolation or quarantine.
I find it terrifying to see this happening in our state. It effectively removes our civil and
constitutional rights. There is a name for it, a dictatorship. I see us moving toward the same
horrors that are happening in Israel, Australia, Austria, and China.
This WAC allows the health department to be judge, jury and executioner base on “their”
opinion and assessment? Who should have that amount of power over another individual? No
one. What makes the employees of the health department so superior that they know what is
best for another person?
I would not want to be the individual making decisions listed in this WAC. I would not even
want to know the person who could justify taking the actions listed in this WAC. What is the
moral and ethical character of the employee/enforcers? The only persons who could do such
work must have a personality that is sociopathic and not with conscience. This can only lead to
abuses. It has happened in the past many times.
10 stages of Genocide- Perhaps this will be a good reminder of the slippery slope we are on. I
believe we are in stage #7 of this genocide and moving towards #8. Please review and maybe
you can dismiss this in your own mind, and justify the actions listed in the WAC as just,
“Protecting the population.” Nothing like being the “Good German.”
Dr. Gregory H. Stanton is Research Professor in Genocide Studies and Prevention at the Institute for
Conflict Analysis and Resolution, George Mason University, Arlington, Virginia.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Classification: People divided into “Us” and “Them”
Symbolization: People are forced to identify themselves.
Discrimination: People begin to face systemic discrimination.
Dehumanization: People equated to disease, vermin, and animals
Organization: Government creates special groups to enforce the policies i.e. “Strike
team” or police/military.
6. Polarization: Government broadcasts propaganda to turn the populace against the
group.
7. Preparation: Official action to remove/relocate people begin.
8. Persecution: Beginnings of murder, theft of property, trials, massacres.
9. Exterminations: Wholesale elimination of the group. It is extermination and not murder
because the group is not thought of as human.
10. Denial: The government denies it has created any crimes.

The verbiage of this WAC is vague. What will the criteria be for a health official to issue an
emergency detention order? Will it be because the person or persons refuse to take a vaccine?
Will it be because they have cold and flu symptoms? Gosh, I have had many of those. Maybe
an elevated temp? Will it be because I write a letter against the CDC or FDA? What if I inform
others about VEARS, that 21,000 people died because of the vaccine, which only represents 1%
of the actual number reported (according to Harvard) or the 1,000,000 who have been injured?
Will parents who refuse to vaccinate their children be vilified and the children taken away?
There is plenty of words to describe the legal this and legal that, and we all know what a
nightmare that would be. Nothing like being placed in a concentration camp or whatever nice
word you wish to call it without representation, without committing a crime. Who will be
helping the people who are being harassed and terrorized by these health officials? Who will
be liable for damages done to people? Emotional trauma, financial loss, physical harm due to
forced treatment, no one wants to be liable for the damages they cause. This will equal a crime
against humanity and those who participate will be guilty.
This is a pathetic power grab and has nothing to do with public health. Dictatorship, form of
government in which one person or a small group possesses absolute power without effective
constitutional limitations. There should never, ever, be that much power given to an individual
or agency based only on sole discretion.

Cynthia Arnett

______________________________________________
From: Alejandro Rugarcia
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:16:34 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Anthony Smith
Sent: 1/8/2022 5:04:59 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Corinna Hilderbrand
Sent: 1/9/2022 4:59:25 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brieanna Bates
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:36:43 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cara Bork
Sent: 1/11/2022 5:42:06 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Vaccine mandate
External Email
You cannot mandate the experimental injections onto our children! Only our legislature
can create laws.These Covid 19 "vaccines" are under emergency use and have not gone
through appropriate studies. They are NOT approved. Children have nearly a zero chance
of death due to Covid/Omicron. Other countries, states are not doing this. This is an
over-reach of power.
Cara Bork
Please read the information below
Washington law at RCW 7.70.050; RCW 7.70.030; RCW 7.70.040, and W. PROSSER,
LAW OF TORTS 165 (4th ed. 1971), indicates that the Chief Medical Officer of this State
Dr. Kathy Lofy has a duty to disclose that 21 U.S.C. § 360bbb–3, requires that all
Doctors... are to provide the appropriate conditions designed to ensure that individuals to
whom the Covid-19 Vaccine or PCR Test is administered are informed . . . “of the option
to accept or refuse administration of the [medical] product, of the consequences, if any,
of refusing administration of the product, and of the alternatives to the product that are
available and of their benefit and risks” as clearly stated in subsection (e)(1)(A)(ii)(III) of
21 U.S.C. § 360bbb–3, and as required by the “Doctrine of Informed Consent” whose
main purpose is to protect the patient from being given “Unauthorized Treatments or PCR
Tests” without the patients knowledgeable permission. If any physician performs any
treatments or tests on any patient without fully informing the patient of his or her “option
to accept or refuse administration” of any “Emergency Use Authorization” of any PCR
Test and/or any Covid-19 Vaccination under 21 U.S.C. § 360bbb–3 (e)(1)(A)(ii)(III), he
has committed an assault and battery against that patient for failure to obtain the
patients knowledgeable permission. All vaccine-mandating organizations could be sued.
Holt v. Nelson, 11 Wn.App. 230 (1974); Miller v. Kennedy, 11 Wn.App. 272 (1974);
Miller v. Kennedy, 85 Wn.2d 151 (1975); Gates v. Jenson, 92 Wn.2d 246 (1979);
ZeBarth v. Swedish Hosp. Med. Center, 81 Wn.2d 12 (1972); Harris v. Groth, 99 Wn.2d
438 (1983); Smith v. Shannon, 100 Wn.2d 26 (1983); Watkins v. Parpala, 2 Wn.App.
484 (1970); Canterbury v. Spence, 464 F.2d 772 (D.C.Cir.), cert. denied, 409 U.S. 1064
(1972).

______________________________________________
From: Eric Molgard
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:31:06 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Patty Newman
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:27:52 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Pavlo Strembitskyy
Sent: 1/7/2022 5:07:17 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 11:13:40 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Washington school Vaccine requirement

From: Dan Collier <col06007@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 10:10 AM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Washington school Vaccine requirement

External Email
Hi,

I am greatly opposed to any Covid Vaccine requirement for Washington school children.
All studies have shown the health risk Covid poses to school aged children is extremely
low. There are however dangerous side effects from taking the Vaccine that are known
however infrequent they occur. Not to mention the myriad of mental and social health
issues that have been plaguing these kids due to lockdown that are not reccomend by
the CDC. Do no harm. Making a Vaccine Mandate will inevitably lead to more vaccine
hesitant parents pulling their kids out of schools and that will also adversely affect
children. Please do not impose this mandate.

Thanks,

Daniel Collier
Lower Queen Anne, Seattle, WA

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 11:13:51 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: NO to mandatory children covid vaccine!!!

From: Susan Fox <susiekfox777@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 10:08 AM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: NO to mandatory children covid vaccine!!!

External Email
Parents have been given the RIGHT to make health choices for their kids. The state does
not have this right. Please don't allow this atrocity to be continued!!!
Susie Fox
Manson, WA
509-467-8075
Susie Fox

______________________________________________
From: Barbara Hammond
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:09:26 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Nicci Eisenhauer
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:53:51 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: What about vaccination exception IDs?
External Email
I suffer chronic angioedema with anaphylaxis. I cannot be vaxxed. How does Washington
State plan to issue exceptions?
Thank you!

______________________________________________
From: Oleg Gorenko
Sent: 1/11/2022 9:27:02 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public Comment for January 12th Board MEeting
External Email
Dear Sir / Madam,
Before making a decision on COVID mandatory vaccination for kids and adults as well as
enforcing that I would like to offer you a 4 min video by Dr. Robert Malone, inventor of
mRNA technology.
That may change your opinion and save our children's lives and health. Let's make sure
the decision taken by the board will take into account all facts including those mentioned
in the video.
Thank you for considering watching the video.

https://rumble.com/vqw7et-dr.-robert-malone-inventor-of-mrna-vaccines-kids-shouldnot-get-covid-injec.html
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Frumble.com%2Fvqw7etdr.-robert-malone-inventor-of-mrna-vaccines-kids-should-not-get-covidinjec.html&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C2b1ebc04f996492bd48d08d9d58c28b2%7C11d

God bless you.
Oleg

______________________________________________
From: Don Nagy
Sent: 1/8/2022 12:37:58 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Tami Kilgore
Sent: 1/11/2022 10:06:10 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/12/2022 7:00:40 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Covid vaccine mandate children

From: Amie together <amieloveslove3@live.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2022 7:17 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>; Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH)
<Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>; Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
<Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>;
Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH) <kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
<Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>; Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
<Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>; Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH)
<Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
<Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>;
Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH) <Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Covid vaccine mandate children

External Email

To whom this may concern,

I come to you as a concerned parent of a child who attends a Washington school in Grays
Harbor county. I know there has been a lot of discussion about the mandate for the covid
vaccine but I urge you to understand that as an adult with a religious exemption this has
been a huge struggle for me. I am unable to get the vaccine due to my religious status
and beliefs. I have been faced with the decision to stand by my beliefs or face dismissal
from a sonography program. It has been the hardest decision of my life, I could have
wasted 4 years of education and thousands and thousands of dollars on tuition. However,
"if Jesus Christ be God and died for me, then no sacrifice can be too great for me to
make for Him". Now that my exemption has been accepted and I am able to continue my
clinical rotation I plead with you. Please do not make the mandate mandatory for
children ages of 5 and up. Please do not make it mandatory for us to decide whether our
children get an education or they be experimented on. These are stressful times enough.
I don't think Washington State realizes how many parents will fight back, how many
teachers will lose amazing students and how many students will lose amazing teachers. I
don't want to have to quit everything I've worked for or have all theses hoops I've
jumped through be wasted just to home school my children. I am going to be a well
educated tax paying medical professional that can only benefit our state. I see no
outcome for our future that is positive with this mandatory vaccine mandate. Let us
parents decide what's best for our children. This may make no difference but I but I had
to at least try. If any of you would like to reach out to me please feel free otherwise I

appreciate your time and consideration.

Sincerely a loving Washington parent

______________________________________________
From: cbdjproperties
Sent: 1/11/2022 12:04:27 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid vaccine proposed mandate
External Email
I am completely against any of the proposed covid policies that are overreaching and
against my religious freedoms and autonomous rights. I stand against these proposed
WAC’s: WAC 246-100-070, WAC 246-100-045, WAC 246-100-040, WAC 246-100, WAC
246-105.
Claudia VanderHoek
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Gayle Danahy
Sent: 1/8/2022 9:55:19 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:17:26 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: No to the Covid shot mandatory for children and adults!

-----Original Message----From: Gayle Morgan <gayle_morgan@hotmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 11:02 PM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: No to the Covid shot mandatory for children and adults!
External Email
Hello!
I’m writing to you to please stop forcing the mandates for the Covid virus shot. As a
American we as a nation are going backwards with these mandates! As Abraham Lincoln
said, That this nation, under God, shall have a new birth of FREEDOM - and that
government of the people, for the people, shall not perish from the Earth. The people are
standing up and saying we DO NOT WANT THE MANDATES ON OUR CHILDREN AND FOR
US! Enough is enough, if a person wants to get the Covid shot, that’s their CHOICE! But
DON’T FORCE OR DISCRIMINATE a human for their God given personal choice for
choosing not to get the Covid shot! Especially when they can lose their job!!! As a state
you are discriminating many citizens and now there is segregation where many citizens
can not go to places. If that doesn’t show HATRED then you have no compassion. This is
not the USA land of the FREE if you continue this nonsense. And now you the Board of
Washington Health want to have ALL children take this Covid shot! You have no right to
put your personal decision on other citizens children!! Shame on you.
Thank you for listening from a concerned Wa citizen, Gayle Morgan
Sent from my iPad

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 1:58:37 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: NO, NO, NO for vaccine mandates for children

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: Cherie Hill <thehillhome@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 8:34 AM
To: Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH) <Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: NO, NO, NO for vaccine mandates for children

External Email
To: Washington Board of Health,

As parents and grandparents, please add our voices to the list of citizens who are
vehemently opposed to mandated shots for children.

Yes, we all well know, that there is a raging debate over this issue. However, while the
drum beats loudly for mandates, the facts do not substantiate in any way the need for
shots for our precious children. We can not sacrifice our children on the altar of
ignorance, power, greed and loyalty to a political party. There are volumes indicating that
the risks of experimenting on our children far outweigh any contrived benefit.

Not knowing what side you are on, but knowing that you are on the committee that is
gathering opinions, we wonder where do you stand. May you know our hearts as we
beg you to vote against mandates of any type.

When you look in the mirror ~ what do you see as the reason for your passion? May it be
to protect our children, created in the image of God, for the sake of our future and His
glory.

Respectfully submitted,

Dave & Cherie Hill
Chattaroy, WA

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/11/2022 5:52:02 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: WSBOH Meeting Jan 12, 2022 - OPPOSE

From: Sharlene Greene <sharlenegreene67@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2022 3:20 AM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: WSBOH Meeting Jan 12, 2022 - OPPOSE

External Email
Respectfully, Sir/Madam,
I’m writing to let you know that I am uniting with many people in Washington State to
stand against the tyranny we are facing.
This letter is regarding the WSBOH meeting scheduled for Jan. 12, 2022.
According to information I have seen on the web in recent days, it appears that WSBOH
will be discussing proposed policies that pertain to -WAC 246-100-070, WAC-246-100045, and WAC 246-105.
You do not have our permission.
You need our permission.
Our kids are not your property.
Our bodies are a temple of the Holy Spirit and is not owned by the government
We are born with free will and we will retain that until death.
Thank you,
Sharlene A. Greene

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 8:59:27 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Fwd: I Oppose!

Get Outlook for iOS
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fo0ukef&data=04%7C0
________________________________
From: Sabrina S <srose7719@yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 12:56:03 PM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: I Oppose!
External Email
I oppose the proposed WAC’s 246-100-070, WAC 246-100-045, WAC 246-100-040, WAC
246-100, WAC 246-105

I am completely against giving local health officers use of law enforcement and the use of
an emergency order to involuntarily detain a person or family into a quarantine facility if
they refuse the requests of medical examination, testing, treatment, counseling, or
vaccination.

I am completely against covid-19 injections as part of the school immunization
requirements using WAC 246-105.

______________________________________________
From: Brian Schroeder
Sent: 1/10/2022 9:22:27 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Deanna Knapp
Sent: 1/8/2022 3:57:57 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: CE HE
Sent: 1/11/2022 5:49:19 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
It's unconstitutional according to the Supreme Court of the US.
Violates our freedoms to choose what is in the best interest of my own body and lives.
Legislatures cannot determine what is the bet health care for individuals. Many have
auto-immune disorders
others have religious beliefs.
We have a right to choose, it's our body.

______________________________________________
From: Tao Kwan-Gett
Sent: 1/11/2022 1:09:19 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Fwd: Urgent Notice to the Washington State Board of Health Regarding
Mandating the Covid-19 mRNA Vaccines for All Students Across the State
External Email

Begin forwarded message:

From: Vija Rogozina <vija@rogozina.com>
Date: January 11, 2022 at 12:18:28 PM PST
To: allegra@berkconsulting.com, londeck@nasn.org, kcranfield@tpchd.org,
oicp@doh.wa.gov, phip@doh.wa.gov, Tao Kwan-Gett <kwangett@uw.edu>,
samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov
Subject: RE: Urgent Notice to the Washington State Board of Health Regarding
Mandating the Covid-19 mRNA Vaccines for All Students Across the State
Reply-To: Vija Rogozina <vija@rogozina.com>



RE: Urgent Notice to the Washington State Board of Health Regarding Mandating
the Covid-19 mRNA Vaccines for All Students Across the State

To: Washington State Board of Health members and consultants

i: a woman; Vija Rogozina; write a Notice of Liability to you; a man/woman, who
at times serves as a Board Member or a Consultant.
i; a woman, do not consent to your heavy-handed approach to my health and
health of my child. I do not give you the authority to impose any medical procedures on
me, my child, or on any human being that does not choose of their own free will your
offerings of "public health" in a vaccine trial. I follow medical science closely; raw data is
clear that children have close to zero risk of covid death. No risk, no benefit.

Here are three reasons for NOT mandating genetic mRNA vaccine for all Seattle
Public School students:
1. Please refer to the recent German study, which concludes that for COVID-19
related symptoms in 5-11-year old children without comorbidities the risk of death is
zero.

https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.11.30.21267048v1.full.pdf
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.medrxiv.org%2Fcontent%2F

2. The Pfizer mRNA vaccine causes catastrophic side effects, particularly heart
inflammation (myocarditis and pericarditis) in youth. The CDC’s own analysis of
“Myopericarditis following COVID-19 vaccination: Updates from the Vaccine Adverse
Event Reporting System (VAERS)
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cdc.gov%2Fvaccines%2Facip
2021-08-30%2F03-COVID-Su508.pdf&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C14bec4e416994c36b89f08d9d54685f9%7C11
” showed astonishing increases particularly in children ages 12-15, 16-17, and 18-24.
https://www.cdc.gov/vaccines/acip/meetings/downloads/slides-2021-08-30/03-COVIDSu-508.pdf
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cdc.gov%2Fvaccines%2Facip
2021-08-30%2F03-COVID-Su508.pdf&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C14bec4e416994c36b89f08d9d54685f9%7C11

3. Please review Pfizer's 6-month data. I'm attaching the document along with the
link under "breaking news" called "More Harm Than Good." Although this is from Canada,
we share lots of information, because we are all using the same vaccines.
https://www.canadiancovidcarealliance.org/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.canadiancovidcarealliance.or
I also urge you to go to the VAERS database and study statistics of adverse
vaccine events and mortality. The numbers reached over one million cases in December
2021 and more than 21,000 Americans have died after becoming part of the largest
human experiment in history.

The mistrust the public is experiencing is due to the extreme measures that have
been taken against the people and coercive unethical measures that have not been
supported by the actual data: https://covid.cdc.gov/covid-datatracker/#trends_dailycases
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fcovid.cdc.gov%2Fcoviddatatracker%2F%23trends_dailycases&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C14bec4e416994c36
People are informed, aware, and very unhappy that medical procedures are being
mandated and yet have not proven to stop the spread, stop transmission, nor stop
hospitalization as was touted in the beginning of rolling out these vaccines. People are
also aware of fraudulently hyperinflates numbers of unvaccinated cases due to a new
definition of ‘fully vaccinated’ as per Jan 5th, 2022, which refers to ‘Fully Vaccinated &
Boosted’ vs “Fully Vaccinated” & “Not Boosted, Partially Vaccinated”, “Vaccine Free”.
Vaccine breakthrough cases increased by over 1.1 million confirmed breakthrough cases

from November to December, which explains fraudulent statistics given to the American
people.
With so many risks and little benefit, i, along with many others, intend to hold
those responsible for bringing forth the mandate for Covid-19 vaccines to all students
and any potential health damage. I ask you to consider the repercussions of force,
mandates, and new laws that hurt the freedoms afforded us by God or the ones
supported by the US Constitution. It is our privilege and duty to protect our children from
any and all harm.
So, i urge you to vote from your innermost consciousness, with regards to data and with
a Precautionary Principle in mind. Do not follow the directives and social pressure from
the institutions that might be implicated in willful misconduct. Ask yourself: What Would
Consciousness Do?
i, sincerely thank you for your community service. It is only because of the people
on the ground, like you and i, that real change is ever possible. i, sincerely believe that
this still holds true! Thank you once again for honoring the Hippocratic Oath, Nuremberg
Code and Precautionary Principle by voting NO.
Sincerely,

by: Vija Rogozina
5503 30th Ave NE #G, Seattle, WA 98105
Vija@Rogozina.com

______________________________________________
From: cari williams
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:12:05 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 8:42:49 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Fwd: Washington State Board of Health Recommendation

Get Outlook for iOS
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fo0ukef&data=04%7C0
________________________________
From: wozeniak.family@frontier.com <wozeniak.family@frontier.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 1:33:26 PM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Washington State Board of Health Recommendation
External Email
We have been made aware that Washington State Board of Health will be discussing
mandating the Covid-19 shots and recommending detaining 'by force' citizens who do not
comply with a variety of actions deemed necessary regarding Covid-19 and/or other
medical situations. We are the parents of 2 minor children and 2 adult children, born &
raised in the State of Washington. WE STRONGLY ENCOURAGE YOU NOT MOVE
FORWARD WITH THESE RECOMMENDATIONS.
We have personally been touched by this virus as we know so many others have been.
We understand the seriousness of the virus. We also believe strongly in the fact that we
must remain free to make medical decisions for ourselves and for our children,
considering the unique circumstances of each individual in our family.
As Board members of Health in the State of Washington you are OBLIGATED to provide
us with facts/evidence that support all guidelines and recommendations:
1) There needs to be transparency about current rates of mortality for Covid-19 with
comorbities and age groups represented;
2) There needs to be transparency about current rates of positive test results of those
vaccinated and those vaccinated with a booster;
3) There needs to be transparency about the accuracy of testing available;
4) There needs to be transparency about how current mandates have consistently
prevented the spread of Covid-19; and
5) Explain why there has been little focus on making the public aware of how Covid-19 is
treatable and how hospitals are successfully treating patients.
It is our hope that as Washington State Health Board members, you still hold deeply the
virtues and desires that led you into medicine and that you have not allowed yourself to
become a political player. It is our hope that you truly do serve in your capacity with
honesty and a desire to truly protect the citizens of Washington State, ALL Washington
State citizens. We also hope you know that by recommending these actions, you will give
countless citizens of Washington State no other choice, but to move out of the state. We
personally have known 32 families who have moved out of state in the last 1.5 years and
will see another 9 more move this year. We understand this is small, but exponential,
given we are only one family. Passage of these recommendations into law will be where
the line is drawn for our family when it comes to moving and many other families we
know.

Do not continue this barrage of assaults on individual rights of your citizens, causing a
mass exodus of this beautiful state that has been home to so many for so long! Be the
person that stands up and truly protects your citizens, by giving them the inalienable
rights and dignity they deserve as a citizen of this state and this country.
Concerned Citizens,
Doug & Lauren Wozeniak

______________________________________________
From: Patricia Hubbard
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:09:44 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Parker James
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:06:34 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Amy Sheffield
Sent: 1/8/2022 4:10:38 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Adrienne Womack
Sent: 1/7/2022 4:53:21 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Mandates
External Email
To whom it may concern:
As a born and raised citizen of Washington state, I am completely against any Covid-19
mask mandates, Covid-19 vaccine mandates, and especially the policies of current
discussion. Those policies include, but are not limited to, WAC 246-100-070, WAC 246100-045, WAC 246-100-040, WAC 246-100, WAC 246-105.
Thank you for taking my input into consideration and listening to the voices of the people
of Washington.

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.onelink.me%2F107872968%3F

______________________________________________
From: Berad America
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:59:42 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments/questions for 1.12.22 meeting

attachments\AFCDBB75098B46B5_Capture+_2021-07-19-14-25-38(1).png
attachments\508A9F4775F9486A_20220112_115431.jpg
attachments\884C98B0FB184B94_20220112_115505.jpg
External Email
Hi,
I was unable to see or confirm my opportunity to speak today, so the purpose of this
email is to outline what I would speak about, and hopefully prompt further
communication in the event I was unable to today during the zoom meeting.
I'm sure you will be happy to hear my stance on vaccination requirements is totally
irrelevant to my discussion.
What I do want to discuss is measures that can be cheaply implemented to further
combat infection and spread in our indoor environment. I personally represent a gifted
engineer based in Holland that invented carbon-based air sterilization technologies that
can be fitted to any commercial and private residential scenario. I have included a
screenshot of the FDA lab report with Covid19, finished by summer 2021 on these
products, and 2 relevant devices that could substantially impact viral spread in shared
environments with their ionization levels ranging from 1-35 billion ions per cm3/sec.
I stand ready to serve and discuss options for the WA State Board of Health. As an
individual born and raised in the Seattle area, I want to offer any cutting-edge option
that can keep us ahead of the curve. Please contact me so I can share this option that
can accompany and enhance the WA State's current strategies.
God bless,
-Aaron Cooper

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/11/2022 3:42:00 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Fwd: FIRST DOCUMENT: Health Professional Outreach: Urgent - CEASE
AND DESIST Testing Run Against Government Standards

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov>
360-236-4105

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01%
| Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH%
|Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: unite4truth@mailbox.org <unite4truth@mailbox.org>
Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2022 2:39 PM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>; Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
<Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Re: Fwd: FIRST DOCUMENT: Health Professional Outreach: Urgent - CEASE AND
DESIST Testing Run Against Government Standards

External Email

On 01/11/2022 11:37 PM unite4truth@mailbox.org
<mailto:unite4truth@mailbox.org> wrote:

Letter which went out to Vermont policy officials, various academic and policy
groups in Washington also have been forwarded this documentation

ALL STATE PUBLIC HEALTH DEPARTMENT IN VIOLATION OF LEGAL ETHICAL
CODES IMPLEMENTING TESTING AGAINST PUBLIC HEALTH ORGANIZATION USE
STANDARDS

(applies to your department as well)

Cease and desist.

Document 1:

To Senator Brian Campon, Governor Phil Scot
CEASE AND DESIST
(cc superintendents, media)

Vermont is running Covid-19 testing against WHO/CDC/FDA standards & updated
warning statements and implementing Antigen testing against FDA warning which will
result in 96% false positive results (on one error) per statement issued on 11/3/2020.
(FDA warning statements with calculations for expected false positive rate (96%) are
included in the body of email below:

Vermont Public Health department and Governor have been provided the following
documentation, refuse to correct course and aiding an act of medical fraud.

Additionally, PCR tests are being run at cycle amplification rates above 24 CT (a
cycle level too high, more cycles run, less material, over 24 research study has found NO
LIVE material over 24 CT - this has been falsely represented by policy makers, public
health organization leadership as 'viral load' and false proof of detection of Sars CoV2,
virus attributed to cause generic Covid-19 cluster symptoms. The continuation of
implementation of use of PCR testing peer reviewed as unsuitable for the purpose over a
year ago with numerous update warning statement of problem documented by the
CDC/WHO/FDA statements is an act of medical fraud (linked in body of email below)

Covid-19 testing is Emergency Use Authorized ONLY and it is the responsibility of
leadership to review documentation to ensure states remain in compliance with new
directives. Vermont public health & policy makers have not.

Additionally, the majority of all Covid-19 testing ever issued has been
subsequently recalled by the FDA due to serious design flaw and contamination with no
action by policy makers to address ongoing issue or issue correction/public health
warning to citizens who received Covid-19 diagnosis and treatment on the basis of faulty
test which are not clinically viable for detection of Sars CoV2. Over 270 different Covid
testing/devices have been recalled by the FDA comprising (at least) tens of millions of
kits.

Vermont policy makers have imperiled licensed health professionals and
academics with liability/licensing and liability issues with ordering testing directives
against government health organization own use standards as clearly documented by the
evidence below. Health professionals/academics are held to an EVIDENCE based
standards and 'following orders' will not hold up as a defense in a court of law

Please review this letter which has been sent out to school superintendents (ALL)
in NY, VT, and MA:

And, IMMEDIATELY act to end testing directives which are driving false positive
cases which are being misrepresented as Covid-19 cases as this constitutes a SERIOUS
threat to individual and public health for citizens in the state of Vermont.

Subject: Health Professional Outreach: SEVERE Problems with Covid Testing:
States Running Testing against FDA Warning Statements/WHO/CDC standards updates:
false positives
LEGAL ACTION PENDING

Subject: URGENT: Health Professional Outreach - New York Running Antigen
Testing Against FDA Warning Use of Tests/ MAJORITY FALSE POSITIVES

Hello
This is an urgent outreach to provide documentation on problems with Covid-19
Rapid Antigen Testing in schools which are being run against FDA warning for use in low
incident populations which will result in MAJORITY false positives when utilized against
this warning:
States/Schools are running Covid 19 antigen testing against FDA (and other public
health organization) use recommendations per below document,

Here is the document:
https://www.fda.gov/medical-devices/letters-health-care-providers/potentialfalse-positive-results-antigen-tests-rapid-detection-sars-cov-2-letter-clinical-laboratory
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.fda.gov%2Fmedicaldevices%2Fletters-health-care-providers%2Fpotential-false-positive-results-antigentests-rapid-detection-sars-cov-2-letter-clinicallaboratory&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C3a2139b6fc8445337f2908d9d55bf5d4%7C
Potential for False Positive Results with Antigen Tests for Rapid Detection of SARSCoV-2 - Letter to Clinical Laboratory Staff and Health Care Providers
*
Remember that positive predictive value (PPV) varies with disease
prevalence when interpreting results from diagnostic tests. PPV is the percent of positive
test results that are true positives. As disease prevalence decreases, the percent of test
results that are false positives increase.
*
For example, a test with 98% specificity would have a PPV of just
over 80% in a population with 10% prevalence, meaning 20 out of 100 positive results
would be false positives.
*
The same test would only have a PPV of approximately 30% in a
population with 1% prevalence, meaning 70 out of 100 positive results would be false
positives. This means that, in a population with 1% prevalence, only 30% of individuals
with positive test results actually have the disease.
*
At 0.1% prevalence, the PPV would only be 4%, meaning that 96
out of 100 positive results would be false positives.
*
Health care providers should take the local prevalence into
consideration when interpreting diagnostic test results.
*
Consider positive results in combination with clinical observations, patient
history, and epidemiological information

To give you an example of how this works, I will give you the expected false
positives in Vermont (one of group members obtained this data to issue warning for
Vermont public schools - here are the numbers:

Vermont: 14 day cases
1020 cases

Population of Vermont:

623,251

Antigen tests: 98% general specificity

.1% case rate

*
At 0.1% prevalence, the PPV would only be 4%, meaning that 96 out of
100 positive results would be false positives.
96 out of hundred tests are expected to be false positives (on this one error, other
significant errors also documented with the use of these testing methods) -

The ENTIRE US population was 'low incident' before employment of mass testing
was instituted, no current case numbers or individual diagnosis have ANY scientific
clinical validity due to improper use of antigen tests AGAINST FDA waring.

(additionally, the testing utilized to determine case rates in New York is severely
flawed and against use guidelines as documented HERE)

https://www.unite4truth.com/post/media-not-exercising-due-diligence-reportingcovid-19-case-numbers-egregious-test-problems-ignored
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
not-exercising-due-diligence-reporting-covid-19-case-numbers-egregious-test-problemsignored&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C3a2139b6fc8445337f2908d9d55bf5d4%7C11d

Our group did a similar outreach last Spring and the head of the education
department & policy makers have been made aware but REFUSE to correct course.

Here is the article from that outreach:

https://www.unite4truth.com/post/stop-forced-covid-19-antigen-testing-inschools-states-going-against-fda-recommendations-strategy
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Flinkprotect.cudasvc.com%2Furl%3
forced-covid-19-antigen-testing-in-schools-states-going-against-fda-recommendationsstrategy%26c%3DE%2C1%2Ckyt-yX7SU4Je9M4gDT079Uw5kKp8Fl63It1e5YEkJHE474cL9I5yRqJfZXC4dYs7_O2a2hk_kPhQ64KC2f8kTHw419cB0M3V_UTZ9r9UOMw653jxdVX7yNHA%2C%2C%26typo%3D1&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%
From the numbers last March for MA
"Right now, in the county I am in, we are at .08% PPV You arrive at the PPV
number by finding out your county population, determine the last two week average of
active cases (available on your state's Covid-19 dashboard) and then find out the test
which antigen test they use to determine specificity rate. Most are about 98% specificity.

Here, it went, two hundred 'active' cases Population of country 125,000 people

.08 prevalence rate.

98% test specificity average to about 99.98 false positive cases"
This is NOT the only problem with testing.
Testing issues include:
MASS recalls, 270 different Covid-19 test kits and devices have been recalled
since the inception of the program - this comprises 100s of millions of tests and majority
of all tests EVER ISSUED, many recalled due to contamination issues. This is an ongoing
issue with millions recalled each months, none having any clinical validity for diagnosis to
errors necessitating recalls.

Here is the link to the FDA webpage which was (until recently) keeping track of
the recalls on a central list, but stopped updating it in July despite extensive recalls since
that time (buried on site, this is a valid archive of the page):

https://web.archive.org/web/20211009152633/https://www.fda.gov/medicaldevices/coronavirus-covid-19-and-medical-devices/removal-lists-tests-should-no-longerbe-used-andor-distributed-covid-19-faqs-testing-sars-cov-2
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fweb.archive.org%2Fweb%2F2021
devices%2Fcoronavirus-covid-19-and-medical-devices%2Fremoval-lists-tests-should-no-

longer-be-used-andor-distributed-covid-19-faqs-testing-sars-cov2&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C3a2139b6fc8445337f2908d9d55bf5d4%7C11d0e217
Please click on the third box of the above link to view the list

Additionally, there are severe problems with PCR testing including

-test developed without virus isolate (non specific to Sars CoV2)
-test set at cycle amplification rates which produce false positive by default of the
test
This issue was featured in a New York Times article in the summer of 2020
highlighting research studies adjusting for the cycle amplification error and finding up to
NINETY percent of tests were false positive due to a simple test recommendation error by
the FDA WHICH REMAINS UNCORRECTED TO THIS DAY

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/08/29/health/coronavirus-testing.html
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.nytimes.com%2F2020%2F08
testing.html&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C3a2139b6fc8445337f2908d9d55bf5d4%7
Summary of problem in a cease and desist letter from international attorney
Reiner Fuellmich who is working globally to file lawsuits against the testing due creation
of false positive tests through violation of scientific and implementation standards:

"If the test system only begins detection after a large number of replication
cycles, the viral
load is so low that active infection is ruled out. In the NDR podcast of May 7,
2020, you
yourself referred to a study according to which a patient is considered "less
infectious"
above 25 cycles. In fact, the authors of a Canadian study failed to identify any
replicable
virus beyond 24 cycles (Jared Bullard et al. in Clinical Infectious Diseases,
https://doi.org/10.1093/cid/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fdoi.org%2F10.1093%2Fcid%2F&d
ciaa638). Nevertheless, when the new case numbers are
added up again, nowhere is it checked at which Ct value the cut-off was set in the
respective positive test case. This makes the result of a PCR test highly
susceptible to
manipulation - and thus susceptible to political influence when high case numbers
are
"needed" in order to intimidate the population. In any case, the values determined
on the
basis of a PCR test are not a sufficient basis for a complete shutdown of public life
and

interference with people's liberties on an unprecedented scale".

Link to document with letter HERE
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fdrive.google.com%2Ffile%2Fd%2F
vDwqEy9vMhbNqzodAEW3b%2Fview&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C3a2139b6fc8445
(submitted against PCR test science authors)

To keep it very simple, the more cycles you run a PCR test at, the less material is
left, due this too many times and eventually, its just dead non infectious material

The documentation for the studies showing this and further problems with the PCR
test may be viewed here:

https://www.unite4truth.com/post/cease-desist-covid-19-leadership-testingvaccines-policies-violate-licensing-ethical-standards
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Flinkprotect.cudasvc.com%2Furl%3
desist-covid-19-leadership-testing-vaccines-policies-violate-licensing-ethicalstandards%26c%3DE%2C1%2CLYJeVcG4MaIxaJCw6RqA7GMErVSRTAljix_SjNBOZJ3chueAKCBrUR6rX5MmY
The public health leadership and policy makers are aware of these issues but will
not act to change course. This does NOT negate of the school leadership at the local
levels to immediately address this issue, and frankly, our group is beyond done with the
'following order' response from educational leadership when given extensive evidence
testing is perpetuating false cases. It is time to act.

It is imperative that lead educators now come forward to speak out on our
children's behalf and demand the public health department and education department
leadership cease and desist implementing testing which is driving case numbers

The entire basis for social distancing, lock downs, and masking is based on
severely flawed testing which is creating cases, misrepresented as infections

The reason individuals test positive with no symptoms is due to high amplification
cycles producing false positives, 90% of people in MA received false positives according
to research trials in summer of 2020. These individuals are not silent infections, they are
simply not sick

At this point, given the extensive documentation of the problems with statements
by Anthony Fauci admitting the issue over a year ago, this is not just a honest mistake, it
appears to be coordinated fraud

Full review with Fauci interview may be viewed HERE
https://www.unite4truth.com/post/cdc-pcr-covid-19-gold-standard-test-to-bediscontinued-replaced-with-equally-flawed-testing
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Flinkprotect.cudasvc.com%2Furl%3
pcr-covid-19-gold-standard-test-to-be-discontinued-replaced-with-equally-flawedtesting%26c%3DE%2C1%2Cr4EAdKXKPBD4dMe13UM2qM6jKspu57sH5wX7ImuZS_CY2MfLFtAy_C_sfO6Ldx

Additionally, educators should be aware that the government can not provide ANY
substantive evidence showing masking offers any benefit to children - a Freedom of
Information act request just returned from NY letter:
https://twitter.com/WilliamAHuston/status/1470875101826629633/photo/1
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWilliamAHuston%2
The ramifications for our children's social development through constant masking
and physical distancing are profound. Right now, against ALL medical and scientific
evidence, on the basis of severely flawed testing standards, children are being advised by
some authorities to utilize N95 and other medical grade mask which under NO
circumstance should be worn by children (decreases oxygenation levels which may result
in brain damage if this continues long term).

https://www.technocracy.news/german-neurologist-on-face-masks-oxygendeprivation-causes-permanent-neurological-damage/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.technocracy.news%2Fgerma
neurologist-on-face-masks-oxygen-deprivation-causes-permanent-neurologicaldamage%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C3a2139b6fc8445337f2908d9d55bf5d4%7

Please act to speak out on this issue and share this information with fellow
educators

Lawsuits are pending on testing issues both in the US and abroad. Be aware that
there is potential liability issues for health professionals (i.e. school nurses and licensed
educators) for implementation of policies which document show severe potential to
impede student health, following orders against actual data is NOT a legal excuse in
court.

Liability issues may extend to licensed educators who are implementing Covid-19

testing against government's own standards. ALL Covid-19 testing is Emergency Use
authorized only and there are ongoing updates which lead policy makers and educators
are responsible for reviewing:

ALL Covid-19 testing is Emergency Used approved only, new
statements/guidelines/warnings/recalls have been coming out on a near weekly basis. It
is the responsibility of those implementing these testing programs in school districts to
ensure this data is undergoing ongoing monitoring Have any of your districts acted to investigate which tests you have utilized which
have been subsequently recalled (most were)?
Have any of your districts acted to provide parental notification about faulty test
results students may have received due to use of recalled testing?
Nurses being ordered by the district to implementing testing against government
directives are placed in a position of acting against MA licensing and legal code standards
for RNS/LPSn. School nurses are in ACTIVE violation of their licensing standards and
liability laws in administering tests against government warnings. It does NOT matter if
they are following orders, professional standards hold us to EVIDENCE based practice.
This documentation is extensively available on the public health organization own website

Masking policy and testing policy is unsupported by scientific evidence and
actively driving policies with severe potential to harm student emotional, psychological,
and physical health.
Please objective review the SOURCE DATA directly. The government public health
organization and testing manufacture data extensively document SEVERE testing issues.

Follow the science is direct review of evidence not partisan debate or argument
over 'expert' opinion. One does not need an advanced degree to review basic data with
simple protocol and testing application driving the errors & it is the responsibility of lead
educators responsible for implementing Covid-19 policies to review this data and act to
correct problems to safeguard students emotional and physical health.
All discussion should be focused on this data itself.

Sincerely
Health Care Professionals for Covid-19 Policy Correction
(legal and parent groups have been provided this documentation and we are now
aware of several groups getting ready to move forward with legal action)

CEASE AND DESIST

On 01/11/2022 11:34 PM unite4truth@mailbox.org
<mailto:unite4truth@mailbox.org> wrote:

---------- Original Message ---------From: unite4truth@mailbox.org <mailto:unite4truth@mailbox.org>
To: "CROfrontdesk@leg.wa.gov <mailto:CROfrontdesk@leg.wa.gov> "
<CROfrontdesk@leg.wa.gov <mailto:CROfrontdesk@leg.wa.gov> >
Date: 01/11/2022 11:09 PM
Subject: SECOND DOCUMENT: Health Professional Outreach: Urgent CEASE AND DESIST Testing Run Against Government Standards

Second document -

Covid-19 vaccine policy (fraudulent trial standards, SEVERE safety risks)

Document 2:
Date: 01/11/2022 6:53 PM
Subject: Fwd: Re: Health Professional Outreach: SEVERE Covid-19 testing
problems & Vaccine Issues -CEASE AND DESIST

CEASE AND DESIST
To: All government policy makers/educational leadership responsible for
implementing Vermont Covid-19 policy directives

Policy makers have actively misrepresented safety and efficacy of Covid-19
vaccinations against the government public health organization and vaccine trial
evidence, in an act with serious public health ramifications for the citizens of Vermont:

Covid-19 vaccination were emergency use approved in December of 2020
on the basis of trials which measured for mild symptom suppression
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.bmj.com%2Fcontent%2F371
, the trials did not monitor for reduction of serious outcomes (hospitalizations/mortality
reduction) nor measure for reduction in transmission of SARS Cov2 (virus attributed to
cause cluster symptoms) of Covid-19.

Further, despite multiple nations now halting/restricting use of US
administered Covid-19 vaccinations due to severe safety risks (see below) with an ever
expanding list of safety investigation for SEVERE health side effects and new release of
Pfizer documents
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
court-ordered-document-release-exposes-company-covered-up-covid-vaccine-deathssideeffects&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C3a2139b6fc8445337f2908d9d55bf5d4%7C11d
exposing the pharmaceutical company classified and withheld early safety data
correlating 1,200 deaths and 42,000 injuries in the very early weeks of the Pfizer Covid19 vaccination program, the policy makers and public health officials of Vermont charged
persist in misrepresenting the safety and benefits of Covid-19 vaccinations against

documentation the vaccinations INDUCE side effects mirroring symptoms of Covid-19
attributed diagnosis at FAR greater rates and severity than individuals will experiences
with a positive PCR test diagnosis for Covid-19 (documentation below)

Public health and policy maker leadership must immediately CEASE and
DESIST misrepresenting Covid-19 public health against data documented by
WHO/CDC/FDA & test/manufacturer and research evidence and correct course to end
public health policies which have resulted in SEVERE individual and public health harm
based on FALSE information.

Documentation and source links below

Thanks you

Original Outreach Summary: PLEASE REVIEW

(update - new Pfizer court ordered released data document the
pharmaceutical classified/deliberately suppressed early safety data showing signals which
should have resulted IN immediate withdrawal of Emergency Use authorization by
existing FDA/research study parameters for ending EUA drug approvals):

Direct links to documents may be reviewed HERE:

https://www.unite4truth.com/post/pfizer-court-ordered-document-releaseexposes-company-covered-up-covid-vaccine-deaths-side-effects
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F

court-ordered-document-release-exposes-company-covered-up-covid-vaccine-deathssideeffects&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C3a2139b6fc8445337f2908d9d55bf5d4%7C11d

Urgent:

This email is part of national outreach campaign to correct SEVERE errors
in Covid-19 narratives which are actively contradicted and disproven by a cursory
objective review of the public health organization data and vaccine trial evidence. There
are SEVERE testing flaws and vaccine safety issues and the media is not objectively
reviewing data which exposes the issue. Below is a summary compilation of evidence, it
is all sourced and linked, it includes videos as well as extensive referral to CDC, FDA,
WHO, & peer review data.

Summary (each topic will be addressed below with direct source links to
documentation per the government/vaccine trial/pharmaceutical/test manufacturer data
in the full letter section - see the full body for sources & LINKS to data/evidence)

TESTING (brief summary - see full body letter for the full links to all
sources)

-PCR tests - developed without virus isolate, non specific to Sars CoV2
(virus attributed to cause Covid-19), set at cycle amplification settings above level which
detect live material (24), a positive does not equate to symptom presentation or
contagion per CDC own emergency use document, 22 expert panel peer review for
International Consortium of Science deemed the PCR test 'useless' for detection of Sars
CoV2, virus attributed to cause Covid-19 cluster symptoms (this was first nationally
reported in the New York Times over a year ago, the core issue never was corrected)

-Antigen testing: Antigen tests will produce up to 100% false positive tests
when used in low incident populations per FDA statement on November 3, 2020, the
entire country was 'low incident' population before mass administration & the 'second
wave' last fall. FDA issued a statement on November 3 2020 warning potential for mass
false positives when used in low incident populations with formula for calculating
expected false positive rate. Up to 100% false positives in low incident (Covid)
populations, in my county, utilizing the FDA's own formula - this worked out to projected
86% false positives on this ONE error alone with use of tests.

-Antibody testing - non specific to Sars CoV2, pick up material from many

other diseases, takes many day to weeks to flag a positive result

-majority of all Covid-19 test kits and devices ever issued have been
subsequently recalled by the FDA due to bacterial/fungal contamination and faulty trial
design, 100s of millions of tests, the same companies are then rewarded with new
contracts to produce Covid-19 related devices and products with no liability due to
Emergency Use Status of Test. Millions are being recalled every month. This comprises
over 270 different kits and hundreds of millions of tests (links to FDA list and full article
including extensive information on contamination of US & global testing below)

Attribution Standards
Unscientific, designed to capture illness unrelated to Sars CoV2,
misattributing existing/other disease to Covid-19

Mass Financial incentives to hospitals to label case Covid-19 per American
physician and surgeon expose (below)

Severely flawed testing/attribution standards are falsely assigning Covid-19
diagnosis to individuals not ill with Covid at all, or falsely labeling other disease/illness to
a Covid-19 diagnosis. This is especially troubling as vaccinated individuals coming into
the hospitals with side effect symptoms of Covid-19 vaccines are not having potential
vaccine injuries/mortalities investigated with public health officials attributing these cases
to Covid-19 on the basis of severe flawed methods and not following up with autopsy
study as is occurring in other nations. (see documentation below)

US states running the tests against the recommendation standards and
warning updates issued by WHO, CDC, & FDA resulting in mass false positive tests cases
(see document below)

Action Alert: NY Legislature Introduces Citizen Detainment Bill,
Documentation Letter to Share
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
alert-ny-legislature-introduces-citizen-detainment-bill-documentation-letter-toshare&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C3a2139b6fc8445337f2908d9d55bf5d4%7C11d0

Vaccines:

Vaccinations do NOT stop transmission of disease, were approved for

symptom suppression, trials were based on MILD cases and did not monitor for severe
outcomes (documented in BMJ article below), vaccinations INDUCE the very symptoms
as side effects (and worse) that the drugs were EUA to stop at rates far greater than
individuals experience with positive PCR test diagnosis of Covid-19 (this is due to test
settings and methods generating false positives, not asymptomatic transmission, see
below) - Drugs which do NOT prevent spread of disease are useless as a public health
containment measure, yet policy makers and media continue to tell the public individuals
should be vaccinated to 'protect others' -

Vaccinations are being recalled in countries around the globe due to safety
issues, seven European nations have halted or restricted Moderna due to myocarditis
risk, Taiwan has suspended Moderna for under 18s due to myocarditis risk, Norway stops
Johnson & Johnson due to blood clot risks, other nations are undergoing FAR more
thorough post mortem review than US - major anaphylactic events at vaccination clinic in
Vietnam (4 out of 700 students went into anaphylatic shock, one dead,

15 Swedish scientists have issued press release in British Medical Journal
demanding Sweden cease Pfizer vaccinations due to trial fraud, Pfizer court ordered
release of documents shows the company withheld severe side effects documented in
trials and withheld over 1200 death reports which occurred in the first weeks of program.
Pfizer is currently seeking to withhold further release of documents until 2096

Physician & nurse whistleblowers testifying globally before panels including
military physician who testified she had to ground three pilots in one morning due to
myocarditis, physicians who report their own injuries to CDC are not being followed up,
trial participants whistleblow on lack of f/u and monitoring of their symptoms
(links to video below)

Severe safety signals with German news reviewing recent occurrence of
myocarditis & deaths of athletes - in Europe, the rate has gone from 2 to 8 per year now
over 75 in five months with the same pattern occurring globally at the same time
warning labels have been added to mRNA vaccinations - some countries are
recommending against strenuous activity post Covid-19 mRNA vaccination, and both the
American Hearth Association researchers and British trial institutions are duplicating
research showing dramatic increased in cardiac inflammation post Covid-19 mRNA
vaccination - Moderna could not get past regular safety trials in 2017
(this pattern is occurring in students/public servants/soldiers/health
professionals who are often mandated to take vaccination to retain employment)

Several US educators and athletic coaches died over the past weekend, two
on school premises, we are monitoring this trend as a safety signal & it bears careful
scrutiny including two SUNY coaches and a teacher, this continues a global trend of
sudden deaths occurring in conjunction with timing of Covid-19 vaccine program and
extensive documentation of increased heart inflammation risk now coming in from major
medical journals - full details here:

https://www.unite4truth.com/post/myocarditis-covid-19-vaccinationsalarming-trend-of-increasing-athletes-students-teacher-deaths
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
covid-19-vaccinations-alarming-trend-of-increasing-athletes-students-teacherdeaths&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C3a2139b6fc8445337f2908d9d55bf5d4%7C11d

-New court ordered Pfizer document release exposes company
misrepresented safety data, suppressed 42,000 injury and over 1,200 death reports,
company has filed to withhold the rest of the requested vaccine trial and preliminary
vaccine contract documents until 2096 -

-CDC is failing to record deaths occurring post Covid-19 vaccine as related
to vaccination even when autopsy, treating physician, and coroner state vaccination
correlated to death (even in cases of anaphylaxis occurring within minutes to hours of
vaccination

-CDC is manipulating the reporting standards to suppress inclusion of
vaccine injured in official reports, this includes categorizing individuals as unvaccinated if
they are not two weeks post vaccine, utilizing different cycle threshold standards to
report cases between vaccinated and unvaccinated

-CDC is MASS backloading VAERS injury reports (83% of VAERS data is
submitted by MANDATORY reporters, see below) - Early VAERS reports have increased
from 56,000 to over 414,000 for the first 3 1/2 months of vaccine program, the
occurrence data of injury is nearly all within this early period, CDC is withholding
submission date, ages, and other central information from reports. A group contact has
now filed a Freedom of Information act request to demand release of ALL reports
submitted. In conjunction with the latest court released Pfizer Covid-19 documentation
showing mass withholding of adverse events and early deaths (see below), this very
much indicates a deliberate attempt to withhold safety data from the public, Pfizer is
currently seeking to withhold Covid-19 vaccine data until 2096)

Update (latest blog not included in letter below, important) - links to court
documents from FOI Pfizer Court Ruling included -UK physician whistleblower video on
British major news network included:
New Pfizer documents expose company deliberately withheld evidence
showing severe safety signals, misrepresented findings to FDA:

https://www.unite4truth.com/post/pfizer-court-ordered-document-releaseexposes-company-covered-up-covid-vaccine-deaths-side-effects
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
court-ordered-document-release-exposes-company-covered-up-covid-vaccine-deathssideeffects&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C3a2139b6fc8445337f2908d9d55bf5d4%7C11d

Full letter with evidence: SOURCE LINKS HERE - PLEASE REVIEW

TESTING
The central test for Covid-19 diagnosis is the RT PCR test. This test was
developed without any Sars CoV2 virus isolate (virus attributed to cause symptoms of
Covid-19), it has been set at cycle amplification rates over the limit at which the test will
pick up ANY live material (24 cycles), the test is NON specific to Covid-19 a positive does
NOT mean individual is ill or contagious due to Sars CoV2 presence (this is stated directly
in the CDC emergency use guide lines for the test)

Additionally, peer review by the International Consortium of Science 22
expert panel on the science paper on which the testing is based found 10 severe flaws
with the testing and deemed it ‘useless’ for detection of the virus:

“In light of our re-examination of the test protocol to identify SARS-CoV-2
described in the Corman-Drosten paper we have identified concerning errors and
inherent fallacies which render the SARS-CoV-2 PCR test useless’.
https://cormandrostenreview.com/report/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fcormandrostenreview.com%2Frep

(some have written of problems with above link - you can reference paper
here as well, but we are trying to keep to direct sources):
https://amirmortasawi.files.wordpress.com/2020/12/corman-drostenreview-report-nov.-2020.pdf
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Famirmortasawi.files.wordpress.com
drosten-review-report-nov.2020.pdf&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C3a2139b6fc8445337f2908d9d55bf5d4%7C1

Several international courts have ruled AGAINST the use of this testing due
to severe errors and the testing NOT being substantive evidence of a Covid-19 diagnosis
including Austria & German, there are numerous pending trials on the testing issue.

Documentation with direct source links to testing issues including WHO,
FDA, & CDC data may be found here:

https://www.unite4truth.com/post/cease-desist-covid-19-leadershiptesting-vaccines-policies-violate-licensing-ethical-standards
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
desist-covid-19-leadership-testing-vaccines-policies-violate-licensing-ethical-

standards&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C3a2139b6fc8445337f2908d9d55bf5d4%7C1

Video of Dr Kevin Corbett explaining the testing/virus isolation standard
issues:

https://www.oraclefilms.com/kevincorbett
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.oraclefilms.com%2Fkevincor

Rapid antigen testing are equally flawed with the FDA issuing a statement
on November 3, 2020 stating antigen tests may create up to 100% false positive when
used in low incident population per a formula based on test specificity and incidence rate.
(the entire US was a low incident population before the government ordered tens of
millions of these tests before the ‘second wave’ in the fall of 2020), the same is occurring
now:

Documentation HERE:
https://www.unite4truth.com/post/stop-forced-covid-19-antigen-testingin-schools-states-going-against-fda-recommendations-strategy
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
forced-covid-19-antigen-testing-in-schools-states-going-against-fda-recommendationsstrategy&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C3a2139b6fc8445337f2908d9d55bf5d4%7C11
The state public health departments are running the tests against the
protocol warnings and testing protocol updates issued by CDC/FDA/WHO - full review
HERE:

https://www.unite4truth.com/post/action-alert-ny-legislature-introducescitizen-detainment-bill-documentation-letter-to-share
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
alert-ny-legislature-introduces-citizen-detainment-bill-documentation-letter-toshare&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C3a2139b6fc8445337f2908d9d55bf5d4%7C11d0

The TESTING is creating a never ending cycle of test/false positive
diagnosis/lockdown – the TESTING is driving the cases not infection:

Additionally, hundreds of millions of Covid-19 testing kits have been
recalled globally since the inception of the program, MILLIONS every month, no effort to
issue any correction to the case data or investigate this ongoing scandal is being made
by policy makers or media organizations despite mass outreach by health professionals
to flag the problem. This testing is Emergency Use Only Approved so there is NO liability
for producing faulty testing and the companies producing these worthless tests are
immediately rewarded with additional contracts:

Here is the direct link to the FDA list (which the site has now archived and
buried – and they stopped updating it in October despite new recalls since that date, 2
million more were recalled last week). This should be a front page expose, we have
crickets:

FDA RECALL LIST/Covid-19 tests and devices Please open the link at the
third box for the full list for list:

https://web.archive.org/web/20211009152633/https://www.fda.gov/medicaldevices/coronavirus-covid-19-and-medical-devices/removal-lists-tests-should-no-longerbe-used-andor-distributed-covid-19-faqs-testing-sars-cov-2
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fweb.archive.org%2Fweb%2F2021
devices%2Fcoronavirus-covid-19-and-medical-devices%2Fremoval-lists-tests-should-nolonger-be-used-andor-distributed-covid-19-faqs-testing-sars-cov2&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C3a2139b6fc8445337f2908d9d55bf5d4%7C11d0e217

Full article: (article documents millions of tests removed for contamination
issues as well as documented by the FDA)
https://www.unite4truth.com/post/contaminated-covid-19-tests-millionsremoved-from-market-implicated-in-india-black-fungal-outbreak
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
covid-19-tests-millions-removed-from-market-implicated-in-india-black-fungaloutbreak&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C3a2139b6fc8445337f2908d9d55bf5d4%7C11

The testing is unsuitable for detection of Sars CoV2 per above evidence
from FDA, WHO, CDC, and serious peer review research

Use of testing unsuitable for detection of Sars CoV2 invalidates all case
data, research studies (including vaccine/drug trials), individual diagnosis made on the
basis of testing results. All hospitalization and mortality numbers corrupted.

‘Variants’ are diagnosed with the same testing which is USELESS for
detection of Sars CoV2. Omnicron has no more validity than any other Covid-19
diagnosis, the TESTS DO NOT WORK

The reason Africa basically has no Covid is simple. They are NOT
administering the testing which is driving the cases, and they are NOT seeing hospital
increases right now because vaccine injuries are driving the admissions not Covid-19.
This is not a 'mystery', the government evidence clearly shows what is driving it! (Covid
isn't just magically skipping over it)!

https://apnews.com/article/coronavirus-pandemic-science-health-

pandemics-united-nations-fcf28a83c9352a67e50aa2172eb01a2f
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fapnews.com%2Farticle%2Fcorona
pandemic-science-health-pandemics-united-nationsfcf28a83c9352a67e50aa2172eb01a2f&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C3a2139b6fc8445

ATTRIBUTION STANDARDS

The media has allowed public health officials to false attribute existing
disease (or no disease at all – asymptomatic infection is not infection, it is based on
faulty testing methods and results) on unscientific attribution standards

A hospitalization is catalogued as a Covid-19 hospitalization regardless of
reason for admission based on faulty testing

A mortality is catalogued as a Covid-19 death on the basis of faulty testing
OR symptom presentation which mirrors many other diseases
The attribution standards are DESIGNED to capture other illness/disease
and assign it as a Covid-19 case – please review this post for full documentation with
source links from CDC/WHO & other sources:

The average age of death is over 80 with four co-existing serious
conditions in 96% of cases – the label of Covid-19 is assigned through testing unsuitable
for detection of virus or symptom presentation which mirror many other illness.
https://www.unite4truth.com//post/government-data-destroys-publicofficial-covid-claims-covid-19-deaths-cases-hospitalization
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2F%2Fpos
data-destroys-public-official-covid-claims-covid-19-deaths-caseshospitalization&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C3a2139b6fc8445337f2908d9d55bf5d4%

Worse, hospitals are given MASS financial incentives to label hospital
admission/mortalities Covid-19 – American Physician and Surgeons report 100,000
incentive:
https://aapsonline.org/bidens-bounty-on-your-life-hospitals-incentivepayments-for-covid-19/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faapsonline.org%2Fbidensbounty-on-your-life-hospitals-incentive-payments-for-covid19%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C3a2139b6fc8445337f2908d9d55bf5d4%7C11d

(this blog regrets this is being politicized in this article however the
information is accurate – both ‘sides’ have been acting against public health interests in
their push for vaccines and unnecessary Covid protocols)
Vaccines/Drug Cures

Due to the above evidence, it is clear that there is NO need to mass
manufacture vaccinations/drugs to prevent/cure infections generated through faulty
testing/attribution standards. And, even if one takes the data ENTIRELY as presented by
officials without considering any of the above evidence – the government’s response is
irrational and harmful – consider

Vaccines do NOT stop transmission of disease, they were approved for
suppression of symptoms. This is admitted by Dr Anthony Fauci and CDC Director
Walensky, so why is the media pushing the need for vaccination to ‘protect others’ as a
drug which doesn’t stop spread of disease is USELESS as.a public health containment
measure:
Fauci – inoculations approved for symptom suppression
https://bgr.com/science/coronavirus-vaccine-efficacy-explained-fauciinterview/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fbgr.com%2Fscience%2Fcoronaviru
vaccine-efficacy-explained-fauciinterview%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C3a2139b6fc8445337f2908d9d55bf5d4%

CDC
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2MOKL2UHbL8
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv

Gates now admitted it
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mgsazoEd4xo
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv

86% of Covid-19 attributed case have NO core symptoms –Oxford Study
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/10/08/more-than-80percent-of-people-withcoronavirus-had-no-symptoms-uk-study.html
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cnbc.com%2F2020%2F10%2
than-80percent-of-people-with-coronavirus-had-no-symptoms-ukstudy.html&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C3a2139b6fc8445337f2908d9d55bf5d4%7C
this is falsely represented as evidence of ‘asymptomatic infection, its the
PCR testing)

Review of breakthrough/asymptomatic presentation evidence: asymptomatic transmission is scientifically unsupported theory driven by falsely

attributing viral load to dead non infectious material picked up by over amplified PCR
tests - fully documented HERE https://www.unite4truth.com/post/no-breakthrough-cases-noasymptomatic-transmission-bogus-research-used-to-push-covid-19-myth
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
breakthrough-cases-no-asymptomatic-transmission-bogus-research-used-to-push-covid19myth&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C3a2139b6fc8445337f2908d9d55bf5d4%7C11d0e

Additionally, the media continually allows ‘experts’ and public health
officials to make false claims around vaccine efficacy with claims of ‘Vaccine Saves Lives’

This statement has NO substantive evidence whatsoever to back it. The
trials measured MILD attributed cases and the efficacy was based on suppression of MILD
symptoms – this is fully documented in a British Medical Journal review of trials by Peter
Doshi:
https://www.bmj.com/content/371/bmj.m4037
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.bmj.com%2Fcontent%2F371

VACCINES are completely unnecessary even accepting the Covid-19 story
as it stands.

The stories attempting to push vaccines as necessary life savers is
completely manipulative as there is ZERO substantive evidence vaccines save lives and
extensive evidence the drugs are inflicting serious health consequences. And, many
families are entirely unaware that a positive test is NOT a viable method for
determination of death yet many individuals are told loved one died of Covid on the
premise of NO substantive evidence whatsoever. The behavior of hospitals who are being
paid huge sums for Covid-19 admissions is a shame on the entire medical system, and
seriously damaging the credibility and trust of the heath professions for at least a
generation to come.

The entire program is predicated on symptom suppression for a attributed
disease which hardly ever manifests in symptoms anyway with low mortality rates in all
age groups except over 65s & even then, the vaccines offer NO improvement whatsoever
of what individuals experience with a positive PCR test diagnosis for Covid-19 outcomes,
so there is NO benefit to administration of these drugs ONLY risk

Vaccines INDUCE the symptoms (as side effects) the drugs are purported
to suppress at far greater rates and severity than individuals will experience with a
positive PCR test diagnosis for Covid-19 diagnosis as documented HERE:

https://www.unite4truth.com/post/fda-full-approval-pfizer-covid-19vaccine-expected-monday-mockery-of-science-ethics-act-of-fraud
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
full-approval-pfizer-covid-19-vaccine-expected-monday-mockery-of-science-ethics-actoffraud&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C3a2139b6fc8445337f2908d9d55bf5d4%7C11d0

MODERNA COULD NOT GET PAST REGULAR SAFETY TRIALS and now being
halted in restricted around the globe:

https://www.statnews.com/2017/01/10/moderna-trouble-mrna/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.statnews.com%2F2017%2F0
troublemrna%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C3a2139b6fc8445337f2908d9d55bf5d4%7C1

Evidence Vaccines Inflicting serious harm/death

Covid-19 vaccines are recording record injury & death reports with over
924,000 injuries and nearly 20,000 deaths recorded since the inception of the program
last December.

83% of VAERS data is generated by MANDATED reporters with majority
including case data, medical notes and sometimes labs. The media has adopted a
campaign to dismiss the data based on the CDC refusing to acknowledge the significance
of data (even when treating physician/autopsy directly correlate a vaccine death to a
vaccine)

Report on how the data is generated with source links (per Harvard study
only 1% of vaccine injuries are ever reported to VAERS and NYT article documents last
February the FDA admitting this mass emergency use program started without adequate
safety monitoring system in place):

https://www.unite4truth.com/post/vaers-data-media-attempts-todiscredit-substantive-vaccine-injury-data-independent-review
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
data-media-attempts-to-discredit-substantive-vaccine-injury-data-independentreview&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C3a2139b6fc8445337f2908d9d55bf5d4%7C11d

This rate of injury should have ended the program – in 1976, fifty six

associated deaths with the Swine Flu program ended the program (these deaths were
NOT proven – links to this data & video in above link)

The CDC is failing to properly investigate post vaccine deaths, labeling
deaths Covid-19 even when AUTOPSY and TREATING PHYSICIAN testimony show a
CLEAR correlation to the vaccine as in the case of Drene Keyes, a black minister who
went into anaphylactic shock post Covid-19 Pfizer vaccination)

https://www.unite4truth.com/post/update-drene-keyes-evidence-showsofficials-covering-up-black-minister-s-covid-19-vaccine-death
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
drene-keyes-evidence-shows-officials-covering-up-black-minister-s-covid-19-vaccinedeath&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C3a2139b6fc8445337f2908d9d55bf5d4%7C11d0

This case is rare in that it was publicized or reported on at all with the local
media allowing her daughter to challenge the narrative.

The CDC is failing to investigate deaths post Covid-19 vaccine by simply
labeling the mortality a Covid death despite the severe testing/attribution standards)

There is NO standard investigation protocol for a post vaccination death by
the CDC. In a proper trial of new drugs, all deaths would be investigated and reported,
this is not happening with Covid-19 vaccines.

CDC is manipulating reporting standards: (links to CDC reporting
standards)

Evidence Indicates CDC Manipulating Covid-19 PCR Testing, Provide False
Evidence of Vaccine Efficacy
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
indicates-cdc-manipulating-covid-19-pcr-testing-provide-false-evidence-of-vaccineefficacy&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C3a2139b6fc8445337f2908d9d55bf5d4%7C11d

Shockingly, CDC Now Lists Vaccinated Deaths as Unvaccinated
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fz3news.com%2Fw%2Fshockinglycdc-now-lists-vaccinated-deaths-asunvaccinated%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C3a2139b6fc8445337f2908d9d55bf5
(most VAERS reports are submitted within the first two weeks of
vaccination)

The media has normalized the drugs inducing harmful side effects – often
promoting side effects mirroring the very symptoms the drugs are administered to
suppressed means the drugs are ‘working’ This has normalized significant side effects
which SHOULD be reported to VAERS. This narrative needs to cease, induction of harm
by these drugs is NOT a benefit.

Major research developments - mRNA/Heart Inflammation:
American Heart Association Journal: Journal/Circulation
Abstract Steven R Gundry
Physician, American Hearth and Lung Institute

Abstract of report finding:

https://www.ahajournals.org/doi/10.1161/circ.144.suppl_1.10712
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.ahajournals.org%2Fdoi%2F1

Abstract 10712: Mrna COVID Vaccines Dramatically Increase Endothelial
Inflammatory Markers and ACS Risk as Measured by the PULS Cardiac Test: a Warning

“At the time of this report, these changes persist for at least 2.5 months
post second dose of vac.We conclude that the mRNA vacs dramatically increase
inflammation on the endothelium and T cell infiltration of cardiac muscle and may
account for the observations of increased thrombosis, cardiomyopathy, and other
vascular events following vaccination.

Results duplicated: Whistleblower on mainstream UK news states major
research institution sitting on study
Here is the interview from GB news reporting on the issue and UK research
institution suppressing data – top British medical research center duplicated the finding
in the above medical study and suppressing the information out of fear of losing funding
IMPORTANT

https://twitter.com/GBNEWS/status/1463926037889396736
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FGBNEWS%2Fstatu

Other Countries Pulling vaccines due to safety issues including blood clots
and myocarditis:

Norway has led the way into investigation into post vaccination harm.

Last January, when 23 elderly fell ill and died in care homes post Covid-19
Pfizer vaccination, public health officials ordered autopsies and correlated Pfizer side
effects to deaths in 13 of the deaths.

This prompted the country to change recommendations for administration
of the vaccine:
https://thehill.com/policy/international/europe/534395-norway-warnspatients-over-80-of-vaccine-risks-after-deaths
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fthehill.com%2Fpolicy%2Finternati
norway-warns-patients-over-80-of-vaccine-risks-afterdeaths&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C3a2139b6fc8445337f2908d9d55bf5d4%7C11d

The Norweigan Prime Minister stated that administration of the vaccine
could speed up the end of life process:
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-01-26/norway-mayrefine-vaccine-strategy-after-elderly-deaths-pm-says
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.bloomberg.com%2Fnews%2
01-26%2Fnorway-may-refine-vaccine-strategy-after-elderly-deaths-pmsays&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C3a2139b6fc8445337f2908d9d55bf5d4%7C11d0e

Countries all over the globe began seeing rise in care home deaths at the
inception of the Pfizer Covid-19 administration – whistleblowers spoke out and were
ignored or labeled ‘conspiracy theorist’ despite Norway finding significant correlation
when actual and appropriate autopsy investigation was conducted)
https://www.patreon.com/posts/covid-19-vaccine-47545730
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.patreon.com%2Fposts%2Fco
19-vaccine47545730&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C3a2139b6fc8445337f2908d9d55bf5d4%7C1

https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/nursing-home-residentsspain-die-pfizer-covid-vaccine/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fchildrenshealthdefense.org%2Fdef
home-residents-spain-die-pfizer-covidvaccine%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C3a2139b6fc8445337f2908d9d55bf5d4%7

Taiwan Stops Pfizer after heart issues in under 18:
https://duckduckgo.com/?q=taiwan+stops+vaccination&ia=web
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fduckduckgo.com%2F%3Fq%3Dta

Iceland halts Moderna ALL ages due to myocarditis (our country is

approving boosters)
https://www.visiontimes.com/2021/10/11/iceland-halts-use-of-modernavaccine-for-all-ages-following-increased-health-concerns.html
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.visiontimes.com%2F2021%2
halts-use-of-moderna-vaccine-for-all-ages-following-increased-healthconcerns.html&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C3a2139b6fc8445337f2908d9d55bf5d4%

Nordic Countries halting Moderna in younger populations:
https://www.cnbc.com/2021/10/08/nordic-countries-are-restricting-theuse-of-modernas-covid-vaccine.html
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cnbc.com%2F2021%2F10%2
countries-are-restricting-the-use-of-modernas-covidvaccine.html&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C3a2139b6fc8445337f2908d9d55bf5d4%7

(Pfizer actually documents HIGHER rate of myocarditis induced symptoms
post vaccination per vaccine with up to rates of 1 in 3,000 for teens/young adults) – full
documentation of child risks and full data on risks/benefits assessment in child
populations HERE)

https://www.unite4truth.com/post/what-parents-should-know-covid-19vaccinations-experimental-new-technology-1000-reports-injury
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
parents-should-know-covid-19-vaccinations-experimental-new-technology-1000-reportsinjury&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C3a2139b6fc8445337f2908d9d55bf5d4%7C11d0
J&J pulled in Denmark/Norway, Breaking today (12/16/2021) CDC is now
holding ANOTHER meeting due to the blood clots which caused these nations to pull this
drug and halt the program here in US last Spring, the US should NEVER have approved
this drug to start but resuming it after direct correlation to deaths is blatantly criminal,
now months later after MORE deaths, they are forced to review again:

https://sciencenorway.no/covid19-vaccines-viruses/norwegian-medicinesagency-about-johnson-johnsonwe-usually-dont-use-vaccines-with-lethal-sideeffects/1867058
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsciencenorway.no%2Fcovid19vaccines-viruses%2Fnorwegian-medicines-agency-about-johnson-johnsonwe-usuallydont-use-vaccines-with-lethal-sideeffects%2F1867058&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C3a2139b6fc8445337f2908d9d55b

Latest CDC article:
https://www.washingtonpost.com/health/2021/12/15/johnson-andjohnson-vaccine-continued-blood-clots/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.washingtonpost.com%2Fhea
and-johnson-vaccine-continued-bloodclots%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C3a2139b6fc8445337f2908d9d55bf5d4%7C1

Please see blog for additional documentation of Pfizer safety issues,
vaccine batch halted in Vietnam after 125 children hospitalized/4 students of 700 go into
anaphylactic shock & major Pfizer headlines which the media should feature in Covid-19
coverage - including new court rulings:
https://www.unite4truth.com/post/major-pfizer-headlines-court-rulingignored-by-the-media-scientists-document-vaccine-trial-fraud
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
pfizer-headlines-court-ruling-ignored-by-the-media-scientists-document-vaccine-trialfraud&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C3a2139b6fc8445337f2908d9d55bf5d4%7C11d0

Lawyers have filed suit against Pfizer for misrepresenting safety data in 5
to 11 in Canada:
https://westernstandardonline.com/2021/11/alberta-lawyer-filescomplaint-against-pfizer/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwesternstandardonline.com%2F20
lawyer-files-complaint-againstpfizer%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C3a2139b6fc8445337f2908d9d55bf5d4%7C1

“According to the unnamed experts, Pfizer allegedly ignored the risks of
“anaphylaxis, pericarditis, capillary thrombosis, clotting disorders, strokes and transverse
myelitis, to name a few.”

The complaint letter said Pfizer has also allegedly “scrubbed” data related
to deaths due to transverse myelitis from its initial Emergency Use Authorization (EUA)
application to the FDA. The complaint also alleges the application was “fraught with
fraudulent misstatements” around the safety profile of the Pfizer vaccine.
“To suggest to the parents of Canada that this product is safe and will not
kill or injure more Canadian 5-11-year-old children than the notional 0-3 ‘prevented
COVID-19 deaths’ alluded to by Pfizer in its FDA EUA application constitutes fraud on the
Canadian public and the Canadian Government,” the claim reads.

Vaccine Safety Investigations: very partial list

Kidney/Skin Disorders
https://www.fiercepharma.com/pharma/europe-probing-link-betweenpfizer-biontech-moderna-covid-vaccines-and-skin-condition-2
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.fiercepharma.com%2Fpharm
probing-link-between-pfizer-biontech-moderna-covid-vaccines-and-skin-condition2&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C3a2139b6fc8445337f2908d9d55bf5d4%7C11d0e217
Menstrual disorders:
https://www.news-medical.net/news/20210916/Reproductive-specialisthighlights-the-need-to-investigate-menstrual-changes-after-covid-19-vaccination.aspx

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.newsmedical.net%2Fnews%2F20210916%2FReproductive-specialist-highlights-the-need-toinvestigate-menstrual-changes-after-covid-19vaccination.aspx&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C3a2139b6fc8445337f2908d9d55bf5d

Myocarditis
https://www.cnbc.com/2021/06/26/fda-adds-warning-of-rare-heartinflammation-to-pfizer-moderna-vaccines.html
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cnbc.com%2F2021%2F06%2
adds-warning-of-rare-heart-inflammation-to-pfizer-modernavaccines.html&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C3a2139b6fc8445337f2908d9d55bf5d4%

(studies ongoing, this is NOT complete data)
Transverse Myelitis:
https://arynews.tv/eu-transverse-myelitis-side-effect-jj-covid-19-vaccine/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Farynews.tv%2Feutransverse-myelitis-side-effect-jj-covid-19vaccine%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C3a2139b6fc8445337f2908d9d55bf5d4%7

Thrombocytopenia
https://www.news-medical.net/news/20211116/Thrombosis-withthrombocytopenia-syndrome-rare-but-serious-adverse-event-associated-withAd26COV2S-vaccination.aspx
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.newsmedical.net%2Fnews%2F20211116%2FThrombosis-with-thrombocytopenia-syndromerare-but-serious-adverse-event-associated-with-Ad26COV2Svaccination.aspx&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C3a2139b6fc8445337f2908d9d55bf5d

Guillain Barre
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC8298969/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov%2Fpmc%2

Astrazeneca being dropped globally (same technology as J&J) – Norway
expert panel recommends against its use
https://www.reuters.com/world/europe/norway-should-exclude-jjastrazeneca-covid-vaccination-scheme-says-commission-2021-05-10/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.reuters.com%2Fworld%2Feu
should-exclude-jj-astrazeneca-covid-vaccination-scheme-says-commission-2021-0510%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C3a2139b6fc8445337f2908d9d55bf5d4%7C11d

Vaccine Trial Participants, Doctors, Nurses, Whistleblowers Speak Out
Despite many whistleblowers coming forward, the media continues to
ignore the growing testimony from health professionals, funeral directors, vaccine trial
recipients around the globe red flagging SERIOUS issues with the vaccine safety – a
small sampling of this testimony for your review HERE

VIDEOS
(myocarditis and the misrepresentation of serious harm:
Dr. Linda Wastila: Why are we Accepting Myocarditis as an Acceptable Side
Effect for COVID Vaccines?
https://rumble.com/vovdmn-dr.-linda-wastila-why-are-we-acceptingmyocarditis-as-an-acceptable-side-ef.html?mref=6zof&mrefc=2
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Frumble.com%2Fvovdmn-

dr.-linda-wastila-why-are-we-accepting-myocarditis-as-an-acceptable-sideef.html%3Fmref%3D6zof%26mrefc%3D2&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C3a2139b6fc

Military physician testifies under whistle blower protection - ground three
pilots in one morning due to post vaccination myocarditis:
https://rumble.com/vomsar-lieutenant-colonel-theresa-long-over-200000service-members-have-rejected-t.html
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Frumble.com%2Fvomsarlieutenant-colonel-theresa-long-over-200000-service-members-have-rejectedt.html&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C3a2139b6fc8445337f2908d9d55bf5d4%7C11d0

Physician testifies in front of Senate panel
https://rumble.com/vpi9cu-orthopedic-surgeon-did-800-surgeries-peryear-but-now-cannot-work-due-to-co.html?mref=6zof&mrefc=3
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Frumble.com%2Fvpi9cuorthopedic-surgeon-did-800-surgeries-per-year-but-now-cannot-work-due-toco.html%3Fmref%3D6zof%26mrefc%3D3&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C3a2139b6fc
(if MDS have to fight this hard to get heard, imagine what regular people
with no medical understanding or connection must face to get stories heard)

Mother testifies after 28 daughter dies immediately post vaccine, states
cause of death misrepresented:
https://rumble.com/vozjhl-grieving-mother-who-threatened-health-impactnews-for-publishing-daughters-.html?mref=6zof&mrefc=4
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Frumble.com%2Fvozjhlgrieving-mother-who-threatened-health-impact-news-for-publishing-daughters.html%3Fmref%3D6zof%26mrefc%3D4&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C3a2139b6fc84

UK coroner notes significant increase in infant/young adult funerals post
vaccination

https://rumble.com/vovjtz-uk-funeral-director-10x-newborn-baby-deathsafter-covid-shots-refrigerators.html?mref=6zof&mrefc=5
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Frumble.com%2Fvovjtzuk-funeral-director-10x-newborn-baby-deaths-after-covid-shotsrefrigerators.html%3Fmref%3D6zof%26mrefc%3D5&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C3

Full blog of videos with additional nurse/physician/injured testimony
including US nurse & Australian nurse stating vaccine injuries not Covid filling hospital
wards:
https://www.unite4truth.com/post/video-update-important-archive-ofcovid-19-related-content-european-parliament-members-speak-out
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
update-important-archive-of-covid-19-related-content-european-parliament-membersspeakout&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C3a2139b6fc8445337f2908d9d55bf5d4%7C11d0e2

Nurses testimony - policies are destroying hospitals, officials lying about
ICUS (video)Government Health Officials Are Creating Health Care Crisis With Vaccine
Mandates, Lying About ICUS
https://www.unite4truth.com/post/government-health-officials-arecreating-health-care-crisis-with-vaccine-mandates-lying-about-icus
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
health-officials-are-creating-health-care-crisis-with-vaccine-mandates-lying-abouticus&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C3a2139b6fc8445337f2908d9d55bf5d4%7C11d0e2

(media failure to report on how policies not Covid-19 destroying our
hospital system, if you actually respect care givers and view us as 'heroes' than spare us
the thanks and report the truth)

Blog of injured video testimony (extensive) here:
https://www.unite4truth.com/post/covid-19-vaccine-injured-forced-tocreate-own-videos-websites-as-near-media-blackout-continues
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
19-vaccine-injured-forced-to-create-own-videos-websites-as-near-media-blackoutcontinues&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C3a2139b6fc8445337f2908d9d55bf5d4%7C1

Cluster deaths of teachers/athletes/students/physicians/public servants
(police/firefighters/paramedics) occurring in significant rates as booster shots roll out for
‘high risk’ public workers:

Last week three student athletes collapsed at games in US, experts have
issued warnings in some countries due to risk from strenuous exercise post vaccine:
https://www.jpost.com/health-and-wellness/health-ministry-to-considerasking-newly-vaccinated-to-avoid-working-out-681317
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.jpost.com%2Fhealthand-wellness%2Fhealth-ministry-to-consider-asking-newly-vaccinated-to-avoid-workingout681317&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C3a2139b6fc8445337f2908d9d55bf5d4%7C11d

https://tnp.straitstimes.com/news/singapore/avoid-strenuous-exercisetwo-weeks-after-jab-expert-committee
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftnp.straitstimes.com%2Fnews%2F
strenuous-exercise-two-weeks-after-jab-expertcommittee&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C3a2139b6fc8445337f2908d9d55bf5d4%7C

4 teachers died in one week period in Ohio (no cause of death related in
three, one died in surgery)
Additionally, MANY teachers, athletes, medical professionals are now dying

with Covid-19 attributed infection but there is no investigation or autopsy and the
standards for attribution/testing render these diagnosis corrupted.

Blogs following death student/teachers/athletes (please not that inclusion
in this blog is NOT a claim each person died of a Covid-19 injury, it is compiled to
monitor trends with safety signals flashing red right now - and other nations PULLING the
vaccinations due to myocarditis -as of above nurse/physician whistle blowers state, the
units are seeing young and younger individuals with blood clots and heart issues and
excess death reports in UK not related to Covid (video of physician whistleblower who
states incident of sudden cardiac death and dying at home is up exponentially HERE)
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
court-ordered-document-release-exposes-company-covered-up-covid-vaccine-deathssideeffects&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C3a2139b6fc8445337f2908d9d55bf5d4%7C11d

Athletes
https://www.unite4truth.com/post/myocarditis-covid-19-vaccinationsalarming-trend-of-increasing-athletes-students-teacher-deaths
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
covid-19-vaccinations-alarming-trend-of-increasing-athletes-students-teacherdeaths&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C3a2139b6fc8445337f2908d9d55bf5d4%7C11d

Students being found in dorms, dying in sleep - teachers/soldiers (safety
signal)

https://www.unite4truth.com/post/3-ohio-students-four-teachers-dead-ina-month-as-major-research-flags-increased-vaccine-heart-risks
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
ohio-students-four-teachers-dead-in-a-month-as-major-research-flags-increasedvaccine-heartrisks&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C3a2139b6fc8445337f2908d9d55bf5d4%7C11d0e

This letter is only a very partial documentation of the significant ongoing
issues with vaccine safety, testing, and policy protocols but it highlights significant
evidence of SEVERE problems which indicate:

Testing needs to immediately CEASE as it is driving cases and it is
unsuitable for detection of virus employed to detect

Vaccine administration needs to immediately cease and full disclosure of all
injury reports and trial data must be released to the public:

CDC massively backloading VAERS injury data: (not new incidents,
withholding submission dates of report) 360,000 backloaded for first three and half
months,
https://www.unite4truth.com/post/2-400-covid-19-vaccine-deathsoccurred-in-first-six-weeks-of-program-cdc-back-loading-data
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
400-covid-19-vaccine-deaths-occurred-in-first-six-weeks-of-program-cdc-back-loadingdata&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C3a2139b6fc8445337f2908d9d55bf5d4%7C11d0e

Pfizer attempting to suppress release of trial data until 2076. (latest 2096)
https://www.citizensjournal.us/fda-asks-federal-judge-to-grant-it-untilthe-year-2076-to-fully-release-pfizers-covid-19-vaccine-data/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.citizensjournal.us%2Ffdaasks-federal-judge-to-grant-it-until-the-year-2076-to-fully-release-pfizers-covid-19vaccinedata%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C3a2139b6fc8445337f2908d9d55bf5d4%7C1

Sweden scientists now demand Pfizer be halted due to research
fraud:Research fraud at a subcontractor to Pfizer, now 16 doctors and researchers
demand that vaccination in Sweden be paused.

https://www.efvv.eu/news/press-release-research-fraud-at-subcontractorto-pfizer
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.efvv.eu%2Fnews%2Fpressrelease-research-fraud-at-subcontractor-topfizer&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C3a2139b6fc8445337f2908d9d55bf5d4%7C11d0
Nils Littorin , physician; doctor of clinical microbiology
Magnus Burling , specialist in general medicine,
Sture Blomberg , specialist in anesthesia and intensive care; Associate
Professor
Ragnar Hultborn , Specialist in Oncology; Professor Emeritus
Lilian Weiss , Specialist in General Surgery; Associate Professor
Ann-Cathrin Engwall , Immunologist and Virologist; doctor of molecular cell
biology with an immunological focus
Sebastian Rushworth, AT doctor
Maria Papadopoulou , ophthalmologist
Carina Ljungfelt , specialist in general medicine
Christina Malm , specialist in general medicine,
Bo Jonsson , specialist in general psychiatry; with dr
Anette Stahel , PhD in biomedicine,
Nina Yderberg, specialist in child and adolescent psychiatry
Dinu Dusceac , specialist in cardiology; PhD
Margareta Andersson , specialist in general medicine
Hanna Åsberg , specialist in general medicine

Update on this article with additional major Pfizer headlines your news
organization should be aware including problems with 'approval' which appears to involve
a bait and switch for Pfizer to retain liability protection for administering EUA drugs while
selling the public on a fully approved vaccine (SHORT term trials will not even be finished
until next year, and no mid or long term data whatsoever, it is unethical to make claims
of safety and efficacy on LACK of data, this is setting a dangerous new precedent where
untested drugs are released on a 'trust us' standard and the consequences have been
severe)

https://www.unite4truth.com/post/major-pfizer-headlines-court-rulingignored-by-the-media-scientists-document-vaccine-trial-fraud
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
pfizer-headlines-court-ruling-ignored-by-the-media-scientists-document-vaccine-trialfraud&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C3a2139b6fc8445337f2908d9d55bf5d4%7C11d0

Policy makers, public health departments, and lead medical organizations
have been contacted extensively about the above issues, they are stonewalling or
ignoring health professional outreach to course correct. This includes licensing boards
and public health departments at local/state/national level.

PLEASE act to report on these issues.
Media is contributing to mass public health harm in allowing
misrepresentation of this data by government officials & ‘experts making false claims of
safety/efficacy should be in front of a licensing board hearing not featured as ‘experts’ in
the media. There is now concrete documents of mass safety data suppression coming
from the Pfizer documents and CDC own reporting systems of mass early suppression of
data (injury reports have jumped from 58,000 to over 414,000 in early months of
program with nearly all showing occurrence date in early period. This is fraud and the
media needs to immediately inform the public of this data.

The politicalization and attacks on individuals coming forward to present
credible, evidence based concerns needs to immediately cease. Our children’s health is at
risk from these drugs and this is not a partisan issue, it is one of public health. Our group
is non-partisan and we have been dismayed to see both political ‘sides’ actively
advancing claims and policies against the government health organization and vaccine
trial data.

It is essential the media begin objectively reviewing the claims made by
public health officials and pharmaceutical reps as our extensive review has found their
data contradicts the entire Covid-19 'official' narrative.

The framing of what should be an objective scientific discussion with focus
on EVIDENCE should begin in earnest. The media and policy makers framing of these
issues through partisan speak and slander of those who attempt to provide objective
review of fact (conspiracy theorist) to public has been a serious disservice to your

readers and viewers. Follow the science has been a slogan, not a guiding principle in
news media covid 19 reporting.

Thanks for your time
Health Professionals for Covid-19 Policy Corrections

On 01/11/2022 11:04 PM unite4truth@mailbox.org wrote:

Hello

We see you are involved in enacting policy to illegally and
unconstitutionally detain citizens on suspicion of medical threat to public health per bill
WAC 246-100-040

Your office should be fully aware health professional, academic, and
parent groups are currently moving forward with mass cease and desist and legal action
to stop Covid-19 testing being implemented against FDA/WHO/CDC own use standards
and resulting in 100% false positive by default of the protocol violations -

We are forwarding two documents to put you on notice that actions
to detain citizens on false data under the guise of public health will be met with
immediate legal action and personal filing against all individuals responsible for aiding
mass public health organization which may be construed as a conspiracy and tried
according to such standards.

Letter One and documentation below (example of one of MANY
letters going out to policy makers and public health officials right now),

Document 1:

To Senator Brian Campon, Governor Phil Scot

CEASE AND DESIST
(cc superintendents, media)

Vermont is running Covid-19 testing against WHO/CDC/FDA
standards & updated warning statements and implementing Antigen testing against FDA
warning which will result in 96% false positive results (on one error) per statement
issued on 11/3/2020. (FDA warning statements with calculations for expected false
positive rate (96%) are included in the body of email below:

Vermont Public Health department and Governor have been
provided the following documentation, refuse to correct course and aiding an act of
medical fraud.

Additionally, PCR tests are being run at cycle amplification rates
above 24 CT (a cycle level too high, more cycles run, less material, over 24 research
study has found NO LIVE material over 24 CT - this has been falsely represented by
policy makers, public health organization leadership as 'viral load' and false proof of
detection of Sars CoV2, virus attributed to cause generic Covid-19 cluster symptoms. The
continuation of implementation of use of PCR testing peer reviewed as unsuitable for the
purpose over a year ago with numerous update warning statement of problem
documented by the CDC/WHO/FDA statements is an act of medical fraud (linked in body
of email below)

Covid-19 testing is Emergency Use Authorized ONLY and it is the
responsibility of leadership to review documentation to ensure states remain in
compliance with new directives. Vermont public health & policy makers have not.

Additionally, the majority of all Covid-19 testing ever issued has
been subsequently recalled by the FDA due to serious design flaw and contamination with
no action by policy makers to address ongoing issue or issue correction/public health
warning to citizens who received Covid-19 diagnosis and treatment on the basis of faulty
test which are not clinically viable for detection of Sars CoV2. Over 270 different Covid
testing/devices have been recalled by the FDA comprising (at least) tens of millions of
kits.

Vermont policy makers have imperiled licensed health professionals
and academics with liability/licensing and liability issues with ordering testing directives
against government health organization own use standards as clearly documented by the
evidence below. Health professionals/academics are held to an EVIDENCE based
standards and 'following orders' will not hold up as a defense in a court of law

Please review this letter which has been sent out to school
superintendents (ALL) in NY, VT, and MA:

And, IMMEDIATELY act to end testing directives which are driving
false positive cases which are being misrepresented as Covid-19 cases as this constitutes
a SERIOUS threat to individual and public health for citizens in the state of Vermont.

Subject: Health Professional Outreach: SEVERE Problems with Covid
Testing: States Running Testing against FDA Warning Statements/WHO/CDC standards
updates: false positives
LEGAL ACTION PENDING

Subject: URGENT: Health Professional Outreach - New York Running
Antigen Testing Against FDA Warning Use of Tests/ MAJORITY FALSE POSITIVES
Hello
This is an urgent outreach to provide documentation on problems
with Covid-19 Rapid Antigen Testing in schools which are being run against FDA warning
for use in low incident populations which will result in MAJORITY false positives when
utilized against this warning:
States/Schools are running Covid 19 antigen testing against FDA
(and other public health organization) use recommendations per below document,

Here is the document:
https://www.fda.gov/medical-devices/letters-health-careproviders/potential-false-positive-results-antigen-tests-rapid-detection-sars-cov-2-letterclinical-laboratory
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.fda.gov%2Fmedicaldevices%2Fletters-health-care-providers%2Fpotential-false-positive-results-antigentests-rapid-detection-sars-cov-2-letter-clinicallaboratory&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C3a2139b6fc8445337f2908d9d55bf5d4%7C
Potential for False Positive Results with Antigen Tests for Rapid
Detection of SARS-CoV-2 - Letter to Clinical Laboratory Staff and Health Care Providers
*
Remember that positive predictive value (PPV) varies with
disease prevalence when interpreting results from diagnostic tests. PPV is the percent of
positive test results that are true positives. As disease prevalence decreases, the percent
of test results that are false positives increase.
*
For example, a test with 98% specificity would have a
PPV of just over 80% in a population with 10% prevalence, meaning 20 out of 100
positive results would be false positives.
*
The same test would only have a PPV of
approximately 30% in a population with 1% prevalence, meaning 70 out of 100 positive
results would be false positives. This means that, in a population with 1% prevalence,
only 30% of individuals with positive test results actually have the disease.
*
At 0.1% prevalence, the PPV would only be 4%,
meaning that 96 out of 100 positive results would be false positives.
*
Health care providers should take the local prevalence
into consideration when interpreting diagnostic test results.
*
Consider positive results in combination with clinical
observations, patient history, and epidemiological information

To give you an example of how this works, I will give you the
expected false positives in Vermont (one of group members obtained this data to issue
warning for Vermont public schools - here are the numbers:

Vermont: 14 day cases
1020 cases

Population of Vermont:

623,251

Antigen tests: 98% general specificity

.1% case rate

*
At 0.1% prevalence, the PPV would only be 4%, meaning
that 96 out of 100 positive results would be false positives.
96 out of hundred tests are expected to be false positives (on this
one error, other significant errors also documented with the use of these testing
methods) -

The ENTIRE US population was 'low incident' before employment of
mass testing was instituted, no current case numbers or individual diagnosis have ANY
scientific clinical validity due to improper use of antigen tests AGAINST FDA waring.

(additionally, the testing utilized to determine case rates in New
York is severely flawed and against use guidelines as documented HERE)
https://www.unite4truth.com/post/media-not-exercising-due-

diligence-reporting-covid-19-case-numbers-egregious-test-problems-ignored
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
not-exercising-due-diligence-reporting-covid-19-case-numbers-egregious-test-problemsignored&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C3a2139b6fc8445337f2908d9d55bf5d4%7C11d

Our group did a similar outreach last Spring and the head of the
education department & policy makers have been made aware but REFUSE to correct
course.

Here is the article from that outreach:

https://www.unite4truth.com/post/stop-forced-covid-19-antigentesting-in-schools-states-going-against-fda-recommendations-strategy
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Flinkprotect.cudasvc.com%2Furl%3
forced-covid-19-antigen-testing-in-schools-states-going-against-fda-recommendationsstrategy%26c%3DE%2C1%2Ckyt-yX7SU4Je9M4gDT079Uw5kKp8Fl63It1e5YEkJHE474cL9I5yRqJfZXC4dYs7_O2a2hk_kPhQ64KC2f8kTHw419cB0M3V_UTZ9r9UOMw653jxdVX7yNHA%2C%2C%26typo%3D1&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%
From the numbers last March for MA
"Right now, in the county I am in, we are at .08% PPV You arrive at
the PPV number by finding out your county population, determine the last two week
average of active cases (available on your state's Covid-19 dashboard) and then find out
the test which antigen test they use to determine specificity rate. Most are about 98%
specificity.

Here, it went, two hundred 'active' cases Population of country
125,000 people

.08 prevalence rate.

98% test specificity average to about 99.98 false positive cases"
This is NOT the only problem with testing.

Testing issues include:
MASS recalls, 270 different Covid-19 test kits and devices have
been recalled since the inception of the program - this comprises 100s of millions of tests
and majority of all tests EVER ISSUED, many recalled due to contamination issues. This
is an ongoing issue with millions recalled each months, none having any clinical validity
for diagnosis to errors necessitating recalls.

Here is the link to the FDA webpage which was (until recently)
keeping track of the recalls on a central list, but stopped updating it in July despite
extensive recalls since that time (buried on site, this is a valid archive of the page):

https://web.archive.org/web/20211009152633/https://www.fda.gov/medicaldevices/coronavirus-covid-19-and-medical-devices/removal-lists-tests-should-no-longerbe-used-andor-distributed-covid-19-faqs-testing-sars-cov-2
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fweb.archive.org%2Fweb%2F2021
devices%2Fcoronavirus-covid-19-and-medical-devices%2Fremoval-lists-tests-should-nolonger-be-used-andor-distributed-covid-19-faqs-testing-sars-cov2&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C3a2139b6fc8445337f2908d9d55bf5d4%7C11d0e217
Please click on the third box of the above link to view the list

Additionally, there are severe problems with PCR testing including

-test developed without virus isolate (non specific to Sars CoV2)
-test set at cycle amplification rates which produce false positive by
default of the test
This issue was featured in a New York Times article in the summer
of 2020 highlighting research studies adjusting for the cycle amplification error and
finding up to NINETY percent of tests were false positive due to a simple test
recommendation error by the FDA WHICH REMAINS UNCORRECTED TO THIS DAY

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/08/29/health/coronavirus-

testing.html
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.nytimes.com%2F2020%2F08
testing.html&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C3a2139b6fc8445337f2908d9d55bf5d4%7
Summary of problem in a cease and desist letter from international
attorney Reiner Fuellmich who is working globally to file lawsuits against the testing due
creation of false positive tests through violation of scientific and implementation
standards:

"If the test system only begins detection after a large number of
replication cycles, the viral
load is so low that active infection is ruled out. In the NDR podcast
of May 7, 2020, you
yourself referred to a study according to which a patient is
considered "less infectious"
above 25 cycles. In fact, the authors of a Canadian study failed to
identify any replicable
virus beyond 24 cycles (Jared Bullard et al. in Clinical Infectious
Diseases,
https://doi.org/10.1093/cid/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fdoi.org%2F10.1093%2Fcid%2F&d
ciaa638). Nevertheless, when the new case numbers are
added up again, nowhere is it checked at which Ct value the cut-off
was set in the
respective positive test case. This makes the result of a PCR test
highly susceptible to
manipulation - and thus susceptible to political influence when high
case numbers are
"needed" in order to intimidate the population. In any case, the
values determined on the
basis of a PCR test are not a sufficient basis for a complete
shutdown of public life and
interference with people's liberties on an unprecedented scale".

Link to document with letter HERE
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fdrive.google.com%2Ffile%2Fd%2F
vDwqEy9vMhbNqzodAEW3b%2Fview&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C3a2139b6fc8445
(submitted against PCR test science authors)

To keep it very simple, the more cycles you run a PCR test at, the
less material is left, due this too many times and eventually, its just dead non infectious
material

The documentation for the studies showing this and further
problems with the PCR test may be viewed here:

https://www.unite4truth.com/post/cease-desist-covid-19leadership-testing-vaccines-policies-violate-licensing-ethical-standards
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Flinkprotect.cudasvc.com%2Furl%3
desist-covid-19-leadership-testing-vaccines-policies-violate-licensing-ethicalstandards%26c%3DE%2C1%2CLYJeVcG4MaIxaJCw6RqA7GMErVSRTAljix_SjNBOZJ3chueAKCBrUR6rX5MmY
The public health leadership and policy makers are aware of these
issues but will not act to change course. This does NOT negate of the school leadership at
the local levels to immediately address this issue, and frankly, our group is beyond done
with the 'following order' response from educational leadership when given extensive
evidence testing is perpetuating false cases. It is time to act.

It is imperative that lead educators now come forward to speak out
on our children's behalf and demand the public health department and education
department leadership cease and desist implementing testing which is driving case
numbers

The entire basis for social distancing, lock downs, and masking is
based on severely flawed testing which is creating cases, misrepresented as infections

The reason individuals test positive with no symptoms is due to high
amplification cycles producing false positives, 90% of people in MA received false
positives according to research trials in summer of 2020. These individuals are not silent
infections, they are simply not sick

At this point, given the extensive documentation of the problems
with statements by Anthony Fauci admitting the issue over a year ago, this is not just a
honest mistake, it appears to be coordinated fraud

Full review with Fauci interview may be viewed HERE
https://www.unite4truth.com/post/cdc-pcr-covid-19-gold-standard-

test-to-be-discontinued-replaced-with-equally-flawed-testing
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Flinkprotect.cudasvc.com%2Furl%3
pcr-covid-19-gold-standard-test-to-be-discontinued-replaced-with-equally-flawedtesting%26c%3DE%2C1%2Cr4EAdKXKPBD4dMe13UM2qM6jKspu57sH5wX7ImuZS_CY2MfLFtAy_C_sfO6Ldx
Additionally, educators should be aware that the government can
not provide ANY substantive evidence showing masking offers any benefit to children - a
Freedom of Information act request just returned from NY letter:

https://twitter.com/WilliamAHuston/status/1470875101826629633/photo/1
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWilliamAHuston%2
The ramifications for our children's social development through
constant masking and physical distancing are profound. Right now, against ALL medical
and scientific evidence, on the basis of severely flawed testing standards, children are
being advised by some authorities to utilize N95 and other medical grade mask which
under NO circumstance should be worn by children (decreases oxygenation levels which
may result in brain damage if this continues long term).

https://www.technocracy.news/german-neurologist-on-face-masksoxygen-deprivation-causes-permanent-neurological-damage/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.technocracy.news%2Fgerma
neurologist-on-face-masks-oxygen-deprivation-causes-permanent-neurologicaldamage%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C3a2139b6fc8445337f2908d9d55bf5d4%7

Please act to speak out on this issue and share this information with
fellow educators

Lawsuits are pending on testing issues both in the US and abroad.
Be aware that there is potential liability issues for health professionals (i.e. school nurses
and licensed educators) for implementation of policies which document show severe
potential to impede student health, following orders against actual data is NOT a legal
excuse in court.

Liability issues may extend to licensed educators who are
implementing Covid-19 testing against government's own standards. ALL Covid-19
testing is Emergency Use authorized only and there are ongoing updates which lead
policy makers and educators are responsible for reviewing:

ALL Covid-19 testing is Emergency Used approved only, new
statements/guidelines/warnings/recalls have been coming out on a near weekly basis. It
is the responsibility of those implementing these testing programs in school districts to
ensure this data is undergoing ongoing monitoring -

Have any of your districts acted to investigate which tests you have
utilized which have been subsequently recalled (most were)?
Have any of your districts acted to provide parental notification
about faulty test results students may have received due to use of recalled testing?
Nurses being ordered by the district to implementing testing against
government directives are placed in a position of acting against MA licensing and legal
code standards for RNS/LPSn. School nurses are in ACTIVE violation of their licensing
standards and liability laws in administering tests against government warnings. It does
NOT matter if they are following orders, professional standards hold us to EVIDENCE
based practice. This documentation is extensively available on the public health
organization own website

Masking policy and testing policy is unsupported by scientific
evidence and actively driving policies with severe potential to harm student emotional,
psychological, and physical health.
Please objective review the SOURCE DATA directly. The government
public health organization and testing manufacture data extensively document SEVERE
testing issues.

Follow the science is direct review of evidence not partisan debate
or argument over 'expert' opinion. One does not need an advanced degree to review
basic data with simple protocol and testing application driving the errors & it is the
responsibility of lead educators responsible for implementing Covid-19 policies to review
this data and act to correct problems to safeguard students emotional and physical
health.
All discussion should be focused on this data itself.

Sincerely
Health Care Professionals for Covid-19 Policy Correction
(legal and parent groups have been provided this documentation
and we are now aware of several groups getting ready to move forward with legal action)

CEASE AND DESIST

______________________________________________
From: Charlotte Bronson
Sent: 1/9/2022 2:49:32 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 9:12:53 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Fwd: I oppose forced vaccination and quarantine

Get Outlook for iOS
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fo0ukef&data=04%7C0
________________________________
From: russell007 <russell007@comcast.net>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 12:28:18 PM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: I oppose forced vaccination and quarantine
External Email
Caitlin,
I oppose WAC 246-100 Rulemaking that would expand any authority to involuntarily
quarantine individuals. I also oppose adding a C-19 vaccine to the WAC 246-105
schedule of required vaccines for children to attend schools.
Informed Consent is required by law.
There are 95000 videos about vaccines, but here is one...
 More Harm Than Good 
The Pfizer Inoculations For Covid-19
Canadian Covid Care Alliance
https://www.bitchute.com/video/RaQkNEzpAdQo/
Sars-Cov-2 has never been isolated - no proof exists, 25 countries, 139 institutions+
https://www.fluoridefreepeel.ca/fois-reveal-that-health-science-institutions-around-theworld-have-no-record-of-sars-cov-2-isolation-purification/
If the virus has never been properly isolated, it doesn't exist. Then the test is a fraud,
the vaxx is a fraud.
It's my body, my choice ~ and children should not be vaccinated against their will.
Do not go against science, logic and common sense, we expect sound judgment. There is
zero scientific evidence that justifies vaccines or quarantines.
Do not commit a crime against the citizens of Washington state. We don't need forced
vaccination or quarantine.
Informed Consent is required by law.
I would like to express my extreme opposition to implementation of a COVID 19 vaccine
requirement for schools in Washington State.
Children are statistically at zero risk of dying from COVID. Their survival rate is in the

range of 99.99%
Vaccines are far away from the point of diminishing return, it's substantially more
harmful to vaccinate. It is blatantly criminal to even consider forced vaccinations.
Informed Consent is required by law.
No one knows the long term risks of these vaccines. You may remember that one of the
members of the FDA Advisory Committee infamously said, “We are never going to learn
about how safe thie vaccine is until we start giving it” Dr. Eric Ruben, Editor in Chief
NEJM The studies Pfizer conducted were woefully underpowered. This is an analysis of 10
Red Flags associated with Pfizer’s studies: Ten red flags in the FDA’s risk-benefit analysis
of Pfizer’s EUA application to inject American children 5 to 11 with its mRNA product –
Commentary – America's Frontline Doctors (americasfrontlinedoctors.org)
Force vaccinating healthy children for a disease that doesn’t affect them to make adults
feel safe is a new low for humanity.
Do not require these vaccinations for school age children.
Russell Green

______________________________________________
From: Dawn Houghton
Sent: 1/8/2022 5:06:01 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:03:22 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: WA State Board of Health / Tyrannical & Unconstitutional Proposals for
Covid Quarantine Camps/Forced Vaccines

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov>
360-236-4105

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01%
| Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH%
|Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: Susan Kicha <galek_tsp@msn.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 11:00 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: WA State Board of Health / Tyrannical & Unconstitutional Proposals for Covid
Quarantine Camps/Forced Vaccines

External Email
It’s come to our attention that the WA Board of Health & Dictator Inslee is considering
passing UNCONSTITUTIONAL bills for Quarantine Camps & forced vaccines with:

*WAC 246-100-040
*WAC 246-100-105
*WAC 246-100-070
*WAC 246-100-045

If you pass these bills you WILL BE IN VIOLATION of the NUREMBERG CODE & YOU WILL
BE INDICTED for CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY for your participation. Currently there are
Common Law juries being formed ALL around WA State which have the power to do this
to YOU! If you have’t heard about this, you ought to look it up before you vote. WE THE
PEOPLE will hold you accountable for YOUR actions, & we will not let you get away with
this CRIME!

These bills not only violate our precious & beloved Constitution but several other health
laws including:

* PATIENT BILL OF RIGHTS
* HIPPA LAWS

* THE Supreme Court ALREADY RULED THAT NO EMERGENCY CAN ELIMINATE ANY
RIGHTS GUARANTEED BY THE CONSTITUTION

If your “Health” Board & Inslee proceed to pass these bills after being warned of these
facts you are KNOWINGLY VIOLATING, YOU will be considered to be intentionally
committing TREASON against the Constitution & against We the People of the United
States of AMERICA!

The covid Omicron variant is contagious HOWEVER, VERY MILD…HEALTHY PEOPLE ARE
NOT DYING OF IT. Actually it will help us reach herd immunity quickly for anyone
interested in REAL SCIENCE. However, our government officials don’t seem to be
interested in real science. Instead you all only use data that goes alongside of your
AGENDA…..& are fully focused on THE GREAT RESET & destroying our state & country for
a virus with a 99.997% SURVIVAL RATE, so you’ll be able to pass the Vaccine Passport to
take over control our assets if we don’t comply with your every whim. You are EVIL!!!!

We are actively ORGANIZING & WE THE PEOPLE will PEACEFULLY fight you on this. We
are thankful for the 2nd Amendment during times like these when our government has
become tyrannical — this is exactly WHY our founders made the 2nd amendment.
Canada & Australia sure wished they hadn’t surrendered their guns….they NOW have no
defense against their tyrannical DICTATOR government officials & are now a communist
police state. This is not a threat…it is a simple fact. Never have I understood the
importance of the 2nd Amendment UNTIL BIDEN & INSLEE have gone CRAZY MAD over
covid restrictions taking ALL OUR FREEDOMS AWAY …. Again for a very survivable virus.

You act like we don’t talk with friends from other states. ALL RED STATES ARE WIDE
OPEN. Our daughter goes to college in Arizona, & they don’t even mask up there! Dear
friends moved to Florida & they said Covid is NON-EXISTENT there!!!

WE THE PEOPLE OF WASHINGTON STATE WLL NOT ALLOW YOU TO FORCE ANYTHING
INTO OUR BODIES OR OUR CHILDREN’S THAT WE HAVEN’T FREELY CHOSEN FOR
OURSELVES.

There are MILLIONS OF US IN WA STATE & only a few hundred or thousand of you. WE
WILL WIN THIS BATTLE….not you! We will rise up against you & protest every minute of
everyday against this until you make the right decisions to NOT VOTE THESE BILLS into
law.

SK
Yelm, WA

______________________________________________
From: Testify Online Survey
Sent: 1/12/2022 11:52:09 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Survey Response: Testify Online *
The following survey response is submitted:
1.
State Board of Health Meeting Date:

________________________________
WA

2.
Agenda Item or Issue:

________________________________
Adding COVID vaccines to childhood mandatory vaccination schedule

3.
Your Name:

________________________________
Janna Meyer

4.
Do you have a professional title?

2.

No

5.
Are you representing an organization?

2.

No

6.
Address:

________________________________
20215 NE Karlsen Drive

7.
Email:

________________________________
janna_meyer@yahoo.com

8.
Phone Number (Include Area Code):

________________________________
5129069747

9.
Do you have any special expertise relevant to this topic?

2.

No

10.
Are you testifying on a specific proposal under consideration by the board?

1.

Yes

________________________________
Mandating COVID 19 vaccination for public and private school attendance.

11.
Are you Pro or Con on the proposal?

1.

Pro

________________________________
Informed Choice Washington's (ICWA) petition to implement a rule that would not allow
any Emergency Use Authorization pharmaceutical product that hasn't gone through
proper safety testing.

______________________________________________
From: Brandy Koonce
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:35:10 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: DOH Information
Sent: 1/9/2022 6:31:54 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Question/Comment from the public

Hello,

Please note comments and inquiry below from constituent and respond as appropriate.

As always thank you,

DOH Customer Service
Center for Public Affairs
Washington State Department of Health
DOH.Information@doh.wa.gov <mailto:DOH.Information@doh.wa.gov>

1-800-525-0127| www.doh.wa.gov
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.doh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7

From: DOH Feedback <doh.information@doh.wa.gov>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 4:48 PM
To: DOH Information <DOH.Information@DOH.WA.GOV>
Subject: Question/Comment from the public

The following survey response is submitted:
1.
Please select one:

Request information about programs or services

2.
Please enter your comments or questions in the space provided below:

________________________________
WA COVID DETAINMENT EMERGENCY. My family and I are NOT in favor of this
emergency order. Is there a way we can show up at a meeting or get more involved so
this DOES NOT happen? I am just hearing about this on the day all comments must be
heard. Here’s my comment: mandates are illegal and so are detaining citizens for
exercising their freedom. Please reply with contact information.

3.
If you are sending feedback on one of our Web pages, please paste the URL here:
(no answer)

4.
Would you like a response?
Tell us how to get in touch with you.
Name:
Jessica Muenz
Email:
Jmaussyoga@gmail.com <mailto:Jmaussyoga@gmail.com>
Telephone:
(no answer)

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 10:02:52 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Halt proposal that would give Washington State the right to detain the
unvaccinated

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: Arlene R Reyes <tagalogtranslations@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 5:07 PM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH)
<Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>; Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
<Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
<Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Halt proposal that would give Washington State the right to detain the
unvaccinated

External Email
Dear Sir/Madam:

I write on behalf of many concerned Washington State residents.

Immediately halt any and all proposals that would give Washington State the right to
detain the unvaccinated until they have received a vaccination.

Per the U.S. Vaccine Adverse Events Reporting System (VAERS), the COVID jabs now
account for 983,756 adverse event reports as of December 17, 2021, including 20,622
deaths.

This doesn’t include the underreporting factor, which is signicant and ranges from 5 to 41
times higher than reported.

Most doctors and nurses are not aware of the existence of VAERS and even if they do,
choose not to report adverse incidents resulting from vaccination.

Jessica Rose, Ph.D., a research fellow at the Institute for Pure and Applied Knowledge in
Israel, has studied what the VAERS data tell us about the risks tied to COVID jabs. Rose
notes that the average number of adverse event reports following vaccination for the
past 10 years has been about 39,000 annually, with an average of 155 deaths. That’s for
all available vaccines combined.

As cited by Dr. Joseph Mercola in his article below, other findings are as follows:

According to Collette Martin, a practicing nurse who testified before a Louisiana Health
and Welfare Committee hearing December 6, 2021, children are experiencing “terrifying”
reactions to the COVID shot, including blood clots, heart attacks, encephalopathy and
arrhythmias.

Children are further at risk for potentially lifelong health problems from the jab.
Myocarditis (heart inflammation) has emerged as one of the most common problems,
especially among boys and young men.

Myocarditis is inversely correlated to age, so the risk gets higher the younger you are.
The risk is also dose-dependent, with boys having a six fold greater risk of myocarditis
following the second dose.

Among elderly patients, there has been an uptick in falls and acute onset of confusion
“without any known etiology.”

Workers are experiencing side effects, such as vision (including blindness) and
cardiovascular problems.

While hospitals are not gathering data on COVID jab injuries in any other ways, and
there’s no data to investigate even if you wanted to, we are seeing severe acute [shortterm] reactions to this vaccine.

At the same time, we have zero idea what any long-term reactions are, including
cancers, autoimmune disorders, and infertility.

You can’t compare the COVID shots to other vaccines. They’re by far the most dangerous

injectables created ever. Yet there doesn’t appear to be a cutoff for acceptable harm. No
one within the CDC or Food and Drug Administration, which jointly run VAERS, has
addressed these shocking numbers. Both agencies outrageously deny that a single death
can be attributed to the COVID jabs, which is simply impossible. It’s not statistically
plausible.

Please immediately call off any proposal to mandate the covid vaccination in Washington
State, and any and all mandates that would give Washington State the right to detain the
unvaccinated until they have received a vaccination.

Kindly read Dr. Joseph Mercola’s article in its entirety and do right by the residents of
Washington - including your sons and daughters, parents, and grandchildren - whose
welfare should be your utmost concern:

More Children Die From the COVID Shot Than From COVID

https://media.mercola.com/ImageServer/Public/2022/January/PDF/child-mortality-covidshot-pdf.pdf
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fmedia.mercola.com%2FImageSer
mortality-covid-shotpdf.pdf&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C8cf16b33cddb440df54108d9d39a4112%7C11d

Respectfully,

A Reyes
Bainbridge Island, WA

______________________________________________
From: Penny Lancaster
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:56:36 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 2:36:58 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: UNBELIEVABLE

-----Original Message----From: Dave Adams <dadams@millersheating.com>
Sent: Saturday, January 8, 2022 11:11 AM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: UNBELIEVABLE
External Email
I need to voice my concern that it has been brought to my attention some very
disturbing allegations . Is it true that there are plans in place to give the State Board of
Health power to FORCE VACCINATIONS? And then power to have police arrest and detain
people for observing their constitutional right to CHOOSE whether they are vaccinated or
not? These allegations and plans are WAY OVER THE LINE of State government. There is
so much scientific and medical evidence that Covid vaccines are harmful especially in
CHILDREN. It is the Parents ,for children ,and adults individual right and responsibility to
CHOOSE their health care. I am watching and holding each individual in Government
responsible for their vote and position on this issue.
Sincerely
David Adams
President/Owner
Miller's Heating & Air
6109 NE HWY 99
VANCOUVER WA 98665
Cell 360-772-2000

______________________________________________
From: Paul Alba
Sent: 1/6/2022 11:56:44 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brian Harrington
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:20:16 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:52:02 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Oppose any mandate on Covid shots forchildren

From: Violina Pimonenko <Vpimon@hotmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 10:50 AM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Oppose any mandate on Covid shots forchildren

External Email

Honorable Board member,

I am asking you to OPPOSE any mandate on Covid shots for children as a requirement to
attend K-12 public schools.
Children are at extremely low risk for Covid. There are no long-term studies to document
any history of safety. Studies do now document that vaccinated can both transmit Covid,
therefore, the vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of the disease.

Thank you,
Violina Pimonenko

Get Outlook for Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2FAAb9ysg&data=04%7C

______________________________________________
From: Ashley Stewart
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:27:01 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: 5B13BA7C-C4D2-4EF3-BED4-4A546530D886
External Email
Dear Board of Health member,
Thanks for all that you do for the great state of Washington. It has recently come to my
attention that there will be discussion about implementing tactics that use are tyrannical
regarding Covid-19. I’m writing to ask you NOT TO implement this. Our choice and
freedoms are slowly being peeled away and we should ALWAYS have the right to make
our own decisions regarding our bodies and especially our children.
Thanks for your consideration
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 8:54:44 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Fwd: Vote NO on vaccine mandate for children

Get Outlook for iOS
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fo0ukef&data=04%7C0
________________________________
From: Penny Cowan <pennyc@sitestar.net>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 1:11:41 PM
To: pennyc@sitestar.net <pennyc@sitestar.net>
Subject: Vote NO on vaccine mandate for children
External Email
Our United States of America is kept strong by evidence of its strong families.
Please VOTE AGAINST proposed vaccine mandates, and any further denial of parental
rights to decide all things for their minor children!
===
Current medical consensus on Covid-19 "vaccine" effectiveness is that they do not
prevent the spread of SARS-CoV-2.
CDC's David Walensky, Dr. Anthony Fauci, and Moderna's Dr. Tai Zaks are all on record
saying that essentially these injections are merely "treatments" that for some people
may reduce symptoms.
It is my understanding that "treatments" -- and all others that do not meet the definition
-- by definition are not vaccines -- and thus have no grounds for forced use.
Sincerely, very sincerely,
Penny Cowan, Bellingham, WA 98226
360-714-8190

______________________________________________
From: PATRICIA WARNER
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:30:35 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/11/2022 2:34:09 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: TAG Meeting and SBOH JAN 12 meeting and subsequent meetings

-----Original Message----From: Twinkle Kitty <tkitty187@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2022 2:27 PM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: TAG Meeting and SBOH JAN 12 meeting and subsequent meetings
External Email
In response to your clarification for the meeting tomorrow, January 12, 2021 and
subsequent meetings regarding vaccines for children:
There is no justification to mandate the covid vaccine for children age 5 and older. Nor is
there a justification or need to require parents to file for an exemption. A parents’ simple
“no” to having their child be given the covid vaccine should close the matter. The
decision and parental right to make the decision does not require your approval of an
exemption. Nor does the risk to society outweigh the risk of the adverse effects of the
vaccine.
I would ask the board to again review the under-reported VAERS data, increased cases of
myocarditis, lack of definitive clinical trials, hidden vaccine contents, and future data. I
would also remind the board this is not a “true” vaccine and only has EUA authorization
which was inappropriate to begin with. Sincerely, Mary Sizer
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Theresa McClimans
Sent: 1/11/2022 5:25:54 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Douglas Lane
Sent: 1/8/2022 4:53:58 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 8:10:49 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: extreme opposition to COVID 19 vaccine requirement for schools in
Washington State

From: Timothy Dehnert <timmyd1603@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 11:42 AM
Subject: extreme opposition to COVID 19 vaccine requirement for schools in Washington
State

External Email
Hello, I would like to express my extreme opposition to the implementation of a COVID
19 vaccine requirement for schools in Washington State!

1. No COVID vaccine available in the United States has received FDA approval. All
available vaccines, including the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine, are being administered under
an Emergency Use Authorization. The only “approved” COVID 19 vaccine is Comirnaty,
and it is not available in the United States and there is no anticipated date for its
availability. (This “smoke and mirrors” approach by the FDA is the subject of numerous
lawsuits and a Federal Judge recently rejected Pfizer’s claim that the 2 products are
interchangeable: Federal Judge Rejects DOD Claim That Pfizer EUA and Comirnaty
Vaccines Are ‘Interchangeable’ • Children's Health Defense (childrenshealthdefense.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fchildrenshealthdefense.org%2F&da
) Since EUA products cannot be mandated per the Nuremberg Code, this alone should be
enough to stop consideration of making vaccines mandatory.

2. Children are statistically at zero risk of dying from COVID. Their survival rate is in the
range of 99.997-99.998% or, put another way, their risk of dying with COVID is less than
2 in every 1,000,000 children. The very few children who are listed as COVID deaths did
not die OF COVID, but rather WITH COVID as anyone being admitted to a hospital
nowadays is tested. I challenge the Washington State Board of Health to show medical
records for even one child who has died OF COVID. Where there’s no risk, there can be
no benefit.

3. No one knows the long term risks of these vaccines. You may remember that one of
the members of the FDA Advisory Committee infamously said, “We are never going to
learn about how safe thie vaccine is until we start giving it” Dr. Eric Ruben, Editor in
Chief NEJM The studies Pfizer conducted were woefully underpowered. This is an analysis
of 10 Red Flags associated with Pfizer’s studies: Ten red flags in the FDA’s risk-benefit
analysis of Pfizer’s EUA application to inject American children 5 to 11 with its mRNA
product – Commentary – America's Frontline Doctors (americasfrontlinedoctors.org

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Famericasfrontlinedoctors.org%2F&d
)

Force vaccinating healthy children for a disease that doesn’t affect them to make adults
feel safe is a new low for humanity. Please do the right thing and do not require these
vaccinations for school age children.

Thank you for listening,
Tim

______________________________________________
From: Daniel Shablevskiy
Sent: 1/12/2022 11:01:36 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Protest
External Email
I am completely against any of the proposed Covid Policies that are over reaching and
immoral. We stand against these proposed WAC’s: WAC 246-100-070 <tel:246-100070> , WAC 246-100-045 <tel:246-100-045> , WAC 246-100-040 <tel:246-100-040> ,
WAC 246-100, WAC 246-105.

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 12:34:25 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Meeting Jan 7th 2022 - Opposing Revisions to WAC 246-100 and WAC 246105

-----Original Message----From: Stan Sayenko <stan.sayenko@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 10:54 AM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Meeting Jan 7th 2022 - Opposing Revisions to WAC 246-100 and WAC 246-105
External Email
To Whom It May Concern,
As a citizen of Washington State and a parent. I ask that you oppose any revision to WAC
246-100 and WAC 246-105 as it relates to COVID-19 virus.
1. The vaccine is currently under emergency use authorization. Such vaccines should not
be a requirement.
2. With the current omicron variant we see that the vaccine is not effective. It is unclear
on the vaccine effectiveness moving forward because this virus is changing so quickly
with new variants 3. Kids are low risk when it comes to COVID-19. From my own
experience I have had COVID with symptoms and my three children that live in the same
home were asymptomatic or did not get it at all.
Thank You for your consideration.
Stan
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Paul Wilhelm
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:51:22 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid mandate
External Email
I do not support the Covid Mandate. Yes it is a bad virus, but so are Aids, Ebola, Swine
Flu, and others in which the public was "correctly" educated and was able to deal with it.
Again, I am AGAINST THE COVID MANDATES!
Sincerely,
Paul Wilhelm
100 Grace Way
Goldendale, WA

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 2:04:51 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Proposed Vaccine Mandates/Overreach

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: alyse russell <fiverseven@hotmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 7:40 AM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>; Hoff, Christy Curwick
(SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH)
<Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
<Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
<samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; kaitlyn.donohoe@sboh.wa.gov; Lang, Caitlin M
(SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
<Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>; traci.schreibner@sboh.wa.gov; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
<Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>; Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH)
<Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>; Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
<Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Proposed Vaccine Mandates/Overreach

External Email
I would like to let you know that I vehemently oppose any mandates regarding the Covid
19 vaccine. This includes testing, examinations, and forced vaccination. This is an
infringement on my civil liberties.
The overreach by the Washington Department of Health is yet another example of this
administrations lack of regard for the citizens of Washington State!!!

Respectfully,
Alyse Russell
253-405-5832

______________________________________________
From: Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 8:51:51 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: I oppose

From: Bethany Borgen <bethanyborgen29@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 11:04 AM
To: Haag, Hannah R (SBOH) <Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: I oppose

External Email
I oppose the proposed WAC’s 246-100-070, WAC 246-100-045, WAC 246-100-040, WAC
246-100, WAC 246-105

I am completely against giving local health officers use of law enforcement and the use of
an emergency order to involuntarily detain a person or family into a quarantine facility if
they refuse the requests of medical examination, testing, treatment, counseling, or
vaccination.

I am completely against covid-19 injections as part of the school immunization
requirements using WAC 246-105.

______________________________________________
From: Chris Straiter
Sent: 1/12/2022 1:29:51 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public Comment
External Email
I strongly oppose any efforts by the Board to add or enforce mandates or requirements
for medical procedure, vaccinations, or quarantines against a patient’s wishes. Any
procedures should be determined by a patient in consultation with their personal doctor.
Christopher Straiter
Puyallup WA 98372
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Gmail (hapi2be)
Sent: 1/11/2022 5:58:21 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Communicating With Board Members
External Email
Considering that the State feels it necessary to guide me in my bodily issues. PLEASE
know what you are doing. I’m 77, have survived two types of cancer including ovarian
with a 20% survival rate and that was 26 years ago.. I have made life altering decisions
based on my own family genetics and my body as it is now and I’m totally capable of
doing that the rest of my life.
Mandating a vaccine that doesn’t even protect me from disease is one thing, mandating a
vaccine that is so ineffective that being vaccinated means I can NOT only get the disease
- I can spread it to others - people like me who have protected themselves successfully
for two years.
It’s bad enough that you think you know best but ignoring the simple fact that NOT ONE
of these vaccines are approved they are only EUA products. And EUA that was renewed
when in fact if the vaccine did what it was suppose to they would have approved it…….it
does not, the long term effects aren’t even known and were never investigated under
clinical trials. Insurance Company are seeing a 40% increase in deaths among the young
vaccinated. You are not my GOD please quit playing like you are.
No other vaccine has even been mandated before complete approval and success in
eradicating the disease vaccinated for. They even had to change the dictionary definition
for these “vaccines” because the don’t work. You can’t be this corrupt.
Please protect my children, grandchildren and great grandchildren from the potential life
long harm they would have to deal with coming from an unapproved vaccine.
Three of my fully vaccinated neighbors are suffering from medically identified, vaccine
related, life long side effects 2 with aneurysms/strokes and one with heart myocarditis
and blood clots.
Thanks, I hope.
Sue

______________________________________________
From: Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 8:31:09 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Covid 19 policies

-----Original Message----From: Bren Cooke <bcooke7@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 11:39 AM
To: Haag, Hannah R (SBOH) <Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Covid 19 policies
External Email
Dear Hannah:
Regarding the upcoming discussion and vote on Covid 19 policies that include (but are
not limited to) involuntary quarantine, vaccination, detention, testing, or vaccination
requirements for children - I urge you to reject any more overreaching and unethical
policies. We staunchly oppose the proposed measures.
Regards,
Brennen Cooke

______________________________________________
From: T Cook
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:36:54 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Re: comments
External Email
Increasing immunity levels? What about supplements like Vitamin D and zinc? What
about getting fit and losing weight?
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:35 AM T Cook <tmcook61@gmail.com
<mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:
You are all experimenting with us. Nuremberg looks similar.
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:34 AM T Cook <tmcook61@gmail.com
<mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:

Why are the shots not aspirated? It is an intramuscular shot. Without
aspiration you don't know if you hit a blood vessel.
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:31 AM T Cook <tmcook61@gmail.com
<mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:

Michelle,
Children don't need the vaccine. They don't get as sick. Especially
with Omicron.
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:29 AM T Cook <tmcook61@gmail.com
<mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:

Why are the hospitalization usage even less than last year?
Stop firing healthcare workers.
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:26 AM T Cook
<tmcook61@gmail.com <mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:

Staffing becomes more difficult when you fire the
HEROES for exercising their constitutional freedoms!
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:23 AM T Cook
<tmcook61@gmail.com <mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:

Death counts are not accurate. Dying from Covid or
dying with Covid are completely different and need to be truthfully reported.
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:20 AM T Cook
<tmcook61@gmail.com <mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:

This is the cold and flu season. WA does not even test
for the seasonal flu! Hospitalizations are up. What percentage are DUE TO Covid, not just
have Covid?

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 9:18:30 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Fwd: WAC 246-100-070, WAC 246-100-045, WAC 246-100-040 and WAC 246105

Get Outlook for iOS
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fo0ukef&data=04%7C0
________________________________
From: Debbie Bowen <nanadlb@hotmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 12:11:29 PM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Fwd: WAC 246-100-070, WAC 246-100-045, WAC 246-100-040 and WAC 246105
External Email

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:

From: Debbie Bowen <nanadlb@hotmail.com>
Date: January 7, 2022 at 10:09:24 AM PST
To: "kelie.kahler@sboh.wa.gov" <kelie.kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Fwd: WAC 246-100-070, WAC 246-100-045, WAC 246-100-040 and
WAC 246-105



Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:

From: Debbie Bowen <nanadlb@hotmail.com>
Date: January 7, 2022 at 10:07:46 AM PST

To: "samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov"
<samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Fwd: WAC 246-100-070, WAC 246-100-045, WAC 246-100-040
and WAC 246-105



Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:

From: Debbie Bowen <nanadlb@hotmail.com>
Date: January 7, 2022 at 10:05:16 AM PST
To: "christy.hoff@sboh.wa.gov" <christy.hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Fwd: WAC 246-100-070, WAC 246-100-045, WAC 246100-040 and WAC 246-105



Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:

From: Debbie Bowen <nanadlb@hotmail.com>

Date: January 7, 2022 at 9:35:19 AM PST
To: "melanie.hiswa@sboh.wa.gov"
<melanie.hiswa@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Fwd: WAC 246-100-070, WAC 246-100-045, WAC
246-100-040 and WAC 246-105



Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:

From: Debbie Bowen <nanadlb@hotmail.com>
Date: January 7, 2022 at 9:15:18 AM PST
To: "wsboh@sboh.wa.gov" <wsboh@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: WAC 246-100-070, WAC 246-100-045, WAC
246-100-040 and WAC 246-105


I totally oppose children getting vaccinated with an
emergency untested vaccine. They are at high risk of adverse complications including
sickness, hospitalization or heart disease. I believe is is safer and more beneficial for
them to get Covid and have natural immunity as a result.

The DOH should not have the power to involuntarily
inject children or adult citizens of the United States. This is coercion and illegal. We the
people have a right to choose what is injected into our bodies. These proposed Covid
Policies are an over-reach and immoral.

Sincerely,
Deborah Bowen

Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 7:53:47 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Fwd: Child Covid19 Vaccinations

Get Outlook for iOS
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fo0ukef&data=04%7C0
________________________________
From: Colleen Young <colleen.r.young@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 6:56:32 PM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Child Covid19 Vaccinations
External Email
To whom this concerns:
It is very concerning you are making decisions today regarding an experimental vaccine
that hasn’t had enough data to support anything it purports to do, in fact all the data
coming out says the opposite. Does it make you wonder why no informed consent is
provided for this vaccine? Does it make you wonder that all these drug commercials tell
about all the possible side effects but the Pfizer/Biontech commercials push getting the
vaccines and boosters only. Funny how they don’t mention ANY already known side
effects, after all, they have had at least a year. Does it make you wonder that Pfizer
requested 75 years in which to reveal vaccine ingredients and a judge recently said they
had 8 months? Doesn’t this concern you at all that children have a very high survival rate
for Covid-19 (usually very mild symptoms as well): somewhere between 98-99% yet a
vaccine is being pushed? Since when is a vaccine pushed on children when not enough
trials have been done, let alone survival rate of disease is higher than usefulness of
vaccine to “protect?” What is an acceptable amount of children to be hurt or dead in the
name of “public good?” Would you be willing to sacrifice your own children?
Also, why are drug companies, physicians, nurses/techs administering the vaccine
immune from any prosecution/lawsuit when people do die, are maimed, can’t reproduce,
or have long-term health issues?
Why are vaccines and booster shots needed when the data is coming out saying that
natural immunity is more effective?
I write to ask you to put yourselves in the parents’ shoes. It should be their discretion to
allow their children to be vaccinated (specifically with an experimental vaccine) not the
government. Some parents will choose to, some don’t believe it is in their child’s best
interest to be vaccinated with this vaccine.
If this doesn’t resonate with you, think of anything you most definitely feel strongly
about regarding your own children, then think about the government telling you that you
will do the opposite. Or else.
If you can’t think of anything right now, believe me, something will come up.

I hope each one of you realize that your credibility in the public eye is already waning. If
you decide to go through with this will you be able to live with yourself or is the almighty
dollar or power more important to you than the people (especially children) you purport
to protect?
Thank you for your time. I do hope you will actually ponder the questions I have asked.
Sincerely,
Colleen Young

______________________________________________
From: Chad Charbonneau
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:40:37 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 5:09:47 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Washington State Board of Health hearing

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov
360-236-4105
Website| Facebook |Twitter
-----Original Message----From: Jane Healey <janehealeyod@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 2:58 PM
Subject: Washington State Board of Health hearing
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health:
I am very concerned about the proposed rule giving DOH powers to involuntarily
quarantine or inject US citizens is in violation of federal law.
Under Title 21 CFR (Code of Federal Regulations) Section 50.23 & 50.24 It is illegal to
exercise coercion when administering experimental medical treatments. Coercing any US
citizen to receive medical treatment against their will constitutes an act of domestic
terrorism, which is a felony. Any attempted enforcement of such an unlawful rule would
expose anyone enforcing it to charges of domestic terrorism. Since the proposed rule will
be UNLAWFUL by definition and will also violate WA State Constitution, Article 1 Section 7
- right to privacy - there is only one option. Abolish consideration of such a rule or face
criminal charges (Domestic Terrorism and/or Conspiracy to commit Domestic Terrorism).
This virus has a very low mortality rate in children. Their recovery is 99.985%. My
children have natural immunity as well as myself. There are more than 140 studies that
demonstrate that natural immunity is equal or better than what is achieved by vaccines.
The new variant strains are evading the vaccine and that immunity is waining. Thus,
Please do not put our children as well as other citizens in this situation.
Sincerely,
MaryJane Healey

______________________________________________
From: Chad Peterson
Sent: 1/8/2022 12:49:29 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: AM Panfili
Sent: 1/7/2022 4:45:59 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Mandate - DO NOT SUPORT
External Email
We do not agree with this mandate for forced vaccination of children.
Aaron & Margo Panfili

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/5/2022 3:32:16 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Please support recommending vaccines for children

From: Alex Da <barrieandalex3@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 5, 2022 3:13 PM
To: Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH) <Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R
(SBOH) <Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
<Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>; Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH) <Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Please support recommending vaccines for children

External Email
It is so important to minimize virus spread by requiring vaccines when possible. You have
my full support.

-Alex, West Seattle

______________________________________________
From: Randy Ginn
Sent: 1/11/2022 8:11:15 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Stop Covid Policies
External Email
I am fully against the covid measures you seek to pass.
You are wrong to push through the WAC's:
WAC 246-100-070,
WAC 246-100-045,
WAC 246-100-040,
WAC 246-100,
WAC 246-105.

Unbelievable. Washington used to be a place of freedom and human love. These things
are wrong.
Besides, the vaccines don't work, and you should be pushing therapeutics instead. Help
people.

Sincerely,
Randy Ginn

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 10:47:31 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: STOP

From: Adam Hanson <hansonap45@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 5:20 AM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: STOP

External Email
I would like to express my extreme opposition to implementation of a
COVID 19 vaccine requirement for schools in Washington State.

1. No COVID vaccine available in the United States has received FDA
approval. All available vaccines, including the Pfizer-BioNTech
vaccine, are being administered under an Emergency Use Authorization.
The only “approved” COVID 19 vaccine is Comirnaty, and it is not
available in the United States and there is no anticipated date for its
availability. (This “smoke and mirrors” approach by the FDA is the
subject of numerous lawsuits and a Federal Judge recently rejected
Pfizer’s claim that the 2 products are interchangeable: Federal Judge
Rejects DOD Claim That Pfizer EUA and Comirnaty Vaccines Are
‘Interchangeable’ • Children's Health Defense
(childrenshealthdefense.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fchildrenshealthdefense.org%2F&da
) Since EUA products cannot be mandated per
the Nuremberg Code, this alone should be enough to stop consideration of
making vaccines mandatory.
2. Children are statistically at zero risk of dying from COVID. Their
survival rate is in the range of 99.997-99.998% or, put another way,
their risk of dying with COVID is less than 2 in every 1,000,000
children. The very few children who are listed as COVID deaths did not
die OF COVID, but rather WITH COVID as anyone being admitted to a
hospital nowadays is tested. I challenge the Washington State Board of
Health to show medical records for even one child who has died OF COVID.
Where there’s no risk, there can be no benefit.
3. No one knows the long-term risks of these vaccines. You may remember
that one of the members of the FDA Advisory Committee infamously said,
“We are never going to learn about how safe thie vaccine is until we
start giving it” Dr. Eric Ruben, Editor in Chief NEJM The studies
Pfizer conducted were woefully underpowered. This is an analysis of 10
Red Flags associated with Pfizer’s studies: Ten red flags in the FDA’s
risk-benefit analysis of Pfizer’s EUA application to inject American
children 5 to 11 with its mRNA product – Commentary – America's
Frontline Doctors (americasfrontlinedoctors.org

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Famericasfrontlinedoctors.org%2F&d
)
Force vaccinating healthy children for a disease that doesn’t affect
them to make adults feel safe is a new low for humanity. Please do the
right thing and do not require these vaccinations for school age
children.

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 8:23:33 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Fwd: Proposed Covid-19 Mandates

Get Outlook for iOS
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fo0ukef&data=04%7C0
________________________________
From: Andrea Seeley <andreajoy0818@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 1:55:12 PM
Subject: Proposed Covid-19 Mandates
External Email
I am writing in regards to the extreme attempts of the Washington state government and
health department to completely control the public due under the guise of Covid-19 as it
has reached alarming levels. It smacks of the beginnings of what has been seen in other
countries (ie, Germany and Hitler). Our liberties and freedoms are being removed piece
by piece and it has been allowed and encouraged due to the fear mongering of the media
and exploitation of the uneducated masses.
Doing the same thing over and over and expecting different results (ie the definition of
insanity) is what is happening here. Masking isn’t working, vaccines are not working or
slowing the spread, the virus is becoming more contagious/stronger and the vaccines
aren’t preventing it, the side effects are frightening and damaging not only our adult
population but our youth in ways that we have not yet been able to be measure.
What has happened to medical freedom? What has happened to the right to choose for
your own body and your own children? This is not the United States of America that I
grew up in and I am afraid of the progression towards control by the state of all of our
freedoms and liberties, including our own bodies. The idea of quarantining people in a
state run facility is terrifying, as well as forcing questionable vaccinations in children for
the first time in my lifetime.
As a medical professional I find it suspicious that the FDA is requestingAs a medical
professional I find it suspicious that the FDA is requesting 55 years to turn over clinical
data… Never in history has this ever happened nor been allowed. This tells me that there
is definitely information they do not want the public to have, and in 55 years it will be too
late. There is not even a recourse for people who followed the mandates and have
damaged their bodies permanently since the FDA/government is not holding the vaccine
companies responsible for lifelong damages (pericarditis, myocarditis, neurological
disorders, autoimmune and others). This is setting a precedence that the government
knows better than the individual person what is right for their bodies and their children
and their lives.
To summarize, my family and I are completely against any of the proposed Covid policies
that are over reaching and immoral. We stand against these proposed WAC's: WAC 246100-070, WAC 246-100-045, WAC 246-100-040, WAC 246-100, WAC 2.
Sincerely,

Andrea Seeley
andreajoy0818@gmail.com
You only have this one short life to live. Make your choices accordingly...
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Priscilla Bristow-Hanna
Sent: 1/10/2022 5:26:01 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Curtis Jenelle
Sent: 1/9/2022 10:50:39 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 9:43:54 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Mandates

-----Original Message----From: Debby Swecker <debby@localaccess.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 10:33 AM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Mandates
External Email
> Dear
State Board of Health,
> I am opposed to extending or enacting in any way Chapter 246-100 WAC regarding
communicable and other certain diseases.
> I am opposed to furthering any state of emergency or enabling any certain powers of
either state or local health officials to do anything or enforce any action against an
individuals will.
>
> Please consider this opposition and note it in the record.
Sincerely,
Debra Swecker
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 2:27:17 PM
To: DOH WSBOH,Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: FW: WA State Board of “Health” & Inslee’s TYRANNICAL & UNCONSTITUTIONAL
Quarantine Camps & Forced Vaccine’s

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: Sue Kicha <GALEK_TSP@msn.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 11:23 PM
To: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: WA State Board of “Health” & Inslee’s TYRANNICAL & UNCONSTITUTIONAL
Quarantine Camps & Forced Vaccine’s

External Email
It’s come to our attention that the WA Board of Health & Dictator Inslee is considering
passing UNCONSTITUTIONAL bills for Quarantine Camps & forced vaccines with:

*WAC 246-100-040
*WAC 246-100-105
*WAC 246-100-070
*WAC 246-100-045

If you pass these bills you WILL BE IN VIOLATION of the NUREMBERG CODE & YOU WILL
BE INDICTED for CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY for your participation. Currently there are
Common Law juries being formed ALL around WA State which have the power to do this
to YOU! If you have’t heard about this, you ought to look it up before you vote. WE THE
PEOPLE will hold you accountable for YOUR actions, & we will not let you get away with
this CRIME!

These bills not only violate our precious & beloved Constitution but several other health
laws including:

* PATIENT BILL OF RIGHTS
* HIPPA LAWS

* THE Supreme Court ALREADY RULED THAT NO EMERGENCY CAN ELIMINATE ANY
RIGHTS GUARANTEED BY THE CONSTITUTION

If your “Health” Board & Inslee proceed to pass these bills after being warned of these
facts you are KNOWINGLY VIOLATING, YOU will be considered to be intentionally
committing TREASON against the Constitution & against We the People of the United
States of AMERICA!

The covid Omicron variant is contagious HOWEVER, VERY MILD…HEALTHY PEOPLE ARE
NOT DYING OF IT. Actually it will help us reach herd immunity quickly for anyone
interested in REAL SCIENCE. However, our government officials don’t seem to be
interested in real science. Instead you all only use data that goes alongside of your
AGENDA…..& are fully focused on THE GREAT RESET & destroying our state & country for
a virus with a 99.997% SURVIVAL RATE, so you’ll be able to pass the Vaccine Passport to
take over control our assets if we don’t comply with your every whim. You are EVIL!!!!

We are actively ORGANIZING & WE THE PEOPLE will PEACEFULLY fight you on this. We
are thankful for the 2nd Amendment during times like these when our government has
become tyrannical — this is exactly WHY our founders made the 2nd amendment so we
the people if need be could defend ourselves from governmental TYRANNY. ***Canada &
Australia sure wished they hadn’t surrendered their guns….they NOW have no defense
against their tyrannical DICTATOR government officials & are now a communist police
state. This is not a threat…it is a simple fact.

Never have I understood the importance of the 2nd Amendment UNTIL BIDEN & INSLEE
have gone CRAZY MAD & now our own Wa State Board of Health too over covid
restrictions taking ALL OUR FREEDOMS AWAY …. Again for a very survivable virus for
healthy people of all ages.

You act like we don’t talk with friends from other states. ALL RED STATES ARE WIDE
OPEN. Our daughter goes to college in Arizona, & they don’t even mask up there! Dear
friends moved to Florida & they said Covid is NON-EXISTENT there!!!

WE THE PEOPLE OF WASHINGTON STATE WLL NOT ALLOW YOU TO FORCE ANYTHING
INTO OUR BODIES OR OUR CHILDREN’S THAT WE HAVEN’T FREELY CHOSEN FOR
OURSELVES.

There are MILLIONS OF US IN WA STATE & only a few hundred or thousand of you. We
are AWAKE to your tyranny & stomping all over our Constitutional Rights. WE WILL WIN
THIS BATTLE….not you! We will rise up against you & protest every minute of everyday
against this until you make the right decisions to OPPOSE THESE BILLS & any others in
the future!

SK
Bellevue, WA

Get Outlook for iOS
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fo0ukef&data=04%7C0

______________________________________________
From: Terimoyer
Sent: 1/11/2022 10:50:38 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Teresa Moyer
External Email
More evidence as to say no on mandates, masking, and taking away parental rights.

https://margaretannaalice.substack.com/p/letter-to-the-washington-state-board
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fmargaretannaalice.substack.com%
to-the-washington-stateboard&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Ce110c51b1d6d4ef8c20f08d9d5334122%7C11d0e21

Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Pebbles Kaydus
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:33:32 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: amy sprenger
Sent: 1/7/2022 4:32:59 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Fw: Public Comments for WSBOH Members from March EH Committee Special
Meeting
External Email

Sent from Yahoo
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.onelink.me%2F107872968%3F
Regarding the proposed mandatory vaccination of Washington students:
Dear board members,
I am a respiratory therapist working daily thru this pandemic with the sickest
patients. I have over 9 years of acute and critical care experience. I am absolutely
appalled and disappointed at your leadership to consider such a requirement for children
to be forced to take this vaccine.
1. Children are not the vulnerable population with this virus. I have personally
only seen one 12 year old boy briefly come to the ER with symptoms, but not serious. He
was obese which we know is one of the major risk factors. He was fine, and went home.
If you are planning to vaccinate children to "protect others", then you are using
them as human shields, and you are in line with the world's sickest dictators. Why are
you trying to push this on our children? It is not in their best interest nor anyone's best
interest except for the manufacturers who sell more product.
2. This vaccine is not " effective" to stop, or prevent the virus. You know this now,
we all do as is evidenced by the change in the vocabulary from "prevention" to "reducing
hospitalization and death". We saw this in the hospital as people started getting admitted
who were "fully vaccinated" and yet became infected. They insisted they could not have
covid, because they were "vaccinated". Others felt lied to as they became ill with the
vaccine itself and then again with the virus.
This virus will always mutate and move out of range of the vaccine's usefulleness
toward it, as it is even now so far removed from the original variant we see Omicron in
greater numbers among the vaccinated! So please tell me, why are you pushing for this
now? It will not and cannot stop or eradicate this virus. Studies a year old showed
antibodies or active infection among the white tailed deer population in four different
states. It's well known that with animal reservoirs a virus will continue to mutate. It is
now well documented as well that the naturally immune from previous covid infections
have more durable immunity than vaccinated immunity. What are you trying to
accomplish? Compliance? Assert your authority to control people?
3. This vaccine is NOT safe for everyone! You cannot deny the numbers with over
20 thousand reported deaths. Let alone the number of injuries which is outrageous!
Studies show that children are more likely to be hospitalized from complications
due to the vaccine itself, than from the virus!!!
I personally know, or have treated adults who are vaccine injured with permanent
heart damage or other debilitating conditions. We cannot play with our children's lives.
So many who were previously healthy, suddenly developing heart damage and blood
clots. Why are you pushing for this? How can this possibly be good for children?

Do I really need to go on? I can....I could write and write for hours of why this is
such a terrible idea and send you study after study to demonstrate what a terrible idea
this is, but I have to go to go work while you dream up new ideas of how to destroy the
next generation.
I am cutting this short so that I can put my submission in before your cut off time
today. I wish I could be there in person to plead with you to do the right thing. But we all
have roles. Yours is supposed be to guide the "education" of children, not mandate public
health. You do not own our children, nor do you know what is best for them, stop trying
to play god. This idea proves you do not look out for their best interest.
Please do the right thing and take this off the table.
Sincerely,
Amy Sprenger

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.onelink.me%2F107872968%3F

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/5/2022 2:58:02 PM
To: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
Subject: FW: vaccines and discrimination
Sam,
I have forwarded this email to Ben and Victor. I'm also copying the Board mailbox.
Christy
-----Original Message----From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: Wednesday, January 5, 2022 2:55 PM
To: Arne Christensen <arnolfini@earthlink.net>
Subject: RE: vaccines and discrimination
Arne,
Thank you for sharing your views. I will make sure to share with Council leadership and
the WSBOH, which is collecting public input on this topic.
Christy
-----Original Message----From: Arne Christensen <arnolfini@earthlink.net>
Sent: Wednesday, January 5, 2022 2:47 PM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: vaccines and discrimination
External Email
Hello Ms. Hoff:
Since you are the policy advisor for the Health Disparities Council, I thought to write to
you about the following experience, and relate my opinion of a vaccine requirement.
I'm in Seattle. In mid-December I had an impromptu talk with a man smoking outside on
a work break. He’s a black man in his 20s. He hates the covid vaccine requirement that
King County has imposed for admission to all manner of public venues, and said the
requirement “feels like segregation.”
The vaccine requirement from Washington's government creates a second-class part of
the population, and extending it to copy King County's policy would further that
discrimination. The requirement is clearly doing practically nothing to prevent the spread
of this virus, while also not doing enough to prevent people from getting seriously sick
from Covid. It is immoral, and it is ineffective. Surely you are aware of other parts of the
U.S. and other parts of the world that are not resorting to discriminatory policies to
encourage vaccination. Why can't Washington do what those places are doing?
Arne Christensen

______________________________________________
From: Gary Wright
Sent: 1/12/2022 2:31:41 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public Comments for WSBOH Members from March EH Committee Special
Meeting
External Email
WS Board of Health members,
As a long time resident of Washington state I am very concerned with the actions your
office is considering regarding Covid-19. They are extreme, unwarranted not backed bye
science and down right dangerous. I am uncertain what has happened to common sense
when it comes to this virus, but it has been lost. The fear mongering, bullying and total
lack of regard for peoples right to choose what we put into our bodies and our children’s
bodies is the new norm. Apparently we the people who believe in the right to Freedom,
to make choices for ourselves and our families based on our beliefs are now the enemy
of the state.
You talk about taking people, families and putting them into concentration camps if they
do not believe what you believe and forcing your beliefs upon them. You do this stating
"It is for their own good”. Hitler also said this of the Jewish people and it did not play out
well for the Jewish people. China leader Xi Jinping has also set up interment camps for
their Muslim population because they disagree with his beliefs. Again this has not played
out well for the Muslim population as they have not been seen or heard from since this
took place.
It is frightening when a group such as the health department makes a political power
grab like this one. It is not based on science, facts or even common sense. It will not
help stop the spread of Covid-19 as we know because 2 shots and a booster shot later
people are still getting the virus. The masks that now litter our streets do not help stop
the spread and yet they are still required. I ask that you Stop the bullying, Stop the fear
mongering and focus on a real crisis like the Heroin Epidemic that is killing our children,
our parents, our loved ones every single day.
We are all in this together as American’s and forcing your beliefs on people is wrong and
the science does not back you on this.
Regards,
Cynthia Wright
Puyallup WA.

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 9:05:02 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Fwd: No Covid Vaccine Requirement for School Aged Children

Get Outlook for iOS
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fo0ukef&data=04%7C0
________________________________
From: Christina Coulson <christinacoulson@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 12:42:27 PM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: No Covid Vaccine Requirement for School Aged Children
External Email
Hello,
I was recently notified that your board is considering requiring the Covid Vaccine for
school aged children.
As a concerned parent, I ask that you vote no on this requirement. The incoming reports
of this vaccine on children have not been studied enough for not only long-term effects
(i.e., 10-20 years) on children and their growing bodies, but also the side effects
reported at this point for those who have taken the vaccine should be concerning for
everyone. Incidents of myocarditis and sudden heart attack in children post vaccine is
NOT normal. Also, to date, there have been more deaths from adverse events of the
vaccine in children than there have been deaths due to the Covid virus in children.
This is concerning, at this point, and with the highest incidence of how infectious the
recent Omicron Variant is, to require a vaccine that does not stop transmission of the
virus. For example, my husband and I are fully vaccinated, continued to practice social
distancing, and have been very limiting on who we have been seeing the past 2 years,
and we still contracted the Omicron variant of Covid. Not only that, we inadvertently
passed it on to others before we were aware we were infected. If the vaccine does not
stop transmission, then why should this be a requirement to attend school?
Thank you for your time in reading this email. Once again, I implore you to vote no in
consideration of making a Covid Vaccine Requirement for our children to attend school.
Regards,
-Christina Coulson
Parent of 2 kids in Snohomish School District
206-910-8130

______________________________________________
From: Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH)
Sent: 1/11/2022 7:35:17 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Teresa Moyer

Tracy Schreiber (she/her/hers)
tracy.schreiber@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:tracy.schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>
360-463-9069

From: Teri Jobs <teri.lee.moyer@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, January 10, 2022 9:36 PM
To: Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH) <Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Teresa Moyer

External Email
My name is Teresa Moyer a long time Washington resident in Vancouver Washington.
Please do not go forward with this mandate of vaccines for all people and especially
children. There is no data or research supporting factual scientific data that these
vaccines are safer then natural immunity or early treatments. Getting everyone vaccine
will not stop transmission. These vaccines are causing genocide and adverse reactions off
the charts. Please stop vaccines.
Saying no to
WAC 246-100-070
WAC 246-100-045
WAC 246-100-040
WAC 246-100
WAC 246-105

Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Phil Ohmes
Sent: 1/8/2022 7:42:55 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Terri and Tim Voltz
Sent: 1/12/2022 9:03:05 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Stop this nonsense with COVID tyranny
External Email
You think you can pull the wool over our eyes by delaying and calling our knowledge of
your wicked plans “misinformation”. Just know that we are watching and God sees. No
so-called “vaccine” mandates for any including our vulnerable children. No authorization
of quarantine camps for the unjabbed. STOP THIS NOW. God sees you.
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 8:41:12 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Fwd: Covid 19 policies

Get Outlook for iOS
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fo0ukef&data=04%7C0
________________________________
From: Bren Cooke <bcooke7@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 1:37:01 PM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Covid 19 policies
External Email
Dear Caitlin:
Regarding the upcoming discussion and vote on Covid 19 policies that include (but are
not limited to) involuntary quarantine, vaccination, detention, testing, or vaccination
requirements for children - I urge you to reject any more overreaching and unethical
policies. We staunchly oppose the proposed measures.
Regards,
Brennen Cooke

______________________________________________
From: Dave Huhtala
Sent: 1/9/2022 7:56:29 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
Sent: 1/8/2022 5:00:24 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: no covid vaccines for kids

--Samantha Pskowski (she/her/hers)
Washington State Board of Health
360-789-2358
-----Original Message----From: jan hamblen <janhamblen@hotmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 7:41 AM
To: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: no covid vaccines for kids
External Email
I am strongly opposed to adding covid vaccine for children to the WAC-246-105-030
Covid vaccines remain under emergency use authorization and the rules that apply to
that status Children under 18 yr have extremely low clinical risk from covid infection
Children have a much higher risk of adverse event to the vaccine- including life long
health issues Research supporting child vaccinations safety is flawed by the methods
used to collect it Covid vaccines do NOT prevent getting it or transmitting it
DO NOT subject our children's heath to a failed vaccine and the future unknown risks it
may cause

______________________________________________
From: Amber Caulk
Sent: 1/8/2022 8:04:40 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Chad Schmidt
Sent: 1/7/2022 4:35:47 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Steve Abramowicz
Sent: 1/12/2022 9:36:34 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: WAC 246-100
External Email
Dear Mr. Grellner, Mr. Pendergrass, Ms. Bessermin, Ms. Crawford, Ms. Crockrell, Mr.
Kutz, Mr. Lentz, Mr. Lunz and especially WA secretary of health Mr. Shah.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment today.
As a WA citizen and the son of survivors of 1930’s Germany where my entire family line
on my father’s side was wiped out, I am very troubled for my children by the language of
WAC 246-100-070 and allowing local health officers to use law enforcement to detain a
person or group of persons to be isolated in a quarantine facility WAC 246-100-045
following refusal to voluntarily comply with requests for medical examination, testing,
treatment, counseling, and vaccination WAC 246-100-40 including Covid19 injections
required as school immunization using WAC 246-105

My comment is directed to WA, Mr. Grellner, Mr. Pendergrass, Ms. Bessermin, Ms.
Crawford, Ms. Crockrell, Mr. Kutz, Mr. Lentz, Mr. Lunz and especially WA secretary of
health Mr. Shah. Please forgive me if my use of pronouns is incorrect.

If you’ve ever seen the movie “Conspiracy” staring Kenneth Branagh and Stanly Tucci, I
highly recommend it. Or the book “Banality of Evil” by Hannah Arendt. In both you will
dramatically see how Naziism itself began with the legal cover installed by a bureaucratic
committee to promote exterminations under cover of law. Man’s law. Not natural law as
enshrined in the US Constitution.

Therefore, to the 8 board members of the WA State Board of Health, this is your
moment. This is why you were put on this earth at this time. You have the opportunity,
in my opinion obligation, to remove this illegal, inhumane cancer from the world in its
infancy in the name of liberty and humanity and thereby save Washingtonians from
medical tyranny. One simple vote of this 8 person board has the ability to deny WAC
246-100 and restore the inalienable rights of the 4th amendment to the US constitution
and the Nuremburg Code, both under assault here.

A vote to approve this abomination will leave a legacy of this board that will be a stain on
history that your friends, family, neighbors, co-workers, fellow citizens, Republicans,
Democrats, vaccinated and unvaccinated will suffer under indefinitely and hold you each
accountable for, as will nature’s God. Yes, vaccinated; What the chief executive of Pfizer
is telling you is THAT IF YOU RECEIVED TWO DOSES OF HIS COMPANY’S VACCINE LAST
YEAR, YOUR PROTECTION IS GONE. Even against “…hospitalizations and the severe
disease.” So no one is safe from this draconian round up.

Please “first do no harm” and reestablish informed consent, the 4th amendment, and the
Nuremberg code and bodily autonomy in WA by voting against immoral and illegal
medical tyranny and vote down this proposal. This board can revive the spirit of the
liberating Allied army that defeated Naziism and made the world safe for democracy for
90 years. Washington is a free state. We must protect against the biomedical security
state that divides our society. There is no one else that can.

Thank you. God bless you all.

Steven Abramowicz
Mill Creek, WA

______________________________________________
From: Lesleyann Pedro
Sent: 1/12/2022 11:19:32 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Questions for the board

attachments\AC824B83FFE34BB8_Document1.docx
External Email
Hello,
I am attending the Zoom meeting today.
Attached are questions for the board.
Please have them addressed,
Thank you,
Lesley Pedro

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Foverview.mail.yahoo.com%2F%3F

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 10:43:00 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: PROPOSED POLICIES

-----Original Message----From: Emily Seaboch <emily.seaboch@icloud.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 6:59 AM
Subject: PROPOSED POLICIES
External Email
I am completely against any of the proposed Covid Policies that are over reaching and
immoral. We stand against these proposed WAC’s: WAC 246-100-070, WAC 246-100045, WAC 246-100-040, WAC 246-100, WAC 246-105. Forcing anything on free
Americans protected by the Constitution is asking for strife and dissension. We will hold
the line against tyrannical mandates and proposed polices that violate our civil liberties
and fundamental rights as human beings. I stand with the Constitution - will you? I stand
with the Word of God:
“Praise the name of God forever and ever, for he has all wisdom and power. He controls
the course of world events; he removes kings and sets up other kings. He gives wisdom
to the wise and knowledge to the scholars. He reveals deep and mysterious things and
knows what lies hidden in darkness, though he is surrounded by light.”
Daniel
2:2022

Whether you stand with the Word or not, It’s Everlasting, Unshakable, and pierces the
soul with Truth.
I call on you to represent the population of those whom you swore to be a voice for and
reject all such aforementioned policies.
“Speak up for those who cannot speak for themselves; ensure justice for those being
crushed.”
Proverbs
31:8

“Ensure justice” - isn’t that the key to the position you are in?

Kind Regards,
Emily Seaboch
Registered Voter in Washington State
12516 149th Street E
Puyallup, WA 98374

______________________________________________
From: Brandon - Kari Mulder
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:13:37 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid Policies
External Email
To whom this may concern,
I am completely against this mandate for our children.
These proposed covid policies are against my religious
freedoms and autonomous rights. I stand against
these proposed WAC's:
WAC 246-100-070, WAC 246-100-045, WAC
246-100-040, WAC 246-100, WAC 246-105.
Thank-you for your time.
Kari Mulder, Lynden
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 11:57:36 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vax requirements for school children

attachments\345E89F451A74262_image001.jpg

--Lindsay Herendeen, MPH, MCRP (she/her)
Health Policy Analyst
Washington State Board of Health
lindsay.herendeen@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:lindsay.herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>
360-628-6823
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<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: RENEE SWEETMAN <carsnhorses3@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 11:57 AM
To: Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH) <Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Vax requirements for school children

External Email

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.avast.com%2Fsigemail%3Futm_medium%3Demail%26utm_source%3Dlink%26utm_campaign%3Dsigemail%26utm_content%3Dwebmail%26utm_term%3Dicon&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GO
Virus-free. www.avast.com
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.avast.com%2Fsigemail%3Futm_medium%3Demail%26utm_source%3Dlink%26utm_campaign%3Dsig-

email%26utm_content%3Dwebmail%26utm_term%3Dlink&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV

______________________________________________
From: Dave Robinson
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:56:29 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Allen Colvin
Sent: 1/8/2022 5:34:16 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Linet Perry
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:44:40 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Please address #11 of the agenda
External Email
Please clarify what the petition is of agenda #11 and please explain what you mean by
“will take action on the petition”. You are not being clear.
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Colleen Rodriguez
Sent: 1/7/2022 5:00:35 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: DANETTE ABRAHAM
Sent: 1/7/2022 4:21:37 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: DOH Information
Sent: 1/9/2022 7:11:13 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Question/Comment from the public

Hello,

Please note comments and inquiry below from constituent and respond as appropriate.

As always thank you,

DOH Customer Service
Center for Public Affairs
Washington State Department of Health
DOH.Information@doh.wa.gov <mailto:DOH.Information@doh.wa.gov>

1-800-525-0127| www.doh.wa.gov
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.doh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7

From: DOH Feedback <doh.information@doh.wa.gov>
Sent: Sunday, January 9, 2022 4:17 PM
To: DOH Information <DOH.Information@DOH.WA.GOV>
Subject: Question/Comment from the public

The following survey response is submitted:
1.
Please select one:

Other

2.
Please enter your comments or questions in the space provided below:

________________________________
Hello, I am writing as a concerned parent of children 11 and 6. My children are healthy
and active kids with no health issues. My ex wife has gone behind my back to vaccinate
my children recently against my wishes. Healthy children survive covid infection
99.9999% of the time and from every source I could find, are very rarely hospitalized
due strictly from infection. The vaccine shots they received were formulated to protect
against the ancestral strains of sars co v2 that we’re prevalent in in 2020/21 and not the
current variants now circulating. My opinion is clear that healthy children and teenagers
do not need this experimental vaccine as they have the robust health to easily shrug off
infection. There is little evidence children spread covid to others at high rates and at the
same time the vaccine shows little affect in blocking and spreading the South African
variant of the virus. Do you support my parental rights being stripped so my young
children can receive an experimental treatment they will personally derive no health
benefit from? Do you believe your organization will approve and ask parents to give their
children booster shots for corona virus? And if so do you believe my ex wife would be
making the right decision to have my children boosted against my wishes? I look forward
to hearing from you soon on this serious issue. Kind Regards, / Pablo Airth Bellingham,
WA

3.
If you are sending feedback on one of our Web pages, please paste the URL here:
(no answer)

4.
Would you like a response?

Tell us how to get in touch with you.
Name:
Pablo Airth
Email:
Pabloairth@gmail.com <mailto:Pabloairth@gmail.com>
Telephone:
(no answer)

______________________________________________
From: Dylan DiGiovanni
Sent: 1/10/2022 11:35:45 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Pamela Johnson
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:25:09 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Forcing Emergency vax on children
External Email
Children are the least affected by Covid and have almost no side effects and uncountable
deaths from this virus!
Mandated vaccinations are counter productive and should not be pursued!
Please do not
Pamela Johnson
174 Tilton Drive
Morton, WA
98356
--

Pamela Johnson
pamela.irishgro@gmail.com <mailto:pamela.irishgro@gmail.com>

______________________________________________
From: Patrick Mcmahon
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:47:10 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Tonya McGrew
Sent: 1/12/2022 9:31:16 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public Comment
External Email
Please do not have a mandate against Washington remote worker citizens.
wsboh@sboh.wa.gov
My doctor does not recommend the vaccines or booster, that should be enough for not
taking it and keep being employed and pay Washington taxes.

v/r,
Tonya McGrew
(425)281-6091
http://linkedin.com/in/tonyamcgrew
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Flinkedin.com%2Fin%2Ftonyamcgre

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 8:30:18 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Fwd: advisory board input

Get Outlook for iOS
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fo0ukef&data=04%7C0
________________________________
From: Barbara Miller <barbmiller75@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 1:47:34 PM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: advisory board input
External Email
Dear Advisory Board for the Washington State Board of Health:

I am writing to voice my concerns about the Board of Health proposing a policy change to
WAC 246.

WAC 246-100 states: Allow local health officers to use law enforcement (WAC 246-100070) to force an emergency order to involuntarily detain a person or group of persons
(families) to be isolated in a quarantine facility (WAC 246-100-045) following refusal to
voluntary comply with requests for medical examination, testing, treatment, counseling,
vaccination (WAC 246-100-040). These specifics come from WAC 246-100.

This is a frightening idea that feels like it comes straight out of Nazi Germany. It would
be the most discriminatory action taken by our nation to date. The very idea that the
state could detain people for refusal to comply with vaccine mandates flies in the face of
common sense. The Covid “vaccine” does not prevent transmission or protect one from
getting Covid. It is also not considering the large percentage of the population that have
already acquired natural immunity through having had Covid. Would you think it was ok
to use law enforcement to involuntarily detain vaccinated individuals as well? Are we
turning into a police state?

We must not usurp the rights of individuals’ freedom to take care of themselves in a
manner that reflects their religious and moral beliefs.

Please stand for our freedoms. Please consider that action to support the use of law
enforcement in this way will most certainly create a divided population that will not stand

together. I fear the negative ramifications will be far greater than any intended good it
will have.

With respect,

Barbara Miller
Barbmiller75@gmail.com <mailto:Barbmiller75@gmail.com>

______________________________________________
From: Cascade Climber
Sent: 1/11/2022 7:24:23 PM
To: DOH WSBOH,otp.informationdesk@icc-cpi.int,Barkis, Andrew,Bateman, Jessica,Berg,
April,Bergquist, Steve,Berry, Liz,Billig, Andy,Boehnke, Matt,Braun, John,Bronoske,
Dan,Brown, Sharon,Caldier, Michelle,Callan, Lisa,Carlyle, Reuven,Chambers,
Kelly,Chandler, Bruce,Chase, Rob,Chopp, Frank,Cleveland, Annette,Cody, Eileen,Conway,
Steve,Corry, Chris,Das, Mona,Davis, Lauren,Dent, Tom,Dhingra, Manka,Dolan,
Laurie,Donaghy, Brandy,Dozier, Perry,Duerr, Davina,Dufault, Jeremie,Dye,
Mary,Entenman, Debra,Ericksen, Doug,Eslick, Carolyn,Fey, Jake,Fitzgibbon,
Joe,Fortunato, Phil,Frame, Noel,Frockt, David,Gilday, Greg,Abbarno, Peter,Gildon,
Chris,Goehner, Keith,Goodman, Roger,Graham, Jenny,Gregerson, Mia,Griffey,
Dan,Hackney, David,Hansen, Drew,Harris, Paul,Harris-Talley, Kirsten,Hasegawa,
Bob,Hawkins, Brad,Hoff, Larry,Holy, Jeff,Honeyford, Jim,Hunt, Sam,Jacobsen,
Cyndy,Jinkins, Laurie,Johnson, Jesse,Keiser, Karen,King, Curtis,Kirby, Steve,Klicker,
Mark,Klippert, Brad,Kloba, Shelley,Kraft, Vicki,Kretz, Joel,Kuderer, Patty (LEG),Leavitt,
Mari,Lekanoff, Debra,Liias, Marko,Lovelett, Liz,Lovick, John,MacEwen, Drew,Macri,
Nicole,Maycumber, Jacquelin,McCaslin, Bob,McCune, Jim,McEntire, Joel,Morgan,
Melanie,DOR Gina Mosbrucker,Mullet, Mark,Muzzall, Ron,Nguyen, Joe,Nobles, T'wina
(LEG),Orcutt, Ed,Ormsby, Timm,Ortiz-Self, Lillian,Orwall, Tina,Padden, Mike,Paul,
Dave,Pedersen, Jamie,Peterson, Strom,Pollet, Gerry,Ramel, Alex,Ramos, Bill,Randall,
Emily,Riccelli, Marcus,Rivers, Ann,Robertson, Eric,Robinson, June,Rolfes, Christine,Rude,
Skyler,Rule, Alicia,Ryu, Cindy,Saldana, Rebecca (LEG),Salomon, Jesse,Schmick,
Joe,Schoesler, Mark,Sells, Mike,Senn, Tana,tim.sheldon@leg.wa.gov,Shewmake,
Sharon,Short, Shelly,Simmons, Tarra,Slatter, Vandana,Springer, Larry,Stanford,
Derek,Steele, Mike (LEG),Stokesbary, Drew,Stonier, Monica,Sullivan, Pat,Sutherland,
Robert,Taylor, Jamila,Thai, My-Linh,Tharinger, Steve,Trudeau, Yasmin,Valdez, Javier,Van
De Wege, Kevin,Vick, Brandon,Volz, Mike,DOR Keith Wagoner,Walen, Amy,Walsh,
Jim,Warnick, Judy,Wellman, Lisa,Wicks, Emily,Wilcox, JT,Wilson, Claire,Wilson,
Jeff,Wilson, Lynda,Wylie, Sharon,Ybarra, Alex,Young, Jesse,Santos, Sharon Tomiko
Subject: Seattle Rally Against Mandates 1-8-22
External Email

https://librti.com/page/view-video?id=1479
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Flibrti.com%2Fpage%2Fviewvideo%3Fid%3D1479&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40sboh.wa.gov%7C71b134e445a846c97db408d9d57a

______________________________________________
From: Alex Markovich
Sent: 1/7/2022 4:44:02 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Oleg Lukinov
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:08:18 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:19:44 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Please say NO to vaccine mandates for our children

From: Rick and Kari Pompeo <rkpompeo@msn.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 5:19 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>; Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH)
<Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>; Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
<Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>;
Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH) <kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
<Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>; Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
<Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>; Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH)
<Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
<Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>;
Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH) <Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Please say NO to vaccine mandates for our children

External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health members,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
Kari Pompeo
A concerned Citizen of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
Sent: 1/5/2022 2:45:59 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: halt covid vaccine requirement

--Lindsay Herendeen, MPH, MCRP (she/her)
Health Policy Analyst
Washington State Board of Health
lindsay.herendeen@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:lindsay.herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>
360-628-6823

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01
, Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH&
, Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: Venita Benitez <venitabenitez@yahoo.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 5, 2022 7:30 AM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>; Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH)
<Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>; Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
<Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>;
Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH) <kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
<Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>; Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
<Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>; Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH)
<Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
<Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>;
Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH) <Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>; DOH WSBOH
<WSBOH@SBOH.WA.GOV>
Subject: halt covid vaccine requirement

External Email
Good morning,

I will be short and sweet, I humbly ask you ALL to deny having this particular "vaccine"

required for all children to attend school, I request that real science, not political leanings
would dictate your decision. If you do your homework you will find that this is not
actually a vaccination, I also ask that you do some research of the Nuremburg Code and
how it is illegal to force people to take anything into their body that they do not consent
to. I would like to also mention that this "vaccine" is not only killing our youth and young
adults but it is only still experimental. I recommend reading up on the laws surrounding
this because us parents are not going to be caving to political demands that do not suite
our families. I will be pulling my children from Washington schools if this passes and you
and I all know that I am not the only family that would be lost to the public schools.

Sincerely,

Venita Davis

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 8:14:39 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Fwd: Urgent Consideration for the WSBOH

Get Outlook for iOS
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fo0ukef&data=04%7C0
________________________________
From: EliVog <4evogel@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 1:59:33 PM
Subject: Urgent Consideration for the WSBOH
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
I am writing you as proud resident of the state of Washington with a sincere and urgent
request that you represent with inclusivity and compassion the concerns I am expressing
in my email as you determine the future of many citizens of our state.
I was made aware that the Washington State Board of Health is meeting to discuss
immune safety for our children, including the enforcement of Covid 19 shot mandates
and potential forcible measures for those who can not comply and/or disagree for any
number of reasons, be they medical, ethical, religious, personal or otherwise.
The state and the government may have the power to enforce these mandates but do
they have the right and all information necessary? In many instances, such mandates
have served to injure and harm and for that reason a person's choice in the matter with
full informed consent must be preserved.

1.
Thalidomide
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.understandinganimalresearch
years-on-the-history-of-the-thalidomidetragedy%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C3fcb32c16bb3486e1ba408d9d38b22ff%7
: Developed in the 50's and administered to countless people before it was pulled in 1961
due to widespread adverse events and irreparable damage. Learning- "there was no
placebo group and no indication of how long treatment had gone on for. None of the
studies were double-blind. There was also no measurement of how much thalidomide
there was in the blood or tissue of the patients taking it." I URGE YOU TO COMPARE THIS
TO OUR CURRENT AVAILABLE VACCINES. While the FDA approved Comirnaty, it is not
currently available in the US- the EUA version is the only available formulation. There is
no existing placebo arm- the placebo arm was encouraged to get the active shot. The
VAERS currently has over 1,000,000 adverse event submissions, including death,
cardiovascular, neurological and reproductive, for the C19 mRNA shot which must be
vetted to establish safety signals and causation vs correlation. The biodistribution of the
mRNA technology has not been disclosed.
2.
Tuskegee
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftime.com%2F4867267%2Ftuskege
syphilisstudy%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C3fcb32c16bb3486e1ba408d9d38b22ff%7C1

3.
In 1995, then president Bill Clinton apologized
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.latimes.com%2Farchives%2F
xpm-1995-10-04-mn-53213story.html&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C3fcb32c16bb3486e1ba408d9d38b22ff%7C1
to the survivors and families of those who unknowingly were subjects of government
sponsored radiation experiments- 4,000 of them through 1974.
In response to a FOIA request submitted to the CDC, requesting documents reflecting
any documented cases of transmissibility of the disease C-19 from an unvaccinated
person to a vaccinated person once recovered and/or reinfected, the CDC acknowledged
they don't have such documentation.
Please I urge you to turn your attention to ensuring full FDA approval is provided for any
therapies we provide our citizens, especially our children and that full informed consent
and choice are preserved and championed.
My sincere thanks!
Elizabeth Vogel
206-947-7906
655 Alder St
Edmonds WA 98020

______________________________________________
From: Oxana Gorun
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:51:40 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Testify Online Survey
Sent: 1/11/2022 10:06:39 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Survey Response: Testify Online *
The following survey response is submitted:
1.
State Board of Health Meeting Date:

________________________________
1/12/2022

2.
Agenda Item or Issue:

________________________________
Covid - putting people in covid camps

3.
Your Name:

________________________________
Leslie

4.
Do you have a professional title?

1.

Yes

5.
Are you representing an organization?

2.

6.
Address:

7.
Email:

No

8.
Phone Number (Include Area Code):

9.
Do you have any special expertise relevant to this topic?

1.

Yes

10.
Are you testifying on a specific proposal under consideration by the board?

2.

No

11.
Are you Pro or Con on the proposal?

2.

Con

________________________________
You people have gone too far with your tyrannical Nazi proposals and measures. We have
watched you destroy lives, businesses, childhood, but putting people in concentration
camps over a virus with a 99.8 survival rate, is a new low and is crossing the line. The
FDA approved vaccine isn't even available in the USA, so you want to mass inject people

with an experiment. You are terrible people.

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 1:56:08 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: January 12th Meeting - FDA COVID 19 Vaccination - Nuremberg Code
(1947)

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: Candida Doran <candilolc92@icloud.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 8:49 AM
To: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: January 12th Meeting - FDA COVID 19 Vaccination - Nuremberg Code (1947)

External Email
Dear State Board of Health,
1. The FDA NEVER approved the COVID 19 vaccine being used today.
2. The Nuremburg Code (1947) clearly states that humanity cannot be experimented on.
3. If you approve these POLICIES (WAC 246-100-070) (WAC 246-100-045) (WAC-246100-040) and you are challenged in court, THESE FACTS WILL COME OUT!!
SEN. RON JOHNSON: We do not have an FDA-approved vaccine being administered in
the U.S. The FDA played a bait and switch. They approved the Comirnaty version of
Pfizer drugs. It’s not available in the U.S. They even admit it. I sent them a letter three
days later going "What are you doing?" What they did is they extended the emergency
use authorization for the Pfizer drug vaccine that’s available in the U.S., here that’s more
than 30 days later, they haven’t asked that very simple question. If you’re saying that
the Pfizer drug is the same as the Comirnaty, why didn’t you provide FDA approval on
that? So, there’s not an FDA-approved drug and, of course, they announced it so they
could push through these mandates so that people actually think, "Oh, OK now these
things are FDA approved." They are not and again, maybe they should be, but the FDA
isn’t telling me why.
The judgment by the war crimes tribunal at Nuremberg laid down 10 standards to which
physicians must conform when carrying out experiments on human subjects in a new
code that is now accepted worldwide.
This judgment established a new standard of ethical medical behavior for the post World
War II human rights era. Amongst other requirements, this document enunciates the
requirement of voluntary informed consent of the human subject. The principle of

voluntary informed consent protects the right of the individual to control his own body.
This code also recognizes that the risk must be weighed against the expected benefit,
and that unnecessary pain and suffering must be avoided.
This code recognizes that doctors should avoid actions that injure human patients.
The principles established by this code for medical practice now have been extended into
general codes of medical ethics.
________________________________

The Nuremberg Code (1947)
THE NUREMBERG CODE
1. The voluntary consent of the human subject is absolutely essential.
This means that the person involved should have legal capacity to give consent; should
be
so situated as to be able to exercise free power of choice, without the intervention of any
element
of force, fraud, deceit, duress, over-reaching, or other ulterior form of constraint or
coercion; and
should have sufficient knowledge and comprehension of the elements of the subject
matter
involved, as to enable him to make an understanding and enlightened decision. This
latter
element requires that, before the acceptance of an affirmative decision by the
experimental
subject, there should be made known to him the nature, duration, and purpose of the
experiment;
the method and means by which it is to be conducted; all inconveniences and hazards
reasonably
to be expected; and the effects upon his health or person, which may possibly come from
his
participation in the experiment.
The duty and responsibility for ascertaining the quality of the consent rests upon each
individual who initiates, directs or engages in the experiment. It is a personal duty and
responsibility which may not be delegated to another with impunity.
2. The experiment should be such as to yield fruitful results for the good of society,
unprocurable by other methods or means of study, and not random and unnecessary in

nature.
3. The experiment should be so designed and based on the results of animal
experimentation
and a knowledge of the natural history of the disease or other problem under study, that
the
anticipated results will justify the performance of the experiment.
4. The experiment should be so conducted as to avoid all unnecessary physical and
mental
suffering and injury.
5. No experiment should be conducted, where there is an a priori reason to believe that
death or disabling injury will occur; except, perhaps, in those experiments where the
experimental physicians also serve as subjects.
6. The degree of risk to be taken should never exceed that determined by the
humanitarian
importance of the problem to be solved by the experiment.
7. Proper preparations should be made and adequate facilities provided to protect the
experimental subject against even remote possibilities of injury, disability, or death.
8. The experiment should be conducted only by scientifically qualified persons. The
highest
degree of skill and care should be required through all stages of the experiment of those
who
conduct or engage in the experiment.
9. During the course of the experiment, the human subject should be at liberty to bring
the
experiment to an end, if he has reached the physical or mental state, where continuation
of the
experiment seemed to him to be impossible.
10. During the course of the experiment, the scientist in charge must be prepared to
terminate
the experiment at any stage, if he has probable cause to believe, in the exercise of the
good faith,
superior skill and careful judgement required of him, that a continuation of the
experiment is
likely to result in injury, disability, or death to the experimental subject.
["Trials of War Criminals before the Nuremberg Military Tribunals under Control Council

Law
No. 10", Vol. 2, pp. 181-182. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1949
Candida Doran
candilolc92@icloud.com <mailto:candilolc92@icloud.com>

______________________________________________
From: DeAnna Lentz
Sent: 1/10/2022 8:30:30 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 8:06:01 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Proposed COVID-19 policies

From: Chad Bajema <bajemacj@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 11:53 AM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Proposed COVID-19 policies

External Email
Good morning,

I am writing this e-mail regarding the proposed COVID-19 policies that would be a
complete overreach of the government and are at best a threat to our freedoms as
American citizens. This is besides the fact that the vaccine is more of a risk to children
than actually getting COVID. It's absolutely senseless. It's not right - you know it and we
know it. I, and my other 4 family members, stand in complete opposition of the following
proposed WAC's:

WAC 246-100-070
WAC 246-100-045
WAC 246-100-045
WAC 246-100-040
WAC 246-100
WAC 246-105

Sincerely,

Jana Bajema

______________________________________________
From: Testify Online Survey
Sent: 1/11/2022 2:20:34 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Survey Response: Testify Online *
The following survey response is submitted:
1.
State Board of Health Meeting Date:

________________________________
1/12/2022

2.
Agenda Item or Issue:

________________________________
Immunization Criteria for Child Care and School Entry

3.
Your Name:

________________________________
Reneey Rodriguez

4.
Do you have a professional title?

2.

No

5.
Are you representing an organization?

2.

No

6.
Address:

________________________________
PO Box 1348 Anacortes, WA 98221

7.
Email:

________________________________
reneeyrod@gmail.com

8.
Phone Number (Include Area Code):

________________________________
3607083037

9.
Do you have any special expertise relevant to this topic?

2.

No

10.
Are you testifying on a specific proposal under consideration by the board?

2.

No

11.
Are you Pro or Con on the proposal?

2.

Con

________________________________
It should NOT be mandatory for children to have Covid shots to attend childcare or
school.

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:11:54 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: No Covid Shots to Children!!

From: Alex Noller <alex.noller34@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 6:57 PM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: No Covid Shots to Children!!

External Email
Dear Kelie,

Please say NO to this terrible idea. Please add my name to the list of those pleading
against this travesty. Please do NOT require Covid vaccines for children to attend school.
Children are at extremely low risk for Covid. The risks hugely outweigh the benefits.
Vaccines are STILL only authorized for EMERGENCY USE ONLY. They are not verified. We
have absolutely NO long-term studies to demonstrate safety. Studies DO show that both
vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit Covid. Therefore, the vaccine apparently
does NOT stop the spread of the virus. There is a HUGE risk and no benefit. Please,
consider the needs of the children. They do NOT need the vaccine! Please vote NO! No
Covid shots for children!!!

Respectfully,
Alex

Spokane, WA

______________________________________________
From: Patricia Fletcher
Sent: 1/8/2022 5:20:35 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: cayla Blume
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:13:51 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Temp Account
Sent: 1/12/2022 11:20:06 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: COVID 19 Board of Health Meeting Comment
External Email
Hello,
I previously sent a comment expressing my concerns about the slippery slope that even
enacting a small change can make for the future. I did not appreciate the board stating
how “false” our concerns are. Obviously the majority of us don’t believe the unvaccinated
will be thrown into concentration camps right now, and that of course it isn’t being voted
on at this moment in time, but the change being proposed helps open up that possibility
in the future. Hitler didn’t start his hate towards the Jews by telling everyone in Germany
that they were going to lock up and kill the Jews. Don’t downplay our concern. You work
for the citizens of this state, and need to get rid of your self righteous attitudes. I don’t
have children in public schools, so I didn’t comment on that front, but it is also incredibly
rude to brush off parents concerns on that matter also saying it is “false” claims when
you are in fact going to be discussing that topic of requiring vaccines at this meeting
even if you do not plan to vote on it today. Grow up please and learn that just because
you say how great and safe vaccines are for everyone a million times and that peoples
concerns aren’t warranted doesn’t mean that you are correct.
-Daniel

______________________________________________
From: Erika Cude
Sent: 1/9/2022 7:53:30 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Diana Maloy
Sent: 1/11/2022 5:33:24 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: "I oppose WAC 246-100 Rulemaking that would expand any authority to
involuntarily quarantine individuals.
External Email
ALERT DO BY NOON TODAY!!
If you haven't done so already please email the WA state Board of Health:
wsboh@sboh.wa.gov . they are discussing involuntary quarantine and forced/mandated
vaxx for public school.
"I oppose WAC 246-100 Rulemaking that would expand any authority to involuntarily
quarantine individuals. I also oppose adding a C-19 vaccine to the WAC 246-105
schedule of required vaccines for children to attend schools. We are not in Nazi Germany
or in Australia! This is America, where we are free to make a choice if we want to put an
experimental Gene Therapy in our bodies and our CHILDRENS bodies!! WHY should we
have to take a shot that does NOTHING to stop us from getting or giving the virus AND
gives high volume of adverse reactions AND THEY KNEW IT WOULD!!! Ask yourself, WHY
did they change the definition of a vaccine; two times since 2015???? Why Did the Head
guy at Bayer say that it is NOT a Vaccine and if they had told you it wasn't, 93% of
people would NOT have gotten the shot!!! There is NO reason to involuntary quarantine
people; we have been staying home and getting delivery for the past years since covid."
Diana Maloy daubogirl01@yahoo.com

______________________________________________
From: Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 8:51:11 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vaccine mandate proposals public schools

From: candice murphy <candicejean1999@yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 11:12 AM
To: Haag, Hannah R (SBOH) <Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Vaccine mandate proposals public schools

External Email
We say no to mandatory vaccines for our children to attend public school. This is a
violation of our constitutional rights and when has forced medical treatment ever been
legal!!! This is NOT okay. If the proposals on Jan 12th for forced immunization come to
pass my children will not attend public school period. We are the voice of the people and
we should be heard

Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPhone
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Foverview.mail.yahoo.com%2F%3F

______________________________________________
From: Debbie Baril
Sent: 1/10/2022 11:22:02 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: P Luchte
Sent: 1/10/2022 3:37:22 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Mandates
External Email
Hello,
I am Pat Luchte, and am against vaccine mandates and also against including COVID-19
to current infectious disease WAC codes .
Thank you,
Pat Luchte
Okanogan County Voting Resident

______________________________________________
From: Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 8:31:53 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: WAC 246-105

From: Dan Lambert <dannyjlambert@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 11:31 AM
To: Haag, Hannah R (SBOH) <Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: WAC 246-105

External Email
To The Board Members of the WA State Department of Health,

I am writing to you tonight out of complete desperation… I strongly and adamantly
OPPOSE this proposed WAC 246-105! I am shocked an appalled that this state is
seriously about vote to impose a vaccine mandate on our children for the Covid 19 shot.
A vaccine that has not withstood the test of time, thats been pushed on to people, taking
away their choices. A vaccine that is shown to be more like a treatment than any sort of
actual Prevention. No one can tell me what the effects may be on my child in 5 years or
10 Years. The lack of transparency has been extremely troubling and I don’t trust, nor
think it is absolutely necessary for myself or my child. The children are not at risk of
death or serious illness from this virus. The deaths in US this 2 years of Covid is under
1,000 according to the CDC. Why are we doing this!?? It’s not worth the risk to our
children. I ask you to please not back parents into a corner. We love our children and
deserve to have choices and the ability to advocate for them since they are unable to do
so for themselves.
Thank you for your time.

Daniel Lambert (253) 951-2526
Dannyjlambert@gmail.com <mailto:Dannyjlambert@gmail.com>

______________________________________________
From: Christopher Wright
Sent: 1/8/2022 2:45:32 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:06:02 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Mandates

--Samantha Pskowski (she/her/hers)
Washington State Board of Health
360-789-2358

From: Debra Mitz <debjomitz@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 11:13 PM
To: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Mandates

External Email
Absolutely no vaccine mandate especially for children. If you do some research you will
find that there's a lot more side effects for children including heart issues for a vaccine
that hasn't even shown to be effective against the new variants anyway! Debra Mitz

______________________________________________
From: diane robert
Sent: 1/9/2022 8:27:47 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Charles Dimmick
Sent: 1/8/2022 2:42:55 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brigitta Hamilton
Sent: 1/7/2022 4:36:39 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid policies
External Email
My name is Brigitta Hamilton and I live in Olympia, WA.
I oppose all legislation regarding Covid-19. Health choices are for each individual to
assess and make for themselves, as well as business owners for their businesses,
physicians for their practices, parents over their children. We aren’t toddlers, we have
brains and no society is going to collectively choose the same way. That’s what gives it
vitality. You are killing a healthy society one controlling law after another.
Thank you,
Brigitta
Sent from ProtonMail for iOS

______________________________________________
From: Comcast
Sent: 1/9/2022 5:20:43 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: mRNA
External Email
Please vote against subjecting our children to an unnecessary shot that’s causing heart
problems, blood clots, myocarditis and death. Kids aren’t Guinea pigs.
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Ben Biegel
Sent: 1/11/2022 11:29:34 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Daniel Yocum
Sent: 1/8/2022 3:05:57 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Phil Birk
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:45:10 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: amy buckingham
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:24:40 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public Comment
External Email
To whom it may concern .
I would like to start by saying , how absolutely appalled to see these proposals even
suggested. Have you not paid attention to the facts presented with these covid vaccines
?
Do none of you have an ear to hear or see what is happening to people ? What would
happen if you tried to enforce these dictator type mandates or laws ?
We will not comply .
America has had enough.
You were hired to serve us, we pay your salary.
We are awake, we see what you have done in the past two years .
I’m in shock you would even consider these insane tactics or suggest to implement this
bs.
No law enforcement will uphold it .
This is a joke , when the time comes if you vote this in you are one step closer to making
our country the next nazi Germany.
I’m disgusted to watch this . To even read that this would even be an option . You must
have forgotten who Americans are. Holding people against their will , forcing vaccines on
anyone let alone children , detaining people …. I’m sure our veterans .. your
grandparents would be proud of you all.
I am ashamed . This is wrong . One day you will be held accountable. Everyone who ever
had supported this insanity in history has been held accountable.
You should I be uniting our country instead your dividing it.
I pray for our country because I’ve never seen anything like what is happening in my 40
years of life. We are humans , we are born free , we don’t need anyone’s permission to
live our life . Stand in the way of that all you want but you won’t win. Freedom always
prevails .
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
Sent: 1/8/2022 5:18:21 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Opposed to vaccine to children

attachments\587E7B45A5BD4EBE_image001.gif

--Samantha Pskowski (she/her/hers)
Washington State Board of Health
360-789-2358

From: Debbie LeBlanc <Debbie.LeBlanc@obiseafoods.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 9:11 AM
To: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Opposed to vaccine to children

External Email
I oppose this recommendation to vaccinate children when they have a low if almost zero
risk to become sick or spread this virus. Please consider the children’s health and
possible risks at being vaccinated since many children have had adverse reactions to this
procedure.

Thanks for your consideration

Debbie

______________________________________________
From: Paul Henkels
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:43:50 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 1:43:57 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Upcoming Vote regarding mandates for vaccine

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: Loren Fox <lorenfox7@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 9:26 AM
Subject: Upcoming Vote regarding mandates for vaccine

External Email
To All Washington State Officials who represent me,

I am writing you as a concerned citizen of Washington state. I understand you have a
major decision coming before you to consider vaccine mandates for children as well as
adults. I urge you to take into your thought process more than the current accepted
binary conversation that the vaccine is the one and only way to proceed in health for our
communities and states.

In years past, we as parents, families and supported by the medical community
considered natural immunity strong and robust. We currently have doctors who are
successfully helping to keep sick patients out of the hospital, and they need more
physicians to help them. There is more to this story on a successful way through this,
and your decision is an important part of it.

There are not enough long-term studies regarding the use of the Covid-19 vaccine and
the option of natural immunity needs to be a part of this conversation if we are truly
wanting to follow the science. The fact that the drug manufacturers have requested to
wait to release their data for 75 years creates confusion and concerns on why they are
not acting with transparency. Recently the CDC director and Dr. Anthony Fauci have
admitted that the vaccine itself does not stop transmission or infection. This is the logical
disconnect between facts and political agenda.

In addition, there are thousands of deaths and adverse reactions reported, though not
published through mainstream media. I will provide you links to some of these sources if
you want.

You will be looked on in history for the vote you are about to make. How will you choose
to stand for the liberty and freedom our country is rooted in? Can you imagine what
caused our state and government to place Germans and Japanese citizens in camps
during the 2nd World War? It may have seemed like the best option at the time,
however, it is viewed correctly today as a human rights abuse. It was a decision made
out of fear. I urge you to make a decision based on courage, transparency, medical facts,
which come from all places, including those that are being silenced in the main media.
Please do not allow fear to be part of your decision. Fear of what others think or say, fear
of job loss, lack of promotion, fear of possible personal cost if you stand against the swell
of the current tyrannical narrative. You have so many people cheering you on to stand
for human rights including medical freedom of choice.

Sadly, the push for the mandate of vaccines and the proposed policies which could follow
will place health officers in the possibility of managing a police state. We are not in an
emergency situation that would justify the use of law enforcement to order persons
involuntarily to isolation facilities or coerced medical intervention. If this continues
Washington board of health is considering medical tyranny. Not only is all of this
discussion in direct violation of the Washington State Constitution and the US
Constitution, but the proposed policies are also in direct violation of the Nuremberg code
article 6 section 3 that states: No government can mandate or force medical treatment
without individual consent.

Please stand for medical freedom of choice for the citizens of Washington.

Loren Fox

______________________________________________
From: Paige Leigh Wells
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:56:57 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: NO COVID VACCINE FOR OUR KIDS!
External Email
To whom it may concern,
I strongly oppose mandating the covid vaccine for the following reasons. If this mandate
passes, my family will leave the state that we all have lived our entire lives.
1. The data shows that covid 19 is not a risk for young people. Period. You can try and
spin it differently with scare tactics but the "science" overwhelmingly shows otherwise.
2. The data also shows that the vaccine is not effective. Covid infection rates have
skyrocketed post vaccine mandate.
3. There are multiple accredited entities that are showing adverse effects. We do not
have any idea what long term effects these vaccines will cause.
4. The current vaccine is for variants that no longer exist. It does not protect against
omicron or any other future variants. We are chasing our tail.
Bottom line, I will not risk the future of my children or grandchildren for a questionable
medical procedure that has questionable long term side effects for a virus my entire
family has already survived.
Sincerely,
Paige Wells

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 9:23:47 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Fwd: Regarding childhood vaccine schedule and Covid-19

Get Outlook for iOS
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fo0ukef&data=04%7C0
________________________________
From: rosanna menck <romenck@comcast.net>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 11:37:20 AM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Regarding childhood vaccine schedule and Covid-19
External Email
Dear WSBOH Members,
When making momentous decisions that affect the health of children, it is imperative to
make sure that the benefit to the child outweighs the risk to the child. Society cannot ask
children to bear the burden of taking risk away from the adults onto their young bodies.
These COVID-19 vaccines are in their infancy in use in children. There is not anywhere
near enough safety data to support adding it to the childhood vaccine schedule, or make
it a mandatory requirement for children to receive an education. In fact, there are
serious known and documented adverse events with this injection, so serious, as to
cause death or lifelong disability. This is an unacceptable danger to subject children to,
especially as they are at a statistically low risk of serious disease should they become
infected with the SARS-CoV-2 virus.
I trust that you and the rest of the board members understand the gravity of this
decision you are being asked to make. These vaccines have already caused injuries and
deaths, and will likely cause more if they are placed on the vaccine schedule. They are
not at all comparable to the existing vaccines. In fact, they perform more like a
treatment by easing symptoms, rather than conferring any sort of immunity.
I urge you to protect the children of Washington State and reject the proposal to add
these harmful injections to the childhood vaccine schedule.

Sincerely,
Rosanna Menck RN (retired)

______________________________________________
From: Paul Peterson
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:45:56 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Carole Bell
Sent: 1/7/2022 5:10:33 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Vote No for the vaccine mandate for children
External Email
Vote No for the vaccine mandate for children!
Thank you,
Carole & Tom Bell
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Parks Ohana
Sent: 1/5/2022 10:44:15 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public Comment
External Email
Dear sir/madam,
I ask that you do not mandate vaccines for students. I stand for my body, my choice. I
ask that you offer grace and do not require immunization for students to register for
education. Our children are our future! I write you today advocating for my children, my
grandchildren and children with no voice. This country was founded on freedom and I ask
that you do not remove this right from our children.
Lord have mercy,
Kari Parks

______________________________________________
From: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
Sent: 1/8/2022 5:31:32 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Public Comment

--Samantha Pskowski (she/her/hers)
Washington State Board of Health
360-789-2358

From: Marilyn Bennett <mjvobennett@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 9:52 AM
To: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Public Comment

External Email
Dear Board Member,

With headlines like this today, I do not think there is enough information for the board to
be making a mandate for shots for covid! SAY NO TO ANY MANDATES. INFORMED
CONSENT is required for medical decisions by the individuals and parents of minor
children.
Judge Gives FDA Just Over 8 Months to Produce Pfizer’s Safety Data
The decision rejects the FDA's request to release the data over what would be 75 years.
Sincerely,
Marilyn Bennett

______________________________________________
From: T Cook
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:40:52 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Re: comments
External Email
Systemic racism?!
Get CRT out of this arena.
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:40 AM T Cook <tmcook61@gmail.com
<mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:
Vaccine Equity?
How about being able to decide what you do with your own body?
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:37 AM T Cook <tmcook61@gmail.com
<mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:

It is not a vaccine or immunization!
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:36 AM T Cook <tmcook61@gmail.com
<mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:

Increasing immunity levels? What about supplements like Vitamin D
and zinc? What about getting fit and losing weight?
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:35 AM T Cook <tmcook61@gmail.com
<mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:

You are all experimenting with us. Nuremberg looks similar.
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:34 AM T Cook
<tmcook61@gmail.com <mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:

Why are the shots not aspirated? It is an
intramuscular shot. Without aspiration you don't know if you hit a blood vessel.
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:31 AM T Cook
<tmcook61@gmail.com <mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:

Michelle,
Children don't need the vaccine. They don't get as
sick. Especially with Omicron.
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:29 AM T Cook
<tmcook61@gmail.com <mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:

Why are the hospitalization usage even less than last
year?
Stop firing healthcare workers.
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:26 AM T Cook
<tmcook61@gmail.com <mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:

Staffing becomes more difficult when you fire the
HEROES for exercising their constitutional freedoms!
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:23 AM T Cook
<tmcook61@gmail.com <mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:

Death counts are not accurate. Dying from Covid or
dying with Covid are completely different and need to be truthfully reported.
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:20 AM T Cook
<tmcook61@gmail.com <mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:

This is the cold and flu season. WA does not even test
for the seasonal flu! Hospitalizations are up. What percentage are DUE TO Covid, not just
have Covid?

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 10:34:33 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: NO, NO, NO for vaccine mandates for children

From: Cherie Hill <thehillhome@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 8:34 AM
To: Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH) <Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: NO, NO, NO for vaccine mandates for children

External Email
To: Washington Board of Health,

As parents and grandparents, please add our voices to the list of citizens who are
vehemently opposed to mandated shots for children.

Yes, we all well know, that there is a raging debate over this issue. However, while the
drum beats loudly for mandates, the facts do not substantiate in any way the need for
shots for our precious children. We can not sacrifice our children on the altar of
ignorance, power, greed and loyalty to a political party. There are volumes indicating that
the risks of experimenting on our children far outweigh any contrived benefit.

Not knowing what side you are on, but knowing that you are on the committee that is
gathering opinions, we wonder where do you stand. May you know our hearts as we
beg you to vote against mandates of any type.

When you look in the mirror ~ what do you see as the reason for your passion? May it be
to protect our children, created in the image of God, for the sake of our future and His
glory.

Respectfully submitted,

Dave & Cherie Hill
Chattaroy, WA

______________________________________________
From: Eva
Sent: 1/11/2022 5:15:21 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons: You've said it yourself, children are at a low risk for
getting covid. If they end up getting it, their immune system is stronger than these
vaccines. As a healthcare professional who has been working in hospitals since the
beginning of this pandemic, I strongly believe that these vaccines are not healthy or
necessary for their growing developing bodies.

______________________________________________
From: Clutch Cure
Sent: 1/12/2022 9:42:57 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Question
External Email
1.) So on the new WAC proposed law it mentions that they will be treating unvaccinated
individuals differently from Vaccinated individuals what exactly are the changes and do
you believe this is discriminatory towards these people?
2.) Based on the CDC directors testimony from a few days ago which now acknowledges
that over 75% of covid deaths were with individuals with over 4 co-morbidities and
unknown amount of individuals who have died just from covid. Why is the WA state
department of health thinking about vaccinating our children even though more children
up to the age of 18 have died from overdoses last year compared to many other causes
of death including Covid and why is this not being addressed?
-Mitch

______________________________________________
From: Steven Turcott
Sent: 1/12/2022 1:28:29 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments to the Board of Health
External Email
I am a resident of Spokane County. My professional background includes many decades
of work in various public safety and emergency management roles. I am attending
virtually the Board of Health meeting that is currently in recess for lunch. I was one of
the nearly 7,000 who did not have an opportunity to provide comment this morning.

I appreciate the work you do as members of the board and am grateful that you bring
your expertise to this endeavor. Because of my experience, I'm aware of the level of
commitment required of you and I am particularly grateful during this period of COVID
that you are making contributions that most of the rest of us are not qualified to make.
We have to trust your knowledge, wisdom, and judgment, and I appreciate that we're
able to do so. I'm as sincere in this gratitude as I am in the concerns I'll share below.

As Dr. Shah mentioned more than once this morning, COVID has presented on-going and
numerous challenges to probably each of us (maybe each of us around the world). I
believe that much anxiety, anger, and criticism in our society comes from what seems to
me, and apparently to many others, to come from incomplete, inconsistent and
conflicting messages from experts we would like to trust. These conflicts and
inconsistencies occur from one statement or comment to another coming from the same
person, as well as conflicting information provided at a given time by different experts.

To use a currently popular term, we're neck-deep in an "information salad", and many
ingredients in this salad conflict with each other. This is, in part and in my opinion,
partially due to the media's breathless efforts to keep us attentive to their product. Many
in that business don't clearly articulate the point they're trying to convey (or they don't
care about accuracy as much as do the rest of us, so they say what keeps our attention
at the cost of accuracy and completeness).

The concern of many citizens about the Board of Health's potential work to enable forced
detention in isolation/quarantine facilities through the use of superior courts and law
enforcement is an example of possibly unclear information being provided by the media
and perhaps by experts who certainly have the facts of the matter. Earlier this week, an
NBC affiliate announced, "Washington Board of Health says they will not enact mandatory
covid-19 quarantine during Wednesday meeting". (emphasis added)
https://www.nbcrightnow.com/news/washington-board-of-health-says-they-will-notenact-mandatory-covid-19-quarantine-during-wednesday/article_7fdeebca-727b-11eca1ad-8760e3f062f5.html
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.nbcrightnow.com%2Fnews%
board-of-health-says-they-will-not-enact-mandatory-covid-19-quarantine-duringwednesday%2Farticle_7fdeebca-727b-11ec-a1ad8760e3f062f5.html&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Ce607cf7cf4e04830c3c908d9d61277e3

At the beginning of today's meeting, Mr. Grellner similarly assured attendees, with a
healthy dose of repetition, that school vaccine mandates and forced isolation for positive
tests or for the unvaccinated are "not on the agenda today". (emphasis added)

I was tremendously relieved to learn that forced isolation was not on the agenda today,
but I'd be infinitely more relieved, impressed, and grateful to learn that this won't be on
the agenda ever. Do we who are concerned about this unconstitutional overreach need to
worry about it coming up again, or was this merely an unfortunate lack of specificity?

For the record, I believe forced isolation to be unconstitutional when associated with
COVID because of the exceptionally low (and falling) death rate, the ability to focus
transmission-controlling measures on those most likely to experience the gravest
outcomes, and because measures and therapeutics likely to have significant and
substantial positive influence on outcomes have yet to be utilized. Perhaps I'll elaborate
on these matters another time, but for now, if y'all could kindly be careful about
qualifiers in your speech, many of us would be grateful for that. On the other hand, if Mr.
Grellner's intent was, indeed, to convey that today's not the day to discuss the forced
isolation facility issue, then most of us will have one more challenge that will cause us
stress, anxiety, and anger.

Sincerely,

Steven G. Turcott

______________________________________________
From: patricia chitty
Sent: 1/8/2022 6:02:56 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Against Covid mandate/policies in WA
External Email
To whom it may concern:
As citizen of this State of Washington I am completely against any of the proposed Covid
Policies that are over reaching and immoral. I stand against these proposed WAC’s: WAC
246-100-070, WAC 246-100-045, WAC 246-100-040, WAC 246-100, WAC 246-105. ”

Patricia Chitty

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.onelink.me%2F107872968%3F

______________________________________________
From: Patricia Casteels
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:33:13 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Patricia Colvin
Sent: 1/8/2022 3:22:35 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Elizabeth Free
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:23:17 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:13:04 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: HALT IMMUNIZATION of Children

From: Charlotte Pros <charpros58@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 5, 2022 10:51 PM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: HALT IMMUNIZATION of Children

External Email
* HALT Immunization Criteria for Children of Washington State
* Action: We the constituents and community members of this great State of
Washington, DEMAND the Washington State Board of Health (WSBOH) REFUSE to make
COVID vaccinations/shots mandatory for children of Washington State for childcare and
school admission. Due to the following reasons:
1. COVID vaccines remain under Emergency Use Authorization
2. Children under the age of 18 have a 99.995% survival rate from COVID infection
3. Children have a higher chance of death or adverse reaction to COVID vaccines than
COVID-19
Sincerely,
Charlotte Pros
Bellingham WA
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Christine Ackerman
Sent: 1/8/2022 12:07:18 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Phillip Boisso
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:17:18 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 4:14:07 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Proposed Covid-19 Mandates

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111
-----Original Message----From: Andrea Seeley <andreajoy0818@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 11:55 AM
Subject: Proposed Covid-19 Mandates
External Email
I am writing in regards to the extreme attempts of the Washington state government and
health department to completely control the public due under the guise of Covid-19 as it
has reached alarming levels. It smacks of the beginnings of what has been seen in other
countries (ie, Germany and Hitler). Our liberties and freedoms are being removed piece
by piece and it has been allowed and encouraged due to the fear mongering of the media
and exploitation of the uneducated masses.
Doing the same thing over and over and expecting different results (ie the definition of
insanity) is what is happening here. Masking isn’t working, vaccines are not working or
slowing the spread, the virus is becoming more contagious/stronger and the vaccines
aren’t preventing it, the side effects are frightening and damaging not only our adult
population but our youth in ways that we have not yet been able to be measure.
What has happened to medical freedom? What has happened to the right to choose for
your own body and your own children? This is not the United States of America that I
grew up in and I am afraid of the progression towards control by the state of all of our
freedoms and liberties, including our own bodies. The idea of quarantining people in a
state run facility is terrifying, as well as forcing questionable vaccinations in children for
the first time in my lifetime.
As a medical professional I find it suspicious that the FDA is requestingAs a medical
professional I find it suspicious that the FDA is requesting 55 years to turn over clinical
data… Never in history has this ever happened nor been allowed. This tells me that there
is definitely information they do not want the public to have, and in 55 years it will be too
late. There is not even a recourse for people who followed the mandates and have
damaged their bodies permanently since the FDA/government is not holding the vaccine
companies responsible for lifelong damages (pericarditis, myocarditis, neurological
disorders, autoimmune and others). This is setting a precedence that the government
knows better than the individual person what is right for their bodies and their children
and their lives.
To summarize, my family and I are completely against any of the proposed Covid policies
that are over reaching and immoral. We stand against these proposed WAC's: WAC 246100-070, WAC 246-100-045, WAC 246-100-040, WAC 246-100, WAC 2.
Sincerely,

Andrea Seeley
andreajoy0818@gmail.com
You only have this one short life to live. Make your choices accordingly...
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Curtis Varney
Sent: 1/12/2022 8:54:19 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Concerns for Covid19 Vaccination Mandate...hopefully Washington can be a
leader in providing multiple paths to fight Covid.

attachments\0EBEE1C1113F4869_GermanAnalysis of Covid.pdf
attachments\812F6B343DC44005_1-s2.0-S221475002100161X-mainext.pdf

attachments\A59AC26E7066449E_adf864_8c97b2396c2842b3b05975bfbd8254cb.pdf
attachments\83964A3E120D418E_Beattie, K. Worldwide Bayesian
Ca_PRDTOOL_NAMETOOLONG.pdf
External Email
To Whom It May Concern:
Thank you for the State's caring and thoughtful approach in trying to help the public
when it comes to Covid19. This meeting is timely as new data has emerged on the
efficacy, or lack thereof, of the vaccinations, as well as with other methods of treatment
that are showing effectiveness and helping with Covid19. In addition, the NCAA now
considers natural immunity as a deterrent to Covid, or equal to being vaccinated, NCAA
recognizes natural immunity in latest guidance, says recovered patients "fully vaccinated"

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.shorenewsnetwork.com%2F2
recognizes-natural-immunity-in-latest-guidance-says-recovered-patients-fullyvaccinated%2F&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C3d9109dda0d94ab9815708d9d5ebc790%

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.shorenewsnetwork.com%2F2
recognizes-natural-immunity-in-latest-guidance-says-recovered-patients-fullyvaccinated%2F&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C3d9109dda0d94ab9815708d9d5ebc790%

NCAA recognizes natural immunity in latest guidance, says recovered pati...
The NCAA has announced it's winter 2022 sports COVID-19 guidelines and has
determined that athletes who had COVI...

Because of this, and the below additional information WA state should take a new look at
our approach at Covid19, and should NOT use isolation camps as part of their approach
since evidence is showing that getting vaccinated is actually spreading Covid19 faster. So
forcing vaccination is not the answer.
Report by Major James Murphy, USMC Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
(DARPA),
Biological Technologies Office

https://assets.ctfassets.net/syq3snmxclc9/2mVob3c1aDd8CNvVnyei6n/95af7dbfd2958d4c2b8494048b4889

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fassets.ctfassets.net%2Fsyq3snmx
In this report he concludes that the vaccinations have no benefits in fighting the virus. He
also mentions alternative methods to treating the virus that are more effective than the
vaccinations

In this German Study, original German study translated into English is available as a PDF
here
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.skirsch.com%2Fcovid%2FGe
,
The authors write (translated into English): “The correlation is + .31, is amazingly high
and especially in an unexpected direction. Actually, it should be negative, so that one
could say: The higher the vaccination rate, the lower the excess mortality. However, the
opposite is the case and this urgently needs to be clarified. Excess mortality can be
observed in all 16 countries…”

Harvard Study Explodes Myths About ‘Vaccines’ Stopping the Spread – But It’s Even
Worse Than That | by Kyle Becker | Becker News
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftheplantstrongclub.org%2F2021%
study-explodes-myths-about-vaccines-stopping-the-spread-but-its-even-worse-thanthat-by-kyle-becker-beckernews%2F&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C3d9109dda0d94ab9815708d9d5ebc790%7C11d
In this article, it references a Harvard Study also noting At the country-level, there
appears to be no discernable relationship between percentage of population fully
vaccinated and new COVID-19 cases in the last 7 days (Fig. 1). In fact, the trend line
suggests a marginally positive association such that countries with higher percentage of
population fully vaccinated have higher COVID-19 cases per 1 million people.
I have also attached an additional study on 145 countries for review that shows similar
results, that the vaccine isn't showing to slow Covid19. With all of this new information I
can't imagine why we would force people to get the vaccination when it is showing no net
benefit.
Thank you for your attention and consideration of this information.
Curtis Varney

The higher the vaccination rate, the higher the excess mortality
Prof. Dr. Rolf Steyer and Dr. Gregor Kappler, 16 November 2021
Contact:
rolf.steyer@uni-jena.de , mail@g-kappler.de

Summary
The correlation between the excess mortality in the federal states and their vaccination rate when
weighted with the relative number of inhabitants of the federal state is .31. This number is surprisingly
high and would be negative if vaccination were to reduce mortality. For the period under consideration
(week 36 to week 40, 2021), the following applies: The higher the vaccination rate, the higher the
excess mortality. In view of the forthcoming policy measures aimed atreducingthe virus, this figure is
worrying and needs to be explained if further policy measures are to be taken with the aim of
increasing the vaccination rate.

To get started
1. The overall overview of the current excess mortality in Germany as a wholecan be found here:
https://www.destatis.de/DE/Themen/Querschnitt/Corona/_Grafik/_Interaktiv/woechentlich
e-sterbefallzahlen-jahre.html?nn=209016
2. and also here, whereby the deviation from the median of the years 2016 -2020 can be read
directly here:
https://www.destatis.de/DE/Themen/Querschnitt/Corona/Gesellschaft/kontextinformatione
n-gesellschaft.html
These two graphics are interactive, i.e. the numbers are displayed directly as soon as you move the
mouse pointer over them. Looking at weeks 36 to 43, the comparison between 2021 and the median
2016 to 2020 shows the excess mortality in these COGs directly in absolute figures. In some of these
weeks, there are actually about 2000 deaths more than the median from 2016 to 2020.
Mortality rates and vaccination rates are recorded particularly reliably. Whether someone is
vaccinated twice is as indisputable as the question of whether someone has died. If you look at more
complex variables such as the cause of death, this is not the case: the determination of causes of death
such as "diedof Covid-19 infection" depends relatively strongly on interpretations. A positive test is by
no means proof of this cause of death. Death rates and vaccination rates, on the other hand, are based
only to a small extent on interpretations.

Our data sources
The data we use are taken from
1. STatist Federal Office (https://www.destatis.de/DE/Themen/GesellschaftUmwelt/Bevoelkerung/Sterbefaelle-Lebenserwartung/Tabellen/sonderauswertungsterbefaelle.html?nn=209016)

2. Robert Koch Institute
(https://www.rki.de/DE/Content/InfAZ/N/Neuartiges_Coronavirus/Daten/ImpfquotenTab.html)
(The link in question, where you can download the relevant numbers as an Excel file, is given in
parentheses.)

What did we do?
1. Calculation of excess mortality
For each of the 16 federal states, we have added up the number of deaths in the KWn 36 to 40 for
each year 2016 to 2021. (Newer ones are not yet available for the individual federal states to date,
Nov. 16, 2021.) This results in the number of deaths for each federal state and year in the period from
week 36 to week 40. For a comparative value of the number of deaths in weeks 36 to week 40 in 2021,
we have averaged the death rates in week 36 to week 40 for the years 2016 to 2020. For each federal
state, these average values of recent years are the basis for comparisons with 2021. For the
comparison, we formed the ratio of the number of deaths in 2021 in the period from week 36 to week
40 by the averaging values just mentioned and then multiplied it by 100. The ratio 100 therefore means
that there is neither excess nor under-mortality, the ratio 110 states that in the period under
consideration 2021 exactly 10% more people died than in the average of the previous 5 years. The
actual figures vary among the 16 states between 102.2 (Saxony) and 115.7 (Mecklenburg-Western
Pomerania). The greater the deviation (from 100) upwards, the greater the excess mortality in the
respective federal state.

2. Vaccination rate
We were able to find the vaccination rate directly from the table mentioned under Data Sources (point
2). The quota of twice vaccinated people has been chosen.

3. Calculation of the correlation between vaccination rate and excess mortality
The 16 countries have very different populations. The Hanseatic city of Bremen has only about 0.68
million inhabitants, the state of North Rhine-Westphalia, on the other hand, about 17.92 million.
(These figures can also be found at the Federal Statistical Office.) When calculating the correlation
between vaccination rate and excess mortality, we used relative population size as weights (as well as
means and variances). In this way, distortions in favour of the situation in the small countries are
avoided.
The following figure shows a scatter plot of the 16 data points (of the federal states). The vaccinationrate is on the horizontal axis and the ratio is removed on the vertical axis, where the size of the area
of the points represents the relative population.

According to this figure, Saxony (SN) and Thuringia (TH) perform best in terms of current excess
mortality. They also have the lowest vaccination rates.

4. Interpretation of the result
The correlation is + .31, is amazingly high and especially in an unexpected direction. Actually, it should
be negative, so that one could say: The higher the vaccination rate, the lower the excess mortality.
However, the opposite is the case and this urgently needs to be clarified. Excessmortality can be
observed in all 16 countries. The number of Covid deaths reported by the RKI in the period under
consideration consistently represents only a relatively small part ofmortality and,aboveall, cannot
explain the critical facts:
The higher the vaccination rate, the higher the excess mortality.
The most direct explanation is:
1.

Complete vaccination increases the likelihood of death.

Of course, more indirect explanations are possible:
2. The higher the proportion of the elderly, the higher the vaccination rate and excess mortality.
Therefore, vaccination rates and excess mortality also correlate. (However, this explanation is
not veryplausible, as the proportion of old people would then have changed significantly
between 2016-2020 on the one hand and 2021 on the other.)
3. Higher vaccination rates are achieved by increased stress and anxiety in the country concerned
and the latter lead to increased numbers of deaths.
Further explanations are by no means excluded. Some of these may also be supported by figures and
should be further investigated. We are very grateful for suggestions of this kind.

i An update to this article is included at the end
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This article examines issues related to COVID-19 inoculations for children. The bulk of the official COVID-19attributed deaths per capita occur in the elderly with high comorbidities, and the COVID-19 attributed deaths
per capita are negligible in children. The bulk of the normalized post-inoculation deaths also occur in the elderly
with high comorbidities, while the normalized post-inoculation deaths are small, but not negligible, in children.
Clinical trials for these inoculations were very short-term (a few months), had samples not representative of the
total population, and for adolescents/children, had poor predictive power because of their small size. Further,
the clinical trials did not address changes in biomarkers that could serve as early warning indicators of elevated
predisposition to serious diseases. Most importantly, the clinical trials did not address long-term effects that, if
serious, would be borne by children/adolescents for potentially decades.
A novel best-case scenario cost-benefit analysis showed very conservatively that there are five times the number
of deaths attributable to each inoculation vs those attributable to COVID-19 in the most vulnerable 65+ de
mographic. The risk of death from COVID-19 decreases drastically as age decreases, and the longer-term effects
of the inoculations on lower age groups will increase their risk-benefit ratio, perhaps substantially.
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COVID-19
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Adverse events
Vaccine safety

1. Introduction
Currently, we are in the fifteenth month of the WHO-declared global
COVID-19 pandemic. Restrictions of different severity are still in effect
throughout the world [1]. The global COVID-19 mass inoculation is in
its eighth month. As of this writing in mid-June 2021, over 800,000,000
people globally have received at least one dose of the inoculation and
roughly half that number have been fully inoculated [2]. In the USA,
about 170,000,000 people have received at least one dose and roughly
80 % of that number have been fully inoculated [2].
Also, in the USA, nearly 600,000 deaths have been officially attrib
uted to COVID-19. Almost 5,000 deaths following inoculation have been
reported to VAERS by late May 2021; specifically, “Over 285 million
doses of COVID-19 vaccines were administered in the United States from
December 14, 2020, through May 24, 2021. During this time, VAERS
received 4,863 reports of death (0.0017 %) among people who received

a COVID-19 vaccine.” [3] (the Vaccine Adverse Events Reporting System
(VAERS) is a passive surveillance system managed jointly by the CDC
and FDA [3]. Historically, VAERS has been shown to report about 1% of
actual vaccine/inoculation adverse events [4]. See Appendix 1 for a
first-principles confirmation of that result). By mid-June, deaths
following COVID-19 inoculations had reached thẽ6000 levels.
A vaccine is legally defined as any substance designed to be
administered to a human being for the prevention of one or more dis
eases [5]. For example, a January 2000 patent application that defined
vaccines as “compositions or mixtures that when introduced into the
circulatory system of an animal will evoke a protective response to a
pathogen.” was rejected by the U.S. Patent Office because “The immune
response produced by a vaccine must be more than merely some im
mune response but must be protective. As noted in the previous Office
Action, the art recognizes the term "vaccine" to be a compound which
prevents infection” [6]. In the remainder of this article, we use the term
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‘inoculated’ rather than vaccinated, because the injected material in the
present COVID-19 inoculations prevents neither viral infection nor
transmission. Since its main function in practice appears to be symptom
suppression, it is operationally a “treatment”.
In the USA, inoculations were administered on a priority basis.
Initially, first responders and frontline health workers, as well as the
frailest elderly, had the highest priority. Then the campaign became
more inclusive of lower age groups. Currently, approval has been
granted for inoculation administration to the 12–17 years demographic,
and the target for this demographic is to achieve the largest number of
inoculations possible by the start of school in the Fall. The schedule for
inoculation administration to the 5–11 years demographic has been
accelerated to start somewhere in the second half of 2021, and there is
the possibility that infants as young as six months may begin to get
inoculated before the end of 2021 [7].
The remainder of this article will focus on the USA situation, and
address mainly the pros and cons of inoculating children under eighteen.
The article is structured as follows:
Section 1 (the present section) introduces the problem.
Section 2 (Background):

the same time, vaccine development was initiated to control COVID-19
[15]. In the USA, non-vaccine treatments were not encouraged at the
Federal level, but different treatment regimens were pursued by some
healthcare practitioners on an individual level [11,16,17].
By the end of May 2021, the official CDC death count attributed to
COVID-19 was approaching 600,000, as stated previously. This number
has been disputed for many reasons. First, before COVID-19 testing
began, or in the absence of testing, after it was available, the diagnosis of
COVID-19 (in the USA) could be made by the presumption of the
healthcare practitioner that COVID-19 existed [4,18]. Second, after
testing began, the main diagnostic used was the RT-PCR test. This test
was done at very high amplification cycles, ranging up to 45 [19–21]. In
this range, very high numbers of false positives are possible [22].
Third, most deaths attributed to COVID-19 were elderly with high
comorbidities [1,22]. As we showed in a previous study [22], attribution
of death to one of many possible comorbidities or especially toxic ex
posures in combinations [23] is highly arbitrary and can be viewed as a
political decision more than a medical decision. For over 5 % of these
deaths, COVID-19 was the only cause mentioned on the death certifi
cate. For deaths with conditions or causes in addition to COVID-19, on
average, there were 4.0 additional conditions or causes per death [24].
These deaths with comorbidities could equally have been ascribed to
any of the comorbidities [22]. Thus, the actual number of
COVID-19-based deaths in the USA may have been on the order of 35,
000 or less, characteristic of a mild flu season.
Even the 35,000 deaths may be an overestimate. Comorbidities were
based on the clinical definition of specific diseases, using threshold
biomarker levels and relevant symptoms for the disease(s) of interest
[25,26]. But many people have what are known as pre-clinical condi
tions. The biomarkers have not reached the threshold level for official
disease diagnosis, but their abnormality reflects some degree of under
lying dysfunction. The immune system response (including pre-clinical
conditions) to the COVID-19 viral trigger should not be expected to be
the same as the response of a healthy immune system [27]. If pre-clinical
conditions had been taken into account and coupled with the false
positives as well, the CDC estimate of 94 % misdiagnosis would be
substantially higher.

1) provides the background for the declared COVID-19 “pandemic” that
led to the present inoculations;
2) describes the clinical trials that provided the justification for
obtaining Emergency Use Authorization (EUA) from the FDA to
administer the inoculations to the larger population;
3) shows why the clinical trials did not predict either the seriousness of
adverse events that have occurred so far (as reported in VAERS) or
the potential extent of the underlying pre-symptomatic damage that
has occurred as a result of the inoculations.
Section 3 (Mass Inoculation) summarizes the adverse events that
have occurred already (through reporting in VAERS) from the mass
inoculation and will present biological evidence to support the potential
occurrence of many more adverse effects from these inoculations in the
mid-and long-term.
Section 4 (Discussion) addresses these effects further
Section 5 (Summary and Conclusions) presents the conclusions of
this study.
There are four appendices to this paper.
Appendix A provides some idea of the level of under-reporting of
post-inoculation adverse events to VAERS and presents estimations of
the actual number of post-inoculation deaths based on extrapolating the
VAERS results to real-world experiences.
Appendix B provides a detailed analysis of the major clinical trials
that were used to justify EUA for the inoculants presently being
administered in the USA.
Appendix C summarizes potential adverse effects shown to have
resulted from past vaccines, all of which could potentially occur as a
result of the present inoculations.
Appendix D presents a novel best-case scenario cost-benefit analysis of
the COVID-19 inoculations that have been administered in the USA.

2.2. Clinical trials
2.2.1. Clinical trials to gain FDA Emergency Use Authorization (EUA)
approval
The unprecedented accelerated development of COVID-19 vaccines
in the USA, dubbed Operation Warp Speed, resulted in a handful of
substances available for clinical trials by mid-2020 [28]. These clinical
trials were conducted to predict the safety and efficacy of the potential
vaccines (which have turned out to be treatments/inoculations as stated
previously), and thereby gain approval for inoculating the public at
large [29]. An overview of the Pfizer clinical trials is presented in this
section, and a more detailed description of the main clinical trials is
shown in Appendix B.
Two types of inoculants have gained FDA EUA in the US: mRNAbased inoculants and viral vector-based inoculants, with the mRNA in
oculants having the widest distribution so far. Comirnaty is the brand
name of the mRNA-based inoculant developed by Pfizer/BioNTech, and
Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine is the brand name of the mRNA-based
inoculant developed by Moderna [30]. Both inoculants contain the ge
netic information needed for the production of the viral protein S
(spike), which stimulates the development of a protective immune
response against COVID-19 [31]. Janssen COVID-19 Vaccine is the
brand name of the viral vector-based inoculant developed by Johnson
and Johnson. Janssen COVID-19 vaccine uses an adenovirus to transport
a gene from the coronavirus into human cells, which then produce the
coronavirus spike protein. This spike protein primes the immune system
to fight off potential coronavirus infection [32].
The results of these trials that allowed granting of EUA by the FDA

2. Background
2.1. Pandemic history
In December 2019, a viral outbreak was reported in Wuhan, China,
and the responsible coronavirus was termed Severe Acute Respiratory
Syndrome Coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) [8,9]. The associated disease
was called Coronavirus Disease 2019, or COVID-2019. The virus spread
worldwide, and a global pandemic was declared by the WHO in March
2020 [10,11]. Restrictive measures of differing severity were imple
mented by countries globally, and included social distancing, quaran
tining, face masks, frequent hand sanitation, etc. [12,13]. In the USA,
these measures were taken as well, differing from state-to-state [14]. At
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There are very minor differences between most of the data in the
above table and the preceding narrative shown, and they are probably
due to different time horizons. The major difference is the number of
adolescents used and appears to result from a much later reporting time.
Fig. 1 uses the official large CDC numbers (coupled with USA census
data estimates from CDC Wonder) to show the COVID-19 deaths per
capita as a function of age, circa early June 2021. Unfortunately, the
most critical range, 85+, has the least resolution. It is obvious that most
of the deaths occurred in the 55 to 100+ range, and the remaining in
dividuals in the other ranges (especially under 35) have negligible risk of
dying from the disease.
The age distribution in Fig. 1 differs substantially from the age dis
tribution in Table 1. Why is this important? When designing a trial for
the efficacy and safety of a potential treatment, the focus should be on
the target population who could benefit from that treatment. There is
little rationale for including participants in a trial for whom the treat
ment would not be relevant or warranted.
For the COVID-19 Pfizer trials, based on the data from Fig. 1, the trial
population should have been limited at most to the 45− 100+ age
segment, appropriately weighted toward the higher end where the
deaths per capita are most frequent. That was almost the exact opposite
of what was done in the Pfizer clinical trials. In Fig. 1, approximately 58
% of the deaths occurred in the age range 75+, whereas 4.4 % of the
participants in the Pfizer clinical trial were 75 + . Thus, the age range
most impacted by COVID-19 deaths was minimally represented in the
Pfizer clinical trials, and the age range least impacted by COVID-19
deaths was maximally represented in the Pfizer clinical trials. This
skewed sampling has major implications for predicting the expected
numbers of deaths for the target population from the clinical trials.
Besides age, the other metric of importance in determining COVID19 deaths is the presence of comorbidities. The more comorbidities,
and the more severe the comorbidities, the greater the chances of death
or severe adverse outcomes from COVID-19. It is not clear how well the
number and severity of comorbidities in the clinical trial sample
matched those reflected in Fig. 1, but the insert does mention the large
number of conditions that excluded participation in the trials. In sum,
the results from the clinical trials could not be expected to reflect the
results that could occur (and have occurred) from mass inoculation of
the public, given the unaffected nature of the bulk of the trial population
from SARS-CoV-2 exposure.
The prior discussion on the clinical trials has focused on the efficacy
and safety of the inoculants, and the relationship of the trial test popu
lation to the total target population. We have limited the focus so far to
the safety and efficacy issues since these constituted the core of what
was presented to the FDA for EUA approval. We have not focused on the
trials from an early warning indicator perspective.
We will address summarily the science/early warning indicator is
sues associated with the Pfizer trials, and how the neglect of these issues
has translated into disastrous consequences during the mass inoculation
rollout. Standard practice for determining and understanding the impact
of new technology (such as mRNA “vaccines”) on a system involves
measuring the state and flux variables of the system before the new
technology intervention, measuring the state and flux variables of the
system after the new technology intervention, and identifying the types
and magnitudes of changes in the state and flux variables attributable to
the intervention. This would be in addition to evaluating performance
metrics before and after the intervention.
In Pfizer’s proposed clinical trials for the mRNA “vaccine” (Study to
Describe the Safety, Tolerability, Immunogenicity, and Efficacy of RNA
Vaccine Candidates Against COVID-19 in Healthy Individuals - https://c
linicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT04368728), the focus was on deter
mining 1) adverse events/symptoms, 2) SARS-CoV-2 serum neutralizing
antibody levels, 3) SARS-CoV-2 anti-S1 binding antibody levels and antiRBD binding antibody levels, and 4) effectiveness. These metrics are all
related to safety at the symptom level and performance.
However, symptoms/diseases are typically end points of processes

Table 1
Demographics (population for the primary efficacy endpoint). The number of
participants who received vaccine and placebo, stratified by age.
AGE GROUP

Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine (N =
18,242) n (%)

Placebo (N =
18,379)
n (%)

≥12 through 15
yearsb
≥16 through 17
years
≥16 through 64
years
≥65 through 74
years
≥75 years

46 (0.3 %)

42 (0.2 %)

66 (0.4 %)

68 (0.4 %)

14,216 (77.9 %)

14,299 (77.8 %)

3176 (17.4 %)

3226 (17.6 %)

804 (4.4 %)

812 (4.4 %)

Symbols: b: “100 participants 12 through 15 years of age with limited follow-up
in the randomized population received at least one dose (49 in the vaccine group
and 51 in the placebo group). Some of these participants were included in the
efficacy evaluation depending on the population analyzed. They contributed to
exposure information but with no confirmed COVID-19 cases, and did not affect
efficacy conclusions.”, N: number of test subjects, n: number of controls.

Fig. 1. COVID-19 Deaths per capita by age in the United States (as of Jun 5,
2021). Population-based on U.S. CDC WONDER Bridge-Race Population Esti
mate 2019. Data obtained from https://wonder.cdc.gov/bridged-race-v2019.
html on 6/15/2021. Provisional COVID-19 deaths based on CDC data pro
vided by the National Center for Health Statistics for the period 1/1/2020 – 6/
5/2021. Data obtained from https://data.cdc.gov/NCHS/Provisional-C
OVID-19-Deaths-by-Sex-and-Age/9bhg-hcku on 6/10/2021.

can be found in the inserts to the inoculation materials. For example, the
Pfizer inoculation trial results are contained in the fact sheet for
healthcare providers administering vaccine (vaccination providers)
[33].
There were two clinical trials conducted to gain FDA EUA for Pfizer:
a smaller Phase 1/2 study, and a larger Phase 1/2/3 study. The age
demographics for the larger clinical study are as follows (from the Pfizer
insert): “Of the total number of Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine re
cipients in Study 2 (N = 20,033), 21.4 % (n = 4,294) were 65 years of
age and older and 4.3 % (n = 860) were 75 years of age and older.”
Additionally: “In an analysis of Study 2, based on data up to the cutoff
date of March 13, 2021, 2,260 adolescents (1,131 Pfizer-BioNTech
COVID-19 Vaccine; 1,129 placebo) were 12 through 15 years of age.
Of these, 1,308 (660 Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine and 648 pla
cebo) adolescents have been followed for at least 2 months after the
second dose of Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine. The safety evalua
tion in Study 2 is ongoing.”
The relevant demographics are presented in Table 7 on p.31 of the
Pfizer insert. The age component of those demographics is shown below
in Table 1.
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evidence of increased predisposition to Alzheimer’s disease; Serum
HMGB1, CXCL13, Dickkopf-1 for evidence of an increased disposition to
autoimmune disease, etc. A credible high-quality safety science experi
ment would have required flux measurements of products resulting from
the mRNA interactions, from the LNP shell interactions, from dormant
viruses that might have been stimulated by the mRNA-generated spike
protein, etc., emitted through the sweat glands, faeces, saliva, exhala
tion, etc.
Most importantly, these types of measurements would have shown
changes in the host that did not reach the symptom level of expression
but raised the general level of host abnormality that could predispose
the host to a higher probability of serious symptoms and diseases at
some point in the future. Instead, in the absence of high-quality safety
science reflected in these experiments, all that could be determined were
short-term adverse effects and deaths. This focus on symptoms masked
the true costs of the mRNA intervention, which would probably include
much larger numbers of people whose health could have been degraded
by the intervention as evidenced by increased abnormal values of these
biomarkers. For example, the trials and VAERS reported clots that
resulted in serious symptoms and deaths but gave no indication of the
enhanced predisposition to forming serious clots in the future with a
higher base of micro-clots formed because of the mRNA intervention.
The latter is particularly relevant to children, who have a long future
that could be seriously affected by having an increased predisposition to
multiple clot-based (and other) serious diseases resulting from these
inoculations.

Fig. 2. Post-inoculation deaths per dose of inoculant. 7-day COVID-19 vaccine
deaths per inoculation by age in the United States (as of 5/28/2021). Data
shown includes the total number of all deaths up to 7 days after receiving the
vaccine for both those administered 1 dose and the complete series of doses by
age in the United States as of 5/28/2021 reported in VAERS (updated on 5/28/
2021). COVID-19 Vaccinations (Inoculations) based on CDC data provided by
ISSInfo up thru 5/28/2021. Data obtained from https://data.cdc.gov/Vaccinati
ons/COVID-19-Vaccination-Demographics-in-the-United-St/km4m-vcsb on 6/
10/2021. COVID-19 Vaccinations Deaths based on CDC WONDER VAERS
Database as of 5/28/2021, obtained from https://wonder.cdc.gov/controller/
datarequest/D8;jsessionid=4B5522C8D1DA68F1A364646B0DA5
on
6/
9/2021.

that can take months, years, or decades to surface. During that symp
tom/disease development period, many biomarker early warning in
dicators tend to exhibit increasing abnormalities that reflect an
increasing predisposition to the eventual symptom/disease. Thus,
serious symptoms/diseases that ordinarily take long periods to develop
would be expected to be rare events if they occurred shortly following an
inoculation. If the clinical trials that were performed by Pfizer and
Moderna were designed to focus on efficacy and only adverse effects at the
symptom level of description as an indicator of safety, the trial results
would be limited to the identification of rare events, and the trial results
would potentially under-estimate the actual pre-symptom level damage
from the inoculations.
Credible safety science applied to this experiment would have
required a much more expansive approach to determining effects on a
wide variety of state and flux metrics that could serve as early warning
indicators of potentially serious symptoms/disease, and might occur
with much higher frequencies at this early stage than the rare serious
symptoms. The only mention of these other metrics in the above pro
posal is in the Phase I trial description: “Percentage of Phase 1 partici
pants with abnormal haematology and chemistry laboratory values”, to
be generated seven days after dose 1 and dose 2.
A paper published in NEJM in December 2020 [34] summarized the
Phase 1 results. The focus was on local and systemic adverse events and
efficacy metrics (antibody responses). The only metrics other than these
reported were transiently decreased lymphocyte counts.
We view this level of reporting as poor safety science for the
following reasons. Before the clinical trials had started, many published
articles were reporting serious effects associated with the presence of the
SARS-CoV-2 virus such as hyperinflammation, hypercoagulation, hyp
oxia, etc. SARS-CoV-2 includes the S1 Subunit (spike protein), and it was
not known how much of the damage was associated with the spike
protein component of SARS-CoV-2. A credible high-quality safety sci
ence experiment would have required state measurements of specific
biomarkers associated with each of these abnormal general biomarkers
before and after the inoculations, such as d-dimers for evidence of
enhanced coagulation/clotting; CRP for evidence of enhanced inflam
mation; troponins for evidence of cardiac damage; occludin and claudin
for evidence of enhanced barrier permeability; blood oxygen levels for
evidence of enhanced hypoxia; amyloid-beta and phosphorylated tau for

3. Mass inoculation
3.1. Adverse events reported for adults
This section describes the adverse effects that followed COVID-19
mass inoculation in the USA. The main source of adverse effects data
used was VAERS. Because VAERS is used to estimate adverse event in
formation by many other countries as well, a short overview of VAERS
and its intrinsic problems is summarized in Appendix 1.
The period in the present study covered by the reported inoculations
is mid-December 2020 to the end of May 2021. The population inocu
lated during this period is mainly adults. Child inoculations did not
begin until mid-May. Because the different age groups were inoculated
starting at different times based on priority, the elapsed times after
inoculation will be different, and any adverse event comparisons across
age groups will require some type of elapsed post-inoculation time
normalization.
We examined VAERS-reported deaths by age group, normalized to:
1) the number of inoculations given
2) the period within seven days after inoculation.
This allows a credible comparison of very short-term adverse effects
post-inoculation for all age groups. During this period, which is eight
days post-inoculation (where day zero is the day of inoculation), ̃sixty
percent of all post-inoculation deaths are reported in VAERS.
Fig. 2 below shows the results circa late May 2021 [3]. The age band
ranges are different from those in Fig. 1 because the CDC provides
inoculation after-effect age bands differently from COVID-19 death age
bands. In general, the inoculation deaths by age per inoculant roughly
parallel the COVID-19 deaths by age per capita (the curve structures are
very similar), with one exception: the 0–17 demographic. In the
normalized COVID-19 death graph (Fig. 1), the deaths per capita in the
0–17 demographic are negligible, while in the normalized inoculant
death graphs (Fig. 2) the normalized deaths are small, but not negligible.
The members of the 65+ demographic, where the bulk of deaths are
occurring in Figs. 1 and 2, have been receiving inoculations for ̃five
months, whereas the members of the youngest demographic have been
receiving inoculations only for a few weeks. More time needs to pass
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before more definitive conclusions can be drawn about the youngest
demographic, and how its members are impacted adversely following
the inoculations.
The high death rates from both COVID-19 and the inoculations in the
65+ demographic should not be surprising. In both cases, the immune
system is challenged, and in both cases, a dysfunctional immune system
characteristic of many elderly people with multiple comorbidities
cannot respond adequately to the challenge.

adversely for decades.
We believe that mid-or long-term adverse effects are possible based
on the recent emergence of evidence that would support the probability
of mid-and long-term adverse effects from the COVID-19 inoculants,
such as:
1) The spike protein itself can be a toxin/pathogenic protein:
2) S protein alone can damage vascular endothelial cells (ECs) by
downregulating ACE2 and consequently inhibiting mitochondrial
function [37].
3) it is concluded that ACE2 and endothelial damage is a central part
of SARS-CoV2 pathology and may be induced by the spike protein
alone [38].
4) the spike protein of SARS-CoV-1 (without the rest of the virus)
reduces ACE2 expression, increases angiotensin II levels, exac
erbates lung injury, and triggers cell signaling events that may
promote pulmonary vascular remodeling and Pulmonary Arterial
Hypertension (PAH) as well as possibly other cardiovascular
complications [39].
5) the recombinant S protein alone elicits functional alterations in
cardiac vascular pericytes (PCs) [40]. This was documented as:
6) increased migration
7) reduced ability to support EC network formation on Matrigel
8) secretion of pro-inflammatory molecules typically involved in the
cytokine storm
9) production of pro-apoptotic factors responsible for EC death.
Furthermore, the S protein stimulates the phosphorylation/acti
vation of the extracellular signal-regulated kinase 1/2 (ERK1/2)
through the CD147 receptor, but not ACE2, in cardiac PCs, the S
protein may elicit vascular cell dysfunction, potentially ampli
fying, or perpetuating, the damage caused by the whole corona
virus [40].
10) “even in the absence of the angiotensin-converting enzyme 2
receptors, the S1 subunit from SARS-CoV-2 spike protein binding
to neutral phospholipid membranes leads to their mechanical
destabilization and permeabilization. A similar cytotoxic effect of
the protein was seen in human lung epithelial cells.” [125].
11) The LNP layer encapsulating the mRNA of the inoculant is highly
inflammatory in both intradermal and intranasal inoculation
[41] and “Polyethylene glycol (PEG) is a cause of anaphylaxis to
the Pfizer/BioNTech mRNA COVID-19 vaccine” [42]. “Humans
are likely developing PEG antibodies because of exposure to
everyday products containing PEG. Therefore, some of the im
mediate allergic responses observed with the first shot of
mRNA-LNP vaccines might be related to pre-existing PEG anti
bodies. Since these vaccines often require a booster shot,
anti-PEG antibody formation is expected after the first shot. Thus,
the allergic events are likely to increase upon re-vaccination”
[43].
There is also the possibility that the components of the LNP
shell
could
induce
the
ASIA
Syndrome
(auto
immune/inflammatory syndrome induced by adjuvants), as
shown by studies on post-inoculation thyroid hyperactivity [44]
and post-inoculation subacute thyroiditis [45].
12 The spike protein has been found in the plasma of postinoculation individuals, implying that it could circulate to, and
impact adversely, any part of the body [46].
13 The spike protein of SARS-CoV-2 crosses the blood-brain barrier
in mice [47], and “the SARS-CoV-2 spike proteins trigger a
pro-inflammatory response on brain endothelial cells that may
contribute to an altered state of BBB function” [48].
14 The spike proteins manufactured in vivo by the present COVID-19
inoculations could potentially "precipitate the onset of autoim
munity in susceptible subgroups, and potentially exacerbate
autoimmunity in subjects that have pre-existing autoimmune
diseases", based on the finding that anti-SARS-CoV-2 protein

3.1.1. Specific short-term adverse events reported in VAERS
The most comprehensive single evaluation of VAERS-reported
adverse events (mainly for adult recipients of the COVID-19 “vac
cines”) we have seen is a non-peer-reviewed collection of possible side
effects by Dr. Ray Sahelian [35]. We recommend reading this short
data-rich summary of the broad types of events reported already, in the
context that these events are very short-term. Dr. Sahelian identifies five
mechanisms he believes are responsible for most of these events, with
research potentially uncovering other mechanisms. These five mecha
nisms include:
1 “An overreacting inflammatory response is known as systemic in
flammatory response syndrome (SIRS). This SIRS reaction, perhaps a
cytokine storm, can range from very mild to very severe. It can begin
the very first day of the shot or begin days or weeks later as a delayed
reaction.”
2 “Interaction of the spike proteins with ACE2 receptors on cell
membranes. Such cells are found widely in the body including the
skin, lungs, blood vessels, heart, mouth, gastrointestinal tract, kid
neys, and brain.”
3 “Interaction of spike proteins with platelets and/or endothelial cells
that line the inside of blood vessels. This can lead to clotting or
bleeding (low number of circulating platelets in the bloodstream).
Some of the clots, even if tiny, cause certain neurological symptoms
if the blood supply to nerves is compromised.”
4 “Immediate or delayed release of histamine from mast cells and ba
sophils (mast cell activation syndrome, MCAS).”
5 5. “Swelling of lymph nodes in various areas of the body could
interfere with blood flow, put pressure on nerves causing pain, or
compromise their proper function.”
These reactions can be classified as Hyperinflammation, Hyper
coagulation, Allergy, and Neurological, and can contribute to many
symptoms and diseases, as VAERS is showing.
An excellent review of acute and potential long-term pathologies
resulting from the COVID-19 inoculations [36] showed potential re
lationships to blood disorders, neurodegenerative diseases and autoim
mune diseases. This review discussed the relevance of
prion-protein-related amino acid sequences within the spike protein.
3.1.2. Potential mid- and long-term events and serious illnesses for adults
and children from past vaccines
A detailed description of potential mid- and long-term events and
serious illnesses for adults and children from past vaccines is presented
in Appendix C. Most of these events and illnesses are not predictable,
and most, if not all, would be possible for the COVID-19 inoculations in
the mid- and long-term for adults and children.
3.1.3. Potential short-, mid-, and long-term risks of mass COVID-19
inoculation for children
3.1.3.1. Intrinsic inoculant toxicity. Children are unique relative to
COVID-19. They have negligible risks of serious effects from the disease,
as shown in Fig. 1. Given that the COVID-19 inoculants were only tested
for a few months, and mid-or long-term adverse effects are unknown,
any mid- or long-term adverse events that emerge could impact children
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antibodies cross-reacted with 28 of 55 diverse human tissue an
tigens [49].
15 “The biodistribution of ChaAdOx1 [Astra Zeneca’s recombinant
adenovirus vaccine candidate against SARS-CoV-2] in mice
confirmed the delivery of vaccine into the brain tissues [50]. The
vaccine may therefore spur the brain cells to produce CoViD spike
proteins that may lead to an immune response against brain cells,
or it may spark a spike protein-induced thrombosis. This may
explain the peculiar incidences of the fatal cerebral venous sinus
thrombosis (CVST) observed with viral vector-based CoViD-19
vaccines” [51,52].
A complementary perspective to explain adenovirus-based
vaccine-induced thrombocytopenia is that “transcription of
wildtype and codon-optimized Spike open reading frames en
ables alternative splice events that lead to C-terminal truncated,
soluble Spike protein variants. These soluble Spike variants may
initiate severe side effects when binding to ACE2-expressing
endothelial cells in blood vessels.” [100].
16 A Pfizer Confidential study performed in Japan showed that
"modRNA encoding luciferase formulated in LNP comparable to
BNT162b2′′ injected intramuscularly concentrated in many or
gans/tissues in addition to the injection site [53]. The main
organs/sites identified were adrenal glands, liver, spleen, bone
marrow, and ovaries. While damage to any of these organs/sites
could be serious (if real for humans), adverse effects on the
ovaries could be potentially catastrophic for women of child
bearing or pre-childbearing age.

spike proteins to diffuse from the bloodstream into the surrounding
tissue).
Higher-level primates should have been used for these short-term
experiments, to obtain a more realistic picture of the biodistribution of
inoculant in human organs and tissues. In other words, these laboratory
experiments may be just the tip of the iceberg of estimating the amount
of inoculant that concentrates in critical organs and tissues of human
beings.
The many studies referenced above indicate collectively that the
mRNA-based COVID-19 inoculations (the most prolific inoculations
used in the USA for COVID-19 so far) consist of (at least) two major
toxins: the instructions for the spike protein (mRNA) and the mRNAencapsulating synthetic fat LNP. The vaccine is injected into the del
toid muscle, at which time it contributes to inflammation at the injection
site due in part to the LNP and potentially to anaphylaxis from the LNP
PEG-2000 component. Some of the injected material stays at the injec
tion site, where it combines with cells through endocytosis to express
spike protein on the cell surface, stimulating the adaptive immune sys
tem to eventually produce antibodies to the spike protein [54].
The remainder of the injected material enters the lymphatic system
and the bloodstream, and is distributed to tissues and organs throughout
the body: e.g., “Drugs administered by the intramuscular (IM) route are
deposited into vascular muscle tissue, which allows for rapid absorption
into the circulation” [55]. The basis of this process is that the bulky
muscles have good vascularity, and therefore the injected drug quickly
reaches the systemic circulation and thereafter into the specific region of
action, bypassing the first-pass metabolism [56]. The widespread dis
tribution is greatly enhanced by the LNP PEG-2000 coating as follows:
building from the success of PEGylating proteins to improve systemic
circulation time and decrease immunogenicity [57]. PEG coatings on
nanoparticles shield the surface from aggregation, opsonization, and
phagocytosis, prolonging systemic circulation time. [57]. PEG coatings
on nanoparticles have also been utilized for overcoming various bio
logical barriers to efficient drug and gene delivery associated with other
modes of administration. [57]
In the bloodstream, one possible outcome is that the LNPs coalesce
with the endothelial cells on the inner lining of the blood vessels and
transfer the mRNA to the cells through endocytosis. The endothelial cells
would then express the spike protein on their surface. Platelets flowing
by the spike protein express ACE2 receptors on their surface; therefore,
one possible outcome would be activation of the platelets by the spike
protein and initiation of clotting. Another possible outcome would be
the modified endothelial cells being recognized by innate immune sys
tem cells as foreign. These immune killer cells would then destroy parts
of the endothelium and weaken the blood-organ barriers. The LNPs
would inflame the endothelium as well, both increasing barrier
permeability and increasing the blood vessel diameter. This weakening
of the blood-organ barriers would be superimposed on any inflammation
due to the myriad toxic contributing factors operable [4]. The
newly-formed cells with spike proteins would penetrate the blood-organ
barriers and bind to tissue with expressed ACE2 receptors. Any LNPs that
did not coalesce with the endothelial cells, but remained intact, could
also pass through the permeable blood-organ barrier, and coalesce
directly with the organ cells. This could lead to an attack by innate
immune system cells, and be a precursor to autoimmunity [4].
In the preceding discussion of the Pfizer biodistribution studies, the
issue of multiple inoculations on changes in biodistribution was raised.
Similarly, the alteration of effects as described above by multiple in
oculations must be considered. Each inoculation will have positive as
pects and negative aspects. The positive aspects are the formation of
antibodies in the muscle cells and lymphatic system. The negative as
pects include, but are not limited to, the potential clotting effects and
permeability increases for that fraction of the inoculant that enters the
bloodstream. The first inoculant dose can be viewed as priming the
immune system. The immune response will be relatively modest. The
second inoculant dose can be expected to elicit a more vigorous immune

The main objective of credible biodistribution studies (of inoculants
for eventual human use) is to identify the spatio-temporal distribution of
the actual inoculant in humans; i.e., how much of the final desired
product (in this case, expressed protein antigen/spike protein) is pro
duced in different human tissues and organs as a function of time. That’s
not what was reported in the Pfizer Confidential study.
Rats were used for the in vivo studies; the relationship of their bio
distribution to that of humans is unclear. They were injected in different
locations (hindpaw/intramuscular); the relationship to human in
jections in the deltoid muscle is unclear. They were injected with
"modRNA encoding luciferase formulated in LNP comparable to
BNT162b2′′ ; it is unclear why they weren’t injected with BNT162b2, it is
unclear why spike protein expression wasn’t evaluated rather than LNP
concentration, and it is unclear how well the biodistribution from the
actual inoculant used in the experiments compares to the biodistribution
from BNT162b2.
They were injected once per rat. Given that a second injection would
not be in the same exact location as the first, and that the circulatory
system might have changed due to clotting effects from the first injection
and other potential vascular complications, it is unclear how the bio
distribution change with the second injection would compare with the
first. If a booster injection is given to counter variants, it is unclear how
its biodistribution would be altered as a consequence of the preceding
two injections.
Clotting will occur with the highest probability where the blood flow
is reduced (and more time is available for LNP-endothelial cell inter
action). It is unclear whether the clotting process would show positive
feedback behaviour where the initial inoculation constricts the flow in
low-velocity regions even further by enhanced clotting, and subsequent
inoculations further amplify this reduced flow-enhanced clotting cycle.
The rats were injected under pristine conditions; how that compares
with humans, who have been, are being, and will continue to be exposed
to multiple toxic substances in combination, is open to question. We
know these combinations can act synergistically to adversely impact
myriad organs and tissues throughout the body [23]. We don’t know
how these toxic exposures in humans affect the permeability of the
blood/tissue barriers, and especially the ability of the injected material
to diffuse into the bloodstream (and also the ability of the manufactured
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Table A1
Expected deaths from non-COVID-19 causes for inoculees (Thousands).
Potential covid deaths/#
non-covid expected

Mean time location/five months
0

%REP

1/3

%REP

1/2

%REP

2/3

%REP

1

%REP

0
.5
1

723
1085
1446

0.5
0.33
0.25

482
723
964

0.74
0.5
0.37

362
543
724

0.98
0.66
0.49

242
363
484

1.47
0.98
0.74

4.77
7.14
9.51

75
50
37

response. This will enhance the desired antibody production in the
muscle cells and lymphatic system, but may also enhance the immune
response to both the blood vessel-lining endothelial cells displaying the
spike protein and the platelets, causing more severe damage. If a booster
(s) inoculation is also required, this may further enhance both the pos
itive and negative immune responses resulting from the second inocu
lation. While the positive effects are reversible (antibody levels decrease
with time), adverse effects may be cumulative and irreversible, and
therefore injury and death rates may increase with every additional
inoculation [58].
These effects can occur throughout the body in the short term, as we
are seeing with the VAERS results. They can occur in the mid- and longterm as well, due to the time required for destructive processes to have
full effect and the administration of further inoculations. For example,
micro-clots resulting from the inoculation that were insufficient to cause
observable symptoms could in effect raise the baseline for thrombotic
disease [92]. Lifestyle activities that contribute to enhanced blood
clotting would have less distance to travel to produce observable
symptoms, and thus the serious effects of clotting would have been
accelerated [59,60]. As an example: the risk of venous thrombosis is
approximately 2- to 4-fold increased after air travel [61]. How much this
rate would increase after the inoculations, where microthrombi have
formed in some recipients, is unknown. These potential baseline-raising
effects could impact the interpretation of the VAERS results, as we show
at the end of Appendix 1.

Fig. A1. Figure A1-1 is a plot of number of deaths from COVID-19 inoculation
(reported to VAERS and obtained from the CDC search engine CDC Wonder) as
a function of days from inoculation (zero reflects day of inoculation). If there
were no effect from the inoculation, as claimed by the CDC and other official
government agencies, the curve would be essentially a straight horizontal line,
reflecting normal expected deaths in a non-COVID-19 year. The curve is stepped
past the tenth day because the data after that point is provided in bands by CDC
Wonder. The knee of the curve, which will denote the beginning of the tran
sition of 1) deaths from inoculation to 2) deaths expected, appears somewhere
in the range between day ten and day thirty.

3.1.3.2. Adverse inoculant effects on children. What are the potential
mid- and long-term adverse health effects from the COVID-19 inocula
tion on children specifically, taking into account that they will be
exposed not only to the spike protein component of the SARS-CoV-2
virus but also to the toxic LNP encapsulating-shell? This toxic combi
nation will have bypassed many defensive safeguards (typically pro
vided by the innate immune system) through direct injection [62]. As we
have shown, the main reasons why we believe the spike protein could be
harmful to children even though they don’t seem to get sick from
exposure to SARS-CoV-2 are 1) the bypassing of the innate immune
system by inoculation, 2) the larger volume of spike protein that enters
the bloodstream, and 3) the additional toxic effects of the encapsulating
LNP layer.
3.1.3.2.1. Potential mid-term adverse health effects. Examination of
the myriad post-COVID-19 inoculation symptoms/biomarker changes
for the 0–17 age demographic reported to VAERS circa mid-June 2021
provides some indication of very early damage [84]. Main region
s/systems affected adversely (VAERS symptoms/biomarkers shown in
parentheses) include:

Table A2
Actual COVID-19 inoculation-based deaths.
Actual COVID-19 inoculation-based deaths from vaers reporting

Expected Deaths Reported
Range Of Days Inoculation Deaths
Total Reported Deaths Over Range
Total Expected Deaths Over Range
Inoculation-Based Deaths Reported
Expected Deaths Reported/Total
Expected
Total Actual Inoculation-Based Deaths
Using Expected Ratio (Above)

Separate Groups

Overlapping
Groups

37
0− 30
2901
1147
1754
.0077

20
0− 30
2901
620
2281
.0041

37
0− 30
2901
1147
2901
.0077

20
0− 30
2901
620
2901
.0041

227792

556341

376753

707561

Table A3
Possible COVID-19 inoculation-based deaths.
Possible COVID-19 inoculation-based deaths from vaers reporting
Expected Deaths Reported
Range Of Days Inoculation Deaths
Total Reported Deaths Over Range
Total Expected Deaths Over Range
Inoculation-Based Deaths Reported
Expected Deaths Reported/Total
Expected
Total Actual Inoculation-Based
Deaths Using Expected Ratio
(Above)

Separate Groups

Overlapping Groups

10
0− 30
2901
310
2591
.0021

15
0− 30
2901
465
2436
.0031

10
0− 30
2901
310
2901
.0021

15
0− 30
2901
465
2901
.0031

1233810

785806

1381429

935806

• Cardiovascular (blood creatine phosphokinase increased, cardiac
imaging procedure abnormal, echocardiogram abnormal, electro
cardiogram abnormal, heart rate increased, myocarditis, palpita
tions, pericarditis, tachycardia, troponin I increased, troponin
increased, fibrin D-Dimer increased, platelet count decreased, blood
pressure increased, bradycardia, brain natriuretic peptide increased,
ejection fraction decreased, migraine)
• Gastrointestinal (abdominal pain, diarrhoea, vomiting, alanine
aminotransferase increased, aspartate aminotransferase increased.)
• Neural (gait disturbance, mobility decreased, muscle spasms, muscle
twitching, seizure, tremor, Bell’s Palsy, dyskinesia)
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• Immune (C-Reactive Protein increased, red blood cell sedimentation
rate increased, white blood cell counts increased, inflammation,
anaphylactic reaction, pruritis, rash, lymphadenopathy)
• Endocrine (heavy menstrual bleeding, menstrual disorder)

formation in KD patients [76,77]
3.1.3.2.2. Potential long-term adverse health effects. In the long-term,
SARS-CoV-2-induced KD vasculitis can lead to severe pathologies.
Vasculitis has a predilection for coronary arteries with a high compli
cation rate across the lifespan for those with medium to large coronary
artery aneurysms [78]. The cytokine-induced inflammation produces
endothelial dysfunction and damage to the vascular wall, leading to
aneurysmal dilatation. Successively, vascular remodeling can also occur,
but this does not imply resolution of the disease or reduction of risk for
future complications. A rigorous follow-up to detect progressive steno
sis, thrombosis and luminal occlusion that may lead to myocardial
ischemia and infarction becomes mandatory [78]. Of equal importance,
among other long-term outcomes, children with KD may have increased
risks not only for ischemic heart disease, but also for autoimmune dis
orders, cancer as well as an increased all-cause mortality [71].
Additional questions regarding mass inoculation of children and
adolescents include:

In addition, there were large numbers of different vision and
breathing problems reported.
All the major systems of the body are impacted, and many of the
major organs as well. Given the lag times in entering data into VAERS
and the fact that inoculations of children started fairly recently, we
would expect the emphasis to be immediate symptomatic and biomarker
reactions. More time is required for organ and system damage to develop
and emerge. Cardiovascular problems dominate, as our model for spike
protein/LNP circulation and damage predicts, and it is unknown how
reversible such problems are. Many of the VAERS symptoms listed above
were also found in COVID-19 adult patients [64].
Consider the example of Multisystem Inflammatory Syndrome in
Children (MIS-C). It has emerged in VAERS with modest frequency so
far, and it also occurred about a month after COVID-19 infection [65]. In
both cases, the presence of the spike protein was a common feature.
Many of its characteristic symptoms are those listed above from VAERS.
MIS-C has similarities with known disease entities like Kawasaki Disease
(KD), toxic shock syndrome (TSS) and macrophage activation syndrome
(MAS)/secondary hemophagocytic lymphohistiocytosis (HLH) [66].
One presentation of MIS-C is in adolescents with a high disease burden
as evidenced by more organ systems involved, almost universally
including cardiac and gastrointestinal systems, and with a higher inci
dence of shock, lymphopenia, and elevated cardiac biomarkers indi
cating myocarditis [67]. Since the first reports of children developing
MIS-C, it was evident that others presented with some of the classic
symptoms of the well-recognized childhood illness KD [68]. Further,
despite KD being ordinarily incredibly rare in adults, patients with
MIS-A have also been reported with KD-like features. [68] Thus, an
examination of the adverse effects from COVID-19 as evidenced through
these diseases might shed some light on what can be expected further
down the line from the inoculations.
The following section addresses Kawasaki disease (KD) and Multi
system Inflammatory Syndrome in Children (MIS-C) [65].
KD is an acute vasculitis and inflammation that predominantly af
fects the coronary arteries and can cause coronary artery aneurysms.
Other KD manifestations include systemic inflammation of arteries, or
gans, and tissues, with consequent hepatitis and abdominal pain; lung
interstitial pneumonitis, aseptic meningitis due to brain membrane in
flammations; myocarditis, pericarditis, and valvulitis; urinary tract py
uria, pancreatitis; and lymph-node enlargement [69]. In general,
although almost all children fully recover, some of them later develop
coronary artery dilation or aneurysm [70]. Etiologically and patholog
ically, numerous studies indicate that KD is triggered by an abnormal
autoimmune response caused by an infection [71]. The infection hy
pothesis is supported by epidemiology data showing that an infectious
disease is involved at least as a starting point. Previously proposed in
fectious agents include Herpesviridae, retroviruses, Parvovirus B19,
bocavirus, and bacterial infections such as staphylococci, streptococci,
Bartonella, and Yersinia infections [72].
SARS-CoV-2 adds to these infectious agents by eliciting autoanti
bodies likely via molecular mimicry and cross-reactivity with auto
antigens [72,73].
Then, the formation of antigen–antibody immune complexes can
lead to KD symptoms via activation of the receptors of mast cells, neu
trophils, and macrophages with consequent release of pro-inflammatory
cytokines and increase of blood vessel permeability; activation of the
complement system, stimulation of neutrophils and macrophages to
secrete proteases and more proinflammatory cytokines [74], thus
merging into the “cytokine storm” that characterizes MIS-C [75].
Indeed, features of KD are raised levels of Interleukin (IL)-6, IL-8, IL-15,
and IL-17, with the cytokine level predicting coronary aneurysm

a) Do children, being asymptomatic carriers of SARS-CoV-2, trans
mit the virus?
b) Do recently vaccinated people, infected with SARS-CoV-2,
transmit the virus?
There is evidence of children transmitting SARS-CoV-2 in community
settings, but the existing literature is heterogeneous with regards to the
relative rate at which they do so compared to adults [79].
Studies from South Korea and Thailand found a very limited number
of secondary cases [80,81]. On the contrary, a large contact tracing
study from India concluded that the highest probability of transmission
was between case-contact pairs of similar age and that this pattern of
enhanced transmission risk was highest among children 0–4 years of age
as well as adults 65 years of age and older [80]
With regard to the second question, it was shown that household
members of healthcare workers inoculated with a single dose of either
Pfizer or Astra Zeneca COVID-19 inoculant were at significantly reduced
risk of PCR-confirmed SARS-CoV-2 infection but at non-statistically
significant reduced risk of hospitalization, compared to household
members of uninoculated healthcare workers, fourteen days after
inoculation [82]. This finding again underlines the association of severe
disease to the characteristics of the infected person and not directly to
the transmission, implying that the elderly should be inoculated and not
the children.
3.2. Novel best-case scenario cost-benefit analysis of COVID-19
inoculations for most vulnerable
Traditional cost-benefit analyses are typically financial tools used to
estimate the potential value of a proposed project. They involve gener
ating cost streams over time, benefit streams over time, and then
comparing the net present value of these two streams (including risk) to
see whether the risk-adjusted discounted benefits outweigh the riskadjusted discounted costs. Appendix D presents a detailed nontraditional best-case scenario pseudo-cost-benefit analysis of inocu
lating people in the 65+ demographic in the USA. In this incarnation of a
cost-benefit analysis, the costs are the number of deaths resulting from
the inoculations, and the benefits are the lives saved by the inoculations.
The time range used was from December 2019 to end-of-May 2021. No
discounting was done; an inoculation-based death occurring immedi
ately post-inoculation was given the same importance/weighting as an
inoculation-based death months after inoculation.
Why was this non-traditional approach selected for a cost-benefit
analysis? In a traditional non-financial cost-benefit analysis relative to
inoculations, the adverse events prevented by the inoculations would be
compared with the adverse events resulting from the inoculations.
Presently, in the USA, definitions, test criteria, and reporting incentives
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for COVID-19 and its inoculants have shifted over time, and we believe a
standard approach could not be performed credibly. Appendix Da pre
sents some of the problems with the COVID-19 diagnostic criteria on
which the above statements are based.
In contrast to the pandemic buildup phase, where many who died
with COVID-19 were assumed to have died from COVID-19 by the
medical community and the CDC, the post-inoculation deaths reported
in VAERS are assumed by the CDC to be mostly from causes other than
the inoculations. We wanted to use a modified cost-benefit analysis that
would have less dependence on arbitrary criteria and subjective
judgments.
The approach selected can be viewed as a best-case scenario pseudocost-benefit analysis. We assume the inoculations prevent all the deaths
truly attributable to COVID-19 (these are the total deaths attributed to
COVID-19 officially minus 1) the number of false positives resulting
from the PCR tests run at very high amplification cycles and 2) the
number of deaths that could have been attributed to one of the many
comorbidities that were typical of those who succumbed, as shown in
our results section) over the period December 2019 to end-of-May 2021,
and relate that number to the deaths truly attributable to the inoculation
(from January 2021 to end-of-May 2021) based on our computations in
the results section. The results show conservatively that there are five
times the number of deaths truly attributable to each inoculation vs
those truly attributable to COVID-19 in the 65+ demographic. As age
decreases, and the risk for COVID-19 decreases, the cost-benefit in
creases. Thus, if the best-case scenario looks poor for benefits from the
inoculations, any realistic scenario will look very poor. For children the
chances of death from COVID-19 are negligible, but the chances of
serious damage over their lifetime from the toxic inoculations are not
negligible.

selected from those with the most serious comorbidities. Our impression
is that the sickest were excluded from the trials, but were first in line for
the inoculants.
It is becoming clear that the central ingredient of the injection, the
recipe for the spike protein, will produce a product that can have three
effects. Two of the three occur with the production of antibodies to the
spike protein. These antibodies could allegedly offer protection against
the virus (although with all the "breakthrough" cases reported, that is
questionable), or could suppress serious symptoms to some extent. They
could also cross-react with human tissue antigen, leading to potential
autoimmune effects. The third occurs when the injected material enters
the bloodstream and circulates widely, which is enabled by the highly
vascular injection site and the use of the PEG-2000 coating.
This allows spike protein to be manufactured/expressed in endo
thelial cells at any location in the body, both activating platelets to cause
clotting and causing vascular damage. It is difficult to believe this effect
is unknown to the manufacturer, and in any case, has been demonstrated
in myriad locations in the body using VAERS data. There appears to be
modest benefit from the inoculations to the elderly population most at
risk, no benefit to the younger population not at risk, and much potential
for harm from the inoculations to both populations. It is unclear why this
mass inoculation for all groups is being done, being allowed, and being
promoted.
5. Overall conclusions
The people with myriad comorbidities in the age range where most
deaths with COVID-19 occurred were in very poor health. Their deaths
did not seem to increase all-cause mortality as shown in several studies.
If they hadn’t died with COVID-19, they probably would have died from
the flu or many of the other comorbidities they had. We can’t say for sure
that many/most died from COVID-19 because of: 1) how the PCR tests
were manipulated to give copious false positives and 2) how deaths were
arbitrarily attributed to COVID-19 in the presence of myriad
comorbidities.
The graphs presented in this paper indicate that the frail injection
recipients receive minimal benefit from the inoculation. Their basic
problem is a dysfunctional immune system, resulting in part or in whole
from a lifetime of toxic exposures and toxic behaviors. They are sus
ceptible to either the wild virus triggering the dysfunctional immune
system into over-reacting or under-reacting, leading to poor outcomes or
the injection doing the same.
This can be illustrated by the following analogy. A person stands in a
bare metal enclosure. What happens when the person lights a match and
drops it on the floor depends on what is on the floor. If the floor remains
bare metal, the match burns for a few seconds until extinguished. If there
is a sheet of paper on the floor under the match, the match and the paper
will burn for a short time until both are extinguished. If, however, the
floor is covered with ammonium nitrate and similar combustible/
explosive materials, a major explosion will result! For COVID-19, the
wild virus is the match. The combustible materials are the toxic expo
sures and toxic behaviors. If there are no biomarker ‘footprints’ from
toxic exposures and toxic behaviors, nothing happens. If there are sig
nificant biomarker ‘footprints’ from toxic exposures and toxic behaviors,
bad outcomes result.
Adequate safety testing of the COVID-19 inoculations would have
provided a distribution of the outcomes to be expected from ‘lighting the
match’. Since adequate testing was not performed, we have no idea how
many combustible materials are on the floor, and what the expected
outcomes will be from ‘lighting the match’.
The injection goes two steps further than the wild virus because 1) it
contains the instructions for making the spike protein, which several
experiments are showing can cause vascular and other forms of damage,
and 2) it bypasses many front-line defenses of the innate immune system
to enter the bloodstream directly in part. Unlike the virus example, the
injection ensures there will always be some combustible materials on the

4. Discussion
Two issues arise from these results.
First, where is the data justifying inoculation for children, much less
most people under forty? It’s not found on Fig. 1, where the most
vulnerable are almost exclusively the elderly with many comorbidities
[83]. Yet, in the USA, Pfizer has been approved to inoculate children
12–17, and the goal is to accomplish this by the start of the school year in
the Fall. As stated previously, there are plans to inoculate children as
young as six months starting before the end of 2021.
What is the rush for a group at essentially zero risks? Given that the
inoculations were tested only for a few months, only very short-term
adverse effects could be obtained. It is questionable how well even
these short-term effects obtained from the clinical trials reflect the shortterm effects from the initial mass inoculation results reported in VAERS.
Figs. 1 and 2 reflect only these very short-term results. A number of
researchers have suggested the possibility of severe longer-term auto
immune, Antibody-Dependent Enhancement, neurological, and other
potentially serious effects, with lag periods ranging from months to
years. If such effects do turn out to be real, the children are the ones who
will have to bear the brunt of the suffering. There appear to be no
benefits for the children and young adults from the inoculations and
only Costs!
The second issue is why the deaths shown on Fig. 2 were not pre
dicted by the clinical trials. We examined the Pfizer trial results (based
on a few months of testing) and did not see how (potentially) hundreds
of thousands of deaths could have been predicted from the trials’ mor
tality results. Why this gap?
As we showed in the clinical trials section, 17.4 % of the Pfizer
sample members were over 65, and 4.4 % were over 75. When the later
phases of the trials started in late July 2020, the managers knew the
COVID-19 age demographics affected from the July 2020 analog of
Fig. 1. Rather than sampling from the age region most affected, they
sampled mainly from the age region least affected! And even in the very
limited sampling from the oldest groups, it is unclear whether they
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who died following COVID-19 inoculation were very frail with multiple
comorbidities, their deaths could easily be attributed to causes other
than the injection (as should have been the case for COVID-19 deaths as
well).
Now the objective is the inoculation of the total USA population.
Since many of these potential serious adverse effects have built-in lag
times of at least six months or more, we won’t know what they are until
most of the population has been inoculated, and corrective action may
be too late.
All the authors contributed equally and approved the final version of
the manuscript.

floor, even if there are no other toxic exposures or behaviors. In other
words, the spike protein and the surrounding LNP are toxins with the
potential to cause myriad short-, mid-, and long-term adverse health
effects even in the absence of other contributing factors! Where and
when these effects occur will depend on the biodistribution of the
injected material. Pfizer’s own biodistribution studies have shown the
injected material can be found in myriad critical organs throughout the
body, leading to the possibility of multi-organ failure. And these studies
were from a single injection. Multiple injections and booster shots may
have cumulative effects on organ distributions of inoculant!
The COVID-19 reported deaths are people who died with COVID-19,
not necessarily from COVID-19. Likewise, the VAERS deaths are people
who have died following inoculation, not necessarily from inoculation.
As stated before, CDC showed that 94 % of the reported deaths had
multiple comorbidities, thereby reducing the CDC’s numbers attributed
strictly to COVID-19 to about 35,000 for all age groups. Given the
number of high false positives from the high amplification cycle PCR
tests, and the willingness of healthcare professionals to attribute death
to COVID-19 in the absence of tests or sometimes even with negative
PCR tests, this 35,000 number is probably highly inflated as well.
On the latter issue, both Virginia Stoner [85] and Jessica Rose [86]
have shown independently that the deaths following inoculation are
not coincidental and are strongly related to inoculation through strong
clustering around the time of injection. Our independent analyses of the
VAERS database reported in Appendix 1 confirmed these clustering
findings.
Additionally, VAERS historically has under-reported adverse events
by about two orders-of-magnitude, so COVID-19 inoculation deaths in
the short-term could be in the hundreds of thousands for the USA for the
period mid-December 2020 to the end of May 2021, potentially
swamping the real COVID-19 deaths. Finally, the VAERS deaths reported
so far are for the very short term. We have no idea what the death
numbers will be in the intermediate and long-term; the clinical trials did
not test for those.
The clinical trials used a non-representative younger and healthier
sample to get EUA for the injection. Following EUA, the mass in
oculations were administered to the very sick (and first responders)
initially, and many died quite rapidly. However, because the elderly
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Appendix A
EXPECTED DEATHS IN 65+ DEMOGRAPHIC VS COVID-19 INOCULATION DEATHS
The goal of this appendix is to estimate the number of actual deaths from the COVID-19 inoculation based on the number of deaths following
inoculation reported in VAERS [93,94,101]. The approach used will:
1) identify the number of deaths following COVID-19 inoculation that would have been expected without COVID-19 inoculation (i.e., pre-COVID19 death statistics);
2) relate the VAERS expected death data to the actual number of deaths expected based on historical death statistics; and
3) apply this ratio to scale-up the deaths attributed to COVID-19 inoculation reported in VAERS to arrive at actual deaths attributable to COVID-19
inoculation.
For example, if ten deaths could be shown in VAERS to reflect expected pre-COVID-19 deaths, and the actual number of expected pre-COVID-19
deaths from historical data was 100, the scaling factor of deaths would be ten to translate VAERS-reported deaths to actual deaths. Then, the deaths
reported in VAERS that can be attributed to the COVID-19 inoculation will be multiplied by the expected deaths scaling factor, ten, to arrive at the
actual number of deaths resulting from the COVID-19 inoculation. Thus, if VAERS shows fifty deaths that can be attributed to the COVID-19 inoc
ulation, then the actual number of deaths attributed to COVID-19 will be 500 with these assumptions [3].
The basis for our approach is the following statement from the USA Federal government: “Healthcare providers are required to report to VAERS the
following adverse events after COVID-19 vaccination [33] and other adverse events if later revised by FDA" [96,102,103]. "Serious AEs regardless of
causality.", including death [3,95].
If there had been full compliance with this requirement in VAERS, then the VAERS-reported deaths would have equaled the sum of
1) actual expected deaths (based on past statistics)
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2) actual deaths over and above expected deaths that could be attributed to the COVID-19 inoculations.
Based on this requirement, we will generate a rough estimate (in the simplest form possible) of the number of deaths that would have occurred in
the 65+ demographic if there had been no COVID-19 “pandemic”. Then, we will relate this number to the number of deaths reported to VAERS
following COVID-19 inoculations in the 65+demographic. This would provide a “floor” for estimating the fraction of actual deaths reported to VAERS.
This will be followed by parameterizing potential deaths attributable to the COVID-19 inoculations and displaying the effects on ratio of reported
deaths to actual deaths. We will perform a global analysis and a local analysis, to see whether major or minor differences occur. The local analysis
(Section A1-a2) may be somewhat easier to comprehend than the global analysis, but both come to similar conclusions.
A1-a Deaths Following COVID-19 Inoculations Reported to VAERS Compared to Expected Deaths
A1-a . Problems with VAERS
Before we discuss numbers of adverse events reported by VAERS, we need to identify potential shortcomings of, and problems with, VAERS, so
these numbers of adverse events can be understood in their proper context. As stated previously, VAERS is a passive surveillance system managed
jointly by the CDC and FDA, and historically has been shown to report about 1% of actual vaccine/inoculation adverse events (confirmed by the first
principles analysis that follows in this appendix). There is no evidence that even the 1% reported have been selected randomly.
Some of this gross underreporting of adverse events reflects a major conflict-of-interest of CDC with respect to VAERS. CDC provides funding for
administration of many vaccines, including the COVID-19 inoculations. Prior to COVID-19, the CDC provided about five billion dollars annually to the
Vaccines for Children Program alone [102].
For COVID-19, the CDC has received many billions of dollars in supplemental funding for myriad activities, including vaccine distribution. It is
difficult to separate out the CDC funding available for vaccine distribution from other CDC COVID-19 related activities, but one budget item (of many)
should illustrate the magnitude of the effort: “Coronavirus Response and Relief Supplemental Appropriations Act, 2021 (P.L. 116–260): P.L. 116–260
provided $8.75 billion to CDC to plan, prepare for, promote, distribute, administer, monitor, and track coronavirus vaccines to ensure broad-based
distribution, access, and vaccine coverage.” [3]. Low reporting rates of actual adverse events in VAERS should not be surprising, since the same
organization that receives multi-billions of dollars in funding annually for promoting and administering vaccines also has responsibility for monitoring
the safety of these products (whose liability has been waived).
In addition, the 1% reporting rates came from a thirty-day tracking study [22], and therefore are strictly applicable to very near-term adverse
events. For mid-term and especially long-term events, the reporting rates would be much lower, since the links between inoculation and adverse events
would be less obvious. That doesn’t mean these non-very-short-term adverse events don’t exist; it just means they haven’t been tracked. Absence of
evidence is not evidence of absence. Thus, the VAERS numbers should be viewed as a very low “floor’ of the numbers and types of adverse events from
COVID-19 inoculations that exist in the real-world.
A1-a2 Global analysis
We used 2019 death statistics from CDC to start the analysis. According to search results from CDC Wonder [104] obtained 11 June 2021, there
were 2,117,332 deaths from all causes for people aged 65+ in the United States in 2019. Assuming uniformity throughout the year, there would have
beeñ882,000 deaths occurring the first five months of the year, and that number will be used as the expected deaths for the first five months of 2021.
From the same source, the population estimate is̃54,000,000 for the 65+ age range. From CDC COVID-19 data tracker, the number of people 65+
vaccinated with at least one dose is̃44,000,000 [24]
For those who were inoculated somewhere in the time frame 1 January 2021 to 31 May 2021, the number who would have been expected to die in
the period from inoculation to 31 May will be a function of the duration of this period. For example, if all 44,000,000 people had been fully inoculated
on 1 January 2021, then the number expected to die post-inoculation from non-COVID-19 inoculation causes would be simply (44,000,000/
54,000,000) x 882,000, or̃723,000 deaths. Conversely, if all 44,000,000 people had been fully inoculated on 31 May 2021, then the number expected
to die post-inoculation from non-COVID-19 inoculation causes would be extremely small [24].
For an accurate estimation of the number expected to die post-inoculation from non-COVID-19 causes, one would need to integrate the time
between inoculation and 31 May over the inoculation temporal distribution function. For present purposes, we will do a very rough approximation by
modeling the inoculation distribution function as a delta function occurring at a mean temporal location. In other words, we compress all inoculations
an individual receives into one, identify the mean temporal location from the actual inoculation distribution function, and compute the expected
deaths based on the distance from 31 May to the temporal mean point.
From a graph of inoculation trends in the CDC data tracker [101] the distribution appears to be non-symmetrical pyramidal, rising to a peak in
mid-April. This is slightly over the 2/3 point in the five-month range of interest. We will approximate the mean time point as 2/3 of the distance.
Table A1 displays the mean time normalized to the five-month study window vs potential deaths from COVID-19 inoculation (not expected from
prior census data) normalized to the deaths expected from prior census data. Each cell represents the percent of deaths reported in VAERS following
inoculation relative to total deaths (number of deaths expected from prior census data plus number of deaths following COVID-19 inoculation not
contained in the expected death group). The model on which the table is based is as follows: there are two classes of deaths for the period following
COVID-19 inoculation. One is the deaths expected from prior census data, and the other is deaths attributable mainly to COVID-19 inoculation. There
would be potentially substantial overlap between the two in this age group (and perhaps other age groups as well). We assume that we can tag those
individuals who would be expected to die based on prior census data. The remaining deaths attributable to COVID-19 inoculation not contained within
the tagged group are classified as potential COVID deaths in Table A1.
Consider the cell (2/3,0). The mean time is about mid-April 2021 and the only deaths occurring are those expected (some may have died because of
the inoculation, but they were sufficiently ill that they would have died during that period without the inoculation). There were 723,000 expected
deaths and̃3560 reported, yielding a ratio of deaths reported in VAERS to actual deaths of ½%.
Consider the cell (1/2,1). The mean time would have been about mid-March 2021 and the inoculation distribution would have resembled an
isosceles triangle. The total deaths occurring are those expected and an equal number whose deaths were attributed to COVID-19 inoculation but did
not overlap with those in the tagged expected group (there still could have been some/many in the latter group that may have died because of the
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inoculation, but they were sufficiently ill that they would have died during that period without the inoculation). There were 724,000 total deaths that
occurred during that period and̃3560 reported, yielding a ratio of deaths reported in VAERS to actual deaths of ½%. [3]
So, according to Table A1, focusing on the parameter most closely reflecting the actual inoculation distribution (2/3), the reporting percentages of
actual to total are about 1%. This mirrors the Harvard Pilgrim study results (referenced in our vaccine safety study) which were obtained through an
entirely different empirical approach [4]. At least for deaths reporting, there appears to be an approximately two order of magnitude difference
between actual and reported deaths in VAERS.
Table A1 used two parameters to examine a broad spectrum of possible results, the mean time and the number of deaths solely attributable to
COVID-19 inoculation. The mean time parameter was fairly well known and constrained in interpretation, because it was based on an empirical
inoculation distribution function. The number of deaths solely attributable to COVID-19 inoculation is completely unknown.
As will be shown in the next section, the numbers of deaths reported in VAERS are strongly related to the inoculation date by clustering, but those
who died might also have been those who would have died anyway because they were expected to die. There were probably some of each in that group
reported. But we have no idea of the total number whose death could be directly attributed to COVID-19 inoculation and who were not in the group
expected to die. For all we know, there could have been ten million people in that group, and only an extremely small fraction of that total group was
reported in VAERS.
Suppose, for example, that the actual number of deaths reported in VAERS came from two groups: 90 % were from the inoculation-attributable
death group and 10 % were from the expected death group. Assume there is no overlap between the two groups. In that case, what VAERS shows is not
that 1% of actual expected deaths were reported, but rather that 1/10 of one percent of the expected deaths were reported. If that metric is used as the
standard to scale up to total deaths, then the number in the actual inoculation-attributable death group is not 100 times the VAERS reported deaths,
but rather 1000 times the VAERS-reported deaths! The point is we can’t “reverse-engineer” the reported VAERS death numbers to get the actual
inoculation-attributable deaths because it depends on the unknown contribution of each of the two groups (expected deaths and inoculationattributable deaths) to the VAERS reported deaths, and we can’t separate those out.
All this analysis shows is that, at best, only about 1% of the number expected to die was reported, and because the number reported in VAERS
included deaths from both groups, the fraction from each actual group of deaths could not be determined. Realistically, we may have to wait until mid2022, when the 2021 total deaths for each age group are finalized, to ascertain whether we can see increases in all-cause mortality that could have
come from the inoculation-attributable deaths.
A1-a3 Local Analysis
Another way of estimating VAERS reporting efficiency is to perform a local analysis, focused on clustering about date of COVID-19 inoculation. For
the 65+demographic, the post-inoculation deaths cluster near the vaccination date, providing evidence of a strong link to the inoculation.
Following the approach in the first section of this appendix, we calculate the deaths expected in any ten-day period based on 2019 pre-COVID-19
death statistics. For the inoculated group, the number of deaths expected for any ten-day period are (2,117, 332 deaths/per year) x (44,000,000/
54,000,000 fraction of population in age range inoculated) x (10/365 fraction of year), or̃47,270 deaths.

̃BEST-CASE SCENARIO
Consider the ten days following inoculation (including day of inoculation). Approximately 2,000 deaths were reported in
VAERS. Assume hypothetically that all these deaths were in the expected category; this can be viewed as a best-case
scenario. In this̃best-case scenario, where the concentration of deaths is the highest and is normalized to the expected
number of non-COVID-19 inoculation deaths (excluding deaths due solely to COVID-19 inoculation), 2,000/47,270 %
of actual deaths (inoculation-related or not), or 4.23%, are reported in VAERS. Thus, at best, VAERS is underreporting
by a factor of̃20.

Suppose in that ten-day interval there had been 10,000 deaths that could be directly attributed to COVID-19 inoculation in addition to the expected
deaths. This would have given a ratio of 2,000/57,270 actual total deaths, or 3.5 % reported in VAERS. This latter approach requires less assumptions
than the former approach, but still yields results of only a few percent actual deaths reported in VAERS.
The Harvard Pilgrim electronic tracking study of post-vaccination events reported to VAERS performed in 2010 [4] showed a 1 % reporting rate for
a thirty-day period. In the present case,̃2900 post-inoculation deaths were reported to VAERS within thirty days of inoculation, or̃82 % of total deaths
for the 65+demographic. Substituting thirty days for ten in the above computation yields 141,810 expected non-COVID-19 post-inoculation deaths for
the thirty-day period, or 2% that are reported in VAERS. The Harvard study used an electronic system that automatically tracked every event that
occurred, no matter how small. Because of the effort (time and cost) required to submit event reports to VAERS, we suspect that only the more serious
events, such as death, would be reported, and even in this case, the numbers reported are miniscule.
We also did an analysis for sixty days post-inoculation. In the present case,̃3300 post-inoculation deaths were reported to VAERS within sixty days
of inoculation, or̃93 % of total deaths for the 65+demographic. Substituting sixty days for ten in the above computation yields 283620 expected nonCOVID-19 post-inoculation deaths for the thirty-day period, or 1.2 % that are reported in VAERS. Remember, this normalization is based only on
expected deaths. If 100,000 deaths attributable mainly to the COVID-19 inoculation beyond those that overlapped with the expected group occurred
during this period, then the denominator would have to be increased by 100,000, yielding a VAERS reporting rate of 0.86 %.
Thus, both the global and local analyses, and the Harvard Pilgrim empirical analysis, are converging on the same two orders-of-magnitude dif
ference between the actual number of deaths that occurred in the USA and those reported in VAERS. Depending on how many people have really died
as a result of the COVID-19 inoculation, this reporting rate could well be a fraction of a percent!
A1-a3a Local Clustering Analysis
We end this appendix with one more example from the local analysis. Some background perspective is required. In the buildup to the pandemic
(putting aside the issue of high false positives from PCR tests run at high numbers of amplification cycles), almost anyone who died with COVID-19
was assumed to have died from COVID-19, irrespective of the number of potentially lethal comorbidities they had. The CDC admitted later that about
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94 % of the deaths attributed to COVID-19 would ordinarily have been attributed to one of the comorbidities.
For this example, we adopt a similar philosophy for the COVID-19 inoculations. People in the 65+ demographic who have died following inoc
ulation are divided into two groups: those who died from the inoculation and those who died as expected based on pre-COVID-19 death data. The two
groups range from being entirely separate to completely overlapping. We will examine two cases: entirely separate and completely overlapping.
How are the members of each group determined? The death from inoculation group consists of those whose deaths cluster significantly around the
date of inoculation. The deaths expected group are the number who would have died in the absence of COVID-19. We allow for overlap, where each
person who died can be double-valued (a member of both groups), but not double-counted.
To obtain a relatively precise estimate of expected deaths, we would want to select a region of time where the distribution function has sub
stantially leveled off. From Fig. A1, the thirty-sixty-day range appears reasonable. However, there is a time issue here. Given the lag time in data
reported by VAERS, most of the data in this range will probably have come from inoculations in January and February, and early-mid March,
approximately 35 percent of the total inoculations. Therefore, we could multiply the thirty-sixty-day average number of deaths by ̃3 to obtain ̃40
expected deaths per day. An even simpler way to estimate the expected deaths reported in VAERS is to use the 15− 30-day average shown, which will
represent most of the range. This value is̃37, which is close to thẽ40 obtained with the above approximation. This analysis should be re-run in threefour months, when more of the long-range data has been filled in.
Table A2 shows the results of our analysis. As stated previously, two separate cases were analyzed: completely separate groups and completely
overlapping groups. Two values of daily expected deaths were used: the 37 as described above, and 20 to account for potentially lower expected death
reporting when the VAERS data has filled in more completely.
Thus, based on the deaths reported in VAERS following COVID-19 inoculation, and assuming the inoculation-related deaths are reported in the
same ratio as expected deaths, the actual number of deaths strongly related to the COVID-19 inoculation should be scaled up by factors of 100− 200.
For the broadest definition of VAERS coverage provided by CDC Wonder, which includes the USA and all territories, protectorates, and possessions,
the total deaths following COVID-19 werẽ5200 in early June 2021. Using our scaling factors, this translates into somewhere between one-half million
and one-million deaths, and this has not taken into account the lag times associated with entering data into VAERS. Compared with thẽ28,000 deaths
the CDC stated were due to COVID-19 and not associated morbidities for the 65+ age range, the inoculation-based deaths are an order-of-magnitude
greater than the COVID-19 deaths! It should be remembered these are only the very-short-term inoculation-based deaths, and could increase
dramatically if mid- and long-term adverse effects come to fruition.
We end this appendix with an even more unsettling possibility. The main assumption upon which the results in Table A2 were based is that the
post-inoculation temporal distribution function shown in Fig. A1 could be divided into two regions. The strongly varying region originating from the
inoculation date reflected deaths from the inoculation, and the essentially flat region that followed reflected expected deaths (that flat region also
started at the inoculation date, and formed the base on which the highly varying region is positioned). This model excludes the possibility that deaths
from the inoculation extend well beyond the limits of the highly varying region.
We know in general this is not true. There can be lag effects such as ADE in the Fall viral season, and longer-term effects such as autoimmune
diseases. We postulate that there are other effects from the inoculation that could result in the same flat death profile as that for expected deaths.
Consider the following. Some of the damage we have seen following the inoculations in VAERS includes coagulation/clotting effects and
neurological effects of all types [63]. If these effects are not lethal initially, they raise the level of dysfunction. Thus, platelet aggregation has increased
to a new base level, and micro-clots have raised the probability of serious clots forming from other lifestyle factors [105]. Death of specific neurons can
increase the risk of Alzheimer’s disease or Parkinson’s disease, and can accelerate the onset of these and many other diseases. Thus, the adverse
impacts of the COVID-19 inoculations could be viewed as raising the level of expected deaths in the future. Any deaths of this nature reported in
VAERS would need to be viewed as inoculation-driven, and the expected deaths used in the computations would be reduced accordingly.
Consider Table A3 below. The “expected deaths reported” have been reduced below their counterparts in Table A2 to illustrate parametrically how
the total inoculation-based deaths would change from VAERS reporting if this baseline effect is operable. While Table A2 used values of 37 and 20 for
expected deaths, Table A3 uses values of 10 and 15.
Thus, if the baseline of the host for coagulation/clotting, inflammation, hypoxia, neurodegeneration, etc., has been raised by the inoculations,
translating into an increase in expected deaths and accelerated deaths, then it is entirely plausible that the VAERS death numbers reflect over a million
deaths from COVID-19 inoculations so far. These are very short-term-effects only, and time will tell whether the large potential waves of ADE-driven
deaths and autoimmune-driven deaths come to pass.
Appendix B
DETAILED ANALYSIS OF MAJOR COVID-19 INOCULANT CLINICAL TRIALS
A2-a Clinical Trials in the Mainly Adult Population
Definitions. Efficacy is the degree to which a vaccine prevents disease, and possibly also transmission, under ideal and controlled circumstances –
comparing a vaccinated group with a placebo group [106].
Effectiveness refers to how well a vaccine performs in the real world [107]
Relative Risk (RR) is computed by dividing the percentage of patients that contracted disease in the vaccine arm by the percentage of patients that
contracted disease in the placebo arm.
Relative Risk Reduction (RRR) is computed by subtracting the RR from 1.
Absolute Risk Reduction (ARR) is computed by subtracting the percentage that contracted disease in the vaccine arm from the percentage that
contracted disease in the placebo arm.
Absolute Risk = probability = incidence.
Cumulative Incidence represents the number of new cases in a period of time / population at risk.
Incidence Density is the number of new cases of a given disease during a given period in specified population; also, the rate at which new events
occur in a defined population.
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Immunogenicity is the ability of a molecule or substance to provoke an immune response or the strength or magnitude of an immune response. It can
be a positive (wanted) or negative (unwanted) effect, depending on the context.
Immune Response is an integrated systemic response to an antigen (Ag), especially one mediated by lymphocytes and involving recognition of Ags
by specific antibodies (Abs) or previously sensitized lymphocytes [108]
Safety data for Pfizer and Moderna trials:
There were two major COVID-19 inoculant clinical trials: Pfizer/BioNTech and Moderna.
The Pfizer clinical trials were titled officially “a phase 1/2/3, placebo-controlled, randomized, observer-blind, dose-finding study to evaluate the
safety, tolerability, immunogenicity, and efficacy of sars-cov-2 rna vaccine candidates against covid-19 in healthy individuals” [98]. The “Actual
Study Start Date” was 29 April 2020, the “Estimated Primary Completion Date” was 2 November 2020, and the “Estimated Study Completion Date” is
2 May 2023. Thus, the mass inoculation rollout so far has been conducted in parallel with the Pfizer Phase III Clinical Trial. For all practical purposes,
the mass global inoculation of the Pfizer inoculant recipients can be considered Phase III 2.0 of the Clinical Trials! The inclusion criteria for the official
Phase III Clinical Trials incorporated (as stated in the title and in the protocol document) healthy individuals, while the criteria for mass inoculation
went well beyond healthy individuals. In essence, we have an official Phase III Clinical Trial with̃43,000+ healthy individuals, and an unofficial Phase
III Clinical Trial with billions of individuals covering a wide spectrum of health levels [98].
The Pfizer Phase III trials were initiated July 2020, the efficacy data were submitted to the FDA for EUA approval in November 2020, and FDA
approval was granted in December 2020. Six deaths occurred in the Pfizer trial, two in the inoculated group and four in the placebo group (which
received saline) [33]. The two inoculated, both over the age of 55, died of cardiovascular causes. One died three days after inoculation and the other
died 62 days after inoculation [109]. These two deaths were comparable (in frequency and cause) to placebo group deaths and perhaps more
importantly, similar to the general population at that age. In the case of Moderna, there were 13 deaths, six in the inoculated group, seven in the
placebo group (normal saline placebo, a mixture of sodium chloride in water 0.90 % w/v) at 21–57 days after the inoculation ([103]b).
In a report by the Norwegian National Medicines Association, published on 15 January 2021, there were 23 elderly people (all over the age of 75
and frail) in nursing homes, who died at various intervals from the time of inoculation with mRNA inoculant The report then suggested that, following
the assessment, 13 of the 23 deaths would have been a direct result of the side effects of inoculation. It is possible that the other 10 deaths were postinoculation, but not directly related to side effects, so not necessarily related to the inoculant itself [109].
It is no surprise that frail elderly people can be fatally destabilized by adverse reactions associated with post-inoculation inflammation, which in a
young adult would have been considered minor. It is also no surprise that frail elderly people with comorbidities can be fatally destabilized from
COVID-19 infection, which in a young adult or child would have been considered minor. A frail elderly person can be fatally destabilized by a simple
coughing fit! This does not mean that these deaths are not events that need to be taken very seriously; on the contrary, if confirmed, they should guide
inoculation policies in this category of patients from now on. Specifically, each case should be carefully assessed and an inoculation decision made
based on the risk-benefit ratio [110].
In light of these data, the question may arise as to why there were no inoculant-attributed deaths in clinical testing of inoculants. The answer is that
neither Pfizer nor Moderna included frail patients and included only a small number of very elderly patients - those over 75 accounted for 4.4 % of the
total tested for Pfizer and 4.1 % for Moderna. While they could not in fact determine a causal relationship between inoculation and death, they also
could not rule out that the inoculations had accelerated the deterioration of the condition of those patients [33].
Effectiveness data
As defined previously, the effectiveness of a vaccine lies in its ability to prevent a particular disease. If designed, tested, and administered correctly,
authorized vaccines are effective in preventing disease and protecting the population. Like medicines, vaccines are not 100 % effective in all
vaccinated people. Their effectiveness in a person depends on several factors. These include: age; other possible diseases or conditions; time elapsed
since vaccination; previous contact with the disease.
To be declared safe and effective, a vaccine against COVID-19 infection must pass a series of tests and must meet regulatory standards, like any
other vaccine or drug approved on the pharmaceutical market [111].
Regarding Pfizer and Moderna trials:
The first important note is that maximum efficiency does not come immediately, because the immune response needs time.
In the case of Pfizer, the chance of developing COVID-19 becoming virtually the same between the inoculated and placebo groups increases up to
12 days after the first inoculation, then gradually decreases for those inoculated. The inoculum efficiency between the first and second doses is 52 %
[106], but it is unclear what long-term protection a single dose provides. After the second dose, the effectiveness rises to 91 % and only beyond 7 days
after the second dose is 95 % reached. However, the ARR for the latter case is only 0.7 % [112]. In other words, within 12 days after the first dose we
can get COVID-19 as if we had not been inoculated. Another important aspect is that we still do not know if the Pfizer inoculant prevents severe cases.
Seven days after the second dose, there were four severe cases of COVID-19, one in the inoculated group and three in the placebo group, which is far
too low for us to make a statistical assessment. There are as yet no data on the inoculant’s ability to prevent community transmission. Realistically, the
effectiveness of the inoculant in preventing asymptomatic cases has not been tested.
For Moderna, the effectiveness is only 50 % in the first 14 days after the first dose and reaches a maximum of 92.1 % on the edge of the second dose
(ARR of 1.1 %, which is 28 days, not 21 as in the case of Pfizer) [46]. Moderna also did not test the long-term efficacy of a single dose. Then, 14 days
after the second dose, the effectiveness rises to 94.1 %, with the amendment being an average. Thus, in people over 65 it was 86.4 %, compared to 95.6
% in the 18–65 age range ([103]). It is a minor difference from Pfizer, which declares equal efficiency in all age groups. An important observation is the
statement by Moderna that their inoculant prevents severe cases, but only more than 14 days after both doses [126]. All 30 severe cases were in the
placebo group, suggesting 100 % efficacy. After a single dose, there were two severe cases among those inoculated and four in the placebo group [33].
Last, but not least, unlike Pfizer, Moderna tested the presence of asymptomatic infection by RT-PCR before the second dose: there were 39 asymp
tomatic cases in the placebo group and 15 in the inoculated group. It is difficult to draw definitive conclusions due to the small number of cases. These
data suggest that the inoculant reduces, but does not prevent, asymptomatic transmission [126].
A2-b Ongoing Clinical Trials in the Pediatric Population
In a recent Phase III study performed in the pediatric population, Comirnaty (Pfizer) was tested on a group of 2,260 children, aged 12–15, years
who had no previous clinical signs of SARS-CoV-2 infection. They were divided into two groups, one placebo (978 children) and the other with
Comirnaty (1005 children). In the Comirnaty group, of the 1005 children in whom the serum was administered, none developed COVID-19 disease,
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compared with the placebo group in which 16 children in 978 had clinical signs of the disease. The Pfizer study showed that the children’s immune
response was comparable to the immune response in the 16–25 age group (measured by the level of antibodies against SARS-CoV-2). It could be
concluded that in this study, Comirnaty was 100 % effective in preventing SARS-CoV-2 infection, although the actual rate could be between 75 % and
100 %. [63]. The results will be evaluated by the FDA and EMA.
The predictive value (for mass inoculation results) of the Comirnaty trial for the children aged 12–15 years is questionable. There were 1005
children who were inoculated with Comirnaty. Using the rule of three in statistics, where to obtain a predictive result of 1/x with high confidence (e.g.,
1 in a thousand), 3x participants are required for the test sample. For the Comirnaty test sample of 1005, an adverse event of about 1/340 could be
detected with high confidence.
What does this mean in the real world? In the USA, there are approximately 4,000,000 children in each age year for adolescents. Thus, there are
̃16,000,000 children in the 12–15 age band. A serious adverse event, including death, that occurred at a 1/800 rate would not be detectable with high
confidence in a sample of 1005 people. Thus, the results of the trials for 1005 children would allow for 20,000 children to suffer a non-trial-detected
serious adverse event, including death, when extrapolated to potential inoculation of all children in the 12–15 age group! Given that the risk of
contracting COVID-19 with serious outcomes is negligible in this population, proceeding with mass inoculation of children 12–15 years old based on
the trials that were conducted cannot be justified on any cost-benefit ratio findings.
Also, the evaluation of efficacy in children aged 6 months to 11 years has recently begun and continues [24]. Pfizer began enrolling children under
12 to evaluate the COVID-19 mRNA inoculant. Also, Comirnaty will be evaluated in a new clinical trial for children aged 6 months to 11 years. In the
first phase, the study will enroll 144 people and will identify the required dose for 3 age groups (6 months - 2 years, 2–5 years and 5–11 years). After a
6-month follow-up period, the parents/guardians of children in the placebo group will have the option of allowing their children to receive the
inoculation. The results are expected in the second half of 2021.
Moderna also began a study to evaluate the mRNA inoculation in children aged 6 months to 12 years. Both companies have already started testing
vaccines in 14-year-olds. In the US, children make up 23 % of the population [113].
Data on the risks and benefits of possible inoculation in children and adolescents are currently insufficient and no recommendation can be made.
Specifically, mass child inoculations cannot be recommended until the benefits and minimal projected risks have been demonstrated in a sufficiently
large trial to provide confidence that mass inoculation will have an acceptable level of adverse effects relative to the demonstrated benefits. On the
other hand, children often experience COVID-19 asymptomatically, and the SARS-CoV-2 infection progresses harmlessly. Currently, in the context of
limited inoculation capacities, there is no indication of urgent inoculation of children. In the context of declining incidences of SARS-CoV-2 infections
and demonstrated low serious adverse effects from COVID-19 infections for children and adolescents, the issue of inoculating children and adolescents
is no longer paramount. Authorized forums must calculate what prevails for children and adolescents: the benefits or risks.
A2-c Clinical Trial Issues for Other Categories
Although people with severe comorbidities such as obesity or oncological conditions were not initially included in the clinical trials that led to
obtaining EUA, they were included in subsequent studies, some even ongoing. In their case, it seems that the efficacy was lower compared to the results
obtained initially with healthy adults.
The interim analysis of data from a prospective observational study indicates the need to prioritize cancer patients for timely (respectively 21-day)
booster administration in the case of administration against COVID-19 with Comirnaty. According to the study, the effectiveness of a single dose of
Comirnaty among cancer patients is low, but the immunogenicity of patients with solid cancers increased at 2 weeks after receiving the second dose of
inoculant 21 days after the first dose. Because the study was conducted in the UK, participants inoculated before December 29, 2020 received two
doses of Comirnaty 21 days apart, and those who started the regimen after this date were scheduled to receive a second dose of Comirnaty 12 weeks
apart. first administration. Thus, the study continues to collect data from participants receiving Comirnaty 12 weeks after the first dose.
Approximately 21 days after a single dose of Comirnaty, the proportion of study participants who tested positive for anti-S IgG antibodies was
[114]:
94 % among healthy participants;
38 % among patients with solid cancers;
18 % among patients with hematological cancers.
Among participants who received the 21-day booster and for whom biological samples were available two weeks after the second dose, the
following proportions of confirmation as seropositive for anti-S IgG antibodies were reported [114].
100 % of healthy participants, compared to 86 % of the same group of participants who did not receive the second dose;
95 % of patients with solid cancers, compared with 30 % of the same group of participants who did not receive the second dose;
60 % of patients with hematological cancers, compared with 11 % of the same group of participants who did not receive the second dose.
Two other studies suggest low immunogenicity in the context of Comirnaty administration in patients with hematological cancers. In one study,
patients with chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL) had significantly reduced immune response rates to COVID-19 inoculation compared to healthy
participants of the same age. Considerable variations in post-administration immune response have been reported among patients with CLL depending
on their stage of treatment
The effectiveness of Comirnaty administration was also evaluated in elderly patients with multiple myeloma [115]. 21 days after administration of
the first dose of Comirnaty inoculation (before receiving the second dose), 20.5 % of patients with multiple myeloma compared to 32.5 % of control
participants had neutralizing antibodies against SARS-CoV-2. One possible explanation could be that the therapy negatively affects the production of
antibodies. However, the administration of the second dose is important for the development of the immune response in these patients [115].
Preliminary data from the v-safe surveillance system, the v-safe pregnancy registry and the Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS) do
not indicate obvious safety signals regarding pregnancy or the associated neonatal implications with mRNA injections against COVID-19 in the third
trimester of pregnancy [3]. The study included 35,691 pregnant women [116]. Compared to non-pregnant women, pregnant women reported more
frequent pain at the injection site as an adverse event associated with mRNA COVID-19 vaccination, and headache, myalgia, chills, and fever were
reported less frequently. In the context where initial clinical trials of messenger RNA-based inoculants have not evaluated the efficacy and safety of
innovative technology among pregnant women, these preliminary data from the third trimester only help to inform both pregnant women and health
professionals in making the inoculation decision. However, continuous monitoring through large-scale longitudinal studies remains necessary to
investigate the effects associated with maternal anti-COVID-19 inoculation on mothers, pregnancies, the neonatal period and childhood.
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On the other hand, the inoculation landscape has become even more complex due to new circulating viral variants. Authorities recommend
genomic surveillance and adaptation in order to be effective against new variants (different from the initial strain that was detected at the end of
2019). The efficacy data of Comirnaty against circulating viral variants are highlighted in a very recent study in Israel which showed that the pro
tection offered by the Pfizer inoculant against variant B.1.351 (first identified in South Africa) is lower [112].
The results have not yet been submitted to the expertise of specialists. The study compared nearly 400 adults who were diagnosed with COVID-19
at least 14 days after receiving one or two doses of the inoculant to the same number of uninoculated people. It was found that B.1.351 represents
approximately 1 % of the COVID-19 cases studied. But among patients who received two doses of inoculant, the prevalence rate of the variant was
eight times higher than in those not inoculated - 5.4 % compared to 0.7 %. This suggests that Comirnaty is less effective against variant B.1.351,
compared to the original variant and variant B.1.1.7. The limitation of the study comes from the small number of adult people studied, but it is an
alarm signal for a closer study of these cases. In addition, it seems that at present, the prevalence of this variant is low. On the other hand, in early April,
Pfizer announced that according to the results of the Phase III study in the adult population, Comirnaty also demonstrated 100 % efficacy in the
prevention of Covid-19 disease caused by SARS-CoV-2 variant B.1.351 (9 cases of Covid-19 were recorded, all in the placebo group, and after
sequencing it was found that 6 had been determined by B.1.351) [117].
Appendix C
MID- AND LONG-TERM ADVERSE EFFECTS FROM PRIOR VACCINES
A 2020 study emphasizing mid- and long-term adverse effects from prior vaccines [4] identified the following sixteen mid- and longer-term
potential issues concerning vaccines. These include:
3.1. Antibody-Dependent Enhancement (where enhanced virus entry and replication in a number of cell types is enabled by antibodies);
-1a. Intrinsic Antibody-Dependent Enhancement (where non-neutralizing antibodies raised by natural infection with one virus may enhance infection
with a different virus);
-1b. Immune Enhancement (enhancement of secondary infections via immune interactions);
-1c. Cross-Reactivity (an antibody raised against one specific antigen has a competing high affinity toward a different antigen.);
-1d. Cross-Infection Enhancement (infection enhancement of one virus by antibodies from another virus);
3. 2. Vaccine-Associated Virus Interference (where vaccinated individuals may be at increased risk for other respiratory viruses because they do
not receive the non-specific immunity associated with natural infection);
3. Vaccine-Associated Imprinting Reduction (where vaccinations could also reduce the benefits of ‘imprinting’, a protection conferred upon children
who experienced infection at an early age)
4. Non-Specific Vaccine Effects on Immune System (where previous infections can alter an individual’s susceptibility to unrelated diseases);
5. Impact of Infection Route on Immune System (where immune protection can be influenced by the route of exposure/delivery);
6. Impact of Combinations of Toxic Stimuli (where people are exposed over their lifetime to myriad toxic stimuli that may impact the influence of any
vaccine);
7. Antigenic Distance Hypothesis (negative interference from prior season’s influenza vaccine (v1) on the current season’s vaccine (v2) protection
may occur when the antigenic distance is small between v1 and v2 (v1 ≈ v2) but large between v1 and the current epidemic (e) strain (v1 ∕
= e).);
8. Bystander Activation (activation of T cells specific for an antigen X during an immune response against antigen Y);
9. Gut Microbiota (Impact of gut microbial composition on vaccine response);
10. Homologous Challenge Infection Enhancement (the strain of challenge virus used in the testing assay is very closely related to the seed virus strain
used to produce the vaccine that a subject received);
11. Immune Evasion (evasion of host response to viral infection);
12. Immune Interference (interference from circulating antibody to the vaccine virus);
-12a. Original Antigenic Sin (propensity of the body’s immune system to preferentially utilize immunological memory based on a previous infection
when a second slightly different version of that foreign entity (e.g. a virus or bacterium) is encountered.);
13. Prior Influenza Infection/Vaccination (effects of prior influenza infection/vaccination on severity of future disease symptoms);
14. Timing between Viral Exposures (elapsed time between viral exposures);
15. Vaccine-Associated Enhanced Respiratory Disease (where vaccination enhances respiratory disease); and
16. Chronic Immune Activation (continuous innate immune responses).
Most of these events are not predictable, and most, if not all, would be possible for the COVID-19 inoculant in the mid- and long-term for adults and
children.
3.3. Mid- and Long-Term Serious Illnesses for Adults and Children from Past Vaccines
As stated in the aforementioned 2020 study on vaccine safety: “The biomedical literature is very sparse with studies on long-term vaccine effects,
especially long-term adverse effects. Large numbers of people and long periods of time are required to identify such adverse events, and draw
statistically-valid connections between vaccinations and disease. These efforts would be very resource-intensive, and there appears to be little
motivation among the vaccine producers and regulators to make these resources available for such studies. Thus, the following examples reflect the
extremely small tip of an extremely large iceberg of long-term adverse vaccine effects.” [4]
“The two main categories of diseases reported in the biomedical literature triggered by past vaccinations are “Autoimmune (e.g., Systemic Lupus
Erythematosus, Psoriasis, Arthritis, Multiple Sclerosis, Hepatitis, Uveitis, Pseudolymphoma, Guillain-Barre Syndrome, Thrombocytopenic Purpura,
etc.) and Neurological (e.g., Central Demyelinating Diseases, Developmental Disability, Febrile seizures, Narcolepsy, Encephalomyelitis, Autonomic
Dysfunction, etc.). Others include Diabetes, Gastrointestinal, Joint-related, Necrobiotic Granuloma, Neutropenia, Pulmonary Fibrosis, etc.”
“Vaccinations may also contribute to the mosaic of autoimmunity [118]. Infrequently reported post-vaccination autoimmune diseases include
systemic lupus erythematosus, rheumatoid arthritis, inflammatory myopathies, multiple sclerosis, Guillain-Barre syndrome, and vasculitis”.
“Studies have demonstrated a latency period of years between HiB vaccination and diabetes mellitus, and between HBV vaccination and demy
elinating events [118] latency periods can range from days to years for postinfection and postvaccination autoimmunity”.
“Most of the extra cases of IDDM appeared in statistically significant clusters that occurred in periods starting approximately 38 months after
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immunization and lasting approximately 6–8 months. Immunization with pediatric vaccines increased the risk of insulin diabetes in NOD mice.
Exposure to HiB immunization is associated with an increased risk of IDDM.” [4]
Thus, even the sparse past vaccine studies that went beyond the short-term showed latency effects of serious diseases occurring three years or more
post-vaccination.
Appendix D
COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS OF COVID-19 INOCULATIONS
This appendix presents a non-traditional best-case scenario pseudo-cost-benefit analysis of the COVID-19 inoculations for the 65+ demographic in
the USA. In this incarnation of a cost-benefit analysis, the costs are the number of deaths resulting from the inoculations, and the benefits are the lives
saved by the inoculations. The time range used was from December 2019 to end-of-May 2021.
It is assumed, in this best-case scenario, that all the deaths truly attributable to COVID-19 only could have been eliminated by the inoculations
given (about half the USA population has been inoculated at this time) [88,119]. It can be conceptualized as the vaccines having been available in
Summer 2019, and subsequent administration having eliminated all the deaths experienced that were truly attributable to COVID-19. If the
cost-benefit ratio is poor for this best-case scenario, it will be very poor for any real-world scenario [120].
We will use Figs. 1 and 2 as starting points to conduct a cost-benefit analysis of COVID-19 inoculations for the most vulnerable demographic, those
65 + . We start with the official government numbers for COVID-19 and post-inoculation deaths, and modify them to arrive at actual deaths resulting
from COVID-19 and the inoculations. We compare the two numbers (appropriately normalized) to ascertain costs vs benefits .
As Fig. 1 shows, there are three age bands that comprise the 65+ demographic. We weight the COVID-19 deaths per capita in each band by the
band’s population, and divide the sum of these three products by the total 65+ population to arrive at an average COVID-19 deaths per capita of
0.0087 for the total 65+ demographic.
Fig. 2 contains two normalizations. First, the deaths were normalized by total inoculations given, not by people inoculated or people who had
completed the full series of inoculations. We will retain the normalization by total inoculations given, since it will provide the most conservative
results (largest denominator) for estimation purposes. Second, the deaths were normalized/restricted to those occurring within seven days postinoculation. This normalization was done to compare across age bands, where the inoculations started at very different points in time. For the pre
sent cost-benefit purpose, where we are concentrating on the 65+ band, we remove this latter normalization, and include all post-inoculation deaths.
Removing this normalization increases deaths per inoculation by about 40 % to a value of 0.000032, and offers a more credible comparison to the
numbers from Fig. 1.
Thus, based on the CDC’s official numbers, there are an average COVID-19 deaths per capita of 0.0087 and an average deaths per inoculation of
0.000032 for the 65+ demographic. The chances of a person 65+ dying from an inoculation relative to their chances of dying from COVID-19 are
approximately 0.0037, or about 1/270, based on these official CDC figures.
However, as we have shown previously, three corrections to these numbers are required to convert them to real-world effects. First, as the Harvard
Pilgrim study has shown and as our results in Appendix 1 confirm, VAERS is underreporting actual deaths by about two orders of magnitude. Applying
this correction alone to the above 1/270 ratio changes the risk benefit to about 1/3., Second, as the CDC has stated, approximately 94 % of the COVID19 deaths could have been attributed to any of the comorbidities these patients had, and only 6% of the deaths could actually be attributed to COVID19. As we pointed out, if pre-clinical comorbidities had been included, this number of 6% would probably be decreased further. For conservative
purposes, we will remain with the 6%. Applying this correction to the 1/3 risk-benefit ratio changes it to 5/1! Third, as a comprehensive survey of false
positives from RT-PCR tests concluded: “evidence from external quality assessments and real-world data indicate enough a high enough false positive
rate to make positive results highly unreliable over a broad range of scenarios” [127]. Because of the myriad RT-PCR tests performed in the USA to
screen for/diagnose COVID-19 using different values for Ct and different procedures, a specific number for false positives cannot be obtained at this
point in time. Again, these false positives would reduce the 6% number, perhaps substantially. And again, for conservative purposes, we will remain
with the 6% number.
Thus, our extremely conservative estimate for risk-benefit ratio is about 5/1. In plain English, people in the 65+ demographic are five times as
likely to die from the inoculation as from COVID-19 under the most favorable assumptions! This demographic is the most vulnerable to adverse effects
from COVID-19. As the age demographics go below about 35 years old, the chances of death from COVID-19 become very small, and when they go
below 18, become negligible.
It should be remembered that the deaths from the inoculations shown in VAERS are short-term only (̃six months for those inoculated initially), and
for children, extremely short-term (̃one month) [3]. Intermediate and long-term deaths remain to be identified, and are possible from ADE, auto
immune effects, further clotting and vascular diseases, etc., that take time to develop. Thus, the long-term cost-benefit ratio under the best-case scenario
could well be on the order of 10/1, 20/1, or more for all the demographics, increasing with decreasing age, and an order-of-magnitude higher under
real-world scenarios! In summary, the value of these COVID-19 inoculations is not obvious from a cost-benefit perspective for the most vulnerable age
demographic, and is not obvious from any perspective for the least vulnerable age demographic.
Appendix Da
PROBLEMS WITH TEST CRITERIA FOR DETERMINING COVID-19
Consider the criteria for determining whether an RT-PCR test result is positive for SARS-CoV-2. The CDC instruction (until 1 May 2021) specifies
running the RT-PCR tests for 45 amplification cycles. Then, to interpret the data: when all controls exhibit the expected performance, a specimen is
considered positive for SARS-CoV-2 if all SARS-CoV-2 marker (N1, N2) cycle threshold growth curves cross the threshold line within 40.00 cycles (<
40.00 Ct). The RNase P may or may not be positive as described above, but the SARS-CoV-2 result is still valid ([103]a).
Many false positives are possible in the upper part of this cycle threshold range, especially in areas of low prevalence. In particular, virus culture
has been found to be unfeasible in cases with a Ct value exceeding 33. A prospective cohort study involving the first 100 COVID-19 patients in
Singapore also showed that attempts to culture the virus failed in all PCR-positive samples with a Ct value >30” [121]. During mass testing in
Germany, it was found "that more than half of individuals with positive PCR test results are unlikely to have been infectious" [122]. Another study
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found that tests with low specificity (deriving from use of many cycles) cannot provide strong evidence for the presence of an infection [123]. A
systematic review of PCR testing concluded “Complete live viruses are necessary for transmission, not the fragments identified by PCR. Prospective
routine testing of reference and culture specimens and their relationship to symptoms, signs and patient co-factors should be used to define the
reliability of PCR for assessing infectious potential. Those with high cycle threshold are unlikely to have infectious potential.” [89].
As skeptics have argued, in the buildup of the pandemic, the rapid increase in numbers of COVID-19 cases was due in part to the high values of
cycle threshold used in the tests. Unfortunately, the true numbers of false positives will probably be unobtainable if an audit were performed, since
these values are not reported with the test results: all currently-available nucleic acid tests for SARS-CoV-2 are FDA-authorized as qualitative tests, and
Ct values from qualitative tests should never be used to direct or inform patient management decisions. Therefore, it is not good for laboratories to
include Ct values on patient reports [124].
After mass inoculations started, a large number of “breakthrough” cases emerged, and a total of 10,262 SARS-CoV-2 vaccine breakthrough in
fections had been reported from 46 U.S. states and territories as of April 30, 2021 [18]; the number of reported COVID-19 vaccine breakthrough cases
is likely a substantial undercount of all SARS-CoV-2 infections among fully vaccinated persons. The national surveillance system relies on passive and
voluntary reporting, and data might not be complete or representative. Many persons with vaccine breakthrough infections, especially those who are
asymptomatic or who experience mild illness, might not seek testing [18].
This negative outcome of increased “breakthrough” cases motivated the CDC to change a number of reporting and test procedures and issue new
regulations for identifying and investigating hospitalized or fatal vaccine breakthrough cases starting 1 May 2021, stating: “For cases with a known
RT-PCR cycle threshold (Ct) value, submit only specimens with Ct value ≤28 to CDC for sequencing. (Sequencing is not feasible with higher Ct
values.)”. Thus, the Ct values for sequencing were lowered from the high false positive range allowed during the pandemic buildup to a limit that
would eliminate many of these false positives in the ‘breakthrough case’ identification phase [101].
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______________________________________________
From: David Boze
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:35:08 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 3:30:33 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: WAC 246-100

From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: Monday, January 10, 2022 2:57 PM
To: DOH WSBOH <WSBOH@SBOH.WA.GOV>
Subject: FW: WAC 246-100

From: Dpmoyn <dpmoyn@aol.com <mailto:dpmoyn@aol.com> >
Sent: Monday, January 10, 2022 2:45 PM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov
<mailto:Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov> >
Subject: WAC 246-100

External Email
Hello,

I oppose the quarantine/vaccine mandates.

My understanding is that there will be a Wednesday meeting to discuss, among other
efforts, the move to involuntarily detain those who are not vaccinated in quarantine
facilities that have been created here in WA state - didn't think we were Australia?

Over the past three weeks, every one of our family/extended family members have all
had the COVID virus = all vaccinated and boosted. It is beyond comprehension that there
would be a move to quarantine people who've rejected the vaccines to now continue the
misinformation that only the unvaccinated can get the virus.

Hoping that the truth re: vaccinated getting the virus (Whoopi anyone/numerous political
figures, etc.?) who diligently followed all they've been commanded to do will put to rest
the notion that the unvaccinated are the problem.

Thank you.

______________________________________________
From: Alanna Wagenaar
Sent: 1/7/2022 5:13:17 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Mandate for children
External Email
First off i know this job may not be easy as there are so many opinions.
However i am going to put in my opinion.
I believe that mandating a vaccine is wrong. It should be parent/ personal choice. Like
other vaccines. We have the right do decline others we need to keep it the same for this
one as well. It can be recommended but it should not be mandatory.
Thanks for reading.
Alanna Wagenaar

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.onelink.me%2F107872968%3F

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:28:15 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Mrs. Kahler I STRONGLY IMPLORE YOU TO PLEASE OPPOSE MANDATED
COVID VACCINATION FOR SHOOL AGE CHILDREN

-----Original Message----From: garciaamezquita@netscape.net <garciaamezquita@netscape.net>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 11:05 PM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Mrs. Kahler I STRONGLY IMPLORE YOU TO PLEASE OPPOSE MANDATED COVID
VACCINATION FOR SHOOL AGE CHILDREN
External Email
Good Afternoon Mrs. Kahler,

As a parent I have gathered and watched for information regarding the Covid vaccination
and results on children and I implore you to STRONGLY OPPOSE any recommendation to
require Covid vaccination for school aged children. Are you not aware that now there are
now 16,000 physicians and medical scientist around the world who have signed a
declaration publicly declaring that healthy children should NOT be vaccinated for COVID19? Please read this declaration:

WE, THE PHYSICIANS OF THE WORLD, united and loyal to the Hippocratic Oath,
recognizing the imminent threat to humanity brought forth by current Covid-19 policies,
are compelled to declare the following:
WHEREAS, after 20 months of research, millions of patients treated, hundreds of clinical
trials performed and scientific data shared, we have demonstrated and documented our
success and understanding in combating COVID-19; WHEREAS, in considering the risks
vs. benefits of major policy decisions, thousands of physicians and medical scientists
worldwide have reached consensus on three foundational principles; NOW THEREFORE,
IT IS:
RESOLVED, THAT HEALTHY CHILDREN SHALL NOT BE SUBJECT TO FORCED
VACCINATION (view supporting evidence
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fdoctorsandscientistsdeclaration.or
evidence%2F%23children&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Cc770416af8ee4c2a0a3
)
*
Negligible clinical risks from SARS-CoV-2 infection exist for healthy children under
eighteen.
*
Long term safety of the current COVID vaccines in children cannot be determined
prior to instituting such policies. Without high-powered, reproducible, long term safety
data, risks to the long-term health status of children remain too high to support use in
healthy children.
*
Children risk severe, adverse events from receiving the vaccine. Permanent
physical damage to the brain, heart, immune and reproductive system associated with
SARS-CoV-2 spike protein-based genetic vaccines has been demonstrated in children.
*
Healthy, unvaccinated children are critical to achieving herd immunity. Natural

immunity is proven to tolerate infection, benefiting community protection while there is
insufficient data to assess whether Covid vaccines assist herd immunity.

RESOLVED, THAT NATURALLY IMMUNE PERSONS RECOVERED FROM SARS-CoV-2 SHALL
NOT BE SUBJECT TO ANY RESTRICTIONS OR VACCINE MANDATES (view supporting
evidence
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fdoctorsandscientistsdeclaration.or
evidence%2F%23recovered&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Cc770416af8ee4c2a0
)
*
Natural immunity is the most protective, and longest-lasting solution against the
development of COVID-19 disease and its more serious outcomes.
*
Naturally immune persons are at the lowest risk of transmission, thus should not
be subject to travel, professional, medical or social restrictions.
*
Natural immunity provides the best source of herd immunity, a condition
necessary for eradicating the Covid virus.

RESOLVED, THAT ALL HEALTH AGENCIES AND INSTITUTIONS SHALL CEASE
INTERFERING WITH PHYSICIANS TREATING INDIVIDUAL PATIENTS (view supporting
evidence
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fdoctorsandscientistsdeclaration.or
evidence%2F&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Cc770416af8ee4c2a0a3808d9d1c86
)
*
Early intervention with numerous, available agents has proven to be safe and
effective, and has saved hundreds of thousands of lives.
*
No medicine already given regulatory approval shall be restricted from “off-label”
use, particularly during this global humanitarian crisis caused by a rapidly mutating virus,
which requires quick to adopt treatment strategies.
*
Health agencies shall be prohibited from interfering with physicians prescribing
evidence-based treatments they deem necessary, and insurance companies must cease
blocking payments for life-saving medicine prescribed by doctors.
RECOMMENDED LEGISLATIVE OR EXECUTIVE ACTION:
We believe that violating any of these three principles unnecessarily and directly risks
death to our citizens. We hereby recommend the leaders of states, provinces and nations
legislate or take executive action to prohibit the three practices described above.

And if that weren't compelling enough to STRONGLY OPPOSE Covid vaccination for
children, please read this statement by Dr. Robert Malone who himself is even vaccinated
for Covid and generally pro-vaccination! Dr. Malone is an internationally recognized
scientist/physician and the original inventor of mRNA vaccination as a technology. I
would believe that his statement should be a powerful insight and trusted source of
information. Please read his very own statement below:
My name is Robert Malone, and I am speaking to you as a parent, grandparent, physician
and scientist. I don’t usually read from a prepared speech, but this is so important that I
wanted to make sure that I get every single word and scientific fact correct.
I stand by this statement with a career dedicated to vaccine research and development.
I’m vaccinated for COVID and I'm generally pro-vaccination. I have devoted my entire
career to developing safe and effective ways to prevent and treat infectious diseases.
After this, I will be posting the text of this statement so you can share it with your
friends and family.
Before you inject your child - a decision that is irreversible - I wanted to let you know the
scientific facts about this genetic vaccine, which is based on the mRNA vaccine

technology I created:
There are three issues parents need to understand:
The first is that a viral gene will be injected into your children's cells. This gene forces
your child’s body to make toxic spike proteins. These proteins often cause permanent
damage in children’s critical organs, including
*
*
*
*

Their brain and nervous system
Their heart and blood vessels, including blood clots
Their reproductive system, and
This vaccine can trigger fundamental changes to their immune system

The most alarming point about this is that once these damages have occurred, they are
irreparable
*
You can’t fix the lesions within their brain
*
You can’t repair heart tissue scarring
*
You can’t repair a genetically reset immune system, and
*
This vaccine can cause reproductive damage that could affect future generations
of your family
The second thing you need to know about is the fact that this novel technology has not
been adequately tested.
*
risks
*

We need at least 5 years of testing/research before we can really understand the
Harms and risks from new medicines often become revealed many years later

Ask yourself if you want your own child to be part of the most radical medical experiment
in human history One final point: the reason they’re giving you to vaccinate your child is
a lie.
*
Your children represent no danger to their parents or grandparents
*
It’s actually the opposite. Their immunity, after getting COVID, is critical to save
your family if not the world from this disease
In summary: there is no benefit for your children or your family to be vaccinating your
children against the small risks of the virus, given the known health risks of the vaccine
that as a parent, you and your children may have to live with for the rest of their lives.
The risk/benefit analysis isn’t even close.

______________________________________________
From: Emily Munoz
Sent: 1/11/2022 10:41:16 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: WAC Jan. 12th
External Email
To the Washington State Board of Health,
I, Emily Muñoz, a Washington State resident and a citizen of the United States of
America, am COMPLETELY against all of these proposed COVID policies:
WAC’s: WAC 246-100-070, WAC 246-100-045, WAC 246-100-040, WAC 246-100, WAC
246-105
Emily Muñoz
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Pernie Walla
Sent: 1/10/2022 11:21:45 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Samuel Sanchez
Sent: 1/12/2022 8:16:46 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: COVID Policies
External Email
Morning,
Hope your morning is going well. I wanted to let you know my thoughts on this topic.
I am completely against any of the proposed Covid Policies that are over reaching and
immoral. We stand against these proposed WAC'S: WAC 246-100-070, WAC 246-100045, WAC 246-100-040, WAC 246-100, WAC 246-105.
Americans should never be forced into an option that is given nor should anyone in
general. This goes completely against our freedom as a citizen and practices power.
Power was never established in the united states in the first place.

______________________________________________
From: Craig Bartholomew
Sent: 1/11/2022 8:15:24 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Late comment on tomorrow's meeting, got the info late, please review

attachments\C3E0513DB7FA4373_us-deaths-are-up-40-percent-pdf.pdf
External Email

https://rwmalonemd.substack.com/p/what-if-the-largest-experiment-on?r=ta0o1
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Frwmalonemd.substack.com%2Fp%
if-the-largest-experimenton%3Fr%3Dta0o1&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C1108214d220746a6cf5208d9d51d43da

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Frwmalonemd.substack.com%2Fp%
if-the-largest-experimenton%3Fr%3Dta0o1&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C1108214d220746a6cf5208d9d51d43da

What if the largest experiment on human beings in history is a failure? rwmalonemd.substack.com
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Frwmalonemd.substack.com%2Fp%
if-the-largest-experimenton%3Fr%3Dta0o1&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C1108214d220746a6cf5208d9d51d43da
A seasoned stock analyst colleague texted me a link today, and when I clicked it open, I
could hardly believe what I was reading. What a headline.Indiana life insurance CEO says
deaths are up 40% among people ages 18-64
rwmalonemd.substack.com
Please do not enact the proposed draconian, illegal testing and forced medical exam and
vaccination proposals---the enemy is the vaccination---insurance companies worldwide
are seeing a ~40% increase in deaths since the vaccine came out---not from covid. It is
a sigma 14 event to have a 40% increase in death rates, means likelihood is once in over
2,000 years. Please shelve this.
Thank you for your time reviewing this.
Craig Bartholomew
WA resident

Why Did US Deaths Shoot Up 40% Above Normal Last Year?
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola

 Fact Checked

STORY AT-A-GLANCE

-

 OneAmerica, a national life insurance company based in Indianapolis, reports working
age people (18 to 64) are dying at a rate that is 40% higher than prepandemic rates
 There’s also been an uptick in disability claims. Initially, there was a rise in short-term
disability claims, but now most claims are for long-term disabilities
 Hospitalizations in Indiana are also higher than before the COVID shots were rolled out in
in 2021, and the highest they’ve been in five years
 The Insurance Regulatory and Development Authority of India also reports a 41% rise in
death claims in 2021
 COVID-19 deaths were significantly lower in 2021 than 2020, so COVID-19 can be ruled
out as the cause for this historical rise in excess deaths and disabilities. Right now, the
most probable cause is the experimental COVID jabs

As we’ve seen over the past two years, data and statistics can be manipulated and
skewed in a wide variety of ways. COVID cases, for example, have clearly been
overinflated by including people with no symptoms (likely false positives) and
diagnosing anyone entering the hospital for an unrelated issue as a COVID patient if
they test positive (again, falsely) for SARS-CoV-2.
One of the most reliable data points we have is all-cause mortality. It’s very hard to
massage that statistic, as people are either dead or they’re not. Their inclusion in the

national death index database is based on one primary criteria — they’ve died —
regardless of the cause.
From there, their cause of death, as identified on their death certificate, is added in to
more granular statistics, such as the number of people who died from cancer and heart
disease in any given year, for example. But while the cause of any given death can be
manipulated and altered, the fact that there was a death is more certain. What’s more,
death rates tend to be very stable.

“

We are seeing, right now, the highest death rates

we have seen in the history of this business ... death
rates are up 40% over what they were prepandemic. ~
Scott Davidson, CEO of OneAmerica

”

As noted in a (not peer-reviewed) study led by scientist Denis Rancourt, who looked at
U.S. mortality between March 2020 and October 2021,1 “All-cause mortality by time is
the most reliable data for detecting true catastrophic events causing death, and for
gauging the population-level impact of any surge in deaths from any cause.”

40% Rise in Deaths Among Working Americans
With that in mind, OneAmerica’s announcement that the death rate of working-age
Americans (18 to 64), in the third quarter of 2021, was 40% higher than prepandemic
levels is rather stunning. OneAmerica is a national mutual life insurance company based
in Indianapolis. During an early January 2022 press conference, CEO Scott Davidson
said:2
“We are seeing, right now, the highest death rates we have seen in the history of
this business — not just at OneAmerica. The data is consistent across every
player in that business.

And what we saw just in third quarter, we’re seeing it continue into fourth
quarter, is that death rates are up 40% over what they were pre-pandemic. Just
to give you an idea of how bad that is, a three-sigma or a one-in-200-year
catastrophe would be 10% increase over pre-pandemic. So, 40% is just unheard
of.”
According to Davidson, a majority of the death claims filed are not classified as COVID19 deaths, so something else is driving up the death rate. As reported by The Center
Square:3
“The CDC weekly death counts, which reflect the information on death
certificates and so have a lag of up to eight weeks or longer, show that for the
week ending Nov. 6, there were far fewer deaths from COVID-19 in Indiana
compared to a year ago — 195 verses 336 — but more deaths from other causes
— 1,350 versus 1,319.”

Disability Claims Have Also Risen
At the same time, OneAmerica has also noticed an uptick in disability claims. Initially,
there was a rise in short-term disability claims, but now most claims are for long-term
disabilities. The company expects the rise in claims will cost them “well over $100
million,” an unexpected expense that will be passed on to employers buying group life
insurance policies.
During that press conference, Brian Tabor, president of the Indiana Hospital Association,
confirmed Indiana hospitals are seeing a dramatic increase in both deaths and
hospitalizations for a wide variety of conditions.4
Not only are the number of hospitalizations in Indiana higher than it was before the
COVID shots were rolled out in in 2021, it’s the highest it’s been in five years.5
Meanwhile, the daily deaths from COVID-19 are less than half that of 2020.

What’s Killing Younger Healthy Americans?

Since COVID-19 isn’t killing younger, healthy Americans, what is? What changed in 2021
that might have such a devastating effect on people’s health? Well, the most obvious
change is that more than 100 million Americans got the experimental COVID shots, and
doctors and scientists have elucidated several mechanisms by which these gene
transfer technologies might injure or kill. As reported by vaccine safety blogger Steve
Kirsch:6
“Normally death rates don’t change at all. They are very stable. It would take
something REALLY BIG to have an effect this big. The effect size is 12-sigma.7
That is an event that would happen by pure chance every 2.832 years. That’s
very rare. It’s basically never.
The universe is only 14 billion years old which is 1.413. In other words, the
event that happened is not a statistical ‘fluke.’ Something caused a very big
change ... Whatever it is that is causing this, it is bigger and deadlier than
COVID and it’s affecting nearly everyone.”
Kirsch lists 14 clues as to what this deadly “something” might be, including the
following:8
The rise in deaths began after the rollout of the COVID shots
It’s primarily working age people (18 to 64) who are dying
There are more excess deaths than any time in history, which suggests they’re
caused by a novel threat
COVID deaths have significantly diminished, so COVID-19 can be ruled out
People are dying from a wide variety of causes, so most pathogens can be ruled out
To get an effect size this high, the lethal agent must affect massive numbers of
people. “It is something new affecting at least half the population,” Kirsch writes,
“like a new mandated vaccine for example”

Indiana Gov. Eric Holcomb has been, and continues to, push to get everyone injected
Since other life insurance companies are seeing the same trend, the causative factor
is national in scope
The dramatic rise in disabilities suggests that many who aren’t killed by this novel
threat are seriously injured, often long-term. As mentioned, doctors and scientists
have detailed several mechanisms of action by which the COVID shots can maim or
kill

Adverse Events May Be More Underreported Than Calculated
Kirsch continues:9
“We know that about 3M people die a year in the U.S.10 75% are over 65 years
old, so that leaves us with 750K deaths per year for under 65. If that jumped by
40% from pre-pandemic levels in Q3 and Q4, we should assume that Q2 was the
ramp up period (we’ll assume a linear ramp up in Q2).
So that is 75K deaths per quarter for Q3 and Q4 and half of that, 37K deaths in
Q2. So that means roughly 187K excess deaths are probably happening for
ages 18-64 due to some new cause.”
He then goes on to compare that rough estimate of 187,000 excess deaths to the U.S.
Vaccine Adverse Events Reporting System (VAERS) which, as of the December 24, 2021,
data release, included 2,156 deaths between the ages of 17 and 65.
Subtracting the background death rate of 40 from 2,156, multiplied by Kirsch’s
calculated underreporting factor (URF) of 4111 gives us 87,000 deaths. In other words,
assuming vaccine injuries are underreported by a factor of 41, the real death toll from
the COVID jab would be 87,000. However, that’s 100,000 short of the 187,000 excess
death rate calculated above.

This means “either there is another effect at play which is actually killing more people
18 to 64 than the vaccine is, (unlikely but possible),” Kirsch writes, or “my URF of 41 is
underestimating deaths by a factor of 2.15.” Kirsch is not alone in suspecting the novel
COVID shots are the causative factor for this dramatic rise in excess deaths.

A Government Imposed Health Disaster Looms Large
Dr. Robert Malone addressed OneAmerica’s finding in a Substack article, stating:12
“AT A MINIMUM, based on my reading, one has to conclude that if this report
holds and is confirmed by others in the dry world of life insurance actuaries, we
have both a huge human tragedy and a profound public policy failure of the U.S.
Government and U.S. HHS system to serve and protect the citizens that pay for
this ‘service.’
IF this holds true, then the genetic vaccines so aggressively promoted have
failed, and the clear federal campaign to prevent early treatment with lifesaving
drugs has contributed to a massive, avoidable loss of life.
AT WORST, this report implies that the federal workplace vaccine mandates
have driven what appears to be a true crime against humanity. Massive loss of
life in (presumably) workers that have been forced to accept a toxic vaccine at
higher frequency relative to the general population of Indiana.”
Jessica Rose, Ph.D., a research fellow at the Institute for Pure and Applied Knowledge in
Israel, also weighed in on the new data:13
“So what does this tell us? It tells us that we are potentially in a huge steaming
pile of shit. To be frank. These indications from our friend at the insurance
company are simply that — indications.
If what we are seeing in VAERS, and the other adverse event reporting systems,
is the mere reflection of what is actually going on with regards to injuries, which
I presume it is, then we ain’t seen nothing yet.

And if what is being reported with regards to immune deficiencies associated
with these injections is not simply anecdotal or representative of a small subcohort of individuals, we could be looking at a government-imposed complete
health disaster.”
The Defender also reported other studies and data suggesting the COVID shots are
causing massive harm:14
“In a September study15 described as ‘narrative-shattering,’ Harvard, Tufts and
Veterans Affairs researchers reported that approximately half of hospitalized
patients ‘showing up on COVID-data dashboards in 2021’ had likely been
admitted ‘for another reason entirely.’
In Ventura County, California, which is witnessing a startling spike in nonCOVID-related hospitalizations,16 nurse whistleblowers argue the vaccines
should be one of the first explanations considered. Why else, they ask, would
otherwise healthy adults be showing up in droves with brain bleeds, heart
attacks, autoimmune issues and lung abnormalities?
Autopsies17 of individuals who died following COVID vaccination reveal
shocking pathological alterations most frequently affecting the heart and lungs
but also the brain and other organs ...
Far from being willing to contemplate the elephant in the room, the Indiana
insurance executive indicated he plans to require all OneAmerica employees to
get vaccinated. Somewhat counterintuitively, the industry’s ability to pass along
costs for elevated claims activity by raising premiums now has analysts rosily
predicting the insurance industry is ‘buckled up to accelerate growth in 2022’ ...
On the consumer side of the fence, the picture is far less rosy — for both the
unvaccinated and vaccinated. For example, New York State Assemblyman
Patrick Burke (D-Buffalo) proposed punitive legislation that would permit
insurers to deny COVID-related treatment coverage for individuals who choose
not to get vaccinated.

Adding insult to injury, there are also reports of insurance companies imposing
premium increases on employers in counties with low vaccination rates.
Meanwhile, many of those injured by COVID vaccines report18 denials of health
and disability insurance coverage.”

Same Trend Seen in Many Other States and Countries
As noted by Davidson, OneAmerica is not alone in seeing an unprecedented spike in
excess deaths. It’s also not limited to the United States. The Insurance Regulatory and
Development Authority of India, for example, also reports a 41% rise in death claims in
2021.19 That’s near-identical to the 40% increase reported by OneAmerica.
According to Kirsch, Phoenix, Arizona, is reporting a 100% rise in the death rate among
city employees. In 2021, it was double that of the 10-year average.20 “There is clearly
something going on that is not unique to Indiana,” he writes, adding:
“Excess mortality figures in Europe21 and the UK seem to show younger people
are dying faster than the elderly, and that people 0-14 are dying faster in the
second half of 2021 as compared to the first. More evidence showing that the
vaccines are killing kids.”
You may recall that at the end of October 2021, the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention published a ridiculous “study”22 that would have even failed a seventh-grade
science experiment that claimed to show the COVID shot reduced the risk of death from
all causes, including accidents, by 34%.
The CDC can lie up and down all day long and attempt to confuse people with fraudulent
studies, but what they are simply unable to do at this point is to manipulate the death
rates. Independent third-party insurance carriers are now validating the depth of the
CDC cover-up and fraud. The real-world excess deaths we’re now seeing clearly refute
the CDC’s attempt to prop up the COVID jab narrative with manipulated data.

Safety Signal Is Indisputable

As cardiologist Dr. Peter McCullough has repeatedly stated, we had a clear safety signal
all the way back in February 2021, and it’s only gotten more pronounced over time.
Despite that, not a single safety review has been conducted, and our health authorities
refuse to address the astronomical death toll.
At this point, anyone who says the COVID shots are “safe and effective,” full stop,
immediately loses all credibility. There’s not a shred of data to suggest either is true.
Everything we have points to these injections being the most lethal drugs ever used in
modern medical history.
Perhaps the saddest part of it all is that they’re completely unnecessary. Doctors have
identified several effective treatment options that can slash the COVID death rate by
85% or more. There’s no medical reason to include the global population in a novel drug
experiment. We could have avoided all these excess deaths by making sure early
treatment was given, rather than exclusively relying on an experimental “vaccine.”

Early Treatment Options
While the overall risk of COVID-19 has been grossly exaggerated, early treatment is key,
both for preventing severe infection and preventing “long-haul COVID.” Here are a few
suggestions:
• Oral-nasal decontamination — The virus, especially the Delta variant, replicates
rapidly in the nasal cavity and mouth for three to five days before spreading to the
rest of the body, so you want to strike where it’s most likely to be found right from
the start.
Research23 has demonstrated that irrigating your nasal passages with 2.5 milliliters
of 10% povidone-iodine (an antimicrobial) and standard saline, twice a day, is an
effective remedy.
Another option that was slightly less effective was using a mixture of saline with
half a teaspoon of sodium bicarbonate (an alkalizer). You can also gargle with
these to kill viruses in your mouth and throat. When done routinely, it can be a very

effective preventive strategy. You can find printable treatment guides on
TruthForHealth.org.
• Nebulized peroxide — A similar strategy is to use nebulized hydrogen peroxide,
diluted with saline to a 0.1% solution. Both hydrogen peroxide and saline24,25 have
antiviral effects. You can view my previous videos on this on BitChute.
In a May 10, 2021, Orthomolecular Medicine press release,26 Dr. Thomas E. Levy —
board-certified in internal medicine and cardiology — discussed the use of this
treatment for COVID-19 specifically. Levy has in fact written an entire book on
peroxide nebulization called “Rapid Virus Recovery,” which you can download for
free from MedFox Publishing.
• Vitamin D optimization — Research has shown having a vitamin D level above 50
ng/mL brings the risk of COVID mortality down to near-zero.27
• Other key nutraceuticals — Vitamin C, zinc, quercetin and NAC all have scientific
backing.
• Key drugs — For acute infection, ivermectin, hydroxychloroquine or monoclonal
antibodies can be used. While monoclonal antibodies and hydroxychloroquine must
be used early on in the disease process, ivermectin has been shown to be effective
in all stages of the infection.
Doxycycline or azithromycin are typically added as well, to address any secondary
bacterial infection, as well as inhaled budesonide (a steroid). Oral steroids are used
on and after the fifth day for pulmonary weakness and aspirin or NAC can be added
to reduce the risk of clotting.
Full-strength aspirin is also typically recommended, but I believe lumbrokinase and
serrapeptase may be a better, at least safer, alternative, as they help break down
and prevent blood clots naturally.
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______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:14:54 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vaccine mandates

From: Ed Elkin <edelkin26@yahoo.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 12:08 AM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Vaccine mandates

External Email
As the father of 2 and grandfather of 7 let it be known that a vaccine mandate for
children is equal to child abuse. The risk of adverse reaction is far greater than their risk
from covid. We will pull our children from school before letting you touch our children.
We the people will know who you are and will vote you out at our first chance. Stop with
this insane AGENDA of yours and leave our children alone.
Edward Elkin
Pissed Off Papa

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.onelink.me%2F107872968%3F

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 10:34:42 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: I oppose the proposed WAC’s 246-100-070, WAC 246-100-045, WAC 246100-040, WAC 246-100, WAC 246-105

From: Obie O'Bannan <writeobie@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 8:34 AM
Subject: I oppose the proposed WAC’s 246-100-070, WAC 246-100-045, WAC 246-100040, WAC 246-100, WAC 246-105

External Email
Please know that I am completely against giving local health officers use of law
enforcement and the use of an emergency order to involuntarily detain a person or family
into a quarantine facility if they refuse the requests of medical examination, testing,
treatment, counseling, or vaccination.

I am completely against covid-19 injections as part of the school immunization
requirements using WAC 246-105. If for no other reason, the potential risk of children
being harmed by covid-19 is much less than the potential harm that may come from the
"vaccine." We still have no idea what the long term risks are from such vaccination.

Thank you,

Robert O'Bannan
509.994.3058
If we continue to do what the average person does we will continue to get what the
average person gets.

______________________________________________
From: Garrett Turner
Sent: 1/12/2022 9:29:00 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public Comment - Covid Shots for children
External Email
If you require covid vaccinations for children, we will be pulling our two children out of
the public school system.

______________________________________________
From: Comcast
Sent: 1/9/2022 5:18:38 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: mRNA shot
External Email
Please vote against subjecting our children to an unnecessary shot that’s causing heart
problems, blood clots, myocarditis and death. Kids aren’t Guinea pigs.
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Paula White
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:00:11 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/12/2022 7:53:50 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Public comment: TAG faulty rationale

From: Audra Houston <maxcandy123@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2022 9:17 PM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Public comment: TAG faulty rationale

External Email
Hello kelie,

Please forward my comments as an exhibit of public comment.

The rationale in the presentation the TAG is using is faulty. It is also agenda-driven.

How can the TAG rationally make the case that mandating Covid vaccines is valid based
on a criteria of effectiveness? The mRNA vaccines continue to decline in their
effectiveness with each mutation. With Omicron, the vaccines’ prevention is now almost
zero. The TAG is clearly not following the science.

And here is where the TAGs’ rationale completely falls down: based on slide 5 bullet 2:
the criteria for the disease is that it must be a vaccine-preventable disease. Covid does
not meet that criteria as vaccines are failing to prevent it.

And most importantly, the FDA has not approved the Covid vaccines for children under
16.

Therefore, the TAG is failing to follow science, data, or even the FDA. The group is clearly
incompetent and because their ineptitude is putting the public at risk, they should be
removed from their positions.

TAG slides as of Jan 11:

https://sboh.wa.gov/Portals/7/Doc/TAG%20Meetings/FINAL%20%20TAG%20Orientation%20-%20Process%20Overview.pdf
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2FPortals%2F7%2F
%2520TAG%2520Orientation%2520%2520Process%2520Overview.pdf&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C2fa20d05535d43f5

Audra Houston

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 8:14:53 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vaccine Requirement for School Children

From: Rosina Robbins <b.springsmom@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 11:33 AM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Vaccine Requirement for School Children

External Email
Dear Christy Hoff,

I apologize for leaving your name off my previous message.

Please don’t make vaccinations mandatory for all school children. There are numerous
sincerely held reasons parents don’t want their children vaccinated that are VERY
important to them. They will be forced to take their children out of school if the mandate
is imposed. Children have suffered enough because of this pandemic. Please don’t make
it worse.

The National Vaccine Injury Compensation Program is in place for those who may be
injured by a lot of vaccines and The Countermeasures Injury Compensation Program is in
place to compensate people injured by the Covid-19 vaccine in particular (which is not a
vaccine in the way all other vaccines that I have ever heard of are). Since Covid-19,
especially the Omicron variant which is the main variant at this time, has such low
incidence of injury to children; I believe the vaccine may well be more dangerous than
the disease. Where there is a risk there should be a choice.

It makes me SHUDDER to think the federal government can force people to make
medical decisions they don’t believe are good for them. Being forced to wear a mask is
bad enough but being forced to have your children injected with something that has a
potential for harm is just too much. Where have our rights to make medical decisions

gone? You can’t see people’s medical records because of HIPPA regulations but you can
demand whether or not they have had an injection, and how many. It does not make
sense, it seems to me it should be illegal.

Sincerely,
Rosina Robbins
Mother and grandmother

______________________________________________
From: Alina Nesterchuk
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:50:21 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cristina Shabro
Sent: 1/8/2022 12:20:54 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 5:28:18 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: WAC 246-100

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: Dpmoyn <dpmoyn@aol.com>
Sent: Monday, January 10, 2022 2:46 PM
To: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: WAC 246-100

External Email
Hello,

I oppose the quarantine/vaccine mandates.

My understanding is that there will be a Wednesday meeting to discuss, among other
efforts, the move to involuntarily detain those who are not vaccinated in quarantine
facilities that have been created here in WA state - didn't think we were Australia?

Over the past three weeks, every one of our family/extended family members have all
had the COVID virus = all vaccinated and boosted. It is beyond comprehension that there
would be a move to quarantine people who've rejected the vaccines to now continue the
misinformation that only the unvaccinated can get the virus.

Hoping that the truth re: vaccinated getting the virus (Whoopi anyone/numerous political
figures, etc.?) who diligently followed all they've been commanded to do will put to rest
the notion that the unvaccinated are the problem.

Thank you.

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:46:04 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: vaccine

From: Julie Hafen <compassjulie@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 8:13 AM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: vaccine

External Email
Hello,

Our kids will be pulled out of public school if the covid vaccine becomes a requirement or
they are discriminated against for not having it.

1- The risk of severe illness or death to children is still very low, considerably lower than
influenza. There is a higher risk of adverse reactions to the vaccine. It is not our
children's responsibility to protect the vulnerable at their own risk. Any vulnerable
teachers and staff are welcome to vaccinate themselves to mitigate their own risk.

2- Vaccinated are still becoming infected and are spreading it the same as unvaccinated,
posing the same risk to the vulnerable. Again, the vulnerable all have access to the
vaccine to mitigate their own risk as they see fit.

3- While adverse reactions to the vaccine may be fairly low in the short term, they do
happen. there are literally zero long-term studies in humans to know if there will be any
impacts to health down the road. History is full of products once deemed to be safe by
the FDA that are now banned. Let's see how this looks in 5 to ten years.

4- I would also like to add that as long as "any cloth or paper" mask is deemed sufficient,
I will consider the source of the requirement to be of questionable intent. ALL ACTUAL
SCIENCE has consistently shown an actual surgical mask to have marginal effectiveness
against a virus, with a K95 or N95 to be the only mask to make much difference. The
flimsy cloth or paper that the majority of children are wearing is less than effective. I
would like the data on how many staff and children are out of WA schools with other
viral/respiratory illnesses/asthma compared to the 2018/2019 school year. Our circle of
children have been continually struggling with this since the beginning of school. Please

see The University of Michigan website for info on their influenza outbreak that was
severe enough that the CDC was called in. This university requires masks AND vaccines
(and lets not forget that influenza particles are significantly larger than Covid particles).
These are college students, capable of better mask hygiene than the younger children.

https://news.umich.edu/cdc-on-u-m-campus-to-research-flu-cases/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fnews.umich.edu%2Fcdcon-u-m-campus-to-research-flucases%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C461369f18bfa4da2d31808d9d2059328%7C

Thank you,
Julie Hafen
Spokane Valley, WA 99016

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 7:42:33 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Fwd: I Oppose

Get Outlook for iOS
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fo0ukef&data=04%7C0
________________________________
From: Randy Skelton <trainercre@yahoo.com>
Sent: Sunday, January 9, 2022 9:39:30 AM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: I Oppose
External Email
I oppose the proposed WAC’s 246-100-070, WAC 246-100-045, WAC 246-100-040, WAC
246-100, WAC 246-105
I am completely against giving local health officers use of law enforcement and the use of
an emergency order to involuntarily detain a person or family into a quarantine facility if
they refuse the requests of medical examination, testing, treatment, counseling, or
vaccination.
I am completely against covid-19 injections as part of the school immunization
requirements using WAC 246-105.
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Gina Angelo
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:11:10 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Testify Online Survey
Sent: 1/11/2022 11:33:01 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Survey Response: Testify Online *
The following survey response is submitted:
1.
State Board of Health Meeting Date:

________________________________
01-12-2022

2.
Agenda Item or Issue:

________________________________
K-12 COVID-19 VACCINE MANDATE

3.
Your Name:

________________________________
SABRINA S

4.
Do you have a professional title?

2.

No

5.
Are you representing an organization?

2.

No

6.
Address:

________________________________
4026B Maple St. LOON LAKE, WA 99148

7.
Email:

________________________________
smetlow14@gmail.com

8.
Phone Number (Include Area Code):

9.
Do you have any special expertise relevant to this topic?

2.

No

10.
Are you testifying on a specific proposal under consideration by the board?

1.

Yes

________________________________
K-12 COVID-19 VACCINE MANDATE

11.
Are you Pro or Con on the proposal?

2.

Con

________________________________
CON on the proposal as it goes against our rights as parents as and of parents of citizen's
of the United States of America!!!!

______________________________________________
From: Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 7:57:11 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Violation of constitution

From: Rachelle Jameson <RachelleJameson_5@msn.com>
Sent: Sunday, January 9, 2022 5:12 PM
To: Haag, Hannah R (SBOH) <Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Violation of constitution

External Email
You all need to back off. You need to stand up for the facts and the truth. The truth is
covid was here before March lockdowns and no one gave a fuck. They only cared about
impeachment. Several of my family members had covid in January 2020 before it was
supposedly even here. We got the anti bodies test a year and a half later and we have
the antibodies still. Plus non of us have been sick in 2 years. I personally have done my
own research and everyone I know that had covid and did not get vaccinated have not
been sick since. Those I know who have been vaxxed have continued to get sick or have
other health issues. So if you wanna do the right thing to stop covid, stop the mandates
stop trying to force the Vax because you won't win. If you keep trying to force you will
have thousands that will fight back as well as you will never stop covid if you continue to
try to mandate vaccines. The flu has never been stopped so what makes you think you
can stop this by forcing vaccines

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone
Get Outlook for Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2FAAb9ysg&data=04%7C

______________________________________________
From: Olga Romaniv
Sent: 1/9/2022 8:54:39 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Caitlin Thornburg
Sent: 1/7/2022 4:27:40 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 12:26:54 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: SBOH Vaxx, Involuntary Commitment to Quarantine Camps & Other
UnConstitutional Silliness

From: Van Byington <silentbrave@yahoo.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 10:28 PM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: SBOH Vaxx, Involuntary Commitment to Quarantine Camps & Other
UnConstitutional Silliness

External Email
Dear Manager Kahler, Washington State Board of Health Members, et.al.

I urge you to consider the real science and full spectrum of medical data when
considering requiring a COVID vaccine for day care and school attendance. Randomized
controlled trials are the gold standard in medical research because there is a control
group.

Pfizer conducted a randomized control trial of 44,000 patients divided into two groups.
One group gets the vaccine, one group gets a placebo. More people died in the Pfiizer
vaccine group than in the placebo group. The difference wasn’t statistically significant but
scientifically one cannot claim these vaccines reduce death.

A matter of fact was a double blind study that was done with only 4,000 adolescents,
aged 12-15. A study this small will not show up risk. Of the inoculated group of 1,005,
zero tested positive for C-19, while the placebo group of 978 had 18 who tested positive
for C-19. The Pfizer group claimed great results. However, since adolescents are a
statistically 0% risk of death from Covid-19, and a very low risk of severe illness, the
inoculation is of little benefit to them. Instead, it presents a very real risk of adverse
events.

The Pfizer study wasn’t actually designed to find those. A serious Adverse Event,
including death, that occurred at a 1/800 rate might not even show up in a sample of
1,005 people. But, in this case, it did. Among the 1,005 adolescents, there WAS at least
one serious adverse event - the death of Maddie de Garay.

The Pfizer and Moderna vaccines use non-FDA-approved mRNA gene therapy, according
to their filings with the US Securities and Exchange Commission. Clinical trials for the
drugs conclude in 2023. The only FDA-approved version of the vaccine is Comirnaty,
which is not currently available, and is different than the emergency use authorized
Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine. 21 US Code 360BBB protects one’s right to refuse any
emergency use authorized medial products, therefore it is illegal to mandate an EUA
vaccine.

The VAERS database is the database for vaccine injuries. A Harvard report in 2010 shows
that fewer than 1% of vaccines adverse events are reported to VAERS. The CDC validates
all entries and false allegations are prosecuted. Pre-COVID, VAERS shows about 158
deaths due to vaccines per year. In January 2021, over 17,000 deaths and over 70,000
hospitalizations from the Covid Vaccines were reported. This quantity of lethal reactions
have historically shut down other vaccine programs.

Further, the CDC says that the Covid hospitalization risk for children is about the same
risk of the flu.

Tens of thousands of doctors around the world, including the creator of the mRNA
technology Dr. Robert Malone, warn of the extreme dangers of this experimental Covid
drug. It is not safe, responsible, or legal to require this experimental drug for children.

Thank you for your time.

Van Byington
Tacoma, Washington

Sources/links for above statements:

https://www.fda.gov/media/150386/download
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.fda.gov%2Fmedia%2F15038
Doctor analyzes death rates in Pfizer's trial:

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=crAyJvyDygM&feature=youtu.be
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fm.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3
12-15 Adolescent Trial: All Risk, No Benefit:

https://t.me/Real_JudyMikovits/63
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ft.me%2FReal_JudyMikovits%2F63
Pfizer's 6-month data shows they do more harm than good:

https://rumble.com/vqx3kb-the-pfizer-inoculations-do-more-harm-than-good.html
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Frumble.com%2Fvqx3kbthe-pfizer-inoculations-do-more-harm-thangood.html&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C7761a5e460964a76c01308d9d412f418%7C

https://ca.childrenshealthdefense.org/uncategorized/2-things-mainstream-media-didnttell-you-about-fdas-approval-of-pfizer-vaccine/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fca.childrenshealthdefense.org%2F
things-mainstream-media-didnt-tell-you-about-fdas-approval-of-pfizervaccine%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C7761a5e460964a76c01308d9d412f418%

https://vaersanalysis.info/2021/12/25/vaers-summary-for-covid-19-vaccines-through12-17-2021/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fvaersanalysis.info%2F2021%2F12
summary-for-covid-19-vaccines-through-12-172021%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C7761a5e460964a76c01308d9d412f418%7C

https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/21/360bbb-3
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.law.cornell.edu%2Fuscode%
3&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C7761a5e460964a76c01308d9d412f418%7C11d0e21

______________________________________________
From: Anna Stanavitch
Sent: 1/8/2022 8:00:57 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Paul Schweiss
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:48:32 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Angelina Zgherea
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:55:21 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Patrick Peck
Sent: 1/8/2022 4:09:21 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Bradley Godwin
Sent: 1/9/2022 9:36:53 PM
To: Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: Recent Executive Order Bringing Power to XM
External Email

Read the latest blog posts on the recent executive order.
Click here
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fcarahevents.carahsoft.com%2Fgo
to view this message in a browser window

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fcarahevents.carahsoft.com%2Fgo

The Presidential Executive Order
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fcarahevents.carahsoft.com%2Fgo
on customer experience, just released a major milestone in the movement to bring the
power of experience management to focus government policies, programs, and services
on the people they are designed to help. Qualtrics is the ultimate platform for collecting,
understanding, and taking action on all forms of experience data across organizations.

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fcarahevents.carahsoft.com%2Fgo

Read the Qualtrics blog post
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fcarahevents.carahsoft.com%2Fgo
to learn more about how we can help you get started.

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fcarahevents.carahsoft.com%2Fgo

Take a look
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fcarahevents.carahsoft.com%2Fgo
at our recent blog post on the Federal customer experience initiatives.

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fcarahevents.carahsoft.com%2Fgo

Bradley Godwin
703-581-6580
www.carahsoft.com/qualtrics
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fcarahevents.carahsoft.com%2Fgo
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______________________________________________
From: 3605610040@vtext.com
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:53:07 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: There should be NO mandatory vaccinations. We The ...
External Email
There should be NO mandatory vaccinations. We The People demand our Freedom of
choice.

______________________________________________
From: Chris Noll
Sent: 1/9/2022 2:08:17 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Paul Kern
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:15:27 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 10:43:21 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: I oppose

-----Original Message----From: Dorothy Denny <dennyfam5@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 6:57 AM
Subject: I oppose
External Email
I oppose the proposed WAC’s 246-100-070, WAC 246-100-045, WAC 246-100-040, WAC
246-100, WAC 246-105
I am completely against giving local health officers use of law enforcement and the use of
an emergency order to involuntarily detain a person or family into a quarantine facility if
they refuse the requests of medical examination, testing, treatment, counseling, or
vaccination.
I am completely against covid-19 injections as part of the school immunization
requirements using WAC 246-105.

______________________________________________
From: Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/11/2022 8:27:29 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Teresa Moyer

From: Teri Jobs <teri.lee.moyer@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, January 10, 2022 9:32 PM
To: Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH) <Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Teresa Moyer

External Email
My name is Teresa Moyer a long time Washington resident in Vancouver Washington.
Please do not go forward with this mandate of vaccines for all people and especially
children. There is no data or research supporting factual scientific data that these
vaccines are safer then natural immunity or early treatments. Getting everyone vaccine
will not stop transmission. These vaccines are causing genocide and adverse reactions off
the charts. Please stop vaccines.
Saying no to
WAC 246-100-070
WAC 246-100-045
WAC 246-100-040
WAC 246-100
WAC 246-105

Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Patrick Fitzgerald
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:05:46 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Child vaccinates for Covid 19
External Email
Hello,
I will make this short. I will refuse all attempts to vaccinate my children for the Covid 19
virus and will leave the State of Washington for good.
I know 100s of people that would do the same. It was put to me well years ago: States
compete in the business of human resource. You will see a mass exodus of middle to
wealthly class citizens leave this state if you impose more authoritarian law and what you
will be left with is people that cant afford your political ideals.
And lastly, Im not angry as you never make a good decision being angry. I just have
great resolve and peace of mind about the future that I solely control.
Looking at houses now in Idaho and Montana and the future looks bright.

Be well,
Patrick Fitzgerald

______________________________________________
From: Cara Tanner
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:02:40 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Patricia Aubertin
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:41:37 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 10:26:25 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Halt the Mandatory Covid Vaccine

From: Tami Saylors <tldd1272@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 9:24 AM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Halt the Mandatory Covid Vaccine

External Email
Hello,

I am writing to you to ask you to not approve the mandate for covid vaccination. This
vaccine does not prevent you from getting the covid virus, it will help with lessening the
severity of symptoms. I believe in medical freedom for my family. If this passes the state
will lose money from the federal government as many parents will pull their kids from
schools. The vaccine is not even approved by the government. It is still in the EUA stages
and not enough research has been done with the vaccine to prove it is safe.

PLEASE DO NOT APPROVE THE MANDATE!!!!!!!!

Concerned Parent,
Tami Saylors

______________________________________________
From: Amy Noll
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:34:09 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 7:51:50 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: I oppose the proposed....

From: Gary Burya <gburya1@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 12:29 PM
Subject: I oppose the proposed....

External Email
I oppose the proposed WAC’s 246-100-070, WAC 246-100-045, WAC 246-100-040, WAC
246-100, WAC 246-105
I am completely against giving local health officers use of law enforcement and the use of
an emergency order to involuntarily detain a person or family into a quarantine facility if
they refuse the requests of medical examination, testing, treatment, counseling, or
vaccination.
I am completely against covid-19 injections as part of the school immunization
requirements using WAC 246-105.

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:17:36 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: January 12 Board of Health Public Meeting proposed WAC changes.

From: TJ Buswell <rbuswell65@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 11:01 PM
To: Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH) <Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
<Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH) <Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>;
Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH) <Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>; Herendeen, Lindsay
(SBOH) <Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>; Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
<Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>; Donahoe, Kaitlyn N (SBOH)
<kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
<samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
<Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
<Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH) <Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>;
DOH WSBOH <WSBOH@SBOH.WA.GOV>; Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
<Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: January 12 Board of Health Public Meeting proposed WAC changes.

External Email
To whom it may concern,
I strongly oppose of all these proposed WAC code changes. They are in complete
opposition to our constitutional rights as Americans and our freedom of medical choices.
There is no reason that any government agency should have the right to force any citizen
to get medical treatment if they don't want to, and certainly shouldn't be forcing families,
children and schools to get vaccinated. It has proven ineffective against covid and carries
a dangerous risk of side effects. I strongly oppose the covid vaccines being added to
school vaccine requirements. I strongly oppose the use of police to enforce people
getting vaccinated and strongly oppose the requirement of people to be vaccinated. This
is a free country and we have a God given right to have freedom of choice. Within that
freedom includes freedom to chose medical treatments we want or don't want.

______________________________________________
From: Tamara Zenobia
Sent: 1/12/2022 12:25:57 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Jan 12, 2022 - WA Board of Health Meeting - Question
External Email
To WA Board Members,
My name is Tamara Zenobia, and I am the owner of Inner Guidance Healing Arts Studio
& Gallery located in Seattle, WA. I am writing you in regard to your research with the
Corona Virus, COVID-19 and its variants. I attended the WA Board of Health meeting this
morning to discuss this issue this morning regarding the mandates.
I have created a tool using principles of Sound Healing that has been proven to have an
effect on the virus in terms of an alternative to Vaccine. So much research has been
done on sound healing and its effect on disease within the human body. It has been said
that Sound Healing and Vibrational medicine is the future for pathology and medical
treatments.
As a gifted Vocal Sound Healer, I work with people globally to support their healing needs
with Sound healing. I truly believe in my work and that it may be a source of help in
finding a long term and complete solution to the Corona Virus and its variants. I would
love to have access to a lab or to work with researchers who would be willing to
investigate my work. If it is proven via the normal scientific methods that it works I
would like to know how to make it more readily available to people.

I would like a recommendation to a research lab that would be willing to take on the task
of testing my alternative solution using Sound Healing to cure COVID. We need to bring
peace back to our communities and restore trust. Please do not ignore this plea for
alternative research. I want to support solutions and alternatives to the vaccine that
could bring our communities back to life and order.

Kind regards,
Tamara Zenobia,
Improvisational Storyteller, Medium, Vocal Alchemist & Performance Artist
Inner Guidance Healing Arts Studio & Gallery
Butterfly Jazz Intuitive Arts LLC
tamarazenobia.com
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.tamarazenobia.com%2F&dat
206.375.8529

______________________________________________
From: Bailey Coumont
Sent: 1/8/2022 12:16:21 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Greg Egbert
Sent: 1/9/2022 4:00:33 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Emma Richley
Sent: 1/8/2022 9:57:34 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Aaron Ennis
Sent: 1/9/2022 1:21:53 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
Sent: 1/8/2022 4:59:08 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: no covid vaccines for kids

--Samantha Pskowski (she/her/hers)
Washington State Board of Health
360-789-2358
-----Original Message----From: jan hamblen <janhamblen7@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 7:38 AM
To: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: no covid vaccines for kids
External Email
I am strongly opposed to adding covid vaccine for children to the WAC-246-105-030
Covid vaccines remain under emergency use authorization and the rules that apply to
that status Children under 18 yr have extremely low clinical risk from covid infection
Children have a much higher risk of adverse event to the vaccine- including life long
health issues Research supporting child vaccinations safety is flawed by the methods
used to collect it Covid vaccines do NOT prevent getting it or transmitting it
DO NOT subject our children's heath to a failed vaccine and the future unknown risks it
may cause

______________________________________________
From: Patricio Freeman
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:07:46 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 8:09:20 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: advisory board input

From: Barbara Miller <barbmiller75@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 11:46 AM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: advisory board input

External Email
Dear Advisory Board for the Washington State Board of Health:

I am writing to voice my concerns about the Board of Health proposing a policy change to
WAC 246.

WAC 246-100 states: Allow local health officers to use law enforcement (WAC 246-100070) to force an emergency order to involuntarily detain a person or group of persons
(families) to be isolated in a quarantine facility (WAC 246-100-045) following refusal to
voluntary comply with requests for medical examination, testing, treatment, counseling,
vaccination (WAC 246-100-040). These specifics come from WAC 246-100.

This is a frightening idea that feels like it comes straight out of Nazi Germany. It would
be the most discriminatory action taken by our nation to date. The very idea that the
state could detain people for refusal to comply with vaccine mandates flies in the face of
common sense. The Covid “vaccine” does not prevent transmission or protect one from
getting Covid. It is also not considering the large percentage of the population that have
already acquired natural immunity through having had Covid. Would you think it was ok
to use law enforcement to involuntarily detain vaccinated individuals as well? Are we
turning into a police state?

We must not usurp the rights of individuals’ freedom to take care of themselves in a
manner that reflects their religious and moral beliefs.

Please stand for our freedoms. Please consider that action to support the use of law
enforcement in this way will most certainly create a divided population that will not stand
together. I fear the negative ramifications will be far greater than any intended good it
will have.

With respect,

Barbara Miller
Barbmiller75@gmail.com <mailto:Barbmiller75@gmail.com>

______________________________________________
From: Darryl Jones
Sent: 1/12/2022 7:42:37 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: NO on Unconstitutional Vaccine Agenda
External Email
Washington State Board of Health
I object to the plan to apply current infectious disease WAC codes to include Covid-19 for
Washington State residents. This disease is manageable if treatment is started early.
Moreover, it is survivable by more than 90 percent of the population. Covid vaccines
have little effect on the Omicron variant, and in fact, most people who get this variant
have been fully vaccinated, some have even received booster shots. Being fully
vaccinated will require regular booster shots, forever!
Including Covid vaccines as a requirement for attending public school is completely
unnecessary. ++++++++++++ Children have little risk from Covid-19, but they do
have considerable risk from the unapproved Covid vaccines. ++++++++++++
In America, health officers do not have the right to quarantine a person or family in a
prison-type facility for refusing the Covid vaccination or any other medical intervention.
++++++++++++ This is not about +our +health;+ +it ++++++++++++is +an
unconstitutional, criminal attempt for the government to control the population. Those
who are proposing this plan should be charged with treason.
Signed, darryl jones

______________________________________________
From: Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 8:52:14 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: I Oppose!

From: Sabrina S <srose7719@yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 10:58 AM
To: Haag, Hannah R (SBOH) <Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: I Oppose!

External Email
I oppose the proposed WAC’s 246-100-070, WAC 246-100-045, WAC 246-100-040, WAC
246-100, WAC 246-105

I am completely against giving local health officers use of law enforcement and the use of
an emergency order to involuntarily detain a person or family into a quarantine facility if
they refuse the requests of medical examination, testing, treatment, counseling, or
vaccination.

I am completely against covid-19 injections as part of the school immunization
requirements using WAC 246-105.

______________________________________________
From: Testify Online Survey
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:05:33 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Survey Response: Testify Online *
The following survey response is submitted:
1.
State Board of Health Meeting Date:

________________________________
January 12 2022

2.
Agenda Item or Issue:

3.
Your Name:

4.
Do you have a professional title?

1.

Yes

5.
Are you representing an organization?

1.

Yes

6.
Address:

7.
Email:

8.
Phone Number (Include Area Code):

9.
Do you have any special expertise relevant to this topic?

1.

Yes

10.
Are you testifying on a specific proposal under consideration by the board?

2.

No

11.
Are you Pro or Con on the proposal?

2.

Con

________________________________
So you guys are not discussing quarantine camps today or forcing our children to take an
experiment to go to school, but you are wanting to inact a law to make it possible, while
you are hiring a covid strike force for months with job listings for a quarantine camp or a
"vaccinator" You people must think we are idiots, but then again you disabled the
comments in the meeting. We know what you are doing.

______________________________________________
From: Gordon Haggerty
Sent: 1/12/2022 1:25:03 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Testimony on the Revised Communicable Disease Rule
External Email
Thank you for the opportunity to testify before you today. My name is Gordon Haggerty,
and I am speaking in opposition to your proposed rule change.
I am sure you are aware of the fact that trust in our public health agencies has been
severely eroded over the past two years. As a result, many of us have become very
sensitive to the overreach we have seen regarding mandates on meetings, schools,
masks, vaccines, movement and careers - all in the name of protecting public health and
safety, while natural immunity is not even taken into account. Neither are practical
measures, like managing our lifestyles to strengthen our immune systems and reduce
comorbidity factors.
So it should not come as a surprise to you that there would be a huge pushback at an
attempt to repurpose an old HIV rule that includes provisions for forcible enforcement,
detention, and / or quarantining, along with other measures that are in clear violation of
our constitutionally guaranteed liberties.
I am thankful to have been born and raised in this great country, which is lovingly known
as the LAND OF THE FREE AND THE HOME OF THE BRAVE. I want to remind everyone
here that our precious freedoms have been bought and paid for by the blood sacrifice of
millions of brave men and women who have preceded us.
They will be the first to tell you that the freedoms we enjoy are neither free nor safe.
Risk is always a major component of freedom, and we cannot and will not sacrifice our
personal liberties and God-given rights for the sake of perceived comfort or safety.
Sacrificing our constitutionally guarantees to personal liberty, choice and privacy for a bit
of perceived comfort and safety is NOT acceptable, and I urge you to be VERY CAREFUL
about what kind of rules you make, as you may be letting a genie out of a bottle that you
may not be able to get back in - and the kinds of civil disobedience that might result
from attempts to enforce this rule.
Thank you for your time, and please know that we are praying that you will make the
right decisions.
May God save America.
Gordon Haggerty
ghaggerrty@gmail.com <mailto:ghaggerrty@gmail.com>

Gordon Haggerty
ghaggerrty@gmail.com <mailto:ghaggerrty@gmail.com>
Mobile/Text: +1-206-228-0468

______________________________________________
From: Sherrye Morgan Calderon
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:52:05 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: PUBLIC COMMENTS FROM 1/12/2022
External Email
MY QURESTIONS...Sherrye Calderon (You) 09:26 AM
What is the purpose of this meeting IF NOT about covid vax for children and for
considering detainment? Why is this WAC being discussed?
Sherrye Calderon (You) 09:30 AM
HIV? Is that a ruse?
Sherrye Calderon (You) 09:36 AM
If the board has no access to the comments, then WHY is there a comment box?
Sherrye Calderon (You) 09:40 AM
It is NOT misinformation! Stop sending this message as it is insulting to our intelligence.
NO, it is not FALSE you are using your "language" to deceive the public.
Sherrye Calderon (You) 09:41 AM
In this state, with the MASSIVE mandates, restrictions, why would you expect anything
LESS than mass fear???
Sherrye Calderon (You) 10:02 AM
If the Q&A box is not available to the board, then why are some comments being
answered and others not?
Sherrye Calderon (You) 10:06 AM
How many are viewing?
Sherrye Calderon (You) 10:13 AM Dismissed by host
Vaccines are obviously NOT preventing COVID; stop the mandates!
Sherrye Calderon (You) 10:14 AM Dismissed by host
Cases are NOT as severe - please stop the fear-mongering.
Sherrye Calderon (You) 10:17 AM
Where the the map to the Monoclonal Antibody Therapies that are successful at
preventing severe cases and hospitalizations. We had a terrible time finding access but
we did, through no help from our Governor, BOH or the medical community. Citizens
deserve much better information on successful therapeutics when early in their
diagnosis.
Sherrye Calderon (You) 10:23 AM
Please define for us the numbers of hospitalizations related to ONLY COVID. We have
been summarily deceived the past 2 years on the case / hospitalization / death numbers
of COVID with CDC manipulating the cause of death definition. We want to know the
numbers of isolated COVID cases ONLY with no co-morbities.
Sherrye Calderon (You) 10:25 AM
Everyone I have known of late, infected with COVID, has been fully vaxxed and boosted.
Does little to substantiate your concern over non-vaxxed citizens. If anyone on this feed
has an answer, please chime in.
Sherrye Calderon (You) 10:27 AM
Most people who have this COVID variant have "bad colds" something we have lived with
our entire lives and which have NEVER been tracked with the same diligence this variant
is being tracked. If it had been, I would expect greater spread; are we being spoofed
over COVID...I suspect so.
~ "Earth has no sorrow that Heaven cannot heal." Thomas Moore ~

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 9:49:27 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Infectious disease code

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111
-----Original Message----From: Casi Haigh <casi_haigh@yahoo.com>
Sent: Saturday, January 8, 2022 9:30 AM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>; Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH)
<Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>; Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
<Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>;
Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH) <kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
<Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>; Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
<Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>; Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH)
<Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
<Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>;
Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH) <Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Infectious disease code
External Email
To whom it may concern,
I have been a Washington citizen for my entire 33 years of life. I am a mother of 3 and
married to a firefighter. I am writing you regarding Covid-19 disease being added to the
infectious disease code. My entire family has had this infection, and we now have
antibodies.
Do not add Covid-19 to the current infectious disease WAC codes, as this is not a disease
that causes death as our Government Regime would like for us to believe, with a 96% +
survival rate, “False Information” & “NO complete TRANSPARENCY”, being an
“EXPERIMENTAL Vaccines” all of which comes from our Government, should not ever be
taken to the lengths that it has.
This is my understanding to the pandemic; I would like you to consider this information
and again DO NOT ADD Covid-19 to WA WAC Codes.
1. Federal government wants to run roughshod over state powers, contrary to what the
Founding Fathers intended in the Ninth and 10th Amendments to the Bill of Rights, which
reserved powers to the states.
2. Dr. Francis Boyle is an international law expert. He’s also an expert on ‘genetic
bioweapons.’ And he was a gentleman who framed the ‘anti-terrorism act.’ It’s called the
“Bioweapons Anti-Terrorism Act” or B.W.A.T.A. It was framed in 1989, signed into law in
1990 by President George W. Bush, with unanimous approval from the U.S. Senate and
the U.S. Congress. And so, if there is a Genetic Bioweapons Anti-terrorism Act, it means
obviously there must be a genetic bioweapons industry. And I want you to know, that on
this earth: 22 nations on planet earth have what we call BSL4 Labs, BSL4 Labs means
Bio Safety Level 4. Bio Safety Level 4 is the highest level of Bio Safety.

3. Dr. Derek Knauss, A clinical scientist Southern California laboratory immunologistvirologist says “he and colleagues from 7 universities, that of 1500 samples of people
tested “positive” for Covid-19 could not find any (0) . All the people were simply found to
have influenza A and to a lesser extent influenza B”.
4. New Zealand has locked its entire citizenry down for one, yes one new case of COVID.
This simply boggles the mind. A look across the United States shows a similar trend in
states led by democrat leaders. The separation of powers, or the powers granted to the
states under the constitution is the only thing stopping America from looking like the
examples listed above. Leaders in the red states are essentially holding the line against
national oppression in America, but they cannot do this alone.
I can predict with relative certainty that new variants or strains are about to emerge.
New bloated case counts, not deaths of course, will pepper the headlines of news
organizations, hysteria will once again rule the news cycles. Continued public crises are
going to manifest and perpetuate fear throughout our communities. My hope is that you
are done being scared; and anger and outrage finally sets in. Remember, you are
exceptional. I can also say with absolute certainty that they will come for you one day,
not matter who you are if you don’t stand up now, vaccinated or not. Tyranny has no
boundaries; and there are bigger plans for you, your children and your wealth. Globalism
has found its way into American culture; and it is poisoning from within. Digital
passports, digital currencies, elimination of privacy and private property ownership; and
massive taxation are happening as we speak; and are modern day tools of enslavement.
The time has come to resist lockdown measures (peacefully of course) and say no to
tyranny. Collectively we are stronger than the world’s largest armies. We will not give up
any of our civil liberties granted to us under our Constitution. We will not comply with
vaccine passports. We will not allow segregation and discrimination to take new root in
America. We will not enforce any mask mandates, especially of our children. We will not
frequent businesses that promote targeted oppression of our neighbors. We will not be
bullied by state agencies or elected abusers.
5. Natural Immunity has never been approved or meds that has proven to work,
Ivermectin and hydroxychloroqine
6. I believe are state will suffer if any more mandates or codes are enforced at this time
and more than likely the citizens will boycott businesses that enact segregated practices
on our fellow citizens. We will have a zero tolerance for civil liberty abuses on our
citizenry. We will utilize the American court system of justice; and non-violent civil
disobedience to combat despotism and tyranny, as Dr Martin Luther King Jr has taught
us. Above all else, we will remain free people.
Thank you, for your time and concern and please remember to open your heart, soul and
mind to all the issues that I have tried to convey.
Please also remember, this is unconstitutional and goes against everything our country
has been built upon. We are people too, and our children are children. This experimental
shot is not the answer, changing directions is.
Casi Mott
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 4:10:26 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vaccinations

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: Virginia Learned <gin@claylearned.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 11:57 AM
To: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Vaccinations

External Email

To:
Washington State Board of Health.

I am writing to inform you as a voting and concerne citizen of the State of Washington
that I am against any mandate that forces children and their families to vaccinate against
the Covid 19 virus and any of its variants, at this time. These supposed vaccinations
have been thus far ineffective.

If in futher studies, this vaccine could prove to be safe for everyone, then I would
reconsider. But at this time there is not enough information and studies to prove this
vaccine safe, expecially for those who are our future.

I am not someone opposed to vaccines in general. My children and I have had several.
There are others we have chosen not to recieve as well because we have felt them not
necessary after consulting with our PCP.

Please do your part to stop this political play that is taking place throughout our nation
and do what is best for the health of all individuals.

The critical statement below is "provide immunity", which is not happening. If this were
the case then we would not be seeing all the breakthrough cases of this disease. So why
give our children something that has been proven not to be effective.

Thank you for "hearing" me as a voting citizen of this state and one who cares about the
health of my children, grandchildren and my neighbors.

Regards,
Virginia Learned

Voter
Business Owner
Community Volunteer
Mother
Grandmother
Wife
Believer

Sent from my Galaxy

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:13:21 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vote no for mandates for children from a vaccinated mother

From: Charlene Toma <charkin416@yahoo.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 11:47 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Cc: Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH) <Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>; Hoff, Christy Curwick
(SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
<Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
<samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; Donahoe, Kaitlyn N (SBOH)
<kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>;
Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH) <Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>; Schreiber, Tracy N
(SBOH) <Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
<Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>;
Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH) <Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>; DOH WSBOH
<WSBOH@SBOH.WA.GOV>; Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Vote no for mandates for children from a vaccinated mother

External Email
Hello,

I am writing to hopefully help persuade you to vote no on mandating the vaccine for kids
in the school system. I'm not opposed to vaccines. My kids have all their other vaccines,
and I myself have gotten the covid vaccine. I'm a fairly reasonable person and believe
this is an over step. I might one day be comfortable having my kids get the covid
vaccine, but there's not enough long term data for me to be comfortable at this time.
And children have a very low risk of hospitalization or death from covid. What about
those that already had covid. Why should they be required to get vaccinated when they
already had covid and have natural immunity. And, if people are concerned, they should
get vaccinated, which would help protect themselves. So if they're vaccinated, why does
it matter if my child is not?

Another concern is discrimination. I truly believe this is discriminatory. Someone should
be allowed to attend school and better their futures whether they are vaccinated or not.
It only affects them. Everyone else concerned should be vaccinated.

If your argument about the mandate is that other vaccines are mandated. Well, my
counter would be that those other vaccines have been around a little longer. I'm
comfortable with giving my children vaccines that have a little longer track record. I'm
also comfortable giving my children vaccines for diseases that greatly effect children and

their health. If you look at the grand scope of childrens risks of hospitalizations and
death of covid that thankfully children are a very low risk demographic. They're allot
more likely to die from a car accident on their way to school than die from catching covid
at school. Let's make sure we're really understanding risk here. And not letting fear drive
this decision.

I believe fear is driving this mandate. And although it comes from an altruistic place, I
think the decision to follow through with the mandates do more harm than good. We
need to be reasonable at evaluating and understanding risk.
I would hate for my children to lose out on a good education due to the actions of the
board. Please be reasonable. Please allow people to make a decision that works best for
their families. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Charlene Emard

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.onelink.me%2F107872968%3F

______________________________________________
From: Amber Hyatt
Sent: 1/8/2022 1:23:33 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 9:04:08 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Fwd: Vaccine k-12

Get Outlook for iOS
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fo0ukef&data=04%7C0
________________________________
From: Dwain Wolfe <nhccwolfe@hotmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 12:44:23 PM
To: Dwain Wolfe <nhccwolfe@hotmail.com>
Subject: Vaccine k-12
External Email
Dear representative,
Please let it be known many thousands of us are opposed to mandatory vaccines for our
children. Please carry this message forward into the coming health discussion. I
represent a community of over 500 and all of our community stands against any such
proposal. Thank you for serving and thank you for listening.
Dwain Wolfe
Lake Tapps WA

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/8/2022 12:51:18 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Proposed forced detention and quarantine policy

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov>
360-236-4105

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01%
| Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH%
|Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: Dan Mangum <wolfdog7@protonmail.com>
Sent: Saturday, January 8, 2022 12:50 AM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Proposed forced detention and quarantine policy

External Email
Hello.
I am writing to let you know that this proposed policy is the kind of thing one would
expect from Communist China, the Soviet Union, North Korea, or Nazi Germany. This is
TOTALLY UNACCEPTABLE!
This is far beyond the overreach that the Biden administration is committing with it's
vaccine mandate for private employers and that is likey about to be blocked by the
Suprteme Court.
I am stunned to think that anyone would think that this is even remotely legal let alone
moral. How could anyone concieve of this?
History will take a very dim view of those responsible for even considering this.
The volume of legal challenges to this will be staggering.

And to what end? "Cases" may be up but deaths are way down. There is no need for this
at all.
This is not what we do in free civilized society.
Shame on all those who are involved in such an evil undertaking.
Let's not turn Washington state into the Fourth Reich, because that is exactly what this
proposal means.

Thank you.
Dan M

"The crowd neither wants nor seeks knowledge, and the leaders of the crowd, in their
own interests, try to strengthen its fear and dislike of everything new and unknown. The
slavery in which mankind lives is based upon this fear".

~ G.I. Gurdjieff

Sent with ProtonMail
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fprotonmail.com%2F&data=04%7C
Secure Email.

______________________________________________
From: Elke Schwartz
Sent: 1/10/2022 10:16:22 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/11/2022 7:43:06 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: I oppose the proposed WAC’s

-----Original Message----From: Ann Hunt <annakhunt7@aol.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2022 7:40 PM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: I oppose the proposed WAC’s
External Email
I oppose the proposed WAC’s 246-100-070, WAC 246-100-045, WAC 246-100-040, WAC
246-100, WAC 246-105
I am completely against giving local health officers use of law enforcement and the use of
an emergency order to involuntarily detain a person or family into a quarantine facility if
they refuse the requests of medical examination, testing, treatment, counseling, or
vaccination.
I am completely against covid-19 injections as part of the school immunization
requirements using WAC 246-105.

______________________________________________
From: Wayne Ogilvy
Sent: 1/11/2022 6:53:48 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Fredrick Millar
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:39:25 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Darlene McClatchie
Sent: 1/8/2022 9:06:49 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Connie Anderson
Sent: 1/8/2022 7:29:42 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:55:36 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: NO mandatory vaccination for kids

-----Original Message----From: allison baxter <kwikdrw56@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 1:48 PM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: NO mandatory vaccination for kids
External Email
The vaccines are only EUA, emergency use authorization, not FDA approved for
permanent use
There are no long-term studies to document ANY history of safety
Studies DO now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both get and transmit
Covid, therefore
The vaccine DOES NOT STOP the spread of the disease

Allison Baxter
Ravensdale, WA

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 9:59:59 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Forced covid shots on school children

From: Cynthia Avanzino <cjaa727@hotmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 9:54 AM
To: Donahoe, Kaitlyn N (SBOH) <kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Hoff, Christy Curwick
(SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Forced covid shots on school children

External Email
1/7/22

I am against forcing the Covid shot on school children or anyone. This will force parents
to take their children out of school who are against this. Is this your goal or is your goal
for children to have an education without controlling them. I want my disagreement to be
noted.

Thank you.

Cynthia Avanzino

______________________________________________
From: Paul Moore
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:27:53 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 1:18:54 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Public Comment

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: Marilyn Bennett <mjvobennett@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 9:52 AM
To: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Public Comment

External Email

Dear Board Member,

With headlines like this today, I do not think there is enough information to be making a
mandate for shots for covid for children. SAY NO TO ANY MANDATES. INFORMED
CONSENT is required for medical decisions by the individual or the minors parents.
Judge Gives FDA Just Over 8 Months to Produce Pfizer’s Safety Data
The decision rejects the FDA's request to release the data over what would be 75 years.
Sincerely,
Marilyn Bennett

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 9:57:34 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: WAC 246-100-070, WAC 246-100-045, WAC 246-100-040 and WAC 246105

From: Debbie Bowen <nanadlb@hotmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 10:05 AM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Fwd: WAC 246-100-070, WAC 246-100-045, WAC 246-100-040 and WAC 246105

External Email

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: Debbie Bowen <nanadlb@hotmail.com <mailto:nanadlb@hotmail.com> >
Date: January 7, 2022 at 9:35:19 AM PST
To: "melanie.hiswa@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:melanie.hiswa@sboh.wa.gov> "
<melanie.hiswa@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:melanie.hiswa@sboh.wa.gov> >
Subject: Fwd: WAC 246-100-070, WAC 246-100-045, WAC 246-100-040 and
WAC 246-105
�
Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:
From: Debbie Bowen <nanadlb@hotmail.com
<mailto:nanadlb@hotmail.com> >
Date: January 7, 2022 at 9:15:18 AM PST
To: "wsboh@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:wsboh@sboh.wa.gov> "
<wsboh@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:wsboh@sboh.wa.gov> >
Subject: WAC 246-100-070, WAC 246-100-045, WAC 246-100-040 and
WAC 246-105
�
I totally oppose children getting vaccinated with an emergency untested
vaccine. They are at high risk of adverse complications including sickness, hospitalization
or heart disease. I believe is is safer and more beneficial for them to get Covid and have
natural immunity as a result.

The DOH should not have the power to involuntarily inject children or adult
citizens of the United States. This is coercion and illegal. We the people have a right to
choose what is injected into our bodies. These proposed Covid Policies are an over-reach
and immoral.

Sincerely,
Deborah Bowen

Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 7:46:31 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Fwd: Community and love

Get Outlook for iOS
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fo0ukef&data=04%7C0
________________________________
From: myelectronicmailbox <myelectronicmailbox@protonmail.com>
Sent: Saturday, January 8, 2022 1:57:33 PM
Subject: Community and love
External Email
Please say no to these continued tactics of fear and control. We cannot control this virus.
We need health, exercise, community, nutrition and love.
Pumping children full of experimental drugs and endless boosters, masking smiles and
inhibiting a child's right to breathe fresh air. These methods are not working. Please read
The Real Anthony Fauci which is a #1 bestseller so you can be informed on what is going
on.
Together we can end this by ensuring medical freedom, insuring community and real
health - nutrition, fitness, friendship. Enough of fear, propaganda, mandates,
concentration camps. Enough.
Thank you!

Sent with ProtonMail
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fprotonmail.com%2F&data=04%7C
Secure Email.

______________________________________________
From: T Cook
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:54:30 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Re: comments
External Email
The only mask that really works is a N95 respirator. If it lets out unfiltered air it is
useless.
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:52 AM T Cook <tmcook61@gmail.com
<mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:
Masks do nothing.
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:52 AM T Cook <tmcook61@gmail.com
<mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:

Natural immunity is more longer term and efficient!
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:40 AM T Cook <tmcook61@gmail.com
<mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:

Systemic racism?!
Get CRT out of this arena.
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:40 AM T Cook <tmcook61@gmail.com
<mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:

Vaccine Equity?
How about being able to decide what you do with your own
body?
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:37 AM T Cook
<tmcook61@gmail.com <mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:

It is not a vaccine or immunization!
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:36 AM T Cook
<tmcook61@gmail.com <mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:

Increasing immunity levels? What about supplements
like Vitamin D and zinc? What about getting fit and losing weight?
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:35 AM T Cook
<tmcook61@gmail.com <mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:

You are all experimenting with us. Nuremberg looks
similar.
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:34 AM T Cook
<tmcook61@gmail.com <mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:

Why are the shots not aspirated? It is an
intramuscular shot. Without aspiration you don't know if you hit a blood vessel.
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:31 AM T Cook
<tmcook61@gmail.com <mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:

Michelle,
Children don't need the vaccine. They don't get as
sick. Especially with Omicron.
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:29 AM T Cook
<tmcook61@gmail.com <mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:

Why are the hospitalization usage even less than last
year?
Stop firing healthcare workers.
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:26 AM T Cook
<tmcook61@gmail.com <mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:

Staffing becomes more difficult when you fire the
HEROES for exercising their constitutional freedoms!
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:23 AM T Cook
<tmcook61@gmail.com <mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:

Death counts are not accurate. Dying from Covid or

dying with Covid are completely different and need to be truthfully reported.
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:20 AM T Cook
<tmcook61@gmail.com <mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:

This is the cold and flu season. WA does not even test
for the seasonal flu! Hospitalizations are up. What percentage are DUE TO Covid, not just
have Covid?

______________________________________________
From: Mary Lou Long
Sent: 1/12/2022 9:48:29 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public meeting
External Email
Do you believe that zoom meetings truly qualify as a "Public" meeting? There is no way
for the public to know what questions are being sent via email to the board nor are your
responses shared with all those interested attendees of this meeting .

______________________________________________
From: Pam Doughty
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:26:59 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Vaccine mandate
External Email
I strongly oppose the vaccine mandate for anyone. It is against my God given rights.
Thank You
Pam Doughty

Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPhone
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Foverview.mail.yahoo.com%2F%3F

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 7:33:18 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Child Covid19 Vaccinations

From: Colleen Young <colleen.r.young@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 4:51 PM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Child Covid19 Vaccinations

External Email
To whom this concerns:

It is very concerning you are making decisions today regarding an experimental vaccine
that hasn’t had enough data to support anything it purports to do, in fact all the data
coming out says the opposite. Does it make you wonder why no informed consent is
provided for this vaccine? Does it make you wonder that all these drug commercials tell
about all the possible side effects but the Pfizer/Biontech commercials push getting the
vaccines and boosters only. Funny how they don’t mention ANY already known side
effects, after all, they have had at least a year. Does it make you wonder that Pfizer
requested 75 years in which to reveal vaccine ingredients and a judge recently said they
had 8 months? Doesn’t this concern you at all that children have a very high survival rate
for Covid-19 (usually very mild symptoms as well): somewhere between 98-99% yet a
vaccine is being pushed? Since when is a vaccine pushed on children when not enough
trials have been done, let alone survival rate of disease is higher than usefulness of
vaccine to “protect?” What is an acceptable amount of children to be hurt or dead in the
name of “public good?” Would you be willing to sacrifice your own children?

Also, why are drug companies, physicians, nurses/techs administering the vaccine
immune from any prosecution/lawsuit when people do die, are maimed, can’t reproduce,
or have long-term health issues?

Why are vaccines and booster shots needed when the data is coming out saying that
natural immunity is more effective?

I write to ask you to put yourselves in the parents’ shoes. It should be their discretion to
allow their children to be vaccinated (specifically with an experimental vaccine) not the
government. Some parents will choose to, some don’t believe it is in their child’s best
interest to be vaccinated with this vaccine.

If this doesn’t resonate with you, think of anything you most definitely feel strongly
about regarding your own children, then think about the government telling you that you
will do the opposite. Or else.

If you can’t think of anything right now, believe me, something will come up.

I hope each one of you realize that your credibility in the public eye is already waning. If
you decide to go through with this will you be able to live with yourself or is the almighty
dollar or power more important to you than the people (especially children) you purport
to protect?

Thank you for your time. I do hope you will actually ponder the questions I have asked.

Sincerely,

Colleen Young

______________________________________________
From: Daniil S.
Sent: 1/8/2022 12:01:50 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Ensy
Sent: 1/12/2022 1:58:31 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Concerned taxpayer
External Email
I am writing this email regarding the potential Washington state vaccine mandate for
schools. Without going into great scientific debate, there is no discernment between
vaccinated and unvaccinated people regarding contracting Covid or transmitting Covid.
The Covid vaccines are not effective. The vaccines are actually not true vaccines by
definition.
The second fact is that mandating experimental drugs on the general public is a violation
of our constitutional rights living in the United States. Now our state is looking to
mandate this on children in whom these drugs are not studied or approved. Comirnaty as
a brand name is actually not being dispensed in the US at this time. We continue to use
emergency stock piles of Pfizer’s drug as well as Moderna which is not FDA approved, yet
“counts” if you want to be considered vaccinated! No approval and not enough evidence
for approval. The practice of distributing drugs not approved is illegal by so many laws
we don’t have time to discuss. No other vaccine to date has performed like this.
I am adamantly opposed any mandate for the Covid vaccine regardless of which one. We
have a right to chose what goes in our bodies and how we manage the health of our
children. This mandate for vaccinations for kids to be in school will cause parents to
remove their children from this school system as well as physically moving from this
state. Highly educated well paid taxpayers are leaving the state of Washington in droves
because of Jay Inslees mandates and rules. This will be the final straw for thousands of
people because we are NOT willing to be the experiment for Inslees political agenda.
I am happy to expand on the scientific data and information if you would like more
information.
Thank you for you time.
Rachel Enselman
Life long Washington State resident

______________________________________________
From: Jeff Chandler
Sent: 1/12/2022 11:22:33 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Today’s meeting
External Email
Good morning,
I have watched with much frustration several things in today’s meeting. Characterizing
citizen concerns as “misinformation” and “social media rumors” is ridiculous. Did you not
know of the fairly widespread reporting (both National and local) about isolation camps
and Covid vaccine requirements in schools? Your own material is where these “rumors”
came from.
I am also appalled that you spent so much time stating and restating the state’s position
on masking, vaccinations and testing, but seemed irritated at the number of people who
have concerns. 15 minutes? 7500 requests for public comment and you allot 15 minutes?
Do you not care what the public thinks?
I listened to SBOH ramble on during the time allotted for public comment. Had there
been anything not already stated, I would understand, but it was constant reiteration of
the state’s lines. Why is it acceptable to be on a break with no one on during nearly the
entire scheduled public comment period?
I cannot believe a state agency can be this deaf to the public. “We don’t engage with the
public”. Is accurate and sad.
Jeff Chandler
253 686-7305

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 9:50:27 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: URGENT! READ NOW!

From: Smila Public Relations <smila.pr@outlook.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 10:24 AM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: URGENT! READ NOW!

External Email
Good afternoon,

The fact that nobody can reach you or your colleagues through phone or email is
concerning. It appears that you and your colleagues do not want to hear from the public.

I want you to consider the consequences of your actions and decisions. Mainly, the
meeting today where I understand you and your colleagues will consider imposing forced
isolation for individuals and families. It is my understanding you and your colleagues will
be deciding whether to demand all public school students are vaccinated.

I want you to consider the consequences of your actions. Do you know the public school
attendance is on a steady decline? Citizens are losing trust in public schools. Sit down
and critically think what problems this may cause to the safety and well being of children.

Furthermore, if you or your colleagues vote for any type of forced isolation, you will be
voting against the Constitution. Have you read that lately? It seems that if you have, you
would not consider any thing that is on your agenda.

Speaking of agendas, the public has lost faith in you as well for considering these
unconstitutional demands. WE ARE NOT against science. WE ARE AGAINST AGENDA
SCIENCE. We are not against vaccines. We are against FORCED VACCINES, especially
when the data does not support them as a common good. Insurance companies are
reporting a spike in deaths, not after Covid came but after vaccines came. The vaccine
doesn't stop you from contracting "Covid" or spreading "Covid".

Consider the actions of YOUR INDIVIDUAL decisions and actions. The public is not happy
with the tyranny being imposed in WASHINGTON state. We are fed up with all the dead
small businesses, the suicide and the agenda science.

The public is fed up. It's up to you to do the right thing and think critically, not under an
agenda. These two topics you consider imposing, consider how the public will react. The
public trust is teetering, legal action will be brought forth against you and your board,
you will severe any lasting threads of trust in the public schools and you will infuriate
many parents and citizens. We see outrageous suicides, even of one entire family. This
doesn't need to happen. Look at all science, not just agenda science. Follow the
Constitution, not money.

Thank you,

Tatyana S.

Sent from Outlook Mobile
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fblhgte&data=04%7C0

Sent from Outlook Mobile
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fblhgte&data=04%7C0

______________________________________________
From: Christi Curtis
Sent: 1/7/2022 4:55:37 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 7:31:33 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Halt proposal that would give Washington State the right to detain the
unvaccinated

From: Arlene R Reyes <tagalogtranslations@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 5:07 PM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH)
<Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>; Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
<Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
<Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Halt proposal that would give Washington State the right to detain the
unvaccinated

External Email
Dear Sir/Madam:

I write on behalf of many concerned Washington State residents.

Immediately halt any and all proposals that would give Washington State the right to
detain the unvaccinated until they have received a vaccination.

Per the U.S. Vaccine Adverse Events Reporting System (VAERS), the COVID jabs now
account for 983,756 adverse event reports as of December 17, 2021, including 20,622
deaths.

This doesn’t include the underreporting factor, which is signicant and ranges from 5 to 41
times higher than reported.

Most doctors and nurses are not aware of the existence of VAERS and even if they do,
choose not to report adverse incidents resulting from vaccination.

Jessica Rose, Ph.D., a research fellow at the Institute for Pure and Applied Knowledge in
Israel, has studied what the VAERS data tell us about the risks tied to COVID jabs. Rose
notes that the average number of adverse event reports following vaccination for the

past 10 years has been about 39,000 annually, with an average of 155 deaths. That’s for
all available vaccines combined.

As cited by Dr. Joseph Mercola in his article below, other findings are as follows:

According to Collette Martin, a practicing nurse who testified before a Louisiana Health
and Welfare Committee hearing December 6, 2021, children are experiencing “terrifying”
reactions to the COVID shot, including blood clots, heart attacks, encephalopathy and
arrhythmias.

Children are further at risk for potentially lifelong health problems from the jab.
Myocarditis (heart inflammation) has emerged as one of the most common problems,
especially among boys and young men.

Myocarditis is inversely correlated to age, so the risk gets higher the younger you are.
The risk is also dose-dependent, with boys having a six fold greater risk of myocarditis
following the second dose.

Among elderly patients, there has been an uptick in falls and acute onset of confusion
“without any known etiology.”

Workers are experiencing side effects, such as vision (including blindness) and
cardiovascular problems.

While hospitals are not gathering data on COVID jab injuries in any other ways, and
there’s no data to investigate even if you wanted to, we are seeing severe acute [shortterm] reactions to this vaccine.

At the same time, we have zero idea what any long-term reactions are, including
cancers, autoimmune disorders, and infertility.

You can’t compare the COVID shots to other vaccines. They’re by far the most dangerous
injectables created ever. Yet there doesn’t appear to be a cutoff for acceptable harm. No
one within the CDC or Food and Drug Administration, which jointly run VAERS, has
addressed these shocking numbers. Both agencies outrageously deny that a single death
can be attributed to the COVID jabs, which is simply impossible. It’s not statistically
plausible.

Please immediately call off any proposal to mandate the covid vaccination in Washington
State, and any and all mandates that would give Washington State the right to detain the
unvaccinated until they have received a vaccination.

Kindly read Dr. Joseph Mercola’s article in its entirety and do right by the residents of
Washington - including your sons and daughters, parents, and grandchildren - whose
welfare should be your utmost concern:

More Children Die From the COVID Shot Than From COVID

https://media.mercola.com/ImageServer/Public/2022/January/PDF/child-mortality-covidshot-pdf.pdf
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fmedia.mercola.com%2FImageSer
mortality-covid-shotpdf.pdf&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C812658f3ed3a4523869608d9d44e4784%7C11

Respectfully,

A Reyes
Bainbridge Island, WA

______________________________________________
From: Paula L Kaydus
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:36:35 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Annette Huisingh
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:12:07 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Douglas James
Sent: 1/8/2022 7:48:21 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
Sent: 1/8/2022 6:07:37 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Against the Covid19 vaccine for children

--Samantha Pskowski (she/her/hers)
Washington State Board of Health
360-789-2358

From: Seonghye Lee <shiy0616@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 8:54 PM
To: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Against the Covid19 vaccine for children

External Email

Dear. Committee Members

Hello, I am a mother who has sent my children to ECS.
Please stop the Covid19 vaccine mandate for children.
First of all, the Covid19 vaccine was made in a short period of time and has not been
fully tested in clinical trials. So, the side effects are increasing not only in the United
States but also in other parts of the world.
Secondly, children are not at high risk at Covid 19. Even if children get Covid19, most of
them are asymptometic or pass through like a mild cold.
Thirdly, the Covid19 is getting weaker and now it's almost same as a cold.
In conclusion, it seems that children are more likely to suffer from the side effects of
vaccination than to benefit from it. So, I sincerely ask that you prevent the Covid19
vaccine mandate for children.
Thank you for your time.

Sincerely,
Grace, One of ECS parents

______________________________________________
From: Laura Lindsey
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:42:04 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Question/Request for Jan. 12, 2022 meeting
External Email
Good morning!
I am a 69 year old retired RN with certification in CRD and had worked 36+ years in
renal replacement therapies and modalities for those patients with ESRD (End Stage
Renal Disease). During my career as a RN , we treated patients with AIDS/HIV before it
had a name, worked through the SARS increase, MRSA/VRE increase and now COVID.
I am at high risk for several co-morbids including: age, cancer, and history of asthma.
So, yes, I am immunized by my choice and CDC recommendations. This has been my
choice because of these co-morbids. I do not make this choice for anyone else- not even
my family. I believe this is an individual choice not a government mandate.
Question 1: Can we, as the public, expect that the State of Washington to lead the
country in giving us statistics that include co-morbids of those persons infected,
hospitalized and who have died?This should not be a HIPPA concern with the world of
redacting. I am not interested in who, but rather what other disease processes they have
as well. Without this information the public cannot make educated health care decisions
for themselves or others they may be responsible for. With the current skewed
information that is made public, we can not understand and decide.
Question 2: Could you please tell me what website we should request to get information
and meeting dates for future addition of immunization for children especially K- 12 for
school admissions?
Question 3: If you add Covid vaccine to school admissions, do you anticipate adding
Influenza Vaccine as well? Statistically Influenza has had its share of complications and
mortalities in the past. I realize that for the pas 2-3 years Influenza has not been tested
for… only COOVID has been tested for.
Thank you.
Laura Lindsey
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Corri Carre
Sent: 1/12/2022 12:18:40 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Childhood vaccine.
External Email
Please protect our children from this vaccine mandate. It is experimental, no long term
side effects have been tested.Thank you!!

______________________________________________
From: Peter Trussell
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:53:45 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Olga Kosiuga
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:56:39 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dianne Ginithan
Sent: 1/10/2022 12:06:47 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid mandates
External Email
Are we Free?
What we have done to our children is criminal. You know that masks do to our children!
They themselves are dangerous, carbonmonoxide poisening causing frontal damage. Not
to mention psychological damage. Are you aware of the suicide rates? Death from drug
use?
We have known from the very beginning of this pandimic most children were NOT
endanger from this virus. Since when do we punish the young to protect the old. The
vulnerable can protect themselves. We need to protect our children from government.
These "vaccines"cause way more risks to the young than any benifits. You are acting like
you dont know the data, the more covid experimental vaccines you get, the less your
own immune system doesnt work. The vaccinated are spreading omicron faster than
someone who hasnt gotten it.
If you havent done so look up Vaers, there is twenty thousand deaths!!! And over 1
million serious adverse affects! They should of been pulled off the market!
Please fight for humanity, especially for our youth. Not the drug companies!!!
I dont know how all the people involved in this sleep at night.
Dianne Ginithan

______________________________________________
From: Ashley Smith
Sent: 1/8/2022 2:12:55 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Olga Ivanov
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:34:46 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:48:41 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: NO mandatory vaccination for kids

--Lindsay Herendeen, MPH, MCRP (she/her)
Health Policy Analyst
Washington State Board of Health
lindsay.herendeen@sboh.wa.gov
360-628-6823
Website, Facebook, Twitter
-----Original Message----From: allison baxter <kwikdrw56@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 1:46 PM
To: Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH) <Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: NO mandatory vaccination for kids
External Email
The vaccines are only EUA, emergency use authorization, not FDA approved for
permanent use
There are no long-term studies to document ANY history of safety
Studies DO now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both get and transmit
Covid, therefore
The vaccine DOES NOT STOP the spread of the disease

Allison Baxter
Ravensdale, WA

______________________________________________
From: Sheila Dean
Sent: 1/12/2022 11:38:09 AM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Subject: Registered Objection to WAC 246-100

attachments\17EDDD35FE1D46EF_smime.p7m
External Email

Message was attached to: Registered Objection to WAC 246-100
______________________________________________
From: Sheila Dean
Sent: 1/12/2022 11:38:08 AM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Subject: Registered Objection to WAC 246-100

ATTN: WA State Health Department c/o
Washington State Board of Health
RE: Public Input, WAC Rules: 246-100
Wednesday, January 12, 2022
Dear Washington State Board of Health Members and Members of WA State Health,
In lieu of not presenting in person on the matter of involuntary medical detention,
funding and rules for involuntary detention camps, I am submitting this article of public
input towards the premise of WAC Rules 246-100. I would like to register my formal
opposition to this work.
Typical to the times, Washington State overgoverns in an area where no one has any
control whatsoever, like the COVID-19 virus, and undergoverns active physical threats to
personal safety, like a permissive attitude, legalizing drive by shootings or lessening
sentences for attempted homicide in Seattle.
Of the issues of concern of course, is overgoverning to the point of repressing American
civil liberty, guaranteed by the US Constitution, so Jay Inslee can placate Canada and
aspirational Canadians and other locals who identify with modern communitarian Asian
democidal despots, like Xi Jin Ping and Pol Pot, and who cast regular dispersions on US
liberty, deferring to authoritarianism as an American government standard.
Locals cannot flee this State fast enough. I am seeing it in real time.
It is over excessive grabs on individual bodily medical rights where the public does not
directly benefit. Medical technocrats with bad, unconstitutional policy are going down a
hole of government excesses to imprison people for being unwell. Nowhere in America,
has this medical distortion been so evident or been given such license to trample
normalcy, as in Washington State. It makes it very very hard to care about this State or
care about the fate of overtly compliant people who will become victims of government
abuses the longer they choose to stay.
This is not being tolerated. The International Community is deciding the fate of their own
nations based on faulty given medical information from the WHO, the PRC and Dr.
Anthony Fauci for NIAID. After a certain number of dead misattributed to the COV-2 Sars
coronavirus, no one is quite sure of facts and medical mandates are not appropriate

given faulty or incomplete data. I say incomplete, because this State has not completed
its panel for identifying positive human immunity, naturally regenerative immunity given
bone marrow memory of T-cell manufactures.
To recover from COVID, and to be fine in all ways with good health, has been discarded
in exchange for abuse of the office, abuse of appropriated tax resources with ESD fraud,
inflationary symptoms, subsequent unrest, price gouging and more. All of this occurs, in
vain sacrifice, so this government can compete with autocratic regimes, like Canada, who
repress what would be American 1st Amendment guarantees to better model a nation
State that can kill its own citizenry and detain them for religious and political crimes in
[Uighyur] detention camps. So close to herd immunity, 3 years in, such a law is
transparent. It shall not be legal.
Detention facilities are prisons. Prisons where the detained are forcibly raped, used for
medical experiments and stripped of their humanity. This should not be an aspirational
goal of any governing body in the United States, much less the State of Washington.
These detainment repressions are sure violations of Geneva Rules and human rights
conventions. Dr. Fauci has become some sort of cause celebre in the Hague this week as
health and human rights advocates filed petitions for International war crimes
indictments. These would be bio-weapons war crimes against our U.S. Gain Of Function
signatory, who launched this plague onto the world.
Almost 1 million Americans are dead from ego-based government where people test the
limits of corporatized authoritarianism in the West. Fauci and the CDC chose cupidity,
arbitrary government rules over cautious protection of the weakest and most prone in
our society. They did this by not provisioning therapeutic treatments for the sick and by
disinterest in who is well enough to continue in wellness after recovering from the
disease.
If you need to detain someone, detain actors and policy makers from the Peoples’
Republic of China, their medical advocacy delegation and CDC members who actively
contribute now to bioweapons manufacture in the State of Washington. Detain the policy
tank autocrats who found an author for this proposed law, because they are anathema to
US law.
The federal government has made no such attempt to coordinate an involuntary and
coercive element so odious as involuntary detention. I suggest that you immediately
scrap all intended forward moving action on this detention and review all coordinating
public policy for human rights and ethics conformance with US federal law and
International law.
Thank you for you considerations at this time.
Sincerely,
Sheila Dean
98034

S.Dean
SheilaMDean.com
"Trust is the union of intelligence and integrity."- A Yogi
*Federal US Government agencies do not have my consent to view, move,store or
manage data taken from this e-mail communication or this address. This applies to data
controllers who may wish to share my data with government trade officials managing
grant exchanges, data aggregates or research facilitation as conditionof contract.
Sent with ProtonMail <https://protonmail.com/> Secure Email.

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 3:32:33 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: NO MANDATORY COVID VACCINE

-----Original Message----From: Summer Maas <sumsjo@hotmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 3:26 PM
Cc: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>; Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH)
<Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>; Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
<Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>;
Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH) <kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
<Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>; Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
<Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>; Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH)
<Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
<Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>;
Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH) <Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: NO MANDATORY COVID VACCINE
External Email
Covid shots should absolutely NOT be a requirement for our children to attend school or
childcare.
Children are at extremely low risk for Covid and the vaccines are still only emergency use
authorized.
We do not have enough information on long term effects and YOUR NAMES will be
attached to this decision for all of history. Everyone will know what you’ve done, and the
weight it will carry. DO NOT REQUIRE Covid shots for our children.
I’m imploring you to make the right decision, Summer Maas
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Christian Fabela
Sent: 1/10/2022 11:57:53 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 8:31:14 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Covid 19 policies

-----Original Message----From: Bren Cooke <bcooke7@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 11:39 AM
To: Haag, Hannah R (SBOH) <Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Covid 19 policies
External Email
Dear Hannah:
Regarding the upcoming discussion and vote on Covid 19 policies that include (but are
not limited to) involuntary quarantine, vaccination, detention, testing, or vaccination
requirements for children - I urge you to reject any more overreaching and unethical
policies. We staunchly oppose the proposed measures.
Regards,
Brennen Cooke

______________________________________________
From: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
Sent: 1/8/2022 5:17:05 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: I oppose Wac 246-105

--Samantha Pskowski (she/her/hers)
Washington State Board of Health
360-789-2358
-----Original Message----From: Reni Rose <reniroseherbs@msn.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 9:06 AM
To: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: I oppose Wac 246-105
External Email
To The Board Members of the WA state Department of Health,
I am writing to you tonight out of complete desperation… I strongly and adamantly
OPPOSE this proposed WAC 246-105! I am shocked an appalled that this state is
seriously about vote to impose a vaccine mandate on our children for the Covid 19 shot.
A vaccine that has not withstood the test of time, thats been pushed on to people, taking
away their choices. A vaccine that is shown to be more like a treatment than any sort of
actual Prevention. No one can tell me what the effects may be on my child in 5 years or
10 Years. The lack of transparency has been extremely troubling and I don’t trust, nor
think it is absolutely necessary for myself or my child. The children are not at risk of
death or serious illness from this virus. The deaths in US during this 2 years of Covid is
under 1,000 according to the CDC. Why are we doing this!?? It’s not worth the risk to our
children. I ask you to please not back parents into a corner. We love our children and
deserve to have choices and the ability to advocate for them since they are unable to do
so for them selves.
Thank you for your time.
Maureen Rose
253.350.3983
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: donny martmouth
Sent: 1/9/2022 12:31:06 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Stephanie Bailey
Sent: 1/11/2022 3:38:11 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
People have a choice in their health. COVID-19 shots are a choice just like the flu shot. I
would never expect someone to be forced into something they don't want to do. Freedom
of choice for the people is our right!

______________________________________________
From: Robert Holte
Sent: 1/11/2022 2:06:09 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Annrenejoseph
Sent: 1/12/2022 12:09:35 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Subject: WA state considers mandating COVID vaccination for students | Bellingham
Herald
External Email
I am currently on the webinar today and listening to your presentation and citizen input.
The following article indicates the grave concerns about your group and possible actions.
https://www.thenewstribune.com/news/local/education/article257204127.html
Many concerns have been shared in the public comments as to citizen concerns about
this vaccine and misinformation and mandates regarding our rights under the United
States Constitution and our rights as children of God and the Biblical principles and
promises that our nation was founded upon.
“The American people have a right to know as much as possible about the safety of the
COVID vaccines,” stated Judicial Watch President Tom Fitton. “The CDC needs to be more
transparent about its investigations of COVID vaccine adverse events, including deaths,
reported on VAERS.”
Please feel free to contact me for further comment.
A concerned citizen,
Dr. AnnRené Joseph
Phone/text: 206-819-8216
moreartsannrene@gmail.com
Mission: "In the business of enhancing lives via the arts, learning, and leadership, using
Biblical principles and promises.”
Jn. 8:32
Please excuse brevity and any errors-sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 3:06:36 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vaccine

-----Original Message----From: Roberta Belisle <nepple7@yahoo.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 4:43 PM
To: Roberta Belisle <nepple7@icloud.com>
Subject: Vaccine
External Email
Hello,
I am writing this email in hopes that I can reach the correct people who are making
decisions out side of their rights. I DO NOT believe that it is ok for you to decide what I
put into my child's body!!!
That is not your decision to make and parents should not have to decide between putting
an experimental vaccine into their child or to send them to public school. To say we
cannot send our children to school without the vaccine….the school by the way that MY
TAXES pay for is illegal and horrible.
Our children are not guina pigs to be tested on. If I cannot send my child to school then
there should be a law put into place so I can get out of paying the taxes on something I
am not utilizing.
Please do not take a parents right to decided what is best for their child unless you are
willing to come into our home and pay the consequences for what may happen to them.
Kids need to be in school but they should not be forced to get an experimental vaccine!!!!
Thank you for listening and I hope you guys make the right choice. Washington state
used to be the best place to live and now I am afraid many will be forced to leave
because lawmakers think they have the right to make choices for us in what is supposed
to be a FREE land!
Sincerely,
A concerned tax payer that pays your paycheck!

______________________________________________
From: Evgeny Zhuravlev
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:38:51 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 7:57:35 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Fwd: I implore you to STOP Immunization Criteria for Children of Washington
State - Parents are the authority

Get Outlook for iOS
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fo0ukef&data=04%7C0
________________________________
From: Tawny Griffith <contact.tawny63@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 5:17:43 PM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: I implore you to STOP Immunization Criteria for Children of Washington State Parents are the authority
External Email
I would like to express my absolute opposition to implementation of a COVID-19 vaccine
(aka gene MRNA therapy) requirement for children in Washington State public schools.
To date there are zero long term safety studies for any of these vaccines....aka mRNA
gene therapy...ZERO. You and anyone else mandating these are potentially putting our
children at a risk you know nothing about....a risk that could be short, long term or
FATAL. And who's going to pay the tab for those long term health risks or death? Being it
has become clear there is zero liability at the hands of those pushing these mandates.
I have yet to understand how we got here...Our government and schools are pushing
masks, which have zero effect against this or any virus and put our children at risk of
countless psychological issues, sickness and disease...and now they want to enforce an
inoculation that is experimental at best with little to no knowledge of what the future
holds for the children exposed to it.
Can you answer any of these questions?
What are the ingredients in the inoculation?
Are there any contraindications with the ingredients in the inoculation and any
medications the child may be currently taking or are there contraindications to any
present ailments the child currently has?
What are the potential long and short term effects on the child and could it cause their
death?
Is anyone liable if there are any long or short term effects, or if the child's life is lost?
If you cannot answer these questions, what gives you or anyone the right to take the
right of the parent in making a decision that is best for their child?
And lastly...does anyone here or within this organization or the schools reap any rewards
from requiring these inoculations...if there is a monetary incentive then there is a conflict
of interest and not one that should be allowed at the expense of the children.
1. NONE of the COVID vaccines available in the United States have received FDA
approval. All available vaccines, including the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine, are being
administered under an Emergency Use Authorization. The only “approved” COVID 19

vaccine is Comirnaty, and it is not available in the United States and there is no
anticipated date for its availability. (This “smoke and mirrors” approach by the FDA is the
subject of numerous lawsuits and a Federal Judge recently rejected Pfizer’s claim that the
two products are interchangeable: Federal Judge Rejects DOD Claim That Pfizer EUA and
Comirnaty Vaccines Are ‘Interchangeable’ • Children's Health Defense
(childrenshealthdefense.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fchildrenshealthdefense.org%2F&da
) Since EUA products cannot be mandated per the Nuremberg Code, this alone should be
enough to stop consideration of making vaccines mandatory.

2. Children are statistically at zero risk of dying from COVID. ZERO! WHY ARE WE
ASKING HEALTHY CHILDREN TO PUT THEMSELVES AT RISK FOR THOSE WHO ARE
OLDER AND AT RISK? THIS IS NONSENSICAL AND PUTS OUR FUTURE GENERATIONS AT
RISK.

Their survival rate is in the range of 99.997-99.998% or, put another way, their risk of
dying with COVID is less than 2 in every 1,000,000 children. The very few children who
are listed as COVID deaths did not die OF COVID, but rather WITH COVID as anyone
being admitted to a hospital nowadays is tested. I challenge the Washington State Board
of Health to show medical records for even one child who has died OF COVID. Where
there’s no risk, there can be no benefit.

3. There are well documented risks associated with myocarditis in young males
associated with these shots. Myocarditis is not a mild illness. Statistics show that 2 in 10
people with myocarditis will die within 2 years and 5 in 10 die within 5 years. Dead heart
tissue does not regenerate itself.

4. The spike proteins associated with these shots have been shown to settle in female’s
reproductive organs, potentially affecting future fertility. In fact, there is currently a
study focusing on changes in women’s menstrual periods associated with the shots.
COVID-19 Vaccines and the Menstrual Cycle | NIH COVID-19 Research.

5. Natural immunity has been shown to be much more robust than any immunity
imparted by the vaccine, and there has been research that has shown, after a person
gets the shots, they may never be able to achieve full natural immunity in the future.

6. No one knows the long term risks of these vaccines. You may remember that one of
the members of the FDA Advisory Committee infamously said, “We are never going to
learn about how safe this vaccine is until we start giving it” Dr. Eric Ruben, Editor in Chief
NEJM The studies Pfizer conducted were woefully underpowered.

7. It is estimated that even if 28 million children are vaccinated against COVID, at most
45 lives might be saved. And there are potentially huge long term risks.

8. In Pfizer’s initial study for older 12-17 year old kids, adverse side effects were hidden.
You may or may not be familiar with the story of Maddie De Garay who volunteered to be
part of the initial trial because she wanted to do her part. She is now in a wheelchair with
a feeding tube and likely will be for the rest of her life. Her side effects were hidden and
listed as “abdominal pain”. Even if there’s an infinitesimal chance of this happening to
another child, why take the risk? Comcast Censors Vaccine Paralyzed 13-Year-Old Girl
(rumble.com
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Frumble.com%2F&data=04%7C01%
)

9. It is impossible for someone to give informed consent when side effects from the
vaccines are hidden. Perhaps before you make a decision that you’ll regret, you should
visit this website....realnotrare.com
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Frealnotrare.com%2F&data=04%7C

10. Or visit VAERS - Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System
These numbers are also hugely under reported.
My question to you...how can you take the decision from the parents when this could
potentially injure our children...a generation of children...beyond repair. Until there is
verifiable proof of little to no long term effects and death from this gene therapy I would
recommend you...no I would implore you to leave this in the hands of the parents.
I cannot understand how those pushing these shots on the population sleep at night...as
the days tick off more and more are being adversely affected long term and many have
lost their lives.
Do you really want this hanging over your head...and what about your children and
grandchildren...is this the future you want for them?
Please think beyond what you have been told...please look at the greater picture and the
years to follow.
Regards,
Tawny Griffith

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 3:09:49 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: No Covid vaccine requirement. Too much risk, no benefit!

From: Susan Purvis <purvisllll@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 3:44 PM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: No Covid vaccine requirement. Too much risk, no benefit!

External Email

https://www.thecentersquare.com/indiana/indiana-life-insurance-ceo-says-deaths-areup-40-among-people-ages-18-64/article_71473b12-6b1e-11ec-86415b2c06725e2c.html
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.thecentersquare.com%2Find
life-insurance-ceo-says-deaths-are-up-40-among-people-ages-1864%2Farticle_71473b12-6b1e-11ec-86415b2c06725e2c.html&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Cc15a709d708e4c5d091b08d9d169
Weird eh? Working age people are dying in greater numbers. Not from Covid. What could
it be? Occam’s razor says entities should not be multiplied more than necessary. What
new event happened last year? Oh yes, the experimental vaccines happened. This cannot
be proven, yet. Still you are to determine whether school age children must accept the
Covid vaccine to remain in school. Make no mistake, this is a heavy burden. I understand
there are powerful forces which are full speed ahead for this requirement but this is short
sighted! Too much unknown! Several factors look negative and this type of news is
suppressed. Stand strong for our children. No requirement! It’s just too soon to know
about it’s safety in a body with potentially 70 more years to live. PLEASE VOTE NO

These vaccines have an unproven safety record. Our governor can say they are “safe”, is
that enough for you to historically harm Washington’s children with your decision? Sorry,
no one can give 100% claim to safety and THE RISK DOES NOT EXCEED THE BENEFITS.
No, the answer must be no.

______________________________________________
From: Pat Kelley
Sent: 1/11/2022 2:24:42 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FORMING OF TAG ADVISORY BOARD
External Email
Who Formed TAG Advisory board? T standing for technical; how is this reflected in
information regarding COVID-19 Vaccinations?
Why was this entity formed?
What is their objectives?
Who is on this Advisory board?
* When does The WA. State Health Board forsee actually addressing Statewide COVID
Vaccination Requirements in Our K-12 Schools?
* How can I receive prior notification of Public Meetings regarding the aforementioned
Topic?
Thank you for your efforts regarding this important decision.
I look forward to your response.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Patricia A Kelley
9925 Lookout Drive NW
Olympia, WA 98502

______________________________________________
From: Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/11/2022 7:41:29 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: I oppose the proposed WAC’s

-----Original Message----From: Ann Hunt <annakhunt7@aol.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2022 7:30 PM
To: Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH) <Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: I oppose the proposed WAC’s
External Email
I oppose the proposed WAC’s 246-100-070, WAC 246-100-045, WAC 246-100-040, WAC
246-100, WAC 246-105
I am completely against giving local health officers use of law enforcement and the use of
an emergency order to involuntarily detain a person or family into a quarantine facility if
they refuse the requests of medical examination, testing, treatment, counseling, or
vaccination.
I am completely against covid-19 injections as part of the school immunization
requirements using WAC 246-105.
Send to these emails:
wsboh@sboh.wa.gov
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov
melanie.hisaw@sboh.wa.gov
christy.hoff@sboh.wa.gov
stuart.glasoe@sboh.wa.gov
samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov
kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov
caitlin.lang@sboh.wa.gov
lindsay.herendeen@sboh.wa.gov
tracy.schreiber@sboh.wa.gov
hannah.haag@sboh.wa.gov
kelie.kahler@sboh.wa.gov
Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Pete Wingard
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:51:01 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public Comments for WSBOH Members from March EH Committee Special
Meeting
External Email
To all whom it may concern, I completely disagree with the measures being proposed.
My name is Peter and I live in the Puyallup Valley. I am father of three children who are
all married and have children of Their Own. We are all in agreement that these measures
being proposed are unacceptable and will be resisted with everything that is within us.
We are just one of many families of various political affiliations who feel the same way.
These measures are an affront to all freedom-loving people.
God forbid you disregard this stern statement, move forward with the draconian
measures and cause an upheaval in the future lives of all Washington state residents.
Sincerely, Pete

______________________________________________
From: Danelle Joralemon
Sent: 1/8/2022 2:39:42 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 12:45:13 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: covid vaccine requirements

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: Angie Cope <angiemcope@aim.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 10:49 AM
To: wsboh.sboh.wa.gov@aim.com
Cc: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>;
melanie.hisaw.boh.wa.gov@aim.com; Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
<Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>;
Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>;
kaitlyn.donohoe@sboh.wa.gov; Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>;
lindsay@aim.com; herendeen@sboh.wa.gov; Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH)
<Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>; nathaniel.thai@aim.com
Subject: covid vaccine requirements

External Email
Washington State Board of Medicine,
I am writing in response to your abuse of power in considering it is your business to
require me to inject the Covid vaccine into my child or myself! Injecting this trial of a
vaccine into humans is a choice that we as humans will make for ourselves not one that
is your business to make for us. This is an abuse of power on your part!! Do not take this
step!!
Sincerely,
Angie Cope

______________________________________________
From: Casie Reimers
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:26:13 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Proposed covid policy
External Email
I am completely against any of the proposed Covid Policies that are over reaching and
immoral. We stand against these proposed WAC’s: WAC 246-100-070, WAC 246-100045, WAC 246-100-040, WAC 246-100, WAC 246-105.
I cannot believe the evil that has taken over this state. Who paid my ER visit after my
last covid shot? It certainly wasn't the state who raped me with their needle. Who is
going to pay my unemployment once I get fired for not complying with a booster
mandate that will most likely come?

______________________________________________
From: T Cook
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:40:06 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Re: comments
External Email
Vaccine Equity?
How about being able to decide what you do with your own body?
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:37 AM T Cook <tmcook61@gmail.com
<mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:
It is not a vaccine or immunization!
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:36 AM T Cook <tmcook61@gmail.com
<mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:

Increasing immunity levels? What about supplements like Vitamin D and
zinc? What about getting fit and losing weight?
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:35 AM T Cook <tmcook61@gmail.com
<mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:

You are all experimenting with us. Nuremberg looks similar.
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:34 AM T Cook <tmcook61@gmail.com
<mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:

Why are the shots not aspirated? It is an intramuscular shot.
Without aspiration you don't know if you hit a blood vessel.
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:31 AM T Cook
<tmcook61@gmail.com <mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:

Michelle,
Children don't need the vaccine. They don't get as
sick. Especially with Omicron.
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:29 AM T Cook
<tmcook61@gmail.com <mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:

Why are the hospitalization usage even less than last
year?
Stop firing healthcare workers.
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:26 AM T Cook
<tmcook61@gmail.com <mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:

Staffing becomes more difficult when you fire the
HEROES for exercising their constitutional freedoms!
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:23 AM T Cook
<tmcook61@gmail.com <mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:

Death counts are not accurate. Dying from Covid or
dying with Covid are completely different and need to be truthfully reported.
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:20 AM T Cook
<tmcook61@gmail.com <mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:

This is the cold and flu season. WA does not even test
for the seasonal flu! Hospitalizations are up. What percentage are DUE TO Covid, not just
have Covid?

______________________________________________
From: Patricia Alejandra Toledo
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:55:14 AM
To: DOH WSBOH,Davis, Michelle (SBOH),Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH),Hoff, Christy Curwick
(SBOH),Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH),Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH),Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: Washington Health Board
External Email
What Washington State Goverment plan to do is UNCONSTITUTIONAL and ABUSE OF
POWER.
Politicians should NEVER use their power and our trust to incarcerate us or mandate a
vaccine on us.
This country has a constitution that must be respect. WE DONT WANT ANY MANDATE
NEITHER GOVERNOR INSLEE APPROVING POLICE AGENTS TO ARREST PEOPLE AND
SEND THEM TO CONCENTRATION CAMPS. We choose this country because is the LAND
OF THE FREE and that is why personal judgement HAS TO BE RESPECTED.
Parents are responsible for their children's, NOT THE GOVERNMENT. We DO NOT WANT
this insane law and you has politicians should do what US the people who vote for you
want.
You work for us, not the other way around. Vaccine doesn't stop the virus spread. It only
helps individually with the effects of the virus in case you catch.
THIS IS NOT ABOUT HEALTH BUT ABOUT CONTROL!
This is our FREEDOM and LIVES! Not a damn game.
NO TO THE LAW!!!!!!!
January 7, 2022
Patricia A. Toledo

Get Outlook for iOS
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fo0ukef&data=04%7C0

______________________________________________
From: Dori, Sugar Valley Builders
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:15:40 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Dept of Health Meeting
External Email
Why, if scientifically speaking, we know that each variant get's weaker and weaker as
they develop, are we continuing to impose mandates when reaching herd immunity with
this variant that is not very deadly at all, is the key to getting over this virus? What is the
purpose of the mandates but to inhibit proper herd immunity?
-Dori Patrick

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/11/2022 12:29:12 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Tomorrow’s meeting

From: The Scoters <scoters@zohomail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2022 12:26 PM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Tomorrow’s meeting

External Email
Hello Kelie,

The present situation with omicron is no longer a health emergency. People are not dying
from covid anymore, not in numbers that make for a public emergency. People have
always died from influenzas and pneumonias, from car wrecks and drownings, and we
don’t abandon our God-given rights in an effort to stamp out all of these possible deaths.
The extreme measures you contemplate in dealing with what has become a minor threat
would further hurt adults and children instead of helping them. Whatever power
structures exist in your Codes, you don’t have a moral right to trample on peoples’s
‘…life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.’

You have no moral authority to impose mandatory shots into people’s bodies. People own
their own bodies. You do not own other people’s bodies. You may not do as you see fit
with other people’s bodies. The people who imprisoned Martin Luther King, Jr.—did they
have the legal right to do that? The bus driver who asked Rosa Parks to go to the back of
the bus—did he have the right to do that? The national guard and police who blasted civil
rights protestors with water hoses and set dogs on them—did they have the right to do
that? Yes, they had a “right” by the laws and policies of the day, but they were in the
wrong. The hindsight of history shows to all that they were wrong. The truth will out;
many people already know that it is wrong of you to contemplate involuntary detention
of citizens. Future people will absolutely know it, just like we absolutely know who was
right in the civil rights movement led by MLK.

We also know who was morally right when the Japanese American citizens were
involuntarily concentrated into camps. We know who was wrong. Monetary reparations
and public apology was awarded decades later to Japanese American citizens—right here
in WA—who were involuntarily detained into camps at that shameful time.

There will be only shame for those who act immorally to involuntarily detain and/or bully

citizens and children into camps and near-forced requirement of experimental injections.
We Americans know that our legal rights to “life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness”
are solid both in Constitutional law and in the moral law which is written in our hearts.

I urge you not to overstep whatever powers you have to do whatever you want in this
little day. Tomorrow morning, please remember that both yourselves and your fellow
citizens alike are all ‘created equal’ and have ‘unalienable rights.’ We hold these truths to
be self-evident, that involuntary detainment of citizens is wrong, and mandating
experimental shots for children against the will of their parents is wrong. Please maintain
the public trust by respecting our unalienable rights.

Sincerely,
Deirdre Forman
WA resident

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/12/2022 9:06:26 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: STOP VACCINE MANDATES

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: becky k <seastoday@yahoo.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2022 11:00 PM
To: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: STOP VACCINE MANDATES

External Email
The data on harms to children from the experimental gene therapy injections are
mounting every day, including myocarditis in boys. You are well aware of the high
incidence of the myocarditis and you are still driven to put this in every arm. The
vaccines have failed. You are now more likely to get Covid, especially Omicron, if you are
vaccinated than if you are not vaccinated. This must stop. It is no longer about Covid or
injections......this is about God given rights guaranteed in our Constitution. Stop the
insanity.
BK
Washington Resident since 2002.

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.onelink.me%2F107872968%3F

______________________________________________
From: oleg Bobko
Sent: 1/11/2022 8:10:34 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Proposed COVID WACs
External Email

I am completely against any of the proposed Covid Policies that are over reaching and
immoral. I stand against these proposed WAC’s: WAC 246-100-070, WAC 246-100-045,
WAC 246-100-040, WAC 246-100, WAC 246-105. ”.
Thank You
Oleg

______________________________________________
From: Patrick Switzer
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:17:15 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Charity & Jeremy Wood
Sent: 1/12/2022 11:22:36 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Jan 12th Web meeting DOH
External Email
It's disgusting that you are pushing this fear mongering control. I heard the testimony
that Omicron isn't as deadly. It's basically a cold. Yet you also attempt to convince us
that it's the vaccine that is keeping people out of the hospital, when it's obvious to those
of us that can use our brains and think for ourselves still, that the vaccine is NOT helping.
I knew 8 people sick with Covid recently, all but 1 were vaccinated, 2 were hospitalized...
after receiving all 3 shots.
How do you show a slide that PROVES children are NOT at risk and still push to get them
"vaccinated" which comes with a much greater risk of injury to their heart, and even
death, when they aren't at risk of those effects from the virus?!
If the state of WA pushes these narratives, us parents will form groups to home school
our children as a community, pulling your funding and then what?!
And, the fact that you're even ENTERTAINING these Nazi concentration camps for
unvaccinated, when Omicron is way more prevalent, which is way less "dangerous",
according to our own statistics, is a CRYSTAL CLEAR signal to Washingtonians, that this
isn't about public health and safety...
I would like to know what happened to "My body, my choice".
I would like to know why masks are still being required when 42 other states have finally
said they aren't working!
I would like to know WHERE THE LOGIC HAS GONE?
I would love to know, how you believe dividing people of WA state against each other,
instead of respecting each person's right to decide what is best for them, is in the best
interest of WA state?
I would ALSO love to know, why natural immunity is not being recognized.... even
though it has been proven to be better than the vaccine.
We WILL stand up against tyranny!!!

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 12:49:49 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vaccine for children

From: Ottilie Boyd <ottboyd@msn.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 10:17 AM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Vaccine for children

External Email

Webmaster,

I requestly submit my disagreement with schools requiring the Covid 19 vaccine for
children. There are several reasons why this should not be a requirement.

The Covid 19 vaccine was only given emergency authorization, and has not been fully
tested. The testing has not been preformed in a blind trial on four levels. It was
unblinded after only two trials. The scientific community has not had a full debate over
the studies.

In the past month, fully vaccinated individuals are getting Covid 19 variants.

Most importantly, children are at higher risk of complications and death due to the
vaccine than than from dieing of Covid 19.

Please consider the long term implications of affecting the health of our children over a
vaccine that has not been fully tested!

Thank you,
Ottilie Boyd

Powered by Cricket Wireless

______________________________________________
From: Betsy Bray
Sent: 1/8/2022 10:52:51 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:55:02 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: NO COVID VACCINE SCHOOL REQUIREMENT

From: Christina Hooge <mrschristinahooge@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 1:53 PM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: NO COVID VACCINE SCHOOL REQUIREMENT

External Email
To Whom It May Concern:

My name is Christina Hooge and I am the mother of 3 small children. As a parent, I am
abhorred by the ideas currently being proposed to legislation to FORCE “vaccination” on
my children.

Dr. Robert Malone who is the creator of the gene therapy - not vaccine - strongly advises
parents NOT to inject the covid “vaccine” into our children due to the dangerous toxic
spike proteins the injection causes, resulting in possible permanent damage to my child’s
critical organs, such as the brain, nervous system, heart and blood vessels, reproductive
system and immune system.

The rate at which this “vaccine” has rolled out is alarmingly fast, and suggests cause for
concern based on the lack of testing over time. As a person holding a Bachelors Degree
in Science, the lack of testing, of knowing exactly what risks we are potentially ignoring
is completely unacceptable to me as a parent. I should be able to look at research and
decide for myself if the benefits outweigh the risks to an injection and, as it stands, this
is a no brainer for me, as a parent. So far, it seems children have very mild systems due
to COVID-19. I understand this is not always the case, but it does appear to be the
majority, so my kids are at no increased risk to their lives or safety without this
“vaccine.”

It is not legislation’s right to FORCE my child to receive an injection I do not feel is in his
best interest; not only that, one in which could cause IRREVERSIBLE HARM to his body
as he continues to grow.

If COVID-19 vaccination becomes a requirement (without allowing exemptions) for

school enrollment, you can be sure my 3 children will be unenrolled instantly. We will
homeschool or move out of state before I put my children’s lives in jeopardy.

I hope you will truly consider my words as a concerned parent; America has always
afforded us the right to CHOOSE for ourselves. It is my right as a parent to choose wisely
for my children and not your right as a government official.

Thank you for supporting us parents when you vote NO for a covid vaccine requirement
for school.

Sincerely,

Christina Hooge

______________________________________________
From: Alix Silver
Sent: 1/7/2022 4:38:05 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 2:55:51 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Proposed Vaccine Mandates/Overreach

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111
-----Original Message----From: Stuart Hersey <sherseypdds@comcast.net>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 8:21 PM
To: Dayna Hersey <daynahersey@comcast.net>; Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
<Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>; Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
<Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH) <Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>;
Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
<samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; kaitlyn.donohoe@sboh.wa.gov; Lang, Caitlin M
(SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
<Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>; traci.schreibner@sboh.wa.gov; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
<Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>; Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH)
<Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>; Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
<Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Re: Proposed Vaccine Mandates/Overreach
External Email
> I would like to express my opposition to any mandates regarding the Covid 19 vaccine.
This includes testing, examinations, any form of incarceration, and forced vaccination.
This is an infringement on my civil liberties.
>
> This proposed overreach by the Washington Department of Health is yet another
example of this administrations lack of regard for the citizens of Washington State!!!
>
>
> Sincerely,
>
> Stuart Hersey
>
> Dayna Hersey
> (253) 312-7920

______________________________________________
From: Georgia Nieto
Sent: 1/8/2022 9:51:23 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Angela Futch
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:04:13 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cassandra Harris
Sent: 1/9/2022 8:07:43 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Derek Smith
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:41:49 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Carolyn Grove
Sent: 1/7/2022 4:28:27 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: denise lucenti
Sent: 1/8/2022 9:31:13 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Alla Malishchuk
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:58:35 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 8:01:15 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: WE OPPOSE PROPOSED COVID POLICIES - VOTE NO!

From: Brandon & Shauna Thomas <brandonshaunat@frontier.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 11:57 AM
To: Haag, Hannah R (SBOH) <Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>; Hoff, Christy Curwick
(SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Fw: WE OPPOSE PROPOSED COVID POLICIES - VOTE NO!

External Email
To WA State Board of Health:

Concerning your agenda for your meeting next week, we wanted to write you and let you
know that we OPPOSE any involuntary isolation or quarantine of people as described in
parts of WAC 246.100. We also OPPOSE any mandate on COVID vaccines for children as
a requirement to attend K-12 public schools.

In short, we are COMPLETELY AGAINST any of the proposed COVID policies that are over
reaching and immoral. We stand against these proposed WAC's:
WAC 246-100-070
WAC 246-100-045
WAC 246-100-040
WAC 246-100
WAC 246-105

Do NOT vote for these policies!

Brandon L. Thomas, Lynden
Shauna L. Thomas, Lynden
Lane D. Thomas, Lynden

Courtney L. Salmonson, Lynden
Sharon L. Salmonson, Lynden
Peggy S. VanIeperen, Lynden
Teresa R. Valadez, Lynden

______________________________________________
From: Courtney Means
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:32:22 PM
To: DOH WSBOH,Davis, Michelle (SBOH),Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH),Hoff, Christy Curwick
(SBOH),Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH),Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH),Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH),Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH),Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH),Schreiber, Tracy N
(SBOH),Haag, Hannah R (SBOH),Kahler, Kelie (SBOH),Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: Regarding WAC 246-105
External Email
To whom it may concern,
Regarding WAC 246-105
I want to remind you that children are at an extremely low risk for Covid. The vaccines
are still ONLY EUA! There are no long-term studies to document ANY history of safety.
Studies do now document that the vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit Covid,
therefore the vaccine apparently DOES NOT stop the spread of the virus. In which case
this would make no common sense to impose.
Regarding WAC 246-100
This is insane and stripping families of our rights. You have no authority to force any of
this on us! If this happens my family will leave Washington state along with many others.
Please listen to the community!
Best Regards,
Courtney Means
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Paul Stephens
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:59:26 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
Sent: 1/8/2022 5:24:05 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: DO NOT PLAY GOD WITH OUR CHILDREN

--Samantha Pskowski (she/her/hers)
Washington State Board of Health
360-789-2358
-----Original Message----From: Nancy Haberman <nancy@cnsnursing.net>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 9:30 AM
To: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: DO NOT PLAY GOD WITH OUR CHILDREN
External Email
Please vote no on any vaccine mandate of Covid 19. We do not know the long term
effects of this vaccine. We also know that children are not at risk if they catch Covid 19.
We know that the vaccine does not stop the spread of the virus (PER CDC AND FAUCI)
and I may suggest that if a vaccinated person with light symptoms may not realize they
have Covid and may be out in society spreading it. PLEASE DO NOT ALLOW ANY
MANDATE.
Nancy Haberman RN

______________________________________________
From: Brian Mitchell
Sent: 1/9/2022 7:31:30 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Shirley Nilson
Sent: 1/11/2022 6:12:11 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
Sent: 1/11/2022 12:22:59 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: TAG and SBOH MEETING Jan 12, and subsequent meetings

--Samantha Pskowski (she/her/hers)
Washington State Board of Health
360-789-2358
-----Original Message----From: Twinkle Kitty <tkitty187@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2022 12:21 PM
To: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: TAG and SBOH MEETING Jan 12, and subsequent meetings
External Email
In response to your clarification for the meeting tomorrow, January 12, 2021 and
subsequent meetings regarding vaccines for children:
There is no justification to mandate the covid vaccine for children age 5 and older. Nor is
there a justification or need to require parents to file for an exemption. A parents’ simple
“no” to having their child be given the covid vaccine should close the matter. The
decision and parental right to make the decision does not require your approval of an
exemption. Nor does the risk to society outweigh the risk of the adverse effects of the
vaccine.
I would ask the board to again review the under-reported VAERS data, increased cases of
myocarditis, lack of definitive clinical trials, hidden vaccine contents, and future data. I
would also remind the board this is not a “true” vaccine and only has EUA authorization
which was inappropriate to begin with. Sincerely, Mary Sizer
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Christine Greig
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:19:55 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Paula Furman
Sent: 1/8/2022 10:32:45 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 10:28:29 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: forced quarantine/isolation and forced vaccines for children

From: Tee Parrish <TamiHonda@hotmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 9:17 AM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: forced quarantine/isolation and forced vaccines for children

External Email
I would like to express my extreme opposition to implementation of a COVID 19 vaccine
requirement for schools in Washington State and ANY forced vaccine requirements for
any person. Additionally, forcing anyone to quarantine or isolate against their will is a
direct violation of their basic human rights. Asking to use local law enforcement to
conduct such vile, inhumane and illegal acts is preposterous at best.

1. No COVID vaccine available in the United States has received FDA approval. All
available vaccines, including the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine, are being administered under
an Emergency Use Authorization. The only “approved” COVID 19 vaccine is Comirnaty,
and it is not available in the United States and there is no anticipated date for its
availability. (This “smoke and mirrors” approach by the FDA is the subject of numerous
lawsuits and a Federal Judge recently rejected Pfizer’s claim that the 2 products are
interchangeable: Federal Judge Rejects DOD Claim That Pfizer EUA and Comirnaty
Vaccines Are ‘Interchangeable’ • Children's Health Defense (childrenshealthdefense.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fchildrenshealthdefense.org%2F&da
) Since EUA products cannot be mandated per the Nuremberg Code, this alone should be
enough to stop consideration of making vaccines mandatory.

2. Children are statistically at zero risk of dying from COVID. Their survival rate is in the
range of 99.997-99.998% or, put another way, their risk of dying with COVID is less than
2 in every 1,000,000 children. The very few children who are listed as COVID deaths did
not die OF COVID, but rather WITH COVID as anyone being admitted to a hospital
nowadays is tested. I challenge the Washington State Board of Health to show medical
records for even one child who has died OF COVID. Where there’s no risk, there can be
no benefit.

3. No one knows the long term risks of these vaccines. You may remember that one of
the members of the FDA Advisory Committee infamously said, “We are never going to
learn about how safe thie vaccine is until we start giving it” Dr. Eric Ruben, Editor in
Chief NEJM The studies Pfizer conducted were woefully underpowered. This is an analysis
of 10 Red Flags associated with Pfizer’s studies: Ten red flags in the FDA’s risk-benefit

analysis of Pfizer’s EUA application to inject American children 5 to 11 with its mRNA
product – Commentary – America's Frontline Doctors (americasfrontlinedoctors.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Famericasfrontlinedoctors.org%2F&d
)

Force vaccinating healthy children for a disease that doesn’t affect them to make adults
feel safe is a new low for humanity. Please do the right thing and do not require these
vaccinations for school age children. Who is going to pay for any death or disabilities that
arise from these mandates? Are YOU?

Tami Honda
206-778-1693

______________________________________________
From: Pavel Leonchyk
Sent: 1/10/2022 2:50:04 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Becca Russell
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:26:43 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Policies
External Email
Taosheng Kwan-Get made an inaccurate comment. Vaccines are now only 50% effective.
There is virtually zero hospitalizations for individuals under age 34. 8 times higher means
the difference between 1 individual to 8. Statistically insignificant.
There is a growing outrage that the least effected ie children are being put in a more
detrimental position by forcing masks and non FDA approved vaccines for children under
the age of 16. We need decisions that are sensible to our youth!
Rebecca

______________________________________________
From: Amy Crandall
Sent: 1/8/2022 1:25:12 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
Sent: 1/11/2022 12:30:51 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: TAG meeting and SBOH Meeting Jan 12 and subsequent meetings

-----Original Message----From: Twinkle Kitty <tkitty187@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2022 12:30 PM
To: Haag, Hannah R (SBOH) <Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: TAG meeting and SBOH Meeting Jan 12 and subsequent meetings
External Email
In response to your clarification for the meeting tomorrow, January 12, 2021 and
subsequent meetings regarding vaccines for children:
There is no justification to mandate the covid vaccine for children age 5 and older. Nor is
there a justification or need to require parents to file for an exemption. A parents’ simple
“no” to having their child be given the covid vaccine should close the matter. The
decision and parental right to make the decision does not require your approval of an
exemption. Nor does the risk to society outweigh the risk of the adverse effects of the
vaccine.
I would ask the board to again review the under-reported VAERS data, increased cases of
myocarditis, lack of definitive clinical trials, hidden vaccine contents, and future data. I
would also remind the board this is not a “true” vaccine and only has EUA authorization
which was inappropriate to begin with. Sincerely, Mary Sizer
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Ala Silchuk
Sent: 1/7/2022 4:59:22 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Odette Church
Sent: 1/9/2022 8:54:09 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Blatant invasion of my Constitutional rights.
External Email
I am completely against any of the proposed Covid Policies that are over reaching and
immoral. We stand against these proposed WAC’s:
WAC 246-100-070, WAC 246-100-045, WAC 246-100-040, WAC 246-100, WAC 246-105.
”.
This is the year 2022 and this is America, Land of The FREE correct? Not Nazi Germany.
You are going way overboard with this. Everything you've done thus far has resulting in:
Not preventing the spread of covid, Death, loss of jobs, homes, small business's, and
trust in our governmental systems. All the while, narcissism has prevailed over
intelligence and sensitivity for people. Rich companies became even more rich, including
all the ones that sold their snake oil shots and boosters.
People with the shots are getting reinfected. Booster shot isn't giving you the response
hoped for. Society is dividing themselves by vaxxers vs antivaxxers which is childish and
stupid considering the supposedly "educated" have no solution. It appears you are
opposed to continuing to work with science to find a better answer. You don't appear to
want what's right for the people, you want right now. You want to use force like Nazi
Germany did and that is completely wrong. Why don't you wait for something like
Novavax? Why don't you try and show decency, humanity and some intelligence, for
Christ's sake? For all?
I am strongly, thoroughly, opposed to your Nazi tactics.
Sincerely,
Odette Church

______________________________________________
From: Pamela Holroyd
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:26:34 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Patricia Beeler
Sent: 1/9/2022 11:08:38 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Chris Brown
Sent: 1/12/2022 9:44:56 AM
To: DOH WSBOH,ichelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov,Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH),Hoff, Christy
Curwick (SBOH),Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH),Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH),Donahoe,
Kaitlyn N (SBOH),Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH),Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH),Schreiber, Tracy N
(SBOH),Haag, Hannah R (SBOH),Kahler, Kelie (SBOH),Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: Do Not Consider Further Over-Reaching Mandates.
External Email
To whom it may concern:
I oppose the proposed WAC’s 246-100-070, WAC 246-100-045, WAC 246-100-040, WAC
246-100, WAC 246-105
I am completely against giving local health officers use of law enforcement and the use of
an emergency order to involuntarily detain a person or family into a quarantine facility if
they refuse the requests of medical examination, testing, treatment, counseling, or
vaccination.
I am completely against covid-19 injections as part of the school immunization
requirements using WAC 246-105.
Thanks,
Chris B Brown

Sent with ProtonMail
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fprotonmail.com%2F&data=04%7C
Secure Email.

______________________________________________
From: PHILLIP HOGAN
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:06:53 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Olena Malishchuk
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:49:40 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/12/2022 9:09:06 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Covid vaccine mandate children

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: Amie together <amieloveslove3@live.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2022 7:17 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>; Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH)
<Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>; Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
<Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>;
Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH) <kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
<Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>; Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
<Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>; Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH)
<Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
<Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>;
Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH) <Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Covid vaccine mandate children

External Email

To whom this may concern,

I come to you as a concerned parent of a child who attends a Washington school in Grays
Harbor county. I know there has been a lot of discussion about the mandate for the covid
vaccine but I urge you to understand that as an adult with a religious exemption this has
been a huge struggle for me. I am unable to get the vaccine due to my religious status
and beliefs. I have been faced with the decision to stand by my beliefs or face dismissal
from a sonography program. It has been the hardest decision of my life, I could have
wasted 4 years of education and thousands and thousands of dollars on tuition. However,
"if Jesus Christ be God and died for me, then no sacrifice can be too great for me to
make for Him". Now that my exemption has been accepted and I am able to continue my
clinical rotation I plead with you. Please do not make the mandate mandatory for
children ages of 5 and up. Please do not make it mandatory for us to decide whether our
children get an education or they be experimented on. These are stressful times enough.

I don't think Washington State realizes how many parents will fight back, how many
teachers will lose amazing students and how many students will lose amazing teachers. I
don't want to have to quit everything I've worked for or have all theses hoops I've
jumped through be wasted just to home school my children. I am going to be a well
educated tax paying medical professional that can only benefit our state. I see no
outcome for our future that is positive with this mandatory vaccine mandate. Let us
parents decide what's best for our children. This may make no difference but I but I had
to at least try. If any of you would like to reach out to me please feel free otherwise I
appreciate your time and consideration.

Sincerely a loving Washington parent

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:27:33 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vaccine mandates

-----Original Message----From: Felicia Billingsley <tfbillingsley@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 5, 2022 7:06 PM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Vaccine mandates
External Email
As a mother of 5 school aged children, I do not support mandating vaccines that have
not gone through all phases of testing. A vaccine authorized for emergency use that
poses a higher risk to children than the disease itself should not be required to attend
public school. If the vaccine is required, I will have no other choice but to remove my
children from the WA state public school system.
Respectfully,
Felicia McNew
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Peggy Bobb
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:47:11 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Candice Ellis
Sent: 1/10/2022 3:52:39 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dennis Cummins
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:15:59 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Stop the overreach!
External Email
It is very important that you understand we see your progressive goals. With Lutz on the
State Board now and other signals, we want you to be sure that we DO NOT want any
additional proposed measures to take our freedoms away.
You started your meeting late, you delayed and delayed hoping to lose participation.
Either it's unprofessional or planned! We will be watching you!
Regards,

Dennis Cummins
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fdenniscummins.me%2F&data=04%
<http:///>
Lead Pastor
ExperienceChurch.tv
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fexperiencechurch.tv%2F&data=04%

253.845.6880 Office
dennis@experiencechurch.tv <mailto:dennis@experiencechurch.tv>
LinkedIn
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.linkedin.com%2Fin%2Fdenn
cummins%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cfcad36f193264a7c083d08d9d5f7948f%7C
- Instagram
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.instagram.com%2Fdennisjcu
- Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2Fdenniscum
- Youtube
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fuser%2Fde
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This email message and any included attachments are for
the sole use of the intended recipient(s), and may contain confidential and/or privileged
information. Do not read, copy, forward, or print this email message or any attachments
unless you are the intended recipient. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify
the sender and destroy all copies and printouts of this email message and/or
attachments.

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/8/2022 12:43:30 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vaccines for children

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov
360-236-4105
Website| Facebook |Twitter
-----Original Message----From: soccermom58@juno.com <soccermom58@juno.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 5, 2022 8:33 AM
Subject: Vaccines for children
External Email
Dear Washington State Health Board Members,
I am writing to respectfully request that you do NOT pass any bill, legislation,
recommendation requiring children to be vaccinated. This is an overreach in every way.
Children are the least likely to suffer lasting health consequences and the jury is still out
on the impacts of the chemicals that are to be injected.
Do the right thing for our children and do not allow this to become a mandate of any
kind.
Thank you for your time and consideration. I wholeheartedly believe you will not be
swayed by public information or fear. That is no way to live.
Theresa Cline

______________________________________________
From: R Gn
Sent: 1/12/2022 9:37:27 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public comments
External Email
I lost my job as an electrician due to Jay Inslee's vaccine mandates. Scare tactics that
people are quickly wising up to. Time to fight back to your and your team/s continuing to
spread fear. Enough is enough, the massive overreach of control needs to stop. You and
your teams work for WE THE PEOPLE! I can go on about friends and family who are
planning on moving. My family is one of them due directly from Jay Insee's hand picked
team which is 10 of 11 of you.
So far your team can't even show up to the zoom meeting on time. 20 minutes late!
These are basic needs we need from your team and colleges.
Very unprofessional, lets consider you as well as your team changes focus from
controlling the people that employ you to actually bettering the state of WA. health
practices and standards of un communistic rule you have been swayed to believe in. I do
not believe in your science narrative, when science is not being able to question, it is not
science, that would be propaganda.
Time for change and time to release your reins of unrealistic expectations and rule over
WA.
Rick G.

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 2:58:37 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Proposed Vaccine Mandates/Overreach

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111
-----Original Message----From: Dayna Hersey <daynahersey@comcast.net>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 8:03 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>; Hoff, Christy Curwick
(SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH)
<Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
<Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
<samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; kaitlyn.donohoe@sboh.wa.gov; Lang, Caitlin M
(SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
<Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>; traci.schreibner@sboh.wa.gov; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
<Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>; Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH)
<Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>; Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
<Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Proposed Vaccine Mandates/Overreach
External Email
I would like to let you know that I vehemently oppose any mandates regarding the Covid
19 vaccine. This includes testing, examinations, and forced vaccination. This is an
infringement on my civil liberties.
The overreach by the Washington Department of Health is yet another example of this
administrations lack of regard for the citizens of Washington State!!!
Sincerely,
Dayna Hersey
(253) 312-7920
Dayna Hersey
(253) 312-7920

______________________________________________
From: Pam s
Sent: 1/5/2022 5:51:55 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public Comments for WSBOH Members from March EH Committee Special
Meeting
External Email
HELL NO. dont force vaccine on our kids. it’s not necessary! —RN and parent
:) Sent from my iPhone.
Run Eat (preferably ice cream ��)
Repeat & smile ��

______________________________________________
From: Shelly Larkin
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:38:08 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Subject: Wa state Board of Health Change of agenda - 1-12-22
External Email
Good morning,
I find it very disingenuous due to media exposure that you conveniently chose to cancel
Agenda #4; your public transparent discussion about COVID internment camps. Then
you lie about it never being a topic, at least for today! And leave our children alone!
Are you planning to meet covertly about the Covid internment camps that are located in
Chehalis? It seems you want Washington state to mirror CCP China. How disgusting!
I don’t appreciate your boards continued lying about how “safe and effective” these EUA
Experimental non FDA approved MRNA RNA inoculations are.
By the way, everyone I know who have been double & triple vaxxed, CAUGHT COVID!
Stop lying to the community! The immunity with these spike protein innoculations wanes!
Natural immunity is the best!
Signed, Upset Washingtonian
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Paul Froehlich
Sent: 1/6/2022 11:19:58 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Bethany Siebert
Sent: 1/8/2022 9:55:59 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Sharlene Greene
Sent: 1/11/2022 1:07:24 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: WASHINGTON STATE BOH MEETING - JAN 12, 2022
External Email
Respectfully, Sir/Madam,
I’m writing to let you know that I am uniting with many people in Washington State to
stand against the tyranny we are facing.
This letter is regarding the WSBOH meeting scheduled for Jan. 12, 2022.
According to information I have seen on the web in recent days, it appears that WSBOH
will be discussing proposed policies that pertain to -WAC 246-100-070, WAC-246-100045, and WAC 246-105.
You do not have our permission.
You need our permission.
Our kids are not your property.
Our bodies are a temple of the Holy Spirit and is not owned by the government
We are born with free will and we will retain that until death.
Thank you,
Sharlene A. Greene

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 2:31:31 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: No to Mandate Covid19 Vaccination for All School Age Children

From: Alicia Villa <villaalicia800@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 11:48 AM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: No to Mandate Covid19 Vaccination for All School Age Children

External Email
Children are at extremely low risk for Covid 19. There are no long-term studies to
document any history of safety. Studies do now document that vaccinated and
unvaccinated can both transmit Covid. Therefore the vaccine apparently does not stop
the spread of the disease.

Mandatory Covid 19 Vaccines will segregate many children from an equal education. This
mandate does not support equity diversity and inclusion.

Thank you,
Alicia Villa

______________________________________________
From: Paul Tomayko
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:47:05 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Tanya Reedy
Sent: 1/10/2022 6:42:33 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dan Lejameyer
Sent: 1/9/2022 8:18:40 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:58:30 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vaccinations for school aged children

-----Original Message----From: ekstrom4@frontier.com <ekstrom4@frontier.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 5, 2022 10:18 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>; Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH)
<Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>; Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
<Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>;
Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH) <kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
<Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>; Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
<Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>; Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH)
<Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
<Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>;
Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH) <Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Vaccinations for school aged children
External Email
Let’s let parents be parents and decide whether their children will receive the covid
vaccine. Government overreach is a HUGE mistake!
I truly believe in vaccines but this shot does not prevent anyone from getting or giving
covid to others. The shot is not preventing anything! The shot was supposed to eliminate
mask wearing …. It has not! The shot was supposed to get us back to “normal” life …. It
has not! The shot is supposed to lessen the covid symptoms … it has not proven that it
has done this! You have already lost thousands of children to the public school system …
you will be losing so many more if you create mandates fir school aged children.
Leave parenting to parents and decisions for their children should always be made by
them! Our government should not be mandating or making these parental decisions!
Theresa Ekstrom
32118 NE 136th Street
Duvall, WA. 98019

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 7:51:52 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Fwd: Halt illegal use of force!

Get Outlook for iOS
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fo0ukef&data=04%7C0
________________________________
From: David Kelly <dskelly74@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 8:09:08 PM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Halt illegal use of force!
External Email
Caitlin,

I would like to express my extreme opposition to implementation of a COVID 19 vaccine
requirement for schools in Washington State.

1. No COVID vaccine available in the United States has received FDA approval. All
available vaccines, including the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine, are being administered under
an Emergency Use Authorization. The only “approved” COVID 19 vaccine is Comirnaty,
and it is not available in the United States and there is no anticipated date for its
availability. (This “smoke and mirrors” approach by the FDA is the subject of numerous
lawsuits and a Federal Judge recently rejected Pfizer’s claim that the 2 products are
interchangeable: Federal Judge Rejects DOD Claim That Pfizer EUA and Comirnaty
Vaccines Are ‘Interchangeable’ • Children's Health Defense (childrenshealthdefense.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fchildrenshealthdefense.org%2F&da
) Since EUA products cannot be mandated per the Nuremberg Code, this alone should be
enough to stop consideration of making vaccines mandatory.

2. Children are statistically at zero risk of dying from COVID. Their survival rate is in the
range of 99.997-99.998% or, put another way, their risk of dying with COVID is less than
2 in every 1,000,000 children. The very few children who are listed as COVID deaths did
not die OF COVID, but rather WITH COVID as anyone being admitted to a hospital
nowadays is tested. I challenge the Washington State Board of Health to show medical
records for even one child who has died OF COVID. Where there’s no risk, there can be
no benefit.

3. No one knows the long term risks of these vaccines. You may remember that one of
the members of the FDA Advisory Committee infamously said, “We are never going to

learn about how safe thie vaccine is until we start giving it” Dr. Eric Ruben, Editor in
Chief NEJM The studies Pfizer conducted were woefully underpowered. This is an analysis
of 10 Red Flags associated with Pfizer’s studies: Ten red flags in the FDA’s risk-benefit
analysis of Pfizer’s EUA application to inject American children 5 to 11 with its mRNA
product – Commentary – America's Frontline Doctors (americasfrontlinedoctors.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Famericasfrontlinedoctors.org%2F&d
)

Force vaccinating healthy children for a disease that doesn’t affect them to make adults
feel safe is a new low for humanity. Please do the right thing and do not require these
vaccinations for school age children.

Please use common sense, follow the facts, the science, the data. Do not harm our
children and communities. This is the United States of America, NOT a communist
tyrannical nation state!

Sincerely,

David Kelly
Concerned Citizen, highly motivated to stop this ILLEGAL ACTION

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:34:43 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: NO VACCINE MANDATE Public Comments for WSBOH Members from March
EH Committee Special Meeting

From: Sharay Tirado <sharayann@yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 11:22 AM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: NO VACCINE MANDATE Public Comments for WSBOH Members from March EH
Committee Special Meeting

External Email
Dear Caitlin Lang,

I am a parent of a third grader and a fifth grader in the Peninsula School District in
Vaughn Washington. Last year we homeschooled with book curriculum to keep normalcy
and structure as we did not know what to expect during the school year due to the
pandemic. My children although flourished academically, we grew as a family and
enjoyed our time together; it did not replace the childhood experience of going to school
with peers and teachers.

My children are doing amazing being back at school socially, academically and
developmentally. Children need children for healthy mental and social emotional
development, it is crucial.

I am desperately asking you to please not mandate the EUA Covid-19 Vaccine product for
children to attend school in Washington State. We believe in keeping the community
healthy and support keeping others safe, but in our core as parents we cannot ignore
many unknowns of the Covid-19 vaccine for children.

It is parents jobs to keep their kids safe, our number one priority and we do this with
informed decisions. It is difficult to make a decision to give a young child a vaccine when
the FDA will not release their report for the \product for 50 years. The risk of myocarditis
is very concerning, it is permanant scarring of the heart muscle, possibly predisposing
children to premature cardiovascular disease. The testing for this product was done on a
very small group of less than 2,000 participants and even at the FDA stated that "we
wouldn't know the true risk of serious side effects until it is rolled out onto a larger
population". There are noted vaccine injuries such as the 12 year old female who has a
feeding tube and cannot walk, numerous reports of young athletes collapsing due to

heart issues that led to death. We do not know or test what biomarkers for future
diesease the vaccine may cause for our younger precious popluation. The benfit versus
risk for this population is not proven.

This is the information us concerened parents have to process as we make the best
decisions for our children. We have also been living the last 2 years in a pandemic, trying
to keep life going normal, balance jobs, health and our family's well being. It is life
changing and terrifying to think that we may have to choose to provide our children with
an education that meets their mental health needs, social emotional and academic needs,
or give them an inocculation that we feel may be unsafe. It literally breaks my heart
privately, when I see their happy faces and know it may all be gone, due to a mandate.

Whether you agree with parents like me or not, we are out here. Our feelings are very
strong and we will not comply with a Covid-19 Vaccine mandate for our children to
attend school. Some will be ok, some may have lasting mental heath and academic
consequences that could lead to other health crisis such as depression, substance abuse,
suicide and future unemployment. WE MUST FACTOR THE RISK VERSUS BENEFIT.

Please hear my Prayer.

Sincreley,

Sharay A, Nickles, MA, LMHC
Licensed Mental Health Counsleor
Mother
Wife
Citizen

______________________________________________
From: Paul Kness
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:58:40 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Jan. 12 State Board of Health Public Meeting comments
External Email
I am opposed to the implementation of the subject WAC’s because the vaccines, that are
actually experimental gene therapy, should remain entirely voluntary for adults and at
the sole discretion of the parents of children. Forcing vaccinations of experimental gene
therapies without informed consent of the recipient is a clear violation of The Nuremberg
Code. The COVID vaccines safety data is being withheld from the public, so there is not
enough information available to allow for informed consent.

The safety of the COVID vaccines are highly suspect, based on the CDC VAERS
information. You can view the data at openvaers.com. As you will see, vaccine related
injuries and deaths are up dramatically in the past 12 months during the surge in COVID
vaccine application. We cannot allow vaccine injures to be minimized as acceptable
collateral damage.

Paul Kness
Maple Valley, WA

______________________________________________
From: April Harzynski
Sent: 1/8/2022 6:20:55 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Olga Markovich
Sent: 1/8/2022 10:15:11 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Gayle Baker
Sent: 1/12/2022 11:02:19 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comment to the Public Meeting on January 12, 2022

attachments\AA105CF462FC4F54_comments to BOH.pdf
External Email

I'm listening to your webinar today, January 12, 2022. You seem 100% intent on
promoting vaccines for everyone, including children. I'm stunned by your bias toward
vaccines and also your total misunderstanding of how mild Omnicron is! I'm attaching
research and data that should give you an alternative point of view. Hopefully you will
read it with an open mind and realize just how dangerous to the public your policies have
been and continue to be. Other states with less draconian measures have fewer reports
of death and a healthier public overall. Thirty seven (37) states are fully open as of
January 10, 2022. https://www.aarp.org/politics-society/government-elections/info2020/coronavirus-state-restrictions.html
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.aarp.org%2Fpoliticssociety%2Fgovernment-elections%2Finfo-2020%2Fcoronavirus-staterestrictions.html&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Ccb94f161e1ef463ebdaa08d9d5fdbfbb%7
.
Stop with the vaccines until they can be proven to be safe! Stop with the masks! Stop
with the fear mongering over Omicron. Just STOP!
Gayle Baker

Washington State Board of Health
Comments to Public Meeting
Comments to the BOH
Regarding Vaccine Recommendation by BOH
For the past fifty years the U.S. Government has epically failed at most everything it is in charge of
and that includes: Local Boards of Health, FEMA, Illegal Immigration and Border management,
Amtrak, U.S. Postal Service, losing wars in Vietnam and Afghanistan, public education, voting and
election integrity, forest management and, finally, the CDC’s, FDA’s, and NIH’’s corrupt and illegal
approach to the man-made pandemic. The government has failed us time and time again with its
incompetence, overspending and .
The “Vaccine” is not really a vaccine, but rather an untested, unproven, DNA altering, biological,
human experiment with no possibility of compensation should this “vaccine’s” side effects, short and
long term, prove to be as dangerous as some vaccines historically are. 1 In fact, the COVID “vaccines”
are showing signs of serious side effects, including deaths.2
The COVID “Vaccines” DO NOT protect anyone from getting COVID or transferring COVID to anyone
else.10 The government downplays that fact. What the COVID “Vaccine” does appear to do is REDUCE
YOUR SYPTOMS and may therefore prevent hospitalization and/or death. But, is the “Vaccine” less or
more harmful than COVID? That’s what we don’t and won’t know for years to come. The CDC reports
that of 540,667 COVID patients from the period of March 2020 to March 2021, 95% had an underlying
factor contributing to their death.3 4 In other words, if you’re fit and healthy, no matter your age, you
have a very good chance of surviving COVID.
The CARES act incentivizes hospitals to report a patient as having COVID even though they may have
a common flu or pneumonia related to flu but unrelated to COVID. According to the U.S. Department
of Health and Human Services: “The CARES Act created the 20% add-on to be paid for Medicare
patients with COVID-19. The act further created a $100 billion fund that is being used to financially
assist hospitals — a “portion” of which will be “used to reimburse healthcare providers, at Medicare
rates, for COVID-related treatment of the uninsured.” 5
1

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/vaccines/safety/vaers.html

2

https://www.mayoclinic.org/coronavirus-covid-19/vaccine-side-effects 9
https://ntdca.com/why-is-covid-19-severe-for-some/
10

https://www.realclearpolitics.com/video/2021/08/06/cdc_director_vaccines_no_longer_prevent_you_from_spreading_
covid.html#!
3
https://www.cdc.gov/pcd/issues/2021/21_0123.htm
4
https://www.futurity.org/cdc-covid-19-comorbidities-2436032-2/
5
https://www.factcheck.org/2020/04/hospital-payments-and-the-covid-19-death-count/

Why are those that have already had COVID and now have natural immunity from COVID not given
the same consideration as those who are vaccinated? The authors of a recent study (September 5,
2021) out of Israel compared the outcomes of more than 800,000 people covering Mar. 1, 2020,
through Aug. 14, 2021, concluded: “This study demonstrated that natural immunity confers longer
lasting and stronger protection against infection, symptomatic disease and hospitalization caused by
the Delta variant of SARS-CoV-2, compared to the BNT162b2 two-dose vaccine-induced immunity.”6 It
should be noted that the study only addresses the Pfizer vaccine but it did echo previously published
studies on the effectiveness of natural immunity over vaccines.
Note: A cheap and quick antibody test can determine if you have COVID related antibodies. That test
does not differentiate between the “Vaccine” and someone who has had COVID and recovered.
However, there is a T-cell test that can differentiate.7
Follow the money--What all vaccines have in common is they make the producers of vaccines very
wealthy. What better way to keep that money flowing than to make vaccines mandatory? In 2020
the top twenty pharmaceutical companies worldwide made over $680 billion in revenue. In 2019
Johnson & Johnson, a U.S. company and highest revenue earner of the top 20, made an astounding
$82.6 billion!8 It should be noted, that in July 2021, Johnson & Johnson, one of the Big Pharma vaccine
manufacturers, that cannot be sued now or in the future for COVID vaccine related side effects,
including death, settled the “J&J Big Pharma Opioid lawsuit” for $26 billion.9
The three biggest COVID vaccine suppliers, J&J, Pfizer and Moderna charge an average of $20 per
dose. In the US that equates to conservatively $4.2 billion in revenue in the past 18 months.
Worldwide, that figure is between $80-$110 billion due to the different contract pricing structures of
each country.10 11 There are forty newly minted billionaires worldwide in COVID related businesses
since the onset of the COVID pandemic, nineteen of them Chinese.12 In the first quarter of 2021, Big
Pharma spent $14 million on lobbying in the halls of the United States Congress and they have spent
over $6 billion in the last 20 years.13 Of course Big Pharma wants vaccines mandated and of course
they will lobby your government representatives to ensure compliance. You should ask, who amongst
our politicians is taking the money and in what form? Pharma stock?

6

https://thevaccinereaction.org/2021/09/israeli-study-finds-natural-immunity-to-coronavirus-far-superiortovaccineinduced-immunity/
7
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2021/09/210902124937.htm
8
https://www.fiercepharma.com/special-report/top-20-pharma-companies-by-2020-revenue
9
https://www.thecartertreatmentcenter.com/blog/2021/july/j-j-and-others-settle-opioid-lawsuits-for-26-bil/
10
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2021/aug/11/covid-19-vaccines-the-contracts-prices-and-profits
11
https://ourworldindata.org/covid-vaccinations
12
https://www.forbes.com/sites/giacomotognini/2021/04/06/meet-the-40-new-billionaires-who-got-richfightingcovid19/?sh=2c97fc4917e5
13
https://www.opensecrets.org/news/2021/07/big-pharma-largest-lobbying-spender-biden-crackdown/

Alternatives to vaccines exist, but they are blocked by the FDA, CDC and, until recently the NIH. In a
report in The American Journal of Therapeutics (July-August 2021), Ivermectin is just one alternative
to have been found to be effective against COVID: “A review by the Front Line COVID19 Critical Care
Alliance summarized findings from twenty-seven studies on the effects of ivermectin for the prevention
and treatment of COVID-19 infection, concluding that ivermectin “demonstrates a strong signal of
therapeutic efficacy” against COVID-19.” 14 Following extensive studies and a presentation before NIH
by the physicians group, Front Line Covid-19 Critical Care Alliance (FLCCC), it was announced on
January 14, 2021, that Ivermectin has been approved by NIH, making it an “option” for the treatment
of COVID. In a presentation before the Department of Homeland Security, Dr. Pierre Kory, a founding
member of the FLCCC, and his team testified before the U.S. Senate Homeland Security Committee
in favor of authorizing ivermectin, a “Nobel Prize–winning anti-parasitic agent, for early treatment of
the novel coronavirus. In his impassioned presentation, Dr. Kory explained that ivermectin “basically
obliterates transmission of this virus,” with “miraculous effectiveness.”15
Despite these findings, the FDA16 and CDC23 stated in August 2021 that “there are insufficient data to
recommend either for or against the use of ivermectin for the treatment of COVID-19, and the World
Health Organization recommends against its use outside of clinical trials.” It seems that the FDA is
focused entirely on the use of “Vaccines” to treat COVID and as late as September 3, 2021, has doubled
down on its bias despite evidence of the “miraculous effectiveness of Ivermectin”. 17
Could it be because the FDA gets kickbacks from pharmaceuticals in the form of “User Fees”? We are
talking BIG MONEY and the more vaccines sold the more money the FDA receives to keep its
bureaucracy going. “Between FY2017 and FY2021, FDA’s enacted annual total program level
(excluding amounts enacted in supplemental appropriations measures or in the American Rescue Plan
Act) increased from $4.745 billion to $6.05 billion. Over that time period, congressionally appropriated
funding increased by 18%, while user fee revenue increased by 42%.” 18 From the time COVID
“vaccines” became available (and now mandated) during the year 2021, user fee revenue has
increased by 42%! User Fees account for over 45% of the FDA’s total budget. In other words, the
more vaccines sold, the more money the FDA collects. Additionally, the CARES act added another half
a billion in revenue over a nine-year period from 2017–2025. Likewise, CDC and NIH benefit from this
pandemic. Budgets for all three agencies have skyrocketed in 2021 and 2022. NIH’s budget for 2022
is $52 billion and the CDCs is $55.1 billion.19 Much of the CDC’s budget is in the form of wealth
redistribution or “equity” allowances to Tribes and by “addressing disparities”.20
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https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC8248252/
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https://www.lifesitenews.com/news/miraculous-ivermectin-approved-for-use-in-the-us-for-the-treatment-of-covid-19/
https://www.fda.gov/consumers/consumer-updates/why-you-should-not-use-ivermectin-treat-or-prevent-covid-19
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https://emergency.cdc.gov/han/2021/pdf/cdc_han_449.pdf
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https://www.fda.gov/consumers/consumer-updates/why-you-should-not-use-ivermectin-treat-or-prevent-covid-19
https://www.fda.gov/about-fda/fda-basics/fact-sheet-fda-glance
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https://officeofbudget.od.nih.gov/br.html
20
https://www.cdc.gov/budget/index.html
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Please Note: Merck Pharmaceutical is the original patent holder for Ivermectin; however, the patent
has expired rendering the drug cheap and readily available around the world (except the US) without
prescription. In other words, there is no financial incentive for Merck or the FDA
(which receives “User Fees” from Big Pharma) to prescribe Ivermectin as treatment against COVID.
Ponder that for a moment…the FDA DOES NOT ALLOW IVERMECTIN as treatment or prevention
against COVID 19. Currently, Merck is awaiting approval from the FDA for a NEW wonder drug as an
effective treatment and preventative drug against COVID 19. 21 If you do not see the connection
between Ivermectin, Merck and the FDA then you are blindly and woefully ignorant and should not
be reading this report. The FDA and BIG Pharma would rather people die than lose its cash cow
“Vaccines”. It has been reported that Merck will be charging hospitals $700 a dose for this “new” drug
(forty times what it costs Merck to produce),22 as compared to Ivermectin at less than $30 for a pack
of twenty tablets.
Finally, and most importantly, it is a matter of protecting our freedoms under the Constitution of the
United States of America. When we abdicate our right to make medical decisions for ourselves, we
abdicate all our guaranteed freedoms. It is not and should not be shameful to be patriotic. We cannot
take for granted that this is a “one off” mandate by our government to protect us from COVID. This
is a slippery slope downward to communist control over our daily lives and the beginning of the end
to a way of life that has been, up until now, arguably, the greatest in the history of the world.
Washington state is one of the most draconian in its approach to COVID with unprecedented
restrictions that have not proven to be successful in reducing COVID transmission or prevention of
death. I reiterate, one of the reasons for the death rate is the inaccurate reporting of death by COVID
when there are many, many underlying causes for the death.

21
22

https://www.wsws.org/en/articles/2021/10/05/pill-o05.html
https://theintercept.com/2021/10/05/covid-pill-drug-pricing-merck-ridgeback/

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 9:09:12 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Fwd: Mandates

Get Outlook for iOS
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fo0ukef&data=04%7C0
________________________________
From: Debby Swecker <debby@localaccess.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 12:34:48 PM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Mandates
External Email
> �Dear
State Board of Health,
> I am opposed to extending or enacting in any way Chapter 246-100 WAC regarding
communicable and other certain diseases.
> I am opposed to furthering any state of emergency or enabling any certain powers of
either state or local health officials to do anything or enforce any action against an
individuals will.
>
> Please consider this opposition and note it in the record.
Sincerely,
Debra Swecker
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Joshua, Amanda Villalobos
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:53:14 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Re: Public Comments for WSBOH Members from March EH Committee Special
Meeting
External Email
I have been made to feel at every turn that I and my children are under attack. Whether
it’s psychological with seeing masked faces everywhere, physically with forced vax/mask
mandates. I will never put your child in public school, and I am advising my entire sphere
of influence to do the same.
And the government and media gaslighting me to make me feel like a crazy conspiracist
when everything they’ve said won’t happen DOES happen!
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:51 AM Joshua, Amanda Villalobos
<jandavilla1618@gmail.com <mailto:jandavilla1618@gmail.com> > wrote:

*
There are many children who have received the covid shot that are now
getting myocarditis as a result from the shot. This is causing severe problems in
otherwise healthy children. This is heart inflammation.
*
Even though vaccinated, even with boosters, adults and children are still
contracting, and spreading Covid-19 to those both vaccinated and unvaccinated.

*
Pfizer and Moderna are messing with the menstrual cycle of many women –
we are still unsure of the permanent side effects of this. I’m talking on behalf of my
friend who’s a school teacher when I tell you that she I received the shot as a teacher
because She had the choice of getting vaxxed or losing her job (single parent, this would
make a result in losing her house as well). (WHICH IS NOT A CHOICE IT IS COERCION
AND GASLIGHTING!!) she is now having severe arm pain. Headaches, nausea and
erratic, unpredictable, heavy non-stop menstruation as a result of the vaccine even
months later!

*
It takes many years for a vaccine to be fully tested, and now they are
already trying to offer boosters on a still new and unknown shot. This should not be
FORCED on children. It should be a choice! I in no way want my children to have this
happen and risk their fertility and future choices.

*
The covid-19 virus keeps changing and having new variants that are not
phased by the shot. Therefore, we are giving children shots with severe and unknown
side effects that are not even helping the children (or adults) fight off the virus. As It
continues to mutate.

*
Shots SHOULD NOT BE MANDATED FOR SCHOOLS – it should be a parent’s
choice. Without you gaslighting us!!

*

LEAVE OUR CHILDREN ALONE!!

We will not stand for this!! We will not tolerate this!!

______________________________________________
From: Gabriel Villahermosa
Sent: 1/8/2022 3:26:23 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 7:58:27 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Urgent Consideration for the WSBOH

From: EliVog <4evogel@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 12:00 PM
Subject: Urgent Consideration for the WSBOH

External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,

I am writing you as proud resident of the state of Washington with a sincere and urgent
request that you represent with inclusivity and compassion the concerns I am expressing
in my email as you determine the future of many citizens of our state.

I was made aware that the Washington State Board of Health is meeting to discuss
immune safety for our children, including the enforcement of Covid 19 shot mandates
and potential forcible measures for those who can not comply and/or disagree for any
number of reasons, be they medical, ethical, religious, personal or otherwise.

The state and the government may have the power to enforce these mandates but do
they have the right and all information necessary? In many instances, such mandates
have served to injure and harm and for that reason a person's choice in the matter with
full informed consent must be preserved.

1.
Thalidomide
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.understandinganimalresearch
years-on-the-history-of-the-thalidomidetragedy%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C0a0f55908dd3419478b008d9d4520990%
: Developed in the 50's and administered to countless people before it was pulled in 1961
due to widespread adverse events and irreparable damage. Learning- "there was no
placebo group and no indication of how long treatment had gone on for. None of the
studies were double-blind. There was also no measurement of how much thalidomide
there was in the blood or tissue of the patients taking it." I URGE YOU TO COMPARE THIS
TO OUR CURRENT AVAILABLE VACCINES. While the FDA approved Comirnaty, it is not
currently available in the US- the EUA version is the only available formulation. There is
no existing placebo arm- the placebo arm was encouraged to get the active shot. The
VAERS currently has over 1,000,000 adverse event submissions, including death,
cardiovascular, neurological and reproductive, for the C19 mRNA shot which must be
vetted to establish safety signals and causation vs correlation. The biodistribution of the
mRNA technology has not been disclosed.

2.
Tuskegee
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftime.com%2F4867267%2Ftuskege
syphilisstudy%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C0a0f55908dd3419478b008d9d4520990%7C

3.
In 1995, then president Bill Clinton apologized
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.latimes.com%2Farchives%2F
xpm-1995-10-04-mn-53213story.html&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C0a0f55908dd3419478b008d9d4520990%7
to the survivors and families of those who unknowingly were subjects of government
sponsored radiation experiments- 4,000 of them through 1974.

In response to a FOIA request submitted to the CDC, requesting documents reflecting
any documented cases of transmissibility of the disease C-19 from an unvaccinated
person to a vaccinated person once recovered and/or reinfected, the CDC acknowledged
they don't have such documentation.

Please I urge you to turn your attention to ensuring full FDA approval is provided for any
therapies we provide our citizens, especially our children and that full informed consent
and choice are preserved and championed.

My sincere thanks!
Elizabeth Vogel
206-947-7906
655 Alder St
Edmonds WA 98020

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 9:31:28 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: No!

From: Stephanie Gibler <steph728d@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 11:04 AM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: No!

External Email
No more masks!!! No mandatory vaccines!!!!!

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 7:40:32 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Jan 12th Discussion

From: Dee Ojeda <rdojeda@charter.net>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 2:32 PM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Jan 12th Discussion

External Email
My name is Delila Ojeda, Pediatric Nurse Practitioner, retired after 31 years in clinical
practice in civilian and USAF settings.

I am STRONGLY opposed to Covid-19 injections being added to the school immunization
requirements at this time.
The Covid-19 injections are not currently PREVENTING disease nor PREVENTING
transmission. Until a product is developed that
prevents disease and transmission, it should not be included as a requirement.

Secondly, I am opposed to Covid-19 injection being added to WAC 246-100 for adults
since it doesn’t prevent disease nor transmission.
Please preserve our individual freedom to choose what health care/treatments/injections
we wish to participate in. While the prevalence of Covid-19 and variants continues
despite millions of “vaccinated” people, the tragic repercussions are seen everywhere.
Many jobs and homes lost; mental health issues due to isolation of both adults and
children; childhood educational losses; loss of freedoms in many areas of life.

More media coverage promoting fear tactics, federal and state abuse of power or more
federal and state regulations are not going to resolve the Covid-19 problem. More
research and improved medications are needed. Regular flu shots have been used
annually for years. Sometimes they prevent the flu and at other times, a new strain is
the culprit.

Please vote to preserve our freedoms and avoid unnecessary enactment of more
regulations.

Sincerely,

Delila Ojeda, MPH, PNP
Walla Walla, WA

______________________________________________
From: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
Sent: 1/12/2022 8:26:50 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: STOP VACCINE MANDATES

--Samantha Pskowski (she/her/hers)
Washington State Board of Health
360-789-2358

From: becky k <seastoday@yahoo.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2022 11:15 PM
To: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: STOP VACCINE MANDATES

External Email
The data on harms to children from the experimental gene therapy injections are
mounting every day, including myocarditis in boys. You are well aware of the high
incidence of the myocarditis and you are still driven to put this in every arm. The
vaccines have failed. You are now more likely to get Covid, especially Omicron, if you are
vaccinated than if you are not vaccinated. This must stop. It is no longer about Covid or
injections......this is about God given rights guaranteed in our Constitution. Stop the
insanity.
BK
Washington Resident since 2002.

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.onelink.me%2F107872968%3F

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 8:15:15 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: RE:Oppose madatory Covid-19 vaccines for school children

From: Sharon Covington <smileysharon@cheerful.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 11:32 AM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: RE:Oppose madatory Covid-19 vaccines for school children

External Email
Dear Christy Hoff,

I oppose adding Covid-19 vaccine to the WAC 246-105 schedule of required cvaccines for
school children to attend school.

We are already to 3 boosters, will it be every week. Based not on survivor rates, but
minimal death tolls. Has the flu completely disappeared?

Sincerely, Sharon Covington

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 7:54:16 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Fwd: Vaccines

Get Outlook for iOS
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fo0ukef&data=04%7C0
________________________________
From: Amberlee Moore <jajjhmoore@yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 2:09:41 PM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>; Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
<samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH)
<Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Vaccines
External Email
My family, my daughter and son's family, are against this legislation of requiring vaccines
for children when normal long term research has not been completed. We are graduate
educated, high income homes and families, we are law abiding & science believing- this
is the last draw- we will vacate our jobs, the taxes we pay and the state of Washington if
this passed vaccine requirement for children is passed and any form of repercussions
towards family are legislated. You are not listening to parents, you are not listening to
science. You are forcing and causing fear. All safety measures have been followed and
you are still just destroying the spirit of the people. We have stayed in Washington State.
Have completed all requirements and you just demand more. You are of the people and
for the people. Please stop forcing! Please stop controlling! Please represent the people,
not the fear.

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.onelink.me%2F107872968%3F

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.onelink.me%2F107872968%3F

______________________________________________
From: Emily Perry
Sent: 1/11/2022 8:03:14 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: To members of BOH
External Email
Members of the BOH,
In regards to the proposed manditory COVID-19 vaccination for children, it is illogical to
give a dangerous vaccination to a population that is very unlikely to diet of COVID-19.
This vaccination is not backed by years of clinical proof of its safety. Please don't subject
our children to objectivity.
In regards to deputizing police to take people unwillingly to detention centers for disease
exposure and holding them there until they have a court order, you are giving military
power to the government who controls the police enforcement. Also, if this becomes a
law and You become exposed to a disease included in this, will you and your family be
exempt?
Sincerely,
Emily S. Perry

______________________________________________
From: Gloria Bender
Sent: 1/8/2022 11:42:52 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: January 12 Meeting: No Quarantines! No COVID-19 Vaccinations for Children!
External Email
As a lifelong Washington resident, I say NO to any involuntary quarantines and NO to
children being vaccinated. These comments are for Washington State Board of Health
meeting on Wednesday, January 12, 2022.
Gloria Bender
Kennewick, WA
509-539-9600

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/11/2022 5:58:26 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Tomorrow’s meeting

-----Original Message----From: The Scoters <scoters@zohomail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2022 1:24 PM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Tomorrow’s meeting
External Email
Dear Ms. Hoff,
The present situation with omicron is no longer a health emergency. People are not dying
from covid anymore, not in numbers that make for a public emergency. People have
always died from influenzas and pneumonias, from car wrecks and drownings, and we
don’t abandon our God-given rights in an effort to stamp out all of these possible deaths.
The extreme measures you contemplate in dealing with what has become a minor threat
would further hurt adults and children instead of helping them. Whatever power
structures exist in your Codes, you don’t have a moral right to trample on peoples’s
‘…life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.’
You have no moral authority to impose mandatory shots into people’s bodies. People own
their own bodies. You do not own other people’s bodies. You may not do as you see fit
with other people’s bodies. The people who imprisoned Martin Luther King, Jr.—did they
have the legal right to do that? The bus driver who asked Rosa Parks to go to the back of
the bus—did he have the right to do that? The national guard and police who blasted civil
rights protestors with water hoses and set dogs on them—did they have the right to do
that? Yes, they had a “right” by the laws and policies of the day, but they were in the
wrong. The hindsight of history shows to all that they were wrong. The truth will out;
many people already know that it is wrong of you to contemplate involuntary detention
of citizens. Future people will absolutely know it, just like we absolutely know who was
right in the civil rights movement led by MLK.
We also know who was morally right when Japanese American citizens were involuntarily
concentrated into camps. We know who was wrong. Monetary reparations and public
apology was awarded decades later to Japanese American citizens—right here in
WA—who were involuntarily detained into camps at that shameful time.
There will be only shame for those who act immorally to involuntarily detain and/or bully
citizens and children into camps and near-forced requirement of experimental injections.
We Americans know that our legal rights to “life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness”
are solid both in Constitutional law and in the moral law which is written in our hearts.
I urge you not to overstep whatever powers you have to do whatever you want in this
little day. Tomorrow morning, please remember that both yourself and your fellow
citizens alike are all ‘created equal’ and have ‘unalienable rights.’ We hold these truths to
be self-evident, that involuntary detainment of citizens is wrong, and mandating
experimental shots for children against the will of their parents is wrong. Please maintain
the public trust by respecting our unalienable rights.

Sincerely,
Deirdre Forman
WA resident

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 8:23:15 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Fwd: Proposed COVID-19 policies

Get Outlook for iOS
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fo0ukef&data=04%7C0
________________________________
From: Chad Bajema <bajemacj@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 1:55:09 PM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Proposed COVID-19 policies
External Email
Good morning,
I am writing this e-mail regarding the proposed COVID-19 policies that would be a
complete overreach of the government and are at best a threat to our freedoms as
American citizens. This is besides the fact that the vaccine is more of a risk to children
than actually getting COVID. It's absolutely senseless. It's not right - you know it and we
know it. I, and my other 4 family members, stand in complete opposition of the following
proposed WAC's:
WAC 246-100-070
WAC 246-100-045
WAC 246-100-045
WAC 246-100-040
WAC 246-100
WAC 246-105

Sincerely,

Jana Bajema

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 4:16:58 PM
To: DOH WSBOH,Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: FW: Mandates

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111
-----Original Message----From: Nick Jenne <nick@thinktanksanitation.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 11:54 AM
To: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Mandates
External Email
I am completely against any of the proposed Covid Policies that are over reaching and
immoral.
I stand against these proposed WAC's: WAC 246-100-070, WAC 246-100-045, WAC 246100-040, WAC 246-100, WAC 246-105
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Angel Selke
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:52:26 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 1:49:34 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Please vote no

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111
-----Original Message----From: Rachel Bennett-Living the Northwest Life <rae.bennett10@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 9:11 AM
To: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Please vote no
External Email
Please vote against mandating the Covid 19 vaccinations in children. I am a mother of 4,
and humbly request to maintain the right to choose for my children individually.
Rachel Bennett-Oak Harbor Resident

______________________________________________
From: Susan McAliley
Sent: 1/11/2022 4:54:53 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for Washington State Dept of Health TAG Meeting on Jan. 12, 2022

attachments\6AB988FAAB7B4AA6_Mercola VAERS and COVID Jab Safety.pdf
attachments\966C66D01B734395_Dr. Andreas Noack was murdered.docx
attachments\9FDA4A5253CA45A2_WA State Dept of Health
comments_PRDTOOL_NAMETOOLONG.docx
External Email
Please submit the attachments as my comments for the January 12, 2022
meeting with the Technical Advisory Group.
Thank you,
Susan McAliley
Seattle, WA 98146

What the VAERS Data Tell Us About COVID Jab Safety
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola

 Fact Checked

STORY AT-A-GLANCE

-

 The U.S. Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS) is among the best adverse
event data collection systems in the world, but it's antiquated and difficult to use. Still, it’s
a good way to detect safety signals that weren't detected during premarket testing or
clinical trials
 There are unmistakable, unprecedented safety signals in VAERS for the COVID shots.
While the U.S. Food and Drug Administration and Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention claim no deaths can be attributed to the COVID jabs, it’s impossible to
discount 8,986 deaths in the U.S. territories alone, reported as of November 26, 2021
 The estimated underreporting factor for COVID jab injuries in VAERS is between 31 and
100, so the actual death toll in the U.S. could be anywhere from 278,500 to 898,600
 There’s a strong safety signal for female reproductive issues and for heart inflammation
(myocarditis) in young men and boys. VAERS data show an inverse relationship between
myocarditis and age, with youths being more frequently affected than older men
 VAERS data are being deleted without explanation. Each week, about 100 or so reports
are routinely deleted, so there are now thousands of inexplicably missing reports

Jessica Rose, Ph.D., a research fellow at the Institute for Pure and Applied Knowledge in
Israel, has taken a deep-dive into the U.S. Vaccine Adverse Events Reporting System
(VAERS), and in this interview she shares the details of what she’s finding.

VAERS, despite flaws and drawbacks, is one of the greatest tools we have to evaluate
vaccine safety. It was implemented as a consequence of the 1986 National Childhood
Vaccine Injury Act. While vaccine companies were given blanket immunity against
liability for adverse reactions under this law, VAERS was created to collect injury reports
in a centralized database so that the post-marketing safety of childhood vaccines could
be monitored.
The system was actually launched in 1990, so we have three decades’ worth of data to
compare trends against. Granted, vaccine injuries are notoriously underreported.
Investigations have found only 10%1 to as little as 1%2,3 of injuries are reported.
When it comes to the COVID jab specifically, calculations4 by Steve Kirsch, executive
director of the COVID-19 Early Treatment Fund, suggest injuries are underreported by a
factor of 41. But despite that and other shortcomings, VAERS can still provide valuable
information about a given vaccine.
Rose is a computational biologist with postdoc degrees in molecular biology and
biochemistry. While a native Canadian, she did her postgraduate training in Israel, where
she still lives. When her dream of surfing in Australia were dashed due to the COVID-19
outbreak, she decided to start writing code for statistics and graphics, and as the
pandemic wore on, she applied those programming skills to the VAERS database.

No, People Are Not Filing Fake Reports
A common attempt to explain away the VAERS data by so-called fact checkers is to say
that it’s unreliable because anyone can file a report. This is pure hogwash. Yes, anyone
can file a report, but there are penalties for filing a false report, and the filing is timeconsuming and exacting. We can be quite certain there’s no over-reporting going on.
It takes on average 30 minutes to fill out a report, and the system is set up in such a way
that you cannot save anything until you get to the very end. Even worse, each page will
time out after an allotted period of time, forcing you to start from the beginning if you
take too long to fill in the details.

“This probably frustrates enough people that they don't start again,” Rose says. Indeed,
the cumbersomeness of the website itself has often been cited as a reason for why
doctors don’t report adverse events. Doctors don’t have the time to do it, and most
patients don’t know they can file on their own. As noted by Rose:
“[VAERS] is probably one of the best adverse event data collection systems in
the world, but it's completely lamentable. It’s antiquated ... Nonetheless ... it's a
way to detect safety signals that weren't detected during premarket testing or
clinical trials.
And it is functioning that way, because there are many, many safety signals
[about the COVID jabs] being thrown out by the data. For example, everyone's
heard of myocarditis ... which is one of the safety signals being thrown off in
VAERS. And so, we've learned that it happens in young people, more so in boys.”
One explanation for this gender discrepancy has to do with androgens. Testosterone
has been shown to facilitate entry of the spike protein into cells by activating a specific
enzyme. This could help explain why men, who have higher testosterone levels, are
getting myocarditis at much higher rates than women.

Most Lethal ‘Vaccines’ in Medical History
Rose continues:
“I implore everybody to do this ... [VAERS] is very accessible. Just go to their
website and download the CSV files. You can play with it in Excel, or use
whatever is compatible with the CSV file. The OpenVAERS system is even
easier to use.
There are three separate files that you can download for the domestic data set,
which includes the individual's data, the symptoms or adverse events that they
reported (and it can be up to 15 different types), and the injection data ...

You can merge them so that, as per [each] VAERS ID, you have a lot more
information ... That's what I did. All you have to do is count the number of
adverse events that have occurred in 2021. In the context of the COVID-19
products, exclude all the other vaccines to isolate the signal, and compare the
number of adverse events to the total number of adverse events reported in
every single year going back 30 years.
There's absolutely zero comparison. The average number of adverse event
reports for the past 10 years is ~39,000, and that includes the adverse event
report data for all of the vaccines combined. There are a lot of them ...
So we're looking at about 39,000 total adverse events per year [on average for
all vaccines], as opposed to 675,942 [adverse events post COVID jab] in the
domestic dataset alone [Editor’s note: Please note that all data are as of the day
of the interview and have not been updated prior to publication]. And this does
not include the underreporting factor ...
We see the same trend when we isolate standalone adverse events like death.
There are over 10,000 [post COVID jab] deaths reported now in the domestic
dataset alone, not including the underreporting factor, and in the previous 10
years, the average was 155 deaths for the entire year for all the products
combined. This is over 6,000% increase in reporting for deaths.
So, the question I've been posing to the FDA, the CDC and whoever wants to
listen to me is, ‘What's the cut-off number?’ Because you kind of think of death
as being the worst outcome in terms of adverse events in the context of a
vaccine or a biological product.
I think there are worse things than death personally. But most people think
death is pretty bad. So that's why I always talk about death in this context.
What's the cut-off number here? How many people have to die in order for these
products to be deemed unsafe? So that's basically all you have to do in VAERS. I
mean, you can stop there. You don't have to look at anything else. But there's so
much more.”

Can Causation Be Established?
While the U.S. Food and Drug Administration and Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention outrageously deny that a single death can be attributed to the COVID jabs, it’s
simply impossible to discount 19,532 deaths5 (8,986 in the U.S. territories alone6)
reported as of November 26, 2021. As noted by Rose:
“It's not even statistically plausible to say that not one death out of 10,000 was
caused [by the shot]. It’s not scientific to say that ... Those people, not 100% of
them would have died anyway? That's not how life works.”
The FDA and CDC are also ignoring standard data analyses that can shed light on
causation. It’s known as the Bradford Hill criteria — a set of 10 criteria that need to be
satisfied in order to show strong evidence of causal relationship. One of the most
important of these criteria is temporality, because one thing has to come before the
other, and the shorter the duration between two events, the higher the likelihood of a
causative effect.
“So, when you're talking about percentages of people who died within 24 hours
of one of these jabs, let's say you're talking 50%,” Rose says. “That's kind of
suspicious to me. [Yet] they completely deny the causal effect. It’s just because
of coincidence?”
There’s also a strong safety signal for female reproductive issues. Preliminary postmarketing data showed women who got the jab in the first 20 weeks of pregnancy had a
miscarriage rate of 82%.7,8 Pfizer's own data, which Rose analyzed, showed a
miscarriage rate of 69% when given during the first 20 weeks. Yet no one is warning
pregnant women away from these injections: Quite the contrary — women are being
universally lied to.

How to Assess Underreporting
As mentioned, Kirsch has calculated an underreporting factor for post COVID jab events
of 41, which is likely quite conservative. Rose’s calculation is even more conservative

than that. She explains:
“Steve [Kirsch] and I are good friends. We've been working very closely on all of
this stuff for a long time. His underreporting factor is 41. He estimated that
based on a peer-reviewed publication that estimated anaphylaxis numbers, so
he used anaphylaxis as a proxy for death.
What that means is that when you hear us say these numbers, you have to
multiply them by 41, if you want to go with Steve's estimate, or 31, in the case of
mine. Mine is the most conservative estimate. I took Pfizer's Phase 3 clinical
trial data that they presented to the FDA.
There were over 18,000 participants in the drug group and the placebo groups,
and there were a certain percentage of individuals in each arm that succumbed
to a severe adverse event, which includes death, hospitalization, visit to the ER,
a life threatening adverse event, disability or birth defect.
So, 0.7% of people in the drug arm succumbed to a severe adverse event
according to their data. I used that rate, and multiplied it by the number of
people who had been injected with one shot of Pfizer on a certain date, August
10, and that number becomes your expected number of people that would
succumb to a severe adverse event based on their data.
So, you take that number and divide it by the number of reports of severe
adverse events, and you get a multiplication factor, an underreporting factor.
When you use that base dataset, the Pfizer Phase 3 clinical trial data, you get
31. Ronald Kostoff has also published a paper in Toxicology Reports, and his
estimate is 100, I believe.
So, whenever you're talking about the underreporting factor, I think you should
talk about it in terms of a range, because each adverse event is going to have
their own [underreporting factor] ...
I think if people actually knew the reality of what was going on, they would
decide very quickly, right now, never to go near these things. This isn't hearsay.

It's not conjecture. The clinical trials are garbage, and there's no safety data. I'm
not just saying this — it's very reflective in all of these adverse event data
collection systems all over the world.
They're all saying the same thing, the Yellow Card [system in the U.K.], the U.S.
[VAERS], Australia’s [system9]. They're all saying the same thing. As an example,
myocarditis and young boys. You know, it's not something that you can ignore.
There's a reason why this is happening. It's because the [shots] are not safe.”

What Are VAERS IDs and Why Are They Missing?
VAERS IDs are the numbers assigned to individual report entries. Aside from
underreporting, another oddity that strongly suggests the data are worse than we think
is that VAERS IDs are going missing. In other words, case reports are being deleted from
the system after they’ve been put in. Rose investigated this after seeing videos saying
hundreds, perhaps thousands, of people had their reports deleted.
So, she set out to either confirm or deny whether reports were going missing each week,
as data sets are updated weekly. She’s been downloading all the data sets since January
2021, which put her in the unique position of being able to compare the different sets,
because when the data set is updated, the old data is overwritten.

“

They went through this horrifying experience,
which no human should be going through, and then
they got disappeared. I don't even know what the word
for that is. It's appalling. ~ Jessica Rose

”

Now, there are valid reasons for deleting a VAERS ID. One reason would be if both the
doctor and the patient file a report. The two reports then need to be combined, and the
ID number of one of the duplicated reports is erased. However, what Rose found is that
reports are indeed being deleted that shouldn’t be. She explains:

“The way I was determining if entries, if their IDs, were disappearing was by
finding out which VAERS IDs didn't show up in the next update, because you
would assume that every single ID that got into the system would stay in the
system. And so, the next update would have that data set and a little more, but
that's not how it works.
There are removals every single week, and they're not explained. There's no
explanation for these. So, the first thing I did when I found this — and it was
over 1,000 [missing IDs] — was to check if a high proportion of these deleted
reports were deaths. It wasn't anything overly suspicious, something like 18%.
Then I checked severe adverse events, then I checked children, because this is
a big one that's happening now. A lot of babies are going missing in VAERS, and
they shouldn't be there [since the COVID shots aren’t being given to babies yet],
which is probably why they're being removed.
So, there wasn't anything overtly suspicious about the nature of the [missing]
IDs. But that's not even the point. These are people who trusted in these
products, and listened to people who are telling them they are safe and
effective. They were healthy. They went out and got the shots.
Some of them suffered an adverse event, some of them died. These reports got
filed to VAERS, and then they got removed. That's atrocious. I'm not speculating
here, either. This is what is happening. They went through this horrifying
experience, which no human should be going through, and then they got
disappeared. I don't even know what the word for that is. It's appalling.”

Data on Children Are Being Deleted
Rose has also delved into the VAERS data for children. Disturbingly, there are apparently
thousands, likely tens of thousands of instances if you factor in underreporting, where
the jabs have been given to children that were too young to receive the shot at the time
they got it.

At the time she looked into this, there were approximately 5,570 reports with a metric
code indicating that the product was given to a patient of inappropriate age. In fact, it
was the most frequently occurring adverse event type among young children.
“So, there were so-called medical professionals injecting children without
confirming their age,” she says, “and then those children suffered adverse
reactions in the thousands. And this doesn't include the underreporting factor.
Some of them died. In the 5- to-11 age group, two of them died. One was 11,
one was 13, and the timeframe between the death and the injection in one of
the kids was five days, in the other it was one day.
So, this was in close temporal proximity. The part that's even more disturbing
than that is that ... something like 60 children had died between the ages of
zero and 18, and 38% of those children were under 2. [The next week] that
percentage went down to 30%. I'm like, wait now, that was late last week. What
happened to them?
There are these enormous inconsistencies in the data. Here’s another one. I
have about 100 different files that contain algorithms that run code for specific
things, like I have a kid's file, a cancer file, a prion disease file. So, I run them all
with the updated data.
Myocarditis is one of them. And there was this big chunk of data for the 50- to
75-year-olds pertaining to myocarditis reports last week, and this week, it's onehalf. It’s staggeringly obvious that something's very different in the data. The
absolute number of reports went up, but it seems to have shifted somehow.
There could be a plausible explanation. But the fact is there's no reference at all
as to how this data is being shifted around. There's no record. So, we as the
public, have no idea what's actually going on. All we can say with absolute
certainty is that something is going on.”

Myocarditis Report Pulled From Publication

Together with Dr. Peter McCullough, Rose recently wrote and submitted a paper10 on
myocarditis cases in VAERS following the COVID jabs to the journal Current Problems in
Cardiology. Everything was set for publication when, suddenly, the journal changed its
mind and took it down. You can find the pre-proof on Rose’s website. The data clearly
show that myocarditis is inversely correlated to age, so the risk gets higher the younger
you are.
“Most of the reporting in VAERS was in young boys, aged 15. There was a
sixfold difference in reporting following dose one and two, which indicates dose
response and/or causal effect. The rate for myocarditis in 12- to 15-year-olds is
19 times above background reporting for the United States, so there's a lot of
stuff in that paper that was really important,” Rose says.
“There are many other papers coming out now that are 100% supporting what
we found. It’s not debatable. They [pulled] this paper five days before that FDA
meeting for the 5- to 11-year-olds, and I don’t think that was a coincidence,
because it would have informed people as to the potential risk of myocarditis in
young people. So, of course, they don't want that, because they already bought
30 million doses for the 5- to 11-year-olds.”

Latent Infections Reactivated
Another common side effect of the jabs is the reactivation of latent infections such as
herpes infections and shingles. Rose explains:
“There are a bunch of papers that have come out that lend some ideas as to
why this is happening,” Rose says. “One makes the claim that CD8+ T cell
populations are becoming compromised. In the acquired branch of the immune
system, you have immune cell populations called CD4+ T cells and CD8+ T
cells.
Everyone's heard of HIV/AIDS. So, the idea there is that you have a virus that
preferentially infects CD4+ T cells, which are the generals of the immune
system. They kind of coordinate all the other cells to do their jobs. If you have a

depletion in this type of cell, then the rest of the immune system kind of
collapses, because they don't have their general telling them what to do.
The CD8+ T cells are the killer cells. These cells are in charge of killing virally
infected cells, so they’re very important in the context of a viral infection. One of
these studies showed that in people post injection, the gene profiles were very
different for CD positive T cells.
If we're talking about going beyond immune dysregulation, if we're talking about
immune dysfunction, if we're talking about certain immune cells being depleted,
that could be a possible reason why you're seeing a reemergence of a latent
viral species, possibly. We're also seeing cancer resurgences.
Another paper that came out shows that there might be problems in the realm
of double-stranded DNA repair. There are two enzymes (BRCA and 53BP1) that
have been reported to be impaired that are very important in repairing double
stranded DNA breaks, and if you have an impairment of essential proteins that
are meant to repair double stranded DNA breaks, you have serious problems.
One of those problems is proliferation of cells. So, whenever you get a certain
type of exposure to a virus, say a cold or a flu virus, and it gets the better of you
so your acquired immune system kicks in, you get these swollen glands. That is
actual populations of T cells proliferating.
If you have stunted proliferative capacities, or if you have an impairment of that
process, you don't have an immune system if it happens in T cell and B cell
populations ...
So, in addition to the hyperinflammation that the spike protein seems to be
inducing all over the body, there's this immune function impairment. That's
really scary to me. [It’s something] we need to investigate and absolutely
another reason why these rollouts should stop right now.”

More Information

To learn more, be sure to peruse Rose’s website, Jessica’s World. There, you’ll find links
to videos in which she summarizes her various findings, and a weekly graphic update of
the latest VAERS data for death, female reproductive issues, breakthrough COVID
infections, cardiovascular events and immunological events.
Another excellent resource is OpenVAERS, which summarizes the most pertinent VAERS
data for you on a weekly basis. If you click on the COVID Vaccine Adverse Event
Reports, there’s a sliding bar at the top of the page where you can select to view data
either for the U.S. territories only, or all VAERS reports, which includes international
reports.
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______________________________________________
From: Testify Online Survey
Sent: 1/11/2022 11:10:53 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Survey Response: Testify Online *
The following survey response is submitted:
1.
State Board of Health Meeting Date:

________________________________
1/12/22

2.
Agenda Item or Issue:

________________________________
Applying C-19 to current WAC's

3.
Your Name:

________________________________
Dan & Elissa Galusha

4.
Do you have a professional title?

2.

No

5.
Are you representing an organization?

2.

No

6.
Address:

________________________________
3108 Perry Ave Bremerton Wa 98310

7.
Email:

________________________________
fishorman@msn.com

8.
Phone Number (Include Area Code):

________________________________
3603737784

9.
Do you have any special expertise relevant to this topic?

2.

No

10.
Are you testifying on a specific proposal under consideration by the board?

2.

No

________________________________
Applying current infectious disease WAC codes to include Covid-19 for all WA State
residents, increasing the authority of unelected health officers.

11.
Are you Pro or Con on the proposal?

2.

Con

________________________________
This action requires legislative action. Should not be done by unelected officials. Any
mandated actions should require an extensive review, debate, & action by elected
officials before even considered by governor.

______________________________________________
From: Allison Lally
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:05:21 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 12:31:37 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: January 12 - Proposal for C19 inoculation requirement for school aged
children and more...

From: Warren Van Winckel <warren@vanwinckel.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 12:26 PM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: January 12 - Proposal for C19 inoculation requirement for school aged children
and more...

External Email
Dear Kelie,

We have no long term safety data as it relates to the Covid 19 inoculation. Evidence
shows children are not seriously affected by Covid. Furthermore, the inoculation does not
prevent spread of Covid. Everyone should be free to make their own medical choices.
People cannot give informed consent since doctors and researchers are being silenced
and their studies hidden if it does not support the big pharma narrative. This is very
dangerous. All Covid-19 inoculations currently available are experimental (EUA). Forcing
an experimental vaccine on anyone goes against the Nuremberg code. If you vote to
pass this proposal, you are guilty and will be held accountable by the people.

https://history.nih.gov/download/attachments/1016866/nuremberg.pdf?version=1&modificationDate=1589

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fhistory.nih.gov%2Fdownload%2Fa

PEOPLE WHO HAVE RECEIVED THE COVID-19 INJECTIONS CAN STILL GET COVID-19
AND TRANSMIT THE VIRUS TO OTHERS. For this reason, it’s ludicrous people are losing
their jobs because they do not want to get the jab. Tests should be for everyone or no
one. Segregation and workplace discrimination is contrary to everything we should stand
for as a society.

Please come down on the right side of history and make a decision you will be proud to
share with your children and grandchildren.

Warren

______________________________________________
From: Darlene Merrill
Sent: 1/9/2022 12:32:59 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public Comments for WSBOH Members from March EH Committee Special
Meeting
External Email
For the records...I've been a resident of Washington state for 69 years and can hardly
believe it would be in the best interest of the people to mandate any sort of healthrelated vaccine on anyone. This sounds like something that a dictatorship country would
do. Please know that I am opposed to the idea.
Darlene Merrill

______________________________________________
From: StellaMercury0906@yahoo.com
Sent: 1/10/2022 8:40:14 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Absolute OPPOSITION to these tyrannical covid measures
External Email
I am completely against any of the proposed Covid Policies that are over reaching and
immoral. We stand against these proposed WAC’s: WAC 246-100-070, WAC 246-100045, WAC 246-100-040, WAC 246-100, WAC 246-105. These policies are cruel and
nothing short of diabolical! According to the VAERS reporting system, over 21,000 people
have died as a result of vaccines and nearly 2,000,000 people have suffered serious
adverse reactions. TWO MILLION!!!! Every single one of these people were created in the
Image of God Almighty! They all had names, they all had a mother, a father, brothers,
sisters, children and grandchildren. They are all people with stories that ended in a tragic
and horrific way and the common denominator: THE mRNA VACCINE! We already know
many of the short-term consequences of the vaccine but have yet to discover what the
long-term consequences will be, which is why these Covid Policies need to STOP
IMMEDIATELY!

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.onelink.me%2F107872968%3F

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 3:05:59 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Restore America

From: Trish Johan <grammabammajohanson@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 5:04 PM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Restore America

External Email
To the WA state superintendent of schools, WA state secretary of health and their
boards,

I implore you as a mom of 2 girls and a person who has worked with children for 42
years, do not make the experimental covid vaccine mandatory for school attendance. I
am NOT anti-vaccine. My children and I are fully vaccinated with every tried and true
vaccine. I am confident we will not get tetanus, whooping cough, measles, etc. These
vaccines have been vetted and long term studies have been done to maximize
effectiveness and minimize side effects.

There have been numerous studies around the world showing that the covid vaccine is
much more harmful than covid itself to boys. At minimum, the UK found that boys are 6
times more likely to suffer myocarditis from the vaccine than covid itself. Since the vax
has been approved for kids 5 to 11, 1 in 100 has a documented adverse reaction in
VAERS. These numbers have never been seen and the drug still allowed to be used.

Please do not mandate the covid vaccine for all children. Children are at greater risk of
harm from vax side effects than covid itself.

Thank you for your time and consideration,
Patty Johanson

______________________________________________
From: ROBERT PIERREPONT
Sent: 1/12/2022 5:13:14 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Vaccine mandates
External Email
How can we allow countries to mandate the use of vaccines which are in all technicality
still in phase 1 testing which generally takes about 2 years. According to the Nuremberg
Code, those who choose to participate in experiments are required the right of choice
without coercion.History must not repeat itself. So at this time with a vaccine that has
been showing more and more limitations in its gain vs risk and no long term data, this is
not an advantageous situation. As per the Nuremberg code, I respectfully request to be
removed from your test study(experiment).
If you have any questions, my number is 13606433804
Robert Pierrepont, a citizen of the United States of America.
Thank you for your time
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Pam Davis
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:02:25 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dennis Holmbo
Sent: 1/8/2022 1:08:05 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/5/2022 3:16:03 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Please support recommending vaccines for children

From: Alex Da <barrieandalex3@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 5, 2022 5:13 PM
To: Donahoe, Kaitlyn N (SBOH) <kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Lang, Caitlin M
(SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>; Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
<Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Please support recommending vaccines for children

External Email
It is so important to minimize virus spread by requiring vaccines when possible. You have
my full support.

-Alex, West Seattle

______________________________________________
From: Glenn Daniel
Sent: 1/11/2022 3:07:50 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Glenn Daniel

______________________________________________
From: Viorel Chigai
Sent: 1/10/2022 5:53:11 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Paula Garten
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:41:08 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Freedom vs Tyranny
External Email
Dear sirs and madams,
You folks are way ahead of your authorities for covid concentration and detention camps
under any Local, State and Federal law, Bill of Rights, US Constitution or the Nuremberg
Code. The Covid shots are still experimental. They have only been approved under a
E.U.A, they have never been approved for public use. Don't take my word for it, call the
Pfizer hotline and they will say the same. All drug approvals must be published in the
Federal Register and no public use approval has ever been published therein for the covid
shots, by Pfizer, Moderna, J&J, at home or abroad. These so-called covid shots were
patented as gene therapy not vaccines. The gene therapy shots that you folks claim are
mandatory vaccines, are not legally mandatedable and can't be until 2025, but only if
they pass all of the trials. These so-called vaccines will probably never pass the trials
because they are far more dangerous, as injected, than the lab concocted disease they
supposedly "cure or prevent ''. By the way, the covid shots don't cure or prevent
anything. The CDC says the only benefit is that they MAY lessen the covid symptoms.
Coincidentally, so does chicken soup and aspirin. If any agent of the Government dares
to cast a shadow on the door with the intent of forcefully detaining a citizen or their
family by and for this board's findings as it relates to fraudulent covid propaganda and
does so under the color of law, they and their co-conspirators will suffer grave adverse
legal consequences.
In some of your minds you might assume that our freedoms are for sale with money or
by physical, mental or economic coercion, you are sadly very mistaken. This nation was
constitutionally founded to prevent the reemergence of tyrants and dictators on our
shores. Apparently some of you seem to think that what you are doing is somehow
acceptable because you can pretend that a medical license is a sword, it is not. It is a
fictitious weapon only dreamed of by tyrants, dictators and their co-conspirators. Our
freedoms shall not be taken from our citizens by any fiat.
May the Bill of Rights and the Constitution endure after the present obvious attacks by
wannabee tyrants, dictators and their co-conspirators. May we all be thankful for our
nation's unique Constitutionally guaranteed human rights which give us the tools to
overcome the madness of evil doers, their pathetic propaganda and illegally assumed
powers.
Riddle me this if;
The unprotected must be protected from the other unprotected
The once protected must be protected from the unprotected
The twice protected must be protected from the once protected and the unprotected.
The thrice protected must be protected from the twice protected, the once protected and
the unprotected.
How long will the thrice protected be held in a covid concentration and detention camps if
there are the 4th, 5th 6th............. to be protected?
Sincerely,

Paula Garten

______________________________________________
From: Carri Breckner
Sent: 1/8/2022 2:33:57 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/11/2022 3:41:23 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Re: Fwd: FIRST DOCUMENT: Health Professional Outreach: Urgent - CEASE
AND DESIST Testing Run Against Government Standards

From: unite4truth@mailbox.org <unite4truth@mailbox.org>
Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2022 2:55 PM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Fwd: Re: Fwd: FIRST DOCUMENT: Health Professional Outreach: Urgent CEASE AND DESIST Testing Run Against Government Standards

External Email

---------- Original Message ---------From: unite4truth@mailbox.org <mailto:unite4truth@mailbox.org>
To: "samantha.pskowski@doh.wa.gov <mailto:samantha.pskowski@doh.wa.gov> "
<samantha.pskowski@doh.wa.gov <mailto:samantha.pskowski@doh.wa.gov> >
Date: 01/11/2022 11:51 PM
Subject: Fwd: Re: Fwd: FIRST DOCUMENT: Health Professional Outreach: Urgent CEASE AND DESIST Testing Run Against Government Standards

Subject: Re: Fwd: FIRST DOCUMENT: Health Professional Outreach: Urgent - CEASE AND
DESIST Testing Run Against Government Standards

F/u phone call - Document 1

Letter which went out to Vermont policy officials, various academic and policy groups in
Washington also have been forwarded this documentation

ALL STATE PUBLIC HEALTH DEPARTMENT IN VIOLATION OF LEGAL ETHICAL CODES
IMPLEMENTING TESTING AGAINST PUBLIC HEALTH ORGANIZATION USE STANDARDS

(applies to your department as well)

Cease and desist.

Document 1:

To Senator Brian Campon, Governor Phil Scot
CEASE AND DESIST
(cc superintendents, media)

Vermont is running Covid-19 testing against WHO/CDC/FDA standards & updated
warning statements and implementing Antigen testing against FDA warning which will
result in 96% false positive results (on one error) per statement issued on 11/3/2020.
(FDA warning statements with calculations for expected false positive rate (96%) are
included in the body of email below:

Vermont Public Health department and Governor have been provided the following
documentation, refuse to correct course and aiding an act of medical fraud.

Additionally, PCR tests are being run at cycle amplification rates above 24 CT (a cycle
level too high, more cycles run, less material, over 24 research study has found NO LIVE
material over 24 CT - this has been falsely represented by policy makers, public health
organization leadership as 'viral load' and false proof of detection of Sars CoV2, virus
attributed to cause generic Covid-19 cluster symptoms. The continuation of
implementation of use of PCR testing peer reviewed as unsuitable for the purpose over a
year ago with numerous update warning statement of problem documented by the
CDC/WHO/FDA statements is an act of medical fraud (linked in body of email below)

Covid-19 testing is Emergency Use Authorized ONLY and it is the responsibility of
leadership to review documentation to ensure states remain in compliance with new
directives. Vermont public health & policy makers have not.

Additionally, the majority of all Covid-19 testing ever issued has been subsequently
recalled by the FDA due to serious design flaw and contamination with no action by policy
makers to address ongoing issue or issue correction/public health warning to citizens who
received Covid-19 diagnosis and treatment on the basis of faulty test which are not
clinically viable for detection of Sars CoV2. Over 270 different Covid testing/devices have
been recalled by the FDA comprising (at least) tens of millions of kits.

Vermont policy makers have imperiled licensed health professionals and academics with
liability/licensing and liability issues with ordering testing directives against government
health organization own use standards as clearly documented by the evidence below.
Health professionals/academics are held to an EVIDENCE based standards and 'following
orders' will not hold up as a defense in a court of law

Please review this letter which has been sent out to school superintendents (ALL) in NY,
VT, and MA:

And, IMMEDIATELY act to end testing directives which are driving false positive cases
which are being misrepresented as Covid-19 cases as this constitutes a SERIOUS threat
to individual and public health for citizens in the state of Vermont.

Subject: Health Professional Outreach: SEVERE Problems with Covid Testing: States
Running Testing against FDA Warning Statements/WHO/CDC standards updates: false
positives
LEGAL ACTION PENDING

Subject: URGENT: Health Professional Outreach - New York Running Antigen Testing
Against FDA Warning Use of Tests/ MAJORITY FALSE POSITIVES
Hello
This is an urgent outreach to provide documentation on problems with Covid-19 Rapid
Antigen Testing in schools which are being run against FDA warning for use in low
incident populations which will result in MAJORITY false positives when utilized against
this warning:
States/Schools are running Covid 19 antigen testing against FDA (and other public health
organization) use recommendations per below document,

Here is the document:
https://www.fda.gov/medical-devices/letters-health-care-providers/potential-falsepositive-results-antigen-tests-rapid-detection-sars-cov-2-letter-clinical-laboratory
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.fda.gov%2Fmedicaldevices%2Fletters-health-care-providers%2Fpotential-false-positive-results-antigentests-rapid-detection-sars-cov-2-letter-clinicallaboratory&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C53f9a5c2a6924fd4e5ec08d9d55bdf5f%7C1

Potential for False Positive Results with Antigen Tests for Rapid Detection of SARS-CoV-2
- Letter to Clinical Laboratory Staff and Health Care Providers
*
Remember that positive predictive value (PPV) varies with disease prevalence
when interpreting results from diagnostic tests. PPV is the percent of positive test results
that are true positives. As disease prevalence decreases, the percent of test results that
are false positives increase.
*
For example, a test with 98% specificity would have a PPV of just over
80% in a population with 10% prevalence, meaning 20 out of 100 positive results would
be false positives.
*
The same test would only have a PPV of approximately 30% in a population
with 1% prevalence, meaning 70 out of 100 positive results would be false positives. This
means that, in a population with 1% prevalence, only 30% of individuals with positive
test results actually have the disease.
*
At 0.1% prevalence, the PPV would only be 4%, meaning that 96 out of
100 positive results would be false positives.
*
Health care providers should take the local prevalence into consideration
when interpreting diagnostic test results.
*
Consider positive results in combination with clinical observations, patient history,
and epidemiological information

To give you an example of how this works, I will give you the expected false positives in
Vermont (one of group members obtained this data to issue warning for Vermont public
schools - here are the numbers:
Vermont: 14 day cases
1020 cases

Population of Vermont:

623,251

Antigen tests: 98% general specificity

.1% case rate

*
At 0.1% prevalence, the PPV would only be 4%, meaning that 96 out of 100
positive results would be false positives.
96 out of hundred tests are expected to be false positives (on this one error, other
significant errors also documented with the use of these testing methods) -

The ENTIRE US population was 'low incident' before employment of mass testing was
instituted, no current case numbers or individual diagnosis have ANY scientific clinical
validity due to improper use of antigen tests AGAINST FDA waring.

(additionally, the testing utilized to determine case rates in New York is severely flawed
and against use guidelines as documented HERE)

https://www.unite4truth.com/post/media-not-exercising-due-diligence-reporting-covid19-case-numbers-egregious-test-problems-ignored
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
not-exercising-due-diligence-reporting-covid-19-case-numbers-egregious-test-problemsignored&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C53f9a5c2a6924fd4e5ec08d9d55bdf5f%7C11d

Our group did a similar outreach last Spring and the head of the education department &
policy makers have been made aware but REFUSE to correct course.

Here is the article from that outreach:

https://www.unite4truth.com/post/stop-forced-covid-19-antigen-testing-in-schoolsstates-going-against-fda-recommendations-strategy
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Flinkprotect.cudasvc.com%2Furl%3
forced-covid-19-antigen-testing-in-schools-states-going-against-fda-recommendationsstrategy%26c%3DE%2C1%2Ckyt-yX7SU4Je9M4gDT079Uw5kKp8Fl63It1e5YEkJHE474cL9I5yRqJfZXC4dYs7_O2a2hk_kPhQ64KC2f8kTHw419cB0M3V_UTZ9r9UOMw653jxdVX7yNHA%2C%2C%26typo%3D1&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%
From the numbers last March for MA
"Right now, in the county I am in, we are at .08% PPV You arrive at the PPV number by
finding out your county population, determine the last two week average of active cases
(available on your state's Covid-19 dashboard) and then find out the test which antigen
test they use to determine specificity rate. Most are about 98% specificity.

Here, it went, two hundred 'active' cases Population of country 125,000 people

.08 prevalence rate.
98% test specificity average to about 99.98 false positive cases"
This is NOT the only problem with testing.
Testing issues include:

MASS recalls, 270 different Covid-19 test kits and devices have been recalled since the
inception of the program - this comprises 100s of millions of tests and majority of all
tests EVER ISSUED, many recalled due to contamination issues. This is an ongoing issue
with millions recalled each months, none having any clinical validity for diagnosis to
errors necessitating recalls.

Here is the link to the FDA webpage which was (until recently) keeping track of the
recalls on a central list, but stopped updating it in July despite extensive recalls since
that time (buried on site, this is a valid archive of the page):

https://web.archive.org/web/20211009152633/https://www.fda.gov/medicaldevices/coronavirus-covid-19-and-medical-devices/removal-lists-tests-should-no-longerbe-used-andor-distributed-covid-19-faqs-testing-sars-cov-2
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fweb.archive.org%2Fweb%2F2021
devices%2Fcoronavirus-covid-19-and-medical-devices%2Fremoval-lists-tests-should-nolonger-be-used-andor-distributed-covid-19-faqs-testing-sars-cov2&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C53f9a5c2a6924fd4e5ec08d9d55bdf5f%7C11d0e217
Please click on the third box of the above link to view the list

Additionally, there are severe problems with PCR testing including
-test developed without virus isolate (non specific to Sars CoV2)
-test set at cycle amplification rates which produce false positive by default of the test
This issue was featured in a New York Times article in the summer of 2020 highlighting
research studies adjusting for the cycle amplification error and finding up to NINETY
percent of tests were false positive due to a simple test recommendation error by the
FDA WHICH REMAINS UNCORRECTED TO THIS DAY

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/08/29/health/coronavirus-testing.html
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.nytimes.com%2F2020%2F08
testing.html&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C53f9a5c2a6924fd4e5ec08d9d55bdf5f%7C
Summary of problem in a cease and desist letter from international attorney Reiner
Fuellmich who is working globally to file lawsuits against the testing due creation of false
positive tests through violation of scientific and implementation standards:

"If the test system only begins detection after a large number of replication cycles, the
viral
load is so low that active infection is ruled out. In the NDR podcast of May 7, 2020, you
yourself referred to a study according to which a patient is considered "less infectious"
above 25 cycles. In fact, the authors of a Canadian study failed to identify any replicable
virus beyond 24 cycles (Jared Bullard et al. in Clinical Infectious Diseases,
https://doi.org/10.1093/cid/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fdoi.org%2F10.1093%2Fcid%2F&d

ciaa638). Nevertheless, when the new case numbers are
added up again, nowhere is it checked at which Ct value the cut-off was set in the
respective positive test case. This makes the result of a PCR test highly susceptible to
manipulation - and thus susceptible to political influence when high case numbers are
"needed" in order to intimidate the population. In any case, the values determined on the
basis of a PCR test are not a sufficient basis for a complete shutdown of public life and
interference with people's liberties on an unprecedented scale".

Link to document with letter HERE
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fdrive.google.com%2Ffile%2Fd%2F
vDwqEy9vMhbNqzodAEW3b%2Fview&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C53f9a5c2a6924fd
(submitted against PCR test science authors)

To keep it very simple, the more cycles you run a PCR test at, the less material is left,
due this too many times and eventually, its just dead non infectious material

The documentation for the studies showing this and further problems with the PCR test
may be viewed here:

https://www.unite4truth.com/post/cease-desist-covid-19-leadership-testing-vaccinespolicies-violate-licensing-ethical-standards
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Flinkprotect.cudasvc.com%2Furl%3
desist-covid-19-leadership-testing-vaccines-policies-violate-licensing-ethicalstandards%26c%3DE%2C1%2CLYJeVcG4MaIxaJCw6RqA7GMErVSRTAljix_SjNBOZJ3chueAKCBrUR6rX5MmY
The public health leadership and policy makers are aware of these issues but will not act
to change course. This does NOT negate of the school leadership at the local levels to
immediately address this issue, and frankly, our group is beyond done with the 'following
order' response from educational leadership when given extensive evidence testing is
perpetuating false cases. It is time to act.

It is imperative that lead educators now come forward to speak out on our children's
behalf and demand the public health department and education department leadership
cease and desist implementing testing which is driving case numbers

The entire basis for social distancing, lock downs, and masking is based on severely
flawed testing which is creating cases, misrepresented as infections

The reason individuals test positive with no symptoms is due to high amplification cycles
producing false positives, 90% of people in MA received false positives according to
research trials in summer of 2020. These individuals are not silent infections, they are
simply not sick

At this point, given the extensive documentation of the problems with statements by
Anthony Fauci admitting the issue over a year ago, this is not just a honest mistake, it
appears to be coordinated fraud

Full review with Fauci interview may be viewed HERE
https://www.unite4truth.com/post/cdc-pcr-covid-19-gold-standard-test-to-bediscontinued-replaced-with-equally-flawed-testing
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Flinkprotect.cudasvc.com%2Furl%3
pcr-covid-19-gold-standard-test-to-be-discontinued-replaced-with-equally-flawedtesting%26c%3DE%2C1%2Cr4EAdKXKPBD4dMe13UM2qM6jKspu57sH5wX7ImuZS_CY2MfLFtAy_C_sfO6Ldx

Additionally, educators should be aware that the government can not provide ANY
substantive evidence showing masking offers any benefit to children - a Freedom of
Information act request just returned from NY letter:
https://twitter.com/WilliamAHuston/status/1470875101826629633/photo/1
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWilliamAHuston%2
The ramifications for our children's social development through constant masking and
physical distancing are profound. Right now, against ALL medical and scientific evidence,
on the basis of severely flawed testing standards, children are being advised by some
authorities to utilize N95 and other medical grade mask which under NO circumstance
should be worn by children (decreases oxygenation levels which may result in brain
damage if this continues long term).

https://www.technocracy.news/german-neurologist-on-face-masks-oxygen-deprivationcauses-permanent-neurological-damage/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.technocracy.news%2Fgerma
neurologist-on-face-masks-oxygen-deprivation-causes-permanent-neurologicaldamage%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C53f9a5c2a6924fd4e5ec08d9d55bdf5f%7C

Please act to speak out on this issue and share this information with fellow educators
Lawsuits are pending on testing issues both in the US and abroad. Be aware that there is
potential liability issues for health professionals (i.e. school nurses and licensed
educators) for implementation of policies which document show severe potential to
impede student health, following orders against actual data is NOT a legal excuse in
court.

Liability issues may extend to licensed educators who are implementing Covid-19 testing
against government's own standards. ALL Covid-19 testing is Emergency Use authorized
only and there are ongoing updates which lead policy makers and educators are
responsible for reviewing:
ALL Covid-19 testing is Emergency Used approved only, new
statements/guidelines/warnings/recalls have been coming out on a near weekly basis. It

is the responsibility of those implementing these testing programs in school districts to
ensure this data is undergoing ongoing monitoring Have any of your districts acted to investigate which tests you have utilized which have
been subsequently recalled (most were)?
Have any of your districts acted to provide parental notification about faulty test results
students may have received due to use of recalled testing?
Nurses being ordered by the district to implementing testing against government
directives are placed in a position of acting against MA licensing and legal code standards
for RNS/LPSn. School nurses are in ACTIVE violation of their licensing standards and
liability laws in administering tests against government warnings. It does NOT matter if
they are following orders, professional standards hold us to EVIDENCE based practice.
This documentation is extensively available on the public health organization own website

Masking policy and testing policy is unsupported by scientific evidence and actively
driving policies with severe potential to harm student emotional, psychological, and
physical health.
Please objective review the SOURCE DATA directly. The government public health
organization and testing manufacture data extensively document SEVERE testing issues.
Follow the science is direct review of evidence not partisan debate or argument over
'expert' opinion. One does not need an advanced degree to review basic data with simple
protocol and testing application driving the errors & it is the responsibility of lead
educators responsible for implementing Covid-19 policies to review this data and act to
correct problems to safeguard students emotional and physical health.
All discussion should be focused on this data itself.

Sincerely
Health Care Professionals for Covid-19 Policy Correction
(legal and parent groups have been provided this documentation and we are now aware
of several groups getting ready to move forward with legal action)

CEASE AND DESIST

On 01/11/2022 11:34 PM unite4truth@mailbox.org <mailto:unite4truth@mailbox.org>
wrote:

---------- Original Message ---------From: unite4truth@mailbox.org <mailto:unite4truth@mailbox.org>
To: "CROfrontdesk@leg.wa.gov <mailto:CROfrontdesk@leg.wa.gov> "
<CROfrontdesk@leg.wa.gov <mailto:CROfrontdesk@leg.wa.gov> >
Date: 01/11/2022 11:09 PM
Subject: SECOND DOCUMENT: Health Professional Outreach: Urgent - CEASE AND
DESIST Testing Run Against Government Standards

Second document Covid-19 vaccine policy (fraudulent trial standards, SEVERE safety risks)

Document 2:
Date: 01/11/2022 6:53 PM
Subject: Fwd: Re: Health Professional Outreach: SEVERE Covid-19 testing problems &
Vaccine Issues -CEASE AND DESIST

CEASE AND DESIST
To: All government policy makers/educational leadership responsible for implementing
Vermont Covid-19 policy directives

Policy makers have actively misrepresented safety and efficacy of Covid-19 vaccinations
against the government public health organization and vaccine trial evidence, in an act
with serious public health ramifications for the citizens of Vermont:

Covid-19 vaccination were emergency use approved in December of 2020 on the basis of
trials which measured for mild symptom suppression
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.bmj.com%2Fcontent%2F371
, the trials did not monitor for reduction of serious outcomes (hospitalizations/mortality
reduction) nor measure for reduction in transmission of SARS Cov2 (virus attributed to
cause cluster symptoms) of Covid-19.

Further, despite multiple nations now halting/restricting use of US administered Covid-19
vaccinations due to severe safety risks (see below) with an ever expanding list of safety
investigation for SEVERE health side effects and new release of Pfizer documents
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
court-ordered-document-release-exposes-company-covered-up-covid-vaccine-deathssideeffects&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C53f9a5c2a6924fd4e5ec08d9d55bdf5f%7C11d0
exposing the pharmaceutical company classified and withheld early safety data
correlating 1,200 deaths and 42,000 injuries in the very early weeks of the Pfizer Covid19 vaccination program, the policy makers and public health officials of Vermont charged
persist in misrepresenting the safety and benefits of Covid-19 vaccinations against
documentation the vaccinations INDUCE side effects mirroring symptoms of Covid-19
attributed diagnosis at FAR greater rates and severity than individuals will experiences
with a positive PCR test diagnosis for Covid-19 (documentation below)

Public health and policy maker leadership must immediately CEASE and DESIST
misrepresenting Covid-19 public health against data documented by WHO/CDC/FDA &
test/manufacturer and research evidence and correct course to end public health policies
which have resulted in SEVERE individual and public health harm based on FALSE
information.

Documentation and source links below

Thanks you

Original Outreach Summary: PLEASE REVIEW

(update - new Pfizer court ordered released data document the pharmaceutical
classified/deliberately suppressed early safety data showing signals which should have
resulted IN immediate withdrawal of Emergency Use authorization by existing
FDA/research study parameters for ending EUA drug approvals):

Direct links to documents may be reviewed HERE:

https://www.unite4truth.com/post/pfizer-court-ordered-document-release-exposescompany-covered-up-covid-vaccine-deaths-side-effects
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
court-ordered-document-release-exposes-company-covered-up-covid-vaccine-deathsside-

effects&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C53f9a5c2a6924fd4e5ec08d9d55bdf5f%7C11d0

Urgent:
This email is part of national outreach campaign to correct SEVERE errors in Covid-19
narratives which are actively contradicted and disproven by a cursory objective review of
the public health organization data and vaccine trial evidence. There are SEVERE testing
flaws and vaccine safety issues and the media is not objectively reviewing data which
exposes the issue. Below is a summary compilation of evidence, it is all sourced and
linked, it includes videos as well as extensive referral to CDC, FDA, WHO, & peer review
data.
Summary (each topic will be addressed below with direct source links to documentation
per the government/vaccine trial/pharmaceutical/test manufacturer data in the full letter
section - see the full body for sources & LINKS to data/evidence)
TESTING (brief summary - see full body letter for the full links to all sources)
-PCR tests - developed without virus isolate, non specific to Sars CoV2 (virus attributed
to cause Covid-19), set at cycle amplification settings above level which detect live
material (24), a positive does not equate to symptom presentation or contagion per CDC
own emergency use document, 22 expert panel peer review for International Consortium
of Science deemed the PCR test 'useless' for detection of Sars CoV2, virus attributed to
cause Covid-19 cluster symptoms (this was first nationally reported in the New York
Times over a year ago, the core issue never was corrected)
-Antigen testing: Antigen tests will produce up to 100% false positive tests when used in
low incident populations per FDA statement on November 3, 2020, the entire country
was 'low incident' population before mass administration & the 'second wave' last fall.
FDA issued a statement on November 3 2020 warning potential for mass false positives
when used in low incident populations with formula for calculating expected false positive
rate. Up to 100% false positives in low incident (Covid) populations, in my county,
utilizing the FDA's own formula - this worked out to projected 86% false positives on this
ONE error alone with use of tests.
-Antibody testing - non specific to Sars CoV2, pick up material from many other diseases,
takes many day to weeks to flag a positive result
-majority of all Covid-19 test kits and devices ever issued have been subsequently
recalled by the FDA due to bacterial/fungal contamination and faulty trial design, 100s of
millions of tests, the same companies are then rewarded with new contracts to produce
Covid-19 related devices and products with no liability due to Emergency Use Status of
Test. Millions are being recalled every month. This comprises over 270 different kits and
hundreds of millions of tests (links to FDA list and full article including extensive
information on contamination of US & global testing below)
Attribution Standards
Unscientific, designed to capture illness unrelated to Sars CoV2, misattributing
existing/other disease to Covid-19
Mass Financial incentives to hospitals to label case Covid-19 per American physician and
surgeon expose (below)
Severely flawed testing/attribution standards are falsely assigning Covid-19 diagnosis to

individuals not ill with Covid at all, or falsely labeling other disease/illness to a Covid-19
diagnosis. This is especially troubling as vaccinated individuals coming into the hospitals
with side effect symptoms of Covid-19 vaccines are not having potential vaccine
injuries/mortalities investigated with public health officials attributing these cases to
Covid-19 on the basis of severe flawed methods and not following up with autopsy study
as is occurring in other nations. (see documentation below)
US states running the tests against the recommendation standards and warning updates
issued by WHO, CDC, & FDA resulting in mass false positive tests cases
(see document below)

Action Alert: NY Legislature Introduces Citizen Detainment Bill, Documentation Letter to
Share
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
alert-ny-legislature-introduces-citizen-detainment-bill-documentation-letter-toshare&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C53f9a5c2a6924fd4e5ec08d9d55bdf5f%7C11d0e
Vaccines:
Vaccinations do NOT stop transmission of disease, were approved for symptom
suppression, trials were based on MILD cases and did not monitor for severe outcomes
(documented in BMJ article below), vaccinations INDUCE the very symptoms as side
effects (and worse) that the drugs were EUA to stop at rates far greater than individuals
experience with positive PCR test diagnosis of Covid-19 (this is due to test settings and
methods generating false positives, not asymptomatic transmission, see below) - Drugs
which do NOT prevent spread of disease are useless as a public health containment
measure, yet policy makers and media continue to tell the public individuals should be
vaccinated to 'protect others' Vaccinations are being recalled in countries around the globe due to safety issues, seven
European nations have halted or restricted Moderna due to myocarditis risk, Taiwan has
suspended Moderna for under 18s due to myocarditis risk, Norway stops Johnson &
Johnson due to blood clot risks, other nations are undergoing FAR more thorough post
mortem review than US - major anaphylactic events at vaccination clinic in Vietnam (4
out of 700 students went into anaphylatic shock, one dead,
15 Swedish scientists have issued press release in British Medical Journal demanding
Sweden cease Pfizer vaccinations due to trial fraud, Pfizer court ordered release of
documents shows the company withheld severe side effects documented in trials and
withheld over 1200 death reports which occurred in the first weeks of program. Pfizer is
currently seeking to withhold further release of documents until 2096
Physician & nurse whistleblowers testifying globally before panels including military
physician who testified she had to ground three pilots in one morning due to myocarditis,
physicians who report their own injuries to CDC are not being followed up, trial
participants whistleblow on lack of f/u and monitoring of their symptoms
(links to video below)
Severe safety signals with German news reviewing recent occurrence of myocarditis &
deaths of athletes - in Europe, the rate has gone from 2 to 8 per year now over 75 in five
months with the same pattern occurring globally at the same time warning labels have
been added to mRNA vaccinations - some countries are recommending against strenuous
activity post Covid-19 mRNA vaccination, and both the American Hearth Association
researchers and British trial institutions are duplicating research showing dramatic
increased in cardiac inflammation post Covid-19 mRNA vaccination - Moderna could not
get past regular safety trials in 2017
(this pattern is occurring in students/public servants/soldiers/health professionals who

are often mandated to take vaccination to retain employment)
Several US educators and athletic coaches died over the past weekend, two on school
premises, we are monitoring this trend as a safety signal & it bears careful scrutiny
including two SUNY coaches and a teacher, this continues a global trend of sudden
deaths occurring in conjunction with timing of Covid-19 vaccine program and extensive
documentation of increased heart inflammation risk now coming in from major medical
journals - full details here:

https://www.unite4truth.com/post/myocarditis-covid-19-vaccinations-alarming-trend-ofincreasing-athletes-students-teacher-deaths
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
covid-19-vaccinations-alarming-trend-of-increasing-athletes-students-teacherdeaths&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C53f9a5c2a6924fd4e5ec08d9d55bdf5f%7C11d0
-New court ordered Pfizer document release exposes company misrepresented safety
data, suppressed 42,000 injury and over 1,200 death reports, company has filed to
withhold the rest of the requested vaccine trial and preliminary vaccine contract
documents until 2096 -CDC is failing to record deaths occurring post Covid-19 vaccine as related to vaccination
even when autopsy, treating physician, and coroner state vaccination correlated to death
(even in cases of anaphylaxis occurring within minutes to hours of vaccination
-CDC is manipulating the reporting standards to suppress inclusion of vaccine injured in
official reports, this includes categorizing individuals as unvaccinated if they are not two
weeks post vaccine, utilizing different cycle threshold standards to report cases between
vaccinated and unvaccinated
-CDC is MASS backloading VAERS injury reports (83% of VAERS data is submitted by
MANDATORY reporters, see below) - Early VAERS reports have increased from 56,000 to
over 414,000 for the first 3 1/2 months of vaccine program, the occurrence data of injury
is nearly all within this early period, CDC is withholding submission date, ages, and other
central information from reports. A group contact has now filed a Freedom of Information
act request to demand release of ALL reports submitted. In conjunction with the latest
court released Pfizer Covid-19 documentation showing mass withholding of adverse
events and early deaths (see below), this very much indicates a deliberate attempt to
withhold safety data from the public, Pfizer is currently seeking to withhold Covid-19
vaccine data until 2096)
Update (latest blog not included in letter below, important) - links to court documents
from FOI Pfizer Court Ruling included -UK physician whistleblower video on British major
news network included:
New Pfizer documents expose company deliberately withheld evidence showing severe
safety signals, misrepresented findings to FDA:

https://www.unite4truth.com/post/pfizer-court-ordered-document-release-exposescompany-covered-up-covid-vaccine-deaths-side-effects
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
court-ordered-document-release-exposes-company-covered-up-covid-vaccine-deathssideeffects&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C53f9a5c2a6924fd4e5ec08d9d55bdf5f%7C11d0
Full letter with evidence: SOURCE LINKS HERE - PLEASE REVIEW
TESTING

The central test for Covid-19 diagnosis is the RT PCR test. This test was developed
without any Sars CoV2 virus isolate (virus attributed to cause symptoms of Covid-19), it
has been set at cycle amplification rates over the limit at which the test will pick up ANY
live material (24 cycles), the test is NON specific to Covid-19 a positive does NOT mean
individual is ill or contagious due to Sars CoV2 presence (this is stated directly in the CDC
emergency use guide lines for the test)
Additionally, peer review by the International Consortium of Science 22 expert panel on
the science paper on which the testing is based found 10 severe flaws with the testing
and deemed it ‘useless’ for detection of the virus:

“In light of our re-examination of the test protocol to identify SARS-CoV-2 described in
the Corman-Drosten paper we have identified concerning errors and inherent fallacies
which render the SARS-CoV-2 PCR test useless’.
https://cormandrostenreview.com/report/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fcormandrostenreview.com%2Frep

(some have written of problems with above link - you can reference paper here as well,
but we are trying to keep to direct sources):
https://amirmortasawi.files.wordpress.com/2020/12/corman-drosten-review-reportnov.-2020.pdf
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Famirmortasawi.files.wordpress.com
drosten-review-report-nov.2020.pdf&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C53f9a5c2a6924fd4e5ec08d9d55bdf5f%7C11
Several international courts have ruled AGAINST the use of this testing due to severe
errors and the testing NOT being substantive evidence of a Covid-19 diagnosis including
Austria & German, there are numerous pending trials on the testing issue.
Documentation with direct source links to testing issues including WHO, FDA, & CDC data
may be found here:

https://www.unite4truth.com/post/cease-desist-covid-19-leadership-testing-vaccinespolicies-violate-licensing-ethical-standards
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
desist-covid-19-leadership-testing-vaccines-policies-violate-licensing-ethicalstandards&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C53f9a5c2a6924fd4e5ec08d9d55bdf5f%7C11

Video of Dr Kevin Corbett explaining the testing/virus isolation standard issues:
https://www.oraclefilms.com/kevincorbett
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.oraclefilms.com%2Fkevincor
Rapid antigen testing are equally flawed with the FDA issuing a statement on November
3, 2020 stating antigen tests may create up to 100% false positive when used in low
incident population per a formula based on test specificity and incidence rate. (the entire
US was a low incident population before the government ordered tens of millions of these
tests before the ‘second wave’ in the fall of 2020), the same is occurring now:

Documentation HERE:
https://www.unite4truth.com/post/stop-forced-covid-19-antigen-testing-in-schoolsstates-going-against-fda-recommendations-strategy
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
forced-covid-19-antigen-testing-in-schools-states-going-against-fda-recommendationsstrategy&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C53f9a5c2a6924fd4e5ec08d9d55bdf5f%7C11d

The state public health departments are running the tests against the protocol warnings
and testing protocol updates issued by CDC/FDA/WHO - full review HERE:

https://www.unite4truth.com/post/action-alert-ny-legislature-introduces-citizendetainment-bill-documentation-letter-to-share
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
alert-ny-legislature-introduces-citizen-detainment-bill-documentation-letter-toshare&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C53f9a5c2a6924fd4e5ec08d9d55bdf5f%7C11d0e
The TESTING is creating a never ending cycle of test/false positive diagnosis/lockdown –
the TESTING is driving the cases not infection:
Additionally, hundreds of millions of Covid-19 testing kits have been recalled globally
since the inception of the program, MILLIONS every month, no effort to issue any
correction to the case data or investigate this ongoing scandal is being made by policy
makers or media organizations despite mass outreach by health professionals to flag the
problem. This testing is Emergency Use Only Approved so there is NO liability for
producing faulty testing and the companies producing these worthless tests are
immediately rewarded with additional contracts:
Here is the direct link to the FDA list (which the site has now archived and buried – and
they stopped updating it in October despite new recalls since that date, 2 million more
were recalled last week). This should be a front page expose, we have crickets:

FDA RECALL LIST/Covid-19 tests and devices Please open the link at the third box for the
full list for list:
https://web.archive.org/web/20211009152633/https://www.fda.gov/medicaldevices/coronavirus-covid-19-and-medical-devices/removal-lists-tests-should-no-longerbe-used-andor-distributed-covid-19-faqs-testing-sars-cov-2
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fweb.archive.org%2Fweb%2F2021
devices%2Fcoronavirus-covid-19-and-medical-devices%2Fremoval-lists-tests-should-nolonger-be-used-andor-distributed-covid-19-faqs-testing-sars-cov2&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C53f9a5c2a6924fd4e5ec08d9d55bdf5f%7C11d0e217

Full article: (article documents millions of tests removed for contamination issues as well
as documented by the FDA)
https://www.unite4truth.com/post/contaminated-covid-19-tests-millions-removed-frommarket-implicated-in-india-black-fungal-outbreak
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
covid-19-tests-millions-removed-from-market-implicated-in-india-black-fungaloutbreak&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C53f9a5c2a6924fd4e5ec08d9d55bdf5f%7C11
The testing is unsuitable for detection of Sars CoV2 per above evidence from FDA, WHO,
CDC, and serious peer review research
Use of testing unsuitable for detection of Sars CoV2 invalidates all case data, research
studies (including vaccine/drug trials), individual diagnosis made on the basis of testing
results. All hospitalization and mortality numbers corrupted.
‘Variants’ are diagnosed with the same testing which is USELESS for detection of Sars
CoV2. Omnicron has no more validity than any other Covid-19 diagnosis, the TESTS DO
NOT WORK
The reason Africa basically has no Covid is simple. They are NOT administering the
testing which is driving the cases, and they are NOT seeing hospital increases right now

because vaccine injuries are driving the admissions not Covid-19. This is not a 'mystery',
the government evidence clearly shows what is driving it! (Covid isn't just magically
skipping over it)!

https://apnews.com/article/coronavirus-pandemic-science-health-pandemics-unitednations-fcf28a83c9352a67e50aa2172eb01a2f
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fapnews.com%2Farticle%2Fcorona
pandemic-science-health-pandemics-united-nationsfcf28a83c9352a67e50aa2172eb01a2f&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C53f9a5c2a6924f

ATTRIBUTION STANDARDS
The media has allowed public health officials to false attribute existing disease (or no
disease at all – asymptomatic infection is not infection, it is based on faulty testing
methods and results) on unscientific attribution standards
A hospitalization is catalogued as a Covid-19 hospitalization regardless of reason for
admission based on faulty testing
A mortality is catalogued as a Covid-19 death on the basis of faulty testing OR symptom
presentation which mirrors many other diseases
The attribution standards are DESIGNED to capture other illness/disease and assign it as
a Covid-19 case – please review this post for full documentation with source links from
CDC/WHO & other sources:

The average age of death is over 80 with four co-existing serious conditions in 96% of
cases – the label of Covid-19 is assigned through testing unsuitable for detection of virus
or symptom presentation which mirror many other illness.
https://www.unite4truth.com//post/government-data-destroys-public-official-covidclaims-covid-19-deaths-cases-hospitalization
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2F%2Fpos
data-destroys-public-official-covid-claims-covid-19-deaths-caseshospitalization&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C53f9a5c2a6924fd4e5ec08d9d55bdf5f%

Worse, hospitals are given MASS financial incentives to label hospital
admission/mortalities Covid-19 – American Physician and Surgeons report 100,000
incentive:
https://aapsonline.org/bidens-bounty-on-your-life-hospitals-incentive-payments-forcovid-19/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faapsonline.org%2Fbidensbounty-on-your-life-hospitals-incentive-payments-for-covid19%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C53f9a5c2a6924fd4e5ec08d9d55bdf5f%7C11d0
(this blog regrets this is being politicized in this article however the information is
accurate – both ‘sides’ have been acting against public health interests in their push for
vaccines and unnecessary Covid protocols)
Vaccines/Drug Cures
Due to the above evidence, it is clear that there is NO need to mass manufacture
vaccinations/drugs to prevent/cure infections generated through faulty testing/attribution
standards. And, even if one takes the data ENTIRELY as presented by officials without
considering any of the above evidence – the government’s response is irrational and
harmful – consider

Vaccines do NOT stop transmission of disease, they were approved for suppression of
symptoms. This is admitted by Dr Anthony Fauci and CDC Director Walensky, so why is
the media pushing the need for vaccination to ‘protect others’ as a drug which doesn’t
stop spread of disease is USELESS as.a public health containment measure:
Fauci – inoculations approved for symptom suppression
https://bgr.com/science/coronavirus-vaccine-efficacy-explained-fauci-interview/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fbgr.com%2Fscience%2Fcoronaviru
vaccine-efficacy-explained-fauciinterview%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C53f9a5c2a6924fd4e5ec08d9d55bdf5f%7

CDC
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2MOKL2UHbL8
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv

Gates now admitted it
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mgsazoEd4xo
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv

86% of Covid-19 attributed case have NO core symptoms –Oxford Study
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/10/08/more-than-80percent-of-people-with-coronavirushad-no-symptoms-uk-study.html
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cnbc.com%2F2020%2F10%2
than-80percent-of-people-with-coronavirus-had-no-symptoms-ukstudy.html&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C53f9a5c2a6924fd4e5ec08d9d55bdf5f%7C1
this is falsely represented as evidence of ‘asymptomatic infection, its the PCR testing)

Review of breakthrough/asymptomatic presentation evidence: - asymptomatic
transmission is scientifically unsupported theory driven by falsely attributing viral load to
dead non infectious material picked up by over amplified PCR tests - fully documented
HERE https://www.unite4truth.com/post/no-breakthrough-cases-no-asymptomatictransmission-bogus-research-used-to-push-covid-19-myth
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
breakthrough-cases-no-asymptomatic-transmission-bogus-research-used-to-push-covid19myth&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C53f9a5c2a6924fd4e5ec08d9d55bdf5f%7C11d0e
Additionally, the media continually allows ‘experts’ and public health officials to make
false claims around vaccine efficacy with claims of ‘Vaccine Saves Lives’

This statement has NO substantive evidence whatsoever to back it. The trials measured
MILD attributed cases and the efficacy was based on suppression of MILD symptoms –
this is fully documented in a British Medical Journal review of trials by Peter Doshi:
https://www.bmj.com/content/371/bmj.m4037
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.bmj.com%2Fcontent%2F371
VACCINES are completely unnecessary even accepting the Covid-19 story as it stands.
The stories attempting to push vaccines as necessary life savers is completely
manipulative as there is ZERO substantive evidence vaccines save lives and extensive
evidence the drugs are inflicting serious health consequences. And, many families are
entirely unaware that a positive test is NOT a viable method for determination of death

yet many individuals are told loved one died of Covid on the premise of NO substantive
evidence whatsoever. The behavior of hospitals who are being paid huge sums for Covid19 admissions is a shame on the entire medical system, and seriously damaging the
credibility and trust of the heath professions for at least a generation to come.
The entire program is predicated on symptom suppression for a attributed disease which
hardly ever manifests in symptoms anyway with low mortality rates in all age groups
except over 65s & even then, the vaccines offer NO improvement whatsoever of what
individuals experience with a positive PCR test diagnosis for Covid-19 outcomes, so there
is NO benefit to administration of these drugs ONLY risk
Vaccines INDUCE the symptoms (as side effects) the drugs are purported to suppress at
far greater rates and severity than individuals will experience with a positive PCR test
diagnosis for Covid-19 diagnosis as documented HERE:

https://www.unite4truth.com/post/fda-full-approval-pfizer-covid-19-vaccine-expectedmonday-mockery-of-science-ethics-act-of-fraud
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
full-approval-pfizer-covid-19-vaccine-expected-monday-mockery-of-science-ethics-actoffraud&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C53f9a5c2a6924fd4e5ec08d9d55bdf5f%7C11d0e
MODERNA COULD NOT GET PAST REGULAR SAFETY TRIALS and now being halted in
restricted around the globe:

https://www.statnews.com/2017/01/10/moderna-trouble-mrna/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.statnews.com%2F2017%2F0
troublemrna%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C53f9a5c2a6924fd4e5ec08d9d55bdf5f%7C11
Evidence Vaccines Inflicting serious harm/death
Covid-19 vaccines are recording record injury & death reports with over 924,000 injuries
and nearly 20,000 deaths recorded since the inception of the program last December.
83% of VAERS data is generated by MANDATED reporters with majority including case
data, medical notes and sometimes labs. The media has adopted a campaign to dismiss
the data based on the CDC refusing to acknowledge the significance of data (even when
treating physician/autopsy directly correlate a vaccine death to a vaccine)
Report on how the data is generated with source links (per Harvard study only 1% of
vaccine injuries are ever reported to VAERS and NYT article documents last February the
FDA admitting this mass emergency use program started without adequate safety
monitoring system in place):

https://www.unite4truth.com/post/vaers-data-media-attempts-to-discredit-substantivevaccine-injury-data-independent-review
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
data-media-attempts-to-discredit-substantive-vaccine-injury-data-independentreview&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C53f9a5c2a6924fd4e5ec08d9d55bdf5f%7C11d0
This rate of injury should have ended the program – in 1976, fifty six associated deaths
with the Swine Flu program ended the program (these deaths were NOT proven – links to
this data & video in above link)

The CDC is failing to properly investigate post vaccine deaths, labeling deaths Covid-19
even when AUTOPSY and TREATING PHYSICIAN testimony show a CLEAR correlation to
the vaccine as in the case of Drene Keyes, a black minister who went into anaphylactic
shock post Covid-19 Pfizer vaccination)

https://www.unite4truth.com/post/update-drene-keyes-evidence-shows-officialscovering-up-black-minister-s-covid-19-vaccine-death
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
drene-keyes-evidence-shows-officials-covering-up-black-minister-s-covid-19-vaccinedeath&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C53f9a5c2a6924fd4e5ec08d9d55bdf5f%7C11d0e
This case is rare in that it was publicized or reported on at all with the local media
allowing her daughter to challenge the narrative.
The CDC is failing to investigate deaths post Covid-19 vaccine by simply labeling the
mortality a Covid death despite the severe testing/attribution standards)
There is NO standard investigation protocol for a post vaccination death by the CDC. In a
proper trial of new drugs, all deaths would be investigated and reported, this is not
happening with Covid-19 vaccines.

CDC is manipulating reporting standards: (links to CDC reporting standards)
Evidence Indicates CDC Manipulating Covid-19 PCR Testing, Provide False Evidence of
Vaccine Efficacy
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
indicates-cdc-manipulating-covid-19-pcr-testing-provide-false-evidence-of-vaccineefficacy&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C53f9a5c2a6924fd4e5ec08d9d55bdf5f%7C11d

Shockingly, CDC Now Lists Vaccinated Deaths as Unvaccinated
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fz3news.com%2Fw%2Fshockinglycdc-now-lists-vaccinated-deaths-asunvaccinated%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C53f9a5c2a6924fd4e5ec08d9d55bdf5
(most VAERS reports are submitted within the first two weeks of vaccination)
The media has normalized the drugs inducing harmful side effects – often promoting side
effects mirroring the very symptoms the drugs are administered to suppressed means
the drugs are ‘working’ This has normalized significant side effects which SHOULD be
reported to VAERS. This narrative needs to cease, induction of harm by these drugs is
NOT a benefit.
Major research developments - mRNA/Heart Inflammation:
American Heart Association Journal: Journal/Circulation
Abstract Steven R Gundry
Physician, American Hearth and Lung Institute
Abstract of report finding:

https://www.ahajournals.org/doi/10.1161/circ.144.suppl_1.10712
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.ahajournals.org%2Fdoi%2F1
Abstract 10712: Mrna COVID Vaccines Dramatically Increase Endothelial Inflammatory
Markers and ACS Risk as Measured by the PULS Cardiac Test: a Warning
“At the time of this report, these changes persist for at least 2.5 months post second

dose of vac.We conclude that the mRNA vacs dramatically increase inflammation on the
endothelium and T cell infiltration of cardiac muscle and may account for the
observations of increased thrombosis, cardiomyopathy, and other vascular events
following vaccination.
Results duplicated: Whistleblower on mainstream UK news states major research
institution sitting on study
Here is the interview from GB news reporting on the issue and UK research institution
suppressing data – top British medical research center duplicated the finding in the above
medical study and suppressing the information out of fear of losing funding IMPORTANT

https://twitter.com/GBNEWS/status/1463926037889396736
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FGBNEWS%2Fstatu
Other Countries Pulling vaccines due to safety issues including blood clots and
myocarditis:
Norway has led the way into investigation into post vaccination harm.
Last January, when 23 elderly fell ill and died in care homes post Covid-19 Pfizer
vaccination, public health officials ordered autopsies and correlated Pfizer side effects to
deaths in 13 of the deaths.
This prompted the country to change recommendations for administration of the vaccine:

https://thehill.com/policy/international/europe/534395-norway-warns-patients-over-80of-vaccine-risks-after-deaths
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fthehill.com%2Fpolicy%2Finternati
norway-warns-patients-over-80-of-vaccine-risks-afterdeaths&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C53f9a5c2a6924fd4e5ec08d9d55bdf5f%7C11d0

The Norweigan Prime Minister stated that administration of the vaccine could speed up
the end of life process:
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-01-26/norway-may-refine-vaccinestrategy-after-elderly-deaths-pm-says
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.bloomberg.com%2Fnews%2
01-26%2Fnorway-may-refine-vaccine-strategy-after-elderly-deaths-pmsays&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C53f9a5c2a6924fd4e5ec08d9d55bdf5f%7C11d0e2

Countries all over the globe began seeing rise in care home deaths at the inception of the
Pfizer Covid-19 administration – whistleblowers spoke out and were ignored or labeled
‘conspiracy theorist’ despite Norway finding significant correlation when actual and
appropriate autopsy investigation was conducted)
https://www.patreon.com/posts/covid-19-vaccine-47545730
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.patreon.com%2Fposts%2Fco
19-vaccine47545730&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C53f9a5c2a6924fd4e5ec08d9d55bdf5f%7C1

https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/nursing-home-residents-spain-die-pfizercovid-vaccine/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fchildrenshealthdefense.org%2Fdef
home-residents-spain-die-pfizer-covidvaccine%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C53f9a5c2a6924fd4e5ec08d9d55bdf5f%7C

Taiwan Stops Pfizer after heart issues in under 18:
https://duckduckgo.com/?q=taiwan+stops+vaccination&ia=web
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fduckduckgo.com%2F%3Fq%3Dta

Iceland halts Moderna ALL ages due to myocarditis (our country is approving boosters)
https://www.visiontimes.com/2021/10/11/iceland-halts-use-of-moderna-vaccine-for-allages-following-increased-health-concerns.html
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.visiontimes.com%2F2021%2
halts-use-of-moderna-vaccine-for-all-ages-following-increased-healthconcerns.html&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C53f9a5c2a6924fd4e5ec08d9d55bdf5f%

Nordic Countries halting Moderna in younger populations:
https://www.cnbc.com/2021/10/08/nordic-countries-are-restricting-the-use-ofmodernas-covid-vaccine.html
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cnbc.com%2F2021%2F10%2
countries-are-restricting-the-use-of-modernas-covidvaccine.html&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C53f9a5c2a6924fd4e5ec08d9d55bdf5f%7
(Pfizer actually documents HIGHER rate of myocarditis induced symptoms post
vaccination per vaccine with up to rates of 1 in 3,000 for teens/young adults) – full
documentation of child risks and full data on risks/benefits assessment in child
populations HERE)

https://www.unite4truth.com/post/what-parents-should-know-covid-19-vaccinationsexperimental-new-technology-1000-reports-injury
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
parents-should-know-covid-19-vaccinations-experimental-new-technology-1000-reportsinjury&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C53f9a5c2a6924fd4e5ec08d9d55bdf5f%7C11d0e
J&J pulled in Denmark/Norway, Breaking today (12/16/2021) CDC is now holding
ANOTHER meeting due to the blood clots which caused these nations to pull this drug
and halt the program here in US last Spring, the US should NEVER have approved this
drug to start but resuming it after direct correlation to deaths is blatantly criminal, now
months later after MORE deaths, they are forced to review again:

https://sciencenorway.no/covid19-vaccines-viruses/norwegian-medicines-agency-aboutjohnson-johnsonwe-usually-dont-use-vaccines-with-lethal-side-effects/1867058
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsciencenorway.no%2Fcovid19vaccines-viruses%2Fnorwegian-medicines-agency-about-johnson-johnsonwe-usuallydont-use-vaccines-with-lethal-sideeffects%2F1867058&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C53f9a5c2a6924fd4e5ec08d9d55b

Latest CDC article:
https://www.washingtonpost.com/health/2021/12/15/johnson-and-johnson-vaccinecontinued-blood-clots/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.washingtonpost.com%2Fhea
and-johnson-vaccine-continued-bloodclots%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C53f9a5c2a6924fd4e5ec08d9d55bdf5f%7C11
Please see blog for additional documentation of Pfizer safety issues, vaccine batch halted
in Vietnam after 125 children hospitalized/4 students of 700 go into anaphylactic shock &
major Pfizer headlines which the media should feature in Covid-19 coverage - including
new court rulings:

https://www.unite4truth.com/post/major-pfizer-headlines-court-ruling-ignored-by-themedia-scientists-document-vaccine-trial-fraud
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
pfizer-headlines-court-ruling-ignored-by-the-media-scientists-document-vaccine-trialfraud&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C53f9a5c2a6924fd4e5ec08d9d55bdf5f%7C11d0e

Lawyers have filed suit against Pfizer for misrepresenting safety data in 5 to 11 in
Canada:
https://westernstandardonline.com/2021/11/alberta-lawyer-files-complaint-againstpfizer/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwesternstandardonline.com%2F20
lawyer-files-complaint-againstpfizer%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C53f9a5c2a6924fd4e5ec08d9d55bdf5f%7C1
“According to the unnamed experts, Pfizer allegedly ignored the risks of “anaphylaxis,
pericarditis, capillary thrombosis, clotting disorders, strokes and transverse myelitis, to
name a few.”
The complaint letter said Pfizer has also allegedly “scrubbed” data related to deaths due
to transverse myelitis from its initial Emergency Use Authorization (EUA) application to
the FDA. The complaint also alleges the application was “fraught with fraudulent
misstatements” around the safety profile of the Pfizer vaccine.
“To suggest to the parents of Canada that this product is safe and will not kill or injure
more Canadian 5-11-year-old children than the notional 0-3 ‘prevented COVID-19
deaths’ alluded to by Pfizer in its FDA EUA application constitutes fraud on the Canadian
public and the Canadian Government,” the claim reads.
Vaccine Safety Investigations: very partial list

Kidney/Skin Disorders
https://www.fiercepharma.com/pharma/europe-probing-link-between-pfizer-biontechmoderna-covid-vaccines-and-skin-condition-2
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.fiercepharma.com%2Fpharm
probing-link-between-pfizer-biontech-moderna-covid-vaccines-and-skin-condition2&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C53f9a5c2a6924fd4e5ec08d9d55bdf5f%7C11d0e217

Menstrual disorders:
https://www.news-medical.net/news/20210916/Reproductive-specialist-highlights-theneed-to-investigate-menstrual-changes-after-covid-19-vaccination.aspx
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.newsmedical.net%2Fnews%2F20210916%2FReproductive-specialist-highlights-the-need-toinvestigate-menstrual-changes-after-covid-19vaccination.aspx&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C53f9a5c2a6924fd4e5ec08d9d55bdf5f

Myocarditis
https://www.cnbc.com/2021/06/26/fda-adds-warning-of-rare-heart-inflammation-topfizer-moderna-vaccines.html
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cnbc.com%2F2021%2F06%2
adds-warning-of-rare-heart-inflammation-to-pfizer-modernavaccines.html&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C53f9a5c2a6924fd4e5ec08d9d55bdf5f%7
(studies ongoing, this is NOT complete data)
Transverse Myelitis:
https://arynews.tv/eu-transverse-myelitis-side-effect-jj-covid-19-vaccine/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Farynews.tv%2Feutransverse-myelitis-side-effect-jj-covid-19-

vaccine%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C53f9a5c2a6924fd4e5ec08d9d55bdf5f%7C

Thrombocytopenia
https://www.news-medical.net/news/20211116/Thrombosis-with-thrombocytopeniasyndrome-rare-but-serious-adverse-event-associated-with-Ad26COV2S-vaccination.aspx
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.newsmedical.net%2Fnews%2F20211116%2FThrombosis-with-thrombocytopenia-syndromerare-but-serious-adverse-event-associated-with-Ad26COV2Svaccination.aspx&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C53f9a5c2a6924fd4e5ec08d9d55bdf5f

Guillain Barre
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC8298969/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov%2Fpmc%2

Astrazeneca being dropped globally (same technology as J&J) – Norway expert panel
recommends against its use
https://www.reuters.com/world/europe/norway-should-exclude-jj-astrazeneca-covidvaccination-scheme-says-commission-2021-05-10/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.reuters.com%2Fworld%2Feu
should-exclude-jj-astrazeneca-covid-vaccination-scheme-says-commission-2021-0510%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C53f9a5c2a6924fd4e5ec08d9d55bdf5f%7C11d0
Vaccine Trial Participants, Doctors, Nurses, Whistleblowers Speak Out
Despite many whistleblowers coming forward, the media continues to ignore the growing
testimony from health professionals, funeral directors, vaccine trial recipients around the
globe red flagging SERIOUS issues with the vaccine safety – a small sampling of this
testimony for your review HERE

VIDEOS
(myocarditis and the misrepresentation of serious harm:
Dr. Linda Wastila: Why are we Accepting Myocarditis as an Acceptable Side Effect for
COVID Vaccines?
https://rumble.com/vovdmn-dr.-linda-wastila-why-are-we-accepting-myocarditis-as-anacceptable-side-ef.html?mref=6zof&mrefc=2
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Frumble.com%2Fvovdmndr.-linda-wastila-why-are-we-accepting-myocarditis-as-an-acceptable-sideef.html%3Fmref%3D6zof%26mrefc%3D2&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C53f9a5c2a6

Military physician testifies under whistle blower protection - ground three pilots in one
morning due to post vaccination myocarditis:
https://rumble.com/vomsar-lieutenant-colonel-theresa-long-over-200000-servicemembers-have-rejected-t.html
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Frumble.com%2Fvomsarlieutenant-colonel-theresa-long-over-200000-service-members-have-rejectedt.html&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C53f9a5c2a6924fd4e5ec08d9d55bdf5f%7C11d0e

Physician testifies in front of Senate panel
https://rumble.com/vpi9cu-orthopedic-surgeon-did-800-surgeries-per-year-but-nowcannot-work-due-to-co.html?mref=6zof&mrefc=3
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Frumble.com%2Fvpi9cuorthopedic-surgeon-did-800-surgeries-per-year-but-now-cannot-work-due-toco.html%3Fmref%3D6zof%26mrefc%3D3&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C53f9a5c2a6
(if MDS have to fight this hard to get heard, imagine what regular people with no medical
understanding or connection must face to get stories heard)

Mother testifies after 28 daughter dies immediately post vaccine, states cause of death
misrepresented:
https://rumble.com/vozjhl-grieving-mother-who-threatened-health-impact-news-forpublishing-daughters-.html?mref=6zof&mrefc=4
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Frumble.com%2Fvozjhlgrieving-mother-who-threatened-health-impact-news-for-publishing-daughters.html%3Fmref%3D6zof%26mrefc%3D4&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C53f9a5c2a692

UK coroner notes significant increase in infant/young adult funerals post vaccination
https://rumble.com/vovjtz-uk-funeral-director-10x-newborn-baby-deaths-after-covidshots-refrigerators.html?mref=6zof&mrefc=5
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Frumble.com%2Fvovjtzuk-funeral-director-10x-newborn-baby-deaths-after-covid-shotsrefrigerators.html%3Fmref%3D6zof%26mrefc%3D5&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C5

Full blog of videos with additional nurse/physician/injured testimony including US nurse &
Australian nurse stating vaccine injuries not Covid filling hospital wards:
https://www.unite4truth.com/post/video-update-important-archive-of-covid-19-relatedcontent-european-parliament-members-speak-out
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
update-important-archive-of-covid-19-related-content-european-parliament-membersspeakout&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C53f9a5c2a6924fd4e5ec08d9d55bdf5f%7C11d0e21

Nurses testimony - policies are destroying hospitals, officials lying about ICUS
(video)Government Health Officials Are Creating Health Care Crisis With Vaccine
Mandates, Lying About ICUS
https://www.unite4truth.com/post/government-health-officials-are-creating-health-carecrisis-with-vaccine-mandates-lying-about-icus
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
health-officials-are-creating-health-care-crisis-with-vaccine-mandates-lying-abouticus&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C53f9a5c2a6924fd4e5ec08d9d55bdf5f%7C11d0e2
(media failure to report on how policies not Covid-19 destroying our hospital system, if
you actually respect care givers and view us as 'heroes' than spare us the thanks and
report the truth)

Blog of injured video testimony (extensive) here:
https://www.unite4truth.com/post/covid-19-vaccine-injured-forced-to-create-ownvideos-websites-as-near-media-blackout-continues
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
19-vaccine-injured-forced-to-create-own-videos-websites-as-near-media-blackoutcontinues&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C53f9a5c2a6924fd4e5ec08d9d55bdf5f%7C11
Cluster deaths of teachers/athletes/students/physicians/public servants
(police/firefighters/paramedics) occurring in significant rates as booster shots roll out for
‘high risk’ public workers:
Last week three student athletes collapsed at games in US, experts have issued warnings
in some countries due to risk from strenuous exercise post vaccine:
https://www.jpost.com/health-and-wellness/health-ministry-to-consider-asking-newlyvaccinated-to-avoid-working-out-681317
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.jpost.com%2Fhealth-

and-wellness%2Fhealth-ministry-to-consider-asking-newly-vaccinated-to-avoid-workingout681317&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C53f9a5c2a6924fd4e5ec08d9d55bdf5f%7C11d

https://tnp.straitstimes.com/news/singapore/avoid-strenuous-exercise-two-weeks-afterjab-expert-committee
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftnp.straitstimes.com%2Fnews%2F
strenuous-exercise-two-weeks-after-jab-expertcommittee&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C53f9a5c2a6924fd4e5ec08d9d55bdf5f%7C1
4 teachers died in one week period in Ohio (no cause of death related in three, one died
in surgery)
Additionally, MANY teachers, athletes, medical professionals are now dying with Covid-19
attributed infection but there is no investigation or autopsy and the standards for
attribution/testing render these diagnosis corrupted.

Blogs following death student/teachers/athletes (please not that inclusion in this blog is
NOT a claim each person died of a Covid-19 injury, it is compiled to monitor trends with
safety signals flashing red right now - and other nations PULLING the vaccinations due to
myocarditis -as of above nurse/physician whistle blowers state, the units are seeing
young and younger individuals with blood clots and heart issues and excess death reports
in UK not related to Covid (video of physician whistleblower who states incident of
sudden cardiac death and dying at home is up exponentially HERE)
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
court-ordered-document-release-exposes-company-covered-up-covid-vaccine-deathssideeffects&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C53f9a5c2a6924fd4e5ec08d9d55bdf5f%7C11d0

Athletes
https://www.unite4truth.com/post/myocarditis-covid-19-vaccinations-alarming-trend-ofincreasing-athletes-students-teacher-deaths
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
covid-19-vaccinations-alarming-trend-of-increasing-athletes-students-teacherdeaths&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C53f9a5c2a6924fd4e5ec08d9d55bdf5f%7C11d0

Students being found in dorms, dying in sleep - teachers/soldiers (safety signal)
https://www.unite4truth.com/post/3-ohio-students-four-teachers-dead-in-a-month-asmajor-research-flags-increased-vaccine-heart-risks
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
ohio-students-four-teachers-dead-in-a-month-as-major-research-flags-increasedvaccine-heartrisks&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C53f9a5c2a6924fd4e5ec08d9d55bdf5f%7C11d0e2

This letter is only a very partial documentation of the significant ongoing issues with
vaccine safety, testing, and policy protocols but it highlights significant evidence of
SEVERE problems which indicate:
Testing needs to immediately CEASE as it is driving cases and it is unsuitable for
detection of virus employed to detect
Vaccine administration needs to immediately cease and full disclosure of all injury reports
and trial data must be released to the public:

CDC massively backloading VAERS injury data: (not new incidents, withholding
submission dates of report) 360,000 backloaded for first three and half months,
https://www.unite4truth.com/post/2-400-covid-19-vaccine-deaths-occurred-in-first-sixweeks-of-program-cdc-back-loading-data
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
400-covid-19-vaccine-deaths-occurred-in-first-six-weeks-of-program-cdc-back-loadingdata&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C53f9a5c2a6924fd4e5ec08d9d55bdf5f%7C11d0e2

Pfizer attempting to suppress release of trial data until 2076. (latest 2096)
https://www.citizensjournal.us/fda-asks-federal-judge-to-grant-it-until-the-year-2076to-fully-release-pfizers-covid-19-vaccine-data/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.citizensjournal.us%2Ffdaasks-federal-judge-to-grant-it-until-the-year-2076-to-fully-release-pfizers-covid-19vaccinedata%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C53f9a5c2a6924fd4e5ec08d9d55bdf5f%7C11
Sweden scientists now demand Pfizer be halted due to research fraud:Research fraud at
a subcontractor to Pfizer, now 16 doctors and researchers demand that vaccination in
Sweden be paused.

https://www.efvv.eu/news/press-release-research-fraud-at-subcontractor-to-pfizer
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.efvv.eu%2Fnews%2Fpressrelease-research-fraud-at-subcontractor-topfizer&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C53f9a5c2a6924fd4e5ec08d9d55bdf5f%7C11d0e
Nils Littorin , physician; doctor of clinical microbiology
Magnus Burling , specialist in general medicine,
Sture Blomberg , specialist in anesthesia and intensive care; Associate Professor
Ragnar Hultborn , Specialist in Oncology; Professor Emeritus
Lilian Weiss , Specialist in General Surgery; Associate Professor
Ann-Cathrin Engwall , Immunologist and Virologist; doctor of molecular cell biology with
an immunological focus
Sebastian Rushworth, AT doctor
Maria Papadopoulou , ophthalmologist
Carina Ljungfelt , specialist in general medicine
Christina Malm , specialist in general medicine,
Bo Jonsson , specialist in general psychiatry; with dr
Anette Stahel , PhD in biomedicine,
Nina Yderberg, specialist in child and adolescent psychiatry
Dinu Dusceac , specialist in cardiology; PhD
Margareta Andersson , specialist in general medicine
Hanna Åsberg , specialist in general medicine
Update on this article with additional major Pfizer headlines your news organization
should be aware including problems with 'approval' which appears to involve a bait and
switch for Pfizer to retain liability protection for administering EUA drugs while selling the
public on a fully approved vaccine (SHORT term trials will not even be finished until next
year, and no mid or long term data whatsoever, it is unethical to make claims of safety
and efficacy on LACK of data, this is setting a dangerous new precedent where untested
drugs are released on a 'trust us' standard and the consequences have been severe)

https://www.unite4truth.com/post/major-pfizer-headlines-court-ruling-ignored-by-themedia-scientists-document-vaccine-trial-fraud
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
pfizer-headlines-court-ruling-ignored-by-the-media-scientists-document-vaccine-trialfraud&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C53f9a5c2a6924fd4e5ec08d9d55bdf5f%7C11d0e

Policy makers, public health departments, and lead medical organizations have been
contacted extensively about the above issues, they are stonewalling or ignoring health
professional outreach to course correct. This includes licensing boards and public health
departments at local/state/national level.
PLEASE act to report on these issues.
Media is contributing to mass public health harm in allowing misrepresentation of this
data by government officials & ‘experts making false claims of safety/efficacy should be
in front of a licensing board hearing not featured as ‘experts’ in the media. There is now
concrete documents of mass safety data suppression coming from the Pfizer documents
and CDC own reporting systems of mass early suppression of data (injury reports have
jumped from 58,000 to over 414,000 in early months of program with nearly all showing
occurrence date in early period. This is fraud and the media needs to immediately inform
the public of this data.
The politicalization and attacks on individuals coming forward to present credible,
evidence based concerns needs to immediately cease. Our children’s health is at risk
from these drugs and this is not a partisan issue, it is one of public health. Our group is
non-partisan and we have been dismayed to see both political ‘sides’ actively advancing
claims and policies against the government health organization and vaccine trial data.
It is essential the media begin objectively reviewing the claims made by public health
officials and pharmaceutical reps as our extensive review has found their data contradicts
the entire Covid-19 'official' narrative.
The framing of what should be an objective scientific discussion with focus on EVIDENCE
should begin in earnest. The media and policy makers framing of these issues through
partisan speak and slander of those who attempt to provide objective review of fact
(conspiracy theorist) to public has been a serious disservice to your readers and viewers.
Follow the science has been a slogan, not a guiding principle in news media covid 19
reporting.
Thanks for your time
Health Professionals for Covid-19 Policy Corrections

On 01/11/2022 11:04 PM unite4truth@mailbox.org wrote:

Hello

We see you are involved in enacting policy to illegally and unconstitutionally detain
citizens on suspicion of medical threat to public health per bill
WAC 246-100-040

Your office should be fully aware health professional, academic, and parent groups are
currently moving forward with mass cease and desist and legal action to stop Covid-19
testing being implemented against FDA/WHO/CDC own use standards and resulting in
100% false positive by default of the protocol violations -

We are forwarding two documents to put you on notice that actions to detain citizens on
false data under the guise of public health will be met with immediate legal action and
personal filing against all individuals responsible for aiding mass public health
organization which may be construed as a conspiracy and tried according to such
standards.

Letter One and documentation below (example of one of MANY letters going out to policy
makers and public health officials right now),

Document 1:

To Senator Brian Campon, Governor Phil Scot
CEASE AND DESIST
(cc superintendents, media)

Vermont is running Covid-19 testing against WHO/CDC/FDA standards & updated
warning statements and implementing Antigen testing against FDA warning which will
result in 96% false positive results (on one error) per statement issued on 11/3/2020.
(FDA warning statements with calculations for expected false positive rate (96%) are
included in the body of email below:

Vermont Public Health department and Governor have been provided the following
documentation, refuse to correct course and aiding an act of medical fraud.

Additionally, PCR tests are being run at cycle amplification rates above 24 CT (a cycle
level too high, more cycles run, less material, over 24 research study has found NO LIVE
material over 24 CT - this has been falsely represented by policy makers, public health
organization leadership as 'viral load' and false proof of detection of Sars CoV2, virus
attributed to cause generic Covid-19 cluster symptoms. The continuation of
implementation of use of PCR testing peer reviewed as unsuitable for the purpose over a
year ago with numerous update warning statement of problem documented by the
CDC/WHO/FDA statements is an act of medical fraud (linked in body of email below)

Covid-19 testing is Emergency Use Authorized ONLY and it is the responsibility of

leadership to review documentation to ensure states remain in compliance with new
directives. Vermont public health & policy makers have not.

Additionally, the majority of all Covid-19 testing ever issued has been subsequently
recalled by the FDA due to serious design flaw and contamination with no action by policy
makers to address ongoing issue or issue correction/public health warning to citizens who
received Covid-19 diagnosis and treatment on the basis of faulty test which are not
clinically viable for detection of Sars CoV2. Over 270 different Covid testing/devices have
been recalled by the FDA comprising (at least) tens of millions of kits.

Vermont policy makers have imperiled licensed health professionals and academics with
liability/licensing and liability issues with ordering testing directives against government
health organization own use standards as clearly documented by the evidence below.
Health professionals/academics are held to an EVIDENCE based standards and 'following
orders' will not hold up as a defense in a court of law

Please review this letter which has been sent out to school superintendents (ALL) in NY,
VT, and MA:

And, IMMEDIATELY act to end testing directives which are driving false positive cases
which are being misrepresented as Covid-19 cases as this constitutes a SERIOUS threat
to individual and public health for citizens in the state of Vermont.

Subject: Health Professional Outreach: SEVERE Problems with Covid Testing: States
Running Testing against FDA Warning Statements/WHO/CDC standards updates: false
positives
LEGAL ACTION PENDING

Subject: URGENT: Health Professional Outreach - New York Running Antigen Testing
Against FDA Warning Use of Tests/ MAJORITY FALSE POSITIVES
Hello
This is an urgent outreach to provide documentation on problems with Covid-19 Rapid
Antigen Testing in schools which are being run against FDA warning for use in low
incident populations which will result in MAJORITY false positives when utilized against
this warning:
States/Schools are running Covid 19 antigen testing against FDA (and other public health
organization) use recommendations per below document,
Here is the document:
https://www.fda.gov/medical-devices/letters-health-care-providers/potential-falsepositive-results-antigen-tests-rapid-detection-sars-cov-2-letter-clinical-laboratory

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.fda.gov%2Fmedicaldevices%2Fletters-health-care-providers%2Fpotential-false-positive-results-antigentests-rapid-detection-sars-cov-2-letter-clinicallaboratory&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C53f9a5c2a6924fd4e5ec08d9d55bdf5f%7C1
Potential for False Positive Results with Antigen Tests for Rapid Detection of SARS-CoV-2
- Letter to Clinical Laboratory Staff and Health Care Providers
*
Remember that positive predictive value (PPV) varies with disease prevalence
when interpreting results from diagnostic tests. PPV is the percent of positive test results
that are true positives. As disease prevalence decreases, the percent of test results that
are false positives increase.
*
For example, a test with 98% specificity would have a PPV of just over
80% in a population with 10% prevalence, meaning 20 out of 100 positive results would
be false positives.
*
The same test would only have a PPV of approximately 30% in a population
with 1% prevalence, meaning 70 out of 100 positive results would be false positives. This
means that, in a population with 1% prevalence, only 30% of individuals with positive
test results actually have the disease.
*
At 0.1% prevalence, the PPV would only be 4%, meaning that 96 out of
100 positive results would be false positives.
*
Health care providers should take the local prevalence into consideration
when interpreting diagnostic test results.
*
Consider positive results in combination with clinical observations, patient history,
and epidemiological information

To give you an example of how this works, I will give you the expected false positives in
Vermont (one of group members obtained this data to issue warning for Vermont public
schools - here are the numbers:
Vermont: 14 day cases
1020 cases

Population of Vermont:

623,251

Antigen tests: 98% general specificity

.1% case rate

*

At 0.1% prevalence, the PPV would only be 4%, meaning that 96 out of 100

positive results would be false positives.
96 out of hundred tests are expected to be false positives (on this one error, other
significant errors also documented with the use of these testing methods) -

The ENTIRE US population was 'low incident' before employment of mass testing was
instituted, no current case numbers or individual diagnosis have ANY scientific clinical
validity due to improper use of antigen tests AGAINST FDA waring.

(additionally, the testing utilized to determine case rates in New York is severely flawed
and against use guidelines as documented HERE)

https://www.unite4truth.com/post/media-not-exercising-due-diligence-reporting-covid19-case-numbers-egregious-test-problems-ignored
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
not-exercising-due-diligence-reporting-covid-19-case-numbers-egregious-test-problemsignored&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C53f9a5c2a6924fd4e5ec08d9d55bdf5f%7C11d

Our group did a similar outreach last Spring and the head of the education department &
policy makers have been made aware but REFUSE to correct course.

Here is the article from that outreach:

https://www.unite4truth.com/post/stop-forced-covid-19-antigen-testing-in-schoolsstates-going-against-fda-recommendations-strategy
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Flinkprotect.cudasvc.com%2Furl%3
forced-covid-19-antigen-testing-in-schools-states-going-against-fda-recommendationsstrategy%26c%3DE%2C1%2Ckyt-yX7SU4Je9M4gDT079Uw5kKp8Fl63It1e5YEkJHE474cL9I5yRqJfZXC4dYs7_O2a2hk_kPhQ64KC2f8kTHw419cB0M3V_UTZ9r9UOMw653jxdVX7yNHA%2C%2C%26typo%3D1&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%
From the numbers last March for MA
"Right now, in the county I am in, we are at .08% PPV You arrive at the PPV number by
finding out your county population, determine the last two week average of active cases
(available on your state's Covid-19 dashboard) and then find out the test which antigen
test they use to determine specificity rate. Most are about 98% specificity.

Here, it went, two hundred 'active' cases Population of country 125,000 people

.08 prevalence rate.

98% test specificity average to about 99.98 false positive cases"
This is NOT the only problem with testing.
Testing issues include:
MASS recalls, 270 different Covid-19 test kits and devices have been recalled since the
inception of the program - this comprises 100s of millions of tests and majority of all
tests EVER ISSUED, many recalled due to contamination issues. This is an ongoing issue
with millions recalled each months, none having any clinical validity for diagnosis to
errors necessitating recalls.

Here is the link to the FDA webpage which was (until recently) keeping track of the
recalls on a central list, but stopped updating it in July despite extensive recalls since
that time (buried on site, this is a valid archive of the page):

https://web.archive.org/web/20211009152633/https://www.fda.gov/medicaldevices/coronavirus-covid-19-and-medical-devices/removal-lists-tests-should-no-longerbe-used-andor-distributed-covid-19-faqs-testing-sars-cov-2
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fweb.archive.org%2Fweb%2F2021
devices%2Fcoronavirus-covid-19-and-medical-devices%2Fremoval-lists-tests-should-nolonger-be-used-andor-distributed-covid-19-faqs-testing-sars-cov2&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C53f9a5c2a6924fd4e5ec08d9d55bdf5f%7C11d0e217
Please click on the third box of the above link to view the list

Additionally, there are severe problems with PCR testing including
-test developed without virus isolate (non specific to Sars CoV2)
-test set at cycle amplification rates which produce false positive by default of the test
This issue was featured in a New York Times article in the summer of 2020 highlighting
research studies adjusting for the cycle amplification error and finding up to NINETY
percent of tests were false positive due to a simple test recommendation error by the
FDA WHICH REMAINS UNCORRECTED TO THIS DAY

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/08/29/health/coronavirus-testing.html
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.nytimes.com%2F2020%2F08
testing.html&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C53f9a5c2a6924fd4e5ec08d9d55bdf5f%7C
Summary of problem in a cease and desist letter from international attorney Reiner
Fuellmich who is working globally to file lawsuits against the testing due creation of false
positive tests through violation of scientific and implementation standards:

"If the test system only begins detection after a large number of replication cycles, the
viral
load is so low that active infection is ruled out. In the NDR podcast of May 7, 2020, you

yourself referred to a study according to which a patient is considered "less infectious"
above 25 cycles. In fact, the authors of a Canadian study failed to identify any replicable
virus beyond 24 cycles (Jared Bullard et al. in Clinical Infectious Diseases,
https://doi.org/10.1093/cid/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fdoi.org%2F10.1093%2Fcid%2F&d
ciaa638). Nevertheless, when the new case numbers are
added up again, nowhere is it checked at which Ct value the cut-off was set in the
respective positive test case. This makes the result of a PCR test highly susceptible to
manipulation - and thus susceptible to political influence when high case numbers are
"needed" in order to intimidate the population. In any case, the values determined on the
basis of a PCR test are not a sufficient basis for a complete shutdown of public life and
interference with people's liberties on an unprecedented scale".

Link to document with letter HERE
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fdrive.google.com%2Ffile%2Fd%2F
vDwqEy9vMhbNqzodAEW3b%2Fview&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C53f9a5c2a6924fd
(submitted against PCR test science authors)

To keep it very simple, the more cycles you run a PCR test at, the less material is left,
due this too many times and eventually, its just dead non infectious material

The documentation for the studies showing this and further problems with the PCR test
may be viewed here:

https://www.unite4truth.com/post/cease-desist-covid-19-leadership-testing-vaccinespolicies-violate-licensing-ethical-standards
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Flinkprotect.cudasvc.com%2Furl%3
desist-covid-19-leadership-testing-vaccines-policies-violate-licensing-ethicalstandards%26c%3DE%2C1%2CLYJeVcG4MaIxaJCw6RqA7GMErVSRTAljix_SjNBOZJ3chueAKCBrUR6rX5MmY
The public health leadership and policy makers are aware of these issues but will not act
to change course. This does NOT negate of the school leadership at the local levels to
immediately address this issue, and frankly, our group is beyond done with the 'following
order' response from educational leadership when given extensive evidence testing is
perpetuating false cases. It is time to act.

It is imperative that lead educators now come forward to speak out on our children's
behalf and demand the public health department and education department leadership
cease and desist implementing testing which is driving case numbers

The entire basis for social distancing, lock downs, and masking is based on severely
flawed testing which is creating cases, misrepresented as infections

The reason individuals test positive with no symptoms is due to high amplification cycles
producing false positives, 90% of people in MA received false positives according to
research trials in summer of 2020. These individuals are not silent infections, they are
simply not sick

At this point, given the extensive documentation of the problems with statements by
Anthony Fauci admitting the issue over a year ago, this is not just a honest mistake, it
appears to be coordinated fraud

Full review with Fauci interview may be viewed HERE
https://www.unite4truth.com/post/cdc-pcr-covid-19-gold-standard-test-to-bediscontinued-replaced-with-equally-flawed-testing
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Flinkprotect.cudasvc.com%2Furl%3
pcr-covid-19-gold-standard-test-to-be-discontinued-replaced-with-equally-flawedtesting%26c%3DE%2C1%2Cr4EAdKXKPBD4dMe13UM2qM6jKspu57sH5wX7ImuZS_CY2MfLFtAy_C_sfO6Ldx

Additionally, educators should be aware that the government can not provide ANY
substantive evidence showing masking offers any benefit to children - a Freedom of
Information act request just returned from NY letter:
https://twitter.com/WilliamAHuston/status/1470875101826629633/photo/1
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWilliamAHuston%2
The ramifications for our children's social development through constant masking and
physical distancing are profound. Right now, against ALL medical and scientific evidence,
on the basis of severely flawed testing standards, children are being advised by some
authorities to utilize N95 and other medical grade mask which under NO circumstance
should be worn by children (decreases oxygenation levels which may result in brain
damage if this continues long term).

https://www.technocracy.news/german-neurologist-on-face-masks-oxygen-deprivationcauses-permanent-neurological-damage/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.technocracy.news%2Fgerma
neurologist-on-face-masks-oxygen-deprivation-causes-permanent-neurologicaldamage%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C53f9a5c2a6924fd4e5ec08d9d55bdf5f%7C

Please act to speak out on this issue and share this information with fellow educators
Lawsuits are pending on testing issues both in the US and abroad. Be aware that there is
potential liability issues for health professionals (i.e. school nurses and licensed
educators) for implementation of policies which document show severe potential to
impede student health, following orders against actual data is NOT a legal excuse in
court.

Liability issues may extend to licensed educators who are implementing Covid-19 testing
against government's own standards. ALL Covid-19 testing is Emergency Use authorized
only and there are ongoing updates which lead policy makers and educators are

responsible for reviewing:
ALL Covid-19 testing is Emergency Used approved only, new
statements/guidelines/warnings/recalls have been coming out on a near weekly basis. It
is the responsibility of those implementing these testing programs in school districts to
ensure this data is undergoing ongoing monitoring Have any of your districts acted to investigate which tests you have utilized which have
been subsequently recalled (most were)?
Have any of your districts acted to provide parental notification about faulty test results
students may have received due to use of recalled testing?
Nurses being ordered by the district to implementing testing against government
directives are placed in a position of acting against MA licensing and legal code standards
for RNS/LPSn. School nurses are in ACTIVE violation of their licensing standards and
liability laws in administering tests against government warnings. It does NOT matter if
they are following orders, professional standards hold us to EVIDENCE based practice.
This documentation is extensively available on the public health organization own website

Masking policy and testing policy is unsupported by scientific evidence and actively
driving policies with severe potential to harm student emotional, psychological, and
physical health.
Please objective review the SOURCE DATA directly. The government public health
organization and testing manufacture data extensively document SEVERE testing issues.
Follow the science is direct review of evidence not partisan debate or argument over
'expert' opinion. One does not need an advanced degree to review basic data with simple
protocol and testing application driving the errors & it is the responsibility of lead
educators responsible for implementing Covid-19 policies to review this data and act to
correct problems to safeguard students emotional and physical health.
All discussion should be focused on this data itself.

Sincerely
Health Care Professionals for Covid-19 Policy Correction
(legal and parent groups have been provided this documentation and we are now aware
of several groups getting ready to move forward with legal action)

CEASE AND DESIST

______________________________________________
From: Paul Anderson
Sent: 1/7/2022 4:33:44 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:34:19 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Halt the Mandate for Covid Vaccine

From: Tami Saylors <tldd1272@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 11:27 AM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Halt the Mandate for Covid Vaccine

External Email
Hello,

I am writing to you to ask you to not approve the mandate for covid vaccination. This
vaccine does not prevent you from getting the covid virus, it will help with lessening the
severity of symptoms. I believe in medical freedom for my family. If this passes the state
will lose money from the federal government as many parents will pull their kids from
schools. The vaccine is not even approved by the government. It is still in the EUA stages
and not enough research has been done with the vaccine to prove it is safe.

PLEASE DO NOT APPROVE THE MANDATE!!!!!!!!

Concerned Parent,
Tami Saylors

______________________________________________
From: Don Wootten
Sent: 1/11/2022 3:01:06 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Subject: How can we even consider giving this toxic injection to our Children????

attachments\CBBDD3A203D542B4_0111221456.jpg
External Email

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 1:04:57 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Request for public comment

From: Ashley COOK <ashley.elting1981@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 12:08 PM
To: WSboh@sboh.wa.go
Cc: caitlin.lang@sboh.wa; chrissy.hoff@sboh.wa.go; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
<Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>; kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
<Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>; lindsay.herendeen@sboh.wa.go; Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH)
<Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>; Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
<Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>; nathaniel.thai@sboh.wa; samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa;
stuart.glasoe@sboh.wa; tracy.shreiber@sboh.wa.gov
Subject: Request for public comment

External Email
Dear Board of Health members,

I am a fully vaccinated resident of King county and am writing to share my thoughts with
you regarding a COVID-19 vaccine mandate in Washington state. I would like to request
my comments be read into public records.

While I support every parent’s right to choose weather to vaccinate their children and
understand the need for high risk individuals to get vaccinated, I stand strongly against a
vaccine mandate. The vaccine is not proven effective in stopping this virus. My son will
face more risks in getting the vaccine than he would by getting the virus. This is not
proven safe and is still an emergency use status vaccine which means it has not been
fully proven safe and effective. Forcing children to have a vaccine that would not benefit
them is obscene.

______________________________________________
From: Erica Corliss
Sent: 1/8/2022 8:15:27 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Peter Larsen
Sent: 1/8/2022 10:10:01 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public Comments for WSBOH Members Jan 12 2022 Committee Special Meeting
External Email
To members of the WS board of Health, I write this email in regards to the following
WACs under consideration:
Topics for Wednesday, Jan 12th 2022 meeting:
Allowing local health officers to use law enforcement (WAC 246-100-070) to force an
emergency order to involuntarily detain a person or group of persons (families) to be
isolated in a quarantine facility (WAC 246-100-045) following refusal to voluntary comply
with requests for medical examination, testing, treatment, counseling, vaccination (WAC
246-100-040). These specifics come from WAC 246-100.
I am a parent and lifelong resident in King county. I've been studying the local news and
politics as much as I've been able to recently despite being a busy parent and provider
for my family. The current set of proposals that the WSBOH are considering concerning
mandated detention for the unvaccinated is of great interest and concern to me, and
compelled me to speak up.
From what I've observed all my life, Washington State has a long and proud history of
being made up of self-determinant, informed, and free thinking people. I fear that the
debate around vaccines lately has caused public opinion and influence of lawmakers to
devolve into expectations that the government must intervene at all costs in people's
lives. As someone who leans more libertarian, liberty is something I know often conflicts
with popular opinion, particularly in King county. There are many loud voices in the
public domain right now who demand government intervention on an issue such as covid
protocols. However, I am convinced many of those same individuals would feel differently
about government intervention during different presidential administrations. Regardless
of which political party is in power at the state or federal level, it's highly concerning for
laws to be written in such a way as how the proposed WACs above are written.
Covid will be over someday soon. But the actions the WSBOH takes not only to punish
individuals over their vaccine choice, but to compel law enforcement to force vaccine
compliance, is a new precedent of government intervention in personal liberties that will
endure for generations.
I ask that you abstain from adopting any of these proposed WAC amendments and keep
our law enforcement free to enforce our existing laws, which they are already
overbooked in enforcing.
Thank you for listening.
Peter Larsen

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/12/2022 3:28:30 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Concerned taxpayer

From: Ensy <ensy@comcast.net>
Sent: Wednesday, January 12, 2022 1:53 PM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Concerned taxpayer

External Email
Hi Christy,

I am writing this email regarding the potential Washington state vaccine mandate for
schools. Without going into great scientific debate, there is no discernment between
vaccinated and unvaccinated people regarding contracting Covid or transmitting Covid.
The Covid vaccines are not effective. The vaccines are actually not true vaccines by
definition.
The second fact is that mandating experimental drugs on the general public is a violation
of our constitutional rights living in the United States. Now our state is looking to
mandate this on children in whom these drugs are not studied or approved. Comirnaty as
a brand name is actually not being dispensed in the US at this time. We continue to use
emergency stock piles of Pfizer’s drug as well as Moderna which is not FDA approved, yet
“counts” if you want to be considered vaccinated! No approval and not enough evidence
for approval. The practice of distributing drugs not approved is illegal by so many laws
we don’t have time to discuss. No other vaccine to date has performed like this.

I am adamantly opposed any mandate for the Covid vaccine regardless of which one. We
have a right to chose what goes in our bodies and how we manage the health of our
children. This mandate for vaccinations for kids to be in school will cause parents to
remove their children from this school system as well as physically moving from this
state. Highly educated well paid taxpayers are leaving the state of Washington in droves
because of Jay Inslees mandates and rules. This will be the final straw for thousands of
people because we are NOT willing to be the experiment for Inslees political agenda.
I am happy to expand on the scientific data and information if you would like more
information.

Thank you for you time.

Rachel Enselman

Life long Washington State resident

______________________________________________
From: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
Sent: 1/8/2022 6:15:25 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Community and love

--Samantha Pskowski (she/her/hers)
Washington State Board of Health
360-789-2358

From: myelectronicmailbox <myelectronicmailbox@protonmail.com>
Sent: Saturday, January 8, 2022 11:58 AM
Subject: Community and love

External Email
Please say no to these continued tactics of fear and control. We cannot control this virus.
We need health, exercise, community, nutrition and love.

Pumping children full of experimental drugs and endless boosters, masking smiles and
inhibiting a child's right to breathe fresh air. These methods are not working. Please read
The Real Anthony Fauci which is a #1 bestseller so you can be informed on what is going
on.

Together we can end this by ensuring medical freedom, insuring community and real
health - nutrition, fitness, friendship. Enough of fear, propaganda, mandates,
concentration camps. Enough.

Thank you!

Sent with ProtonMail
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fprotonmail.com%2F&data=04%7C
Secure Email.

______________________________________________
From: Gary Benzel
Sent: 1/8/2022 3:49:27 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:58:13 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vaccine mandates

From: Ed Elkin <edelkin26@yahoo.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 5, 2022 10:11 PM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Vaccine mandates

External Email
As the father of 2 and grandfather of 7 let it be known that a vaccine mandate for
children is equal to child abuse. The risk of adverse reaction is far greater than their risk
from covid. We will pull our children from school before letting you touch our children.
We the people will know who you are and will vote you out at our first chance. Stop with
this insane AGENDA of yours and leave our children alone.
Edward Elkin
Pissed Off Papa

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.onelink.me%2F107872968%3F

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 3:40:43 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: School Mandates

From: Sonja Hild <trashyspice@msn.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 3:20 PM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: School Mandates

External Email

Dear Caitlin,

Please do not mandate these experimental vaccines on our young healthy children.
It has been proven that children are not at risk of dying from covid or even catching it
(let alone spreading it).
Vaccination is a personal choice that should be left to the parent/ guardian to decide for
themselves. This is stated in the Nuremberg codes that were written to protect us from
these very circumstances.
There is not currently an emergency that gives our government the right to enforce these
mandates.

Sincerely,
Sonja Hild

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone

______________________________________________
From: Camrin Johnson
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:32:18 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: January 12 meeting
External Email
No matter how many times you discredit the false social media claim regarding detention
and isolation of those with covid 19 or refuse to get vaccinated ....the public believed it
because of what has already happened across Washington state. Hundreds of police
officers, first responders, nurses, and thousands of private sector employees have been
fired for refusing to get vaccinated. A dangerous premise the Health department and the
Governor have created. The people are responsible for their own health.
People have pre existing conditions that prohibit them from getting the vaccine! They do
not need to prove their conditions nor need special exemptions. New data regarding
Covid 19 comes out every single day and the people have been waiting to see what new
data comes out regarding there circumstances. The extreme push for vaccination has put
thousands of people at risk and has already killed or seriously injured thousands of
others who were pressured to get vaccinated. My very close friend has been hospitalized
for months; one week after getting her covid 19 vaccine. She had a blood clot in her
brain and obviously had to have her skull cut open to relieve the pressure. She is LUCKY
to still be alive.
Luckily I was not so easily peer pressured to go get vaccinated and I have a backbone to
say hell no..... not until we know more about this virus and the vaccine. Ironically the
data has not been widely released but the stories that have recently come out suggest
the vaccine would have killed or paralyzed me. I was diagnosed with Guillain Barre
Syndrome; not that my health record is anyones business but it goes to show that the
pressure by the state and the looney mob you all have created could have killed or
permanently paralyzed me along with other neurological problems. I was already
paralyzed once by the flu vaccine as a young child with a very very small chance that I
would ever walk again. I am so lucky to be walking again.
The Health department and the Governor need to consider the impact of your actions and
stop destroying lives and careers over a virus no different than a nasty new flu variant.
Covid is never going away and can not be irradicated. We need to move on before we
crash this economy and do far more damage then any virus could ever do.
Thank you,
Camrin Johnson

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.onelink.me%2F107872968%3F

______________________________________________
From: Pete Marinace
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:09:25 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Bobbi Kludt
Sent: 1/8/2022 2:52:48 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: No to Mandatory Vaccinations and lockdown policies
External Email
It has come to my attention that you will be meeting to decide whether to adopt some
extremely draconian measures to take freedom away from people in the name of health
and science.
I'm sure you are aware that there are many side effects of the vaccination, especially on
young healthy people who are in very little danger from Covid. There are many scientists
and doctors who do not agree with the severity of the policies that have been put into
place in the last two years. Suicides are up and drug overdoses are up.
As the policies keep changing about vaccinations and their efficacy with new boosters
being added and more vaccine adverse reactions being reported, I think you should use
some common sense and realize that lockdowns and mandatory vaccinations are not
working and back off from the heavy handedness of government regulations.
Thank you for your good decision making.
-Bobbi Kludt, Manson, Washington

______________________________________________
From: apgaebel2@gmail.com
Sent: 1/12/2022 9:11:17 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Susan, Could you please review this for me, for clarity?

attachments\3DF87E2907444841_Letter of Concern to WSBOH
Regard_PRDTOOL_NAMETOOLONG.docx
External Email
Washington State Board of Health and Technical Advisory Group
P.O. Box 479990
Olympia, WA 98504-7990

RE: WAC 146-105 and WAC 246-100

Dear Board and Advisory Group Members: January 10, 2022

I am submitting my arguments against these potentially detrimental proposed rulings,
and ask you seriously consider their impact on Washington’s citizens. Based on these
premises, please vote NO to adding COVID 19 to the list of required school vaccinations
and NO to using WAC 246-100 as a precedent for COVID 19 quarantining.

Please find my documented explanations, attached, and confirm receipt.

Respectfully,

Pietra Gaebel
Policy Analyst

______________________________________________
From: Shawna Dennis
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:04:51 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Mandates
External Email
To whom it may concern,
I am a very concerned Washington resident. We have been living through this for years
now and the mandates stay the same, even though new information comes to light. Why
is that? We are still in these silly cloth masks that do little to nothing. It's the definition of
insanity to continue doing the same thing, expecting different results.
We need to stop the mandates and let people breathe fresh air! It really makes me sick
to see children forced to wear these masks and I think it's child abuse. We all need to
see faces. Everyone that wants a vaccine knows where to get one and many of us had
COVID. When are you going to recognize that??? When are
It blows my mind that you are mandating vaccines to certain groups at this point. Forcing
someone to put something in their body that may injure or kill them is NOT acceptable.
You've forced health care workers when they were already spread thin and there was a
nursing shortage. That makes zero sense. People can say "it's just a small percentage
that quit or were terminate" and it doesn't matter. One is too many! It's hard to feel
sorry when we hear that the hospitals are overwhelmed when we know this happened.
I think many of us are very frustrated and don't feel like you are listening! STOP THE
MANDATES NOW!! Many of us have left Oregon & Washington and I don't want to. I'm
born & raised in Oregon. This is my home. I'm a responsible adult. And I'm tired.... We
all know what we are dealing with. If you want to get the jab, wear a mask, heck wear 2,
that's fine, but stop making us all do it. We aren't sick!! Stop the madness already!
Thank you for your time.
Sincerely,
Shawna Dennis

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 10:41:09 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: I oppose WAC 246-100 Rulemaking

From: Cheryl Evosevich <ckevose@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 7:37 AM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: I oppose WAC 246-100 Rulemaking

External Email
I oppose WAC 246-100 Rulemaking that would expand any authority to involuntarily
quarantine individuals. I also oppose adding a C-19 vaccine to the WAC 246-105
schedule of required vaccines for children to attend schools.
Please for the love of Humanity and God stop this rulemaking.
Cheryl

Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Brett Black
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:42:14 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cindy Wall
Sent: 1/7/2022 5:16:21 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:57:25 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: I support the Vaccine Mandate for Public School enrollment!!!

From: Cliff Free <clifffree@yahoo.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 5, 2022 9:46 PM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: I support the Vaccine Mandate for Public School enrollment!!!

External Email

Sent from Mail
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.microsoft.com%2Ffwlink%2F%
for Windows

______________________________________________
From: Penny Medlock
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:28:53 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Patricia Beeler
Sent: 1/9/2022 6:38:54 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 10:30:00 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Opposed to Vaccine for Children

attachments\195F8142F7A64EAA_image001.gif

From: Debbie LeBlanc <Debbie.LeBlanc@obiseafoods.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 9:11 AM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Opposed to Vaccine for Children

External Email
I oppose this recommendation to vaccinate children when they have a low if almost zero
risk to become sick or spread this virus. Please consider the children’s health and
possible risks at being vaccinated since many children have had adverse reactions to this
procedure.

Thanks for your consideration

Debbie

______________________________________________
From: Alicia Stadler
Sent: 1/9/2022 8:41:42 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/12/2022 7:00:28 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: I oppose the proposed WAC’s

-----Original Message----From: Ann Hunt <annakhunt7@aol.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2022 7:25 PM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: I oppose the proposed WAC’s
External Email
I oppose the proposed WAC’s 246-100-070, WAC 246-100-045, WAC 246-100-040, WAC
246-100, WAC 246-105
I am completely against giving local health officers use of law enforcement and the use of
an emergency order to involuntarily detain a person or family into a quarantine facility if
they refuse the requests of medical examination, testing, treatment, counseling, or
vaccination.
I am completely against covid-19 injections as part of the school immunization
requirements using WAC 246-105.

______________________________________________
From: Felisity Brush
Sent: 1/10/2022 6:41:01 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Paul Bailey
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:37:52 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:58:50 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: I support the Vaccine Mandate for Public School enrollment!!!

--Lindsay Herendeen, MPH, MCRP (she/her)
Health Policy Analyst
Washington State Board of Health
lindsay.herendeen@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:lindsay.herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>
360-628-6823

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01
, Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH&
, Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: Cliff Free <clifffree@yahoo.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 5, 2022 9:44 PM
To: Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH) <Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: I support the Vaccine Mandate for Public School enrollment!!!

External Email

Sent from Mail
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.microsoft.com%2Ffwlink%2F%
for Windows

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 3:17:23 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Please say NO to vaccine mandates for our children

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: Rick and Kari Pompeo <rkpompeo@msn.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 5:19 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>; Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH)
<Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>; Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
<Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>;
Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH) <kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
<Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>; Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
<Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>; Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH)
<Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
<Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>;
Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH) <Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Please say NO to vaccine mandates for our children

External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health members,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
Kari Pompeo
A concerned Citizen of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cheryl Yocum
Sent: 1/8/2022 2:43:52 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 12:44:26 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: WA State Board of Health Voting to Add Covid 19 Vaccine requirement to
schools.

From: rojane.maybee@gmail.com <rojane.maybee@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 12:28 PM
To: 'RoJane Maybee' <rojane.maybee@gmail.com>
Subject: WA State Board of Health Voting to Add Covid 19 Vaccine requirement to
schools.

External Email
Hello board members,

I am writing to you as I am a very concerned parent regarding the possibility of this
Covid 19 vaccine becoming mandatory for my children to attend school. I live in Bellevue
and have two children in the schools there. I know there is much controversy
surrounding this topic, therefore, besides explaining my concern for my children’s safety,
there is the fact that myself as well as many, many other parents that would have to
unenroll my children should be become a requirement.

I listen closely to the facts that are out there and respect and hold on to what was spoke
on October 26th, 2021 at the FDA Advisory Board Meeting. It is my hope that you are
familiar with the results of this board meeting as certainly it is not about making every
child be vaccinated. They actually “do not” recommend this vaccine for healthy children,
the approval for children was to make it available to those that have a compromised
immune system and there is no proof that this vaccine will prevent transmission. If you
have not seen this Board Meeting video, you should for sure watch it as thousands of
parents have and are not comfortable having something put into their children’s arm that
has not been tested….and….the virus has mutated into mild cold like symptoms which
only enrich our children’s immune system making them stronger.

Please, please consider all the facts and what is best for our children. We all know that it
is having them in school, learning, learning socialization and being kids.

I have always thought how great it would be if some of the zillion hours spent on TV on
everything horrible about this virus would be spent on listing and talking about how we
can help our immune become strong to be able to fight off any cold, flu etc…,zinc,
Vitamin C etc. etc. etc. But nothing – to me that would be helping our children and the

World.

Thank you for reading this.

I have my fingers crossed that you will make the right decision!

Thank you!

RoJane Maybee
425-941-3337

______________________________________________
From: Dawn Welliever
Sent: 1/8/2022 3:25:10 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Priscilla Dendy
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:10:00 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Teresa Wagner
Sent: 1/11/2022 3:10:39 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Re: Oppose mandates
External Email
Sorry I meant the virus is NOT MORE DANGEROUS TO CHILDREN!
On Mon, Jan 10, 2022 at 5:10 PM Teresa Wagner <tawagner53@gmail.com
<mailto:tawagner53@gmail.com> > wrote:
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or
childcare in our State for the following Reasons: children recover quick and symptoms
are mild.
The vaccine is more dangerous to children, and also people are dying of heart
attacks, being paralyzed, damage to many people.
The media and CDC are not telling us the truth about all the dangerous things in
the vaccines like graphene oxcide that is poisonous!

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 1:07:24 PM
To: DOH WSBOH,Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: FW: URGENT

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111
-----Original Message----From: Inna Gordiyenko <inchik_02@yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 10:43 AM
To: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: URGENT
External Email
I am Inna Gordiyenko together with my husband and kids completely against any of the
proposed Covid policies that are over reaching and immoral. This is something that no
one should tell me what to do. It’s my body, my health and my choice. Who gave the
right to government to decide and use our tax money against us. We stand against these
proposed WAC’s: WAC-246-100-070, WAC-246-100-045, WAC-246-100-040, WAC-246100, WAC-246-105 Please hear our voices and may God give you strength and wisdom to
stand agains all the evil.
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Andrey Vakulyuk
Sent: 1/8/2022 11:06:49 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 9:11:27 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Fwd: January 12th Meeting agenda - My Comments

Get Outlook for iOS
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fo0ukef&data=04%7C0
________________________________
From: Robin McCoy <robinmccoy.connection@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 12:29:38 PM
To: Robin McCoy <robinmccoy.connection@gmail.com>
Subject: January 12th Meeting agenda - My Comments
External Email
Dear Board Members,
While the below letter may be copied and pasted, I fully agree with this individual and
the information presented. I have done a lot of my own study on this topic these past
two years. I have watched as this has progressed and the continued attempts to remove
our basic individual rights as Americans in this state. Our basic rights have been under
attack under the guise of public health. You are bordering on instigating communist rule
in a nation of people that will not adhere to or accept it. If you do this, I expect you will
be prosecuted and found liable when all is said and done. I don't think you can afford
that.
The very thought that you would even consider a "police state" in the name of public
health in WA is horrifying! To physically restrain and detain any individual because they
are ill or have made a decision to take care of themselves as they see fit is not within
your scope of responsibility, nor is this done in our nation. We are a free people. Period.
Below you will find data on the vaccine, quarantine, testing. I think we have all found
that people are going to get this virus no matter what they do. Vaccinated or not, you
can get and give this virus. The chances of survival are great for most people in America.
The policies over these past two years have not worked. I ask that you look past what
you have been told, or directed and look into the facts of health and how people can
work towards being healthy and work toward that.
Please allow common sense and cooler heads to prevail. Consider our constitutional
rights and I ask that you also consider empathy in dealing with your fellow humans and
do what is right, not continue to promote what is the ongoing narrative.

"Allowing local health officers to use law enforcement (WAC 246-100-070) to force an
emergency order to involuntarily detain a person or group of persons (families) to be
isolated in a quarantine facility (WAC 246-100-045) following refusal to voluntary comply
with requests for medical examination, testing, treatment, counseling, vaccination (WAC
246-100-040). These specifics come from WAC 246-100."

"Dear Board of Members,
No CDC guidelines, OSHA regulations or health officer order can suspend our rights. "We
the People" and do not consent. We do not give you the authority to force any medical
procedures on our children, elderly, or on any human being that does not choose of their
own free will your offerings of "public health" in a vaccine trial.
Your chapter 246 - 100 and rule making petition for 246 -105 try to confuse, coerce,
intimidate, threaten and harass us. This is called retaliation and discrimination, and that
is against the law.
We have the right to determine what is the best for our families and what is done with
our body and it doesn’t matter whether the vaccine only has an “emergency
authorization” or not.
The masks and the testing are also “emergency use authorization” but even if they
weren’t, we cannot be forced into complying. Only a licensed medical doctor can suggest
a medical treatment such as a mask, covid testing or a vaccine. You or school
administrator has no authority to do so.
We have the constitutionally-protected and GUARANTEED right to life and the right to
determine what it's done to our body.
We are covered under ADA laws and our needs would have to be accommodated by law.
You are not a medical professional and, therefore, you are unlawfully practicing medicine
by prescribing, recommending, and using coercion to insist on this experimental medical
treatment.
Whereas:
1. The Nuremberg Code, codified into US Federal Law, prohibits forcing or coercing
anyone, under any circumstances, to participate in a medical experiment; and the Code
states “the voluntary consent of the human subject is absolutely essential.”

2. Phase 3 clinical trials of COVID-19 vaccines are not yet completed. C4591007—the
main clinical trial in children and young adults with BNT162b2—has an estimated
completion date of May 5, 2026 and hence qualify as medical experiments. People taking
these treatments are enrolled in clinical trials.
3. The vaccine formulation now being given to U.S. children aged 5-11 is NOT the same
formulation used in the clinical trials, and NOT the same formulation that has been
administered to all other age groups under EUA. So even when current ongoing clinical
trials are complete, the results cannot be assumed to be relevant to the safety or
effectiveness of the new formulation.
“The vaccine that is authorized for use in children 5 through 11 years of age includes the
same mRNA and lipids but different inactive ingredients compared to the vaccine that has
been used under EUA in individuals 12 years of age and older and that has been studied
in clinical trials.” Source: https://www.fda.gov/media/153717/download
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fl.facebook.com%2Fl.php%3Fu%3D
gsEDZi0c0ul8yuHNdLbCcgJBde8QRsuRiigDoCiurI_tLVMZw%26h%3DAT34dNmYAPXwaReupUF6I4xZpNzPorU
lJRj6faJyATXkIuNCYRzHEne7E1DhtVVWaIyesELDPDz0Ye02UUs%26__tn__%3D-UKR%26c%5B0%5D%3DAT09KWxn1mqCkgv_7Z7WCSsUTE4c7gqXjxobBtO5IKiozS1m4kJm2kJ8AYc5G3Buiwa
2r_1x0ZBD0h8qFrLimHeJLcWoEBeR4WfJZop29N7cDxOceGrtvwt96X5J-BUj81VGx-x3B3fUOnMJInayRH4r7fMcTCemDMsZXlf90FydU&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C62b49
4. Most vaccines are trialed for at least 5-10 years and COVID-19 vaccines have been in
trials for less than one year.

5. No previously attempted coronavirus vaccines (ie. MERS, SARS-1) has been approved
for market, due to antibody-dependent enhancement resulting in severe illness and
deaths in animal models. The participants in clinical trials involving children aged 5-11
received “two doses of 10 μg BNT162b2 or placebo (saline)”, not the new formulation.
Source: https://www.fda.gov/media/153447/download
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fl.facebook.com%2Fl.php%3Fu%3D
UKR%26c%5B0%5D%3DAT09KWxn1mqCkgv_7Z7WCSsUTE4c7gqXjxobBtO5IKiozS1m4kJm2kJ8AYc5G3Buiwa
2r_1x0ZBD0h8qFrLimHeJLcWoEBeR4WfJZop29N7cDxOceGrtvwt96X5J-BUj81VGx-x3B3fUOnMJInayRH4r7fMcTCemDMsZXlf90FydU&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C62b49
6. Numerous doctors, scientists and medical experts are issuing dire warnings about the
short and long-term effects of COVID-19 vaccines, including but not limited to death,
infertility, miscarriages, Bell’s palsy, blood clots,cancer, inflammatory conditions,
autoimmune disease, early-onset dementia, convulsions, anaphylaxis,
myocarditis, and antibody dependent enhancement leading to death.
7. Children and youth are at virtually no risk of dying from COVID-19 or transmitting it to
others, but deaths and
injuries to children and youth have already occurred in the COVID-19 injection clinical
trials.

8. FDA admits safety unknown. Children are being used as test subjects, with their
parents acquiescing under fraudulent marketing pressure. Public Health messaging does
not match the reality of the current knowledge base. At the October 26 VRBPAC meeting,
FDA Advisor Dr. Eric Rubin admitted: “. . . .but we’re never going to learn about how safe
this vaccine is unless we start giving it.”
Source: @6:52:33
https://youtu.be/laaL0_xKmmA
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fl.facebook.com%2Fl.php%3Fu%3D
8SqF15bfWVzJAbTxcHb8BJXWywYiQ2q8X4d5j6IE%26h%3DAT2Ymc5I7tsD9q67IKCrvVe_MPQitLW6TnpPFgerJh3A3ECVJNX9h8XHr5sv9Vyu5OmgrbAhwl1s4yXwyXpCxKGiBJJFLQb0yl4vElinbXy18Fzuv8UYcF1UwExyWxKIuM92nqHTh0Jo3AnOLp3s%26__tn__%3D-UKR%26c%5B0%5D%3DAT09KWxn1mqCkgv_7Z7WCSsUTE4c7gqXjxobBtO5IKiozS1m4kJm2kJ8AYc5G3Buiwa
2r_1x0ZBD0h8qFrLimHeJLcWoEBeR4WfJZop29N7cDxOceGrtvwt96X5J-BUj81VGx-x3B3fUOnMJInayRH4r7fMcTCemDMsZXlf90FydU&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C62b49

9. International Alliance of Physicians and Medical Scientists has declared that children
should be excluded from vaccine mandates:
“Consensus is clear among MDs and medical PhDs: following 20 months of exhaustive
research, millions of patients treated, hundreds of clinical trials performed and scientific
data shared worldwide, they conclude that healthy children and the COVID-recovered
should be excluded from restrictions and vaccine mandates.”
Source: https://globalcovidsummit.org/.../thousands-of-physicians...
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fl.facebook.com%2Fl.php%3Fu%3D
of-physicians-and-scientists-reach-consensus-on-vaccinating-children-and-naturalimmunity%253Ffbclid%253DIwAR0N9E6isPGXQ6EycTZlvG8LNN_wVhUpgPRcoGcKtAGgxS6UtMd1Bh4qIbc%
2W1Wa7wXLCprK889Ux1U0go15tr_0oeQt15UzP-v35OBQLD6StJs_anDJEjXOQRsv4knSFhHTs8%26__tn__%3D-UKR%26c%5B0%5D%3DAT09KWxn1mqCkgv_7Z7WCSsUTE4c7gqXjxobBtO5IKiozS1m4kJm2kJ8AYc5G3Buiwa
2r_1x0ZBD0h8qFrLimHeJLcWoEBeR4WfJZop29N7cDxOceGrtvwt96X5J-BUj81VGx-x3B3fUOnMJInayRH4r7fMcTCemDMsZXlf90FydU&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C62b49

10. There have been more deaths from COVID-19 vaccines, as reported to the Vaccine
Adverse Events Reporting System (VAERS), than deaths in the last 10 years from all
vaccines combined and only 1% -10% of vaccine injuries are reported to VAERS. The full
extent of adverse events from the COVID vaccines is unknown as there is a significant
delay in uploading reports to the VAERS database.
The risk associated with COVID-19 vaccinations is extremely dangerous to the health and
well-being of all children and this form of treatment unnecessary.
Any coercion or pressure tactics used for students to be vaccinated contravenes the
Nuremberg Code, the Helsinki Declaration and Federal Law.
Any use of "implied consent” by any minor child under the age of 18 is defined in law as
gross, contributory, and culpable criminal negligence.
Any party found to be involved in vaccination coercion when entrusted with the care of
our children such as all school staff, school board members and executive, and any other
adults who may have access to our children while under their care. This includes the
assistance of outside school staff, contractors, public health nurses, or health officials
could be prosecuted to the full extent of law and you may be held personally and
criminally liable for any injuries or deaths that may occur.
We are forced to err on the side of spiritual caution and refuse to harm our temples in
honor of God's Holy Word.
The 1st Amendment of the constitution has protected these exact claims before the
Supreme Court on many occasions. Even State governments have faced this glaring truth
during the Covid crisis as they attempted to pass mandates and laws that violated this
basic principle only to have their wrong decisions righted before the Courts, with financial
penalties.
While, as Christians, we strive to be at peace with all men and to obey all laws and
mandates from a Legitimately elected government. We do not do so in violation of God's
Holy Laws, of which the protection of my body is one of those spiritual laws that
supersedes all man made laws in my religious conscience.``

-Robin R. McCoy

______________________________________________
From: Gary McCollum
Sent: 1/10/2022 1:24:58 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dayle Robbs
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:17:45 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Fred Frazier III
Sent: 1/9/2022 6:02:49 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 2:05:38 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vaccine for School Children

-----Original Message----From: Catherine Borries <cborries67@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 1:27 PM
To: melanie.davis@sboh.wa.gov; Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
<Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>;
Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH) <kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
<Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>; lindsey.herendeen@sboh.wa.gov; Schreiber, Tracy N
(SBOH) <Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
<Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>;
Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH) <Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Vaccine for School Children
External Email
My name is Catherine Borries, I am the grandmother and great grandmother of 5 who go
to school in Washington State.
I am very concerned about enforcing these Covid vaccines on children. We know for a
fact that they have not been tested enough. We don’t know the long term affects these
vaccines would have on any person.
We do know that these vaccines don’t work, why so many boosters? We do know that
there have been many Incidences of people having medical problems after taking these
vaccines.
I hope you will stop your agenda of pushing this upon our children.
Sincerely,
Grandma & Great Grandma
Cathy
PS we do know children don’t seem to get this virus, so why push this untested vaccine
upon them?
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Ashley Flock
Sent: 1/11/2022 12:57:31 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 3:01:56 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: We will hold you responsible

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: Craig Wellbrock <cwellbrock@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 7:40 PM
To: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: We will hold you responsible

External Email
Fuck you for trying to poison our children!
Craig Welllbrock
Firefighter EMT
253-509-2576

______________________________________________
From: Darryl Plagerman
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:28:42 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Elizabeth-andy Brant
Sent: 1/12/2022 9:55:31 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Vaccines
External Email
To whom it may concern:
I am writing this email in regards to your vague and broad language on the
"Communicable and other certain diseases". You say it is regarding sexually transmitted
diseases. Where exactly does it state that? How can we be assured that you aren't using
this broad language to in the future include covid 19. Also, children are not at high risk
from Covid 19 so a vaccine should not be required. Do the right and moral thing and do
not require vaccines for our children!
Regards,
Elizabeth Brant

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 9:54:03 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vaccine requirements for children

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: Shauna Sams <fathersdtr@yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 8:36 PM
To: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Vaccine requirements for children

External Email
To Whom It May Concern,

I am a nurse who recently had to make the decision to take a “vaccine” for covid in the
next few months. I did some research to find out what I may be putting into my body.
There are so many medical professionals, government officials and opinions involved in
requiring me to take this shot, whom I do not trust, therefore my research gave me
pause.
Secondly, I saw that nobody in authority was talking about treatment! Why not? In the
past, a new diagnosis that comes out has a flurry of studies to find treatments.
And lastly, I looked at the new technology in the shot, has it successfully run through
trial, is it approved by those in authority? No to all of those.
I have spent a day exploring the VAERS government reporting site and I am completely
appalled that this much death and injury has occurred. And our government still wants to
mandate it? There were so many deaths in young people just hours and days after
receiving a second dose of the shot. Page after page were the same stories of severe
vomiting, cerebral hemorrhage, cardiac arrest, clotting, all resulted in death. I focused
my search on young people ages 17-40 because there were too many in the older
population to go through.
My concern is now for what the government wants to do to our children. Wow, that was a
scary sentence. There are millions of concerned parents that do not want our children
and grandchildren to receive this shot. Children do not need the covid vaccine and it will
kill and injure more of them than it will help as revealed in my research.

- Children only have a .02% chance of dying from this illness and the children that died
had other comorbidity. Most children have only mild cold or flu like symptoms. The shot
will have worse effects than covid.
- The total count of death and injury by the shot from the VAERS reporting site has, as of
Jan 7, 2022 exceeded one million injured and dead.

- Hundreds of thousand that have had the shot series, even up to 3 shots have still
contracted covid.

- There are effective treatments that are proven to work for covid and will work for our
children. Natural immunity has not been taken into consideration by the government,
which has proven to be effective.

Please consider these words and do not subject our children and grandchildren to harmful
injections.

Sincerely,
Shauna Sams, now retired RN who has a new job of fighting for our future generation,

______________________________________________
From: Richard Brough
Sent: 1/11/2022 12:36:47 PM
To: DOH WSBOH,Davis, Michelle (SBOH),Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH),Hoff, Christy Curwick
(SBOH),Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH),Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH),Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH),Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH),Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH),Schreiber, Tracy N
(SBOH),Haag, Hannah R (SBOH),Kahler, Kelie (SBOH),Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: Proposal for Washington State Department of Health agenda Wed Jan 12, 2022
External Email
Dear WSBOH et al,

My wife and I recently became aware of a proposal that is going to made to you
tomorrow, that is summarized as follows: PROPOSED POLICIES:

• Allow local health officers to use law enforcement (WAC 246-100-070) to force an
emergency order to involuntarily detain a person or group of persons (families) to be
isolated in a quarantine facility (WAC 246-100-045) following refusal to voluntary comply
with requests for medical examination, testing, treatment, counseling, vaccination (WAC
246-100-040). These specifics come from WAC 246-100.

We want to offer our desires and opinions to you regarding the above proposal language.
If the above statement is accurate, it is nothing short of tyrannical. We don’t know
exactly how your procedures work at WSBOH, but we can scarcely believe that you would
hear such a proposal with any degree of serious consideration. We plead with you all to
reject it in total. The proposal (if it is accurately described above) is based in evil and it
will only produce evil consequences for all who support such an abuse of constitutional
protections, as well as for those innocent people who have been given their God given
right to choose what goes into their own bodies! Reject this outright and your actions will
be noted along side of those in history who are found on the right side of things.
Otherwise, you find yourselves answerable to an offended God when the time comes for
our inevitable judgment of the deeds done while we are here on earth. To threaten and
weaponize the health services in our state by using the threat of force by using by
ordering “law enforcement” to do the dirty work is absolutely intolerable. We urge you
choose to NOT support (in any way) this above proposal.

We also urge you to NOT adopt any policies to force children to be given ANY vaccines,
tests, medicine or medical treatments, of any kind, without the prior written consent of
their parents. This too will be considered when you and your decisions are weighed in the
balance. May the Lord be with you in your lives and in the execution of your duties! Our
prayers and faith are with you, to make sound decisions on behalf of the residents of this
great state of Washington!

V/R

Rich and Miranda Brough
Washington Residents

______________________________________________
From: Emily Rouse
Sent: 1/10/2022 5:47:45 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Patrick Miller
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:31:15 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: DOH Information
Sent: 1/9/2022 7:35:47 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Question/Comment from the public
Hello,

Please note comments and inquiry below from constituent and respond as appropriate.

As always thank you,

DOH Customer Service
Center for Public Affairs
Washington State Department of Health
DOH.Information@doh.wa.gov <mailto:DOH.Information@doh.wa.gov>

1-800-525-0127| www.doh.wa.gov
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.doh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7

From: DOH Feedback <doh.information@doh.wa.gov>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 11:45 AM
To: DOH Information <DOH.Information@DOH.WA.GOV>
Subject: Question/Comment from the public

The following survey response is submitted:
1.
Please select one:

Other

2.
Please enter your comments or questions in the space provided below:

________________________________
WHERE THE HELL ARE THE TESTS? NO TESTS AVAILABLE ANYWHERE! 3 WEEK DELAY TO
GET FROM AMAZON! AND TESTS COST 25$ WHAT LOW INCOME FAMILY WITH THREE
KIDS CAN AFFORD HOME TEST? THIS NEEDS YOUR IMMEDIATE ATTENTION TESTS KEEP
PEOPLE OUT OF OUR ALREADY STRESSED HEALTH CARE SYSTEM AND PERSONNEL.
EVERY AMERICAN SHOULD BE ABLE TO GET FREE TESTS YOU WANT US TO STAY HOME,
STAY HEALTHY? GET TESTS TO EVERY RESIDENT, FREE TESTS. I WAS LUCKY TO FIND
THE LINK AND GETS TESTS ABOUT A MONTH AGO, FREE. FANTASTIC! BUT IT MUST BE
ALL THE TIME, UNTIL THIS IS OVER. MY COLLEGE AGE GRANDDAUGHTER WHO WEARS
A MASK, TAKES PRECAUTIONS, HAS HAD COVID THREE TIMES, AND SHE IS SICK RIGHT
NOW AND NO TESTS ARE AVAILABLE. i'M SO MAD. WE DO OUR JOB, WE STAY HOME,
WE STAY HEALTHY, WE FOLLOW RULES. GET THE DAMN HOME TESTS PROBLEM FIXED,
AND SEND FREE TESTS TO EVERYONE IN THE STATE. FOR THE LOVE OF GOD, ALL WE
HEAR IS TEST TEST TEST AND THEN NO TESTS ARE AVAILABLE, AND IF THEY ARE, $25
APIECE. SHAMEFUL, SHAMEFUL, SHAMEFUL

3.
If you are sending feedback on one of our Web pages, please paste the URL here:
(no answer)

4.
Would you like a response?
Tell us how to get in touch with you.
Name:
Susan Bauer
Email:
sbauer@donobi.net <mailto:sbauer@donobi.net>

Telephone:
15099896084

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/11/2022 4:35:09 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: I SAY NO

From: Amber Cantu <ambercantu1980@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2022 4:26 PM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: I SAY NO

External Email
I oppose the proposed WAC’s 246-100-070, WAC 246-100-045, WAC 246-100-040, WAC
246-100, WAC 246-105
I am completely against giving local health officers use of law enforcement and the use of
an emergency order to involuntarily detain a person or family into a quarantine facility if
they refuse the requests of medical examination, testing, treatment, counseling, or
vaccination.
I am completely against covid-19 injections as part of the school immunization
requirements using WAC 246-105
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/12/2022 9:19:55 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: January 12th Board Meeting

attachments\301FFCD586B14D21_Washington State Department of Health
January 12.docx

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: Gen Mossman <mossman.genevieve@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 12, 2022 9:13 AM
To: DOH WSBOH <WSBOH@SBOH.WA.GOV>
Cc: jabardelli@aol.com; Anthony Martin <amartin0523@yahoo.com>; Davis, Michelle
(SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>; Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH)
<Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>; Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
<Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>;
Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH) <kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
<Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>; lindsay.heredeen@sboh.wa.gov; Schreiber, Tracy N
(SBOH) <Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
<Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>;
Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH) <Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: January 12th Board Meeting

External Email
Please see attached letter re 11. Rulemaking Petition. I believe your website informed
the public that there has been misinformation, however, the concerned parent that I am,
I would like to voice my opinion anyways.

Have a good meeting.

Genevieve Mossman

When we are no longer able to change a situation, we are challenged to change
ourselves. -Victor Frankl

______________________________________________
From: Peter j Barstad
Sent: 1/10/2022 1:23:33 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:03:01 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: No vaccine

From: Aim Bailey <aimbailey2@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 8:56 PM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: No vaccine

External Email
This is to inform whomever it may concern, that I do NOT agree with adding the covid
vaccine to the list of required immunizations for my child. There are many arguments for
and against getting this vaccine. And when it comes down to it, we and our children
should NOT be required to, or forced to get this vaccine. So NO, this should NOT go on
the list of required immunizations.
I would like to express my extreme opposition to implementation of a COVID 19 vaccine
requirement for schools in Washington State
Thank you

______________________________________________
From: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
Sent: 1/11/2022 4:54:57 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: I SAY NO

--Samantha Pskowski (she/her/hers)
Washington State Board of Health
360-789-2358

From: Amber Cantu <ambercantu1980@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2022 4:31 PM
To: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: I SAY NO

External Email
I oppose the proposed WAC’s 246-100-070, WAC 246-100-045, WAC 246-100-040, WAC
246-100, WAC 246-105
I am completely against giving local health officers use of law enforcement and the use of
an emergency order to involuntarily detain a person or family into a quarantine facility if
they refuse the requests of medical examination, testing, treatment, counseling, or
vaccination.
I am completely against covid-19 injections as part of the school immunization
requirements using WAC 246-105

______________________________________________
From: Gen Mossman
Sent: 1/12/2022 9:56:18 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Fwd: January 12th Board Meeting

attachments\ADD647D541E8407A_Washington State Department of Health
January 12.docx
External Email

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Gen Mossman <mossman.genevieve@gmail.com
<mailto:mossman.genevieve@gmail.com> >
Date: Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 9:13 AM
Subject: January 12th Board Meeting
To: <wsboh@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:wsboh@sboh.wa.gov> >
Cc: jabardelli@aol.com <mailto:jabardelli@aol.com> <jabardelli@aol.com
<mailto:jabardelli@aol.com> >, Anthony Martin <amartin0523@yahoo.com
<mailto:amartin0523@yahoo.com> >, <michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov
<mailto:michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov> >, <melanie.hisaw@sboh.wa.gov
<mailto:melanie.hisaw@sboh.wa.gov> >, <christy.hoff@sboh.wa.gov
<mailto:christy.hoff@sboh.wa.gov> >, <stuart.glasoe@sboh.wa.gov
<mailto:stuart.glasoe@sboh.wa.gov> >, <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov
<mailto:samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov> >, <kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov
<mailto:kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov> >, <caitlin.lang@sboh.wa.gov
<mailto:caitlin.lang@sboh.wa.gov> >, <lindsay.heredeen@sboh.wa.gov
<mailto:lindsay.heredeen@sboh.wa.gov> >, <tracy.schreiber@sboh.wa.gov
<mailto:tracy.schreiber@sboh.wa.gov> >, <hannah.haag@sboh.wa.gov
<mailto:hannah.haag@sboh.wa.gov> >, <kelie.kahler@sboh.wa.gov
<mailto:kelie.kahler@sboh.wa.gov> >, <nathaniel.thai@sboh.wa.gov
<mailto:nathaniel.thai@sboh.wa.gov> >

Please see attached letter re 11. Rulemaking Petition. I believe your website informed
the public that there has been misinformation, however, the concerned parent that I am,
I would like to voice my opinion anyways.
Have a good meeting.
Genevieve Mossman

When we are no longer able to change a situation, we are challenged to change
ourselves. -Victor Frankl

-When we are no longer able to change a situation, we are challenged to change
ourselves. -Victor Frankl

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 12:31:19 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: I am against these proposed changes to WAC to incorporate any Covid-19
into requirements for children or adults.

From: Eric "Fitz" Fitzsimmons <ericjfitzsimmons@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 2:19 PM
To: Hannah’s.haag@sboh.wa.gov; Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
<Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>; Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH)
<Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>; Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>;
Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Donahoe, Kaitlyn N (SBOH)
<kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>;
Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH) <Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>; Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
<Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>; Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
<samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
<Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH)
<Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>; DOH WSBOH <WSBOH@SBOH.WA.GOV>
Subject: Re: I am against these proposed changes to WAC to incorporate any Covid-19
into requirements for children or adults.

External Email
To the Washington State Board of Health members,

These proposed changes are an egregious overreach, and should not be enacted or
implemented, if you do let’s be clear that all parents including myself should immediately
remove our children from public education. Until such time when common sense and real
science is restored, and the conversation includes Natural Immunity.

I am sorely disappointed in our Washington State Governor, and the Legislature for
lacking the fortitude to do what is right by us the citizens of Washington State. Rather
then govern for what is best for the citizenry they continue to push a political agenda,
which is both harmful to Life, Liberty and the Pursuit of Happiness, in taking away
fundamental rights and liberties. The essential right to work and provide for ourselves
and our family’s livelihoods.

Deeply disappointed in this proposed change, so let’s see if you all can widen up, if you
all continue to pander to the political left leaning tendencies of our current authoritarian
governor.

Eric and Danise Fitzsimmons
-All my best,

Eric Fitzsimmons

______________________________________________
From: Philip J Hamel
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:27:01 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Coleman Millar
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:40:45 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cascade Climber
Sent: 1/8/2022 6:47:31 PM
To: DOH WSBOH,otp.informationdesk@icc-cpi.int,Barkis, Andrew,Bateman, Jessica,Berg,
April,Bergquist, Steve,Berry, Liz,Billig, Andy,Boehnke, Matt,Braun, John,Bronoske,
Dan,Brown, Sharon,Caldier, Michelle,Callan, Lisa,Carlyle, Reuven,Chambers,
Kelly,Chandler, Bruce,Chase, Rob,Chopp, Frank,Cleveland, Annette,Cody, Eileen,Conway,
Steve,Corry, Chris,Das, Mona,Davis, Lauren,Dent, Tom,Dhingra, Manka,Dolan,
Laurie,Donaghy, Brandy,Dozier, Perry,Duerr, Davina,Dufault, Jeremie,Dye,
Mary,Entenman, Debra,Ericksen, Doug,Eslick, Carolyn,Fey, Jake,Fitzgibbon,
Joe,Fortunato, Phil,Frame, Noel,Frockt, David,Gilday, Greg,Abbarno, Peter,Gildon,
Chris,Goehner, Keith,Goodman, Roger,Graham, Jenny,Gregerson, Mia,Griffey,
Dan,Hackney, David,Hansen, Drew,Harris, Paul,Harris-Talley, Kirsten,Hasegawa,
Bob,Hawkins, Brad,Hoff, Larry,Holy, Jeff,Honeyford, Jim,Hunt, Sam,Jacobsen,
Cyndy,Jinkins, Laurie,Johnson, Jesse,Keiser, Karen,King, Curtis,Kirby, Steve,Klicker,
Mark,Klippert, Brad,Kloba, Shelley,Kraft, Vicki,Kretz, Joel,Kuderer, Patty (LEG),Leavitt,
Mari,Lekanoff, Debra,Liias, Marko,Lovelett, Liz,Lovick, John,MacEwen, Drew,Macri,
Nicole,Maycumber, Jacquelin,McCaslin, Bob,McCune, Jim,McEntire, Joel,Morgan,
Melanie,DOR Gina Mosbrucker,Mullet, Mark,Muzzall, Ron,Nguyen, Joe,Nobles, T'wina
(LEG),Orcutt, Ed,Ormsby, Timm,Ortiz-Self, Lillian,Orwall, Tina,Padden, Mike,Paul,
Dave,Pedersen, Jamie,Peterson, Strom,Pollet, Gerry,Ramel, Alex,Ramos, Bill,Randall,
Emily,Riccelli, Marcus,Rivers, Ann,Robertson, Eric,Robinson, June,Rolfes, Christine,Rude,
Skyler,Rule, Alicia,Ryu, Cindy,Saldana, Rebecca (LEG),Salomon, Jesse,Schmick,
Joe,Schoesler, Mark,Sells, Mike,Senn, Tana,tim.sheldon@leg.wa.gov,Shewmake,
Sharon,Short, Shelly,Simmons, Tarra,Slatter, Vandana,Springer, Larry,Stanford,
Derek,Steele, Mike (LEG),Stokesbary, Drew,Stonier, Monica,Sullivan, Pat,Sutherland,
Robert,Taylor, Jamila,Thai, My-Linh,Tharinger, Steve,Trudeau, Yasmin,Valdez, Javier,Van
De Wege, Kevin,Vick, Brandon,Volz, Mike,DOR Keith Wagoner,Walen, Amy,Walsh,
Jim,Warnick, Judy,Wellman, Lisa,Wicks, Emily,Wilcox, JT,Wilson, Claire,Wilson,
Jeff,Wilson, Lynda,Wylie, Sharon,Ybarra, Alex,Young, Jesse,Santos, Sharon Tomiko
Subject: "Now People Are Dying from the Vaccine. “All Vaccinations Must be Stopped”"
External Email

https://www.globalresearch.ca/now-people-dying-vaccine/5766313
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.globalresearch.ca%2Fnowpeople-dyingvaccine%2F5766313&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40sboh.wa.gov%7C8cdd710950e8403c443e08d9d31a2

"Now People Are Dying from the Vaccine. “All Vaccinations Must be Stopped”

By Dr. Paul Craig Roberts
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.globalresearch.ca%2Fauthor
craigroberts&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40sboh.wa.gov%7C8cdd710950e8403c443e08d9d31a20d8%7C11d0

Global Research, January 05, 2022
Region: USA
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.globalresearch.ca%2Fregion%

Theme: Science and Medicine
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.globalresearch.ca%2Ftheme
andmedicine&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40sboh.wa.gov%7C8cdd710950e8403c443e08d9d31a20d8%7C11

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.globalresearch.ca%2Fnowpeople-dyingvaccine%2F5766313%23&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40sboh.wa.gov%7C8cdd710950e8403c443e08d9d

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.globalresearch.ca%2Fnowpeople-dyingvaccine%2F5766313%3Fprint%3D1&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40sboh.wa.gov%7C8cdd710950e8403c

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.globalresearch.ca%2Fnowpeople-dyingvaccine%2F5766313%3Fpdf%3D5766313&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40sboh.wa.gov%7C8cdd710950e
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OneAmerica is a large life insurance company in Indianapolis. The chief executive officer,
Scott Davison just announced that judging by policy claims Americans of working age are
suddenly dying in unprecedented numbers.
He reports that all life insurance companies are experiencing a 40% rise in the death
rate. “Just to give you an idea of how bad that is, a three-sigma or a one-in-200-year
catastrophe would be 10% increase over pre-pandemic. So 40% is just unheard of.”
These are not Covid deaths. They are deaths from conditions caused by the vaccine.
Brian Tabor, president of the Indiana Hospital Association, reports a corresponding huge
increase in hospital caseloads, not from Covid but from all sorts of things, things known
to be risks of the vaccine.
In other words, the extraordinary increase in deaths and hospitalizations is associated
with the Covid vaccines.
New York Democrats Attempt to Bring Australia’s COVID Concentration Camps to the
State of New York
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.globalresearch.ca%2Fnydemocrats-attempt-bring-australia-covid-concentration-camps-ny-

state%2F5765584&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40sboh.wa.gov%7C8cdd710950e8403c443e08d9d31a20d

For the past year and perhaps longer I have reported the findings and predictions of top
medical scientists who are not on Big Pharma or Fauci’s payrolls. The findings of these
scientists have been suppressed by Fauci and the presstitutes. In a nutshell, the vaccine
undermines the human immune system and turns it into a weapon against your own
body. The result is heart attacks and the range of adverse effects now associated with
the vaccine. An exasperated and angry Dr. Sucharit Bhakdi explains the process here
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.globalresearch.ca%2Fvideodr-sucharit-bhakdi-these-vaccines-are-killing-the-young-and-the-old-they-are-killingourchildren%2F5765866%3Futm_campaign%3Dmagnet%26utm_source%3Darticle_page%26utm_medium%3
.
A number of experts have concluded that a large percentage of the vaccinated are going
to experience disability and death. As Dr. Bhakdi explains, it doesn’t happen to everyone
right away. Some experience death or disability immediately, some a month later, some
a year afterwards, and some over a longer time.
As I understand it, the rate of death and disability of Covid vaccinated people will rise
with time. If the process is rapid, one consequence could be societal collapse. If the
process is slow, then those populations most vaccinated would experience numerical
decline.
Clearly, the vaccination drive was a huge mistake, or an intentional population control
operation. But now that it is known that there is more danger in the vaccine than in the
virus, all vaccination should be stopped.
Censorship of renowned medical experts must stop so that we can escape marketing
propaganda and come to an understanding of the true situation.
Covid was not deadly except for untreated persons with comorbidities. The current
variant, Omicron, appears to be milder than the common cold, and as the vaccine does
not protect against either, its use is completely irresponsible. Humanity will be paying the
cost of the mRNA vaccines for decades to come.
*
Note to readers: Please click the share buttons above or below. Follow us on Instagram,
@crg_globalresearch. Forward this article to your email lists. Crosspost on your blog site,
internet forums. etc.

Dr. Paul Craig Roberts writes on his blog site, PCR Institute for Political Economy, where
this article
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.paulcraigroberts.org%2F202
people-are-dying-from-thevaccine%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40sboh.wa.gov%7C8cdd710950e8403c443e08d9d31a20d8%7C
was originally published. He is a frequent contributor to Global Research."

______________________________________________
From: Cynthia L. Williamson
Sent: 1/10/2022 6:57:43 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Amanda Burton
Sent: 1/8/2022 7:33:22 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Tama Sheparf
Sent: 1/11/2022 8:45:00 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
Sent: 1/8/2022 6:07:02 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vaccine requirements for children

--Samantha Pskowski (she/her/hers)
Washington State Board of Health
360-789-2358

From: Shauna Sams <fathersdtr@yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 8:36 PM
To: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Vaccine requirements for children

External Email
To Whom It May Concern,

I am a nurse who recently had to make the decision to take a “vaccine” for covid in the
next few months. I did some research to find out what I may be putting into my body.
There are so many medical professionals, government officials and opinions involved in
requiring me to take this shot, whom I do not trust, therefore my research gave me
pause.
Secondly, I saw that nobody in authority was talking about treatment! Why not? In the
past, a new diagnosis that comes out has a flurry of studies to find treatments.
And lastly, I looked at the new technology in the shot, has it successfully run through
trial, is it approved by those in authority? No to all of those.
I have spent a day exploring the VAERS government reporting site and I am completely
appalled that this much death and injury has occurred. And our government still wants to
mandate it? There were so many deaths in young people just hours and days after
receiving a second dose of the shot. Page after page were the same stories of severe
vomiting, cerebral hemorrhage, cardiac arrest, clotting, all resulted in death. I focused
my search on young people ages 17-40 because there were too many in the older
population to go through.

My concern is now for what the government wants to do to our children. Wow, that was a
scary sentence. There are millions of concerned parents that do not want our children
and grandchildren to receive this shot. Children do not need the covid vaccine and it will
kill and injure more of them than it will help as revealed in my research.
- Children only have a .02% chance of dying from this illness and the children that died
had other comorbidity. Most children have only mild cold or flu like symptoms. The shot
will have worse effects than covid.
- The total count of death and injury by the shot from the VAERS reporting site has, as of
Jan 7, 2022 exceeded one million injured and dead.

- Hundreds of thousand that have had the shot series, even up to 3 shots have still
contracted covid.

- There are effective treatments that are proven to work for covid and will work for our
children. Natural immunity has not been taken into consideration by the government,
which has proven to be effective.

Please consider these words and do not subject our children and grandchildren to harmful
injections.

Sincerely,
Shauna Sams, now retired RN who has a new job of fighting for our future generation,

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/8/2022 12:46:33 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: COVID-19 vaccination for children

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov
360-236-4105
Website| Facebook |Twitter
-----Original Message----From: Tbevelacqu <tbevelacqu@aol.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 5, 2022 11:53 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: COVID-19 vaccination for children
External Email
I strongly oppose COVID-19 vaccinations for children. It has been shown that COVID-19
vaccines cause myocarditis in male children and other serious side effects up to death.
COVID-19 vaccination have shown to be in effective in the prevention of COVID-19 or the
spread of it. There is no benefit and the potential for harm is too great to use an
emergency use authorization vaccine and mandate it.

______________________________________________
From: Peter Butzerin
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:01:22 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: January 12th Meeting concerns
External Email
Health Board members,
I very strongly oppose the imposition of vaccine mandates for teens and young children.
Decisions of this type should be up to the parents in all cases. As a well publicized
matter, children without serious other health problems (comorbidity) have statistically
zero risk of harm from any of the various Covid strains. There are however, hundreds of
instances worldwide of injury and death of children after vaccination .
Yes, the vaccine injuries are statistically a small percentage of those vaccinated…but the
risk is absolutely real. It is therefore unconscionable to remove the decision from
parents. The state has the right to impose emergency measures, but only for a limited
amount of time. We are long past that time. The governor is wildly outstripping his
authority in these matters. The Supreme Court is taking up the constitutionality of these
widespread mandates today. What earthly reason is there not to wait a brief period and
see what they say.
You will be held to account for continuing to advise actions that endanger our children
and stomp on our rights and prerogatives.
Peter J. Butzerin

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 10:51:48 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Wa State Board of “Health” & Inslee’s proposed TYRANNICAL &
UNCONSTITUTIONAL Quarantine Camps

From: Sue Kicha <GALEK_TSP@msn.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 11:18 PM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Wa State Board of “Health” & Inslee’s proposed TYRANNICAL &
UNCONSTITUTIONAL Quarantine Camps

External Email
It’s come to our attention that the WA Board of Health & Dictator Inslee is considering
passing UNCONSTITUTIONAL bills for Quarantine Camps & forced vaccines with:

*WAC 246-100-040
*WAC 246-100-105
*WAC 246-100-070
*WAC 246-100-045

If you pass these bills you WILL BE IN VIOLATION of the NUREMBERG CODE & YOU WILL
BE INDICTED for CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY for your participation. Currently there are
Common Law juries being formed ALL around WA State which have the power to do this
to YOU! If you have’t heard about this, you ought to look it up before you vote. WE THE
PEOPLE will hold you accountable for YOUR actions, & we will not let you get away with
this CRIME!

These bills not only violate our precious & beloved Constitution but several other health
laws including:

* PATIENT BILL OF RIGHTS
* HIPPA LAWS

* THE Supreme Court ALREADY RULED THAT NO EMERGENCY CAN ELIMINATE ANY
RIGHTS GUARANTEED BY THE CONSTITUTION

If your “Health” Board & Inslee proceed to pass these bills after being warned of these
facts you are KNOWINGLY VIOLATING, YOU will be considered to be intentionally
committing TREASON against the Constitution & against We the People of the United
States of AMERICA!

The covid Omicron variant is contagious HOWEVER, VERY MILD…HEALTHY PEOPLE ARE
NOT DYING OF IT. Actually it will help us reach herd immunity quickly for anyone
interested in REAL SCIENCE. However, our government officials don’t seem to be
interested in real science. Instead you all only use data that goes alongside of your
AGENDA…..& are fully focused on THE GREAT RESET & destroying our state & country for
a virus with a 99.997% SURVIVAL RATE, so you’ll be able to pass the Vaccine Passport to
take over control our assets if we don’t comply with your every whim. You are EVIL!!!!

We are actively ORGANIZING & WE THE PEOPLE will PEACEFULLY fight you on this. We
are thankful for the 2nd Amendment during times like these when our government has
become tyrannical — this is exactly WHY our founders made the 2nd amendment so we
the people if need be could defend ourselves from governmental TYRANNY. ***Canada &
Australia sure wished they hadn’t surrendered their guns….they NOW have no defense
against their tyrannical DICTATOR government officials & are now a communist police
state. This is not a threat…it is a simple fact.

Never have I understood the importance of the 2nd Amendment UNTIL BIDEN & INSLEE
have gone CRAZY MAD & now our own Wa State Board of Health too over covid
restrictions taking ALL OUR FREEDOMS AWAY …. Again for a very survivable virus for
healthy people of all ages.

You act like we don’t talk with friends from other states. ALL RED STATES ARE WIDE
OPEN. Our daughter goes to college in Arizona, & they don’t even mask up there! Dear
friends moved to Florida & they said Covid is NON-EXISTENT there!!!

WE THE PEOPLE OF WASHINGTON STATE WLL NOT ALLOW YOU TO FORCE ANYTHING
INTO OUR BODIES OR OUR CHILDREN’S THAT WE HAVEN’T FREELY CHOSEN FOR
OURSELVES.

There are MILLIONS OF US IN WA STATE & only a few hundred or thousand of you. We
are AWAKE to your tyranny & stomping all over our Constitutional Rights. WE WILL WIN
THIS BATTLE….not you! We will rise up against you & protest every minute of everyday
against this until you make the right decisions to OPPOSE THESE BILLS & any others in
the future!

SK
Yelm, WA

Get Outlook for iOS
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fo0ukef&data=04%7C0

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/11/2022 12:43:00 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: TAG MEETING and SBOH Jan 12 meeting and subsequent meetings

-----Original Message----From: Twinkle Kitty <tkitty187@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2022 12:31 PM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: TAG MEETING and SBOH Jan 12 meeting and subsequent meetings
External Email
In response to your clarification for the meeting tomorrow, January 12, 2021 and
subsequent meetings regarding vaccines for children:
There is no justification to mandate the covid vaccine for children age 5 and older. Nor is
there a justification or need to require parents to file for an exemption. A parents’ simple
“no” to having their child be given the covid vaccine should close the matter. The
decision and parental right to make the decision does not require your approval of an
exemption. Nor does the risk to society outweigh the risk of the adverse effects of the
vaccine.
I would ask the board to again review the under-reported VAERS data, increased cases of
myocarditis, lack of definitive clinical trials, hidden vaccine contents, and future data. I
would also remind the board this is not a “true” vaccine and only has EUA authorization
which was inappropriate to begin with. Sincerely, Mary Sizer
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Alvina Lats
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:32:53 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: DeAnna Kreger
Sent: 1/11/2022 6:18:51 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
Sent: 1/8/2022 5:49:05 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Comments for Jan 12th meeting

--Samantha Pskowski (she/her/hers)
Washington State Board of Health
360-789-2358
-----Original Message----From: Kady Alkire <kadyalkire@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 10:34 AM
To: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Comments for Jan 12th meeting
External Email
To whom it may concern,
I am writing to oppose the proposed covid-19 policies that are currently being considered
on Jan 12th. These include:
WAC 246-100-070
WAC 246-100-045
WAC 246-100-040
Although I understand the rational behind these proposed policies, I do not think they
will have the intended effect. These policies will put undo pressure on our already
overwhelmed police force. These health policies and mandates should not be considered
law unless the people that they effect have had a chance to review them. The language
of these policies leaves a lot to interpretation and opportunity for misuse and overreach.
These policies will also discourage people from seeking testing for infectious disease and
may actually exasperate the problem. Would you willingly be tested for a illness if you
thought it was possible that you would be involuntarily detained?
The current mandates and policies have not stopped the spread of Covid even though the
majority of people have willingly followed them. Doubling down on these policies will not
improve our current situation.
Thank you in advance for your time and consideration.
Kady Bowman

______________________________________________
From: Christi kunnap
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:30:46 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/12/2022 7:55:40 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: STOP VACCINE MANDATES

From: becky k <seastoday@yahoo.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2022 11:02 PM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: STOP VACCINE MANDATES

External Email
The data on harms to children from the experimental gene therapy injections are
mounting every day, including myocarditis in boys. You are well aware of the high
incidence of the myocarditis and you are still driven to put this in every arm. The
vaccines have failed. You are now more likely to get Covid, especially Omicron, if you are
vaccinated than if you are not vaccinated. This must stop. It is no longer about Covid or
injections......this is about God given rights guaranteed in our Constitution. Stop the
insanity.
BK
Washington Resident since 2002.

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.onelink.me%2F107872968%3F

______________________________________________
From: Angela Simmet
Sent: 1/10/2022 11:50:49 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Emily Munn
Sent: 1/12/2022 11:32:31 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: No vaccine mandate for our children!
External Email
�
�
To whom it may concern:

I would ask that you objectively look at not mandating Covid-19 vaccinations as part of
the vaccines required to attend school.

Items to consider:
1. Current Covid vaccines are still under Emergency Use Authorization (EUA) by the FDA.
A. Pfizer-Biontech- EUA approved to permit the emergency use of the unapproved
product... to prevent Covid 19 in individuals 5yrs and older. Revised 1-3-2022 source
FDA Fact sheet.
B. Moderna - EUA approved to permit the emergency use of the unapproved
product.....to prevent Covid 19 in individuals 18yrs and older. Revised 1-7-2022 source
FDA fact sheet.
C. Janssen(JJ)- EUA approved to permit the emergency use of the unapproved
product.....to prevent Covid 19 in individuals 18yrs and older. Revised 1-11-2022 source
FDA fact sheet.

2. Chapter 246-105 WAC- immunization of child care and school children against certain
vaccine -preventable disease.
A. 246-105-010- Purpose: The purpose of this rule is to protect children and the public
against certain vaccine-preventable diseases. Under the authority of the board of health,
this rule describes the immunization requirements of children attending schools and child
care centers.
a. The Covid vaccines do not fall into that category stated in the purpose.

B. 246-105-020 Definitions: (13) "Immunizing agent" means any vaccine or other
immunologic drug licensed and approved by the United States Food and Drug
Administration (FDA), or meeting World Health Organization (WHO) requirements, for
immunization of persons against vaccine-preventable diseases.

b. See bullet #1. EUA's are not the same as FDA approved.

C. WAC 246-105-030- list the current vaccines required. I will disclose that my children
and myself are all vaccinated against these currently and don't see how the Covid-19
vaccine falls into the same category of effectiveness as the ones mentioned. i.e: MMR,
polio, chicken pox, etc.

Hopefully, we can all agree that receiving any of the Covid vaccines does not prevent
infection anymore. They also do not prevent illness, transmission, or death. However,
they may reduce the severity of symptoms among individuals. It is my view that the
Covid vaccines closely resemble a flu shot, as far as reducing the severity of the disease,
and the state doesn't mandate flu shots. Again I urge the entire board to vote against
mandating the Covid 19 vaccines for child care and school age children. Thank you for
your time and consideration.

Emily Munn

______________________________________________
From: Patti Mueller
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:01:34 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Anthony Sivitilli
Sent: 1/7/2022 4:54:58 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Costello Kyle
Sent: 1/9/2022 1:25:51 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Pamela Thompson
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:26:22 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: My Public Comments re Agenda for January 12, 2020 Meeting
External Email

Washington State Board of Health
Via email: wsboh@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:wsboh@sboh.wa.gov>
Re: January 12, 2022 Meeting
No Mandatory Covid-19 Vaccines for Children
To the Board:

Countless experts agree that the Covid vaccines should absolutely NOT be a requirement
for our children for the following reasons:
1.
Per the Mayo Clinic and other reputable sources Children are at low risk for
contracting or dying from Covid-19: “While all children are capable of getting the virus
that causes COVID-19, they don't become sick as often as adults. Most children have
mild symptoms or no symptoms.”

2.
Covid vaccines are “irreversible and potentially permanently damaging” according
to Robert W. Malone, M.D. and 16,000 other doctors who have signed a declaration
publicly based on their research declaring that healthy children should not be vaccinated
for COVID-19. The vaccines are being used under emergency use authorization only, and
have not been rigorously tested. The risks of vaccine injuries far outweigh the benefits of
vaccinating a healthy child. (https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/physiciansscientists-kids-should-not-get-covid-vaccine/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fchildrenshealthdefense.org%2Fdef
scientists-kids-should-not-get-covidvaccine%2F&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C56c1bae36c284b07ff1d08d9d202a6d2%7C11
)

3.
As of December 24, 2021, according to the Vaccine Adverse Event
Reporting System (VAERS), which only accounts for 1% of reported vaccine injuries,
there have been 1,859,633 adverse reactions, injuries and deaths attributed to the
COVID-19 vaccines. (https://openvaers.com
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fopenvaers.com%2F&data=04%7C
) This is an astonishing amount of injuries and deaths and begs the question, “why are
these vaccines not being recalled? Why are Pfizer and other Pharma company who
manufacturer the vaccines being protected from liability? If the vaccines are safe and
effective, then why has the FDA requested 55 years before any information could be

released regarding the data it relied upon in licensing the Pfizer vaccine? What are they
hiding and why?

4.
The CDC has said that the vaccines are not a cure all nor do they stop the
spread of COVID-19, otherwise, why are fully vaccinated and boosted people contracting
and spreading the virus? Why has the CDC recently changed its definition of what a
vaccine is?
I believe it is the duty of the State Board of Health to weigh all of the data and
information available, not just the mainstream narrative, in making its decision on
mandating COVID-19 vaccines for children.
In conclusion, there has not been enough testing to risk injury and possible death by the
vaccines considering that children are at very low risk for contracting COVID-19 and have
a high recovery rate. Our children are our greatest asset and we need to protect them.
Sincerely,
Pamela Thompson

______________________________________________
From: Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH)
Sent: 1/12/2022 7:36:50 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: STOP VACCINE MANDATES

Tracy Schreiber (she/her/hers)
tracy.schreiber@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:tracy.schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>
360-463-9069

From: becky k <seastoday@yahoo.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2022 11:02 PM
To: Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH) <Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: STOP VACCINE MANDATES

External Email
The data on harms to children from the experimental gene therapy injections are
mounting every day, including myocarditis in boys. You are well aware of the high
incidence of the myocarditis and you are still driven to put this in every arm. The
vaccines have failed. You are now more likely to get Covid, especially Omicron, if you are
vaccinated than if you are not vaccinated. This must stop. It is no longer about Covid or
injections......this is about God given rights guaranteed in our Constitution. Stop the
insanity.
BK
Washington Resident since 2002.

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.onelink.me%2F107872968%3F

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 7:30:00 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Stop Children Vaccine Mandates!

From: Brandi Coplen <bcoplen@windermere.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 6:56 PM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Stop Children Vaccine Mandates!

External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,

Our children are not for human experimentation. Mandates for inoculating anyone
without full disclosure of experimental gene-therapy injections should never be an
acceptable tactic for our government agencies to approve. Even though the media
continues to tell us that these injections have received FDA approval, that is a lie. Pfizer’s
only approval is to license BioNTech as Comirnaty and even with that, Comirnaty has not
been distributed in the U.S.

https://dearpandemic.org/comirnaty-is-available-in-us/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fdearpandemic.org%2Fcomirnatyis-available-inus%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C2413d87c49984b5ef4cf08d9d44e0faa%7C11d0

This is copy/pasted directly from the Congressional Research Services:

Pfizer and BioNTech are marketing their licensed vaccine under the new brand name
Comirnaty (pronounced koe-MIR-na-tee). Comirnaty has the same ingredients and
formulation as the Pfizer BioNTech vaccine that is authorized under the EUA. The two
products differ in branding and labeling but can be used interchangeably without any
impact on safety or effectiveness. Although Comirnaty is fully approved by FDA for
administration to individuals 16 years and older, an EUA remains in effect for the PfizerBioNTech COVID-19 vaccine. Among other things, the reissued EUA authorizes the PfizerBioNTech vaccine for uses that FDA had previously authorized but falls outside the scope
of the FDA’s approval of Comirnaty. Such uses include the administration of the vaccine
to children aged 12 to 15 and third doses of the vaccine regimen for certain
immunocompromised individuals. The EUA also authorizes use of Comirnaty for those
purposes to allow for interchangeable administration of the two vaccines.
https://crsreports.congress.gov/product/pdf/R/R46913
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fcrsreports.congress.gov%2Fprodu

Even Pfizer admits that the FDA only approved the licensing for Comirnaty…it is still
under EUA:

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) is issuing Emergency Use
Instructions (EUI) to provide information about the use of the formulation of the COVID19 vaccine by Pfizer-BioNTech which is approved (licensed) by the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) for the prevention of COVID-19 in individuals 16 years of age and
older. 1 These EUI provide information about the use of the COVID-19 vaccine by PfizerBioNTech as an additional primary dose in certain immunocompromised persons aged
≥12 years and as a booster dose in persons aged ≥16 years after completion of primary
vaccination with certain non-FDA authorized or approved COVID-19 vaccines 2 .
https://www.cdc.gov/vaccines/covid-19/eui/downloads/EUI-HCP.pdf
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cdc.gov%2Fvaccines%2Fcov
19%2Feui%2Fdownloads%2FEUIHCP.pdf&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C2413d87c49984b5ef4cf08d9d44e0faa%7C11d
The evidence of adverse and deadly effects from the gene-therapy injections continues to
come in. Last week the likelihood of getting a clinical diagnosis for Myocarditis for young
males was 1/2700…this week the risk has increased to 1/2000. Are we willing to put
young lives at risk for a disease that has already shown itself to be a statistically ‘0’ risk
for young adults' lives…whereas the gene-therapy shots are not.

https://www.acc.org/latest-in-cardiology/journal-scans/2021/12/13/19/15/clinicallysuspected-myocarditis
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.acc.org%2Flatestin-cardiology%2Fjournal-scans%2F2021%2F12%2F13%2F19%2F15%2Fclinicallysuspectedmyocarditis&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C2413d87c49984b5ef4cf08d9d44e0faa%7C

https://www.drpaulalexander.com/blogs/news/myocarditis-risk-is-greater-in-males-40years-old-from-the-covid-vaccine-moderna-2nd-shot-than-from-the-covid-virus-itselfwhoever-tells-you-opposite-is-lying-to-you-show-them-this-patone-data
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.drpaulalexander.com%2Fblo
risk-is-greater-in-males-40-years-old-from-the-covid-vaccine-moderna-2nd-shot-thanfrom-the-covid-virus-itself-whoever-tells-you-opposite-is-lying-to-you-show-them-thispatonedata&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C2413d87c49984b5ef4cf08d9d44e0faa%7C11d0e2

More attachments/references/evidence:

https://fact-checked.org/2022/01/03/covid-19-vaccines-for-children/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ffactchecked.org%2F2022%2F01%2F03%2Fcovid-19-vaccines-forchildren%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C2413d87c49984b5ef4cf08d9d44e0faa%7

https://fact-checked.org/2022/01/03/how-likely-is-reinfection-following-covid-recovery/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ffactchecked.org%2F2022%2F01%2F03%2Fhow-likely-is-reinfection-following-covid-

recovery%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C2413d87c49984b5ef4cf08d9d44e0faa%7

https://fact-checked.org/2021/12/24/pfizer-and-mercks-new-antiviral-cv19-pills/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ffactchecked.org%2F2021%2F12%2F24%2Fpfizer-and-mercks-new-antiviral-cv19pills%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C2413d87c49984b5ef4cf08d9d44e0faa%7C11

https://fact-checked.org/2021/11/17/pfizers-covid-19-pill/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ffactchecked.org%2F2021%2F11%2F17%2Fpfizers-covid-19pill%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C2413d87c49984b5ef4cf08d9d44e0faa%7C11d

https://fact-checked.org/2021/10/22/covid-19-booster-shots-for-all/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ffactchecked.org%2F2021%2F10%2F22%2Fcovid-19-booster-shots-forall%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C2413d87c49984b5ef4cf08d9d44e0faa%7C11d0

https://factcheckedorg.files.wordpress.com/2021/09/covid-vaccines.r10.pdf
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ffactcheckedorg.files.wordpress.com
vaccines.r10.pdf&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C2413d87c49984b5ef4cf08d9d44e0faa

Warmly,

Brandi Coplen
Windermere Real Estate
Windermere Equestrian Living
Real Estate Professional
360-201-3951
www.brandicoplen.withwre.com
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.brandicoplen.withwre.com%2

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:09:02 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Damage Control Please

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov>
360-236-4105

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01%
| Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH%
|Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: Joel Mansfield <jmansfield03@yahoo.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 12, 2022 8:51 AM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>; Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH)
<Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>; Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
<Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Fw: Damage Control Please

External Email
FWD

----- Forwarded Message ----From: Joel Mansfield <jmansfield03@yahoo.com <mailto:jmansfield03@yahoo.com> >
To: wsboh@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:wsboh@sboh.wa.gov> <wsboh@sboh.wa.gov
<mailto:wsboh@sboh.wa.gov> >
Sent: Wednesday, January 12, 2022, 08:38:19 AM PST
Subject: Damage Control Please

Dear Washington State Board of Health,

Can you please do damage control. Nothing makes sense anymore regarding the
emergency rules and potential overreaches of this State. People no matter their
healthcare decision that they choose at this point need to get back to work and same
with the kids getting back to school. Look to other states for guidance.

I am writing this as I have working class friends and family that are simply leaving. They
have never lived in any other state, born and raised in Washington. They go to another
state to check out a lower cost of living and less restrictive state and then they leave.

This is getting very sad and disappointing! We claim to be a wise/intelligent/progressive
state but the actions make no logical sense anymore.

Anyways, probably going to fall on deaf ears but feel free to have a discussion with me. I
am a working class male under 30 years old and afraid the younger working class are
going to continue to leave at a faster and faster pace. Amongst a high number of recent
retirees from the working class. It is a culmination of issues from high cost of living,
governing policies they disagree with, not being apart of the toxic tech boom $$$ in
Seattle...... We all know and live amongst these issues.

Joel Mansfield (Everett, WA)

______________________________________________
From: Ruth DeMille
Sent: 1/10/2022 5:54:56 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Concentration camp plans
External Email
Hello moronic tyrannical “leaders” of the great state of WA. The day you decide to
remove my basic rights to my God given and hero protected sovereign rights, is the very
day you will regret your mother even meeting your father.
I will file a class action lawsuit along with many many others. YOU have no legal say over
my health, my blood, my body and most of all my beliefs.
May I suggest that you all step down post haste and save yourselves your own dignity
now. I would also wish that you would get on your knees and beg the forgiveness of a
Loving God who will forgive you if everything you’ve done.
Or cursed be your remaining days! Stay away from our kids, they’re not yours. Go away
now and leave us alone.
You do not own us.
Ruth de Mille

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:39:01 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: No vaccine mandate for school age children

-----Original Message----From: schaefferb@aol.com <schaefferb@aol.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 8:47 PM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: No vaccine mandate for school age children
External Email
January 6/2021
I understand that the Washington State Board of Health is planning on recommending a
requirement that all school age children be vaccinated. I think this atrocious. The vaccine
is approved on an emergency basis. It has not been tested long enough to know whether
it will have a long term effect on children. I feel we are playing Russian roulette with our
most precious possessions our children, our future.
There is much information that has stated that children if they get the covid virus they
are not likely to become sick enough to have to be hospitalized. I am hearing of more
children having serious reactions to the vaccine than to the actual virus.
I beg you to reconsider making such a recommendation. I, believe, the taking of the
vaccine should be a decision made by an individual or parent of a child with the advice of
their doctor or medical provider and not by the state.
Trusting that you will proceed with wisdom and caution.
Barbara Schaeffer
16920 Dike Rd
Mount Vernon, WA 98273

______________________________________________
From: Courtney Smith
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:41:19 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dave Kreitel
Sent: 1/11/2022 11:07:20 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: For Keith Grellner, Chair, Washington State Board of Health
External Email
Hello Sir,

I’d like to make a comment to you concerning the Verify segment that I just viewed.

The last comment you made that “….it’s not what you do in a first world country”.

On this I must refute your comment. All vaccine mandates that force any person to
choose between their job and a vaccine is just that, “not what you do in a first world
country.

Sir, there are now over 1 million VAERS cases reported as of just a few days ago. When
does this stop.
In your position as Chair of the State Board of Health it’s time to start following the
science and it is not what Dr. Fauci in Washington DC says it is. The vaccine is causing
irreparable harm to every person’s immune system that has received even the first jab.

I’d like to bring one more thing up at this time. Listed on your State Board of Health
there are nine people of which seven of you are not in the Medical field. I find that
suspect for decisions being made by our Board of Health’s perspective outside of
Sanitation topics.

I will be on line watching the meeting tomorrow from start to finish.

Dave Kreitel

______________________________________________
From: Pam Say
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:45:52 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Pamela Montgomery
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:37:51 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Shelley Flannery
Sent: 1/12/2022 8:45:56 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public comment: WAC 246-100-070;WAC 246-100-045; WAC 246-100040;WAC 246-100;WAC 246-105
External Email
I am completely against any of the proposed COVID Policies that are over reaching and
immoral. I stand against these proposed WAC's
Regards,
Shelley- Washington County resident

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone

______________________________________________
From: Ann Pitsnogle
Sent: 1/12/2022 9:35:24 AM
To: Ann Pitsnogle
Cc:
Subject: SRHD BOH Agenda January 12 - Special Meeting

attachments\4FEE2C7FBD7C4C41_image004.jpg
attachments\CF257888D20F4811_image001.jpg
attachments\313053C6A51245DB_image002.jpg
attachments\4BB7574A84F244D0_20220112 00 Agenda BOH.pdf
attachments\C42B876312964A8D_image003.jpg
External Email
BOARD OF HEALTH MEETING
Via Online Meeting Platform

January 12, 2022
3:30 p.m.

AGENDA

1. Call to Order
2. Roll Call
3. Action Item
a. Review Materials Submitted by Applicants for Appointment to the SRHD Board of
Health and Select Applicants to be Interviewed.

4. Adjournment

Next Regular Board of Health Meeting: January 25, 2022

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fcovid.srhd.org%2Fvaccination&dat

Lalonna Ann Pitsnogle | Senior Executive Assistant | Administration
Direct: 509.324.1512 | Cell: 509.499.8664 | Fax: 509.324.1507
lpitsnogle@srhd.org <mailto:lpitsnogle@srhd.org> | srhd.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.srhd.org%2F&data=04%7C01

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2Fspokanehe

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.twitter.com%2Fspokaneheal

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.srhd.org%2F&data=04%7C0

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message and any attachments are for the sole
use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain proprietary, confidential or privileged
information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited and
may be a violation of law. If you are not the intended recipient or a person responsible
for delivering this message to an intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply
e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. Please note that any views or
opinions presented in this email are solely those of the author and do not necessarily
represent those of the agency.

______________________________________________
From: Abigail Ogdee
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:37:51 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 10:38:01 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Immunization criteria

From: Steve Surface <sksurface@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 8:20 AM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Immunization criteria

External Email
Washington State Board of Health member,

I believe the Covid vaccine should not be a requirement for children to attend school or
childcare in this state.

The science and data show that children are at very low risk for contracting or
transmitting Covid or any of its variants. CDC data shows that since Jan 2020, in the
state of WA 10 children (age 0-17) have died with (not from) Covid. As unfortunate as
that is, it is less than the number of WA children dying of the flu on an average year.

Deciding to vaccinate a child against a virus with a 99.7% overall survival rate is the
parent's responsibility, not that of the State.

A vaccine requirement would also be an infringement upon the religious freedom of
people of faith in WA State. Section 11 of our state constitution states "Absolute freedom
of conscience in all matters of religious sentiment, belief and worship, shall be
guaranteed to every individual, and no one shall be molested or disturbed in person or
property on account of religion . . ."

Thank you.

Steve Surface

______________________________________________
From: Daisy Latuseck
Sent: 1/9/2022 5:04:32 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Paige Loudon
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:00:01 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Beth Zulaski
Sent: 1/11/2022 9:21:13 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public comment on WAC’s: WAC 246-100-070, WAC 246-100-045, WAC 246100-040, WAC 246-100, WAC 246-105.
External Email
I am completely against any of the proposed Covid Policies that are over reaching and
immoral. We stand against these proposed WAC’s: WAC 246-100-070, WAC 246-100045, WAC 246-100-040, WAC 246-100, WAC 246-105. Please consider what the people
of Washington are saying on this and vote no on these WAC's.
Sincerely,
Beth Zulaski
Newberg Oregon

______________________________________________
From: Peggy Higham
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:52:13 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Eleaya Schuerch
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:17:14 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 8:52:39 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: No mandatory vaccines!

From: Cheryl Gallegos <thirdday07@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 10:50 AM
To: Haag, Hannah R (SBOH) <Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: No mandatory vaccines!

External Email
I would like to express my extreme opposition to implementation of a COVID 19 vaccine
requirement for schools in Washington State.

1. No COVID vaccine available in the United States has received FDA approval. All
available vaccines, including the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine, are being administered under
an Emergency Use Authorization. The only “approved” COVID 19 vaccine is Comirnaty,
and it is not available in the United States and there is no anticipated date for its
availability. (This “smoke and mirrors” approach by the FDA is the subject of numerous
lawsuits and a Federal Judge recently rejected Pfizer’s claim that the 2 products are
interchangeable: Federal Judge Rejects DOD Claim That Pfizer EUA and Comirnaty
Vaccines Are ‘Interchangeable’ • Children's Health Defense (childrenshealthdefense.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fchildrenshealthdefense.org%2F&da
) Since EUA products cannot be mandated per the Nuremberg Code, this alone should be
enough to stop consideration of making vaccines mandatory.

2. Children are statistically at zero risk of dying from COVID. Their survival rate is in the
range of 99.997-99.998% or, put another way, their risk of dying with COVID is less than
2 in every 1,000,000 children. The very few children who are listed as COVID deaths did
not die OF COVID, but rather WITH COVID as anyone being admitted to a hospital
nowadays is tested. I challenge the Washington State Board of Health to show medical
records for even one child who has died OF COVID. Where there’s no risk, there can be
no benefit.

3. No one knows the long term risks of these vaccines. You may remember that one of
the members of the FDA Advisory Committee infamously said, “We are never going to
learn about how safe thie vaccine is until we start giving it” Dr. Eric Ruben, Editor in
Chief NEJM The studies Pfizer conducted were woefully underpowered. This is an analysis
of 10 Red Flags associated with Pfizer’s studies: Ten red flags in the FDA’s risk-benefit
analysis of Pfizer’s EUA application to inject American children 5 to 11 with its mRNA
product – Commentary – America's Frontline Doctors (americasfrontlinedoctors.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Famericasfrontlinedoctors.org%2F&d

)

Force vaccinating healthy children for a disease that doesn’t affect them to make adults
feel safe is a new low for humanity. Please do the right thing and do not require these
vaccinations for school age children.
Cheryl Gallegos
Yakima Wa

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.avast.com%2Fsigemail%3Futm_medium%3Demail%26utm_source%3Dlink%26utm_campaign%3Dsigemail%26utm_content%3Dwebmail%26utm_term%3Dicon&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GO

Virus-free. www.avast.com
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.avast.com%2Fsigemail%3Futm_medium%3Demail%26utm_source%3Dlink%26utm_campaign%3Dsigemail%26utm_content%3Dwebmail%26utm_term%3Dlink&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV

______________________________________________
From: Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
Sent: 1/11/2022 1:41:37 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Tomorrow’s meeting

From: The Scoters <scoters@zohomail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2022 1:40 PM
To: Haag, Hannah R (SBOH) <Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Tomorrow’s meeting

External Email
Dear Ms. Haag,

The present situation with omicron is no longer a health emergency. People are not dying
from covid anymore, not in numbers that make for a public emergency. People have
always died from influenzas and pneumonias, from car wrecks and drownings, and we
don’t abandon our God-given rights in an effort to stamp out all of these possible deaths.
The extreme measures you contemplate in dealing with what has become a minor threat
would further hurt adults and children instead of helping them. Whatever power
structures exist in your Codes, you don’t have a moral right to trample on peoples’s
‘…life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.’

You have no moral authority to impose mandatory shots into people’s bodies. People own
their own bodies. You do not own other people’s bodies. You may not do as you see fit
with other people’s bodies. The people who imprisoned Martin Luther King, Jr.—did they
have the legal right to do that? The bus driver who asked Rosa Parks to go to the back of
the bus—did he have the right to do that? The national guard and police who blasted civil
rights protestors with water hoses and set dogs on them—did they have the right to do
that? Yes, they had a “right” by the laws and policies of the day, but they were in the
wrong. The hindsight of history shows to all that they were wrong. The truth will out;
many people already know that it is wrong of you to contemplate involuntary detention
of citizens. Future people will absolutely know it, just like we absolutely know who was
right in the civil rights movement led by MLK.

We also know who was morally right when the Japanese American citizens were
involuntarily concentrated into camps. We know who was wrong. Monetary reparations
and public apology was awarded decades later to Japanese American citizens—right here
in WA—who were involuntarily detained into camps at that shameful time.

There will be only shame for those who act immorally to involuntarily detain and/or bully

citizens and children into camps and near-forced requirement of experimental injections.
We Americans know that our legal rights to “life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness”
are solid both in Constitutional law and in the moral law which is written in our hearts.

I urge you not to overstep whatever powers you have to do whatever you want in this
little day. Tomorrow morning, please remember that both yourself and your fellow
citizens alike are all ‘created equal’ and have ‘unalienable rights.’ We hold these truths to
be self-evident, that involuntary detainment of citizens is wrong, and mandating
experimental shots for children against the will of their parents is wrong. Please maintain
the public trust by respecting our unalienable rights.

Sincerely,
Deirdre Forman
WA resident

______________________________________________
From: Francis Rodriguez
Sent: 1/8/2022 4:59:27 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 5:13:22 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Halt proposal that would give Washington State the right to detain the
unvaccinated

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov>
360-236-4105

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01%
| Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH%
|Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: Arlene R Reyes <tagalogtranslations@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 5:07 PM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH)
<Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>; Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
<Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
<Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Halt proposal that would give Washington State the right to detain the
unvaccinated

External Email
Dear Sir/Madam:

I write on behalf of many concerned Washington State residents.

Immediately halt any and all proposals that would give Washington State the right to
detain the unvaccinated until they have received a vaccination.

Per the U.S. Vaccine Adverse Events Reporting System (VAERS), the COVID jabs now
account for 983,756 adverse event reports as of December 17, 2021, including 20,622
deaths.

This doesn’t include the underreporting factor, which is signicant and ranges from 5 to 41
times higher than reported.

Most doctors and nurses are not aware of the existence of VAERS and even if they do,
choose not to report adverse incidents resulting from vaccination.

Jessica Rose, Ph.D., a research fellow at the Institute for Pure and Applied Knowledge in
Israel, has studied what the VAERS data tell us about the risks tied to COVID jabs. Rose
notes that the average number of adverse event reports following vaccination for the
past 10 years has been about 39,000 annually, with an average of 155 deaths. That’s for
all available vaccines combined.

As cited by Dr. Joseph Mercola in his article below, other findings are as follows:

According to Collette Martin, a practicing nurse who testified before a Louisiana Health
and Welfare Committee hearing December 6, 2021, children are experiencing “terrifying”
reactions to the COVID shot, including blood clots, heart attacks, encephalopathy and
arrhythmias.

Children are further at risk for potentially lifelong health problems from the jab.
Myocarditis (heart inflammation) has emerged as one of the most common problems,
especially among boys and young men.

Myocarditis is inversely correlated to age, so the risk gets higher the younger you are.
The risk is also dose-dependent, with boys having a six fold greater risk of myocarditis
following the second dose.

Among elderly patients, there has been an uptick in falls and acute onset of confusion
“without any known etiology.”

Workers are experiencing side effects, such as vision (including blindness) and
cardiovascular problems.

While hospitals are not gathering data on COVID jab injuries in any other ways, and
there’s no data to investigate even if you wanted to, we are seeing severe acute [shortterm] reactions to this vaccine.

At the same time, we have zero idea what any long-term reactions are, including
cancers, autoimmune disorders, and infertility.

You can’t compare the COVID shots to other vaccines. They’re by far the most dangerous
injectables created ever. Yet there doesn’t appear to be a cutoff for acceptable harm. No
one within the CDC or Food and Drug Administration, which jointly run VAERS, has
addressed these shocking numbers. Both agencies outrageously deny that a single death
can be attributed to the COVID jabs, which is simply impossible. It’s not statistically
plausible.

Please immediately call off any proposal to mandate the covid vaccination in Washington
State, and any and all mandates that would give Washington State the right to detain the
unvaccinated until they have received a vaccination.

Kindly read Dr. Joseph Mercola’s article in its entirety and do right by the residents of
Washington - including your sons and daughters, parents, and grandchildren - whose
welfare should be your utmost concern:

More Children Die From the COVID Shot Than From COVID

https://media.mercola.com/ImageServer/Public/2022/January/PDF/child-mortality-covidshot-pdf.pdf
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fmedia.mercola.com%2FImageSer
mortality-covid-shotpdf.pdf&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C6686eabd2ca54bcae3e408d9d2440f9c%7C11d

Respectfully,

A Reyes
Bainbridge Island, WA

______________________________________________
From: Shelly Larkin
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:45:08 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: China’s internment camps
External Email
2 photo in the reply section. Of inside the box..
China’s Covid Quarantine Camps - Shocking Conditions Revealed
Social media clips circulating appear to show endless rows of cramped boxes with
wooden beds and a toilet for suspected Covid cases in China’s Xi’an - as Beijing wages its
aggressive zero Covid policy.
Reports indicate that pregnant women, children and elderly are among those confined
there for up to two weeks, as hazmat-wearing workers ferry food to those shut inside.
Around 20 million people are locked down in their homes too across three major cities.

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgettr.com%2Fpost%2Fpnxra292f7&

Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: elijah dougher
Sent: 1/9/2022 8:37:31 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Time sensitive request
External Email
WBoH
Do not create a task force to police parents regarding their children. Educate yourselves.
Parents have the right to be informed of the risks and make their own decisions.

Dr. Robert Malone
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.theepochtimes.com%2Ftrobertmalone&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C51a3c38f6e50455e590508d9d38e2fb4%7C11d0e2
, a virologist and immunologist who has contributed significantly to the technology of
mRNA vaccines, issued a strong caution for those who seek to have their children
vaccinated against COVID-19.

Warning to Parents on COVID-19 shots
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.theepochtimes.com%2Fthink
twice-before-you-vaccinate-your-kids-dr-robert-malone-warns-parents-on-covid-19shots_4193975.html%3Futm_source%3DNews%26utm_campaign%3Dbreaking-202201-091%26utm_medium%3Demail%26est%3DNUqmM5sAf4r3WKHJzL2%252FBjb21DH3v8bmsbjIWvMs%252Bm

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/5/2022 6:26:54 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Fwd: Vaccination for children

Get Outlook for iOS
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fo0ukef&data=04%7C0
________________________________
From: Robert Evans <rf3vans@icloud.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 5, 2022 8:20:02 PM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Vaccination for children
External Email
Hello, could you give me details on why you think my child should be vaccinated?
Thank you.
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:09:38 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: It takes YEARS to determine drug safety

attachments\ABFFAB0F4C694837_cid5C8BACBC-FF2B-4938-8B106F4A9B0A836A.jpg

--Lindsay Herendeen, MPH, MCRP (she/her)
Health Policy Analyst
Washington State Board of Health
lindsay.herendeen@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:lindsay.herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>
360-628-6823

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01
, Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH&
, Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: Susan Purvis <purvisllll@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 10:03 AM
To: Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH) <Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: It takes YEARS to determine drug safety

External Email
No to Covid vaccine requirement, too much unknown!

______________________________________________
From: Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
Sent: 1/5/2022 2:49:22 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Mandate-school age children

--Lindsay Herendeen, MPH, MCRP (she/her)
Health Policy Analyst
Washington State Board of Health
lindsay.herendeen@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:lindsay.herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>
360-628-6823

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01
, Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH&
, Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: Amanda Smith <a.derschon18@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 5, 2022 5:58 AM
To: Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH) <Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>; Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
<Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>; Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
<Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH) <Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>;
Donahoe, Kaitlyn N (SBOH) <kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
<Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>; Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
<Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>; Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH)
<Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>; Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
<Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>; Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
<samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
<Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH)
<Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>; DOH WSBOH <WSBOH@SBOH.WA.GOV>
Subject: Mandate-school age children

External Email
Good morning,

If you pass this and force this serum on children, I for one will immediately remove my

child from your school and will advocate for the same action from all parents.

This serum is NOT FDA approved. None of these “brands” have been cleared as safe to
use nor are they effective. Informed consent is not being adhered by when this is being
administered and that is also illegal. What you’re proposing is wrong on so many levels.

Do some research. Find a medical insert on this serum. Look at the risks for something
that can kill you without protecting anyone from anything.

If you push for this you are part of the problem with our government system, our
freedoms, the constitution standing as rule.

Amanda Derschon
541-993-1310
Goldendale high school parent

______________________________________________
From: Dena Riccobene
Sent: 1/9/2022 6:16:12 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:11:12 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Public comment Covid shot for children

From: Vanessa Reiter <afaithfulbutterfly@yahoo.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 6:50 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>; Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH)
<Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>; Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
<Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>;
Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH) <kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
<Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>; Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
<Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>; Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH)
<Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
<Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>;
Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH) <Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Public comment Covid shot for children

External Email
To Whom It May Concern,

I would like to express my extreme opposition to implementation of a COVID 19 vaccine
requirement for schools in Washington State.

1. No COVID vaccine available in the United States has received FDA approval. All
available vaccines, including the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine, are being administered under
an Emergency Use Authorization. The only “approved” COVID 19 vaccine is Comirnaty,
and it is not available in the United States and there is no anticipated date for its
availability. (This “smoke and mirrors” approach by the FDA is the subject of numerous
lawsuits and a Federal Judge recently rejected Pfizer’s claim that the 2 products are
interchangeable: Federal Judge Rejects DOD Claim That Pfizer EUA and Comirnaty
Vaccines Are ‘Interchangeable’ • Children's Health Defense (childrenshealthdefense.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fchildrenshealthdefense.org%2F&da
) Since EUA products cannot be mandated per the Nuremberg Code, this alone should be
enough to stop consideration of making vaccines mandatory.

2. Children are statistically at zero risk of dying from COVID. Their survival rate is in the
range of 99.997-99.998% or, put another way, their risk of dying with COVID is less than
2 in every 1,000,000 children. The very few children who are listed as COVID deaths did
not die OF COVID, but rather WITH COVID as anyone being admitted to a hospital
nowadays is tested. I challenge the Washington State Board of Health to show medical

records for even one child who has died OF COVID. Where there’s no risk, there can be
no benefit.

3. No one knows the long term risks of these vaccines. You may remember that one of
the members of the FDA Advisory Committee infamously said, “We are never going to
learn about how safe thie vaccine is until we start giving it” Dr. Eric Ruben, Editor in
Chief NEJM The studies Pfizer conducted were woefully underpowered. This is an analysis
of 10 Red Flags associated with Pfizer’s studies: Ten red flags in the FDA’s risk-benefit
analysis of Pfizer’s EUA application to inject American children 5 to 11 with its mRNA
product – Commentary – America's Frontline Doctors (americasfrontlinedoctors.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Famericasfrontlinedoctors.org%2F&d
)

Force vaccinating healthy children for a disease that doesn’t affect them to make adults
feel safe is a new low for humanity. Please do the right thing and do not require these
vaccinations for school age children.

Vanessa

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 10:08:55 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vaccines

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: Amberlee Moore <jajjhmoore@yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 12:07 PM
To: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH) <kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
<Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>; Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH)
<Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Vaccines

External Email
My family, my daughter and son's family, are against this legislation of requiring vaccines
for children when normal long term research has not been completed. We are graduate
educated, high income homes and families, we are law abiding & science believing- this
is the last draw- we will vacate our jobs, the taxes we pay and the state of Washington if
this passed vaccine requirement for children is passed and any form of repercussions
towards family are legislated. You are not listening to parents, you are not listening to
science. You are forcing and causing fear. All safety measures have been followed and
you are still just destroying the spirit of the people. We have stayed in Washington State.
Have completed all requirements and you just demand more. You are of the people and
for the people. Please stop forcing! Please stop controlling! Please represent the people,
not the fear.

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.onelink.me%2F107872968%3F

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.onelink.me%2F107872968%3F

______________________________________________
From: Oksana Corciu
Sent: 1/8/2022 1:34:46 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Emily Woods
Sent: 1/9/2022 9:33:38 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: 1990wagy@gmail.com
Sent: 1/6/2022 11:10:19 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public Comments for WSBOH Members from March EH Committee Special
Meeting
External Email
I am writing to you as a VERY CONCERNED WA citizen. When I heard that Board of
Health was discussing the WAC codes to use against law abiding citizens, I thought to
myself, no way would they do something like that. And yet, here we are.
I am curious how you will overcome these protections we have as law abiding and legal
citizens of WA and the US:
1. WA Constitution Article 1 section 2 - the Constituition of the US is the supreme law of
the land. Which then means we have the protections of the Bill of Rights.
2. WA Constitution Article 1 section 3 - No person shall be deprived of life, liberty, or
property without due process of the law.
3. WA Constitution Article 1 section 7 - No person shall be disturbed in his private affairs
without authority of law (not health orders but laws voted on by the elected legislature)
4. WA Constitution Article 1 section 11 - Religious freedom
(we have a right to refuse medical treatment due to religious conflict)
With those protections in mind, I would strongly urge all of you to be very careful what
you are trying to implement. We have the protected right to refuse medical treatment,
exams, tests, counseling, injections, and being unlawfully removed from our homes.
The confusion about Covid is real. The CDC and all the other aphabet medical agencies
cannot get their stories staight. They now say masks don't work. It's now being admitted
that the injections don't stop the injected from getting the illness and don't stop them
from spreading it. Plenty of studies show this to be true and it's getting out even on the
main news, surely you are seeing this too.
It also needs to be noted that the injections, tests and masks are not approved for Covid,
you can easily find this on the FDA site. They are all only given an EUA. Under the law,
we all have the right to refuse to participate in products that are EUA. The masks, tests
and shots are all in the experimental statges and therefore everyone has the lawfuld
right to refuse.
I stronly urge you to considier the state and federal protections we all have with the WA
and US constitutions, and to throw out this idea of using the police in such an unlawful
disgusting way.
Maybe you can find a way to allow them to pursue criminals who commit crimes but now
can get away, or punish the ciminals who steal from stores without issue, or maybe you
could use your time better by figuring out a way to empower the police to be able to
address blatant drug use in our cities? There are so many more presing issues you could
be using your time to address, and yet sadly you choose to spend it considering
interfereing in the lives of average everyday law abidning citizens.

I support the police and agree we need them to help keep he peace and to keep our
communities safe from crime. However, matters of our personal health and medical
decisions are ours and ours alone. The idea of the police pulling an entire family from
their own home to take them to a "facility" is so disgusting and wrong. Please be decent
and do the right thing by allowing law abiding citizens to be left to live their lives as they
see fit.
Thank you for your consideration
Dee

______________________________________________
From: Art Schultheis
Sent: 1/8/2022 3:48:17 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:09:59 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: COVID-19 & WAC Codes

--Lindsay Herendeen, MPH, MCRP (she/her)
Health Policy Analyst
Washington State Board of Health
lindsay.herendeen@sboh.wa.gov
360-628-6823
Website, Facebook, Twitter
-----Original Message----From: Cynthia Tampien <tampien1@yahoo.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 10:01 AM
To: Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH) <Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: COVID-19 & WAC Codes
External Email
Hi Lindsay,
Won't take much of your time, but I just wanted to let you know that I am NOT in favor
of including COVID-19 in the WAC Codes. Thank you.
Mrs. Cynthia Tampien

______________________________________________
From: Amy Althans
Sent: 1/11/2022 7:26:17 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 8:03:28 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Public Comment

From: Channa Bruner <channa@surience.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 11:55 AM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Public Comment

External Email
Covid shots should absolutely NOT be a requirement for our children. Children are at an
extremely low risk for Covid and the vaccines are still only emergency use authorized

Channa Bruner

______________________________________________
From: Trevor Laughter
Sent: 1/11/2022 4:09:34 PM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH),DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Please say NO to COVID Vaccine Mandate for Children and Youth
External Email
Good afternoon,
It's been brought to my attention that the state is considering making COVID vaccine
mandated for attending school. I am strongly apposed to the idea and highly recommend
state officials leave it up to individual school districts. My reasonings:
1. Children are not, nor have they ever been in the vulnerability group for COVID 19.
They have mostly mild or asymptomatic presentation of SARS-CoV-2 with an at near zero
risk of death.
2. According to Federal Health officials the vaccines available are NOT effective at
preventing a person from transmitting the virus.
3. There is an unusually high rate of reported adverse events and deaths following the
COVID-19 vaccines. More commonly myocarditis in the young. Medium and long-term
safety data regarding COVID-19 vaccines are still lacking. The COVID -19 Vaccine is NOT
like other vaccines that have been made mandatory for school attendance.
4. Many of the children have already contracted COVID-19 and have natural immunity.
There is no other vaccine required for children where they have already had the disease.
5. The COVID 19 vaccine is NOT fully approved for those 15 and below.
6. Variant specific mRNA COVID vaccines will not be able to keep up with the mutations
and transmission. This is due to how the virus reproduces and where it is located in the
cells. It's similar to how the Rhinoviruses (common cold) reproduce. No vaccine has been
successfully produced for the Rhinovirus and why the COVID 19 vaccines do not
necessarily prevent one from getting COVID-19.
7. Moving to make such a requirement by the State of Washington will continue to fuel
the divisiveness of the state. Haven't we had enough divisiveness?
Alternatives would be to leave the decision up to the individual districts and ultimately
the parents. Provide education on the benefits and risks associated with children
receiving the COVID - 19 Vaccination.
Feel free to reach back out to me with questions or comments.
Thank you,
Trevor Laughter

______________________________________________
From: Vickie Sorlie
Sent: 1/11/2022 9:50:56 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Proposed Covid policies
External Email
I am completely against any of the proposed Covid Policies that are over reaching and
immoral.

I stand against these proposed WAC’s:
WAC 246-100-070,
WAC 246-100-045,
WAC 246-100-040,
WAC 246-100,
WAC 246-105.

I am notifying you that only a NO vote represents the will of We the People.

Respectfully,

Vickie Sorlie

-Vickie L. Sorlie
805-302-5879

______________________________________________
From: charlotte lacseul
Sent: 1/8/2022 10:14:04 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Bret Carey
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:20:51 PM
To: DOH WSBOH,Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH),Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH),Glasoe, Stuart D
(SBOH),Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH),Donahoe, Kaitlyn N (SBOH),Lang, Caitlin M
(SBOH),Davis, Michelle (SBOH),Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH),Schreiber, Tracy N
(SBOH),Haag, Hannah R (SBOH),Kahler, Kelie (SBOH),Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: Please oppose 1/12/2021 Proposed Covid-19 measures
External Email
To the Washington Board of Health,

I urge and warn you to NOT impose any COVID-19 vaccine mandates on our
communities in Washington, for seemingly gross violations of basic, undeniable, human
liberties.
Emergency Use Authorization (EUA) does not grant power or legislative power, nor are
mandates “law” as we know and legally observe. Acting under the false premise of
authority is illegal, and considered Color of Law in regards to The Constitution of the
United States.

To list the legal things this entire situation VIOLATES;

- Common Law
- Natural Human Rights
- ADA HIPAA
- Civil Rights Act 1964
- Right to free and informed consent for medical interventions
- State and Federal Statutes
- Nuremberg Code on medical experimentation 1947
- 2005 UNESCO Declaration on Bioethics and Human Rights (informed consent)
- Title 18 Section 241 - (18 USC 241) – Conspiracy against the Rights of Citizens
- Title 18 Section 242 – (18 USC 242) – Deprivation of Rights under Color of Law

- Title 21 USC ss 360bbb-3(e)(1)(A)(ii)(I-III) of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic
Act :
“individuals to whom the product is administered are informed… – of the option to accept

or refuse administration of the product, of the consequences, if any, of refusing
administration of the product, and of the alternatives to the product that are available
and of their benefits and risk”

All and more of which, under these circumstances, could hold anyone involved in the
making/issuing/enforcing/following/etc. of “mandates”, PERSONALLY accountable by
association/affiliation or as co-conspirator, and outside any protection of a government
entity.

The penalties for violation of just “one” of these natural rights are STEEP and HEAVY.

Do you want to be personally be held accountable for crimes against humanity? In any
known court system?

Please make the wise decision NOT to proceed with any COVID-19 vaccine mandates, nor
any future mandates.

Thank you,
-Bret Carey

Sent from Mail
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.microsoft.com%2Ffwlink%2F%
for Windows

______________________________________________
From: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:03:55 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: No to the Covid shot mandatory for children and adults!

--Samantha Pskowski (she/her/hers)
Washington State Board of Health
360-789-2358
-----Original Message----From: Gayle Morgan <gayle_morgan@hotmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 10:56 PM
To: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: No to the Covid shot mandatory for children and adults!
External Email
Hello!
I’m writing to you to please stop forcing the mandates for the Covid virus shot. As a
American we as a nation are going backwards with these mandates! As Abraham Lincoln
said, That this nation, under God, shall have a new birth of FREEDOM - and that
government of the people, for the people, shall not perish from the Earth. The people are
standing up and saying we DO NOT WANT THE MANDATES ON OUR CHILDREN AND FOR
US! Enough is enough, if a person wants to get the Covid shot, that’s their CHOICE! But
DON’T FORCE OR DISCRIMINATE a human for their God given personal choice for
choosing not to get the Covid shot! Especially when they can lose their job!!! As a state
you are discriminating many citizens and now there is segregation where many citizens
can not go to places. If that doesn’t show HATRED then you have no compassion. This is
not the USA land of the FREE if you continue this nonsense. And now you the Board of
Washington Health want to have ALL children take this Covid shot! You have no right to
put your personal decision on other citizens children!! Shame on you.
Thank you for listening from a concerned Wa citizen, Gayle Morgan
Sent from my iPad

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:03:57 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Covid vaccine

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov
360-236-4105
Website| Facebook |Twitter
-----Original Message----From: ckccv65@accima.com <ckccv65@accima.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 4:03 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Covid vaccine
External Email
Hi Michelle,
The purpose of my email is to urge you NOT to require the children of our state to
receive the covid vaccine.
Thank you for your time.
Kandice

______________________________________________
From: unite4truth@mailbox.org
Sent: 1/11/2022 2:16:05 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Fwd: SECOND DOCUMENT: Health Professional Outreach: Urgent - CEASE AND
DESIST Testing Run Against Government Standards
External Email
---------- Original Message ---------From: unite4truth@mailbox.org
To: "CROfrontdesk@leg.wa.gov" <CROfrontdesk@leg.wa.gov>
Date: 01/11/2022 11:09 PM
Subject: SECOND DOCUMENT: Health Professional Outreach: Urgent - CEASE AND
DESIST Testing Run Against Government Standards
Second document Covid-19 vaccine policy (fraudulent trial standards, SEVERE safety risks)
Document 2:
Date: 01/11/2022 6:53 PM
Subject: Fwd: Re: Health Professional Outreach: SEVERE Covid-19 testing problems &
Vaccine Issues -CEASE AND DESIST
CEASE AND DESIST
To: All government policy makers/educational leadership responsible for implementing
Vermont Covid-19 policy directives
Policy makers have actively misrepresented safety and efficacy of Covid-19 vaccinations
against the government public health organization and vaccine trial evidence, in an act
with serious public health ramifications for the citizens of Vermont:

Covid-19 vaccination were emergency use approved in December of 2020 on the basis of
trials which measured for mild symptom suppression
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.bmj.com%2Fcontent%2F371
, the trials did not monitor for reduction of serious outcomes (hospitalizations/mortality
reduction) nor measure for reduction in transmission of SARS Cov2 (virus attributed to
cause cluster symptoms) of Covid-19.

Further, despite multiple nations now halting/restricting use of US administered Covid-19
vaccinations due to severe safety risks (see below) with an ever expanding list of safety
investigation for SEVERE health side effects and new release of Pfizer documents
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
court-ordered-document-release-exposes-company-covered-up-covid-vaccine-deathssideeffects&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cd49871de55534dedf84d08d9d54f65bb%7C11d0e2
exposing the pharmaceutical company classified and withheld early safety data
correlating 1,200 deaths and 42,000 injuries in the very early weeks of the Pfizer Covid19 vaccination program, the policy makers and public health officials of Vermont charged
persist in misrepresenting the safety and benefits of Covid-19 vaccinations against
documentation the vaccinations INDUCE side effects mirroring symptoms of Covid-19

attributed diagnosis at FAR greater rates and severity than individuals will experiences
with a positive PCR test diagnosis for Covid-19 (documentation below)
Public health and policy maker leadership must immediately CEASE and DESIST
misrepresenting Covid-19 public health against data documented by WHO/CDC/FDA &
test/manufacturer and research evidence and correct course to end public health policies
which have resulted in SEVERE individual and public health harm based on FALSE
information.
Documentation and source links below
Thanks you
Original Outreach Summary: PLEASE REVIEW
(update - new Pfizer court ordered released data document the pharmaceutical
classified/deliberately suppressed early safety data showing signals which should have
resulted IN immediate withdrawal of Emergency Use authorization by existing
FDA/research study parameters for ending EUA drug approvals):
Direct links to documents may be reviewed HERE:

https://www.unite4truth.com/post/pfizer-court-ordered-document-release-exposescompany-covered-up-covid-vaccine-deaths-side-effects
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
court-ordered-document-release-exposes-company-covered-up-covid-vaccine-deathssideeffects&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cd49871de55534dedf84d08d9d54f65bb%7C11d0e2

Urgent:
This email is part of national outreach campaign to correct SEVERE errors in Covid-19
narratives which are actively contradicted and disproven by a cursory objective review of
the public health organization data and vaccine trial evidence. There are SEVERE testing
flaws and vaccine safety issues and the media is not objectively reviewing data which
exposes the issue. Below is a summary compilation of evidence, it is all sourced and
linked, it includes videos as well as extensive referral to CDC, FDA, WHO, & peer review
data.
Summary (each topic will be addressed below with direct source links to documentation
per the government/vaccine trial/pharmaceutical/test manufacturer data in the full letter
section - see the full body for sources & LINKS to data/evidence)
TESTING (brief summary - see full body letter for the full links to all sources)
-PCR tests - developed without virus isolate, non specific to Sars CoV2 (virus attributed
to cause Covid-19), set at cycle amplification settings above level which detect live
material (24), a positive does not equate to symptom presentation or contagion per CDC
own emergency use document, 22 expert panel peer review for International Consortium
of Science deemed the PCR test 'useless' for detection of Sars CoV2, virus attributed to
cause Covid-19 cluster symptoms (this was first nationally reported in the New York
Times over a year ago, the core issue never was corrected)
-Antigen testing: Antigen tests will produce up to 100% false positive tests when used in
low incident populations per FDA statement on November 3, 2020, the entire country

was 'low incident' population before mass administration & the 'second wave' last fall.
FDA issued a statement on November 3 2020 warning potential for mass false positives
when used in low incident populations with formula for calculating expected false positive
rate. Up to 100% false positives in low incident (Covid) populations, in my county,
utilizing the FDA's own formula - this worked out to projected 86% false positives on this
ONE error alone with use of tests.
-Antibody testing - non specific to Sars CoV2, pick up material from many other diseases,
takes many day to weeks to flag a positive result
-majority of all Covid-19 test kits and devices ever issued have been subsequently
recalled by the FDA due to bacterial/fungal contamination and faulty trial design, 100s of
millions of tests, the same companies are then rewarded with new contracts to produce
Covid-19 related devices and products with no liability due to Emergency Use Status of
Test. Millions are being recalled every month. This comprises over 270 different kits and
hundreds of millions of tests (links to FDA list and full article including extensive
information on contamination of US & global testing below)
Attribution Standards
Unscientific, designed to capture illness unrelated to Sars CoV2, misattributing
existing/other disease to Covid-19
Mass Financial incentives to hospitals to label case Covid-19 per American physician and
surgeon expose (below)
Severely flawed testing/attribution standards are falsely assigning Covid-19 diagnosis to
individuals not ill with Covid at all, or falsely labeling other disease/illness to a Covid-19
diagnosis. This is especially troubling as vaccinated individuals coming into the hospitals
with side effect symptoms of Covid-19 vaccines are not having potential vaccine
injuries/mortalities investigated with public health officials attributing these cases to
Covid-19 on the basis of severe flawed methods and not following up with autopsy study
as is occurring in other nations. (see documentation below)
US states running the tests against the recommendation standards and warning updates
issued by WHO, CDC, & FDA resulting in mass false positive tests cases
(see document below)

Action Alert: NY Legislature Introduces Citizen Detainment Bill, Documentation Letter to
Share
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
alert-ny-legislature-introduces-citizen-detainment-bill-documentation-letter-toshare&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cd49871de55534dedf84d08d9d54f65bb%7C11d0e21
Vaccines:
Vaccinations do NOT stop transmission of disease, were approved for symptom
suppression, trials were based on MILD cases and did not monitor for severe outcomes
(documented in BMJ article below), vaccinations INDUCE the very symptoms as side
effects (and worse) that the drugs were EUA to stop at rates far greater than individuals
experience with positive PCR test diagnosis of Covid-19 (this is due to test settings and
methods generating false positives, not asymptomatic transmission, see below) - Drugs
which do NOT prevent spread of disease are useless as a public health containment
measure, yet policy makers and media continue to tell the public individuals should be
vaccinated to 'protect others' Vaccinations are being recalled in countries around the globe due to safety issues, seven

European nations have halted or restricted Moderna due to myocarditis risk, Taiwan has
suspended Moderna for under 18s due to myocarditis risk, Norway stops Johnson &
Johnson due to blood clot risks, other nations are undergoing FAR more thorough post
mortem review than US - major anaphylactic events at vaccination clinic in Vietnam (4
out of 700 students went into anaphylatic shock, one dead,
15 Swedish scientists have issued press release in British Medical Journal demanding
Sweden cease Pfizer vaccinations due to trial fraud, Pfizer court ordered release of
documents shows the company withheld severe side effects documented in trials and
withheld over 1200 death reports which occurred in the first weeks of program. Pfizer is
currently seeking to withhold further release of documents until 2096
Physician & nurse whistleblowers testifying globally before panels including military
physician who testified she had to ground three pilots in one morning due to myocarditis,
physicians who report their own injuries to CDC are not being followed up, trial
participants whistleblow on lack of f/u and monitoring of their symptoms
(links to video below)
Severe safety signals with German news reviewing recent occurrence of myocarditis &
deaths of athletes - in Europe, the rate has gone from 2 to 8 per year now over 75 in five
months with the same pattern occurring globally at the same time warning labels have
been added to mRNA vaccinations - some countries are recommending against strenuous
activity post Covid-19 mRNA vaccination, and both the American Hearth Association
researchers and British trial institutions are duplicating research showing dramatic
increased in cardiac inflammation post Covid-19 mRNA vaccination - Moderna could not
get past regular safety trials in 2017
(this pattern is occurring in students/public servants/soldiers/health professionals who
are often mandated to take vaccination to retain employment)
Several US educators and athletic coaches died over the past weekend, two on school
premises, we are monitoring this trend as a safety signal & it bears careful scrutiny
including two SUNY coaches and a teacher, this continues a global trend of sudden
deaths occurring in conjunction with timing of Covid-19 vaccine program and extensive
documentation of increased heart inflammation risk now coming in from major medical
journals - full details here:

https://www.unite4truth.com/post/myocarditis-covid-19-vaccinations-alarming-trend-ofincreasing-athletes-students-teacher-deaths
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
covid-19-vaccinations-alarming-trend-of-increasing-athletes-students-teacherdeaths&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cd49871de55534dedf84d08d9d54f65bb%7C11d0e2
-New court ordered Pfizer document release exposes company misrepresented safety
data, suppressed 42,000 injury and over 1,200 death reports, company has filed to
withhold the rest of the requested vaccine trial and preliminary vaccine contract
documents until 2096 -CDC is failing to record deaths occurring post Covid-19 vaccine as related to vaccination
even when autopsy, treating physician, and coroner state vaccination correlated to death
(even in cases of anaphylaxis occurring within minutes to hours of vaccination
-CDC is manipulating the reporting standards to suppress inclusion of vaccine injured in
official reports, this includes categorizing individuals as unvaccinated if they are not two
weeks post vaccine, utilizing different cycle threshold standards to report cases between
vaccinated and unvaccinated
-CDC is MASS backloading VAERS injury reports (83% of VAERS data is submitted by

MANDATORY reporters, see below) - Early VAERS reports have increased from 56,000 to
over 414,000 for the first 3 1/2 months of vaccine program, the occurrence data of injury
is nearly all within this early period, CDC is withholding submission date, ages, and other
central information from reports. A group contact has now filed a Freedom of Information
act request to demand release of ALL reports submitted. In conjunction with the latest
court released Pfizer Covid-19 documentation showing mass withholding of adverse
events and early deaths (see below), this very much indicates a deliberate attempt to
withhold safety data from the public, Pfizer is currently seeking to withhold Covid-19
vaccine data until 2096)
Update (latest blog not included in letter below, important) - links to court documents
from FOI Pfizer Court Ruling included -UK physician whistleblower video on British major
news network included:
New Pfizer documents expose company deliberately withheld evidence showing severe
safety signals, misrepresented findings to FDA:

https://www.unite4truth.com/post/pfizer-court-ordered-document-release-exposescompany-covered-up-covid-vaccine-deaths-side-effects
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
court-ordered-document-release-exposes-company-covered-up-covid-vaccine-deathssideeffects&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cd49871de55534dedf84d08d9d54f65bb%7C11d0e2
Full letter with evidence: SOURCE LINKS HERE - PLEASE REVIEW
TESTING
The central test for Covid-19 diagnosis is the RT PCR test. This test was developed
without any Sars CoV2 virus isolate (virus attributed to cause symptoms of Covid-19), it
has been set at cycle amplification rates over the limit at which the test will pick up ANY
live material (24 cycles), the test is NON specific to Covid-19 a positive does NOT mean
individual is ill or contagious due to Sars CoV2 presence (this is stated directly in the CDC
emergency use guide lines for the test)
Additionally, peer review by the International Consortium of Science 22 expert panel on
the science paper on which the testing is based found 10 severe flaws with the testing
and deemed it ‘useless’ for detection of the virus:

“In light of our re-examination of the test protocol to identify SARS-CoV-2 described in
the Corman-Drosten paper we have identified concerning errors and inherent fallacies
which render the SARS-CoV-2 PCR test useless’.
https://cormandrostenreview.com/report/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fcormandrostenreview.com%2Frep

(some have written of problems with above link - you can reference paper here as well,
but we are trying to keep to direct sources):
https://amirmortasawi.files.wordpress.com/2020/12/corman-drosten-review-reportnov.-2020.pdf
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Famirmortasawi.files.wordpress.com
drosten-review-report-nov.2020.pdf&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cd49871de55534dedf84d08d9d54f65bb%7C11d0
Several international courts have ruled AGAINST the use of this testing due to severe
errors and the testing NOT being substantive evidence of a Covid-19 diagnosis including
Austria & German, there are numerous pending trials on the testing issue.

Documentation with direct source links to testing issues including WHO, FDA, & CDC data
may be found here:

https://www.unite4truth.com/post/cease-desist-covid-19-leadership-testing-vaccinespolicies-violate-licensing-ethical-standards
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
desist-covid-19-leadership-testing-vaccines-policies-violate-licensing-ethicalstandards&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cd49871de55534dedf84d08d9d54f65bb%7C11d

Video of Dr Kevin Corbett explaining the testing/virus isolation standard issues:
https://www.oraclefilms.com/kevincorbett
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.oraclefilms.com%2Fkevincor
Rapid antigen testing are equally flawed with the FDA issuing a statement on November
3, 2020 stating antigen tests may create up to 100% false positive when used in low
incident population per a formula based on test specificity and incidence rate. (the entire
US was a low incident population before the government ordered tens of millions of these
tests before the ‘second wave’ in the fall of 2020), the same is occurring now:

Documentation HERE:
https://www.unite4truth.com/post/stop-forced-covid-19-antigen-testing-in-schoolsstates-going-against-fda-recommendations-strategy
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
forced-covid-19-antigen-testing-in-schools-states-going-against-fda-recommendationsstrategy&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cd49871de55534dedf84d08d9d54f65bb%7C11d0e
The state public health departments are running the tests against the protocol warnings
and testing protocol updates issued by CDC/FDA/WHO - full review HERE:

https://www.unite4truth.com/post/action-alert-ny-legislature-introduces-citizendetainment-bill-documentation-letter-to-share
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
alert-ny-legislature-introduces-citizen-detainment-bill-documentation-letter-toshare&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cd49871de55534dedf84d08d9d54f65bb%7C11d0e21
The TESTING is creating a never ending cycle of test/false positive diagnosis/lockdown –
the TESTING is driving the cases not infection:
Additionally, hundreds of millions of Covid-19 testing kits have been recalled globally
since the inception of the program, MILLIONS every month, no effort to issue any
correction to the case data or investigate this ongoing scandal is being made by policy
makers or media organizations despite mass outreach by health professionals to flag the
problem. This testing is Emergency Use Only Approved so there is NO liability for
producing faulty testing and the companies producing these worthless tests are
immediately rewarded with additional contracts:
Here is the direct link to the FDA list (which the site has now archived and buried – and
they stopped updating it in October despite new recalls since that date, 2 million more
were recalled last week). This should be a front page expose, we have crickets:
FDA RECALL LIST/Covid-19 tests and devices Please open the link at the third box for the
full list for list:
https://web.archive.org/web/20211009152633/https://www.fda.gov/medicaldevices/coronavirus-covid-19-and-medical-devices/removal-lists-tests-should-no-longerbe-used-andor-distributed-covid-19-faqs-testing-sars-cov-2

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fweb.archive.org%2Fweb%2F2021
devices%2Fcoronavirus-covid-19-and-medical-devices%2Fremoval-lists-tests-should-nolonger-be-used-andor-distributed-covid-19-faqs-testing-sars-cov2&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cd49871de55534dedf84d08d9d54f65bb%7C11d0e21726

Full article: (article documents millions of tests removed for contamination issues as well
as documented by the FDA)
https://www.unite4truth.com/post/contaminated-covid-19-tests-millions-removed-frommarket-implicated-in-india-black-fungal-outbreak
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
covid-19-tests-millions-removed-from-market-implicated-in-india-black-fungaloutbreak&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cd49871de55534dedf84d08d9d54f65bb%7C11d0
The testing is unsuitable for detection of Sars CoV2 per above evidence from FDA, WHO,
CDC, and serious peer review research
Use of testing unsuitable for detection of Sars CoV2 invalidates all case data, research
studies (including vaccine/drug trials), individual diagnosis made on the basis of testing
results. All hospitalization and mortality numbers corrupted.
‘Variants’ are diagnosed with the same testing which is USELESS for detection of Sars
CoV2. Omnicron has no more validity than any other Covid-19 diagnosis, the TESTS DO
NOT WORK
The reason Africa basically has no Covid is simple. They are NOT administering the
testing which is driving the cases, and they are NOT seeing hospital increases right now
because vaccine injuries are driving the admissions not Covid-19. This is not a 'mystery',
the government evidence clearly shows what is driving it! (Covid isn't just magically
skipping over it)!

https://apnews.com/article/coronavirus-pandemic-science-health-pandemics-unitednations-fcf28a83c9352a67e50aa2172eb01a2f
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fapnews.com%2Farticle%2Fcorona
pandemic-science-health-pandemics-united-nationsfcf28a83c9352a67e50aa2172eb01a2f&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cd49871de55534ded

ATTRIBUTION STANDARDS
The media has allowed public health officials to false attribute existing disease (or no
disease at all – asymptomatic infection is not infection, it is based on faulty testing
methods and results) on unscientific attribution standards
A hospitalization is catalogued as a Covid-19 hospitalization regardless of reason for
admission based on faulty testing
A mortality is catalogued as a Covid-19 death on the basis of faulty testing OR symptom
presentation which mirrors many other diseases
The attribution standards are DESIGNED to capture other illness/disease and assign it as
a Covid-19 case – please review this post for full documentation with source links from
CDC/WHO & other sources:
The average age of death is over 80 with four co-existing serious conditions in 96% of
cases – the label of Covid-19 is assigned through testing unsuitable for detection of virus
or symptom presentation which mirror many other illness.

https://www.unite4truth.com//post/government-data-destroys-public-official-covidclaims-covid-19-deaths-cases-hospitalization
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2F%2Fpos
data-destroys-public-official-covid-claims-covid-19-deaths-caseshospitalization&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cd49871de55534dedf84d08d9d54f65bb%7C

Worse, hospitals are given MASS financial incentives to label hospital
admission/mortalities Covid-19 – American Physician and Surgeons report 100,000
incentive:
https://aapsonline.org/bidens-bounty-on-your-life-hospitals-incentive-payments-forcovid-19/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faapsonline.org%2Fbidensbounty-on-your-life-hospitals-incentive-payments-for-covid19%2F&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cd49871de55534dedf84d08d9d54f65bb%7C11d0e2
(this blog regrets this is being politicized in this article however the information is
accurate – both ‘sides’ have been acting against public health interests in their push for
vaccines and unnecessary Covid protocols)
Vaccines/Drug Cures
Due to the above evidence, it is clear that there is NO need to mass manufacture
vaccinations/drugs to prevent/cure infections generated through faulty testing/attribution
standards. And, even if one takes the data ENTIRELY as presented by officials without
considering any of the above evidence – the government’s response is irrational and
harmful – consider

Vaccines do NOT stop transmission of disease, they were approved for suppression of
symptoms. This is admitted by Dr Anthony Fauci and CDC Director Walensky, so why is
the media pushing the need for vaccination to ‘protect others’ as a drug which doesn’t
stop spread of disease is USELESS as.a public health containment measure:
Fauci – inoculations approved for symptom suppression
https://bgr.com/science/coronavirus-vaccine-efficacy-explained-fauci-interview/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fbgr.com%2Fscience%2Fcoronaviru
vaccine-efficacy-explained-fauciinterview%2F&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cd49871de55534dedf84d08d9d54f65bb%7C

CDC
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2MOKL2UHbL8
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv

Gates now admitted it
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mgsazoEd4xo
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv

86% of Covid-19 attributed case have NO core symptoms –Oxford Study
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/10/08/more-than-80percent-of-people-with-coronavirushad-no-symptoms-uk-study.html
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cnbc.com%2F2020%2F10%2
than-80percent-of-people-with-coronavirus-had-no-symptoms-ukstudy.html&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cd49871de55534dedf84d08d9d54f65bb%7C11d
this is falsely represented as evidence of ‘asymptomatic infection, its the PCR testing)

Review of breakthrough/asymptomatic presentation evidence: - asymptomatic
transmission is scientifically unsupported theory driven by falsely attributing viral load to
dead non infectious material picked up by over amplified PCR tests - fully documented
HERE https://www.unite4truth.com/post/no-breakthrough-cases-no-asymptomatictransmission-bogus-research-used-to-push-covid-19-myth
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
breakthrough-cases-no-asymptomatic-transmission-bogus-research-used-to-push-covid19myth&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cd49871de55534dedf84d08d9d54f65bb%7C11d0e21
Additionally, the media continually allows ‘experts’ and public health officials to make
false claims around vaccine efficacy with claims of ‘Vaccine Saves Lives’

This statement has NO substantive evidence whatsoever to back it. The trials measured
MILD attributed cases and the efficacy was based on suppression of MILD symptoms –
this is fully documented in a British Medical Journal review of trials by Peter Doshi:
https://www.bmj.com/content/371/bmj.m4037
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.bmj.com%2Fcontent%2F371
VACCINES are completely unnecessary even accepting the Covid-19 story as it stands.
The stories attempting to push vaccines as necessary life savers is completely
manipulative as there is ZERO substantive evidence vaccines save lives and extensive
evidence the drugs are inflicting serious health consequences. And, many families are
entirely unaware that a positive test is NOT a viable method for determination of death
yet many individuals are told loved one died of Covid on the premise of NO substantive
evidence whatsoever. The behavior of hospitals who are being paid huge sums for Covid19 admissions is a shame on the entire medical system, and seriously damaging the
credibility and trust of the heath professions for at least a generation to come.
The entire program is predicated on symptom suppression for a attributed disease which
hardly ever manifests in symptoms anyway with low mortality rates in all age groups
except over 65s & even then, the vaccines offer NO improvement whatsoever of what
individuals experience with a positive PCR test diagnosis for Covid-19 outcomes, so there
is NO benefit to administration of these drugs ONLY risk
Vaccines INDUCE the symptoms (as side effects) the drugs are purported to suppress at
far greater rates and severity than individuals will experience with a positive PCR test
diagnosis for Covid-19 diagnosis as documented HERE:

https://www.unite4truth.com/post/fda-full-approval-pfizer-covid-19-vaccine-expectedmonday-mockery-of-science-ethics-act-of-fraud
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
full-approval-pfizer-covid-19-vaccine-expected-monday-mockery-of-science-ethics-actoffraud&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cd49871de55534dedf84d08d9d54f65bb%7C11d0e21
MODERNA COULD NOT GET PAST REGULAR SAFETY TRIALS and now being halted in
restricted around the globe:

https://www.statnews.com/2017/01/10/moderna-trouble-mrna/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.statnews.com%2F2017%2F0
troublemrna%2F&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cd49871de55534dedf84d08d9d54f65bb%7C11d

Evidence Vaccines Inflicting serious harm/death
Covid-19 vaccines are recording record injury & death reports with over 924,000 injuries
and nearly 20,000 deaths recorded since the inception of the program last December.
83% of VAERS data is generated by MANDATED reporters with majority including case
data, medical notes and sometimes labs. The media has adopted a campaign to dismiss
the data based on the CDC refusing to acknowledge the significance of data (even when
treating physician/autopsy directly correlate a vaccine death to a vaccine)
Report on how the data is generated with source links (per Harvard study only 1% of
vaccine injuries are ever reported to VAERS and NYT article documents last February the
FDA admitting this mass emergency use program started without adequate safety
monitoring system in place):

https://www.unite4truth.com/post/vaers-data-media-attempts-to-discredit-substantivevaccine-injury-data-independent-review
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
data-media-attempts-to-discredit-substantive-vaccine-injury-data-independentreview&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cd49871de55534dedf84d08d9d54f65bb%7C11d0e2
This rate of injury should have ended the program – in 1976, fifty six associated deaths
with the Swine Flu program ended the program (these deaths were NOT proven – links to
this data & video in above link)
The CDC is failing to properly investigate post vaccine deaths, labeling deaths Covid-19
even when AUTOPSY and TREATING PHYSICIAN testimony show a CLEAR correlation to
the vaccine as in the case of Drene Keyes, a black minister who went into anaphylactic
shock post Covid-19 Pfizer vaccination)

https://www.unite4truth.com/post/update-drene-keyes-evidence-shows-officialscovering-up-black-minister-s-covid-19-vaccine-death
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
drene-keyes-evidence-shows-officials-covering-up-black-minister-s-covid-19-vaccinedeath&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cd49871de55534dedf84d08d9d54f65bb%7C11d0e21
This case is rare in that it was publicized or reported on at all with the local media
allowing her daughter to challenge the narrative.
The CDC is failing to investigate deaths post Covid-19 vaccine by simply labeling the
mortality a Covid death despite the severe testing/attribution standards)
There is NO standard investigation protocol for a post vaccination death by the CDC. In a
proper trial of new drugs, all deaths would be investigated and reported, this is not
happening with Covid-19 vaccines.

CDC is manipulating reporting standards: (links to CDC reporting standards)
Evidence Indicates CDC Manipulating Covid-19 PCR Testing, Provide False Evidence of
Vaccine Efficacy
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
indicates-cdc-manipulating-covid-19-pcr-testing-provide-false-evidence-of-vaccineefficacy&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cd49871de55534dedf84d08d9d54f65bb%7C11d0e
Shockingly, CDC Now Lists Vaccinated Deaths as Unvaccinated

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fz3news.com%2Fw%2Fshockinglycdc-now-lists-vaccinated-deaths-asunvaccinated%2F&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cd49871de55534dedf84d08d9d54f65bb%
(most VAERS reports are submitted within the first two weeks of vaccination)
The media has normalized the drugs inducing harmful side effects – often promoting side
effects mirroring the very symptoms the drugs are administered to suppressed means
the drugs are ‘working’ This has normalized significant side effects which SHOULD be
reported to VAERS. This narrative needs to cease, induction of harm by these drugs is
NOT a benefit.
Major research developments - mRNA/Heart Inflammation:
American Heart Association Journal: Journal/Circulation
Abstract Steven R Gundry
Physician, American Hearth and Lung Institute
Abstract of report finding:

https://www.ahajournals.org/doi/10.1161/circ.144.suppl_1.10712
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.ahajournals.org%2Fdoi%2F1
Abstract 10712: Mrna COVID Vaccines Dramatically Increase Endothelial Inflammatory
Markers and ACS Risk as Measured by the PULS Cardiac Test: a Warning
“At the time of this report, these changes persist for at least 2.5 months post second
dose of vac.We conclude that the mRNA vacs dramatically increase inflammation on the
endothelium and T cell infiltration of cardiac muscle and may account for the
observations of increased thrombosis, cardiomyopathy, and other vascular events
following vaccination.
Results duplicated: Whistleblower on mainstream UK news states major research
institution sitting on study
Here is the interview from GB news reporting on the issue and UK research institution
suppressing data – top British medical research center duplicated the finding in the above
medical study and suppressing the information out of fear of losing funding IMPORTANT

https://twitter.com/GBNEWS/status/1463926037889396736
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FGBNEWS%2Fstatu
Other Countries Pulling vaccines due to safety issues including blood clots and
myocarditis:
Norway has led the way into investigation into post vaccination harm.
Last January, when 23 elderly fell ill and died in care homes post Covid-19 Pfizer
vaccination, public health officials ordered autopsies and correlated Pfizer side effects to
deaths in 13 of the deaths.
This prompted the country to change recommendations for administration of the vaccine:

https://thehill.com/policy/international/europe/534395-norway-warns-patients-over-80of-vaccine-risks-after-deaths
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fthehill.com%2Fpolicy%2Finternati
norway-warns-patients-over-80-of-vaccine-risks-afterdeaths&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cd49871de55534dedf84d08d9d54f65bb%7C11d0e2

The Norweigan Prime Minister stated that administration of the vaccine could speed up
the end of life process:
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-01-26/norway-may-refine-vaccinestrategy-after-elderly-deaths-pm-says
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.bloomberg.com%2Fnews%2
01-26%2Fnorway-may-refine-vaccine-strategy-after-elderly-deaths-pmsays&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cd49871de55534dedf84d08d9d54f65bb%7C11d0e217

Countries all over the globe began seeing rise in care home deaths at the inception of the
Pfizer Covid-19 administration – whistleblowers spoke out and were ignored or labeled
‘conspiracy theorist’ despite Norway finding significant correlation when actual and
appropriate autopsy investigation was conducted)
https://www.patreon.com/posts/covid-19-vaccine-47545730
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.patreon.com%2Fposts%2Fco
19-vaccine47545730&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cd49871de55534dedf84d08d9d54f65bb%7C11d

https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/nursing-home-residents-spain-die-pfizercovid-vaccine/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fchildrenshealthdefense.org%2Fdef
home-residents-spain-die-pfizer-covidvaccine%2F&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cd49871de55534dedf84d08d9d54f65bb%7C11

Taiwan Stops Pfizer after heart issues in under 18:
https://duckduckgo.com/?q=taiwan+stops+vaccination&ia=web
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fduckduckgo.com%2F%3Fq%3Dta

Iceland halts Moderna ALL ages due to myocarditis (our country is approving boosters)
https://www.visiontimes.com/2021/10/11/iceland-halts-use-of-moderna-vaccine-for-allages-following-increased-health-concerns.html
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.visiontimes.com%2F2021%2
halts-use-of-moderna-vaccine-for-all-ages-following-increased-healthconcerns.html&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cd49871de55534dedf84d08d9d54f65bb%7C

Nordic Countries halting Moderna in younger populations:
https://www.cnbc.com/2021/10/08/nordic-countries-are-restricting-the-use-ofmodernas-covid-vaccine.html
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cnbc.com%2F2021%2F10%2
countries-are-restricting-the-use-of-modernas-covidvaccine.html&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cd49871de55534dedf84d08d9d54f65bb%7C1
(Pfizer actually documents HIGHER rate of myocarditis induced symptoms post
vaccination per vaccine with up to rates of 1 in 3,000 for teens/young adults) – full
documentation of child risks and full data on risks/benefits assessment in child
populations HERE)

https://www.unite4truth.com/post/what-parents-should-know-covid-19-vaccinationsexperimental-new-technology-1000-reports-injury
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
parents-should-know-covid-19-vaccinations-experimental-new-technology-1000-reportsinjury&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cd49871de55534dedf84d08d9d54f65bb%7C11d0e21

J&J pulled in Denmark/Norway, Breaking today (12/16/2021) CDC is now holding
ANOTHER meeting due to the blood clots which caused these nations to pull this drug
and halt the program here in US last Spring, the US should NEVER have approved this
drug to start but resuming it after direct correlation to deaths is blatantly criminal, now
months later after MORE deaths, they are forced to review again:

https://sciencenorway.no/covid19-vaccines-viruses/norwegian-medicines-agency-aboutjohnson-johnsonwe-usually-dont-use-vaccines-with-lethal-side-effects/1867058
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsciencenorway.no%2Fcovid19vaccines-viruses%2Fnorwegian-medicines-agency-about-johnson-johnsonwe-usuallydont-use-vaccines-with-lethal-sideeffects%2F1867058&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cd49871de55534dedf84d08d9d54f65b

Latest CDC article:
https://www.washingtonpost.com/health/2021/12/15/johnson-and-johnson-vaccinecontinued-blood-clots/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.washingtonpost.com%2Fhea
and-johnson-vaccine-continued-bloodclots%2F&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cd49871de55534dedf84d08d9d54f65bb%7C11d0

Please see blog for additional documentation of Pfizer safety issues, vaccine batch halted
in Vietnam after 125 children hospitalized/4 students of 700 go into anaphylactic shock &
major Pfizer headlines which the media should feature in Covid-19 coverage - including
new court rulings:
https://www.unite4truth.com/post/major-pfizer-headlines-court-ruling-ignored-by-themedia-scientists-document-vaccine-trial-fraud
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
pfizer-headlines-court-ruling-ignored-by-the-media-scientists-document-vaccine-trialfraud&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cd49871de55534dedf84d08d9d54f65bb%7C11d0e21

Lawyers have filed suit against Pfizer for misrepresenting safety data in 5 to 11 in
Canada:
https://westernstandardonline.com/2021/11/alberta-lawyer-files-complaint-againstpfizer/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwesternstandardonline.com%2F20
lawyer-files-complaint-againstpfizer%2F&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cd49871de55534dedf84d08d9d54f65bb%7C11d
“According to the unnamed experts, Pfizer allegedly ignored the risks of “anaphylaxis,
pericarditis, capillary thrombosis, clotting disorders, strokes and transverse myelitis, to
name a few.”
The complaint letter said Pfizer has also allegedly “scrubbed” data related to deaths due
to transverse myelitis from its initial Emergency Use Authorization (EUA) application to
the FDA. The complaint also alleges the application was “fraught with fraudulent
misstatements” around the safety profile of the Pfizer vaccine.
“To suggest to the parents of Canada that this product is safe and will not kill or injure
more Canadian 5-11-year-old children than the notional 0-3 ‘prevented COVID-19
deaths’ alluded to by Pfizer in its FDA EUA application constitutes fraud on the Canadian
public and the Canadian Government,” the claim reads.
Vaccine Safety Investigations: very partial list
Kidney/Skin Disorders

https://www.fiercepharma.com/pharma/europe-probing-link-between-pfizer-biontechmoderna-covid-vaccines-and-skin-condition-2
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.fiercepharma.com%2Fpharm
probing-link-between-pfizer-biontech-moderna-covid-vaccines-and-skin-condition2&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cd49871de55534dedf84d08d9d54f65bb%7C11d0e21726

Menstrual disorders:
https://www.news-medical.net/news/20210916/Reproductive-specialist-highlights-theneed-to-investigate-menstrual-changes-after-covid-19-vaccination.aspx
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.newsmedical.net%2Fnews%2F20210916%2FReproductive-specialist-highlights-the-need-toinvestigate-menstrual-changes-after-covid-19vaccination.aspx&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cd49871de55534dedf84d08d9d54f65bb%

Myocarditis
https://www.cnbc.com/2021/06/26/fda-adds-warning-of-rare-heart-inflammation-topfizer-moderna-vaccines.html
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cnbc.com%2F2021%2F06%2
adds-warning-of-rare-heart-inflammation-to-pfizer-modernavaccines.html&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cd49871de55534dedf84d08d9d54f65bb%7C

(studies ongoing, this is NOT complete data)
Transverse Myelitis:
https://arynews.tv/eu-transverse-myelitis-side-effect-jj-covid-19-vaccine/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Farynews.tv%2Feutransverse-myelitis-side-effect-jj-covid-19vaccine%2F&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cd49871de55534dedf84d08d9d54f65bb%7C11

Thrombocytopenia
https://www.news-medical.net/news/20211116/Thrombosis-with-thrombocytopeniasyndrome-rare-but-serious-adverse-event-associated-with-Ad26COV2S-vaccination.aspx
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.newsmedical.net%2Fnews%2F20211116%2FThrombosis-with-thrombocytopenia-syndromerare-but-serious-adverse-event-associated-with-Ad26COV2Svaccination.aspx&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cd49871de55534dedf84d08d9d54f65bb%

Guillain Barre
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC8298969/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov%2Fpmc%2

Astrazeneca being dropped globally (same technology as J&J) – Norway expert panel
recommends against its use
https://www.reuters.com/world/europe/norway-should-exclude-jj-astrazeneca-covidvaccination-scheme-says-commission-2021-05-10/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.reuters.com%2Fworld%2Feu
should-exclude-jj-astrazeneca-covid-vaccination-scheme-says-commission-2021-0510%2F&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cd49871de55534dedf84d08d9d54f65bb%7C11d0e2
Vaccine Trial Participants, Doctors, Nurses, Whistleblowers Speak Out
Despite many whistleblowers coming forward, the media continues to ignore the growing
testimony from health professionals, funeral directors, vaccine trial recipients around the
globe red flagging SERIOUS issues with the vaccine safety – a small sampling of this
testimony for your review HERE
VIDEOS
(myocarditis and the misrepresentation of serious harm:
Dr. Linda Wastila: Why are we Accepting Myocarditis as an Acceptable Side Effect for

COVID Vaccines?
https://rumble.com/vovdmn-dr.-linda-wastila-why-are-we-accepting-myocarditis-as-anacceptable-side-ef.html?mref=6zof&mrefc=2
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Frumble.com%2Fvovdmndr.-linda-wastila-why-are-we-accepting-myocarditis-as-an-acceptable-sideef.html%3Fmref%3D6zof%26mrefc%3D2&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cd49871de55534

Military physician testifies under whistle blower protection - ground three pilots in one
morning due to post vaccination myocarditis:
https://rumble.com/vomsar-lieutenant-colonel-theresa-long-over-200000-servicemembers-have-rejected-t.html
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Frumble.com%2Fvomsarlieutenant-colonel-theresa-long-over-200000-service-members-have-rejectedt.html&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cd49871de55534dedf84d08d9d54f65bb%7C11d0e2

Physician testifies in front of Senate panel
https://rumble.com/vpi9cu-orthopedic-surgeon-did-800-surgeries-per-year-but-nowcannot-work-due-to-co.html?mref=6zof&mrefc=3
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Frumble.com%2Fvpi9cuorthopedic-surgeon-did-800-surgeries-per-year-but-now-cannot-work-due-toco.html%3Fmref%3D6zof%26mrefc%3D3&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cd49871de5553
(if MDS have to fight this hard to get heard, imagine what regular people with no medical
understanding or connection must face to get stories heard)

Mother testifies after 28 daughter dies immediately post vaccine, states cause of death
misrepresented:
https://rumble.com/vozjhl-grieving-mother-who-threatened-health-impact-news-forpublishing-daughters-.html?mref=6zof&mrefc=4
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Frumble.com%2Fvozjhlgrieving-mother-who-threatened-health-impact-news-for-publishing-daughters.html%3Fmref%3D6zof%26mrefc%3D4&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cd49871de55534d

UK coroner notes significant increase in infant/young adult funerals post vaccination
https://rumble.com/vovjtz-uk-funeral-director-10x-newborn-baby-deaths-after-covidshots-refrigerators.html?mref=6zof&mrefc=5
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Frumble.com%2Fvovjtzuk-funeral-director-10x-newborn-baby-deaths-after-covid-shotsrefrigerators.html%3Fmref%3D6zof%26mrefc%3D5&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cd498

Full blog of videos with additional nurse/physician/injured testimony including US nurse &
Australian nurse stating vaccine injuries not Covid filling hospital wards:
https://www.unite4truth.com/post/video-update-important-archive-of-covid-19-relatedcontent-european-parliament-members-speak-out
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
update-important-archive-of-covid-19-related-content-european-parliament-membersspeakout&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cd49871de55534dedf84d08d9d54f65bb%7C11d0e2172
Nurses testimony - policies are destroying hospitals, officials lying about ICUS
(video)Government Health Officials Are Creating Health Care Crisis With Vaccine
Mandates, Lying About ICUS
https://www.unite4truth.com/post/government-health-officials-are-creating-health-carecrisis-with-vaccine-mandates-lying-about-icus

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
health-officials-are-creating-health-care-crisis-with-vaccine-mandates-lying-abouticus&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cd49871de55534dedf84d08d9d54f65bb%7C11d0e217
(media failure to report on how policies not Covid-19 destroying our hospital system, if
you actually respect care givers and view us as 'heroes' than spare us the thanks and
report the truth)

Blog of injured video testimony (extensive) here:
https://www.unite4truth.com/post/covid-19-vaccine-injured-forced-to-create-ownvideos-websites-as-near-media-blackout-continues
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
19-vaccine-injured-forced-to-create-own-videos-websites-as-near-media-blackoutcontinues&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cd49871de55534dedf84d08d9d54f65bb%7C11d0
Cluster deaths of teachers/athletes/students/physicians/public servants
(police/firefighters/paramedics) occurring in significant rates as booster shots roll out for
‘high risk’ public workers:

Last week three student athletes collapsed at games in US, experts have issued warnings
in some countries due to risk from strenuous exercise post vaccine:
https://www.jpost.com/health-and-wellness/health-ministry-to-consider-asking-newlyvaccinated-to-avoid-working-out-681317
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.jpost.com%2Fhealthand-wellness%2Fhealth-ministry-to-consider-asking-newly-vaccinated-to-avoid-workingout681317&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cd49871de55534dedf84d08d9d54f65bb%7C11d0e

https://tnp.straitstimes.com/news/singapore/avoid-strenuous-exercise-two-weeks-afterjab-expert-committee
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftnp.straitstimes.com%2Fnews%2F
strenuous-exercise-two-weeks-after-jab-expertcommittee&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cd49871de55534dedf84d08d9d54f65bb%7C11d
4 teachers died in one week period in Ohio (no cause of death related in three, one died
in surgery)
Additionally, MANY teachers, athletes, medical professionals are now dying with Covid-19
attributed infection but there is no investigation or autopsy and the standards for
attribution/testing render these diagnosis corrupted.

Blogs following death student/teachers/athletes (please not that inclusion in this blog is
NOT a claim each person died of a Covid-19 injury, it is compiled to monitor trends with
safety signals flashing red right now - and other nations PULLING the vaccinations due to
myocarditis -as of above nurse/physician whistle blowers state, the units are seeing
young and younger individuals with blood clots and heart issues and excess death reports
in UK not related to Covid (video of physician whistleblower who states incident of
sudden cardiac death and dying at home is up exponentially HERE)
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
court-ordered-document-release-exposes-company-covered-up-covid-vaccine-deathssideeffects&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cd49871de55534dedf84d08d9d54f65bb%7C11d0e2
Athletes
https://www.unite4truth.com/post/myocarditis-covid-19-vaccinations-alarming-trend-of-

increasing-athletes-students-teacher-deaths
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
covid-19-vaccinations-alarming-trend-of-increasing-athletes-students-teacherdeaths&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cd49871de55534dedf84d08d9d54f65bb%7C11d0e2

Students being found in dorms, dying in sleep - teachers/soldiers (safety signal)
https://www.unite4truth.com/post/3-ohio-students-four-teachers-dead-in-a-month-asmajor-research-flags-increased-vaccine-heart-risks
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
ohio-students-four-teachers-dead-in-a-month-as-major-research-flags-increasedvaccine-heartrisks&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cd49871de55534dedf84d08d9d54f65bb%7C11d0e21

This letter is only a very partial documentation of the significant ongoing issues with
vaccine safety, testing, and policy protocols but it highlights significant evidence of
SEVERE problems which indicate:
Testing needs to immediately CEASE as it is driving cases and it is unsuitable for
detection of virus employed to detect
Vaccine administration needs to immediately cease and full disclosure of all injury reports
and trial data must be released to the public:

CDC massively backloading VAERS injury data: (not new incidents, withholding
submission dates of report) 360,000 backloaded for first three and half months,
https://www.unite4truth.com/post/2-400-covid-19-vaccine-deaths-occurred-in-first-sixweeks-of-program-cdc-back-loading-data
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
400-covid-19-vaccine-deaths-occurred-in-first-six-weeks-of-program-cdc-back-loadingdata&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cd49871de55534dedf84d08d9d54f65bb%7C11d0e217

Pfizer attempting to suppress release of trial data until 2076. (latest 2096)
https://www.citizensjournal.us/fda-asks-federal-judge-to-grant-it-until-the-year-2076to-fully-release-pfizers-covid-19-vaccine-data/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.citizensjournal.us%2Ffdaasks-federal-judge-to-grant-it-until-the-year-2076-to-fully-release-pfizers-covid-19vaccinedata%2F&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cd49871de55534dedf84d08d9d54f65bb%7C11d0
Sweden scientists now demand Pfizer be halted due to research fraud:Research fraud at
a subcontractor to Pfizer, now 16 doctors and researchers demand that vaccination in
Sweden be paused.

https://www.efvv.eu/news/press-release-research-fraud-at-subcontractor-to-pfizer
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.efvv.eu%2Fnews%2Fpressrelease-research-fraud-at-subcontractor-topfizer&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cd49871de55534dedf84d08d9d54f65bb%7C11d0e21
Nils Littorin , physician; doctor of clinical microbiology
Magnus Burling , specialist in general medicine,
Sture Blomberg , specialist in anesthesia and intensive care; Associate Professor
Ragnar Hultborn , Specialist in Oncology; Professor Emeritus
Lilian Weiss , Specialist in General Surgery; Associate Professor

Ann-Cathrin Engwall , Immunologist and Virologist; doctor of molecular cell biology with
an immunological focus
Sebastian Rushworth, AT doctor
Maria Papadopoulou , ophthalmologist
Carina Ljungfelt , specialist in general medicine
Christina Malm , specialist in general medicine,
Bo Jonsson , specialist in general psychiatry; with dr
Anette Stahel , PhD in biomedicine,
Nina Yderberg, specialist in child and adolescent psychiatry
Dinu Dusceac , specialist in cardiology; PhD
Margareta Andersson , specialist in general medicine
Hanna Åsberg , specialist in general medicine
Update on this article with additional major Pfizer headlines your news organization
should be aware including problems with 'approval' which appears to involve a bait and
switch for Pfizer to retain liability protection for administering EUA drugs while selling the
public on a fully approved vaccine (SHORT term trials will not even be finished until next
year, and no mid or long term data whatsoever, it is unethical to make claims of safety
and efficacy on LACK of data, this is setting a dangerous new precedent where untested
drugs are released on a 'trust us' standard and the consequences have been severe)

https://www.unite4truth.com/post/major-pfizer-headlines-court-ruling-ignored-by-themedia-scientists-document-vaccine-trial-fraud
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
pfizer-headlines-court-ruling-ignored-by-the-media-scientists-document-vaccine-trialfraud&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cd49871de55534dedf84d08d9d54f65bb%7C11d0e21
Policy makers, public health departments, and lead medical organizations have been
contacted extensively about the above issues, they are stonewalling or ignoring health
professional outreach to course correct. This includes licensing boards and public health
departments at local/state/national level.
PLEASE act to report on these issues.
Media is contributing to mass public health harm in allowing misrepresentation of this
data by government officials & ‘experts making false claims of safety/efficacy should be
in front of a licensing board hearing not featured as ‘experts’ in the media. There is now
concrete documents of mass safety data suppression coming from the Pfizer documents
and CDC own reporting systems of mass early suppression of data (injury reports have
jumped from 58,000 to over 414,000 in early months of program with nearly all showing
occurrence date in early period. This is fraud and the media needs to immediately inform
the public of this data.
The politicalization and attacks on individuals coming forward to present credible,
evidence based concerns needs to immediately cease. Our children’s health is at risk
from these drugs and this is not a partisan issue, it is one of public health. Our group is
non-partisan and we have been dismayed to see both political ‘sides’ actively advancing
claims and policies against the government health organization and vaccine trial data.
It is essential the media begin objectively reviewing the claims made by public health
officials and pharmaceutical reps as our extensive review has found their data contradicts
the entire Covid-19 'official' narrative.
The framing of what should be an objective scientific discussion with focus on EVIDENCE
should begin in earnest. The media and policy makers framing of these issues through
partisan speak and slander of those who attempt to provide objective review of fact
(conspiracy theorist) to public has been a serious disservice to your readers and viewers.
Follow the science has been a slogan, not a guiding principle in news media covid 19

reporting.
Thanks for your time
Health Professionals for Covid-19 Policy Corrections
On 01/11/2022 11:04 PM unite4truth@mailbox.org wrote:
Hello
We see you are involved in enacting policy to illegally and unconstitutionally
detain citizens on suspicion of medical threat to public health per bill
WAC 246-100-040
Your office should be fully aware health professional, academic, and parent groups
are currently moving forward with mass cease and desist and legal action to stop Covid19 testing being implemented against FDA/WHO/CDC own use standards and resulting in
100% false positive by default of the protocol violations We are forwarding two documents to put you on notice that actions to detain
citizens on false data under the guise of public health will be met with immediate legal
action and personal filing against all individuals responsible for aiding mass public health
organization which may be construed as a conspiracy and tried according to such
standards.
Letter One and documentation below (example of one of MANY letters going out to
policy makers and public health officials right now),
Document 1:
To Senator Brian Campon, Governor Phil Scot
CEASE AND DESIST
(cc superintendents, media)
Vermont is running Covid-19 testing against WHO/CDC/FDA standards & updated
warning statements and implementing Antigen testing against FDA warning which will
result in 96% false positive results (on one error) per statement issued on 11/3/2020.
(FDA warning statements with calculations for expected false positive rate (96%) are
included in the body of email below:
Vermont Public Health department and Governor have been provided the following
documentation, refuse to correct course and aiding an act of medical fraud.
Additionally, PCR tests are being run at cycle amplification rates above 24 CT (a
cycle level too high, more cycles run, less material, over 24 research study has found NO
LIVE material over 24 CT - this has been falsely represented by policy makers, public
health organization leadership as 'viral load' and false proof of detection of Sars CoV2,
virus attributed to cause generic Covid-19 cluster symptoms. The continuation of
implementation of use of PCR testing peer reviewed as unsuitable for the purpose over a
year ago with numerous update warning statement of problem documented by the
CDC/WHO/FDA statements is an act of medical fraud (linked in body of email below)

Covid-19 testing is Emergency Use Authorized ONLY and it is the responsibility of
leadership to review documentation to ensure states remain in compliance with new
directives. Vermont public health & policy makers have not.
Additionally, the majority of all Covid-19 testing ever issued has been
subsequently recalled by the FDA due to serious design flaw and contamination with no
action by policy makers to address ongoing issue or issue correction/public health
warning to citizens who received Covid-19 diagnosis and treatment on the basis of faulty
test which are not clinically viable for detection of Sars CoV2. Over 270 different Covid
testing/devices have been recalled by the FDA comprising (at least) tens of millions of
kits.
Vermont policy makers have imperiled licensed health professionals and
academics with liability/licensing and liability issues with ordering testing directives
against government health organization own use standards as clearly documented by the
evidence below. Health professionals/academics are held to an EVIDENCE based
standards and 'following orders' will not hold up as a defense in a court of law
Please review this letter which has been sent out to school superintendents (ALL)
in NY, VT, and MA:
And, IMMEDIATELY act to end testing directives which are driving false positive
cases which are being misrepresented as Covid-19 cases as this constitutes a SERIOUS
threat to individual and public health for citizens in the state of Vermont.
Subject: Health Professional Outreach: SEVERE Problems with Covid Testing:
States Running Testing against FDA Warning Statements/WHO/CDC standards updates:
false positives

LEGAL ACTION PENDING

Subject: URGENT: Health Professional Outreach - New York Running Antigen
Testing Against FDA Warning Use of Tests/ MAJORITY FALSE POSITIVES
Hello
This is an urgent outreach to provide documentation on problems with Covid-19
Rapid Antigen Testing in schools which are being run against FDA warning for use in low
incident populations which will result in MAJORITY false positives when utilized against
this warning:
States/Schools are running Covid 19 antigen testing against FDA (and other public
health organization) use recommendations per below document,

Here is the document:
https://www.fda.gov/medical-devices/letters-health-care-providers/potentialfalse-positive-results-antigen-tests-rapid-detection-sars-cov-2-letter-clinical-laboratory
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.fda.gov%2Fmedicaldevices%2Fletters-health-care-providers%2Fpotential-false-positive-results-antigentests-rapid-detection-sars-cov-2-letter-clinicallaboratory&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cd49871de55534dedf84d08d9d54f65bb%7C11d

Potential for False Positive Results with Antigen Tests for Rapid Detection of SARSCoV-2 - Letter to Clinical Laboratory Staff and Health Care Providers

*
Remember that positive predictive value (PPV) varies with disease
prevalence when interpreting results from diagnostic tests. PPV is the percent of positive
test results that are true positives. As disease prevalence decreases, the percent of test
results that are false positives increase.
*
For example, a test with 98% specificity would have a PPV of just
over 80% in a population with 10% prevalence, meaning 20 out of 100 positive results
would be false positives.
*
The same test would only have a PPV of approximately 30% in a
population with 1% prevalence, meaning 70 out of 100 positive results would be false
positives. This means that, in a population with 1% prevalence, only 30% of individuals
with positive test results actually have the disease.
*
At 0.1% prevalence, the PPV would only be 4%, meaning that 96
out of 100 positive results would be false positives.
*
Health care providers should take the local prevalence into
consideration when interpreting diagnostic test results.
*
Consider positive results in combination with clinical observations, patient
history, and epidemiological information
To give you an example of how this works, I will give you the expected false
positives in Vermont (one of group members obtained this data to issue warning for
Vermont public schools - here are the numbers:
Vermont: 14 day cases
1020 cases
Population of Vermont:
623,251
Antigen tests: 98% general specificity
.1% case rate
*
At 0.1% prevalence, the PPV would only be 4%, meaning that 96 out of
100 positive results would be false positives.
96 out of hundred tests are expected to be false positives (on this one error, other
significant errors also documented with the use of these testing methods) The ENTIRE US population was 'low incident' before employment of mass testing
was instituted, no current case numbers or individual diagnosis have ANY scientific
clinical validity due to improper use of antigen tests AGAINST FDA waring.
(additionally, the testing utilized to determine case rates in New York is severely
flawed and against use guidelines as documented HERE)
https://www.unite4truth.com/post/media-not-exercising-due-diligence-reportingcovid-19-case-numbers-egregious-test-problems-ignored

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
not-exercising-due-diligence-reporting-covid-19-case-numbers-egregious-test-problemsignored&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cd49871de55534dedf84d08d9d54f65bb%7C11d0e

Our group did a similar outreach last Spring and the head of the education
department & policy makers have been made aware but REFUSE to correct course.
Here is the article from that outreach:

https://www.unite4truth.com/post/stop-forced-covid-19-antigen-testing-inschools-states-going-against-fda-recommendations-strategy
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Flinkprotect.cudasvc.com%2Furl%3
forced-covid-19-antigen-testing-in-schools-states-going-against-fda-recommendationsstrategy%26c%3DE%2C1%2Ckyt-yX7SU4Je9M4gDT079Uw5kKp8Fl63It1e5YEkJHE474cL9I5yRqJfZXC4dYs7_O2a2hk_kPhQ64KC2f8kTHw419cB0M3V_UTZ9r9UOMw653jxdVX7yNHA%2C%2C%26typo%3D1&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C
From the numbers last March for MA
"Right now, in the county I am in, we are at .08% PPV You arrive at the PPV
number by finding out your county population, determine the last two week average of
active cases (available on your state's Covid-19 dashboard) and then find out the test
which antigen test they use to determine specificity rate. Most are about 98% specificity.
Here, it went, two hundred 'active' cases Population of country 125,000 people
.08 prevalence rate.
98% test specificity average to about 99.98 false positive cases"
This is NOT the only problem with testing.
Testing issues include:

MASS recalls, 270 different Covid-19 test kits and devices have been recalled
since the inception of the program - this comprises 100s of millions of tests and majority
of all tests EVER ISSUED, many recalled due to contamination issues. This is an ongoing
issue with millions recalled each months, none having any clinical validity for diagnosis to
errors necessitating recalls.
Here is the link to the FDA webpage which was (until recently) keeping track of
the recalls on a central list, but stopped updating it in July despite extensive recalls since
that time (buried on site, this is a valid archive of the page):

https://web.archive.org/web/20211009152633/https://www.fda.gov/medicaldevices/coronavirus-covid-19-and-medical-devices/removal-lists-tests-should-no-longerbe-used-andor-distributed-covid-19-faqs-testing-sars-cov-2
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fweb.archive.org%2Fweb%2F2021
devices%2Fcoronavirus-covid-19-and-medical-devices%2Fremoval-lists-tests-should-nolonger-be-used-andor-distributed-covid-19-faqs-testing-sars-cov2&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cd49871de55534dedf84d08d9d54f65bb%7C11d0e21726

Please click on the third box of the above link to view the list
Additionally, there are severe problems with PCR testing including
-test developed without virus isolate (non specific to Sars CoV2)
-test set at cycle amplification rates which produce false positive by default of the
test
This issue was featured in a New York Times article in the summer of 2020
highlighting research studies adjusting for the cycle amplification error and finding up to
NINETY percent of tests were false positive due to a simple test recommendation error by
the FDA WHICH REMAINS UNCORRECTED TO THIS DAY

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/08/29/health/coronavirus-testing.html
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.nytimes.com%2F2020%2F08
testing.html&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cd49871de55534dedf84d08d9d54f65bb%7C11

Summary of problem in a cease and desist letter from international attorney
Reiner Fuellmich who is working globally to file lawsuits against the testing due creation
of false positive tests through violation of scientific and implementation standards:

"If the test system only begins detection after a large number of replication
cycles, the viral
load is so low that active infection is ruled out. In the NDR podcast of May 7,
2020, you
yourself referred to a study according to which a patient is considered "less
infectious"
above 25 cycles. In fact, the authors of a Canadian study failed to identify any
replicable
virus beyond 24 cycles (Jared Bullard et al. in Clinical Infectious Diseases,
https://doi.org/10.1093/cid/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fdoi.org%2F10.1093%2Fcid%2F&d
ciaa638). Nevertheless, when the new case numbers are
added up again, nowhere is it checked at which Ct value the cut-off was set in the
respective positive test case. This makes the result of a PCR test highly
susceptible to
manipulation - and thus susceptible to political influence when high case numbers
are
"needed" in order to intimidate the population. In any case, the values determined
on the
basis of a PCR test are not a sufficient basis for a complete shutdown of public life
and
interference with people's liberties on an unprecedented scale".

Link to document with letter HERE
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fdrive.google.com%2Ffile%2Fd%2F
vDwqEy9vMhbNqzodAEW3b%2Fview&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cd49871de55534dedf
(submitted against PCR test science authors)
To keep it very simple, the more cycles you run a PCR test at, the less material is
left, due this too many times and eventually, its just dead non infectious material

The documentation for the studies showing this and further problems with the PCR
test may be viewed here:

https://www.unite4truth.com/post/cease-desist-covid-19-leadership-testingvaccines-policies-violate-licensing-ethical-standards
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Flinkprotect.cudasvc.com%2Furl%3
desist-covid-19-leadership-testing-vaccines-policies-violate-licensing-ethicalstandards%26c%3DE%2C1%2CLYJeVcG4MaIxaJCw6RqA7GMErVSRTAljix_SjNBOZJ3chueAKCBrUR6rX5MmY

The public health leadership and policy makers are aware of these issues but will
not act to change course. This does NOT negate of the school leadership at the local
levels to immediately address this issue, and frankly, our group is beyond done with the
'following order' response from educational leadership when given extensive evidence
testing is perpetuating false cases. It is time to act.
It is imperative that lead educators now come forward to speak out on our
children's behalf and demand the public health department and education department
leadership cease and desist implementing testing which is driving case numbers
The entire basis for social distancing, lock downs, and masking is based on
severely flawed testing which is creating cases, misrepresented as infections
The reason individuals test positive with no symptoms is due to high amplification
cycles producing false positives, 90% of people in MA received false positives according
to research trials in summer of 2020. These individuals are not silent infections, they are
simply not sick
At this point, given the extensive documentation of the problems with statements
by Anthony Fauci admitting the issue over a year ago, this is not just a honest mistake, it
appears to be coordinated fraud

Full review with Fauci interview may be viewed HERE
https://www.unite4truth.com/post/cdc-pcr-covid-19-gold-standard-test-to-bediscontinued-replaced-with-equally-flawed-testing
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Flinkprotect.cudasvc.com%2Furl%3
pcr-covid-19-gold-standard-test-to-be-discontinued-replaced-with-equally-flawedtesting%26c%3DE%2C1%2Cr4EAdKXKPBD4dMe13UM2qM6jKspu57sH5wX7ImuZS_CY2MfLFtAy_C_sfO6Ldx

Additionally, educators should be aware that the government can not provide ANY
substantive evidence showing masking offers any benefit to children - a Freedom of
Information act request just returned from NY letter:
https://twitter.com/WilliamAHuston/status/1470875101826629633/photo/1
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWilliamAHuston%2

The ramifications for our children's social development through constant masking
and physical distancing are profound. Right now, against ALL medical and scientific
evidence, on the basis of severely flawed testing standards, children are being advised by
some authorities to utilize N95 and other medical grade mask which under NO
circumstance should be worn by children (decreases oxygenation levels which may result
in brain damage if this continues long term).

https://www.technocracy.news/german-neurologist-on-face-masks-oxygendeprivation-causes-permanent-neurological-damage/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.technocracy.news%2Fgerma

neurologist-on-face-masks-oxygen-deprivation-causes-permanent-neurologicaldamage%2F&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cd49871de55534dedf84d08d9d54f65bb%7C1
Please act to speak out on this issue and share this information with fellow
educators
Lawsuits are pending on testing issues both in the US and abroad. Be aware that
there is potential liability issues for health professionals (i.e. school nurses and licensed
educators) for implementation of policies which document show severe potential to
impede student health, following orders against actual data is NOT a legal excuse in
court.

Liability issues may extend to licensed educators who are implementing Covid-19
testing against government's own standards. ALL Covid-19 testing is Emergency Use
authorized only and there are ongoing updates which lead policy makers and educators
are responsible for reviewing:
ALL Covid-19 testing is Emergency Used approved only, new
statements/guidelines/warnings/recalls have been coming out on a near weekly basis. It
is the responsibility of those implementing these testing programs in school districts to
ensure this data is undergoing ongoing monitoring Have any of your districts acted to investigate which tests you have utilized which
have been subsequently recalled (most were)?
Have any of your districts acted to provide parental notification about faulty test
results students may have received due to use of recalled testing?
Nurses being ordered by the district to implementing testing against government
directives are placed in a position of acting against MA licensing and legal code standards
for RNS/LPSn. School nurses are in ACTIVE violation of their licensing standards and
liability laws in administering tests against government warnings. It does NOT matter if
they are following orders, professional standards hold us to EVIDENCE based practice.
This documentation is extensively available on the public health organization own website
Masking policy and testing policy is unsupported by scientific evidence and
actively driving policies with severe potential to harm student emotional, psychological,
and physical health.
Please objective review the SOURCE DATA directly. The government public health
organization and testing manufacture data extensively document SEVERE testing issues.
Follow the science is direct review of evidence not partisan debate or argument
over 'expert' opinion. One does not need an advanced degree to review basic data with
simple protocol and testing application driving the errors & it is the responsibility of lead
educators responsible for implementing Covid-19 policies to review this data and act to
correct problems to safeguard students emotional and physical health.
All discussion should be focused on this data itself.

Sincerely
Health Care Professionals for Covid-19 Policy Correction
(legal and parent groups have been provided this documentation and we are now
aware of several groups getting ready to move forward with legal action)
CEASE AND DESIST

______________________________________________
From: Polly Pruneda
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:31:16 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Barbie Knoop
Sent: 1/10/2022 12:59:12 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Gillian Morrison
Sent: 1/9/2022 10:45:20 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 12:36:23 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: January 12th Meeting - FDA COVID 19 Vaccine - Nuremberg Code (1947)

From: Candida Doran <candilolc92@icloud.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 9:01 AM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: January 12th Meeting - FDA COVID 19 Vaccine - Nuremberg Code (1947)

External Email
Dear State Board of Health,
1. The FDA NEVER approved the COVID 19 vaccine being used today.
2. The Nuremburg Code (1947) clearly states that humanity cannot be experimented on.
3. If you approve these POLICIES (WAC 246-100-070) (WAC 246-100-045) (WAC-246100-040) and you are challenged in court, THESE FACTS WILL COME OUT!!
SEN. RON JOHNSON: We do not have an FDA-approved vaccine being administered in
the U.S. The FDA played a bait and switch. They approved the Comirnaty version of
Pfizer drugs. It’s not available in the U.S. They even admit it. I sent them a letter three
days later going "What are you doing?" What they did is they extended the emergency
use authorization for the Pfizer drug vaccine that’s available in the U.S., here that’s more
than 30 days later, they haven’t asked that very simple question. If you’re saying that
the Pfizer drug is the same as the Comirnaty, why didn’t you provide FDA approval on
that? So, there’s not an FDA-approved drug and, of course, they announced it so they
could push through these mandates so that people actually think, "Oh, OK now these
things are FDA approved." They are not and again, maybe they should be, but the FDA
isn’t telling me why.
The judgment by the war crimes tribunal at Nuremberg laid down 10 standards to which
physicians must conform when carrying out experiments on human subjects in a new
code that is now accepted worldwide.
This judgment established a new standard of ethical medical behavior for the post World
War II human rights era. Amongst other requirements, this document enunciates the
requirement of voluntary informed consent of the human subject. The principle of
voluntary informed consent protects the right of the individual to control his own body.
This code also recognizes that the risk must be weighed against the expected benefit,
and that unnecessary pain and suffering must be avoided.
This code recognizes that doctors should avoid actions that injure human patients.
The principles established by this code for medical practice now have been extended into
general codes of medical ethics.

________________________________

The Nuremberg Code (1947)
THE NUREMBERG CODE
1. The voluntary consent of the human subject is absolutely essential.
This means that the person involved should have legal capacity to give consent; should
be
so situated as to be able to exercise free power of choice, without the intervention of any
element
of force, fraud, deceit, duress, over-reaching, or other ulterior form of constraint or
coercion; and
should have sufficient knowledge and comprehension of the elements of the subject
matter
involved, as to enable him to make an understanding and enlightened decision. This
latter
element requires that, before the acceptance of an affirmative decision by the
experimental
subject, there should be made known to him the nature, duration, and purpose of the
experiment;
the method and means by which it is to be conducted; all inconveniences and hazards
reasonably
to be expected; and the effects upon his health or person, which may possibly come from
his
participation in the experiment.
The duty and responsibility for ascertaining the quality of the consent rests upon each
individual who initiates, directs or engages in the experiment. It is a personal duty and
responsibility which may not be delegated to another with impunity.
2. The experiment should be such as to yield fruitful results for the good of society,
unprocurable by other methods or means of study, and not random and unnecessary in
nature.
3. The experiment should be so designed and based on the results of animal
experimentation
and a knowledge of the natural history of the disease or other problem under study, that
the
anticipated results will justify the performance of the experiment.

4. The experiment should be so conducted as to avoid all unnecessary physical and
mental
suffering and injury.
5. No experiment should be conducted, where there is an a priori reason to believe that
death or disabling injury will occur; except, perhaps, in those experiments where the
experimental physicians also serve as subjects.
6. The degree of risk to be taken should never exceed that determined by the
humanitarian
importance of the problem to be solved by the experiment.
7. Proper preparations should be made and adequate facilities provided to protect the
experimental subject against even remote possibilities of injury, disability, or death.
8. The experiment should be conducted only by scientifically qualified persons. The
highest
degree of skill and care should be required through all stages of the experiment of those
who
conduct or engage in the experiment.
9. During the course of the experiment, the human subject should be at liberty to bring
the
experiment to an end, if he has reached the physical or mental state, where continuation
of the
experiment seemed to him to be impossible.
10. During the course of the experiment, the scientist in charge must be prepared to
terminate
the experiment at any stage, if he has probable cause to believe, in the exercise of the
good faith,
superior skill and careful judgement required of him, that a continuation of the
experiment is
likely to result in injury, disability, or death to the experimental subject.
["Trials of War Criminals before the Nuremberg Military Tribunals under Control Council
Law
No. 10", Vol. 2, pp. 181-182. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1949
Candida Doran
candilolc92@icloud.com <mailto:candilolc92@icloud.com>

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 8:15:41 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Washington State Board of Health Recommendation

From: wozeniak.family@frontier.com <wozeniak.family@frontier.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 11:31 AM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Washington State Board of Health Recommendation

External Email
We have been made aware that Washington State Board of Health will be discussing
mandating the Covid-19 shots and recommending detaining 'by force' citizens who do not
comply with a variety of actions deemed necessary regarding Covid-19 and/or other
medical situations. We are the parents of 2 minor children and 2 adult children, born &
raised in the State of Washington. WE STRONGLY ENCOURAGE YOU NOT MOVE
FORWARD WITH THESE RECOMMENDATIONS.

We have personally been touched by this virus as we know so many others have been.
We understand the seriousness of the virus. We also believe strongly in the fact that we
must remain free to make medical decisions for ourselves and for our children,
considering the unique circumstances of each individual in our family.

As Board members of Health in the State of Washington you are OBLIGATED to provide
us with facts/evidence that support all guidelines and recommendations:
1) There needs to be transparency about current rates of mortality for Covid-19 with
comorbities and age groups represented;
2) There needs to be transparency about current rates of positive test results of those
vaccinated and those vaccinated with a booster;
3) There needs to be transparency about the accuracy of testing available;
4) There needs to be transparency about how current mandates have consistently
prevented the spread of Covid-19; and
5) Explain why there has been little focus on making the public aware of how Covid-19 is
treatable and how hospitals are successfully treating patients.

It is our hope that as Washington State Health Board members, you still hold deeply the
virtues and desires that led you into medicine and that you have not allowed yourself to

become a political player. It is our hope that you truly do serve in your capacity with
honesty and a desire to truly protect the citizens of Washington State, ALL Washington
State citizens. We also hope you know that by recommending these actions, you will give
countless citizens of Washington State no other choice, but to move out of the state. We
personally have known 32 families who have moved out of state in the last 1.5 years and
will see another 9 more move this year. We understand this is small, but exponential,
given we are only one family. Passage of these recommendations into law will be where
the line is drawn for our family when it comes to moving and many other families we
know.

Do not continue this barrage of assaults on individual rights of your citizens, causing a
mass exodus of this beautiful state that has been home to so many for so long! Be the
person that stands up and truly protects your citizens, by giving them the inalienable
rights and dignity they deserve as a citizen of this state and this country.

Concerned Citizens,
Doug & Lauren Wozeniak

______________________________________________
From: Becky Carlson
Sent: 1/9/2022 4:27:19 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 7:22:00 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Community and love

From: myelectronicmailbox <myelectronicmailbox@protonmail.com>
Sent: Saturday, January 8, 2022 11:58 AM
Subject: Community and love

External Email
Please say no to these continued tactics of fear and control. We cannot control this virus.
We need health, exercise, community, nutrition and love.

Pumping children full of experimental drugs and endless boosters, masking smiles and
inhibiting a child's right to breathe fresh air. These methods are not working. Please read
The Real Anthony Fauci which is a #1 bestseller so you can be informed on what is going
on.

Together we can end this by ensuring medical freedom, insuring community and real
health - nutrition, fitness, friendship. Enough of fear, propaganda, mandates,
concentration camps. Enough.

Thank you!

Sent with ProtonMail
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fprotonmail.com%2F&data=04%7C
Secure Email.

______________________________________________
From: Danielle Corn
Sent: 1/10/2022 1:52:44 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Alex T
Sent: 1/9/2022 9:58:13 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH),Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH),Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH),Glasoe,
Stuart D (SBOH),Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH),Donahoe, Kaitlyn N (SBOH),Lang, Caitlin
M (SBOH),Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH),Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH),Haag, Hannah R
(SBOH),Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: Jan 12th Meeting - Do not force kids to take covid vax!!
External Email
Hello, I strongly encourage you to NOT include covid 19 into chapter 246-105 WAC.
Do not force kids to take a covid19 vaccine! You have no right to do so because you don't
own those children.
Force injecting is unconstitutional, against the nuremberg code, and immoral.
If we don't get to control what goes into our own bodies, then we are slaves - we are not
free.
The covid vaccines are experimental - the only one that received approval was pfizer's
comernity product and it is not available in the US.
Covid vaccines have had exponentially more injuries and deaths than all other vaccines in
the last 30 years combined.
Covid vaccines do not stop infection or transmission so there's no logical reason to force
them.
Covid is extremely low risk to kids - as of a short while ago more kids had died from
drowning than covid.
Vaccine makers have zero liability if their product injures someone which drastically
reduces their incentive to minimize injuries and death.
These MRNA vaccines are a brand new technology that has never been used before and
there are no long term safety studies.
Over 16,000 physicians and scientists have signed this declaration stating children shall
not be force vaccinated

https://doctorsandscientistsdeclaration.org/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fdoctorsandscientistsdeclaration.or

Where there is risk there must be choice - you have NO right to force someone to take
an injection that might injure or kill them. If you force kids to take the vaccine, you will
be held accountable for all injuries and deaths.
Do not force kids to get a covid vaccine.
-Alex Tanner

______________________________________________
From: Ashley Anderson
Sent: 1/8/2022 3:32:13 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dave Reff
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:23:26 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Hearing
External Email
I wish to comment WAC 246-100: No authority to involuntarily detain anyone for any
reason other than what is legally enforceable should be granted. People should not be
held against their will for refusing the vaccine. There is way too much evidence now that
the vaccinated spread this disease and it has not been safe nor effective.
I wish to comment WAC 246-105: No vaccine should be added to this WAC! Kids do not
die from Omicron and very rarely from Covid-19 SARS 2
Dave Reff
Bow, WA

______________________________________________
From: Danielle Johnson
Sent: 1/8/2022 12:22:47 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Casey McNellis
Sent: 1/9/2022 4:18:10 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Chelsey Fogelberg
Sent: 1/9/2022 8:30:27 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 7:27:18 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Against the Covid19 vaccine mandate for children

From: Seonghye Lee <shiy0616@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 8:54 PM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Against the Covid19 vaccine mandate for children

External Email

Dear. Committee Members

Hello, I am a mother who has sent my children to ECS.
Please stop the Covid19 vaccine mandate for children.
First of all, the Covid19 vaccine was made in a short period of time and has not been
fully tested in clinical trials. So, the side effects are increasing not only in the United
States but also in other parts of the world.
Secondly, children are not at high risk at Covid 19. Even if children get Covid19, most of
them are asymptometic or pass through like a mild cold.
Thirdly, the Covid19 is getting weaker and now it's almost same as a cold.
In conclusion, it seems that children are more likely to suffer from the side effects of
vaccination than to benefit from it. So, I sincerely ask that you prevent the Covid19
vaccine mandate for children.
Thank you for your time.

Sincerely,
Grace, One of ECS parents

______________________________________________
From: Ted Haubrick
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:47:52 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Re: Haubrick- Listed Comments/ Testimony Speaker in the Jan 12 Board Mtg
External Email
Board,

Hello and happy new year.
I am emailing per a note in the Question and Answer window of the 01/12/2022 Board of
Health meeting directing public to email to 'wsboh@sboh.wa.gov' since Board cannot see
Q and A window.

Between the publicity leading up to this Board of Health meeting and some opening
comments by Board members, my understanding (and remaining inquiries) is/ are as
follows:
1). Quarantine: There are existing isolation or quarantine policies; not to be discussed
nor changed in this meeting?
2). Quarantine: Is this meeting determining whether to consider adding ‘covid-19’ under
the umbrella of diseases that could be/ would be listed as diseases that are affected by
isolation and quarantine policies? And then, if this meeting only considers naming ‘covid19’ under existing policies, any future Board meeting can escalate to isolation and
quarantine processes and procedures (judges, etc.)?
3). TAG and Heart Inflammation: This may answer itself when we get to the technical
advisory group (TAG) recommendations… Without picking one side or another about
potential dangers of heart inflammation called myocarditis in children ages 5 to 11, I
would hope that we (the pubic AND the Board of Health) have serious reservations about
the scope of issues/ data considered and ignored. I would hope TAG also references how
covid is affecting children compared to adults (in quantity of those affected in different
age groups).
4). Vaccines help, except can still get and spread covid: The science seems to change
regularly, but for months, it seems that the health ‘experts’ (up to a federal and world
level) agree that vaccines can help in some ways, but vaccinated people can get and
spread covid. And, vaccines seem to work for about 5 to 6 months at most. With this
limited outcome (which has been constantly changing), are we considering requiring this
in children in school? This seems ‘hopeful,’ rather than safe and scientific.
5). Other immunity: What are the considerations of those who have had covid and have
antibodies/ natural immunity? Or proof of negative tests? If vaccinated folks/ children
can get and spread covid, what does showing a proof of vaccine in school really show/
prove?
Thank you,
Ted Haubrick
Licensed Professional Engineer (Washington and California)
________________________________
From: Zoom <no-reply@zoom.us>
Sent: Wednesday, January 12, 2022 7:55 AM

To: thaubrick@hotmail.com <thaubrick@hotmail.com>
Subject: Reminder: January 12 State Board of Health Public Meeting starts in 1 hour
<http://us02web.zoom.us/w_p/89125084493/e9e77579-e240-4989-b2c3ec78977d482e.png>

Hi Ted,
This is a reminder that "January 12 State Board of Health Public Meeting" will begin in 1
hour on:
Date Time: Jan 12, 2022 09:00 AM Pacific Time (US and Canada)
Join from a PC, Mac, iPad, iPhone or Android device:

Click Here to Join
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fus02web.zoom.us%2Fw%2F89474
rH4Xx9Fc54HT3FMM.DQMAAAAU1RHfWBZWejZ6QkJXUlJwT1Z5NUJraGtrUU9nAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
EyQyDTdyxsw&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Ca4e5f78f784847ef972408d9d5fc08ac%7C1

Note: This link should not be shared with others; it is unique to you.
Passcode: 957396
Add to Calendar
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fus02web.zoom.us%2Fwebinar%2F
Add to Google Calendar
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fus02web.zoom.us%2Fwebinar%2F
Add to Yahoo Calendar
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fus02web.zoom.us%2Fwebinar%2F
Or join by phone:

US: +1 253 215 8782 or +1 301 715 8592 or +1 312 626 6799 or +1 346 248 7799 or
+1 646 558 8656 or +1 669 900 9128
Webinar ID: 894 7406 4216
Passcode: 957396
International numbers available: https://us02web.zoom.us/u/kdrx2gOfLS
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fus02web.zoom.us%2Fu%2Fkdrx2

You can cancel
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fus02web.zoom.us%2Fwebinar%2F
your registration at any time.

______________________________________________
From: Beau Donaldson
Sent: 1/9/2022 10:40:51 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Aimee Voltz
Sent: 1/12/2022 7:43:00 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Oppose vaccine mandate for children
External Email
I am writing you to let you know that I oppose the Covid vaccine mandates for children.
Most children handle this virus very well (my daughter had it and it was like a cold). The
vaccine has many adverse side effects and it’s not worth the risk in my opinion. People
should have the right to weigh risks vs benefits and make choices for themselves.
Thank you,
Aimee Facchini
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 2:31:05 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: No Covid Vaccine Requirement for School Aged Children

From: Christina Coulson <christinacoulson@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 10:44 AM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: No Covid Vaccine Requirement for School Aged Children

External Email
Hello,

I was recently notified that your board is considering requiring the Covid Vaccine for
school aged children.

As a concerned parent, I ask that you vote no on this requirement. The incoming reports
of this vaccine on children have not been studied enough for not only long-term effects
(i.e., 10-20 years) on children and their growing bodies, but also the side effects
reported at this point for those who have taken the vaccine should be concerning for
everyone. Incidents of myocarditis and sudden heart attack in children post vaccine is
NOT normal. Also, to date, there have been more deaths from adverse events of the
vaccine in children than there have been deaths due to the Covid virus in children.

This is concerning, at this point, and with the highest incidence of how infectious the
recent Omicron Variant is, to require a vaccine that does not stop transmission of the
virus. For example, my husband and I are fully vaccinated, continued to practice social
distancing, and have been very limiting on who we have been seeing the past 2 years,
and we still contracted the Omicron variant of Covid. Not only that, we inadvertently
passed it on to others before we were aware we were infected. If the vaccine does not
stop transmission, then why should this be a requirement to attend school?

Thank you for your time in reading this email. Once again, I implore you to vote no in
consideration of making a Covid Vaccine Requirement for our children to attend school.

Regards,

-Christina Coulson
Parent of 2 kids in Snohomish School District
206-910-8130

______________________________________________
From: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 5:10:42 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Washington State Cov vaccine for K-12

--Samantha Pskowski (she/her/hers)
Washington State Board of Health
360-789-2358

From: lesli strasser <lesli.strasser@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 7:37 PM
To: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Re: Washington State Cov vaccine for K-12

External Email

As a life long resident of WA state, I am adamantly opposed to mandatory
vaccination of the children of this state. I am a mother and grandmother and will make
sure the children in my family will only be vaccinated by our own informed decision and
not directed by the state. There is no data about the long term affects and we should not
be willing to experiment with our kids for an illness that kids have shown not to be
infected with.
Lesli Strasser
Asotin WA
-Thanks! Lesli

--

Thanks! Lesli

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 7:27:42 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vaccine requirements for children

From: Shauna Sams <fathersdtr@yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 8:35 PM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Vaccine requirements for children

External Email
To Whom It May Concern,

I am a nurse who recently had to make the decision to take a “vaccine” for covid in the
next few months. I did some research to find out what I may be putting into my body.
There are so many medical professionals, government officials and opinions involved in
requiring me to take this shot, whom I do not trust, therefore my research gave me
pause.
Secondly, I saw that nobody in authority was talking about treatment! Why not? In the
past, a new diagnosis that comes out has a flurry of studies to find treatments.
And lastly, I looked at the new technology in the shot, has it successfully run through
trial, is it approved by those in authority? No to all of those.
I have spent a day exploring the VAERS government reporting site and I am completely
appalled that this much death and injury has occurred. And our government still wants to
mandate it? There were so many deaths in young people just hours and days after
receiving a second dose of the shot. Page after page were the same stories of severe
vomiting, cerebral hemorrhage, cardiac arrest, clotting, all resulted in death. I focused
my search on young people ages 17-40 because there were too many in the older
population to go through.
My concern is now for what the government wants to do to our children. Wow, that was a
scary sentence. There are millions of concerned parents that do not want our children
and grandchildren to receive this shot. Children do not need the covid vaccine and it will
kill and injure more of them than it will help as revealed in my research.
- Children only have a .02% chance of dying from this illness and the children that died
had other comorbidity. Most children have only mild cold or flu like symptoms. The shot
will have worse effects than covid.
- The total count of death and injury by the shot from the VAERS reporting site has, as of
Jan 7, 2022 exceeded one million injured and dead.

- Hundreds of thousand that have had the shot series, even up to 3 shots have still
contracted covid.

- There are effective treatments that are proven to work for covid and will work for our
children. Natural immunity has not been taken into consideration by the government,
which has proven to be effective.

Please consider these words and do not subject our children and grandchildren to harmful
injections.

Sincerely,
Shauna Sams, now retired RN who has a new job of fighting for our future generation,

______________________________________________
From: Elizabeth Hardy
Sent: 1/10/2022 2:29:15 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Testify Online Survey
Sent: 1/12/2022 1:27:45 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Survey Response: Testify Online *
The following survey response is submitted:
1.
State Board of Health Meeting Date:

________________________________
12/12/21

2.
Agenda Item or Issue:

________________________________
WAC 246-100-070.WAC 246 100 040, WAC 246 100 105

3.
Your Name:

________________________________
Darcie Barnes

4.
Do you have a professional title?

1.

Yes

________________________________
Case Resource Manager for children with disabilities

5.
Are you representing an organization?

2.

No

6.
Address:

________________________________
324 Lolo Trail Ave

7.

Email:

________________________________
forsheedarcie9@gmail.com

8.
Phone Number (Include Area Code):

________________________________
3607718709

9.
Do you have any special expertise relevant to this topic?

1.

Yes

________________________________
I have raised 2 children and had them in public school and home school, I have worked
in government and health care for over 20 years.

10.
Are you testifying on a specific proposal under consideration by the board?

2.

No

11.
Are you Pro or Con on the proposal?

2.

Con

________________________________
I am a concerned citizen that lost my job on 10\18 for not getting the experimental
vaccine. Mandates and proclamations are not law. Having the BOH determine law vs
going through the legislative process is not right or judicial on many levels. I don't
appreciate the lies that continue to push an agenda. Today's meeting feels like another
smoke screen for our fate that has already been determined in the above permanent
WACs. This meeting is to TAG these WACs with Covid language. The truth is that the
WACs are so loosely written that it includes anything the government wants to do to the
people. It would be a breath of fresh air to see the BOH and the DOH stand up for the
people.

______________________________________________
From: SnS Sinister
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:52:36 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Questions on 1/12/22 meeting
External Email
If people who have taken the shots can still spread and become infected with covid
variants, and there are treatments available for those who become ill, and the survival
rate is over 99.5% for most otherwise healthy people, why do we still have the
mandates, and when will the State of Emergency be lifted?
I know many people who have tested positive, and been sent home without treatment,
so why is the testing so important?
What difference is in the tests between Delta and Omicron?
How much money does Washington state receive for each covid 'case'?
Thank you.
Sini.

______________________________________________
From: Paula Schindler
Sent: 1/10/2022 9:06:48 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 9:40:49 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Comment on Current State of Child Health - Physical and Mental

--Samantha Pskowski (she/her/hers)
Washington State Board of Health
360-789-2358

From: Kristin Keyes-Halterman <kskh4656@icloud.com>
Sent: Sunday, January 9, 2022 3:30 PM
To: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Comment on Current State of Child Health - Physical and Mental

External Email
Please take a moment of your time to listen to these four experts on the physical &
mental issues kids are dealing with due to how we're dealing with today's health issues.

https://unityprojectonline.com/webinar/podcast-covid-19-and-vaccine-observationsfrom-pediatric-specialists/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Funityprojectonline.com%2Fwebina
covid-19-and-vaccine-observations-from-pediatricspecialists%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C505e7aef4328465cd00308d9d4605676

Kristin Keyes-Halterman
Bellingham, WA

Sent from my iPad

______________________________________________
From: Cheri' Cronk
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:20:07 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 9:57:26 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vaccine mandate

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111
-----Original Message----From: M H <marthahsueh@hotmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 7:16 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>; Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH)
<Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>; Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
<Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>;
Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH) <kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
<Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>; Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
<Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>; Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH)
<Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
<Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>;
Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH) <Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Vaccine mandate
External Email
Greetings,
I am a healthcare provider and understand vaccines. However, mandate vaccination
deviates from freedom of choice (liberty) that we should refrain from. We allow people to
be homeless by choice but why can’t we allow people to take the risk of non-vaccination?
Martha Hsueh

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 2:27:23 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: COVID19 CONCENTRATION CAMP COVID19 FORCED VACCINES

From: Debbie Baril <debaril76@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 10:28 AM
Subject: COVID19 CONCENTRATION CAMP COVID19 FORCED VACCINES

External Email
The powers that be are USING YOU AS PUPPETS. You are doing their dirty work! Do you
really want to be instrumental in the United States of America becoming communistic. Do
you even care about you children and grandchildren living under communism? This is
what you are doing if you support these camps and mandates. You know how many
people have died or permanently injured from these experimental jabs. Think for
yourself. Don't let these powers think for you. You are in your employment positions to
protect America from communism. Are you doing your part keeping Washingtonian free?
When you face God on your judgment day will God say "Well done, good and faithful
servant?"
You are in my prayers to do what is right for America.
Thank you,
Debbie Baril

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 4:40:32 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Mandates and involuntary camps

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: nancy papasodora <npapasodora@yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 11:36 AM
To: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Fw: Mandates and involuntary camps

External Email

----- Forwarded Message ----From: nancy papasodora <npapasodora@yahoo.com <mailto:npapasodora@yahoo.com>
>
To: wsboh@wa.gov <mailto:wsboh@wa.gov> <wsboh@wa.gov
<mailto:wsboh@wa.gov> >
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022, 08:44:21 AM PST
Subject: Mandates and involuntary camps

I am a grandma raising 9 grandkids. I am not comfortable with risking my grandkids
life's by giving them a shot not yet knowing what medical issue they will have in two
years from now. This should be a family choice not the states. This is unconstitutional
and should not be enforced. Thousands have been forced out of work many health care
workers. This cruelty has to end.

I am requesting this does not pass and our freedom to choose is kept in place.

Sincerely,

Nancy papasodora

______________________________________________
From: Amie together
Sent: 1/11/2022 7:16:22 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid vaccine mandate children
External Email
To whom this may concern,
I come to you as a concerned parent of a child who attends a Washington school in Grays
Harbor county. I know there has been a lot of discussion about the mandate for the covid
vaccine but I urge you to understand that as an adult with a religious exemption this has
been a huge struggle for me. I am unable to get the vaccine due to my religious status
and beliefs. I have been faced with the decision to stand by my beliefs or face dismissal
from a sonography program. It has been the hardest decision of my life, I could have
wasted 4 years of education and thousands and thousands of dollars on tuition. However,
"if Jesus Christ be God and died for me, then no sacrifice can be too great for me to
make for Him". Now that my exemption has been accepted and I am able to continue my
clinical rotation I plead with you. Please do not make the mandate mandatory for
children ages of 5 and up. Please do not make it mandatory for us to decide whether our
children get an education or they be experimented on. These are stressful times enough.
I don't think Washington State realizes how many parents will fight back, how many
teachers will lose amazing students and how many students will lose amazing teachers. I
don't want to have to quit everything I've worked for or have all theses hoops I've
jumped through be wasted just to home school my children. I am going to be a well
educated tax paying medical professional that can only benefit our state. I see no
outcome for our future that is positive with this mandatory vaccine mandate. Let us
parents decide what's best for our children. This may make no difference but I but I had
to at least try. If any of you would like to reach out to me please feel free otherwise I
appreciate your time and consideration.
Sincerely a loving Washington parent

______________________________________________
From: Fawn Schumaker
Sent: 1/12/2022 5:52:50 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: COVID WAC codes
External Email
I am completely against any of the proposed Covid Policies that are over reaching and
immoral. We stand against these proposed WAC’s: WAC 246-100-070, WAC 246-100045, WAC 246-100-040, WAC 246-100, WAC 246-105.
Fawn Schumaker
(425)876-3431
9826 35th Ave SE
Everett, WA 98208

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 7:57:51 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Fwd: NO! on mandating COVID-19 vaccines for K-12 children.

Get Outlook for iOS
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fo0ukef&data=04%7C0
________________________________
From: Ryan <ryan.malloy@live.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 5:10:22 PM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: NO! on mandating COVID-19 vaccines for K-12 children.
External Email
NO! on mandating COVID-19 vaccines for K-12 children.

Covid is less-severe than the flu and we do not mandate flu shots.
The risk of vaccine injury for young people is GREATER than the risks associated with
covid.
Follow the science! Follow the data!

If a mandate is imposed, expect THOUSANDS of students to leave the private and public
school system.

NO! on mandating COVID-19 vaccines for K-12 children.

Thank you for your time.

Sent from Outlook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fweboutlook&data=04%

______________________________________________
From: connie larson
Sent: 1/11/2022 10:24:09 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Many children have already contracted the corona virus and are already naturally
immune to the corona virus.

Sent from Mail
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.microsoft.com%2Ffwlink%2F%
for Windows

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 10:55:16 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: I OPPOSE WAC 246-105

From: Shanti Lambert <shonbon26@yahoo.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 10:38 PM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: I OPPOSE WAC 246-105

External Email

To The Board Members of the WA state Department of Health,

I am writing to you tonight out of complete desperation… I strongly and adamantly
OPPOSE this proposed WAC 246-105! I am shocked an appalled that this state is
seriously about vote to impose a vaccine mandate on our children for the Covid 19 shot.
A vaccine that has not withstood the test of time, thats been pushed on to people, taking
away their choices. A vaccine that is shown to be more like a treatment than any sort of
actual Prevention. No one can tell me what the effects may be on my child in 5 years or
10 Years. The lack of transparency has been extremely troubling and I don’t trust, nor
think it is absolutely necessary for myself or my child. The children are not at risk of
death or serious illness from this virus. The deaths in this 2 years of Covid is under 1,000
according to the CDC. Why are we doing this!?? It’s not worth the risk to our children. I
ask you to please not back parents into a corner. We love our children and deserve to
have choices and the ability to advocate for them since they are unable to do so for
them selves.
Thank you for your time.

Shanti Lambert 253.951.6168
Shonbon26@yahoo.com <mailto:Shonbon26@yahoo.com> .

Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Andrea Geyer
Sent: 1/10/2022 7:21:22 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 7:45:58 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Fwd: New WACs

Get Outlook for iOS
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fo0ukef&data=04%7C0
________________________________
From: riyalove <riya_love@hotmail.com>
Sent: Saturday, January 8, 2022 2:26:35 PM
Subject: New WACs
External Email
To those seeking information from the people of this state:

I oppose the proposed WAC’s 246-100-070, WAC 246-100-045, WAC 246-100-040, WAC
246-100, WAC 246-105

I am completely against giving local health officers use of law enforcement and the use of
an emergency order to involuntarily detain a person or family into a quarantine facility if
they refuse the requests of medical examination, testing, treatment, counseling, or
vaccination.

I am completely against covid-19 injections as part of the school immunization
requirements using WAC 246-105.
Signed a concerned citizen,
Marriya Wright

Get Outlook for iOS
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fo0ukef&data=04%7C0

______________________________________________
From: Tami Kilgore
Sent: 1/11/2022 10:06:31 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Barry Harmon
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:03:25 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public Comments for WSBOH Members from March EH Committee Special
Meeting

attachments\D1623FF914C54CE5_image001.jpg
External Email
Good Morning

I am writing you to speak on behalf of several communities that have been impacted by
our reaction to COVID-19.

Today I represent the general public but specifically certain demographic groups that
have seen more trauma from our reaction to COVID-19 than the virus has caused itself.

Our mental health community has seen a large decline in mental stability due to lack of
services needed and the ability to get the treatment that is desperately needed.

https://www.cdc.gov/mentalhealth/stress-coping/help-children-cope/index.html
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cdc.gov%2Fmentalhealth%2
coping%2Fhelp-childrencope%2Findex.html&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C24509f4099bf4970801908d9d5f5897
references children’s reactions

https://www.cdc.gov/mentalhealth/stress-coping/cope-with-stress/index.html
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cdc.gov%2Fmentalhealth%2
coping%2Fcope-withstress%2Findex.html&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C24509f4099bf4970801908d9d5f589
references adult reactions
Note these are just for the general public.

https://www.mayoclinic.org/diseases-conditions/coronavirus/in-depth/mental-healthcovid-19/art-20482731
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.mayoclinic.org%2Fdiseasesconditions%2Fcoronavirus%2Fin-depth%2Fmental-health-covid-19%2Fart20482731&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C24509f4099bf4970801908d9d5f58977%7C11d
Looking at WA suicide statistics you won’t see a rise outside of normal however 2019 was
the highest suicide rate on record.
I also have a concern with the volume of suicides for adults who haven’t graduated highschool.

https://www.doh.wa.gov/Portals/1/Documents/Pubs/140-254-SuicideInWA.pdf
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.doh.wa.gov%2FPortals%2F1
254SuicideInWA.pdf&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C24509f4099bf4970801908d9d5f58977%
My senior this year may not graduate because of his mental health issues and the distant
learning caused him to decline severely in his mental health treatment.

https://washingtonstatewire.com/doh-says-30-60-of-washingtonians-may-experiencesymptoms-of-depression-in-coming-months-related-to-covid/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwashingtonstatewire.com%2Fdohsays-30-60-of-washingtonians-may-experience-symptoms-of-depression-in-comingmonths-related-tocovid%2F&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C24509f4099bf4970801908d9d5f58977%7C11d0

Our chemical dependency treatment community has been shattered with relapse rates
exponentially higher. Recover from chemical dependency relies on in person support for a
better success rate.
Notice this article for stats

https://apnews.com/article/washington-coronavirus-pandemic-government-and-politicshealth-1142bc67932648cf367b11f0936e9157
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fapnews.com%2Farticle%2Fwashin
coronavirus-pandemic-government-and-politics-health1142bc67932648cf367b11f0936e9157&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C24509f4099bf4970

I hear stories of children living in panic and fear.

I will admit these are personal opinions based on data I have witnessed and researched.

As a small business owner opening in 2019 we have experienced the most difficult years
of our lives. We do understand the need for continued awareness and we also see the
need to protect the community. However our companies focus on local and international
trade. Shut downs and shipping impacts have nearly put us into bankruptcy which will be
another company adding to the unemployment issues.

The reality and what I don’t understand is why we are not addressing the fact that SARSCoV-2 was identified in humans in 1965. This virus is similar to influenza and will
continue to develop. Until the general public acknowledges that this virus is back on the
retreat we will continue to suffer. As a life long Washingtonian my business partners and
myself are considering leaving this state due to the constant control forced and the
inability to do business.

This needs to stop and we need our society back before we fail our children and watch
our society fall apart.

These laws are another way to continue to enforce things that are not based on long
term research. I will not vaccinate my children. When we have decades of research I may
consider but to mandate anything that was rushed through all FDA processes does not
make me feel safe putting it into my children.

Our reactions to the disease are based off of mis-represented information.

Please consider the public needs in other areas and all impacts the laws you place for one
problem generally will exacerbate existing issues as the community loses focus. I fear we
are doing more damage than protection.

Regards-

Due to current market conditions quotes are only valid for 7 days

Barry Harmon
Container Sales and Purchasing

Check out our new website www.mountaincontainer.com
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.mountaincontainer.com%2F&

Desk - 206 379-0530 ext 1004
Cell – 206 245-0622
Toll Free – 1 (844) MCT-CANS or 1 (844) 628-2267
Fax – 253 559-0645
barry@mountaincontainer.com <mailto:barry@mountaincontainer.com>

www.mountaincontainer.com
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Furl.emailprotection.link%2F%3Fbm
ap9iwR1ICNt9MknoNfGkOqkvUQGAeU5b9Exm3WrPBf62NeQHyvN4Zw~~&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sb

Cold Storage Available

https://www.mountaincontainer.com/commercial/cold-storage.html
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.mountaincontainer.com%2Fc
storage.html&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C24509f4099bf4970801908d9d5f58977%7C1
Financing Available

Get personalized rates for monthly payments here
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fapp.gethearth.com%2Fpartners%
container-tradinginc%2Fbarry&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C24509f4099bf4970801908d9d5f58977%7C1

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:28:27 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: WA State vaccine mandates for school age children to attend school

attachments\C333FA3B74B6492B_Screenshot_20220105-183423_Gmail.jpg

From: Archange Hill <archangenhhill@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 5, 2022 6:35 PM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>;
stuart.glascoe@sboh.wa.gov; samantha.piscowski@sboh.wa.gov; Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH) <kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; caitlyn.lang@sboh.wa.gov; Herendeen,
Lindsay (SBOH) <Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>; Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH)
<Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
<Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>;
Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH) <Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: WA State vaccine mandates for school age children to attend school

External Email

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:33:10 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Proposed Vaccine Mandates/Overreach

-----Original Message----From: Stuart Hersey <sherseypdds@comcast.net>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 8:21 PM
To: Dayna Hersey <daynahersey@comcast.net>; Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
<Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>; Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
<Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH) <Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>;
Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
<samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; kaitlyn.donohoe@sboh.wa.gov; Lang, Caitlin M
(SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
<Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>; traci.schreibner@sboh.wa.gov; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
<Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>; Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH)
<Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>; Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
<Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Re: Proposed Vaccine Mandates/Overreach
External Email
> I would like to express my opposition to any mandates regarding the Covid 19 vaccine.
This includes testing, examinations, any form of incarceration, and forced vaccination.
This is an infringement on my civil liberties.
>
> This proposed overreach by the Washington Department of Health is yet another
example of this administrations lack of regard for the citizens of Washington State!!!
>
>
> Sincerely,
>
> Stuart Hersey
>
> Dayna Hersey
> (253) 312-7920

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 4:37:36 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW:

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: Julie Riveira <julieriveira5@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 9:11 PM
To: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject:

External Email
Regarding the covid vaccination for Washington state, it should not be forced on children
or adults. It should be a choice not a mandate.
Sincerely
Julie Riveira, WA

______________________________________________
From: OLA Buntin
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:19:53 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Alan Lynn
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:34:03 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Oleh Sysun
Sent: 1/9/2022 7:32:55 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 12:49:12 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vaccine Mandate

From: Destiny Henning <destiny.henning@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 1:31 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>; Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH)
<Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>; Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
<Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>;
Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH) <kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
<Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>; Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
<Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>; Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH)
<Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
<Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>;
Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH) <Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Vaccine Mandate

External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health Members,

It has been brought to my attention that you are discussing mandating the Covid Vaccine
for children. As a parent, I want you to know that I do not agree with mandating Covid
Vaccines for kids. I am not what people call an anti-vaxxer. My daughter has received
many vaccinations that I feel pose a risk to her health and have had long term studies
done.

Here are a few reasons why I feel this way:
1) It is a parent's right to choose what is injected into their child. We are the ones who
know our child best and have their best interests in mind.
2) Covid is rarely serious for a child and vaccines have side effects.
3) This is a very new vaccine.

I have many more reasons for my opinion, but these are the three that I feel are the
most important to bring to your attention. If you mandate this vaccine for kids, my
family will have no choice, but to move from Washington State.

Thank you for taking the time to read this,
Destiny Henning

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 7:57:02 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Fwd: Stating my opinion

Get Outlook for iOS
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fo0ukef&data=04%7C0
________________________________
From: Robby Grether <rgrether@comcast.net>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 5:40:33 PM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Stating my opinion
External Email
Dear Ms. Lang,
I oppose the proposed WAC’s 246-100-070, WAC 246-100-045, WAC 246-100-040, WAC
246-100, WAC 246-105

I am completely against giving local health officers use of law enforcement and the use of
an emergency order to involuntarily detain a person or family into a quarantine facility if
they refuse the requests of medical examination, testing, treatment, counseling, or
vaccination.
I am completely against covid-19 injections as part of the school immunization
requirements using WAC 246-105.
Sincerely yours,
Robyn Grether

______________________________________________
From: Cristal Hougham
Sent: 1/10/2022 3:24:52 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 12:43:10 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Upcoming Board Decision

From: Aimee Bloom <aimee@inspiredlivingnw.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 12:29 PM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Upcoming Board Decision

External Email
Greetings,

I am writing to have my statement included for in the upcoming board decision on
requiring Covid vaccines for children attending public school.

I am in strong disapproval of the mandate for children under 18 to be required to receive
the COVID vaccine. I believe children should have the right to access public education
without being required to receive a vaccination that is still in emergency use standing,
and does not have sufficient long term data to provide parent with adequate safety and
efficacy information.

Please make the moral and right decision to allow parents to decide whether or not to
provide their child with a COVID-19 vaccination.

Sincerely,
Aimee Bloom

Aimee Bloom
Inspired Living NW
Professional Organizing & Declutter Coaching
NAPO Oregon Treasurer
503.260.4062 <tel:503.260.4062> | www.inspiredlivingnw.com

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.inspiredlivingnw.com%2F&da

______________________________________________
From: Gen Mossman
Sent: 1/12/2022 9:13:55 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Subject: January 12th Board Meeting

attachments\202F7DE642334BFF_Washington State Department of Health
January 12.docx
External Email
Please see attached letter re 11. Rulemaking Petition. I believe your website informed
the public that there has been misinformation, however, the concerned parent that I am,
I would like to voice my opinion anyways.
Have a good meeting.
Genevieve Mossman

When we are no longer able to change a situation, we are challenged to change
ourselves. -Victor Frankl

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 8:05:47 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vaccine Mandates

From: Gabriel Runge <runge379@hotmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 11:53 AM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Vaccine Mandates

External Email
Please don't make vaccines mandatory!

Gabe Runge

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:58:34 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: I oppose implementing a COVID19 vaccine requirement for Washington
State schools

From: Anna Lipinski <abersagel@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 9:56 PM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: I oppose implementing a COVID19 vaccine requirement for Washington State
schools

External Email
I would like to express my extreme opposition to implementation of a COVID 19 vaccine
requirement for schools in Washington State.

1. No COVID vaccine available in the United States has received FDA approval. All
available vaccines, including the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine, are being administered under
an Emergency Use Authorization. The only “approved” COVID 19 vaccine is Comirnaty,
and it is not available in the United States and there is no anticipated date for its
availability. (This “smoke and mirrors” approach by the FDA is the subject of numerous
lawsuits and a Federal Judge recently rejected Pfizer’s claim that the 2 products are
interchangeable: Federal Judge Rejects DOD Claim That Pfizer EUA and Comirnaty
Vaccines Are ‘Interchangeable’ • Children's Health Defense (childrenshealthdefense.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fchildrenshealthdefense.org%2F&da
) Since EUA products cannot be mandated per the Nuremberg Code, this alone should be
enough to stop consideration of making vaccines mandatory.

2. Children are statistically at zero risk of dying from COVID. Their survival rate is in the
range of 99.997-99.998% or, put another way, their risk of dying with COVID is less than
2 in every 1,000,000 children. The very few children who are listed as COVID deaths did
not die OF COVID, but rather WITH COVID as anyone being admitted to a hospital
nowadays is tested. I challenge the Washington State Board of Health to show medical
records for even one child who has died OF COVID. Where there’s no risk, there can be
no benefit.

3. No one knows the long term risks of these vaccines. You may remember that one of
the members of the FDA Advisory Committee infamously said, “We are never going to
learn about how safe thie vaccine is until we start giving it” Dr. Eric Ruben, Editor in
Chief NEJM The studies Pfizer conducted were woefully underpowered. This is an analysis
of 10 Red Flags associated with Pfizer’s studies: Ten red flags in the FDA’s risk-benefit
analysis of Pfizer’s EUA application to inject American children 5 to 11 with its mRNA

product – Commentary – America's Frontline Doctors (americasfrontlinedoctors.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Famericasfrontlinedoctors.org%2F&d
)

Force vaccinating healthy children for a disease that doesn’t affect them to make adults
feel safe is a new low for humanity. Please do the right thing and do not require these
vaccinations for school age children.

Please allow parents to make choices for their children's healthcare needs. You do not
know my children and their medical history and fears.

Thank you for listening to the voice of parents.

Anna
-Anna Lipinski
e: abersagel@gmail.com <mailto:abersagel@gmail.com>
m: 509-487-0673
h: 509-578-1451

______________________________________________
From: PAUL BATTLE
Sent: 1/12/2022 12:15:21 PM
To: DOH WSBOH,PAUL BATTLE
Cc:
Subject: Questions regarding mandates and vaccines - trying to be neutral but common
sense is prevailing
External Email

1.Why are we trying to mandate vaccinations since it has been proven that they do not
prevent contraction, transmission or hospitalization?
2.Why are we allowing special privilege's for vaccinated people when they can carry and
transmit the virus the same as the unvaccinated?

3.If the vaccines do not prevent contraction or transmission why did we fire State
Employees for refusal to take the experimental vaccine?
4.Why are we paying hospitals huge bonuses for positive Covid19 cases and for labeling
Covid19 as cause of death?
5. Where is the missing $41million of Federal Aid that was earmarked for nursing homes
in Wa State in 2020?
6. If all of these lockdowns and mandates are supposedly working why do we continue to
have vaccinated people contracting COVID more than once and being hospitalized?
7. What happened to the FLU and common cold?
9. Why are some reputable Doctors and Scientists being censored and canceled for their
opposing opinions regarding vaccines?
10. When will the FDA release the actual data concerning the heath issues caused by the
vaccines?
11. All of these questions really come back to this- If all of these lockdowns and
mandates were really about controlling a virus then wouldn't testing be the priority and
vaccines be a choice in our State?

Paul Battle

______________________________________________
From: Patrice Dunn
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:09:29 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: E Saavedra
Sent: 1/11/2022 11:32:20 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: WAC 246- 100
External Email
Good Morning,
I am reaching out to you to express my concern about WAC 246-100. It is alarming to
say the least that such a measure is even being considered or has been written up.

I read an article online today titled "Washington Board of Health says they will not enact
mandatory covid-19 quarantine during Wednesday [Jan 12th] meeting" dated January 10
by Reporter Jessica Perez.
https://www.nbcrightnow.com/news/washington-board-of-health-says-they-will-notenact-mandatory-covid-19-quarantine-during-wednesday/article_7fdeebca-727b-11eca1ad-8760e3f062f5.html
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.nbcrightnow.com%2Fnews%
board-of-health-says-they-will-not-enact-mandatory-covid-19-quarantine-duringwednesday%2Farticle_7fdeebca-727b-11ec-a1ad8760e3f062f5.html&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C2832ef29e11645b5090108d9d538f160
. It goes on the express " online misinformation"
How can it be called misinformation of the WAC is found on the WA State website? It is
alarming and I was to stress to you that you vote to table the mesure indefinitely.
Attacking Americans' civil liberties and constitutional rights is not the purpose of the
national government, state Government nor local governments. WAC 246-100 is a
blatant attack. In our history, there have been horrible abuses, even LAWS against
minorities and others that have held a difference of opinion. Historically against the
Jewish people, against Black people, Mexican people, Japanese people and Filipino people
to mention a few. Now,it is against those that are standing firm on their right to medical
autonomy. Just because LAWS are passed does not mean they are good, should have
been passed,not that they will stand once they are challenged in the courts and
potentially the Supreme Court. All of that takes time, but in the meantime, the potential
harm and damage done to individuals, families, and communities can be life long which is
why governing bodies have to be cautious and stand on the ethical side.
To support and allow the ability to round people and children up against their will in the
name of medicine is unethical, an abuse of power, unlawful, and should never be even
considered! This is not healthcare and I am deeply concerned with the magnitude and
potential outcome if this regulation is passed. Have you seen how the people of other
nations have responded to similar measures? Are you prepared for the consequences if
you allow that to happen to the people of WA State, many of which are minority people!
I am a healthcare provider, I hold public office in my city, I am a student, a minister, a
mother, a daughter, a woman, a minority and this regulation alarms me on ALL levels!

When you vote, vote NO on WAC 246-100 and remember that you are not in your
position to govern OVER people but to serve them. Serve them by making
recommendations that inform and educate, BUT NEVER overrule their individual and
constitutional liberties.
Thank you,
Elpidia Saavedra
<https://s-media-cacheak0.pinimg.com/236x/39/a9/37/39a9374aa7220a9c1748653afdad4a20.jpg>
<https://docs.google.com/uc?export=download&id=1NXPxgrj9HcmNe1CIuPrI8nBXDaNjJ_S&revid=0B6pFWbJ19lgYSVNOVUdIZ3NReGxES3V3ZzVJL0xzSUpMcGFFPQ>

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/5/2022 7:39:34 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: making a decision to recommend the v requirement for school aged
children on January 12.

From: Rochelle LaVatta <lavattarochelle@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 5, 2022 6:34 PM
To: Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH) <Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>; Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
<Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>; Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
<Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH) <Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>;
Donahoe, Kaitlyn N (SBOH) <kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
<Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>; Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
<Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>; Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH)
<Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>; Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
<Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>; Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
<samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
<Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH)
<Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>; DOH WSBOH <WSBOH@SBOH.WA.GOV>
Subject: making a decision to recommend the v requirement for school aged children on
January 12.

External Email
Hi,

I really feel you should think hard about this and not pass it. I will PULL my kids from
public school so fast if you make this a mandate. I will home school my kids and the
district will loose money.
Why do you feel you know what is best to protect my kids from this virus.
My husband and I don’t have the Jab and either will my kids.
I to know many more parents who feel the same.

School will be a ghost town and will not be able to continue and have to close because
you have no funding.

Thank you
--

Rochelle LaVatta

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:33:00 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Oppose Mandatory Vaccinations

From: Denni Brown <ddennibrown@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 8:21 PM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Oppose Mandatory Vaccinations

External Email
I am opposed to mandating vaccines. They should be Personal Choice. Especially with
children.

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 1:45:33 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Children’s vaccine

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111
-----Original Message----From: Jean Omdal <omdalmj@icloud.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 9:21 AM
To: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Children’s vaccine
External Email
Please do not force children to be vaxed.
Thank you,
Jeannie Omdal
PO Box O,
Bow, WA, 98232
Sent from my iPad

______________________________________________
From: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
Sent: 1/8/2022 5:18:28 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Please vote no

--Samantha Pskowski (she/her/hers)
Washington State Board of Health
360-789-2358
-----Original Message----From: Rachel Bennett-Living the Northwest Life <rae.bennett10@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 9:12 AM
To: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Please vote no
External Email
Please vote against mandating the Covid 19 vaccinations in children. I am a mother of 4,
and humbly request to maintain the right to choose for my children individually.
Rachel Bennett-Oak Harbor Resident

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 12:35:28 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Public Comment - JAN 12 WABOH Meeting - Immunization Criteria for
Childcare and School Entry

From: Stephanie Lofquist <stephanielofquist@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 9:59 AM
To: Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH) <Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Public Comment - JAN 12 WABOH Meeting - Immunization Criteria for Childcare
and School Entry

External Email
January 7, 2022

To the Washington State Board of Health Members:

I would like to comment on any action you are considering to take regarding
immunization criteria for school entry and childcare. It is apparent that medicine is not a
“one-size-fits-all” application. My two children have received immunizations with no
apparent reactions, while my niece has received some of the same immunizations and
has experienced sickness, seizures and allergic reactions. This is why it is important for
exemptions for vaccine requirements to remain in place for school entry (and daycare). It
is also fundamentally necessary to keep religious and philosophical exemptions in place
because there are many families who practice holistic and natural medicinal care – we
live in a free country where we can practice a religion of choice and make decisions that
we believe are best for our bodies (or for our children).

I also implore you not to require COVID19 injections for ANY child in childcare or school.
It is evident the COVID19 injections being administered are not stopping the spread of
SARS-COV-2 (as we are seeing a surge in cases). Not to mention, no COVID vaccine
available in the United States has received FDA approval. All available vaccines, including
the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine, are being administered under an Emergency Use
Authorization. The only “approved” COVID 19 vaccine is Comirnaty, and it is not available
in the United States with no anticipated date for its availability. Also, the FDA has not
been transparent on the data they have collected thus far (and we will not see full data
until 2076)/there is not enough long-term testing data available for people to make an
educated medical decision. The safety of the injections currently being administered
should be in question as well - the number of hospital cases of myocarditis and
pericarditis, at Seattle Children’s alone, should shut down any further issuance of these
experimental injections in children. Requiring this injection does not protect our children!

Children are statistically at zero risk of dying from COVID. Their survival rate is in the
range of 99.997-99.998% which statistically speaking they have zero risk of dying. The
very few children who are listed as COVID deaths did not die OF COVID, but rather WITH
COVID as anyone being admitted to a hospital nowadays is tested. I challenge the
Washington State Board of Health to show medical records for even one child who has
died OF COVID. Where there’s no risk, there can be no benefit.

Additionally, this injection is not meeting the criteria the WA BOH has set forth because it
is not reducing the risk of person-to-person transmission. The survival rate is well over
97% in the general population. Not to mention that even long-term effects of SARS-COV2 do not represent a significant amount. There is an extremely large number of both the
medical and the general public who do NOT accept the COVID injections as an effective
or safe means to combat SARS-COV-2.
Please PROTECT our children by NOT requiring a COVID19 injections to attend childcare
or school.

Thank you,
Stephanie Lofquist – Washington citizen

______________________________________________
From: Debra Stormes
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:40:32 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
Sent: 1/8/2022 5:09:42 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW:

--Samantha Pskowski (she/her/hers)
Washington State Board of Health
360-789-2358

From: weasley@swissmail.org <weasley@swissmail.org>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 8:29 AM
To: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject:

External Email
Please vote against any forced vaccination on children or adults

Willie Easley

______________________________________________
From: Corina Watt
Sent: 1/12/2022 9:26:24 AM
To: DOH WSBOH,Davis, Michelle (SBOH),Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH),Hoff, Christy Curwick
(SBOH),Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH),Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH),Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH),Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH),Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH),Schreiber, Tracy N
(SBOH),Haag, Hannah R (SBOH),Kahler, Kelie (SBOH),Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: HALT_Immunization_Criteria_for_2022-01-12_11_16_02.xlsx

attachments\DE258E394F5E47E7_HALT_Immunization_Criteria_for_2022-0112_11_16_02.xlsx
External Email
We the people are standing with one voice. As you can see the numbers/signatures
continue to grow. We will continue to collect and inform you that we parents and
constituents of WA State oppose you making COVID vaccination a requirement for school
and child care admission.

Respectfully,
Corina Watt
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Paula Cullen
Sent: 1/6/2022 11:43:54 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: No vaccine mandates for kids (or anyone)
External Email
To Whom It May Concern,
Please do not enforce any vaccine mandates, especially for kids. The vaccine has caused
many injuries, though the propaganda machine called the media will not report those
injuries.
I am opposed to all mandates. Please protect medical freedom.
Thank you,
Paula Cullen
2221 E Golden Rd
Spokane, WA 99208

______________________________________________
From: Blake Mcaleer
Sent: 1/11/2022 6:03:35 PM
To: DOH WSBOH,Davis, Michelle (SBOH),Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH),Hoff, Christy Curwick
(SBOH),Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH),Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH),Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH),Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH),Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH),Schreiber, Tracy N
(SBOH),Haag, Hannah R (SBOH),Kahler, Kelie (SBOH),Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: DA9159E2-7E14-42B7-B3BE-FDFD8FE7311B
External Email
I strongly appose the WAC mandates that Washington dept of Health is trying to pass.
Being a 58 year citizen of this state I can’t believe what I’m seeing and hearing and
forcing me to leave my home over my medical preference and choice. This is AMERICA!!
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Rachel Lamkin
Sent: 1/11/2022 5:36:46 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Subject: Jan 12 Meeting
External Email
Dear Members of the Board of Health,
Thank you for your service to our state!
Please know that I oppose the Board's formation of a Technical Advisory Group to review
information about COVID-19 shots for consideration of mandating the shots for school. I
oppose the COVID-19 shot mandates.
Also, I support Informed Choice Washington's Petition for Rulemaking -- item 11 on the
January 12th agenda. I ask that the Board establish a new rule that prohibits adding any
Emergency Use Authorized product, or any licensed product that lacks completed Phase 3
trial studies, to the school required list.
Thank you for your time & consideration to these important topics!
Rachel Lamkin
Port Orchard, WA
(360) 551-2433

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 2:13:40 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: no covid vaccines for kids

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111
-----Original Message----From: jan hamblen <janhamblen7@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 7:37 AM
To: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: no covid vaccines for kids
External Email
I am strongly opposed to adding covid vaccine for children to the WAC-246-105-030
Covid vaccines remain under emergency use authorization and the rules that apply to
that status Children under 18 yr have extremely low clinical risk from covid infection
Children have a much higher risk of adverse event to the vaccine- including life long
health issues Research supporting child vaccinations safety is flawed by the methods
used to collect it Covid vaccines do NOT prevent getting it or transmitting it
DO NOT subject our children's heath to a failed vaccine and the future unknown risks it
may cause

______________________________________________
From: Corbin Walters
Sent: 1/10/2022 2:06:42 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Theresa White
Sent: 1/11/2022 2:40:04 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Mandatory COVID vaccine for K-12 students

attachments\8A876687568A4092_smime.p7m
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Message was attached to: Mandatory COVID vaccine for K-12 students
______________________________________________
From: Theresa White
Sent: 1/11/2022 2:40:02 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Mandatory COVID vaccine for K-12 students
To whom it may concern:
I am firmly against mandating the COVID vaccine for K-12 students in the state of
Washington.
Parents should have the right to chose whether to have their children vaccinated for
COVID not mandated to do so. The Omicron virus is quickly infecting children right now
and I am seeing mild symptoms in the children I know, including my neighbors and
grandchildren.
Sincerely,
Theresa White

______________________________________________
From: Erin Zasada
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:47:55 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments on today's meeting
External Email
To the WA Board of Health,
Please “first do no harm” and reestablish informed consent, the 4th amendment, and the
Nuremberg code and bodily autonomy in WA by voting against immoral and illegal
medical tyranny and vote down this proposal.
If individuals make the decision to get the vaccine, that is their choice. If individuals have
consulted with the personal physician, are aware of the "risks" of not getting vaccinated,
and choose to not get the vaccine for themselves or their underage children, the
government has absolutely no basis to require said vax. Please open your eyes and
realize that if the FDA is "unable" to release their documents on these vax's for 75 years,
by which time most of us will be long gone, its time for common sense to come to light
and make good decisions for the public. CDC's Rochelle Walensky just admitted that over
3/4 of the recorded Covid "deaths" included people with a MINIMUM of 4 co-morbidities.
Healthy people are not dying from Covid any more than healthy people die from the flu
every year. Yes, it happens, but in very low numbers.
Please wake up and do the right thing.
Thank you,
Erin Zasada

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 2:05:55 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: School Mandates

From: Sonja Hild <trashyspice@msn.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 1:26 PM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: School Mandates

External Email

Dear Kelie,

Please do not mandate these experimental vaccines on our young healthy children.
It has been proven that children are not at risk of dying from covid or even catching it
(let alone spreading it).
Vaccination is a personal choice that should be left to the parent/ guardian to decide for
themselves. This is stated in the Nuremberg codes that were written to protect us from
these very circumstances.
There is not currently an emergency that gives our government the right to enforce these
mandates.

Sincerely,
Sonja Hild

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone

______________________________________________
From: Darleen Christopher
Sent: 1/12/2022 11:10:13 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: kids getting vaccinated

attachments\4EFA96228D8E4744_IMG_3005.JPEG
External Email

Hi, I hope you don't have stock in pharma. That would be a conflict of interest. I also
hope you aren't in bed with Gates. Governor Inslee’s daughter works for Gates. This too
is a conflict of the people's interest. I just learned that there are what appears to be
robotic spiders in the vax. Fb and YouTube shut it down as I also know that Democrats
like Elizabeth Warren threatened all the major platforms that there would be legal
reprisals if they didn’t suppress the anti vax info. This is scary. Please watch these
videos. I don’t believe it's fake and it makes sense as to why the govt is focused on this
and wants to suppress this. I just want to add that the government is meant to serve the
people, help them, build bridges... not to control them or suppress truth about what can
assist them. The President's doctor Zelenko stated "The only reason you would give a
vaccine to a child is if you believed in child sacrifice"

https://forbiddenknowledgetv.net/dr-vladimir-zelenko-takes-a-big-risk-by-telling-all/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fforbiddenknowledgetv.net%2Fdrvladimir-zelenko-takes-a-big-risk-by-tellingall%2F&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C36901b163d004630876908d9d5ff2715%7C11d0e2

I am not comfortable with my kids getting vaccinated. You will have blood on your hands.
I listen to the experts all day including Peter MCullough, Brian Arditis. Even the Previous
VP of Pfizer Michael Yeadon said that if you get the “top offs” boosters, you will be dead
in 2 years. This vax will kill kids, give them Myocarditis, and you see the evidence with
the professional soccer players dropping on the field. This experimental is being pushed
by Pharma and as Robert Kennedy Jr. claims that if they get the kids vexed, then Pharma
has no liability. The is sick and kids don’t need it. They are suppressing ways to help with
Covid, like ivermectin and diluted nasal spray of hydrogen peroxide up the nose which
kills the covid on contact, but pharma doesn’t make money on that.

https://vsecretscc.com/episodes-1-live/?mpweb=1603-487-802691
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fvsecretscc.com%2Fepisodes1-live%2F%3Fmpweb%3D1603-487802691&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C36901b163d004630876908d9d5ff2715%7C11d0e

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fvsecretscc.com%2Fepisodes1-live%2F%3Fmpweb%3D1603-487802691&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C36901b163d004630876908d9d5ff2715%7C11d0e

______________________________________________
From: Paige Whitcher
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:56:16 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dianne Juhl
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:21:07 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Aleksey Kononov
Sent: 1/8/2022 6:02:55 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Tara Smyth DeVeaux
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:57:05 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: K12 Covid
External Email
If you are so worried about the health and safety of the public, why are you not focusing
on obesity and depression? People are more are risk in these areas than the money
making narrative of Covid!!!
Why are we pushing vaccination for kids when we don’t know long term effects? And it is
not working, everyone is getting omnicron! We don’t need vaccinated for Covid, our
naturally immunity works! No difference than the flu. I am ashamed you are still going
with this narrative.
You need to let families decide what is best for their families. Stop this lie and open up
the state, unmask, unmandate and watch our state overcome all strains of Covid.
AOC got Covid and she gets ivermectin. No vaccine needed. Stop the lies.
Tara

______________________________________________
From: Eric Walther
Sent: 1/12/2022 5:42:43 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid policies
External Email
I am completely against any of the proposed Covid Policies that are over reaching and
immoral. We stand against these proposed WAC’s: WAC 246-100-070 <tel:246-100070> , WAC 246-100-045 <tel:246-100-045> , WAC 246-100-040 <tel:246-100-040> ,
WAC 246-100, WAC 246-105.

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 3:40:50 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: NO to Covid Mandates

From: robinsfry <robinsfry@pm.me>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 3:36 PM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D
(SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
<samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; Donahoe, Kaitlyn N (SBOH)
<kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>;
Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH) <Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>; Schreiber, Tracy N
(SBOH) <Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
<Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>;
Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH) <Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: NO to Covid Mandates

External Email

Dear Dept of Health Officer,

I'm appalled that the state board of health is even considering vaccine mandates
for children. The answer is ABSOLUTELY NOT, UNDER NO CIRMCUSTANCES!!

Children are at zero risk from getting covid. Children do not spread covid. If
children get covid it's like getting a mild cold, ie the sniffles. Zero to one healthy child,
has died of covid, out of 70 million school aged children in the US. Covid-19 is not a
public health threat to children, period, says Dr Peter McCullah, internationally known
epidemiologist. and cardiologist.

Gene transfer technology requires 5 years of study to be proved safe, or not. We
should NEVER allow our kids to be vaccinated, until we are sure that they are safe.

4,500 kids were vaccinated vs a placebo in a study and all that was accomplished
was that 2 dozen kids were prevented from getting the sniffles. Many kids get sick from
the shot. There is NO benefit to children from getting the shot, from the data, there are
only risks. There is NO dramatic reduction of family spread, mortality rates, or
community spread, or illness, from kids getting vaccinated.

We should never use our children as guinea pigs, nor as a shield for adults. As of
June 2021, 200 children were affected by heart attacks, and major heart injuries, after
being vaccinated. 90% of those kids are in the hospital, it's very serious. All are cases of
pediatric myocarditis. A UC Davis study found 4 cases/million of pediatric myocarditis
before vaccination and 162 cases of myocarditis/million after vaccination. Boys ages 1217 were much more likely to be hospitalized, due to taking the vaccine. 90% of
myocarditis victims are men, up to the age of 50 years.

These vaccines are still in the research stage. The Nuremburg Code prohibits
medical research involving coercion, threats, or pressure, for participation, or nonparticipation. Vaccine mandates violate medical autonomy. Vaccine mandates also violate
the bio ethics Declaration of Helsinki, as everyone must be given the risks of taking the
vaccine and consent to them, but this is not being done with the covid vaccine.

In summary, absolutely NOT to covid vaccine mandates for children. Thousands, if
not tens of thousands of WA state students will leave the public schools and families will
move out of state, if you mandate covid vaccines for children. We will be one of them!

Sincerely,

Robin S Fry

Sent with ProtonMail
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fprotonmail.com%2F&data=04%7C
Secure Email.

______________________________________________
From: Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH)
Sent: 1/12/2022 7:38:29 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: I oppose the proposed WAC’s

Tracy Schreiber (she/her/hers)
tracy.schreiber@sboh.wa.gov
360-463-9069
-----Original Message----From: Ann Hunt <annakhunt7@aol.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2022 7:38 PM
To: Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH) <Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: I oppose the proposed WAC’s
External Email
I oppose the proposed WAC’s 246-100-070, WAC 246-100-045, WAC 246-100-040, WAC
246-100, WAC 246-105
I am completely against giving local health officers use of law enforcement and the use of
an emergency order to involuntarily detain a person or family into a quarantine facility if
they refuse the requests of medical examination, testing, treatment, counseling, or
vaccination.
I am completely against covid-19 injections as part of the school immunization
requirements using WAC 246-105.

______________________________________________
From: Dario Salcido
Sent: 1/7/2022 4:24:28 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Galina Popan
Sent: 1/10/2022 1:10:58 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Diana Whiteman
Sent: 1/9/2022 4:26:52 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:19:38 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Safe? Safe? Really? Covid vaccines are safe just like Thalidomide was
deemed safe. Until it wasn’t.

attachments\94868AE144904EFF_cid5C8BACBC-FF2B-4938-8B106F4A9B0A836A.jpg

From: Susan Purvis <purvisllll@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 12:19 PM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Safe? Safe? Really? Covid vaccines are safe just like Thalidomide was deemed
safe. Until it wasn’t.

External Email
New drugs take TIME to determine true safety. No CV vaccine requirement. It’s just too
soon.

______________________________________________
From: Brandon Klein
Sent: 1/8/2022 1:10:07 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Becca Russell
Sent: 1/12/2022 9:44:56 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Exemptions for masks
External Email
Are there any exemptions for children or adults who cannot wear masks?
Will there be any discussions around pulled funding from schools if they don’t comply
with mask mandates?
Will there be any discussions around the physical or psychological damage to children
with continued facial coverings?
Thank you
Rebecca Russell

______________________________________________
From: Ashley Markus
Sent: 1/11/2022 3:12:50 PM
To: DOH WSBOH,Davis, Michelle (SBOH),Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH),Hoff, Christy Curwick
(SBOH),Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH),Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH),Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH),Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH),Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH),Schreiber, Tracy N
(SBOH),Haag, Hannah R (SBOH),Kahler, Kelie (SBOH),Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: VACCINE MANDATE
External Email
I would like to express my extreme opposition to implementation of a COVID 19 vaccine
requirement for schools in Washington State.

1. No COVID vaccine available in the United States has received FDA approval. All
available vaccines, including the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine, are being administered under
an Emergency Use Authorization. The only “approved” COVID 19 vaccine is Comirnaty,
and it is not available in the United States and there is no anticipated date for its
availability. (This “smoke and mirrors” approach by the FDA is the subject of numerous
lawsuits and a Federal Judge recently rejected Pfizer’s claim that the 2 products are
interchangeable: Federal Judge Rejects DOD Claim That Pfizer EUA and Comirnaty
Vaccines Are ‘Interchangeable’ • Children's Health Defense (childrenshealthdefense.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fchildrenshealthdefense.org%2F&da
) Since EUA products cannot be mandated per the Nuremberg Code, this alone should be
enough to stop consideration of making vaccines mandatory.
2. Children are statistically at zero risk of dying from COVID. Their survival rate is in the
range of 99.997-99.998% or, put another way, their risk of dying with COVID is less than
2 in every 1,000,000 children. The very few children who are listed as COVID deaths did
not die OF COVID, but rather WITH COVID as anyone being admitted to a hospital
nowadays is tested. I challenge the Washington State Board of Health to show medical
records for even one child who has died OF COVID. Where there’s no risk, there can be
no benefit.

3. No one knows the long term risks of these vaccines. You may remember that one of
the members of the FDA Advisory Committee infamously said, “We are never going to
learn about how safe thie vaccine is until we start giving it” Dr. Eric Ruben, Editor in
Chief NEJM The studies Pfizer conducted were woefully underpowered. This is an analysis
of 10 Red Flags associated with Pfizer’s studies: Ten red flags in the FDA’s risk-benefit
analysis of Pfizer’s EUA application to inject American children 5 to 11 with its mRNA
product – Commentary – America's Frontline Doctors (americasfrontlinedoctors.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Famericasfrontlinedoctors.org%2F&d
)

Force vaccinating healthy children for a disease that doesn’t affect them to make adults
feel safe is a new low for humanity. Please do the right thing and do not require these
vaccinations for school age children.
TKRealEstateTeam.com
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Ftkrealestateteam.com%2F&data=0
<https://docs.google.com/uc?export=download&id=1TeOkhc7RnKmTgiFhbResfxXCcxhKxNn&revid=0Bz0xBjdXgn_ZSVBNcm5aQ3N5VkFtSER2QkV4dzkwN0pNbmtrPQ>
<https://docs.google.com/uc?export=download&id=18Z8-

L7SK9pZL1ahBjE8emUz5xMVNdKkh&revid=0Bz0xBjdXgn_ZM3JBMGtxOUE1WXhxR1hOWUZtVFBhQ05BTDdV

<https://docs.google.com/uc?export=download&id=13BEbBJrREdZveeacSTlXHz96f4CO3gD9&revid=0Bz0xB

<https://docs.google.com/uc?export=download&id=1f2CSDoO5yWsp2XB4d56HodQS8w8EhBGY&revid=0Bz

<https://docs.google.com/uc?export=download&id=1FkwzS77PVD_Ua4Xc6xeUnEg33hrJm5Qa&revid=0Bz0

<https://docs.google.com/uc?export=download&id=1t8_CM9nPZsW2sx_r2bqRg4Cmqtte0qa_&revid=0Bz0x

<https://docs.google.com/uc?export=download&id=1HKSSu8p6zXpaKkaXNhPp2kl7AjWgmriP&revid=0Bz0x

______________________________________________
From: Dawn Remington
Sent: 1/10/2022 5:39:06 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Subject: Your Washington State COVID Statistics
External Email
Your ever increasing COVID statistics do not pass the “smell test.”
Why is it that many other states, such as Florida have far less restrictions & their COVID
#’s are far less than Inslee’s DRACONIAN, measures which seem to be only increasing
infections? This makes no sense.
Has anyone taken into consideration the # of unvetted illegal immigrants, Inslee has
brought into our state. Have many of these supposed additional COVID cases be the
result of Inslee’s illegal immigration policies?
Do any of you know that BIDIN’s VACCINE MANDATES are illegal. Biden never went
through the proper procedures to make Mandates legal. When all this comes out, I am
sure there will be many lawsuits for the willful destruction of Washington citizens.
Are any of you paying attention to the # of people who are having serious side effects, of
heart issues & deaths, especially in younger people after receiving COVID-19
vaccinations? And what about people who still get COVID after being fully vaccinated?
Have any of you taken into your calculations the harm that has been done to younger
people wearing masks & being vaccinated? This in addition to increased suicides,etc. I
hope for your sake, you have, because I see many lawsuits coming, when honorable
communication sources start reporting the truth.
I have conveyed my concerns to Inslee’s office, Murray’s offices, etc., but I don’t ever
receive a reply which is typical of there leadership.
It seems suspicious that you are making these kinds of decisions in private & not in this
forum. Can you justify this?
These are just a few concerns I have regarding your unconstitutional intrusion into
Washington citizens lives. We are not stupid & we see your justification for increased
control over our lives. This will come to a head with all of you.!
Dawn Remington (Remmy)
9421 Harbor Road
Anderson Island, WA. 98303
remmy.remington3@gmail.com
253 549 3607

______________________________________________
From: Angela McKenzie
Sent: 1/10/2022 5:13:22 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Google Alerts
Sent: 1/11/2022 10:02:20 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Google Alert - fluoride
External Email

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com%2Falerts%3Fso

fluoride
Daily update ☆January 11, 2022
NEWS

Fluoride to be added back in to Windsor, Tecumseh, LaSalle water systems
Wednesday | CBC News
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com%2Furl%3Frct%3
water-system-windsor-essex1.6309405%26ct%3Dga%26cd%3DCAEYACoTNjQ3MDg1Nzc0ODg3NjM0NjM3NTIaMzA2MjI4MGEwM2VhNTI
CBC
After years without fluoride, parts of Windsor-Essex will have the mineral pumped back
into drinking water systems Wednesday.

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com%2Falerts%2Fsh
water-system-windsor-essex1.6309405%26ss%3Dfb%26rt%3DFluoride%2Bto%2Bbe%2Badded%2Bback%2Bin%2Bto%2BWindsor%2C

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com%2Falerts%2Fsh
water-system-windsor-essex1.6309405%26ss%3Dtw%26rt%3DFluoride%2Bto%2Bbe%2Badded%2Bback%2Bin%2Bto%2BWindsor%2
Flag as irrelevant
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com%2Falerts%2Ffee
water-system-windsor-essex1.6309405%26source%3Dalertsmail%26hl%3Den%26gl%3DUS%26msgid%3DNjQ3MDg1Nzc0ODg3NjM0N
ohik4rEUWeXbFA38OrDVkd_uRgzts4&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C9fe0c8f6d3fd4df4a41

Fluoride going back into to water system for Windsor, Tecumseh and LaSalle |
CTV News
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com%2Furl%3Frct%3
going-back-into-to-water-system-for-windsor-tecumseh-and-lasalle1.5733884%26ct%3Dga%26cd%3DCAEYASoTNjQ3MDg1Nzc0ODg3NjM0NjM3NTIaMzA2MjI4MGEwM2VhNTI
OZDHaY7OxUmpdb5QY8g&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C9fe0c8f6d3fd4df4a41108d9d52

CTV Windsor - CTV News
For decades, governments around the world have added fluoride to public drinking water
to reduce rates of tooth decay in children and adults.

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com%2Falerts%2Fsh
going-back-into-to-water-system-for-windsor-tecumseh-and-lasalle1.5733884%26ss%3Dfb%26rt%3DFluoride%2Bgoing%2Bback%2Binto%2Bto%2Bwater%2Bsystem%2Bfor
hzgxnmR_ovOV1_g&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C9fe0c8f6d3fd4df4a41108d9d52c8173%

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com%2Falerts%2Fsh
going-back-into-to-water-system-for-windsor-tecumseh-and-lasalle1.5733884%26ss%3Dtw%26rt%3DFluoride%2Bgoing%2Bback%2Binto%2Bto%2Bwater%2Bsystem%2Bfo
hzgxnmR_ovOV1_g&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C9fe0c8f6d3fd4df4a41108d9d52c8173%
Flag as irrelevant
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com%2Falerts%2Ffee
going-back-into-to-water-system-for-windsor-tecumseh-and-lasalle1.5733884%26source%3Dalertsmail%26hl%3Den%26gl%3DUS%26msgid%3DNjQ3MDg1Nzc0ODg3NjM0N
ohik4rEUWeXbFA38OrDVkd_uRgzts4&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C9fe0c8f6d3fd4df4a41

Fluoride returns to drinking supply on Wednesday - BlackburnNews.com
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com%2Furl%3Frct%3
news%2F2022%2F01%2F10%2Ffluoride-returns-drinking-supplywednesday%2F%26ct%3Dga%26cd%3DCAEYAioTNjQ3MDg1Nzc0ODg3NjM0NjM3NTIaMzA2MjI4MGEwM2Vh
A&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C9fe0c8f6d3fd4df4a41108d9d52c8173%7C11d0e217264
BlackburnNews.com
As of Wednesday, fluoride will once again flow through the taps in Windsor, Tecumseh,
and LaSalle. The Windsor Utilities Commission confirmed the ...

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com%2Falerts%2Fsh
news%2F2022%2F01%2F10%2Ffluoride-returns-drinking-supplywednesday%2F%26ss%3Dfb%26rt%3DFluoride%2Breturns%2Bto%2Bdrinking%2Bsupply%2Bon%2BWed
%2BBlackburnNews.com%26cd%3DKhM2NDcwODU3NzQ4ODc2MzQ2Mzc1MhozMDYyMjgwYTAzZWE1MjIzO
YrI-CxBWRKQ&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C9fe0c8f6d3fd4df4a41108d9d52c8173%7C11d0e2172

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com%2Falerts%2Fsh
news%2F2022%2F01%2F10%2Ffluoride-returns-drinking-supplywednesday%2F%26ss%3Dtw%26rt%3DFluoride%2Breturns%2Bto%2Bdrinking%2Bsupply%2Bon%2BWed
%2BBlackburnNews.com%26cd%3DKhM2NDcwODU3NzQ4ODc2MzQ2Mzc1MhozMDYyMjgwYTAzZWE1MjIzO
YrI-CxBWRKQ&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C9fe0c8f6d3fd4df4a41108d9d52c8173%7C11d0e2172
Flag as irrelevant
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com%2Falerts%2Ffee
news%2F2022%2F01%2F10%2Ffluoride-returns-drinking-supplywednesday%2F%26source%3Dalertsmail%26hl%3Den%26gl%3DUS%26msgid%3DNjQ3MDg1Nzc0ODg3N
ohik4rEUWeXbFA38OrDVkd_uRgzts4&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C9fe0c8f6d3fd4df4a41

Clinton water system receives fluoridation award | Coronavirus |
clintonherald.com
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com%2Furl%3Frct%3
water-system-receives-fluoridation-award%2Farticle_2ffbc11c-71b5-11ec-b6eb57bb264fa599.html%26ct%3Dga%26cd%3DCAEYAyoTNjQ3MDg1Nzc0ODg3NjM0NjM3NTIaMzA2MjI4MGEwM
The Clinton Herald
DES MOINES - The Iowa Department of Public Health has announced that 94 community
water systems in Iowa have been awarded Water Fluoridation ...

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com%2Falerts%2Fsh
water-system-receives-fluoridation-award%2Farticle_2ffbc11c-71b5-11ec-b6eb57bb264fa599.html%26ss%3Dfb%26rt%3DClinton%2Bwater%2Bsystem%2Breceives%2Bfluoridation%2B

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com%2Falerts%2Fsh
water-system-receives-fluoridation-award%2Farticle_2ffbc11c-71b5-11ec-b6eb57bb264fa599.html%26ss%3Dtw%26rt%3DClinton%2Bwater%2Bsystem%2Breceives%2Bfluoridation%2B
Flag as irrelevant
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com%2Falerts%2Ffee
water-system-receives-fluoridation-award%2Farticle_2ffbc11c-71b5-11ec-b6eb57bb264fa599.html%26source%3Dalertsmail%26hl%3Den%26gl%3DUS%26msgid%3DNjQ3MDg1Nzc0OD
ohik4rEUWeXbFA38OrDVkd_uRgzts4&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C9fe0c8f6d3fd4df4a41

Fluoride being reintroduced into local water system - iHeartRadio
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com%2Furl%3Frct%3
being-reintroduced-into-local-water-system1.16901350%26ct%3Dga%26cd%3DCAEYBCoTNjQ3MDg1Nzc0ODg3NjM0NjM3NTIaMzA2MjI4MGEwM2VhNT
iHeartRadio
Windsor, Tecumseh and LaSalle will have fluoride reintroduced in the water system this
week. ENWIN Utilities Ltd. announced on behalf of The Board ...

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com%2Falerts%2Fsh
being-reintroduced-into-local-water-system1.16901350%26ss%3Dfb%26rt%3DFluoride%2Bbeing%2Breintroduced%2Binto%2Blocal%2Bwater%2Bsy
%2BiHeartRadio%26cd%3DKhM2NDcwODU3NzQ4ODc2MzQ2Mzc1MhozMDYyMjgwYTAzZWE1MjIzOmNvbTpl

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com%2Falerts%2Fsh
being-reintroduced-into-local-water-system1.16901350%26ss%3Dtw%26rt%3DFluoride%2Bbeing%2Breintroduced%2Binto%2Blocal%2Bwater%2Bsy
%2BiHeartRadio%26cd%3DKhM2NDcwODU3NzQ4ODc2MzQ2Mzc1MhozMDYyMjgwYTAzZWE1MjIzOmNvbTpl
Flag as irrelevant
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com%2Falerts%2Ffee
being-reintroduced-into-local-water-system1.16901350%26source%3Dalertsmail%26hl%3Den%26gl%3DUS%26msgid%3DNjQ3MDg1Nzc0ODg3NjM0
ohik4rEUWeXbFA38OrDVkd_uRgzts4&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C9fe0c8f6d3fd4df4a41

Kalona Receives Water Fluoridation Quality Award | KCII Radio - The One to Count
On
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com%2Furl%3Frct%3
receives-water-fluoridation-qualityaward%2F%26ct%3Dga%26cd%3DCAEYBSoTNjQ3MDg1Nzc0ODg3NjM0NjM3NTIaMzA2MjI4MGEwM2VhNTI
KCII Radio
The award recognizes water systems that achieved excellence in community water
fluoridation by maintaining a consistent level of fluoride in drinking ...

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com%2Falerts%2Fsh
receives-water-fluoridation-qualityaward%2F%26ss%3Dfb%26rt%3DKalona%2BReceives%2BWater%2BFluoridation%2BQuality%2BAward%
%2BThe%2BOne%2Bto%2BCount%2BOn%26cd%3DKhM2NDcwODU3NzQ4ODc2MzQ2Mzc1MhozMDYyMjgw
6Jvw&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C9fe0c8f6d3fd4df4a41108d9d52c8173%7C11d0e217

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com%2Falerts%2Fsh
receives-water-fluoridation-qualityaward%2F%26ss%3Dtw%26rt%3DKalona%2BReceives%2BWater%2BFluoridation%2BQuality%2BAward%
%2BThe%2BOne%2Bto%2BCount%2BOn%26cd%3DKhM2NDcwODU3NzQ4ODc2MzQ2Mzc1MhozMDYyMjgw
6Jvw&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C9fe0c8f6d3fd4df4a41108d9d52c8173%7C11d0e217
Flag as irrelevant
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com%2Falerts%2Ffee
receives-water-fluoridation-qualityaward%2F%26source%3Dalertsmail%26hl%3Den%26gl%3DUS%26msgid%3DNjQ3MDg1Nzc0ODg3NjM0N
ohik4rEUWeXbFA38OrDVkd_uRgzts4&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C9fe0c8f6d3fd4df4a41

Global High Fluoride Varnish Market Status (2016-2020) and Forecast (2021E2026F ... - Industrial IT
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com%2Furl%3Frct%3
high-fluoride-varnish-market-status-2016-2020-and-forecast-2021e-2026f-by-regionproduct-type-enduse%2F%26ct%3Dga%26cd%3DCAEYBioTNjQ3MDg1Nzc0ODg3NjM0NjM3NTIaMzA2MjI4MGEwM2VhNTIyMz
Industrial IT
The geographical distribution and various segments of the High Fluoride Varnish Market
are extensively studied in this report. The in-depth analysis ...

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com%2Falerts%2Fsh
high-fluoride-varnish-market-status-2016-2020-and-forecast-2021e-2026f-by-regionproduct-type-enduse%2F%26ss%3Dfb%26rt%3DGlobal%2BHigh%2BFluoride%2BVarnish%2BMarket%2BStatus%2B(20162020)%2Band%2BForecast%2B(2021E-2026F%2B...%2B%2BIndustrial%2BIT%26cd%3DKhM2NDcwODU3NzQ4ODc2MzQ2Mzc1MhozMDYyMjgwYTAzZWE1MjIzOmNv
qmCsjLp6i0XNJu8kbAw&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C9fe0c8f6d3fd4df4a41108d9d52c8173%7C11

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com%2Falerts%2Fsh

high-fluoride-varnish-market-status-2016-2020-and-forecast-2021e-2026f-by-regionproduct-type-enduse%2F%26ss%3Dtw%26rt%3DGlobal%2BHigh%2BFluoride%2BVarnish%2BMarket%2BStatus%2B(20162020)%2Band%2BForecast%2B(2021E-2026F%2B...%2B%2BIndustrial%2BIT%26cd%3DKhM2NDcwODU3NzQ4ODc2MzQ2Mzc1MhozMDYyMjgwYTAzZWE1MjIzOmNv
qmCsjLp6i0XNJu8kbAw&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C9fe0c8f6d3fd4df4a41108d9d52c8173%7C11
Flag as irrelevant
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com%2Falerts%2Ffee
high-fluoride-varnish-market-status-2016-2020-and-forecast-2021e-2026f-by-regionproduct-type-enduse%2F%26source%3Dalertsmail%26hl%3Den%26gl%3DUS%26msgid%3DNjQ3MDg1Nzc0ODg3NjM0NjM
ohik4rEUWeXbFA38OrDVkd_uRgzts4&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C9fe0c8f6d3fd4df4a41

Global Hydrogen Fluoride Cas 7664-39-3 Market Trends and Developments,
Forecast by 2027
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com%2Furl%3Frct%3
hydrogen-fluoride-cas-7664-39-3-market-trends-and-developments-forecast-by-2027solvay-honeywellmexichem%2F%26ct%3Dga%26cd%3DCAEYByoTNjQ3MDg1Nzc0ODg3NjM0NjM3NTIaMzA2MjI4MGEwM2Vh
Industrial IT
Understand the influence of COVID-19 on the Hydrogen Fluoride Cas 7hydrogen-fluoridecas-7664-39-3-market4-39-3 Market with our analysts ...

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com%2Falerts%2Fsh
hydrogen-fluoride-cas-7664-39-3-market-trends-and-developments-forecast-by-2027solvay-honeywellmexichem%2F%26ss%3Dfb%26rt%3DGlobal%2BHydrogen%2BFluoride%2BCas%2B7664393%2BMarket%2BTrends%2Band%2BDevelopments%2C%2BForecast%2Bby%2B2027%26cd%3DKhM2NDc

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com%2Falerts%2Fsh
hydrogen-fluoride-cas-7664-39-3-market-trends-and-developments-forecast-by-2027solvay-honeywellmexichem%2F%26ss%3Dtw%26rt%3DGlobal%2BHydrogen%2BFluoride%2BCas%2B7664393%2BMarket%2BTrends%2Band%2BDevelopments%2C%2BForecast%2Bby%2B2027%26cd%3DKhM2NDc
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hydrogen-fluoride-cas-7664-39-3-market-trends-and-developments-forecast-by-2027solvay-honeywellmexichem%2F%26source%3Dalertsmail%26hl%3Den%26gl%3DUS%26msgid%3DNjQ3MDg1Nzc0ODg3Nj
ohik4rEUWeXbFA38OrDVkd_uRgzts4&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C9fe0c8f6d3fd4df4a41

Polyvinylidene Fluoride (PVDF) Market to Witness Rapid Growth by 2030 Industrial IT
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com%2Furl%3Frct%3

fluoride-pvdf-market-to-witness-rapid-growth-by-2030-arkema-solvay-dongyue-andmore%2F%26ct%3Dga%26cd%3DCAEYCCoTNjQ3MDg1Nzc0ODg3NjM0NjM3NTIaMzA2MjI4MGEwM2VhNTIy
Industrial IT
Global Polyvinylidene Fluoride (PVDF) Market Share 2022-2030 Global Industry Research
report covers a detailed study of the Polyvinylidene ...

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com%2Falerts%2Fsh
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______________________________________________
From: Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
Sent: 1/8/2022 9:17:28 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: UNBELIEVABLE

-----Original Message----From: Dave Adams <dadams@millersheating.com>
Sent: Saturday, January 8, 2022 11:09 AM
To: Haag, Hannah R (SBOH) <Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: UNBELIEVABLE
External Email
I need to voice my concern that it has been brought to my attention some very
disturbing allegations . Is it true that there are plans in place to give the State Board of
Health power to FORCE VACCINATIONS? And then power to have police arrest and detain
people for observing their constitutional right to CHOOSE whether they are vaccinated or
not? These allegations and plans are WAY OVER THE LINE of State government. There is
so much scientific and medical evidence that Covid vaccines are harmful especially in
CHILDREN. It is the Parents ,for children ,and adults individual right and responsibility to
CHOOSE their health care. I am watching and holding each individual in Government
responsible for their vote and position on this issue.
Sincerely
David Adams
President/Owner
Miller's Heating & Air
6109 NE HWY 99
VANCOUVER WA 98665
Cell 360-772-2000

______________________________________________
From: Daniel Smallwood
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:27:42 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Misinformation
External Email
To the Health Department,
Honestly, after all of this COVID hype and Gov mandates why wouldn't we think that it
was on the schedule? It seems to right in line with all previous actions. Seriously
convince me you will NOT do this. I read this as we thought about it but see you are
ready and there is strong opposition so we won't at least for now. If you ever do it will
not go well for anyone.
Sincerely

https://sboh.wa.gov/News/Articles/ID/3050/Clarifying-Online-Misinformation-about-theJan-12-State-Board-of-Health-Public-Meeting
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2FNews%2FArticles
Online-Misinformation-about-the-Jan-12-State-Board-of-Health-PublicMeeting&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C7892420d04d34d82632308d9d26ff7fe%7C11d0e

______________________________________________
From: Brian O'Riley
Sent: 1/12/2022 11:36:31 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: NO Vaccine mandates
External Email
To those who are suppose to represent the wishes of their constituents in the state of
Washington!
If you try to mandate that all students be vaccinated it will open the floodgates of
parents removing their children from public schools. I am vehemently opposed to these
mandates, as well as any forcible quarantining of free citizens. These mandates and
actions are unconstitutional and any effort to implement these policies will be met with
strenuous opposition from the free citizens of the state of Washington.
Standing by
Brian O’Riley
Spokane Washington

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 10:28:38 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: No vaccine mandates for our children

From: Christina Durr <christinadurr@hotmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 9:17 AM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: No vaccine mandates for our children

External Email

Dear Christy,
We the constituents and community members of this great State of
Washington, DEMAND the Washington State Board of Health (WSBOH) REFUSE to make
COVID vaccinations/shots mandatory for children of Washington State for childcare and
school admission. Due to the following reasons:
1. COVID vaccines remain under Emergency Use Authorization
2. Children under the age of 18 have a 99.995% survival rate from COVID
infection
3. Children have a higher chance of death or adverse reaction to COVID
vaccines than COVID-19
What you are trying to do is an atrocious abuse of power. Do not take rights away
from parents.

Sincerely,

Christina Durr

Mom of 2
Resident of Snohomish WA

Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Patt Sellen
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:54:08 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Rochelle Hazard, Neighborhood House
Sent: 1/12/2022 9:33:59 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Join us to learn about our services!
External Email
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Neighborhood House would like to invite you to a COVID recovery information session.
Open to all community members who want to learn more about our free programs and
services to help get through the pandemic and beyond.
Thursday, January 20
1:00 - 2:30 pm

Register!
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fbbox.blackbaudhosting.com%2Fw
2061154553%26trid%3Daa841fae-6852-4b47-b48a85cb216b62a3%26linkid%3D257367420%26isbbox%3D1%26pid%3D0&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40S

For the past two years, COVID-19 has affected people in many ways. Some people have
lost jobs or had their hours greatly reduced, making it tough to pay rent, bills, and
creating anxiety. We have had to isolate ourselves from friends and family, which has
affected how we celebrate our holidays, birthdays, major events, and each other, which
can lead to depression and sadness. Childcare centers and schools have closed, leading
to a loss of childcare, making it harder to get back to work. We have heard these types
of losses and needs from many of the people that use Neighborhood House’s services.
In response to what we have heard, Neighborhood House will be holding an information
session on a variety of topics to address the concerns and needs of our community. This
session will be about our services that may be able to assist in the recovery from the
impact that COVID-19 has had.
The topics of this session are as follows:
*

Employment and training opportunities
*
Rental assistance/Eviction prevention
*
SNAP (food assistance)
*
Medicare/Medicaid/Aging and Disability services
*
Employment opportunities here at Neighborhood House
*
Child Care
*
Mental Health
There will be Neighborhood House staff across all divisions available to answer any
questions. We are interested in finding out other ways that our agency can offer support
during these difficult times so if you think of any please feel free to reply with a
comment. Thank you.
Please forward to or share with those who may be interested!

Event Flyer
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______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/11/2022 8:13:01 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: No Covid Vaccines

-----Original Message----From: audra schumacher <audra.schumacher@mac.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2022 3:47 AM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: No Covid Vaccines
External Email
Please do not require our children to be vaccinated. This is our right to make our own
decisions about our bodies. Please please listen to the people. Thank you.
Audra Schumacher
(360) 931-7667

______________________________________________
From: Greg Godwin
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:33:46 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 2:34:45 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Public comment for Jan 12 th meeting

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: Todd Mills <toddandashia19@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 10:32 PM
To: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Public comment for Jan 12 th meeting

External Email
Hello!

I am voicing my total opposition to mandating of the Covid vaccine for children of any
age as well as adults. Please allow us to make medical decisions for our families.

Also, complete opposition for all the changes ton WAC that have to do with Covid.
Tracing people, quarantining people by force or any kind of mandate of the vaccine.

Thanks for your time,
Mom of 4 healthy youth,
Ashia

______________________________________________
From: Oksana Yashchuk
Sent: 1/7/2022 4:38:17 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Sarah Canton
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:29:22 AM
To: DOH
WSBOH,Sen.Cantwell@opencongress.org,Sen.Murray@opencongress.org,Stokesbary,
Drew
Cc:
Subject: Jan 12th WSBOH Hearing
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
I am completely against the proposed covid policies in WAC 246-100-040, WAC 246-10045, WAC 246-100-070, WAC 246-100, & WAC 246-105. These proposed policies are
overreaching, immoral, and highly discriminatory. I will not support any elected official
who seeks to impose these propositions, and I strongly urge the Washington State Board
of Health to drop these invasive and unconstitutional posistions.
-Sarah Canton

______________________________________________
From: Dave Sinden
Sent: 1/7/2022 4:41:05 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: My Public Comments
External Email
WAC-246-100-070
WAC-246-100-045
WAC-246-100-040
WAC-246-100-105
All of these proposals are WRONG!!! When you start going after people and their
CHILDREN and forcing them into detainment facilities for alleged emergency reasons,
you are committing crimes!! This is so ILLEGAL, UNCONSTITUTIONAL!!!
Stop the nonsense! There are real reasons we have The Bill of Rights! Read them before
you even think up this kind of insanity!

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:12:12 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Washington State Board of Health

From: Brandy Jackson <brandy@graja.biz>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 12:13 AM
To: Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH) <Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>; Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
<Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>; Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
<Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH) <Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>;
Donahoe, Kaitlyn N (SBOH) <kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
<Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>; Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
<Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>; Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH)
<Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>; Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
<Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>; Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
<samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
<Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH)
<Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>; DOH WSBOH <WSBOH@SBOH.WA.GOV>
Subject: Washington State Board of Health

External Email
I am writing you to share with you that I do not agree in giving this shot that people are
trying to call a vaccine to our kids.
The long term data is not there to support the positive outcome of this with our kids.
Myself and my family are fully vaccinated and I have always supported them and in the
need for the vaccines to help protect the majority from really awful virus but this COVID19 Virus is something different and one that cannot be stopped as it mutates to fast.
Having a booster every 3-5 months proves that this is not a vaccine, it is merely a flu
shot.
I ask that you support families and individuals in the state of Washington by not
supporting the mandate of this shot. I ask that you support us and help in taking a stand
to give families and individuals the right to choose what is good for their own body.
Many people have said yes to the shot so they can say no to it for their kids. Now that
this is possibly on the horizon more families will be forced to remove their kids from the
public school system resulting in a loss for districts funding. More families will be forced
to move out of this state in which they have called home.

I thank you for your time and I am attaching an article by Robert W Malone MD via this
link

https://www.rwmalonemd.com/blog/what-do-covid-hiv-and-many-common-colds-havein-common
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.rwmalonemd.com%2Fblog%
do-covid-hiv-and-many-common-colds-have-incommon&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C13cfe723261d4915f02408d9d1c62bea%7C11

Please take the time to read this one and the others on his website.

Thank you,
Brandy Jackson
-Thank you,
Brandy L Jackson
503-784-0085
brandy@graja.biz <mailto:brandy@graja.biz>

Play hard, Train hard, WIN BIG. In all things have a Champion Mindset.

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 8:18:18 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Communistic Internment Camps and mandates

From: Debbie Baril <debaril76@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 11:27 AM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Communistic Internment Camps and mandates

External Email

The powers that be are USING YOU AS PUPPETS. You are doing their dirty work! Do you
really want to be instrumental in the United States of America becoming communistic. Do
you even care about you children and grandchildren living under communism? This is
what you are doing if you support these camps and mandates. You know how many
people have died or permanently injured from these experimental jabs. Think for
yourself. Don't let these powers think for you. You are in your employment positions to
protect America from communism. Are you doing your part keeping Washingtonian free?
When you face God on your judgment day will God say "Well done, good and faithful
servant?"
You are in my prayers to do what is right for America.
Thank you,
Debbie Baril
One email didn't go through so I will fix it but this is what I sent.
Show quoted text

______________________________________________
From: Peggy Krober
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:29:32 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: tompinkham111@gmail.com
Sent: 1/11/2022 2:16:41 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Response to: "The WA State Board of health will discuss applying current
infectious disease WAC codes to include covid-19 for all WA state residents."
External Email
Hi,

COVID mandates cannot supersede the Constitution’s Freedom of Religion. This has been
proven by Supreme Court rulings allowing Churches to gather in CA, against that State’s
orders. And a federal Court has, just 2 days ago, upheld Navy Seals suing the Dept of
Defense for not allowing religious objections to taking the COVID shots.

The COVID shots (they don’t even fit the definition of a vaccine) artificially alter our DNA.
As a Christian it is my firm belief, that our DNA comes from God, and for us to alter it
puts us on the same level as our Creator. That is blasphemy! And will come back to bite
us. [We have created 2 branches of humanity, those who have had their DNA artificially
altered, and those who have not.]

In short, you could put a gun to my head, and I would not take the shot or submit to any
unnecessary quarantines (like is being done in Communist China currently). And there
are thousands of us in this State. Any such attempts will be met is massive class action
suites against you and the State.

Most Sincerely,

Thomas Pinkham
Port Orchard, WA 98366
Cell: 206-300-9787
TomPinkham111@gmail.com <mailto:TomPinkham111@gmail.com>

______________________________________________
From: Elizabeth Aune
Sent: 1/7/2022 5:15:52 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Alisha Humphrey
Sent: 1/10/2022 2:27:14 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Oksana Stryzheus
Sent: 1/10/2022 12:26:47 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 7:51:58 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: I oppose the proposed....

From: Gary Burya <gburya@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 12:28 PM
Subject: I oppose the proposed....

External Email
I oppose the proposed WAC’s 246-100-070, WAC 246-100-045, WAC 246-100-040, WAC
246-100, WAC 246-105
I am completely against giving local health officers use of law enforcement and the use of
an emergency order to involuntarily detain a person or family into a quarantine facility if
they refuse the requests of medical examination, testing, treatment, counseling, or
vaccination.
I am completely against covid-19 injections as part of the school immunization
requirements using WAC 246-105.
.
Gary Burya
P.O. Box 1989
Deer Park, WA 99006-1989
509217-2208
gburya@gmail.com <mailto:gburya@gmail.com>
.
.
.
.
Confidentiality Notice: The information contained in this e-mail is confidential and is
intended only for the addressee(s). The content of this e-mail should not be interpreted
or construed as legal or tax advice. If you have received and/or are viewing this e-mail in
error, please immediately notify the sender by reply e-mail, and delete it from your

system without forwarding, copying or saving in any manner. If you are not the intended
recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution, disclosure, copy,
use or further reading of the information contained in this e-mail message is strictly
prohibited.
.
.

______________________________________________
From: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
Sent: 1/8/2022 5:40:30 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Jan 12th meeting

--Samantha Pskowski (she/her/hers)
Washington State Board of Health
360-789-2358

From: Katrina Mason <katrinamason70@yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 10:14 AM
To: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Jan 12th meeting

External Email
Dear Samantha,
I am a Washington state citizen and a parent. I STRONGLY OPPOSE the use of police
officers and health officials for taking persons to detainment facilities who do not comply
with quarantine, face masks, testing, and vaccination. WE ARE UNITED STATES
CITIZENS WITH A CONSTITUTION. WE HAVE INDIVIDUAL RIGHTS AND LIBERTIES. WE
DO NOT LIVE IN WORLD WAR II, NAZI GERMANY. NO COVID QUARANTINE CAMPS!!! I
strongly oppose adding covid to list of diseases. Please show studies where covid has
been isolated.

I STRONGLY OPPOSE required covid vaccination for children and adolescents. Recent
information coming out shows that these covid vaccines, are not vaccines, they are gene
modification therapies. These gene modification therapies are not safe. See VAERS
report: VAERS through 12/24,21: 1,000,227 adverse events reported. 21,002 deaths,
110,609 hospitalizations, 109,245 urgent care, 156,456 doctor office visits, 8,673
anaphylaxis, 12,532 Bell's palsy, 22,117 3,435 miscarriages, 10,640 heart attacks,
22,117 myocarditis/pericarditis, 35,650 permanently disabled, 5,011
Thrombocytopenia/low Platelet, 23,892 life threatening, 36,492 severe allergic reaction,
and 11,462 shingles. https://openvaers.com/covid-data
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fopenvaers.com%2Fcoviddata&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C4f2b061b9e8244f45d3208d9d311046a%7C11d0e
. There has not been full disclosure as to what are in these injections. The vaccine box
insert is blank. The current offered covid gene modification injections are under EUA,
thus they are not FDA approved.. only Cominarty is FDA approved and it is currently not
being offered. Children and adolescents are at much higher risk of vaccine damage than

covid.
I strongly oppose proposed WACS:
WAC 246-100-070
WAC 246-100-045
WAC 246-100-040
WAC 246-100
WAC 246-105
These proposals are violations of Nuremberg Code: "The voluntary consent of the human
subject is absolutely essential. This means that the person involved should have legal
capacity to give consent; should be so situated as to be able to exercise free power of
choice, without the intervention of any element of force, fraud, deceit, duress,
overreaching, or other ulterior form of constraint or coercion; and should have sufficient
knowledge and comprehension of the elements of the subject matter involved as to
enable him to make an understanding and enlightened decision."
- Katrina Mason

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.onelink.me%2F107872968%3F

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.onelink.me%2F107872968%3F

______________________________________________
From: Chase MacRae
Sent: 1/8/2022 8:24:51 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dolan Walker
Sent: 1/8/2022 4:07:49 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: The Scoters
Sent: 1/11/2022 12:10:14 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Jan 12th meeting, tomorrow
External Email
Dear health bureaucrats,
The present situation with omicron is no longer a health emergency. People are not dying
from covid anymore, not in numbers that make for a public emergency. People have
always died from influenzas and pneumonias, from car wrecks and drownings, and we
don’t abandon our God-given rights in an effort to stamp out all of these possible deaths.
The extreme measures you contemplate in dealing with what has become a minor threat
would further hurt adults and children instead of helping them. Whatever power
structures exist in your Codes, you don’t have a moral right to trample on peoples’s
‘…life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.’
You have no moral authority to impose mandatory shots into people’s bodies. People own
their own bodies. You do not own other people’s bodies. You may not do as you see fit
with other people’s bodies. The people who imprisoned Martin Luther King, Jr.—did they
have the legal right to do that? The bus driver who asked Rosa Parks to go to the back of
the bus—did he have the right to do that? The national guard and police who blasted civil
rights protestors with water hoses and set dogs on them—did they have the right to do
that? Yes, they had a “right” by the laws and policies of the day, but they were in the
wrong. The hindsight of history shows to all that they were wrong. The truth will out;
many people already know that it is wrong of you to contemplate involuntary detention
of citizens. Future people will absolutely know it, just like we absolutely know who was
right in the civil rights movement led by MLK.
We also know who was morally right when the Japanese American citizens were
involuntarily concentrated into camps. We know who was wrong. Monetary reparations
and public apology was awarded decades later to Japanese American citizens—right here
in WA—who were involuntarily detained into camps at that shameful time.
There will be only shame for those who act immorally to involuntarily detain and/or bully
citizens and children into camps and near-forced requirement of experimental injections.
We Americans know that our legal rights to “life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness”
are solid both in Constitutional law and in the moral law which is written in our hearts.
I urge you not to overstep whatever powers you have to do whatever you want in this
little day. Tomorrow morning, please remember that both yourselves and your fellow
citizens alike are all ‘created equal’ and have ‘unalienable rights.’ We hold these truths to
be self-evident, that involuntary detainment of citizens is wrong, and mandating
experimental shots for children against the will of their parents is wrong. Please maintain
the public trust by respecting our unalienable rights.
Sincerely,
Deirdre Forman
WA resident

______________________________________________
From: Alyssa Hernandez
Sent: 1/10/2022 6:38:22 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Teri Jobs
Sent: 1/10/2022 9:29:41 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Teresa Moyer
External Email
My name is Teresa Moyer a long time Washington resident in Vancouver Washington.
Please do not go forward with this mandate of vaccines for all people and especially
children. There is no data or research supporting factual scientific data that these
vaccines are safer then natural immunity or early treatments. Getting everyone vaccine
will not stop transmission. These vaccines are causing genocide and adverse reactions off
the charts. Please stop vaccines.
Saying no to
WAC 246-100-070
WAC 246-100-045
WAC 246-100-040
WAC 246-100
WAC 246-105

Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Douglas Berry
Sent: 1/11/2022 1:38:09 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
Sent: 1/8/2022 6:13:36 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: UNBELIEVABLE

--Samantha Pskowski (she/her/hers)
Washington State Board of Health
360-789-2358
-----Original Message----From: Dave Adams <dadams@millersheating.com>
Sent: Saturday, January 8, 2022 11:05 AM
To: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: UNBELIEVABLE
External Email
I need to voice my concern that it has been brought to my attention some very
disturbing allegations . Is it true that there are plans in place to give the State Board of
Health power to FORCE VACCINATIONS? And then power to have police arrest and detain
people for observing their constitutional right to CHOOSE whether they are vaccinated or
not? These allegations and plans are WAY OVER THE LINE of State government. There is
so much scientific and medical evidence that Covid vaccines are harmful especially in
CHILDREN. It is the Parents ,for children ,and adults individual right and responsibility to
CHOOSE their health care. I am watching and holding each individual in Government
responsible for their vote and position on this issue.
Sincerely
David Adams
President/Owner
Miller's Heating & Air
6109 NE HWY 99
VANCOUVER WA 98665
Cell 360-772-2000

______________________________________________
From: Emily Bemis
Sent: 1/8/2022 11:11:03 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: warmyourheart
Sent: 1/12/2022 9:18:17 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Re: Reminder: January 12 State Board of Health Public Meeting starts in 1 hour
External Email
I have tried both zoom by iPhone and zoom phone call to be in the meeting multiple
times with no success. Enclosed is my statement. Hoping it’s not ignore but put in the
hands of those making the To The Washington State Officials and Board of Health,
I’m appalled and shock to the extreme measures that are being taken in Washington
State toward enforcement of the Covid Vaccination. A vaccination that “claims” to do so
many things but has not been fully tested and has proven to NOT be the cure or the stop
of COVID! (Just keep giving and forcing vaccination and more and more boosters???)
Individuals that claim to be professionals want to “force” people and now children to get
the “shot”. How do you know the outcome? Will each of you that are forcing the Vax
personally take responsibility for an individual? When is it the decision of political officials
and health professionals to “force” adults and children to do something they are not
comfortable doing with no ramifications or consequences of the outcome. It is clearly
stated that the drug companies can NOT be sued or take any recourse if an individual
dies or has lasting side effects from the vaccination. What? I have to take responsibility
for myself and choices I make. So how is it wealthy pharmaceutical companies take NO
responsibility for the outcome of what they are doing?
This is a country based on freedom. Taking the freedom of choice is NOT your choice.
Forcing people including children to have an unproven vaccination is NOT anyones choice
but the individual and the parent or guardian of that child.
Looking back on history, which I strongly suggest you reread this conforming action is
like Adolf Hitler and the killing of the Jews. Forcing people who believe differently to be
segregated, punished, and even killed to “Force” the human race to comply.
The economy’s a mess, Washington residents are moving out of state, businesses are
failing, depression and suicide is high, aggressive behavior is high, fear and finger
pointing is at its highest and people are just plain tired of the “controlling” of human life
when the outcome of the vaccination is so foggy and appears to be not what the health
officials claim it to be.
As a citizen of the United States of America and a resident in Washington State freedom
is the life I desire not isolation, fear, force, and socialism.
This is America! We have a choice!
-Survivor of Covid 19
Melanie Taylor
Kent Wa
Sent from my iPhone

On Jan 12, 2022, at 10:55 AM, Zoom <no-reply@zoom.us> wrote:

☆
<http://us02web.zoom.us/w_p/89125084493/e9e77579-e240-4989-b2c3ec78977d482e.png>

Hi Melanie,
This is a reminder that "January 12 State Board of Health Public Meeting" will begin in 1
hour on:
Date Time: Jan 12, 2022 09:00 AM Pacific Time (US and Canada)
Join from a PC, Mac, iPad, iPhone or Android device:

Click Here to Join
<https://us02web.zoom.us/w/89474064216?tk=h9t3jo6w9RfmthmVWbJkrc9E99CZ2b63AcIJLyM7nLk.DQM
EyQyDTdyxsw>
Note: This link should not be shared with others; it is unique to you.
Passcode: 957396
Add to Calendar
<https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/tZ0pcO2oqD8oG9KF6FhUeOASqfB_9IIVqjfr/ics?user_id=RyF45KacToeG
Add to Google Calendar
<https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/tZ0pcO2oqD8oG9KF6FhUeOASqfB_9IIVqjfr/calendar/google/add?user_
Add to Yahoo Calendar
<https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/tZ0pcO2oqD8oG9KF6FhUeOASqfB_9IIVqjfr/ics?user_id=RyF45KacToeG
Or join by phone:
US: +1 253 215 8782 or +1 301 715 8592 or +1 312 626 6799 or +1 346 248 7799 or
+1 646 558 8656 or +1 669 900 9128
Webinar ID: 894 7406 4216
Passcode: 957396
International numbers available: https://us02web.zoom.us/u/kdrx2gOfLS

You can cancel
<https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/tZ0pcO2oqD8oG9KF6FhUeOASqfB_9IIVqjfr/success?act=cance
your registration at any time.

______________________________________________
From: Olga Medvedev
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:13:28 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 7:46:50 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Fwd: UNBELIEVABLE

Get Outlook for iOS
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fo0ukef&data=04%7C0
________________________________
From: Dave Adams <dadams@millersheating.com>
Sent: Saturday, January 8, 2022 1:07:04 PM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: UNBELIEVABLE
External Email
I need to voice my concern that it has been brought to my attention some very
disturbing allegations . Is it true that there are plans in place to give the State Board of
Health power to FORCE VACCINATIONS? And then power to have police arrest and detain
people for observing their constitutional right to CHOOSE whether they are vaccinated or
not? These allegations and plans are WAY OVER THE LINE of State government. There is
so much scientific and medical evidence that Covid vaccines are harmful especially in
CHILDREN. It is the Parents ,for children ,and adults individual right and responsibility to
CHOOSE their health care. I am watching and holding each individual in Government
responsible for their vote and position on this issue.
Sincerely
David Adams
President/Owner
Miller's Heating & Air
6109 NE HWY 99
VANCOUVER WA 98665
Cell 360-772-2000

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 1:59:37 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vaccination Mandate for children

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: Kelly McClimans <mcclimansfamily@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 8:30 AM
To: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Vaccination Mandate for children

External Email
Please do not abuse the power vested in the government to mandate child vaccination. I
do not believe enough data has been collected to validate that children are safe from side
affects. With over 90% of the at risk community vaccinated I don’t believe that children
are a reservoir that threatens the at risk community. If you are going to follow data you
must also consider that a large percentage of children would likely choose not to be
vaccinated once they are adults. You would therefore be violating the conscience of those
soon to be adults.
As a mathematician for the last 30 years I have worked hard to pursue the application of
science and the exploitation of data in the form of statistics to protect the public. In order
to do that I have to study many aspects of all safety considerations. I do not believe the
current administration or industry, Or industry has been accountable or effective at doing
that. I believe if the policies have been followed today or applied to air travel only 60%
of the people who got on a plane alive would get off a plane alive.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
SMILE
Kelly McClimans
Bonney Lake, WA
<><

______________________________________________
From: Brandi Edmiston
Sent: 1/9/2022 12:38:19 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 4:26:55 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vaccine Mandates

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: Gabriel Runge <runge379@hotmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 11:53 AM
To: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Vaccine Mandates

External Email
Please don't make vaccines mandatory!

Gabe Runge

______________________________________________
From: Anke Coston
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:00:43 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:58:17 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vaccine mandates

--Lindsay Herendeen, MPH, MCRP (she/her)
Health Policy Analyst
Washington State Board of Health
lindsay.herendeen@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:lindsay.herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>
360-628-6823

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01
, Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH&
, Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: Ed Elkin <edelkin26@yahoo.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 5, 2022 10:09 PM
To: Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH) <Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Vaccine mandates

External Email
As the father of 2 and grandfather of 7 let it be known that a vaccine mandate for
children is equal to child abuse. The risk of adverse reaction is far greater than their risk
from covid. We will pull our children from school before letting you touch our children.
We the people will know who you are and will vote you out at our first chance. Stop with
this insane AGENDA of yours and leave our children alone.
Edward Elkin
Pissed Off Papa

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.onelink.me%2F107872968%3F

______________________________________________
From: Eric Quick
Sent: 1/7/2022 4:12:41 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Oppose Vaccine mandate
External Email
I am completely against any of the proposed covid policies that are overreaching and
immoral. We stand against these proposed WAC's: WAC 246-100-070, WAC 246-100045, WAC 246-100-040, WAC 246-100, WAC 246-105.
Sincerely,
Eric Quick

______________________________________________
From: Patricia Heide
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:18:58 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
Sent: 1/11/2022 7:51:29 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Teresa Moyer

From: Teri Jobs <teri.lee.moyer@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, January 10, 2022 9:37 PM
To: Haag, Hannah R (SBOH) <Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Teresa Moyer

External Email
My name is Teresa Moyer a long time Washington resident in Vancouver Washington.
Please do not go forward with this mandate of vaccines for all people and especially
children. There is no data or research supporting factual scientific data that these
vaccines are safer then natural immunity or early treatments. Getting everyone vaccine
will not stop transmission. These vaccines are causing genocide and adverse reactions off
the charts. Please stop vaccines.
Saying no to
WAC 246-100-070
WAC 246-100-045
WAC 246-100-040
WAC 246-100
WAC 246-105

Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: aliona sanduleac
Sent: 1/11/2022 2:24:37 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Carol Riggio
Sent: 1/8/2022 7:38:54 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: No vaccine mandates for children
External Email
Good Afternoon:
I wanted to voice my concern about the danger of COVID vaccines for children. The
COVID vaccine is different from the vaccine for measles, mumps, etc. The COVID vaccine
is not licensed and is experimental. There is a high risk for myocarditis when boys
especially are vaccinated. The Nuremberg trials established that we would not force
people to take experimental medical treatments. The risk benefit for children is inverted.
The COVID vaccine is more dangerous to children than having the disease itself. Children
face better outcomes without the vaccine. The government has created financial
incentives for Covid-19 treatments and deaths. The inventor of the MRNA technology,
Malone, posited that only the most vulnerable should have been vaccinated. He
hypothesized that we would have breakthrough variants. Fauci and others had email
communication that they would silence epidemiologists and others who questioned the
lockdowns and other measures. Most children who have been hospitalized with COVID
have actually been hospitalized for other reasons (appendicitis, cancer treatment, broken
bones, etc.) and have been found to have COVID - hence, counted as a COVID
hospitalization. There is no scientific proof or study that proves children can give COVID
to adults - it is the other way around. The jury is still out about the side effects from the
MRNA vaccine. The health of our State's children is in your hands - it is prudent to wait,
not act, especially with this less virulent strain now sweeping our state.
I also wanted to voice my horror at the prospect of forcibly detaining Washington citizens
who refuse to comply with COVID mandates. This is a direct violation of our freedoms
under the Constitution. We are a free country, not a socialist or communist nation. This
idea sounds like what China is doing and has done to its citizens. Have we not learned
anything from the rounding up of the Japanese citizens into detention camps during
WWII? Please stop and think about what you are proposing. Look at the actual death rate
from COVID not for people who died of something else and happened to have COVID. We
are overreacting as a society to COVID, especially this new variant.
Thank you for reading my comments and passing them on the the Board, as I work and
will be unable to attend the ZOOM meeting January 12.
Sincerely,
Carol Riggio

Sent from Mail
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.microsoft.com%2Ffwlink%2F%
for Windows

______________________________________________
From: Connie Ridenour
Sent: 1/10/2022 11:38:22 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Chad Kaler
Sent: 1/8/2022 3:25:08 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Amie together
Sent: 1/11/2022 7:17:35 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH),Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH),Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH),Glasoe,
Stuart D (SBOH),Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH),Donahoe, Kaitlyn N (SBOH),Lang, Caitlin
M (SBOH),Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH),Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH),Haag, Hannah R
(SBOH),Kahler, Kelie (SBOH),Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: Covid vaccine mandate children
External Email

To whom this may concern,
I come to you as a concerned parent of a child who attends a Washington school in Grays
Harbor county. I know there has been a lot of discussion about the mandate for the covid
vaccine but I urge you to understand that as an adult with a religious exemption this has
been a huge struggle for me. I am unable to get the vaccine due to my religious status
and beliefs. I have been faced with the decision to stand by my beliefs or face dismissal
from a sonography program. It has been the hardest decision of my life, I could have
wasted 4 years of education and thousands and thousands of dollars on tuition. However,
"if Jesus Christ be God and died for me, then no sacrifice can be too great for me to
make for Him". Now that my exemption has been accepted and I am able to continue my
clinical rotation I plead with you. Please do not make the mandate mandatory for
children ages of 5 and up. Please do not make it mandatory for us to decide whether our
children get an education or they be experimented on. These are stressful times enough.
I don't think Washington State realizes how many parents will fight back, how many
teachers will lose amazing students and how many students will lose amazing teachers. I
don't want to have to quit everything I've worked for or have all theses hoops I've
jumped through be wasted just to home school my children. I am going to be a well
educated tax paying medical professional that can only benefit our state. I see no
outcome for our future that is positive with this mandatory vaccine mandate. Let us
parents decide what's best for our children. This may make no difference but I but I had
to at least try. If any of you would like to reach out to me please feel free otherwise I
appreciate your time and consideration.
Sincerely a loving Washington parent

______________________________________________
From: Olga Leonchik
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:48:28 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dpmoyn
Sent: 1/10/2022 2:44:20 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: WAC-246-100
External Email
Hello,
I oppose the quarantine/vaccine mandates.
My understanding is that there will be a Wednesday meeting to discuss, among other
efforts, the move to involuntarily detain those who are not vaccinated in quarantine
facilities that have been created here in WA state - didn't think we were Australia?
Over the past three weeks, every one of our family/extended family members have all
had the COVID virus = all vaccinated and boosted. It is beyond comprehension that there
would be a move to quarantine people who've rejected the vaccines to now continue the
misinformation that only the unvaccinated can get the virus.
Hoping that the truth re: vaccinated getting the virus (Whoopi anyone/numerous political
figures, etc.?) who diligently followed all they've been commanded to do will put to rest
the notion that the unvaccinated are the problem.
Thank you.

______________________________________________
From: Alina Russu
Sent: 1/7/2022 4:26:24 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cindy Stockton
Sent: 1/11/2022 12:02:47 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 7:47:05 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Fwd: Required vaccination

Get Outlook for iOS
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fo0ukef&data=04%7C0
________________________________
From: eaglereal1 <eaglereal1@aol.com>
Sent: Saturday, January 8, 2022 11:27:51 AM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Required vaccination
External Email
Hello,
Please reconsider enforcing the Covid vaccination on school age children. We do not
know enough about the long-term effects of this drug to be putting it into our children's
bodies. If and when a child gets covid, their recovery rate is way too high to even
consider them to be vaccinated. If the teachers are already vaccinated and the
vaccination works then what is the reasoning behind vaccinating the children when they
are the least at risk? There isn't any. Leave the children alone and keep them in school.
Concerned Mother,
Stacey Eagle

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone
Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone

______________________________________________
From: Cynthia L. Williamson
Sent: 1/10/2022 1:12:07 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Charlie Heckman
Sent: 1/9/2022 10:30:45 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: A G
Sent: 1/9/2022 8:20:20 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: WAC’s: WAC 246-100-070, WAC 246-100-045, WAC 246-100-040, WAC 246100, WAC 246-105.
External Email
To whom it may concern, I am completely against these proposed policies. This goes
against the Constitution of the United States of America. This goes against the
Nuremberg Code. These policies violate the religious freedoms of United States Citizens.
These proposed policies are highly illegal. With the above said, it would be a horrible
mistake and a huge overreach of government to try to impose such policies on the
residents of Washington state. May God be with you, and may you all look deep within
yourselves in regards to the decisions you are considering. May you not just consider
your own lives and act out of fear, but the many lives that are affected by your decisions.
May you consider the lives of our children, who are our country's future, who have little
to no risk at all from the COVID-19 virus. Let the decisions you make today reflect your
character, so that in the generations to come, your family will be proud to recall your
accomplishments.
Sincerely,
Washington state resident

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 10:32:55 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vaccine recommendation

From: Terry Rude <terry.rude@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 8:49 AM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Vaccine recommendation

External Email
I am writing about the meeting you are having next week to consider a vaccine
requirement for school aged children.

I can hardly believe that you are even considering this when children are at a very low
risk from covid-19.

To take the choice away from parents is not only morally wrong, it is clearly
unconstitutional.

I ask you to please say no to this requirement - I fear you would alienate many many
families and leave them no choice but to take their children out of public schools.

Thank you for your consideration,

Terry Rude
425-345-8809

______________________________________________
From: Paula Ritchie
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:07:30 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dave an Kelley Palomino
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:38:39 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public question
External Email
1.) Reclassifying covid as “communicable disease” will most likely result in putting it on
the school schedule NEXT year, correct?
This will force the vaccine for school entry such as was done with measles. Is this
correct?
Are you planning to set things up for it to be reclassified communicable disease
potentially putting covid in the same category as measles this next school year as a
mandatory requirement?
Currently it is very difficult to get an exemption and after all the religious refusals for
jobs regarding covid I imagine doctors will equally refuse exemptions for a Childs
vaccine. Is this a concern?
2.) The rules on the books for mandatory involuntary quarantine is most concerning and
SHOULD NOT be on our books as it is unconstitutional. When will these be removed. Why
were 2 quarantine facilities built this past year.
The death rates are far fewer than initial outbreak cove the novel variant in spikes in
early 2020 - why is this still being considered an emergency when the death rates are
dramatically lower?
3.) Insurance companies over the country now coming out with stats that non covid
deaths have gone up 40% as compared to pre covid average deaths from 2018 and
before. Does WA state have the total death rates from pre 2018 compared to current??
Has the heath departments contacted the insurance companies and funeral homes in WA
to come up with numbers. Is anyone concerned with the over million injuries reported on
the VARES report?
The ins companies are also reporting a huge uptick in long term injury starting the month
of the vaccine rollout. The increase in death and injuries seems to correlate to vaccine
injury increasing unexplainable deaths, spikes in cancer or heart and stroke deaths. Why
are we pushing something so injurious when the deaths have dropped to precovid normal
flu death levels ?
Thank you, Kelley Palomino

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 9:49:22 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: I oppose forced vaccination and quarantine

From: russell007 <russell007@comcast.net>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 10:25 AM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: I oppose forced vaccination and quarantine

External Email

I oppose WAC 246-100 Rulemaking that would expand any authority to involuntarily
quarantine individuals. I also oppose adding a C-19 vaccine to the WAC 246-105
schedule of required vaccines for children to attend schools.
Informed Consent is required by law.

There are 95000 videos about vaccines, but here is one...
☆ More Harm Than Good ☆
The Pfizer Inoculations For Covid-19
Canadian Covid Care Alliance
https://www.bitchute.com/video/RaQkNEzpAdQo/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.bitchute.com%2Fvideo%2FR

Sars-Cov-2 has never been isolated - no proof exists, 25 countries, 139 institutions+
https://www.fluoridefreepeel.ca/fois-reveal-that-health-science-institutions-around-theworld-have-no-record-of-sars-cov-2-isolation-purification/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.fluoridefreepeel.ca%2Ffoisreveal-that-health-science-institutions-around-the-world-have-no-record-of-sars-cov-2isolationpurification%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Cfc7188278d6e4975434708d9d461889
If the virus has never been properly isolated, it doesn't exist. Then the test is a fraud,
the vaxx is a fraud.
It's my body, my choice ~ and children should not be vaccinated against their will.
Do not go against science, logic and common sense, we expect sound judgment. There is
zero scientific evidence that justifies vaccines or quarantines.
Do not commit a crime against the citizens of Washington state. We don't need forced
vaccination or quarantine.

Informed Consent is required by law.
I would like to express my extreme opposition to implementation of a COVID 19 vaccine
requirement for schools in Washington State.
Children are statistically at zero risk of dying from COVID. Their survival rate is in the
range of 99.99%
Vaccines are far away from the point of diminishing return, it's substantially more
harmful to vaccinate. It is blatantly criminal to even consider forced vaccinations.
Informed Consent is required by law.
No one knows the long term risks of these vaccines. You may remember that one of the
members of the FDA Advisory Committee infamously said, “We are never going to learn
about how safe thie vaccine is until we start giving it” Dr. Eric Ruben, Editor in Chief
NEJM The studies Pfizer conducted were woefully underpowered. This is an analysis of 10
Red Flags associated with Pfizer’s studies: Ten red flags in the FDA’s risk-benefit analysis
of Pfizer’s EUA application to inject American children 5 to 11 with its mRNA product –
Commentary – America's Frontline Doctors (americasfrontlinedoctors.org)
Force vaccinating healthy children for a disease that doesn’t affect them to make adults
feel safe is a new low for humanity.
Do not require these vaccinations for school age children.

Russell Green

______________________________________________
From: Crystal Hardy
Sent: 1/9/2022 6:51:21 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 8:05:38 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: K-12 COVID VAX

From: coachdpond@gmail.com <coachdpond@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 11:54 AM
To: coachdpond@gmail.com
Subject: K-12 COVID VAX

External Email
Hello,

We would like to express our extreme opposition to implementation of a COVID 19
vaccine requirement for schools in Washington State.

1. No COVID vaccine available in the United States has received FDA approval. All
available vaccines, including the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine, are being administered under
an Emergency Use Authorization. The only “approved” COVID 19 vaccine is Comirnaty,
and it is not available in the United States and there is no anticipated date for its
availability. (This “smoke and mirrors” approach by the FDA is the subject of numerous
lawsuits and a Federal Judge recently rejected Pfizer’s claim that the 2 products are
interchangeable: Federal Judge Rejects DOD Claim That Pfizer EUA and Comirnaty
Vaccines Are ‘Interchangeable’ • Children's Health Defense (childrenshealthdefense.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fchildrenshealthdefense.org%2F&da
) Since EUA products cannot be mandated per the Nuremberg Code, this alone should be
enough to stop consideration of making vaccines mandatory.

2. Children are statistically at zero risk of dying from COVID. Their survival rate is in the
range of 99.997-99.998% or, put another way, their risk of dying with COVID is less than
2 in every 1,000,000 children. The very few children who are listed as COVID deaths did
not die OF COVID, but rather WITH COVID as anyone being admitted to a hospital
nowadays is tested. I challenge the Washington State Board of Health to show medical
records for even one child who has died OF COVID. Where there’s no risk, there can be
no benefit.

3. No one knows the long term risks of these vaccines. You may remember that one of
the members of the FDA Advisory Committee infamously said, “We are never going to
learn about how safe this vaccine is until we start giving it” Dr. Eric Ruben, Editor in Chief
NEJM The studies Pfizer conducted were woefully underpowered. This is an analysis of 10

Red Flags associated with Pfizer’s studies: Ten red flags in the FDA’s risk-benefit analysis
of Pfizer’s EUA application to inject American children 5 to 11 with its mRNA product –
Commentary – America's Frontline Doctors (americasfrontlinedoctors.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Famericasfrontlinedoctors.org%2F&d
)

Force vaccinating healthy children for a disease that doesn’t affect them to make adults
feel safe is a new low for humanity. Please do the right thing and do not require these
vaccinations for school age children.

Thank you for your consideration-

David and Stephanie Pond
Auburn, WA

______________________________________________
From: Aj Anderson
Sent: 1/8/2022 11:07:09 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Davyd Silchuk
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:29:31 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
Sent: 1/8/2022 6:22:29 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Do Not Add Vocid 19 to WA WAC Codes

--Samantha Pskowski (she/her/hers)
Washington State Board of Health
360-789-2358
-----Original Message----From: Lucy <lolluc@yahoo.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 8:31 PM
To: Nathaniel.Twsboh@sboh.wa.gov; Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
<Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>; Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH)
<Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>; Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
<Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>;
Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH) <kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
<Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>; Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
<Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>; Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH)
<Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
<Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>; kelie.kahlhai@sboh.wa.gov
Cc: Lucy Witt <lolluc@yahoo.com>
Subject: Do Not Add Vocid 19 to WA WAC Codes
External Email

Do not add Covid-19 to the current infectious disease WAC codes, as this is not a disease
that causes death as our Government Regime would like for us to believe, with a 96% +
survival rate, “False Information” & “NO complete TRANSPARENCY”, being an
“EXPERIMENTAL Vaccines” all of which comes from our Government, should not ever be
taken to the lengths that it has.
This is my understanding to the pandemic; I would like you to consider this information
and again DO NOT ADD Covid-19 to WA WAC Codes.
1. Federal government wants to run roughshod over state powers, contrary to what the
Founding Fathers intended in the Ninth and 10th Amendments to the Bill of Rights, which
reserved powers to the states.
2. Dr. Francis Boyle is an international law expert. He’s also an expert on ‘genetic
bioweapons.’ And he was a gentleman who framed the ‘anti-terrorism act.’ It’s called the
“Bioweapons Anti-Terrorism Act” or B.W.A.T.A. It was framed in 1989, signed into law in
1990 by President George W. Bush, with unanimous approval from the U.S. Senate and
the U.S. Congress. And so, if there is a Genetic Bioweapons Anti-terrorism Act, it means
obviously there must be a genetic bioweapons industry. And I want you to know, that on
this earth: 22 nations on planet earth have what we call BSL4 Labs, BSL4 Labs means
Bio Safety Level 4. Bio Safety Level 4 is the highest level of Bio Safety.

3. Dr. Derek Knauss, A clinical scientist Southern California laboratory immunologistvirologist says “he and colleagues from 7 universities, that of 1500 samples of people
tested “positive” for Covid-19 could not find any (0) . All the people were simply found to
have influenza A and to a lesser extent influenza B”.
4. New Zealand has locked its entire citizenry down for one, yes one new case of COVID.
This simply boggles the mind. A look across the United States shows a similar trend in
states led by democrat leaders. The separation of powers, or the powers granted to the
states under the constitution is the only thing stopping America from looking like the
examples listed above. Leaders in the red states are essentially holding the line against
national oppression in America, but they cannot do this alone.
I can predict with relative certainty that new variants or strains are about to emerge.
New bloated case counts, not deaths of course, will pepper the headlines of news
organizations, hysteria will once again rule the news cycles. Continued public crises are
going to manifest and perpetuate fear throughout our communities. My hope is that you
are done being scared; and anger and outrage finally sets in. Remember, you are
exceptional. I can also say with absolute certainty that they will come for you one day,
not matter who you are if you don’t stand up now, vaccinated or not. Tyranny has no
boundaries; and there are bigger plans for you, your children and your wealth. Globalism
has found its way into American culture; and it is poisoning from within. Digital
passports, digital currencies, elimination of privacy and private property ownership; and
massive taxation are happening as we speak; and are modern day tools of enslavement.
The time has come to resist lockdown measures (peacefully of course) and say no to
tyranny. Collectively we are stronger than the world’s largest armies. We will not give up
any of our civil liberties granted to us under our Constitution. We will not comply with
vaccine passports. We will not allow segregation and discrimination to take new root in
America. We will not enforce any mask mandates, especially of our children. We will not
frequent businesses that promote targeted oppression of our neighbors. We will not be
bullied by state agencies or elected abusers.
5. Natural Immunity has never been approved or meds that has proven to work,
Ivermectin and hydroxychloroqine
6. I believe our state will suffer if any more mandates or codes are enforced at this time
and more than likely the citizens will boycott businesses that enact segregated practices
on our fellow citizens. We will have a zero tolerance for civil liberty abuses on our
citizenry. We will utilize the American court system of justice; and non-violent civil
disobedience to combat despotism and tyranny, as Dr Martin Luther King Jr has taught
us. Above all else, we will remain free people.
Thank you, for your time and concern and please remember to open your heart, soul and
mind to all the issues that I have tried to convey
Thank you for you consideration,
Lucy Witt
16407 NE Fargher Lake Hwy
Yacolt WA 98675
360-608-7620

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:17:31 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vaccine Mandate

From: Anne Asher <annejeanne3@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 8:01 PM
To: Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH) <Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>
Cc: Haag, Hannah R (SBOH) <Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Vaccine Mandate

External Email
Vaccine Mandate Opposition Letter

To The Washington State Board of Health,

This letter is to inform you that I strongly oppose the proposed vaccine mandate in Pierce
Country. I would like to express my extreme opposition to implementation of a COVID 19
vaccine requirement for schools in Washington State.

1. There is absolutely NO COVID vaccine available in the United States has received FDA
approval. ALL available vaccines, including the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine, are being
administered under an Emergency Use Authorization. The only “approved” COVID 19
vaccine is Comirnaty, and it is not available in the United States and there is no
anticipated date for its availability. This fear monger approach by the State of
Washington and the Federal Government to force American citizens to inject an
experimental drug AGAINST THE LAW and is the subject of numerous lawsuits! A Federal
Judge recently rejected Pfizer’s claim that the two products are interchangeable: Federal
Judge Rejects DOD Claim That Pfizer EUA and Comirnaty Vaccines Are ‘Interchangeable’
• Children's Health Defense (childrenshealthdefense.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fchildrenshealthdefense.org%2F&da
) Since EUA products cannot be mandated per the Nuremberg Code, this alone should be
enough to stop consideration of making vaccines mandatory.

2. Targeting our children is simply another tactic to accomplish the goal of 100% of
vaccination. Children are statistically at zero risk of dying from COVID. Their survival rate
is in the range of 99.997-99.998% or, put another way, their risk of dying with COVID is
less than 2 in every 1,000,000 children. The very few children who are listed as COVID
deaths did not die OF COVID, but rather WITH COVID! I challenge the Washington State
Board of Health to show medical records for even one child who has died of COVID

without co-morbidities.

3. NO ONE knows the long term risks of these vaccines. One of the members of the FDA
Advisory Committee infamously said, “We are never going to learn about how safe the
vaccine is until we start giving it” Dr. Eric Ruben, Editor in Chief NEJM. The studies Pfizer
conducted were woefully underpowered. This is an analysis of the FDA’s risk-benefit
analysis of Pfizer’s EUA application to inject American children 5 to 11 with its mRNA
product – Commentary – America's Frontline Doctors. (americasfrontlinedoctors.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Famericasfrontlinedoctors.org%2F&d
) It concludes the risks DO NOT outweigh the benefits, therefore more research MUST
done before being administered to children or anyone else!

Forced vaccinating healthy children for a disease that doesn’t affect them to make adults
feel safe is a new low for humanity.
Our hospitals have more vaccinated COVID positive patients than unvaccinated, THE
VACCINES ARE NOT WORKING!

If the Washington State Board of Health rules in favor of this mandate you can be
absolutely certain to face legal action immediately, as this is constitutional, against the
law and will be stopped!

Thank you for your careful consideration of this matter,

Anne Asher

______________________________________________
From: Olga Kuropatko
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:24:05 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Adriana Stanfill
Sent: 1/8/2022 8:36:35 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/12/2022 11:56:46 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Public Health Meeting, January 12th

From: phinehas institute <phinehas.institute@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 12, 2022 11:56 AM
Subject: Public Health Meeting, January 12th

External Email
Hello Board Members,

It has come to my attention that WA Board of Health will be
discussing Covid-19 shot mandates for schools and recommendations for forcible
quarantine and/or detention of those that disagree with policies. I request that you
abandon the plan of forming a technical advisory group to explore COVID19 mandates
and adopt a new rule of requiring products to have completed Phase 3 clinical trials
before they can be added to list of school requirements.
One definition of insanity is to repeat the same mistake over and
over again and expect different results. For almost 2 years we have attempted to follow
the health recommendations of washing, masking, distancing, testing, isolating and
vaccinating. By now it is apparent that the virus is “gonna virus” regardless of measures
attempted. Thankfully, SARS CoV2 is acting in similar manner as all other viral
pandemics and becoming more “virulent” (spreads easier) but less deadly. Real immunity
is achieved with exposure and recovery as is evidenced by fact that those infected with
SARS in 2002/3 cannot become infected with SARS CoV2 today! In contrast, Covid19 has
managed to find a way to escape the vaccine as is evidenced by the incredibly high
numbers of vaccinated and even boosted individuals getting sick and testing positive.
Surely this fact has not escaped your knowledge!

As Health Board members, you are obligated to provide us with
facts that support any and all recommendations or requirements.
1) what is the current rate of mortality for COVID19 infection and
stratified according to age groups?
2) point to ANY measures that have reduced the numbers of
fatalities (cases are not fatalities).

3) what is rate of all cause mortality in WA in 2020 and
2021?......did the measures imposed reduce the number of deaths from prior year?
4) provide evidence of asymptomatic spread of SARS CoV2.
5) provide safety studies for masking children and randomized
clinical trials for masks preventing spread of lab-confirmed upper respiratory viruses (not
modeling of masks on mannequins).
6) make public the accuracy of testing - what is the rate of false
positives and false negatives of tests and were results determined by manufacturers of
the tests or unbiased 3rd party investigators?
7) provide evidence that the vaccines prevent infection and
transmission and that they improve health of individuals who receive them compared to
those who do not.
8) explain why so much focus on eliminating this 1 virus when
human immune systems have successfully protected our growing population since the
beginning of time? Are you aware that some viruses are beneficial for humans and can
protect against various forms of cancers and heart issues? Did you know that your
human virome contains over 380 TRILLION viruses?

Unfortunately, I do not trust that you have carefully investigated
and logically determined adequate and measurable health remedies for which you are
able to provide evidence. Before doubling down on measures that seem to HARM more
than they HELP the overall health of citizens, please determine and make public the
evidence to justify any policies.

Regarding mandating shots, know that the clinical trials will not be
completed until 2023. Know that WA State has a legal definition of a vaccine that the C19
shots do not fulfill as they were never part of a living microorganism.

"Vaccine" means "a preparation of killed or attenuated living microorganisms, or fraction
thereof, that upon administration stimulates immunity that protects against disease and
is approved by the federal food and drug administration as safe and effective..."

https://app.leg.wa.gov/RCW/default.aspx?cite=70.290.010
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fapp.leg.wa.gov%2FRCW%2Fdefau

Finally, do no harm! You cannot possibly know or care more about
the health of children than do the parents of Washington children! Myocarditis is just one
of the side effects that people are reporting. Heart muscle doesn’t regenerate and is an

unnecessary injury to those who may suffer with for the rest of their life. How many
others are now injured? What is the real rate of adverse effects following these EUA
products and how can you determine if the safety studies have yet to be completed and
there is no transparency of adverse event reporting?
Furthermore, how necessary or even safe is it to give a vaccine to a
person who already has immunity to the pathogen? Many children by now have been
exposed to the virus and have developed immunity without difficulty. Why consider a
mandate for those not at high risk for adverse outcome should they become infected but
who carry unknown risks of adverse reaction with getting the shot?

I look forward to hearing these concerns addressed and evidence for
any and all recommendations to be presented on January 12.

Thank you.

______________________________________________
From: Alissa Miller
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:15:25 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Rob Horton
Sent: 1/10/2022 9:09:00 PM
To: Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH),DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: COVID-19 BS
External Email
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

you don’t have our permission!
you need our permission!
our kids are not your property!
our bodies are that of the universe and are not owned by the government!
we were born with free will and we will retain that until death!

I speak up for our babies!

Get Outlook for Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2FAAb9ysg&data=04%7C

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 7:55:23 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Do We Still Live In the USA?

From: Christine Scott <christinegetsitdone@kw.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 12:05 PM
Subject: Do We Still Live In the USA?

External Email
To Whom It May Concern

I'm not sure what's happening in our state or in our world, but seeing that
you have a .wa.gov
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01%7CW
after your name gives me reason to believe that you are in a position to hear me out and
take appropriate action to answer my question: Do we still live the USA?

I am aghast at the completely dictatorial policies that are coming out of
Olympia. The fear mongering and the division being caused by unconstitutional policies
surrounding this "pandemic" are surreal. Data manipulation, misinformation, and an utter
lack of transparency to the people of this country is causing an internal disintegration of
our country!! Who benefits from this? Certainly not the people of the USA.

The mandate on a "vaccine" that is not even a vaccine was the first 3
alarm bell going off in my head (perhaps there were others that I ignored - shame on
me) but these upcoming proposals listed below are cause for much higher alarms. People
will not stand idly by. This needs to stop now!

"I am completely against any of the proposed Covid Policies that are over
reaching and immoral. We stand against these proposed WAC’s: WAC 246-100-070, WAC
246-100-045, WAC 246-100-040, WAC 246-100, WAC 246-105. Forcing anything on free

Americans protected by the Constitution is asking for strife and dissension. We will hold
the line against tyrannical mandates and proposed polices that violate our civil liberties
and fundamental rights as human beings. I stand with the Constitution - will you?"

If you have any say in this matter, now is the time to speak.

Thank you for your time,
-Christine Scott
Broker Realtor, ABR, PSA
<https://docs.google.com/uc?export=download&id=1b2NKj05R8-68RK6n84r_EhscDFg47of&revid=0B0geok7FHO0zQnNWaURmcTlQTXBLbWM2SzFWSTRJcC9uRzRrPQ>

______________________________________________
From: Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH)
Sent: 1/11/2022 7:39:22 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: I oppose the proposed WAC’s

Tracy Schreiber (she/her/hers)
tracy.schreiber@sboh.wa.gov
360-463-9069
-----Original Message----From: Ann Hunt <annakhunt7@aol.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2022 7:38 PM
To: Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH) <Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: I oppose the proposed WAC’s
External Email
I oppose the proposed WAC’s 246-100-070, WAC 246-100-045, WAC 246-100-040, WAC
246-100, WAC 246-105
I am completely against giving local health officers use of law enforcement and the use of
an emergency order to involuntarily detain a person or family into a quarantine facility if
they refuse the requests of medical examination, testing, treatment, counseling, or
vaccination.
I am completely against covid-19 injections as part of the school immunization
requirements using WAC 246-105.

______________________________________________
From: Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 8:52:52 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: state health regarding the shot

From: Tova Forman <tforman33@protonmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 10:47 AM
To: tforman33@protonmail.com
Subject: state health regarding the shot

External Email
Hello,

In so far as you touch upon the upcoming state health decisions, I am emailing to urge
you to resist policies that restrict the rights of un-inoculated people or anyone due to
COVID. I refer specifically to the board's scheduled discussion on the 12th, proposing to
allow involuntary detention of people who refuse to get the shot (WAC 246-100) and
proposing to require the shot for kids going to school. Let me refer you to our state
constitution, Article I, Section I, which says that "all political power is inherent in the
people, and governments derive their just powers from the consent of the governed, and
are established to protect and maintain individual rights." Consequently, an unelected
board trying to dismantle the rights of people who do not consent to the shot is in
violation of our Constitution, Article I, Section I. Additionally, you would be in violation of
other sections, for example 2, 3, 4, 7, 10, and 11. These are in accordance with natural
law and morality. The sooner all this overreach from state leaders ends, the better. The
power is with the people, and we see what you are doing.

Best,
Tova Forman

______________________________________________
From: T Cook
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:32:04 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Re: comments
External Email
Michelle,
Children don't need the vaccine. They don't get as sick. Especially with Omicron.
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:29 AM T Cook <tmcook61@gmail.com
<mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:
Why are the hospitalization usage even less than last year?
Stop firing healthcare workers.
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:26 AM T Cook <tmcook61@gmail.com
<mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:

Staffing becomes more difficult when you fire the HEROES for exercising
their constitutional freedoms!
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:23 AM T Cook <tmcook61@gmail.com
<mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:

Death counts are not accurate. Dying from Covid or dying with
Covid are completely different and need to be truthfully reported.
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:20 AM T Cook <tmcook61@gmail.com
<mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:

This is the cold and flu season. WA does not even test for the
seasonal flu! Hospitalizations are up. What percentage are DUE TO Covid, not just have
Covid?

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 10:39:15 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Stop the mandate

From: Danielle Taft <taft0817@yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 8:07 AM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Stop the mandate

External Email
To whom it may concern,
I am a parent of two bright boys that love school! Unfortunately for them I don’t allow
them in public school with the mandates and have homeschooled the last two years.
With the new vaccine mandate going to vote they may never get the chance to go to
public school.
It is a parents choice what goes into their childrens bodies and no one else’s.
Because of a flu you want to jeopardize so many young kids. Listen to the parents! Let it
be a choice!!

Danielle Taft

Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPhone
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Foverview.mail.yahoo.com%2F%3F

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 8:18:17 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Fwd: Mandatory vaccines for school age children

Get Outlook for iOS
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fo0ukef&data=04%7C0
________________________________
From: Ashley LaPierre <ancarver85@aol.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 1:57:44 PM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Mandatory vaccines for school age children
External Email
Good morning,
From what I understand the Washington State Board of Health is making the
decision to recommend the COVID vaccine requirement for all school aged children on
January 12, 2022 during a zoom video. This is an atrocious abuse of power and I can tell
you right now MANY parents will be immediately pulling their children out of school and
do a parent co-op school or home school instead. You will lose much of your government
funding. If you thought you lost much of that after 2020 with many parents transitioning
to schooling at home you have not seen anything yet. I highly suggest you weigh the
pros and cons. You CANNOT forced unvaccinated individuals to get vaccinated and
especially children who have a very low risk of getting and transmitting COVID. What I
can promise you, if this is enforced is that you will see a mass exodus of children in
public schools. And parents like myself will choose Christian based curriculum instead of
the "free" curriculum offered by the state.
I suggest you choose wisely.
Sincerely a concerned parent of a child getting ready to start kindergarten next
year.
Ashley LaPierre
Ancarver85@aol.com
(509) 949-9530

______________________________________________
From: Afrose Amlani
Sent: 1/9/2022 9:05:47 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: David Whetnall
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:11:28 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Patricia Carrier
Sent: 1/10/2022 12:41:24 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: ampnaners
Sent: 1/9/2022 10:14:48 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Disgusted with Washington State!
External Email
Who are you trying to kid with there's no discrimination. The unvaxxed are unvaxxed due
to a vaccine they are unsure of and yet we're the bad guys. We discriminated against
very badly. I'm not against vaccines..I however am waiting for a better vaccine to come
along that is safe. Yes all vaccines have side effects but the ones that are pushed on us is
a no for me and there's good reasons not to trust them. Washington state is a very
dangerous place to live with decisions that can harm us all. If I don't stand up for what's
right I might as well bend over and take it like a fool. It's all about money and control
and you people know it and it's NOT for the safety for the people. I'm a Trump supporter
but don't I don't always agree with him. I didn't take the Trump pump..what makes you
think I want to take any pump from anyone at this rate and especially what we got going
on with this dangerous administration. Time for you guys to wake up...if you are all for
mandates then I suggest you move to a communist country!!

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone
Who are you trying to kid with there's no discrimination. The unvaxxed are unvaxxed due
to a vaccine they are unsure of and yet we're the bad guys. We discriminated against
very badly. I'm not against vaccines..I however am waiting for a better vaccine to come
along that is safe. Yes all vaccines have side effects but the ones that are pushed on us is
a no for me and there's good reasons not to trust them. Washington state is a very
dangerous place to live with decisions that can harm us all. If I don't stand up for what's
right I might as well bend over and take it like a fool. It's all about money and control
and you people know it and it's NOT for the safety for the people. I'm a Trump supporter
but don't I don't always agree with him. I didn't take the Trump pump..what makes you
think I want to take any pump from anyone at this rate and especially what we got going
on with this dangerous administration. Time for you guys to wake up...if you are all for
mandates then I suggest you move to a communist country!!

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone

______________________________________________
From: duenml@comcast.net
Sent: 1/8/2022 2:52:55 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public Comments for WSBOH Members from March EH Committee Special
Meeting
External Email
I am against any mandatory confinement forcing people to take or physical force give
people a vaccine..war world 2 washington japaneese citizens were forced into
encampment Hitler encamped murdered Jewish people used them for barbaric medical
experiments..this insane tatactics has nothing to do w Covid prevention vaccinations..this
is criminal against the freedom of not only washington but the whole world..Socialism
Money..
Sent from my LG Mobile

______________________________________________
From: Annette Huisingh
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:39:06 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Blake Hansen
Sent: 1/10/2022 8:14:05 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 1:48:31 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Covid 19 Mandates

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111
-----Original Message----From: Doug Dahl <dmnatd@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 9:15 AM
To: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Covid 19 Mandates
External Email
To whom it may conern:
I am writing you to urge you to stand up against the push for vaccine mandates (for
children and adults) and to stand for medical freedom of choice. There are not enough
long term studies regarding the use of the Covid-19 vaccine and the option of natural
immunity needs to be a part of this conversation, if we are truly wanting to follow the
science.
Even the CDC and Dr. Anthony Fauci have admitted that the vaccine itself does not stop
transmission or infection. This is the logical disconnect between facts and political
agenda.
Sadly, with the push for this and the proposed policies to allow health officers to use law
enforcement to order persons involuntarily to isolation facilities or coerced medical
intervention, Washington board of health is playing with medical tyranny. Not only is all
of this discussion in direct violation of the Washington State Constitution and the US
Constitution, the proposed policies are in direct violation of the Nuremberg code article 6
section 3 that states: No government can mandate or force medical treatment without
individual consent.
Please stand for medical freedom of choice for the citizens of Washington.
-Douglas Dahl
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Talia Rich
Sent: 1/11/2022 7:22:50 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: WAC 246-100-045, 246-100-040, 246-105
External Email
In regards to the upcoming meeting tomorrow discussing the ability for law enforcement
to enter my home to remove myself and my children to send us to a quarantine facility
for not complying to a vaccination or test is absolutely unacceptable. When did we get
transported back to nazi Germany? No one should ever be allowed to force someone
from their home when they are not breaking any law. We are not lawbreakers, we are
human beings. When we are sick, we stay home. We don’t expose anyone to whatever
illness we may have, so why would it be considered constitutional to remove myself, my
husband and my children from our home for doing exactly what we have been told to do.
We just recently moved from Illinois to Washington little over a month ago, and to see
this kind of draconian, insane and unconstitutional idea trying to get passed through is
mind boggling. Trying to force parents to vaccinate their children with these vaccines
that have been around for only a year is also insane. It’s well known that there isn’t
enough actually known about the long term effects this will have on our adults, let alone
our children. Don’t force parents to inject their children with something where the future
effects are still so unknown. I am strongly asking that you do not, under any
circumstance, pass any of this through. It’s unconscionable that someone could force
themselves into my home and take us away from it for any reason, but especially for
NOT breaking the law.
Respectfully,
Talia Rich

______________________________________________
From: Patricia Stuard
Sent: 1/5/2022 10:15:26 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public Comments for WSBOH Members from March EH Committee Special
Meeting
External Email
I absolutely do not agree with giving an experimental drug to any child, especially one
that has a higher potential for causing adverse reactions and possible death.
Children are not at serious risk by having Covid, they have a higher risk of having
reaction to the experimental drug itself.
Why are we offering up our kids as a science project without doing a significant trial on
this drug?

Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Phil Bishop
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:20:43 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid policies
External Email
I am completely against any of the proposed Covid Policies that are over reaching and
immoral. We stand against these proposed WAC’s: WAC 246-100-070, WAC 246-100045, WAC 246-100-040, WAC 246-100, WAC 246-105
Sent from my iPad

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:15:18 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: You will not touch our children

From: Craig Wellbrock <cwellbrock@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 7:43 PM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: You will not touch our children

External Email
Fuck you for trying to poison our children!
Craig Welllbrock
Firefighter EMT
253-509-2576

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 12:35:40 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: NO VACCINE MANDATE Public Comments for WSBOH Members from March
EH Committee Special Meeting

From: Sharay Tirado <sharayann@yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 9:31 AM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: NO VACCINE MANDATE Public Comments for WSBOH Members from March EH
Committee Special Meeting

External Email
Dear Kelie Kahler,

I am a parent of a third grader and a fifth grader in the Peninsula School District in
Vaughn Washington. Last year we homeschooled with book curriculum to keep normalcy
and structure as we did not know what to expect during the school year due to the
pandemic. My children although flourished academically, we grew as a family and
enjoyed our time together; it did not replace the childhood experience of going to school
with peers and teachers.

My children are doing amazing being back at school socially, academically and
developmentally. Children need children for healthy mental and social emotional
development, it is crucial.

I am desperately asking you to please not mandate the EUA Covid-19 Vaccine product for
children to attend school in Washington State. We believe in keeping the community
healthy and support keeping others safe, but in our core as parents we cannot ignore
many unknowns of the Covid-19 vaccine for children.

It is parents jobs to keep their kids safe, our number one priority and we do this with
informed decisions. It is difficult to make a decision to give a young child a vaccine when
the FDA will not release their report for the \product for 50 years. The risk of myocarditis
is very concerning, it is permanant scarring of the heart muscle, possibly predisposing
children to premature cardiovascular disease. The testing for this product was done on a
very small group of less than 2,000 participants and even at the FDA stated that "we
wouldn't know the true risk of serious side effects until it is rolled out onto a larger
population". There are noted vaccine injuries such as the 12 year old female who has a
feeding tube and cannot walk, numerous reports of young athletes collapsing due to

heart issues that led to death. We do not know or test what biomarkers for future
diesease the vaccine may cause for our younger precious popluation. The benfit versus
risk for this population is not proven.

This is the information us concerened parents have to process as we make the best
decisions for our children. We have also been living the last 2 years in a pandemic, trying
to keep life going normal, balance jobs, health and our family's well being. It is life
changing and terrifying to think that we may have to choose to provide our children with
an education that meets their mental health needs, social emotional and academic needs,
or give them an inocculation that we feel may be unsafe. It literally breaks my heart
privately, when I see their happy faces and know it may all be gone, due to a mandate.

Whether you agree with parents like me or not, we are out here. Our feelings are very
strong and we will not comply with a Covid-19 Vaccine mandate for our children to
attend school. Some will be ok, some may have lasting mental heath and academic
consequences that could lead to other health crisis such as depression, substance abuse,
suicide and future unemployment. WE MUST FACTOR THE RISK VERSUS BENEFIT.

Please hear my Prayer.

Sincreley,

Sharay A, Nickles, MA, LMHC
Licensed Mental Health Counsleor
Mother
Wife
Citizen

______________________________________________
From: Erica Ely
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:50:04 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Patricia Minkler
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:02:48 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Patricia Olson
Sent: 1/8/2022 7:15:11 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Peter Eberle
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:44:00 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:34:58 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Covid 19 Mandates

-----Original Message----From: Doug Dahl <dmnatd@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 11:21 AM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Covid 19 Mandates
External Email
To whom it may conern:
I am writing you to urge you to stand up against the push for vaccine mandates (for
children and adults) and to stand for medical freedom of choice. There are not enough
long term studies regarding the use of the Covid-19 vaccine and the option of natural
immunity needs to be a part of this conversation, if we are truly wanting to follow the
science.
Even the CDC and Dr. Anthony Fauci have admitted that the vaccine itself does not stop
transmission or infection. This is the logical disconnect between facts and political
agenda.
Sadly, with the push for this and the proposed policies to allow health officers to use law
enforcement to order persons involuntarily to isolation facilities or coerced medical
intervention, Washington board of health is playing with medical tyranny. Not only is all
of this discussion in direct violation of the Washington State Constitution and the US
Constitution, the proposed policies are in direct violation of the Nuremberg code article 6
section 3 that states: No government can mandate or force medical treatment without
individual consent.
Please stand for medical freedom of choice for the citizens of Washington.
-Douglas Dahl
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: CitizenDYR
Sent: 1/11/2022 12:14:36 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: WAC 246-100-040 Procedures for isolation or quarantine.
External Email
WAC 246-100-040
Procedures for isolation or quarantine.
(1) At his or her sole discretion, a local health officer may issue an emergency detention
order causing a person or group of persons to be immediately detained for purposes of
isolation or quarantine in accordance with subsection (3) of this section, or may petition
the superior court ex parte for an order to take the person or group of persons into
involuntary detention for purposes of isolation or quarantine in accordance with
subsection
ARTICLE 1 SECTION 7 INVASION OF PRIVATE AFFAIRS OR HOME PROHIBITED. No
person shall be disturbed in his private affairs, or his home invaded, without authority of
law
(a) Has first made reasonable efforts, which shall be documented, to obtain voluntary
compliance with requests for medical examination, testing, treatment, counseling,
vaccination…
Amdt5.4.5.2.5.1 Right to Refuse Medical Treatment
Fifth Amendment:
No person shall be held to answer for a capital, or otherwise infamous crime, unless on a
presentment or indictment of a Grand Jury, except in cases arising in the land or naval
forces, or in the Militia, when in actual service in time of War or public danger; nor shall
any person be subject for the same offence to be twice put in jeopardy of life or limb; nor
shall be compelled in any criminal case to be a witness against himself, nor be deprived
of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law; nor shall private property be
taken for public use, without just compensation.

In Cruzan v. Director, Missouri Department of Health,2
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fconstitution.congress.gov%2Fbrow
the Court, rather than directly addressing the issue, assume[d] that a competent person
[has] a constitutionally protected right to refuse lifesaving hydration and nutrition....
...the Court appears, without extensive analysis, to have adopted the position that
refusing nutrition and hydration is the same as refusing other forms of medical

treatment.

Right to Refuse Medical Treatment | Constitution Annotated | Congress.gov | Library of
Congress
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fconstitution.congress.gov%2Fbrow

(b) Has reason to believe that the person or group of persons is, or is suspected to be...
(c) Has reason to believe that the person or group of persons would pose a serious and
imminent risk to the health and safety of others...
(2) A local health officer may invoke the powers of police officers, sheriffs, constables ,
and all other officers and employees of any political subdivisions...
(3) If a local health officer orders the immediate involuntary detention...
“Once in power, Hitler moved quickly to end German democracy. He convinced his
cabinet to invoke emergency clauses of the constitution that permitted the suspension of
individual freedoms of press, speech, and assembly.
…the Nazis persecuted other groups they viewed as racially or genetically “inferior.” Nazi
racial ideology was buttressed by scientists who advocated “selective breeding”
(eugenics) to “improve” the human race. Laws passed between 1933 and 1935 aimed to
reduce the future number of genetic “inferiors” through involuntary sterilization
programs: 320,000 to 350,000 individuals judged physically or mentally handicapped
were subjected to surgical or radiation procedures so they could not have children.
Another consequence of Hitler’s ruthless dictatorship in the 1930s was the arrest of
political opponents and trade unionists and others whom the Nazis labeled “undesirables”
and “enemies of the state.” Some 5,000 to 15,000 homosexuals were imprisoned in
concentration camps”

Nazi Germany 1933-1939: Early Stages of Persecution | My Jewish Learning
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.myjewishlearning.com%2Far
1939-early-stages-ofpersecution%2F&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cc11e96b3354d4875aa3b08d9d53ee031%

Is Washington State to become a Police State? Are we reliving 1933-45? We need to put
a name to your actions. Are we entering a Dictatorship? Totalitarian State?
It may take time, but Justice will descend. There will be Accountability.
Praying the blessings of Almighty God may rest upon your counsels and protect you from
the Great Judgement that will come to all mankind.

Sincerely,
Deborah

______________________________________________
From: T Cook
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:52:37 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Re: comments
External Email
Masks do nothing.
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:52 AM T Cook <tmcook61@gmail.com
<mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:
Natural immunity is more longer term and efficient!
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:40 AM T Cook <tmcook61@gmail.com
<mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:

Systemic racism?!
Get CRT out of this arena.
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:40 AM T Cook <tmcook61@gmail.com
<mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:

Vaccine Equity?
How about being able to decide what you do with your own body?
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:37 AM T Cook <tmcook61@gmail.com
<mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:

It is not a vaccine or immunization!
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:36 AM T Cook
<tmcook61@gmail.com <mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:

Increasing immunity levels? What about supplements
like Vitamin D and zinc? What about getting fit and losing weight?
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:35 AM T Cook
<tmcook61@gmail.com <mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:

You are all experimenting with us. Nuremberg looks
similar.
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:34 AM T Cook
<tmcook61@gmail.com <mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:

Why are the shots not aspirated? It is an
intramuscular shot. Without aspiration you don't know if you hit a blood vessel.
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:31 AM T Cook
<tmcook61@gmail.com <mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:

Michelle,
Children don't need the vaccine. They don't get as
sick. Especially with Omicron.
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:29 AM T Cook
<tmcook61@gmail.com <mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:

Why are the hospitalization usage even less than last
year?
Stop firing healthcare workers.
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:26 AM T Cook
<tmcook61@gmail.com <mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:

Staffing becomes more difficult when you fire the
HEROES for exercising their constitutional freedoms!
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:23 AM T Cook
<tmcook61@gmail.com <mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:

Death counts are not accurate. Dying from Covid or
dying with Covid are completely different and need to be truthfully reported.
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:20 AM T Cook
<tmcook61@gmail.com <mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:

This is the cold and flu season. WA does not even test
for the seasonal flu! Hospitalizations are up. What percentage are DUE TO Covid, not just

have Covid?

______________________________________________
From: Chasity Masoner
Sent: 1/9/2022 10:38:01 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Paul Reed
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:18:36 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 9:45:45 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Comments before Jan. 12 meeting

From: Ann M <amakar1@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 10:30 AM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Comments before Jan. 12 meeting

External Email
Thank you for serving on the board.
People who are "fully vaccinated" get sick and spread germs, just like others. I’m 60 and
work in two large rooms with five other adults and ten students total. The five have been
“fully vaccinated” for several months, while I have an exemption. I always wear a KN-95
mask and a cloth mask at work. Two of my co-workers tested positive for Covid in
November and were sick three weeks. My co-workers who are "fully vaccinated" are NOT
excluded from their jobs if “exposed” to Covid. If people can get sick and spread germs
regardless of vaccination status, should we ALL be excluded whenever we are "exposed
[the term is too broadly interpreted]?"

I am excluded from my job for over a week whenever one of the 15 people with whom I
work tests positive, although I’m not sick and probably have been exposed many times
over. I’m by far the eldest at work but have been keeping my immune system strong.
One of the “fully vaccinated” adults already had Covid last year but went for testing
recently when she came down with sniffles and a mild sore throat. She received a
positive Covid test result!

This situation (I’m excluded although not sick, while others who are also “exposed” can
become infected and spread germs) can repeat itself endlessly, since adults and students
can receive a positive Covid test result ad infinitum.

I have almost a 99% probability of surviving Covid, as do others. It has become like a flu
or a cold: anyone can get it, and almost everyone will survive if they have a strong
immune system.

If the board mandates that all residents receive mRNA “vaccines” or be “involuntarily
detained for isolation,” it must allow for exemptions, and it must allow time for people to
flee the state. Many will move rather than comply.

Discriminating against people based on whether they’ve received a Covid mRNA
“vaccine” is to be “vaxist,” like being bigoted, sexist, racist, anti-Catholic, or anti-Semitic.
Some people insist that the “unvaxxed” are subhuman and must be denied basic human
rights. We’ve been down this road before. Don’t make Washington continue to be a
laughingstock.

AnnMakar, Vancouver

______________________________________________
From: Connie Faast
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:54:57 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 10:07:09 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Child Covid19 vaccines

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: Colleen Young <colleen.r.young@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 4:52 PM
To: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Child Covid19 vaccines

External Email
To whom this concerns:

It is very concerning you are making decisions today regarding an experimental vaccine
that hasn’t had enough data to support anything it purports to do, in fact all the data
coming out says the opposite. Does it make you wonder why no informed consent is
provided for this vaccine? Does it make you wonder that all these drug commercials tell
about all the possible side effects but the Pfizer/Biontech commercials push getting the
vaccines and boosters only. Funny how they don’t mention ANY already known side
effects, after all, they have had at least a year. Does it make you wonder that Pfizer
requested 75 years in which to reveal vaccine ingredients and a judge recently said they
had 8 months? Doesn’t this concern you at all that children have a very high survival rate
for Covid-19 (usually very mild symptoms as well): somewhere between 98-99% yet a
vaccine is being pushed? Since when is a vaccine pushed on children when not enough
trials have been done, let alone survival rate of disease is higher than usefulness of
vaccine to “protect?” What is an acceptable amount of children to be hurt or dead in the
name of “public good?” Would you be willing to sacrifice your own children?

Also, why are drug companies, physicians, nurses/techs administering the vaccine
immune from any prosecution/lawsuit when people do die, are maimed, can’t reproduce,
or have long-term health issues?

Why are vaccines and booster shots needed when the data is coming out saying that
natural immunity is more effective?

I write to ask you to put yourselves in the parents’ shoes. It should be their discretion to
allow their children to be vaccinated (specifically with an experimental vaccine) not the
government. Some parents will choose to, some don’t believe it is in their child’s best
interest to be vaccinated with this vaccine.

If this doesn’t resonate with you, think of anything you most definitely feel strongly
about regarding your own children, then think about the government telling you that you
will do the opposite. Or else.

If you can’t think of anything right now, believe me, something will come up.

I hope each one of you realize that your credibility in the public eye is already waning. If
you decide to go through with this will you be able to live with yourself or is the almighty
dollar or power more important to you than the people (especially children) you purport
to protect?

Thank you for your time. I do hope you will actually ponder the questions I have asked.

Sincerely,

Colleen Young

______________________________________________
From: Paul Schweitzer
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:47:41 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Amanda Stehlar
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:44:35 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Nicci Eisenhauer
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:37:37 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Formal Statement & of Assistance for Washington Board of Health
External Email
Dear Board Members,
I cannot exaggerate how impressed I am with your progress & programs. I am in
Maryland.
FIRST: Please specifically define "vaccination". What is that? Initial shots + 14 days?
Initial shots + booster\s? Data vague. (Sorry. I know this is almost impossible top collect
accurate data.)
#1: I have a very large international LinkedIn audience comprised of military, VA, DoD
and private sector providers, CMOs, etc. It would be wonderful if you would generate a
message from the Board that officially states that you're not considering quarantines,
camps, child vaccinations, etc. If you generate a formal statement, I'll be happy to post.
#2: We also have existing treatment protocols in use around the globe that utilize allFDA approved, inexpensive generics. Some are OTC! In the case of one clinical practice,
the outcomes are as such:
7000+ active infections:
Regardless of variant:
0 deaths caused by COVID-19
0 long-haulers
0 patients put on supplemental 02
0 patients put on vents
Above data clinically documented. The physician is currently advising Ministries of Health
in other nations.
We can deliver BOTH community education as well as provider education tht combined
can drastically reduce the hospitalization and death rates. If we move quickly, we CAN
avert a disaster.
Please feel free to contact me at your earliest convenience.
With hope for the future,
Rev. Dr. Nicole M. Eisenhauer, PhDMD
-Rev. Dr. Nicole M. 'Nicci" Eisenhauer, PhDMD (Hon)
Owner, President & CEO
> Allied Initiatives for Military Support [AIMS]
> Hummingbird HealthCare Consulting [H'Bird]
> Eisenhauer Creative Group [ECG]
Co-Creator, Author, Trainer
> MiNDFUL MOZAiCS [MBSR protocol]

Presiding Chaplain
> MOZAiCS Medical Diplomatic Missions [MOZAiCS MDM]

______________________________________________
From: Diana Myronets
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:39:56 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
Sent: 1/11/2022 3:07:08 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Document 2: SEVERE Safety Issues with Covid-19 vaccines, Other Nations
Pulling Covid Vaccines

--Samantha Pskowski (she/her/hers)
Washington State Board of Health
360-789-2358

From: unite4truth@mailbox.org <unite4truth@mailbox.org>
Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2022 2:55 PM
To: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; Hoff, Christy
Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Document 2: SEVERE Safety Issues with Covid-19 vaccines, Other Nations
Pulling Covid Vaccines

External Email
F/u phone message:

Health Care Professionals for Covid-19 Policy Correction:

Second document Covid-19 vaccine policy (fraudulent trial standards, SEVERE safety risks)

Document 2:
Date: 01/11/2022 6:53 PM
Subject: Fwd: Re: Health Professional Outreach: SEVERE Covid-19 testing problems &

Vaccine Issues -CEASE AND DESIST

CEASE AND DESIST
To: All government policy makers/educational leadership responsible for implementing
Vermont Covid-19 policy directives

Policy makers have actively misrepresented safety and efficacy of Covid-19 vaccinations
against the government public health organization and vaccine trial evidence, in an act
with serious public health ramifications for the citizens of Vermont:

Covid-19 vaccination were emergency use approved in December of 2020 on the basis of
trials which measured for mild symptom suppression
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.bmj.com%2Fcontent%2F371
, the trials did not monitor for reduction of serious outcomes (hospitalizations/mortality
reduction) nor measure for reduction in transmission of SARS Cov2 (virus attributed to
cause cluster symptoms) of Covid-19.

Further, despite multiple nations now halting/restricting use of US administered Covid-19
vaccinations due to severe safety risks (see below) with an ever expanding list of safety
investigation for SEVERE health side effects and new release of Pfizer documents
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
court-ordered-document-release-exposes-company-covered-up-covid-vaccine-deathssideeffects&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C2e1523549aec4ea4f71908d9d5571666%7C11d
exposing the pharmaceutical company classified and withheld early safety data
correlating 1,200 deaths and 42,000 injuries in the very early weeks of the Pfizer Covid19 vaccination program, the policy makers and public health officials of Vermont charged
persist in misrepresenting the safety and benefits of Covid-19 vaccinations against
documentation the vaccinations INDUCE side effects mirroring symptoms of Covid-19
attributed diagnosis at FAR greater rates and severity than individuals will experiences
with a positive PCR test diagnosis for Covid-19 (documentation below)

Public health and policy maker leadership must immediately CEASE and DESIST
misrepresenting Covid-19 public health against data documented by WHO/CDC/FDA &
test/manufacturer and research evidence and correct course to end public health policies
which have resulted in SEVERE individual and public health harm based on FALSE
information.

Documentation and source links below

Thanks you

Original Outreach Summary: PLEASE REVIEW

(update - new Pfizer court ordered released data document the pharmaceutical
classified/deliberately suppressed early safety data showing signals which should have
resulted IN immediate withdrawal of Emergency Use authorization by existing
FDA/research study parameters for ending EUA drug approvals):

Direct links to documents may be reviewed HERE:

https://www.unite4truth.com/post/pfizer-court-ordered-document-release-exposescompany-covered-up-covid-vaccine-deaths-side-effects
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
court-ordered-document-release-exposes-company-covered-up-covid-vaccine-deathssideeffects&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C2e1523549aec4ea4f71908d9d5571666%7C11d

Urgent:
This email is part of national outreach campaign to correct SEVERE errors in Covid-19
narratives which are actively contradicted and disproven by a cursory objective review of
the public health organization data and vaccine trial evidence. There are SEVERE testing
flaws and vaccine safety issues and the media is not objectively reviewing data which
exposes the issue. Below is a summary compilation of evidence, it is all sourced and
linked, it includes videos as well as extensive referral to CDC, FDA, WHO, & peer review
data.
Summary (each topic will be addressed below with direct source links to documentation
per the government/vaccine trial/pharmaceutical/test manufacturer data in the full letter
section - see the full body for sources & LINKS to data/evidence)
TESTING (brief summary - see full body letter for the full links to all sources)
-PCR tests - developed without virus isolate, non specific to Sars CoV2 (virus attributed
to cause Covid-19), set at cycle amplification settings above level which detect live
material (24), a positive does not equate to symptom presentation or contagion per CDC
own emergency use document, 22 expert panel peer review for International Consortium
of Science deemed the PCR test 'useless' for detection of Sars CoV2, virus attributed to
cause Covid-19 cluster symptoms (this was first nationally reported in the New York
Times over a year ago, the core issue never was corrected)
-Antigen testing: Antigen tests will produce up to 100% false positive tests when used in
low incident populations per FDA statement on November 3, 2020, the entire country
was 'low incident' population before mass administration & the 'second wave' last fall.
FDA issued a statement on November 3 2020 warning potential for mass false positives

when used in low incident populations with formula for calculating expected false positive
rate. Up to 100% false positives in low incident (Covid) populations, in my county,
utilizing the FDA's own formula - this worked out to projected 86% false positives on this
ONE error alone with use of tests.
-Antibody testing - non specific to Sars CoV2, pick up material from many other diseases,
takes many day to weeks to flag a positive result
-majority of all Covid-19 test kits and devices ever issued have been subsequently
recalled by the FDA due to bacterial/fungal contamination and faulty trial design, 100s of
millions of tests, the same companies are then rewarded with new contracts to produce
Covid-19 related devices and products with no liability due to Emergency Use Status of
Test. Millions are being recalled every month. This comprises over 270 different kits and
hundreds of millions of tests (links to FDA list and full article including extensive
information on contamination of US & global testing below)
Attribution Standards
Unscientific, designed to capture illness unrelated to Sars CoV2, misattributing
existing/other disease to Covid-19
Mass Financial incentives to hospitals to label case Covid-19 per American physician and
surgeon expose (below)
Severely flawed testing/attribution standards are falsely assigning Covid-19 diagnosis to
individuals not ill with Covid at all, or falsely labeling other disease/illness to a Covid-19
diagnosis. This is especially troubling as vaccinated individuals coming into the hospitals
with side effect symptoms of Covid-19 vaccines are not having potential vaccine
injuries/mortalities investigated with public health officials attributing these cases to
Covid-19 on the basis of severe flawed methods and not following up with autopsy study
as is occurring in other nations. (see documentation below)
US states running the tests against the recommendation standards and warning updates
issued by WHO, CDC, & FDA resulting in mass false positive tests cases
(see document below)

Action Alert: NY Legislature Introduces Citizen Detainment Bill, Documentation Letter to
Share
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
alert-ny-legislature-introduces-citizen-detainment-bill-documentation-letter-toshare&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C2e1523549aec4ea4f71908d9d5571666%7C11d0
Vaccines:
Vaccinations do NOT stop transmission of disease, were approved for symptom
suppression, trials were based on MILD cases and did not monitor for severe outcomes
(documented in BMJ article below), vaccinations INDUCE the very symptoms as side
effects (and worse) that the drugs were EUA to stop at rates far greater than individuals
experience with positive PCR test diagnosis of Covid-19 (this is due to test settings and
methods generating false positives, not asymptomatic transmission, see below) - Drugs
which do NOT prevent spread of disease are useless as a public health containment
measure, yet policy makers and media continue to tell the public individuals should be
vaccinated to 'protect others' Vaccinations are being recalled in countries around the globe due to safety issues, seven
European nations have halted or restricted Moderna due to myocarditis risk, Taiwan has
suspended Moderna for under 18s due to myocarditis risk, Norway stops Johnson &

Johnson due to blood clot risks, other nations are undergoing FAR more thorough post
mortem review than US - major anaphylactic events at vaccination clinic in Vietnam (4
out of 700 students went into anaphylatic shock, one dead,
15 Swedish scientists have issued press release in British Medical Journal demanding
Sweden cease Pfizer vaccinations due to trial fraud, Pfizer court ordered release of
documents shows the company withheld severe side effects documented in trials and
withheld over 1200 death reports which occurred in the first weeks of program. Pfizer is
currently seeking to withhold further release of documents until 2096
Physician & nurse whistleblowers testifying globally before panels including military
physician who testified she had to ground three pilots in one morning due to myocarditis,
physicians who report their own injuries to CDC are not being followed up, trial
participants whistleblow on lack of f/u and monitoring of their symptoms
(links to video below)
Severe safety signals with German news reviewing recent occurrence of myocarditis &
deaths of athletes - in Europe, the rate has gone from 2 to 8 per year now over 75 in five
months with the same pattern occurring globally at the same time warning labels have
been added to mRNA vaccinations - some countries are recommending against strenuous
activity post Covid-19 mRNA vaccination, and both the American Hearth Association
researchers and British trial institutions are duplicating research showing dramatic
increased in cardiac inflammation post Covid-19 mRNA vaccination - Moderna could not
get past regular safety trials in 2017
(this pattern is occurring in students/public servants/soldiers/health professionals who
are often mandated to take vaccination to retain employment)
Several US educators and athletic coaches died over the past weekend, two on school
premises, we are monitoring this trend as a safety signal & it bears careful scrutiny
including two SUNY coaches and a teacher, this continues a global trend of sudden
deaths occurring in conjunction with timing of Covid-19 vaccine program and extensive
documentation of increased heart inflammation risk now coming in from major medical
journals - full details here:

https://www.unite4truth.com/post/myocarditis-covid-19-vaccinations-alarming-trend-ofincreasing-athletes-students-teacher-deaths
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
covid-19-vaccinations-alarming-trend-of-increasing-athletes-students-teacherdeaths&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C2e1523549aec4ea4f71908d9d5571666%7C11d
-New court ordered Pfizer document release exposes company misrepresented safety
data, suppressed 42,000 injury and over 1,200 death reports, company has filed to
withhold the rest of the requested vaccine trial and preliminary vaccine contract
documents until 2096 -CDC is failing to record deaths occurring post Covid-19 vaccine as related to vaccination
even when autopsy, treating physician, and coroner state vaccination correlated to death
(even in cases of anaphylaxis occurring within minutes to hours of vaccination
-CDC is manipulating the reporting standards to suppress inclusion of vaccine injured in
official reports, this includes categorizing individuals as unvaccinated if they are not two
weeks post vaccine, utilizing different cycle threshold standards to report cases between
vaccinated and unvaccinated
-CDC is MASS backloading VAERS injury reports (83% of VAERS data is submitted by
MANDATORY reporters, see below) - Early VAERS reports have increased from 56,000 to
over 414,000 for the first 3 1/2 months of vaccine program, the occurrence data of injury

is nearly all within this early period, CDC is withholding submission date, ages, and other
central information from reports. A group contact has now filed a Freedom of Information
act request to demand release of ALL reports submitted. In conjunction with the latest
court released Pfizer Covid-19 documentation showing mass withholding of adverse
events and early deaths (see below), this very much indicates a deliberate attempt to
withhold safety data from the public, Pfizer is currently seeking to withhold Covid-19
vaccine data until 2096)
Update (latest blog not included in letter below, important) - links to court documents
from FOI Pfizer Court Ruling included -UK physician whistleblower video on British major
news network included:
New Pfizer documents expose company deliberately withheld evidence showing severe
safety signals, misrepresented findings to FDA:

https://www.unite4truth.com/post/pfizer-court-ordered-document-release-exposescompany-covered-up-covid-vaccine-deaths-side-effects
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
court-ordered-document-release-exposes-company-covered-up-covid-vaccine-deathssideeffects&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C2e1523549aec4ea4f71908d9d5571666%7C11d
Full letter with evidence: SOURCE LINKS HERE - PLEASE REVIEW
TESTING
The central test for Covid-19 diagnosis is the RT PCR test. This test was developed
without any Sars CoV2 virus isolate (virus attributed to cause symptoms of Covid-19), it
has been set at cycle amplification rates over the limit at which the test will pick up ANY
live material (24 cycles), the test is NON specific to Covid-19 a positive does NOT mean
individual is ill or contagious due to Sars CoV2 presence (this is stated directly in the CDC
emergency use guide lines for the test)
Additionally, peer review by the International Consortium of Science 22 expert panel on
the science paper on which the testing is based found 10 severe flaws with the testing
and deemed it ‘useless’ for detection of the virus:

“In light of our re-examination of the test protocol to identify SARS-CoV-2 described in
the Corman-Drosten paper we have identified concerning errors and inherent fallacies
which render the SARS-CoV-2 PCR test useless’.
https://cormandrostenreview.com/report/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fcormandrostenreview.com%2Frep

(some have written of problems with above link - you can reference paper here as well,
but we are trying to keep to direct sources):
https://amirmortasawi.files.wordpress.com/2020/12/corman-drosten-review-reportnov.-2020.pdf
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Famirmortasawi.files.wordpress.com
drosten-review-report-nov.2020.pdf&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C2e1523549aec4ea4f71908d9d5571666%7C1
Several international courts have ruled AGAINST the use of this testing due to severe
errors and the testing NOT being substantive evidence of a Covid-19 diagnosis including
Austria & German, there are numerous pending trials on the testing issue.
Documentation with direct source links to testing issues including WHO, FDA, & CDC data
may be found here:

https://www.unite4truth.com/post/cease-desist-covid-19-leadership-testing-vaccinespolicies-violate-licensing-ethical-standards
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
desist-covid-19-leadership-testing-vaccines-policies-violate-licensing-ethicalstandards&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C2e1523549aec4ea4f71908d9d5571666%7C

Video of Dr Kevin Corbett explaining the testing/virus isolation standard issues:
https://www.oraclefilms.com/kevincorbett
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.oraclefilms.com%2Fkevincor
Rapid antigen testing are equally flawed with the FDA issuing a statement on November
3, 2020 stating antigen tests may create up to 100% false positive when used in low
incident population per a formula based on test specificity and incidence rate. (the entire
US was a low incident population before the government ordered tens of millions of these
tests before the ‘second wave’ in the fall of 2020), the same is occurring now:

Documentation HERE:
https://www.unite4truth.com/post/stop-forced-covid-19-antigen-testing-in-schoolsstates-going-against-fda-recommendations-strategy
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
forced-covid-19-antigen-testing-in-schools-states-going-against-fda-recommendationsstrategy&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C2e1523549aec4ea4f71908d9d5571666%7C1
The state public health departments are running the tests against the protocol warnings
and testing protocol updates issued by CDC/FDA/WHO - full review HERE:

https://www.unite4truth.com/post/action-alert-ny-legislature-introduces-citizendetainment-bill-documentation-letter-to-share
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
alert-ny-legislature-introduces-citizen-detainment-bill-documentation-letter-toshare&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C2e1523549aec4ea4f71908d9d5571666%7C11d0
The TESTING is creating a never ending cycle of test/false positive diagnosis/lockdown –
the TESTING is driving the cases not infection:
Additionally, hundreds of millions of Covid-19 testing kits have been recalled globally
since the inception of the program, MILLIONS every month, no effort to issue any
correction to the case data or investigate this ongoing scandal is being made by policy
makers or media organizations despite mass outreach by health professionals to flag the
problem. This testing is Emergency Use Only Approved so there is NO liability for
producing faulty testing and the companies producing these worthless tests are
immediately rewarded with additional contracts:
Here is the direct link to the FDA list (which the site has now archived and buried – and
they stopped updating it in October despite new recalls since that date, 2 million more
were recalled last week). This should be a front page expose, we have crickets:

FDA RECALL LIST/Covid-19 tests and devices Please open the link at the third box for the
full list for list:
https://web.archive.org/web/20211009152633/https://www.fda.gov/medicaldevices/coronavirus-covid-19-and-medical-devices/removal-lists-tests-should-no-longerbe-used-andor-distributed-covid-19-faqs-testing-sars-cov-2
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fweb.archive.org%2Fweb%2F2021
devices%2Fcoronavirus-covid-19-and-medical-devices%2Fremoval-lists-tests-should-no-

longer-be-used-andor-distributed-covid-19-faqs-testing-sars-cov2&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C2e1523549aec4ea4f71908d9d5571666%7C11d0e21

Full article: (article documents millions of tests removed for contamination issues as well
as documented by the FDA)
https://www.unite4truth.com/post/contaminated-covid-19-tests-millions-removed-frommarket-implicated-in-india-black-fungal-outbreak
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
covid-19-tests-millions-removed-from-market-implicated-in-india-black-fungaloutbreak&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C2e1523549aec4ea4f71908d9d5571666%7C1
The testing is unsuitable for detection of Sars CoV2 per above evidence from FDA, WHO,
CDC, and serious peer review research
Use of testing unsuitable for detection of Sars CoV2 invalidates all case data, research
studies (including vaccine/drug trials), individual diagnosis made on the basis of testing
results. All hospitalization and mortality numbers corrupted.
‘Variants’ are diagnosed with the same testing which is USELESS for detection of Sars
CoV2. Omnicron has no more validity than any other Covid-19 diagnosis, the TESTS DO
NOT WORK
The reason Africa basically has no Covid is simple. They are NOT administering the
testing which is driving the cases, and they are NOT seeing hospital increases right now
because vaccine injuries are driving the admissions not Covid-19. This is not a 'mystery',
the government evidence clearly shows what is driving it! (Covid isn't just magically
skipping over it)!

https://apnews.com/article/coronavirus-pandemic-science-health-pandemics-unitednations-fcf28a83c9352a67e50aa2172eb01a2f
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fapnews.com%2Farticle%2Fcorona
pandemic-science-health-pandemics-united-nationsfcf28a83c9352a67e50aa2172eb01a2f&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C2e1523549aec4

ATTRIBUTION STANDARDS
The media has allowed public health officials to false attribute existing disease (or no
disease at all – asymptomatic infection is not infection, it is based on faulty testing
methods and results) on unscientific attribution standards
A hospitalization is catalogued as a Covid-19 hospitalization regardless of reason for
admission based on faulty testing
A mortality is catalogued as a Covid-19 death on the basis of faulty testing OR symptom
presentation which mirrors many other diseases
The attribution standards are DESIGNED to capture other illness/disease and assign it as
a Covid-19 case – please review this post for full documentation with source links from
CDC/WHO & other sources:
The average age of death is over 80 with four co-existing serious conditions in 96% of
cases – the label of Covid-19 is assigned through testing unsuitable for detection of virus
or symptom presentation which mirror many other illness.
https://www.unite4truth.com//post/government-data-destroys-public-official-covidclaims-covid-19-deaths-cases-hospitalization

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2F%2Fpos
data-destroys-public-official-covid-claims-covid-19-deaths-caseshospitalization&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C2e1523549aec4ea4f71908d9d5571666

Worse, hospitals are given MASS financial incentives to label hospital
admission/mortalities Covid-19 – American Physician and Surgeons report 100,000
incentive:
https://aapsonline.org/bidens-bounty-on-your-life-hospitals-incentive-payments-forcovid-19/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faapsonline.org%2Fbidensbounty-on-your-life-hospitals-incentive-payments-for-covid19%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C2e1523549aec4ea4f71908d9d5571666%7C11
(this blog regrets this is being politicized in this article however the information is
accurate – both ‘sides’ have been acting against public health interests in their push for
vaccines and unnecessary Covid protocols)
Vaccines/Drug Cures
Due to the above evidence, it is clear that there is NO need to mass manufacture
vaccinations/drugs to prevent/cure infections generated through faulty testing/attribution
standards. And, even if one takes the data ENTIRELY as presented by officials without
considering any of the above evidence – the government’s response is irrational and
harmful – consider

Vaccines do NOT stop transmission of disease, they were approved for suppression of
symptoms. This is admitted by Dr Anthony Fauci and CDC Director Walensky, so why is
the media pushing the need for vaccination to ‘protect others’ as a drug which doesn’t
stop spread of disease is USELESS as.a public health containment measure:
Fauci – inoculations approved for symptom suppression
https://bgr.com/science/coronavirus-vaccine-efficacy-explained-fauci-interview/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fbgr.com%2Fscience%2Fcoronaviru
vaccine-efficacy-explained-fauciinterview%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C2e1523549aec4ea4f71908d9d5571666%

CDC
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2MOKL2UHbL8
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv

Gates now admitted it
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mgsazoEd4xo
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv

86% of Covid-19 attributed case have NO core symptoms –Oxford Study
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/10/08/more-than-80percent-of-people-with-coronavirushad-no-symptoms-uk-study.html
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cnbc.com%2F2020%2F10%2
than-80percent-of-people-with-coronavirus-had-no-symptoms-ukstudy.html&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C2e1523549aec4ea4f71908d9d5571666%7
this is falsely represented as evidence of ‘asymptomatic infection, its the PCR testing)
Review of breakthrough/asymptomatic presentation evidence: - asymptomatic
transmission is scientifically unsupported theory driven by falsely attributing viral load to

dead non infectious material picked up by over amplified PCR tests - fully documented
HERE https://www.unite4truth.com/post/no-breakthrough-cases-no-asymptomatictransmission-bogus-research-used-to-push-covid-19-myth
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
breakthrough-cases-no-asymptomatic-transmission-bogus-research-used-to-push-covid19myth&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C2e1523549aec4ea4f71908d9d5571666%7C11d0
Additionally, the media continually allows ‘experts’ and public health officials to make
false claims around vaccine efficacy with claims of ‘Vaccine Saves Lives’

This statement has NO substantive evidence whatsoever to back it. The trials measured
MILD attributed cases and the efficacy was based on suppression of MILD symptoms –
this is fully documented in a British Medical Journal review of trials by Peter Doshi:
https://www.bmj.com/content/371/bmj.m4037
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.bmj.com%2Fcontent%2F371
VACCINES are completely unnecessary even accepting the Covid-19 story as it stands.
The stories attempting to push vaccines as necessary life savers is completely
manipulative as there is ZERO substantive evidence vaccines save lives and extensive
evidence the drugs are inflicting serious health consequences. And, many families are
entirely unaware that a positive test is NOT a viable method for determination of death
yet many individuals are told loved one died of Covid on the premise of NO substantive
evidence whatsoever. The behavior of hospitals who are being paid huge sums for Covid19 admissions is a shame on the entire medical system, and seriously damaging the
credibility and trust of the heath professions for at least a generation to come.
The entire program is predicated on symptom suppression for a attributed disease which
hardly ever manifests in symptoms anyway with low mortality rates in all age groups
except over 65s & even then, the vaccines offer NO improvement whatsoever of what
individuals experience with a positive PCR test diagnosis for Covid-19 outcomes, so there
is NO benefit to administration of these drugs ONLY risk
Vaccines INDUCE the symptoms (as side effects) the drugs are purported to suppress at
far greater rates and severity than individuals will experience with a positive PCR test
diagnosis for Covid-19 diagnosis as documented HERE:

https://www.unite4truth.com/post/fda-full-approval-pfizer-covid-19-vaccine-expectedmonday-mockery-of-science-ethics-act-of-fraud
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
full-approval-pfizer-covid-19-vaccine-expected-monday-mockery-of-science-ethics-actoffraud&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C2e1523549aec4ea4f71908d9d5571666%7C11d0
MODERNA COULD NOT GET PAST REGULAR SAFETY TRIALS and now being halted in
restricted around the globe:

https://www.statnews.com/2017/01/10/moderna-trouble-mrna/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.statnews.com%2F2017%2F0
troublemrna%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C2e1523549aec4ea4f71908d9d5571666%7C

Evidence Vaccines Inflicting serious harm/death
Covid-19 vaccines are recording record injury & death reports with over 924,000 injuries
and nearly 20,000 deaths recorded since the inception of the program last December.
83% of VAERS data is generated by MANDATED reporters with majority including case
data, medical notes and sometimes labs. The media has adopted a campaign to dismiss
the data based on the CDC refusing to acknowledge the significance of data (even when
treating physician/autopsy directly correlate a vaccine death to a vaccine)
Report on how the data is generated with source links (per Harvard study only 1% of
vaccine injuries are ever reported to VAERS and NYT article documents last February the
FDA admitting this mass emergency use program started without adequate safety
monitoring system in place):

https://www.unite4truth.com/post/vaers-data-media-attempts-to-discredit-substantivevaccine-injury-data-independent-review
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
data-media-attempts-to-discredit-substantive-vaccine-injury-data-independentreview&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C2e1523549aec4ea4f71908d9d5571666%7C11d
This rate of injury should have ended the program – in 1976, fifty six associated deaths
with the Swine Flu program ended the program (these deaths were NOT proven – links to
this data & video in above link)
The CDC is failing to properly investigate post vaccine deaths, labeling deaths Covid-19
even when AUTOPSY and TREATING PHYSICIAN testimony show a CLEAR correlation to
the vaccine as in the case of Drene Keyes, a black minister who went into anaphylactic
shock post Covid-19 Pfizer vaccination)

https://www.unite4truth.com/post/update-drene-keyes-evidence-shows-officialscovering-up-black-minister-s-covid-19-vaccine-death
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
drene-keyes-evidence-shows-officials-covering-up-black-minister-s-covid-19-vaccinedeath&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C2e1523549aec4ea4f71908d9d5571666%7C11d
This case is rare in that it was publicized or reported on at all with the local media
allowing her daughter to challenge the narrative.
The CDC is failing to investigate deaths post Covid-19 vaccine by simply labeling the
mortality a Covid death despite the severe testing/attribution standards)
There is NO standard investigation protocol for a post vaccination death by the CDC. In a
proper trial of new drugs, all deaths would be investigated and reported, this is not
happening with Covid-19 vaccines.

CDC is manipulating reporting standards: (links to CDC reporting standards)
Evidence Indicates CDC Manipulating Covid-19 PCR Testing, Provide False Evidence of
Vaccine Efficacy
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
indicates-cdc-manipulating-covid-19-pcr-testing-provide-false-evidence-of-vaccineefficacy&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C2e1523549aec4ea4f71908d9d5571666%7C11

Shockingly, CDC Now Lists Vaccinated Deaths as Unvaccinated
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fz3news.com%2Fw%2Fshockingly-

cdc-now-lists-vaccinated-deaths-asunvaccinated%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C2e1523549aec4ea4f71908d9d55716
(most VAERS reports are submitted within the first two weeks of vaccination)
The media has normalized the drugs inducing harmful side effects – often promoting side
effects mirroring the very symptoms the drugs are administered to suppressed means
the drugs are ‘working’ This has normalized significant side effects which SHOULD be
reported to VAERS. This narrative needs to cease, induction of harm by these drugs is
NOT a benefit.
Major research developments - mRNA/Heart Inflammation:
American Heart Association Journal: Journal/Circulation
Abstract Steven R Gundry
Physician, American Hearth and Lung Institute
Abstract of report finding:

https://www.ahajournals.org/doi/10.1161/circ.144.suppl_1.10712
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.ahajournals.org%2Fdoi%2F1
Abstract 10712: Mrna COVID Vaccines Dramatically Increase Endothelial Inflammatory
Markers and ACS Risk as Measured by the PULS Cardiac Test: a Warning
“At the time of this report, these changes persist for at least 2.5 months post second
dose of vac.We conclude that the mRNA vacs dramatically increase inflammation on the
endothelium and T cell infiltration of cardiac muscle and may account for the
observations of increased thrombosis, cardiomyopathy, and other vascular events
following vaccination.
Results duplicated: Whistleblower on mainstream UK news states major research
institution sitting on study
Here is the interview from GB news reporting on the issue and UK research institution
suppressing data – top British medical research center duplicated the finding in the above
medical study and suppressing the information out of fear of losing funding IMPORTANT

https://twitter.com/GBNEWS/status/1463926037889396736
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FGBNEWS%2Fstatu
Other Countries Pulling vaccines due to safety issues including blood clots and
myocarditis:
Norway has led the way into investigation into post vaccination harm.
Last January, when 23 elderly fell ill and died in care homes post Covid-19 Pfizer
vaccination, public health officials ordered autopsies and correlated Pfizer side effects to
deaths in 13 of the deaths.
This prompted the country to change recommendations for administration of the vaccine:

https://thehill.com/policy/international/europe/534395-norway-warns-patients-over-80of-vaccine-risks-after-deaths
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fthehill.com%2Fpolicy%2Finternati
norway-warns-patients-over-80-of-vaccine-risks-afterdeaths&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C2e1523549aec4ea4f71908d9d5571666%7C11d

The Norweigan Prime Minister stated that administration of the vaccine could speed up
the end of life process:
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-01-26/norway-may-refine-vaccinestrategy-after-elderly-deaths-pm-says
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.bloomberg.com%2Fnews%2
01-26%2Fnorway-may-refine-vaccine-strategy-after-elderly-deaths-pmsays&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C2e1523549aec4ea4f71908d9d5571666%7C11d0

Countries all over the globe began seeing rise in care home deaths at the inception of the
Pfizer Covid-19 administration – whistleblowers spoke out and were ignored or labeled
‘conspiracy theorist’ despite Norway finding significant correlation when actual and
appropriate autopsy investigation was conducted)
https://www.patreon.com/posts/covid-19-vaccine-47545730
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.patreon.com%2Fposts%2Fco
19-vaccine47545730&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C2e1523549aec4ea4f71908d9d5571666%7C

https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/nursing-home-residents-spain-die-pfizercovid-vaccine/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fchildrenshealthdefense.org%2Fdef
home-residents-spain-die-pfizer-covidvaccine%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C2e1523549aec4ea4f71908d9d5571666%

Taiwan Stops Pfizer after heart issues in under 18:
https://duckduckgo.com/?q=taiwan+stops+vaccination&ia=web
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fduckduckgo.com%2F%3Fq%3Dta

Iceland halts Moderna ALL ages due to myocarditis (our country is approving boosters)
https://www.visiontimes.com/2021/10/11/iceland-halts-use-of-moderna-vaccine-for-allages-following-increased-health-concerns.html
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.visiontimes.com%2F2021%2
halts-use-of-moderna-vaccine-for-all-ages-following-increased-healthconcerns.html&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C2e1523549aec4ea4f71908d9d5571666%

Nordic Countries halting Moderna in younger populations:
https://www.cnbc.com/2021/10/08/nordic-countries-are-restricting-the-use-ofmodernas-covid-vaccine.html
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cnbc.com%2F2021%2F10%2
countries-are-restricting-the-use-of-modernas-covidvaccine.html&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C2e1523549aec4ea4f71908d9d5571666%
(Pfizer actually documents HIGHER rate of myocarditis induced symptoms post
vaccination per vaccine with up to rates of 1 in 3,000 for teens/young adults) – full
documentation of child risks and full data on risks/benefits assessment in child
populations HERE)

https://www.unite4truth.com/post/what-parents-should-know-covid-19-vaccinationsexperimental-new-technology-1000-reports-injury
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
parents-should-know-covid-19-vaccinations-experimental-new-technology-1000-reportsinjury&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C2e1523549aec4ea4f71908d9d5571666%7C11d

J&J pulled in Denmark/Norway, Breaking today (12/16/2021) CDC is now holding
ANOTHER meeting due to the blood clots which caused these nations to pull this drug
and halt the program here in US last Spring, the US should NEVER have approved this
drug to start but resuming it after direct correlation to deaths is blatantly criminal, now
months later after MORE deaths, they are forced to review again:

https://sciencenorway.no/covid19-vaccines-viruses/norwegian-medicines-agency-aboutjohnson-johnsonwe-usually-dont-use-vaccines-with-lethal-side-effects/1867058
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsciencenorway.no%2Fcovid19vaccines-viruses%2Fnorwegian-medicines-agency-about-johnson-johnsonwe-usuallydont-use-vaccines-with-lethal-sideeffects%2F1867058&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C2e1523549aec4ea4f71908d9d557

Latest CDC article:
https://www.washingtonpost.com/health/2021/12/15/johnson-and-johnson-vaccinecontinued-blood-clots/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.washingtonpost.com%2Fhea
and-johnson-vaccine-continued-bloodclots%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C2e1523549aec4ea4f71908d9d5571666%7C1

Please see blog for additional documentation of Pfizer safety issues, vaccine batch halted
in Vietnam after 125 children hospitalized/4 students of 700 go into anaphylactic shock &
major Pfizer headlines which the media should feature in Covid-19 coverage - including
new court rulings:
https://www.unite4truth.com/post/major-pfizer-headlines-court-ruling-ignored-by-themedia-scientists-document-vaccine-trial-fraud
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
pfizer-headlines-court-ruling-ignored-by-the-media-scientists-document-vaccine-trialfraud&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C2e1523549aec4ea4f71908d9d5571666%7C11d0

Lawyers have filed suit against Pfizer for misrepresenting safety data in 5 to 11 in
Canada:
https://westernstandardonline.com/2021/11/alberta-lawyer-files-complaint-againstpfizer/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwesternstandardonline.com%2F20
lawyer-files-complaint-againstpfizer%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C2e1523549aec4ea4f71908d9d5571666%7C
“According to the unnamed experts, Pfizer allegedly ignored the risks of “anaphylaxis,
pericarditis, capillary thrombosis, clotting disorders, strokes and transverse myelitis, to
name a few.”
The complaint letter said Pfizer has also allegedly “scrubbed” data related to deaths due
to transverse myelitis from its initial Emergency Use Authorization (EUA) application to
the FDA. The complaint also alleges the application was “fraught with fraudulent
misstatements” around the safety profile of the Pfizer vaccine.
“To suggest to the parents of Canada that this product is safe and will not kill or injure
more Canadian 5-11-year-old children than the notional 0-3 ‘prevented COVID-19
deaths’ alluded to by Pfizer in its FDA EUA application constitutes fraud on the Canadian
public and the Canadian Government,” the claim reads.
Vaccine Safety Investigations: very partial list
Kidney/Skin Disorders

https://www.fiercepharma.com/pharma/europe-probing-link-between-pfizer-biontechmoderna-covid-vaccines-and-skin-condition-2
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.fiercepharma.com%2Fpharm
probing-link-between-pfizer-biontech-moderna-covid-vaccines-and-skin-condition2&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C2e1523549aec4ea4f71908d9d5571666%7C11d0e21

Menstrual disorders:
https://www.news-medical.net/news/20210916/Reproductive-specialist-highlights-theneed-to-investigate-menstrual-changes-after-covid-19-vaccination.aspx
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.newsmedical.net%2Fnews%2F20210916%2FReproductive-specialist-highlights-the-need-toinvestigate-menstrual-changes-after-covid-19vaccination.aspx&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C2e1523549aec4ea4f71908d9d557166

Myocarditis
https://www.cnbc.com/2021/06/26/fda-adds-warning-of-rare-heart-inflammation-topfizer-moderna-vaccines.html
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cnbc.com%2F2021%2F06%2
adds-warning-of-rare-heart-inflammation-to-pfizer-modernavaccines.html&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C2e1523549aec4ea4f71908d9d5571666%

(studies ongoing, this is NOT complete data)
Transverse Myelitis:
https://arynews.tv/eu-transverse-myelitis-side-effect-jj-covid-19-vaccine/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Farynews.tv%2Feutransverse-myelitis-side-effect-jj-covid-19vaccine%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C2e1523549aec4ea4f71908d9d5571666%

Thrombocytopenia
https://www.news-medical.net/news/20211116/Thrombosis-with-thrombocytopeniasyndrome-rare-but-serious-adverse-event-associated-with-Ad26COV2S-vaccination.aspx
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.newsmedical.net%2Fnews%2F20211116%2FThrombosis-with-thrombocytopenia-syndromerare-but-serious-adverse-event-associated-with-Ad26COV2Svaccination.aspx&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C2e1523549aec4ea4f71908d9d557166

Guillain Barre
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC8298969/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov%2Fpmc%2

Astrazeneca being dropped globally (same technology as J&J) – Norway expert panel
recommends against its use
https://www.reuters.com/world/europe/norway-should-exclude-jj-astrazeneca-covidvaccination-scheme-says-commission-2021-05-10/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.reuters.com%2Fworld%2Feu
should-exclude-jj-astrazeneca-covid-vaccination-scheme-says-commission-2021-0510%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C2e1523549aec4ea4f71908d9d5571666%7C11
Vaccine Trial Participants, Doctors, Nurses, Whistleblowers Speak Out
Despite many whistleblowers coming forward, the media continues to ignore the growing
testimony from health professionals, funeral directors, vaccine trial recipients around the
globe red flagging SERIOUS issues with the vaccine safety – a small sampling of this
testimony for your review HERE
VIDEOS
(myocarditis and the misrepresentation of serious harm:
Dr. Linda Wastila: Why are we Accepting Myocarditis as an Acceptable Side Effect for

COVID Vaccines?
https://rumble.com/vovdmn-dr.-linda-wastila-why-are-we-accepting-myocarditis-as-anacceptable-side-ef.html?mref=6zof&mrefc=2
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Frumble.com%2Fvovdmndr.-linda-wastila-why-are-we-accepting-myocarditis-as-an-acceptable-sideef.html%3Fmref%3D6zof%26mrefc%3D2&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C2e1523549

Military physician testifies under whistle blower protection - ground three pilots in one
morning due to post vaccination myocarditis:
https://rumble.com/vomsar-lieutenant-colonel-theresa-long-over-200000-servicemembers-have-rejected-t.html
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Frumble.com%2Fvomsarlieutenant-colonel-theresa-long-over-200000-service-members-have-rejectedt.html&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C2e1523549aec4ea4f71908d9d5571666%7C11d

Physician testifies in front of Senate panel
https://rumble.com/vpi9cu-orthopedic-surgeon-did-800-surgeries-per-year-but-nowcannot-work-due-to-co.html?mref=6zof&mrefc=3
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Frumble.com%2Fvpi9cuorthopedic-surgeon-did-800-surgeries-per-year-but-now-cannot-work-due-toco.html%3Fmref%3D6zof%26mrefc%3D3&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C2e1523549
(if MDS have to fight this hard to get heard, imagine what regular people with no medical
understanding or connection must face to get stories heard)

Mother testifies after 28 daughter dies immediately post vaccine, states cause of death
misrepresented:
https://rumble.com/vozjhl-grieving-mother-who-threatened-health-impact-news-forpublishing-daughters-.html?mref=6zof&mrefc=4
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Frumble.com%2Fvozjhlgrieving-mother-who-threatened-health-impact-news-for-publishing-daughters.html%3Fmref%3D6zof%26mrefc%3D4&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C2e1523549ae

UK coroner notes significant increase in infant/young adult funerals post vaccination
https://rumble.com/vovjtz-uk-funeral-director-10x-newborn-baby-deaths-after-covidshots-refrigerators.html?mref=6zof&mrefc=5
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Frumble.com%2Fvovjtzuk-funeral-director-10x-newborn-baby-deaths-after-covid-shotsrefrigerators.html%3Fmref%3D6zof%26mrefc%3D5&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C2

Full blog of videos with additional nurse/physician/injured testimony including US nurse &
Australian nurse stating vaccine injuries not Covid filling hospital wards:
https://www.unite4truth.com/post/video-update-important-archive-of-covid-19-relatedcontent-european-parliament-members-speak-out
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
update-important-archive-of-covid-19-related-content-european-parliament-membersspeakout&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C2e1523549aec4ea4f71908d9d5571666%7C11d0e
Nurses testimony - policies are destroying hospitals, officials lying about ICUS
(video)Government Health Officials Are Creating Health Care Crisis With Vaccine
Mandates, Lying About ICUS
https://www.unite4truth.com/post/government-health-officials-are-creating-health-carecrisis-with-vaccine-mandates-lying-about-icus

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
health-officials-are-creating-health-care-crisis-with-vaccine-mandates-lying-abouticus&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C2e1523549aec4ea4f71908d9d5571666%7C11d0e
(media failure to report on how policies not Covid-19 destroying our hospital system, if
you actually respect care givers and view us as 'heroes' than spare us the thanks and
report the truth)

Blog of injured video testimony (extensive) here:
https://www.unite4truth.com/post/covid-19-vaccine-injured-forced-to-create-ownvideos-websites-as-near-media-blackout-continues
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
19-vaccine-injured-forced-to-create-own-videos-websites-as-near-media-blackoutcontinues&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C2e1523549aec4ea4f71908d9d5571666%7C
Cluster deaths of teachers/athletes/students/physicians/public servants
(police/firefighters/paramedics) occurring in significant rates as booster shots roll out for
‘high risk’ public workers:

Last week three student athletes collapsed at games in US, experts have issued warnings
in some countries due to risk from strenuous exercise post vaccine:
https://www.jpost.com/health-and-wellness/health-ministry-to-consider-asking-newlyvaccinated-to-avoid-working-out-681317
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.jpost.com%2Fhealthand-wellness%2Fhealth-ministry-to-consider-asking-newly-vaccinated-to-avoid-workingout681317&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C2e1523549aec4ea4f71908d9d5571666%7C11

https://tnp.straitstimes.com/news/singapore/avoid-strenuous-exercise-two-weeks-afterjab-expert-committee
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftnp.straitstimes.com%2Fnews%2F
strenuous-exercise-two-weeks-after-jab-expertcommittee&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C2e1523549aec4ea4f71908d9d5571666%7C
4 teachers died in one week period in Ohio (no cause of death related in three, one died
in surgery)
Additionally, MANY teachers, athletes, medical professionals are now dying with Covid-19
attributed infection but there is no investigation or autopsy and the standards for
attribution/testing render these diagnosis corrupted.

Blogs following death student/teachers/athletes (please not that inclusion in this blog is
NOT a claim each person died of a Covid-19 injury, it is compiled to monitor trends with
safety signals flashing red right now - and other nations PULLING the vaccinations due to
myocarditis -as of above nurse/physician whistle blowers state, the units are seeing
young and younger individuals with blood clots and heart issues and excess death reports
in UK not related to Covid (video of physician whistleblower who states incident of
sudden cardiac death and dying at home is up exponentially HERE)
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
court-ordered-document-release-exposes-company-covered-up-covid-vaccine-deathssideeffects&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C2e1523549aec4ea4f71908d9d5571666%7C11d
Athletes
https://www.unite4truth.com/post/myocarditis-covid-19-vaccinations-alarming-trend-of-

increasing-athletes-students-teacher-deaths
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
covid-19-vaccinations-alarming-trend-of-increasing-athletes-students-teacherdeaths&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C2e1523549aec4ea4f71908d9d5571666%7C11d

Students being found in dorms, dying in sleep - teachers/soldiers (safety signal)
https://www.unite4truth.com/post/3-ohio-students-four-teachers-dead-in-a-month-asmajor-research-flags-increased-vaccine-heart-risks
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
ohio-students-four-teachers-dead-in-a-month-as-major-research-flags-increasedvaccine-heartrisks&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C2e1523549aec4ea4f71908d9d5571666%7C11d0

This letter is only a very partial documentation of the significant ongoing issues with
vaccine safety, testing, and policy protocols but it highlights significant evidence of
SEVERE problems which indicate:
Testing needs to immediately CEASE as it is driving cases and it is unsuitable for
detection of virus employed to detect
Vaccine administration needs to immediately cease and full disclosure of all injury reports
and trial data must be released to the public:

CDC massively backloading VAERS injury data: (not new incidents, withholding
submission dates of report) 360,000 backloaded for first three and half months,
https://www.unite4truth.com/post/2-400-covid-19-vaccine-deaths-occurred-in-first-sixweeks-of-program-cdc-back-loading-data
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
400-covid-19-vaccine-deaths-occurred-in-first-six-weeks-of-program-cdc-back-loadingdata&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C2e1523549aec4ea4f71908d9d5571666%7C11d0

Pfizer attempting to suppress release of trial data until 2076. (latest 2096)
https://www.citizensjournal.us/fda-asks-federal-judge-to-grant-it-until-the-year-2076to-fully-release-pfizers-covid-19-vaccine-data/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.citizensjournal.us%2Ffdaasks-federal-judge-to-grant-it-until-the-year-2076-to-fully-release-pfizers-covid-19vaccinedata%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C2e1523549aec4ea4f71908d9d5571666%7C1
Sweden scientists now demand Pfizer be halted due to research fraud:Research fraud at
a subcontractor to Pfizer, now 16 doctors and researchers demand that vaccination in
Sweden be paused.

https://www.efvv.eu/news/press-release-research-fraud-at-subcontractor-to-pfizer
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.efvv.eu%2Fnews%2Fpressrelease-research-fraud-at-subcontractor-topfizer&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C2e1523549aec4ea4f71908d9d5571666%7C11d
Nils Littorin , physician; doctor of clinical microbiology
Magnus Burling , specialist in general medicine,
Sture Blomberg , specialist in anesthesia and intensive care; Associate Professor
Ragnar Hultborn , Specialist in Oncology; Professor Emeritus
Lilian Weiss , Specialist in General Surgery; Associate Professor

Ann-Cathrin Engwall , Immunologist and Virologist; doctor of molecular cell biology with
an immunological focus
Sebastian Rushworth, AT doctor
Maria Papadopoulou , ophthalmologist
Carina Ljungfelt , specialist in general medicine
Christina Malm , specialist in general medicine,
Bo Jonsson , specialist in general psychiatry; with dr
Anette Stahel , PhD in biomedicine,
Nina Yderberg, specialist in child and adolescent psychiatry
Dinu Dusceac , specialist in cardiology; PhD
Margareta Andersson , specialist in general medicine
Hanna Åsberg , specialist in general medicine
Update on this article with additional major Pfizer headlines your news organization
should be aware including problems with 'approval' which appears to involve a bait and
switch for Pfizer to retain liability protection for administering EUA drugs while selling the
public on a fully approved vaccine (SHORT term trials will not even be finished until next
year, and no mid or long term data whatsoever, it is unethical to make claims of safety
and efficacy on LACK of data, this is setting a dangerous new precedent where untested
drugs are released on a 'trust us' standard and the consequences have been severe)

https://www.unite4truth.com/post/major-pfizer-headlines-court-ruling-ignored-by-themedia-scientists-document-vaccine-trial-fraud
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
pfizer-headlines-court-ruling-ignored-by-the-media-scientists-document-vaccine-trialfraud&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C2e1523549aec4ea4f71908d9d5571666%7C11d0
Policy makers, public health departments, and lead medical organizations have been
contacted extensively about the above issues, they are stonewalling or ignoring health
professional outreach to course correct. This includes licensing boards and public health
departments at local/state/national level.
PLEASE act to report on these issues.
Media is contributing to mass public health harm in allowing misrepresentation of this
data by government officials & ‘experts making false claims of safety/efficacy should be
in front of a licensing board hearing not featured as ‘experts’ in the media. There is now
concrete documents of mass safety data suppression coming from the Pfizer documents
and CDC own reporting systems of mass early suppression of data (injury reports have
jumped from 58,000 to over 414,000 in early months of program with nearly all showing
occurrence date in early period. This is fraud and the media needs to immediately inform
the public of this data.
The politicalization and attacks on individuals coming forward to present credible,
evidence based concerns needs to immediately cease. Our children’s health is at risk
from these drugs and this is not a partisan issue, it is one of public health. Our group is
non-partisan and we have been dismayed to see both political ‘sides’ actively advancing
claims and policies against the government health organization and vaccine trial data.
It is essential the media begin objectively reviewing the claims made by public health
officials and pharmaceutical reps as our extensive review has found their data contradicts
the entire Covid-19 'official' narrative.
The framing of what should be an objective scientific discussion with focus on EVIDENCE
should begin in earnest. The media and policy makers framing of these issues through
partisan speak and slander of those who attempt to provide objective review of fact
(conspiracy theorist) to public has been a serious disservice to your readers and viewers.
Follow the science has been a slogan, not a guiding principle in news media covid 19

reporting.
Thanks for your time
Health Professionals for Covid-19 Policy Corrections

On 01/11/2022 11:04 PM unite4truth@mailbox.org wrote:

Hello

We see you are involved in enacting policy to illegally and unconstitutionally
detain citizens on suspicion of medical threat to public health per bill
WAC 246-100-040

Your office should be fully aware health professional, academic, and parent groups
are currently moving forward with mass cease and desist and legal action to stop Covid19 testing being implemented against FDA/WHO/CDC own use standards and resulting in
100% false positive by default of the protocol violations -

We are forwarding two documents to put you on notice that actions to detain
citizens on false data under the guise of public health will be met with immediate legal
action and personal filing against all individuals responsible for aiding mass public health
organization which may be construed as a conspiracy and tried according to such
standards.

Letter One and documentation below (example of one of MANY letters going out to
policy makers and public health officials right now),

Document 1:

To Senator Brian Campon, Governor Phil Scot

CEASE AND DESIST
(cc superintendents, media)

Vermont is running Covid-19 testing against WHO/CDC/FDA standards & updated
warning statements and implementing Antigen testing against FDA warning which will
result in 96% false positive results (on one error) per statement issued on 11/3/2020.
(FDA warning statements with calculations for expected false positive rate (96%) are
included in the body of email below:

Vermont Public Health department and Governor have been provided the following
documentation, refuse to correct course and aiding an act of medical fraud.

Additionally, PCR tests are being run at cycle amplification rates above 24 CT (a
cycle level too high, more cycles run, less material, over 24 research study has found NO
LIVE material over 24 CT - this has been falsely represented by policy makers, public
health organization leadership as 'viral load' and false proof of detection of Sars CoV2,
virus attributed to cause generic Covid-19 cluster symptoms. The continuation of
implementation of use of PCR testing peer reviewed as unsuitable for the purpose over a
year ago with numerous update warning statement of problem documented by the
CDC/WHO/FDA statements is an act of medical fraud (linked in body of email below)

Covid-19 testing is Emergency Use Authorized ONLY and it is the responsibility of
leadership to review documentation to ensure states remain in compliance with new
directives. Vermont public health & policy makers have not.

Additionally, the majority of all Covid-19 testing ever issued has been
subsequently recalled by the FDA due to serious design flaw and contamination with no
action by policy makers to address ongoing issue or issue correction/public health
warning to citizens who received Covid-19 diagnosis and treatment on the basis of faulty
test which are not clinically viable for detection of Sars CoV2. Over 270 different Covid
testing/devices have been recalled by the FDA comprising (at least) tens of millions of
kits.

Vermont policy makers have imperiled licensed health professionals and
academics with liability/licensing and liability issues with ordering testing directives
against government health organization own use standards as clearly documented by the
evidence below. Health professionals/academics are held to an EVIDENCE based

standards and 'following orders' will not hold up as a defense in a court of law

Please review this letter which has been sent out to school superintendents (ALL)
in NY, VT, and MA:

And, IMMEDIATELY act to end testing directives which are driving false positive
cases which are being misrepresented as Covid-19 cases as this constitutes a SERIOUS
threat to individual and public health for citizens in the state of Vermont.

Subject: Health Professional Outreach: SEVERE Problems with Covid Testing:
States Running Testing against FDA Warning Statements/WHO/CDC standards updates:
false positives
LEGAL ACTION PENDING

Subject: URGENT: Health Professional Outreach - New York Running Antigen
Testing Against FDA Warning Use of Tests/ MAJORITY FALSE POSITIVES
Hello
This is an urgent outreach to provide documentation on problems with Covid-19
Rapid Antigen Testing in schools which are being run against FDA warning for use in low
incident populations which will result in MAJORITY false positives when utilized against
this warning:
States/Schools are running Covid 19 antigen testing against FDA (and other public
health organization) use recommendations per below document,

Here is the document:
https://www.fda.gov/medical-devices/letters-health-care-providers/potentialfalse-positive-results-antigen-tests-rapid-detection-sars-cov-2-letter-clinical-laboratory
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.fda.gov%2Fmedicaldevices%2Fletters-health-care-providers%2Fpotential-false-positive-results-antigentests-rapid-detection-sars-cov-2-letter-clinicallaboratory&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C2e1523549aec4ea4f71908d9d5571666%7C
Potential for False Positive Results with Antigen Tests for Rapid Detection of SARSCoV-2 - Letter to Clinical Laboratory Staff and Health Care Providers
*
Remember that positive predictive value (PPV) varies with disease
prevalence when interpreting results from diagnostic tests. PPV is the percent of positive
test results that are true positives. As disease prevalence decreases, the percent of test
results that are false positives increase.

*
For example, a test with 98% specificity would have a PPV of just
over 80% in a population with 10% prevalence, meaning 20 out of 100 positive results
would be false positives.
*
The same test would only have a PPV of approximately 30% in a
population with 1% prevalence, meaning 70 out of 100 positive results would be false
positives. This means that, in a population with 1% prevalence, only 30% of individuals
with positive test results actually have the disease.
*
At 0.1% prevalence, the PPV would only be 4%, meaning that 96
out of 100 positive results would be false positives.
*
Health care providers should take the local prevalence into
consideration when interpreting diagnostic test results.
*
Consider positive results in combination with clinical observations, patient
history, and epidemiological information

To give you an example of how this works, I will give you the expected false
positives in Vermont (one of group members obtained this data to issue warning for
Vermont public schools - here are the numbers:

Vermont: 14 day cases
1020 cases

Population of Vermont:

623,251

Antigen tests: 98% general specificity

.1% case rate

*
At 0.1% prevalence, the PPV would only be 4%, meaning that 96 out of
100 positive results would be false positives.
96 out of hundred tests are expected to be false positives (on this one error, other
significant errors also documented with the use of these testing methods) -

The ENTIRE US population was 'low incident' before employment of mass testing
was instituted, no current case numbers or individual diagnosis have ANY scientific
clinical validity due to improper use of antigen tests AGAINST FDA waring.

(additionally, the testing utilized to determine case rates in New York is severely
flawed and against use guidelines as documented HERE)

https://www.unite4truth.com/post/media-not-exercising-due-diligence-reportingcovid-19-case-numbers-egregious-test-problems-ignored
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
not-exercising-due-diligence-reporting-covid-19-case-numbers-egregious-test-problemsignored&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C2e1523549aec4ea4f71908d9d5571666%7C11

Our group did a similar outreach last Spring and the head of the education
department & policy makers have been made aware but REFUSE to correct course.

Here is the article from that outreach:

https://www.unite4truth.com/post/stop-forced-covid-19-antigen-testing-inschools-states-going-against-fda-recommendations-strategy
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Flinkprotect.cudasvc.com%2Furl%3
forced-covid-19-antigen-testing-in-schools-states-going-against-fda-recommendationsstrategy%26c%3DE%2C1%2Ckyt-yX7SU4Je9M4gDT079Uw5kKp8Fl63It1e5YEkJHE474cL9I5yRqJfZXC4dYs7_O2a2hk_kPhQ64KC2f8kTHw419cB0M3V_UTZ9r9UOMw653jxdVX7yNHA%2C%2C%26typo%3D1&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%
From the numbers last March for MA
"Right now, in the county I am in, we are at .08% PPV You arrive at the PPV
number by finding out your county population, determine the last two week average of
active cases (available on your state's Covid-19 dashboard) and then find out the test
which antigen test they use to determine specificity rate. Most are about 98% specificity.

Here, it went, two hundred 'active' cases Population of country 125,000 people

.08 prevalence rate.

98% test specificity average to about 99.98 false positive cases"
This is NOT the only problem with testing.
Testing issues include:
MASS recalls, 270 different Covid-19 test kits and devices have been recalled
since the inception of the program - this comprises 100s of millions of tests and majority
of all tests EVER ISSUED, many recalled due to contamination issues. This is an ongoing
issue with millions recalled each months, none having any clinical validity for diagnosis to
errors necessitating recalls.

Here is the link to the FDA webpage which was (until recently) keeping track of
the recalls on a central list, but stopped updating it in July despite extensive recalls since
that time (buried on site, this is a valid archive of the page):

https://web.archive.org/web/20211009152633/https://www.fda.gov/medicaldevices/coronavirus-covid-19-and-medical-devices/removal-lists-tests-should-no-longerbe-used-andor-distributed-covid-19-faqs-testing-sars-cov-2
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fweb.archive.org%2Fweb%2F2021
devices%2Fcoronavirus-covid-19-and-medical-devices%2Fremoval-lists-tests-should-nolonger-be-used-andor-distributed-covid-19-faqs-testing-sars-cov2&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C2e1523549aec4ea4f71908d9d5571666%7C11d0e21
Please click on the third box of the above link to view the list

Additionally, there are severe problems with PCR testing including

-test developed without virus isolate (non specific to Sars CoV2)
-test set at cycle amplification rates which produce false positive by default of the
test
This issue was featured in a New York Times article in the summer of 2020
highlighting research studies adjusting for the cycle amplification error and finding up to
NINETY percent of tests were false positive due to a simple test recommendation error by
the FDA WHICH REMAINS UNCORRECTED TO THIS DAY

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/08/29/health/coronavirus-testing.html
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.nytimes.com%2F2020%2F08
testing.html&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C2e1523549aec4ea4f71908d9d5571666%

Summary of problem in a cease and desist letter from international attorney
Reiner Fuellmich who is working globally to file lawsuits against the testing due creation
of false positive tests through violation of scientific and implementation standards:

"If the test system only begins detection after a large number of replication
cycles, the viral
load is so low that active infection is ruled out. In the NDR podcast of May 7,
2020, you
yourself referred to a study according to which a patient is considered "less
infectious"
above 25 cycles. In fact, the authors of a Canadian study failed to identify any
replicable
virus beyond 24 cycles (Jared Bullard et al. in Clinical Infectious Diseases,
https://doi.org/10.1093/cid/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fdoi.org%2F10.1093%2Fcid%2F&d
ciaa638). Nevertheless, when the new case numbers are
added up again, nowhere is it checked at which Ct value the cut-off was set in the
respective positive test case. This makes the result of a PCR test highly
susceptible to
manipulation - and thus susceptible to political influence when high case numbers
are
"needed" in order to intimidate the population. In any case, the values determined
on the
basis of a PCR test are not a sufficient basis for a complete shutdown of public life
and
interference with people's liberties on an unprecedented scale".

Link to document with letter HERE
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fdrive.google.com%2Ffile%2Fd%2F
vDwqEy9vMhbNqzodAEW3b%2Fview&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C2e1523549aec4e
(submitted against PCR test science authors)

To keep it very simple, the more cycles you run a PCR test at, the less material is
left, due this too many times and eventually, its just dead non infectious material

The documentation for the studies showing this and further problems with the PCR
test may be viewed here:

https://www.unite4truth.com/post/cease-desist-covid-19-leadership-testingvaccines-policies-violate-licensing-ethical-standards
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Flinkprotect.cudasvc.com%2Furl%3
desist-covid-19-leadership-testing-vaccines-policies-violate-licensing-ethical-

standards%26c%3DE%2C1%2CLYJeVcG4MaIxaJCw6RqA7GMErVSRTAljix_SjNBOZJ3chueAKCBrUR6rX5MmY
The public health leadership and policy makers are aware of these issues but will
not act to change course. This does NOT negate of the school leadership at the local
levels to immediately address this issue, and frankly, our group is beyond done with the
'following order' response from educational leadership when given extensive evidence
testing is perpetuating false cases. It is time to act.

It is imperative that lead educators now come forward to speak out on our
children's behalf and demand the public health department and education department
leadership cease and desist implementing testing which is driving case numbers

The entire basis for social distancing, lock downs, and masking is based on
severely flawed testing which is creating cases, misrepresented as infections

The reason individuals test positive with no symptoms is due to high amplification
cycles producing false positives, 90% of people in MA received false positives according
to research trials in summer of 2020. These individuals are not silent infections, they are
simply not sick

At this point, given the extensive documentation of the problems with statements
by Anthony Fauci admitting the issue over a year ago, this is not just a honest mistake, it
appears to be coordinated fraud

Full review with Fauci interview may be viewed HERE
https://www.unite4truth.com/post/cdc-pcr-covid-19-gold-standard-test-to-bediscontinued-replaced-with-equally-flawed-testing
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Flinkprotect.cudasvc.com%2Furl%3
pcr-covid-19-gold-standard-test-to-be-discontinued-replaced-with-equally-flawedtesting%26c%3DE%2C1%2Cr4EAdKXKPBD4dMe13UM2qM6jKspu57sH5wX7ImuZS_CY2MfLFtAy_C_sfO6Ldx

Additionally, educators should be aware that the government can not provide ANY
substantive evidence showing masking offers any benefit to children - a Freedom of
Information act request just returned from NY letter:
https://twitter.com/WilliamAHuston/status/1470875101826629633/photo/1
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWilliamAHuston%2
The ramifications for our children's social development through constant masking
and physical distancing are profound. Right now, against ALL medical and scientific
evidence, on the basis of severely flawed testing standards, children are being advised by
some authorities to utilize N95 and other medical grade mask which under NO
circumstance should be worn by children (decreases oxygenation levels which may result

in brain damage if this continues long term).

https://www.technocracy.news/german-neurologist-on-face-masks-oxygendeprivation-causes-permanent-neurological-damage/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.technocracy.news%2Fgerma
neurologist-on-face-masks-oxygen-deprivation-causes-permanent-neurologicaldamage%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C2e1523549aec4ea4f71908d9d5571666%

Please act to speak out on this issue and share this information with fellow
educators

Lawsuits are pending on testing issues both in the US and abroad. Be aware that
there is potential liability issues for health professionals (i.e. school nurses and licensed
educators) for implementation of policies which document show severe potential to
impede student health, following orders against actual data is NOT a legal excuse in
court.

Liability issues may extend to licensed educators who are implementing Covid-19
testing against government's own standards. ALL Covid-19 testing is Emergency Use
authorized only and there are ongoing updates which lead policy makers and educators
are responsible for reviewing:

ALL Covid-19 testing is Emergency Used approved only, new
statements/guidelines/warnings/recalls have been coming out on a near weekly basis. It
is the responsibility of those implementing these testing programs in school districts to
ensure this data is undergoing ongoing monitoring Have any of your districts acted to investigate which tests you have utilized which
have been subsequently recalled (most were)?
Have any of your districts acted to provide parental notification about faulty test
results students may have received due to use of recalled testing?
Nurses being ordered by the district to implementing testing against government
directives are placed in a position of acting against MA licensing and legal code standards
for RNS/LPSn. School nurses are in ACTIVE violation of their licensing standards and
liability laws in administering tests against government warnings. It does NOT matter if
they are following orders, professional standards hold us to EVIDENCE based practice.
This documentation is extensively available on the public health organization own website

Masking policy and testing policy is unsupported by scientific evidence and

actively driving policies with severe potential to harm student emotional, psychological,
and physical health.
Please objective review the SOURCE DATA directly. The government public health
organization and testing manufacture data extensively document SEVERE testing issues.

Follow the science is direct review of evidence not partisan debate or argument
over 'expert' opinion. One does not need an advanced degree to review basic data with
simple protocol and testing application driving the errors & it is the responsibility of lead
educators responsible for implementing Covid-19 policies to review this data and act to
correct problems to safeguard students emotional and physical health.
All discussion should be focused on this data itself.

Sincerely
Health Care Professionals for Covid-19 Policy Correction
(legal and parent groups have been provided this documentation and we are now
aware of several groups getting ready to move forward with legal action)

CEASE AND DESIST

______________________________________________
From: Evan Sipple
Sent: 1/11/2022 8:38:40 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Jan. 12 State Board of Health Public Meeting

attachments\69BC2A7CD1B344D7_cdc stats on covid danger by age group.jpg
External Email
Hello,
As a concerned tax paying Washington state resident I would ask that you not push
forward on this track to involve children with mandatory Covid vaccination requirements.
Many believe that so many things relating to this issue are decided first and then
presented to the public as an afterthought. Two FDA board members quit over this and
the feeling that politics, not science was leading the decision making. There is plenty of
evidence from around the world and other states, that severe restrictions and mandates
can do more harm than good. There is evidence from Sweden that schooling can be done
without masks or mandated vaccines and no one is at greater risk of serious health risks
than the general population (see link below). Statistics have shown over the last two
years that children have never been at great risk from this ( See attach CDC graphic).
These vaccines were recently hastily developed, the manufactures are still free from
liability and while many say they are safe, the long term data is not there, period. We
need less contentiousness now more than ever and I ask that you consider that if
children had Polio, everyone knew it was serious, if anyone tests positive for Covid they
are told to go home for (10 ) no scratch that ( 5 ) days to recover at home. This needs to
end.
Thank you,

https://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMc2026670
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.nejm.org%2Fdoi%2Ffull%2F

______________________________________________
From: Sharon Olson
Sent: 1/11/2022 9:05:58 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: COVID VACCINE MANDATE LETTER TO WSBOH

attachments\91C11BE3F48949FE_letterWSBOHCovid.doc
External Email
Dear Educators & Health Professionals,

Enclosed is my letter to be read by Board members for the discussion of Covid vaccine
mandates for students K-12 for the Jan 12, 2022 meeting. As a Washington State
grandmother, Health Professional, and voter, I send you my statement.

Sharon Olson, NP, MSN

______________________________________________
From: Olena Bay
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:41:39 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Elaine Castillo
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:18:07 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Ann Hunt
Sent: 1/11/2022 5:09:50 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: I Oppose the following WAC’s
External Email
I oppose the proposed WAC’s 246-100-070, WAC 246-100-045, WAC 246-100-040, WAC
246-100, WAC 246-105
I am completely against giving local health officers use of law enforcement and the use of
an emergency order to involuntarily detain a person or family into a quarantine facility if
they refuse the requests of medical examination, testing, treatment, counseling, or
vaccination.
I am completely against covid-19 injections as part of the school immunization
requirements using WAC 246-105.

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:39:03 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Covid 19 Mandates

-----Original Message----From: Doug Dahl <dmnatd@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 11:20 AM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Covid 19 Mandates
External Email
To whom it may conern:
I am writing you to urge you to stand up against the push for vaccine mandates (for
children and adults) and to stand for medical freedom of choice. There are not enough
long term studies regarding the use of the Covid-19 vaccine and the option of natural
immunity needs to be a part of this conversation, if we are truly wanting to follow the
science.
Even the CDC and Dr. Anthony Fauci have admitted that the vaccine itself does not stop
transmission or infection. This is the logical disconnect between facts and political
agenda.
Sadly, with the push for this and the proposed policies to allow health officers to use law
enforcement to order persons involuntarily to isolation facilities or coerced medical
intervention, Washington board of health is playing with medical tyranny. Not only is all
of this discussion in direct violation of the Washington State Constitution and the US
Constitution, the proposed policies are in direct violation of the Nuremberg code article 6
section 3 that states: No government can mandate or force medical treatment without
individual consent.
Please stand for medical freedom of choice for the citizens of Washington.
-Douglas Dahl
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: poetwarrior2
Sent: 1/6/2022 12:29:41 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: responce to mandatory jab/vaxx
External Email
The very first item to discuss is ''WHAT EXACTLY ARE ALL THE INGREDIENTS ?".
Why would anyone inject an unknown substance into their own bodies?
Making a substance that has shown very detrimental effects on living beings to be
mandatory is loving tyranny (Satan's home).
What is wrong with you people?
Seriously, why are politicians playing doctor?
Only the most foolish people believe Democrat politicians. Just look at the dismal
economic policies in blue states and cities.
Wake up. Your children and grand children are at stake.
"The thing that hath been, it is that which shall be; and that which is done is that which
shall be done: there is nothing new under the sun.
Ecclesiastes 1:9
Peace, Harmony and Happiness Wishes for You.

Sent with ProtonMail
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fprotonmail.com%2F&data=04%7C
Secure Email.

______________________________________________
From: Eugene Baril
Sent: 1/10/2022 11:23:01 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:41:08 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Oppose children to be vaccinated

attachments\FC0BDCA4E5084EAE_image001.gif

From: Debbie LeBlanc <Debbie.LeBlanc@obiseafoods.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 11:12 AM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Oppose children to be vaccinated

External Email
I oppose this recommendation to vaccinate children when they have a low if almost zero
risk to become sick or spread this virus. Please consider the children’s health and
possible risks at being vaccinated since many children have had adverse reactions to this
procedure.

Thanks for your consideration

Debbie

______________________________________________
From: T Cook
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:37:50 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Re: comments
External Email
It is not a vaccine or immunization!
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:36 AM T Cook <tmcook61@gmail.com
<mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:
Increasing immunity levels? What about supplements like Vitamin D and zinc?
What about getting fit and losing weight?
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:35 AM T Cook <tmcook61@gmail.com
<mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:

You are all experimenting with us. Nuremberg looks similar.
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:34 AM T Cook <tmcook61@gmail.com
<mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:

Why are the shots not aspirated? It is an intramuscular shot.
Without aspiration you don't know if you hit a blood vessel.
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:31 AM T Cook <tmcook61@gmail.com
<mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:

Michelle,
Children don't need the vaccine. They don't get as sick.
Especially with Omicron.
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:29 AM T Cook
<tmcook61@gmail.com <mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:

Why are the hospitalization usage even less than last
year?
Stop firing healthcare workers.
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:26 AM T Cook
<tmcook61@gmail.com <mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:

Staffing becomes more difficult when you fire the
HEROES for exercising their constitutional freedoms!
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:23 AM T Cook
<tmcook61@gmail.com <mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:

Death counts are not accurate. Dying from Covid or
dying with Covid are completely different and need to be truthfully reported.
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:20 AM T Cook
<tmcook61@gmail.com <mailto:tmcook61@gmail.com> > wrote:

This is the cold and flu season. WA does not even test
for the seasonal flu! Hospitalizations are up. What percentage are DUE TO Covid, not just
have Covid?

______________________________________________
From: Paul Sass
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:52:37 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public Comment
External Email
I am opposed to this WAC Covid 19 proposals. Forcing us to be placed in a facility against
our will. No!
Paul Sass
Cell 253 209 0885

______________________________________________
From: Rick Vermeers
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:43:35 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Protocol for certifying those who have contracted Covid and have attained
natural immunity
External Email
Please give the appropriate steps for getting testing to determine that a person has had
or does have Covid such that they are naturally immune.

Rick Vermeers
rlvermeers@mac.com
509-981-2122

______________________________________________
From: Olga Kotov
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:04:47 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/11/2022 3:44:48 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: TAG and SBOH meeting Jan 12, and subsequent meetings

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111
-----Original Message----From: Twinkle Kitty <tkitty187@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2022 12:20 PM
To: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: TAG and SBOH meeting Jan 12, and subsequent meetings
External Email
In response to your clarification for the meeting tomorrow, January 12, 2021 and
subsequent meetings regarding vaccines for children:
There is no justification to mandate the covid vaccine for children age 5 and older. Nor is
there a justification or need to require parents to file for an exemption. A parents’ simple
“no” to having their child be given the covid vaccine should close the matter. The
decision and parental right to make the decision does not require your approval of an
exemption. Nor does the risk to society outweigh the risk of the adverse effects of the
vaccine.
I would ask the board to again review the under-reported VAERS data, increased cases of
myocarditis, lack of definitive clinical trials, hidden vaccine contents, and future data. I
would also remind the board this is not a “true” vaccine and only has EUA authorization
which was inappropriate to begin with. Sincerely, Mary Sizer
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Carol Krona
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:50:32 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Jan. 12, 2022, Vote on Involuntary Detention of Person(s) in Quarantine Sites
External Email
I am absolutely OUTRAGED by this unconstitutional, unlawful and violation of human/civil
rights proposal to use law enforcement to FORCIBLY detain residents in quarantine sites.
SHAME!

Government bureaucrats, the State, Jay Inslee, et al, do not own me, my family or my
fellow citizens, nor are you God! You do not provide information to allow the citizens of
this State informed consent, and it is my belief that treatment protocols are being
suppressed that would cure or mitigate covid. No wonder abusive government
bureaucrats are no longer trusted or believed.

I have spent several hours tonight contacting legislators, national TV shows/podcasts and
plan to contact constitutional and civil rights law groups in the coming days concerning
your upcoming policy proposal vote on Jan. 12. STOP using the cover of covid, climate
change, science, or whatever other pet narrative du jour the State comes up with. I will
not stand for it and I WILL NOT COMPLY WITH UNLAWFUL ORDERS OR MANDATES.

In case you haven’t noticed it, citizens of the world are standing in protest of government
tyranny….

Carol Krona

______________________________________________
From: Ewelina Medzech
Sent: 1/12/2022 12:09:48 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid vaccine for kids
External Email
The covid 19 vaccine should not be mandated as the vaccine itself does not prevent a
person from getting covid or transmitting it to others. Also the vaccine has not been
studied enough to prove its safety and the long term effects are unknown. Kids should
not be Science Experiments. As we seen even people that have had booster shoots are
getting covid and ending up in the hospital. There has also been a lot of deaths from
covid in the fully vaccinated and boosted. Let the parents decide.
Thank you.

______________________________________________
From: Patricia Stenersen
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:46:21 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Olga Leonchik
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:50:08 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Denice Spross
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:57:37 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid
External Email
To Dr Shah and the rest of the board of health, I am letting you know if you chose to
implement WAC 246-100-070 to involuntarily detain people 245-100-045 following
refusal of a mandate you will be committing a felony under 18 US Cod3 2331 subsection
802. It is illegal to coerce a population. It is also illegal and a felony, to commit civil
violation of the 21 code of regulations 50.23 and 50.24, using coercion during an
experiment. How much money did the Washington Department of Health get from the
feds? Of that, how much did your department receive? What is your exact involvement in
the WHO and CDC Dr Shah? Leave children alone. You are cherry picking your corrupt
studies over the real studies you suppress just like you suppressed Ivermectin and HCQ.
Why did you sign up for Remdecivir and ventilation? Hospitals all have the same
protocols which means you are denying the right to try. This is a nose and throat virus,
why not use iodine in nebulizer for at home treatment, it's cheap and #2 on CDC list or
at least it was, things disappear as you may know. Be aware, you have been put on
notice, you are and will continue to be breaking the law. All that is hidden will be
revealed. I would appreciate answers. What is the death count for the jab that does not
work? Thank you for your attention and answers, I smell corruption. Denice Spross.,

______________________________________________
From: Elise Strasser
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:30:19 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/11/2022 8:17:55 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Teresa Moyer

From: Teri Jobs <teri.lee.moyer@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, January 10, 2022 9:38 PM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Teresa Moyer

External Email
My name is Teresa Moyer a long time Washington resident in Vancouver Washington.
Please do not go forward with this mandate of vaccines for all people and especially
children. There is no data or research supporting factual scientific data that these
vaccines are safer then natural immunity or early treatments. Getting everyone vaccine
will not stop transmission. These vaccines are causing genocide and adverse reactions off
the charts. Please stop vaccines.
Saying no to
WAC 246-100-070
WAC 246-100-045
WAC 246-100-040
WAC 246-100
WAC 246-105

Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 3:18:42 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Restore Washington

From: Trish Johan <grammabammajohanson@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 3:10 PM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Restore Washington

External Email
To the WA state superintendent of schools, WA state secretary of health and their
boards,

I implore you as a mom of 2 boys and a person who has worked with children for 32
years, do not make the experimental covid vaccine mandatory for school attendance. I
am NOT anti-vaccine. My children and I are fully vaccinated with every tried and true
vaccine. I am confident we will not get tetanus, whooping cough, measles, etc. These
vaccines have been vetted and long term studies have been done to maximize
effectiveness and minimize side effects.

There have been numerous studies around the world showing that the covid vaccine is
much more harmful than covid itself to boys. At minimum, the UK found that boys are 6
times more likely to suffer myocarditis from the vaccine than covid itself. Since the vax
has been approved for kids 5 to 11, 1 in 100 has a documented adverse reaction in
VAERS. These numbers have never been seen and the drug still allowed to be used.

Please do not mandate the covid vaccine for all children. Children are at greater risk of
harm from vax side effects than covid itself.

Thank you for your time and consideration,
Patty Johanson

______________________________________________
From: P. B. Shepherding
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:02:18 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Forced vaccination
External Email
We stand against your forced vaccinations and quartines.
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Pam Ziemann
Sent: 1/9/2022 5:26:35 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public Comments for WSBOH Members from March EH Committee Special
Meeting
External Email
Do NOT mandate Vaccine on children ! Do not make it legal for mandatory isolations!
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/11/2022 5:58:40 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Urgent Notice to the Washington State Board of Health Regarding
Mandating the Covid-19 mRNA Vaccines for All Students Across the State

-----Original Message----From: Vija Rogozina <vija@rogozina.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2022 11:56 AM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: RE: Urgent Notice to the Washington State Board of Health Regarding
Mandating the Covid-19 mRNA Vaccines for All Students Across the State
External Email
RE: Urgent Notice to the Washington State Board of Health Regarding Mandating the
Covid-19 mRNA Vaccines for All Students Across the State

Dear Christy,
i: a woman; Vija Rogozina; write a Notice of Liability to you; a woman, who at times
serves as a Board Member and as a community representative.
i; a woman, do not consent to your heavy-handed approach to my health and health of
my child. I do not give you the authority to impose any medical procedures on me, my
child, or on any human being that does not choose of their own free will your offerings of
"public health" in a vaccine trial. I follow medical science closely; raw data is clear that
children have close to zero risk of covid death. No risk, no benefit.

Here are three reasons for NOT mandating genetic mRNA vaccine for all Seattle Public
School students:
1. Please refer to the recent German study, which concludes that for COVID-19 related
symptoms in 5-11-year old children without comorbidities the risk of death is zero.

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.medrxiv.org%2Fcontent%2F10

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.medrxiv.org%2Fcontent%2F

2. The Pfizer mRNA vaccine causes catastrophic side effects, particularly heart
inflammation (myocarditis and pericarditis) in youth. The CDC’s own analysis of
“Myopericarditis following COVID-19 vaccination: Updates from the Vaccine Adverse
Event Reporting System (VAERS)
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cdc.gov%2Fvaccines%2Facip
2021-08-30%2F03-COVID-Su508.pdf&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Cf83a0a91165d4d6ce38808d9d56f0dd3%
” showed astonishing increases particularly in children ages 12-15, 16-17, and 18-24.
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cdc.gov%2Fvaccines%2Facip%

2021-08-30%2F03-COVID-Su508.pdf&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Cf83a0a91165d4d6ce38808d9d56f0dd3%

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cdc.gov%2Fvaccines%2Facip
2021-08-30%2F03-COVID-Su508.pdf&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Cf83a0a91165d4d6ce38808d9d56f0dd3%

3. Please review Pfizer's 6-month data. I'm attaching the document along with the link
under "breaking news" called "More Harm Than Good." Although this is from Canada, we
share lots of information, because we are all using the same vaccines.
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.canadiancovidcarealliance.org%

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.canadiancovidcarealliance.or
I also urge you to go to the VAERS database and study statistics of adverse vaccine
events and mortality. The numbers reached over one million cases in December 2021
and more than 21,000 Americans have died after becoming part of the largest human
experiment in history.

The mistrust the public is experiencing is due to the extreme measures that have been
taken against the people and coercive unethical measures that have not been supported
by the actual data:
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fcovid.cdc.gov%2Fcoviddatatracker%2F%23trends_dailycases&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Cf83a0a91165d

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fcovid.cdc.gov%2Fcoviddatatracker%2F%23trends_dailycases&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Cf83a0a91165d
People are informed, aware, and very unhappy that medical procedures are being
mandated and yet have not proven to stop the spread, stop transmission, nor stop
hospitalization as was touted in the beginning of rolling out these vaccines. People are
also aware of fraudulently hyperinflates numbers of unvaccinated cases due to a new
definition of ‘fully vaccinated’ as per Jan 5th, 2022, which refers to ‘Fully Vaccinated &
Boosted’ vs “Fully Vaccinated” & “Not Boosted, Partially Vaccinated”, “Vaccine Free”.
Vaccine breakthrough cases increased by over 1.1 million confirmed breakthrough cases
from November to December, which explains fraudulent statistics given to the American
people.
With so many risks and little benefit, i, along with many others, intend to hold those
responsible for bringing forth the mandate for Covid-19 vaccines to all students and any
potential health damage. I ask you to consider the repercussions of force, mandates, and
new laws that hurt the freedoms afforded us by God or the ones supported by the US
Constitution. It is our privilege and duty to protect our children from any and all harm.
So, i urge you to vote from your innermost consciousness, with regards to data and with
a Precautionary Principle in mind. Do not follow the directives and social pressure from
the institutions that might be implicated in willful misconduct. Ask yourself: What Would
Consciousness Do?
i, sincerely thank you for your community service. It is only because of the people on the
ground, like you and i, that real change is ever possible. i, sincerely believe that this still
holds true! Thank you once again for honoring the Hippocratic Oath, Nuremberg Code
and Precautionary Principle by voting NO.

Sincerely,

by: Vija Rogozina
5503 30th Ave NE #G, Seattle, WA 98105
Vija@Rogozina.com

______________________________________________
From: Chris Newell
Sent: 1/8/2022 12:10:29 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: We do not want your Vaccine Mandates for kids.
External Email
To Whom it may concern,
I do not want your Mandates; I have served in the military for this country, fighting for
our freedom. You are now trying to take that freedom away. As a parent, we should have
medical rights for our children. I am not anti-Vaccine. I am Vaccinated against Covid-19!
I believe in freedom of choice.
This state is acting like Nazi Germany, which is a slippery slope to a dark future!
I will give this state one more year to change its ways; if it does not change, I will be
voting with my feet out of here.
I don't even want to sign this email. That is how much I trust my local government.
Best Regards,
Concerned Citizen

______________________________________________
From: Cade Scott
Sent: 1/11/2022 3:26:45 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Derald Gall
Sent: 1/8/2022 9:00:15 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Breanna Rohde
Sent: 1/8/2022 2:14:20 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:14:11 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: HALT IMMUNIZATION OF CHILDREN

From: Charlotte Pros <charpros58@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 12:55 AM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: HALT IMMUNIZATION OF CHILDREN

External Email
* HALT Immunization Criteria for Children of Washington State
* Action: We the constituents and community members of this great State of
Washington, DEMAND the Washington State Board of Health (WSBOH) REFUSE to make
COVID vaccinations/shots mandatory for children of Washington State for childcare and
school admission. Due to the following reasons:
1. COVID vaccines remain under Emergency Use Authorization
2. Children under the age of 18 have a 99.995% survival rate from COVID infection
3. Children have a higher chance of death or adverse reaction to COVID vaccines than
COVID-19
Sincerely,
Charlotte Pros
Bellingham WA

Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Phyllis Park
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:24:24 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:01:02 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vax requirement

From: Brian Harrison <bharrison36@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 3:56 PM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Vax requirement

External Email
Please do not force our school children to be vaccinated. It already violates personal
choice and is absolutely not necessary for that age group. Thanks for your consideration
in this matter.

Brian Harrison
Winthrop resident

______________________________________________
From: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
Sent: 1/8/2022 5:25:00 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: No to vaccine mandates

--Samantha Pskowski (she/her/hers)
Washington State Board of Health
360-789-2358

From: Nicole Kraayeveld <syriin@icloud.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 9:33 AM
To: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: No to vaccine mandates

External Email
Dear SBOH,

Please do not force people who would be more harmed than helped to get vaccinations
that do not even affect their age group. Having children get immunized for a disease that
has virtually 0% death rate for but the vaccination has an increased chance of causing
myocarditis and other terrible side effects (www.CanadianCovidCareAlliance.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.canadiancovidcarealliance.org
) is irresponsible at best, and criminal at worst on your part if you pass this as a
mandate.
This applies to all people who are immune to covid from having contracted the disease
and are now immune to it. The risks of the vaccine far outweigh any public good that the
vaccine has shown to do. Please do not add covid to the list of communicable diseases
that warrant such extreme measures.
Please stand behind and protect parents rights to choose what is best for their children.
Please respect freedom of choice. Please respect bodily autonomy and informed consent
by saying NO to mandating the Covid vaccine for our children.
Thank you for your time,
Nicole K
Eastsound, Wa.

Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Olga Kurguzov
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:47:37 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Joshua, Amanda Villalobos
Sent: 1/12/2022 11:40:11 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Re: Public Comments for WSBOH Members from March EH Committee Special
Meeting
External Email
We are asking you to accept agenda item 11
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:53 AM Joshua, Amanda Villalobos
<jandavilla1618@gmail.com <mailto:jandavilla1618@gmail.com> > wrote:
I have been made to feel at every turn that I and my children are under attack.
Whether it’s psychological with seeing masked faces everywhere, physically with forced
vax/mask mandates. I will never put your child in public school, and I am advising my
entire sphere of influence to do the same.
And the government and media gaslighting me to make me feel like a crazy
conspiracist when everything they’ve said won’t happen DOES happen!
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:51 AM Joshua, Amanda Villalobos
<jandavilla1618@gmail.com <mailto:jandavilla1618@gmail.com> > wrote:

*
There are many children who have received the covid shot that are
now getting myocarditis as a result from the shot. This is causing severe problems in
otherwise healthy children. This is heart inflammation.
*
Even though vaccinated, even with boosters, adults and children are
still contracting, and spreading Covid-19 to those both vaccinated and unvaccinated.

*
Pfizer and Moderna are messing with the menstrual cycle of many
women – we are still unsure of the permanent side effects of this. I’m talking on behalf of
my friend who’s a school teacher when I tell you that she I received the shot as a teacher
because She had the choice of getting vaxxed or losing her job (single parent, this would
make a result in losing her house as well). (WHICH IS NOT A CHOICE IT IS COERCION
AND GASLIGHTING!!) she is now having severe arm pain. Headaches, nausea and
erratic, unpredictable, heavy non-stop menstruation as a result of the vaccine even

months later!

*
It takes many years for a vaccine to be fully tested, and now they
are already trying to offer boosters on a still new and unknown shot. This should not be
FORCED on children. It should be a choice! I in no way want my children to have this
happen and risk their fertility and future choices.

*
The covid-19 virus keeps changing and having new variants that are
not phased by the shot. Therefore, we are giving children shots with severe and unknown
side effects that are not even helping the children (or adults) fight off the virus. As It
continues to mutate.

*
Shots SHOULD NOT BE MANDATED FOR SCHOOLS – it should be a
parent’s choice. Without you gaslighting us!!

*

LEAVE OUR CHILDREN ALONE!!

We will not stand for this!! We will not tolerate this!!

______________________________________________
From: Brianna Smith
Sent: 1/8/2022 4:13:32 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Sara Tapio
Sent: 1/11/2022 7:55:15 AM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH),DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: No to proposed Covid polices
External Email
I am completely against any of the proposed Covid Policies that are over reaching and
immoral. I stand against these proposed WAC’s: WAC 246-100-070, WAC 246-100-045,
WAC 246-100-040, WAC 246-100, WAC 246-105. Do not make the dangerous Covid
vaccine mandatory for our children. The risk from the vaccine causing serious issues is
far greater than them getting Covid. If they get Covid their symptoms are mild and they
recover quickly. Any side effects from the vaccine are life-long and potentially lifethreatening. I am opposed to any requirement, coercion, consequence... anything that
takes away our freedom of choice, especially for our children, in regards to Covid. Please
vote no to these ridiculous proposals. I am praying for you.
Thank you,
Sara M. Tapio
Psalm 139

______________________________________________
From: Alyssa Hibbitts
Sent: 1/9/2022 9:42:01 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Alissa Long
Sent: 1/8/2022 3:28:46 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Aleksandr Sidorenko
Sent: 1/8/2022 11:51:07 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 8:49:30 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Fwd: Health Board Meeting, 1/12/2021

Get Outlook for iOS
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fo0ukef&data=04%7C0
________________________________
From: Brady LaMotte <bradyalamotte@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 1:24:11 PM
Subject: Health Board Meeting, 1/12/2021
External Email
Honorable Members of the Washington State Board of Health,

I would like to express my absolute opposition to implementation of a COVID-19 Vaccine
requirement for schools and Forced Quarantine Detention for law-abidding citizens in the
state of Washington.

1. No COVID vaccine available in the United States has received FDA approval. All
available vaccines, including the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine, are being administered under
an Emergency Use Authorization. The only “approved” COVID 19 vaccine is Comirnaty,
and it is not available in the United States and there is no anticipated date for its
availability. (This “smoke and mirrors” approach by the FDA is the subject of numerous
lawsuits and a Federal Judge recently rejected Pfizer’s claim that the 2 products are
interchangeable: Federal Judge Rejects DOD Claim That Pfizer EUA and Comirnaty
Vaccines Are ‘Interchangeable.’

· Children's Health Defense (childrenshealthdefense.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fl.facebook.com%2Fl.php%3Fu%3D
EFXgrbKn8%26h%3DAT05ScIFWlueBBXUcktwmVz5Qb_IC1eB5CiM661qIda0KHqUWndoXb22IBdMy34IaBRm
R%26c%255b0%255d%3DAT34cWlT4ys5pAskcz59PP2pbIb0Xu3kDbzTxbIhTMxQ2IZxN2hrfyddAZwp6KiD5WEAA6R6iDsX7apRixel4O0zaYN5IW58LXep7UsT-HOCyKxZg8cIv0xB24yj1mcgHDaumtxYDz2icyf7iyuR9ZvC8&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C0
) Since EUA products cannot be mandated per the Nuremberg Code, this alone should be
enough to stop consideration of making vaccines mandatory.

2. Children are statistically at zero risk of dying from COVID. Their survival rate is in the
range of 99.997-99.998% or, put another way, their risk of dying with COVID is less than

2 in every 1,000,000 children. The very few children who are listed as COVID deaths did
not die OF COVID, but rather WITH COVID as anyone being admitted to a hospital
nowadays is tested. I challenge the Washington State Board of Health to show medical
records for even one child who has died OF COVID. Where there’s no risk, there can be
no benefit. In addition, children who have already had the virus and recovered are now
protected by natural immunity, which is by far the strongest protection against the virus.

3. No one knows the long-term risks of these vaccines. You may remember that one of
the members of the FDA Advisory Committee infamously said, “We are never going to
learn about how safe the vaccine is until we start giving it.” According to Dr. Eric Ruben,
Editor in Chief NEJM, the studies Pfizer conducted were woefully underpowered. This is
an analysis of 10 Red Flags associated with Pfizer’s studies: Ten red flags in the FDA’s
risk-benefit analysis of Pfizer’s EUA application to inject American children 5 to 11 with its
mRNA product – Commentary – America's Frontline Doctors
(americasfrontlinedoctors.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fl.facebook.com%2Fl.php%3Fu%3D
bSGqXSkEbK4apjB6ASWAYYIzf0WkXY%26h%3DAT1nWpeQ1pf5iJu2UcxoQXjYgz9bOBLt0K9diW2JZUZnn8G85giiHlfisEW_GAb91kM9_
1P0HvsN-2LWpbSNUH_94aXNWQJxMj9kXGzHQ%26__tn__%3DR%255dR%26c%255b0%255d%3DAT34cWlT4ys5pAskcz59PP2pbIb0Xu3kDbzTxbIhTMxQ2IZxN2hrfyddAZwp6KiD5WEAA6R6iDsX7apRixel4O0zaYN5IW58LXep7UsT-HOCyKxZg8cIv0xB24yj1mcgHDaumtxYDz2icyf7iyuR9ZvC8&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C0
)

Force vaccinating healthy children for a disease that doesn’t affect them to make adults
feel safe is a new low for humanity. Look inside your soul and do the right thing……DO
NOT require these vaccinations for school age children.

In regard to allowing local health officers to use law enforcement (WAC 246-100-070) to
force an emergency order to involuntarily detain a person or group of persons (families)
to be isolated in a quarantine facility (WAC 246-100-045) following refusal to voluntary
comply with requests for medical examination, testing, treatment, counseling,
vaccination (WAC 246-100-040):

· This not only violates the Washington State Constitution, but the right to Religious
Freedom protected by the 1st Amendment and the right to Privacy in 4th Amendment of
the United States Constitution.

· Therefore 37 or 39 County Sheriff’s have signed a letter, pledging not to enforce any
involuntary removal of private law-abiding citizens to a quarantine facility.

Science does not support the notion that unvaccinated individuals spread the virus any
more than vaccinated individuals, nor do our laws permit us to segregate and
discriminate against people for refusing a medical intervention.

· Equal Protection Clause of the 14th Amendment to the U.S. Constitution and the Civil
Rights Act of 1964.

Masks, in the words of an FDA physician, are little more than "facial decorations" and
have no impact on the spread; yet they are mandated for adults and children. This is not
American in any way and the truth will come out.

Those who are hiding their heads in the sand from the facts and science of this so-called
pandemic (In the Washington State Flu Season of 2017-18 the death rate was 11%,
while the Covid death rate in the State of WA thus far is 1.1% according to government
sources) will be held accountable for being on the wrong side of history.

No mandate can be followed that violates human rights of conscience and autonomy.

· There is zero evidence indicating that unvaccinated individuals or free breathing
individuals are a threat to the vaccinated and masked.
· And like children, when the 99% of adults who contract the virus, survive it and
recover, they too have natural immunity which prevents us from contracting or
transmitting the virus again.

There has been time enough to find out the truth about what is going on with Covid, and
there is no excuse for these draconian measures to be inflicted on citizens anymore. Each
of you have been entrusted with making important decisions about the Public Health of
our state and each of your credentials qualify you to serve on this board. However, as
Government employees, you are public servants who answer to the Sovereign Citizens of
this state & this country, the taxpayers who fund your department & your salaries. You
work for us.

I pray for each of you to do the right thing by rejecting these Unconstitutional Mandates
and respect the Individual Liberties of every Washington State resident that are
guaranteed by the Bill of Rights in the United States Constitution and the Washington
State Constitution.

Sincerely,

Brady LaMotte

______________________________________________
From: Paul Johnson
Sent: 1/8/2022 6:33:17 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Peta Cointryman
Sent: 1/10/2022 11:00:00 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Paul Frederickson
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:36:21 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Doug McCoy
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:24:39 PM
To: DOH WSBOH,Davis, Michelle (SBOH),Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH),Hoff, Christy Curwick
(SBOH),Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH),Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH),Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH),Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH),Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH),Schreiber, Tracy N
(SBOH),Haag, Hannah R (SBOH),Kahler, Kelie (SBOH),Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: WA State Board of Health meeting on January 12th
External Email
The proposed rule giving DOH powers to involuntarily quarantine or inject US citizens is
in violation of federal law.
Under Title 21 CFR (Code of Federal Regulations) Section 50.23 & 50.24 It is illegal to
exercise coercion when administering experimental medical treatments. Coercing any US
citizen to receive medical treatment against their will constitutes an act of domestic
terrorism, which is a felony. Any attempted enforcement of such an unlawful rule would
expose anyone enforcing it to charges of domestic terrorism. Since the proposed rule will
be UNLAWFUL by definition and will also violate WA State Constitution, Article 1 Section 7
- right to privacy - there is only one option. Abolish consideration of such a rule or face
criminal charges (Domestic Terrorism and/or Conspiracy to commit Domestic Terrorism).
This is the legal side of things. What I can't imagine is that you folks would even consider
mandating an experimental vaccine, especially for children.

______________________________________________
From: Dmitriy Krichilskiy
Sent: 1/8/2022 8:58:42 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/5/2022 8:50:51 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vaccines for children

From: soccermom58@juno.com <soccermom58@juno.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 5, 2022 8:33 AM
Subject: Vaccines for children

External Email
Dear Washington State Health Board Members,

I am writing to respectfully request that you do NOT pass any bill, legislation,
recommendation requiring children to be vaccinated. This is an overreach in every way.
Children are the least likely to suffer lasting health consequences and the jury is still out
on the impacts of the chemicals that are to be injected.

Do the right thing for our children and do not allow this to become a mandate of any
kind.

Thank you for your time and consideration. I wholeheartedly believe you will not be
swayed by public information or fear. That is no way to live.

Theresa Cline

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 2:29:55 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Immunizations Technical Advisory Group feedback

From: Dana Schrader <dana117@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 11:10 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>; Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH)
<Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>;
Haag, Hannah R (SBOH) <Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>; Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH)
<Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>; Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
<Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>;
Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH) <kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
<Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>; Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
<Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Immunizations Technical Advisory Group feedback

External Email
Please do not support required covid vaccines for school. It would harm my son. See #3
below.

I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:

1. Covid is transmitted by vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals alike.

2. It does not take natural immunity into consideration.

3. It does not allow for individual health to be considered (like my son who already has
heart damage from covid and should be intentionally exposed to the spike protein again
via vaccine for concern of repeated myocarditis and further heart damage).

Thank you,
Dana Schrader

425-308-2228

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 4:27:11 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Covid19 Vaccination hearing for children

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov>
360-236-4105

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01%
| Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH%
|Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: Colleen Young <colleen.r.young@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 2:36 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Covid19 Vaccination hearing for children

External Email
To whom this concerns:

It is very concerning you are making decisions today regarding an experimental vaccine
that hasn’t had enough data to support anything it purports to do, in fact all the data
coming out says the opposite. Does it make you wonder why no informed consent is
provided for this vaccine? Does it make you wonder that all these drug commercials tell
about all the possible side effects but the Pfizer/Biontech commercials push getting the
vaccines and boosters only. Funny how they don’t mention ANY already known side
effects, after all, they have had at least a year. Does it make you wonder that Pfizer
requested 75 years in which to reveal vaccine ingredients and a judge recently said they
had 8 months? Doesn’t this concern you at all that children have a very high survival rate
for Covid-19 (usually very mild symptoms as well): somewhere between 98-99% yet a
vaccine is being pushed? Since when is a vaccine pushed on children when not enough
trials have been done, let alone survival rate of disease is higher than usefulness of
vaccine to “protect?” What is an acceptable amount of children to be hurt or dead in the

name of “public good?” Would you be willing to sacrifice your own children?

Also, why are drug companies, physicians, nurses/techs administering the vaccine
immune from any prosecution/lawsuit when people do die, are maimed, can’t reproduce,
or have long-term health issues?

Why are vaccines and booster shots needed when the data is coming out saying that
natural immunity is more effective?

I write to ask you to put yourselves in the parents’ shoes. It should be their discretion to
allow their children to be vaccinated (specifically with an experimental vaccine) not the
government. Some parents will choose to, some don’t believe it is in their child’s best
interest to be vaccinated with this vaccine.

If this doesn’t resonate with you, think of anything you most definitely feel strongly
about regarding your own children, then think about the government telling you that you
will do the opposite. Or else.

If you can’t think of anything right now, believe me, something will come up.

I hope each one of you realize that your credibility in the public eye is already waning. If
you decide to go through with this will you be able to live with yourself or is the almighty
dollar or power more important to you than the people (especially children) you purport
to protect?

Thank you for your time. I do hope you will actually ponder the questions I have asked.

Sincerely,

Colleen Young

______________________________________________
From: Pam Bruning
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:48:18 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Testify Online Survey
Sent: 1/11/2022 8:34:20 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Survey Response: Testify Online *
The following survey response is submitted:
1.
State Board of Health Meeting Date:

________________________________
JAN. 12, 20220

2.
Agenda Item or Issue:

________________________________
Covid quarantine / re education

3.
Your Name:

________________________________
Emily Hendrickson

4.
Do you have a professional title?

2.

No

5.
Are you representing an organization?

2.

No

6.
Address:

________________________________
Longview, WA

7.
Email:

________________________________
emhendu2@gmail.com

8.
Phone Number (Include Area Code):

________________________________
(360)354-2264

9.
Do you have any special expertise relevant to this topic?

2.

No

10.
Are you testifying on a specific proposal under consideration by the board?

1.

Yes

________________________________
Local health officials using law enforcement to detain persons or groups of persons to an
isolated quarantine place after refusal to comply with medical examination, testing,

treatment, counseling, vaccination. Also covid 19 injection being mandatory as part of
school immunizations.

11.
Are you Pro or Con on the proposal?

2.

Con

________________________________
I am 100% against the following WAC's: WAC 246-100-070, WAC 246-100-045, WAC
246-100-040, WAC 246-100, WAC 246-105. These WAC's are immoral and overreaching.
They violate our rights as citizens of this great land and our human rights. They violate
the our privacy to medical care, or not, if we so choose. We MUST remember history
before it repeats itself. I implore ALL of you to oppose these WAC's.

______________________________________________
From: Cassie Lupfer
Sent: 1/8/2022 10:26:13 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/12/2022 6:57:59 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Stop Vaccine Mandates

From: becky k <seastoday@yahoo.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2022 11:00 PM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Stop Vaccine Mandates

External Email
The data on harms to children from the experimental gene therapy injections are
mounting every day, including myocarditis in boys. You are well aware of the high
incidence of the myocarditis and you are still driven to put this in every arm. The
vaccines have failed. You are now more likely to get Covid, especially Omicron, if you are
vaccinated than if you are not vaccinated. This must stop. It is no longer about Covid or
injections......this is about God given rights guaranteed in our Constitution. Stop the
insanity.
BK
Washington Resident since 2002.

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.onelink.me%2F107872968%3F

______________________________________________
From: Olga Rybkin
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:26:15 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Olena Kyrychenko
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:46:09 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/11/2022 4:21:23 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Please say NO to COVID Vaccine Mandate for Children and Youth

From: Trevor Laughter <trevorlaughter@yahoo.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2022 4:09 PM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>; DOH WSBOH
<WSBOH@SBOH.WA.GOV>
Subject: Please say NO to COVID Vaccine Mandate for Children and Youth

External Email
Good afternoon,

It's been brought to my attention that the state is considering making COVID vaccine
mandated for attending school. I am strongly apposed to the idea and highly recommend
state officials leave it up to individual school districts. My reasonings:

1. Children are not, nor have they ever been in the vulnerability group for COVID 19.
They have mostly mild or asymptomatic presentation of SARS-CoV-2 with an at near zero
risk of death.
2. According to Federal Health officials the vaccines available are NOT effective at
preventing a person from transmitting the virus.
3. There is an unusually high rate of reported adverse events and deaths following the
COVID-19 vaccines. More commonly myocarditis in the young. Medium and long-term
safety data regarding COVID-19 vaccines are still lacking. The COVID -19 Vaccine is NOT
like other vaccines that have been made mandatory for school attendance.
4. Many of the children have already contracted COVID-19 and have natural immunity.
There is no other vaccine required for children where they have already had the disease.
5. The COVID 19 vaccine is NOT fully approved for those 15 and below.
6. Variant specific mRNA COVID vaccines will not be able to keep up with the mutations
and transmission. This is due to how the virus reproduces and where it is located in the
cells. It's similar to how the Rhinoviruses (common cold) reproduce. No vaccine has been
successfully produced for the Rhinovirus and why the COVID 19 vaccines do not
necessarily prevent one from getting COVID-19.
7. Moving to make such a requirement by the State of Washington will continue to fuel
the divisiveness of the state. Haven't we had enough divisiveness?

Alternatives would be to leave the decision up to the individual districts and ultimately
the parents. Provide education on the benefits and risks associated with children
receiving the COVID - 19 Vaccination.

Feel free to reach back out to me with questions or comments.

Thank you,
Trevor Laughter

______________________________________________
From: Christine Zylstra
Sent: 1/7/2022 5:57:06 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Amberlee Moore
Sent: 1/7/2022 4:46:04 PM
To: Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH),Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: Vaccine legislation
External Email
My family, my daughter and son's family, are against this legislation of requiring vaccines
for children when normal long term research has not been completed. We are graduate
educated, high income homes and families, we are law abiding & science believing- this
is the last draw- we will vacate our jobs, the taxes we pay and the state of Washington if
this passed vaccine requirement for children is passed and any form of repercussions
towards family are legislated. You are not listening to parents, you are not listening to
science. You are forcing and causing fear. All safety measures have been followed and
you are still just destroying the spirit of the people. We have stayed in Washington State.
Have completed all requirements and you just demand more. You are of the people and
for the people. Please stop forcing! Please stop controlling! Please represent the people,
not the fear.

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.onelink.me%2F107872968%3F

______________________________________________
From: Carrie Bender
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:22:47 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Re:

attachments\7B97364B7BDE43AA_The-Criminal-Conspiracy-of-Coronavirus.pdf
External Email
To Whom It May Concern.
I'm greatly concerned about the proposed abuse of health authority that is represented
by the proposal to apply WAC 246-100-070, 246-100-045, and 246-100--040 to COVID19.
In reviewing population and COVID-19 disease data for Kitsap County, it appears that,
for a 22-month period, the rate of recorded cases reflects a mere 10% of the total
population for the entire period. During that period, the number of deaths reflects
approximately .048% of the entire population per annum (less than one tenth of one
percent). This is many orders of magnitude less than a number of historical diseases
(despite pharma funded TV messaging); and, at least 70 times less than smallpox at the
time of the Jacobson decision.
It's highly questionable that these numbers would warrant the extraordinary step of
using police powers to detain people, echoing the Gesundheit Pass days of 1930's
Germany.
Furthermore, international and domestic studies and court ordered data and information
released under FOIA show that the vaccines (regardless of manufacturer) do not halt
transmission nor protect individuals from contracting the disease. It's difficult to
understand in that light what the public health basis is for invoking such extraordinary
powers to detain and compel individuals to undergo a medical procedure.
In addition, highly concerning whistleblower information and expert testimony regarding
recorded patents and history of biowarfare research indicates that many of the CDC and
FDA decisions and recommendations (as well as AMA and medical credentialing and
licensing entities) are compromised by questionable financial relationships and selfinterest.
The attached is a presentation capturing some of this information, outlining what appears
to be organized criminal behavior, and an implied intent to use public health authority to
enable such criminal behavior.
Thank you for the time that you have taken to consider my concerns, as well as handle
the information regarding potential crimes in the manner that it may require.
Sincerely,
Carrie Lawson (old email address ∗∗)
________________________________
From: Carrie Bender <carrie_bender@hotmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 5:05 PM
To: Carrie Bender <carrie_bender@hotmail.com>
Subject:

https://www.davidmartin.world/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/The-Criminal-Conspiracyof-Coronavirus.pdf

Sent from my iPad

In the United States Courts
United States of America
Attorney General with a Conscience

v
Mr. Alex Azar, DEFENDANT
Dr. Anthony Fauci, DEFENDANT
Dr. Peter Daszak, DEFENDANT
Dr. Ralph Baric, DEFENDANT
FDA, DEFENDANT
CDC, DEFENDANT
NIAID, DEFENDANT
MODERNA, DEFENDANT
PFIZER, DEFENDANT

Count 1: 18 U.S.C. § 2331 §§ 802 – Acts of
Domestic Terrorism resulting in death of
American Citizens
Count 2: 18 USC § 2339– Conspiring to
Commit Acts of Terrorism
Count 3. 15 U.S.C. §1-3 – conspiring to
criminal commercial activity
Count 4. 18 USC § 175 – Funding and Creating
a Biological Weapon
Count 5. 15 U.S.C. §8 – market manipulation
and allocation
Count 6. 18 U.S.C. § 1001 – lying to Congress
Count 7. 15 U.S.C. § 19 – interlocking
directorates
Count 8. 18 U.S. Code § 2384 - Seditious
conspiracy

The Proposed Indictment
Throughout the decade of the 90s Pfizer sought to research, develop and patent a coronavirus (CoV) vaccine.
Their first patent filing specifically recognizing the S-protein as the immunologic target for vaccines was filed on
November 14, 1990 (U.S. Patent 6,372,224). With a focus on swine and canine gastroenteritis, these efforts
showed little commercial promise and the patent was abandoned in April of 2000. During the same period, the
National Institute for Allergy and Infectious Disease (NIAID) under the vaccine obsession of Dr. Anthony Fauci,
funded Professor Ralph Baric at the University of North Carolina Chapel Hill. This program designed to
commercially weaponize a naturally occurring toxin is the beginning of the criminal conspiracy and violates 18
USC § 175, 15 USC § 1-3, and 15 USC § 8) Dr. Baric’s expertise was understanding how to modify components
of the coronavirus associated with cardiomyopathy. NIAID Grants AI 23946 and GM63228 (leading to patent
U.S. 7,279,327 “Methods for Producing Recombinant Coronavirus”) was the NIH’s first Gain-of-Function (GOF)
project in which Dr. Baric created an “infectious, replication defective” clone of recombinant coronavirus. This
work clearly defined a means of making a natural pathogen more harmful to humans by manipulating the Spike
Protein and other receptor targets. A year after filing a patent on this GOF CoV, the world experienced the first
outbreak of Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS).

Under the guise of responding to a public health emergency, the United States Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC) filed a patent application on the genome of SARS CoV on April 25, 2003. Accessing and
manipulating the genomic data (which came from China making an “invention” claim by a U.S. entity illegal
violating 35 USC §101, 103), Dr. Baric, Dr. Fauci, and the CDC violated 18 USC § 175 (a felony). One year earlier,
Dr. Baric and his team had already filed a patent which clearly the pathogen CDC claimed as novel in 2003.
Three days after filing a patent on the genome, NIH-funded Sequoia Pharmaceuticals filed a patent for the
vaccine on the virus invented a mere three days earlier. At the same time, in violation of 15 USC § 19 Dr. Fauci
was appointed to a board position with the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation (a competitor in vaccine
manufacturing) thereby beginning the interlocking directorate1 anti-trust crime.
In 2005, the DARPA and MITRE hosted a conference in which the intentions of the U.S. Department of Defense
was explicit. In a presentation focused on “Synthetic Coronaviruses Biohacking: Biological Warfare Enabling
Technologies”, Dr. Baric presented the malleability of CoV as a biological warfare agent. Violating 18 USC § 175
and inducing the non-competitive market allocation (violating 15 USC § 8) for years to follow, Dr. Baric and the
U.S. Department of Defense spent over $45 million in amplifying the toxicity of CoV and its chimeric derivatives.
From 2011 until the alleged COVID-19 pandemic, Dr. Fauci has routinely lamented about the inadequacy of
public funding for his vaccine programs and the public’s general unwillingness to succumb to his insistence that
everyone MUST be vaccinated against influenza. Despite repeated appropriations to advance vaccine
dependency, his efforts have been largely unsuccessful. NIAID – under Dr. Fauci’s direct authorization –
encouraged UNC Chapel Hill and Dr. Baric’s lab to ignore the GoF moratorium in a letter dated October 21, 2014.
At that time, Drs. Fauci, Baric and EcoHealthAlliance’s Peter Daszak were in possession of an extremely
dangerous Chinese pathogen identified a year earlier in Wuhan.2
While many illegal acts were committed by the conspirators leading up to 2015, the domestic terrorism program
(in violation of 18 USC § 2339) was announced by NIAID-funded Daszak at the National Academy of Sciences.
Here, he announced what was to become the domestic and global terrorism event branded COVID-19.
We note that gain-of-function specialist, Dr. Ralph Baric, was both the recipient of millions of dollars of U.S. research grants from
several federal agencies and sat on the World Health Organization’s International Committee on Taxonomy of Viruses (ICTV) and
the Coronaviridae Study Group (CSG). In this capacity, he was both responsible for determining “novelty” of clades of virus
species but directly benefitted from determining declarations of novelty in the form of new research funding authorizations and
associated patenting and commercial collaboration. Together with CDC, NIAID, WHO, academic and commercial parties
(including Johnson & Johnson; Sanofi and their several coronavirus patent-holding biotech companies; Moderna; Pfizer; Merck;
BioNTech; AstraZeneca; Janssen; Ridgeback; Gilead (Dr. Baric’s alter ego); Sherlock Biosciences; and others), a powerful group of
interests constituted what are “interlocking directorates” under U.S. anti-trust laws. Further, most of these entities, including the
Federal Government ones violated 35 USC § 200-206 by failing to disclose Federal Government interest in the remedies proposed.
1

These entities were affiliated with the WHO’s Global Preparedness Monitoring Board (GPMB) whose members were instrumental in
the Open Philanthropy-funded global coronavirus pandemic “desk-top” exercise EVENT 201 in October 2019. This event, funded
by the principal investor in Sherlock Biosciences (a beneficiary of the SARS CoV-2 EUA for CRISPR technology) and linking
interlocking funding partner, the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation into the GPMB mandated a respiratory disease global
preparedness exercise to be completed by September 2020 and alerted us to anticipate an “epidemic” scenario. We expected
to see such a scenario emerge from Wuhan or Guangdong China, northern Italy, Seattle, New York or a combination thereof, as
Dr. Zhengli Shi and Dr. Baric’s work on zoonotic transmission of coronavirus identified overlapping mutations in coronavirus in bat
populations located in these areas.
By October 2013, the Wuhan Institute of Virology 1 coronavirus S1 spike protein was described in NIAID’s funded work in China.
This work involved NIAID, USAID, and Peter Daszak, the head of EcoHealth Alliance. This work, funded under R01AI079231, was
pivotal in isolating and manipulating viral fragments selected from sites across China which contained high risk for severe human
response. (Ge, XY., Li, JL., Yang, XL. et al. Isolation and characterization of a bat SARS-like coronavirus that uses the ACE2
receptor. Nature 503, 535–538 (2013).) The GoF work NIAID allowed to persist in the face of the moratorium was Dr. Baric’s work
with this pathogen
2

“…until an infectious disease crisis is very real, present, and at an emergency threshold, it is often

largely ignored. To sustain the funding base beyond the crisis, he said, we need to
increase public understanding of the need for MCMs such as a pan-influenza or pancoronavirus vaccine. A key driver is the media, and the economics follow the hype. We
need to use that hype to our advantage to get to the real issues. Investors will respond
if they see profit at the end of process, Daszak stated.”3
It is not surprising that one year later NIAID’s funding paid off with Dr. Baric’s lab announcing that the Wuhanderived pathogen was “poised for human emergence”.4
Knowing that the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (through CDC, NIH, NIAID, and their funded
laboratories and commercial partners) had patents on each proposed element of medical counter measures and
their funding, Dr. Fauci, Dr. Gao (China CDC), and Dr. Elias (Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation) conspired to
commit acts of terror on the global population – including the citizens of the United States – when, in
September 2019, they published the following mandate in A World At Risk:
“Countries, donors and multilateral institutions must be prepared for the worst. A rapidly spreading pandemic
due to a lethal respiratory pathogen (whether naturally emergent or accidentally or deliberately released) poses
additional preparedness requirements. Donors and multilateral institutions must ensure adequate investment in
developing innovative vaccines and therapeutics, surge manufacturing capacity, broad-spectrum antivirals and
appropriate non-pharmaceutical interventions. All countries must develop a system for immediately sharing
genome sequences of any new pathogen for public health purposes along with the means to share limited
medical countermeasures across countries.
Progress indicator(s) by September 2020
• Donors and countries commit and identify timelines for: financing and development of a universal
influenza vaccine, broad spectrum antivirals, and targeted therapeutics. WHO and its Member States
develop options for standard procedures and timelines for sharing of sequence data, specimens, and
medical countermeasures for pathogens other than influenza.
• Donors, countries and multilateral institutions develop a multi-year plan and approach for
strengthening R&D research capacity, in advance of and during an epidemic.
• WHO, the United Nations Children’s Fund, the International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent
Societies, academic and other partners identify strategies for increasing capacity and integration of
social science approaches and researchers across the entire preparedness/response continuum.”5
As if to confirm the utility of the September 2019 demand for “financing and development of” vaccine and the
fortuitous SARS CoV-2 alleged outbreak in December of 2019, Dr. Fauci began gloating that his fortunes for
Forum on Medical and Public Health Preparedness for Catastrophic Events; Forum on Drug Discovery, Development, and
Translation; Forum on Microbial Threats; Board on Health Sciences Policy; Board on Global Health; Institute of Medicine; National
Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine. Rapid Medical Countermeasure Response to Infectious Diseases: Enabling
Sustainable Capabilities Through Ongoing Public- and Private-Sector Partnerships: Workshop Summary. Washington (DC): National
Academies Press (US); 2016 Feb 12. 6, Developing MCMs for Coronaviruses. Available from:
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK349040/
3

Menachery VD, Yount BL Jr, Sims AC, Debbink K, Agnihothram SS, Gralinski LE, Graham RL, Scobey T, Plante JA, Royal SR,
Swanstrom J, Sheahan TP, Pickles RJ, Corti D, Randell SH, Lanzavecchia A, Marasco WA, Baric RS. 2016. SARS-like WIV1-CoV poised
for human emergence. Proc Natl Acad Sci U S A. 2016 Mar 14. pii: 201517719
4

5

https://apps.who.int/gpmb/assets/annual_report/GPMB_annualreport_2019.pdf (page 8)

additional funding were likely changing for the better. In a February 2020 interview in STAT, he was quoted as
follows:
“The emergence of the new virus is going to change that figure, likely considerably, Fauci said. “I don’t know how
much it’s going to be. But I think it’s going to generate more sustained interest in coronaviruses because it’s very
clear that coronaviruses can do really interesting things.”6
In November 2019 – one month before the alleged “outbreak” in Wuhan, Moderna entered into a material
transfer agreement – brokered by the Vaccine Research Center at NIAID (at which UNC Chapel Hill alum Dr. Kizzy
Corbett worked) – to access Dr. Baric’s Spike Protein data to commence vaccine development. In his own
written statement obtained by the Financial Times, he refers to this agreement as being the foundation for the
mRNA Moderna vaccine.7
To finalize the nature of the racketeering and anti-trust criminal conspiracy, when it came time to commercialize
the NIH and DARPA owned spike protein and pass it off as a “vaccine” (in conflict with the standard for vaccines
in statutory and scientific application), the Operation Warp Speed contract was awarded to DoD contraction ATI,
a subsidiary of ANSER. In a graph reminiscent of the anti-trust hearings at the formation of the Clayton Act in
the early 20th century, the identity of the interlocking conflicts of interests are presented in graphic relief. It is
with no surprise that the result of this price-fixing conspiracy was the enrichment of the conspiring parties and
the harm of consumers.

6
7

https://www.statnews.com/2020/02/10/fluctuating-funding-and-flagging-interest-hurt-coronavirus-research/
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/32756549/

Indeed, the money followed the hype and they used the hype to get to the real issues. Investors follow where
they see profit at the end of the process.
And real Americans are dying each day because a criminal organization unleashed terror resulting in the deaths
of Americans.
18 U.S.C. § 2331 §§ 802 – Acts of Domestic Terrorism resulting in death of American Citizens
Pub. L. No. 107-52 expanded the definition of terrorism to cover "domestic," as opposed to international,
terrorism. A person engages in domestic terrorism if they do an act "dangerous to human life" that is a
violation of the criminal laws of a state or the United States, if the act appears to be intended to: (i) intimidate
or coerce a civilian population; (ii) influence the policy of a government by intimidation or coercion;

Every single Act, the declaration of the State of Emergency, the Emergency Use Authorization, the fraudulent
face masks, the business closures, and the OSHA and CMS vaccine mandates are ALL admitted by the
conspirators to be acts to coerce the population into taking a vaccine. Further, these acts disrupted the
democracy of the United States of American and resulted in the violation of 18 USC § 2384. The conspirators
announced it in 2015, then prepared the pathogen in 2016, and laid out the terror campaign in September 2019.
And now they profit from the death of Americans.

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 8:05:57 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Fwd: I oppose the proposed....

Get Outlook for iOS
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From: Gary Burya <gburya1@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 2:29:15 PM
Subject: I oppose the proposed....
External Email
I oppose the proposed WAC’s 246-100-070, WAC 246-100-045, WAC 246-100-040, WAC
246-100, WAC 246-105
I am completely against giving local health officers use of law enforcement and the use of
an emergency order to involuntarily detain a person or family into a quarantine facility if
they refuse the requests of medical examination, testing, treatment, counseling, or
vaccination.
I am completely against covid-19 injections as part of the school immunization
requirements using WAC 246-105.

______________________________________________
From: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 5:09:09 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vaccine

--Samantha Pskowski (she/her/hers)
Washington State Board of Health
360-789-2358
-----Original Message----From: Vonda Ropp <dvropp@hotmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 7:32 PM
To: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Vaccine
External Email
DO NOT mandate the vaccine for my grandchildren. Parents have the God-given right &
responsibility for their children.
Vonda Ropp
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 2:34:36 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Public comment on the revisions of 246-100 & 246-105 to include
coronavirus

From: Desiree Gerou <desireegerou@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 5:04 PM
To: Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH) <Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
<Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH) <Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>;
Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH) <Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>; Herendeen, Lindsay
(SBOH) <Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>; Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
<Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>; Donahoe, Kaitlyn N (SBOH)
<kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
<samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
<Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
<Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>;
Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH) <Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Public comment on the revisions of 246-100 & 246-105 to include coronavirus

External Email
Hello,
My name is Desiree and I'm a Washington state resident, Mother, Business Manager and
tax payer. I'm writing this regarding the vote on January 12 to revise WAC 246-100 &
246-105 to include Coronavirus.
I feel that the approval of either of these items would do a great disservice to the free
American tax-payers living in Washington as well as the children of Washington State.
Giving local health authorities the right to imprison free American citizens is not only
unconstitutional but cruel, polarizing and will further contribute to the mental decline of
many Washington residents. Requiring covid vaccines for children to attend Washington
state public schools is so far beyond reasonable that it leaves me wondering why a group
of educated, health conscious individuals would even consider this? By voting for these
rules you would be subscribing to the oppression of millions of people in this state.
Simply because they wish to maintain bodily autonomy.
Per John's Hopkins covid tracker to date in Washington state there have been 913,980
positive covid tests and 9,974 deaths over the last two years. So .011% of the people
that have positively tested have perished from Covid. That means that .00129% of the
population of Washington state have perished from Covid(these numbers include persons
that died from other causes of death(i.e. heart attacks, car crashes) but tested positive
for coronavirus. I, and hundreds of thousands of other Washington state residents are at
a loss as to why there is such a frenzy and why this board, the media and other
Washington state lawmakers are singling out citizens (unvaccinated) and fear mongering
all residents with Covid panic.

Per the CDC in 2017 in Washington state 11,582 people died from heart disease. That is
double the number for coronavirus deaths last year. However, I've never seen a
commercial designed to frighten children out of eating sugar or heard of quarantine
camps where people could be taken to improve their heart health. Which can only leave
us thinking that this is not about health.
None of what I have said thus far even takes into consideration that these shots are NOT
working or the amount of illness, long term damage to people's health and also death the
vaccine is causing. Every vaccinated person that I know has now also gotten Covid.
Some weeks or months after their second or third shot. I should also mention that nearly
every unvaccinated person that I know has also had Coronavirus. The numbers don't lie.
We are coming to the tail end of this illness yet the board continues to push new rules to
further cast down and subjugate Washington state residents.
Per the Washington State Dept of Health website in 2021 11 children died from
Coronavirus from Jan 1-Dec 26, 2021. While every childs death should be taken
seriously, data is hard to find and based on the numbers for adults I can only guess that
many of these kids also had underlying health issues. Healthy children do not seem to be
greatly affected by the virus at all.

Per the CDC/VAERS
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fvaers.hhs.gov%2F&data=04%7C0

Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fvaers.hhs.gov%2F&data=04%7C0

245 people have died in Washington state from the Vaccine and 406 people have been
left with a permanent disability. An additional 2,580 residents of Washington state have
had to visit the ER for adverse Covid vaccine reactions. Those cases included children.
For children the vaccine caused 1 death, 10 children had a life threatening reaction, 5
have a permanent disability, 63 were hospitalized and 11 children had to visit the ER for
side effects of the coronona virus vaccine. This vaccine which absolutely has been proven
to cause harm to children. What sort of monster would mandate that all children must
have it to attend Washington state public schools? Why not put this effort and time into
making at home and even clinical treatments that we see working all over the world
more available to children and all residents of Washington state? Is this about health or
making pharmaceutical companies even richer?

It is immoral that a government would force its residents to submit to a vaccination that
has an extremely high rate of death and permanent disability. There are also many
groups studying this vaccine and finding that the spike protein used in the vaccination is
causing major irreparable damage to cells. Without further study and longer term trials it
is reprehensible that you would mandate this vaccine on any person. The fact you would
mandate it on children to attend school is disreputable to the Washington State Board of
Health.

Now, since camps have already been built in Washington and employees already hired,
yes we know all about it. I only assume that you are already going to vote yes. Which
makes me question, is this a power play or is the board simply being used as political
pawns? I know you have seen all the numbers that I quoted above and you are fully

aware of the damage this vaccine is doing. Why are you voting to endanger people? Not
only with the vaccine but their mental and emotional health, their relationships and their
well being? What will you tell your children when their friends are being hauled away like
criminals by police or stop coming to school with them simply because their parents saw
it in their best interest not to vaccinate their kids with this very new vaccine that has no
long-term testing? How do you live with yourself when you ruin millions of peoples lives
like you are doing now?
I implore you to open your eyes and look at what is going on across the world. Not only
in places like South Africa where Doctors are telling us that Omicron is very mild and
produces antibodies that fight harsher variants like Delta but also in places Like Australia.
In Australia people's mental health has declined so badly from fear of being locked up for
being ill, a close contact or being locked up simply because they will not get vaccinated
that they are rioting in the streets and people are setting themselves on fire to bring
attention to what is going on there. We do not envision a future for Washington where its
residents fear its government or health board like it's the Gestapo. Sadly that is the
direction we are headed in though. People are assaulting each other in grocery stores, on
planes and even outside over mask use that studies have proven does not work. School
kids are bullying each other of vaccination status, people are losing their jobs and their
kids are going hungry, workers are refusing to work from fear of being accosted,
hospitals are understaffed not because there are so many patients but because they are
so low on staff due to firings over healthcare workers that refuse to be vaccinated or fully
vaccinated health care workers that now have Covid.
The people of Washington are awakening from their fear and the mass psychosis you
have contributed to and we see what is happening. We can only hope you do the same.
Regards,
Desiree Gerou

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 3:07:58 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Opposed to vaccine mandates

From: Diane Launius <launiusdiane2@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 4:01 PM
To: Donahoe, Kaitlyn N (SBOH) <kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Lang, Caitlin M
(SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>; Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
<Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Fwd: Opposed to vaccine mandates

External Email

“First do no harm”

The science is clear, children and adults are suffering world wide from effects of the
vaccine. It is unconscionable to dictate that an EXPERIMENTAL DRUG be mandated for
use on any POPULATION.

Review the Nuremberg Code and USA constitution.

Are you willing to pay for damages??

______________________________________________
From: Rene Hernandez
Sent: 1/10/2022 6:39:01 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Lottie Neuschwander
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:18:19 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public Comments for WSBOH Members from March EH Committee Special
Meeting
External Email
The board keeps assuring the public's 2 major concerns are not being addressed in this
current meeting. Then when are you addressing it?

______________________________________________
From: Paul Moore
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:27:46 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Crystal Spielman
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:37:24 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Paula Gonzalez
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:17:57 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brandon Klein
Sent: 1/8/2022 1:10:17 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Perri Campbell
Sent: 1/9/2022 3:04:06 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:18:03 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Keep Washingtonians FREE! Say NO to draconian Covid laws!

From: Susan Purvis <purvisllll@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 5:17 PM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Keep Washingtonians FREE! Say NO to draconian Covid laws!

External Email

https://www.thecentersquare.com/indiana/indiana-s-top-doc-more-people-hospitalizednow-than-before-the-vaccine/article_0516bc1a-696b-11ec-b1e973e279cd9b89.html#tncms-source=infinity-scroll-summary-sticky-siderail-latest
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.thecentersquare.com%2Find
s-top-doc-more-people-hospitalized-now-than-before-the-vaccine%2Farticle_0516bc1a696b-11ec-b1e9-73e279cd9b89.html%23tncms-source%3Dinfinity-scroll-summarysticky-sideraillatest&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C794261e9ee4a4858c2a208d9d17b8cca%7C11d0
Yes, this article ultimately pushes the Covid vaccine but can you read between the lines?

Hospitals are full. Certainly they have Covid pneumonia patients but that’s not the story
here. There is a significant increase in non Covid hospitalizations and we are told it is
because of delayed care due to lockdowns. What if it’s due to Covid vaccine injuries? The
total number of hospitalizations in Indiana are the highest they’ve seen in 5 years. Some
hospitals at 120% capacity. Way higher than last year when we had the virus and no
vaccine. What if the vaccine is causing this rise in hospitalizations? I cannot prove it but
also you cannot prove that this is an incorrect assumption. Only time and investigation
will reveal the truth. And by the way, hospitals full in Washington too!

Meanwhile you are deciding whether or not to strip Americans of basic rights. Why?
People are not dying in the streets. The Covid vaccine appears to not stop infection nor
transmission, why insist-through law enforcement- that people comply with failed
vaccine? If a person wants the vaccine then they can get one. If a person does not get
the vaccine it’s ok too. Perhaps the vaccine minimizes Covid infection so that’s up to the
individual. The Covid vaccine will never itself achieve herd immunity. It can’t. It does not
stop the virus.

The Covid vaccine has a huge risk ratio. Just look at the VAERS data knowing only a
fraction of events are reported. You must take a step back. This tyrannical action is
wrong and you should not play a part in it. No. Vote no on all of it.

LIBERTY FOR WASHINGTONIANS.

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 8:53:10 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Fwd: Vaccine Requirement for School Children

Get Outlook for iOS
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From: Rosina Robbins <b.springsmom@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 1:15:33 PM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Vaccine Requirement for School Children
External Email
Dear Caitlin Lang,
Please don’t make vaccinations mandatory for all school children. There are numerous
sincerely held reasons parents don’t want their children vaccinated that are VERY
important to them. They will be forced to take their children out of school if the mandate
is imposed. Children have suffered enough because of this pandemic. Please don’t make
it worse.

The National Vaccine Injury Compensation Program is in place for those who may be
injured by a lot of vaccines and The Countermeasures Injury Compensation Program is in
place to compensate people injured by the Covid-19 vaccine in particular (which is not a
vaccine in the way all other vaccines that I have ever heard of are). Since Covid-19,
especially the Omicron variant which is the main variant at this time, has such low
incidence of injury to children; I believe the vaccine may well be more dangerous than
the disease. Where there is a risk there should be a choice.

It makes me SHUDDER to think the federal government can force people to make
medical decisions they don’t believe are good for them. Being forced to wear a mask is
bad enough but being forced to have your children injected with something that has a
potential for harm is just too much. Where have our rights to make medical decisions
gone? You can’t see people’s medical records because of HIPPA regulations but you can
demand whether or not they have had an injection, and how many. It does not make
sense, it seems to me it should be illegal.

Sincerely,
Rosina Robbins
Mother and grandmother

______________________________________________
From: Christopher White
Sent: 1/11/2022 5:23:45 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: New proposal regarding Covid 19 related policies
External Email
My name is Chris White and I am a father of 3 children, ages 6, 4, and 1. My wife and I
have received both our initial vaccines and are planning on getting our boosters despite
our not having high-risk health concerns. I have worked at a large health care
organization for the past five years and have done a tremendous amount of research into
the policies surrounding Covid-19, the vaccines and stratification of risk across
demographic particles, including age, health risk factors, etc. All that context noted, I am
opposed to vaccine mandates at this time for children. I hold this position because the
FDA advisory committee cautioned against this same action. Since children without
comorbid health concerns such as diabetes, obesity, or immunocompromised immune
systems are at extremely low risk for this illness, and given the very limited data set to
weigh the possible risks and rewards of this vaccine, this should absolutely be a parent's
decision.
Regarding the following policy proposals I am very much opposed:
• Allowing local health officers to use law enforcement (WAC 246-100-070) to force an
emergency order to involuntarily detain a person or group of persons (families) to be
isolated in a quarantine facility (WAC 246-100-045) following refusal to voluntary comply
with requests for medical examination, testing, treatment, counseling, vaccination (WAC
246-100-040). These specifics come from WAC 246-100.
• Including the Covid-19 injections as part of school immunization requirements using
WAC 246-105.

Specifically regarding vaccine mandates for children 5-12, I would urge the Washington
Department of health to wait another year for additional data to support the possible
pros and cons of vaccines for this low-risk age range.
Sincerely,
Chris N. White
LMFT

______________________________________________
From: wefranks@comcast.net
Sent: 1/12/2022 4:16:52 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: WAC 246-100

attachments\121DFE7A88364226_Truth[2].jpg
External Email
Date: 01.12.2022
Subject: WAC 246-100
TO WHOM IT CONCERNS:
Regarding the Rules Hearing on January 12, 2022 on Communicable and other certain
diseases.
I highly oppose the WAC 246-100 Rulemaking that would expand any authority to
involuntarily quarantine Washington State citizens.
Please fight for and respect our freedoms to govern our own health risks and bodies.
Thank you, Bill Franks
Spokane, WA
&
Sun City, AZ

I have enclosed some recent reference links:
Omicron Makes Biden’s Vaccine Mandates Obsolete - WSJ
https://www.wsj.com/articles/omicron-makes-bidens-vaccine-mandates-obsolete-covidhealthcare-osha-evidence-supreme-court-11641760009
A Tri-Cities professor, wine business expert dies unexpectedly during winter break (we
know he was “Jabbed” – did it play a role in his tragic death?)

https://www.spokesman.com/stories/2022/jan/04/a-tri-cities-professor-wine-businessexpert-dies-u/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Femail.mg2.substack.com%2Fc%2F
xbp6k5ub3JycnNycJ6OaF40avLbptHFfiR5a7kl6SquNVdG33GVCOZBy3FMgIDBPMyAYzmG6JJccV5TUXla9dxo7QSGdWikXcHcpDpWMbJc6hDXQtRZGLCEXURxxYnFGOCUc4cAimPRNcZtzjv1wNjeRG5Z20brsnNH2CLP8RU3qAky6Pu00zcpJ1tSjkN3F1bX6CnV_uU3fk1XblMNb6IiNfxI39_wV1PXXdn38LEufsSS7Nn89FnYxVnwzTQq-unZfK5QpIPFcYf2uAPN4Xjdu-vjgbrq-3WTEXiL2Xp6G18XqzC9unc3rSLPHV8cpu9FaBcrclzUXa3YPzTV81yd0I6PhxbGP9cWMEjFZPWPJ2iNtw6dIrWpjxxzLcHGKd7lcyXJUi6xFfgx2ZV_oFD80ijD5BFJTzeHvOy129-iDV66JtVAfrzZellxWylU_5bZOrfNSo8stegcJ-RkCNg2Jv1x941YJvfX30bZMZnH4yma_z2zADdFkEu7jVoybOXCTpPQR999xsdWPWhCaAIATGyNFU3gxCKpA20rhybKnRykE1ijNBvq9AmbdQH_a8NQXpo

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.avast.com%2Fsigemail%3Futm_medium%3Demail%26utm_source%3Dlink%26utm_campaign%3Dsigemail%26utm_content%3Demailclient%26utm_term%3Dicon&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov

Virus-free. www.avast.com
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.avast.com%2Fsigemail%3Futm_medium%3Demail%26utm_source%3Dlink%26utm_campaign%3Dsigemail%26utm_content%3Demailclient%26utm_term%3Dlink&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%

______________________________________________
From: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
Sent: 1/11/2022 8:33:18 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: WAC 246-100-040 Opinion Regarding Procedures for isolation or
quarantine.

attachments\25A3C66473104949_wac strike force (AutoRecovered).pdf

--Samantha Pskowski (she/her/hers)
Washington State Board of Health
360-789-2358

From: Cindy marie <cynthiamarn@yahoo.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2022 3:32 AM
To: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: WAC 246-100-040 Opinion Regarding Procedures for isolation or quarantine.

External Email

Sent from Mail
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.microsoft.com%2Ffwlink%2F%
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WAC 246-100-040

Opinion Regarding Procedures for isolation or quarantine.
I find it terrifying to see this happening in our state. It effectively removes our civil and
constitutional rights. There is a name for it, a dictatorship. I see us moving toward the same
horrors that are happening in Israel, Australia, Austria, and China.
This WAC allows the health department to be judge, jury and executioner base on “their”
opinion and assessment? Who should have that amount of power over another individual? No
one. What makes the employees of the health department so superior that they know what is
best for another person?
I would not want to be the individual making decisions listed in this WAC. I would not even
want to know the person who could justify taking the actions listed in this WAC. What is the
moral and ethical character of the employee/enforcers? The only persons who could do such
work must have a personality that is sociopathic and not with conscience. This can only lead to
abuses. It has happened in the past many times.
10 stages of Genocide- Perhaps this will be a good reminder of the slippery slope we are on. I
believe we are in stage #7 of this genocide and moving towards #8. Please review and maybe
you can dismiss this in your own mind, and justify the actions listed in the WAC as just,
“Protecting the population.” Nothing like being the “Good German.”
Dr. Gregory H. Stanton is Research Professor in Genocide Studies and Prevention at the Institute for
Conflict Analysis and Resolution, George Mason University, Arlington, Virginia.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Classification: People divided into “Us” and “Them”
Symbolization: People are forced to identify themselves.
Discrimination: People begin to face systemic discrimination.
Dehumanization: People equated to disease, vermin, and animals
Organization: Government creates special groups to enforce the policies i.e. “Strike
team” or police/military.
6. Polarization: Government broadcasts propaganda to turn the populace against the
group.
7. Preparation: Official action to remove/relocate people begin.
8. Persecution: Beginnings of murder, theft of property, trials, massacres.
9. Exterminations: Wholesale elimination of the group. It is extermination and not murder
because the group is not thought of as human.
10. Denial: The government denies it has created any crimes.

The verbiage of this WAC is vague. What will the criteria be for a health official to issue an
emergency detention order? Will it be because the person or persons refuse to take a vaccine?
Will it be because they have cold and flu symptoms? Gosh, I have had many of those. Maybe
an elevated temp? Will it be because I write a letter against the CDC or FDA? What if I inform
others about VEARS, that 21,000 people died because of the vaccine, which only represents 1%
of the actual number reported (according to Harvard) or the 1,000,000 who have been injured?
Will parents who refuse to vaccinate their children be vilified and the children taken away?
There is plenty of words to describe the legal this and legal that, and we all know what a
nightmare that would be. Nothing like being placed in a concentration camp or whatever nice
word you wish to call it without representation, without committing a crime. Who will be
helping the people who are being harassed and terrorized by these health officials? Who will
be liable for damages done to people? Emotional trauma, financial loss, physical harm due to
forced treatment, no one wants to be liable for the damages they cause. This will equal a crime
against humanity and those who participate will be guilty.
This is a pathetic power grab and has nothing to do with public health. Dictatorship, form of
government in which one person or a small group possesses absolute power without effective
constitutional limitations. There should never, ever, be that much power given to an individual
or agency based only on sole discretion.

Cynthia Arnett

______________________________________________
From: Dave Edmiston
Sent: 1/9/2022 12:39:03 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Ann Waller
Sent: 1/11/2022 9:55:27 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Jan 12 Public Meeting Comments
External Email
1. Why would you engage law enforcement to move a person or group to a quarantine
facility for COVID when the cases being reported at this time are of the Omicron variant,
mild and non-fatal? People are recovering at home. When did we become a police state?
Omicron is a "saving grace", an opportunity to receive natural immunity - even herd
immunity. This proposal is nothing more than another step at removing our God-given
freedoms, let alone those provided in the Constitution. You are acting as though we are
ignorant and need your control and power. What about the mandate issues before the
Supreme Court? What about the ruling in favor of the 35 Navy Seals? What makes you
think Washington State is above all others, including God? You say there will be
exemptions that people can apply for; however, we have seen how that goes (ignored
and negated).
2. Are you not paying attention to the doctors who are explaining about the vaccine for
children and the determinants thereof? What do you know about the future problems the
children who receive the COVID vaccine will face? If children get sick, let them stay home
to recover. They are much more resilient than adults - they have the opportunity for
natural immunity as well. And what about "follow the money". Vaccine producers are
pushing recommendations to vaccinate children so they can maintain their liability
protection if the vaccine is fully approved. (Robert F. Kennedy Jr.) The choice for
vaccinating children should rest on the parents and that decision based on a conversation
with their family doctor and full knowledge of what the vaccine entails - not a "one size
fits all".
While I cannot do anything about your position, I can do something about my vote. You
say you are not making any decisions on these matters at this meeting; however, I'm
sure you will continue to consider making them law. I pray you do not go ahead with any
positive decision on these matters but throw out this ideology.
Thank you.

______________________________________________
From: Blake Warner
Sent: 1/12/2022 4:58:01 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public Comments for WSBOH Members from March EH Committee Special
Meeting
External Email
To whom it may concern.
We do not want vaccine mandates for children. Even if a vaccine is safe, it isn't up to the
state to mandate and determine what is injected into children or even adults for that
matter. Families have the right to make an educated decision of what is best for them
and their community.
Thank you for taking the time to read my comment.

______________________________________________
From: Chad Roe
Sent: 1/8/2022 4:13:06 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: stelritz@foxinternet.net
Sent: 1/11/2022 6:32:21 PM
To: DOH WSBOH,Davis, Michelle (SBOH),Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH),Hoff, Christy Curwick
(SBOH),Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH),Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH),Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH),Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH),Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH),Schreiber, Tracy N
(SBOH),Haag, Hannah R (SBOH),Kahler, Kelie (SBOH),Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH)
Subject: Public Comments RE: Mandatory COVID Vax for Children

attachments\32072EDC7FA64701_Dr. Andreas Noack was murdered.docx
attachments\5E7F14C4E1664B6A_Signature Pages to Public
Comment_PRDTOOL_NAMETOOLONG.pdf
attachments\90308F68B966454D_WA State Dept of Health
comments_PRDTOOL_NAMETOOLONG.docx
attachments\A66FF29745154DF6_Mercola VAERS and COVID Jab Safety.pdf
External Email
Thank you all for taking time to read and review the letter and references which are all
attached on this email as we all care so much about the children. You are all embarking
on a critical mission with potential grave consequences and we, the public, are deeply
troubled and getting involved. Many of us are taking a great deal of time to carefully
consider this issue and respond with our voice.

What the VAERS Data Tell Us About COVID Jab Safety
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola

 Fact Checked

STORY AT-A-GLANCE

-

 The U.S. Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS) is among the best adverse
event data collection systems in the world, but it's antiquated and difficult to use. Still, it’s
a good way to detect safety signals that weren't detected during premarket testing or
clinical trials
 There are unmistakable, unprecedented safety signals in VAERS for the COVID shots.
While the U.S. Food and Drug Administration and Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention claim no deaths can be attributed to the COVID jabs, it’s impossible to
discount 8,986 deaths in the U.S. territories alone, reported as of November 26, 2021
 The estimated underreporting factor for COVID jab injuries in VAERS is between 31 and
100, so the actual death toll in the U.S. could be anywhere from 278,500 to 898,600
 There’s a strong safety signal for female reproductive issues and for heart inflammation
(myocarditis) in young men and boys. VAERS data show an inverse relationship between
myocarditis and age, with youths being more frequently affected than older men
 VAERS data are being deleted without explanation. Each week, about 100 or so reports
are routinely deleted, so there are now thousands of inexplicably missing reports

Jessica Rose, Ph.D., a research fellow at the Institute for Pure and Applied Knowledge in
Israel, has taken a deep-dive into the U.S. Vaccine Adverse Events Reporting System
(VAERS), and in this interview she shares the details of what she’s finding.

VAERS, despite flaws and drawbacks, is one of the greatest tools we have to evaluate
vaccine safety. It was implemented as a consequence of the 1986 National Childhood
Vaccine Injury Act. While vaccine companies were given blanket immunity against
liability for adverse reactions under this law, VAERS was created to collect injury reports
in a centralized database so that the post-marketing safety of childhood vaccines could
be monitored.
The system was actually launched in 1990, so we have three decades’ worth of data to
compare trends against. Granted, vaccine injuries are notoriously underreported.
Investigations have found only 10%1 to as little as 1%2,3 of injuries are reported.
When it comes to the COVID jab specifically, calculations4 by Steve Kirsch, executive
director of the COVID-19 Early Treatment Fund, suggest injuries are underreported by a
factor of 41. But despite that and other shortcomings, VAERS can still provide valuable
information about a given vaccine.
Rose is a computational biologist with postdoc degrees in molecular biology and
biochemistry. While a native Canadian, she did her postgraduate training in Israel, where
she still lives. When her dream of surfing in Australia were dashed due to the COVID-19
outbreak, she decided to start writing code for statistics and graphics, and as the
pandemic wore on, she applied those programming skills to the VAERS database.

No, People Are Not Filing Fake Reports
A common attempt to explain away the VAERS data by so-called fact checkers is to say
that it’s unreliable because anyone can file a report. This is pure hogwash. Yes, anyone
can file a report, but there are penalties for filing a false report, and the filing is timeconsuming and exacting. We can be quite certain there’s no over-reporting going on.
It takes on average 30 minutes to fill out a report, and the system is set up in such a way
that you cannot save anything until you get to the very end. Even worse, each page will
time out after an allotted period of time, forcing you to start from the beginning if you
take too long to fill in the details.

“This probably frustrates enough people that they don't start again,” Rose says. Indeed,
the cumbersomeness of the website itself has often been cited as a reason for why
doctors don’t report adverse events. Doctors don’t have the time to do it, and most
patients don’t know they can file on their own. As noted by Rose:
“[VAERS] is probably one of the best adverse event data collection systems in
the world, but it's completely lamentable. It’s antiquated ... Nonetheless ... it's a
way to detect safety signals that weren't detected during premarket testing or
clinical trials.
And it is functioning that way, because there are many, many safety signals
[about the COVID jabs] being thrown out by the data. For example, everyone's
heard of myocarditis ... which is one of the safety signals being thrown off in
VAERS. And so, we've learned that it happens in young people, more so in boys.”
One explanation for this gender discrepancy has to do with androgens. Testosterone
has been shown to facilitate entry of the spike protein into cells by activating a specific
enzyme. This could help explain why men, who have higher testosterone levels, are
getting myocarditis at much higher rates than women.

Most Lethal ‘Vaccines’ in Medical History
Rose continues:
“I implore everybody to do this ... [VAERS] is very accessible. Just go to their
website and download the CSV files. You can play with it in Excel, or use
whatever is compatible with the CSV file. The OpenVAERS system is even
easier to use.
There are three separate files that you can download for the domestic data set,
which includes the individual's data, the symptoms or adverse events that they
reported (and it can be up to 15 different types), and the injection data ...

You can merge them so that, as per [each] VAERS ID, you have a lot more
information ... That's what I did. All you have to do is count the number of
adverse events that have occurred in 2021. In the context of the COVID-19
products, exclude all the other vaccines to isolate the signal, and compare the
number of adverse events to the total number of adverse events reported in
every single year going back 30 years.
There's absolutely zero comparison. The average number of adverse event
reports for the past 10 years is ~39,000, and that includes the adverse event
report data for all of the vaccines combined. There are a lot of them ...
So we're looking at about 39,000 total adverse events per year [on average for
all vaccines], as opposed to 675,942 [adverse events post COVID jab] in the
domestic dataset alone [Editor’s note: Please note that all data are as of the day
of the interview and have not been updated prior to publication]. And this does
not include the underreporting factor ...
We see the same trend when we isolate standalone adverse events like death.
There are over 10,000 [post COVID jab] deaths reported now in the domestic
dataset alone, not including the underreporting factor, and in the previous 10
years, the average was 155 deaths for the entire year for all the products
combined. This is over 6,000% increase in reporting for deaths.
So, the question I've been posing to the FDA, the CDC and whoever wants to
listen to me is, ‘What's the cut-off number?’ Because you kind of think of death
as being the worst outcome in terms of adverse events in the context of a
vaccine or a biological product.
I think there are worse things than death personally. But most people think
death is pretty bad. So that's why I always talk about death in this context.
What's the cut-off number here? How many people have to die in order for these
products to be deemed unsafe? So that's basically all you have to do in VAERS. I
mean, you can stop there. You don't have to look at anything else. But there's so
much more.”

Can Causation Be Established?
While the U.S. Food and Drug Administration and Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention outrageously deny that a single death can be attributed to the COVID jabs, it’s
simply impossible to discount 19,532 deaths5 (8,986 in the U.S. territories alone6)
reported as of November 26, 2021. As noted by Rose:
“It's not even statistically plausible to say that not one death out of 10,000 was
caused [by the shot]. It’s not scientific to say that ... Those people, not 100% of
them would have died anyway? That's not how life works.”
The FDA and CDC are also ignoring standard data analyses that can shed light on
causation. It’s known as the Bradford Hill criteria — a set of 10 criteria that need to be
satisfied in order to show strong evidence of causal relationship. One of the most
important of these criteria is temporality, because one thing has to come before the
other, and the shorter the duration between two events, the higher the likelihood of a
causative effect.
“So, when you're talking about percentages of people who died within 24 hours
of one of these jabs, let's say you're talking 50%,” Rose says. “That's kind of
suspicious to me. [Yet] they completely deny the causal effect. It’s just because
of coincidence?”
There’s also a strong safety signal for female reproductive issues. Preliminary postmarketing data showed women who got the jab in the first 20 weeks of pregnancy had a
miscarriage rate of 82%.7,8 Pfizer's own data, which Rose analyzed, showed a
miscarriage rate of 69% when given during the first 20 weeks. Yet no one is warning
pregnant women away from these injections: Quite the contrary — women are being
universally lied to.

How to Assess Underreporting
As mentioned, Kirsch has calculated an underreporting factor for post COVID jab events
of 41, which is likely quite conservative. Rose’s calculation is even more conservative

than that. She explains:
“Steve [Kirsch] and I are good friends. We've been working very closely on all of
this stuff for a long time. His underreporting factor is 41. He estimated that
based on a peer-reviewed publication that estimated anaphylaxis numbers, so
he used anaphylaxis as a proxy for death.
What that means is that when you hear us say these numbers, you have to
multiply them by 41, if you want to go with Steve's estimate, or 31, in the case of
mine. Mine is the most conservative estimate. I took Pfizer's Phase 3 clinical
trial data that they presented to the FDA.
There were over 18,000 participants in the drug group and the placebo groups,
and there were a certain percentage of individuals in each arm that succumbed
to a severe adverse event, which includes death, hospitalization, visit to the ER,
a life threatening adverse event, disability or birth defect.
So, 0.7% of people in the drug arm succumbed to a severe adverse event
according to their data. I used that rate, and multiplied it by the number of
people who had been injected with one shot of Pfizer on a certain date, August
10, and that number becomes your expected number of people that would
succumb to a severe adverse event based on their data.
So, you take that number and divide it by the number of reports of severe
adverse events, and you get a multiplication factor, an underreporting factor.
When you use that base dataset, the Pfizer Phase 3 clinical trial data, you get
31. Ronald Kostoff has also published a paper in Toxicology Reports, and his
estimate is 100, I believe.
So, whenever you're talking about the underreporting factor, I think you should
talk about it in terms of a range, because each adverse event is going to have
their own [underreporting factor] ...
I think if people actually knew the reality of what was going on, they would
decide very quickly, right now, never to go near these things. This isn't hearsay.

It's not conjecture. The clinical trials are garbage, and there's no safety data. I'm
not just saying this — it's very reflective in all of these adverse event data
collection systems all over the world.
They're all saying the same thing, the Yellow Card [system in the U.K.], the U.S.
[VAERS], Australia’s [system9]. They're all saying the same thing. As an example,
myocarditis and young boys. You know, it's not something that you can ignore.
There's a reason why this is happening. It's because the [shots] are not safe.”

What Are VAERS IDs and Why Are They Missing?
VAERS IDs are the numbers assigned to individual report entries. Aside from
underreporting, another oddity that strongly suggests the data are worse than we think
is that VAERS IDs are going missing. In other words, case reports are being deleted from
the system after they’ve been put in. Rose investigated this after seeing videos saying
hundreds, perhaps thousands, of people had their reports deleted.
So, she set out to either confirm or deny whether reports were going missing each week,
as data sets are updated weekly. She’s been downloading all the data sets since January
2021, which put her in the unique position of being able to compare the different sets,
because when the data set is updated, the old data is overwritten.

“

They went through this horrifying experience,
which no human should be going through, and then
they got disappeared. I don't even know what the word
for that is. It's appalling. ~ Jessica Rose

”

Now, there are valid reasons for deleting a VAERS ID. One reason would be if both the
doctor and the patient file a report. The two reports then need to be combined, and the
ID number of one of the duplicated reports is erased. However, what Rose found is that
reports are indeed being deleted that shouldn’t be. She explains:

“The way I was determining if entries, if their IDs, were disappearing was by
finding out which VAERS IDs didn't show up in the next update, because you
would assume that every single ID that got into the system would stay in the
system. And so, the next update would have that data set and a little more, but
that's not how it works.
There are removals every single week, and they're not explained. There's no
explanation for these. So, the first thing I did when I found this — and it was
over 1,000 [missing IDs] — was to check if a high proportion of these deleted
reports were deaths. It wasn't anything overly suspicious, something like 18%.
Then I checked severe adverse events, then I checked children, because this is
a big one that's happening now. A lot of babies are going missing in VAERS, and
they shouldn't be there [since the COVID shots aren’t being given to babies yet],
which is probably why they're being removed.
So, there wasn't anything overtly suspicious about the nature of the [missing]
IDs. But that's not even the point. These are people who trusted in these
products, and listened to people who are telling them they are safe and
effective. They were healthy. They went out and got the shots.
Some of them suffered an adverse event, some of them died. These reports got
filed to VAERS, and then they got removed. That's atrocious. I'm not speculating
here, either. This is what is happening. They went through this horrifying
experience, which no human should be going through, and then they got
disappeared. I don't even know what the word for that is. It's appalling.”

Data on Children Are Being Deleted
Rose has also delved into the VAERS data for children. Disturbingly, there are apparently
thousands, likely tens of thousands of instances if you factor in underreporting, where
the jabs have been given to children that were too young to receive the shot at the time
they got it.

At the time she looked into this, there were approximately 5,570 reports with a metric
code indicating that the product was given to a patient of inappropriate age. In fact, it
was the most frequently occurring adverse event type among young children.
“So, there were so-called medical professionals injecting children without
confirming their age,” she says, “and then those children suffered adverse
reactions in the thousands. And this doesn't include the underreporting factor.
Some of them died. In the 5- to-11 age group, two of them died. One was 11,
one was 13, and the timeframe between the death and the injection in one of
the kids was five days, in the other it was one day.
So, this was in close temporal proximity. The part that's even more disturbing
than that is that ... something like 60 children had died between the ages of
zero and 18, and 38% of those children were under 2. [The next week] that
percentage went down to 30%. I'm like, wait now, that was late last week. What
happened to them?
There are these enormous inconsistencies in the data. Here’s another one. I
have about 100 different files that contain algorithms that run code for specific
things, like I have a kid's file, a cancer file, a prion disease file. So, I run them all
with the updated data.
Myocarditis is one of them. And there was this big chunk of data for the 50- to
75-year-olds pertaining to myocarditis reports last week, and this week, it's onehalf. It’s staggeringly obvious that something's very different in the data. The
absolute number of reports went up, but it seems to have shifted somehow.
There could be a plausible explanation. But the fact is there's no reference at all
as to how this data is being shifted around. There's no record. So, we as the
public, have no idea what's actually going on. All we can say with absolute
certainty is that something is going on.”

Myocarditis Report Pulled From Publication

Together with Dr. Peter McCullough, Rose recently wrote and submitted a paper10 on
myocarditis cases in VAERS following the COVID jabs to the journal Current Problems in
Cardiology. Everything was set for publication when, suddenly, the journal changed its
mind and took it down. You can find the pre-proof on Rose’s website. The data clearly
show that myocarditis is inversely correlated to age, so the risk gets higher the younger
you are.
“Most of the reporting in VAERS was in young boys, aged 15. There was a
sixfold difference in reporting following dose one and two, which indicates dose
response and/or causal effect. The rate for myocarditis in 12- to 15-year-olds is
19 times above background reporting for the United States, so there's a lot of
stuff in that paper that was really important,” Rose says.
“There are many other papers coming out now that are 100% supporting what
we found. It’s not debatable. They [pulled] this paper five days before that FDA
meeting for the 5- to 11-year-olds, and I don’t think that was a coincidence,
because it would have informed people as to the potential risk of myocarditis in
young people. So, of course, they don't want that, because they already bought
30 million doses for the 5- to 11-year-olds.”

Latent Infections Reactivated
Another common side effect of the jabs is the reactivation of latent infections such as
herpes infections and shingles. Rose explains:
“There are a bunch of papers that have come out that lend some ideas as to
why this is happening,” Rose says. “One makes the claim that CD8+ T cell
populations are becoming compromised. In the acquired branch of the immune
system, you have immune cell populations called CD4+ T cells and CD8+ T
cells.
Everyone's heard of HIV/AIDS. So, the idea there is that you have a virus that
preferentially infects CD4+ T cells, which are the generals of the immune
system. They kind of coordinate all the other cells to do their jobs. If you have a

depletion in this type of cell, then the rest of the immune system kind of
collapses, because they don't have their general telling them what to do.
The CD8+ T cells are the killer cells. These cells are in charge of killing virally
infected cells, so they’re very important in the context of a viral infection. One of
these studies showed that in people post injection, the gene profiles were very
different for CD positive T cells.
If we're talking about going beyond immune dysregulation, if we're talking about
immune dysfunction, if we're talking about certain immune cells being depleted,
that could be a possible reason why you're seeing a reemergence of a latent
viral species, possibly. We're also seeing cancer resurgences.
Another paper that came out shows that there might be problems in the realm
of double-stranded DNA repair. There are two enzymes (BRCA and 53BP1) that
have been reported to be impaired that are very important in repairing double
stranded DNA breaks, and if you have an impairment of essential proteins that
are meant to repair double stranded DNA breaks, you have serious problems.
One of those problems is proliferation of cells. So, whenever you get a certain
type of exposure to a virus, say a cold or a flu virus, and it gets the better of you
so your acquired immune system kicks in, you get these swollen glands. That is
actual populations of T cells proliferating.
If you have stunted proliferative capacities, or if you have an impairment of that
process, you don't have an immune system if it happens in T cell and B cell
populations ...
So, in addition to the hyperinflammation that the spike protein seems to be
inducing all over the body, there's this immune function impairment. That's
really scary to me. [It’s something] we need to investigate and absolutely
another reason why these rollouts should stop right now.”

More Information

To learn more, be sure to peruse Rose’s website, Jessica’s World. There, you’ll find links
to videos in which she summarizes her various findings, and a weekly graphic update of
the latest VAERS data for death, female reproductive issues, breakthrough COVID
infections, cardiovascular events and immunological events.
Another excellent resource is OpenVAERS, which summarizes the most pertinent VAERS
data for you on a weekly basis. If you click on the COVID Vaccine Adverse Event
Reports, there’s a sliding bar at the top of the page where you can select to view data
either for the U.S. territories only, or all VAERS reports, which includes international
reports.
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______________________________________________
From: Patrick Russell
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:09:00 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Austin Blythe-Clark
Sent: 1/9/2022 1:26:23 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: ANATOLY MOSPANKO
Sent: 1/8/2022 11:12:05 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:43:17 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Stop Covid Vax for WA School

From: Angela Krpata <angelakrpata@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 9:56 AM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Stop Covid Vax for WA School

External Email
I would like to express my extreme opposition to implementation of a COVID 19 vaccine
requirement for schools in Washington State.

1. No COVID vaccine available in the United States has received FDA approval. All
available vaccines, including the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine, are being administered under
an Emergency Use Authorization. The only “approved” COVID 19 vaccine is Comirnaty,
and it is not available in the United States and there is no anticipated date for its
availability. (This “smoke and mirrors” approach by the FDA is the subject of numerous
lawsuits and a Federal Judge recently rejected Pfizer’s claim that the 2 products are
interchangeable: Federal Judge Rejects DOD Claim That Pfizer EUA and Comirnaty
Vaccines Are ‘Interchangeable’ • Children's Health Defense (childrenshealthdefense.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fchildrenshealthdefense.org%2F&da
) Since EUA products cannot be mandated per the Nuremberg Code, this alone should be
enough to stop consideration of making vaccines mandatory.

2. Children are statistically at zero risk of dying from COVID. Their survival rate is in the
range of 99.997-99.998% or, put another way, their risk of dying with COVID is less than
2 in every 1,000,000 children. The very few children who are listed as COVID deaths did
not die OF COVID, but rather WITH COVID as anyone being admitted to a hospital
nowadays is tested. I challenge the Washington State Board of Health to show medical
records for even one child who has died OF COVID. Where there’s no risk, there can be
no benefit.

3. No one knows the long term risks of these vaccines. You may remember that one of
the members of the FDA Advisory Committee infamously said, “We are never going to
learn about how safe thie vaccine is until we start giving it” Dr. Eric Ruben, Editor in
Chief NEJM The studies Pfizer conducted were woefully underpowered. This is an analysis
of 10 Red Flags associated with Pfizer’s studies: Ten red flags in the FDA’s risk-benefit
analysis of Pfizer’s EUA application to inject American children 5 to 11 with its mRNA
product – Commentary – America's Frontline Doctors (americasfrontlinedoctors.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Famericasfrontlinedoctors.org%2F&d

)

Force vaccinating healthy children for a disease that doesn’t affect them to make adults
feel safe is a new low for humanity. Please do the right thing and do not require these
vaccinations for school age children.
____________________________________________
Here is the link to sign up to watch the WADOH webinar https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_DjusY10WTj-EyQyDTdyxsw
__________________________________________
We are working on the next Free2Choose meetings; dates and details coming soon! The
tides are changing and so must our strategies.

Be Free,
Free to Choose Team

______________________________________________
From: Amber Sutton
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:45:04 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Written Comment for Jan. 12 meeting - Michele Roberts
External Email
It is unbelievable that you are touting injection of genetic products into children as a
goal!
Your slide content is entirely unconnected to reality. Promoting Covid-19 “vaccination" for
children is abhorrent. You must let the parents choose how to handle their children’s
health- it is so obvious that Covid-19 poses NO RISK to children.
Wear a mask inside?? Are you insane? You know tiny germs just flow around mask
edges, right?
Get the facts, and get off the crazy train.
Amber

______________________________________________
From: Candace McMillin
Sent: 1/11/2022 4:05:46 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 10:38:14 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: No to vaccine requirements

From: T L <sunny2funny126@yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 8:19 AM
To: wsbph@sboh.wa.gov; Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>;
Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH) <Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>; Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
<Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>;
Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH) <kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; caitlyn.lang@sboh.wa.gov; Herendeen,
Lindsay (SBOH) <Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>; Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH)
<Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
<Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>;
Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH) <Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: No to vaccine requirements

External Email
To whom it may concern,

I live in Richland, WA and my daughter attends Richland High School. She is currently a
Junior and was part of the graduating class of 2023. Because of covid she is already
behind and will have to take an additional year as it is. If a vaccine requirement becomes
mandatory to attend school she will have to drop out and not get her diploma. She really
wants to get her diploma as compared to a GED. She feels she will be in a better position
to find a job after high school. However, she does not want to get the vaccine and as her
parents we support her decision. We have already taken our two younger children out of
public school. Please consider the position you are putting all parents in if the covid
vaccine becomes a requirement. Why should they be forced to choose an education or
being forced to inject their kids with an experimental drug? The long term affects of this
vaccine are unknown. We should be using our most vulnerable generation as test
subjects. Please vote no on making covid vaccine a requirement to attend school.

Sincerely,

Teralyn Lobe

Richland, WA

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 8:03:51 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Proposed Covid-19 Mandates

-----Original Message----From: Andrea Seeley <andreajoy0818@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 11:55 AM
Subject: Proposed Covid-19 Mandates
External Email
I am writing in regards to the extreme attempts of the Washington state government and
health department to completely control the public due under the guise of Covid-19 as it
has reached alarming levels. It smacks of the beginnings of what has been seen in other
countries (ie, Germany and Hitler). Our liberties and freedoms are being removed piece
by piece and it has been allowed and encouraged due to the fear mongering of the media
and exploitation of the uneducated masses.
Doing the same thing over and over and expecting different results (ie the definition of
insanity) is what is happening here. Masking isn’t working, vaccines are not working or
slowing the spread, the virus is becoming more contagious/stronger and the vaccines
aren’t preventing it, the side effects are frightening and damaging not only our adult
population but our youth in ways that we have not yet been able to be measure.
What has happened to medical freedom? What has happened to the right to choose for
your own body and your own children? This is not the United States of America that I
grew up in and I am afraid of the progression towards control by the state of all of our
freedoms and liberties, including our own bodies. The idea of quarantining people in a
state run facility is terrifying, as well as forcing questionable vaccinations in children for
the first time in my lifetime.
As a medical professional I find it suspicious that the FDA is requestingAs a medical
professional I find it suspicious that the FDA is requesting 55 years to turn over clinical
data… Never in history has this ever happened nor been allowed. This tells me that there
is definitely information they do not want the public to have, and in 55 years it will be too
late. There is not even a recourse for people who followed the mandates and have
damaged their bodies permanently since the FDA/government is not holding the vaccine
companies responsible for lifelong damages (pericarditis, myocarditis, neurological
disorders, autoimmune and others). This is setting a precedence that the government
knows better than the individual person what is right for their bodies and their children
and their lives.
To summarize, my family and I are completely against any of the proposed Covid policies
that are over reaching and immoral. We stand against these proposed WAC's: WAC 246100-070, WAC 246-100-045, WAC 246-100-040, WAC 246-100, WAC 2.
Sincerely,
Andrea Seeley
andreajoy0818@gmail.com
You only have this one short life to live. Make your choices accordingly...

Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Bloomquist, Jeffrey P
Sent: 1/11/2022 9:52:26 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: WAC 246-100-040

attachments\459B78106F364135_image002.png
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External Email
I am writing in regard to this proposed bill the board will vote on tomorrow, WAC 246100-040. This bill is unamerican and takes the roll of the government to an all-new level.
The role of the government is the serve the people. NOT the people serve it. Can the
board imagine someone from the state showing up at their door, and taking a child or
family member away because they didn’t do something to their body that the state
wanted them to do? Perhaps the board thinks everyone should be vaccinated for Covid
and this is way to do it. But what about next time when it’s not something you believe in
and they show up to make you do it. Where does it stop?
I see our senators and governor making comments about what is going on in TX and that
woman should have the right to choose. This proposed bill would do the same thing for
medical freedoms and not allow people to make a choice for their own body with the fear
of a state official showing up at their door to send them to a concentration camp.

I ask the board to please reject this radical piece or legislation.

Jeff

P.S. Winner of the 2020 Ameriprise Client Service Award! I'm committed to delivering
exceptional service and to helping my clients reach their financial goals. To learn more
about how I work, please visit my website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.ameripriseadvisors.com%2Fj
.

Jeff Bloomquist, CRPC®, AWMA®
Financial Advisor | Associate Vice President
Westbrook, Bloomquist & Associates
A financial advisory practice of Ameriprise Financial Services, LLC
An Ameriprise Private Wealth Advisory Practice

.................................
Ameriprise Financial Services, LLC
1499 SE Tech Center Place Suite 220
Vancouver, WA 98683
Office: 360.713.5487 | Fax: 360.882.7507

Support staff contact information is available on my website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.ameripriseadvisors.com%2Fje
CA Insurance #0M16947

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.ameripriseadvisors.com%2Fje

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.linkedin.com%2Fin%2Fjeffblo

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.ameriprise.com%2F&data=04
Products from RiverSource and Columbia Threadneedle Investments are offered by
affiliates of Ameriprise Financial Services, LLC. Investment advisory products and
services are made available through Ameriprise Financial Services, LLC, a registered
investment adviser. Ameriprise Financial Services, LLC. Member FINRA and SIPC.

******************************************************************************
"This message and any attachments are solely for the intended recipient and may contain
confidential or privileged information. If you are not the intended recipient, any
disclosure, copying, use, or distribution of the information included in this message and
any attachments is prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please
notify us by reply e-mail and immediately and permanently delete this message and any
attachments. Thank you."
******************************************************************************

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 8:03:20 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Fwd:

Get Outlook for iOS
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fo0ukef&data=04%7C0
________________________________
From: Rae Ure <rachel.ure@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 3:11:57 PM
To: Rachel Ure <rachel.ure@gmail.com>
Subject:
External Email
Greetings,

Please do not support mandating the COVID vaccine for children. It is important for
parents to be able to make the choices that will best help their families. It would not
make sense to mandate something that could have detrimental effects on an entire
generation, as there have been no long term studies for this. Many European countries
have put the mandate on hold as it has caused heart problems in many students under
the age of 18. It would be unwise as a state or district to mandate something that has
the potential to harm so many of its next generation.

Thank you,
Rachel

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 8:08:34 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW:

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov>
360-236-4105

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01%
| Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH%
|Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: Michael Shackett <EyeronMike@hotmail.com>
Sent: Saturday, January 8, 2022 11:29 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject:

External Email
Regarding vote on January 12th to decide to make the co vid 19 jabs mandatory. They
are experimental. They have not been approved by the FDA. Comiraty has been
approved and it is not available in the USA. This virus has a 99.8% survival rate. More
people have died from the shots than the virus. The statistics are being manipulated to
suit the narrative. It is unconstitutional to force any medical treatment and according to
the Nuremburg code, there has to be informed consent. The enclosed circular in the
vaccine box is entirely blank. How can you receive informed consent if you do not know
what is in it? The individual may not be coerced, forced or pressured to take any
experimental treatment. Anyone who forces this and implements any of these shots are
guilty of crimes against humanity and will be brought to justice just as they were in
World War II. This includes you and if you recall, doctors, news reporters were either in
prison for a very long time or were hung. Matter of fact, Nuremburg II trials are going on
right now.
There are preventative and treatments effective for this entity.This virus has not been
isolated. This has been hidden in order to pave the way for these shots,that do not even
work. The hospitals are filled with the vaccinated related illnesses. You likely know this

covid 19 is patented. How can you have a patent on a naturally occurring organism? It is
a bioweapon.
The MSM say the side effects and deaths are very, very rare. Explain that to a mother of
her 6 year old dead child. Explain that to the athlete who survives the heart attack or
pericarditis only to never be able to compete again in the field of sport that they love?
I do not comply. I do not agree. There is no evidence anyone who has not taken the
shots transmit any illness to those who have taken the jabs. Those inoculated have their
immune systems destroyed allowing them to be sitting ducks for illness,
immunocompromising illnesses and cancer.
Experts who have been censored including Dr Robert Malone who created the Mrna, Dr
Michael Yeadon who was Vice President for Pfizer admit these are bioweapons and the
only objective is depopulation and control of those who survive these shots. You had
better wake up. You are on the wrong side of history.
The emergency use authorization expires Jan 15th. Please reconsider pushing this
narrative and go down as being on the right side of history.
Sincerely, Rebecca Irvin

Sent from Mail
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.microsoft.com%2Ffwlink%2F%
for Windows

______________________________________________
From: Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/12/2022 5:54:05 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: No Vaccine Mandates

From: becky k <seastoday@yahoo.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2022 10:56 PM
To: Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH) <Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: No Vaccine Mandates

External Email

The data on harms to children from the experimental gene therapy injections are
mounting every day, including myocarditis in boys. You are well aware of the high
incidence of the myocarditis and you are still driven to put this in every arm. The
vaccines have failed. You are now more likely to get Covid, especially Omicron, if you are
vaccinated than if you are not vaccinated. This must stop. It is no longer about Covid or
injections......this is about God given rights guaranteed in our Constitution. Stop the
insanity.
BK
Washington Resident since 2002.

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.onelink.me%2F107872968%3F

______________________________________________
From: 1edholloway@frontier.com
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:31:20 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: This is wrong and emoral this violates everything this country is about.
External Email
You people are out if control as,we the people you have no right to impose these
mandates on citizens. The local law inforcment has already said they will not inforce
these unconstitutional mandates.
You must understand the backlash may cost you your job and worse yet your life.
You are driving law abiding citizens into poverty. Stop this communist behavior.

______________________________________________
From: Paula Gough
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:55:29 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Proposed Covid 19 WAC code policies
External Email
My father‘s life work was serving in the Public Health Dept. He worked tirelessly and with
deep conviction in Seattle, King County, the state of Washington and even served a term
as National President of the Sanitarians. Needless to say, public health issues were taken
very seriously in our home and I learned a lot of general principles that have served me
well.
It is from this highly esteemed view of our public health officials that I responded to their
input on COVID issues. Many in this field remain true to their calling and application of
medical truths. But increasingly many have veered to a political agenda totally
disregarding the public as a whole they are called to protect.
The policies that you are looking at today find their origins in this later assessment. I
would ask that instead you would work to: -support that segment of the public who need
the vaccine and will be helped by it
-support that segment of the public who will be harmed by the vaccine and work to
protect them
-And in all cases work to validate the basic truth that natural antibodies are the best
protection any of us could have. Validate that statement to the public and welcome them
with open arms in all places.
I also would ask that you would reject political views and acknowledge medicines that
have proven to be highly effective in treating Covid and encourage their use. Doctors and
hospitals have their hands tied politically and are prevented from using ‘good medicine’
and living up to the high standards and truths of science and their own consciences. This
honestly is the worst case scenario and abusive use of public health authority. My dad
would be turning over in his grave! That is not the heart or the purpose of public health.
It is not public health but government control.
I would ask that you would have courage to rid us of the current CDC regulatory
demands in the hospitals and instead give doctors the freedom to use medicines and
protocols that have found to be helpful and protective to their patients.
It has always been my belief that that was the true bottom line of the health department.
The policies you were looking at are political and punitive and horrifically
unconstitutional.
I would put out a call to your true public health hearts… Which means looking at each
area of the public and what is best for them. I hope I am right and that I have struck a
chord in the sincerity of your efforts.
Sincerely,
Paula Gough
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 3:50:28 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: It’s these mandates down
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From: Sidney Johnson <sidneyjohnson313@comcast.net>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 3:49 PM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: It’s these mandates down

External Email
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: saul garcia
Sent: 1/12/2022 12:09:46 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Board of health meeting
External Email
Why is there such thing as a mask mandate? Why dont you leave it up to choice? If its as
serious as you claim people will voluntarily use masks or get vaccinated. I think its
ridiculous that you make it a mandatory.
I suggest to your board to get rid of ANY such mandates and let people be free like we’re
supposed to be. Inslee needs to get a clue

______________________________________________
From: Patty Flickner
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:12:23 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Patrick Lannigan
Sent: 1/9/2022 7:45:36 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 12:36:04 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: WA State Board of Health Voting to Add Covid 19 Vaccine requirement to
schools.

From: rojane.maybee@gmail.com <rojane.maybee@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 12:28 PM
To: 'RoJane Maybee' <rojane.maybee@gmail.com>
Subject: WA State Board of Health Voting to Add Covid 19 Vaccine requirement to
schools.

External Email
Hello board members,

I am writing to you as I am a very concerned parent regarding the possibility of this
Covid 19 vaccine becoming mandatory for my children to attend school. I live in Bellevue
and have two children in the schools there. I know there is much controversy
surrounding this topic, therefore, besides explaining my concern for my children’s safety,
there is the fact that myself as well as many, many other parents that would have to
unenroll my children should be become a requirement.

I listen closely to the facts that are out there and respect and hold on to what was spoke
on October 26th, 2021 at the FDA Advisory Board Meeting. It is my hope that you are
familiar with the results of this board meeting as certainly it is not about making every
child be vaccinated. They actually “do not” recommend this vaccine for healthy children,
the approval for children was to make it available to those that have a compromised
immune system and there is no proof that this vaccine will prevent transmission. If you
have not seen this Board Meeting video, you should for sure watch it as thousands of
parents have and are not comfortable having something put into their children’s arm that
has not been tested….and….the virus has mutated into mild cold like symptoms which
only enrich our children’s immune system making them stronger.

Please, please consider all the facts and what is best for our children. We all know that it
is having them in school, learning, learning socialization and being kids.

I have always thought how great it would be if some of the zillion hours spent on TV on
everything horrible about this virus would be spent on listing and talking about how we
can help our immune become strong to be able to fight off any cold, flu etc…,zinc,
Vitamin C etc. etc. etc. But nothing – to me that would be helping our children and the

World.

Thank you for reading this.

I have my fingers crossed that you will make the right decision!

Thank you!

RoJane Maybee
425-941-3337

______________________________________________
From: Ashley Brown
Sent: 1/9/2022 3:24:23 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Piper McEwen
Sent: 1/6/2022 11:07:35 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 12:42:50 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: no to vaccine mandate

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: carrie a driscoll <carriedriscoll1@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 10:50 AM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>; Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH)
<Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>; Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
<Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>;
Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH) <kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
<Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>; Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
<Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>; Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH)
<Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
<Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>;
Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH) <Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: no to vaccine mandate

External Email

---------- Forwarded message --------From: carrie a driscoll <carriedriscoll1@gmail.com <mailto:carriedriscoll1@gmail.com>
>
Date: Fri, Jan 7, 2022, 4:44 AM
Subject: Public Comments for WSBOH Members from March EH Committee Special
Meeting
To: wsboh@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:wsboh@sboh.wa.gov> <wsboh@sboh.wa.gov
<mailto:wsboh@sboh.wa.gov> >

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid 19.

The vaccines are only Emergency Use Authorized. There are no long-term studies to
document any history of safety. Studies do now document that vaccinated and
unvaccinated can both transmit Covid. Therefore the vaccine apparently does not stop
the spread of the disease.

Mandatory Covid 19 Vaccines will segregate many children from an equal education. This
mandate does not support equity diversity and inclusion.

Thank you,
Carrie Driscoll

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 10:33:51 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Oppose any mandate on Covid shots for children

From: Violina Pimonenko <Vpimon@hotmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 8:46 AM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Oppose any mandate on Covid shots for children

External Email

Honorable Board member,

I am asking you to OPPOSE any mandate on Covid shots for children as a requirement to
attend K-12 public schools.
Children are at extremely low risk for Covid. There are no long-term studies to document
any history of safety. Studies do now document that vaccinated can both transmit Covid,
therefore, the vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of the disease.

Thank you,
Violina Pimonenko

Get Outlook for Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2FAAb9ysg&data=04%7C

______________________________________________
From: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
Sent: 1/11/2022 8:46:21 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Teresa Moyer

--Samantha Pskowski (she/her/hers)
Washington State Board of Health
360-789-2358

From: Teri Jobs <teri.lee.moyer@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, January 10, 2022 9:34 PM
To: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Teresa Moyer

External Email
My name is Teresa Moyer a long time Washington resident in Vancouver Washington.
Please do not go forward with this mandate of vaccines for all people and especially
children. There is no data or research supporting factual scientific data that these
vaccines are safer then natural immunity or early treatments. Getting everyone vaccine
will not stop transmission. These vaccines are causing genocide and adverse reactions off
the charts. Please stop vaccines.
Saying no to
WAC 246-100-070
WAC 246-100-045
WAC 246-100-040
WAC 246-100
WAC 246-105

Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Debbie Oglesby
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:54:00 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Mandatory Covid Shots for Children
External Email
This is not the states business. This should be left up to the parents who will decide and
do what is best for their child/children. This needs to be dismissed. There is no need for
discussion. The state does not own our children and they need to keep out of family
business.

Debbie Oglesby

Sent from Mail
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.microsoft.com%2Ffwlink%2F%
for Windows

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/11/2022 1:16:50 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Tomorrow’s meeting

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov>
360-236-4105

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01%
| Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH%
|Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: The Scoters <scoters@zohomail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2022 1:15 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Tomorrow’s meeting

External Email
Dear Ms. Davis,

The present situation with omicron is no longer a health emergency. People are not dying
from covid anymore, not in numbers that make for a public emergency. People have
always died from influenzas and pneumonias, from car wrecks and drownings, and we
don’t abandon our God-given rights in an effort to stamp out all of these possible deaths.
The extreme measures you contemplate in dealing with what has become a minor threat
would further hurt adults and children instead of helping them. Whatever power
structures exist in your Codes, you don’t have a moral right to trample on peoples’s
‘…life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.’

You have no moral authority to impose mandatory shots into people’s bodies. People own
their own bodies. You do not own other people’s bodies. You may not do as you see fit

with other people’s bodies. The people who imprisoned Martin Luther King, Jr.—did they
have the legal right to do that? The bus driver who asked Rosa Parks to go to the back of
the bus—did he have the right to do that? The national guard and police who blasted civil
rights protestors with water hoses and set dogs on them—did they have the right to do
that? Yes, they had a “right” by the laws and policies of the day, but they were in the
wrong. The hindsight of history shows to all that they were wrong. The truth will out;
many people already know that it is wrong of you to contemplate involuntary detention
of citizens. Future people will absolutely know it, just like we absolutely know who was
right in the civil rights movement led by MLK.

We also know who was morally right when the Japanese American citizens were
involuntarily concentrated into camps. We know who was wrong. Monetary reparations
and public apology was awarded decades later to Japanese American citizens—right here
in WA—who were involuntarily detained into camps at that shameful time.

There will be only shame for those who act immorally to involuntarily detain and/or bully
citizens and children into camps and near-forced requirement of experimental injections.
We Americans know that our legal rights to “life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness”
are solid both in Constitutional law and in the moral law which is written in our hearts.

I urge you not to overstep whatever powers you have to do whatever you want in this
little day. Tomorrow morning, please remember that both yourself and your fellow
citizens alike are all ‘created equal’ and have ‘unalienable rights.’ We hold these truths to
be self-evident, that involuntary detainment of citizens is wrong, and mandating
experimental shots for children against the will of their parents is wrong. Please maintain
the public trust by respecting our unalienable rights.

Sincerely,
Deirdre Forman
WA resident

______________________________________________
From: Brian Johnson
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:09:15 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Written statement
External Email
Below is my written statement for the Board of Health.
Esteemed Board of Health members,

I am against added state power related to COVID-19

My name is Brian Johnson, I am an expert in aerosols. Over the last year I have
consulted and presented to many in our state on how to remove pathogenic aerosols like
Covid-19 from buildings in order to protect occupants. In addition to presenting and
educating leading building designers, I have worked with K-12 and higher education
school representatives to make state schools safer, last year I presented twice to
Governor Inslee's advisors on how to easily remove and dilute infectious aerosols like
COVID-19 in buildings to a level below a reasonable contagious dosage.

The response to COVID-19 has been a very unusual one. The media has propagated fear
tirelessly.

We are almost exactly at the two-year mark of this virus causing sickness in our nation
and state.

These are the facts that I took from the Washington DOH website (01/12/2022)

Deaths 10,028 as recorded between Jan 19, 2020, and Jan 12, 2022, (That is
approximately 5,000 annualized).
Per WA DOH 1.0% of confirmed cases resulted in death.

Confirmed cases are at 864,064

Our state has a population of 7,705,281 as of 2020. Dividing that by 5,000 deaths a year
we conclude that over a one-year period approximately 0.0006489 died of a variant of

COVID-19 or a complication of another disease combined with a variant of COVID-19.
Every death is sad. Making overarching changes to laws for 100% of humans in our state
would be over reactive considering these numbers. People have had the opportunity to
take emergency use mRNA vaccines and there are alternative treatments that have
proven effective as well, and I anticipate more to come.

One of the most encouraging things to me is that we know we have asymptomatic cases.
These cases give antibody immunity to society and often do not get included in the case
count since the people do not know their bodies fought COVID-19. This is good news
since these humans’ immune systems can so easily fight and recover from the infection.

Currently the case number is nearly double the previous peaks, yet the death count has
steadily been dropping from the teens during November to single digits in the last week.
This is excellent news and sad that it is not getting more attention. I do anticipate a rise
in death count, but the current evidence indicates the death count per case is drastically
lower than it has been previously.
This indicates we have people with strong immune responses that lead to sickness and
end in recovery. COVID-19. It is like a flu that is continually changing and creating
different variants that our body’s immune systems fight effectively.

Washington state Board of Health I am thankful you are here to help our society live
healthy and fulfilling lives. Fear and anxiety have been proven to weaken the human
immune system and clearly are not fulfilling. I encourage the Board of Health to provide
information like what I have, to clearly inform and contradict the fear that the media is
plaguing our state with. Caution is smart and I think our population has been educated in
caution. Making legal changes based on a number like 0.00065 is not good science.

Best Regards
Brian Johnson

______________________________________________
From: Brian Schroeder
Sent: 1/10/2022 4:20:43 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Darla Haworth
Sent: 1/11/2022 7:34:20 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: requirement fo school age children.
External Email
I am very confused in what country we are living in. Why is goverment taking people
rights away. The parents of children should decide in they want shots for covid or even a
adult. this well make people want to leave state or home school children. Please dont
make a mistake for the people and children. darla

______________________________________________
From: olugak
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:16:46 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: WAC mandatory "emergency" covid orders
External Email
My name is Don Ahlers. I live in Chelan, WA. I am against the vaccine mandates.
Thank you for thaking my vote into consideration
Don Ahlers
Chelan,WA

Sent with ProtonMail
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fprotonmail.com%2F&data=04%7C
Secure Email.

______________________________________________
From: Angela Roughton
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:46:32 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Angelika Baglay
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:40:46 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
Sent: 1/12/2022 7:51:38 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Jan 12th Health Board

From: iyamnobaudi@hushmail.com <iyamnobaudi@hushmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2022 10:20 PM
To: Haag, Hannah R (SBOH) <Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Fwd: Jan 12th Health Board

External Email

----- Forwarded message from iyamnobaudi@hushmail.com
<mailto:iyamnobaudi@hushmail.com> ----Date: 1/11/2022 at 10:06 PM
Subject: Jan 12th Health Board
To: cuanabear@protonmail.com <mailto:cuanabear@protonmail.com>
To whom this concerns,
We have seen the enemy and it is the corrupted, bribed, coerced and complicit federal,
state and city governments who have deliberately engaged in this planned-demic to
create the greatest crime against humanity to date. You have destroyed our economy,
social structure, abused our children who are essentially immune from this 99.9%
survival rate flu. And then assaulting the population with a toxic life threatening
inoculation which has permanently injured millions and outright killed hundreds of
thousands, far exceeding any legitimate deaths from this flu, which has been gone for
over a year now. The medical and scientific fraud is staggering, the cognizant dissonance
and malice of Inslee's office and his very questionable relationship with the genocidal
maniac and international despot Bill Gates in inexcusable. All the while using a fraudulent
testing procedure(97% false positive and which tap water gives a positive result ) to
further cripple the population is beyond reprehensible. Any further ridiculous and
draconian behavior from this body will not be tolerated. This fascist agenda Inslee is
engaged in is an act of terrorism and treason and along with all your names , address
and email, his information and crimes will be handed over to the Nuremberg court
currently in session. I pray you do the right thing and rescind any further crimes against
the people by supporting this fraud but i know you, like the despotic school board, are
bribed and incentivized with billons of our tax dollars by this illegit Biden admin to assault
the people and our children. You will be held responsible for your complicity and you
complacency. Like DC, MSM, CDC, AMA, WHO, NHS, etc.,.this governing body has
become the enemy thru your treasonous crimes against our republic and our
constitution. There has never been a pandemic, no excess death and which effected less
than one half of one percent of the population and for this you threaten concentration
camps and police intrusion into our homes and businesses. Have you no morality or
conscience?

This adventure has pointed out the incompetence and fraud which is the medical industry
and how our despotic politician's prey on the people. Those who have awakened will
never sleep again. I, for one, will never comply with this criminal enterprise, or my
children and grand children. We have seen the enemy.

Sincerely,
Stephen Joseph Strickland
705 N. Main, Deer Park, WA
99006

______________________________________________
From: Olga Nikora
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:27:27 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Alex Belenkiy
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:54:42 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Pammela Gilmour
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:19:59 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Debbie Blodgett
Sent: 1/12/2022 2:46:13 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: New WSBOH Rules re COVID Vaccine
External Email
Dear Members of the Washington Board of Health,

I was on the Zoom meeting today and was awaiting my name to be called to make public
comment. I have been in charge of zoom meetings before and found your team lacked
the professionalism necessary to make it a productive meeting. Giving only one minute
for public comment and cutting people off was abhorrent.

The state of Washington is becoming a communist state in more ways than I ever
thought would happen in my lifetime. I have lived here for over 40 years and fell in love
with this part of the country. It is becoming apparent that your power hungry and control
hungry administration believes you know what is best for the general public and our
children and grandchildren. By inoculating our bodies with an unproven, unsuccessful
vaccine make absolutely no sense what so ever.

It will become more likely the population of this state will move out to become free
citizens of the USA in a less restrictive state, which by the numbers being reported by
UHaul and Allied Van Lines it has already begun. My understanding that the numbers of
children who have not registered for public education is going to plummet due to your
mandates. Therefore, the amount of money allotted to each school district will also go
down. What exactly are you trying to accomplish here?

Taking away our right to choose, our right to promote our own health decisions will not
stand with the people of this state.

God help us all,

Debra Blodgett

Sent from Mail
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.microsoft.com%2Ffwlink%2F%
for Windows

______________________________________________
From: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 5:04:46 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Gordiyenko

--Samantha Pskowski (she/her/hers)
Washington State Board of Health
360-789-2358
-----Original Message----From: Inna Gordiyenko <inchik_02@yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 10:41 AM
To: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Gordiyenko
External Email
I am Inna Gordiyenko together with my husband and kids completely against any of the
proposed Covid policies that are over reaching and immoral. This is something that no
one should tell me what to do. It’s my body, my health and my choice. Who gave the
right to government to decide and use our tax money against us. We stand against these
proposed WAC’s: WAC-246-100-070, WAC-246-100-045, WAC-246-100-040, WAC-246100, WAC-246-105 Please hear our voices and may God give you strength and wisdom to
stand agains all the evil.
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: amber ramsey
Sent: 1/10/2022 7:19:24 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Bob Johnson
Sent: 1/8/2022 9:07:52 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Anna Petrila
Sent: 1/12/2022 11:35:39 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Mandates in WA State
External Email
To whom this may concern,
I am concerned with the recent proposed Covid 19 policies in WA State. I believe it's
unconstitutional to force vaccines on individuals and children. There hasn't been enough
research on children and on how these boosters are affecting long-term health.
Vaccinated individuals are still getting covid-19 and this new variant is not as deadly as
the previous. Not only is this vaccine the most dangerous that has ever been on the
market (per VAERs report) it doesn't stop transmission. Due to these mandates, many
healthcare workers have been fired and now hospitals are understaffed and returning to
work with mild Covid like symptoms. Local hospitals in the Vancouver-Portland area are
allowing vaccinated employees to return to work five days after a positive covid test with
mild symptoms while they fired healthy unvaccinated workers. This is placing patients at
risk that are already not feeling well.
There shouldn't be a covid vaccine mandate with the health risks associated with the
shots. Also, I know more people who are vaccinated that have gotten covid than
unvaccinated. Most unvaccinated individuals I know are very cautious and wear their
masks and avoid public gatherings. Also, WA State is completely ignoring natural
immunity and how more effective it is against COVID. What happened to medical choice?
We should be able to make our own medical decisions regarding our own health.
Also, how do you explain the WAC 246-100-045? In the zoom meeting, you shared that
you won't be forcing people into quarantine facilities but your WAC policies, they indicate
that healthcare officers can quarantine people against their will.
Thank you for your time,
Anna Maduta

______________________________________________
From: Erin Harvey
Sent: 1/8/2022 12:06:58 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Gary Davis
Sent: 1/8/2022 7:33:40 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 4:24:37 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vote NO for mandates on children.

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov
360-236-4105
Website| Facebook |Twitter
-----Original Message----From: Carole Bell <carole.j.bell@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 2:28 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Cc: Carole Bell <cbell@ecswa.org>
Subject: Vote NO for mandates on children.
External Email
Vote No on vaccine mandates for children .
Carole and Tom Bell
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Phil Davenport
Sent: 1/6/2022 12:25:33 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: My Public Comments
External Email
I am strongly opposed to any mandatory or involuntary requirements being imposed
upon free citizens of the USA, especially children. The governed must individually consent
to any proposal. Criminals are a different matter. If any such requirements are
recommended by the BOH, they must be based on a very compelling and undisputed
case based on well-established proof of cause of mass death, and must first apply to
criminals and aliens, but must be voluntary for citizens who have no criminal record.
Sincerely,
Philip J. Davenport

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/8/2022 12:51:31 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: UNBELIEVABLE

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov
360-236-4105
Website| Facebook |Twitter
-----Original Message----From: Dave Adams <dadams@millersheating.com>
Sent: Saturday, January 8, 2022 11:01 AM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: UNBELIEVABLE
External Email
I need to voice my concern that it has been brought to my attention some very
disturbing allegations . Is it true that there are plans in place to give the State Board of
Health power to FORCE VACCINATIONS? And then power to have police arrest and detain
people for observing their constitutional right to CHOOSE whether they are vaccinated or
not? These allegations and plans are WAY OVER THE LINE of State government. There is
so much scientific and medical evidence that Covid vaccines are harmful especially in
CHILDREN. It is the Parents ,for children ,and adults individual right and responsibility to
CHOOSE their health care. I am watching and holding each individual in Government
responsible for their vote and position on this issue.
Sincerely
David Adams
President/Owner
Miller's Heating & Air
6109 NE HWY 99
VANCOUVER WA 98665
Cell 360-772-2000

______________________________________________
From: Debbie Anderson
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:11:42 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Valentina Semivrazhnov
Sent: 1/11/2022 12:11:43 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:01:12 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vaccines

From: Dave McKamey <saggiosrp@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 6:28 PM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Vaccines

External Email
I would like to express my extreme opposition to implementation of a COVID 19 vaccine
requirement for schools in Washington State.

1. No COVID vaccine available in the United States has received FDA approval. All
available vaccines, including the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine, are being administered under
an Emergency Use Authorization. The only “approved” COVID 19 vaccine is Comirnaty,
and it is not available in the United States and there is no anticipated date for its
availability. (This “smoke and mirrors” approach by the FDA is the subject of numerous
lawsuits and a Federal Judge recently rejected Pfizer’s claim that the 2 products are
interchangeable: Federal Judge Rejects DOD Claim That Pfizer EUA and Comirnaty
Vaccines Are ‘Interchangeable’ • Children's Health Defense (childrenshealthdefense.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fchildrenshealthdefense.org%2F&da
) Since EUA products cannot be mandated per the Nuremberg Code, this alone should be
enough to stop consideration of making vaccines mandatory.

2. Children are statistically at zero risk of dying from COVID. Their survival rate is in the
range of 99.997-99.998% or, put another way, their risk of dying with COVID is less than
2 in every 1,000,000 children. The very few children who are listed as COVID deaths did
not die OF COVID, but rather WITH COVID as anyone being admitted to a hospital
nowadays is tested. I challenge the Washington State Board of Health to show medical
records for even one child who has died OF COVID. Where there’s no risk, there can be
no benefit.

3. No one knows the long term risks of these vaccines. You may remember that one of
the members of the FDA Advisory Committee infamously said, “We are never going to
learn about how safe thie vaccine is until we start giving it” Dr. Eric Ruben, Editor in
Chief NEJM The studies Pfizer conducted were woefully underpowered. This is an analysis
of 10 Red Flags associated with Pfizer’s studies: Ten red flags in the FDA’s risk-benefit
analysis of Pfizer’s EUA application to inject American children 5 to 11 with its mRNA
product – Commentary – America's Frontline Doctors (americasfrontlinedoctors.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Famericasfrontlinedoctors.org%2F&d

)

Force vaccinating healthy children for a disease that doesn’t affect them to make adults
feel safe is a new low for humanity. Please do the right thing and do not require these
vaccinations for school age children.

______________________________________________
From: Patricia van zant
Sent: 1/8/2022 7:19:57 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/12/2022 1:52:18 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Concerned citizens opposes all vaccine mandates

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov
360-236-4105
Website| Facebook |Twitter
-----Original Message----From: Ensy <ensy@comcast.net>
Sent: Wednesday, January 12, 2022 1:51 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Concerned citizens opposes all vaccine mandates
External Email
Hi Michelle,
I am writing this email regarding the potential Washington state vaccine mandate for
schools. Without going into great scientific debate, there is no discernment between
vaccinated and unvaccinated people regarding contracting Covid or transmitting Covid.
The Covid vaccines are not effective. The vaccines are actually not true vaccines by
definition.
The second fact is that mandating experimental drugs on the general public is a violation
of our constitutional rights living in the United States. Now our state is looking to
mandate this on children in whom these drugs are not studied or approved. Comirnaty as
a brand name is actually not being dispensed in the US at this time. We continue to use
emergency stock piles of Pfizer’s drug as well as Moderna which is not FDA approved, yet
“counts” if you want to be considered vaccinated! No approval and not enough evidence
for approval. The practice of distributing drugs not approved is illegal by so many laws
we don’t have time to discuss. No other vaccine to date has performed like this.
I am adamantly opposed any mandate for the Covid vaccine regardless of which one. We
have a right to chose what goes in our bodies and how we manage the health of our
children. This mandate for vaccinations for kids to be in school will cause parents to
remove their children from this school system as well as physically moving from this
state. Highly educated well paid taxpayers are leaving the state of Washington in droves
because of Jay Inslees mandates and rules. This will be the final straw for thousands of
people because we are NOT willing to be the experiment for Inslees political agenda.
I am happy to expand on the scientific data and information if you would like more
information.
Thank you for you time.
Rachel Enselman
Life long Washington State resident

______________________________________________
From: Alla karpenko
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:10:39 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Valerie Stewart
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:01:08 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Val Stewart public comment for 1/12/22 BOH meeting

attachments\7362761288C94F36_Val Stewart 1.12.22 BOH comment.pdf
External Email
Dear Board Members,
Here's my comment for today's meeting. Thank you.
Respectfully yours,
Val Stewart
-Valerie Stewart
Certified Sustainable Building Advisor
ACSM Certified Exercise Physiologist
425-420-8816

Good morning Board Members,
My name is Val Stewart and I am commenting as a former teacher, parent, and
grandparent. Early on, COVID-19 was indeed deadly but not for the children. An
extremely small percentage of children were vulnerable to COVID-19 and needed
protection, but not all of them.
From the standpoint of the three areas of consideration for evaluating
whether COVID-19 vaccine should be mandated for school entry, it has failed the
test on all counts in my opinion. Vaccine Effectiveness is waning especially in light
of the latest variant which continues to evade even the boosters on the most
part. In regards to Disease Burden, mortality and morbidity of this subset of the
population is miniscule. And then Implementation which involves testing, keeps
changing. How can you even tell whether tests can actually measure antibody
levels from either having had COVID or the vaccine? PCR tests also have been
problematic and inconsistent across our state with varying cycle thresholds for
positive determination.
A parent should not be forced to vaccinate their child with these experimental
vaccines. This genetic vaccine forces the child’s body to make spike proteins
which could cause permanent damage in children’s critical organs and potentially
trigger fundamental changes to the immune system. This mRNA technology has
not been adequately tested. So are you really willing to continue this experiment
on our kids? There is no benefit for forced vaccination of children against the
small risk of the virus. Their natural immunity could actually contribute to herd
immunity which would benefit us all. Mandating these vaccines could do more
harm than good at this point.
In summary, I OPPOSE Agenda Item #8, the Board’s formation of a
Technical Advisory Group to review information about COVID-19 shots for
consideration of mandating the shots for schools. And I support agenda
item # 11. Please leave the ultimate choice of whether to vaccinate a child
with any COVID-19 shots to the parents.
Thank you for your due diligence and consideration.

______________________________________________
From: Adrienne Corn
Sent: 1/10/2022 4:14:20 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Amanda Speer
Sent: 1/8/2022 4:03:21 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Paula George
Sent: 1/12/2022 8:25:10 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group

attachments\A37D8CF4E6AD42D1_Outlook-1c0xuudr.jpg
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Paula

Paula George
Broker, Senior Real Estate Specialist
206-949-6505
paulag@windermere.com <mailto:paulag@windermere.com>
paula-george.com
Turning Houses into Homes and Properties into Lifestyles....

2010-2021 Five Star Real Estate Agent (Seattle Magazine for Outstanding Customer
Service)

______________________________________________
From: Gena Sussman
Sent: 1/8/2022 10:20:52 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Children's vaccine
External Email
To Whom it may concern,
I don't think vaccines should be mandatory for children. It is too early to tell the lasting
effects of this vaccine until given more time. You put parents in an impossible situation to
make a decision for something that has been on the market for a year. Please reconsider
making a decision now and postpone this. Thank you for your time.
Sincerely,
Gena Sussman

______________________________________________
From: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
Sent: 1/8/2022 5:20:28 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Covid 19 Mandates

--Samantha Pskowski (she/her/hers)
Washington State Board of Health
360-789-2358
-----Original Message----From: Doug Dahl <dmnatd@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 9:19 AM
To: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Covid 19 Mandates
External Email
To whom it may conern:
I am writing you to urge you to stand up against the push for vaccine mandates (for
children and adults) and to stand for medical freedom of choice. There are not enough
long term studies regarding the use of the Covid-19 vaccine and the option of natural
immunity needs to be a part of this conversation, if we are truly wanting to follow the
science.
Even the CDC and Dr. Anthony Fauci have admitted that the vaccine itself does not stop
transmission or infection. This is the logical disconnect between facts and political
agenda.
Sadly, with the push for this and the proposed policies to allow health officers to use law
enforcement to order persons involuntarily to isolation facilities or coerced medical
intervention, Washington board of health is playing with medical tyranny. Not only is all
of this discussion in direct violation of the Washington State Constitution and the US
Constitution, the proposed policies are in direct violation of the Nuremberg code article 6
section 3 that states: No government can mandate or force medical treatment without
individual consent.
Please stand for medical freedom of choice for the citizens of Washington.
-Douglas Dahl
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 5:32:26 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW:

--Samantha Pskowski (she/her/hers)
Washington State Board of Health
360-789-2358

From: Julie Riveira <julieriveira5@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 9:12 PM
To: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject:

External Email
Regarding the covid vaccination for Washington state, it should not be forced on children
or adults. It should be a choice not a mandate.
Sincerely
Julie Riveira, WA

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 9:13:26 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Fwd: Comments before Jan. 12 meeting

Get Outlook for iOS
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fo0ukef&data=04%7C0
________________________________
From: Ann M <amakar1@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 12:28:24 PM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Comments before Jan. 12 meeting
External Email
Thank you for serving on the board.
People who are "fully vaccinated" get sick and spread germs, just like others. I’m 60 and
work in two large rooms with five other adults and ten students total. The five have been
“fully vaccinated” for several months, while I have an exemption. I always wear a KN-95
mask and a cloth mask at work. Two of my co-workers tested positive for Covid in
November and were sick three weeks. My co-workers who are "fully vaccinated" are NOT
excluded from their jobs if “exposed” to Covid. If people can get sick and spread germs
regardless of vaccination status, should we ALL be excluded whenever we are "exposed
[the term is too broadly interpreted]?"

I am excluded from my job for over a week whenever one of the 15 people with whom I
work tests positive, although I’m not sick and probably have been exposed many times
over. I’m by far the eldest at work but have been keeping my immune system strong.
One of the “fully vaccinated” adults already had Covid last year but went for testing
recently when she came down with sniffles and a mild sore throat. She received a
positive Covid test result!

This situation (I’m excluded although not sick, while others who are also “exposed” can
become infected and spread germs) can repeat itself endlessly, since adults and students
can receive a positive Covid test result ad infinitum.

I have almost a 99% probability of surviving Covid, as do others. It has become like a flu
or a cold: anyone can get it, and almost everyone will survive if they have a strong
immune system.

If the board mandates that all residents receive mRNA “vaccines” or be “involuntarily
detained for isolation,” it must allow for exemptions, and it must allow time for people to
flee the state. Many will move rather than comply.

Discriminating against people based on whether they’ve received a Covid mRNA
“vaccine” is to be “vaxist,” like being bigoted, sexist, racist, anti-Catholic, or anti-Semitic.
Some people insist that the “unvaxxed” are subhuman and must be denied basic human
rights. We’ve been down this road before. Don’t make Washington continue to be a
laughingstock.

Ann Makar, Vancouver

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/11/2022 4:38:12 PM
To: DOH WSBOH,Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: FW: I SAY NO

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: Amber Cantu <ambercantu1980@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2022 4:31 PM
To: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: I SAY NO

External Email
I oppose the proposed WAC’s 246-100-070, WAC 246-100-045, WAC 246-100-040, WAC
246-100, WAC 246-105
I am completely against giving local health officers use of law enforcement and the use of
an emergency order to involuntarily detain a person or family into a quarantine facility if
they refuse the requests of medical examination, testing, treatment, counseling, or
vaccination.
I am completely against covid-19 injections as part of the school immunization
requirements using WAC 246-105

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:22:00 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: making a decision to recommend the v requirement for school aged
children on January 12.

From: Rochelle LaVatta <lavattarochelle@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 12, 2022 9:07 AM
To: Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH) <Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>; Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
<Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>; Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
<Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH) <Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>;
Donahoe, Kaitlyn N (SBOH) <kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
<Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>; Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
<Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>; Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH)
<Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>; Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
<Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>; Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
<samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
<Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH)
<Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>; DOH WSBOH <WSBOH@SBOH.WA.GOV>
Subject: Re: making a decision to recommend the v requirement for school aged children
on January 12.

External Email
Again. Please do not pass this!
My kids will be out of public school. I know so many other parents who will take there as
well.

On Wed, Jan 5, 2022 at 6:34 PM Rochelle LaVatta <lavattarochelle@gmail.com
<mailto:lavattarochelle@gmail.com> > wrote:
Hi,

I really feel you should think hard about this and not pass it. I will PULL my kids
from public school so fast if you make this a mandate. I will home school my kids and the
district will loose money.
Why do you feel you know what is best to protect my kids from this virus.
My husband and I don’t have the Jab and either will my kids.
I to know many more parents who feel the same.

School will be a ghost town and will not be able to continue and have to close
because you have no funding.

Thank you
-Rochelle LaVatta
-Rochelle LaVatta

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 10:38:48 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: NO! to new COVID policies

From: Charity Bauder <charity.bauder@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 8:14 AM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: NO! to new COVID policies

External Email
To whom it may concern:

As a constituent of Washington state I wanted my opinion to be clearly presented to
those making unconstitutional policies in our state. I am completely against all the new
proposed Covid policies including but not limited to: allowing local health officers to use
law enforcement to force an emergency order to involuntarily detain a person or group of
persons to be isolated in a quarantine facility following refusal to voluntary comply with
requests for medical examination, testing, treatment, counseling, vaccination. I also am
against requiring COVID-19 injections as part of school immunization.
The government was never created to be able to tell us what to do and decide the course
of our life for us; rather it is the people (which is me) that have the right to tell the
government (you) what I want done, and the government is to carry those deeds out.
There has been enough overstep, cheating, lying, and deceit from our government in
Washington state. Stand for right, truth, and freedom!

Charity Bauder

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/11/2022 7:43:21 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: I oppose the proposed WAC’s

-----Original Message----From: Ann Hunt <annakhunt7@aol.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2022 7:42 PM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Fwd: I oppose the proposed WAC’s
External Email
>
>∗
>
> I oppose the proposed WAC’s 246-100-070, WAC 246-100-045, WAC 246-100-040,
WAC 246-100, WAC 246-105
>
> I am completely against giving local health officers use of law enforcement and the use
of an emergency order to involuntarily detain a person or family into a quarantine facility
if they refuse the requests of medical examination, testing, treatment, counseling, or
vaccination.
>
> I am completely against covid-19 injections as part of the school immunization
requirements using WAC 246-105.

______________________________________________
From: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
Sent: 1/8/2022 5:01:59 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: I support Petition 11

--Samantha Pskowski (she/her/hers)
Washington State Board of Health
360-789-2358

From: Charyl Baziak <cbaziak@hotmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 8:02 AM
To: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: I support Petition 11

External Email
To whom it may concern:
Thank you for having this forum. I am writing in support of Petition #11 which requests
that BOH establish a new rule that prohibits requiring that anyone take an EUA product
or licensed product that has not yet completed phase 3 clinical trials. I oppose BOH
formation of a Technical Advisory Group to review information about Covid-19 shot
mandates because each person needs to weigh their medical their medical condition with
their medical provider and make an informed, personal decision. This is especially true
since the infection fatality rate for Covid-19 is low. For ages 0-7 it is o.oooo2 (99.998%
survival rate) which is statistically a zero percent death rate. Beyond that, when you
consider that most that most hospitalizations for the young are with Covid-19 and not for
Covid-19, we can know that they are not in mortal danger from Covid-19. Neither is
there a great risk of the young spreading Covid-19 to staff and teachers. The young have
a greater risk of the Covid-19 vaccine adverse reactions than of serious Covid-19 illness.
We must protect our young before we consider self-protection.
Sincerely,
Charyl Baziak

______________________________________________
From: Olesya Andreyev
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:48:19 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Mandatory vacation
External Email
That is wrong!!!

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/11/2022 2:35:28 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: SECOND DOCUMENT: Health Professional Outreach: Urgent - CEASE AND
DESIST Testing Run Against Government Standards

From: unite4truth@mailbox.org <unite4truth@mailbox.org>
Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2022 4:34 PM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Fwd: SECOND DOCUMENT: Health Professional Outreach: Urgent - CEASE AND
DESIST Testing Run Against Government Standards

External Email

---------- Original Message ---------From: unite4truth@mailbox.org <mailto:unite4truth@mailbox.org>
To: "CROfrontdesk@leg.wa.gov <mailto:CROfrontdesk@leg.wa.gov> "
<CROfrontdesk@leg.wa.gov <mailto:CROfrontdesk@leg.wa.gov> >
Date: 01/11/2022 11:09 PM
Subject: SECOND DOCUMENT: Health Professional Outreach: Urgent - CEASE AND
DESIST Testing Run Against Government Standards

Second document Covid-19 vaccine policy (fraudulent trial standards, SEVERE safety risks)

Document 2:
Date: 01/11/2022 6:53 PM
Subject: Fwd: Re: Health Professional Outreach: SEVERE Covid-19 testing problems &
Vaccine Issues -CEASE AND DESIST

CEASE AND DESIST
To: All government policy makers/educational leadership responsible for implementing
Vermont Covid-19 policy directives

Policy makers have actively misrepresented safety and efficacy of Covid-19 vaccinations
against the government public health organization and vaccine trial evidence, in an act
with serious public health ramifications for the citizens of Vermont:

Covid-19 vaccination were emergency use approved in December of 2020 on the basis of
trials which measured for mild symptom suppression
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.bmj.com%2Fcontent%2F371
, the trials did not monitor for reduction of serious outcomes (hospitalizations/mortality
reduction) nor measure for reduction in transmission of SARS Cov2 (virus attributed to
cause cluster symptoms) of Covid-19.

Further, despite multiple nations now halting/restricting use of US administered Covid-19
vaccinations due to severe safety risks (see below) with an ever expanding list of safety
investigation for SEVERE health side effects and new release of Pfizer documents
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
court-ordered-document-release-exposes-company-covered-up-covid-vaccine-deathssideeffects&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Ca777d26e432d4d6e9f1b08d9d552aa3f%7C11d
exposing the pharmaceutical company classified and withheld early safety data
correlating 1,200 deaths and 42,000 injuries in the very early weeks of the Pfizer Covid19 vaccination program, the policy makers and public health officials of Vermont charged
persist in misrepresenting the safety and benefits of Covid-19 vaccinations against
documentation the vaccinations INDUCE side effects mirroring symptoms of Covid-19
attributed diagnosis at FAR greater rates and severity than individuals will experiences
with a positive PCR test diagnosis for Covid-19 (documentation below)

Public health and policy maker leadership must immediately CEASE and DESIST
misrepresenting Covid-19 public health against data documented by WHO/CDC/FDA &
test/manufacturer and research evidence and correct course to end public health policies
which have resulted in SEVERE individual and public health harm based on FALSE
information.

Documentation and source links below

Thanks you

Original Outreach Summary: PLEASE REVIEW

(update - new Pfizer court ordered released data document the pharmaceutical
classified/deliberately suppressed early safety data showing signals which should have
resulted IN immediate withdrawal of Emergency Use authorization by existing
FDA/research study parameters for ending EUA drug approvals):

Direct links to documents may be reviewed HERE:

https://www.unite4truth.com/post/pfizer-court-ordered-document-release-exposescompany-covered-up-covid-vaccine-deaths-side-effects
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
court-ordered-document-release-exposes-company-covered-up-covid-vaccine-deathssideeffects&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Ca777d26e432d4d6e9f1b08d9d552aa3f%7C11d

Urgent:
This email is part of national outreach campaign to correct SEVERE errors in Covid-19
narratives which are actively contradicted and disproven by a cursory objective review of
the public health organization data and vaccine trial evidence. There are SEVERE testing
flaws and vaccine safety issues and the media is not objectively reviewing data which
exposes the issue. Below is a summary compilation of evidence, it is all sourced and
linked, it includes videos as well as extensive referral to CDC, FDA, WHO, & peer review
data.
Summary (each topic will be addressed below with direct source links to documentation
per the government/vaccine trial/pharmaceutical/test manufacturer data in the full letter
section - see the full body for sources & LINKS to data/evidence)
TESTING (brief summary - see full body letter for the full links to all sources)
-PCR tests - developed without virus isolate, non specific to Sars CoV2 (virus attributed
to cause Covid-19), set at cycle amplification settings above level which detect live
material (24), a positive does not equate to symptom presentation or contagion per CDC
own emergency use document, 22 expert panel peer review for International Consortium
of Science deemed the PCR test 'useless' for detection of Sars CoV2, virus attributed to
cause Covid-19 cluster symptoms (this was first nationally reported in the New York
Times over a year ago, the core issue never was corrected)
-Antigen testing: Antigen tests will produce up to 100% false positive tests when used in
low incident populations per FDA statement on November 3, 2020, the entire country
was 'low incident' population before mass administration & the 'second wave' last fall.
FDA issued a statement on November 3 2020 warning potential for mass false positives
when used in low incident populations with formula for calculating expected false positive
rate. Up to 100% false positives in low incident (Covid) populations, in my county,
utilizing the FDA's own formula - this worked out to projected 86% false positives on this

ONE error alone with use of tests.
-Antibody testing - non specific to Sars CoV2, pick up material from many other diseases,
takes many day to weeks to flag a positive result
-majority of all Covid-19 test kits and devices ever issued have been subsequently
recalled by the FDA due to bacterial/fungal contamination and faulty trial design, 100s of
millions of tests, the same companies are then rewarded with new contracts to produce
Covid-19 related devices and products with no liability due to Emergency Use Status of
Test. Millions are being recalled every month. This comprises over 270 different kits and
hundreds of millions of tests (links to FDA list and full article including extensive
information on contamination of US & global testing below)
Attribution Standards
Unscientific, designed to capture illness unrelated to Sars CoV2, misattributing
existing/other disease to Covid-19
Mass Financial incentives to hospitals to label case Covid-19 per American physician and
surgeon expose (below)
Severely flawed testing/attribution standards are falsely assigning Covid-19 diagnosis to
individuals not ill with Covid at all, or falsely labeling other disease/illness to a Covid-19
diagnosis. This is especially troubling as vaccinated individuals coming into the hospitals
with side effect symptoms of Covid-19 vaccines are not having potential vaccine
injuries/mortalities investigated with public health officials attributing these cases to
Covid-19 on the basis of severe flawed methods and not following up with autopsy study
as is occurring in other nations. (see documentation below)
US states running the tests against the recommendation standards and warning updates
issued by WHO, CDC, & FDA resulting in mass false positive tests cases
(see document below)

Action Alert: NY Legislature Introduces Citizen Detainment Bill, Documentation Letter to
Share
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
alert-ny-legislature-introduces-citizen-detainment-bill-documentation-letter-toshare&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Ca777d26e432d4d6e9f1b08d9d552aa3f%7C11d0
Vaccines:
Vaccinations do NOT stop transmission of disease, were approved for symptom
suppression, trials were based on MILD cases and did not monitor for severe outcomes
(documented in BMJ article below), vaccinations INDUCE the very symptoms as side
effects (and worse) that the drugs were EUA to stop at rates far greater than individuals
experience with positive PCR test diagnosis of Covid-19 (this is due to test settings and
methods generating false positives, not asymptomatic transmission, see below) - Drugs
which do NOT prevent spread of disease are useless as a public health containment
measure, yet policy makers and media continue to tell the public individuals should be
vaccinated to 'protect others' Vaccinations are being recalled in countries around the globe due to safety issues, seven
European nations have halted or restricted Moderna due to myocarditis risk, Taiwan has
suspended Moderna for under 18s due to myocarditis risk, Norway stops Johnson &
Johnson due to blood clot risks, other nations are undergoing FAR more thorough post
mortem review than US - major anaphylactic events at vaccination clinic in Vietnam (4
out of 700 students went into anaphylatic shock, one dead,

15 Swedish scientists have issued press release in British Medical Journal demanding
Sweden cease Pfizer vaccinations due to trial fraud, Pfizer court ordered release of
documents shows the company withheld severe side effects documented in trials and
withheld over 1200 death reports which occurred in the first weeks of program. Pfizer is
currently seeking to withhold further release of documents until 2096
Physician & nurse whistleblowers testifying globally before panels including military
physician who testified she had to ground three pilots in one morning due to myocarditis,
physicians who report their own injuries to CDC are not being followed up, trial
participants whistleblow on lack of f/u and monitoring of their symptoms
(links to video below)
Severe safety signals with German news reviewing recent occurrence of myocarditis &
deaths of athletes - in Europe, the rate has gone from 2 to 8 per year now over 75 in five
months with the same pattern occurring globally at the same time warning labels have
been added to mRNA vaccinations - some countries are recommending against strenuous
activity post Covid-19 mRNA vaccination, and both the American Hearth Association
researchers and British trial institutions are duplicating research showing dramatic
increased in cardiac inflammation post Covid-19 mRNA vaccination - Moderna could not
get past regular safety trials in 2017
(this pattern is occurring in students/public servants/soldiers/health professionals who
are often mandated to take vaccination to retain employment)
Several US educators and athletic coaches died over the past weekend, two on school
premises, we are monitoring this trend as a safety signal & it bears careful scrutiny
including two SUNY coaches and a teacher, this continues a global trend of sudden
deaths occurring in conjunction with timing of Covid-19 vaccine program and extensive
documentation of increased heart inflammation risk now coming in from major medical
journals - full details here:

https://www.unite4truth.com/post/myocarditis-covid-19-vaccinations-alarming-trend-ofincreasing-athletes-students-teacher-deaths
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
covid-19-vaccinations-alarming-trend-of-increasing-athletes-students-teacherdeaths&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Ca777d26e432d4d6e9f1b08d9d552aa3f%7C11d
-New court ordered Pfizer document release exposes company misrepresented safety
data, suppressed 42,000 injury and over 1,200 death reports, company has filed to
withhold the rest of the requested vaccine trial and preliminary vaccine contract
documents until 2096 -CDC is failing to record deaths occurring post Covid-19 vaccine as related to vaccination
even when autopsy, treating physician, and coroner state vaccination correlated to death
(even in cases of anaphylaxis occurring within minutes to hours of vaccination
-CDC is manipulating the reporting standards to suppress inclusion of vaccine injured in
official reports, this includes categorizing individuals as unvaccinated if they are not two
weeks post vaccine, utilizing different cycle threshold standards to report cases between
vaccinated and unvaccinated
-CDC is MASS backloading VAERS injury reports (83% of VAERS data is submitted by
MANDATORY reporters, see below) - Early VAERS reports have increased from 56,000 to
over 414,000 for the first 3 1/2 months of vaccine program, the occurrence data of injury
is nearly all within this early period, CDC is withholding submission date, ages, and other
central information from reports. A group contact has now filed a Freedom of Information
act request to demand release of ALL reports submitted. In conjunction with the latest

court released Pfizer Covid-19 documentation showing mass withholding of adverse
events and early deaths (see below), this very much indicates a deliberate attempt to
withhold safety data from the public, Pfizer is currently seeking to withhold Covid-19
vaccine data until 2096)
Update (latest blog not included in letter below, important) - links to court documents
from FOI Pfizer Court Ruling included -UK physician whistleblower video on British major
news network included:
New Pfizer documents expose company deliberately withheld evidence showing severe
safety signals, misrepresented findings to FDA:

https://www.unite4truth.com/post/pfizer-court-ordered-document-release-exposescompany-covered-up-covid-vaccine-deaths-side-effects
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
court-ordered-document-release-exposes-company-covered-up-covid-vaccine-deathssideeffects&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Ca777d26e432d4d6e9f1b08d9d552aa3f%7C11d
Full letter with evidence: SOURCE LINKS HERE - PLEASE REVIEW
TESTING
The central test for Covid-19 diagnosis is the RT PCR test. This test was developed
without any Sars CoV2 virus isolate (virus attributed to cause symptoms of Covid-19), it
has been set at cycle amplification rates over the limit at which the test will pick up ANY
live material (24 cycles), the test is NON specific to Covid-19 a positive does NOT mean
individual is ill or contagious due to Sars CoV2 presence (this is stated directly in the CDC
emergency use guide lines for the test)
Additionally, peer review by the International Consortium of Science 22 expert panel on
the science paper on which the testing is based found 10 severe flaws with the testing
and deemed it ‘useless’ for detection of the virus:

“In light of our re-examination of the test protocol to identify SARS-CoV-2 described in
the Corman-Drosten paper we have identified concerning errors and inherent fallacies
which render the SARS-CoV-2 PCR test useless’.
https://cormandrostenreview.com/report/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fcormandrostenreview.com%2Frep

(some have written of problems with above link - you can reference paper here as well,
but we are trying to keep to direct sources):
https://amirmortasawi.files.wordpress.com/2020/12/corman-drosten-review-reportnov.-2020.pdf
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Famirmortasawi.files.wordpress.com
drosten-review-report-nov.2020.pdf&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Ca777d26e432d4d6e9f1b08d9d552aa3f%7C1
Several international courts have ruled AGAINST the use of this testing due to severe
errors and the testing NOT being substantive evidence of a Covid-19 diagnosis including
Austria & German, there are numerous pending trials on the testing issue.
Documentation with direct source links to testing issues including WHO, FDA, & CDC data
may be found here:
https://www.unite4truth.com/post/cease-desist-covid-19-leadership-testing-vaccinespolicies-violate-licensing-ethical-standards

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
desist-covid-19-leadership-testing-vaccines-policies-violate-licensing-ethicalstandards&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Ca777d26e432d4d6e9f1b08d9d552aa3f%7C

Video of Dr Kevin Corbett explaining the testing/virus isolation standard issues:
https://www.oraclefilms.com/kevincorbett
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.oraclefilms.com%2Fkevincor
Rapid antigen testing are equally flawed with the FDA issuing a statement on November
3, 2020 stating antigen tests may create up to 100% false positive when used in low
incident population per a formula based on test specificity and incidence rate. (the entire
US was a low incident population before the government ordered tens of millions of these
tests before the ‘second wave’ in the fall of 2020), the same is occurring now:

Documentation HERE:
https://www.unite4truth.com/post/stop-forced-covid-19-antigen-testing-in-schoolsstates-going-against-fda-recommendations-strategy
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
forced-covid-19-antigen-testing-in-schools-states-going-against-fda-recommendationsstrategy&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Ca777d26e432d4d6e9f1b08d9d552aa3f%7C11
The state public health departments are running the tests against the protocol warnings
and testing protocol updates issued by CDC/FDA/WHO - full review HERE:

https://www.unite4truth.com/post/action-alert-ny-legislature-introduces-citizendetainment-bill-documentation-letter-to-share
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
alert-ny-legislature-introduces-citizen-detainment-bill-documentation-letter-toshare&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Ca777d26e432d4d6e9f1b08d9d552aa3f%7C11d0
The TESTING is creating a never ending cycle of test/false positive diagnosis/lockdown –
the TESTING is driving the cases not infection:
Additionally, hundreds of millions of Covid-19 testing kits have been recalled globally
since the inception of the program, MILLIONS every month, no effort to issue any
correction to the case data or investigate this ongoing scandal is being made by policy
makers or media organizations despite mass outreach by health professionals to flag the
problem. This testing is Emergency Use Only Approved so there is NO liability for
producing faulty testing and the companies producing these worthless tests are
immediately rewarded with additional contracts:
Here is the direct link to the FDA list (which the site has now archived and buried – and
they stopped updating it in October despite new recalls since that date, 2 million more
were recalled last week). This should be a front page expose, we have crickets:

FDA RECALL LIST/Covid-19 tests and devices Please open the link at the third box for the
full list for list:
https://web.archive.org/web/20211009152633/https://www.fda.gov/medicaldevices/coronavirus-covid-19-and-medical-devices/removal-lists-tests-should-no-longerbe-used-andor-distributed-covid-19-faqs-testing-sars-cov-2
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fweb.archive.org%2Fweb%2F2021
devices%2Fcoronavirus-covid-19-and-medical-devices%2Fremoval-lists-tests-should-nolonger-be-used-andor-distributed-covid-19-faqs-testing-sars-cov2&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Ca777d26e432d4d6e9f1b08d9d552aa3f%7C11d0e21

Full article: (article documents millions of tests removed for contamination issues as well
as documented by the FDA)
https://www.unite4truth.com/post/contaminated-covid-19-tests-millions-removed-frommarket-implicated-in-india-black-fungal-outbreak
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
covid-19-tests-millions-removed-from-market-implicated-in-india-black-fungaloutbreak&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Ca777d26e432d4d6e9f1b08d9d552aa3f%7C1
The testing is unsuitable for detection of Sars CoV2 per above evidence from FDA, WHO,
CDC, and serious peer review research
Use of testing unsuitable for detection of Sars CoV2 invalidates all case data, research
studies (including vaccine/drug trials), individual diagnosis made on the basis of testing
results. All hospitalization and mortality numbers corrupted.
‘Variants’ are diagnosed with the same testing which is USELESS for detection of Sars
CoV2. Omnicron has no more validity than any other Covid-19 diagnosis, the TESTS DO
NOT WORK
The reason Africa basically has no Covid is simple. They are NOT administering the
testing which is driving the cases, and they are NOT seeing hospital increases right now
because vaccine injuries are driving the admissions not Covid-19. This is not a 'mystery',
the government evidence clearly shows what is driving it! (Covid isn't just magically
skipping over it)!

https://apnews.com/article/coronavirus-pandemic-science-health-pandemics-unitednations-fcf28a83c9352a67e50aa2172eb01a2f
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fapnews.com%2Farticle%2Fcorona
pandemic-science-health-pandemics-united-nationsfcf28a83c9352a67e50aa2172eb01a2f&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Ca777d26e432d4

ATTRIBUTION STANDARDS
The media has allowed public health officials to false attribute existing disease (or no
disease at all – asymptomatic infection is not infection, it is based on faulty testing
methods and results) on unscientific attribution standards
A hospitalization is catalogued as a Covid-19 hospitalization regardless of reason for
admission based on faulty testing
A mortality is catalogued as a Covid-19 death on the basis of faulty testing OR symptom
presentation which mirrors many other diseases
The attribution standards are DESIGNED to capture other illness/disease and assign it as
a Covid-19 case – please review this post for full documentation with source links from
CDC/WHO & other sources:

The average age of death is over 80 with four co-existing serious conditions in 96% of
cases – the label of Covid-19 is assigned through testing unsuitable for detection of virus
or symptom presentation which mirror many other illness.
https://www.unite4truth.com//post/government-data-destroys-public-official-covidclaims-covid-19-deaths-cases-hospitalization
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2F%2Fpos
data-destroys-public-official-covid-claims-covid-19-deaths-caseshospitalization&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Ca777d26e432d4d6e9f1b08d9d552aa3f%

Worse, hospitals are given MASS financial incentives to label hospital
admission/mortalities Covid-19 – American Physician and Surgeons report 100,000
incentive:
https://aapsonline.org/bidens-bounty-on-your-life-hospitals-incentive-payments-forcovid-19/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faapsonline.org%2Fbidensbounty-on-your-life-hospitals-incentive-payments-for-covid19%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Ca777d26e432d4d6e9f1b08d9d552aa3f%7C11d
(this blog regrets this is being politicized in this article however the information is
accurate – both ‘sides’ have been acting against public health interests in their push for
vaccines and unnecessary Covid protocols)
Vaccines/Drug Cures
Due to the above evidence, it is clear that there is NO need to mass manufacture
vaccinations/drugs to prevent/cure infections generated through faulty testing/attribution
standards. And, even if one takes the data ENTIRELY as presented by officials without
considering any of the above evidence – the government’s response is irrational and
harmful – consider

Vaccines do NOT stop transmission of disease, they were approved for suppression of
symptoms. This is admitted by Dr Anthony Fauci and CDC Director Walensky, so why is
the media pushing the need for vaccination to ‘protect others’ as a drug which doesn’t
stop spread of disease is USELESS as.a public health containment measure:
Fauci – inoculations approved for symptom suppression
https://bgr.com/science/coronavirus-vaccine-efficacy-explained-fauci-interview/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fbgr.com%2Fscience%2Fcoronaviru
vaccine-efficacy-explained-fauciinterview%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Ca777d26e432d4d6e9f1b08d9d552aa3f%

CDC
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2MOKL2UHbL8
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv

Gates now admitted it
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mgsazoEd4xo
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv

86% of Covid-19 attributed case have NO core symptoms –Oxford Study
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/10/08/more-than-80percent-of-people-with-coronavirushad-no-symptoms-uk-study.html
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cnbc.com%2F2020%2F10%2
than-80percent-of-people-with-coronavirus-had-no-symptoms-ukstudy.html&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Ca777d26e432d4d6e9f1b08d9d552aa3f%7C
this is falsely represented as evidence of ‘asymptomatic infection, its the PCR testing)
Review of breakthrough/asymptomatic presentation evidence: - asymptomatic
transmission is scientifically unsupported theory driven by falsely attributing viral load to
dead non infectious material picked up by over amplified PCR tests - fully documented
HERE https://www.unite4truth.com/post/no-breakthrough-cases-no-asymptomatictransmission-bogus-research-used-to-push-covid-19-myth

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
breakthrough-cases-no-asymptomatic-transmission-bogus-research-used-to-push-covid19myth&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Ca777d26e432d4d6e9f1b08d9d552aa3f%7C11d0
Additionally, the media continually allows ‘experts’ and public health officials to make
false claims around vaccine efficacy with claims of ‘Vaccine Saves Lives’

This statement has NO substantive evidence whatsoever to back it. The trials measured
MILD attributed cases and the efficacy was based on suppression of MILD symptoms –
this is fully documented in a British Medical Journal review of trials by Peter Doshi:
https://www.bmj.com/content/371/bmj.m4037
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.bmj.com%2Fcontent%2F371
VACCINES are completely unnecessary even accepting the Covid-19 story as it stands.
The stories attempting to push vaccines as necessary life savers is completely
manipulative as there is ZERO substantive evidence vaccines save lives and extensive
evidence the drugs are inflicting serious health consequences. And, many families are
entirely unaware that a positive test is NOT a viable method for determination of death
yet many individuals are told loved one died of Covid on the premise of NO substantive
evidence whatsoever. The behavior of hospitals who are being paid huge sums for Covid19 admissions is a shame on the entire medical system, and seriously damaging the
credibility and trust of the heath professions for at least a generation to come.
The entire program is predicated on symptom suppression for a attributed disease which
hardly ever manifests in symptoms anyway with low mortality rates in all age groups
except over 65s & even then, the vaccines offer NO improvement whatsoever of what
individuals experience with a positive PCR test diagnosis for Covid-19 outcomes, so there
is NO benefit to administration of these drugs ONLY risk
Vaccines INDUCE the symptoms (as side effects) the drugs are purported to suppress at
far greater rates and severity than individuals will experience with a positive PCR test
diagnosis for Covid-19 diagnosis as documented HERE:

https://www.unite4truth.com/post/fda-full-approval-pfizer-covid-19-vaccine-expectedmonday-mockery-of-science-ethics-act-of-fraud
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
full-approval-pfizer-covid-19-vaccine-expected-monday-mockery-of-science-ethics-actoffraud&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Ca777d26e432d4d6e9f1b08d9d552aa3f%7C11d0
MODERNA COULD NOT GET PAST REGULAR SAFETY TRIALS and now being halted in
restricted around the globe:

https://www.statnews.com/2017/01/10/moderna-trouble-mrna/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.statnews.com%2F2017%2F0
troublemrna%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Ca777d26e432d4d6e9f1b08d9d552aa3f%7C
Evidence Vaccines Inflicting serious harm/death
Covid-19 vaccines are recording record injury & death reports with over 924,000 injuries
and nearly 20,000 deaths recorded since the inception of the program last December.

83% of VAERS data is generated by MANDATED reporters with majority including case
data, medical notes and sometimes labs. The media has adopted a campaign to dismiss
the data based on the CDC refusing to acknowledge the significance of data (even when
treating physician/autopsy directly correlate a vaccine death to a vaccine)
Report on how the data is generated with source links (per Harvard study only 1% of
vaccine injuries are ever reported to VAERS and NYT article documents last February the
FDA admitting this mass emergency use program started without adequate safety
monitoring system in place):

https://www.unite4truth.com/post/vaers-data-media-attempts-to-discredit-substantivevaccine-injury-data-independent-review
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
data-media-attempts-to-discredit-substantive-vaccine-injury-data-independentreview&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Ca777d26e432d4d6e9f1b08d9d552aa3f%7C11d
This rate of injury should have ended the program – in 1976, fifty six associated deaths
with the Swine Flu program ended the program (these deaths were NOT proven – links to
this data & video in above link)
The CDC is failing to properly investigate post vaccine deaths, labeling deaths Covid-19
even when AUTOPSY and TREATING PHYSICIAN testimony show a CLEAR correlation to
the vaccine as in the case of Drene Keyes, a black minister who went into anaphylactic
shock post Covid-19 Pfizer vaccination)

https://www.unite4truth.com/post/update-drene-keyes-evidence-shows-officialscovering-up-black-minister-s-covid-19-vaccine-death
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
drene-keyes-evidence-shows-officials-covering-up-black-minister-s-covid-19-vaccinedeath&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Ca777d26e432d4d6e9f1b08d9d552aa3f%7C11d0
This case is rare in that it was publicized or reported on at all with the local media
allowing her daughter to challenge the narrative.
The CDC is failing to investigate deaths post Covid-19 vaccine by simply labeling the
mortality a Covid death despite the severe testing/attribution standards)
There is NO standard investigation protocol for a post vaccination death by the CDC. In a
proper trial of new drugs, all deaths would be investigated and reported, this is not
happening with Covid-19 vaccines.

CDC is manipulating reporting standards: (links to CDC reporting standards)
Evidence Indicates CDC Manipulating Covid-19 PCR Testing, Provide False Evidence of
Vaccine Efficacy
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
indicates-cdc-manipulating-covid-19-pcr-testing-provide-false-evidence-of-vaccineefficacy&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Ca777d26e432d4d6e9f1b08d9d552aa3f%7C11

Shockingly, CDC Now Lists Vaccinated Deaths as Unvaccinated
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fz3news.com%2Fw%2Fshockinglycdc-now-lists-vaccinated-deaths-asunvaccinated%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Ca777d26e432d4d6e9f1b08d9d552a
(most VAERS reports are submitted within the first two weeks of vaccination)

The media has normalized the drugs inducing harmful side effects – often promoting side
effects mirroring the very symptoms the drugs are administered to suppressed means
the drugs are ‘working’ This has normalized significant side effects which SHOULD be
reported to VAERS. This narrative needs to cease, induction of harm by these drugs is
NOT a benefit.
Major research developments - mRNA/Heart Inflammation:
American Heart Association Journal: Journal/Circulation
Abstract Steven R Gundry
Physician, American Hearth and Lung Institute
Abstract of report finding:

https://www.ahajournals.org/doi/10.1161/circ.144.suppl_1.10712
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.ahajournals.org%2Fdoi%2F1
Abstract 10712: Mrna COVID Vaccines Dramatically Increase Endothelial Inflammatory
Markers and ACS Risk as Measured by the PULS Cardiac Test: a Warning
“At the time of this report, these changes persist for at least 2.5 months post second
dose of vac.We conclude that the mRNA vacs dramatically increase inflammation on the
endothelium and T cell infiltration of cardiac muscle and may account for the
observations of increased thrombosis, cardiomyopathy, and other vascular events
following vaccination.
Results duplicated: Whistleblower on mainstream UK news states major research
institution sitting on study
Here is the interview from GB news reporting on the issue and UK research institution
suppressing data – top British medical research center duplicated the finding in the above
medical study and suppressing the information out of fear of losing funding IMPORTANT

https://twitter.com/GBNEWS/status/1463926037889396736
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FGBNEWS%2Fstatu
Other Countries Pulling vaccines due to safety issues including blood clots and
myocarditis:
Norway has led the way into investigation into post vaccination harm.
Last January, when 23 elderly fell ill and died in care homes post Covid-19 Pfizer
vaccination, public health officials ordered autopsies and correlated Pfizer side effects to
deaths in 13 of the deaths.
This prompted the country to change recommendations for administration of the vaccine:

https://thehill.com/policy/international/europe/534395-norway-warns-patients-over-80of-vaccine-risks-after-deaths
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fthehill.com%2Fpolicy%2Finternati
norway-warns-patients-over-80-of-vaccine-risks-afterdeaths&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Ca777d26e432d4d6e9f1b08d9d552aa3f%7C11d
The Norweigan Prime Minister stated that administration of the vaccine could speed up
the end of life process:
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-01-26/norway-may-refine-vaccine-

strategy-after-elderly-deaths-pm-says
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.bloomberg.com%2Fnews%2
01-26%2Fnorway-may-refine-vaccine-strategy-after-elderly-deaths-pmsays&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Ca777d26e432d4d6e9f1b08d9d552aa3f%7C11d0e

Countries all over the globe began seeing rise in care home deaths at the inception of the
Pfizer Covid-19 administration – whistleblowers spoke out and were ignored or labeled
‘conspiracy theorist’ despite Norway finding significant correlation when actual and
appropriate autopsy investigation was conducted)
https://www.patreon.com/posts/covid-19-vaccine-47545730
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.patreon.com%2Fposts%2Fco
19-vaccine47545730&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Ca777d26e432d4d6e9f1b08d9d552aa3f%7C

https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/nursing-home-residents-spain-die-pfizercovid-vaccine/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fchildrenshealthdefense.org%2Fdef
home-residents-spain-die-pfizer-covidvaccine%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Ca777d26e432d4d6e9f1b08d9d552aa3f%7

Taiwan Stops Pfizer after heart issues in under 18:
https://duckduckgo.com/?q=taiwan+stops+vaccination&ia=web
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fduckduckgo.com%2F%3Fq%3Dta

Iceland halts Moderna ALL ages due to myocarditis (our country is approving boosters)
https://www.visiontimes.com/2021/10/11/iceland-halts-use-of-moderna-vaccine-for-allages-following-increased-health-concerns.html
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.visiontimes.com%2F2021%2
halts-use-of-moderna-vaccine-for-all-ages-following-increased-healthconcerns.html&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Ca777d26e432d4d6e9f1b08d9d552aa3f%

Nordic Countries halting Moderna in younger populations:
https://www.cnbc.com/2021/10/08/nordic-countries-are-restricting-the-use-ofmodernas-covid-vaccine.html
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cnbc.com%2F2021%2F10%2
countries-are-restricting-the-use-of-modernas-covidvaccine.html&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Ca777d26e432d4d6e9f1b08d9d552aa3f%
(Pfizer actually documents HIGHER rate of myocarditis induced symptoms post
vaccination per vaccine with up to rates of 1 in 3,000 for teens/young adults) – full
documentation of child risks and full data on risks/benefits assessment in child
populations HERE)

https://www.unite4truth.com/post/what-parents-should-know-covid-19-vaccinationsexperimental-new-technology-1000-reports-injury
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
parents-should-know-covid-19-vaccinations-experimental-new-technology-1000-reportsinjury&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Ca777d26e432d4d6e9f1b08d9d552aa3f%7C11d0
J&J pulled in Denmark/Norway, Breaking today (12/16/2021) CDC is now holding
ANOTHER meeting due to the blood clots which caused these nations to pull this drug
and halt the program here in US last Spring, the US should NEVER have approved this
drug to start but resuming it after direct correlation to deaths is blatantly criminal, now

months later after MORE deaths, they are forced to review again:

https://sciencenorway.no/covid19-vaccines-viruses/norwegian-medicines-agency-aboutjohnson-johnsonwe-usually-dont-use-vaccines-with-lethal-side-effects/1867058
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsciencenorway.no%2Fcovid19vaccines-viruses%2Fnorwegian-medicines-agency-about-johnson-johnsonwe-usuallydont-use-vaccines-with-lethal-sideeffects%2F1867058&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Ca777d26e432d4d6e9f1b08d9d552

Latest CDC article:
https://www.washingtonpost.com/health/2021/12/15/johnson-and-johnson-vaccinecontinued-blood-clots/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.washingtonpost.com%2Fhea
and-johnson-vaccine-continued-bloodclots%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Ca777d26e432d4d6e9f1b08d9d552aa3f%7C1

Please see blog for additional documentation of Pfizer safety issues, vaccine batch halted
in Vietnam after 125 children hospitalized/4 students of 700 go into anaphylactic shock &
major Pfizer headlines which the media should feature in Covid-19 coverage - including
new court rulings:
https://www.unite4truth.com/post/major-pfizer-headlines-court-ruling-ignored-by-themedia-scientists-document-vaccine-trial-fraud
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
pfizer-headlines-court-ruling-ignored-by-the-media-scientists-document-vaccine-trialfraud&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Ca777d26e432d4d6e9f1b08d9d552aa3f%7C11d0

Lawyers have filed suit against Pfizer for misrepresenting safety data in 5 to 11 in
Canada:
https://westernstandardonline.com/2021/11/alberta-lawyer-files-complaint-againstpfizer/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwesternstandardonline.com%2F20
lawyer-files-complaint-againstpfizer%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Ca777d26e432d4d6e9f1b08d9d552aa3f%7C
“According to the unnamed experts, Pfizer allegedly ignored the risks of “anaphylaxis,
pericarditis, capillary thrombosis, clotting disorders, strokes and transverse myelitis, to
name a few.”
The complaint letter said Pfizer has also allegedly “scrubbed” data related to deaths due
to transverse myelitis from its initial Emergency Use Authorization (EUA) application to
the FDA. The complaint also alleges the application was “fraught with fraudulent
misstatements” around the safety profile of the Pfizer vaccine.
“To suggest to the parents of Canada that this product is safe and will not kill or injure
more Canadian 5-11-year-old children than the notional 0-3 ‘prevented COVID-19
deaths’ alluded to by Pfizer in its FDA EUA application constitutes fraud on the Canadian
public and the Canadian Government,” the claim reads.
Vaccine Safety Investigations: very partial list

Kidney/Skin Disorders
https://www.fiercepharma.com/pharma/europe-probing-link-between-pfizer-biontechmoderna-covid-vaccines-and-skin-condition-2
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.fiercepharma.com%2Fpharm
probing-link-between-pfizer-biontech-moderna-covid-vaccines-and-skin-condition-

2&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Ca777d26e432d4d6e9f1b08d9d552aa3f%7C11d0e21

Menstrual disorders:
https://www.news-medical.net/news/20210916/Reproductive-specialist-highlights-theneed-to-investigate-menstrual-changes-after-covid-19-vaccination.aspx
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.newsmedical.net%2Fnews%2F20210916%2FReproductive-specialist-highlights-the-need-toinvestigate-menstrual-changes-after-covid-19vaccination.aspx&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Ca777d26e432d4d6e9f1b08d9d552aa

Myocarditis
https://www.cnbc.com/2021/06/26/fda-adds-warning-of-rare-heart-inflammation-topfizer-moderna-vaccines.html
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cnbc.com%2F2021%2F06%2
adds-warning-of-rare-heart-inflammation-to-pfizer-modernavaccines.html&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Ca777d26e432d4d6e9f1b08d9d552aa3f%

(studies ongoing, this is NOT complete data)
Transverse Myelitis:
https://arynews.tv/eu-transverse-myelitis-side-effect-jj-covid-19-vaccine/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Farynews.tv%2Feutransverse-myelitis-side-effect-jj-covid-19vaccine%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Ca777d26e432d4d6e9f1b08d9d552aa3f%7

Thrombocytopenia
https://www.news-medical.net/news/20211116/Thrombosis-with-thrombocytopeniasyndrome-rare-but-serious-adverse-event-associated-with-Ad26COV2S-vaccination.aspx
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.newsmedical.net%2Fnews%2F20211116%2FThrombosis-with-thrombocytopenia-syndromerare-but-serious-adverse-event-associated-with-Ad26COV2Svaccination.aspx&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Ca777d26e432d4d6e9f1b08d9d552aa

Guillain Barre
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC8298969/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov%2Fpmc%2

Astrazeneca being dropped globally (same technology as J&J) – Norway expert panel
recommends against its use
https://www.reuters.com/world/europe/norway-should-exclude-jj-astrazeneca-covidvaccination-scheme-says-commission-2021-05-10/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.reuters.com%2Fworld%2Feu
should-exclude-jj-astrazeneca-covid-vaccination-scheme-says-commission-2021-0510%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Ca777d26e432d4d6e9f1b08d9d552aa3f%7C11d
Vaccine Trial Participants, Doctors, Nurses, Whistleblowers Speak Out
Despite many whistleblowers coming forward, the media continues to ignore the growing
testimony from health professionals, funeral directors, vaccine trial recipients around the
globe red flagging SERIOUS issues with the vaccine safety – a small sampling of this
testimony for your review HERE
VIDEOS
(myocarditis and the misrepresentation of serious harm:
Dr. Linda Wastila: Why are we Accepting Myocarditis as an Acceptable Side Effect for
COVID Vaccines?
https://rumble.com/vovdmn-dr.-linda-wastila-why-are-we-accepting-myocarditis-as-anacceptable-side-ef.html?mref=6zof&mrefc=2
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Frumble.com%2Fvovdmn-

dr.-linda-wastila-why-are-we-accepting-myocarditis-as-an-acceptable-sideef.html%3Fmref%3D6zof%26mrefc%3D2&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Ca777d26e43

Military physician testifies under whistle blower protection - ground three pilots in one
morning due to post vaccination myocarditis:
https://rumble.com/vomsar-lieutenant-colonel-theresa-long-over-200000-servicemembers-have-rejected-t.html
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Frumble.com%2Fvomsarlieutenant-colonel-theresa-long-over-200000-service-members-have-rejectedt.html&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Ca777d26e432d4d6e9f1b08d9d552aa3f%7C11d

Physician testifies in front of Senate panel
https://rumble.com/vpi9cu-orthopedic-surgeon-did-800-surgeries-per-year-but-nowcannot-work-due-to-co.html?mref=6zof&mrefc=3
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Frumble.com%2Fvpi9cuorthopedic-surgeon-did-800-surgeries-per-year-but-now-cannot-work-due-toco.html%3Fmref%3D6zof%26mrefc%3D3&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Ca777d26e4
(if MDS have to fight this hard to get heard, imagine what regular people with no medical
understanding or connection must face to get stories heard)

Mother testifies after 28 daughter dies immediately post vaccine, states cause of death
misrepresented:
https://rumble.com/vozjhl-grieving-mother-who-threatened-health-impact-news-forpublishing-daughters-.html?mref=6zof&mrefc=4
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Frumble.com%2Fvozjhlgrieving-mother-who-threatened-health-impact-news-for-publishing-daughters.html%3Fmref%3D6zof%26mrefc%3D4&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Ca777d26e432

UK coroner notes significant increase in infant/young adult funerals post vaccination
https://rumble.com/vovjtz-uk-funeral-director-10x-newborn-baby-deaths-after-covidshots-refrigerators.html?mref=6zof&mrefc=5
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Frumble.com%2Fvovjtzuk-funeral-director-10x-newborn-baby-deaths-after-covid-shotsrefrigerators.html%3Fmref%3D6zof%26mrefc%3D5&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Ca

Full blog of videos with additional nurse/physician/injured testimony including US nurse &
Australian nurse stating vaccine injuries not Covid filling hospital wards:
https://www.unite4truth.com/post/video-update-important-archive-of-covid-19-relatedcontent-european-parliament-members-speak-out
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
update-important-archive-of-covid-19-related-content-european-parliament-membersspeakout&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Ca777d26e432d4d6e9f1b08d9d552aa3f%7C11d0e2

Nurses testimony - policies are destroying hospitals, officials lying about ICUS
(video)Government Health Officials Are Creating Health Care Crisis With Vaccine
Mandates, Lying About ICUS
https://www.unite4truth.com/post/government-health-officials-are-creating-health-carecrisis-with-vaccine-mandates-lying-about-icus
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
health-officials-are-creating-health-care-crisis-with-vaccine-mandates-lying-abouticus&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Ca777d26e432d4d6e9f1b08d9d552aa3f%7C11d0e

(media failure to report on how policies not Covid-19 destroying our hospital system, if
you actually respect care givers and view us as 'heroes' than spare us the thanks and
report the truth)

Blog of injured video testimony (extensive) here:
https://www.unite4truth.com/post/covid-19-vaccine-injured-forced-to-create-ownvideos-websites-as-near-media-blackout-continues
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
19-vaccine-injured-forced-to-create-own-videos-websites-as-near-media-blackoutcontinues&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Ca777d26e432d4d6e9f1b08d9d552aa3f%7C1
Cluster deaths of teachers/athletes/students/physicians/public servants
(police/firefighters/paramedics) occurring in significant rates as booster shots roll out for
‘high risk’ public workers:

Last week three student athletes collapsed at games in US, experts have issued warnings
in some countries due to risk from strenuous exercise post vaccine:
https://www.jpost.com/health-and-wellness/health-ministry-to-consider-asking-newlyvaccinated-to-avoid-working-out-681317
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.jpost.com%2Fhealthand-wellness%2Fhealth-ministry-to-consider-asking-newly-vaccinated-to-avoid-workingout681317&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Ca777d26e432d4d6e9f1b08d9d552aa3f%7C11

https://tnp.straitstimes.com/news/singapore/avoid-strenuous-exercise-two-weeks-afterjab-expert-committee
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftnp.straitstimes.com%2Fnews%2F
strenuous-exercise-two-weeks-after-jab-expertcommittee&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Ca777d26e432d4d6e9f1b08d9d552aa3f%7C
4 teachers died in one week period in Ohio (no cause of death related in three, one died
in surgery)
Additionally, MANY teachers, athletes, medical professionals are now dying with Covid-19
attributed infection but there is no investigation or autopsy and the standards for
attribution/testing render these diagnosis corrupted.

Blogs following death student/teachers/athletes (please not that inclusion in this blog is
NOT a claim each person died of a Covid-19 injury, it is compiled to monitor trends with
safety signals flashing red right now - and other nations PULLING the vaccinations due to
myocarditis -as of above nurse/physician whistle blowers state, the units are seeing
young and younger individuals with blood clots and heart issues and excess death reports
in UK not related to Covid (video of physician whistleblower who states incident of
sudden cardiac death and dying at home is up exponentially HERE)
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
court-ordered-document-release-exposes-company-covered-up-covid-vaccine-deathssideeffects&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Ca777d26e432d4d6e9f1b08d9d552aa3f%7C11d

Athletes
https://www.unite4truth.com/post/myocarditis-covid-19-vaccinations-alarming-trend-ofincreasing-athletes-students-teacher-deaths
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
covid-19-vaccinations-alarming-trend-of-increasing-athletes-students-teacherdeaths&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Ca777d26e432d4d6e9f1b08d9d552aa3f%7C11d

Students being found in dorms, dying in sleep - teachers/soldiers (safety signal)
https://www.unite4truth.com/post/3-ohio-students-four-teachers-dead-in-a-month-asmajor-research-flags-increased-vaccine-heart-risks
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
ohio-students-four-teachers-dead-in-a-month-as-major-research-flags-increasedvaccine-heartrisks&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Ca777d26e432d4d6e9f1b08d9d552aa3f%7C11d0e

This letter is only a very partial documentation of the significant ongoing issues with
vaccine safety, testing, and policy protocols but it highlights significant evidence of
SEVERE problems which indicate:
Testing needs to immediately CEASE as it is driving cases and it is unsuitable for
detection of virus employed to detect
Vaccine administration needs to immediately cease and full disclosure of all injury reports
and trial data must be released to the public:

CDC massively backloading VAERS injury data: (not new incidents, withholding
submission dates of report) 360,000 backloaded for first three and half months,
https://www.unite4truth.com/post/2-400-covid-19-vaccine-deaths-occurred-in-first-sixweeks-of-program-cdc-back-loading-data
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
400-covid-19-vaccine-deaths-occurred-in-first-six-weeks-of-program-cdc-back-loadingdata&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Ca777d26e432d4d6e9f1b08d9d552aa3f%7C11d0e

Pfizer attempting to suppress release of trial data until 2076. (latest 2096)
https://www.citizensjournal.us/fda-asks-federal-judge-to-grant-it-until-the-year-2076to-fully-release-pfizers-covid-19-vaccine-data/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.citizensjournal.us%2Ffdaasks-federal-judge-to-grant-it-until-the-year-2076-to-fully-release-pfizers-covid-19vaccinedata%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Ca777d26e432d4d6e9f1b08d9d552aa3f%7C1
Sweden scientists now demand Pfizer be halted due to research fraud:Research fraud at
a subcontractor to Pfizer, now 16 doctors and researchers demand that vaccination in
Sweden be paused.

https://www.efvv.eu/news/press-release-research-fraud-at-subcontractor-to-pfizer
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.efvv.eu%2Fnews%2Fpressrelease-research-fraud-at-subcontractor-topfizer&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Ca777d26e432d4d6e9f1b08d9d552aa3f%7C11d0
Nils Littorin , physician; doctor of clinical microbiology
Magnus Burling , specialist in general medicine,
Sture Blomberg , specialist in anesthesia and intensive care; Associate Professor
Ragnar Hultborn , Specialist in Oncology; Professor Emeritus
Lilian Weiss , Specialist in General Surgery; Associate Professor
Ann-Cathrin Engwall , Immunologist and Virologist; doctor of molecular cell biology with
an immunological focus
Sebastian Rushworth, AT doctor
Maria Papadopoulou , ophthalmologist
Carina Ljungfelt , specialist in general medicine

Christina Malm , specialist in general medicine,
Bo Jonsson , specialist in general psychiatry; with dr
Anette Stahel , PhD in biomedicine,
Nina Yderberg, specialist in child and adolescent psychiatry
Dinu Dusceac , specialist in cardiology; PhD
Margareta Andersson , specialist in general medicine
Hanna Åsberg , specialist in general medicine
Update on this article with additional major Pfizer headlines your news organization
should be aware including problems with 'approval' which appears to involve a bait and
switch for Pfizer to retain liability protection for administering EUA drugs while selling the
public on a fully approved vaccine (SHORT term trials will not even be finished until next
year, and no mid or long term data whatsoever, it is unethical to make claims of safety
and efficacy on LACK of data, this is setting a dangerous new precedent where untested
drugs are released on a 'trust us' standard and the consequences have been severe)

https://www.unite4truth.com/post/major-pfizer-headlines-court-ruling-ignored-by-themedia-scientists-document-vaccine-trial-fraud
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
pfizer-headlines-court-ruling-ignored-by-the-media-scientists-document-vaccine-trialfraud&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Ca777d26e432d4d6e9f1b08d9d552aa3f%7C11d0
Policy makers, public health departments, and lead medical organizations have been
contacted extensively about the above issues, they are stonewalling or ignoring health
professional outreach to course correct. This includes licensing boards and public health
departments at local/state/national level.
PLEASE act to report on these issues.
Media is contributing to mass public health harm in allowing misrepresentation of this
data by government officials & ‘experts making false claims of safety/efficacy should be
in front of a licensing board hearing not featured as ‘experts’ in the media. There is now
concrete documents of mass safety data suppression coming from the Pfizer documents
and CDC own reporting systems of mass early suppression of data (injury reports have
jumped from 58,000 to over 414,000 in early months of program with nearly all showing
occurrence date in early period. This is fraud and the media needs to immediately inform
the public of this data.
The politicalization and attacks on individuals coming forward to present credible,
evidence based concerns needs to immediately cease. Our children’s health is at risk
from these drugs and this is not a partisan issue, it is one of public health. Our group is
non-partisan and we have been dismayed to see both political ‘sides’ actively advancing
claims and policies against the government health organization and vaccine trial data.
It is essential the media begin objectively reviewing the claims made by public health
officials and pharmaceutical reps as our extensive review has found their data contradicts
the entire Covid-19 'official' narrative.
The framing of what should be an objective scientific discussion with focus on EVIDENCE
should begin in earnest. The media and policy makers framing of these issues through
partisan speak and slander of those who attempt to provide objective review of fact
(conspiracy theorist) to public has been a serious disservice to your readers and viewers.
Follow the science has been a slogan, not a guiding principle in news media covid 19
reporting.
Thanks for your time

Health Professionals for Covid-19 Policy Corrections

On 01/11/2022 11:04 PM unite4truth@mailbox.org wrote:

Hello

We see you are involved in enacting policy to illegally and unconstitutionally
detain citizens on suspicion of medical threat to public health per bill
WAC 246-100-040

Your office should be fully aware health professional, academic, and parent groups
are currently moving forward with mass cease and desist and legal action to stop Covid19 testing being implemented against FDA/WHO/CDC own use standards and resulting in
100% false positive by default of the protocol violations -

We are forwarding two documents to put you on notice that actions to detain
citizens on false data under the guise of public health will be met with immediate legal
action and personal filing against all individuals responsible for aiding mass public health
organization which may be construed as a conspiracy and tried according to such
standards.

Letter One and documentation below (example of one of MANY letters going out to
policy makers and public health officials right now),

Document 1:

To Senator Brian Campon, Governor Phil Scot

CEASE AND DESIST
(cc superintendents, media)

Vermont is running Covid-19 testing against WHO/CDC/FDA standards & updated
warning statements and implementing Antigen testing against FDA warning which will
result in 96% false positive results (on one error) per statement issued on 11/3/2020.
(FDA warning statements with calculations for expected false positive rate (96%) are
included in the body of email below:

Vermont Public Health department and Governor have been provided the following
documentation, refuse to correct course and aiding an act of medical fraud.

Additionally, PCR tests are being run at cycle amplification rates above 24 CT (a
cycle level too high, more cycles run, less material, over 24 research study has found NO
LIVE material over 24 CT - this has been falsely represented by policy makers, public
health organization leadership as 'viral load' and false proof of detection of Sars CoV2,
virus attributed to cause generic Covid-19 cluster symptoms. The continuation of
implementation of use of PCR testing peer reviewed as unsuitable for the purpose over a
year ago with numerous update warning statement of problem documented by the
CDC/WHO/FDA statements is an act of medical fraud (linked in body of email below)

Covid-19 testing is Emergency Use Authorized ONLY and it is the responsibility of
leadership to review documentation to ensure states remain in compliance with new
directives. Vermont public health & policy makers have not.

Additionally, the majority of all Covid-19 testing ever issued has been
subsequently recalled by the FDA due to serious design flaw and contamination with no
action by policy makers to address ongoing issue or issue correction/public health
warning to citizens who received Covid-19 diagnosis and treatment on the basis of faulty
test which are not clinically viable for detection of Sars CoV2. Over 270 different Covid
testing/devices have been recalled by the FDA comprising (at least) tens of millions of
kits.

Vermont policy makers have imperiled licensed health professionals and
academics with liability/licensing and liability issues with ordering testing directives
against government health organization own use standards as clearly documented by the
evidence below. Health professionals/academics are held to an EVIDENCE based
standards and 'following orders' will not hold up as a defense in a court of law

Please review this letter which has been sent out to school superintendents (ALL)
in NY, VT, and MA:

And, IMMEDIATELY act to end testing directives which are driving false positive
cases which are being misrepresented as Covid-19 cases as this constitutes a SERIOUS
threat to individual and public health for citizens in the state of Vermont.

Subject: Health Professional Outreach: SEVERE Problems with Covid Testing:
States Running Testing against FDA Warning Statements/WHO/CDC standards updates:
false positives
LEGAL ACTION PENDING

Subject: URGENT: Health Professional Outreach - New York Running Antigen
Testing Against FDA Warning Use of Tests/ MAJORITY FALSE POSITIVES
Hello
This is an urgent outreach to provide documentation on problems with Covid-19
Rapid Antigen Testing in schools which are being run against FDA warning for use in low
incident populations which will result in MAJORITY false positives when utilized against
this warning:
States/Schools are running Covid 19 antigen testing against FDA (and other public
health organization) use recommendations per below document,

Here is the document:
https://www.fda.gov/medical-devices/letters-health-care-providers/potentialfalse-positive-results-antigen-tests-rapid-detection-sars-cov-2-letter-clinical-laboratory
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.fda.gov%2Fmedicaldevices%2Fletters-health-care-providers%2Fpotential-false-positive-results-antigentests-rapid-detection-sars-cov-2-letter-clinicallaboratory&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Ca777d26e432d4d6e9f1b08d9d552aa3f%7C
Potential for False Positive Results with Antigen Tests for Rapid Detection of SARSCoV-2 - Letter to Clinical Laboratory Staff and Health Care Providers
*
Remember that positive predictive value (PPV) varies with disease
prevalence when interpreting results from diagnostic tests. PPV is the percent of positive
test results that are true positives. As disease prevalence decreases, the percent of test
results that are false positives increase.
*

For example, a test with 98% specificity would have a PPV of just

over 80% in a population with 10% prevalence, meaning 20 out of 100 positive results
would be false positives.
*
The same test would only have a PPV of approximately 30% in a
population with 1% prevalence, meaning 70 out of 100 positive results would be false
positives. This means that, in a population with 1% prevalence, only 30% of individuals
with positive test results actually have the disease.
*
At 0.1% prevalence, the PPV would only be 4%, meaning that 96
out of 100 positive results would be false positives.
*
Health care providers should take the local prevalence into
consideration when interpreting diagnostic test results.
*
Consider positive results in combination with clinical observations, patient
history, and epidemiological information

To give you an example of how this works, I will give you the expected false
positives in Vermont (one of group members obtained this data to issue warning for
Vermont public schools - here are the numbers:

Vermont: 14 day cases
1020 cases

Population of Vermont:

623,251

Antigen tests: 98% general specificity

.1% case rate

*
At 0.1% prevalence, the PPV would only be 4%, meaning that 96 out of
100 positive results would be false positives.
96 out of hundred tests are expected to be false positives (on this one error, other
significant errors also documented with the use of these testing methods) -

The ENTIRE US population was 'low incident' before employment of mass testing
was instituted, no current case numbers or individual diagnosis have ANY scientific
clinical validity due to improper use of antigen tests AGAINST FDA waring.

(additionally, the testing utilized to determine case rates in New York is severely
flawed and against use guidelines as documented HERE)

https://www.unite4truth.com/post/media-not-exercising-due-diligence-reportingcovid-19-case-numbers-egregious-test-problems-ignored
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unite4truth.com%2Fpost%2F
not-exercising-due-diligence-reporting-covid-19-case-numbers-egregious-test-problemsignored&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Ca777d26e432d4d6e9f1b08d9d552aa3f%7C11

Our group did a similar outreach last Spring and the head of the education
department & policy makers have been made aware but REFUSE to correct course.

Here is the article from that outreach:

https://www.unite4truth.com/post/stop-forced-covid-19-antigen-testing-inschools-states-going-against-fda-recommendations-strategy
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Flinkprotect.cudasvc.com%2Furl%3
forced-covid-19-antigen-testing-in-schools-states-going-against-fda-recommendationsstrategy%26c%3DE%2C1%2Ckyt-yX7SU4Je9M4gDT079Uw5kKp8Fl63It1e5YEkJHE474cL9I5yRqJfZXC4dYs7_O2a2hk_kPhQ64KC2f8kTHw419cB0M3V_UTZ9r9UOMw653jxdVX7yNHA%2C%2C%26typo%3D1&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%
From the numbers last March for MA
"Right now, in the county I am in, we are at .08% PPV You arrive at the PPV
number by finding out your county population, determine the last two week average of
active cases (available on your state's Covid-19 dashboard) and then find out the test
which antigen test they use to determine specificity rate. Most are about 98% specificity.

Here, it went, two hundred 'active' cases Population of country 125,000 people

.08 prevalence rate.

98% test specificity average to about 99.98 false positive cases"
This is NOT the only problem with testing.
Testing issues include:
MASS recalls, 270 different Covid-19 test kits and devices have been recalled
since the inception of the program - this comprises 100s of millions of tests and majority
of all tests EVER ISSUED, many recalled due to contamination issues. This is an ongoing
issue with millions recalled each months, none having any clinical validity for diagnosis to
errors necessitating recalls.

Here is the link to the FDA webpage which was (until recently) keeping track of
the recalls on a central list, but stopped updating it in July despite extensive recalls since
that time (buried on site, this is a valid archive of the page):

https://web.archive.org/web/20211009152633/https://www.fda.gov/medicaldevices/coronavirus-covid-19-and-medical-devices/removal-lists-tests-should-no-longerbe-used-andor-distributed-covid-19-faqs-testing-sars-cov-2
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fweb.archive.org%2Fweb%2F2021
devices%2Fcoronavirus-covid-19-and-medical-devices%2Fremoval-lists-tests-should-nolonger-be-used-andor-distributed-covid-19-faqs-testing-sars-cov2&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Ca777d26e432d4d6e9f1b08d9d552aa3f%7C11d0e21
Please click on the third box of the above link to view the list

Additionally, there are severe problems with PCR testing including

-test developed without virus isolate (non specific to Sars CoV2)
-test set at cycle amplification rates which produce false positive by default of the
test
This issue was featured in a New York Times article in the summer of 2020
highlighting research studies adjusting for the cycle amplification error and finding up to
NINETY percent of tests were false positive due to a simple test recommendation error by
the FDA WHICH REMAINS UNCORRECTED TO THIS DAY

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/08/29/health/coronavirus-testing.html
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.nytimes.com%2F2020%2F08
testing.html&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Ca777d26e432d4d6e9f1b08d9d552aa3f%7

Summary of problem in a cease and desist letter from international attorney
Reiner Fuellmich who is working globally to file lawsuits against the testing due creation
of false positive tests through violation of scientific and implementation standards:

"If the test system only begins detection after a large number of replication
cycles, the viral
load is so low that active infection is ruled out. In the NDR podcast of May 7,
2020, you
yourself referred to a study according to which a patient is considered "less
infectious"
above 25 cycles. In fact, the authors of a Canadian study failed to identify any
replicable
virus beyond 24 cycles (Jared Bullard et al. in Clinical Infectious Diseases,
https://doi.org/10.1093/cid/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fdoi.org%2F10.1093%2Fcid%2F&d
ciaa638). Nevertheless, when the new case numbers are
added up again, nowhere is it checked at which Ct value the cut-off was set in the
respective positive test case. This makes the result of a PCR test highly
susceptible to
manipulation - and thus susceptible to political influence when high case numbers
are
"needed" in order to intimidate the population. In any case, the values determined
on the
basis of a PCR test are not a sufficient basis for a complete shutdown of public life
and
interference with people's liberties on an unprecedented scale".

Link to document with letter HERE
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fdrive.google.com%2Ffile%2Fd%2F
vDwqEy9vMhbNqzodAEW3b%2Fview&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Ca777d26e432d4d
(submitted against PCR test science authors)

To keep it very simple, the more cycles you run a PCR test at, the less material is
left, due this too many times and eventually, its just dead non infectious material

The documentation for the studies showing this and further problems with the PCR
test may be viewed here:

https://www.unite4truth.com/post/cease-desist-covid-19-leadership-testingvaccines-policies-violate-licensing-ethical-standards
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Flinkprotect.cudasvc.com%2Furl%3
desist-covid-19-leadership-testing-vaccines-policies-violate-licensing-ethical-

standards%26c%3DE%2C1%2CLYJeVcG4MaIxaJCw6RqA7GMErVSRTAljix_SjNBOZJ3chueAKCBrUR6rX5MmY
The public health leadership and policy makers are aware of these issues but will
not act to change course. This does NOT negate of the school leadership at the local
levels to immediately address this issue, and frankly, our group is beyond done with the
'following order' response from educational leadership when given extensive evidence
testing is perpetuating false cases. It is time to act.

It is imperative that lead educators now come forward to speak out on our
children's behalf and demand the public health department and education department
leadership cease and desist implementing testing which is driving case numbers

The entire basis for social distancing, lock downs, and masking is based on
severely flawed testing which is creating cases, misrepresented as infections

The reason individuals test positive with no symptoms is due to high amplification
cycles producing false positives, 90% of people in MA received false positives according
to research trials in summer of 2020. These individuals are not silent infections, they are
simply not sick

At this point, given the extensive documentation of the problems with statements
by Anthony Fauci admitting the issue over a year ago, this is not just a honest mistake, it
appears to be coordinated fraud

Full review with Fauci interview may be viewed HERE
https://www.unite4truth.com/post/cdc-pcr-covid-19-gold-standard-test-to-bediscontinued-replaced-with-equally-flawed-testing
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Flinkprotect.cudasvc.com%2Furl%3
pcr-covid-19-gold-standard-test-to-be-discontinued-replaced-with-equally-flawedtesting%26c%3DE%2C1%2Cr4EAdKXKPBD4dMe13UM2qM6jKspu57sH5wX7ImuZS_CY2MfLFtAy_C_sfO6Ldx

Additionally, educators should be aware that the government can not provide ANY
substantive evidence showing masking offers any benefit to children - a Freedom of
Information act request just returned from NY letter:
https://twitter.com/WilliamAHuston/status/1470875101826629633/photo/1
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWilliamAHuston%2
The ramifications for our children's social development through constant masking
and physical distancing are profound. Right now, against ALL medical and scientific
evidence, on the basis of severely flawed testing standards, children are being advised by
some authorities to utilize N95 and other medical grade mask which under NO
circumstance should be worn by children (decreases oxygenation levels which may result

in brain damage if this continues long term).

https://www.technocracy.news/german-neurologist-on-face-masks-oxygendeprivation-causes-permanent-neurological-damage/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.technocracy.news%2Fgerma
neurologist-on-face-masks-oxygen-deprivation-causes-permanent-neurologicaldamage%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Ca777d26e432d4d6e9f1b08d9d552aa3f%

Please act to speak out on this issue and share this information with fellow
educators

Lawsuits are pending on testing issues both in the US and abroad. Be aware that
there is potential liability issues for health professionals (i.e. school nurses and licensed
educators) for implementation of policies which document show severe potential to
impede student health, following orders against actual data is NOT a legal excuse in
court.

Liability issues may extend to licensed educators who are implementing Covid-19
testing against government's own standards. ALL Covid-19 testing is Emergency Use
authorized only and there are ongoing updates which lead policy makers and educators
are responsible for reviewing:

ALL Covid-19 testing is Emergency Used approved only, new
statements/guidelines/warnings/recalls have been coming out on a near weekly basis. It
is the responsibility of those implementing these testing programs in school districts to
ensure this data is undergoing ongoing monitoring Have any of your districts acted to investigate which tests you have utilized which
have been subsequently recalled (most were)?
Have any of your districts acted to provide parental notification about faulty test
results students may have received due to use of recalled testing?
Nurses being ordered by the district to implementing testing against government
directives are placed in a position of acting against MA licensing and legal code standards
for RNS/LPSn. School nurses are in ACTIVE violation of their licensing standards and
liability laws in administering tests against government warnings. It does NOT matter if
they are following orders, professional standards hold us to EVIDENCE based practice.
This documentation is extensively available on the public health organization own website

Masking policy and testing policy is unsupported by scientific evidence and

actively driving policies with severe potential to harm student emotional, psychological,
and physical health.
Please objective review the SOURCE DATA directly. The government public health
organization and testing manufacture data extensively document SEVERE testing issues.

Follow the science is direct review of evidence not partisan debate or argument
over 'expert' opinion. One does not need an advanced degree to review basic data with
simple protocol and testing application driving the errors & it is the responsibility of lead
educators responsible for implementing Covid-19 policies to review this data and act to
correct problems to safeguard students emotional and physical health.
All discussion should be focused on this data itself.

Sincerely
Health Care Professionals for Covid-19 Policy Correction
(legal and parent groups have been provided this documentation and we are now
aware of several groups getting ready to move forward with legal action)

CEASE AND DESIST

______________________________________________
From: Glenn Howard
Sent: 1/10/2022 7:01:32 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: becky k
Sent: 1/11/2022 11:03:09 PM
To: Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: STOP VACCINE MANDATES
External Email

The data on harms to children from the experimental gene therapy injections are
mounting every day, including myocarditis in boys. You are well aware of the high
incidence of the myocarditis and you are still driven to put this in every arm. The
vaccines have failed. You are now more likely to get Covid, especially Omicron, if you are
vaccinated than if you are not vaccinated. This must stop. It is no longer about Covid or
injections......this is about God given rights guaranteed in our Constitution. Stop the
insanity.
BK
Washington Resident since 2002.
Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.onelink.me%2F107872968%3F

______________________________________________
From: Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 8:26:25 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Proposed COVID-19 policies

From: Chad Bajema <bajemacj@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 11:57 AM
To: Haag, Hannah R (SBOH) <Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Proposed COVID-19 policies

External Email
Good morning,

I am writing this e-mail regarding the proposed COVID-19 policies that would be a
complete overreach of the government and are at best a threat to our freedoms as
American citizens. This is besides the fact that the vaccine is more of a risk to children
than actually getting COVID. It's absolutely senseless. It's not right - you know it and we
know it. I, and my other 4 family members, stand in complete opposition of the following
proposed WAC's:

WAC 246-100-070
WAC 246-100-045
WAC 246-100-045
WAC 246-100-040
WAC 246-100
WAC 246-105

Sincerely,

Jana Bajema

______________________________________________
From: Olga Pisarchuk
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:46:12 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 8:08:54 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Fwd: WAC 246-040 and 105

Get Outlook for iOS
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fo0ukef&data=04%7C0
________________________________
From: Cassie Townsend <cassiebtownsend@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 2:10:48 PM
To: michele.davis@sboh.wa.gov <michele.davis@sboh.wa.gov>; Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH)
<Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>; Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
<Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; stuart.glascoe@sboh.wa.gov
<stuart.glascoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>;
Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH) <Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>; Schreiber, Tracy N
(SBOH) <Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
<Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>;
Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH) <Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Fwd: WAC 246-040 and 105
External Email

Hello,
I live in Centralia WA and have been made aware of the proposed policies to be
presented on January 12th.
I am writing to register my opposition to both mandated vaccines for school attendance
and involuntary placement in quarantine camps for those who resist complying with
unconstitutional medical interventions.
Please seriously consider what the enforcement of these WAC codes would mean for our
free society. Because Covid-19 is a treatable and low risk illness for most individuals especially children, these actions would be absolutely unnecessary and contrary to our
state and federal constitutions, resulting in the loss of freedom for countless individuals.
Respectfully submitted,
Cassie Townsend
22149 Bucoda Hwy SE
Centralia, WA 98531

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/5/2022 3:03:49 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: No shots

From: Talas Rivers <talas1@yahoo.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 5, 2022 4:03 PM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: No shots

External Email
I would rather pull my kids out of school than have them get Covid shot

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.onelink.me%2F107872968%3F

______________________________________________
From: Farren Reinbold
Sent: 1/11/2022 2:01:15 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: DOH Information
Sent: 1/9/2022 6:34:31 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Question/Comment from the public

Hello,

Please note comments and inquiry below from constituent and respond as appropriate.

As always thank you,

DOH Customer Service
Center for Public Affairs
Washington State Department of Health
DOH.Information@doh.wa.gov <mailto:DOH.Information@doh.wa.gov>

1-800-525-0127| www.doh.wa.gov
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.doh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7

From: DOH Feedback <doh.information@doh.wa.gov>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 9:14 AM
To: DOH Information <DOH.Information@DOH.WA.GOV>
Subject: Question/Comment from the public

The following survey response is submitted:
1.
Please select one:

-

2.
Please enter your comments or questions in the space provided below:

________________________________
No on mandatory covid injections for students. Kids have an almost zero chance of dying
from covid and the injection does not prevent transmission. If this passes it gives us
another check on the list of why we should move to sane state.

3.
If you are sending feedback on one of our Web pages, please paste the URL here:
(no answer)

4.
Would you like a response?
Tell us how to get in touch with you.
Name:
(no answer)
Email:
(no answer)
Telephone:
(no answer)

______________________________________________
From: Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH)
Sent: 1/12/2022 7:38:07 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Jan 12th Health Board

Tracy Schreiber (she/her/hers)
tracy.schreiber@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:tracy.schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>
360-463-9069

From: iyamnobaudi@hushmail.com <iyamnobaudi@hushmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2022 10:20 PM
To: Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH) <Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Fwd: Jan 12th Health Board

External Email

----- Forwarded message from iyamnobaudi@hushmail.com
<mailto:iyamnobaudi@hushmail.com> ----Date: 1/11/2022 at 10:06 PM
Subject: Jan 12th Health Board
To: cuanabear@protonmail.com <mailto:cuanabear@protonmail.com>
To whom this concerns,
We have seen the enemy and it is the corrupted, bribed, coerced and complicit federal,
state and city governments who have deliberately engaged in this planned-demic to
create the greatest crime against humanity to date. You have destroyed our economy,
social structure, abused our children who are essentially immune from this 99.9%
survival rate flu. And then assaulting the population with a toxic life threatening
inoculation which has permanently injured millions and outright killed hundreds of
thousands, far exceeding any legitimate deaths from this flu, which has been gone for
over a year now. The medical and scientific fraud is staggering, the cognizant dissonance
and malice of Inslee's office and his very questionable relationship with the genocidal
maniac and international despot Bill Gates in inexcusable. All the while using a fraudulent
testing procedure(97% false positive and which tap water gives a positive result ) to
further cripple the population is beyond reprehensible. Any further ridiculous and
draconian behavior from this body will not be tolerated. This fascist agenda Inslee is
engaged in is an act of terrorism and treason and along with all your names , address
and email, his information and crimes will be handed over to the Nuremberg court
currently in session. I pray you do the right thing and rescind any further crimes against
the people by supporting this fraud but i know you, like the despotic school board, are
bribed and incentivized with billons of our tax dollars by this illegit Biden admin to assault

the people and our children. You will be held responsible for your complicity and you
complacency. Like DC, MSM, CDC, AMA, WHO, NHS, etc.,.this governing body has
become the enemy thru your treasonous crimes against our republic and our
constitution. There has never been a pandemic, no excess death and which effected less
than one half of one percent of the population and for this you threaten concentration
camps and police intrusion into our homes and businesses. Have you no morality or
conscience?
This adventure has pointed out the incompetence and fraud which is the medical industry
and how our despotic politician's prey on the people. Those who have awakened will
never sleep again. I, for one, will never comply with this criminal enterprise, or my
children and grand children. We have seen the enemy.

Sincerely,
Stephen Joseph Strickland
705 N. Main, Deer Park, WA
99006

______________________________________________
From: Amy Lagrou
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:49:39 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Andrew Malean
Sent: 1/10/2022 5:09:15 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:10:16 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Public Health Meeting, January 12th

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov>
360-236-4105

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01%
| Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH%
|Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: phinehas institute <phinehas.institute@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 12, 2022 9:56 AM
Subject: Public Health Meeting, January 12th

External Email
Hello Board Members,

It has come to my attention that WA Board of Health will be
discussing Covid-19 shot mandates for schools and recommendations for forcible
quarantine and/or detention of those that disagree with policies. I request that you
abandon the plan of forming a technical advisory group to explore COVID19 mandates
and adopt a new rule of requiring products to have completed Phase 3 clinical trials
before they can be added to list of school requirements.
One definition of insanity is to repeat the same mistake over and
over again and expect different results. For almost 2 years we have attempted to follow
the health recommendations of washing, masking, distancing, testing, isolating and
vaccinating. By now it is apparent that the virus is “gonna virus” regardless of measures
attempted. Thankfully, SARS CoV2 is acting in similar manner as all other viral

pandemics and becoming more “virulent” (spreads easier) but less deadly. Real immunity
is achieved with exposure and recovery as is evidenced by fact that those infected with
SARS in 2002/3 cannot become infected with SARS CoV2 today! In contrast, Covid19 has
managed to find a way to escape the vaccine as is evidenced by the incredibly high
numbers of vaccinated and even boosted individuals getting sick and testing positive.
Surely this fact has not escaped your knowledge!

As Health Board members, you are obligated to provide us with
facts that support any and all recommendations or requirements.
1) what is the current rate of mortality for COVID19 infection and
stratified according to age groups?
2) point to ANY measures that have reduced the numbers of
fatalities (cases are not fatalities).
3) what is rate of all cause mortality in WA in 2020 and
2021?......did the measures imposed reduce the number of deaths from prior year?
4) provide evidence of asymptomatic spread of SARS CoV2.
5) provide safety studies for masking children and randomized
clinical trials for masks preventing spread of lab-confirmed upper respiratory viruses (not
modeling of masks on mannequins).
6) make public the accuracy of testing - what is the rate of false
positives and false negatives of tests and were results determined by manufacturers of
the tests or unbiased 3rd party investigators?
7) provide evidence that the vaccines prevent infection and
transmission and that they improve health of individuals who receive them compared to
those who do not.
8) explain why so much focus on eliminating this 1 virus when
human immune systems have successfully protected our growing population since the
beginning of time? Are you aware that some viruses are beneficial for humans and can
protect against various forms of cancers and heart issues? Did you know that your
human virome contains over 380 TRILLION viruses?

Unfortunately, I do not trust that you have carefully investigated
and logically determined adequate and measurable health remedies for which you are
able to provide evidence. Before doubling down on measures that seem to HARM more
than they HELP the overall health of citizens, please determine and make public the
evidence to justify any policies.

Regarding mandating shots, know that the clinical trials will not be

completed until 2023. Know that WA State has a legal definition of a vaccine that the C19
shots do not fulfill as they were never part of a living microorganism.

"Vaccine" means "a preparation of killed or attenuated living microorganisms, or fraction
thereof, that upon administration stimulates immunity that protects against disease and
is approved by the federal food and drug administration as safe and effective..."

https://app.leg.wa.gov/RCW/default.aspx?cite=70.290.010
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fapp.leg.wa.gov%2FRCW%2Fdefau

Finally, do no harm! You cannot possibly know or care more about
the health of children than do the parents of Washington children! Myocarditis is just one
of the side effects that people are reporting. Heart muscle doesn’t regenerate and is an
unnecessary injury to those who may suffer with for the rest of their life. How many
others are now injured? What is the real rate of adverse effects following these EUA
products and how can you determine if the safety studies have yet to be completed and
there is no transparency of adverse event reporting?
Furthermore, how necessary or even safe is it to give a vaccine to a
person who already has immunity to the pathogen? Many children by now have been
exposed to the virus and have developed immunity without difficulty. Why consider a
mandate for those not at high risk for adverse outcome should they become infected but
who carry unknown risks of adverse reaction with getting the shot?

I look forward to hearing these concerns addressed and evidence for
any and all recommendations to be presented on January 12.

Thank you.

______________________________________________
From: Elise Strasser
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:30:09 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 3:09:13 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: VOTE NO FOR COVID VACCINE SCHOOL REQUIREMENT

From: Christina Hooge <mrschristinahooge@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 3:52 PM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: VOTE NO FOR COVID VACCINE SCHOOL REQUIREMENT

External Email
To Whom It May Concern:

My name is Christina Hooge and I am the mother of 3 small children. As a parent, I am
abhorred by the ideas currently being proposed to legislation to FORCE “vaccination” on
my children.

Dr. Robert Malone who is the creator of the gene therapy - not vaccine - strongly advises
parents NOT to inject the covid “vaccine” into our children due to the dangerous toxic
spike proteins the injection causes, resulting in possible permanent damage to my child’s
critical organs, such as the brain, nervous system, heart and blood vessels, reproductive
system and immune system.

The rate at which this “vaccine” has rolled out is alarmingly fast, and suggests cause for
concern based on the lack of testing over time. As a person holding a Bachelors Degree
in Science, the lack of testing, of knowing exactly what risks we are potentially ignoring
is completely unacceptable to me as a parent. I should be able to look at research and
decide for myself if the benefits outweigh the risks to an injection and, as it stands, this
is a no brainer for me, as a parent. So far, it seems children have very mild systems due
to COVID-19. I understand this is not always the case, but it does appear to be the
majority, so my kids are at no increased risk to their lives or safety without this
“vaccine.”

It is not legislation’s right to FORCE my child to receive an injection I do not feel is in his
best interest; not only that, one in which could cause IRREVERSIBLE HARM to his body
as he continues to grow.

If COVID-19 vaccination becomes a requirement (without allowing exemptions) for

school enrollment, you can be sure my 3 children will be unenrolled instantly. We will
homeschool or move out of state before I put my children’s lives in jeopardy.

I hope you will truly consider my words as a concerned parent; America has always
afforded us the right to CHOOSE for ourselves. It is my right as a parent to choose wisely
for my children and not your right as a government official.

Thank you for supporting us parents when you vote NO for a covid vaccine requirement
for school.

Sincerely,

Christina Hooge

______________________________________________
From: Paul Mead
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:39:39 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 9:41:34 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Upcoming WA State BOH Meeting-January 12-2022

From: Stacy Brebner <stacybrebner@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 10:39 AM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Upcoming WA State BOH Meeting-January 12-2022

External Email
To Whom This May Concern:

It has been brought to my attention, as well as thousands of other concerned WA State
citizens, that there will be a meeting with the BOH on January 12th, at 9am to discuss
the following possible implementations:

* Allow local health officers to use law enforcement (WAC 246-100-070) to force an
emergency order to involuntarily detain a person or group of persons (families)
* to be isolated in a quarantine facility (WAC 246-100-045)
* following refusal to voluntary comply with requests for medical examination, testing,
treatment, counseling, vaccination (WAC 246-100-040). These specifics come from WAC
246-100.
* Include the Covid-19 injections as part of school immunization requirements using WAC
246-105.

I not only strongly oppose this proposal, but I will die on this hill fighting it. There is NO
way my family, or myself, will not put up the fight of our lives to protect ourselves from
this tyranny. You are asking for a civil war.

Bullet Point #1: You do not have the manpower to detain the amount of people that you
are suggesting. The unrealistic idea that local law enforcement, which is already
struggling to maintain active officers, is ridiculous. You are putting law enforcement at
risk for endangering their own lives, as I know civilians will not comply. It will be ugly.

Bullet Point #2 and #3: Isolating persons/families in quarantine facilities. Are you joking?
Washington State’s population has outgrown this state and its services YEARS ago. Do
you even know the percentage of people that are unvaccinated THAT ARE NOT GOING TO
GET VACCINATED? If we haven’t gotten vaccinated now, we won’t EVER! There are so
many personal reasons to not be vaccinated. I have a plethora of health issues that put
me at high risk of dying or being permanently disabled from ANY vaccine, yet alone, an
MRNA experimental one. I also have religious beliefs that I strongly hold, in which this
completely goes against. You have NO RIGHT to force bias examinations, testing,
treatment and counselling. So, in counseling, you mean brainwash? Propaganda? Do you
hear what you are proposing?

Last Bullet Point #4: CHILDREN ARE NOT AT RISK OF DYING OR BEING INJURED by this
COVID virus! This virus has already mutated to hardly anything. We are at the herd
immunity level in which all of this seems futile even more. If everyone has already gotten
this virus, why are we having talks so late in the game? I feel there is something more
nefarious going on since death rates are going down at an alarming rate.

My final thought. Be afraid. If this goes through, you will not only see the biggest mass
exodus of this state’s history, but you will be declaring WAR. You have been warned by
the unvaccinated people of Washington State.

Sincerely,
Stacy Brebner
Bonney Lake, WA

______________________________________________
From: Barbra Villahermosa
Sent: 1/8/2022 3:25:55 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Corey Ihler
Sent: 1/12/2022 9:30:29 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Verbal public comment
External Email
Verbal public comment
How do we validate the feelings of unvaccinated families who feel like the law is
promoting state sponsored left-wing collectivist violence against us and our children?

______________________________________________
From: Dori, Sugar Valley Builders
Sent: 1/12/2022 11:00:02 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Re: Dept of Health Meeting
External Email
How are you preveting the numbers of illness and death from the vaccine?
On Wed, Jan 12, 2022 at 10:15 AM Dori, Sugar Valley Builders <admin@pssvb.com
<mailto:admin@pssvb.com> > wrote:
Why, if scientifically speaking, we know that each variant get's weaker and
weaker as they develop, are we continuing to impose mandates when reaching herd
immunity with this variant that is not very deadly at all, is the key to getting over this
virus? What is the purpose of the mandates but to inhibit proper herd immunity?

-Dori Patrick

-Dori Patrick
Project Manager
(360) 875-8079
Sugar Valley Builders LLC

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 7:22:58 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: UNBELIEVABLE

-----Original Message----From: Dave Adams <dadams@millersheating.com>
Sent: Saturday, January 8, 2022 11:04 AM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: UNBELIEVABLE
External Email
I need to voice my concern that it has been brought to my attention some very
disturbing allegations . Is it true that there are plans in place to give the State Board of
Health power to FORCE VACCINATIONS? And then power to have police arrest and detain
people for observing their constitutional right to CHOOSE whether they are vaccinated or
not? These allegations and plans are WAY OVER THE LINE of State government. There is
so much scientific and medical evidence that Covid vaccines are harmful especially in
CHILDREN. It is the Parents ,for children ,and adults individual right and responsibility to
CHOOSE their health care. I am watching and holding each individual in Government
responsible for their vote and position on this issue.
Sincerely
David Adams
President/Owner
Miller's Heating & Air
6109 NE HWY 99
VANCOUVER WA 98665
Cell 360-772-2000

______________________________________________
From: Pastor Rick Long
Sent: 1/11/2022 12:57:45 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:

* There is no physiological reason since children have a sickness and death rate that is
negligible
* The dangers of receiving the shot are many, seen from the many adverse reactions
* Forcing this is contrary to our 1st Amendment freedoms
* The experimental nature of this shot coupled with forcing it is a violation of the
Nuremberg Corde

Please have wisdom and do not go this direction!

Pastor Rick Long
Atonement Free Lutheran
6905 172nd St. NE
Arlington WA 98223
360.435.9191 / 425.343.5747

______________________________________________
From: Courtney Farrington
Sent: 1/8/2022 12:13:37 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Paul Hodgson
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:06:43 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 12:36:34 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: I oppose the proposed WAC’s 246-100-070, WAC 246-100-045, WAC 246100-040, WAC 246-100, WAC 246-105

From: Obie O'Bannan <writeobie@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 8:34 AM
Subject: I oppose the proposed WAC’s 246-100-070, WAC 246-100-045, WAC 246-100040, WAC 246-100, WAC 246-105

External Email
Please know that I am completely against giving local health officers use of law
enforcement and the use of an emergency order to involuntarily detain a person or family
into a quarantine facility if they refuse the requests of medical examination, testing,
treatment, counseling, or vaccination.

I am completely against covid-19 injections as part of the school immunization
requirements using WAC 246-105. If for no other reason, the potential risk of children
being harmed by covid-19 is much less than the potential harm that may come from the
"vaccine." We still have no idea what the long term risks are from such vaccination.

Thank you,

Robert O'Bannan
509.994.3058
If we continue to do what the average person does we will continue to get what the
average person gets.

______________________________________________
From: Gregg Konstanzer
Sent: 1/9/2022 8:11:49 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 12:46:06 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Comments for WSBOH decision January 12

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111
-----Original Message----From: Amber Sutton <faithsailor@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 10:48 AM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>; Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH)
<Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>; Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
<Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>;
Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH) <kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
<Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>; Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
<Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>; Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH)
<Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
<Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>;
Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH) <Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Comments for WSBOH decision January 12
External Email
As a registered nurse and mother and citizen of the United States, I am shocked that
anyone would consider making the fascist ideas in WA 246-100-070, WA 246-100-045,
WA 246-100-040, WA 246-100-030 into law in Washington State.
I have lived in Romania, a nation freed from the tyranny of communism in 1989. If you
don’t understand what Marxist, fascist encroachment upon freedom is, let me tell you
that it is exactly what you are considering. There is no medical truth supporting any of
the wild concepts put forth in the above policies. Children are in no danger when they
have Covid-19, and the idea of forcing a still EAU authorized, experimental injection of
mRNA code into their young bodies is insane, cruel, and should be considered childabuse. Adults should be free to choose how they maintain and protect their own health.
My entire community of friends will not stand for fear-driven, politicized nonsense like
these codes. You are participating in tearing apart our state if you continue to support
them.
Please, use logic, and not fear, and DO NOT apply these codes to our state. They are
against all of the ethos of our country, and are immoral.
Amber Sutton
Yakima, WA

______________________________________________
From: Frank Domingo
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:06:47 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 2:51:34 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vote for Personal Choice with Vaccines Mandates

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: Denni Brown <ddennibrown@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 8:39 PM
To: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Vote for Personal Choice with Vaccines Mandates

External Email
I am opposed to mandating vaccines. They should be Personal Choice. Especially with
children. Vaccine should be parents' choice.

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 10:40:02 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: I support petition 11

From: Charyl Baziak <cbaziak@hotmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 7:53 AM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: I support petition 11

External Email
To whom it may concern:
Thank you for having this forum. I am writing in support of Petition #11 which requests
that BOH establish a new rule that prohibits requiring that anyone take an EUA product
or licensed product that has not yet completed phase 3 clinical trials. I oppose BOH
formation of a Technical Advisory Group to review information about Covid-19 shot
mandates because each person needs to weigh their medical their medical condition with
their medical provider and make an informed, personal decision. This is especially true
since the infection fatality rate for Covid-19 is low. For ages 0-7 it is o.oooo2 (99.998%
survival rate) which is statistically a zero percent death rate. Beyond that, when you
consider that most that most hospitalizations for the young are with Covid-19 and not for
Covid-19, we can know that they are not in mortal danger from Covid-19. Neither is
there a great risk of the young spreading Covid-19 to staff and teachers. The young have
a greater risk of the Covid-19 vaccine adverse reactions than of serious Covid-19 illness.
We must protect our young before we consider self-protection.
Sincerely,
Charyl Baziak

______________________________________________
From: Rhonda Berg
Sent: 1/10/2022 5:22:36 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 8:14:03 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Covid 19 policies

-----Original Message----From: Bren Cooke <bcooke7@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 11:35 AM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Covid 19 policies
External Email
Dear Christy:
Regarding the upcoming discussion and vote on Covid 19 policies that include (but are
not limited to) involuntary quarantine, vaccination, detention, testing, or vaccination
requirements for children - I urge you to reject any more overreaching and unethical
policies. We staunchly oppose the proposed measures.
Regards,
Brennen Cooke

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:12:53 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Please vote No to adding Covid-19 to the list of infectious diseases for WAC
Codes

From: gary wilson <garywilson32@yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 12:06 AM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Please vote No to adding Covid-19 to the list of infectious diseases for WAC
Codes

External Email
The current strain (Omicron) has been reported as causing 6 deaths in 100,000 cases
which is roughly equal to the death rate of those who have had adverse reactions to the
vaccine. More people die each year from the Flu than the current strain of Covid-19. This
would be a major overreach by this board and do severe harm to the faith that people
have in your judgement.

Sincerely,
Gary Wilson
14102 NE 5th Circle
Vancouver, WA 98684

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 7:11:25 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: I Oppose

From: Randy Skelton <trainercre@yahoo.com>
Sent: Sunday, January 9, 2022 7:38 AM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: I Oppose

External Email

I oppose the proposed WAC’s 246-100-070, WAC 246-100-045, WAC 246-100-040, WAC
246-100, WAC 246-105

I am completely against giving local health officers use of law enforcement and the use of
an emergency order to involuntarily detain a person or family into a quarantine facility if
they refuse the requests of medical examination, testing, treatment, counseling, or
vaccination.

I am completely against covid-19 injections as part of the school immunization
requirements using WAC 246-105.

Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Patsy Granger
Sent: 1/8/2022 8:12:43 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public Comments for WSBOH Members from March EH Committee Special
Meeting
External Email
I am against forcing parents to get their children vaccinated. The children belong to the
parents not to the state.

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.onelink.me%2F107872968%3F

______________________________________________
From: Peter Appel
Sent: 1/9/2022 5:32:37 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 8:09:53 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Fwd: Do We Still Live In the USA?

Get Outlook for iOS
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fo0ukef&data=04%7C0
________________________________
From: Christine Scott <christinegetsitdone@kw.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 2:05:26 PM
Subject: Do We Still Live In the USA?
External Email
To Whom It May Concern

I'm not sure what's happening in our state or in our world, but seeing that
you have a .wa.gov
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01%7CW
after your name gives me reason to believe that you are in a position to hear me out and
take appropriate action to answer my question: Do we still live the USA?

I am aghast at the completely dictatorial policies that are coming out of
Olympia. The fear mongering and the division being caused by unconstitutional policies
surrounding this "pandemic" are surreal. Data manipulation, misinformation, and an utter
lack of transparency to the people of this country is causing an internal disintegration of
our country!! Who benefits from this? Certainly not the people of the USA.

The mandate on a "vaccine" that is not even a vaccine was the first 3

alarm bell going off in my head (perhaps there were others that I ignored - shame on
me) but these upcoming proposals listed below are cause for much higher alarms. People
will not stand idly by. This needs to stop now!

"I am completely against any of the proposed Covid Policies that are over
reaching and immoral. We stand against these proposed WAC’s: WAC 246-100-070, WAC
246-100-045, WAC 246-100-040, WAC 246-100, WAC 246-105. Forcing anything on free
Americans protected by the Constitution is asking for strife and dissension. We will hold
the line against tyrannical mandates and proposed polices that violate our civil liberties
and fundamental rights as human beings. I stand with the Constitution - will you?"

If you have any say in this matter, now is the time to speak.

Thank you for your time,
-Christine Scott
Broker Realtor, ABR, PSA
<https://docs.google.com/uc?export=download&id=1b2NKj05R8-68RK6n84r_EhscDFg47of&revid=0B0geok7FHO0zQnNWaURmcTlQTXBLbWM2SzFWSTRJcC9uRzRrPQ>

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/11/2022 12:19:43 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: TAG and SBOH MEETING Jan 12, and subsequent meetings

-----Original Message----From: Twinkle Kitty <tkitty187@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2022 12:18 PM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: TAG and SBOH MEETING Jan 12, and subsequent meetings
External Email
In response to your clarification for the meeting tomorrow, January 12, 2021 and
subsequent meetings regarding vaccines for children:
There is no justification to mandate the covid vaccine for children age 5 and older. Nor is
there a justification or need to require parents to file for an exemption. A parents’ simple
“no” to having their child be given the covid vaccine should close the matter. The
decision and parental right to make the decision does not require your approval of an
exemption. Nor does the risk to society outweigh the risk of the adverse effects of the
vaccine.
I would ask the board to again review the under-reported VAERS data, increased cases of
myocarditis, lack of definitive clinical trials, hidden vaccine contents, and future data. I
would also remind the board this is not a “true” vaccine and only has EUA authorization
which was inappropriate to begin with. Sincerely, Mary Sizer

Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 7:37:56 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: I implore you to STOP Immunization Criteria for Children of Washington
State - Parents are the authority

From: Tawny Griffith <contact.tawny63@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 3:18 PM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: I implore you to STOP Immunization Criteria for Children of Washington State Parents are the authority

External Email
I would like to express my absolute opposition to implementation of a COVID-19 vaccine
(aka gene MRNA therapy) requirement for children in Washington State public schools.

To date there are zero long term safety studies for any of these vaccines....aka mRNA
gene therapy...ZERO. You and anyone else mandating these are potentially putting our
children at a risk you know nothing about....a risk that could be short, long term or
FATAL. And who's going to pay the tab for those long term health risks or death? Being it
has become clear there is zero liability at the hands of those pushing these mandates.

I have yet to understand how we got here...Our government and schools are pushing
masks, which have zero effect against this or any virus and put our children at risk of
countless psychological issues, sickness and disease...and now they want to enforce an
inoculation that is experimental at best with little to no knowledge of what the future
holds for the children exposed to it.

Can you answer any of these questions?
What are the ingredients in the inoculation?
Are there any contraindications with the ingredients in the inoculation and any
medications the child may be currently taking or are there contraindications to any
present ailments the child currently has?
What are the potential long and short term effects on the child and could it cause their
death?
Is anyone liable if there are any long or short term effects, or if the child's life is lost?
If you cannot answer these questions, what gives you or anyone the right to take the

right of the parent in making a decision that is best for their child?
And lastly...does anyone here or within this organization or the schools reap any rewards
from requiring these inoculations...if there is a monetary incentive then there is a conflict
of interest and not one that should be allowed at the expense of the children.

1. NONE of the COVID vaccines available in the United States have received FDA
approval. All available vaccines, including the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine, are being
administered under an Emergency Use Authorization. The only “approved” COVID 19
vaccine is Comirnaty, and it is not available in the United States and there is no
anticipated date for its availability. (This “smoke and mirrors” approach by the FDA is the
subject of numerous lawsuits and a Federal Judge recently rejected Pfizer’s claim that the
two products are interchangeable: Federal Judge Rejects DOD Claim That Pfizer EUA and
Comirnaty Vaccines Are ‘Interchangeable’ • Children's Health Defense
(childrenshealthdefense.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fchildrenshealthdefense.org%2F&da
) Since EUA products cannot be mandated per the Nuremberg Code, this alone should be
enough to stop consideration of making vaccines mandatory.

2. Children are statistically at zero risk of dying from COVID. ZERO! WHY ARE WE
ASKING HEALTHY CHILDREN TO PUT THEMSELVES AT RISK FOR THOSE WHO ARE
OLDER AND AT RISK? THIS IS NONSENSICAL AND PUTS OUR FUTURE GENERATIONS AT
RISK.

Their survival rate is in the range of 99.997-99.998% or, put another way, their risk of
dying with COVID is less than 2 in every 1,000,000 children. The very few children who
are listed as COVID deaths did not die OF COVID, but rather WITH COVID as anyone
being admitted to a hospital nowadays is tested. I challenge the Washington State Board
of Health to show medical records for even one child who has died OF COVID. Where
there’s no risk, there can be no benefit.

3. There are well documented risks associated with myocarditis in young males
associated with these shots. Myocarditis is not a mild illness. Statistics show that 2 in 10
people with myocarditis will die within 2 years and 5 in 10 die within 5 years. Dead heart
tissue does not regenerate itself.

4. The spike proteins associated with these shots have been shown to settle in female’s
reproductive organs, potentially affecting future fertility. In fact, there is currently a
study focusing on changes in women’s menstrual periods associated with the shots.
COVID-19 Vaccines and the Menstrual Cycle | NIH COVID-19 Research.

5. Natural immunity has been shown to be much more robust than any immunity
imparted by the vaccine, and there has been research that has shown, after a person
gets the shots, they may never be able to achieve full natural immunity in the future.

6. No one knows the long term risks of these vaccines. You may remember that one of
the members of the FDA Advisory Committee infamously said, “We are never going to
learn about how safe this vaccine is until we start giving it” Dr. Eric Ruben, Editor in Chief
NEJM The studies Pfizer conducted were woefully underpowered.

7. It is estimated that even if 28 million children are vaccinated against COVID, at most
45 lives might be saved. And there are potentially huge long term risks.

8. In Pfizer’s initial study for older 12-17 year old kids, adverse side effects were hidden.
You may or may not be familiar with the story of Maddie De Garay who volunteered to be
part of the initial trial because she wanted to do her part. She is now in a wheelchair with
a feeding tube and likely will be for the rest of her life. Her side effects were hidden and
listed as “abdominal pain”. Even if there’s an infinitesimal chance of this happening to
another child, why take the risk? Comcast Censors Vaccine Paralyzed 13-Year-Old Girl
(rumble.com
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Frumble.com%2F&data=04%7C01%
)

9. It is impossible for someone to give informed consent when side effects from the
vaccines are hidden. Perhaps before you make a decision that you’ll regret, you should
visit this website....realnotrare.com
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Frealnotrare.com%2F&data=04%7C

10. Or visit VAERS - Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System
These numbers are also hugely under reported.

My question to you...how can you take the decision from the parents when this could
potentially injure our children...a generation of children...beyond repair. Until there is
verifiable proof of little to no long term effects and death from this gene therapy I would
recommend you...no I would implore you to leave this in the hands of the parents.

I cannot understand how those pushing these shots on the population sleep at night...as
the days tick off more and more are being adversely affected long term and many have
lost their lives.

Do you really want this hanging over your head...and what about your children and
grandchildren...is this the future you want for them?

Please think beyond what you have been told...please look at the greater picture and the
years to follow.

Regards,
Tawny Griffith

______________________________________________
From: Emilie Brinson
Sent: 1/7/2022 4:22:04 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Camille Youngquist
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:29:17 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cascade Climber
Sent: 1/9/2022 2:04:35 PM
To: DOH WSBOH,otp.informationdesk@icc-cpi.int,Barkis, Andrew,Bateman, Jessica,Berg,
April,Bergquist, Steve,Berry, Liz,Billig, Andy,Boehnke, Matt,Braun, John,Bronoske,
Dan,Brown, Sharon,Caldier, Michelle,Callan, Lisa,Carlyle, Reuven,Chambers,
Kelly,Chandler, Bruce,Chase, Rob,Chopp, Frank,Cleveland, Annette,Cody, Eileen,Conway,
Steve,Corry, Chris,Das, Mona,Davis, Lauren,Dent, Tom,Dhingra, Manka,Dolan,
Laurie,Donaghy, Brandy,Dozier, Perry,Duerr, Davina,Dufault, Jeremie,Dye,
Mary,Entenman, Debra,Ericksen, Doug,Eslick, Carolyn,Fey, Jake,Fitzgibbon,
Joe,Fortunato, Phil,Frame, Noel,Frockt, David,Gilday, Greg,Abbarno, Peter,Gildon,
Chris,Goehner, Keith,Goodman, Roger,Graham, Jenny,Gregerson, Mia,Griffey,
Dan,Hackney, David,Hansen, Drew,Harris, Paul,Harris-Talley, Kirsten,Hasegawa,
Bob,Hawkins, Brad,Hoff, Larry,Holy, Jeff,Honeyford, Jim,Hunt, Sam,Jacobsen,
Cyndy,Jinkins, Laurie,Johnson, Jesse,Keiser, Karen,King, Curtis,Kirby, Steve,Klicker,
Mark,Klippert, Brad,Kloba, Shelley,Kraft, Vicki,Kretz, Joel,Kuderer, Patty (LEG),Leavitt,
Mari,Lekanoff, Debra,Liias, Marko,Lovelett, Liz,Lovick, John,MacEwen, Drew,Macri,
Nicole,Maycumber, Jacquelin,McCaslin, Bob,McCune, Jim,McEntire, Joel,Morgan,
Melanie,DOR Gina Mosbrucker,Mullet, Mark,Muzzall, Ron,Nguyen, Joe,Nobles, T'wina
(LEG),Orcutt, Ed,Ormsby, Timm,Ortiz-Self, Lillian,Orwall, Tina,Padden, Mike,Paul,
Dave,Pedersen, Jamie,Peterson, Strom,Pollet, Gerry,Ramel, Alex,Ramos, Bill,Randall,
Emily,Riccelli, Marcus,Rivers, Ann,Robertson, Eric,Robinson, June,Rolfes, Christine,Rude,
Skyler,Rule, Alicia,Ryu, Cindy,Saldana, Rebecca (LEG),Salomon, Jesse,Schmick,
Joe,Schoesler, Mark,Sells, Mike,Senn, Tana,tim.sheldon@leg.wa.gov,Shewmake,
Sharon,Short, Shelly,Simmons, Tarra,Slatter, Vandana,Springer, Larry,Stanford,
Derek,Steele, Mike (LEG),Stokesbary, Drew,Stonier, Monica,Sullivan, Pat,Sutherland,
Robert,Taylor, Jamila,Thai, My-Linh,Tharinger, Steve,Trudeau, Yasmin,Valdez, Javier,Van
De Wege, Kevin,Vick, Brandon,Volz, Mike,DOR Keith Wagoner,Walen, Amy,Walsh,
Jim,Warnick, Judy,Wellman, Lisa,Wicks, Emily,Wilcox, JT,Wilson, Claire,Wilson,
Jeff,Wilson, Lynda,Wylie, Sharon,Ybarra, Alex,Young, Jesse,Santos, Sharon Tomiko
Subject: URGENT: VAXTARDS Want to FORCIBLY INJECT a LETHAL BIOWEAPON Into
Everyone With 'COVID' "STRIKE TEAMS" in WA
External Email
In spite of WIDESPREAD DEATH & DISABILITY caused BY the FAKE VACCINES, these
IDIOTS want to FORCIBLY INJECT EVERYONE with the LETHAL INJECTION BIOWEAPON!
"Premeditated Mass Murder - Dr. Michael Yeadon - Former Pfizer CEO"

https://beforeitsnews.com/health/2022/01/premeditated-mass-murder-dr-michaelyeadon-former-pfizer-ceo-3043959.html
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fbeforeitsnews.com%2Fhealth%2F
mass-murder-dr-michael-yeadon-former-pfizer-ceo3043959.html&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40sboh.wa.gov%7C73fa56d21c3c45bae9ba08d9d3bbc680%7
"Jan 7, 2022 – Dr. Michael Yeadon interviewed by Reiner Fuellmich’s Corona
Investigative Committee in Berlin.
Dr. Yeadon claims deadly vaccine Lot numbers are evidence of premeditated mass
murder."
https://odysee.com/@Corona-Investigative-Committee:5/Mike-Session-86-en:0
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fodysee.com%2F%40CoronaInvestigative-Committee%3A5%2FMike-Session-86-

en%3A0&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40sboh.wa.gov%7C73fa56d21c3c45bae9ba08d9d3bbc680%7C11d

"Stew Peters Breaking: Deadly Vax Lot Numbers Identified, Still in Circulation!"

https://beforeitsnews.com/opinion-conservative/2022/01/stew-peters-breaking-deadlylot-numbers-identified-still-in-circulation-genocide-completely-exposed-must-video3613122.html
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fbeforeitsnews.com%2Fopinionconservative%2F2022%2F01%2Fstew-peters-breaking-deadly-lot-numbers-identifiedstill-in-circulation-genocide-completely-exposed-must-video3613122.html&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40sboh.wa.gov%7C73fa56d21c3c45bae9ba08d9d3bbc680%7

howbad.info
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fhowbad.info%2F&data=04%7C01%

"X22Report: Dr. Zelenko - Deep State & Big Pharma Hid The Cures From We The People!
Choice Has Been Made! Collapse!"

https://beforeitsnews.com/health/2022/01/dr-zelenko-deep-state-big-pharma-hid-thecures-from-we-the-people-choice-has-been-made-collapse-must-video-3043975.html
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fbeforeitsnews.com%2Fhealth%2F
zelenko-deep-state-big-pharma-hid-the-cures-from-we-the-people-choice-has-beenmade-collapse-must-video3043975.html&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40sboh.wa.gov%7C73fa56d21c3c45bae9ba08d9d3bbc680%7

https://rumble.com/vs6l1g-dr.-zelenko-dsbig-pharma-hid-the-cures-from-we-thepeoplechoice-has-been-ma.html
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Frumble.com%2Fvs6l1gdr.-zelenko-dsbig-pharma-hid-the-cures-from-we-the-peoplechoice-has-beenma.html&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40sboh.wa.gov%7C73fa56d21c3c45bae9ba08d9d3bbc680%7C11d0

"We are now witnessing the early signs of the dreaded vaccine zombie apocalypse:
Raging “mask Karens,” personality changes, violent behavior and animalistic lower brain
stem lunacy"

https://www.naturalnews.com/2022-01-07-now-witnessing-early-signs-vaccine-zombieapocalypse-mask-karens-personality-changes.html
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.naturalnews.com%2F202201-07-now-witnessing-early-signs-vaccine-zombie-apocalypse-mask-karens-personalitychanges.html&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40sboh.wa.gov%7C73fa56d21c3c45bae9ba08d9d3bbc680%7C

It's a Depopulation Agenda - Dr. Lee Merritt (Corona Committee)

https://beforeitsnews.com/health/2022/01/its-a-depopulation-agenda-dr-lee-merrittcorona-committee-3043973.html
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fbeforeitsnews.com%2Fhealth%2F
a-depopulation-agenda-dr-lee-merritt-corona-committee3043973.html&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40sboh.wa.gov%7C73fa56d21c3c45bae9ba08d9d3bbc680%7

https://odysee.com/@Corona-Investigative-Committee:5/Lee-Merritt-Session-86-en:f
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fodysee.com%2F%40CoronaInvestigative-Committee%3A5%2FLee-Merritt-Session-86en%3Af&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40sboh.wa.gov%7C73fa56d21c3c45bae9ba08d9d3bbc680%7C11d0

*"Official German Government Data Suggests the Fully Vaccinated Will Develop Acquired
Immunodeficiency Syndrome by the End of January 2022
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftapnewswire.com%2F2022%2F01
german-government-data-suggests-the-fully-vaccinated-will-develop-acquiredimmunodeficiency-syndrome-by-the-end-of-january-20222%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40sboh.wa.gov%7C73fa56d21c3c45bae9ba08d9d3bbc680%7C11d0e2
"

Mon 10:35 am +00:00, 3 Jan 2022
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftapnewswire.com%2F2022%2F01
german-government-data-suggests-the-fully-vaccinated-will-develop-acquiredimmunodeficiency-syndrome-by-the-end-of-january-20222%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40sboh.wa.gov%7C73fa56d21c3c45bae9ba08d9d3bbc680%7C11d0e2

posted by ian
https://tapnewswire.com/2022/01/official-german-government-data-suggests-the-fullyvaccinated-will-develop-acquired-immunodeficiency-syndrome-by-the-end-of-january2022-2/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftapnewswire.com%2F2022%2F01
german-government-data-suggests-the-fully-vaccinated-will-develop-acquiredimmunodeficiency-syndrome-by-the-end-of-january-20222%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40sboh.wa.gov%7C73fa56d21c3c45bae9ba08d9d3bbc680%7C11d0e2

https://www.infowars.com/posts/another-blue-state-announces-plans-for-strike-force-toindefinitely-detain-unvaccinated/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.infowars.com%2Fposts%2Fa
blue-state-announces-plans-for-strike-force-to-indefinitely-detainunvaccinated%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40sboh.wa.gov%7C73fa56d21c3c45bae9ba08d9d3bbc680

"Another Blue State Announces Plans For ‘Strike Force’ To ‘Involuntarily Detain’
Unvaccinated

by Jamie White
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.infowars.com%2Fauthor%2F
January 9th 2022, 12:11 pm
"Emergency detention order" would allow citizens to be involuntarily detained and put in
isolation and quarantine at the discretion of state health authorities.

Image Credit:
D-Keine/Getty Images
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<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.infowarsstore.com%2Fsuppo
infowars%2Fdonations%3Fims%3Dfucri%26utm_campaign%3Darticlesidebar%26utm_source%3Diwdonate
Fund the InfoWar. Donate Now!
Keep up to date with our latest:
EMAIL
Sign Up Now
Have an important tip? Let us know.EMAIL US HERE.
<mailto:showtips_nfocom@infowars.com>
The state of Washington may amend a law to allow the forcible detainment of residents
into COVID “internment camps” for defying state vaccine mandates.

The proposed revision to the COVID protocol under the Communicable and Certain Other
Diseases Act, called WAC 246-100-040
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fapps.leg.wa.gov%2FWAC%2Fdefa
100040&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40sboh.wa.gov%7C73fa56d21c3c45bae9ba08d9d3bbc680%7C11d0e21
, outlines “procedures for isolation or quarantine.”

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.infowarsstore.com%2Fprepa
pros%3Fims%3Dgsjpo%26utm_campaign%3Dbioprosbillboard%26utm_source%3DInfowars%2BBillboard%
The amendment would grant local health officers at “his other sole discretion” to “issue
an emergency detention order causing a person or group of persons to be immediately
detained for purposes of isolation or quarantine.”
Additionally, the measure would allow law enforcement to assist public health officials in
detaining residents who refused the COVID injection.

WAC-246-100-040 states that “a local health officer may invoke the powers of police
officers, sheriffs, constables, and all other officers and employees of any political
subdivisions within the jurisdiction of the health department to enforce immediately
orders given to effectuate the purposes of this section in accordance with the provisions
of RCW 43.20.050
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fapp.leg.wa.gov%2FRCW%2Fdefaul

(4) and 70.05.120
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fapp.leg.wa.gov%2FRCW%2Fdefaul
.”
The “emergency detention order” would allow individuals to be detained “for a period not
to exceed ten days.”

This alarming measure comes in tandem with Gov. Jay Inslee’s (D) effort to hire “strike
teams” to run quarantine camps
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.governmentjobs.com%2Fcar
0%2Fisolation-quarantine-team-consultants-ps2-non-permanentdoh5814&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40sboh.wa.gov%7C73fa56d21c3c45bae9ba08d9d3bbc680%7C11d
, outlined in the state’s governmentjobs.com
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fgovernmentjobs.com%2F&data=04
website, a term that has since been scrubbed from the website sometime after the
bulletin was posted in September 2021.
<https://api-assets.infowars.com/2022/01/afkjasfkhafklja.jpg> <https://apiassets.infowars.com/2022/01/strikeeam2374789.jpg>

Now the state website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.governmentjobs.com%2Fcar
0%2Fisolation-quarantine-team-consultants-ps2-non-permanentdoh5814&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40sboh.wa.gov%7C73fa56d21c3c45bae9ba08d9d3bbc680%7C11d
says “Isolation and Quarantine Camp Consultant” duties include “Maintaining the
readiness of the facility and equipment which includes ensuring contractors have cleaned
the facility adequately.”

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.infowarsstore.com%2Fspecia
clearance%2Fnew-years-superspecial%3Fims%3Dcuzeh%26utm_campaign%3Dheronewyear%26utm_source%3DInfowars%2BHero%26u
The so-called “Isolation & quarantine team consultants” will earn $3,294 to $4,286
monthly for their services, according to the website.

Notably, WAC 246-100-040 was certified on October 25, 2019
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fapp.leg.wa.gov%2FWAC%2Fdefau
100040%26pdf%3Dtrue&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40sboh.wa.gov%7C73fa56d21c3c45bae9ba08d9d3bbc6
, just months before the COVID-19 pandemic began in January 2020.

Inslee further warned
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.theolympian.com%2Fnews%
unvaccinated residents on Wednesday that he will soon impose even more harsh COVID
restrictions to address the 146% spike in COVID cases despite 68% of Washington’s
residents being “fully vaccinated.”

This comes as New York attempts to pass a similar bill allowing Gov. Kathy Hochul (D) to
forcibly detain anyone she deems a public health threat
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.infowars.com%2Fposts%2Fn
york-bill-would-allow-gov-to-detain-anyone-considered-to-be-public-healththreat%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40sboh.wa.gov%7C73fa56d21c3c45bae9ba08d9d3bbc680%7C11
.
The bill, called A.416, would “allow the governor or the appropriate health official to
order the removal and detention of any person afflicted with a communicable disease in

the event that there is a state of health emergency declared by the governor in relation
to such disease.”
“[A]ny person or group removed or detained by order of the governor or his or her
delegate shall be detained for as long as the department may direct,” the proposed bill
states.

As we’ve reported, dehumanizing COVID internment camps are already in use in
Australia
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.infowars.com%2Fposts%2Fin
look-at-australias-covid-prison-camps-where-suicidal-kids-are-locked-in-cells-for-morethan-23-hours-aday%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40sboh.wa.gov%7C73fa56d21c3c45bae9ba08d9d3bbc680%7C11d0
, with authorities rounding up COVID-positive individuals and putting them in isolation for
up to 23 hours a day.

The Washington State Board of Health will hold a virtual public meeting
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.khq.com%2Fpolitics%2Fwas
state-board-of-health-is-hosting-a-public-forum%2Farticle_b290465e-6f6f-11ec-bca18b99cea75415.html&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40sboh.wa.gov%7C73fa56d21c3c45bae9ba08d9d3bbc6
on January 12 to discuss the implementation of W 246-100-040.

Physician Assistant Scott Miller told
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.thegatewaypundit.com%2F2
filed-washington-authorize-strike-force-involuntarily-detain-unvaccinated-familiesalready-set-internmentcamps%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40sboh.wa.gov%7C73fa56d21c3c45bae9ba08d9d3bbc680%7C1
The Gateway Pundit that Republicans are being pressured to fight back against the
directive at the upcoming virtual meeting.
“If we can persuade this board to do the right thing and put our children first, our state
will have hope,” Miller said. “We are desperate for them to uphold the principles that our
nation was founded on and preserve the freedom we have as parents and Americans to
determine what goes into our children’s bodies.”
“They have already set up the internment camps. I’ve seen photographs of them,” he
added.
Read the WAC 246-100-040 directive:"

https://www.infowars.com/posts/another-blue-state-announces-plans-for-strike-force-toindefinitely-detain-unvaccinated/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.infowars.com%2Fposts%2Fa
blue-state-announces-plans-for-strike-force-to-indefinitely-detainunvaccinated%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40sboh.wa.gov%7C73fa56d21c3c45bae9ba08d9d3bbc680

______________________________________________
From: Danielle Matei
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:31:00 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: TAG meeting minutes from 12/29/21
External Email
Where are the meeting minutes from the Dec 29, 2021 TAG meeting that discussed the
adding of Covid Vaccines to WAC 246-105 (childcare and school)? Your website shows
the agenda, but not the minutes. Seems a little suspicious that they're not posted ahead
of this meeting today. What meeting are these items scheduled to be discussed and
action taken??

______________________________________________
From: Barbara Mowrey
Sent: 1/10/2022 9:15:49 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: DOH Information
Sent: 1/12/2022 2:19:23 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public Comment

attachments\65C3921E38624E6B_image002.png
Hello,

This is intended for the Board.
Thank you

Alexandra Moore
Customer Service Specialist
Center for Public Affairs
Washington State Department of Health
DOH.Information@doh.wa.gov
800-525-0127 | www.doh.wa.gov

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.doh.wa.gov%2FNewsroom%

From: DOH Feedback <doh.information@doh.wa.gov>
Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2022 11:04 PM
To: DOH Information <DOH.Information@DOH.WA.GOV>
Subject: Question/Comment from the public

The following survey response is submitted:
1.
Please select one:

-

2.
Please enter your comments or questions in the space provided below:

________________________________
If you do 'covid internment'...you will precipitate 'the tipping point'. You will provoke civil
war. Doesnt follow science. I know it..you MUST know it? Dont do it! I suggest you watch
Joe Rogan...with Dr Robert Malone..3 hrs....and if you can still do 'Mandates'....you will
have LIT THE FUSE!!!!...Smarten up guys! WE...are YOU!

3.
If you are sending feedback on one of our Web pages, please paste the URL here:
(no answer)

4.
Would you like a response?
Tell us how to get in touch with you.
Name:
ME
Email:
ibp07@comcast.net <mailto:ibp07@comcast.net>
Telephone:

NA

______________________________________________
From: Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
Sent: 1/12/2022 7:52:01 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: I oppose the proposed WAC’s

-----Original Message----From: Ann Hunt <annakhunt7@aol.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2022 7:39 PM
To: Haag, Hannah R (SBOH) <Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: I oppose the proposed WAC’s
External Email
I oppose the proposed WAC’s 246-100-070, WAC 246-100-045, WAC 246-100-040, WAC
246-100, WAC 246-105
I am completely against giving local health officers use of law enforcement and the use of
an emergency order to involuntarily detain a person or family into a quarantine facility if
they refuse the requests of medical examination, testing, treatment, counseling, or
vaccination.
I am completely against covid-19 injections as part of the school immunization
requirements using WAC 246-105.

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 10:40:59 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Mandate Covid vaccines for schools

From: Ginni Steckler <stecklerginni5@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 7:37 AM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Mandate Covid vaccines for schools

External Email
Wanted to express my disgust with even the THOUGHT of this proposition. These
vaccines were meant to be VOLUNTARY from the start. Now, not only have they been
FORCED on the majority of adults, you are trying to FORCE them on CHILDREN!!! The
risks of this vaccine to children FAR outweigh the severity of the virus. They are no more
at risk with this virus than the common flu. This is NOT smallpox, measles, polio, etc.,
that had a much higher risk of harm.
You might also want to think about how much money your schools are going to lose,
because I GUARANTEE there will be a mass exodus from the public school system if this
is implemented!
Thank you for your time,
Virginia Steckler

______________________________________________
From: Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
Sent: 1/12/2022 7:50:47 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: STOP VACCINE MANDATES

From: becky k <seastoday@yahoo.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2022 11:02 PM
To: Haag, Hannah R (SBOH) <Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: STOP VACCINE MANDATES

External Email
The data on harms to children from the experimental gene therapy injections are
mounting every day, including myocarditis in boys. You are well aware of the high
incidence of the myocarditis and you are still driven to put this in every arm. The
vaccines have failed. You are now more likely to get Covid, especially Omicron, if you are
vaccinated than if you are not vaccinated. This must stop. It is no longer about Covid or
injections......this is about God given rights guaranteed in our Constitution. Stop the
insanity.
BK
Washington Resident since 2002.

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.onelink.me%2F107872968%3F

______________________________________________
From: Chandler Barnhart
Sent: 1/10/2022 7:23:59 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Tatiana Borsci
Sent: 1/10/2022 8:16:53 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
Sent: 1/8/2022 4:23:16 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: WA State Board of “Health” & Inslee’s TYRANNICAL & UNCONSTITUTIONAL
proposed Quarantine Camps

--Samantha Pskowski (she/her/hers)
Washington State Board of Health
360-789-2358

From: Sue Kicha <GALEK_TSP@msn.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 11:32 PM
To: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: WA State Board of “Health” & Inslee’s TYRANNICAL & UNCONSTITUTIONAL
proposed Quarantine Camps

External Email
It’s come to our attention that the WA Board of Health & Dictator Inslee is considering
passing UNCONSTITUTIONAL bills for Quarantine Camps & forced vaccines with:

*WAC 246-100-040
*WAC 246-100-105
*WAC 246-100-070
*WAC 246-100-045

If you pass these bills you WILL BE IN VIOLATION of the NUREMBERG CODE & YOU WILL
BE INDICTED for CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY for your participation. Currently there are
Common Law juries being formed ALL around WA State which have the power to do this
to YOU! If you have’t heard about this, you ought to look it up before you vote. WE THE
PEOPLE will hold you accountable for YOUR actions, & we will not let you get away with
this CRIME!

These bills not only violate our precious & beloved Constitution but several other health
laws including:

* PATIENT BILL OF RIGHTS
* HIPPA LAWS

* THE Supreme Court ALREADY RULED THAT NO EMERGENCY CAN ELIMINATE ANY
RIGHTS GUARANTEED BY THE CONSTITUTION

If your “Health” Board & Inslee proceed to pass these bills after being warned of these
facts you are KNOWINGLY VIOLATING, YOU will be considered to be intentionally
committing TREASON against the Constitution & against We the People of the United
States of AMERICA!

The covid Omicron variant is contagious HOWEVER, VERY MILD…HEALTHY PEOPLE ARE
NOT DYING OF IT. Actually it will help us reach herd immunity quickly for anyone
interested in REAL SCIENCE. However, our government officials don’t seem to be
interested in real science. Instead you all only use data that goes alongside of your
AGENDA…..& are fully focused on THE GREAT RESET & destroying our state & country for
a virus with a 99.997% SURVIVAL RATE, so you’ll be able to pass the Vaccine Passport to
take over control our assets if we don’t comply with your every whim. You are EVIL!!!!

We are actively ORGANIZING & WE THE PEOPLE will PEACEFULLY fight you on this. We
are thankful for the 2nd Amendment during times like these when our government has
become tyrannical — this is exactly WHY our founders made the 2nd amendment so we
the people if need be could defend ourselves from governmental TYRANNY. ***Canada &
Australia sure wished they hadn’t surrendered their guns….they NOW have no defense
against their tyrannical DICTATOR government officials & are now a communist police
state. This is not a threat…it is a simple fact.

Never have I understood the importance of the 2nd Amendment UNTIL BIDEN & INSLEE
have gone CRAZY MAD & now our own Wa State Board of Health too over covid
restrictions taking ALL OUR FREEDOMS AWAY …. Again for a very survivable virus for
healthy people of all ages.

You act like we don’t talk with friends from other states. ALL RED STATES ARE WIDE
OPEN. Our daughter goes to college in Arizona, & they don’t even mask up there! Dear
friends moved to Florida & they said Covid is NON-EXISTENT there!!!

WE THE PEOPLE OF WASHINGTON STATE WLL NOT ALLOW YOU TO FORCE ANYTHING

INTO OUR BODIES OR OUR CHILDREN’S THAT WE HAVEN’T FREELY CHOSEN FOR
OURSELVES.

There are MILLIONS OF US IN WA STATE & only a few hundred or thousand of you. We
are AWAKE to your tyranny & stomping all over our Constitutional Rights. WE WILL WIN
THIS BATTLE….not you! We will rise up against you & protest every minute of everyday
against this until you make the right decisions to OPPOSE THESE BILLS & any others in
the future!

SK
Bellevue, WA

Get Outlook for iOS

Get Outlook for iOS
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fo0ukef&data=04%7C0

______________________________________________
From: Olga Vassar
Sent: 1/6/2022 11:09:21 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 8:55:47 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Fwd: Opposition to COIVD -19 vaccination requirement in schools in WA

Get Outlook for iOS
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fo0ukef&data=04%7C0
________________________________
From: Galynne Matichuk <tka_gmatichuk@hotmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 1:09:35 PM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Opposition to COIVD -19 vaccination requirement in schools in WA
External Email
I would like to express my extreme opposition to implementation of a COVID 19 vaccine
requirement for schools in Washington State.
1. No COVID vaccine available in the United States has received FDA approval. All
available vaccines, including the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine, are being administered under
an Emergency Use Authorization. The only “approved” COVID 19 vaccine is Comirnaty,
and it is not available in the United States and there is no anticipated date for its
availability.
2. Children are statistically at zero risk of dying from COVID. Their survival rate is in the
range of 99.997-99.998% or, put another way, their risk of dying with COVID is less than
2 in every 1,000,000 children. The very few children who are listed as COVID deaths did
not die OF COVID, but rather WITH COVID as anyone being admitted to a hospital
nowadays is tested. I challenge the Washington State Board of Health to show medical
records for even one child who has died OF COVID. Where there’s no risk, there can be
no benefit.
3. No one knows the long-term risks of these vaccines.
Please do the right thing and do not require these vaccinations for school age children.
Galynne Matichuk

______________________________________________
From: David Schmaltz
Sent: 1/10/2022 12:50:25 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Angelika Baglay
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:38:57 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Park Cover
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:23:24 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 9:37:54 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Jan 12th Vote

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: Michael Shackett <EyeronMike@hotmail.com>
Sent: Saturday, January 8, 2022 11:32 PM
To: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Jan 12th Vote

External Email
Regarding vote on January 12th to decide to make the co vid 19 jabs mandatory. They
are experimental. They have not been approved by the FDA. Comiraty has been
approved and it is not available in the USA. This virus has a 99.8% survival rate. More
people have died from the shots than the virus. The statistics are being manipulated to
suit the narrative. It is unconstitutional to force any medical treatment and according to
the Nuremburg code, there has to be informed consent. The enclosed circular in the
vaccine box is entirely blank. How can you receive informed consent if you do not know
what is in it? The individual may not be coerced, forced or pressured to take any
experimental treatment. Anyone who forces this and implements any of these shots are
guilty of crimes against humanity and will be brought to justice just as they were in
World War II. This includes you and if you recall, doctors, news reporters were either in
prison for a very long time or were hung. Matter of fact, Nuremburg II trials are going on
right now.
There are preventative and treatments effective for this entity.This virus has not been
isolated. This has been hidden in order to pave the way for these shots,that do not even
work. The hospitals are filled with the vaccinated related illnesses. You likely know this
covid 19 is patented. How can you have a patent on a naturally occurring organism? It is
a bioweapon.
The MSM say the side effects and deaths are very, very rare. Explain that to a mother of
her 6 year old dead child. Explain that to the athlete who survives the heart attack or
pericarditis only to never be able to compete again in the field of sport that they love?
I do not comply. I do not agree. There is no evidence anyone who has not taken the
shots transmit any illness to those who have taken the jabs. Those inoculated have their
immune systems destroyed allowing them to be sitting ducks for illness,
immunocompromising illnesses and cancer.

Experts who have been censored including Dr Robert Malone who created the Mrna, Dr
Michael Yeadon who was Vice President for Pfizer admit these are bioweapons and the
only objective is depopulation and control of those who survive these shots. You had
better wake up. You are on the wrong side of history.
The emergency use authorization expires Jan 15th. Please reconsider pushing this
narrative and go down as being on the right side of history.

Sincerely, Rebecca Irvin

______________________________________________
From: Amber Stout
Sent: 1/8/2022 2:47:02 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: pat engberg 2
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:48:39 AM
To: DOH WSBOH,Davis, Michelle (SBOH),Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH),Hoff, Christy Curwick
(SBOH),Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH),Donahoe, Kaitlyn N (SBOH),Lang, Caitlin M
(SBOH),Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH),Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH),Haag, Hannah R
(SBOH),Kahler, Kelie (SBOH),Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: Oppose Vaccines for Kids
External Email
This global vaccination agenda is not about health - it is about control. It is tragic to see
America crumbling under the medical mafia and the globalist’s plans for taking away
freedom (go to the World Economic Forum website and read about Cyber Polygon Table
Top Exercise). Then see if you want to support this program which begins with requiring
kids to be inoculated for a condition that does not threaten their health.

______________________________________________
From: Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
Sent: 1/11/2022 7:51:03 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: WSBOH Meeting Jan 12, 2022 - OPPOSE

From: Sharlene Greene <sharlenegreene67@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2022 1:23 AM
To: Haag, Hannah R (SBOH) <Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: WSBOH Meeting Jan 12, 2022 - OPPOSE

External Email
Respectfully, Sir/Madam,
I’m writing to let you know that I am uniting with many people in Washington State to
stand against the tyranny we are facing.
This letter is regarding the WSBOH meeting scheduled for Jan. 12, 2022.
According to information I have seen on the web in recent days, it appears that WSBOH
will be discussing proposed policies that pertain to -WAC 246-100-070, WAC-246-100045, and WAC 246-105.
You do not have our permission.
You need our permission.
Our kids are not your property.
Our bodies are a temple of the Holy Spirit and is not owned by the government
We are born with free will and we will retain that until death.
Thank you,
Sharlene A. Greene

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 8:24:34 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Fwd: Public Comment

Get Outlook for iOS
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fo0ukef&data=04%7C0
________________________________
From: Channa Bruner <channa@surience.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 1:54:47 PM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Public Comment
External Email
Covid shots should absolutely NOT be a requirement for our children. Children are at an
extremely low risk for Covid and the vaccines are still only emergency use authorized

Channa Bruner

______________________________________________
From: Daniel Young
Sent: 1/10/2022 7:52:38 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: K-12 vaccine mandate
External Email
Good evening.
I am a concerned parent regarding the possibility of mandateing a vaccine for COVID-19
in children.
The data still confirms that children are the safest group when it comes to COVID.
This mandate needs to take into account the fact that millions of children have natural
immunity from COVID. Also, there is significant data that the COVID shot causes
irreversible health side effects in many children.
Thousands of Doctors have publicly asked parents to be very cautious when concedering
giving thier child the COVID shot. Based on the number of growing cases where children
have had permanent side effects.
Please take all of this under consideration.
Thank you for your time.
Daniel Young
In GOD we trust...A LOT!!

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 12:50:50 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vaccine

From: wayne straley <waynestraley@yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 11:40 AM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Vaccine

External Email
I will not be vaccinating my children we are moving from Washington State as soon as
possible.

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.onelink.me%2F107872968%3F

______________________________________________
From: Edwin Samaniego
Sent: 1/8/2022 8:24:13 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Parker Lyman
Sent: 1/6/2022 11:36:48 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Piper Fecht
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:49:58 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Donna Schaefer
Sent: 1/9/2022 11:43:25 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 12:32:12 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Subject: Meeting Jan 7th 2022 - Opposing Revisions to WAC 246-100 and
WAC 246-105

From: Vlad Usach <Vlad.Soundview@outlook.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 11:57 AM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Subject: Meeting Jan 7th 2022 - Opposing Revisions to WAC 246-100 and WAC
246-105

External Email
I oppose the Covid vaccine being added to the school and daycare schedule. Children
have mild to no symptoms from the virus, and are thus the safest. Covid Vaccine inserts
are none existent to the public, leaving us without a knowledgeable and informed choice.
Pharmacists themselves do not have access to a vaccine insert. We are told to believe
and take the plunge yet so many have had horrible and evenly deadly complications from
these vaccines. Please urge the advisory group to be cautious and not make
recommendations for the Covid vaccine to be added to the school and daycare
schedule.Thank you for taking the time to read my opposition and concerns. I look
forward to reading your reply.

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 3:13:05 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Covid-19 and WACs

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: bnbhageman <bnbhageman@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 6:03 PM
To: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Covid-19 and WACs

External Email
Dear Stuart Glasoe,

Please do not create a police state with requirements or even allowances for law-enforced
quarantining, isolation, medical exams, treatments, or vaccinations in regard to Covid19.

There are still no long term studies to show Covid vaccines are safe. Let people decide
whether to vaccinate for themselves.

Furthermore, the vaccines clearly aren't working to prevent disease and the idea that
one's infection is less severe is dubious at best- afterall, how can one know how severe it
would have been had they been unvaccinated? And that, especially when so many
unvaccinated have such non-severe infections.

Please do not take away parental freedom for healthcare decisions for children. This
should be a personal decision for each parent. And children are at very low risk of
developing severe Covid.

The vaccine does not stop the spread of this disease as studies show both the vaccinated

and unvaccinated are spreading it.

Finally, I find it shocking, unscientific and discriminatory that provision for those who
have natural immunity never seems to be considered. If any new rules are made,
PLEASE address natural immunity.

Sincerely,
Rebecca L Hageman. RN
10100 Bethel Burley Rd SE
Port Orchard, WA 98367
Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone

______________________________________________
From: Stephanie Riddle
Sent: 1/10/2022 2:44:14 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Amber Pries
Sent: 1/10/2022 4:22:09 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Trina McKee
Sent: 1/11/2022 9:11:13 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: My Public Comments
External Email
The studies are still being conducted on vaccines being safe for children and children are
not as at risk of contacting covid. Very qualified doctors are not recommending vaccines
for children. Evidence also shows that natural immunity is better for younger people. If a
vaccine is required for my 5-year old to begin kindergarten, I will either home school or
move to another state. I feel strongly that this vaccine should be the individual choice of
families and what they feel is best for their own situation.
Sincerely,
Trina Mckee
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 3:56:31 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: WAC 246-100

From: Dpmoyn <dpmoyn@aol.com>
Sent: Monday, January 10, 2022 2:48 PM
To: Haag, Hannah R (SBOH) <Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: WAC 246-100

External Email
Hello,

I oppose the quarantine/vaccine mandates.

My understanding is that there will be a Wednesday meeting to discuss, among other
efforts, the move to involuntarily detain those who are not vaccinated in quarantine
facilities that have been created here in WA state - didn't think we were Australia?

Over the past three weeks, every one of our family/extended family members have all
had the COVID virus = all vaccinated and boosted. It is beyond comprehension that there
would be a move to quarantine people who've rejected the vaccines to now continue the
misinformation that only the unvaccinated can get the virus.

Hoping that the truth re: vaccinated getting the virus (Whoopi anyone/numerous political
figures, etc.?) who diligently followed all they've been commanded to do will put to rest
the notion that the unvaccinated are the problem.

Thank you.

______________________________________________
From: Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH)
Sent: 1/12/2022 7:37:40 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Covid Meeting January 12, 2022

Tracy Schreiber (she/her/hers)
tracy.schreiber@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:tracy.schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>
360-463-9069

From: Mary Geiselman <marykgeiselman@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2022 10:32 PM
To: Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH) <Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Covid Meeting January 12, 2022

External Email
Dear Tracy Schreiber,

In the event that you "take Possible Action" regarding Chapter 246-105 WAC please
know that I am absolutely NOT in favor of Covid vaccine requirements for children for
school and daycare. This would definitely be overreaching and immoral. If you refuse to
allow unvaccinated children to attend then give them their education dollars and they can
go elsewhere.
I won't lie... the following item also has me very concerned. The thought that a local
health officer has sole discretion to do something like this is incredible.

WAC 246-100-040
Procedures for isolation or quarantine.
(1) At his or her sole discretion, a local health officer may issue an emergency detention
order causing a person or group of persons to be immediately detained for purposes of
isolation or quarantine in accordance with subsection (3) of this section, or may petition
the superior court ex parte for an order to take the person or group of persons into
involuntary detention for purposes of isolation or quarantine in accordance with
subsection (4) of this section, provided that he or she:
A local health officer may invoke the powers of police officers, sheriffs, constables, and
all other officers and employees of any political subdivisions within the jurisdiction of the
health department to enforce immediately orders given to effectuate the purposes of this

section in accordance with the provisions of RCW 43.20.050
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fapp.leg.wa.gov%2FRCW%2Fdefaul
(4) and 70.05.120
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fapp.leg.wa.gov%2FRCW%2Fdefaul
.

Where are the rights of "We The People" when it comes to this sort of action. The fact
that they only have to have a "reason to believe" is crazy.

I think it's pretty obvious that these items need to be changed in light of where we find
ourselves today and the massive overreach of our existing government.

Sincerely,

Mary K Geiselman

______________________________________________
From: Pamela Twardus
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:27:45 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid Vaccine for Children
External Email
Absolutely not. This should not be considered as this vaccine is not tested tried and true.
You know there are horrific side effects. Not to mention you are addressing an issue
when people are in fear mode and not thinking rational.
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Dmitriy Krichilskiy
Sent: 1/8/2022 8:58:56 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 3:28:43 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: WAC 246-100

From: Dpmoyn <dpmoyn@aol.com>
Sent: Monday, January 10, 2022 2:45 PM
To: Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH) <Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: WAC 246-100

External Email
Hello,

I oppose the quarantine/vaccine mandates.

My understanding is that there will be a Wednesday meeting to discuss, among other
efforts, the move to involuntarily detain those who are not vaccinated in quarantine
facilities that have been created here in WA state - didn't think we were Australia?

Over the past three weeks, every one of our family/extended family members have all
had the COVID virus = all vaccinated and boosted. It is beyond comprehension that there
would be a move to quarantine people who've rejected the vaccines to now continue the
misinformation that only the unvaccinated can get the virus.

Hoping that the truth re: vaccinated getting the virus (Whoopi anyone/numerous political
figures, etc.?) who diligently followed all they've been commanded to do will put to rest
the notion that the unvaccinated are the problem.

Thank you.

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:48:10 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Please vote No on adding Covid-19 to the list of infectious disease WAC
Codes

From: gary wilson <garywilson32@yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 1:57 AM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Please vote No on adding Covid-19 to the list of infectious disease WAC Codes

External Email
The current strain (Omicron) has been reported as causing 6 deaths in 100,000 cases
which is roughly equal to the death rate of those who have had adverse reactions to the
vaccine. More people die each year from the Flu than the current strain of Covid-19. This
would be a major overreach by this board and do severe harm to the faith that people
have in your judgement.

Sincerely,
Gary Wilson
14102 NE 5th Circle
Vancouver, WA 98684

______________________________________________
From: Ashley berg
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:02:26 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: CenturyLink Customer
Sent: 1/12/2022 7:37:06 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: CO-VID mandates
External Email
I am completely against any of the proposed Covid policies that are over reaching and
immoral. We have had it with the mandates and government pushing us around. We
have people losing jobs over it. Now you want to try stepping in the parents way of
raising our children and doing what's best for them, NOT happening. It's time you step
down and let us do our job.
We stand against these proposed WAC's: WAC 246-100-070, WAC 246-100-045, WAC
246-100-040, WAC 246-100, WAC 246-105.
Thank you
Darlene Martin
509-953-4351

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:23:20 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Child Covid shot mandate

From: tsolis913@gmail.com <tsolis913@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 12, 2022 9:46 AM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Child Covid shot mandate

External Email
To whom it may concern,
I oppose the Covid vaccine to be mandated upon all children. This should be a choice for
each family to make for their own children.
Tanya Armstrong

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:16:06 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: I support the Vaccine Mandate for Public School enrollment!!!!

From: Cliff Free <clifffree@yahoo.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 5, 2022 11:44 PM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: I support the Vaccine Mandate for Public School enrollment!!!!

External Email

Sent from Mail
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.microsoft.com%2Ffwlink%2F%
for Windows

______________________________________________
From: Erica Robinson
Sent: 1/9/2022 1:14:59 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:43:49 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Mandate Covid vaccines for schools

From: Ginni Steckler <stecklerginni5@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 9:40 AM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Mandate Covid vaccines for schools

External Email
Wanted to express my disgust with even the THOUGHT of this proposition. These
vaccines were meant to be VOLUNTARY from the start. Now, not only have they been
FORCED on the majority of adults, you are trying to FORCE them on CHILDREN!!! The
risks of this vaccine to children FAR outweigh the severity of the virus. They are no more
at risk with this virus than the common flu. This is NOT smallpox, measles, polio, etc.,
that had a much higher risk of harm.
You might also want to think about how much money your schools are going to lose,
because I GUARANTEE there will be a mass exodus from the public school system if this
is implemented!
Thank you for your time,
Virginia Steckler

______________________________________________
From: Breanna Eneberg
Sent: 1/8/2022 10:31:13 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:21:47 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: HALT Immunization Criteria for Children of WA State

From: tanbabygirl <tanbabygirl@yahoo.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 10:30 PM
To: Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH) <Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
<Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH) <Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>;
Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH) <Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>; Herendeen, Lindsay
(SBOH) <Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>; Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
<Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>; Donahoe, Kaitlyn N (SBOH)
<kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
<samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
<Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
<Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; melanie.hisaw0@sboh.wa.gov; Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
<Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>; DOH WSBOH <WSBOH@SBOH.WA.GOV>
Subject: HALT Immunization Criteria for Children of WA State

External Email
Action: We the constituents and community members of this great State of Washington,
DEMAND the Washington State Board of Health (WSBOH) REFUSE to make COVID
vaccinations/shots mandatory for children of Washington State for childcare and school
admission. Due to the following reasons:
1. COVID vaccines remain under Emergency Use Authorization
2. Children under the age of 18 have a 99.995% survival rate from COVID infection
3. Children have a higher chance of death or adverse reaction to COVID vaccines than
COVID-19

______________________________________________
From: Carol Levanen
Sent: 1/8/2022 12:54:46 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: January 12 State Board of Health Public Meeting
External Email
FOR THE PUBLIC RECORD

Re: Notifiable Conditions Emergency Rule
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2FPortals%2F7%2F
NotifiableConditionsEmergencyRule6th-WSR%252022-01-200.pdf%3Fver%3D2022-0107-180757657&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C896fa94d85274b591b5408d9d2847afa%7C11d0e217
Dear Washington Board of Health,
We want to go on record as opposed to the BOH proposal contained in the Notifiable
Conditions Emergency Rule. Government agencies have no business dictating health
decisions to the public. That is the exclusive right of the doctor and patient. Public Health
is an agency whose responsibility is to advise and advocate, not dictate and mandate.
Our personal experience of getting Covid 19, despite being fully vaccinated, was that of a
mild cold that lasted no more than three days. We are both over 70 years old, seldom go
out and always with a mask and sanitizer. We would not have known we had Covid if we
had not had a PCR test at the doctors office. The public hype about this virus is extreme
and overblown, and certainly doesn't warrant such actions by the BOH.
Please reject this proposal for regulation, as it will put the BOH and the state in a high
liability situation and could cause a great deal of harm to the public in the future. All
remedies for the Covid virus are still in their experimental stages and until the scientific
community has completed their research and examination, the BOH needs to direct
medical care to the medical doctors.
Sincerely,
Carol and Dennis Levanen
17614 NE 299th Street
Yacolt, Washington 98675

______________________________________________
From: Testify Online Survey
Sent: 1/12/2022 11:00:26 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Survey Response: Testify Online *
The following survey response is submitted:
1.
State Board of Health Meeting Date:

________________________________
January 11, 2022

2.
Agenda Item or Issue:

________________________________
Vaccine Strategies

3.
Your Name:

________________________________
Robert Martin

4.
Do you have a professional title?

1.

Yes

________________________________
Retired journeyman plumber & veteran

5.
Are you representing an organization?

2.

No

6.
Address:

________________________________
10707 N Forker Road, 99217

7.

Email:

________________________________
robertg6725@yahoo.com

8.
Phone Number (Include Area Code):

________________________________
509-998-2546

9.
Do you have any special expertise relevant to this topic?

1.

Yes

________________________________
I’ve researched the scientific positions of many professionals who oppose the current
vaccinations as the Only solutions to protect the public.

10.
Are you testifying on a specific proposal under consideration by the board?

2.

No

11.
Are you Pro or Con on the proposal?

2.

Con

________________________________
My position on vaccination mandates being the Only solution to protect the Public is Nay!
The State Health Department has turned a blind eye to preventative therapeutics and
vitamin supplements for preventative and early treatment. It’s shameful that health
professionals would take such a non scientific position in opposition to many highly
qualified medical professionals! This I feel is an action that borders on criminal!

______________________________________________
From: Patricia Caldwell
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:40:54 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH)
Sent: 1/12/2022 11:33:32 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Public Health Meeting, January 12th

Tracy Schreiber (she/her/hers)
tracy.schreiber@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:tracy.schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>
360-463-9069

From: phinehas institute <phinehas.institute@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 12, 2022 9:56 AM
Subject: Public Health Meeting, January 12th

External Email
Hello Board Members,

It has come to my attention that WA Board of Health will be
discussing Covid-19 shot mandates for schools and recommendations for forcible
quarantine and/or detention of those that disagree with policies. I request that you
abandon the plan of forming a technical advisory group to explore COVID19 mandates
and adopt a new rule of requiring products to have completed Phase 3 clinical trials
before they can be added to list of school requirements.
One definition of insanity is to repeat the same mistake over and
over again and expect different results. For almost 2 years we have attempted to follow
the health recommendations of washing, masking, distancing, testing, isolating and
vaccinating. By now it is apparent that the virus is “gonna virus” regardless of measures
attempted. Thankfully, SARS CoV2 is acting in similar manner as all other viral
pandemics and becoming more “virulent” (spreads easier) but less deadly. Real immunity
is achieved with exposure and recovery as is evidenced by fact that those infected with
SARS in 2002/3 cannot become infected with SARS CoV2 today! In contrast, Covid19 has
managed to find a way to escape the vaccine as is evidenced by the incredibly high
numbers of vaccinated and even boosted individuals getting sick and testing positive.
Surely this fact has not escaped your knowledge!

As Health Board members, you are obligated to provide us with

facts that support any and all recommendations or requirements.
1) what is the current rate of mortality for COVID19 infection and
stratified according to age groups?
2) point to ANY measures that have reduced the numbers of
fatalities (cases are not fatalities).
3) what is rate of all cause mortality in WA in 2020 and
2021?......did the measures imposed reduce the number of deaths from prior year?
4) provide evidence of asymptomatic spread of SARS CoV2.
5) provide safety studies for masking children and randomized
clinical trials for masks preventing spread of lab-confirmed upper respiratory viruses (not
modeling of masks on mannequins).
6) make public the accuracy of testing - what is the rate of false
positives and false negatives of tests and were results determined by manufacturers of
the tests or unbiased 3rd party investigators?
7) provide evidence that the vaccines prevent infection and
transmission and that they improve health of individuals who receive them compared to
those who do not.
8) explain why so much focus on eliminating this 1 virus when
human immune systems have successfully protected our growing population since the
beginning of time? Are you aware that some viruses are beneficial for humans and can
protect against various forms of cancers and heart issues? Did you know that your
human virome contains over 380 TRILLION viruses?

Unfortunately, I do not trust that you have carefully investigated
and logically determined adequate and measurable health remedies for which you are
able to provide evidence. Before doubling down on measures that seem to HARM more
than they HELP the overall health of citizens, please determine and make public the
evidence to justify any policies.

Regarding mandating shots, know that the clinical trials will not be
completed until 2023. Know that WA State has a legal definition of a vaccine that the C19
shots do not fulfill as they were never part of a living microorganism.

"Vaccine" means "a preparation of killed or attenuated living microorganisms, or fraction
thereof, that upon administration stimulates immunity that protects against disease and
is approved by the federal food and drug administration as safe and effective..."

https://app.leg.wa.gov/RCW/default.aspx?cite=70.290.010
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fapp.leg.wa.gov%2FRCW%2Fdefau

Finally, do no harm! You cannot possibly know or care more about
the health of children than do the parents of Washington children! Myocarditis is just one
of the side effects that people are reporting. Heart muscle doesn’t regenerate and is an
unnecessary injury to those who may suffer with for the rest of their life. How many
others are now injured? What is the real rate of adverse effects following these EUA
products and how can you determine if the safety studies have yet to be completed and
there is no transparency of adverse event reporting?
Furthermore, how necessary or even safe is it to give a vaccine to a
person who already has immunity to the pathogen? Many children by now have been
exposed to the virus and have developed immunity without difficulty. Why consider a
mandate for those not at high risk for adverse outcome should they become infected but
who carry unknown risks of adverse reaction with getting the shot?

I look forward to hearing these concerns addressed and evidence for
any and all recommendations to be presented on January 12.

Thank you.

______________________________________________
From: Gloria Lee
Sent: 1/8/2022 5:30:30 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/11/2022 3:55:04 PM
To: DOH WSBOH,Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: FW: WASBOH Meeting Jan 12-2022 - OPPOSE

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: Sharlene Greene <sharlenegreene67@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2022 1:14 AM
To: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: WASBOH Meeting Jan 12-2022 - OPPOSE

External Email
Respectfully, Sir/Madam,
I’m writing to let you know that I am uniting with many people in Washington State to
stand against the tyranny we are facing.
This letter is regarding the WSBOH meeting scheduled for Jan. 12, 2022.
According to information I have seen on the web in recent days, it appears that WSBOH
will be discussing proposed policies that pertain to -WAC 246-100-070, WAC-246-100045, and WAC 246-105.
You do not have our permission.
You need our permission.
Our kids are not your property.
Our bodies are a temple of the Holy Spirit and is not owned by the government
We are born with free will and we will retain that until death.
Thank you,
Sharlene A. Greene

______________________________________________
From: Dennis Szelachowski
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:03:13 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Oksana Corciu
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:32:43 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 8:29:00 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Fwd: WA State Board of Health

Get Outlook for iOS
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fo0ukef&data=04%7C0
________________________________
From: Cheri Wolf <cherilynnwolf@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 1:50:17 PM
To: wsboh@sboh.wa.go <wsboh@sboh.wa.go>; Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
<Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>; Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH)
<Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>; Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
<Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>;
Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH) <kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
<Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>; Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
<Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
<Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>;
Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH) <Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Fwd: WA State Board of Health
External Email
---------- Forwarded message --------From: Wolf, Cherilynn <Cherilynn.Wolf@bellinghamschools.org
<mailto:Cherilynn.Wolf@bellinghamschools.org> >
Date: Fri, Jan 7, 2022, 11:39 AM
Subject: WA State Board of Health
To: Cheri Wolf <cherilynnwolf@gmail.com <mailto:cherilynnwolf@gmail.com> >

To the Washington State Board of Health,

I'm writing to implore you to NOT include the covid-19 shot on the list of required
vaccinations for schools.

As a grandparent of three (3) school-age children, I can say with certainty that a decision
to mandate kids to have this vaccine would have a negative impact on many families and
our schools.

I'm sure we can all agree that vaccines are an important and effective tool for preventing
many diseases. In the past, I have utilized them to protect my own children and our
community. However, there are many reasons why (many) parents have chosen to wait
on having their children receive the covid-19 vaccine including, but not limited to:

1.
In the scheme of things, the covid vaccines are still quite new and most
parents/guardians, (while willing to receive the jabs themselves) are not at all willing to
risk their children’s health before knowing much more about the long and short-term side
effects of this new vaccine. These feelings are completely justifiable as the science on
these vaccines is still evolving and coming to light.
2.
In terms of how the vaccines will affect public health - that science is still evolving
as well. Considering that both vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals can contract and
pass along the virus, many parents/guardians remain skeptical that any perceived or real
risk will be worth any perceived benefit. It serves no one to preemptively force parents
into a decision they aren’t ready to make when there is still so much confusion
circulating.
3.
Covid, in otherwise healthy children, is not a large risk and the (extremely low)
hospitalization rate of healthy children supports this. Therefore, the risk/reward of
getting this shot does not balance when you consider the mild nature of the virus
(especially the Omicron variant) and the possible side effects of the vaccine.
Parents/Guardians should be given the freedom to choose their own level of risk for their
family.
4.
The increase of side effects for children who have been vaccinated is especially
concerning for many parent/guardians. Currently, there
seems to be very little recognition or help for these potentially life-altering side effects.
5.
There are MANY medical, religious, and other deeply personal reasons why
parents/guardians are hesitant to give this vaccine to their children. Sadly, most of these
reasons will not be covered by “exemptions,” forcing parents/guardians to choose
between their children’s health or their schooling. Please DO NOT force parents/guardians
to make this choice.

For whatever reason, the covid vaccines, effective or not, have been profoundly
politicized (on both sides) with most parents falling on one side or the other. Due to this
political polarizing, it is reasonable to assume that a decision to require this vaccine, at
this time, would directly cause a mass exodus from our public schools across the state.
Especially considering the educational decisions already made by the state
superintendent of public instruction and the governor during the covid lockdown. It
caused many parents/guardians to remove their children from public schools.

In addition, at this stage of the pandemic, we find ourselves at a pivotal moment when
every day we are gaining new protections and treatments against this virus that have
been proven quite effective. We have the tools to protect ourselves and our families and
everyone should have the right to choose which protections are best for them. You, as
the health board, are in a unique position to renew public trust in our state government
by demonstrating trust in the people of Washington.

Please consider that no one cares more about a child’s health than their
parents/guardians. No one knows their medical history or the ins-and-outs of each

individual child better than their parents. PLEASE allow parents/guardians, the ones who
care the most, to make the determination for their own children. It is what is best for the
health of every family, every school, and every community.

Thank you for taking the time to consider my point of view in your determination.

Cheri Wolf,
Grandparent and legal
citizen of Washington State
5076 Festival Blvd.
Bellingham, WA 98226

______________________________________________
From: Testify Online Survey
Sent: 1/12/2022 9:04:21 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Survey Response: Testify Online *
The following survey response is submitted:
1.
State Board of Health Meeting Date:

________________________________
01/14/22

2.
Agenda Item or Issue:

________________________________
Mandatory Vaccine for children

3.
Your Name:

________________________________
Randall Goodell

4.
Do you have a professional title?

1.

Yes

________________________________
Rev, Randall L. Goodell

5.
Are you representing an organization?

2.

No

6.
Address:

________________________________
1086 HWY 395 N Kettle Falls, Wa 99141

7.

Email:

________________________________
karrangoody@hotmail.com

8.
Phone Number (Include Area Code):

________________________________
509-738-2810

9.
Do you have any special expertise relevant to this topic?

1.

Yes

________________________________
I know that God is not into child abuse. We were made with a wonderful immune system.

10.
Are you testifying on a specific proposal under consideration by the board?

1.

Yes

________________________________
No mandatory vaccines for children!

11.
Are you Pro or Con on the proposal?

2.

Con

________________________________
I know the true Science and what is really going on and cannot stand still and say
nothing.

______________________________________________
From: Amy Sullivan
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:48:44 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 10:37:53 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: OPPOSE AGENDA ITEM #8

From: avoges22 <avoges22@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 8:22 AM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: OPPOSE AGENDA ITEM #8

External Email
To whom it may concern,

I OPPOSE Agenda Item #8, the Board's formation of a Technical Advisory Group (TAG) to
review information about Covid-19 shots for consideration of mandating the shots for
school. I OPPOSE Covid-19 shot mandates, PERIOD. The science does NOT support the
notion that unvaccinated individuals spread the virus any more than vaccinated
individuals. Children are statistically at ZERO risk of dying from Covid (their survival rate
is in the range of 99.997 - 99.998%); where there is no risk, there can be no benefit.
Furthermore, there are numerous studies now that support adverse affects of the vaccine
on our children. Even the FDA has doubts about the safety of a vaccine for an individual
under the age of 16. (www.fda.gov/media/151710/download...the
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.fda.gov%2Fmedia%2F151710
required studies on children will not even be completed until May 31, 2027!!!!!! And that
is only one of the required pediatric assessments!) There has been enough time now to
find out the truth about what is going on with Covid, and there is no excuse for draconian
measures to be inflicted on our children just to be able to attend school.

I SUPPORT Agenda Item #11 Informed Choice Washington's Petition for Rulemaking.
This petition (filed by Xavier Figueroa, PhD, on behalf of ICWA), asks the Board to
establish a new rule that prohibits them from adding any Emergency Use Authorized
(EAU) product, or any licensed product that lacks completed Phase 3 trial studies, to the
school required list. As noted in the FDA link above, the required pediatric studies
required are not yet completed. STOP USING OUR CHILDREN AS TEST SUBJECTS!!!

Sincerely,

Amy Voges

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 11:22:57 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Constitutional rights

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov>
360-236-4105

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01%
| Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH%
|Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: Deane Doyle <deanedoyle@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, January 10, 2022 10:32 AM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Constitutional rights

External Email
I'm against mandated vaccines and the supreme courts will have something to say about
it, it's against our constitutional rights!!!!!

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/11/2022 2:33:53 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Tomorrow’s meeting

From: The Scoters <scoters@zohomail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2022 3:33 PM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Tomorrow’s meeting

External Email
Dear Ms. Lang-Perez,

The present situation with omicron is no longer a health emergency. People are not dying
from covid anymore, not in numbers that make for a public emergency. People have
always died from influenzas and pneumonias, from car wrecks and drownings, and we
don’t abandon our God-given rights in an effort to stamp out all of these possible deaths.
The extreme measures you contemplate in dealing with what has become a minor threat
would further hurt adults and children instead of helping them. Whatever power
structures exist in your Codes, you don’t have a moral right to trample on peoples’s
‘…life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.’

You have no moral authority to impose mandatory shots into people’s bodies. People own
their own bodies. You do not own other people’s bodies. You may not do as you see fit
with other people’s bodies. The people who imprisoned Martin Luther King, Jr.—did they
have the legal right to do that? The bus driver who asked Rosa Parks to go to the back of
the bus—did he have the right to do that? The national guard and police who blasted civil
rights protestors with water hoses and set dogs on them—did they have the right to do
that? Yes, they had a “right” by the laws and policies of the day, but they were in the
wrong. The hindsight of history shows to all that they were wrong. The truth will out;
many people already know that it is wrong of you to contemplate involuntary detention
of citizens. Future people will absolutely know it, just like we absolutely know who was
right in the civil rights movement led by MLK.

We also know who was morally right when Japanese American citizens were involuntarily
concentrated into camps. We know who was wrong. Monetary reparations and public
apology was awarded decades later to Japanese American citizens—right here in
WA—who were involuntarily detained into camps at that shameful time.

There will be only shame for those who act immorally to involuntarily detain and/or bully

citizens and children into camps and near-forced requirement of experimental injections.
We Americans know that our legal rights to “life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness”
are solid both in Constitutional law and in the moral law which is written in our hearts.

I urge you not to overstep whatever powers you have to do whatever you want in this
little day. Tomorrow morning, please remember that both yourself and your fellow
citizens alike are all ‘created equal’ and have ‘unalienable rights.’ We hold these truths to
be self-evident, that involuntary detainment of citizens is wrong, and mandating
experimental shots for children against the will of their parents is wrong. Please maintain
the public trust by respecting our unalienable rights.

Sincerely,
Deirdre Forman
WA resident

______________________________________________
From: Edward Wright
Sent: 1/8/2022 9:31:37 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Drew Dotson
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:30:24 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Carol Aho
Sent: 1/8/2022 12:39:28 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Angela Cronk
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:30:19 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Amy Legg
Sent: 1/7/2022 5:09:38 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 9:55:42 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: No on vaccines for children

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov>
360-236-4105

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01%
| Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH%
|Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: CenturyLink Customer <12cedar@centurytel.net>
Sent: Monday, January 10, 2022 9:31 AM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: No on vaccines for children

External Email
Dear Michelle,

It is the right of parents and families to decide on health care for children.
The Board of Health has no right to legislate these or other experimental
practices on children or any person.
Please vote NO on this request

Sincerely,
C Roberts,

WA

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/12/2022 2:18:31 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Concerned taxpayer

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: Ensy <ensy@comcast.net>
Sent: Wednesday, January 12, 2022 1:53 PM
To: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Concerned taxpayer

External Email
Hi Stuart,

I am writing this email regarding the potential Washington state vaccine mandate for
schools. Without going into great scientific debate, there is no discernment between
vaccinated and unvaccinated people regarding contracting Covid or transmitting Covid.
The Covid vaccines are not effective. The vaccines are actually not true vaccines by
definition.
The second fact is that mandating experimental drugs on the general public is a violation
of our constitutional rights living in the United States. Now our state is looking to
mandate this on children in whom these drugs are not studied or approved. Comirnaty as
a brand name is actually not being dispensed in the US at this time. We continue to use
emergency stock piles of Pfizer’s drug as well as Moderna which is not FDA approved, yet
“counts” if you want to be considered vaccinated! No approval and not enough evidence
for approval. The practice of distributing drugs not approved is illegal by so many laws
we don’t have time to discuss. No other vaccine to date has performed like this.

I am adamantly opposed any mandate for the Covid vaccine regardless of which one. We
have a right to chose what goes in our bodies and how we manage the health of our
children. This mandate for vaccinations for kids to be in school will cause parents to
remove their children from this school system as well as physically moving from this
state. Highly educated well paid taxpayers are leaving the state of Washington in droves
because of Jay Inslees mandates and rules. This will be the final straw for thousands of
people because we are NOT willing to be the experiment for Inslees political agenda.

I am happy to expand on the scientific data and information if you would like more
information.

Thank you for you time.

Rachel Enselman

Life long Washington State resident

______________________________________________
From: Felisha Elmer
Sent: 1/12/2022 11:25:51 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: WE SAY NO!!
External Email
As a resident of Washington State we will not comply with forcing our children to be
vaxxed nor wear a mask. We also will not comply with The Department of Health trying
to force us to inject ourselves with a poison. We should hold the right to make a choice
for ourselves based on our own personal health. For the Washington State Board to
choose to not address the student mandated vax is uncalled for. Regardless of there
being a strict time frame it is not the public's issue with you having technical issues. Also
there are issues with the "stats" that you have presented since CDC has recalled so many
tests for False-Positives that are still showing to this day. The State of Washington in any
department also holds no grounds whatsoever to restrict a person from living their life,
you do not hold the grounds to remove any of our rights as a person endowed by our
Creator. We do understand that you are "basing" this all off of science yet ignore the
scientists who disagree with WHO or Dr. Fauci. We the people will not support any of
your choices that infringe on our God Giving Rights and our Constitutional Rights! We do
not support any of the Bills Chapter 246-90 WAC, 246-203-130 WAC, Chapter 246-100
WAC, Chapter 246-282, nor Chapter 246-105 WAC.

______________________________________________
From: Davyd Velychkodavydmrkey@gmail.com
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:34:59 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 7:59:52 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Fwd: Vote NO on vaccine mandates for children

Get Outlook for iOS
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fo0ukef&data=04%7C0
________________________________
From: Carole Bell <carole.j.bell@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 4:33:59 PM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Vote NO on vaccine mandates for children
External Email
Vote No on vaccine mandates for children .
Carole and Tom Bell
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: David Bowman
Sent: 1/11/2022 3:57:23 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid policies
External Email
I am completely against any of the proposed Covid Policies that are over reaching and
immoral. Instead of citing scientific studies to justify mandates for masks, lockdowns,
and vaccines, your medical advise comes from WHO,CDC,FDA, and NIH which are captive
agencies of Big Pharmaceutical companies. All discussions need to be backed by science
not money. Our constitutional rights should always be put first. We stand against these
proposed WAC’s: WAC 246-100-070, WAC 246-100-045, WAC 246-100-040, WAC 246100, WAC 246-105.

______________________________________________
From: Testify Online Survey
Sent: 1/12/2022 9:46:32 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Survey Response: Testify Online *
The following survey response is submitted:
1.
State Board of Health Meeting Date:

________________________________
Jan 12, 2022

2.
Agenda Item or Issue:

________________________________
TAG report

3.
Your Name:

________________________________
Kim Lord

4.
Do you have a professional title?

2.

No

5.
Are you representing an organization?

2.

No

6.
Address:

________________________________
15426 73rd Street Ct E Sumner, WA 98390

7.
Email:

________________________________
windlord60@comcast.net

8.
Phone Number (Include Area Code):

________________________________
253 606-7679

9.
Do you have any special expertise relevant to this topic?

2.

No

10.
Are you testifying on a specific proposal under consideration by the board?

1.

Yes

________________________________
TAG Immunizations

11.
Are you Pro or Con on the proposal?

2.

Con

________________________________
Published: January 10, 2022 Share on: TW / FB / TG Select Language Powered by
Professor Ehud Qimron, head of the Department of Microbiology and Immunology at Tel
Aviv University and one of the leading Israeli immunologists, has written an open letter
sharply criticizing the Israeli – and indeed global – management of the coronavirus
pandemic. Original letter in Hebrew: N12 News (January 6, 2022); translated by
Google/SPR. See also: Professor Qimron’s prediction from August 2020: “History will
judge the hysteria” (INN). ∗∗∗
Ministry of Health, it’s time to admit failure In the end, the
truth will always be revealed, and the truth about the coronavirus policy is beginning to
be revealed. When the destructive concepts collapse one by one, there is nothing left but
to tell the experts who led the management of the pandemic – we told you so. Two years
late, you finally realize that a respiratory virus cannot be defeated and that any such
attempt is doomed to fail. You do not admit it, because you have admitted almost no
mistake in the last two years, but in retrospect it is clear that you have failed miserably
in almost all of your actions, and even the media is already having a hard time covering
your shame. You refused to admit that the infection comes in waves that fade by
themselves, despite years of observations and scientific knowledge. You insisted on
attributing every decline of a wave solely to your actions, and so through false
propaganda “you overcame the plague.” And again you defeated it, and again and again
and again. You refused to admit that mass testing is ineffective, despite your own
contingency plans explicitly stating so (“Pandemic Influenza Health System Preparedness
Plan, 2007”, p. 26). You refused to admit that recovery is more protective than a
vaccine, despite previous knowledge and observations showing that non-recovered
vaccinated people are more likely to be infected than recovered people. You refused to
admit that the vaccinated are contagious despite the observations. Based on this, you
hoped to achieve herd immunity by vaccination — and you failed in that as well. You
insisted on ignoring the fact that the disease is dozens of times more dangerous for risk
groups and older adults, than for young people who are not in risk groups, despite the
knowledge that came from China as early as 2020. You refused to adopt the “Barrington
Declaration”, signed by more than 60,000 scientists and medical professionals, or other
common sense programs. You chose to ridicule, slander, distort and discredit them.
Instead of the right programs and people, you have chosen professionals who lack
relevant training for pandemic management (physicists as chief government advisers,
veterinarians, security officers, media personnel, and so on). You have not set up an
effective system for reporting side effects from the vaccines, and reports on side effects
have even been deleted from your Facebook page. Doctors avoid linking side effects to
the vaccine, lest you persecute them as you did with some of their colleagues. You have
ignored many reports of changes in menstrual intensity and menstrual cycle times. You
hid data that allows for objective and proper research (for example, you removed the
data on passengers at Ben Gurion Airport). Instead, you chose to publish non-objective
articles together with senior Pfizer executives on the effectiveness and safety of vaccines.
Irreversible damage to trust However, from the heights of your hubris, you have also
ignored the fact that in the end the truth will be revealed. And it begins to be revealed.
The truth is that you have brought the public’s trust in you to an unprecedented low, and

you have eroded your status as a source of authority. The truth is that you have burned
hundreds of billions of shekels to no avail – for publishing intimidation, for ineffective
tests, for destructive lockdowns and for disrupting the routine of life in the last two
years. You have destroyed the education of our children and their future. You made
children feel guilty, scared, smoke, drink, get addicted, drop out, and quarrel, as school
principals around the country attest. You have harmed livelihoods, the economy, human
rights, mental health and physical health. You slandered colleagues who did not
surrender to you, you turned the people against each other, divided society and polarized
the discourse. You branded, without any scientific basis, people who chose not to get
vaccinated as enemies of the public and as spreaders of disease. You promote, in an
unprecedented way, a draconian policy of discrimination, denial of rights and selection of
people, including children, for their medical choice. A selection that lacks any
epidemiological justification. When you compare the destructive policies you are pursuing
with the sane policies of some other countries — you can clearly see that the destruction
you have caused has only added victims beyond the vulnerable to the virus. The
economy you ruined, the unemployed you caused, and the children whose education you
destroyed — they are the surplus victims as a result of your own actions only. There is
currently no medical emergency, but you have been cultivating such a condition for two
years now because of lust for power, budgets and control. The only emergency now is
that you still set policies and hold huge budgets for propaganda and psychological
engineering instead of directing them to strengthen the health care system. This
emergency must stop! Professor Udi Qimron, Faculty of Medicine, Tel Aviv University

______________________________________________
From: Debi Delimont
Sent: 1/10/2022 3:56:21 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Darla Meng
Sent: 1/8/2022 2:07:54 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cassandra Barr
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:04:21 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Edenholm
Sent: 1/11/2022 1:16:09 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: On the Proposed Policies to Involuntarily Detain People in a Quarantine Facility
& Mandate COVID Vaccination in Schools
External Email
Greetings,
Concerning your agenda for tomorrows, January 12, 2022 board meeting, I must concur
completely with Margaret Anna Alice’s letter to the WA State Board of Health. The letter
is lengthy but I am sure you are familiar with the contents. The link to the letter follows:
Margaretannaalice.substack.com
Specifically, my issues are with the proposed policies as follows:
*
Allowing local health officers to use law enforcement (WAC 246-100-070) to force
an emergency order to involuntarily detain a person or group of persons (families) to be
isolated in a quarantine facility (WAC 246-100-045) following refusal to voluntarily
comply with requests for medical examination, testing, treatment, counseling, and
vaccination (WAC 246-100-040). These specifics come from WAC 246-100.
*
Including the Covid-19 injections as part of school immunization requirements
using WAC 246-105.
For reasons well described in Ms. Alice’s letter I request you pull the offending policies
from your agenda and put them to rest permanently. And in summary, I quote Ms.
Alice’s closing statements:
If you pass these proposals, you will be remembered for your complicit cowardice—and
you will not be excused from accepting responsibility for your actions.
If you choose humanity over authoritarianism, if you choose community over division, if
you choose freedom over enslavement, you will also be remembered, but in a different
way.
You will be remembered for your heroism in the face of formidable political, social, and
historical pressures rivaling those weathered nearly a century ago.
You will be remembered for leaping to fulfill the challenge issued by Elie Wiesel:
“I swore never to be silent whenever and wherever human beings endure
suffering and humiliation. We must always take sides.”

Ray Edenholm

________________________________

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.avast.com%2Fantivirus&data
This email has been checked for viruses by Avast antivirus software.
www.avast.com
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.avast.com%2Fantivirus&data

______________________________________________
From: Shelley Woodward
Sent: 1/10/2022 6:57:08 PM
To: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH),DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Fwd: Dr, Malone' 6 min. video and script about not vax children,
External Email

Subject: Dr, Malone' 6 min. video and script about not vax children,
To: <wsboh@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:wsboh@sboh.wa.gov> >
PLEASE,PLEASE, PLEASE HEAR THIS KNOWN EXPERT IN THIS FIELD!!! HE IS TRYING TO
INFORM US!!!!!!!!!! WE HAVE ALL BEEN MISGUIDED!!!

Dear Wa. Board of Health,

Here is a short video, 6 min., of Dr. Malone, the creator of the mRNA used in the COVID
shots…(sent in support of the children)

https://globalcovidsummit.org/news/live-stream-event-physicians-alerting-parents
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fglobalcovidsummit.org%2Fnews%
stream-event-physicians-alertingparents&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cabcbab6cb82541eb7f8808d9d4ae0ccb%7C11d0e2
Full Text of Dr. Malone, creator of mRNA, Statement ( Dec. 15, 2021)
My name is Robert Malone, and I am speaking to you as a parent, grandparent, physician
and scientist. I don’t usually read from a prepared speech, but this is so important that I
wanted to make sure that I get every single word and scientific fact correct.
I stand by this statement with a career dedicated to vaccine research and development.
I’m vaccinated for COVID and I'm generally pro-vaccination. I have devoted my entire
career to developing safe and effective ways to prevent and treat infectious diseases.
After this, I will be posting the text of this statement so you can share it with your
friends and family.
Before you inject your child - a decision that is irreversible - I wanted to let you know the
scientific facts about this genetic vaccine, which is based on the mRNA vaccine
technology I created:
There are three issues parents need to understand:
The first is that a viral gene will be injected into your children's cells. This gene forces

your child’s body to make toxic spike proteins. These proteins often cause permanent
damage in children’s critical organs, including
* Their brain and nervous system
* Their heart and blood vessels, including blood clots
* Their reproductive system, and
* This vaccine can trigger fundamental changes to their immune system
The most alarming point about this is that once these damages have occurred, they are
irreparable
* You can’t fix the lesions within their brain
* You can’t repair heart tissue scarring
* You can’t repair a genetically reset immune system, and
* This vaccine can cause reproductive damage that could affect future generations of
your family
The second thing you need to know about is the fact that this novel technology has not
been adequately tested.
* We need at least 5 years of testing/research before we can really understand the risks
* Harms and risks from new medicines often become revealed many years later
Ask yourself if you want your own child to be part of the most radical medical experiment
in human history
One final point: the reason they’re giving you to vaccinate your child is a lie.
* Your children represent no danger to their parents or grandparents
* It’s actually the opposite. Their immunity, after getting COVID, is critical to save your
family if not the world from this disease
In summary: there is no benefit for your children or your family to be vaccinating your
children against the small risks of the virus, given the known health risks of the vaccine
that as a parent, you and your children may have to live with for the rest of their lives.
The risk/benefit analysis isn’t even close.
As a parent and grandparent, my recommendation to you is to resist and fight to protect
your children.

______________________________________________
From: Connie O’Brien
Sent: 1/7/2022 5:54:59 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Sandra Kintner
Sent: 1/10/2022 5:42:59 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dekker Wilcox
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:03:38 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Doug & Donna Woods
Sent: 1/11/2022 3:32:29 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
We are strongly opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or
childcare in our State for the following Reasons:
1. Children are at an extremely low risk of Covid.
2. There are no long-term studies to document the safety of the vaccines. It is not right
to do possibly irreparable harm to children without their informed consent.
3. The vaccines are still only EUA; it's against the Nuremberg code to force them on
people when so much is unknown as to their long-term effects.
4. Studies now show that Covid can be spread by both vaccinated and unvaccinated.
5. So, the vaccine does not appear to prevent the spread of Covid.
Let us not be guilty of overreacting to a virus that still has an almost 100% survivability-particularly among the young. It simply is not warranted.
Doug & Donna Woods
Sequim, WA

______________________________________________
From: Chelsea Landon
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:37:58 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 4:35:39 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW:

attachments\4E396AF16B3A46F9_text_0.txt

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: 4254220395@vzwpix.com <4254220395@vzwpix.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 9:41 AM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>; Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH)
<Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>; Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
<Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>;
Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH) <kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
<Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>; Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
<Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>; Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH)
<Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
<Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>;
Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH) <Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject:

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 4:26:10 PM
To: DOH WSBOH,Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: FW: Proposed COVID-19 policies

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: Chad Bajema <bajemacj@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 11:53 AM
To: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Proposed COVID-19 policies

External Email
Good morning,

I am writing this e-mail regarding the proposed COVID-19 policies that would be a
complete overreach of the government and are at best a threat to our freedoms as
American citizens. This is besides the fact that the vaccine is more of a risk to children
than actually getting COVID. It's absolutely senseless. It's not right - you know it and we
know it. I, and my other 4 family members, stand in complete opposition of the following
proposed WAC's:

WAC 246-100-070
WAC 246-100-045
WAC 246-100-045
WAC 246-100-040
WAC 246-100
WAC 246-105

Sincerely,

Jana Bajema

______________________________________________
From: DELTA HARRIS
Sent: 1/10/2022 9:21:41 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Pavel Leonchyk
Sent: 1/10/2022 2:50:34 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: DOH WSBOH Communicable Disease
Sent: 1/8/2022 6:56:58 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: WA Covid Mandate Emergency

From: Kathaleen Poole <cairnparents@yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 7:28 AM
To: DOH WSBOH Communicable Disease <CommunicableDisease@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: WA Covid Mandate Emergency

External Email
I am completely against any of the proposed Covid Policies that are over reaching and
immoral. We stand against these proposed WAC’s: WAC 246-100-070, WAC 246-100045, WAC 246-100-040, WAC 246-100, WAC 246-105. ”

Kathaleen Poole
Belfair, WA

Sent from my iPad

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:33:51 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vaccine Mandates for Children

From: Gar Hansen <gar@hhjinc.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 11:31 AM
Subject: RE: Vaccine Mandates for Children

External Email
Good Morning,
These vaccines are ineffective and dangerous for our children. There is no upside, no
"benefit" to experimenting our most vulnerable population. However, the costs of this
overreach are innumerable. Ther is no doubt that even a cursory glance at the stacks and
stack of data prove these vaccines and all other child-related mitigations are morally
wrong, physically and emotionally dangerous and entirely unnecessary. Everyday, there
is mounting evidence of fraud, bias and abuse in the process that brought us to this sad
point in time. If you choose to mandate these vaccines or continue with ANY other Covid
protocols, I will remove my children from school. You do not and will not control MY
children.

Further and according to your own criteria, a vaccine must be fully FDA approved in order
to make it mandatory for school attendance. The current Pfizer vaccine in use for children
in this country is still an Emergency Use Authorization only vaccine, so beyond the logical
arguments made above, the vaccine does not meet Board of Health requirements. I
demand the vaccine be removed from consideration until and unless it proves immunity
to stop transmission like other common vaccines do- which was the requirement under
consideration in the 1905 Jacobson vs. Massachusetts SCOTUS case in which it stated
mandates could only be considered which "prevent the spread of contagious disease." So
far, it is evident that this vaccine does not stop transmission and, therefore, I am certain
these mandates are illegal.

Yours in deep sincerity,

Gar Hansen
President
HHJ Inc.
601 St Helens Avenue

Tacoma, WA 98402
T: 253-922-4168
C: 253-380-3801
E: gar@hhjinc.com <mailto:larry@hhandj.com>

www.hhjinc.com
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.hhandj.com%2F&data=04%7

______________________________________________
From: DOH Information
Sent: 1/12/2022 2:31:35 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public comment

attachments\9ED61B063CA445CA_image001.png
Hello,

This is intended for the Board.
Thank you

Alexandra Moore
Customer Service Specialist
Center for Public Affairs
Washington State Department of Health
DOH.Information@doh.wa.gov
800-525-0127 | www.doh.wa.gov

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.doh.wa.gov%2FNewsroom%

From: DOH Feedback <doh.information@doh.wa.gov>
Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2022 8:32 PM
To: DOH Information <DOH.Information@DOH.WA.GOV>
Subject: Question/Comment from the public

The following survey response is submitted:
1.
Please select one:

Other

2.
Please enter your comments or questions in the space provided below:

________________________________
It has come to our family's attention that the Department of Health is interested in
obtaining the authority to call in law enforcement, if necessary, to enforce health
mandates in the state. We would ask the Department of Health to not proceed with this
unnecessary action. It will not be in the best interests of the health of the state's
population to put them in a position of constant anxiety over yet another area of their
lives. Thank you very much for your consideration, Darrin French Jonie French Katie
French Hollie French

3.
If you are sending feedback on one of our Web pages, please paste the URL here:
98087

4.
Would you like a response?
Tell us how to get in touch with you.
Name:
Darrin French

Email:
greenwolfes@gmail.com <mailto:greenwolfes@gmail.com>
Telephone:
4257431481

______________________________________________
From: Eric Lootens
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:10:04 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Geah Strohbach
Sent: 1/7/2022 4:11:28 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Clark County Citizens United, Inc.
Sent: 1/8/2022 12:22:45 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: January 12, 2022 Hearing on Covid considerations
External Email
FOR THE PUBLIC RECORD
Dear Members of the Washington Board of Health,
Clark County Citizens United, Inc. and its approximately 6,000 members want to go on
record as opposed to the proposed emergency notice and associated Covid regulations
and mandates being considered on January 12, 2022. Such actions must be kept within
the doctor/patient relationship with the utmost confidentiality. Government arm agencies
have no business dictating health decisions for the citizens of Washington state. CCCU
urges you to reject this proposal.
Sincerely,
Clark County Citizens United, Inc.
P.O. Box 2188
Ground, Washington 98604
E-Mail cccuinc@yahoo.com

______________________________________________
From: Barbara Davenport
Sent: 1/8/2022 4:45:48 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Ellen Graham
Sent: 1/11/2022 10:43:13 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: People need medical freedom
External Email
To whom may concerned,
I am completely against any of the proposed Covid Policies that are over reaching and
immoral. We stand against these proposed WAC’s: WAC 246-100-070, WAC 246-100045, WAC 246-100-040, WAC 246-100, WAC 246-105.
Respectfully,
Ellen Graham

______________________________________________
From: Athena Parker
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:07:54 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Suzanne
Sent: 1/12/2022 12:39:49 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: The Jan 12th state board of health public meeting
External Email
To Whom is may Concern,
As of a day ago you stated that the k-12 vaccination and the detention of non-compliant
individuals by law enforcement would be discussed at today's meeting. Is it unacceptable
that you conveniently have a misunderstanding of the agenda at the last minute. There
are over 4,000 people watching your meeting that most likely oppose your mandates so
seems like a way to hide your agenda! Are you going to let us know when you decided to
discuss these issues or will it be behind closed doors? The people of Wa state do not want
your mandates and the government to control our choice! Stop pushing your political
agenda and start listening to the people.
Please kindly respond with answers to my questions above.
Thanks
Nicole Bishopp

______________________________________________
From: Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 8:20:01 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Vote No on vaccine mandates for children

-----Original Message----From: Carole Bell <carole.j.bell@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 2:36 PM
To: Haag, Hannah R (SBOH) <Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Vote No on vaccine mandates for children
External Email
Vote No on vaccine mandates for children .
Carole and Tom Bell
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Paula Farmer
Sent: 1/8/2022 9:19:48 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:22:38 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: January 12th Board Meeting

attachments\8549CF3868BD4E81_Washington State Department of Health
January 12.docx

From: Gen Mossman <mossman.genevieve@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 12, 2022 9:13 AM
To: DOH WSBOH <WSBOH@SBOH.WA.GOV>
Cc: jabardelli@aol.com; Anthony Martin <amartin0523@yahoo.com>; Davis, Michelle
(SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>; Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH)
<Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>; Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
<Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>;
Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH) <kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
<Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>; lindsay.heredeen@sboh.wa.gov; Schreiber, Tracy N
(SBOH) <Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
<Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>;
Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH) <Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: January 12th Board Meeting

External Email
Please see attached letter re 11. Rulemaking Petition. I believe your website informed
the public that there has been misinformation, however, the concerned parent that I am,
I would like to voice my opinion anyways.

Have a good meeting.

Genevieve Mossman

When we are no longer able to change a situation, we are challenged to change

ourselves. -Victor Frankl

______________________________________________
From: Paul
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:31:44 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: January 12th Agenda
External Email
To whom it may concern,
I am writing to discuss a couple of agenda items for the January 12th meeting.
1) As regards the formation of a technical advisory group to consider adding Covid-19
vaccines to the schedule. I am completely OPPOSED to this action. For one, the vaccine
doesn't prevent transmission or infection with the virus causing Covid-19. For another, it
is an emergency authorized product, and should not ever be mandated in this way.
2) As regards item 11 on the Agenda, I support the petition to change 246-105 WAC to
prohibit the Board of Health from adding any product that is still in emergency use
authorization status, or has not completed Phase 3 Clinical trials to their schedule of
required vaccines.
Thank you.
Paul Martin
-Paul W. Martin

Family Chiropractor and Author of Adepts and Demons
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.amazon.com%2Fgp%2Fbook

*
Book 1: Path of the Chosen
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.amazon.com%2FPathChosen-Adepts-Demons1%2Fdp%2F0990727505%2Fref%3Dsr_1_14%3Fie%3DUTF8%26qid%3D1415901877%26sr%3D814%26keywords%3Dpath%2Bof%2Bthe%2Bchosen&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40sboh.wa.gov%7C62b

*
Book 2: Tower of Destiny
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.amazon.com%2FTowerDestiny-Adepts-Demons2%2Fdp%2F0990727521%2Fref%3Dbseries_lb_0990727521&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40sboh.wa.go

*
Book 3: Master of Rage
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.amazon.com%2Fdp%2F0990

*

Book 4: The Mad God (coming soon!)

______________________________________________
From: Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 8:32:47 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Health Board Meeting, 1/12/2021

From: Brady LaMotte <bradyalamotte@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 11:24 AM
Subject: Health Board Meeting, 1/12/2021

External Email
Honorable Members of the Washington State Board of Health,

I would like to express my absolute opposition to implementation of a COVID-19 Vaccine
requirement for schools and Forced Quarantine Detention for law-abidding citizens in the
state of Washington.

1. No COVID vaccine available in the United States has received FDA approval. All
available vaccines, including the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine, are being administered under
an Emergency Use Authorization. The only “approved” COVID 19 vaccine is Comirnaty,
and it is not available in the United States and there is no anticipated date for its
availability. (This “smoke and mirrors” approach by the FDA is the subject of numerous
lawsuits and a Federal Judge recently rejected Pfizer’s claim that the 2 products are
interchangeable: Federal Judge Rejects DOD Claim That Pfizer EUA and Comirnaty
Vaccines Are ‘Interchangeable.’

· Children's Health Defense (childrenshealthdefense.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fl.facebook.com%2Fl.php%3Fu%3D
EFXgrbKn8%26h%3DAT05ScIFWlueBBXUcktwmVz5Qb_IC1eB5CiM661qIda0KHqUWndoXb22IBdMy34IaBRm
R%26c%255b0%255d%3DAT34cWlT4ys5pAskcz59PP2pbIb0Xu3kDbzTxbIhTMxQ2IZxN2hrfyddAZwp6KiD5WEAA6R6iDsX7apRixel4O0zaYN5IW58LXep7UsT-HOCyKxZg8cIv0xB24yj1mcgHDaumtxYDz2icyf7iyuR9ZvC8&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Cb
) Since EUA products cannot be mandated per the Nuremberg Code, this alone should be
enough to stop consideration of making vaccines mandatory.

2. Children are statistically at zero risk of dying from COVID. Their survival rate is in the
range of 99.997-99.998% or, put another way, their risk of dying with COVID is less than
2 in every 1,000,000 children. The very few children who are listed as COVID deaths did
not die OF COVID, but rather WITH COVID as anyone being admitted to a hospital
nowadays is tested. I challenge the Washington State Board of Health to show medical

records for even one child who has died OF COVID. Where there’s no risk, there can be
no benefit. In addition, children who have already had the virus and recovered are now
protected by natural immunity, which is by far the strongest protection against the virus.

3. No one knows the long-term risks of these vaccines. You may remember that one of
the members of the FDA Advisory Committee infamously said, “We are never going to
learn about how safe the vaccine is until we start giving it.” According to Dr. Eric Ruben,
Editor in Chief NEJM, the studies Pfizer conducted were woefully underpowered. This is
an analysis of 10 Red Flags associated with Pfizer’s studies: Ten red flags in the FDA’s
risk-benefit analysis of Pfizer’s EUA application to inject American children 5 to 11 with its
mRNA product – Commentary – America's Frontline Doctors
(americasfrontlinedoctors.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fl.facebook.com%2Fl.php%3Fu%3D
bSGqXSkEbK4apjB6ASWAYYIzf0WkXY%26h%3DAT1nWpeQ1pf5iJu2UcxoQXjYgz9bOBLt0K9diW2JZUZnn8G85giiHlfisEW_GAb91kM9_
1P0HvsN-2LWpbSNUH_94aXNWQJxMj9kXGzHQ%26__tn__%3DR%255dR%26c%255b0%255d%3DAT34cWlT4ys5pAskcz59PP2pbIb0Xu3kDbzTxbIhTMxQ2IZxN2hrfyddAZwp6KiD5WEAA6R6iDsX7apRixel4O0zaYN5IW58LXep7UsT-HOCyKxZg8cIv0xB24yj1mcgHDaumtxYDz2icyf7iyuR9ZvC8&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Cb
)

Force vaccinating healthy children for a disease that doesn’t affect them to make adults
feel safe is a new low for humanity. Look inside your soul and do the right thing……DO
NOT require these vaccinations for school age children.

In regard to allowing local health officers to use law enforcement (WAC 246-100-070) to
force an emergency order to involuntarily detain a person or group of persons (families)
to be isolated in a quarantine facility (WAC 246-100-045) following refusal to voluntary
comply with requests for medical examination, testing, treatment, counseling,
vaccination (WAC 246-100-040):

· This not only violates the Washington State Constitution, but the right to Religious
Freedom protected by the 1st Amendment and the right to Privacy in 4th Amendment of
the United States Constitution.

· Therefore 37 or 39 County Sheriff’s have signed a letter, pledging not to enforce any
involuntary removal of private law-abiding citizens to a quarantine facility.

Science does not support the notion that unvaccinated individuals spread the virus any
more than vaccinated individuals, nor do our laws permit us to segregate and
discriminate against people for refusing a medical intervention.

· Equal Protection Clause of the 14th Amendment to the U.S. Constitution and the Civil
Rights Act of 1964.

Masks, in the words of an FDA physician, are little more than "facial decorations" and
have no impact on the spread; yet they are mandated for adults and children. This is not
American in any way and the truth will come out.

Those who are hiding their heads in the sand from the facts and science of this so-called
pandemic (In the Washington State Flu Season of 2017-18 the death rate was 11%,
while the Covid death rate in the State of WA thus far is 1.1% according to government
sources) will be held accountable for being on the wrong side of history.

No mandate can be followed that violates human rights of conscience and autonomy.

· There is zero evidence indicating that unvaccinated individuals or free breathing
individuals are a threat to the vaccinated and masked.
· And like children, when the 99% of adults who contract the virus, survive it and
recover, they too have natural immunity which prevents us from contracting or
transmitting the virus again.

There has been time enough to find out the truth about what is going on with Covid, and
there is no excuse for these draconian measures to be inflicted on citizens anymore. Each
of you have been entrusted with making important decisions about the Public Health of
our state and each of your credentials qualify you to serve on this board. However, as
Government employees, you are public servants who answer to the Sovereign Citizens of
this state & this country, the taxpayers who fund your department & your salaries. You
work for us.

I pray for each of you to do the right thing by rejecting these Unconstitutional Mandates
and respect the Individual Liberties of every Washington State resident that are
guaranteed by the Bill of Rights in the United States Constitution and the Washington
State Constitution.

Sincerely,

Brady LaMotte

______________________________________________
From: David Ward
Sent: 1/10/2022 7:27:51 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 12:31:07 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: WA State Board of Health Voting to Add Covid 19 Vaccine requirement to
schools.

From: rojane.maybee@gmail.com <rojane.maybee@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 2:28 PM
To: 'RoJane Maybee' <rojane.maybee@gmail.com>
Subject: WA State Board of Health Voting to Add Covid 19 Vaccine requirement to
schools.

External Email
Hello board members,

I am writing to you as I am a very concerned parent regarding the possibility of this
Covid 19 vaccine becoming mandatory for my children to attend school. I live in Bellevue
and have two children in the schools there. I know there is much controversy
surrounding this topic, therefore, besides explaining my concern for my children’s safety,
there is the fact that myself as well as many, many other parents that would have to
unenroll my children should be become a requirement.

I listen closely to the facts that are out there and respect and hold on to what was spoke
on October 26th, 2021 at the FDA Advisory Board Meeting. It is my hope that you are
familiar with the results of this board meeting as certainly it is not about making every
child be vaccinated. They actually “do not” recommend this vaccine for healthy children,
the approval for children was to make it available to those that have a compromised
immune system and there is no proof that this vaccine will prevent transmission. If you
have not seen this Board Meeting video, you should for sure watch it as thousands of
parents have and are not comfortable having something put into their children’s arm that
has not been tested….and….the virus has mutated into mild cold like symptoms which
only enrich our children’s immune system making them stronger.

Please, please consider all the facts and what is best for our children. We all know that it
is having them in school, learning, learning socialization and being kids.

I have always thought how great it would be if some of the zillion hours spent on TV on
everything horrible about this virus would be spent on listing and talking about how we
can help our immune become strong to be able to fight off any cold, flu etc…,zinc,
Vitamin C etc. etc. etc. But nothing – to me that would be helping our children and the

World.

Thank you for reading this.

I have my fingers crossed that you will make the right decision!

Thank you!

RoJane Maybee
425-941-3337

______________________________________________
From: Gayle Johnson
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:13:42 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Darion Steen
Sent: 1/10/2022 12:27:09 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Candace Bright
Sent: 1/9/2022 3:08:54 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH)
Sent: 1/11/2022 2:44:10 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Tomorrow’s meeting

Tracy Schreiber (she/her/hers)
tracy.schreiber@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:tracy.schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>
360-463-9069

From: The Scoters <scoters@zohomail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2022 1:36 PM
To: Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH) <Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Tomorrow’s meeting

External Email
Dear Ms. Schreiber,

The present situation with omicron is no longer a health emergency. People are not dying
from covid anymore, not in numbers that make for a public emergency. People have
always died from influenzas and pneumonias, from car wrecks and drownings, and we
don’t abandon our God-given rights in an effort to stamp out all of these possible deaths.
The extreme measures you contemplate in dealing with what has become a minor threat
would further hurt adults and children instead of helping them. Whatever power
structures exist in your Codes, you don’t have a moral right to trample on peoples’s
‘…life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.’

You have no moral authority to impose mandatory shots into people’s bodies. People own
their own bodies. You do not own other people’s bodies. You may not do as you see fit
with other people’s bodies. The people who imprisoned Martin Luther King, Jr.—did they
have the legal right to do that? The bus driver who asked Rosa Parks to go to the back of
the bus—did he have the right to do that? The national guard and police who blasted civil
rights protestors with water hoses and set dogs on them—did they have the right to do
that? Yes, they had a “right” by the laws and policies of the day, but they were in the
wrong. The hindsight of history shows to all that they were wrong. The truth will out;
many people already know that it is wrong of you to contemplate involuntary detention
of citizens. Future people will absolutely know it, just like we absolutely know who was
right in the civil rights movement led by MLK.

We also know who was morally right when Japanese American citizens were involuntarily
concentrated into camps. We know who was wrong. Monetary reparations and public
apology was awarded decades later to Japanese American citizens—right here in
WA—who were involuntarily detained into camps at that shameful time.

There will be only shame for those who act immorally to involuntarily detain and/or bully
citizens and children into camps and near-forced requirement of experimental injections.
We Americans know that our legal rights to “life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness”
are solid both in Constitutional law and in the moral law which is written in our hearts.

I urge you not to overstep whatever powers you have to do whatever you want in this
little day. Tomorrow morning, please remember that both yourself and your fellow
citizens alike are all ‘created equal’ and have ‘unalienable rights.’ We hold these truths to
be self-evident, that involuntary detainment of citizens is wrong, and mandating
experimental shots for children against the will of their parents is wrong. Please maintain
the public trust by respecting our unalienable rights.

Sincerely,
Deirdre Forman
WA resident

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 8:25:54 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Fwd: K-12 COVID VAX

Get Outlook for iOS
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fo0ukef&data=04%7C0
________________________________
From: coachdpond@gmail.com <coachdpond@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 1:53:44 PM
To: coachdpond@gmail.com <coachdpond@gmail.com>
Subject: K-12 COVID VAX
External Email
Hello,

We would like to express our extreme opposition to implementation of a COVID 19
vaccine requirement for schools in Washington State.

1. No COVID vaccine available in the United States has received FDA approval. All
available vaccines, including the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine, are being administered under
an Emergency Use Authorization. The only “approved” COVID 19 vaccine is Comirnaty,
and it is not available in the United States and there is no anticipated date for its
availability. (This “smoke and mirrors” approach by the FDA is the subject of numerous
lawsuits and a Federal Judge recently rejected Pfizer’s claim that the 2 products are
interchangeable: Federal Judge Rejects DOD Claim That Pfizer EUA and Comirnaty
Vaccines Are ‘Interchangeable’ • Children's Health Defense (childrenshealthdefense.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fchildrenshealthdefense.org%2F&da
) Since EUA products cannot be mandated per the Nuremberg Code, this alone should be
enough to stop consideration of making vaccines mandatory.

2. Children are statistically at zero risk of dying from COVID. Their survival rate is in the
range of 99.997-99.998% or, put another way, their risk of dying with COVID is less than
2 in every 1,000,000 children. The very few children who are listed as COVID deaths did
not die OF COVID, but rather WITH COVID as anyone being admitted to a hospital
nowadays is tested. I challenge the Washington State Board of Health to show medical
records for even one child who has died OF COVID. Where there’s no risk, there can be
no benefit.

3. No one knows the long term risks of these vaccines. You may remember that one of
the members of the FDA Advisory Committee infamously said, “We are never going to

learn about how safe this vaccine is until we start giving it” Dr. Eric Ruben, Editor in Chief
NEJM The studies Pfizer conducted were woefully underpowered. This is an analysis of 10
Red Flags associated with Pfizer’s studies: Ten red flags in the FDA’s risk-benefit analysis
of Pfizer’s EUA application to inject American children 5 to 11 with its mRNA product –
Commentary – America's Frontline Doctors (americasfrontlinedoctors.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Famericasfrontlinedoctors.org%2F&d
)

Force vaccinating healthy children for a disease that doesn’t affect them to make adults
feel safe is a new low for humanity. Please do the right thing and do not require these
vaccinations for school age children.

Thank you for your consideration-

David and Stephanie Pond
Auburn, WA

______________________________________________
From: Diane Harrid
Sent: 1/7/2022 4:51:34 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Thomas Utt
Sent: 1/12/2022 8:09:12 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Fwd: Jan 12, 2022 meeting & Children's Health
External Email
A well organized and illustrated report summarizing major issues with Pfizer’s vaccine
trial, development, production, etc. If you were not aware of the facts presented here,
you have not done your due diligence. You owe it to the people of the State of
Washington to review this information (facts).

https://www.canadiancovidcarealliance.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/The-COVID-19Inoculations-More-Harm-Than-Good-REV-Dec-16-2021.pdf
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.canadiancovidcarealliance.or
content%2Fuploads%2F2021%2F12%2FThe-COVID-19-Inoculations-More-Harm-ThanGood-REV-Dec-162021.pdf&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C99030c43226148d2563808d9d5e5de2a%7C11d

Respectfully,
Thomas Utt, DDS
LTC (Ret), US Army

Begin forwarded message:
From: Thomas Utt <tjautt@icloud.com <mailto:tjautt@icloud.com> >
Subject: Jan 12, 2022 meeting & Children's Health
Date: January 7, 2022 at 09:31:27 PST
To: "WSBOH@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:WSBOH@sboh.wa.gov> "
<WSBOH@SBOH.wa.gov <mailto:WSBOH@SBOH.wa.gov> >

Comments/Questions regarding Children’s Health Policies including Covid
‘vaccines'
Why? Why should the Covid ‘vaccine’ be required for young/school-age children
when the risks of serious illness, hospitalization, and mortality from the SARS-CoV2 virus
are so extremely low and the potential risks are unknown?
- of the several hundred children that died ‘from’ Covid in the past two years, the
great majority (maybe all) were found to have had serious co-morbidities, including
obesity.
- does the WSBOH know the immunization status of all children? Immunization
not being the same as partially or fully vaccinated? How many children have already
been exposed to the virus and developed natural immune response? With reports that

vaccinating persons (perhaps especially children) who have already had natural exposure
increases risk and occurrence of adverse events, at the very least, shouldn’t the immune
status of each individual be fully understood before requiring a drug therapy and/or
vaccine? Wouldn’t such an assessment be best accomplished by the child’s personal
physician?
- since this virus is now endemic, including more and more reports of the virus
being found in animal populations, the likelihood of children already having had natural
exposure to the virus and developing natural immune response is increasing.
- we are now in the wave of the “Omicron” variant. The vaccine was developed in
2020 and designed to reduce symptoms (not infection nor transmission) from infection
by the Alpha variant of 2020. There have been more than 10,000 variations of the SARSCoV2 virus with Delta and Omicron being the ones of most recent concern. Why would
anyone recommend taking an obsolete ‘vaccine’? Do our Public Health officials
recommend taking the 2020 flu vaccine for the 2022 flu season?
- if the ‘vaccine’ were to be re-designed/updated for later variants, should it be
submitted for new testing and trials before being deployed for use in our children?
- this ‘vaccine’ is “leaky” (aka "non-sterile") with increasing numbers of
breakthrough cases reported around the world including locations among highest
population ‘vaccine’ rates such as Israel, Gibraltar, and the State of Vermont. And a
disproportionate number of the new cases, hospitalizations, etc. are breakthrough cases
(that is: in the fully ‘vaccinated’ populations).
-this is the first ‘vaccine’ in my lifetime (I’m only 65 yrs old), that requires
everyone I might come in contact with to be ‘vaccinated’ in order for my ‘vaccine’ to be
effective. When I took the polio vaccine as a child I didn’t live in fear of someone passing
the polio virus on to me. I was protected. With the Covid ‘vaccine,’ the ‘vaccinated’
people are told to fear and avoid the "UN-vaccinated” even though ‘vaccinated’ persons
have comparable viral loads and are as likely (possibly more) to transmit the virus.
Officials at the highest level of government are spreading lies and fear by pronouncing
that this is “a pandemic of the unvaccinated!”
Safety. One of factors necessary to evaluate safety of any product is TIME. The
“Covid vaccine” was tested, produced, and deployed in less than two years. The ‘vaccine’
for children has been tested/authorized and deployed in a matter of months. The trials,
especially for use in children, have been weak. With risk of serious illness, etc. from this
virus to children being so extremely low, epidemiologists who design clinical trials have
stated the control and test groups would each need several million subjects. Instead,
conclusions were drawn after “testing” much smaller groups increasing risks of misinterpreting data.
- It was reported that trials for the younger age-group of 5-11 year-old children
showed a 90+% effectiveness. What was being measured? They weren’t tested by
exposure to the virus. What I found was that younger children developed antibodies that
were considered to be a 90% response when compared to the older group of
teens/young adults. Is that 90% in quantity, or quality, or …? But if the antibodies aren’t
effective against later variants (e.g. because they are designed to respond to an obsolete
Alpha variant), what difference does it matter how many antibodies they make?
- Are children with weakened immunity, chronic/serious health issues, history of
adverse reactions to actual vaccines at higher risk of adverse outcomes and un-intended
consequences? If so, would they be granted a waiver in the event of mandating Covid
‘vaccines’?
- Reports of possible adverse effects on reproductive health, especially for young
woman, have been made and are increasing. The evidence may be considered lacking
because it hasn’t been studied adequately. In the UK, tens of thousands of young women
reported changes to their monthly cycles.
- No one knows the safety profile of these ‘vaccines.’ NO ONE! It’s not possible.
There hasn’t been enough time to make such a statement that the ‘vaccine’ is safe. We
will not know for many years, even decades, what the actual safety profiles of these
products are.

This may be the first time in history that a society has put the lives of its’ children
at risk for the sake of the elderly.
Given the reality that excess body weight and obesity are among the most
significant co-morbidities for Covid illness, what has the WSBOH done and/or propose to
do to increase awareness of this risk factor and effect real meaningful change for the
sake of the general public but especially for our children? Has there been any campaign
looking at food being offered in schools (meal programs, vending machines, etc.)
informing of this fact and what each person can do to reduce his/her risk? It occurs to
many that time, effort, and resources might be better used reducing the epidemic of
obesity.
Finally, since the topic is children's health, I submit a comment/question about the
use of masks for your consideration. I will assume the WSBOH is aware of the use of
nanoparticles in surgical and other masks. The manufactures explain that nanoparticles
have great surface area and therefore have increased absorption capacity. I hope the
WSBOH is also aware that the physical properties of these particles have great similarity
to asbestos. In addition to restricting air/oxygen flow what other risks will short- or longterm mask wearing pose to the wearers, especially children?
Thank you for your consideration.
Most Sincerely,
Thomas Utt, DDS
LTC (Ret), US Army
Dayton, WA

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 9:44:51 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: January 12th Meeting agenda - My Comments

From: Robin McCoy <robinmccoy.connection@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 10:30 AM
To: Robin McCoy <robinmccoy.connection@gmail.com>
Subject: January 12th Meeting agenda - My Comments

External Email
Dear Board Members,

While the below letter may be copied and pasted, I fully agree with this individual and
the information presented. I have done a lot of my own study on this topic these past
two years. I have watched as this has progressed and the continued attempts to remove
our basic individual rights as Americans in this state. Our basic rights have been under
attack under the guise of public health. You are bordering on instigating communist rule
in a nation of people that will not adhere to or accept it. If you do this, I expect you will
be prosecuted and found liable when all is said and done. I don't think you can afford
that.

The very thought that you would even consider a "police state" in the name of public
health in WA is horrifying! To physically restrain and detain any individual because they
are ill or have made a decision to take care of themselves as they see fit is not within
your scope of responsibility, nor is this done in our nation. We are a free people. Period.
Below you will find data on the vaccine, quarantine, testing. I think we have all found
that people are going to get this virus no matter what they do. Vaccinated or not, you
can get and give this virus. The chances of survival are great for most people in America.
The policies over these past two years have not worked. I ask that you look past what
you have been told, or directed and look into the facts of health and how people can
work towards being healthy and work toward that.

Please allow common sense and cooler heads to prevail. Consider our constitutional
rights and I ask that you also consider empathy in dealing with your fellow humans and
do what is right, not continue to promote what is the ongoing narrative.

"Allowing local health officers to use law enforcement (WAC 246-100-070) to force an
emergency order to involuntarily detain a person or group of persons (families) to be
isolated in a quarantine facility (WAC 246-100-045) following refusal to voluntary comply
with requests for medical examination, testing, treatment, counseling, vaccination (WAC
246-100-040). These specifics come from WAC 246-100."

"Dear Board of Members,

No CDC guidelines, OSHA regulations or health officer order can suspend our rights. "We
the People" and do not consent. We do not give you the authority to force any medical
procedures on our children, elderly, or on any human being that does not choose of their
own free will your offerings of "public health" in a vaccine trial.

Your chapter 246 - 100 and rule making petition for 246 -105 try to confuse, coerce,
intimidate, threaten and harass us. This is called retaliation and discrimination, and that
is against the law.

We have the right to determine what is the best for our families and what is done with
our body and it doesn’t matter whether the vaccine only has an “emergency
authorization” or not.

The masks and the testing are also “emergency use authorization” but even if they
weren’t, we cannot be forced into complying. Only a licensed medical doctor can suggest
a medical treatment such as a mask, covid testing or a vaccine. You or school
administrator has no authority to do so.

We have the constitutionally-protected and GUARANTEED right to life and the right to
determine what it's done to our body.

We are covered under ADA laws and our needs would have to be accommodated by law.

You are not a medical professional and, therefore, you are unlawfully practicing medicine
by prescribing, recommending, and using coercion to insist on this experimental medical
treatment.

Whereas:

1. The Nuremberg Code, codified into US Federal Law, prohibits forcing or coercing
anyone, under any circumstances, to participate in a medical experiment; and the Code
states “the voluntary consent of the human subject is absolutely essential.”

2. Phase 3 clinical trials of COVID-19 vaccines are not yet completed. C4591007—the
main clinical trial in children and young adults with BNT162b2—has an estimated
completion date of May 5, 2026 and hence qualify as medical experiments. People taking
these treatments are enrolled in clinical trials.
3. The vaccine formulation now being given to U.S. children aged 5-11 is NOT the same
formulation used in the clinical trials, and NOT the same formulation that has been
administered to all other age groups under EUA. So even when current ongoing clinical
trials are complete, the results cannot be assumed to be relevant to the safety or
effectiveness of the new formulation.

“The vaccine that is authorized for use in children 5 through 11 years of age includes the
same mRNA and lipids but different inactive ingredients compared to the vaccine that has
been used under EUA in individuals 12 years of age and older and that has been studied
in clinical trials.” Source: https://www.fda.gov/media/153717/download
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fl.facebook.com%2Fl.php%3Fu%3D
gsEDZi0c0ul8yuHNdLbCcgJBde8QRsuRiigDoCiurI_tLVMZw%26h%3DAT34dNmYAPXwaReupUF6I4xZpNzPorU
lJRj6faJyATXkIuNCYRzHEne7E1DhtVVWaIyesELDPDz0Ye02UUs%26__tn__%3D-UKR%26c%5B0%5D%3DAT09KWxn1mqCkgv_7Z7WCSsUTE4c7gqXjxobBtO5IKiozS1m4kJm2kJ8AYc5G3Buiwa
2r_1x0ZBD0h8qFrLimHeJLcWoEBeR4WfJZop29N7cDxOceGrtvwt96X5J-BUj81VGx-x3B3fUOnMJInayRH4r7fMcTCemDMsZXlf90FydU&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Cb258ef

4. Most vaccines are trialed for at least 5-10 years and COVID-19 vaccines have been in
trials for less than one year.

5. No previously attempted coronavirus vaccines (ie. MERS, SARS-1) has been approved
for market, due to antibody-dependent enhancement resulting in severe illness and
deaths in animal models. The participants in clinical trials involving children aged 5-11
received “two doses of 10 μg BNT162b2 or placebo (saline)”, not the new formulation.

Source: https://www.fda.gov/media/153447/download
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fl.facebook.com%2Fl.php%3Fu%3D
UKR%26c%5B0%5D%3DAT09KWxn1mqCkgv_7Z7WCSsUTE4c7gqXjxobBtO5IKiozS1m4kJm2kJ8AYc5G3Buiwa
2r_1x0ZBD0h8qFrLimHeJLcWoEBeR4WfJZop29N7cDxOceGrtvwt96X5J-BUj81VGx-x3B3fUOnMJInayRH4r7fMcTCemDMsZXlf90FydU&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Cb258ef

6. Numerous doctors, scientists and medical experts are issuing dire warnings about the
short and long-term effects of COVID-19 vaccines, including but not limited to death,
infertility, miscarriages, Bell’s palsy, blood clots,cancer, inflammatory conditions,
autoimmune disease, early-onset dementia, convulsions, anaphylaxis,
myocarditis, and antibody dependent enhancement leading to death.

7. Children and youth are at virtually no risk of dying from COVID-19 or transmitting it to
others, but deaths and
injuries to children and youth have already occurred in the COVID-19 injection clinical
trials.

8. FDA admits safety unknown. Children are being used as test subjects, with their
parents acquiescing under fraudulent marketing pressure. Public Health messaging does
not match the reality of the current knowledge base. At the October 26 VRBPAC meeting,
FDA Advisor Dr. Eric Rubin admitted: “. . . .but we’re never going to learn about how safe
this vaccine is unless we start giving it.”
Source: @6:52:33

https://youtu.be/laaL0_xKmmA
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fl.facebook.com%2Fl.php%3Fu%3D
8SqF15bfWVzJAbTxcHb8BJXWywYiQ2q8X4d5j6IE%26h%3DAT2Ymc5I7tsD9q67IKCrvVe_MPQitLW6TnpPFgerJh3A3ECVJNX9h8XHr5sv9Vyu5OmgrbAhwl1s4yXwyXpCxKGiBJJFLQb0yl4vElinbXy18Fzuv8UYcF1UwExyWxKIuM92nqHTh0Jo3AnOLp3s%26__tn__%3D-UKR%26c%5B0%5D%3DAT09KWxn1mqCkgv_7Z7WCSsUTE4c7gqXjxobBtO5IKiozS1m4kJm2kJ8AYc5G3Buiwa
2r_1x0ZBD0h8qFrLimHeJLcWoEBeR4WfJZop29N7cDxOceGrtvwt96X5J-BUj81VGx-x3B3fUOnMJInayRH4r7fMcTCemDMsZXlf90FydU&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Cb258ef

9. International Alliance of Physicians and Medical Scientists has declared that children
should be excluded from vaccine mandates:
“Consensus is clear among MDs and medical PhDs: following 20 months of exhaustive
research, millions of patients treated, hundreds of clinical trials performed and scientific
data shared worldwide, they conclude that healthy children and the COVID-recovered
should be excluded from restrictions and vaccine mandates.”

Source: https://globalcovidsummit.org/.../thousands-of-physicians...
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fl.facebook.com%2Fl.php%3Fu%3D
of-physicians-and-scientists-reach-consensus-on-vaccinating-children-and-naturalimmunity%253Ffbclid%253DIwAR0N9E6isPGXQ6EycTZlvG8LNN_wVhUpgPRcoGcKtAGgxS6UtMd1Bh4qIbc%
2W1Wa7wXLCprK889Ux1U0go15tr_0oeQt15UzP-v35OBQLD6StJs_anDJEjXOQRsv4knSFhHTs8%26__tn__%3D-UKR%26c%5B0%5D%3DAT09KWxn1mqCkgv_7Z7WCSsUTE4c7gqXjxobBtO5IKiozS1m4kJm2kJ8AYc5G3Buiwa
2r_1x0ZBD0h8qFrLimHeJLcWoEBeR4WfJZop29N7cDxOceGrtvwt96X5J-BUj81VGx-x3B3fUOnMJInayRH4r7fMcTCemDMsZXlf90FydU&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Cb258ef

10. There have been more deaths from COVID-19 vaccines, as reported to the Vaccine
Adverse Events Reporting System (VAERS), than deaths in the last 10 years from all
vaccines combined and only 1% -10% of vaccine injuries are reported to VAERS. The full
extent of adverse events from the COVID vaccines is unknown as there is a significant
delay in uploading reports to the VAERS database.

The risk associated with COVID-19 vaccinations is extremely dangerous to the health and
well-being of all children and this form of treatment unnecessary.

Any coercion or pressure tactics used for students to be vaccinated contravenes the
Nuremberg Code, the Helsinki Declaration and Federal Law.

Any use of "implied consent” by any minor child under the age of 18 is defined in law as
gross, contributory, and culpable criminal negligence.

Any party found to be involved in vaccination coercion when entrusted with the care of
our children such as all school staff, school board members and executive, and any other
adults who may have access to our children while under their care. This includes the
assistance of outside school staff, contractors, public health nurses, or health officials
could be prosecuted to the full extent of law and you may be held personally and
criminally liable for any injuries or deaths that may occur.

We are forced to err on the side of spiritual caution and refuse to harm our temples in
honor of God's Holy Word.

The 1st Amendment of the constitution has protected these exact claims before the
Supreme Court on many occasions. Even State governments have faced this glaring truth
during the Covid crisis as they attempted to pass mandates and laws that violated this
basic principle only to have their wrong decisions righted before the Courts, with financial
penalties.

While, as Christians, we strive to be at peace with all men and to obey all laws and
mandates from a Legitimately elected government. We do not do so in violation of God's
Holy Laws, of which the protection of my body is one of those spiritual laws that
supersedes all man made laws in my religious conscience.``

--

Robin R. McCoy

______________________________________________
From: Gmail
Sent: 1/12/2022 9:04:22 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: We Oppose the Child Vaccine Mandate
External Email
If you impose the vaccine upon our children we will move to another state. My wife and I
strongly encourage you to not make a vaccine mandatory for school.
Best Regards,
Scott Jackson
c: (509) 499-6693
Sent from my iPhone
This is a private and confidential communication for the sole viewing and use of the
intended recipient. It is intended to constitute an electronic communication within the
meaning of the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 USC 2510. Any review or
distribution to other recipients is not intended and does not constitute a loss of the
confidential or privileged nature of the communication. Any review or distribution by
other recipients is strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient of the
communication please contact the sender by return electronic mail and delete and
destroy all copies of this communication.

______________________________________________
From: Garrett Parkinson
Sent: 1/11/2022 1:44:49 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: dnaburns
Sent: 1/12/2022 8:52:52 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Re: proposed rule change
External Email
To whom it may concern:
I am completely against any of the proposed Covid Policies that are over reaching and
immoral. We stand against these proposed WAC’s: WAC 246-100-070, WAC 246-100045, WAC 246-100-040, WAC 246-100, WAC 246-105.
Dylan Burns
Sent from my T-Mobile 5G Device

______________________________________________
From: Gordon Haggerty
Sent: 1/12/2022 2:34:05 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Request to Delete Section 040 from WAC 246-100
External Email
Thank you.
I am Gordon Haggerty, and I’ve previously submitted written testimony. But I want to
follow up on your remarks about section 040 of WAC 246-100, regarding enforced
detention / quarantining, and I’m wondering if and why this section is needed, and if it
should be deleted from the WAC?
In light of recent use of the health emergency to implement draconian and abusive
shutdowns and mandates, it is not unreasonable to assume that such provisions would
be used, and that so-called “due process” provisions might not also be suspended for the
sake of “emergency circumstances”?
History has not provided good precedent for laws like this, and I strongly urge that this
be deleted.
Thank you.
Gordon Haggerty
ghaggerrty@gmail.com <mailto:ghaggerrty@gmail.com>

______________________________________________
From: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 8:46:20 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Fwd: The proposed WAC’s

Get Outlook for iOS
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fo0ukef&data=04%7C0
________________________________
From: Gail Bianco <gailbianco@yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 1:28:51 PM
To: Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH) <Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: The proposed WAC’s
External Email
I oppose the following proposed WAC’s
246–1 00–070
246–1 00–045
246–1 00–040
246–100 and 246–105
I am completely against giving local health officers use of law enforcement and the use of
emergency order to involuntarily detain a person or family if they refuse the request of
medical examination, testing, treatment, counseling or vaccination.
I am absolutely against COVID-19 injections to be part of the school immunization
requirement using WAC 246–105
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/10/2022 2:56:34 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: WAC 246-100

From: Dpmoyn <dpmoyn@aol.com>
Sent: Monday, January 10, 2022 2:45 PM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: WAC 246-100

External Email
Hello,

I oppose the quarantine/vaccine mandates.

My understanding is that there will be a Wednesday meeting to discuss, among other
efforts, the move to involuntarily detain those who are not vaccinated in quarantine
facilities that have been created here in WA state - didn't think we were Australia?

Over the past three weeks, every one of our family/extended family members have all
had the COVID virus = all vaccinated and boosted. It is beyond comprehension that there
would be a move to quarantine people who've rejected the vaccines to now continue the
misinformation that only the unvaccinated can get the virus.

Hoping that the truth re: vaccinated getting the virus (Whoopi anyone/numerous political
figures, etc.?) who diligently followed all they've been commanded to do will put to rest
the notion that the unvaccinated are the problem.

Thank you.

______________________________________________
From: 24ozmocha
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:10:46 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: No medical mandates
External Email
"Washington state Board of Health
Dear Board members,
I am vehemently against the medical mandates about to be forced upon all Washington
state citizens.
You must remember the Nuremberg Trials after WWII and the Nuremberg Code passed
into INTERNATION LAW because of the forced medical experimentations done to the
Jewish prison camp victims. Germany's obedient persons were found guilty after the war
and extreme consequences came upon them. The Health Board could easily face similar
consequences for such draconian measures and forced treatments being considered for
Washinton state citizens.
"I was only obeying the orders passed down to me" was a common excuse then. They
were found guilty regarding their human experimentations forced upon unwilling
subjects.
These WACs under consideration are illegal, unconstitutional, and unfathomable. How
could our Washington state Health Board members not see how unprecedented and
extreme these proposed WACs are? The future legal consequences that you could face as
a result of these WACs would be unprecedented in America.
COVID vaccinations have FAR less testing regarding long term consequences than any
other vaccination trials in our history, and mRNA genetic changes are still extremely
experimental. NO ONE knows the long-term effects these may cause.
PLEASE do not pass any such legislation to force dangerous and constitutionally illegal
measures.
Sincerely, a VERY concerned Washington state citizen.
Linda Fridenmaker
Tacoma WA"
Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone

______________________________________________
From: Joshua, Amanda Villalobos
Sent: 1/12/2022 10:51:54 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public Comments for WSBOH Members from March EH Committee Special
Meeting
External Email

*
There are many children who have received the covid shot that are now getting
myocarditis as a result from the shot. This is causing severe problems in otherwise
healthy children. This is heart inflammation.
*
Even though vaccinated, even with boosters, adults and children are still
contracting, and spreading Covid-19 to those both vaccinated and unvaccinated.

*
Pfizer and Moderna are messing with the menstrual cycle of many women – we
are still unsure of the permanent side effects of this. I’m talking on behalf of my friend
who’s a school teacher when I tell you that she I received the shot as a teacher because
She had the choice of getting vaxxed or losing her job (single parent, this would make a
result in losing her house as well). (WHICH IS NOT A CHOICE IT IS COERCION AND
GASLIGHTING!!) she is now having severe arm pain. Headaches, nausea and erratic,
unpredictable, heavy non-stop menstruation as a result of the vaccine even months later!

*
It takes many years for a vaccine to be fully tested, and now they are already
trying to offer boosters on a still new and unknown shot. This should not be FORCED on
children. It should be a choice! I in no way want my children to have this happen and risk
their fertility and future choices.

*
The covid-19 virus keeps changing and having new variants that are not phased
by the shot. Therefore, we are giving children shots with severe and unknown side
effects that are not even helping the children (or adults) fight off the virus. As It
continues to mutate.

*
Shots SHOULD NOT BE MANDATED FOR SCHOOLS – it should be a parent’s
choice. Without you gaslighting us!!

*

LEAVE OUR CHILDREN ALONE!!

We will not stand for this!! We will not tolerate this!!

______________________________________________
From: Cynthia L. Williamson
Sent: 1/10/2022 1:12:12 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Sheri Ferguson
Sent: 1/12/2022 9:44:29 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Appose WAC 246-100-070, WAC 246-100-045, WAC 246-100-040, WAC 246100, WAC 246-105
External Email
We are ready to leave this state. I am a parent of a medically compromised child. She
has had no adverse reactions. My children are done with masks as they do not stop the
spread and are more detrimental to our childrens health and development. Apposed to all
overreaching- WAC 246-100-070, WAC 246-100-045, WAC 246-100-040, WAC 246-100,
WAC 246-105.
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Pam Clark
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:01:21 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Breana Burton
Sent: 1/8/2022 10:58:37 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Andrea Dumas
Sent: 1/10/2022 7:36:03 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Emma Bock
Sent: 1/9/2022 5:21:17 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public Comment
External Email
My name is Emma Bock, my daughter Valentina wood goes to Brentwood Elementary, I
just have one thing to say, We should have the right to choose, I respect ✊ every body
opinion about getting the Covid vaccine to their children, at this moment it’s to soon for
me to decide if I want my kids to have it, why can We have a choice? I am not against it,
I just want the choice to wait a little longer!
Thanks again
Emma Bock
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Oleg Chepoy
Sent: 1/6/2022 11:09:47 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cody MowBray
Sent: 1/12/2022 9:39:15 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Public Comments January 12, Agenda Item
External Email
I understand the process of this legislative body, first reading, second reading, action.I
understand that the process takes considerable time and research before decisions like
this ever make it to the agenda. I can appreciate the board's diligence and recognize the
busy week they have had.
I urge you not to consider including any language containing COVID 19 into Chapter 246105. I work for the parks and recreation department in my local city and I've worked
with young children who have proudly claimed their vaccination status to then experience
what they have described as “chest pain” after experiencing some sort of emotional
experience, caused either through bullying, distress, or frustration enough to make them
cry. I’ve heard these children say that this has only happened recently, and the
connection is obvious. I do not think it would be wise or safe to risk afflicting a life long
condition like this on a child who simply wants to play with their friends or even wants to
learn. Your own presentation from December 2021, slide 8, mentions vaccine
effectiveness, slide 12 mentions acceptable levels of side effects and prevention data, but
as I will explain, I do not believe that the future of this disease will warrant inclusion
based on the criteria presented.
My issue with all of this is that yes public health is a valid concern but we have seen the
waning efficacy of the vaccines, which do not stop transmission by the way. We have
seen media outlets such as the Washington Post, New York Times, and many other
credible news sources saying that natural infection/exposure helps your immune system
and their recommendation is to prepare to get infected.
I do not want to politicize COVID any more than it already has been and I do not want
the people that came here today to lose out on the opportunity to speak so I will leave
you with this: the concept of “diminishing returns”.
For those unfamiliar, at home or on the board, diminishing returns would be something
akin to investing the maximum amount of effort into something at every opportunity and
expecting to receive the maximum payout every time following, only to be rewarded with
smaller and smaller returns. This is how I have come to understand and the current
vaccine situation. The variants continue to change based on the survival needs of the
virus, I am not virologist nor would I claim to be such, but even I can understand that
when a virus’ only chance of survival is rapid and mass reproduction, instead of the hard
hitting variants we’ve experienced these last 2 years, that is a good sign to show that it
is on run and desperate. Eventually the threat will be neutralized or minimized. There is
no need to make this inevitable virus strain a permanent part of our education system,
health care criteria, or a part of our children's lives. Thank you.

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/9/2022 1:45:18 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Upcoming vote related to vaccine mandates

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: Lynn Fox <lynnfox7@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 9:21 AM
Subject: Upcoming vote related to vaccine mandates

External Email
To All Washington State Officials who represent me,

I am writing you as a concerned citizen of Washington state. I understand you have a
major decision coming before you to consider vaccine mandates for children as well as
adults. I urge you to take into your thought process more than the current accepted
binary conversation that the vaccine is the one and only way to proceed in health for our
communities and states.

In years past, we as parents, families and supported by the medical community
considered natural immunity strong and robust. We currently have doctors who are
successfully helping to keep sick patients out of the hospital, and they need more
physicians to help them. There is more to this story on a successful way through this,
and your decision is an important part of it.

There are not enough long-term studies regarding the use of the Covid-19 vaccine and
the option of natural immunity needs to be a part of this conversation if we are truly
wanting to follow the science. The fact that the drug manufacturers have requested to
wait to release their data for 75 years creates confusion and concerns on why they are
not acting with transparency. Recently the CDC director and Dr. Anthony Fauci have
admitted that the vaccine itself does not stop transmission or infection. This is the logical
disconnect between facts and political agenda.

In addition, there are thousands of deaths and adverse reactions reported, though not
published through mainstream media. I will provide you links to some of these sources if
you want.
You will be looked on in history for the vote you are about to make. How will you choose
to stand for the liberty and freedom our country is rooted in? Can you imagine what
caused our state and government to place Germans and Japanese citizens in camps
during the 2nd World War? It may have seemed like the best option at the time,
however, it is viewed correctly today as a human rights abuse. It was a decision made
out of fear. I urge you to make a decision based on courage, transparency, medical facts,
which come from all places, including those that are being silenced in the main media.
Please do not allow fear to be part of your decision. Fear of what others think or say, fear
of job loss, lack of promotion, fear of possible personal cost if you stand against the swell
of the current tyrannical narrative. You have so many people cheering you on to stand
for human rights including medical freedom of choice.

Sadly, the push for the mandate of vaccines and the proposed policies which could follow
will place health officers in the possibility of managing a police state. We are not in an
emergency situation that would justify the use of law enforcement to order persons
involuntarily to isolation facilities or coerced medical intervention. If this continues
Washington board of health is considering medical tyranny. Not only is all of this
discussion in direct violation of the Washington State Constitution and the US
Constitution, but the proposed policies are also in direct violation of the Nuremberg code
article 6 section 3 that states: No government can mandate or force medical treatment
without individual consent.

Please stand for medical freedom of choice for the citizens of Washington.

Lynn Fox

______________________________________________
From: Al Lansdowne
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:47:18 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:

They are not endangered. Consequences could be worse than risk of Covid.

Alan E Lansdowne

______________________________________________
From: Andrei Valsan
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:33:10 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Emily Mallahan
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:22:22 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Douglas Brew
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:46:42 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Colleen DeWitt
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:58:48 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Frieda Hale
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:46:28 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Andrew Cronrath
Sent: 1/7/2022 1:50:11 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Darci Omtvedt
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:59:37 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: David Whitesell
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:31:03 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Bob Fankhauser
Sent: 1/6/2022 11:25:16 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Child Vaccination
External Email
Please vote no to the mandate about child vaccinations for Covid. Children are not at risk
and they are a very low percentage to spread covid. It is not necessary to risk them not
having done any long term studies. People spread the covid whether they are vaccinated
or not.
Robert K Fankhauser--Washington voter ; Tulalip, Wa.

______________________________________________
From: Diane Thomas
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:00:39 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission OR childcare
in Washington State for the following Reasons:
*
Children are at an extremely low risk for Covid…like 99.997%;
*
The vaccines ARE NOT FDA approved!! They are still only EUA (emergency use
authorized);
*
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety or efficacy for
ANY age group!
*
Studies DO NOT document that both vaccinated and unvaccinated can transmit
Covid, therefore,
*
The vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of the disease.
*
Also, those who are ‘fully’ vaccinated are having ‘breakthrough’ infections at an
alarming rate!! It’s the vaccinated who are filling the hospitals!!!
*
The vaccine does not provide lasting immunity and requires regularly spaced
‘boosters’ for only God knows how long!

ALSO, there is no such thing as an ‘asymptomatic’ case. One is either infected with
COVID with symptoms OR they are the victim of a false PCR (or newer) test!
Diane Thomas

______________________________________________
From: Erin Carter
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:28:13 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Denise Hance
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:28:53 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Danielle States
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:03:15 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: David Mutton
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:42:47 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Amy Reber
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:33:19 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Callie Hunter
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:55:21 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comment on proposed vaccination requirement for school and childcare
External Email
Dear members of the Washington Board of Health,
I am writing to you as a concerned parent of 4 young children in Kitsap County. I
understand that there are increasing pressures from both sides on a topic so volatile as
"should we require vaccination for students to attend school and for childcare services in
our state."
Though emotion could very easily muddy these comments, I am choosing to set that
aside and simply present a few key points for you to consider on this incredibly important
topic. We the people.
First, children are far less suceptible to Covid-19.
Secondly, it has been medically proven that a person who has contracted Covid
previously has a 2x to 4x higher risk of experiencing adverse effects from a Covid
vaccine. There is no doubt that many of Washington's students and young children whom
you would be forcing to vaccinate under such a mandate have already had Covid
naturally and thus would be at greater risk.
Thirdly, because many of Washington's students and young children have already
contracted the Covid virus naturally, they as a fact, have better immunity than a
vaccinated individual.
Fourthly, it is proven that the vaccines do not stop the spread of disease. Vaccinated
individuals can still contract and spread Covid. As you're aware, the CDC clearly admits
this.
Fifth, the vaccines for the Covid disease are still authorized for emergency use only, and
none have gone thru the longevity of trials necessary for deeming a vaccine "safe".
Essentially, you would be forcing students and young children to participate in an
experimental drug trial without informed consent.
I could say much more, but will leave you with the Code One of the Nuremberg Code.
Thank you for your time. Uphold liberty. God bless.
CODE 1 The voluntary consent of the human subject is absolutely essential. This means
that the person involved should have legal capacity to give consent; should be so
situated as to be able to exercise free power of choice, without the intervention of any
element of force, fraud, deceit, duress, over-reaching, or other ulterior form of constraint
or coercion; and should have sufficient knowledge and comprehension of the elements of
the subject matter involved, as to enable him to make an understanding and enlightened
decision. This latter element requires that, before the acceptance of an affirmative
decision by the experimental
subject, there should be made known to him the nature, duration, and purpose of the
experiment;
the method and means by which it is to be conducted; all inconveniences and hazards
reasonably to be expected; and the effects upon his health or person, which may
possibly come from his

participation in the experiment. The duty and responsibility for ascertaining the quality of
the consent rests upon each individual who initiates, directs or engages in the
experiment. It is a personal duty and responsibility which may not be delegated to
another with impunity.

______________________________________________
From: Christine Johnson
Sent: 1/7/2022 5:38:13 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
These vaccines are not in their final stage so why are we sitting idly letting the
government experiment on our children. We don't know the long term effects of these
vaccines in adults and yet they approve it for kids. This is not right. It would be one thing
if it actually made a difference in immunity, but those vaccinated for covid can still both
catch and spread it. Let's protect our children. They expect us to keep them safe.
Christine J. Johnson

______________________________________________
From: Dennis Lippert
Sent: 1/6/2022 11:22:07 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: ALYSSA WATKINS
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:50:38 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Alana Medcalf
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:13:27 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cassandra Thorsfeldt
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:07:19 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Deanna Bailey
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:46:13 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
To the Washington State Board of Health,
I have heard that you are considering a proposal to make COVID-19 mandatory for
school admission or childcare. I am opposed to this action.
The primary concern should be for the health and safety of children. This action would
actually accomplish exactly the opposite of the goal. Children are already at a low risk for
contracting COVID. Also, the disease is normally mild in children. The vaccines available
for use are still not completely approved for use and are under emergency use
authorization. Many concerning side effects have been noted. Even if the vaccines were
safe, which has not been proven by long term studies, they do not stop the spread of the
disease. This fact is becoming very glaringly clear as the vaccinated population has
increased and COVID infections have continued to climb.
I strongly encourage you to oppose this proposal.
v/r
Deanna Bailey
Hansville, WA

______________________________________________
From: Adam Walker
Sent: 1/6/2022 12:51:46 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
1.
children have proven to have a low transmission rate and are mildly infected at most IF
they do get it.
2.
The vaccines have not gone through the proper testing to assure they are safe for
humans not to mention children.
3.
Matters of personal health/choice should be just that. The sweeping mandates are
unconstitutional and takes away a persons right to choose.
Adam Walker
Adam.walker7980@gmail.com
253-820-0738
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______________________________________________
From: Celestina Gonzalez
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:39:39 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Clayton Welch
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:08:29 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Amanda Dowell
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:07:52 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dessera Olson
Sent: 1/7/2022 3:35:17 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brady Hubler
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:25:44 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brenda Reiss
Sent: 1/6/2022 11:45:53 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for Online Meeting 1/12
External Email
Dear Board of Health,
First, I want to thank you for your service to our state and communities.
Secondly, please be aware that there are a couple things on the agenda that I want you
to know before the meeting:
For your Agenda item #8 item of forming a Technical Advisory Group to review
information around Covid-19 shots to have them mandated for school. Please note that I
OPPOSE this and anything to do with mandating Covid-19 shots for our children.
I do support Agenda item #11 for the Informed Choice Washington's Petition for
Rulemaking that asks you to create a new rule that prohibits adding any Emergency Use
Authorized product, or any licensed product that lacks completed Phase 3 trials to the
school required list.
We have witnessed too many adverse reactions to subject our children to any more
tragedy and I know in your heart of hearts you feel the same way.
Thank you so much for taking the time to read this and take this into consideration.
Gratefully,
Brenda Reiss

______________________________________________
From: Austin Marshall
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:39:53 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: George Simpson
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:58:39 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cindy Schmidt
Sent: 1/6/2022 2:09:35 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
1. Vaccinated individuals can spread and get the virus as well as the unvaccinated.
2. Children are the least likely to get sick from this virus.
3. The vaccine is still for emergency use only.
4. There are no longterm studies on side effects regarding the vaccine. We do know
dome of the short-term effects, and they aren't good.
5. You are trying to create classes of citizens by making the vaccine mandatory. The US
citizens still have freedom to choose whetheror not to be vaccinated; let's keep it that
way. Stop punishing people for followers their conscience.
Best regards,
Cynthia Schmidt

______________________________________________
From: Coree Bliv
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:03:52 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: D Kelly
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:26:13 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
It should be parent choice!
I also oppose the proposed bill to allow law enforcement to interfere with vaccine
mandates. Let law enforcement do their jobs and fight crime. The choice of whether or
not to vaccinate is NOT a crime. It’s a right as an American!

______________________________________________
From: Dana Lankhaar
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:45:24 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons: The Vaccine is just too new. The risk from the
vaccine outweighs the risk from COVID of young children.
Thank you,
Dana Lankhaar

______________________________________________
From: Ginger Passarelli
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:51:53 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Buddy White
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:03:09 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Christine Jenks
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:57:09 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Aaron
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:00:36 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid vaccine mandates in schools
External Email
Dear BOH members,
I am in opposition to agenda item #8. I do not think expending the time and energy to
form a TAG is in order as the Covid vaccines are under EUA and have not completed their
trials. It is alarming that all of the vaccine trial data in possession of the FDA is not being
released for review by Peers, so much for peer review.
I do not support Covid 19 vaccine mandates.
I do support agenda item #11. It is unconscionable and illegal to mandate emergency
use experimental drugs.
Sincerely
Aaron McGregor

______________________________________________
From: CHARLES GRIMM
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:35:50 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brenda Smith
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:48:00 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons: Children are at low risk for covid19 related illnesses.
The vaccine has no protection for transmission of covid19 (point: whether vaccinated or
not- no change on effect to transmit to others) and it is still does not have scientific
studies to analyze the long term health risks associated with the vaccine itself on an
individual. It was authorized for emergency use and time has proven health risks with
the vaccine may outweigh the benefits of the vaccine. It should be a choice to vaccinate
for covid19 with individual patient- doctor considerations of the individuals health chart
and history. Religious faith based reasons should be considered as well due to long
standing discrimination protective laws to ensure the individual receives full rights as an
American Citizen under the founding constitution of this country. Case in point, the
vaccine only benefits/effects the individual regarding covid19 so should be an individual
choice. It is not respectful to mandate/force a vaccine that could be a risk to the
child/individual against their will to choose. Transmissions to others is not effected with
vaccinating so there is no group benefit with vaccination.

______________________________________________
From: Danielle Bazan
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:10:10 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 vaccinations mandatory for school admission or
childcare in our state. I am upset to see the kinds of agenda topics up for debate. Human
rights must come first. There have been so many lies told in the last two years. Following
authoritarian laws is wrong. And will be the ultimate downfall for our society. Choose
humanity.
-Danelle Bazan

______________________________________________
From: Christopher Causey
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:08:58 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Eleni Mastronardi
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:29:42 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 3:02:03 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Concerned parent

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov>
360-236-4105

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01%
| Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH%
|Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: Stacy Mares <stacynyquest@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 11:28 AM
Subject: Concerned parent

External Email
Hello!

I am writing concerning the upcoming State Board of Health meeting to discuss whether
or not to mandate the Covid vaccine for school attendance in the 2022-2033 school year.
I am deeply troubled about this and I want you to know that I vehemently oppose the
vaccine for my child. I believe every person should have the right to choose for
themselves and their children. I appreciate your time and I thank you for reading my
email. I will be praying for each and every one of you in attendance at this upcoming
meeting.

Sincerely,

Stacy Mares

______________________________________________
From: Amy Walton
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:13:54 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Alissa Miller
Sent: 1/4/2022 11:21:12 PM
To: DOH WSBOH,Davis, Michelle (SBOH),Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH),Hoff, Christy Curwick
(SBOH),Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH),Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH),Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH),Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH),Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH),Schreiber, Tracy N
(SBOH),Haag, Hannah R (SBOH),Kahler, Kelie (SBOH),Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: Covid Vaccines for School Children
External Email
Hello,
My name is Alissa Miller and I am the mother of a third grader, first grader, and
preschooler. I implore you all to respect our rights as parents to choose what is best for
our children. My children have had all their normal childhood vaccines, but I am
extremely hesitant to give them the Covid vaccine, and at this time am unwilling to do
so. If Covid vaccines are mandated for schools, I will ultimately end up homeschooling
my kids, or moving to a different state if necessary, to avoid the risk to my children and
this usurpation of my parental rights. I am not convinced the Covid vaccine is safe or
necessary, and like many other parents I’ve spoken with, will absolutely unenroll my kids
if it comes to that. Personal and religious freedom should always be respected. I beg of
you not to mandate the Covid vaccine for schools.
Respectfully,
Alissa Miller

______________________________________________
From: Carleen Nelson
Sent: 1/7/2022 5:51:09 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Clint Myers
Sent: 1/6/2022 3:05:25 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group

attachments\95F605C0E29441D6_image002.png
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External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Vaccines by their original definition and nature are to PREVENT one from contracting an
illness (ie smallpox, measles etc). This vaccine neither prevents nor reduces ones chance
of contracting the Covid-19 virus. As such it should NOT be made mandatory for children
to attend public school or daycares.
This is a virus like the common cold or flu!
The use of these Vaccine/s are still under “The Emergency Use Authorization Act” and
therefore no-one is or will be liable in the event of ANY adverse reactions as a result of
the vaccine/s.
The data now coming in from around the globe shows that this vaccine poses a higher
risk of children ages 6-18 developing adverse inflammatory responses in some children in
that age group. We do not yet know what the long term implications would be on this
most vulnerable group.
If anyone of you are willing to step up and accept liability for every student that you are
going to require to get these vaccines, then by all means move forward. However, I don’t
think that anyone with any good or rational conscience would impose this on the students
in WA public schools. Yet you are about to do that very thing without having full
knowledge and information. I shudder to think what would, can or will happen to these
innocent children because of the politics of this VIRUS!
Respectfully,

Clint Myers
Vice President
253-848-2371 ext. 4446
253-405-5063 (cell)
253-848-2545 (fax)
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______________________________________________
From: Christine Arend
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:34:05 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Clel Harr
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:40:58 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 1:58:29 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Children’s vaccine

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov
360-236-4105
Website| Facebook |Twitter
-----Original Message----From: Jean Omdal <omdalmj@icloud.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 9:14 AM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Children’s vaccine
External Email
Please do not require Children to be vaxed.
Thank you,
Jeannie Omdal
PO Box O
Bow, WA . 98232
Sent from my iPad

______________________________________________
From: Anastasiya Yefremova
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:21:17 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Anne Hatch
Sent: 1/6/2022 2:07:00 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
*
Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
*
The Covid shots are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
*
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
*
Studies document that those given the injection(s) ("vaccinated") and uninjected
("unvaccinated") can both transmit Covid, therefore the "vaccine" does not stop the
spread of Covid
*
The shots only target and address one protein when there are five specific
proteins that cause the greatest damage to endothelial cells thereby effecting vascular
stability and function.
*
Human beings, whether minors or adults, have the moral God-given right to reject
a foreign substance being injected into their own body. They have a legal right to consent
to procedures such as this untested and unproven "vaccine".

Get Outlook for Android
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______________________________________________
From: Debbie Gilbert
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:47:00 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Gary Ebel
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:29:52 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Don Ripley
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:37:53 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Ciara Kimmet
Sent: 1/7/2022 3:19:16 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Ashley hand
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:53:14 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
It violates bodily autonomy and the law. Mandates like this are the reason kids are being
taken out of the public school system in WA in droves!!

______________________________________________
From: Barbara Petersen
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:57:56 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Ciara McNeilly
Sent: 1/7/2022 1:52:33 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Alan Wolslegel
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:18:02 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:31:27 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Communistic Internment Camps and mandates

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov>
360-236-4105

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01%
| Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH%
|Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: Debbie Baril <debaril76@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 11:29 AM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Communistic Internment Camps and mandates

External Email

The powers that be are USING YOU AS PUPPETS. You are doing their dirty work! Do you
really want to be instrumental in the United States of America becoming communistic. Do
you even care about you children and grandchildren living under communism? This is
what you are doing if you support these camps and mandates. You know how many
people have died or permanently injured from these experimental jabs. Think for
yourself. Don't let these powers think for you. You are in your employment positions to
protect America from communism. Are you doing your part keeping Washingtonian free?
When you face God on your judgment day will God say "Well done, good and faithful
servant?"
You are in my prayers to do what is right for America.
Thank you,
Debbie Baril

______________________________________________
From: Alyssa Walsh
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:38:34 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Desseray Ellis
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:42:32 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Alexa Ceccanti
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:30:14 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Emma Gamdysey
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:51:14 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Briana Cregier
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:16:51 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brian Barte
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:09:11 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cindy Henry
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:12:39 AM
To: DOH WSBOH,Davis, Michelle (SBOH),Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH),Hoff, Christy Curwick
(SBOH),Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH),Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH),Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH),Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH),Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH),Schreiber, Tracy N
(SBOH),Haag, Hannah R (SBOH),Kahler, Kelie (SBOH),Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: Covid Vaccine Requirement
External Email

I would like to express my extreme opposition to implementation of a COVID 19 vaccine
requirement for schools in Washington State.

1. No COVID vaccine available in the United States has received FDA approval. All
available vaccines, including the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine, are being administered under
an Emergency Use Authorization. The only “approved” COVID 19 vaccine is Comirnaty,
and it is not available in the United States and there is no anticipated date for its
availability. (This “smoke and mirrors” approach by the FDA is the subject of numerous
lawsuits and a Federal Judge recently rejected Pfizer’s claim that the 2 products are
interchangeable: Federal Judge Rejects DOD Claim That Pfizer EUA and Comirnaty
Vaccines Are ‘Interchangeable’ • Children's Health Defense (childrenshealthdefense.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fchildrenshealthdefense.org%2F%3F
yGDV4SCcbHDu_21FHnqIADITP4n93xq2qqmFpVKh1SWteO2AAlPIg&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov
) Since EUA products cannot be mandated per the Nuremberg Code, this alone should be
enough to stop consideration of making vaccines mandatory.
2. Children are statistically at zero risk of dying from COVID. Their survival rate is in the
range of 99.997-99.998% or, put another way, their risk of dying with COVID is less than
2 in every 1,000,000 children. The very few children who are listed as COVID deaths did
not die OF COVID, but rather WITH COVID as anyone being admitted to a hospital
nowadays is tested. I challenge the Washington State Board of Health to show medical
records for even one child who has died OF COVID. Where there’s no risk, there can be
no benefit.

3. No one knows the long term risks of these vaccines. You may remember that one of
the members of the FDA Advisory Committee infamously said, “We are never going to
learn about how safe thie vaccine is until we start giving it” Dr. Eric Ruben, Editor in
Chief NEJM The studies Pfizer conducted were woefully underpowered. This is an analysis
of 10 Red Flags associated with Pfizer’s studies: Ten red flags in the FDA’s risk-benefit
analysis of Pfizer’s EUA application to inject American children 5 to 11 with its mRNA
product – Commentary – America's Frontline Doctors (americasfrontlinedoctors.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Famericasfrontlinedoctors.org%2F%
yGDV4SCcbHDu_21FHnqIADITP4n93xq2qqmFpVKh1SWteO2AAlPIg&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov
)
Force vaccinating healthy children for a disease that doesn’t affect them to make adults
feel safe is a new low for humanity.
Please do the right thing and do not require these vaccinations for school age children.
Sincerely,

Cindy Henry

______________________________________________
From: chris
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:46:34 AM
To: DOH WSBOH,Davis, Michelle (SBOH),Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH),Hoff, Christy Curwick
(SBOH),Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH),Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH),Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH),Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH),Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH),Schreiber, Tracy N
(SBOH),Haag, Hannah R (SBOH),Kahler, Kelie (SBOH),Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: Covid
External Email
I would like to express my extreme opposition to implementation of a COVID 19 vaccine
requirement for schools in Washington State.

I have 2 kids in the Enumclaw school district and 4 times so far my daughter has had a
rash on her ear from the mask string. And not to Mandate the kids to get a covid shot is
beyond ridiculous. My kids are healthy as can be and to put something in there body we
have no idea what will be a side effect down the road is not worth the risk for me and my
kids.
1. No COVID vaccine available in the United States has received FDA approval. All
available vaccines, including the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine, are being administered under
an Emergency Use Authorization. The only “approved” COVID 19 vaccine is Comirnaty,
and it is not available in the United States and there is no anticipated date for its
availability. (This “smoke and mirrors” approach by the FDA is the subject of numerous
lawsuits and a Federal Judge recently rejected Pfizer’s claim that the 2 products are
interchangeable: Federal Judge Rejects DOD Claim That Pfizer EUA and Comirnaty
Vaccines Are ‘Interchangeable’ • Children's Health Defense (childrenshealthdefense.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fchildrenshealthdefense.org%2F&da
) Since EUA products cannot be mandated per the Nuremberg Code, this alone should be
enough to stop consideration of making vaccines mandatory.
2. Children are statistically at zero risk of dying from COVID. Their survival rate is in the
range of 99.997-99.998% or, put another way, their risk of dying with COVID is less than
2 in every 1,000,000 children. The very few children who are listed as COVID deaths did
not die OF COVID, but rather WITH COVID as anyone being admitted to a hospital
nowadays is tested. I challenge the Washington State Board of Health to show medical
records for even one child who has died OF COVID. Where there’s no risk, there can be
no benefit.

3. No one knows the long term risks of these vaccines. You may remember that one of
the members of the FDA Advisory Committee infamously said, “We are never going to
learn about how safe thie vaccine is until we start giving it” Dr. Eric Ruben, Editor in
Chief NEJM The studies Pfizer conducted were woefully underpowered. This is an analysis
of 10 Red Flags associated with Pfizer’s studies: Ten red flags in the FDA’s risk-benefit
analysis of Pfizer’s EUA application to inject American children 5 to 11 with its mRNA
product – Commentary – America's Frontline Doctors (americasfrontlinedoctors.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Famericasfrontlinedoctors.org%2F&d
)
Force vaccinating healthy children for a disease that doesn’t affect them to make adults
feel safe is a new low for humanity. Please do the right thing and do not require these
vaccinations for school age children.

______________________________________________
From: Catherine Fraser
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:38:10 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
*
*
*
*
Covid,
*

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
therefore,
The vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of the disease

Sent from Catherine's iPhone

______________________________________________
From: coral Ebel
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:30:33 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Gabrielle Weber
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:22:24 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: David Heitzman
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:53:32 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:

*

Children are at a very low risk to get seriously ill from COVID-19

*
The vaccines are still only emergency use authorized. The are experimental and
the long term health affects on children are not known.

*

Studies document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit COVID.

*

The vaccine does not stop the spread of COVID.

*
Such a mandate undermines a parent to determine the best health choices for
their children.

Respectfully,
David Heitzman
Snohomish, WA.

______________________________________________
From: Cheryl Jamison
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:15:46 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Elijah Anderson
Sent: 1/7/2022 5:53:14 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Bruce McKay
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:51:18 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 2:23:41 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Covid vaccination for school-aged children

From: amy koeplin <amy_koeplin@msn.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 1:29 PM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Covid vaccination for school-aged children

External Email
Hello --

I am vehemently opposed to a covid vaccination mandate for Washinton State school-age
children. That is a gross abuse of power. The decision to vaccinate or not for covid should
only be made by parents and their children's doctors. Government has no place in that
decision for this particular virus.

Amy Culley
Parent of three Washington state school-aged children

______________________________________________
From: deborah rudegeair
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:55:59 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
We do not know the long term effects
The cdc and fda have already recognized and labeled warnings of heart issue in children
receiving the shot.
Parents should have full choice being that this shot is not one size fits all.
Deborah rudegeair

______________________________________________
From: Ariel Padberg
Sent: 1/6/2022 3:21:17 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
• Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
• The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
• There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
• Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit Covid,
therefore,
• The vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of the disease
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Craig Wellbrock
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:37:22 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group

attachments\A0A9A308974E48B5_3A46D9E5-0962-416F-891C10CAF0196C79.jpeg
attachments\33AC2720E05D4AB4_33E0C29F-9F58-4B87-98DBDDD27B792AD1.jpeg
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Because it’s poison & unnecessary.
They sold a lie!
Craig Welllbrock
Firefighter EMT

______________________________________________
From: David Harris
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:01:18 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Emily Rushton
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:42:12 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments regarding the state board health meeting for Jan 12th 2021
External Email
To whom it may concern,
As a parent of 3 children, I think it is highly unconscionable that the State Board of
Health is even having a meeting to consider making the covid-19 vaccine mandatory for
children in school and child care. 1- it is authorized under an emergency use act. 2- the
vaccine does not prevent transmission. 3- children are very low risk with covid-19. 4vaccines aren’t one size fits all. I for one will not allow my child to be forced into any
medical procedure. Basic health steps can be taken in place of a vaccines, it’s as simple
as staying home if you are ill. Stop playing God. My children will be removed from public
school and receive a home education if you decide to go ahead and continue to over
reach and control peoples lives. You’re not going to get your vaccination rates up from
me by forcing these tyrannical, non science based mandates. Get your shit together. No
one will have faith in our government if you people don’t stop with all this ridiculous
intrusions on peoples health and privacy. Listen to the people instead of the
pharmaceutical industries. Start caring about real health instead of money, that would be
great.
Sincerely
Emily Rushton
A very annoyed and disheartened parent.

______________________________________________
From: Carmen Allum
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:42:10 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cynthia Sjoblom
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:09:35 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Fred Kaiser
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:23:41 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
*
*
*
*
Covid,
*

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
therefore,
The vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of the disease

______________________________________________
From: Amelia Price
Sent: 1/6/2022 2:36:26 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
*
I began very sick from one Pfizer vaccine and had to be hospitalized, still having
side effects similar to long haulers, as if I had the disease. I am on medication now
almost a year later to help me!
*
My children are genetically similar to me, and are at extremely low risk for Covid,
but if they do get it, the chances of harmful symptoms are much lower than the chance
of negative symptoms from the vaccine
*

There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety

*
*
*
Covid,
*

People are becoming sick with COVID no matter how many shots they have had
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
therefore,
The vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of disease

Please do not force us to engage in practices that harm our children!

Get Outlook for iOS
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fo0ukef&data=04%7C0

______________________________________________
From: Deb Babbit
Sent: 1/6/2022 2:43:00 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
*
*
*
*
Covid,
*

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
therefore,
The vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of the disease

Even Dr. FAUCI commented recently that the statistics on children were overblown. They
don't work for the variants. VAERS is not following or reporting all deaths and severe
disabilities caused by the shots. You simply cannot use your forceful ways with your
unsafe shots on our children. Do NOT advise it. Stop this crime.
Yours truly,
Deborah Babbit

______________________________________________
From: Danielle Beaudry
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:44:09 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the immunizations technical advisory group
External Email
I am COMPLETELY against any of the proposed covid policies. They are overreaching and
immoral! I stand against the proposed WAC’s!
Danielle Smith

Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPhone
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Foverview.mail.yahoo.com%2F%3F

______________________________________________
From: Alex Danilyuk
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:47:16 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Christian bardo
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:07:22 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Baylei Mueller
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:48:09 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Azariah Primacio
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:01:25 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Erica Griffith
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:07:24 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Gary Robinson
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:54:39 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Caylin Jensen
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:47:59 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: CinBruce CBW
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:24:57 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Against Vaccine Mandates
External Email
Cindy Womack and Bruce Womack are against vaccine mandates for children.
10205 Steamboat Island Rd NW, Olympia 98502

Get Outlook for iOS
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fo0ukef&data=04%7C0

______________________________________________
From: Christina Vaught
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:16:54 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Elizabeth GOLDSMITH
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:24:46 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Ben Price
Sent: 1/7/2022 1:17:35 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid health policy
External Email
Hello,
I am sending this email in protest against the new Covid policies that are being weighed
upon. Please do not enforce these laws. For examples as to why you should not, look at
Australia currently. Their health policies have turned a once free country into a orwellion
nightmare. I understand the desire to protect ones people, but the more you tighten your
grip the more people will attempt to resist. This is simply human nature. Please
reconsider for the sake of the constitution.
With concern and respect- Ben Price
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Beth Eno
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:33:58 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Barb Lavell
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:41:40 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Caye Simpson
Sent: 1/7/2022 1:44:17 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: BreAnna Guan (Waliser)
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:25:32 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brian Seppanen
Sent: 1/6/2022 2:12:26 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
-Covid does not pose a significant risk to children
-Vaccinated people still get Covid and are able to transmit Covid to others, so what's the
point?
-Because vaccinated people can pass Covid to others the argument that it is to protect
others, including teachers, is not valid
-Vaccinations by and large should be a parents choice
-If vaccination are mandated they should only be in cases where risk of transmission is
high or risk of getting the disease is dangerous. Covid is neither in children.
Covid is real, and really causes death, and all people who feel they need extra protection
are welcome to get vaccinated.
Thank you
Brian Seppanen

______________________________________________
From: Aimee Plese
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:45:10 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Don Schoolcraft
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:57:35 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Board
External Email
To whom it may concern,
Mask mandate.
My daughter has been enrolled in an online kindergarten this year as I will not have her
wearing a mask for six (6) hours a day, four (4) days a week. Restricting the amount of
fresh oxygen a child can breathe is a form of child abuse. Facemasks restrict breathing,
causing hypoxemia and increased risk for respiratory complications like respiratory
pneumonia and hypercapnia.
Covid-19 has a 99.99% recovery rate for a person her age (6), and she would then have
natural immunity thereafter.
Vaccine mandate.

This is about the health of our children. You can not willingly harm them by mandating
experimental mRNA injections that have been proven to cause injuries. Check the VAERS
Database https://vaers.hhs.gov/index.html
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fvaers.hhs.gov%2Findex.html&data
. An alarming number of people have had adverse reactions to this alleged vaccine. It
should have been halted months ago. An emergency use authorization is not an
approval.
It is also being discovered that the vaccine is not effective in preventing COVID-19.
Just following orders (or mandates) is not an excuse for committing a medical crime.
Refer to the Nazi Nuremberg Trials. I hope you will make the right choice.
There are states all over the country that do not require kids to wear masks in schools
and they are doing just fine. Making these mRNA vaccinations mandatory, is just not a
good idea and will only accomplish harm to children.
It seems odd that there are no more cases of the seasonal flu? The average death rate in
the U.S. over the last two years is on par with the death rate of years prior to COVID-19.
The numbers have been skewed and the PCR tests are unreliable, can be manipulated
and can't even distinguish between the seasonal flu and COVID-19. This was recently
admitted by the CDC.
So please reconsider these COVID-19 Mask and Vaccine mandates.
Regards,
Don Schoolcraft

Concerned Washington Resident

______________________________________________
From: Erin Heeringa
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:39:10 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Alison Moore
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:19:35 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Charles Bowman
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:17:13 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Denise Fischer
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:36:51 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Gary Wiens
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:47:21 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
*
*
*
*
Covid,
*

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
therefore,
The vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of the disease

Thank you.
Gary Wiens
Burning Heart Ministries, Inc.
www.bhmkc.com

______________________________________________
From: Garry Lind
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:16:19 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
Washington Board of Health,

I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:

You will refer to it as science which is the mantra you keep going to.

Here is the science and the ideals of individual rights:

- Children are and have been at extremely low risk for Covid
-The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized) The government should not
possess the right to have a never ending use of emergency authorization.
-There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety. And the drug makers
and you are given immunity from any issue that may arise from not having any long
term studies to provide real science.
-Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit Covid,
therefore, the vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of the disease.

Regards,

Garry Lind

______________________________________________
From: Cindy
Sent: 1/6/2022 12:31:37 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Children are low risk for covid!
This medical procedure should be a choice!!
It has not been fully tested!
There have been many injuries already!
Please reconsider this!!
Cindy Bartel

______________________________________________
From: Charlie Hartshorn
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:06:42 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Boucante World Traveler
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:59:44 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Christine Ball
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:01:45 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Angel Tucker
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:07:44 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:10:08 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW:

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: Kathy Singley <kssingley@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 11:32 AM
To: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject:

External Email
I would like to express my extreme opposition to implementation of a COVID 19 vaccine
requirement for schools in Washington State.

1. No COVID vaccine available in the United States has received FDA approval. All
available vaccines, including the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine, are being administered under
an Emergency Use Authorization. The only “approved” COVID 19 vaccine is Comirnaty,
and it is not available in the United States and there is no anticipated date for its
availability. (This “smoke and mirrors” approach by the FDA is the subject of numerous
lawsuits and a Federal Judge recently rejected Pfizer’s claim that the 2 products are
interchangeable: Federal Judge Rejects DOD Claim That Pfizer EUA and Comirnaty
Vaccines Are ‘Interchangeable’ • Children's Health Defense (childrenshealthdefense.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fchildrenshealthdefense.org%2F&da
) Since EUA products cannot be mandated per the Nuremberg Code, this alone should be
enough to stop consideration of making vaccines mandatory.

2. Children are statistically at zero risk of dying from COVID. Their survival rate is in the
range of 99.997-99.998% or, put another way, their risk of dying with COVID is less than
2 in every 1,000,000 children. The very few children who are listed as COVID deaths did
not die OF COVID, but rather WITH COVID as anyone being admitted to a hospital
nowadays is tested. I challenge the Washington State Board of Health to show medical
records for even one child who has died OF COVID. Where there’s no risk, there can be
no benefit.

3. No one knows the long term risks of these vaccines. You may remember that one of
the members of the FDA Advisory Committee infamously said, “We are never going to
learn about how safe thie vaccine is until we start giving it” Dr. Eric Ruben, Editor in
Chief NEJM The studies Pfizer conducted were woefully underpowered. This is an analysis
of 10 Red Flags associated with Pfizer’s studies: Ten red flags in the FDA’s risk-benefit
analysis of Pfizer’s EUA application to inject American children 5 to 11 with its mRNA
product – Commentary – America's Frontline Doctors (americasfrontlinedoctors.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Famericasfrontlinedoctors.org%2F&d
)

Force vaccinating healthy children for a disease that doesn’t affect them to make adults
feel safe is a new low for humanity. Please do the right thing and do not require these
vaccinations for school age children.

______________________________________________
From: Elizabeth Williams
Sent: 1/7/2022 1:31:50 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Amber Wright
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:22:26 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons. Data has shown that from the very beginning of the
pandemic, children have been at a low risk to the disease. The vaccines are still EUA and
therefore there are no long term studies to know the effects of the vaccine and the MRNA
technology has on developing bodies. Studies and current data show the vaccines do not
stop the spread of the virus. Both the vaccinated and the unvaccinated can carry and
transmit Covid19. Please, leave this up to the families and their doctors to make these
decisions.

Thank you for your time,

Amber

______________________________________________
From: Carleen Custis
Sent: 1/7/2022 1:58:55 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid vaccine in schools
External Email
I would like to express my extreme opposition to implementation of a COVID 19 vaccine
requirement for schools in Washington State.
1. No COVID vaccine available in the United States has received FDA approval. All
available vaccines, including the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine, are being administered under
an Emergency Use Authorization. The only “approved” COVID 19 vaccine is Comirnaty,
and it is not available in the United States and there is no anticipated date for its
availability. (This “smoke and mirrors” approach by the FDA is the subject of numerous
lawsuits and a Federal Judge recently rejected Pfizer’s claim that the 2 products are
interchangeable: Federal Judge Rejects DOD Claim That Pfizer EUA and Comirnaty
Vaccines Are ‘Interchangeable’ • Children's Health Defense (childrenshealthdefense.org)
Since EUA products cannot be mandated per the Nuremberg Code, this alone should be
enough to stop consideration of making vaccines mandatory.
2. Children are statistically at zero risk of dying from COVID. Their survival rate is in the
range of 99.997-99.998% or, put another way, their risk of dying with COVID is less than
2 in every 1,000,000 children. The very few children who are listed as COVID deaths did
not die OF COVID, but rather WITH COVID as anyone being admitted to a hospital
nowadays is tested. I challenge the Washington State Board of Health to show medical
records for even one child who has died OF COVID. Where there’s no risk, there can be
no benefit.
3. No one knows the long term risks of these vaccines. You may remember that one of
the members of the FDA Advisory Committee infamously said, “We are never going to
learn about how safe thie vaccine is until we start giving it” Dr. Eric Ruben, Editor in
Chief NEJM The studies Pfizer conducted were woefully underpowered.

Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Aimee Tvedt
Sent: 1/6/2022 11:37:11 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Carolyn Beers
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:40:22 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Diane Long
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:20:43 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Colin Bennett
Sent: 1/6/2022 12:48:50 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
To the State Board of Health,
I oppose mandatory COVID-19 shots for children, for school/childcare admission, for
these reasons:
- Children are at nearly zero risk from COVID.
- The COVID injection does not prevent the recipient from spreading the virus to others.
- There is no long-term safety data of the mRNA therapy. We do not know if it will have
any adverse effects in 10 or 20 years.
Thank you for considering these facts and standing up for people's ability to make health
choices for their children.
Regards,
Colin Bennett
Spokane, WA

______________________________________________
From: Denise Haisch
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:23:07 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Chris Schaewe
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:40:28 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Aliya Ibragimova
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:59:40 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
It’s not relevant
They are low risk on getting it and also even if they at least will have immunity against it.
It’s unconstitutional!!

______________________________________________
From: Alena Romanyuk
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:41:41 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: COVID policy

attachments\6CDBCA270D2A44B2_image0.jpeg
External Email
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:04:43 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Covid 19 policies

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111
-----Original Message----From: Bren Cooke <bcooke7@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 11:35 AM
To: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Covid 19 policies
External Email
Dear Stuart:
Regarding the upcoming discussion and vote on Covid 19 policies that include (but are
not limited to) involuntary quarantine, vaccination, detention, testing, or vaccination
requirements for children - I urge you to reject any more overreaching and unethical
policies. We staunchly oppose the proposed measures.
Regards,
Brennen Cooke

______________________________________________
From: emmittfam2@gmail.com
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:14:10 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Subject: Comments for the Immunization Technical Advisory Group
External Email
To Whom it may concern,

I am vehemently opposed to the WSBOH or any other entity making COVID 19 shots
mandatory for school admission and childcare in the state of Washington for the following
reasons:

*
Children are at extremely low risk for COVID.
*
The “vaccines” remain EUA (Emergency Use Only). This is not an emergency!
*
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety.
*
Current studies and cases show that both vaccinated and unvaccinated can both
transmit COVID, and therefore, the “vaccine” is demonstrably ineffective in stopping the
spread of the disease.
*
Making COVID 19 shots mandatory is an egregious abuse of power, is
unconstitutional, is maddeningly untethered from reality, and is unacceptable as a
solution!
*
I, as the head of the family, am the final authority as to the protection, care, and
well-being of my family!

With Strong Conviction and all Sincerity,

David A. Emmitt

______________________________________________
From: Anna Kramarevskiy
Sent: 1/6/2022 11:48:05 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: cilla Anderson
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:57:05 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Corey Pattison
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:53:37 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid 19 mandate
External Email
To whom it may concern,
Making the covid 19 vaccine mandatory for school students and or state wide is insane.
People should have the right to choose what they want put in there bodies. I do NOT
support you making the covid vaccine mandatory.
People should have the right to choose if they want the vaccine or not. I can't even
believe you are thinking about making this mandatory. What has happened to people's
right to choose. Why are you so determined to have kids get a shot for covid when it
doesn't effect them but more than having a cold or flu. This is insane and needs to stop.
I have 3 kids in school and if this becomes mandatory you will force my family to home
school our kids.
Thank you,
Corey Pattison

Get Outlook for Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2FAAb9ysg&data=04%7C

______________________________________________
From: Amber King
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:24:42 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for January 12, 2022 Meeting

attachments\A88A24D67FF04BF7_The-COVID-19-Inoculations-MoreHa_PRDTOOL_NAMETOOLONG.pdf
External Email
Dear Board Members,

I would like to comment today on choice, as a mother of two young daughters nothing
could be of more importance to me on how to keep our children healthy and safe in our
schools and communities and ensure they have the right to choose what happens to their
body.

I have also helped craft state public health nursing policies and procedures and have
worked in healthcare for many years. I am not anti-vax, but I am incredibly concerned
and I see an unprecedented lack of corporate responsibility and public oversight in
pharmaceutical safety with a huge profit margin with hospital administrators and socalled regulators.

I believe in vaccine science and that as a nation we can make great strides in public
health, especially in times of crisis, but I also am concerned that the government and
under-funded educational and healthcare systems would like greater oversight of our
bodies and our choices in medical care with particular concern for our marginalized
communities. Time and time again we have done the same public health strategies with
horrid results. Why now in a time of a pandemic would that same failed approach work
better?

Pfizer’s original trial report from December 31, 2020, that was published in the New
England Journal of Medicine clearly showed that 2 months’ worth of safety and efficacy
data.

They claim was the inoculations were safe and showed 95% efficacy 7 days after the 2nd
dose. But that was 95% relative risk reduction.

Absolute Risk Reduction was only .84%!!!

There is Level 1 evidence of Harm

Based on their own trial data! Please see the attachment and include in the public record

I’ve outlined a few of these additional concerns in particular that you may not be aware
of:

The adjuvant ingredients - Many are known toxins and even in small amounts can be
fatal. Babies are exposed to 4,925 mcg of aluminum
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.westonaprice.org%2Fhealthtopics%2Fvaccinations%2Faluminum-in-vaccines-what-everyone-needs-toknow%2F&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C54dd2a9090f2487a489008d9d20a9510%7C11d
through vaccines and yet the FDA says more than 25 mcg is toxic. Can vaccines be made
without aluminum, formaldehyde, squalene, Polysorbate 80, and other toxins?

2. Pesticide contaminants - Numerous childhood vaccines have been screened for
glyphosate/Round Up weedkiller were all found to be positive
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.momsacrossamerica.com%2
. It is believed that the weedkiller enters through the pig (GMO/glyphosate residue fed)
tendon-derived gelatin. No safety testing by the FDA or CDC has been conducted on
glyphosate in vaccines.

3. The retroviruses - Cancer-causing retroviruses have been detected in some vaccines.

4. Genetic Modification - Early testing of CRISPR and RNAi genetic manipulation has
shown thousands of off-target mutations
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fxtalks.com%2Fthousandsmutations-plague-crispr-gene-editing798%2F&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C54dd2a9090f2487a489008d9d20a9510%7C11d0
. This is extremely concerning in relation to injections in pregnant women, newborns, and
developing children. New attempts at a CRISPR vaccine with multi-generation effects are
simply not proven to be safe.

5. The number of childhood vaccines - has tripled since I was a child from 7 to 70 receive
69 doses
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.nvic.org%2Fdownloads%2F4
dosesposterb.aspx%3Fhonnan%3DNemzeti_Hirhalo&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C54dd2a909
if they follow the recommended CDC schedule. Some 6-month-old babies receive 6
different shots containing 9 diseases in one sitting
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cdc.gov%2Fvaccines%2Fpar

ver-sch-06yrs.pdf&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C54dd2a9090f2487a489008d9d20a9510%7C11d0

6. Lack of saline placebo testing -Vaccines are being tested with other vaccines
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fdrsuzanne.net%2Fwpcontent%2Fuploads%2F2018%2F02%2FSTeinhoff-12-influenza-vaxpreg.pdf&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C54dd2a9090f2487a489008d9d20a9510%7C11d0
as the placebo, such as covid 19, an RNA disease where we currently have ZERO RNA
Vaccines in the market today that has been proven thru full FDA approval and will not be
completed until late in 2023. The safety data revealed so far is incredibly damaging!

7. CDC board member ownership of vaccine patents - It is a conflict of interest for CDC
board members or ACIP members to own 56 vaccine patents
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fvaclib.org%2Flegal%2Fcdcpatents.
.

Corruption among CDC Foundation if you would like a list of the who’s who in up and
coming pharma/government appointments.

8 Off Market Uses Requests to the FDA of clinical trials for licensing of vaccines on
pregnant women showed that none had been done, which has led to lawsuits.

9 Examples of Government mismanagement The 1986 Vaccine Injury Act Congress
charged Health and Human Services with the primary responsibility of ensuring vaccine
safety after removing product liability from pharmaceutical manufacturers.

In the last 34 years, Health and Human Services have never submitted a single biennial
report to Congress detailing the improvements in vaccine safety.

78 million American children are now part of a vaccine program with no safety provisions.

While we all want a healthy and illness-free society, we need to look to the fact that
American children are the unhealthiest children in the developed world with the highest
vaccination rates.

Mandates and Subsidies Parents simply do not feel a state, a governor or schools know more about their child’s

health than their doctors or themselves. No matter how effective or safe a vaccine is, as
soon as mandates are suggested, we have removed choice and in turn, has the opposite
effect in compliance and trust. Putting true trust in public health at risk.

Subsidies effectively have separated risk from reward, shifting the burden of possible
losses onto the public and encouraging speculative investment and are rife with the
revolving door of agency officials moving into pharmaceutical board rooms with multimillion-dollar compensation packages (upon hiring)

Mothers Choice: This boils down to allowing a mother the choice about how to care for
her child, from womb to labor to the decision to breastfeed and beyond these are medical
decisions that deserve to be made in a medical setting, not the principal's office and
without undue corporate influence. We have trusted this to guide us in nature since the
dawn of time.

Closing
We have made multiple many calls on this body for healthcare reform, equity, and
justice, this issue is no different. We as democrats; must focus on providing better health
outcomes without mandates, improve housing, income equity, clean water, soil, and
nutritious food, and most importantly have universal healthcare in place to protect the
most vulnerable among us.

Much of what the current sentiments in the world are showing us is that we must not
make decisions for others, but stand up for the rights of us all, especially those without a
voice and not represented. In the wake of health protections being eviscerated for
transgender patients, sex education in question in Washington state, and the high
disparity of these policies that impact our most vulnerable in society.

We also gratefully have initiative 1776 that will soon be gathering signatures to ensure
that while Washington is one of America’s most economically and ethnically diverse
states, seniors, women, the disabled, veterans, the LGBTQ+ community, and people of
color have experienced harsh discrimination, thus creating deadly health disparities in a
for-profit insurance-based health care system is risky at best, dangerous at worst.

We must prioritize our healthcare and equity before medical mandates in education,
quarantine, mandates and to protect our most vulnerable assets, our children, and our
future as a nation.

I with the majority urge you to find the courage to be on the right side of history and
vote NO!
--

Amber King (she/her)
907.209.2011
amberking907@gmail.com <mailto:amberking907@gmail.com>
Former 32nd Democrats Executive Board Member
Former State Advocate Our Revolution State Leader
Former King County Democrats State 2022 Platform Committee Member

______________________________________________
From: Adriane McLaughlin
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:08:55 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Aimee Fitzpatrick
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:10:58 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Emily Hutchinson
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:50:09 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Denise Henke
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:24:00 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brett Bies
Sent: 1/6/2022 12:33:52 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons: These are still under emergency use authorization
and there is justification for exposing our children to experimental vaccines without
knowing the long-term effects. As a matter of fact, there is more evidence to support
that there are very real possibilities of severe negative effects. In addition, there is
evidence that shows that the vaccinations do not stop the spread of the disease. Even if
it lessens the effect, children are at extremely low risk of any severe effects of covid. My
grandchildren will not take this vaccine until there is much more proof of its effects. If
this passes, we will be leaving the state.
Sincerely,
Brett Bies
Port Angeles
360.477.3232

______________________________________________
From: Angie Crotto
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:58:30 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:

______________________________________________
From: Emily Reyes
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:27:48 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:31:55 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Covid vaccine requirement for schools

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov>
360-236-4105

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01%
| Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH%
|Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: Amyee McKnight <amyeeswank@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 7:29 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Covid vaccine requirement for schools

External Email

The implementation of a COVID 19 vaccine requirement for schools in Washington State
is absolutely insane.

1. No COVID vaccine available in the United States has received FDA approval. All
available vaccines, including the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine, are being administered under
an Emergency Use Authorization. The only “approved” COVID 19 vaccine is Comirnaty,
and it is not available in the United States and there is no anticipated date for its
availability. (This “smoke and mirrors” approach by the FDA is the subject of numerous
lawsuits and a Federal Judge recently rejected Pfizer’s claim that the 2 products are
interchangeable: Federal Judge Rejects DOD Claim That Pfizer EUA and Comirnaty
Vaccines Are ‘Interchangeable’ • Children's Health Defense (childrenshealthdefense.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fchildrenshealthdefense.org%2F&da
) Since EUA products cannot be mandated per the Nuremberg Code, this alone should be

enough to stop consideration of making vaccines mandatory.

2. Children are statistically at zero risk of dying from COVID. Their survival rate is in the
range of 99.997-99.998% or, put another way, their risk of dying with COVID is less than
2 in every 1,000,000 children. The very few children who are listed as COVID deaths did
not die OF COVID, but rather WITH COVID as anyone being admitted to a hospital
nowadays is tested. I challenge the Washington State Board of Health to show medical
records for even one child who has died OF COVID. Where there’s no risk, there can be
no benefit.

3. No one knows the long term risks of these vaccines. You may remember that one of
the members of the FDA Advisory Committee infamously said, “We are never going to
learn about how safe thie vaccine is until we start giving it” Dr. Eric Ruben, Editor in
Chief NEJM The studies Pfizer conducted were woefully underpowered. This is an analysis
of 10 Red Flags associated with Pfizer’s studies: Ten red flags in the FDA’s risk-benefit
analysis of Pfizer’s EUA application to inject American children 5 to 11 with its mRNA
product – Commentary – America's Frontline Doctors (americasfrontlinedoctors.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Famericasfrontlinedoctors.org%2F&d
)

Force vaccinating healthy children for a disease that doesn’t affect them to make adults
feel safe is a new low for humanity. Please do the right thing and do not require these
vaccinations for school age children.

Sincerely,

Amyee McKnight

______________________________________________
From: B R
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:58:24 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments
External Email
To whom in may concern,
I, Kristin Higgins OPPOSE the Board’s formation of a Technical Advisory Group (TAG) to
review information about cvd injections for consideration of mandating them for school
required list.
I, Kristin Higgins SUPPORT Item #11 It is Informed Choice Washington’s Petition for
Rulemaking on the January 12th agenda. It was filed by Xavier Figueroa, PhD, on behalf
of Informed Choice WA, and asks the Board to establish a new rule that prohibits them
from adding any Emergency Use Authorized product, or any licensed product that lacks
completed Phase 3 trial studies, to the school required list.

______________________________________________
From: Cheryl Christensen
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:40:38 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
1.
On October 26, 2021, a FDA Advisory Panel discussed recommending the Pfizer COVID19 vaccine for children ages 5-11 years old. Dr. Eric Ruben, Editor in Chief of the New
England Journal of Medicine is quoted as follows: "But we're never going to learn about
how safe this vaccine is unless we start giving it. That's just the way it goes. That's how
we found out about rare complications of other vaccines like coronavirus vaccine." Our
children ARE NOT GUINEA PIGS!!
2.
Dr. Ben Carson, former surgeon at the John Hopkins Children's Center, has stated
the move to vaccinate young children is a "giant experiment," and argues there is no
sufficient data to determine the long-terms risks posed by the shots. Further, he stated
"Do we want to put our children at risk, when we know that the risk of the disease to
them is relatively small, but we don't know what the future risks are: Why would we do a
thing like that? It makes no sense whatsoever." When asked if children should receive
the vaccine, Dr. Carson replied, "Absolutely not" and argues that "the mortality rate for
children from COVID-19 is 0.025, which is very similar to the rate for seasonal flu." We
trust Dr. Carson and the WSBOH should as well - he has the knowledge and is a true
medical professional.
3.
Dr. Harvey Risch, Professor of Epidemiology in the Department of Epidemiology
and Public Health at the Yale School of Public Health and the Yale School of Medicine, has
stated the following: "In general, there is no indication that vaccines are needed or
beneficial for children. There are children who are at high risk, and for them, there's
again a rational decision-making process to evaluate whether those children would
benefit by taking the vaccines or not. But for almost all normal, healthy children, that is
not the case, and there's no rational reason for putting children at increased risk from
adverse vaccines outcomes compared to the risks from getting COVID, which is almost
entirely a minor cold-like illness in children that resolves in two or three days in almost
all cases in healthy children." Does anyone on the WSBOH have the kind of credentials Dr
Risch does?
4.
Children are at a LOW RISK of contracting COVID.
5.
The vaccines do not have any long-term studies to show a history of safety
6.
The vaccine is NOT stopping the spread of COVID, nor is wearing a mask - this is
something we are going to have to learn to live with.
7.
OUR CHILDREN ARE NOT GUINEA PIGS !!!!! If you mandate it for children to
attend school, be prepared to see children pulled out of school. Children need to be IN
school for their healthy, social development - don't harm them by mandating
vaccinations. It is already bad enough.
Cheryl Christensen

______________________________________________
From: Anna and Mark Arvidson
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:58:05 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
The government has no rights to mandate anything in our bodies ever under any
circumstances! We are a free people. Learn the Constitution and follow it!
Anna
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Daniel Finn
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:30:59 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Daniel Krekel
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:20:21 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: avellino.sasha@gmail.com
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:42:51 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Against Mandating Covid Vaccines to Children
External Email
As a resident of King County and a mother of three boys I am imploring this board to
NOT mandate any Covid related vaccine for children and to base the decision making on
science and data. I say this is an otherwise pro-vaccine parent, brought up in a medical
household and as a vaccinated individual myself.
First and foremost, we know this is still a vaccine under emergency authorization, and
that the targeted group, kids under a certain age, are actually rarely affected to exposure
to the virus. Like any vaccine, there will adverse affects, and we are just now learning
more about vaccine induced myocarditis in young men and other related issues. More
time is needed to study and test the effects of these vaccines. In fact, health
departments of other countries have discourage young children from vaccination without
further research, how can we possibly consider mandating?
Second, we now know the vaccine does not prevent the spread of Covid. How can we
mandate a vaccine on the least effected group when it doesn’t even protect more
vulnerable groups from catching the virus? There is no secondary benefit of protection for
other more vulnerable groups.
Third, we have not been taking natural immunity into considerations. Natural immunity is
stronger than immunity from vaccination. Studies have shown that a person who gets
vaccinate after having the natural antibodies has two to four times greater chance of
developing an adheres reaction to the vaccine. At the bare minimum, Those who have
natural immunity must be exempt from any vaccination requirement.
At this point most people have access to the vaccine and the booster. They can make the
decision to vaccinate themselves without imposing such decisions on others.
I have three boys who have all had natural Covid and who luckily weathered it without
any problems. Requiring them to vaccinate would only open them up to potential adverse
effects without any upside. Such a requirement will force productive and wonderful
families who care deeply about their community but who need to put the health of their
children first to leave the state.
Thank you,
Sasha Avellino

______________________________________________
From: Eivor Donahue
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:59:56 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
1. Unnecessary - children have very mild cases
2. Possible VERY damaging, we really don't know the long term effects
3. Personal choice - let people decide for themselves
Sincerely,
Eivor Donahue
13419 Bingham Ave E
Tacoma WA 98446
eivordonahue@gmail.com <mailto:eivordonahue@gmail.com>
(253) 720-0060

______________________________________________
From: Brad & Noelle
Sent: 1/6/2022 12:07:10 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: BOH meeting agenda and comments for 1/12
External Email
Attention Board Members:
I, Brad Maher & Noelle Maher want to have our voices heard and on record concerning
the following:

1.
We OPPOSE Agenda Item #8, the Board's formation of a Technical Advisory Group
(TAG) to review information about COVID-19 shots for consideration of mandating the
shots for school. We oppose COVID-19 shot mandates, period!
2.
We SUPPORT Agenda Item #11 Informed Choice Washington's Petition for
Rulemaking. This petition (filed by Xavier Figueroa, PhD, on behalf of ICWA), asks the
Board to establish a new rule that prohibits them from adding any Emergency Use
Authorized (EUA) product, or any licensed product that lacks completed Phase 3 trial
studies, to the school required list.

Know that if these vaccines or treatments are mandated in our schools, we know
numerous parents in our community and surrounding areas that will be pulling their
children from public schools permanently. We will be actively supporting alternative
options including grass roots, co-op, home schooling and charter schools financially, and
in any and every other way possible. While our kids are no longer school age, our nieces
and nephews are and future grandchildren. Public Schools are NOT the only option and
we will come together as a community and form and fund alternative solutions if we are
not heard.
Sincerely,
Brad & Noelle Maher
Whatcom County, Washington

Sent with ProtonMail
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fprotonmail.com%2F&data=04%7C
Secure Email.

______________________________________________
From: Beau Squire
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:03:49 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Carl Hackworth
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:09:36 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:57:03 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW:

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov>
360-236-4105

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01%
| Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH%
|Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: Front Desk <frontdesk@cches.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 4:40 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject:

External Email
To whom it may concern,

I am writing to let you know that I am absolutely against any involuntary detention
and/or quarantine! This is enough! COVID is a flu or a cold that is highly contagious, I
get that, but the death rate and the rate at which people are hospitalized does not
constitute this type of overreach by you and/or anyone else.

We, as citizens, are perfectly capable of making our own decisions about our healthcare.
Especially when the vaccination doesn't even prevent you from contracting the virus to
begin with. This isn't even rational thinking to consider this type of response. Not to
mention that the vaccination is not even FDA approved. The one that is FDA approved
isn't available anywhere and all those that are being offered are still under an Emergency
Use Authorization.

I am also expressly opposed to the mandatory vaccination of children. There are a
number of overwhelming reasons NOT to vaccinate children, but three that come directly
to mind are:

1. COVID vaccines remain under Emergency Use Authorization
2. Children under the age of 18 have a 99.995% survival rate from COVID infection
3. Children have a higher chance of death or adverse reaction to COVID vaccines than
COVID-19

I will definitely be joining the Zoom call next week, but wanted to get my opposition in
on record before the meeting.

Thank you for your time and consideration.

Adrianna Salazar
Pasco, WA Resident

______________________________________________
From: Amanda Danielson
Sent: 1/6/2022 12:38:41 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots* mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons: taking away someone's freedom of choice by
mandating this vaccine is the definition of unconstitutional.
**Please note the automated first sentence has a typo. I corrected it from "shorts" to
shots

______________________________________________
From: Demari Schuerch
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:40:00 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Gavin Stanley
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:35:56 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
*Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
*The vaccines are still ONLY EUA (emergency use authorized)
*There are no long term studies to document any history of safety
*Studies do now document that the vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit Covid
*The vaccine does not stop the spread of the disease.
*With the onset of the omicron variant, and the rapid spread of this disease, many
already have immunity.
Gavin Stanley

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:56:32 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW:

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov>
360-236-4105

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01%
| Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH%
|Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: Angel Unrau <gaunrau22@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 11:45 AM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject:

External Email

I would like to express my extreme opposition to implementation of a COVID 19 vaccine
requirement for schools in Washington State.

1. No COVID vaccine available in the United States has received FDA approval. All
available vaccines, including the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine, are being administered under
an Emergency Use Authorization. The only “approved” COVID 19 vaccine is Comirnaty,
and it is not available in the United States and there is no anticipated date for its
availability. (This “smoke and mirrors” approach by the FDA is the subject of numerous
lawsuits and a Federal Judge recently rejected Pfizer’s claim that the 2 products are
interchangeable: Federal Judge Rejects DOD Claim That Pfizer EUA and Comirnaty
Vaccines Are ‘Interchangeable’ • Children's Health Defense (childrenshealthdefense.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fchildrenshealthdefense.org%2F&da
) Since EUA products cannot be mandated per the Nuremberg Code, this alone should be
enough to stop consideration of making vaccines mandatory.

2. Children are statistically at zero risk of dying from COVID. Their survival rate is in the
range of 99.997-99.998% or, put another way, their risk of dying with COVID is less than
2 in every 1,000,000 children. The very few children who are listed as COVID deaths did
not die OF COVID, but rather WITH COVID as anyone being admitted to a hospital
nowadays is tested. I challenge the Washington State Board of Health to show medical
records for even one child who has died OF COVID. Where there’s no risk, there can be
no benefit.

3. No one knows the long term risks of these vaccines. You may remember that one of
the members of the FDA Advisory Committee infamously said, “We are never going to
learn about how safe thie vaccine is until we start giving it” Dr. Eric Ruben, Editor in
Chief NEJM The studies Pfizer conducted were woefully underpowered. This is an analysis
of 10 Red Flags associated with Pfizer’s studies: Ten red flags in the FDA’s risk-benefit
analysis of Pfizer’s EUA application to inject American children 5 to 11 with its mRNA
product – Commentary – America's Frontline Doctors (americasfrontlinedoctors.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Famericasfrontlinedoctors.org%2F&d
)
Force vaccinating healthy children for a disease that doesn’t affect them to make adults
feel safe is a new low for humanity. Please do the right thing and do not require these
vaccinations for school age children.

______________________________________________
From: Deena Hendry
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:11:15 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Diana Nicely
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:22:16 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Elena Litovchenko
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:36:57 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Danielle Dorman
Sent: 1/7/2022 3:08:08 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: David Bruzas
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:33:49 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Alyssa Huber
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:32:23 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Donna Hawkins
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:40:17 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Ervin Caveness
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:09:06 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Danielle Harvey
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:01:40 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Andrea Tainter
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:27:05 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Diianne Adkins
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:09:56 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: charla torres
Sent: 1/6/2022 2:34:38 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
There is no science supporting the use of covid-19 shots in children.
Natural immunity is healthier for both children and adults in the long run.
The mandates are and will be proven unconstitutional and have only caused mental
stress for children and adults not to mention our economy.
When will enough be enough?
Sincerely,
Charla Torres
Sent from my iPad

______________________________________________
From: Brenna Akins
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:23:54 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: EARL VANDERHOFF
Sent: 1/6/2022 3:48:10 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Thank you for considering my opinion.
Susie Vanderhoff
Sent from my iPad

______________________________________________
From: Anne Shepard
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:09:31 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Ben Wolk
Sent: 1/6/2022 11:20:15 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: BRIDGET ZOERINK
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:20:47 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Baylei Mueller
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:48:22 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Derek Marchand
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:00:30 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Alicia Neeley
Sent: 1/6/2022 11:56:00 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid Policies

attachments\858F85028D8648A0_image0.jpeg
External Email
Alicia Neeley-Bale
114 E 84th St
Tacoma, WA 98445
(253) 376-5673
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Douglas Dolleman
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:34:13 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Christyna Magley
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:51:04 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Aaron Swett
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:38:34 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Guinevere West
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:33:07 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:Children are not at risk and there is no sound reason
for them to be given a drug that has not been properly tested. Especially on Children.
There has been many side effects from these drugs and there has not been sufficient
time to understand the long term effects of this so-called vaccine. You ALL will be held
responsible in the future if you pass such Criteria. If this becomes mandatory, the
suffering and deaths of many children will be the result. This is not a vaccine in the
traditional sense. It is being pushed by corrupt government agencies and big
pharmaceutical companies.

______________________________________________
From: David Vally
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:11:53 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Angela Newman
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:22:48 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dave Noteboom
Sent: 1/6/2022 2:00:28 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:

______________________________________________
From: Angelina Stinebaugh
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:47:17 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Children Vaccine Mandate
External Email
To the Board of Health,
I oppose the vaccine mandate for school age children period and I can’t believe you
would even be considering it. This is wrong on every level no matter how you look at it
and my kids will never go to a public school again if this happens.
Sincerely, A very concerned parent and Mother

Sent from Mail
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.microsoft.com%2Ffwlink%2F%
for Windows

______________________________________________
From: Carolyn Flaa
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:42:25 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Amy Tee
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:50:53 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 3:01:01 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Comments for the immunizations technical advisory group from WA state
resident

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov>
360-236-4105

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01%
| Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH%
|Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: Rachelle Boone <mrsrachelleb@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 7:40 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Comments for the immunizations technical advisory group from WA state
resident

External Email
To the Washington State Board of Health,

Please note that I, Rachelle Boone a resident of Washington state am sending my
disapproval for any Covid vaccine mandates for anyone and most especially anyone
under the age of 18 per the reasons that follow:

Children are at extremely low risk for covid.

The vaccines are still only EUA.

There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety with the vaccines.

Studies do now document that the vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit Covid
therefore the vaccine isn't proving effective in stopping the spread of covid.

Thank you for hearing the voice of the residents of Washington State.

Sincerely,

Rachelle Boone

______________________________________________
From: Denetta Brown
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:30:10 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Subject: Covid vaccines for children
External Email
Hello,
You already know that children have an extremely low risk of death from Covid infection.
Speaking as senior citizens and grandparents, we Do Not want children used as guinea
pigs during this pandemic to possibly (unlikely) improve the odds for us oldsters to
survive longer. It is also absurd to ask children to sacrifice for adults who are abusing
their own bodies by eating junk food/overeating, smoking/vaping, drinking alcohol,
engaging in unprotected sex, not exercising, etc. We have dozens of friends and family
members, age 2 months to 90 years, who’ve contracted Covid (some vaccinated, some
not), and only one person who died… He was obese and in his late 70’s with additional
comorbidities.
Two of our own doctors (with real medical degrees) are opposed to vaccinating children,
as are several friends in the health care community (RN’s, child therapist, chiropractors,
etc.), not to mention those in law enforcement and education. Some of them are retiring
and/or moving out of Our state because of Your Mass Formation Psychosis.
Please stop masking, vaxxing, and isolating our children Now.
Thank you,
Norwood and Denetta Brown
Vancouver WA

______________________________________________
From: Gemma Aranda
Sent: 1/6/2022 3:47:06 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Alia Alto
Sent: 1/7/2022 3:09:06 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons: I believe it is unconstitutional and futile.

______________________________________________
From: Andrew Newman
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:30:30 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Alisa Torgerson
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:20:46 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brooke Barnes
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:28:58 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Bethani Green
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:24:59 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Gail Johnson
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:21:24 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: cindy burgara
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:22:00 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Debbie Smith
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:17:03 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Diane Vasey
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:05:40 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Caryn Fiedler
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:13:38 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Darleen McVay
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:24:19 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
It has been proven that most young people do not get very sick if they get COVID and
there has not been a long-term study as to how this will affect the children down the
road as they grow up and become adults. What happened to the America of freedom of
choice. It is not the right of the government to tell parents or anyone that they have to
get the vaccine. It is the parents' choice for their children. Some will want to have their
children vaccinated and others will choose not to.
Darleen McVay

______________________________________________
From: Donald Gilbert
Sent: 1/6/2022 2:19:05 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
My doctor doesn't recommend it
They are low risk for Covid but high risk for ill effects

______________________________________________
From: Bethany Grasley
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:42:12 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dixie Thompson
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:55:36 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Deborah Blunk
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:24:14 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:34:59 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Children Vax

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov
360-236-4105
Website| Facebook |Twitter
-----Original Message----From: Joy Whipp <ajoy.whipp@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 6:29 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>; Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH)
<Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
<Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
<Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Children Vax
External Email
Thanks for your service on the School Board
A very very important issue has forced me to reach out to you and comment with the
sincere purpose of influencing you to understand the Covid-19 vaccination issue is
gigantic for the health of our children and represents so much more than how it is
portrayed in most of the media.
I am a para-health person with 40 year work life in the world of labs, cancer diagnostics,
working with doctors, patient specimens and Pathologists.
Force vaccinating healthy children for a disease that doesn’t affect them to make adults
feel safe is a new low for humanity. Please do the right thing and do not require these
vaccinations for school age children.

A. Joy Whipp, B.A., CT(ASCP)
31740 W Commercial St
Carnation WA 98014

______________________________________________
From: Chad Johnson
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:03:20 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Bryan Bowman
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:38:18 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: COLLEEN SIMPSON
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:08:56 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Greg Morris
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:46:47 PM
To: DOH WSBOH,Davis, Michelle (SBOH),Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH),Hoff, Christy Curwick
(SBOH),Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH),Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH),Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH),Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH),Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH),Schreiber, Tracy N
(SBOH),Haag, Hannah R (SBOH),Kahler, Kelie (SBOH),Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: COVID 19 vaccine requirement for schools in Washington State
External Email
Good Morning,
I would like to express my extreme opposition to implementation of a COVID 19 vaccine
requirement for schools in Washington State.

1. No COVID vaccine available in the United States has received FDA approval. All
available vaccines, including the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine, are being administered under
an Emergency Use Authorization. The only “approved” COVID 19 vaccine is Comirnaty,
and it is not available in the United States and there is no anticipated date for its
availability. (This “smoke and mirrors” approach by the FDA is the subject of numerous
lawsuits and a Federal Judge recently rejected Pfizer’s claim that the 2 products are
interchangeable: Federal Judge Rejects DOD Claim That Pfizer EUA and Comirnaty
Vaccines Are ‘Interchangeable’ • Children's Health Defense (childrenshealthdefense.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fchildrenshealthdefense.org%2F&da
) Since EUA products cannot be mandated per the Nuremberg Code, this alone should be
enough to stop consideration of making vaccines mandatory.
2. Children are statistically at zero risk of dying from COVID. Their survival rate is in the
range of 99.997-99.998% or, put another way, their risk of dying with COVID is less than
2 in every 1,000,000 children. The very few children who are listed as COVID deaths did
not die OF COVID, but rather WITH COVID as anyone being admitted to a hospital
nowadays is tested. I challenge the Washington State Board of Health to show medical
records for even one child who has died OF COVID. Where there’s no risk, there can be
no benefit.

3. No one knows the long term risks of these vaccines. You may remember that one of
the members of the FDA Advisory Committee infamously said, “We are never going to
learn about how safe this vaccine is until we start giving it” Dr. Eric Ruben, Editor in Chief
NEJM The studies Pfizer conducted were woefully underpowered. This is an analysis of 10
Red Flags associated with Pfizer’s studies: Ten red flags in the FDA’s risk-benefit analysis
of Pfizer’s EUA application to inject American children 5 to 11 with its mRNA product –
Commentary – America's Frontline Doctors (americasfrontlinedoctors.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Famericasfrontlinedoctors.org%2F&d
)
Force vaccinating healthy children for a disease that doesn’t affect them to make adults
feel safe is a new low for humanity. Please do the right thing and do not require these
vaccinations for school age children.
Sincerely,
Greg Morris

Bonney Lake, WA

______________________________________________
From: Debbie Vieselemeyer
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:13:08 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Eric Wolfe
Sent: 1/7/2022 1:10:12 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Ashley Knee
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:18:06 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brittny Pearsall
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:23:04 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Darrell Sigman
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:11:37 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Anna Velazquez
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:06:00 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dorothy Apple
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:42:45 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
If your following the science, children are extremely low risk for Covid.
These so called vaccines- which do not stop the spread of covid , are still only
EMERGENCY USE AUTHORIZATION.
There are no long term studies to document any history of safety of these vaccines. Who
is going to be responsible for the longterm outcomes? This Board?
Again, if your are paying attention to the studies, they are showing that vaccinated and
unvaccinated can transmit covid, therefore the vaccine does not stop the spread.
We will need to seriously consider parents options for vouchers to send their children to
other educational sources of their choice.
People have the Constitutional right to choose! Title 7 protects these rights as well. As a
Board serving the public, you do not have the right to choose for us!!
Do you want the responsibility of making a decision that could permanently harm the
health and life of a child?
Please vote NO for mandatory covid vaccines for children. You could be saving the life of
your own child or grandchildren.

______________________________________________
From: Ben Hayter
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:58:53 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
The cause for Emergency action in particular with regard to our lowest at-risk population
of children and younger people is OVER. Please do not adopt the proposed guidelines and
mandates which you are discussing. This will have irreparable harm and a host of
unintended consequences.
These are imperfect vaccines that do NOT prevent the transmission of the virus and
therefore should NOT be mandated. Please listen to reason and do not mandate an
imperfect vaccine. It simply makes no sense to do so for an age range where survival
rates are already near 100% without being vaccinated.
Thank you,
Ben Hayter

______________________________________________
From: Gloria Carmichael
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:00:36 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Diana Roseburg
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:39:41 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Gina Morgan
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:36:38 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Chelsea Kunze
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:03:59 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Breanne LaMoureaux
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:57:17 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dawn Siler
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:50:46 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Bren Cooke
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:24:18 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid 19 policies
External Email
To whom it may concern:
Regarding the upcoming discussion and vote on Covid 19 policies that include (but are
not limited to) involuntary quarantine, vaccination, detention, testing, or vaccination
requirements for children - I urge you to reject any more overreaching and unethical
policies. We staunchly oppose the proposed measures and the proponents of them.
Regards,
Brennen Cooke

______________________________________________
From: Donna Huntwork
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:36:47 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brittanie Reyes
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:33:51 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Carolyn Spores
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:31:51 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Blake
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:07:41 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Caroline Escobar
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:42:40 AM
To: Caroline Comer
Cc:
Subject: 7B3A6082-E30A-4944-8BF3-566769D8201C
External Email
To Whom It May Concern;
As a mother, entrepreneur, and taxpaying citizen of the State of Washington, I am both
disgusted and appalled that the upcoming discussion to remove a medical freedom of
choice is even being considered. It seems the dominant party of the State would support
the freedom of a woman's choice to abort (MURDER) an unborn fetus with no freedom
inside the womb of it's own. So I'll keep my words brief... if it is required for children to
get vaccinated for the COVID-19 virus, I WILL remove my children from public school,
and homeschool my children. I refuse to inject my children with a poison, developed in
haste to a virus no more deadly than the seasonal flu, and treatable with natural
remedies. I have faith that I am making the most informed decision for my children and
my family.
Sincerely,
Concerned Voting and Taxpaying Citizen

______________________________________________
From: Angelita Neely
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:34:00 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid shots
External Email
COVID shots should absolutely NOT be requirement for children! The Covid vaccine is still
EUA. Children are very low risk.
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Connie Samione-Eoff
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:22:48 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: David Starcher
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:12:18 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Breana Jamison
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:32:51 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Chris Hernandez
Sent: 1/7/2022 1:47:54 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid vaccine
External Email
I am sending this email due to being told the idea of making a COVID-19 vaccine a
mandatory vaccine for children in private and public schools. Although I understand
there’s another variant and will continue to be more, these variants get weaker as they
mutate and politics are overwhelming facts. You need to leave children alone and allows
decision to be made by parents, not political views. Also, what proof is there that the
vaccine works when there’s a spike in vaccinated people getting covid anyways. I think
it’s time to accept this pandemic is on its way out and political views should never over
rule parental authority over there own children. Time to move on with life.
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Anastasiya Golubovich
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:19:50 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Devin Brown
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:44:11 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Deborah Pollock
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:11:38 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Candace Johnson
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:22:08 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cherrideth Campbell
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:10:22 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cliff Kembel
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:10:44 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Amanda Stebner
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:25:15 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Vaccine mandates are unconstitutional
They are a violation of our civil liberties and some peoples religious beliefs
They are not in the best interest of the people or our children, considering that the covid
19 vaccine is an experimental vaccine despite it being FDA approved. It was only
approved for emergency use on a case by case basis not for every individual person!
Everyone should have a right to choose depending on their own personal health, their
beliefs, their own research as well as their own opinion.
Mandated vaccines impede on people’s freedom. Our people, especially our children,
should not be forced to be a part of an experimental drug that doesn’t not prevent them
from contracting covid 19 or spreading covid 19! I will not support the passing of any bill
or law that enforces or imposes these mandates.
Amanda Stebner
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: duggsm1@aol.com
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:07:17 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
*

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid

*
*
*
Covid,
*

The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
therefore,
The vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of the disease

Sherrie M Duggan
PO Box 868
Raymond, WA 98577
(360) 942-0092

______________________________________________
From: Elaine Chandler
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:51:52 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: David Primacio
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:55:29 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Gina Bratt
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:51:41 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: 102007C2-EF42-4B06-83E0-D3F94D5F8555
External Email
To State Board of Health,
As a parent, teacher, and well-informed citizen, I am writing to express my concerns in
regard to items on your meeting agenda.
Agenda Item #9 – Allowing local health departments to set up quarantine facilities and in
some cases, detain people against their will. This is in direct conflict with our state
constitution and is completely unnecessary in the current health situation. The vaccines
have proven ineffective, as people still get Covid-19 after receiving them. Medically, it is
proven that people develop natural immunity after having Covid-19. What justification
would there be for quarantine facilities?
Agenda Item #11- Informed Choice Washington’s Petition for Rulemaking (filed by Xavier
Figueroa, Ph.D. on behalf of ICWA) requests a new rule that prohibits any EUA product,
or any product that has not successfully complete Phase 3 trials to be added to
mandatory school health requirements. I agree with this statement for the following
reasons. #1. The current Covid -19 vaccines have not completed Phase 3 trials. #2. The
current vaccines for Covid-19 are still in EUA. This means that they are supposed to only
be applied in an emergency – not as a broad application to the entire public. #3. The
EUA no longer should be applicable in this situation as current and further studies are
finding many therapies for early treatment for Covid-19, which improves opportunities
for natural immunities to develop. #4. The current vaccines are not preventing Covid-19.
#5. According to the CDC’s website VAERS, the current Covid-19 vaccines have a terrible
record of adverse events and death. There is no data on safety over 3, 5, 10 years and
beyond. It is not acceptable to vaccinate every child with a vaccine with this undeniably
tragic safety level. The consequences could be devastating on our children!
Respectfully, Gina Bratt

______________________________________________
From: Cheryl Cunningham
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:20:49 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Faith Holbrook
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:24:59 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Craig Evans
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:48:28 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brandie Hamilton
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:41:31 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Gregory Somero
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:44:04 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dawn Stewart
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:33:39 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Casey Dutro
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:12:02 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Amy Martino
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:13:30 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Angelica Alto
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:52:40 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cherith Lee
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:43:06 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Charlene Nelson
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:25:54 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dorothy Nicholas
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:41:27 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Aaron Anderson
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:00:51 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Amy Rivas
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:11:11 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:01:33 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Covid 19 Vaccine Requirement

From: Terri Scott <terri.scott@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 9:44 PM
To: Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH) <Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Covid 19 Vaccine Requirement

External Email
I would like to express my extreme opposition to implementation of a COVID 19 vaccine
requirement for schools in Washington State.

1. No COVID vaccine available in the United States has received FDA approval. All
available vaccines, including the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine, are being administered under
an Emergency Use Authorization. The only “approved” COVID 19 vaccine is Comirnaty,
and it is not available in the United States and there is no anticipated date for its
availability. (This “smoke and mirrors” approach by the FDA is the subject of numerous
lawsuits and a Federal Judge recently rejected Pfizer’s claim that the 2 products are
interchangeable: Federal Judge Rejects DOD Claim That Pfizer EUA and Comirnaty
Vaccines Are ‘Interchangeable’ • Children's Health Defense (childrenshealthdefense.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fchildrenshealthdefense.org%2F&da
) Since EUA products cannot be mandated per the Nuremberg Code, this alone should be
enough to stop consideration of making vaccines mandatory.

2. Children are statistically at zero risk of dying from COVID. Their survival rate is in the
range of 99.997-99.998% or, put another way, their risk of dying with COVID is less than
2 in every 1,000,000 children. The very few children who are listed as COVID deaths did
not die OF COVID, but rather WITH COVID as anyone being admitted to a hospital
nowadays is tested. I challenge the Washington State Board of Health to show medical
records for even one child who has died OF COVID. Where there’s no risk, there can be
no benefit.

3. No one knows the long term risks of these vaccines. You may remember that one of
the members of the FDA Advisory Committee infamously said, “We are never going to
learn about how safe thie vaccine is until we start giving it” Dr. Eric Ruben, Editor in
Chief NEJM The studies Pfizer conducted were woefully underpowered. This is an analysis
of 10 Red Flags associated with Pfizer’s studies: Ten red flags in the FDA’s risk-benefit
analysis of Pfizer’s EUA application to inject American children 5 to 11 with its mRNA
product – Commentary – America's Frontline Doctors (americasfrontlinedoctors.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Famericasfrontlinedoctors.org%2F&d

)

Force vaccinating healthy children for a disease that doesn’t affect them to make adults
feel safe is a new low for humanity. Please do the right thing and do not require these
vaccinations for school age children.

Terri Scott

______________________________________________
From: Deborah Bolgen
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:34:20 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brooklyn Eisenhard
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:41:19 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Daniel Comeau
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:33:07 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cailyn Aune
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:21:32 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
❓
❓
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
1. Our bodies our choice. This is NOT the governments job to make medical decisions for
our children. You don’t know my child and their risks. PERIOD. This should be between
doctor, parent, and child.
2. KIDS ARE NOT DYING FROM COVID. There are so few and almost none in the whole
country with underlying conditions. They are not super spreaders. Let them be! Anyone
who chooses to can get it. That should be the end of it.
3. You cannot in good conscience force an EXPERIMENTAL VACCINE on children.

4. Cases of myocarditis is youth are spiking…. It used to be 1 in 13,000… it is now 1 in
1300!!
This article must be read and read the comments too if you really care about young
people’s health.
Kaiser permanente report:
https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.12.21.21268209v1
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.medrxiv.org%2Fcontent%2F

And explanation:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_df67JdhGB8
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv
5. We should be focusing our efforts on teaching people how to be healthy, how to
prevent infection. VACCINES ARE NOT STOPPING THE SPREAD. Vaccinated are getting it
in droves. How can you mandate something that won’t prevent infection, and when
children get Covid they are not dying? This is so awful. I’m so tired of people saying
“follow the science” and then pursuing a narrative that doesn’t follow the science.
Please, please listen to the citizens speaking up. This is so serious. CHILDREN CANNOT
BE LAID ON THE POLITICAL ALTER. This has been politicized from the start. Have
courage to speak up. As long as people like myself are labeled as “far right” and having
“radical ideologies” administrations and governments will continue to force unethical and
dangerous mandates. If you cannot lead your people without a mandate- then you’re not
a good leader. Find ways to empower- not to power over others.
Sincerely,
Cailyn
Tacoma Resident

Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Dan Ritchie
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:08:36 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brandon Hylton
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:36:55 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Alla Gavrylovskyy
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:37:08 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: elliott hsu
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:49:41 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Don Maak
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:57:23 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons: The Constitution is the only reason. You took an
oath, stand by it.

______________________________________________
From: Cathy Stone
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:43:40 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Alison Hanson
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:38:10 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Andrea Van Laar
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:46:16 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Communicable and other certain diseases rules hearing
External Email
Communicable and Other Certain Diseases rules hearing
I want to join the countless other parents who object to a vaccine mandate for our kids.
There are many reasons why these vaccines should be a family decision rather than a
mandated requirement. I'll briefly list a few of these reasons:
1 The vaccines are not without severe risk. Those risks have to be weighed against the
potential benefits. For kids, the data clearly says the virus risks are low for kids and they
appear to be getting even lower with new viral strains.
2 Many kids already have natural immunity which is proving to be incredibly resilient.
Adding vaccines on top of that is both unnecessary and comes with risks.
3 Many families have suffered from vaccine-induced illnesses including, but not limited to
anaphylaxis, vaccine-induced thrombotic thrombocytopenia, myopericarditis, and
Guillain-Barré syndrome. Forcing families to vaccinate their kids after seeing those
symptoms is a perverse form of torture in violation of the Nuremberg Code.
4 Our public schools are not popular right now and private school enrollment has
dramatically increased. Vaccine mandates will only further force families into alternative
options like homeschooling.
5 The current vaccines don't solve the transmission problem as we've seen with fully
vaccinated environments like cruise ships.
6 We don't have long-term studies of these therapies.
7 Data suggests transmission in schools is very low.
8 The decision to vaccinate should be between a family and their doctor, not a one-sizefits-all state requirement.
9 Milder, but contagious strains like omicron will increase natural immunity which
continues to be the most resilient defense.
Thank you
Andrea Williams
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Amy Gagnon
Sent: 1/6/2022 3:26:51 PM
To: Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH),Davis, Michelle (SBOH),Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH),Glasoe,
Stuart D (SBOH),Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH),Donahoe, Kaitlyn N (SBOH),Lang, Caitlin
M (SBOH),Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH),Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH),Haag, Hannah R
(SBOH),Kahler, Kelie (SBOH),Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH),DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid 19 Vaccine Mandates
External Email

I am writing in regards to the upcoming decision on making the Covid 19 vaccine to be
required for school children in Washington state.
I would like to understand why this vaccine would be required when we now know that
this vaccine only protects the vaccinated, it does not prevent the spread of the virus. We
are also talking about school children ages 5-18, 3 years and up if you consider this
requirement of preschool children as well, of these ages they are more likely to die in a
car accident than from Covid or die of the seasonal flu. Are we also going to mandate all
children also have the flu vaccine?
What are we doing to this generation of children? Haven’t we subjected them to enough
by taking away school for far too long, making them wear masks for years and now
eating lunch outside in the winter months at some schools. Now in King county children
can not go to certain activities with their families, like go to the movies, go to dinner, or
go to the gym or participate in their preferred sports without a vaccine passport and now
school next year? Why?
Show me the proof that this vaccine works the way it is supposed to, show me the proof
that this vaccine has studies showing it is safe for children, show me that these booster
shots that are now available to children are safe…….when will it be enough….at what
point will you say they are fully vaccinated, after one, two, three, four shots and at what
cost to our children and their health.
This comes as we are seeing the mental health of our children decline rapidly. We have
seen more deaths from drug overdoes and suicides than covid deaths in our youth. What
is Washington state doing to help prevent these drug overdoes and suicides? Anything at
all? No, just more mandates on our children that are not backed by science, or at least
the new science that says vaccines do not prevent the spread of this disease or prevent
the person vaccinated from getting the disease which now by this point for a healthy
American is just a bad cold. And now proof that masks do not work the way that we have
been told they work especially with this new variant.
This mandate will do nothing but farther divide our state and disrupt all of the school
children in within it and will bring forward a mass movement of people from this
tyrannical state.
Thank you for your time,
Amy Gagnon

______________________________________________
From: Carol Missamore
Sent: 1/7/2022 5:36:36 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Gail Harsh
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:57:13 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:19:05 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Comment on upcoming presentation of proposed policies

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov>
360-236-4105

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01%
| Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH%
|Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: Debbie MacInnis <macinnisclan@yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 8:14 AM
Subject: Comment on upcoming presentation of proposed policies

External Email

Hello,

I am a Washington State resident and have been made aware of the proposed policies to
be presented on January 12th.

I am writing to register my horror and emphatic opposition to both mandated Covid-19
vaccines for school attendance and involuntary placement in quarantine camps for those
who resist complying with human medical experimentation which is unconstitutional and
breaks the Nuremberg Code.

The loss of bodily autonomy is a very serious thing and to this point has been relegated
to communist, socialist and Marxist regimes, not free republics.

I strongly urge you to consider what the enforcement of these WAC codes would mean
for our free society. Because Covid-19 is a treatable and low risk illness for most
individuals - especially children, these actions would be absolutely unnecessary and
contrary to our state and federal constitutions, resulting in the loss of freedom for
millions of individuals.

I would also ask you to consider the severity of breaking the Nuremberg Code. Because
the Covid-19 injection is still an experimental drug, it falls under its jurisdiction. All
human medical experimentation is to be conducted with voluntary informed consent.
Those involved in forcing a person against his or her will to participate in medical
experimentation are subject to the penalties of crimes against humanity. Please
recognize that those seeking to enact these proposed WAC codes are culpable.

Respectfully submitted,

Debbie MacInnis
679 Highway 603
Chehalis, WA 98532

The Nuremberg Code
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.cirp.org%2Flibrary%2Fethics%

The Nuremberg Code
The text of the Nuremberg Code

______________________________________________
From: Donna Ammons
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:27:25 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Danica Kaldor
Sent: 1/6/2022 3:26:33 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our state as it violates my families personal religious beliefs. My family is not the only
family whose religious beliefs are violated by mandatory vaccinations. Forcing
medications or vaccinations on anyone is unconstitutional and morally wrong! Cease and
desist!
-Danica Kaldor
danica@fastmail.com

______________________________________________
From: Brittney Martinez
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:13:18 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:

______________________________________________
From: Eric Youngstrom
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:29:26 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Children are at extremely low risk of serious disease from covid.
The vaccines lack long-term safety studies.
Vaccines are approved for EMERGENCY USE AUTHORIZATION only.
Vaccines don't prevent illness or spread of the virus.
The VAERS data refute the notion that vaccines are "safe".

Sincerely,
Eric Youngstrom
4214 Owen Way
Anacortes, Wa. 98221
206 724 7221

______________________________________________
From: Albina Derkach
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:53:48 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Eric Vander Kooy
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:07:29 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: CHERYL BEESON
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:39:07 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
*
*
*
*
Covid,
*
Cheryl

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and un-vaccinated can both transmit
therefore,
The vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of the disease

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:21:47 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: advisory meeting feedback

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: Ron Laycock <laycockron691@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 11:06 AM
To: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: advisory meeting feedback

External Email
Dear Advisory Board for the Washington State Board of Health:

I am writing to protest recommending a vaccine for Covid for school aged children who
attend school in Washington State. I am against imposing this vaccine on our children. I
believe this to be a horrible overreach of state government.

The Covid “vaccine” is experimental. There have been no studies on the long-term health
side effects on children or even on adults. We have never required an untested drug to
be used on our children. Making it required to attend public school is criminal and against
our constitution.

If you decide to follow through with this abuse of state power, you will be held
accountable for the consequences whether they are unintentional or not. You are taking
the decision to monitor a child’s health out of the hands of its parents. You must then
face the repercussions that happen when this trial “vaccine” begins causing health
problems way beyond the symptoms of Covid itself.

We do not need this requirement to protect our children or our communities. We need
you to consider the constitutional rights we have been guaranteed by our founding
fathers to stay free, to live and care for our families and our friends, and our
communities based on our religious and moral beliefs.

With respect,

Ron Laycock
Laycockron691@gmail.com <mailto:Laycockron691@gmail.com>

______________________________________________
From: Carrie Pennell
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:29:44 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brittany Staves
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:26:04 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Denise Arrigo
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:29:54 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Abby Langford
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:06:46 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Casey Wagemann
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:39:55 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Bethany Humphrey
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:44:43 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid vaccines for children
External Email
Dear WSBOH,
I understand you are voting soon on whether to make mandatory Covid vaccines for
children. I would encourage you to consider allowing parents to opt out if they deem best
for their children. This vaccine is still only approved under emergency authorization.
Under the Nuremberg Code, research can only be voluntary. So to mandate a largelyuntested vaccine to children for a disease with a very low rate of complications, is
unsettling to me. My children actually contracted COVID-19, and recovered quickly, with
minimal discomfort. As a parent, I desire to weigh the risk/benefit as I decide how to
raise my children. And mandating something with some known potential risks for a
marginal gain is not strong enough science to persuade me in this research stage.
Sincerely,
Bethany Humphrey
Parent of 3 elementary/preschool children

______________________________________________
From: Ellisa Vanderhoof
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:39:06 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Andrea Fonner
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:19:31 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dylan Marsh
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:52:50 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Franklin J.C. Wallbrown
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:59:03 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for January 12, 2022 Meeting

attachments\CAD9A7B30843483B_The-COVID-19-Inoculations-MoreHa_PRDTOOL_NAMETOOLONG.pdf
External Email
Board Members:
In addition to the email from my partner included in this email that outlines the dangers
of the vaccine, I would also like to discuss the unconstitutionality of utilizing the these
administrative codes to quarantine people/families because of a virus that is not very
deadly. The First Amendment to the United States Constitution prevents the government
from making laws which regulate an establishment of religion, or that would prohibit the
free exercise of religion, or abridge the freedom of speech, the freedom of the press, the
freedom of assembly, or the right to petition the government for redress of grievances.
Vaccines themselves violate the religious grounds of the first amendment, but if you are
to unconstitutionally detain and quarantine an individual without consent, then you are
abridging the freedom of speech/press/assembly of that individual. I would also like to
know how they are to petition the government for redress of grievances in quarantine.
The Fourth Amendment to the United States Constitution is part of the Bill of Rights. It
prohibits unreasonable searches and seizures. In addition, it sets requirements for
issuing warrants: warrants must be issued by a judge or magistrate, justified by probable
cause, supported by oath or affirmation, and must particularly describe the place to be
searched and the persons or things to be seized. Seizing individuals (with no probable
cause other than they may have a virus that is approximately as deadly as the common
flu) and quarantining them against their will is unreasonable and inalienable. How are
you gathering evidence to support your seizures of people? Are you going to listen to our
phone calls? Read our text messages? Track us through our phones? Go through our
social media profiles? Assume everyone not on your list of vaccinated are not in
compliance? The Ninth Amendment to the United States Constitution addresses rights,
retained by the people, that are not specifically enumerated in the Constitution. It is part
of the Bill of Rights. You are discussing enacting administrative codes that would be
utilized to detain people who do not wish to be detained because of the fear of something
that you believe to be deadly and force people to basically be isolated from the world and
their lives and perhaps force a medical treatment on kids because the makers of the
medical treatment say that it works well, but have not done the requisite testing to prove
(nevermind the religious, philosophical, or medical reasons for not wanting it). This reeks
of the facism of the National Socialist German Workers' Party and you should be
ashamed of yourself if you are considering implementing these codes.
Franklin Wallbrown
---------- Forwarded message --------From: Amber King <amberking907@gmail.com <mailto:amberking907@gmail.com> >
Date: Fri, Jan 7, 2022, 10:21 AM
Subject: Comments for January 12, 2022 Meeting
To: <wsboh@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:wsboh@sboh.wa.gov> >
Dear Board Members,

I would like to comment today on choice, as a mother of two young daughters nothing
could be of more importance to me on how to keep our children healthy and safe in our
schools and communities and ensure they have the right to choose what happens to their
body.

I have also helped craft state public health nursing policies and procedures and have
worked in healthcare for many years. I am not anti-vax, but I am incredibly concerned
and I see an unprecedented lack of corporate responsibility and public oversight in
pharmaceutical safety with a huge profit margin with hospital administrators and socalled regulators.

I believe in vaccine science and that as a nation we can make great strides in public
health, especially in times of crisis, but I also am concerned that the government and
under-funded educational and healthcare systems would like greater oversight of our
bodies and our choices in medical care with particular concern for our marginalized
communities. Time and time again we have done the same public health strategies with
horrid results. Why now in a time of a pandemic would that same failed approach work
better?

Pfizer’s original trial report from December 31, 2020, that was published in the New
England Journal of Medicine clearly showed that 2 months’ worth of safety and efficacy
data.

They claim was the inoculations were safe and showed 95% efficacy 7 days after the 2nd
dose. But that was 95% relative risk reduction.

Absolute Risk Reduction was only .84%!!!

There is Level 1 evidence of Harm

Based on their own trial data! Please see the attachment and include in the public record

I’ve outlined a few of these additional concerns in particular that you may not be aware
of:

The adjuvant ingredients - Many are known toxins and even in small amounts can be
fatal. Babies are exposed to 4,925 mcg of aluminum
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.westonaprice.org%2Fhealthtopics%2Fvaccinations%2Faluminum-in-vaccines-what-everyone-needs-toknow%2F&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Ce45f0c5c28294a26d35908d9d217a109%7C11d
through vaccines and yet the FDA says more than 25 mcg is toxic. Can vaccines be made
without aluminum, formaldehyde, squalene, Polysorbate 80, and other toxins?

2. Pesticide contaminants - Numerous childhood vaccines have been screened for
glyphosate/Round Up weedkiller were all found to be positive
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.momsacrossamerica.com%2
. It is believed that the weedkiller enters through the pig (GMO/glyphosate residue fed)
tendon-derived gelatin. No safety testing by the FDA or CDC has been conducted on
glyphosate in vaccines.

3. The retroviruses - Cancer-causing retroviruses have been detected in some vaccines.

4. Genetic Modification - Early testing of CRISPR and RNAi genetic manipulation has
shown thousands of off-target mutations
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fxtalks.com%2Fthousandsmutations-plague-crispr-gene-editing798%2F&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Ce45f0c5c28294a26d35908d9d217a109%7C11d0
. This is extremely concerning in relation to injections in pregnant women, newborns, and
developing children. New attempts at a CRISPR vaccine with multi-generation effects are
simply not proven to be safe.

5. The number of childhood vaccines - has tripled since I was a child from 7 to 70 receive
69 doses
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.nvic.org%2Fdownloads%2F4
dosesposterb.aspx%3Fhonnan%3DNemzeti_Hirhalo&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Ce45f0c5c28
if they follow the recommended CDC schedule. Some 6-month-old babies receive 6
different shots containing 9 diseases in one sitting
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cdc.gov%2Fvaccines%2Fpar
ver-sch-06yrs.pdf&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Ce45f0c5c28294a26d35908d9d217a109%7C11d0

6. Lack of saline placebo testing -Vaccines are being tested with other vaccines
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fdrsuzanne.net%2Fwpcontent%2Fuploads%2F2018%2F02%2FSTeinhoff-12-influenza-vaxpreg.pdf&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Ce45f0c5c28294a26d35908d9d217a109%7C11d0
as the placebo, such as covid 19, an RNA disease where we currently have ZERO RNA
Vaccines in the market today that has been proven thru full FDA approval and will not be
completed until late in 2023. The safety data revealed so far is incredibly damaging!

7. CDC board member ownership of vaccine patents - It is a conflict of interest for CDC
board members or ACIP members to own 56 vaccine patents
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fvaclib.org%2Flegal%2Fcdcpatents.
.

Corruption among CDC Foundation if you would like a list of the who’s who in up and
coming pharma/government appointments.

8 Off Market Uses Requests to the FDA of clinical trials for licensing of vaccines on
pregnant women showed that none had been done, which has led to lawsuits.

9 Examples of Government mismanagement The 1986 Vaccine Injury Act Congress
charged Health and Human Services with the primary responsibility of ensuring vaccine
safety after removing product liability from pharmaceutical manufacturers.

In the last 34 years, Health and Human Services have never submitted a single biennial
report to Congress detailing the improvements in vaccine safety.

78 million American children are now part of a vaccine program with no safety provisions.

While we all want a healthy and illness-free society, we need to look to the fact that
American children are the unhealthiest children in the developed world with the highest
vaccination rates.

Mandates and Subsidies Parents simply do not feel a state, a governor or schools know more about their child’s
health than their doctors or themselves. No matter how effective or safe a vaccine is, as
soon as mandates are suggested, we have removed choice and in turn, has the opposite
effect in compliance and trust. Putting true trust in public health at risk.

Subsidies effectively have separated risk from reward, shifting the burden of possible
losses onto the public and encouraging speculative investment and are rife with the
revolving door of agency officials moving into pharmaceutical board rooms with multimillion-dollar compensation packages (upon hiring)

Mothers Choice: This boils down to allowing a mother the choice about how to care for

her child, from womb to labor to the decision to breastfeed and beyond these are medical
decisions that deserve to be made in a medical setting, not the principal's office and
without undue corporate influence. We have trusted this to guide us in nature since the
dawn of time.

Closing
We have made multiple many calls on this body for healthcare reform, equity, and
justice, this issue is no different. We as democrats; must focus on providing better health
outcomes without mandates, improve housing, income equity, clean water, soil, and
nutritious food, and most importantly have universal healthcare in place to protect the
most vulnerable among us.

Much of what the current sentiments in the world are showing us is that we must not
make decisions for others, but stand up for the rights of us all, especially those without a
voice and not represented. In the wake of health protections being eviscerated for
transgender patients, sex education in question in Washington state, and the high
disparity of these policies that impact our most vulnerable in society.

We also gratefully have initiative 1776 that will soon be gathering signatures to ensure
that while Washington is one of America’s most economically and ethnically diverse
states, seniors, women, the disabled, veterans, the LGBTQ+ community, and people of
color have experienced harsh discrimination, thus creating deadly health disparities in a
for-profit insurance-based health care system is risky at best, dangerous at worst.

We must prioritize our healthcare and equity before medical mandates in education,
quarantine, mandates and to protect our most vulnerable assets, our children, and our
future as a nation.

I with the majority urge you to find the courage to be on the right side of history and
vote NO!
-Amber King (she/her)
907.209.2011
amberking907@gmail.com <mailto:amberking907@gmail.com>
Former 32nd Democrats Executive Board Member
Former State Advocate Our Revolution State Leader
Former King County Democrats State 2022 Platform Committee Member

______________________________________________
From: George Roscoe
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:54:49 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:28:27 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Comments in vaccine requirement and detainment

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: Daphne Ortiz <dsmart0117@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 10:58 AM
To: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
<Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Comments in vaccine requirement and detainment

External Email

Dear board of directors,

I would like to share my extreme opposition to the quarantine camps and authoritarian
style laws of making people comply and discrimination against individuals freedom of
choice and what's best for their families. Are we living in Communist china? Nazis
Germany? If you implement this you will be following the footsteps of hilter, Stalin and
the leaders of communist china. You will be in violation of our human rights!

Washingtonians do not want this!!!

people will leave this state. If you implement this you will not be serving the best interest
of us washingtonians. We still live in the United States of America do we not? We still
have freedom of choice. If your basing this in science, well here's some science for you
leading experts are saying that omicron is a blessing in disguise...yes highly contagious,
BUT mild in symptoms and not deadly. They also say that this is how we achieve herd
immunity, which will stop this virus, and omicron is an end to this pandemic. So please
do not implement a communist, dictorship that hold people against their will

I urge all of you to put yourself in our shoes or your families shoes and how would you
feel if you were treated like you lived in a place that doesn't care about your human
rights, freedoms, cause I know that none of you are going to be affected by this. Let
people make their own choices and they might just surprise you...mandates and forcing
our hands do not have the people in your best interest.

I also would like to express my extreme opposition to implementation of a COVID 19
vaccine requirement for schools in Washington State.

1. No COVID vaccine available in the United States has received FDA approval. All
available vaccines, including the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine, are being administered under
an Emergency Use Authorization. The only “approved” COVID 19 vaccine is Comirnaty,
and it is not available in the United States and there is no anticipated date for its
availability. (This “smoke and mirrors” approach by the FDA is the subject of numerous
lawsuits and a Federal Judge recently rejected Pfizer’s claim that the 2 products are
interchangeable: Federal Judge Rejects DOD Claim That Pfizer EUA and Comirnaty
Vaccines Are ‘Interchangeable’ • Children's Health Defense (childrenshealthdefense.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fchildrenshealthdefense.org%2F&da
) Since EUA products cannot be mandated per the Nuremberg Code, this alone should be
enough to stop consideration of making vaccines mandatory.

2. Children are statistically at zero risk of dying from COVID. Their survival rate is in the
range of 99.997-99.998% or, put another way, their risk of dying with COVID is less than
2 in every 1,000,000 children. The very few children who are listed as COVID deaths did
not die OF COVID, but rather WITH COVID as anyone being admitted to a hospital
nowadays is tested. I challenge the Washington State Board of Health to show medical
records for even one child who has died OF COVID. Where there’s no risk, there can be
no benefit.

3. There are well documented risks associated with myocarditis in young males
associated with these shots. Myocarditis is not a mild illness. Statistics show that 2 in 10
people with myocarditis will die within 2 years and 5 in 10 die within 5 years. Dead heart
tissue does not regenerate itself.

4. The spike proteins associated with these shots have been shown to settle in female’s
reproductive organs, potentially affecting future fertility. In fact, there is currently a
study focusing on changes in women’s menstrual periods associated with the shots.
COVID-19 Vaccines and the Menstrual Cycle | NIH COVID-19 Research

5. Natural immunity has been shown to be much more robust than any immunity
imparted by the vaccine, and there has been research that has shown, after a person
gets the shots, they may never be able to achieve full natural immunity in the future.
Please read this for 5 studies that show children already have robust natural immunity to
this virus. Hands-off, CDC and Pfizer: Children are to be considered already COVID

‘vaccinated’ – Opinion – America's Frontline Doctors (americasfrontlinedoctors.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Famericasfrontlinedoctors.org%2F&d
)

6. No one knows the long term risks of these vaccines. You may remember that one of
the members of the FDA Advisory Committee infamously said, “We are never going to
learn about how safe this vaccine is until we start giving it” Dr. Eric Ruben, Editor in Chief
NEJM The studies Pfizer conducted were woefully underpowered. This is an analysis of 10
Red Flags associated with Pfizer’s studies: Ten red flags in the FDA’s risk-benefit analysis
of Pfizer’s EUA application to inject American children 5 to 11 with its mRNA product –
Commentary – America's Frontline Doctors (americasfrontlinedoctors.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Famericasfrontlinedoctors.org%2F&d
)

7. You may “enjoy” reading this analysis from a person who does risk-benefit analyses
for a living. It is estimated that, even if 28 million children are vaccinated against COVID,
at most 45 lives might be saved. And there are potentially huge long term risks. What is
the Number Needed to Vaccinate (NNTV) to prevent a single COVID-19 fatality in kids 5
to 11 based on the Pfizer EUA application? (substack.com
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsubstack.com%2F&data=04%7C01
)

8. In Pfizer’s initial study for older 12-17 year old kids, adverse side effects were hidden.
You may or may not be familiar with the story of Maddie De Garay who volunteered to be
part of the initial trial because she wanted to do her part. She is now in a wheelchair with
a feeding tube and likely will be for the rest of her life. Her side effects were hidden and
listed as “abdominal pain”. Even if there’s an infinitesimal chance of this happening to
another child, why take the risk? Comcast Censors Vaccine Paralyzed 13-Year-Old Girl
(rumble.com
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Frumble.com%2F&data=04%7C01%
)

9. It is impossible for someone to give informed consent when side effects from the
vaccines are hidden. Perhaps before you make a decision that you’ll regret, you should
visit this website.

realnotrare.com
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Frealnotrare.com%2F&data=04%7C

In history when has forced compliance have ever been on the good guys side? NEVER!!!!

Please put a stop to this if you want to stay in office! Cause I guarantee you, you will
show your true colors if you force this and show us you are only interested in power and

not for the greater good of the people! And you will be voted out!

Always,
Daphne Ortiz
Very concerned Washingtonian (born and raised) and parent

______________________________________________
From: Donnalyn Baker
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:39:07 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Alex McCauley
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:04:02 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Eric Olbricht
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:59:15 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
*
*
*

The "vaccines" do not prevent illness, death or transmission.
Children are at extremely low risk for Covid.
Many children have been seriously injured by adverse reactions to the "vaccine"

The old advice is still the best advice. Wash your hands and stay home if you are feeling
ill (whether you are "vaccinated" or not).
The risks of these injections far outweigh the benefits
Sincerely,
Eric Olbricht

______________________________________________
From: duanejerimartinsen@gmail.com
Sent: 1/7/2022 3:16:51 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments to the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I would like to express my thoughts on the proposal to make COVID-19 vaccines
mandatory for school admission or childcare in Washington State. I strongly oppose that
children should be required to have the vaccines to attend school or childcare. Since
children are not as susceptible to get the virus or to pass it on to others, it seems like an
extreme measure to take to try to achieve a moderate benefit. Also since the vaccines
have not been fully tested, especially for children, you should also consider the risks to
children for being given a vaccine that may prove to be detrimental to them.

Duane Martinsen

Sent from Mail
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.microsoft.com%2Ffwlink%2F%
for Windows

______________________________________________
From: David Niederstadt
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:19:53 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: A move to criminalize citizens who are against mandatory Covid vaccinations.
External Email
While I am still protected as a citizen of the United States by the Constitutional
guarantee of Free speech, I want to convey my shock and disappointment of even a
consideration that criminalizing citizens for resistance to mandatory Covid vaccinations
would be thought of as acceptable by any governmental personnel or department.
I am an intelligent, thoughtful and educated member of society and a lifelong citizen of
the state of Washington. I firmly believe that from the development and release of this
biological weapon to the rushed promotion of this so-called vaccine, the general populace
has been endangered. Opinions, studies, research, and statistics can be discussed and
argued, but it is well known by every single person that to take this shot is to take a risk
and open yourself to unknown and untold immediate and future health complications.
The Pharmaceuticals will not be held accountable for harm done and will not even divulge
their knowledge for another 55 years. What so-called facts promulgated by the media
concerning the treatment, it's benefits, and general response to the virus have often
been inaccurate, misleading and of no practical or medical help.
I emplore the individuals on the board to not lose sight of the liberties granted by our
Constitution and reject any draconian leanings to criminalize citizens of this State or even
consider using imprisonment as an option to force individuals and families to take this
shot against their wills. Not only would it be an endangerment to our longterm health
and safety but a literal attack on our liberties.
Many will be listening to the proceedings, as will I, to assess and gage an appropriate
response.

Sent from my Galaxy

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:56:40 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW:

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: njgirl1010 (null) <njgirl1010@aim.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 3:00 PM
To: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject:

External Email
I want to thank you for all your efforts to keep everyone safe in our community. I know
this pandemic has been hard on everyone. I am writing as a parent to plead with you not
to mandate any Covid 19 vaccines for K-12 schools. Covid 19 vaccines are not a one size
fits all. My son who is 15 had Covid 2x and had no symptoms either time. He has a blood
clotting gene that causes blood clots. For him to take the Covid 19 vaccination its more
of a risk to take the vaccine than not. It has already been proven that the survival rate
for kids who get Covid are over 99% . They are the lowest at risk. their are so many side
effects associated with this vaccination such as myocarditis in teenage boys. As a parent
with his medical issues I know what's best for him. He is best off not taking the vaccine. I
say this with no disrespect but the school board, the superintendent, the governor, and
the Health department do not know what's best for my child with his medical issues. So
once again this vaccine is not a one size fits all. Each parent should decide what's best
for their child.

If this vaccine does get mandated for school aged kids are you willing to take the
responsibility if the side effects reported to VAERS happen to our children? Are you
willing to take the responsibility if any child dies as a result of this vaccine? I guarantee
you that if anything happens to our children parents will tie you up in the court systems
for life and make sure justice is served for their child if any thing happens as a result
from the vaccine.

So in conclusion as a parent with my sons medical condition a vaccine would do more
harm to him. I am begging you to please let vaccines be up to the parents .

Thank you Margo

Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Christine Brew
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:37:24 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
A child may have natural immunity
They are at low risk from Covid
This vaccine is still in research
The Nuremberg code does not allow it
There is no scientific data that supports what you are pushing on our children
You show no empathy for children or people and are using this as a political cudgel
Regards
Christine Brew
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: donna fagan
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:54:58 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid as infectious disease
External Email
I understand that you are making the decision to add COVID as an infectious disease that
would make mandates to organizations and schools and businesses. I disagree that it
should be added. Many of the other flues should have been added as well if this is why.
Follow the science as your job and your mandate requires. Not the political science. The
changes of mandates, how long isolation, incubation, masks inside out side , tells us no
one knows what they are doing. If you add this, things will change and this will effect
many again unnecessary. Please do not tie down parents, children, teachers, businesses,
principalities, health care workers, first responders,

______________________________________________
From: Brodie Hoekema
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:14:17 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Darin Fuson
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:10:41 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Angie Martinson
Sent: 1/6/2022 12:30:00 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
*
*
*
*
Covid,
*

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
therefore,
The vaccine apparently does not stop thespread of the disease

Thank you,

Angie martinson

______________________________________________
From: Erin Harper
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:35:29 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Alan Sarkis
Sent: 1/6/2022 2:25:16 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
The healthcare of a student under the age of 18 should be up to the parent NOT the
school board, students over 18 it's up to them.

______________________________________________
From: GLENN ROSE
Sent: 1/6/2022 12:56:40 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons: children are very low at risk for this and there’s been
no long-term studies to determine the actual effect of this experimental vaccine please
know on this proposal to mandate vaccinations
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Amanda Lewis
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:41:03 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brandy Ivy
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:58:51 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons: It goes against our parental and personal rights to
make health decisions for ourselves and our children with out oversight and over reach of
the government.

______________________________________________
From: Emily Potter-Smith
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:14:23 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Felicia Zaffiro
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:48:16 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: George Smalley
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:19:59 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons: Covid is winding down no matter what the media tell
us and children are not at risk anyway. Be real this has gone to far !!!!
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Candace Pierce
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:42:32 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid shot requirements
External Email
Hello,
The other required vaccines for children to be in school have been properly vetted and
were not given or required for children until they knew the LONG TERM EFFECTS it had
on a child. The Covid shot has ZERO data on long term effects, ZERO. Also, each of the
required vaccines actually work because of the years and years of research that went
into them. The Covid shot, not a vaccine, does not protect you from getting Covid. I
support vaccines, my kids have all the required ones because they work and have been
extensively researched. This is not a vaccine, it’s an experimental shot that was never
even intended for children. My child should not be punished or not have access to an
education based on this shot. I do not support this and I will fight you on it. Get ready to
be sued if you pass it. Don’t mess with my kids.
Candace
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Cindijo Mitchell
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:42:06 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
1 - As of Tuesday, with 73.3% of Kitsap County population initiating vaccination, we are
approaching double the number of cases what was previously the record high back in
September. If the vaccines worked as claimed, with the number of people vaccinated, the
number of cases should be going down instead of up. Covid-19 vaccine should not be
made mandatory because apparently it has not or will not stop the spread.
2 - Further, studies show that people that have been vaccinated are capable of
transmitting Covid-19, thus making mandatory vaccination as to no purpose.
3 - Concerning the evidence documented thus far, many young people who were rushed
to be vaccinated have had adverse reactions and even death. Before expediting putting
more young people in harm's way, long term studies need to be accomplished
extensively.
Cindijo Mitchell

Please Act Now

Click HERE Email to Your Comments
<mailto:wsboh@sboh.wa.gov?subject=Comments%20for%20the%20Immunizations%20Technical%20Advi
19%20shorts%20mandatory%20for%20school%20admission%20or%20childcare%20in%20our%20State%

______________________________________________
From: Crystal Waddington
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:33:03 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
There is no long term studies to document any history of safety. Studies show that both
the vaccinated and unvaccinated can spread Covid. Therefore to mandate this emergency
use vaccine to children who already have a very low risk for Covid is extremely unwise
and possibly very harmful.

______________________________________________
From: Dave Potter
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:06:36 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
Dear Committee Members,
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Reasonably healthy children do not need to be vaccinated for Covid. The number of
deaths of children from Covid was less than a few hundred combined for the last few
years.
Any vaccinations should be voluntary. Children or adults with commorbiditys should ask
for the shot if they think it will protect them.
The current strain is very week and will pass quickly.
Please do not make it mandatory. You will be create major rebellion. Remember
Virginia!!!
Thanks
Dave Potter
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Brenda Oster
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:59:13 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Chad Bowman
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:10:39 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Amanda Serven
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:57:11 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Denys Lemoine
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:18:33 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Bonnie Soule
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:46:38 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Ella Prokhor
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:25:44 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:17:09 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW:

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: LeeAnn Burdick <leeanntburdick@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 10:06 AM
To: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject:

External Email
We the constituents and community members of this great State of Washington,
DEMAND the Washington State Board of Health (WSBOH) REFUSE to make COVID
vaccinations/shots mandatory for children of Washington State for childcare and school
admission. Due to the following reasons:
1. COVID vaccines remain under Emergency Use Authorization
2. Children under the age of 18 have a 99.995% survival rate from COVID infection
3. Children have a higher chance of death or adverse reaction to COVID vaccines than
COVID-19

Sent from my iPad

______________________________________________
From: Edward Polack
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:40:24 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Augustina Boyer-Redman
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:37:15 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: About this mess you are trying to call a law
External Email
You should not be able to take away our rights to put our kids in school just because we
don't want the vax, we have the right to refuse without us paying for it. You are taking
away our rights slowly but surely. If you guys make this mandated that they have to
have the covid shot or else they don't get to go to school, I'm moving to a better state
that doesn't. You're going to lose alot of people in this state! Stop mandated the stupid
shot! You don't mandate the flu shot! Stop this ridiculousness! You are not the owners of
our body and our life and our choice!

______________________________________________
From: Carlee Hornback
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:13:33 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Ben Sharpe
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:44:45 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments regarind Vaccination Requirement for School Children
External Email
Good Morning,
I am not “anti-Vax”, both my wife and I have been fully vaccinated however I do not
support a mandate for all school age kids to be required to be vaccinated for a number of
reasons.

1.
Covid Vaccination, especially given the vaccines are still under EUA, should be a
decision between patient and doctor and not a requirement of the schools. I understand
that other vaccines are required, however they are all FDA approved while Covid vaccines
are not approved by FDA.
2.
Covid in children is generally mild and therefore the risk of Covid related infection
does not necessitate requiring children to be vaccinated and exposing them to the risks
of the vaccine. My kids have all had Covid and all of them responded well and thankfully
had a very minor case.
3.
At minimum natural immunity should be allowed as an alternative to vaccination
when considering vaccination status and Covid risk in children. That’s only common
sense. There are a huge number of studies that demonstrate natural immunity is better
than the vaccine especially against Delta and Omicron. Here’s one out of Israel that
demonstrates natural immunity is vastly superior to vaccination
(https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.08.24.21262415v1
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.medrxiv.org%2Fcontent%2F
)
4.
There are risks of cardiac adverse events in kids post vaccination which are well
known and documented
(https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.08.30.21262866v1
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.medrxiv.org%2Fcontent%2F
) which are pretty scary.
5.
This same study indicates kids are 4-6 times more likely to develop myocarditis
than end up in the hospital for any reason associated with Covid. Think about that for a
second - 4-6x risk of a terrible heart disease versus being admitted to the hospital due to
covid.
The bottom line is that requiring vaccination is trying to solve a problem that barely
exists and exposes children to potential health challenges as a result of the vaccine.
Parents and doctors should be allowed to make risk reward decisions for their children
and schools are not a significant at risk environment for Covid 19 related illness.
Ben

______________________________________________
From: Brad Ishler
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:59:30 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Glen Felkins
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:23:36 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Christy Bernabe
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:53:33 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: GW Fisher
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:39:48 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Darci Cole
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:46:34 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid
External Email
Your overstepping your bounds. Please read the constitution. You work for us. We will not
stand for this. Leave our kids alone. You will not put us into camps.
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Angela Miller
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:24:03 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:22:25 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW:

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov>
360-236-4105

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01%
| Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH%
|Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: yvonne montesi <yvonnemontesi@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 5:22 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject:

External Email
don't vaccinate my grandchildren

-Yvonne Montesi

______________________________________________
From: Dennis Ford
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:04:30 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Anna Korukova
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:17:59 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Carlee Magers
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:29:09 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Daniel Forsman
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:30:17 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: April Hougham
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:32:45 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Angela Gula
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:05:08 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dedra Matson
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:30:04 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid restrictions
External Email
To Whom It May Concern, I write these in opposition to any use of law enforcement or
detainment facilities for Covid as well as school immunizations, to ensure parental
consent. I believe these measures are draconian and will result in increased exodus from
the state. The effects are not worth the cost. Please do not implement these
unconstitutional measures and consider the effects on the lives and needs of ALL
Washington citizens. With Concern, Dedra Matson

______________________________________________
From: Elissa Mead
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:53:16 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
There are no long term studies showing what the potential long term side effects of the
vaccine are for children.
The vaccine doesn't stop the spread of covid and children have an extremely low risk of
covid.

______________________________________________
From: Darren Ross
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:03:02 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons: it’s a bioweapon!!!
Thanks, Darren.
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Amanda Keesee
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:21:31 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Carol Martin
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:02:54 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Amy Trimble
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:01:57 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Elizabeth Siregar
Sent: 1/7/2022 5:10:43 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Emily Bowman
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:19:05 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: ANNA CARLING
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:22:13 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Danielle Peterson
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:00:09 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Ali Dammarell
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:10:56 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
1) This virus will not be eradicated. Putting our children, and our future, at a serious
health risk by forcing them to get this vaccine is not only morally wrong, but also goes
against freedom of choice.
2) There is not enough long term evidence to determine whether or not this vaccine is
both effective, and safe.

______________________________________________
From: Cathy Reiling
Sent: 1/7/2022 1:52:21 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
*
*
*
*
Covid,
*

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
therefore,
The vaccine apparently does not stop thespread of the disease

Cathy Reiling
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Arol Delashaw
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:00:17 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cathy Schlieman
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:12:39 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Christina Blakeley
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:59:25 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Celeste Morris
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:46:12 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Chazidie Lane
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:27:54 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:05:31 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: comment regarding adding Covid vaccine requirements for public school

attachments\507D60B00FAE4075_~WRD0001.jpg

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov>
360-236-4105

Website
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From: KBR Patrick <kbrpatrick40@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 11:09 AM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: comment regarding adding Covid vaccine requirements for public school

External Email
Michelle,

STOP! just stop what you are doing to our children.

I will pull my children from public school the minute that this or any further vaccines
without full phase 3 testing is required. Do not subject them to "Test to Stay" either.
Testing to prove they are healthy will have lasting psychological impacts. These children
are not guilty of being unhealthy until proven innocent by a test...they are already
innocent.

You have absolutely no standing to make these current vaccines a requirement.

This would be crossing a line you could never come back from. All public trust in you as
an entity would be lost forever.

Using children to "save elderly" is an absolute disgrace. Subjecting young bodies to yet
unknown side effects is beyond reprehensible.

Trading parental choice for education is absolutely a nonstarter.

I hope you have common sense enough to see what a slippery slope you are standing
above with this decision.

Stand up for our parental choice to know what is best for our individual children and do
not deprive our children of education for an untested vaccine with a small efficacy. Which
side are you on? Pharma or children's education?

There are too many unanswered questions to trade my child's health for their education.

Sincerely,

Kbr Patrick

ReplyForward

______________________________________________
From: dorel harris
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:12:41 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: DAVID WILLIS
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:01:24 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Anita Ford
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:55:50 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State because:
1) Though children are at low risk for getting Covid, they may be at high health risk from
vaccines that have no long-term studies for either efficacy or for harm. There are adults
who have died from the vaccines.
2) It is a documented fact that the vaccines do not stop the spread of Covid. Even
vaccinated people can and do transmit Covid.
Therefore, mandatory vaccines for children expose them to possible health risks,
undercutting the parental right to safeguard their children’s health as they see fit. Our
public schools must remain under local authority that is accountable to the parents, not
the government.

______________________________________________
From: Ashley Bos
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:00:17 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dave houchin
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:19:12 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Sent from my iPad
Dave Houchin
28011 187th Ave SE
Kent, WA. 98042
253-293-9341

______________________________________________
From: Gil Linn
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:16:17 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
To whom it may concern: I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school
admission or childcare in our State for the following Reasons:
The vaccines have done nothing to stop transmission nor have the mandates.
Remember two weeks to flatten the curve?
People who have been fully vaccinated with two shots and boosters are still transmitting
and ending up sick and in the hospital.
Children have a very low rate of infection or complication and all of these lockdowns and
mandates have done nothing, but make people lose their livelihoods.
The vaccines have not been studied long term we don't know what long term affects
these will have on children and adults.
They are still only under Emergency Authorization and it is quite concerning how this
state is wanting to control every aspect of our lives.
We urge you to vote against this.
Sincerely, The Marrero Family

______________________________________________
From: andrea roscoe
Sent: 1/7/2022 3:14:43 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Christian Camarena
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:18:55 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Eric Howland
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:37:12 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Thank You,
Eric Howland
Cell # 425-890-5484

______________________________________________
From: Bethany M
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:15:52 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
If vaccinations do not prevent the spread of Covid or getting sick why should we
vaccinate children?
More children are at risk for heart problems from the vaccine than the disease. Without
recourse if a child has health problems from the vaccine making it mandatory isn't fair.
It's not just to require a medical product for children that does not have long term safety
data.
For these reasons please do not made this product mandatory.
Bethany

______________________________________________
From: Donna Trent
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:10:07 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 vaccinations mandatory for school admission or
childcare in our State for the following Reasons:
COVID-19 is contracted even if people or children have vaccinations. A vaccination does
not guarantee that a person will get not get Covid-19 A vaccination doesn’t determine
how ill a person will be with COVID-19.
There is so much controversy about the vaccinations and children”s deaths resulting from
the vaccinations it would be the wise choice to not require vaccinations for children to
attend school.

______________________________________________
From: Alicia Brose
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:19:52 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Anya Hartshorn
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:02:21 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:

*
*
*
*
Covid,
*

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
therefore,
The vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of the disease

Anya Hartshorn
www.hartshornhopscotch.com
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.hartshornhopscotch.com%2F&

______________________________________________
From: Ellen Schroeter
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:14:05 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Covid Vaccines aren’t thoroughly tested to understand long term effects
The “vaccine” isn’t preventing covid
Kids aren’t getting covid and if they do they recover quickly
Government shouldn’t decide who gets vaxed - only the doc should determine what’s
best for the patient

Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Cindy Makena
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:30:25 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Chris Gamache
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:13:55 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid shots for children
External Email
Please, please, please do not require children to get Covid shots to attend school. We
KNOW that children do well with Covid - actually better than with the flu. We KNOW that
the shots have adverse effects on children - some have even died from the shot. We also
KNOW that children do not infect adults. To deny these facts, is to deny scientific facts
that the CDC and Fauci have finally admitted to.
If you have any sense of the right thing to do, DO NOT put a vaccine mandate in place
for our children.
Thank you,
Chris

______________________________________________
From: eric dant
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:59:47 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: BOH meeting on January 12, 2022
External Email
As a resident and voter in WA state, I would like to state the following:
1.
I OPPOSE the Board’s formation of a Technical Advisory Group (TAG) to review
information about COVID-19 shots for consideration of mandating the shots for school. I
oppose COVID-19 shot mandates, period!
2.
I SUPPORT Informed Choice Washington’s Petition for Rulemaking (see below) —
our petition is item 11 on the January 12th agenda. It was filed by Xavier Figueroa, PhD,
on behalf of ICWA, and asks the Board to establish a new rule that prohibits adding any
Emergency Use Authorized (EUA) product, or any licensed product that lacks completed
Phase 3 trial studies, to the school required list.
As noted in the Petition Filing, we are requesting the WA State Board of Health adopt a
new, permanent rule prohibiting the Board from adding to the daycare or school
requirements any Emergency Use Authorized (EUA) product or any licensed product
formulation which has not yet completed Phase 3 clinical trials. This new rule request
pertains to any and all avenues through which the Board has authority to add medical
intervention requirements, including through regular or emergency rule-making.
We are requesting this Rule because despite the absence of an FDA licensed COVID-19
vaccine formulation with completed Phase 3 trial studies in children, and despite CDCacknowledged risks of myocarditis and blood clots and the data showing children are not
at high risk of severe disease or death from COVID-19, the BOH has gathered a Technical
Advisory Group (TAG) to examine adding COVID-19 vaccines to daycare & school
requirements. This new rule is needed immediately to ensure that federal EUA
regulations are upheld & to protect fully informed consent, which prohibits the use of
coercion or undue influence, such as can be exerted by state requirements.
Thank you for your consideration.
Eric Dant M.D.
Spokane, WA 99224

______________________________________________
From: Carla Baca
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:03:29 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Children are at low risk and the vaccine does not help stop the spread of Covid so what is
the point?!

______________________________________________
From: Denise Anderson
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:56:55 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Amanda Leoni
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:03:05 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Carlena Bergstrom
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:30:40 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am Writing to voice my concern and objection for forced vaccinations, especially for
children. This is beyond over reaching and honestly terrifying that this is even proposed.
Carlie Rickabaugh

Get Outlook for iOS
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fo0ukef&data=04%7C0

______________________________________________
From: Dustin Miller
Sent: 1/7/2022 3:06:50 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
*
*
*
*
Covid,
*

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
therefore,
The vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of the disease

______________________________________________
From: Christopher Grohall
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:22:33 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Chelsea Ochoa
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:31:21 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Amanda Hatton
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:36:22 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: djrucker10@gmail.com
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:05:08 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons: l believe that young people should not be vaccinated
to go to school. It’s Unknown what side effects they might be subjected to in the future,
to risky. Let’s move on and live as normal as possible, I want my grandchildren’s lives to
be free of a any vaccinations that could alter their lives. Stop this lunacy!
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Angie Goard
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:07:25 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Denell Allen
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:06:43 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cynthia Hodges
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:34:43 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Annalise Reed
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:37:14 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Andrea McKinney
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:30:18 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Douglas Dealy
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:23:00 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Deanna Morgan-Serl
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:51:16 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Amber Buckles
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:56:55 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Bonnie Wilson
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:07:17 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/5/2022 1:08:57 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: COVID 19 Vaccine Mandate

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: aridgely.wrs <aridgely.wrs@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 5, 2022 12:59 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>; Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH)
<Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>; Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
<Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>;
Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH) <kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
<Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>; Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
<Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>; Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH)
<Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
<Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>;
Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH) <Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: FW: COVID 19 Vaccine Mandate

External Email

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone

-------- Original message -------From: "aridgely.wrs" <aridgely.wrs@gmail.com <mailto:aridgely.wrs@gmail.com> >
Date: 1/2/22 8:08 PM (GMT-08:00)

To: wsboh@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:wsboh@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: COVID 19 Mandate

I strongly believe the decision to mandate this vaccine, especially while approved for
emergency purposes for this age group, will hurt all of our schools. I believe strongly in
medical freedom as well as the right to a robust public education earned thru our tax
dollars. Regardless of if someone or I am pro or anti covid vaccine our schools stand to
loss an even larger number of students if this is pushed thru. As of last reported WA
schools overall enrollment is down 55k since the beginning of the pandemic and
estimated to grow larger not smaller per reports. OSPI has asked for more funding to
bridge this gap that has been filled with Covid dollars, which will not last. Each student is
estimated to equal 18k in yearly funding. So my question is simple how many more
families will pull their children out in search of homeschool, charter or private options and
what will be left for the children left in our public system regardless of vaccination status.
Even if only a few more % leave there will districts that will be left behind.
#stopthemandate

I have personally pulled my two children out of public school both last year and this
current year. This decision will be the tipping point to going back next year or continuing
with homeschool. I have also began exploring charter and private options. I am not alone
I have over a dozen friends in our state that have removed their children as well.
Including mine we now have over 8 new homeschool friends, and 8 friends in private or
charter options. Recently I have had 5 others reach out to me to ask about homeschool
to gear up in case of a mandate. I'm just one Mom who knows 16+ students that have
left.

I am currently leaving my children unvaccinated for the reasons of one, they have had
covid and recovered fine and two because I of the a growing risk of Myocarditis. This is
vaccine that has proven to not stop the spread of this disease. Vaccinated people can still
both get covid and spread covid. So in relation to a group that has less than a 1% chance
of sever illness and even less of death the decision should be left to the parents. I would
never tell anyone what to do with their children nor should anyone tell me what to do
with mine.

Thank you for you time,

Alisha Ridgely

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone

______________________________________________
From: Garrett Creal
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:58:50 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
It is absurd to require an ineffective vaccine that neither prevents the contraction of the
virus or the ability to transmit the virus. This is an experimental treatment with unknown
long term effects for a virus that has over a 99.9% survivability rate in children!
Stop this maddness

______________________________________________
From: Gary White
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:36:04 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Candis Int-Hout
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:28:00 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations TAG
External Email
Wow, just got this information. This information was not widely known that comments
could be made or I would have done it as soon as I learned of it. The vaccine is in
emergency use, meaning it is experimental.
I oppose any mandates of any kind of experimental drugs on our citizens (think
Tuskagee). The pandemic is OVER. It is now an endemic and a common cold.
Furthermore, open schools fully and get those masks off of our children. I hope you will
also discuss that. I don't believe that mother nature intended us to breathe daily through
manmade fibers and all of those nanoparticles going into our lungs. Masks are affecting
the health of children when the virus itself poses no risk to healthy children. Children at
risk should take whatever precautions their parents feel are necessary.
No vaccines for children. If you say yes, you are just helping Fauci sell vaccines from
pharmaceutical companies.

______________________________________________
From: Greg Taylor
Sent: 1/6/2022 3:07:25 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
1. The shot is not stopping transmission
2. Children are in a VERY low risk group as it relates to covid illness
3. Mandates are currently being challenged in court and no action should be taken to
further pursue until court cases are resolved
4. Parents have God given rights to decide how their children are to be treated, not the
government
Greg Taylor

______________________________________________
From: Chris Zimmerman
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:29:38 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: christopher rizzi
Sent: 1/7/2022 1:00:04 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Gary Lent
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:37:35 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Ann Marie Eberhart
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:04:19 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
As noted by CBS reporter Jan Crawford during a Face the Nation roundtable discussion
December 26, 2021, children have, by far, the lowest risk for serious COVID-19
infection; COVID policies have therefore had an outsized impact on children and teens.
Children’s health is also being decimated by COVID jab mandates. A declaration signed
by 16,000 doctors and scientists calls for the elimination of all COVID jab mandates for
children.
The U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention is also monitoring eight cases of
myocarditis in 5- to 11-year-olds who got the Pfizer COVID jab. Adding insult to injury,
it’s now clear the shots are not providing the protection promised.
Suicide attempts among girls rose 51% in 2021. Between 2019 and 2020, adolescent
overdose mortality rose from 2.35 per 100,000 to
4.58 per 100,000, a 94.3% increase.
Fentanyl fatalities among teens nearly tripled between 2019 to 2020, and represented
76.6% of adolescent overdose deaths in 2021.
PLEASE do not do this to our children!
Ann Marie Eberhart
Gig Harbor, WA

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 3:00:08 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: (No Subject)

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111
-----Original Message----From: me <cleopatraayla@protonmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 7:22 AM
To: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: (No Subject)
External Email
Dear Sirs ;
This issue of whether to give a shot that contains human embryonic tissue in it to
children should not even be a issue. A unborn baby must be alive to extract these dna
cells to be used in these shots, while the dna is extracted.
Please watch interview in the link.
Please reconsider the things this shot contains and the consequences of what it will do to
our most vulnerable ....our children.
Thank you.
Sincerely..
A concerned Grandmother of 17
Terri Lynn

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Frumble.com%2Fvcq539the-unborn-babies-used-for-vaccine-development-were-alive-at-tissueextract.html&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Cbbd52a7a21274e3bbe5b08d9d2317

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Frumble.com%2Fvcq539the-unborn-babies-used-for-vaccine-development-were-alive-at-tissueextract.html&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Cbbd52a7a21274e3bbe5b08d9d2317
Sent from ProtonMail mobile

Sent from ProtonMail mobile

______________________________________________
From: DWAYNE- CCI
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:26:55 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:

Sent via the Samsung Galaxy Z Fold3 5G, an AT&T 5G smartphone
Get Outlook for Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2FAAb9ysg&data=04%7C

______________________________________________
From: Carol Schweitzer
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:18:21 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: dlajs@aol.com
Sent: 1/7/2022 5:47:45 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons: vaccinations are not
proven to stop covid. Our children don't need anything going into their bodies especially
when the long term effects aren't known. It's not the states job to be making anything
mandatory children are not at major risk for covid.
Vote NO.
Debbie Alexander

Sent from the all new AOL app for Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fplay.google.com%2Fstore%2Fapp

______________________________________________
From: Andrew Seeker
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:32:59 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: David Hjelt
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:26:16 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Vaccines were never designed to stop infection. Read Pfizer’s own SEC filing.
Emergancy use is a gimmick. None if the shots are proven nor are they licensed.
Children are harmed w more side effects when having to take mrna vaccines. Does
terrible damage to the body’s spike protein and forms blood clots! This is a very bad
health decision. Follow the science, not Fauci and the Democrat agenda!
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Brian Steele
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:00:02 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
All vaccines currently recommended and required for school age children have been
studied and tested for countless years, but the COVID-19 vaccine has not. Therefore, the
full long-term effects on children are still unknown. Please do not make this mandatory,
as that would be unethical.
Brian Steele

______________________________________________
From: Elysha Hunter
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:14:35 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Anastasia Harper
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:07:51 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Elizabeth Bienas
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:48:26 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Christen Blakeslee
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:32:05 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
*
*
*
*
Covid,
*

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
therefore,
The vaccine apparently does not stop thespread of the disease

A concerned ,Washington State citizen,
Christen Blakeslee

______________________________________________
From: Benton Payne
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:02:11 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Amber Bell
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:27:19 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Francine McCormick-Cook
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:12:51 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons: it is not proven to stop the spread& there have been
widespread side effects.

______________________________________________
From: Gro Brekkaa
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:28:10 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Don’t see any reason for kids to be mandatorily vaccinated because they seem to be able
to fight off the virus just fine.
There is no immunity with the vaccine anyway and seem to be just as much of a carrier
of the virus vaccinated or not.
Please do NOT make this mandatory.
Sincerely,
Gro Brekkaa

______________________________________________
From: Casey Johnson
Sent: 1/5/2022 10:56:30 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid Mandates for 1-12-22
External Email
This is absolutely disgusting, you all need to rethink this action. Stop pushing your
garbage on our kids. You people are criminals and this needs to stop.

______________________________________________
From: Allen Kulp
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:18:07 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
No one knows the long term affect on young children.
Children have a very low chance of becoming seriously ill.
Al Kulp

______________________________________________
From: David Mutton
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:43:30 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Barton Blair
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:58:18 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
At what point do we say enough is enough, right now on average we would be agreeing
to vaccinating our kids up to 3 times a year. As we have seen from study after study 1,2
and even 3 vaccines may not be enough to sustain protection from a virus that
statistically has not been detrimental to children.

And according to a study
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.aap.org%2Fen%2Fpages%2
novel-coronavirus-covid-19-infections%2Fchildren-and-covid-19-state-level-datareport%2F&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C7dba42447afc40c9954508d9d178c26d%7C11d
by the American Academy of Pediatrics, just released and updated as of 12/30/21
children have represented just zero to 0.027 percent of all COVID-related deaths, with a
total of 803 American children dying of COVID over the last two years.
That is less than the number of total deaths from both the flu and a respiratory syncytial
virus in a normal year.
The study also found that among the 24 states reporting their data, 0.1 percent to 1.6
percent of all their child COVID-19 cases resulted in hospitalization.
Last week, the CDC also reported that weekly deaths in people 18 to 29 had decreased to
zero from one in 5 million the week prior - lower than the number of deaths from car
accidents, suicides and firearms in young people.

Stop the madness!

______________________________________________
From: Amy Gillespie
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:38:55 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: alan adams
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:05:52 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am an 11-year resident of Pierce County, Washington and I am opposed to making
COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in our State for the
following Reasons:
*
*
*
*
Covid,
*

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
therefore,
The vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of the disease

Alan L Adams
Commander, USN (retired)
253-576-4259

______________________________________________
From: Bruce Womack
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:45:10 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Amy Cheadle
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:06:51 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Duane Fisher
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:27:22 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:19:03 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Covid 19 policies

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov
360-236-4105
Website| Facebook |Twitter
-----Original Message----From: Bren Cooke <bcooke7@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 11:33 AM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Covid 19 policies
External Email
Dear Michelle:
Regarding the upcoming discussion and vote on Covid 19 policies that include (but are
not limited to) involuntary quarantine, vaccination, detention, testing, or vaccination
requirements for children - I urge you to reject any more overreaching and unethical
policies. We staunchly oppose the proposed measures.
Regards,
Brennen Cooke

______________________________________________
From: Denise Willmaser
Sent: 1/7/2022 3:10:08 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Chad Oslund
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:42:31 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Candace Wegner
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:43:13 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Amber Caulk
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:11:21 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Alisa Mazziotti
Sent: 1/6/2022 12:29:26 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons: It is not necessary and these shots are STILL under
EUA. My child will not be taking any experimental drugs.

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:55:26 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: C19 vaccine requirements

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov>
360-236-4105

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01%
| Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH%
|Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: Michelle Lea HCS Office <hcs.mlea@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 12:09 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: C19 vaccine requirements

External Email
To whom it may concern,
I am writing as a concerned parent about the possibility of COVID vaccine mandates for
school attendance. Data has consistently shown children to be at low risk for severe
disease from COVID. Adults can choose to be vaccinated to protect themselves from
severe disease. Current virus strains are showing to evade vaccines. And given there is
no long term data on the efficacy or side effects of these vaccines in children, one has
the right to weigh risks to benefits and decide what right for their child’s health. Using
the comparison of currently required vaccines is not appropriate with this EUA vaccine.
Again, there is no long term data or listed potential side effects

I also would like you to think about this. Are you prepared to compensate parents of
children that are vaccine injured should that prove to be the case? And is the district able

to handle budget cuts should there be a reduction in student enrollment.

As a parent I don’t feel comfortable giving this vaccine to my daughter and will pull ther
from public school if this mandate is implemented.

Thank you for your consideration

Michelle Lea

______________________________________________
From: Angela Henderson
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:51:25 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dennis Harrington
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:47:51 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: C Jean Homer
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:16:54 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Alexis Drais
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:33:50 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cindie Boyles
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:29:37 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Amanda
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:03:20 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
*
*
*
*
Covid,
*

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
therefore,
The vaccine apparently does not stop thespread of the disease

______________________________________________
From: Eric Crosley
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:43:28 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Gail Frowick
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:15:16 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Alissa Long
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:42:37 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Elizabeth Rawlings
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:44:17 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brianna Ames
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:09:33 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Deon Payne
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:01:05 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Christy Avey
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:22:21 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Amanda Fehler
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:37:31 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Al SHOR
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:35:30 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Darcey Elston
Sent: 1/6/2022 3:37:36 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Colby LeClaire
Sent: 1/6/2022 12:46:59 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
1. Children at at extremely low risk for Covid.
2. There are no long term studies to document any history of safety
For the reasons above, my children will not be getting the vaccine and if required to do
so, will be pulled from the public school system.
Sincerely,
Colby LeClaire
253.329.8060

______________________________________________
From: Deborah Marcel
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:00:31 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Caitlynn Besel
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:11:28 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Elizabeth Zelinski
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:19:16 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Ann Thalén
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:56:07 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
The data from the CDC as of 1/4/22 shows 823 children 18 and under have died with
covid. Of that there is no tracking of how many of those children had comorbidites. To
contrast this, 500 kids die of the common cold RSV virus each year.
There are 72.4 million children 18 and and under in the US population and our legislators
want to make recomendations for healthy children based on 823 children that have died
with covid with no solid stats on how many of those that have died from covid.
There are parts of the world where the vaccine is scarce, there are healthcare workers
dying overseas that don't have access to the vacines. Nations suffering because they
don't have access to the vaccine, perhaps we should start thinking about others around
the world rather then mandating a vacine on the group least impacted by covid!
Please do not mandate the vacine!
Thank you,
Ann Thalen

Sent from my T-Mobile 4G LTE Device
Get Outlook for Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2FAAb9ysg&data=04%7C

______________________________________________
From: Chris Toffler
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:38:02 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Erin Uberuaga
Sent: 1/7/2022 3:58:13 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Devon Christensen
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:53:24 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: board meeting
External Email
Dear board
I OPPOSE the Board’s formation of a Technical Advisory Group (TAG) to review
information about COVID-19 shots for consideration of mandating the shots for school.
You oppose COVID-19 shot mandates, period
I SUPPORT Informed Choice Washington’s Petition for Rulemaking (see below) — our
petition is item 11 on the January 12th agenda. It was filed by Xavier Figueroa, PhD, on
behalf of ICWA, and asks the Board to establish a new rule that prohibits them from
adding any Emergency Use Authorized (EUA) product, or any licensed product that lacks
completed Phase 3 trial studies, to the school required list.
Devon Christense RN BSN

______________________________________________
From: Cathy Enyeart
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:41:18 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: comments regarding school vaccination requirements for Washington State
External Email
To members of the Washington State Board of Health:
It has been brought to my attention that there will be a meeting on Jan. 12, 2022,
discussing the requirement of children to get the Covid-19 shot in order to attend the
schools here in Washington.
I am 100% AGAINST this requirement and will tell you why:
1. The Covid 'vaccine' is still under EUA. We don't know the long term effects of this shot
and forcing children to take it, not knowing how it will affect them both now and later in
life, is wrong.
2. Children are not getting or spreading the disease in large numbers. It is wrong to use
children as a 'shield' to protect adults.
3. Healthy children do not get serious symptoms from having Covid. Their symptoms are
more like having a cold.
4. Children already have many vaccines that they need to take in order to attend school.
Who knows what all of these vaccines are doing to their bodies?
5. Natural, acquired immunity is much better than what is received by taking the shot. It
also is effective against the entire virus, so it will protect the person from any of the
variants
6. The current shot does not protect anyone from getting or spreading the virus. There is
no benefit to taking it, but may have a huge cost if the child reacts to it. When the shot
first came out against the original virus, there may have been some advantage for those
'at risk' to take it. Those 'at risk' would be the elderly or those with serious health issues,
NOT children.
I would encourage you to view the Covid VAERS website and look at the side effects
people have experienced from this shot. In the past, if a shot or drug caused as many as
50 deaths, it would be pulled and no longer used.
Requiring these shots for admission will do damage to hundreds if not thousands of
children. For the parents who are against the shot, they will pull their children out of
public schools and either homeschool or put their children in private schools.
Also, on your agenda for this meeting is to discuss the use of law enforcement to force
citizens into quarantine facilities for medical examination, testing, treatment, counseling
and/or vaccination. ARE YOU SERIOUS???????????
This is NOT China! This is the USA!!! What are these camps for? And why do YOU have
the RIGHT to make a decision about where we as American citizens live? Please put
yourself in our position and think logically and sensibly! You are accountable to make a
wise decision and this screams 'communism' to me! How is this different than the
Germans taking the Jews and others to concentration camps against their will?
If people want to take the Covid shot they can. However, we should not be forced to take
a shot we do not want! First, there are thousands who have natural immunity. Then
there is no guarantee that the shot will prevent us from getting the virus. In fact, most of

the people I know who have gotten the Omicron variant, have been immunized. At this
point, what is best for the country is for most of us to get it and have natural immunity.
I have lived in Washington for 20 years. Since most of my children and grandchildren live
here, I want to stay, but if you make this decision to force people into camps, I'm afraid,
we will have to move elsewhere.
I implore you to seriously consider this decision and its ramifications. One must consider
mental as well as physical health. Covid has a 99.7% chance of survival! Don't you think
these measures are more than a bit harsh?
Instead of pushing vaccines, why not focus on early treatment? Why not focus on
education about how to increase our immunity? For 2 years all we have heard is that the
vaccine will fix everything. Well, it hasn't and it never will! It is insane to keep going
down this road if, in fact you are concerned about our health rather than being focused
on being in control.
Please do the right thing here. I am sure you would have received thousands of emails if
others knew about this. I just happened to have read an email form an organization just
yesterday, that the deadline to write is today at noon.
I plan on attending this meeting virtually and am hoping to hear that you oppose these
measures.
Cathy Enyeart

______________________________________________
From: Beverly Enyeart
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:37:50 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 12:09:37 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Comments Regarding WSBOH Decision to Recommend the Covid Vaccine
Requirement for School Aged Children

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov>
360-236-4105

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01%
| Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH%
|Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: Chris Lapins <chrislapins932@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 11:49 AM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Cc: Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH) <Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>; Donahoe, Kaitlyn N (SBOH)
<kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Re: Comments Regarding WSBOH Decision to Recommend the Covid Vaccine
Requirement for School Aged Children

External Email
This email is in regards to next Wednesday's Washington State Board of Health Meeting
where it will be decided whether or not to recommend the Coronavirus Vaccine as a
requirement for school aged children in public schools and daycares.

I am writing to express my disapproval of & opposition to possible Covid-19 vaccine
mandates for elementary school children. My disapproval comes directly from the fact
that children are at the lowest risk for infection & as a result there is no health crisis
among them. Additionally, each available vaccination has been only approved by the FDA
under "emergency use authorization". As such these vaccines are all experimental and
their long term effects are unknown. It would be not only superfluous to require this
particular vaccine for young children, but also heinous. I hope that this be taken

seriously into consideration by the BOH during the next meeting and all sequential
meetings thereafter.

Thank you for your time,
Chris Lapins
King County Resident

______________________________________________
From: Glenna Jo Donahoo
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:27:26 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Camille Marsteller
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:48:49 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Alison Harris
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:04:36 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: David Harmon
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:53:36 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Anthony & Toni
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:56:06 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:

*

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid

*

The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)

*

There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety

*
Studies now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit Covid,
therefore,
*

The vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of the disease

*
HIPAA laws are in place to ensure privacy of matters of health; these mandates
attack such privacy

Let parents make health decisions for their children.
Regards,
Anthony Felix

Sent with ProtonMail
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fprotonmail.com%2F&data=04%7C
Secure Email.

______________________________________________
From: Elijah Kuhn
Sent: 1/6/2022 11:30:18 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: gunmer@centurytel.net
Sent: 1/6/2022 2:25:49 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: covid vaccine mandate
External Email
Hello,
I am writing as a voice for our children. The Covid vaccine should in NO WAY be
mandated for our children to attend school or child care. Children are at an extremely
low risk for Covid. Remember, children are the future of our nation. Vaccines are still
only emergency use authorization.
Sincerely,
Merleen Smith
Parent, Grandparent on behalf of our children.

______________________________________________
From: David Barrington
Sent: 1/7/2022 3:02:01 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Crystal Carpenter
Sent: 1/7/2022 1:48:16 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Beatrice Muir
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:36:53 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Amy Fuller
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:17:54 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
It’s unconstitutional, it’s against many religions, there is no evidence or data that shows
that children getting vaccinated helps, I do not trust putting this vaccine in my child’s
body and it scares the heck out of me. I’m terrified that it will kill our children!
Amy Fuller

______________________________________________
From: Andrea Hendricks
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:45:28 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Carman johnson
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:18:56 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Erin Olsen
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:53:11 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: GUY HOLCOMB
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:33:11 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
1. The covid mRNA vaccine in a new, untested and unproven medical
application that is still experimental.
2. Children have a very low risk of developing serious life
threatening complications from covid.
3. Children have a very low risk from becoming seriously ill from covid.
4. The side effects of the mRNA shot may be life threatening or cause death.
5. Complications from the mRNA shot may cause a lifetime of disease
and may shorten their life
6. The mRNA shot will interfere with the development of a healthy
natural immune system in the child.
7. Parents should be free to decide whether to give their child the
mRNA shot. Government and schools should not coerce or scare parents
into doing so.
Guy Holcomb
2622 NE 7th St
Renton WA.

______________________________________________
From: Bryan Burn
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:00:12 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
1. The vaccine does not stop the spread of the virus.
2. The vaccines have no long term studies.
3. The FDA has hidden Pfizer's research and preliminary data from the public.
4. Children are at very to extremely low danger from the virus, but are showing serious
health risks from the vaccines. Among them are deadly cardiac issues, especially in boys
under 18.
5. The vaccine manufacturers are legally protected by the government against lawsuits
stemming from issues and side effects caused by the vaccines.
6. It has been proven that males receiving the vaccine after recovering from the Corona
virus run a significantly higher risk of developing cardiac health issues.
Bryan Burn
Mount Vernon

______________________________________________
From: DOH WSBOH
Sent: 1/5/2022 6:23:55 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: comment

-----Original Message----From: Carol Keesler <carol.keesler@icloud.com>
Sent: Saturday, January 1, 2022 11:08 AM
To: DOH WSBOH <WSBOH@SBOH.WA.GOV>
Subject: Vaccine companies do not have to reveal what is in their vials for 75 yrs ,l
wonder why. This is so wrong to be forcing this vaccine mandate on anyone everyone
has a right to know what goes into their bodies and children who have no choice and are
not...
External Email
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Bobby Hatam
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:16:22 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Carol Mastronarfi
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:15:40 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Evgeny Krivosheev
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:30:39 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Canaan Vanderark
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:06:41 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Darlene Stroschein
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:58:34 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:10:51 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Comment on vax requirement for school age children.

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: Emily Meyers <e.meyers@live.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 10:09 AM
Subject: Comment on vax requirement for school age children.

External Email
To whomever it may concern,

We The People/Parents will not tolerate any covid shot requirements for school age
children. We will consent to medical treatment to our children IF we so desire, once we
have had ample time to gather all pertinent information and make a wise and informed
decision, which many of us do not feel have we had time for.
And many of us feel that much more time and information is needed re: safety, and
efficacy, and long term studies from this new product.
Furthermore, it’s proven the Covid shots do not work against variants. Celebrities and
public figures are tweeting/talking about testing positive for Covid, within the last couple
weeks, even though being triple vaxxed(in fact, today, on The View, it was Whoopi
Goldberg).
This, (and many more reasons) and firstly, the fact that you are not our children’s
parents, and secondly, children are not at high risk for Covid, makes this whole decision
mute.

We encourage you to stand for freedom and support the parents in making the best
informed decision for their children.

Let Freedom Ring,

E. Meyers

P.s.

Well-Structured German Study Shows No Deaths among Healthy German Kids Ages 5 to
11

Here is what we find for healthy kids with Covid-19:

-For healthy kids, the risk of going to the hospital is 51 per 100,000
-For healthy kids, the risk of going to the ICU is 8 per 100,000
-For healthy kids, the risk of death is 3 per 1,000,000
-There were no deaths reported in healthy kids older than 5
-Kids 5 to 11 have a lower risk than kids <5 and adolescents 12 to 17
-Kids 5 to 11 have a risk of going to the ICU of 2 in 100,000; 0 died
-Among kids who died of COVID19, 38% were already on palliative/ hospice care

The Germany study shows that risks to healthy kids are very low.

So why the school closures, mask mandates, and vaccinations for children who are not at
risk❓

https://brownstone.org/articles/well-structured-german-study-shows-no-deaths-amonghealthy-german-kids-ages-5-to-11/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fbrownstone.org%2Farticles%2Fwe
structured-german-study-shows-no-deaths-among-healthy-german-kids-ages-5-to11%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C904f11e9944a420a630608d9d2116b9e%7C11

@KanekoaTheGreat

https://t.me/WeTheMedia/42072

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ft.me%2FWeTheMedia%2F42072&

______________________________________________
From: Bryan Case
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:24:40 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Codie Karsten
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:57:42 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Chase Schofield
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:53:31 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Adrienne Nakamura
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:16:01 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Grayson Phillips
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:42:55 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: D Guen
Sent: 1/6/2022 11:52:00 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: COmments for school vaccination Meeting January 12th
External Email
To whom it may concern and the members of the board.
The addition of the Covid vaccine to the required vaccinations for entry to public schools
is not viable. Based on your tenets and criteria that the vaccine must meet to be added it
does not meet several. Mainly that the vaccine does not stop the contraction of the Covid
virus. The CDC and other authoritative sources as well as the manufacturers of the
vaccines have publicly states that it does not stop contractions and transmission of the
virus but only makes it less severe. Based on this alone you must not add it to the
required list of vaccines. To add to this Covid does not pose a significant risk for school
aged children.
-Sincerely,
Dustin Guenthner

______________________________________________
From: Dorothy Neely
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:43:47 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brooke Krekel
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:20:02 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Alan And Clarissa Solomon
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:56:01 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
- These shots are still undergoing trials. The long term safety data is not available, and
we should not mandate an untested medical procedure on our children.
- Children are not at risk from COVID. Yes, they can catch it and transmit it to family
members, but that does not justify damaging the health of our children with an
experimental shot. There are treatments available for COVID. Vaccination is NOT our only
recourse anymore.
- Schools will loose families left and right if you mandate vaccines. Children will be pulled
to homeschool. You will loose funding, and our education crisis will only grow deeper.
Mandating vaccines will be the straw that breaks the camels back. There will be A LOT of
pushback from parents if you mandate them.
Thank you for your attention to this matter. I hope that you do not turn a blind eye to
reason. This is dangerous ground you are walking on. Please don’t play God with the
health and safety of our children.
Clarissa Solomon

______________________________________________
From: Carolina Manita
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:20:52 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brianne Trechter
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:43:58 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: GOOSE CREEK RV PRK
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:46:14 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
1-The Covid shots are not proven - the are still EUA
2-Children are not high risk
3-Studies show that the vaccinated and unvaccinated both spread the disease and
therefor does not stop the spread of the disease.
I feel this tremendous overreach by the Governor of our state and the WSBOH.
Sincerely
Debra Reeve
Wilbur, Washington

______________________________________________
From: Doug Bruneau
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:07:02 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Elizabeth Brown
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:28:19 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: derek divis
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:09:44 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons: Science doesn't support it, it doesn't affect kids,
COVID-19 has over a 99.9% survival rate, parents have the right not inject their child
with an experimental biological agent that still only has emergency authorization and not
full approval, because it doesn't work: does NOT stop transmission or infection, because
if we give up autonomy over our bodies and give that to the government we have
nothing. And please stop with the silly masks, do you also believe that capes allow you to
fly? This is all utter nonsense that we have allowed to gone on for far too long regression as a society.
Do the right thing,
Derek

______________________________________________
From: Gary Sleeger
Sent: 1/6/2022 2:35:32 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group

attachments\6D18B1C04C4141D6_image003.jpg
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:

Gary Sleeger
Wesrep Sales Co. Inc.
Cell: (253) 906-2298
Office: (253) 851-9099
Fax: (253) 851-9944
gsleeger@comcast.net <mailto:gsleeger@comcast.net>

______________________________________________
From: Brayden Allen
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:31:58 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Calvin Slotemaker
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:26:49 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Darcu Cochran
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:57:19 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dawn Olmstead
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:36:02 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Chrissie H
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:19:44 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the immunizations technical advisory board
External Email
To whom it may concern,
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following reasons:
There simply has not been enough time or data to back up the extremely huge risk of
forcing this vaccination among so many children. This will be a colossal liability, and
blood will be on your hands if you allow this to happen. Coercion is not consent.
Making a health decision like this is not your responsibility, ESPECIALLY when we know
for certain that the vaccination does not prevent the spread. Therefore, it is not your
decision whether children receive the shot.
I am both pro vax and also vaccine injured. I understand the risks, and my injury is from
a vaccine that was CHOSEN for me as a kid.
We also know that there has been many reports of side effects both mild and severe
from this vaccine, whether you like to admit it or not. This is a gamble that you can not
afford to take. Not only will you have the wrath of furious parents and law suits but also
a HUGE decline in enrollment. Look at the numbers just from the mask mandate, imagine
when you try to force an experimental vaccine into the bodies of children.
Washington will draw the line here. From every political, ethical and human angle: Wrong
is wrong.

______________________________________________
From: Cindy Anderson
Sent: 1/6/2022 2:56:37 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: 5790E428-2D16-4DCA-85D7-2F9983D23B40
External Email
I'm a resident of Milton, Washington. I am 100% opposed to Manditory vaccines. My
children are my responsibility to care for and make sure they are healthy. Covid vaccines
are not safe, are causing health injuries that can and are life threatening. This is not a
vaccine! This does not stop covid! This does not stop the spread of covid! I am not mis
informed! I am requesting very strongly that Manditory covid injections do not pass. I've
live in Washington State all my life! Was born here, work here, and used to be proud of
it. Not so much anymore! Will sell and move away to protect my family! Thanks , Cindy
Anderson

______________________________________________
From: Ben Tillotson
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:04:17 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Amber Matthews
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:47:41 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: ERIC BURCHAM
Sent: 1/6/2022 12:28:42 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:

______________________________________________
From: Bailey Parsons
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:51:15 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Amy Campbell
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:33:03 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Beth James
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:44:46 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cindy Clapper
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:04:48 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
You can’t mandate what we put in our body some people have already had Covid. Some
people have health reasons that they cannot get the shot.
This is the most horrible thing I have ever heard.
Do NOT mandate this.
Cindy Clapper
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: faf08 (null)
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:04:15 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid vaccine for school
External Email
Please do not mandate the Covid vaccine for childrens attendance in Washington schools.
This will hinder education for so many families unable to get the vaccine. Covid has
already taken so much from our children.

______________________________________________
From: Christopher Lantz
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:30:57 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Angelie Melzer
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:57:13 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Casey OHagan
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:42:37 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: David Niederstadt
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:51:01 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid policies
External Email
I am completely against any of the proposed COVID policies that are overreaching and
immoral.
I am against all of the proposed mandates.

______________________________________________
From: Danielle Gamotis
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:43:59 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid legislation item 8 & 11
External Email
Dear Board of Health,
Though we are in a time where there seems a need to create policy for Public Health, this
is not a political issue, it is a medical issue. As such, it is imperative that you research
and collect a wide spectrum of representatives of the medical field to gain full
understanding before creating such policies for the good of the citizens and I repeat, the
good of the citizens. If you have not done your due diligence in this department let me
share a good source. Dr. Malone, who created the beginning development of mRNA
technology used in multiple vaccine. He knows what he's talking about.
He states
" the risk of death associated with covid-19 in healthy children is virtually non-existent,
as children have significant immunological advantages relative to the older adult
population (>65) which comprises the high-risk cohort for covid-19.
- negligible clinical risks from sars-cov 2 infection exist for healthy children under 18.
-Long-term safety of current covid vaccines and children cannot be determined prior to
instituting such policies without high-powered, reproducible, long-term safety data, risks
to the long-term health status of children remain too high to support use in healthy
children.
- healthy unvaccinated children are critical to achieving herd immunity. Natural immunity
is proven to tolerate infection, benefiting Community protection while there is insufficient
data to assess whether covid-19 vaccines assist in herd immunity."
So according to Dr. Malone, it is a health benefit to our society not to vaccinate children.
These reasons lead me to these conclusions.
I opposeAgenda Item #8, the Board's formation of a Technical Advisory Group (TAG) to review
information about COVID-19 shots for consideration of mandating the shots for school.
You oppose COVID-19 shot mandates, period!
I support
Agenda Item #11 Informed Choice Washington's Petition for Rulemaking. This petition
(filed by Xavier Figueroa, PhD, on behalf of ICWA), asks the Board to establish a new
rule that prohibits them from adding any Emergency Use Authorized (EUA) product, or
any licensed product that lacks completed Phase 3 trial studies, to the school required
list.
Thank you for your service during these troubling times. I can image the pressure and
anxiety it has been for anyone in leadership to navigate and trust that you will stand
strong in performing the duties of serving the people with evidence. Peace be with you.
Sincerely,
Danielle Gamotis

______________________________________________
From: Amy Clark
Sent: 1/7/2022 5:33:02 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Chrissie Williams
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:47:12 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: 90F202E8-737F-4EE3-AA87-FECB73104440
External Email
I am against any of the proposed COVID policies that are overreaching and immoral.
I will pull my children from the school district and relocate somewhere that isn’t forcing
this upon children. I received the vaccine and had nothing but complication.

______________________________________________
From: Gina Hemstreet
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:18:05 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Anna Walen
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:49:11 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons: -children are at extremely low risk for
complications/or even death related to Covid. -School-age children are at low risk for
spreading the virus to adults. School aged children are required to wear masks, and if
these are so effective (which the science proves cloth masks are not) why should they
need the vaccine? School administrators, teachers and the unions need to start following
the science and not their fears.
Anna Walen RN, MN, ARNP

Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Greg Baltmiskis
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:52:12 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dan & Elissa Galusha
Sent: 1/6/2022 2:47:25 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or
childcare in our State for the following Reasons:
It doesn't work, Children don't need it. Omicron is not life
threatening. It's experimental & look how many have died from vaccine.

______________________________________________
From: Brandie Mallory
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:01:06 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
-First and foremost my son is healthy and has no underlying health conditions that puts
him at risk.
-This is NOT a disease of the unvaccinated as almost everyone I know who has gotten
the vaccine has also contracted Covid (I work in a hospital so keep that in mind)
-Furthermore this is not a pandemic this is an endemic. We need to learn how to get
back to normal life and learn to live with Covid as this disease is never going to go away.
-Less then 800 kids have died from Covid in 2 years.
-Myocarditis and pericarditis after vaccination was most common in males ages 16 to 24.
Cases tended to occur within several days after the second mRNA vaccine dose. There is
NOT any long term studies to show what the effect will be for our kids. As a mom of a
young boy this is beyond concerning. (Harvard Study)
-Children, including very young children, can develop COVID-19. Many of them have no
symptoms. Those that do get sick tend to experience milder symptoms such as lowgrade fever, fatigue, and cough. Severe complications resulting in hospitalization is rare.
(Harvard Study)
-There is zero transparency. FDA want to seal all records 55 years for the mRNA
vaccines.
-If this is mandated ultimately we will pull our kids out of school and home school and
move out of state. I do not co-parent with the government.

Brandie Mallory
Brandie
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Doug White
Sent: 1/7/2022 3:04:49 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: 2FEB83A1-D45B-4EBA-99CF-8AE174699CAF
External Email
I do not think it should be mandatory for kids to have the vaccine I think I should be a
choice for the parents and the children together to decide what's good for the children it
should not be forced on them but the government that's not fair for the children or for
their families

______________________________________________
From: Ann Wiegardt
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:24:09 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
I believe the parents are the best judge of their children's health choices. I am prochoice!
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Children are at low risk for covid and the vaccine is risky, it does have side effects.
Covid vaccines are only for emergency use. There are no long term studies so why
should we expose the vaccine risks to children or adults.
The vaccine doesn't stop the spread of covid.
Please don't make it mandatory for the children. Let the parents make the choice for
their own children as they are doing already.
Sincerely,
Ann Wiegardt

______________________________________________
From: Brian Molby
Sent: 1/6/2022 12:34:58 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
*
*
*
*
Covid,
*

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
therefore,
The vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of the disease

______________________________________________
From: Ann Failoni
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:04:04 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brian Burley
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:58:04 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: April Macdonald
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:13:49 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
• Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
• The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
• There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
• Studies document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit Covid, therefore,
the vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of the disease
Thank you,
April Macdonald
Bellevue, WA

______________________________________________
From: Diana K
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:02:09 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: David Akers
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:46:42 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Ashley Fladeland
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:39:43 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cynthia Essick
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:32:51 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Debra Bowman
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:16:52 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Darren Corbett
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:21:20 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Darya Buzhynskaya
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:59:35 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Anna Barquest
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:49:41 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: b8tes.theresa
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:14:00 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
I am NOT IN SUPPORT OF ANY VACCINE MANDATES. ESPECIALLY FOR CHILDREN.
THIS IS WRONG!
THIS IS UNCONSTITUTIONAL!
THIS IS A VIOLATION IF MY FREEDOMS!
Sent from my T-Mobile 4G LTE Device

______________________________________________
From: Derrick Donati
Sent: 1/6/2022 2:23:35 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons: the risk to children / kids from covid is next to none
, and is less a threat then the adverse reaction to the vaccine/ gene therapy. It is
unethical, unconstitutional and unsafe to mandate experimental drugs when the clinical
trials will not even be completed for years to come and as the results recorded on the
vaers report is showing these shots should only be given to those in the high risk groups
only and only by their informed consent via the Nuremberg code which bans forced
medical coercion and testing. All those who violate these recognized global ethical laws
should be prosecuted.
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: April R. Featherkile
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:58:59 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
The creator of the mRNA "vaccine" Dr Malone plus scores of other more learned
physicians than Dr Fauci have all recommended against vaccinating young children. We
do not know the long term side effects of these chemicals. What if future generations
develops life time disabilities or deformities. Remember the drug thalidimide?
A small fraction of kids get this disease. I think you are catering to the teachers union.
These folks are largely vaccinated and boostered and keep demanding more.
Let parents do what they wish...but do not demand vaccinating children. You are losing
public school students to private or homeschooling in droves and you will lose even
more.
My daughters got vaxed because of employment but nightly I pray that they will not do
that to my 6 grandkids and possibly harm their futures. I have 8 home schooled and are
safe from these illegal mandates.
Hospitals are not reporting on the VAERs system... it takes too long to complete the
form. Who ever heard of exempting a drug from being the cause of injury for 2 weeks
after its administration?
Please do not destroy the future of our children.
MS April Featherkile RN

______________________________________________
From: Danielle Hutchison
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:19:19 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Christy Schwenke
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:03:00 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: covid vaccine requirements
External Email
I am a teacher and a mom and I 100% DISAGREE with vaccine mandates for children to
be allowed to attend school and childcare. This is NOT ok! All children are allowed FAPE
(Free, Appropriate Public Education). It should not be a requirement for students to need
a covid vaccine to be able to attend school. People who WANT to give them to their
children have that option, people who do not want to give them to their children, should
also be allowed that freedom. I would probably pull my own children out of public
education if this is the case. I am also very frustrated that I was required to get a
vaccine in order to keep my job as an educator.
Christy Schwenke
Glenwood Elementary

K-2 Primary REACH Teacher
Special Education Procedural Safeguards click HERE
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.k12.wa.us%2Fstudentsuccess%2Fspecial-education%2Fguidance-families-special-education-washingtonstate%2Fparent-and-studentrights&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cf2908a5b7bbf444585c108d9d171072d%7C11d0e21
christine_schwenke@lkstevens.wednet.edu
<mailto:christine_schwenke@lkstevens.wednet.edu>

______________________________________________
From: Bob Rhodes
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:52:57 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
*
*
*
*
Covid,
*

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
therefore,
The vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of the disease

Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Bonnie Manowski
Sent: 1/7/2022 3:14:51 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:18:00 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW:

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov>
360-236-4105

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01%
| Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH%
|Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: Anca Rowland <ancarowland@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 11:59 AM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject:

External Email
Hello,

As a parent of two elementary age children I am concerned that you are considering
mandating Covid vaccines for children in school, and we the parents strongly oppose
such a mandate. If vaccines are as effective as they say, everyone should be free to
make their own decision. We now can see, after 2 years of living with many restrictions
that the spread hasn't slowed, but also the kids have gotten Covid, it looked like a mild
cold on them, they quickly recovered and now they have natural immunity. We ask that
you would prioritize the good of the children, and their mental health, and rather lift
restrictions, after such a long time, many already have immunity to the Covid virus, yet
we see mental health and anxiety getting worse in young children, please consider this,
and open the schools more, we advocate for local control, down to each school.

Thank you,

~Anca Rowland
Naches, Washington

______________________________________________
From: Andrea Heaton
Sent: 1/6/2022 11:33:32 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Glen Thompson
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:14:50 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Chuck Brock
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:24:09 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cathy Huff
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:38:22 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Alicia Lasko
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:33:22 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brian Duncan
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:24:37 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: 1/7 meeting
External Email
No Covid vaccine mandate for school kids!

Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Alice Mitchell
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:53:10 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid Injections for Children, Discussion 1/7/22
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
I’m writing to ask that you NOT require Covid vaccinations for children in order for them
to attend school or childcare. The long term adverse health effects of this “Emergency
Use Authorized” vaccine are unknown. And as we know, children are at low risk of
serious infection if they actually do contract the virus.
Thank you for protecting children from a vaccine that may later cause them harm.
Sincerely,
Alice Mitchell
Sent from my iPad

______________________________________________
From: Dawn Sorensen
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:03:59 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Erin Christensen
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:52:50 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brenda W
Sent: 1/6/2022 11:13:25 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons: It does not prevent getting or spreading the virus. It
should be the parents or parent decision as to whether or not their child/children should
get any shots or socalled Covid-19 whatever, this is not a vaccine this is garbage. No one
should be force to do anything they are not in agreement with, not parents, not
employers, employees, .......

______________________________________________
From: Elyse Finlay
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:38:10 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Crystal Waddington
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:07:05 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: G Link
Sent: 1/6/2022 11:20:03 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State.
This disease is not dangerous to children and even if it were, we should not be requiring
anyone to get a vaccine.

______________________________________________
From: Darcy Lamb
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:27:49 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Gina Sanders
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:44:26 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid
External Email
I am completely against any of the Covid policies that are being discussed. If you pass
any of these you are going to see a mass exiting of people from Washington. It is going
to take a massive toll on our economy and just and overall division even more so
between government and the people. Please do not do this, it will not end well. There will
be way more bad come out of this then good. Please pray and really sit with this
decision. It is not right. Taking people out of their homes, separating them from their
families, common sense should tell you that. Also the vaccine is not safe for everyone. I
know many many people who have bad results. I personally have neurological issues
already so I would not dare take it. I live with this body not any doctor or even you. I
know what is the best decision for me. It's not the worth the life long risk. I understand
that opens me up to covid which I had and recovered. That is my choice to make. Again
please please dont do this you don't want that decision to take a kid away from there
family or give someone a vaccine who ends up dying on your hands. So many people feel
like me even pro vax.
Thank you, Gina Sanders

______________________________________________
From: Debbie Liasjo-Thomas
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:20:17 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cynthia Eiseman
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:21:39 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Douglas Reimer
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:58:06 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: bjharbert
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:43:57 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:

Sent from my T-Mobile 5G Device

______________________________________________
From: Abel Carp
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:33:13 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Gary Sargent
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:58:12 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dennis T
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:07:59 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Alissa Hale
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:08:54 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: c.kaiponen
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:51:55 AM
To: Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH)
Subject: Covid inoculation 1/7/2021
External Email
Dear Board,
Please DO NOT enforce Gene Therapy AKA covid inoculation requirements for children in
our state. This is discrimination against me and my family with our religious exemptions.
I know of many other families as well that this would discriminate against.
We live in the United States of America. We are entitled to our freedom of making our
own personal medical choices. For ourselves and for our children. Personal medical
autonomy has decades of established law decided at the Supreme Court. Please watch
the attached video for more information about the VAERS coming from Pfizer. Which is
very alarming.
https://resistthemainstream.org/heres-the-pfizer-video-that-got-dr-robert-malonesuspended-off-twitter/
Please remember that VAERS is a statutory requirement of the fda. How is covid a true
state of emergency still when the survival rate is so high? I have chosen to not be
inoculated and caught covid right after Christmas. And I am ok! My entire family is ok!
Everything is ok! Everyone should be allowed to make the personal choice of medical
treatment, period. Let's focus on washing hands....
Please do not make Gene Therapy AKA, EUA (which has a 98% survival rate) ' Covid
Vaccine', a requirement for public schools. Promoting myocarditis (which is a common
side effect of the inoculation) in our youth is completely unethical.
There is already discrimination happening if my child has a common cold and I call to her
school office to let them know she will be absent. They ask right away if she is
vaccinated. I ask, "with what?" They say, "covid vaccine." This is no ones business if my
child is injected with gene therapy. But once they get an answer from me, they put our
situation in a "side A" or "side B" flow sheet. (Brings times back to NO BLACKS ALLOWED
AT THIS WATER FOUNTAIN for example) Just like they do with the volunteers at the
school district. This is creating MASSIVE SEGREGATION.
The current situation for having a cold and staying home to get well school process is
performing unconstitutional discrimination against my family. Religious beliefs and
personal medical choices are personal choices. Please set an example in our state to
show that we honor our people of America and allow them the freedom that our
constitution states we all have!
Lets spread love and promote healthy hand washing, not discrimination and segregation.
Thank you for your time.
God Bless,
Christina Thacker
Kitsap county resident 38 years

______________________________________________
From: Doug Barno
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:35:08 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cheryl Metcalf
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:04:50 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cindy Carter
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:29:09 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Carmelita Townsend
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:03:58 PM
To: DOH WSBOH,Davis, Michelle (SBOH),Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH),Hoff, Christy Curwick
(SBOH),Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH),Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH),Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH),Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH),Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH),Schreiber, Tracy N
(SBOH),Haag, Hannah R (SBOH),Kahler, Kelie (SBOH),Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: 73C04292-440D-46ED-977D-DAC476964CF4
External Email
Hello,
I live in Centralia WA and have been made aware of the proposed policies to be
presented on January 12th.
I am writing to register my opposition to both mandated vaccines for school attendance
and involuntary placement in quarantine camps for those who resist complying with
unconstitutional medical interventions.
Please seriously consider what the enforcement of these WAC codes would mean for our
free society. Because Covid-19 is a treatable and low risk illness for most individuals especially children, these actions would be absolutely unnecessary and contrary to our
state and federal constitutions, resulting in the loss of freedom for countless individuals. I
heartily oppose these codes, and hope you do too.
Respectfully submitted,
Carmelita Hoogkamer
22225 Bucoda Hwy SE
Centralia, WA 98531

______________________________________________
From: Amyee McKnight
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:28:12 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: COVID 19 vaccine requirement
External Email
The implementation of a COVID 19 vaccine requirement for schools in Washington State
is absolutely insane.

1. No COVID vaccine available in the United States has received FDA approval. All
available vaccines, including the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine, are being administered under
an Emergency Use Authorization. The only “approved” COVID 19 vaccine is Comirnaty,
and it is not available in the United States and there is no anticipated date for its
availability. (This “smoke and mirrors” approach by the FDA is the subject of numerous
lawsuits and a Federal Judge recently rejected Pfizer’s claim that the 2 products are
interchangeable: Federal Judge Rejects DOD Claim That Pfizer EUA and Comirnaty
Vaccines Are ‘Interchangeable’ • Children's Health Defense (childrenshealthdefense.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fchildrenshealthdefense.org%2F&da
) Since EUA products cannot be mandated per the Nuremberg Code, this alone should be
enough to stop consideration of making vaccines mandatory.
2. Children are statistically at zero risk of dying from COVID. Their survival rate is in the
range of 99.997-99.998% or, put another way, their risk of dying with COVID is less than
2 in every 1,000,000 children. The very few children who are listed as COVID deaths did
not die OF COVID, but rather WITH COVID as anyone being admitted to a hospital
nowadays is tested. I challenge the Washington State Board of Health to show medical
records for even one child who has died OF COVID. Where there’s no risk, there can be
no benefit.

3. No one knows the long term risks of these vaccines. You may remember that one of
the members of the FDA Advisory Committee infamously said, “We are never going to
learn about how safe thie vaccine is until we start giving it” Dr. Eric Ruben, Editor in
Chief NEJM The studies Pfizer conducted were woefully underpowered. This is an analysis
of 10 Red Flags associated with Pfizer’s studies: Ten red flags in the FDA’s risk-benefit
analysis of Pfizer’s EUA application to inject American children 5 to 11 with its mRNA
product – Commentary – America's Frontline Doctors (americasfrontlinedoctors.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Famericasfrontlinedoctors.org%2F&d
)
Force vaccinating healthy children for a disease that doesn’t affect them to make adults
feel safe is a new low for humanity. Please do the right thing and do not require these
vaccinations for school age children.
Sincerely,
Amyee McKnight

______________________________________________
From: Caleb Stapp
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:23:41 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid 19 legislation being considered
External Email
To Whom It May Concern,
I am a city council legislator from a small town here in WA, a devoted volunteer with my
Chamber of Commerce, and someone who has made a career out of helping families
succeed financially.
I am completely opposed to mandating Covid vaccines for anyone, especially children.
I am completely opposed to giving the state ANY more power, in any agency, at any
time, over our health care or any other aspect of life in response to Covid.
Please advocate for more freedom and less government.
Caleb Stapp
------509.939.6443

______________________________________________
From: Denise Johnson
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:00:44 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brandy
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:04:32 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
I align with the understanding that the human immune system is a powerful ally for
health.
There is no justified reason to force covid vaccinations on children.
Negative side effects from the vaccine are especially impacting male children.
The state has no right to make medical decisions for children and take away parental
authority and an individual’s right to choose.
The school system is harming the physical and mental health of children. A ruling to force
covid vaccinations is an extension of the sick state of our current school systems in
Washington state. This is child abuse.
The already struggling schools will continue to lose funding as more families will choose
to find alternative schooling options.

______________________________________________
From: Crystal Oman
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:21:42 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Barbara Armes
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:57:52 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Alyssa B
Sent: 1/7/2022 3:02:56 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Body autonomy, medical freedom, the vaccines don’t even stop the spread!
Alyssa Flores
509-793-4785
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: anne moses
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:01:15 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: comment
External Email
Dear Members of the Board of Health,
I am a mother of a high school student in Tacoma. Please oppose the formation of a TAG
to review Covid-19 shots for consideration in the schools. These vaccines are
experimental products that are proving to not work to prevent reception or transmission
of Sars Cov 2. Also, these particular shots are especially risky for children because of the
increased prevalence of myocarditis and periocarditis as confirmed by the FDA. First, do
no harm! Therefore, do not consider reviewing these products.
Secondly, please support item 11 on your agenda which would establish a new rule that
prohibits adding any EUA product, or any licensed product that lacks completed phase 3
trial studies, to the school required list.
Thank you,
Anne Moses
Vashon, WA

______________________________________________
From: Debbie Blodgett
Sent: 1/7/2022 1:03:45 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
*
*
*
*
Covid,
*

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
therefore,
The vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of the disease

Debbie Blodgett
206-979-2709

______________________________________________
From: Abdirizak Sebrie
Sent: 1/7/2022 1:16:30 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Daniel Wren
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:01:21 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brittny Tripp
Sent: 1/6/2022 3:29:40 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
There has been no attention to the natural immunity. Anyone can still catch Covid
vaccinated or unvaxed. This is unconstitutional to force anything upon anyone. It is
unacceptable. If Washington state makes this mandatory, I will move myself and my
entire family out of it!!

______________________________________________
From: Andrew Kernodle
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:40:34 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Breanna Eneberg
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:59:29 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Anna Manangan
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:38:45 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
People are geCivid are mostly vaccinated
There's not enough research or study done to.prove that it is safe

Sent from my T-Mobile 4G LTE Device
Get Outlook for Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2FAAb9ysg&data=04%7C

______________________________________________
From: Bobbi Loudon
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:14:06 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brian
Sent: 1/6/2022 11:26:22 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Children vaccine mandate
External Email
This is beyond despicable. There is absolutely no reason to force children into getting
vaccinations for Covid. Do the right thing and stop this mandate.
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Greg Baggenstos
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:17:15 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Christina Cardin
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:48:33 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Danford Howell
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:55:40 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Crystal Dickenson
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:52:45 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Connie Rosenquist
Sent: 1/7/2022 1:04:39 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Gary Witherspoon
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:24:16 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
There is no logical reason at this point, and you will see a substantial number of students
that will be removed from school. This will have a negative effect on schools to the point
that the systems will not be viable because of a loss of funding.

______________________________________________
From: Beth Worsham
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:01:10 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Allison Boon
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:25:31 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Gunnar Gordon
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:10:30 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Casey Flagg
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:29:28 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brandi Ray
Sent: 1/6/2022 2:22:57 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
The vaccine DOES NOT keep someone from getting covid or spreading it!!
That reason ALONE is enough for it not to be a requirement! It's absolutely absurb!
Leave our children out of this propaganda bullshit!!!!

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone
Get Outlook for Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2FAAb9ysg&data=04%7C

______________________________________________
From: (null) wbforest1
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:01:46 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: EB8824AF-3071-4AFC-B81B-ADC1606D43D9
External Email
Just learned of this. I opposed vaccines in children until long term effects are
scientifically known.
Debbie Buse
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Benjamin Russell
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:17:06 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Donna Easterday
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:14:42 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Carol Reid
Sent: 1/7/2022 1:57:28 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Emily Tadlock
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:44:25 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: b blood
Sent: 1/6/2022 12:36:53 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
*
*
*
*
Covid,
*

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
therefore,
The vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of the disease

I have pulled my children out of Washington state schools until yall stop your
interference in their education. Stop pushing your health and welfare plans as i can
manage mine own children.
There is a 99% survival rate with covid. I think we'll be okay.
In other words FUCK OFF! Go back to yer little desks and office space drama and leave
us out of it.
Plus Eastern Washington is nothing like that cesspool west of Snoqualmie pass.
Very Respectfully,
Brian Blood

______________________________________________
From: Elizabeth Schoppert
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:02:43 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:

______________________________________________
From: Dianne Noyes
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:44:49 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Amanda Postma
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:59:43 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 1:55:34 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Concerned parent

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov>
360-236-4105

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01%
| Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH%
|Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: Jamie Temple <jamie@templedistilling.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 8:58 AM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Concerned parent

External Email
Hello,

I am writing to express my sincere concerns about mandatory Covid-19 vaccines for
school entry and childcare in WA. I have 2 young children, ages 6 and 4 who are
currently all up to date on their vaccination schedules. My husband and I have spent
hours discussing and evaluating potential risks and benefits of vaccinating our children
against Covid-19 and have come to the conclusion that there are simply too many known
and unknown risks to submitting our children to these experimental vaccines. It is well
known that the risk of severe illness and death to children from Covid-19 is extremely
low. What is more concerning to us as parents are the potential long term risks
associated with a new vaccine technology. Given these facts, we believe it is in the best
interest of our children’s health to not vaccinate them against Covid-19.

May I also point out that the current Covid-19 vaccines available in the United States
remain under emergency use authorization. These vaccines also do not stop
transmission, only lessening the severity of symptoms. Mandating Covid-19 vaccines for
our children, the majority of who have very mild or even asymptomatic cases, is simply
unnecessary and will not "stop the spread" or protect others. If anything, it may convince
parents to allow their vaccinated children to go to school while ill in a false assumption
that they can’t get covid, increasing the spread. Putting our most innocent at risk of
suffering unknown long term side effects from a rushed vaccine for a disease that does
not cause them harm is simply not rational.

I implore you to allow parents to make their own decisions for their children’s health.

Thank you,

Jamie Temple
Temple Distilling
425.678.8620
cell 206.856.4013

www.templedistilling.com
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.templedistilling.com%2F&data

______________________________________________
From: A. C.
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:34:17 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I oppose mandatory covid vaccines for children to attend school in Washington.
The following covid information was published on the CDC website on 11-12-21.
Covid vaccines have cause increased risk in children especially adolescent males for heart
inflamation. Specifically Myocarditis and Pericarditis.
The CDC reports the vast majority of children that have died from covid were severely ill
to begin with. They were immobilized from prior illness, on feeding tubes or terminally ill
prior to being infected with covid 19. The CDC also supports the fact that Healthy kids
are not dying and do not require hospitalization from covid infections the CDC also states
most kids are asymptomatic or have mild cold like symptoms from Covid infections.
The New England Journal of Medicine reports that males 14 to 29 are at an increased risk
of heart problems after receiving the vaccine for covid.
V.A.E.R.S. ( vaccine adverse event reporting system ) also reports that the statistics
show that adolescent males have a higher percent chance of heart inflamation from the
vaccine than they do from getting sick enough from covid to need hospitalization from
covid.
V.A.E.R.S. has also reported that children have died from heart problems as a result of
recieving the vaccine for covid.
Evidence supports and the numbers show that Healthy children are not getting sick
enough to require hospitalization and or dying from covid to support the need for a
mandatory vaccine for ALL children.
Mandatory vaccines for healthy children is wrong. Parents can consult their family doctors
and determine what's right for their kids. Weather or not a child is vaccinated is between
the children, parents and their doctors not a government board of officials determining
what's right for every child.

______________________________________________
From: Bohdan Yurkiv
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:33:32 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Concern
External Email
Hello, I am completely against any of the proposed Covid policies that are over reaching
and immoral.I stand against these WACs.

______________________________________________
From: Ben Tillotson
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:00:55 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons: 1.)This violates constitutionally guaranteed
freedoms. 2). It won't accomplish the purpose. 3). It ignores all established fact and
science. 4). It is morally wrong.

______________________________________________
From: Breanna Eneberg
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:08:25 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Doris Campoverde
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:21:29 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: camsanders5
Sent: 1/6/2022 11:41:52 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid vaccine for children
External Email
Hello,
I was wondering who I need to contact to voice my frustration about the meeting to
require children to have the covid vaccine to attend public schools?

Sent from my T-Mobile 4G LTE Device

______________________________________________
From: Desiree Jackson
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:54:16 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Children are at low risk of serious disease with Covid 19. These vaccines have no long
term studies nor have these vaccines proven they are effective in prevent disease
transmission. The vaccine shows that it may reduce symptoms and risk of dying, both of
which are always very low in children, the risk benefit rational does not make sense here.
Schools will see more students unenroll.

______________________________________________
From: Emily Hoornstra
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:16:45 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: David Kuemerle
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:59:57 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Bonita Dorsey
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:06:57 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email

I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons: I don't trust the shots. Because heart inflammation
and some young kids they are not safe for everyone. We should have the freedom to
choose.no
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fchoose.no%2F&data=04%7C01%7
protection if child gets sic from them. This is not a protection of our children this is for
money!!! It doesn't protect any of us from getting covid. Children do not get it covid
enough to warrant getting vacced. Thank you for asking.

______________________________________________
From: Alex Miller
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:39:17 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Bonnie Kosoff
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:50:48 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: CINDY MILLIRON
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:19:15 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Christine Epperson
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:27:43 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Ashley Cherney
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:22:07 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Amanda Gregory
Sent: 1/7/2022 3:52:56 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Gerald Zacher
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:27:28 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Ethan Dufault
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:30:22 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Ann Grande
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:57:25 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons: Please examine the data that is informing European
and Scandinavian countries to NOT vaccinate children. They have no ties to big pharma
and are highly respected in the medical realm.

______________________________________________
From: Elmer Tapper
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:06:44 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: danprimach@gmail.com
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:31:48 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Against the covid policies
External Email
I am completely again the Covid policies, they are overreaching and immoral.

______________________________________________
From: Ashley Hazel
Sent: 1/7/2022 1:13:34 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: DOH PCH Immunization Child Profile
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:48:27 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Covid 19 injections

attachments\B361173CCC734781_image002.png
To Whom It May concern,

We are getting a lot of these emails. Our office will just forward them to you as
complaints from the public. Thanks.

Vanessa De Los Santos
COVID Program Specialist
Office of Immunization
Prevention and Community Health
Washington State Department of Health
Vanessa.de_los_santos@doh.wa.gov
www.doh.wa.gov

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.doh.wa.gov%2FNewsroom%

From: Kelly Jay <chickens21@yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 8:45 AM
To: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>;
kwangett@uw.edu; DOH OS PHIP <DOHOSPHIP@DOH.WA.GOV>; DOH PCH OI School
Information <OICPschools@DOH.WA.GOV>; DOH PCH Immunization Child Profile
<OICP@doh.wa.gov>; Kcranfield <Kcranfield@tpchd.org>; londeck@nasn.org; Calder,
Allegra (DOHi) <allegra@berkconsulting.com>
Subject: Covid 19 injections

External Email

January 5, 2022

Dear WA State Board of Health, employees and associates and TAP:
We now know that the covid 19 injections not only do not prevent infection,
transmission, hospitalization and death of covid 19, but they are also a considerable
health risk. Why would anyone conceive of including such on a childhood (or any)
vaccination schedule? Have you not done your due diligence in researching the data and
facts around this hastily rolled out injection? To date, there is not even possibility of long
term or phase 3 trials being completed. The risk of a child dying from covid 19, is less
than .01 percent. This vaccine has already proven to be more dangerous to children than
covid 19 itself.
It is your duty to search out these facts away from vested and conflicts of interests and
learn for yourselves. Thousands of highly esteemed doctors and scientists are speaking
out about what the data and science is showing and they are voicing their objections to,
and abhorrence for, these forced injections. These doctors and scientists speaking facts
and truth against a narrative are being censored from social and main stream media and
academia. Why is that?
Are you aware of the VAERS? How many deaths from this forced injection are acceptable
for you? I say not even 1 is acceptable, especially for a virus with a 99.9 + % recovery
rate in children! Why won’t Pfizer release all their data on these injections? Are you
willing to take personal responsibility for the lives of children and adults you will maim
and destroy by facilitating approval for this atrocity? Are you willing to break state and
federal laws, US codes and constitutional protections to push this agenda? You will also
be living in the state and country you chose to destroy personal protections from the real
danger of an overreaching government in.
When presented with reality and all of the facts, the only conclusion one can reach for
anyone supporting this agenda is:
1.
They are either ignorant to facts, science and truth because of censorship and
personally held distorted beliefs.
2.
They are mentally ill, compromised or unstable.
3.
They know what they are doing and are benefiting in some degenerative way from
pushing this agenda.
In any case, those will not escape this horrific machine being fed and will not be immune
to the consequences of their actions and madness.
We know the vaccine industry is pushing this injection for it’s own reasons. We also
know, based on wording in the current law, an approval on the childhood vaccine
schedule would mean securing the vaccine industry additional liability protection.
To all of you in positions of importance regarding this matter: We are watching you, and
many more of us are becoming aware by the hour. All of the money on Earth will never
supersede truth, you cannot stop or silence it. You will either be held accountable for
your actions or you will reap untold reward. Get on the right side of history and do the
right thing.
Sincerely,
The majority

______________________________________________
From: Beau Smith
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:29:40 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Alyssa Storm
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:10:07 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the immunizations technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making Covid-19 shots mandatory for school and childcare in our state.
Alyssa

______________________________________________
From: Connie Wetzler
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:48:50 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: DeLayne Hulst
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:23:39 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Debora Embree
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:31:20 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cynthia Nicacio
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:08:52 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brandon Miller
Sent: 1/7/2022 1:27:51 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Carol Rasmussen
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:29:22 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brenda Gunstone
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:54:20 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Anna DeGidio-Huff
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:10:01 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Becki Taylor
Sent: 1/6/2022 3:26:52 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am COMPLETELY opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission
or childcare in our State for the following Reasons:
KIDS have a 99.8% easy recovery.
I can attest. My 7 grandkids ages 7 months to 12 years have ALL had Covid!!!!
They all breezed through it with LESS than common cold symptoms.
It would be far more dangerous for them to now get vaxed for this than it was for them
to actually get it.
If this conversation is actually even being considered. Than many of you have not done
your research on the dangers of this vaccine and children.
Death in kids and young adults who have been vaccinated are already past any other
vaccine in history.
Please stop this nonsense and get our kids educated.

Make it a great day!
Feel free to txt or call,
360-303-4788
Becki
becki@IamBecki.com
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.iambecki.com%2F&amp;data=

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.beckithebiohacker.com%2F&am
Sent from my iPhone I apologize in advance for any misspelled words and/or strange
auto corrections! ��

______________________________________________
From: Cari Treat
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:08:48 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Daniel Dunkin
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:20:32 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Adrian O’Shurak
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:53:27 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cheryl Sutherland
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:34:41 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Eva Taeotui
Sent: 1/6/2022 12:49:03 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
•Kids are at low risk
•Vaccines DO NOT STOP THE SPREAD of Covid
•There has been NO LONG TERM STUDIES on the affects of this vaccine
Sincerely,
The Salazar Family

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:01:26 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Covid vaccine mandate for school attendance

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov>
360-236-4105

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01%
| Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH%
|Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: Jessica slind <slindjessica@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 11:45 AM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Covid vaccine mandate for school attendance

External Email
Hello,

I am against the covid vaccine mandate for school attendance.

Thank you for your time,
Jessica Slind

______________________________________________
From: Gretchen
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:10:39 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:.it has been proven that
children are at least 99% protected from dying from Covid without taking the shot and
are 100% protected from the shots side effects without taking the shot. More children
have died from taking the shot than have died from Covid. Do your research. If you
mandate
this every child death and disability caused from it will be on your head. Can you live
with the absolute knowledge that your decision alone will positively kill someone else's
child? Do your research.
Sincerely,
Gretchen Stewart

Sent from the all new AOL app for Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fplay.google.com%2Fstore%2Fapp

______________________________________________
From: Alisha Klein
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:09:53 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Aardvarkiller
Sent: 1/6/2022 12:53:02 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons: children aren't at risk like adults. Enough with the
tyranny!

______________________________________________
From: Christian Soha
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:04:04 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Debra Benzinger
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:18:07 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Claudia Self
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:52:01 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Code changes.
External Email
To whom it may concern:
I have reviewed the agenda to be discussed regarding changing the rules regarding
Department of Health codes in relation to "communicable disease". This is my attempt to
dissuade you from considering such changes in enforcement related to citizens' health.
There will be no end to forcing citizens to make health choices that they do not want if
rules like this are put in place. I implore you to continue to support citizen's rights over
their own bodies and medical choices by NOT considering detention for non-compliance
with health codes related to COVID-19. Please do NOT consider refusal to provide equal
education services to those abstaining from COVID-19 vaccination for school aged
individuals.
PLEASE DO NOT APPROVE THESE CHANGES TO THE HEALTH CODE ENFORCEMENT.
Thank you,
Claudia Self
Concerned Voting & Tax Paying Citizen

______________________________________________
From: Candis Dey
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:31:39 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: April Womack
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:29:18 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cheryl Wasser
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:25:51 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
*
*
*
*
Covid,
*

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
therefore,
The vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of the disease

______________________________________________
From: Cheryl Staley
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:36:29 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
* Children are at extremely “low risk” for Covid.
* The vaccines are still “only” emergency use authorized.
* There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety.
* studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit Covid,
therefore...
* The vaccine apparently “does not stop the spread” of the disease.
Thank you,
Cheryl Staley
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Eugene and Belle Ma
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:22:14 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
The side effects of vaccine are still not clear. It will greatly risk our children’s life than
even the COVID itself. Also COVID has a very low infection rate among children and
children have usually a quick recovery even when they have it. It does not make sense at
all to mandate it. We should let parents to make such decision at the time.
Eugene

Get Outlook for iOS
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fo0ukef&data=04%7C0

______________________________________________
From: Alexis Feldman
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:03:40 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dina Yook
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:48:06 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
-children are at extremely low risk for covid
-the vaccines are only EUA
-there is no long term information to show the safety of the vaccine. No
one has been able to provide a surgeon general warning of side effects of the vaccine.
-children tend to have very minor reactions if they get covid. It is not life
threatening.
-studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both
transmit covid. Therefore,
-the vaccine apparently does NOT STOP THE SPREAD of the disease!
-recovery rate from Covid 19 is 99.8%
- the possible adverse reactions and side effects of Covid 19 vaccine
resulting in permanent neurological disability and even death have occurred.
Why enforce a vaccine on the next generation who do not need it!
Dina Yook
Ellensburg, WA

______________________________________________
From: Amber Bilderback
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:11:22 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Andrea Green
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:58:18 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cheryl Turnbaugh
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:17:35 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Andrey Arnaut
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:57:17 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:13:00 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW:

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov
360-236-4105
Website| Facebook |Twitter
-----Original Message----From: Larisa Klopov <larisaklopov@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 11:55 AM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject:
External Email
We are against all new mandates
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Elizabeth Hallum
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:15:29 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Elizabeth Pavlenko
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:56:42 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cory Hughes
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:51:20 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
This should be a personal choice not government mandated.
It is up to the parents of each and every child.
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Bill ORAVEZ
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:30:10 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Albert Hotchkiss
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:34:59 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Ben Cedarland
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:18:27 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Andrew Prets
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:14:28 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
This is unconstitutional. The result for me would be home schooling and pushing for
legislation that would defer public school funding to parents who are home schooling.

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone
Get Outlook for Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2FAAb9ysg&data=04%7C

______________________________________________
From: Dawn Quintana
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:38:15 PM
To: DOH WSBOH,Davis, Michelle (SBOH),Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH),Hoff, Christy Curwick
(SBOH),Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH),Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH),Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH),Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH),Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH),Schreiber, Tracy N
(SBOH),Haag, Hannah R (SBOH),Kahler, Kelie (SBOH),Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: Covid Vaccine Mandate
External Email
ever before have I ever been told that I have no other choice than to put medication
(toxic poison and unborn fetus) into my child because the GOVERNMENT said so. This is
wrong, it is governmental over reach. If we don't stand up for ourselves and our children
now, who will in the future? If our voice no longer matters to the elected officials in our
state then maybe it is time to remind them that they were hired by our votes and they
can just as easily be fired by our votes! Please rethink your choices and do not allow The
Health department directors, Chris Rykedal, or Jay Inslee to mandate these vaccines.
~ Dawn ~

______________________________________________
From: April Henderson
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:46:19 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Al and Rachel Robison
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:18:50 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: COVID policy
External Email
I am against the COVID immunization and treatment policies that are being considered
next week. I believe families have the right to health care choices. The efficacy and
safety of the COVID vaccines are not proven. The state does not have the right to
enforce compliance.
-Rachel and Allen Robison

______________________________________________
From: Cz H
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:46:24 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
First of all it is not up to the state but to each individual parent of under age children to
make this decision.
This is an experimental vaccine and has not yet been proven to keep vaccinated
individuals from contracting the disease. Vaccinated individuals are still being
hospitalized and dying from Covid so until they find a vaccine that will truly keep you
safe it should be completely voluntary!
Vaccinated and unvaccinated can both contract the disease and spread it so what’s the
use of a vaccine?
The percentage of under aged children getting and passing on this disease is very low so
why risk major side effects or any side effects to this age group!
There has not been sufficient time to study these vaccines to find out the long term
affects on people but especially under age children!
Thank you for considering these reasons and I’m sure there are many others.
Just to restate I am opposed to the Covid 19 vaccine being made mandatory for School
admission and childcare admission.
Carol Rowe

______________________________________________
From: Cindy Richeson
Sent: 1/7/2022 5:42:46 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Faye Nichols
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:12:44 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Deanna Bland
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:54:38 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dave Cooper
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:50:25 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
*
*
*
*
Covid,
*

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
therefore,
The vaccine apparently does not stop thespread of the disease

I have been a resident in Washington State for 64 years and I am so disappointed in the
overreach that is going on.
Please Please Please Stop these mandates.

Dave Cooper
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Amanda Jungkuntz
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:17:31 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
There has been no consideration for natural immunity
Children’s bodies are still developing and there is too little long term research to support
this decision
Freedom to make medical decisions for ourselves should be protected above all else!
Furthermore, masks are a ridiculous requirement for school attendance! Apparently no
one making the ‘rules’ have children if there own!
Thank you,
Amanda Jungkuntz
-Amanda Jungkuntz

______________________________________________
From: Cheryl Wang
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:02:29 PM
To: DOH WSBOH,Davis, Michelle (SBOH),Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH),Hoff, Christy Curwick
(SBOH),Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH),Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH),Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH),Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH),Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH),Schreiber, Tracy N
(SBOH),Haag, Hannah R (SBOH),Kahler, Kelie (SBOH),Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: Covid 19 vaccine requirement for schools in Washington State
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Please DO NOT make the Covid 19 vaccine a requirement for Washington State schools.
Please wait at least until Comirnaty is approved. To my knowledge, the Pfizer-BioNTech
vaccine is still under the Emergency Use Authorization. Comirnaty is NOT available in the
United States.
Because the Covid 19 vaccine was developed in such a hurry, we don’t know the long
term side effects. Children are still developing, please DO NOT ruin their chances of
growing up. Unfortunately the colleges are mandating these vaccines in order for the kids
to register for classes which could leave my own children childless because the long term
cannot be studied in a few years. DO NOT push this vaccine on underdeveloped humans.
Young and healthy children are not affected by Covid 19.
The promise of the Covid 19 vaccine was that it would “stop the spread”. I personally
know a dozen people who are fully vaccinated and got Covid over the holiday. So, “stop
the spread” is a lie.
Sincerely,
Concerned

______________________________________________
From: Edwin Poquette
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:34:49 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Evan Sander
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:55:30 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Gail Lane
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:14:11 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Angelina Fisher
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:38:15 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Donald Stewart
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:20:25 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: fmleaman@juno.com
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:38:44 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Our children are at extremely low risk for Covid
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit Covid,
therefore,
The vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of the disease
DO NOT make this MRNA/COVID-19 injection mandatory for our children.
F. M. Leaman

______________________________________________
From: Bryce Miller
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:50:49 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brett Walker
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:32:06 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Douglas Marsden
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:26:14 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Aaron Panfili
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:32:35 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: CD956E39-2E81-4146-9063-DD240619BC15
External Email
Good morning,
This email is to let you know that I, Aaron Panfili, am opposed to any mandates for
children in the State of Washington and the United States of America.
Respectfully,
Aaron Panfili

Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPhone
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Foverview.mail.yahoo.com%2F%3F

______________________________________________
From: Bonny Storrs
Sent: 1/7/2022 1:13:56 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: C K
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:34:13 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
1. Children are at extremely low risk for Covid.
2.The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)There are no long-term
studies to document any history of safetyStudies do now document that vaccinated and
unvaccinated can both transmit Covid, therefore,The vaccine apparently does not stop
the spread of the disease.
3. Take a look at Telegram 'COVID VACCINE INJURIES' channel for the thousands of real
photos and videos of serious injuries and deaths, even among children, even in this
country. THIS IS HORRIFYING. I personally know people harmed or killed by the vax.
4. Ask yourself, if this is happening for a short term virus that 98% of the population
overcomes (CDC stats) and we are 2 years into irrational fear at every turn, no matter
how vax'd you become, they will come after YOU too eventually. Government is NEVER
to have this kind of power. YOU were not elected therefore YOU are not too have 100%
population control powers. History proves an out of control(ling) government is wicked
and only continues to harm mass populations.
5. You will be held personally responsible for the injuries and deaths, as well as illegal
measures (LAWLESSNESS) if you choose to overpower peaceful and healthy citizens to
harm them with a bioweapon. This has been proven over and over that innocent people,
including precious young children, are maimed and dying immediately following the
forced jab. If it's so perfect and necessary, why would anyone refuse? Because
individuals get to choose major decisions in life, not a rogue government or world power.
It is your responsibility to listen to the public you are supposed to be serving in
governmental positions, and vote NO to mandatory (against someone's will) "vaccines"
that are COMPLETELY untested. COMPLETELY UNTESTED. And that is provable.
Respectfully,
C Kennedy

______________________________________________
From: Alan Hurd
Sent: 1/7/2022 1:45:57 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:11:01 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW:

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov
360-236-4105
Website| Facebook |Twitter
-----Original Message----From: Tammy Nakamura <tnakamura1015@yahoo.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 4:03 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject:
External Email
I strongly oppose mandating children being vaccinated to go to school or wearing a
mask! Tammy Nakamura
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Ashley Melville
Sent: 1/6/2022 12:24:53 PM
To: DOH WSBOH,Davis, Michelle (SBOH),Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH),Hoff, Christy Curwick
(SBOH),Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH),Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH),Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH),Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH),Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH),Schreiber, Tracy N
(SBOH),Haag, Hannah R (SBOH),Kahler, Kelie (SBOH),Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: Comments about mandated vaccines
External Email
To whom it may concern RE: Washington state board of health, vaccines for school aged
children

There are countless examples in history when what was once thought of as “virtuous” or
“safe” or even “legal” turned out to be anything BUT.

1930’s Germany, slavery, the Tuskagee experiments and thalidomide, for example.

Do not willingly be on the wrong side of history.

Children are not at great risk from this virus and they are not the drivers of spread. Allow
adults to make the decision to vaccinate and allow parents the right to decide whether
this new vaccine is safe or right for their children, instead of being forced to choose
between sacrificing their education or their health.

Say no to mandates for this vaccine.
Say no to removing parental rights.

Do the right thing and remember that “we the people” pay your salary and reserve the
right to remove a tyrannical government.

______________________________________________
From: CECELIA LOW
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:36:43 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Child vaccination
External Email
I DO NOT support the mandatory vaccination of children, or anyone, with the covid 19
vaccine!
Cecelia Low
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: BECKY FUTRELL
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:53:12 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Bailey Menashe
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:48:52 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Forrest Cloyd
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:07:30 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Amy McKamey
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:08:07 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Elizabeth Serflek
Sent: 1/7/2022 3:30:34 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Elizabeth Benzinger
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:27:14 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cathy Hilde
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:51:58 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: bonnie buse
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:53:24 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
The number of cases of COVID-19 in children has been very low, there is no good reason
for such drastic actions.
The vaccine has not been around long enough to be certain that there won't be
widespread reactions caused by it in the future.
Parents, not the government, should make those decisions for their children.
Please don't force people with sincerely held beliefs to be forced into an untenable
position.

______________________________________________
From: Dorothy Neely
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:35:34 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Andy Boyd
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:02:45 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: ben guttromson
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:39:00 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Christy Sheeler
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:36:52 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Aimee Dennis
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:50:21 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Angel K
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:34:09 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:

https://photos.app.goo.gl/kizTHbsGVL6W9vXH7
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fphotos.app.goo.gl%2FkizTHbsGVL

______________________________________________
From: Britta Francesconi
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:19:14 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Bryan Bos
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:01:12 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: DuAnn Frederick
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:27:24 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: CE Nickerson
Sent: 1/7/2022 3:41:03 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Amanda Abell
Sent: 1/7/2022 1:29:22 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: April Memarian
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:42:33 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Ashley Veal
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:18:06 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid Vaccine Mandate
External Email
To whom it may concern,
I have a son in private school and 3 step children in public school. If the Covid vaccine is
deemed to be required to attend school, I will be pulling all children and opting to utilize
home school or other options. The vaccine mandates are absurd and should be up to the
parent/individual as to what is put into our bodies. The state doesn’t dictate that I only
feed my children healthful and nutritious foods, require daily movement and exercise and
limit certain things. So why would the state feel the need to force us to inject our kids
with something we do not yet have much information on.
End this madness. Allow bodily autonomy and let our kids learn!
Thank you,
Ashley
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Amy Jackson
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:15:52 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Hanna Zaniuk
Sent: 1/7/2022 3:06:11 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: BRYAN SHULL
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:10:27 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Devon Morton
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:36:07 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Becca Parsons
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:49:14 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
There is VERY little covid spread within the school settings - I am a TEACHER in
washington public schools of a large 4A high school and we see very little spreading at
school.
The Vaccine does not stop the spread of covid and the new Omicron.
Children are at VERY little risk of death from Covid, in fact is the 13th leading cause of
death behind suicide, homicide, drowning, cardiovascular disease, car accidents, obesity,
etc. We need to be talking about mental health, overall wellness, etc not be concerned
with a covid vaccine that has proved to be ineffective at best.
There are NO long term studies to the safety of this vaccine and in fact just the opposite,
there are young athletes and teens with heart conditions as a direct result of the vaccine.
This will have a severe impact of on our school system going downhill. Parents in
rural/eastern Washington will be pulling their kids out of school, we will lose funding and
education for a students as a result.
This decision to vaccinate or NOT needs to belong to the parents, not the schools or the
government.
PLEASE do not make an EAU drug a requirement for school children. The choice belongs
to the parents!

______________________________________________
From: Glendale Williamson
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:05:19 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Eric Marvel
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:33:17 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
*
*
*
*
Covid,
*

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
therefore,
The vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of the disease

______________________________________________
From: Deanna Wilson
Sent: 1/6/2022 2:07:29 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
I don’t believe in vaccinations. I also feel we should have the right to make our own
choice about getting vaccinated. I thought we lived in America because we have the right
to make our own choices and not told we have to do it! I don’t feel it should be pushed
on me or children.
This Covid vaccination hasn’t been study to know what long term side effect this will have
on you!
Thank you,
Sent from Dee's iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Emily Mikkelsen
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:06:21 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: David Little
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:09:22 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Carol Erickson
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:24:14 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
To All Whom this Concerns:
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
1— Children are at extremely low risk of harm from COVID.

2— The vaccines are still ONLY EUA (emergency use authorized). By definition these
vaccines are experimental, which REQUIRES informed consent. It is unlawful to force
someone to be part of a research study (Nuremberg Code of Ethics, Belmont
Report/Common Rule). (Note the end date of clinical trials. For example, Phase 3 of
Pfizer’s clinical trial continues until May 15, 2023.
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT04368728?term=Pfizer&cond=Covid-19&draw=2
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fclinicaltrials.gov%2Fct2%2Fshow%
19%26draw%3D2&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C22e22405a9d546931a1108d9d20ab418
)

3— There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety. Short-term
efficacy and safety data from vaccine trials reflects observation of only 2 to 6 months.
There are no long-term studies to evaluate carcinogenicity, genotoxicity or impairment of
fertility. Long-term safety for any of these COVID vaccines is unknown. (For more
information comparing the efficacy and risk of COVID-19 vaccines versus the risk of
COVID-19:https://physiciansforinformedconsent.org/covid-19-vaccines/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fphysiciansforinformedconsent.org%
19vaccines%2F&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C22e22405a9d546931a1108d9d20ab418%7C
)

4— Studies do now document that both vaccinated and unvaccinated can transmit Covid,
so the it appears the vaccine does not stop the spread of the disease. In fact, a new
Danish study indicates that the new Omicron variant spreads faster among vaccinated
individuals, as this coronavirus continues to follow the normal pattern of virus evolution
to evade vaccines. Therefore, attempting to control an epidemic with vaccines will be
continually challenged by the natural immune evasiveness of the virus.
(https://www.theepochtimes.com/mkt_app/omicron-spreads-faster-than-delta-withinvaccinated-individuals-danish-study_4192825.html?v=ul
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.theepochtimes.com%2Fmkt_
spreads-faster-than-delta-within-vaccinated-individuals-danishstudy_4192825.html%3Fv%3Dul&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C22e22405a9d546931a11
)
5— According to RCW.70.290.010 “ ‘Vaccine' means a preparation of killed or attenuated
living microorganisms, or fraction thereof, that upon administration stimulates immunity
that protects against disease and is approved by the federal food and drug administration
as safe and effective and recommended by the advisory committee on immunization
practices of the centers for disease control and prevention for administration to children
under the age of nineteen years.’”
These COVID-19 vaccines do not meet the criteria for vaccines adopted by our

Washington State Legislature, as mRNA technology does not meet this criteria, and they
do not stimulate immunity. Therefore, they cannot be added to the list of recommended
vaccines, and must be recognized as the experimental gene therapy treatment options
that they are.
THEREFORE,
Mandating any COVID-19 vaccines would constitute forcing people to participate in a
research program without their consent, on pain of loss of education, loss of childcare,
threat to the parent’s ability to work and provide for their families, etc.
FURTHERMORE,
Any attempt to force compliance by any means—be that the above-mentioned losses or
the use of law-enforcement officers etc.—with this expansive program of EUA-only
testing or vaccination is unlawful, constitutes medical discrimination, and is
unconscionable.
Thank you for using your voice and vote to protect the children and future generations of
Washington State, and to protect true data-driven science which requires time and
careful research to attain.
Sincerely,
Carol Erickson

______________________________________________
From: Alisha Anderson
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:28:40 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: dlishs
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:36:25 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid Policies
External Email
Hello,
I am a Washington state resident and have been my entire 46 years of life. I wanted to
inform you that I am 100% AGAINST all these proposed covid policies! They are
overreaching and immoral. Please add my objection to your list.
Thank you and God bless you~
Stephanie Lisherness
dlishs@comcast.net

Sent from my T-Mobile 5G Device

______________________________________________
From: Dawn E Ruth
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:40:33 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Amanda Adams
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:02:37 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Debbie Melby
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:33:24 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Corri Rathbone
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:00:39 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Elizabeth Gilbert
Sent: 1/6/2022 11:18:47 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Children vaccines
External Email
I am sending this email to put my opinion out there. I have 2 children, 5 and 7 who have
both already had covid, both were so mild, they were like colds. I have recently listened
to a podcast with Dr. Malone, who was one of the inventors of the RNA vaccine. He is
telling parents to NOT vaccinate children as it can cause harm. If our state mandates this
for our kids, I will file for a religious exemption, and if that doesn't get approved, I will
pull them from the school system. Please do not mandate this for our kids!
Sincerely,
Elizabeth Gilbert
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: CARRIE COREY
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:18:09 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Celina Scott
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:23:41 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Violation of constitutional rights
Not necessary
State and Federal over reach in authority
There is no where near enough time for true studies on the impact of these vaccinations
that are being attempted by force and fear onto the American people. This is ridiculous
and has gone far enough. Stop the games, stop the plan and let families decide what is
best for them. The schools should step out of the political game. You are terrible at it. If
WA schools are teaching CRT, feel free to dump that as well.

______________________________________________
From: Daniel Berg
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:00:32 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brodie Birr
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:54:15 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Bob Jones
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:32:03 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
You don't have the authority or the right to deny individuals to an education based on
their decision to not be vaccinated.
That action alone is discriminatory.
It is already been proven that vaccination for the most part only mildly protects the
individual as it has been proven that vaccinated people can still get covid and or transmit
covid.
Quit trying to turn us into a socialist state.
Thank you
Bob

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.onelink.me%2F107872968%3F

______________________________________________
From: Allison Gallaher
Sent: 1/7/2022 1:47:09 AM
To: DOH WSBOH,Davis, Michelle (SBOH),Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH),Hoff, Christy Curwick
(SBOH),Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH),Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH),Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH),Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH),Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH),Schreiber, Tracy N
(SBOH),Haag, Hannah R (SBOH),Kahler, Kelie (SBOH),Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: Covid 19 mandates
External Email
Dear officials,
Do not add Covid-19 to the current infectious disease WAC codes, as this is not a disease
that causes death as our Government Regime would like for us to believe, with a 96% +
survival rate, “False Information” & “NO complete TRANSPARENCY”, being an
“EXPERIMENTAL Vaccines” all of which comes from our Government, should not ever be
taken to the lengths that it has.
This is my understanding to the pandemic; I would like you to consider this information
and again DO NOT ADD Covid-19 to WA WAC Codes.
1. Federal government wants to run roughshod over state powers, contrary to what the
Founding Fathers intended in the Ninth and 10th Amendments to the Bill of Rights, which
reserved powers to the states.
2. Dr. Francis Boyle is an international law expert. He’s also an expert on ‘genetic
bioweapons.’ And he was a gentleman who framed the ‘anti-terrorism act.’ It’s called the
“Bioweapons Anti-Terrorism Act” or B.W.A.T.A. It was framed in 1989, signed into law in
1990 by President George W. Bush, with unanimous approval from the U.S. Senate and
the U.S. Congress. And so, if there is a Genetic Bioweapons Anti-terrorism Act, it means
obviously there must be a genetic bioweapons industry. And I want you to know, that on
this earth: 22 nations on planet earth have what we call BSL4 Labs, BSL4 Labs means
Bio Safety Level 4. Bio Safety Level 4 is the highest level of Bio Safety.
3. Dr. Derek Knauss, A clinical scientist Southern California laboratory immunologistvirologist says “he and colleagues from 7 universities, that of 1500 samples of people
tested “positive” for Covid-19 could not find any (0) . All the people were simply found to
have influenza A and to a lesser extent influenza B”.
4. New Zealand has locked its entire citizenry down for one, yes one new case of COVID.
This simply boggles the mind. A look across the United States shows a similar trend in
states led by democrat leaders. The separation of powers, or the powers granted to the
states under the constitution is the only thing stopping America from looking like the
examples listed above. Leaders in the red states are essentially holding the line against
national oppression in America, but they cannot do this alone.
I can predict with relative certainty that new variants or strains are about to emerge.
New bloated case counts, not deaths of course, will pepper the headlines of news
organizations, hysteria will once again rule the news cycles. Continued public crises are
going to manifest and perpetuate fear throughout our communities. My hope is that you
are done being scared; and anger and outrage finally sets in. Remember, you are
exceptional. I can also say with absolute certainty that they will come for you one day,
not matter who you are if you don’t stand up now, vaccinated or not. Tyranny has no
boundaries; and there are bigger plans for you, your children and your wealth. Globalism
has found its way into American culture; and it is poisoning from within. Digital
passports, digital currencies, elimination of privacy and private property ownership; and
massive taxation are happening as we speak; and are modern day tools of enslavement.
The time has come to resist lockdown measures (peacefully of course) and say no to

tyranny. Collectively we are stronger than the world’s largest armies. We will not give up
any of our civil liberties granted to us under our Constitution. We will not comply with
vaccine passports. We will not allow segregation and discrimination to take new root in
America. We will not enforce any mask mandates, especially of our children. We will not
frequent businesses that promote targeted oppression of our neighbors. We will not be
bullied by state agencies or elected abusers.
5. Natural Immunity has never been approved or meds that has proven to work,
Ivermectin and hydroxychloroqine
6. I believe are state will suffer if any more mandates or codes are enforced at this time
and more than likely the citizens will boycott businesses that enact segregated practices
on our fellow citizens. We will have a zero tolerance for civil liberty abuses on our
citizenry. We will utilize the American court system of justice; and non-violent civil
disobedience to combat despotism and tyranny, as Dr Martin Luther King Jr has taught
us. Above all else, we will remain free people.
Thank you, for your time and concern and please remember to open your heart, soul and
mind to all the issues that I have tried to convey.
Sincerely
Allison Gallaher

______________________________________________
From: Faith Hope
Sent: 1/6/2022 2:01:56 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comment for meeting Wed Jan 12
External Email
I would like to respectfully submit my opinion for the
Public Meeting
Wednesday, January 12, 2022
9:30 a.m. – 3:30 p.m
I would like to express my opinion and comment that the C o v shots should absolutely
NOT be a requirement or mandated for anyone in our country, especially for our children.
These mandates trample on our freedoms and the law in our country. We know that
children are at extremely low risk for C and that the vaccines are still only EUA
(emergency use authorization). We have always been able to have religious or medical
exemptions and accommodations in the past. At the very least this should not be
changed. I am writing for five (5) people in my family that support the above stated
viewpoint. Thank you for your service to our community and to our country. We pray and
trust that God will give you wisdom as you consider these historical matters that are of
the utmost importance.
Respectfully,
Aline, Gary, Alisa Bright AND Jean and Hulan Fleming

______________________________________________
From: Gina Vader
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:46:20 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cynthia Gremmert-Moseid
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:37:12 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Amy King
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:17:09 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: bryan padberg
Sent: 1/6/2022 3:18:22 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
*
*
*
*
Covid,
*

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
therefore,
The vaccine apparently does not stop thespread of the disease

-Bryan Padberg

______________________________________________
From: Brian Koestler
Sent: 1/6/2022 11:18:37 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Angela Morales
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:05:11 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
1) Children are still growing and should not be exposed to experimental treatment. No
long term studies were done on adults-let alone children.
2)High risk teachers can teach on line instead.
3)Children are very low risk.
4)They can still get and give covid to others if vaccinated-and do not need the protection
from severe effects since they are so low risk to begin with, and even if vaccinated could
potentially give COVID to someone else.
5)Parents will undoubtedly sue if long term effects arise.
6)This takes away parental choice-pushing people further from trust in government.
Thank you for preserving individual rights by not requiring these unnecessarily and
without purpose!
Mary Morales

______________________________________________
From: Amanda Christian
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:49:56 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brooke Roberge
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:41:10 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Denise So
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:16:07 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Debbie Smalley
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:47:37 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Donna Kessler
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:58:12 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Allison Fahlenkamp
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:08:47 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: C L
Sent: 1/6/2022 2:27:27 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:

______________________________________________
From: Armine Petrosyan
Sent: 1/6/2022 11:36:53 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dianna Moskovkin
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:15:41 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Erica Taranto
Sent: 1/6/2022 11:10:19 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Ciara Cripps
Sent: 1/7/2022 3:37:51 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Denise Hupfer
Sent: 1/7/2022 1:04:40 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: David Wood
Sent: 1/6/2022 11:06:14 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Ashley Brandrup
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:22:32 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Genadiy Grebenyuk
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:50:31 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
We do not fully know the long term effects of mRNA "vaccine".
The parents have no say if they want the child to have the vaccine or not.
It does not prevent the child from catching it and spreading the Covid 19 virus.
Children typically have no or very mild symptoms.

Thank you for consideration
Genadiy

______________________________________________
From: Carol Wood
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:51:06 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Debra Kahwaty
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:23:16 PM
To: DOH WSBOH,Davis, Michelle (SBOH),Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH),Hoff, Christy Curwick
(SBOH),Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH),Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH),Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH),Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH),Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH),Schreiber, Tracy N
(SBOH),Haag, Hannah R (SBOH),Kahler, Kelie (SBOH),Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: Covid Vaccine email
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
This letter is to oppose the potential requirement to vaccinate Washington State school
age kids with the Covid vaccine.
Taking this very important decision away from the parents is wrong on every level.
Please understand that I am not an anti vaxxer but a very concerned citizen who believes
the ramifications of taking this parental right away could add devastation to the crisis we
are currently dealing with.
Parents are talking of pulling their children out of school if a mandate were to take
place and I shutter to think of what a burden and stress that would put on our children.
I am a grandmother of a middle schooler & a high schooler and we all want our kids &
communities to be healthy & protected but honestly we do not know the long term
effects of this vaccine and it is unbearable to think it could be forced upon us.
Please, let's just continue social distancing, masking up & washing hands and let those
who choose to opt out of vaccinating do so.
I have found that the unvaccinated are taking these precautions more seriously and that
the vaccinated feel it's their ticket to let their quard down and therefore are contracting
Covid.
Regards,

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:46:30 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW:

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov>
360-236-4105

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01%
| Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH%
|Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: Aim Bailey <aimbailey2@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 8:52 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject:

External Email

This is to inform whomever it may concern, that I do NOT agree with adding the covid
vaccine to the list of required immunizations for my child. There are many arguments for
and against getting this vaccine. And when it comes down to it, we and our children
should NOT be required to, or forced to get this vaccine. So NO, this should NOT go on
the list of required immunizations.
I would like to express my extreme opposition to implementation of a COVID 19 vaccine
requirement for schools in Washington State
Thank you

______________________________________________
From: Alex Danilyuk
Sent: 1/6/2022 11:04:12 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Andrea Cook
Sent: 1/7/2022 4:58:22 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: chad jackson
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:48:29 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons: The number one fact is even with this vaccine you
can still spread covid......also not enough time has gone by for studies as well for the lil
guys to be taking this as it is not like ebola or similar diseases. You can still spread the
virus period vaccinated or not.

______________________________________________
From: Debra Matthews
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:42:45 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cody Dieni
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:42:10 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Alexandra Primacio
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:00:46 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Emily Panush
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:12:53 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cheryl-Ann Gallentine
Sent: 1/6/2022 12:37:49 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
It is NOT fully approved. Only fully approved for EMERGENCY USE ONLY. Nothing should
be required until fully approved after the normal 5 year testing on new vaccines and
meds.
I do not want my child to be a test subject for research purposes, which is what this
would be.
I am opposed to it being a requirement when it has not gone through the normal 5 year
testing period for proper research to have been done.

______________________________________________
From: Ashley Felts
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:39:52 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Gillian Anderson
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:43:21 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Danna Olsen
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:47:53 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
This is just ridiculous.
Kids do not need these stupid ineffective vaccines. They are at a very low risk of getting
sick. All kids get colds and they don’t need vaccines. Contact Ron DeSantos.
Stop invading our First Amendment rights.
You all need to look at how males in particular have been hurt by these vaccines ( heart
issues).

Sent from my iPad

______________________________________________
From: Drew Kalahar
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:19:27 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
- Children rarely spread the disease or are effected by COVID-19
- The risk/reward for young children simply does not add up
- Mandating this will eliminate perfectly healthy children from participating in a crucial
part of their education
Thank you,
Drew Kalahar

______________________________________________
From: Christina Grieshaber
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:00:59 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: berserker_calm Nelson
Sent: 1/7/2022 3:05:06 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comment on covid vax req for student
External Email
To the committee members who will decide this issue, I say the following things not
because I’m fearful of technology or ignorant. I have a degree in computer science
(comfortable with numbers, models, and data analysis), have a Masters in Teaching with
a science endorsement, have taught both chemistry and biology, and I’ve spent a lot of
time in the last two years following the news and digging in to the topic of coronaviruses
in general and the mRNA vaccine tech. To you, as a parent and certified teacher, say the
following:

I oppose making any vaccine with no long-term safety data mandatory for anyone, let
alone children.
I oppose the use of any mRNA vaccine, which have a uniform history of failure in animal
trials.
I oppose the use of any “leaky” vaccine, which the Covid-19 vaccines are, because all
previous case they have led to worse overall outcomes, or total vaccine dependence for
survival (e.g., Merck's Disease).
The current leaky vaccines are a prime driver of new variants.
No Covid-19 vaccine prevents the vaccinated from catching & carrying the disease,
infecting others, so to say they need to get it to protect grandma is a lie.
The FDA data, the Pfizer data, data from the UK and other nations, all indicate the
vaccine is considerably more dangerous to kids than the disease is.
These gene therapy products do not meet several of the guidelines for what vaccines
should be required to attend public schools.

If you make these experimental and risky vaccines mandatory for school children, I will
demand an exemption. If exemptions are not freely and easily granted in a way that do
not make the unvaccinated 3rd class citizens to be fears and segregated, I will support
lawsuits challenging the mandate, opposing ALL school funding initiatives and actions,
remove my offspring from public school and homeschool, or move out of the state, as
needed.

If you make these medical abominations mandatory, I will support and call for your
prosecution (you, personally, the members of the deciding body, among others) and
execution (by hanging, firing squad, lethal injection, or blowtorch and a wire brush, as
the fullness of time and evidence deems appropriate) under the Nuremberg code for
crimes against humanity.

Yes, you are talking about threatening the life of my child, possibly forcing him to play a
giant game of Russian Roulette. I take that threat seriously.

Rolf Nelson
Redmond, WA

______________________________________________
From: Darryl Bayes
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:39:19 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following reasons:
There have been no long-term studies done to know the effects of the vaccine on
children (or adults).
Children have an extremely low rate of contracting or spreading covid.
Our son recently moved his family, with three school-aged children, out of Washington
based solely on their concerns of mandates.
They are now attending school in-person, without the Covid vaccine, without masks and
without any ill effects any worse than children in school two years ago.
I pray you will make your decisions for our children based on health and science.
Sincerely,
Darryl Bayes
12920 297th Pl NE
Duvall, WA

______________________________________________
From: Eden Radavich
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:53:39 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Ami Bryant
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:26:36 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Chris Caesar
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:57:17 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brigitta Jones
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:56:18 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
At this time we technically are dealing with a flu shot, not a vaccine and until the long
term studies are in adding this to the immunization list in my opinion is irresponsible.
The shot does not stop the spread only lessons symptoms.

______________________________________________
From: gliderchik
Sent: 1/6/2022 2:48:35 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Adding covid 19 to WAC codes
External Email

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone
I implore you to use facts before using current infectious disease WAC codes to include
Covid 19.
The survival rate for Covid 19 is 98 percent.
The mandate by the POTUS is unconstitutional. Congress makes laws, not the President.
The Mnra shot is not a vaccine. Currently people who have had both shots and a booster
are still getting and transmitting the virus.
The new variant, Omnicron, is nothing more then a cold. The CDC has noted that even
with the million new cases in a single day, just 3 percent are being admitted to the
hospital. That rate is less then half of the 6.5 percent when the average daily case count
was 250,000. Deaths are less then a third of what was recorded last January.
Parents have the right to choose the health care for their children. That includes this
Mnra shot. Children on average are not affected by the virus.
Dr. Fauci has recently redefined fully vaccinated to up to date. He answers to no peers.
He has changed the goal posts to never reaching goals. There is no end in sight to what
fully vaccinated even means.
Forcing people to take this Mnra shot is not the American way. This new variant is mild
and it is signaling the end of this virus. If a person is at risk, they and they alone should
receive the shot, if, that is their choice.
I remind you again, this virus has a 98 percent recovery rate. Wether it dies out or stays
with us, it is not a reason for government over reach. We the People want our freedom to
choose what is best for us as individuals. The shot has had some serious complications
especially in young adults with no health problems and children.
Thank you for your time,
Catherine Lassila

______________________________________________
From: Austen Apperson
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:26:36 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Ekaterina Carey
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:40:33 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Ami Maldonado
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:04:01 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Deanna Wilson
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:47:53 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Sent from Dee's iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Bunny McBee
Sent: 1/6/2022 3:00:27 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
I am opposed for any mandatory vaccine decisions. I am an adult and know how to care
for myself and my children.

______________________________________________
From: Annabel Watson
Sent: 1/7/2022 3:20:55 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Chad Gailey
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:25:16 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Christy Penner
Sent: 1/6/2022 11:49:51 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Darcey Elston
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:48:25 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons: The vaccine has not been proven to stop the spread
of the disease and not been proven to be safe.
Joel Elston
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Dustin Durham
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:45:48 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Chad Orebaugh
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:58:06 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:14:40 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW:

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov>
360-236-4105

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01%
| Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH%
|Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: Leah Guzek <leah.guzek18@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 8:48 AM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject:

External Email
I would like to express my extreme opposition to implementation of a COVID 19
vaccine requirement for schools in Washington State.

1. No COVID vaccine available in the United States has received FDA approval. All
available vaccines, including the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine, are being administered under
an Emergency Use Authorization. The only “approved” COVID 19 vaccine is Comirnaty,
and it is not available in the United States and there is no anticipated date for its
availability. (This “smoke and mirrors” approach by the FDA is the subject of numerous
lawsuits and a Federal Judge recently rejected Pfizer’s claim that the 2 products are
interchangeable: Federal Judge Rejects DOD Claim That Pfizer EUA and Comirnaty
Vaccines Are ‘Interchangeable’ • Children's Health Defense (childrenshealthdefense.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fchildrenshealthdefense.org%2F&da
) Since EUA products cannot be mandated per the Nuremberg Code, this alone should be
enough to stop consideration of making vaccines mandatory.

2. Children are statistically at zero risk of dying from COVID. Their survival rate is
in the range of 99.997-99.998% or, put another way, their risk of dying with COVID is
less than 2 in every 1,000,000 children. The very few children who are listed as COVID
deaths did not die OF COVID, but rather WITH COVID as anyone being admitted to a
hospital nowadays is tested. I challenge the Washington State Board of Health to show
medical records for even one child who has died OF COVID. Where there’s no risk, there
can be no benefit.

3. No one knows the long term risks of these vaccines. You may remember that
one of the members of the FDA Advisory Committee infamously said, “We are never
going to learn about how safe thie vaccine is until we start giving it” Dr. Eric Ruben,
Editor in Chief NEJM The studies Pfizer conducted were woefully underpowered. This is an
analysis of 10 Red Flags associated with Pfizer’s studies: Ten red flags in the FDA’s riskbenefit analysis of Pfizer’s EUA application to inject American children 5 to 11 with its
mRNA product – Commentary – America's Frontline Doctors
(americasfrontlinedoctors.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Famericasfrontlinedoctors.org%2F&d
)

Force vaccinating healthy children for a disease that doesn’t affect them to make
adults feel safe is a new low for humanity. Please do the right thing and do not require
these vaccinations for school age children.

______________________________________________
From: Daniel Matthews
Sent: 1/6/2022 11:17:37 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dennis Babakov
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:13:50 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Grigoriy Nechiporuk
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:49:10 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Frankie Pollock
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:05:11 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Alicia Lenderman
Sent: 1/7/2022 5:08:11 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Debbie Dreis
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:23:05 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Bethany Rodriguez
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:15:44 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email

"I would like to express my extreme opposition to implementation of a COVID 19 vaccine
requirement for schools in Washington State.
1. No COVID vaccine available in the United States has received FDA approval. All
available vaccines, including the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine, are being administered under
an Emergency Use Authorization. The only “approved” COVID 19 vaccine is Comirnaty,
and it is not available in the United States and there is no anticipated date for its
availability. (This “smoke and mirrors” approach by the FDA is the subject of numerous
lawsuits and a Federal Judge recently rejected Pfizer’s claim that the 2 products are
interchangeable: Federal Judge Rejects DOD Claim That Pfizer EUA and Comirnaty
Vaccines Are ‘Interchangeable’ • Children's Health Defense (childrenshealthdefense.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fl.facebook.com%2Fl.php%3Fu%3D
-4MrX_Gsz9NKwlUTY1rI0zBn5fl9eYeHtXDPGnkMEZG8dwnh29S5AC7Px0f7rEwwc6lKdcHUHURs35s19jh_kT2Mehz4njRM5_H3W7MCUWa79ZFl42DKe5PhicQ%26__tn__%3DR%5DR%26c%5B0%5D%3DAT2o5VDuSkSlSoekONkEJp_huAsOJHjWU15H0Ap_smMKfH4UncUQUL9-gjisqzLHf9_vz1N3LHm_HVmTHJHXDLC5VN76nKH-aKe7fUGoZ0NTWAivAnupFiVEt4HNX_e9wCrAaalIlXWigreCOe8Ma_md1K5e0hGpJPJolRs4c_caOqYkz3EqKWJmvFoTXzMWWPcrwNjemG1sQw&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Ced1dc60abe504fbe00ea08d
) Since EUA products cannot be mandated per the Nuremberg Code, this alone should be
enough to stop consideration of making vaccines mandatory.
2. Children are statistically at zero risk of dying from COVID. Their survival rate is in the
range of 99.997-99.998% or, put another way, their risk of dying with COVID is less than
2 in every 1,000,000 children. The very few children who are listed as COVID deaths did
not die OF COVID, but rather WITH COVID as anyone being admitted to a hospital
nowadays is tested. I challenge the Washington State Board of Health to show medical
records for even one child who has died OF COVID. Where there’s no risk, there can be
no benefit.
3. There are well documented risks associated with myocarditis in young males
associated with these shots. Myocarditis is not a mild illness. Statistics show that 2 in 10
people with myocarditis will die within 2 years and 5 in 10 die within 5 years. Dead heart
tissue does not regenerate itself.
4. The spike proteins associated with these shots have been shown to settle in female’s
reproductive organs, potentially affecting future fertility. In fact, there is currently a
study focusing on changes in women’s menstrual periods associated with the shots.
COVID-19 Vaccines and the Menstrual Cycle | NIH COVID-19 Research
5. Natural immunity has been shown to be much more robust than any immunity
imparted by the vaccine, and there has been research that has shown, after a person
gets the shots, they may never be able to achieve full natural immunity in the future.
Please read this for 5 studies that show children already have robust natural immunity to
this virus. Hands-off, CDC and Pfizer: Children are to be considered already COVID
‘vaccinated’ – Opinion – America's Frontline Doctors (americasfrontlinedoctors.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fl.facebook.com%2Fl.php%3Fu%3D
Ib196tsGFGYvFgv-ywMA0XNF3BqS2O6YAY6hnbZZWq0o0-KCuOcB1O2yMcqV8OPLH98k96x_4a_NaLEKiXzRfG5LJ-1RRxfUat0Wfn0u2R1eqqg%26__tn__%3DR%5DR%26c%5B0%5D%3DAT2o5VDuSkSlSoekONkEJp_huAsOJHjWU15H0Ap_smMKfH4UncUQUL9-gjisqzLHf9_vz1N3LHm_HVmTHJHXDLC5VN76nKH-aKe7fUGoZ0NTWAivAnupFiVE-

t4HNX_e9wCrAaalIlXWigreCOe8Ma_md1K5e0hGpJPJolRs4c_caOqYkz3EqKWJmvFoTXzMWWPcrwNjemG1sQw&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Ced1dc60abe504fbe00ea08d
)
6. No one knows the long term risks of these vaccines. You may remember that one of
the members of the FDA Advisory Committee infamously said, “We are never going to
learn about how safe thie vaccine is until we start giving it” Dr. Eric Ruben, Editor in
Chief NEJM The studies Pfizer conducted were woefully underpowered. This is an analysis
of 10 Red Flags associated with Pfizer’s studies: Ten red flags in the FDA’s risk-benefit
analysis of Pfizer’s EUA application to inject American children 5 to 11 with its mRNA
product – Commentary – America's Frontline Doctors (americasfrontlinedoctors.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fl.facebook.com%2Fl.php%3Fu%3D
Ib196tsGFGYvFgv-ywMA0XNF3BqS2O6YAY6hnbZZWq0o0-KCuOcB1O2yMcqV8OPLH98k96x_4a_NaLEKiXzRfG5LJ-1RRxfUat0Wfn0u2R1eqqg%26__tn__%3DR%5DR%26c%5B0%5D%3DAT2o5VDuSkSlSoekONkEJp_huAsOJHjWU15H0Ap_smMKfH4UncUQUL9-gjisqzLHf9_vz1N3LHm_HVmTHJHXDLC5VN76nKH-aKe7fUGoZ0NTWAivAnupFiVEt4HNX_e9wCrAaalIlXWigreCOe8Ma_md1K5e0hGpJPJolRs4c_caOqYkz3EqKWJmvFoTXzMWWPcrwNjemG1sQw&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Ced1dc60abe504fbe00ea08d
)
7. You may “enjoy” reading this analysis from a person who does risk-benefit analyses
for a living. It is estimated that, even if 28 million children are vaccinated against COVID,
at most 45 lives might be saved. And there are potentially huge long term risks. What is
the Number Needed to Vaccinate (NNTV) to prevent a single COVID-19 fatality in kids 5
to 11 based on the Pfizer EUA application? (substack.com
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fl.facebook.com%2Fl.php%3Fu%3D
7m6KYQKMChwHC-XqnxTc-D2tUUuFft4T1brhTyIl7ruguJyHwsGRPlQdedb9H82KZXc1MgA3VNGIqFpYhhdMoM9QuO2WhuX8Xw%26__tn__%3DR%5DR%26c%5B0%5D%3DAT2o5VDuSkSlSoekONkEJp_huAsOJHjWU15H0Ap_smMKfH4UncUQUL9-gjisqzLHf9_vz1N3LHm_HVmTHJHXDLC5VN76nKH-aKe7fUGoZ0NTWAivAnupFiVEt4HNX_e9wCrAaalIlXWigreCOe8Ma_md1K5e0hGpJPJolRs4c_caOqYkz3EqKWJmvFoTXzMWWPcrwNjemG1sQw&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Ced1dc60abe504fbe00ea08d
)
8. In Pfizer’s initial study for older 12-17 year old kids, adverse side effects were hidden.
You may or may not be familiar with the story of Maddie De Garay who volunteered to be
part of the initial trial because she wanted to do her part. She is now in a wheelchair with
a feeding tube and likely will be for the rest of her life. Her side effects were hidden and
listed as “abdominal pain”. Even if there’s an infinitesimal chance of this happening to
another child, why take the risk? Comcast Censors Vaccine Paralyzed 13-Year-Old Girl
(rumble.com
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fl.facebook.com%2Fl.php%3Fu%3D
XnCXeKs6c0zi6IV1tf74bpu44FZ9JVaTQlY-TQZHr_vzV9MIJFTVw0JGk0_LT0r1FF7orPCurkBri3dA%26__tn__%3DR%5DR%26c%5B0%5D%3DAT2o5VDuSkSlSoekONkEJp_huAsOJHjWU15H0Ap_smMKfH4UncUQUL9-gjisqzLHf9_vz1N3LHm_HVmTHJHXDLC5VN76nKH-aKe7fUGoZ0NTWAivAnupFiVEt4HNX_e9wCrAaalIlXWigreCOe8Ma_md1K5e0hGpJPJolRs4c_caOqYkz3EqKWJmvFoTXzMWWPcrwNjemG1sQw&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Ced1dc60abe504fbe00ea08d
)
9. It is impossible for someone to give informed consent when side effects from the
vaccines are hidden. Perhaps before you make a decision that you’ll regret, you should
visit this website.
realnotrare.com
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fl.facebook.com%2Fl.php%3Fu%3D
txv1AGEr3awcsa94UlrPjtXypkB9uSbs6RSFSttugjcByefqr0%26h%3DAT3TeoGf0sTSLMMVGIfjvN_TLsVxNR19L
zH2eBX6QngosGwzzu2kJNvi1axStOXE8s7AS1plzV9T1Liq2tDpCvebHAo6dlhODNNw3pUMoOdRKiQ7zu7YQ%26__tn__%3DR%5DR%26c%5B0%5D%3DAT2o5VD-

uSkSlSoekONkEJp_huAsOJHjWU15H0Ap_smMKfH4UncUQUL9-gjisqzLHf9_vz1N3LHm_HVmTHJHXDLC5VN76nKH-aKe7fUGoZ0NTWAivAnupFiVEt4HNX_e9wCrAaalIlXWigreCOe8Ma_md1K5e0hGpJPJolRs4c_caOqYkz3EqKWJmvFoTXzMWWPcrwNjemG1sQw&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Ced1dc60abe504fbe00ea08d
Respectfully,
Bethany Rodriguez
(A new mom praying for my babies future)

______________________________________________
From: Garrett Ferson
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:27:47 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Beth Stewart
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:41:50 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brandi M Groth
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:57:00 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: coons12520
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:52:20 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
1. It is proven vaccinated and unvaccinated both can get and spread covid. Our school
canceled a sport event due to covid outbreak which consisted of 2 vaccinated students
only.
2. It has not been studied long enough to subject our children to possible side
effects...ex. myocarditis.
3. It is still experimental.
4. Children are at very low risk of severe covid symptoms.
5. IT DOESNT WORK OBVIOUSLY!!!

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone

______________________________________________
From: Aaron Pagan
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:50:28 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: DAVID COLE
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:37:20 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Eugene Glotov
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:06:25 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Angel Johnston
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:59:50 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission, childcare or
for anyone for that matter in our state. Please consider medical freedom. If the shot
works it shouldn’t be necessary for those that don’t want it or want their children to get
it.
Angel Tucker

______________________________________________
From: cleve barnes
Sent: 1/7/2022 3:46:55 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: covid 19
External Email
We the people have the right given by God, the right of choice. The fundamental choice
people have over their sovern body is foundational to the United States of America. A
women has the right to terminate an unborn child, a person has the right to smoke, to
drink, to get a tattoo or even skydive yet you will tell an adult they have no right to not
get vaccinated or you will tell a parent they do not have the right to not vaccinate their
child. I'd like you to remember that you are not God and we the people have the right to
our bodies and parents have the right to determine what is reasonable and responsible
for their child.

______________________________________________
From: Christian Gentry
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:35:56 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
*
*
*
*
Covid,
*

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
therefore,
The vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of the disease

This medical tyranny must stop.
Regards,
Christian

______________________________________________
From: Cheryl Jump
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:02:14 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Gary Haugen
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:54:09 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dallas Gregory
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:40:26 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dana Harris
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:26:34 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
*
*
*
*
Covid,
*

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
There are no long-term studies to document anyhistory of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
therefore,
The vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of the disease

I am strongly opposed to this mandate.
Dana Ruch

______________________________________________
From: Debbie Renner
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:35:31 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brittny Ramirez
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:12:57 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: COVID 19 Vaccine
External Email
In October of 2021 I removed my children from the Washington State School system
because I could see the writing on the wall. This state would require an experimental
drug be tested & used on our children as a qualification to receiving an education. A
“free” education. This experimental drug has not been proven safe over a long period of
time. There is literally no evidence. None. None at all that proves this experimental drug
is safe on the use of any human being overtime. It doesn’t exist.
I say I could see the writing on the wall because Gavin Newsom had just announced an
illegal mandate for all students in the state of California and true to form Washington
usually follows.
While my family and I are still residents in the State of Washington my children literally
attend a private school across state line.
The trust we once had as parents for the state to maintain the best, quality education for
our children has been decimated . We have ZERO trust in the Government officials to
include the state education board of Washington.
This lack of trust goes far deeper than the experimental drug shot. The name of Covid
has revealed much more insidious plans from dark governmental powers That would
assault, abuse, & violate our children through programs,policy and CIRRICULUM. If I had
more time today I would talk over the issues from that pit. The many months that My
husband, Stephen Ramirez and I have fought at the local level within our school district
has been both discouraging and sobering.
When October arrived I knew I literally needed to save my children from the Washington
state public school system both physically from a experimental drug injection and forced
masking to mentally from the indoctrination of evil, twisted, perverse curriculum AKA
COMPREHENSIVE SEX EDUCATION, EQUITY CIRRICULUM and so on.
Thankfully there are far more of us than there are of you. I know you don’t see it that
way now but you will. Those of us who can see this for what it is are fighting on the
winning side and we know how it all ends.
Stop this sickening madness now.
Brittny Ramirez
509-655-3407
Central Valley School District
Liberty Lake, WA
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Gwendolyn Konynenbelt
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:40:50 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Erika Sutton
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:47:15 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cassandra Hoefner
Sent: 1/6/2022 11:41:42 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brynn Guadamuz
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:18:27 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: 3BF7F324-D7CE-4ABB-932E-DC461E401EF6
External Email
Washington State Board of Health,
I object to the plan to apply current infectious disease WAC codes to include COVID-19
for Washington State residents. This disease is manageable if treatment is started early.
Moreover, it is survivable by more than 98% of the population. These Covid vaccines
have little effect on the Omicron variant, and in fact, most people who get this variant
have been double vaccinated, some have even received booster shots. Being fully
vaccinated will require regular booster shots, forever.
Including Covid vaccines as a requirement for attending public school is completely
unnecessary. Children have little risk from Covid-19, but they do have considerable risk
from an unapproved Covid vaccine.
In America, health officers do not have the right to quarantine a person or family in a
prison-type facility for refusing the Covid vaccination or any other medical intervention.
This is not about our health; it is an unconstitutional, criminal attempt for the
government to control the population. Those who are proposing this plan should be
charged with treason. No matter my political views this is a HORRIBLE over reach and
will make history for being one of the most gigantic step backwards in American
freedom. It is a disgrace to even speak about. Please remove this an option for this
state. God bless all of you decision makers with wisdom.

______________________________________________
From: Carolyn Engstrom
Sent: 1/6/2022 2:16:38 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
1. Children do not on a great level get dangerously sick from covid.
2. Heart and physical affects long term are not known and will may have more severe
affects later.
3. Parents have rights to refuse vaccines.
4. Vaccine does not prevent the spread or contraction of covid and should be considered
like the flu shot- it is recommended not required.
Carolyn

______________________________________________
From: Amanda Palmer
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:09:48 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Courtney Morse
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:03:23 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Erica McConnell
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:45:05 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Elizabeth Adams
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:28:32 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Carly Howarth
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:23:02 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dawn Grindland
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:32:27 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Child don't need this shot. They are way bettet off not getting. To many risk in longterm. The shot won't cure anything.

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.onelink.me%2F107872968%3F

______________________________________________
From: ADELINDA SMITH
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:26:30 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Coralynne Fulmer
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:50:41 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Eugene Zakhareyev
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:19:50 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments to the board meeting on Jan 12th
External Email
Respected Members of WA Board Of Health!
Our family would like to submit comments for the record as you consider the possibility
of mandating COVID-19 vaccines for school students.
My wife and I are parents of two school-age children, and our daughter will be of age for
school in two years. As parents of three children, we would like to urge the board not to
make COVID vaccines mandatory for our kids.
While we support vaccinations and all our children are up to date on immunizations, we
do not feel comfortable with an entity forcing COVID vaccine as a prerequisite of inperson school attendance. We, the parents, are ultimately responsible for our kids wellbeing. Thus we would love the Board of Health to provide us with the information that
would help us make decisions whether to vaccinate our children against COVID but not
make the decision for us, and not to mandate the vaccine that was developed for earlier
strain of virus and has not yet proven clinical efficiency against that strain in children.
We believe in parents being able to make informed decisions for their children and hope
that Washington State Board of Health would assist us with that. Should the state decide
to move forward with mandating COVID vaccination for kids it will cause us to reconsider
in-person attendance for our children. Our kids love their schools and their friends, and
we would like to be able to continue sending them there.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Irina and Eugene Zakhareyev
5126 154th Ave NE
Redmond WA

______________________________________________
From: cjanis9@gmail.com
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:12:16 AM
To: DOH WSBOH,Davis, Michelle (SBOH),Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH),Hoff, Christy Curwick
(SBOH),Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH),Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH),Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH),Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH),Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH),Schreiber, Tracy N
(SBOH),Haag, Hannah R (SBOH),Kahler, Kelie (SBOH),Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: RE: Communicable and Certain Other Diseases
External Email
Attention Washington State Board of Health Members,

I understand the implications of this rule will have the effect of allowing the state
government to enforce any medical treatment it deems necessary and “in the public
interest” on individual Americans, with non-compliance resulting in incarceration, forced
vaccination (certain of innocent, vulnerable children) or other extreme enforcement
measures.

I am deeply appalled that the Communicable and Certain Other Diseases item is even on
your agenda for discussion, let alone decision making! While the position statement
below is quite clear, I wish to add that should you approve this ruling, you will be
violating both our U.S. Constitution and Bill of Rights, as well as the Washington state
constitution, all of which unequivocally establish every American’s right to personal
freedom and autonomy over their own bodies. And those rights include personal choice
over what goes into their bodies. Should you approve this rule you will be violating both
your oath of office by which you have sworn to uphold the U.S. and Washington state
constitutions and your fiduciary responsibility to the public.

This rule smacks of Nazi Germany and, as you may recall, when all was said and done
restitution was extract from those supporting their hideous agendas – restitution from
both big and small players supporting that regime. Be wise and recognize that you are
definitely not too small to be called to account in a second round of the Nuremberg trials,
which will surely be coming.

While the below statement focuses on the violation of children’s rights, it is clear this rule
would also extend to non-compliant adults.

I would like to express my extreme opposition to implementation of a COVID 19 vaccine
requirement for schools in Washington State.

1. No COVID vaccine available in the United States has received FDA approval. All
available vaccines, including the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine, are being administered under
an Emergency Use Authorization. The only “approved” COVID 19 vaccine is Comirnaty,

and it is not available in the United States and there is no anticipated date for its
availability. (This “smoke and mirrors” approach by the FDA is the subject of numerous
lawsuits and a Federal Judge recently rejected Pfizer’s claim that the 2 products are
interchangeable: Federal Judge Rejects DOD Claim That Pfizer EUA and Comirnaty
Vaccines Are ‘Interchangeable’ • Children's Health Defense (childrenshealthdefense.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fchildrenshealthdefense.org%2F&da
) Since EUA products cannot be mandated per the Nuremberg Code, this alone should be
enough to stop consideration of making vaccines mandatory.

2. Children are statistically at zero risk of dying from COVID. Their survival rate is in the
range of 99.997-99.998% or, put another way, their risk of dying with COVID is less than
2 in every 1,000,000 children. The very few children who are listed as COVID deaths did
not die OF COVID, but rather WITH COVID as anyone being admitted to a hospital
nowadays is tested. I challenge the Washington State Board of Health to show medical
records for even one child who has died OF COVID. Where there’s no risk, there can be
no benefit.

3. No one knows the long term risks of these vaccines. You may remember that one of
the members of the FDA Advisory Committee infamously said, “We are never going to
learn about how safe thie vaccine is until we start giving it” Dr. Eric Ruben, Editor in
Chief NEJM The studies Pfizer conducted were woefully underpowered. This is an analysis
of 10 Red Flags associated with Pfizer’s studies: Ten red flags in the FDA’s risk-benefit
analysis of Pfizer’s EUA application to inject American children 5 to 11 with its mRNA
product – Commentary – America's Frontline Doctors (americasfrontlinedoctors.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Famericasfrontlinedoctors.org%2F&d
)

Force vaccinating healthy children for a disease that doesn’t affect them to make adults
feel safe is a new low for humanity. Please do the right thing and do not require these
vaccinations for school age children.

Most Sincerely,
Janice Coleman

______________________________________________
From: Britney Perez
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:42:45 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Carrie Starr
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:56:35 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Arika Loeffler
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:05:20 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Bonnie Jennings
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:46:05 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Children are not threatened by this virus and the decision for vaccinations should be left
to the parents.
Bonnie Jennings
Concerned Grandparent

Sent from Mail
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.microsoft.com%2Ffwlink%2F%
for Windows

______________________________________________
From: DODIE DAVIES
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:22:49 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
1: Covid -19 has the lowest risk of death& serious illness in children.
2: the vaccine has not gone through the traditional protocol for safety.
3: people who have had the vaccine are still getting Covid and spreading it to others .
4: there have been serious side affects recorded on the under 17 age groups Example:
heart damage, lowered immune system issues, etc.
5: Parents- not the Government or State School Board should decide what their children
are given in the area of Vaccines.
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Gary Thomason
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:25:42 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons
*
*
*
*
Covid,
*

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
therefore,
The vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of the disease

:Thousands of adults are suffering near term injury and expected long term injury and
death from the vaccine, it is irresponsible to force experimental drugs onto children who
are unable to provide informed consent. And you do not have the right to impose
experimental drugs upon anyone, especially children.
Gary Thomason
Brier Wa

______________________________________________
From: Angela Castagnola
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:13:41 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Gaylia Bullock
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:24:29 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: chris harris
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:28:22 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: B R
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:56:23 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comment
External Email
To whom in may concern,
I, Tristan Sanford OPPOSE the Board’s formation of a Technical Advisory Group (TAG) to
review information about cvd injections for consideration of mandating them for school
required list.
I, Tristan Sanford SUPPORT Item #11 It is Informed Choice Washington’s Petition for
Rulemaking on the January 12th agenda. It was filed by Xavier Figueroa, PhD, on behalf
of Informed Choice WA, and asks the Board to establish a new rule that prohibits them
from adding any Emergency Use Authorized product, or any licensed product that lacks
completed Phase 3 trial studies, to the school required list.

______________________________________________
From: brenda haley
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:04:22 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Fear is contagious.
*
*
*
*
Covid,
*

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
therefore,
The vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of the disease

______________________________________________
From: Haylie Shepard
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:18:49 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Galina Gavrishchuk
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:23:07 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Bethany Smithson
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:13:02 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Amber Cavelti
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:13:32 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
It is against morality and everyone should have a choice in what is administered to them.
It is important to allow people to make choices for their own well-being.
Thank you for your time,
Amber

______________________________________________
From: Britney and Ben Miller
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:48:15 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Children are extremely low risk for Covid, and the vaccine has no long-term safety study
and it is only authorized for emergencies only at this point.
Additionally, studies are showing that both vaccinated and unvaccinated can transmit
Covid therefore the vaccine does not protect people from Covid.
Britney Miller
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Dennis Bradford
Sent: 1/6/2022 3:06:35 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: COVID mandate
External Email
Please do not mandate our children to be vaccinated in order to go to school or day care.
Children are the least affected, follow the science please.
Dennis and Elizabeth Bradford
Snohomish
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: cfossedal@tutanota.com
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:50:38 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to mandating untested vaccines on children.

*
With a greater than 99.96% recovery rate, the risks of covid are outweighed by
disease from the experimental vaccine, and specifically from fatal myocarditis in young
persons.

*
The vaccine is unscientific as a control group must be in place for any human
experiment. It also violates post-World War human rights conventions, such as the right
to elect one's medical treatment, and that joining experiments must be by consent.

*
Children also have a Constitutional right under Washington State law to receive a
free, public education, which supersedes the legislature's authority to pass necessary bills
(McCleary).

The government has no more credit to "borrow" from me. If such a measure passes, I
will regard Washington State as having no legitimate authority, but as acting unilaterally
to enforce totalitarianism. As such, I will ignore ALL covid restrictions and
recommendations in public, acting however I choose. I will refuse to pay taxes. I will call
for international and interstate military intervention to protect human rights. I will
encourage others to do the same.
Thank you,
Extremely Concerned Citizen

______________________________________________
From: Ephraim Reguindin
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:32:03 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Bryan McGlothin
Sent: 1/6/2022 3:42:00 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comment for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Even Dr. Fauci has noted that "many" children are not admitted to the hospital BECAUSE
of Covid, but for other reasons. They are then tested and discovered to have Covid. So
their symptoms are so mild or so many are asymptomatic, they have no idea they are
infected.
""The other important thing is that if you look at the children are hospitalized many of
them are hospitalized with COVID as opposed to because of COVID," Fauci added.""

https://www.newsweek.com/fauci-children-hospital-covid-omicron-1664676
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.newsweek.com%2Ffaucichildren-hospital-covid-omicron1664676&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cf587d6503abc4699e5b408d9d16e1e06%7C11d0

And we are now seeing that even those, like my brother-in-law, who have had two shots
and a booster are still getting infected and spreading the virus.
If the vaccine were a FDA-authorized and approved vaccine, and not just Emergency Use
Authorization, I might feel differently.
Thank you for your time,
Bryan McGlothin

______________________________________________
From: Amber Perkins
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:14:17 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Amy Jackson
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:00:47 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Erin Jones
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:20:48 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Christopher Boger
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:39:58 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dustin Bemis
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:59:43 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dav Jaggard
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:49:25 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
The data shows that kids do not suffer from covid as some adults do. I believe the health
risk of the shot is too great to risk.
The shot is proven not to work and the little it does is not enough to make a difference to
a child. Those with the shot can and do get and transmit covid so it should be only the
decision of the parents if they want their kids to get it or not.
THERE SHOULD NOT BE ANY PRESSURE FROM THOSE WHO HAVE TAKEN THE SHOT,
GIVEN TO OR EXPRESSED TO STUDENTS OR CHILDREN NOT HAVING THE SHOT!
Davin Jaggard

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 3:04:35 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Covid 19 Vaccine Requirement

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov>
360-236-4105

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01%
| Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH%
|Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: Terri Scott <terri.scott@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 9:43 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Covid 19 Vaccine Requirement

External Email
I would like to express my extreme opposition to implementation of a COVID 19 vaccine
requirement for schools in Washington State.

1. No COVID vaccine available in the United States has received FDA approval. All
available vaccines, including the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine, are being administered under
an Emergency Use Authorization. The only “approved” COVID 19 vaccine is Comirnaty,
and it is not available in the United States and there is no anticipated date for its
availability. (This “smoke and mirrors” approach by the FDA is the subject of numerous
lawsuits and a Federal Judge recently rejected Pfizer’s claim that the 2 products are
interchangeable: Federal Judge Rejects DOD Claim That Pfizer EUA and Comirnaty
Vaccines Are ‘Interchangeable’ • Children's Health Defense (childrenshealthdefense.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fchildrenshealthdefense.org%2F&da
) Since EUA products cannot be mandated per the Nuremberg Code, this alone should be
enough to stop consideration of making vaccines mandatory.

2. Children are statistically at zero risk of dying from COVID. Their survival rate is in the
range of 99.997-99.998% or, put another way, their risk of dying with COVID is less than
2 in every 1,000,000 children. The very few children who are listed as COVID deaths did
not die OF COVID, but rather WITH COVID as anyone being admitted to a hospital
nowadays is tested. I challenge the Washington State Board of Health to show medical
records for even one child who has died OF COVID. Where there’s no risk, there can be
no benefit.

3. No one knows the long term risks of these vaccines. You may remember that one of
the members of the FDA Advisory Committee infamously said, “We are never going to
learn about how safe thie vaccine is until we start giving it” Dr. Eric Ruben, Editor in
Chief NEJM The studies Pfizer conducted were woefully underpowered. This is an analysis
of 10 Red Flags associated with Pfizer’s studies: Ten red flags in the FDA’s risk-benefit
analysis of Pfizer’s EUA application to inject American children 5 to 11 with its mRNA
product – Commentary – America's Frontline Doctors (americasfrontlinedoctors.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Famericasfrontlinedoctors.org%2F&d
)

Force vaccinating healthy children for a disease that doesn’t affect them to make adults
feel safe is a new low for humanity. Please do the right thing and do not require these
vaccinations for school age children.

Terri Scott

______________________________________________
From: Barbara Yeoman
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:51:59 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Garrett Pagon
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:30:51 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Deborah Cummings
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:44:00 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments to: Proposed Health Dept Policy changes for Covid-19
External Email
To Whom it may concern,

Wow! I never thought I’d see the day that our state health department would meet to
authorize requiring an experimental vaccine for a virus that children are at no risk of
dying from. A vaccine that does not prevent infection, transmission, or death, with an
unknown safety profile. That Dr Eric Rubin MD of Harvard, editor of the NEJM
recommended EUA because the only way to know the safety profile was to get shots in
arms? Do you care for our children so little that you would require them to participate in
a drug trial to attend school or daycare? What is happening to our country and public
health?

What’s even more ludicrous is that you want to expand the powers of public health to
involuntarily quarantine anyone “suspected” of being sick, and charge them for the
privilege of being incarcerated against their will. How are you able to continue to call
yourselves scientists and public health advocates? Looks like a power grab by Pharma to
most thinking people.

I urge you in the interest of public health and the future of our children to reject this
proposal.

Deborah
Cummings

Deborah Cummings

______________________________________________
From: Barb Bellamy
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:00:31 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
*
*
*
*
Covid,
*

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
therefore,
The vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of the disease

STOP THIS NOW!

______________________________________________
From: Debbie H.
Sent: 1/6/2022 12:33:38 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
*
*
*
*
Covid,
*

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
therefore,
The vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of the disease

The choice to vaccinate or not vaccinate children for covid should be up to parents, not
the state!
Deborah Haggerty

______________________________________________
From: Amy Gregg
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:25:23 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Anita Hotchkiss
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:34:19 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Frank Craven
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:20:48 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons: The shot has never been proven to be safe or
effective. A recent video from Scott Davis the CEO of One America insurance states that
death among 18-64 year old people is up an enormous 40%. These deaths are NOT from
covid. The death increase can only be attributed to the EVIL DEATH SHOTS.
I hope that you who are making policy understand that a huge percentage of our
population now support Nuremberg 2.0.. If you force my family into a shot that we do
not want I will gladly stand in line to see you hanging from a noose. If you follow through
with forcing shots you will be a WAR CRIMINAL ! You have no rights to force my family to
do anything to our bodies. NO where in our Constitution do you ever get this right ..
Many people are at the end of our patience with you worthless politicians. I will stand
with my brothers and even give my life to defend my family.
Francis Craven IV

______________________________________________
From: Cherie Hunter
Sent: 1/6/2022 3:55:36 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Erica Brook
Sent: 1/7/2022 3:26:59 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid policies
External Email
The proposed Covid policies are unethical and against our constitutional rights, if these
policies go through, our human rights as US CITZENs mean NOTHING. We the people
must stand up for our rights, our children rights and all of humanity foreseeable future.
What is next? Is a mask not enough? Is forcing the vaccine for health care workers not
enough? That you have to take away out childrens education? All for what? Covid will
never go away, no matter how many of our rights you take away, no matter if you lock
us up in detainment camps. GIVE US BACK OUT FREEDOM GIVE US THE RIGHT TO
CHOOSE

______________________________________________
From: Aidan Johnson
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:32:27 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cindy Brandao
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:48:42 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Doug M
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:51:17 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
We are a free people. Education and information, not mandates, threats.
Using law enforcement is the act of a totalitarian state.
All scientific evidence indicates Covid 19 is of VERY low risk to children, and they are not
a significant vector to spread to adults (other than high risk.)
There is an unacceptable risk of adverse effects in proportion to the morbidity and
mortality supposedly prevented.
Natural immunity is superior.

DO NOT MAKE COVID VACCINE MANDATORY.

Douglas McDonald MD

______________________________________________
From: Dillon Ford
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:49:16 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Doug Minick
Sent: 1/7/2022 1:19:39 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid vaccine for children
External Email
Hello my name is Douglas Minick and I’m writing you as a concerned parent and tax
paying LEGAL citizen of this state. I’ll cut to the FACTS and say there is NO NEED FOR MY
CHILDREN TO BE VACCINATED WITH THE COVID VACCINE. They have both already had
the virus and have a strong antibody count. This vaccine does not prevent a child from
contracting the virus or spreading the virus. This state has already mandated that
teachers get the vaccine and my wife was included in that atrocity of government
overreach. You and others in your position need to look at ACTUAL SCIENCE and
understand the covid virus poses very very little threat to children between the ages of
5-18. There have also been NO LONG TERM STUDIES ON THE VACCINES and what they
do to a child’s normal immune system. If you and the health department mandate this
vaccine you will have thousands home schooled by their parents and cause irreparable
harm to the next generation of this state and country. So much psychological damage
and educational damage has already been done because of remote learning. Any
intelligent person can see that remote learning hurt the children and families that the
liberals of this state claim to care so much about; the underprivileged. For what? A virus
that has killed 135 kids between 5-11? Because of remote learning thousands have
turned to drugs, developed depression, been abused at home, gone without food, fallen
back on education. Your health district has failed miserably and mandatory vaccines will
be another failure. Think about your decision. I will not force my children nor would I
want to force anyone to get a vaccine. It should be the choice of the parents with
consultation of their DOCTOR on whether they get vaccinated. CHOICE about what goes
into their body just like ABORTION! I’m sure you believe in CHOICE when it comes to
that and ABORTION KILLS TENS OF THOUSANDS EVERY YEAR. . It’s PROVEN now that
these vaccines won’t stop the virus and I won’t submit my children to booster after
booster. Why did my children get the measles vaccine? BECAUSE IT WORKED LIKE A
VACCINE AND THEY ONLY NEEDED 1 SHOT. Same with POLIO and RUBELLA. And those
vaccines went through years of testing and have FAR LESS SIDE AFFECTS REPORTED TO
VAERS SYSTEM. Please think about your decision ( if you have any part of it) and look AT
REAL SCIENCE. Remember the LIES THAT DR FAUCI AND OTHERS SSID IN THE PAST.
Like “ Those who get vaccinated can’t spread the virus “ and “ this is a pandemic of the
unvaccinated “ . NO GOVERNMENT SHOULD FORCE ANYTHING ON ITS CITIZENS. I will
FIGHT UNTIL MY LAST BREATH TO PROTECT MY CHILDREN AND THE NEXT GENERATION
FROM A OVERREACHING GOVERNMENT.
Sent from my iPhone
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Christianna Carnahan
Sent: 1/6/2022 12:43:20 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
1. Children are at extremely low risk for covid
2. The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
3. There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
4. Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit covid,
therefore,
5. The vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of the disease.

______________________________________________
From: Aaron Allen
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:11:20 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Debbie Dejka
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:48:15 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Diane Bruland
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:14:21 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Andrey Arnaut
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:48:16 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dior Noel
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:55:27 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Children are at extremely low risk for Covid 19.
The vaccines are still EUA.
No long term studies to document any history of safety.
Studies do now show that the transmission of covid happens in both vaccinated and
unvaccinated so why risk our children.
The vaccine does not stop the spread of covid.
There is absolutely no reason to put our children in danger.
Thank you
Dior Noel

______________________________________________
From: Bria Lake
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:21:28 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: button9
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:57:41 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
It is clear that the covid Vaccine is not a Vaccine.
It doesn't prevent people from getting the virus or spreading the virus.
If you truely believe the vaccine is effective then it should protect you from the people
who are not vaccinated.
The shot hasn't been tested on enough trials to know the long term effects.
I don't believe this an effective way of spending our tax dollars.
The only entity that would benefit from this are the manufacturer of the vaccine. I highly
doubt pfizer is going to donate these shots out of the kindness of their hearts.
I am fully prepared to quit my nursing job and take my children out of the public school
system and either home school or relocate if this is enforced.
Sincerely,
Ericka Ruiz

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone

______________________________________________
From: dkgoodwin@reagan.com
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:15:05 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:

-We have no idea what the long term health affects will be.

-The school system has no business nor authority dictating health decisions for students.

- The current stats, considered to be only a small representative of the real much larger
number, of people damaged or dead is over 40,000.

- The number of people actually dying on camera, in sports, interviews, news shows etc.
after the shot, is staggering. These last two items tells us this thing is poisonous.

- Children are not affected by this flu at all. They get it, they get over it. they have
natural immunity. No need for chemical modification.

______________________________________________
From: Barbara Williams
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:43:20 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:

Sent from Mail
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.microsoft.com%2Ffwlink%2F%
for Windows

Children are at little risk of covid when left to their own strong immune system.
Data shows that children (as well as adults) have better odds of a satisfactory recovery if
they have not had the shot. In addition, data indicates that if they have not had the shot
they are less likely to contract the infection.

It is time that you, and everyone else remove yourselves making mandates. They are not
needed. They are not wanted. If anyone feels that they are better protected if THEY
choose on their own to have the shot, then that’s great… they can have it. It should not
be demanded, pushed or required for anyone who does not choose to do so.

Barbara Williams
Confidential: This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and are intended
solely for the use of the individual or entity to whom this email is addressed. If you are
not one of the named recipient(s) or otherwise have reason to believe that you have
received this message in error, please notify the sender and delete this message
immediately from your computer. Any other use, retention, dissemination, forward,
printing, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited.

______________________________________________
From: Cheryl Seek
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:33:41 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: dgurth
Sent: 1/6/2022 3:50:09 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone
Do not make such a vital decision regarding vaccine mandates until there has been
enough time to study their effects!! Remember thalidomide, and the effects of it .

______________________________________________
From: Denise Rolland
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:39:46 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Barbara Walz
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:24:59 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Debbie Parks
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:22:33 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cindy Bellamy
Sent: 1/6/2022 3:59:34 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid vaccine for children
External Email

Sent from my iPhone
As a teacher and grandparent I have been in close contact with children and the school
situation. It is not necessary to make Covid vaccine mandatory. I have encountered more
negative effects from the vaccine in children than from them having Covid. They do not
need another vaccine added to their immune system. I am asking you to not make Covid
vaccine mandatory for school attendance.

______________________________________________
From: Dennis Fedore
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:51:43 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Alyssa Brock
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:29:36 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Bryan Reynolds
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:43:55 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Delaine Morgan
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:19:14 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
-Delaine Morgan

______________________________________________
From: Deborah McCormick
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:08:27 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: donaldrevilla@gmail.com
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:29:54 AM
To: DOH WSBOH,Davis, Michelle (SBOH),Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: against requiring our youth to be vaccinated
External Email
I am writing as a resident of Washington state and I am against requiring our youth to be
vaccinated. Here are 10 valid reasons for my objection to the requirement being
considered.

1. Children and young people have a mostly mild or asymptomatic presentation when
infected with SARS-CoV-2. They are at near-zero risk of death from COVID-19.
2. There is an unusually high rate of reported adverse events and deaths following the
COVID-19 vaccines compared to other vaccines. Some adverse events are more common
in the young, especially myocarditis. Where potential harm exists from an innovation and
little is known about it, the precautionary principle dictates to first do no harm. Better
safe than sorry.
3. Medium and long-term safety data about the COVID-19 vaccines are still lacking.
Children and young people have a remaining life expectancy of 55 to 80 years. Unknown
harmful long-term effects are far more consequential for the young than for the elderly.
4. Vaccination policies rely on expected benefits clearly outweighing the risk of adverse
events from the vaccination. The risk-benefit analysis for the COVID-19 vaccines points
to a high potential risk versus no benefit for children and young people.
5. Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from children to adults is minimal and adults in contact
with children do not have higher COVID-19 mortality.
6. It is unethical to put children and young people at risk to protect adults. Altruistic
behaviors such as organ and blood donation are all voluntary.
7. Several prophylactic treatments as well as the COVID-19 vaccines are available to
high-risk individuals so they can protect themselves.
8. Natural immunity from infection with SARS-CoV-2 is broad and robust and more
effective than vaccine immunity, especially in combating variants. Children and young
people are safer with natural immunity.
9. There are several prophylactic (preventive) protocols and effective treatments
available to children and young people with comorbidities.
10. Vaccinating children and young people is not necessary for herd immunity. After a
year and a half of the pandemic, most people either have pre-existing immunity from
other coronaviruses, have recovered from COVID-19 or have been vaccinated.
11.
THERE IS THUS NO MEDICAL OR PUBLIC HEALTH CASE FOR THE MASS VACCINATION OF

CHILDREN AND YOUNG PEOPLE, OR FOR COERCIVE OR RESTRICTIVE MEASURES
AFFECTING THOSE WHO ARE UNVACCINATED.

Sincerely,

Don Revilla

253.777.5759 (C)
donaldrevilla@gmail.com <mailto:donaldrevilla@gmail.com>

You will see it when you believe it!

______________________________________________
From: Connie Ridenour
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:25:32 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: A. C.
Sent: 1/6/2022 3:12:45 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
The following is a list of concerns I have about injecting children with a vaccine for covid.
Children have very low risk of serious health problems from COVID. As a group Children
are not suffering from covid they recovering.
Vaccination does NOT stop spread of Covid.
Vaccination does NOT prevent a person from getting covid. Your still at risk when
vaccinated.
No longterm side effects are known for this vaccine.
The vaccine is only approved under the emergency use authorization it has not gone
through the same testing that other vaccines have.
It is to new to know the long term effects.
Children should not be injected with a vaccine that has yet to be Fully tested and
undergone the same process as other vaccines.
As Covid mutates it is becoming more contagious and LESS of a serious health care
problem.
Children that have already Had Covid and fully recovered are more protected than a
person with a vaccine or as protected.
Health care decisions are between Doctor and Patient not Government agency and child.
I will consult their Doctor about taking the covid vaccine and we are capable of deciding
what is the best coarse of action. I do not need the government making health care
decisions for my children.
Flu shots are not a mandatory. Covid should not be mandatory it should be
recommended only.

______________________________________________
From: Clarissa Hill
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:52:44 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cooper Colleen
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:39:19 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Charter
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:03:08 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:No masks and in person learning far out weight the
harm you are doing to children,follow the science.The same with vaccinating children
with little death rates.If you disagree then you show evidence to the parents. They will
do what’s best for their children.

Get Outlook for iOS
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fo0ukef&data=04%7C0

______________________________________________
From: Brian Webb
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:14:04 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Doc Milo
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:00:16 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Subject: Covid Mandates for school childern
External Email
I am opposed to the Covid vaccine mandate for our state. It is an experimental mRNA
gene therapy and not a vaccine.

Miles Mitchell

______________________________________________
From: Dave Morgan
Sent: 1/6/2022 11:27:08 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Citizen Input
External Email
To: WSBOH
As a citizen of the state of Washington I would like to voice my deep concerns regarding
“Immunization Criteria for Child Care and School Entry,” specifically that Covid-19 shots
be mandatory for school admission and childcare in our state. I believe this initiative is a
violation of religious freedom as well as parental rights, not to mention the lack of
research on the long term effects of the vaccination on children and the reality that the
vast majority of children who contract Covid (and even adults with the Omicron variant)
are no more sick than a common cold. Please do not pass this initiative.
Respectfully Submitted,
Dave Morgan

______________________________________________
From: Brad Lindenmayer
Sent: 1/6/2022 3:55:10 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am strongly opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or
childcare in our State for the following Reasons:
1) Children are at very very low risk for serious illness from Covid unlike the effects of
other childhood diseases that require vaccines. Small pox had a pediatric mortality rate
of 10% - 20% with serious long term side effects for those that survived. Small pox and
other similar illnesses that affected the pediatric population in such a way provided clear
justification for the requirement of a vaccination.
Here is a data report from November of 2021 from the American Academy of Pediatrics
stating that pediatric deaths represented 0.00%-0.27% of all COVID-19 related deaths.

https://www.aap.org/en/pages/2019-novel-coronavirus-covid-19-infections/childrenand-covid-19-state-level-data-report/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.aap.org%2Fen%2Fpages%2
novel-coronavirus-covid-19-infections%2Fchildren-and-covid-19-state-level-datareport%2F&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C76d46fab37b44af809c408d9d16ff178%7C11d0

2) Based on the above point that this disease does not affect children at a statistically
significant rate it does not merit requiring a treatment that does not have long-term
studies on outcomes.
3) In addition to the lack of long term studies on how this will affect children it is also still
only considered an EUA treatment and this was only granted based on the impacts covid
has on specific demographics of our society.
4) After more than a year of vaccination availability, we have more than a few studies
that show after vaccination the viral load in the respiratory tracts of the vaccinated and
unvaccinated are very nearly identical meaning they can both spread the disease at the
same rate. Knowing that vaccination doesn't prevent spread means it is purely a
prophylactic measure.
Using such extremely thin justification for such a contentious issue will do nothing but
further drive the divide between parents, school administration, and the state. If the
science of epidemiology tells us anything it is that this will very likely not be the last
pandemic we face. Forcing this issue erodes the future effectiveness of the WSBOH. Use
mandates when they are justified and backed by clear data but THIS is not one of those
times.
Best Regards,
Brad Lindenmayer

______________________________________________
From: Cheryl Wofford
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:29:58 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Chris Marrs
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:27:45 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Board Meeting Agendas #8 & 11

attachments\3268EF3FFD15443A_State board of Health.pdf
External Email

January 6-2022
To: Washington State Board of Health.
I'm writing to you today to express my strong opposition to Agenda # 8. I oppose Covid Shot
Mandates of any shape or form. I would like to bring these quotes to your attention as you
discuss Agenda # 8.
CDC Director Walensky herself stated, “ What the vaccines can't do anymore is prevent
transmission.”
Dr. Anthony Fauci says, “ We know now as a fact that [ vaccinated people with Covid-19] are
capable of transmitting the infection to someone else.
Moderna's Chief Medical Officer Dr. Tal Zaks agrees, “ there's no hard evidence that it stops
[ the Covid-19 vaccinated] from... potentially infecting others who who haven't been vaccinated.”
This should be enough to give pause to Agenda item # 8.
I fully support Agenda item # 11. This is The Informed Choice Washington's Petition for rule
making. It and I ask the Board to establish a new rule that prohibits adding any EUA products
or any licensedproduct that lacks the completed phase 3 trail studies, to the Schools required list.
Thank you for considering this,
Christopher Marrs
Port Townsend, WA.

______________________________________________
From: Curtis Haney
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:09:45 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Debi Fetherolf, RN
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:20:07 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Enver Reka
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:58:33 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Eileen Osera
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:52:04 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Christine Shreve
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:53:35 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
It is better to be later than earlier with these types of regulations, especially for children.
Solid data proves that children are at very low risk with the virus, yet a higher risk for
adverse events with the vaccine.
Wisdom would be choosing to wait on this one at this time.

______________________________________________
From: Clifford Sether
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:09:39 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Alana Turner
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:09:08 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
*
This is an experimental treatment. It goes against the Nuremberg code to even
ask someone to participate in the trial, let alone coerce people to do so. There is no other
term more appropriate than coercion when you take away someone's ability to access
education and work unless they comply with your orders.
*
There are no long term studies to assess long term risks. We have been told that
these are completely safe, to ignore VAERS data reports, and to refuse what we see with
our own eyes. Currently there is clear evidence of the jab causing myocarditis, especially
in young males, that the American Heart Association has confirmed. That is only one of
many possible adverse side effects from this shot.
*
The risks outweigh any benefits. There is a statistically zero percent mortality rate
in children for COVID- less than any flu. Even at a low statistical percentage of adverse
effects, there is a greater chance of the adverse effects than from COVID itself. The
evidence demonstrates that children are unlikely to suffer more than a seasonal flu or
cold even if they get the virus.
*
Natural immunity has not been taken into account or even discussed. This is
blatantly anti-scientific at every level. Studies coming out of Israel with high sample sizes
along with hundreds of other studies have proven that natural immunity is superior to
what the shots provide.
*
The jab does NOT STOP THE SPREAD OR TRANSMISSION OF COVID. Whether you
are "vaccinated" or not has shown to make little to no difference in the contraction and
spread of the virus. At this point, the data shows that Omicron is far more
communicable, but less severe. This shot will never make the virus disappear. Sooner or
later, everyone will get it. If natural immunity can be built up from a case with lesser
symptoms, that seems far superior to the alternative- countless jabs that have the
possibility of lowering immunity.
*
Children are dying, but not from COVID. Anxiety, depression, suicide, drug use
and overdoeses have increased dramatically. This is not something that hasn't been
warned about since the beginning of the insanity of locking children at home and
teaching them to fear the presence and smiles of other people. Socially and
academically, students are crippled. I have seen this first hand as a public school
educator, and it continues to get worse as we allow this behavior from the people in
positions of authority to continue. I keep being told we need to help students with social
emotional learning and that the results of surveys and data are telling us our kids are
getting worse and worse, yet we have people trying to exclude thousands from access to
their peers and education through measures like this. The bottom line is MANY parents
will remove their students from public schools and the schools will suffer financially. This
mandate would be illegal, cruel, inhumane, and irresponsible as it is not only
unnecessary, but it is fruitless. It is a means of maintaining power and control and has
no scientific validity to help anyone but those in power and those profiting off what they
are masquerading as a "cure" at the expense of treatments that actually work.
I can and have written much more on this topic and the downward spiral of dystopia our
world is heading towards, but this email would be far longer and less likely to be read. I
implore you to deeply consider the effects of your decision and how it will deeply affect

the well being of the very people you are claiming to protect. As long as we are still able
to think and speak freely in the future, this period of time and these tyrannical actions
taken by those in positions of authority will be looked upon as a dark stain on our
society. I hope that your decisions will be remembered as heroic. I hope that you will be
remembered for standing for the individual's right to medical sovereignty and body
autonomy and that you upheld our constitution and allowed people to choose what is
best for themselves.
Thank you,
Alana Turner

______________________________________________
From: alexis.adamson
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:16:01 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid 19 Vaccine
External Email

We should not be forcing our children to get the vaccine especially since they have a
higher survival rate against covid.
Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone

______________________________________________
From: Carol Crosby
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:51:45 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Ashley Cantu
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:43:56 AM
To: DOH WSBOH,Davis, Michelle (SBOH),Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH),Hoff, Christy Curwick
(SBOH),Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH),Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH),Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH),Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH),Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH),Schreiber, Tracy N
(SBOH),Haag, Hannah R (SBOH),Kahler, Kelie (SBOH),Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: Concern for Covid Vaccine to be added to required list for school enrollment.
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
I am writing with sincere concern regarding the direction of conversation around making
the Covid vaccine a requirement for school enrollment. Understanding the severity and
length of time that we have been dealing with this virus, I can understand that people
want to do what is right to protect themselves and others. I too want to protect myself,
my loved ones, and my community. That is why I take precautions wearing a mask,
handwashing, limiting social interactions, etc. However, I cannot understand mandating
that people who have a reasonable right to question the long term effects of the vaccine
and make a personal choice to not vaccinate would be held to the fire to make a decision
that we are not comfortable with or choose to pull our child out of the school system. I
absolutely oppose any Covid vaccine requirements for school age children. Mandating the
vaccine for school enrollment is a gross over-reach at this time, while at first glance the
vaccine may be presenting as safe, there has not been enough years to determine long
term effects. People have a right to make an informed decision, many people have felt
that the information we have so far is enough for them to take a vaccine. Others, like
myself, wish to have a bigger picture, especially considering vaccinated individuals can
still spread and catch this virus. Please afford people the right to make this delicate
medical and personal family decision on their own and not be put to the fire to take the
shot.
Sincerely,
Ashley Cantu

______________________________________________
From: Cody Briggs
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:19:05 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
•Children are at extremely low risk for Covid.
•The vaccines are still only approved for emergency use authorized.
•There are no long term studies to document that this vaccine won’t cause long term
health issues.
• Studies now show that vaccinated and unvaccinated can still transmit Covid therefore
•The vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of the disease.
thank you,
very concerned parents

Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Amy Parker
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:39:15 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: akinzie@comcast.net
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:30:25 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health Members & Technical Advisory Group,
We are opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare
in our State for the following reasons:

1.
The risks of the shot (known and unknown*) outweigh the benefits for children. If
they contract the virus, they recover from Covid over 99.0% of the time. Data
nationwide for the past two years (Jan 2020 – Jan 2022) show at total of 823 child
Covid-19 deaths ages 0-18: https://data.cdc.gov/NCHS/Provisional-COVID-19-DeathsFocus-on-Ages-0-18-Yea/nr4s-juj3
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fdata.cdc.gov%2FNCHS%2FProvisi
COVID-19-Deaths-Focus-on-Ages-0-18-Yea%2Fnr4sjuj3&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cae46f2d2ac7949dd5b9c08d9d174de08%7C11d0e217

2.
In our opinion, just because one has been given all the Covid-19 shots and
boosters, “break-through” infections happen in an unacceptable rate compared to other
vaccines offered for childhood illnesses. There will never be a 100% vaccinated populace,
so developing a natural herd immunity should be the goal. Children will most easily
develop natural immunity without severe infection symptoms.

3.

The Covid-19 shots available in Washington are currently still experimental (EUA).

4.
*EUA releases manufacturers from liability. We don’t know of any shot currently
for Covid-19 for which a company or the Countermeasures Injury Compensation Program
(CICP) assumes the liability for adverse side effects
(https://www.hrsa.gov/cicp/faq#covid
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.hrsa.gov%2Fcicp%2Ffaq%23
)

5.
The negative economic impact of many Washington families leaving the state to
reside in a state that protects their personal and religious freedoms.
Thank you for reading our comments and taking them into consideration in your
deliberations.

Sincerely,
Roger & Adrianne Kinzie
Kitsap County - Poulsbo

______________________________________________
From: Bradley Price
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:13:50 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Daniel Forsman
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:28:24 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: DONALD&VANESSA HILL
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:52:09 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comment on Immunization Criteria for Child Care and School Entry
External Email
Please do not impose this unnecessary and unethical requirement on our children.
Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit Covid.

______________________________________________
From: destinyfittis@gmail.com
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:59:01 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid “Vaccine”
External Email
To Whom It May Concern:
Please do not make the covid "vaccine" (a misnomer, as it is really gene therapy)
mandatory for school age children. To remind you -- children have been at extremely low
risk for covid-19 and they are still only emergency-use authorized. Human studies have
not been given the time needed to prove their safety. Please, please, PLEASE do not go
through with this proposal. BTW - Is the WSBOH prepared to proclaim their safety and
efficacy for all children -- for all people, for that matter? Federal health officials have
stated . . .
CDC Director Walensky: "What the vaccines can't do anymore is prevent transmission."
Dr. Anthony Fauci: "We now know, as a fact, that [vaccinated people with Covid-19] are
capable of transmitting the infection to someone else."
Moderna's Chief Medical Officer Dr. Tal Zaks: "There's no hard evidence that it stops [the
Covid-19 vaccinated] from...potentially infecting others who haven't been vaccinated."
As a Pediatric RN, it horrified me that this is even being considered. There is no good
evidence for children to receive this experimental treatment, and as testified by our own
government officials and big-pharma that Covid-19 "vaccines" are mere treatments and
therefore have no legal grounds for forced use. What a reckless abuse of power. Please
STOP IT!!!
Destiny Fittis
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Eric Hughes
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:01:44 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Children are at extremely low risk for adverse effects from Covid. Studies and
documentation show that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both be infected and transmit
Covid, therefore, the vaccine does not stop the spread of the disease and at this point is
merely a “medical treatment.” Medical treatments or vaccines are private and personal
medical decisions that need to be made between parents and medical providers for what
is best for our children. The government, department of health, or schools do not have
and should not have the authority to mandate / force medical decisions upon our children
that supersede parent's rights/choices.
This is a violation of our rights and I oppose this
A concerned parent
Eric Hughes

______________________________________________
From: cj f
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:53:37 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons: All of the so-called vaccines are experimental gene
therapy. They are emergency use only. Children rarely die from Covid. Why destroy their
immune system. This is child abuse at the highest level.

______________________________________________
From: Anna Manangan
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:39:11 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Claire Edwards
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:19:22 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments on Upcoming Meeting
External Email
Dear Sir or Madam,
Thank you for the work you are doing to protect the public health. I appreciate your
taking the time to read these comments and listening to public opinion.
I would like to state my opposition of both including the COVID-19 injection as part of
school immunisation requirements and giving health officers the power to call on law
enforcement to detain individuals on their personal health choices.
The very basic basis of my opposition is that, as Americans and free citizens of a
constitutional republic, we have the right to choose what goes both into our bodies and
our children's. Once the state starts requiring a specific treatment (be it medication,
vaccination, test, or anything else), our very basic human right to steward our bodies is
violated. This policy will not only strip us of this freedom, but also ostracise society even
more. Already the unvaccinated are blamed for a surge in COVID cases, regardless of the
studies done to show otherwise (please find one example linked below). If the police or
other law enforcement became involved, would this help the problem? If we’ve learned
anything from the 20th century, it is that once a particular group’s rights are violated by
the government, and the rest of society is persuaded to go along with it, that group is
treated as sub-human. Is this the trajectory of Washington? I certainly hope not. Some
examples include the communists and Jews before he Nazi’s rise to power and the
Ukrainians of Stalin’s Soviet Union. While I am in no way comparing what is happening in
America to the Holocaust or Stalin’s 5-year plan(s), the similarities between the
beginnings of it and your current decision bear some consideration. I am a simple
person, and don’t pretend to understand the inner workings of policy. But I can live life
with my eyes wide open and see the basic patterns of history that do repeat.
I hope you will please consider these comments in preparation for your upcoming
meeting. Thank you again for taking the time and for standing up for our health and
rights!
Respectfully submitted,
Claire Edwards

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.medrxiv.org%2Fcontent%2F10
text&amp;data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C3f7713fe0e94401da69b08d9d2126f0f%7C11d0e

______________________________________________
From: Daniel Holland
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:47:24 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
1.

Children are at a very low risk for serious injury from Covid
1.

Both my daughters have had it and both got through it...colds are worse

2.
There is no long-term studies for the shots and there have been deaths caused by
these shots among many hundreds of thousands of adverse effects
3.
These are not vaccines, but treatments which are permanent in effects, but not
permanent in efficacy as it wanes
4.
These shots cannot be undone
I urge you to make a wise decision regarding these mandatory shots and that you would
not make them mandatory, particularly because of the low risk posed to children, and the
unknown risk of long-term effects.
If children die 5 years after taking the shot who will be accountable: YOU?

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:35:16 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Comments before Jan. 12 meeting

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: Ann M <amakar1@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 10:29 AM
To: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Comments before Jan. 12 meeting

External Email
Thank you for serving on the board.
People who are "fully vaccinated" get sick and spread germs, just like others. I’m 60 and
work in two large rooms with five other adults and ten students total. The five have been
“fully vaccinated” for several months, while I have an exemption. I always wear a KN-95
mask and a cloth mask at work. Two of my co-workers tested positive for Covid in
November and were sick three weeks. My co-workers who are "fully vaccinated" are NOT
excluded from their jobs if “exposed” to Covid. If people can get sick and spread germs
regardless of vaccination status, should we ALL be excluded whenever we are "exposed
[the term is too broadly interpreted]?"

I am excluded from my job for over a week whenever one of the 15 people with whom I
work tests positive, although I’m not sick and probably have been exposed many times
over. I’m by far the eldest at work but have been keeping my immune system strong.
One of the “fully vaccinated” adults already had Covid last year but went for testing
recently when she came down with sniffles and a mild sore throat. She received a
positive Covid test result!

This situation (I’m excluded although not sick, while others who are also “exposed” can
become infected and spread germs) can repeat itself endlessly, since adults and students
can receive a positive Covid test result ad infinitum.

I have almost a 99% probability of surviving Covid, as do others. It has become like a flu

or a cold: anyone can get it, and almost everyone will survive if they have a strong
immune system.

If the board mandates that all residents receive mRNA “vaccines” or be “involuntarily
detained for isolation,” it must allow for exemptions, and it must allow time for people to
flee the state. Many will move rather than comply.

Discriminating against people based on whether they’ve received a Covid mRNA
“vaccine” is to be “vaxist,” like being bigoted, sexist, racist, anti-Catholic, or anti-Semitic.
Some people insist that the “unvaxxed” are subhuman and must be denied basic human
rights. We’ve been down this road before. Don’t make Washington continue to be a
laughingstock.

Ann Makar, Vancouver

______________________________________________
From: Crystal Cutter
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:52:33 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dave Boon
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:23:00 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Chrystal or Ron
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:08:34 AM
To: DOH WSBOH,Davis, Michelle (SBOH),Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH),Hoff, Christy Curwick
(SBOH),Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH),Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH),Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH),Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH),Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH),Schreiber, Tracy N
(SBOH),hanah.haag@sboh.wa.gov,Kahler, Kelie (SBOH),Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH)
Subject: Covid 19 injection requirement for school children
External Email
According to the Proposed Policies you all will be considering during the next few days,
you want to allow local health officers to use law enforcement to force an emergency
order to involuntarily detain a person ... following refusal to voluntarily comply with
requests for vaccination. You also want to include the Covid 19 injection as part of school
immunization requirements.
The Covid 19 "injections" (as identified by you above) are not vaccines. They do not
prevent contracting Covid 19. We now know that many fully injected people are getting
Covid 19.
Also children have an extremely low chance of getting Covid 19 and if exposed, their
survival rates are over 95%! So where is the necessity for an Emergency Order to
require all school children to have this shot? We are seeing too many children suffer from
permanent heart damage after receiving this shot, and even dying.
Bottom line: You are considering passing an emergency order to require a shot that is
not a vaccine to protect children from a disease they can easily survive, but which shot
may cause them permanent heart/health issues.
I would not want to be you when the lawsuits begin by parents whose children become
permanently injured by these injections. The information is out there and easily
accessible. Please do your homework before you make this draconian decision for all
school children.
Chrystal Perrow, Winthrop, WA

______________________________________________
From: Gene and Kari Bond
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:36:40 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
*
Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
*
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
*
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
*
Studies do not document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
Covid, therefore,
*
The vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of the disease
*
Once this is in someone’s body, it’s can’t be undone. Putting something in a child’s
body with possible lifetime side effects is dangerous.
*
This will cause a mass exodus from the public school system, which is already on
the verge of collapse.

______________________________________________
From: cecelia bennett
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:00:06 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
The science does not back the necessity. Children are not at risk and the potential for
harm caused by rushed shots out weighs the need for mandating this!
Parents should have the choice to choose this for their kids. When children become
adults they can choose to get shot if they want. At this time there is no long term
research to support the safety. Watch and see is not acceptable when it comes to our
children.
Cecelia Bennett

Sent from my T-Mobile 5G Device
Get Outlook for Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2FAAb9ysg&data=04%7C

______________________________________________
From: Catie Gabica
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:00:33 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Chelsea Palmer
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:57:04 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Alina Pop
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:26:04 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Danielle Pridgen
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:56:18 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comment on upcoming WSBOH meeting
External Email
Dear WA State Board Of Health,
I am writing in regards to the upcoming January Board meeting which will include the
expansion of law enforcement for the purposes of forcing compliance with covid-19
quarantine mandates, as well as the potential requirement of covid vaccine doses for all
Washington children in child care centers and students K – 12.

As we are all aware, this is a highly debated issue. But this subject should not be a
matter of debate based on subjective personal opinions about what is “best” for all
Washington residents. Rather this should be a subject that is considered objectively and
determined based on the established legal and civil rights acknowledged by existing WA
State law, which are guaranteed to all individuals.

Fundamental to our rights are the right to make informed decisions about our medical
care, including the right to object to any medical treatment, to be given informed
consent about the risks and benefits of any medical treatment, and to be free from
coercion, which includes threats of exclusion from public education and child care
At the present moment there are no fully authorized FDA approved injections for covid19. There are 3 EUA injections. An EUA treatment cannot be legally required, as has been
shown in court rulings that have issued stays over challenges of similar decisions by
health boards across the United States to attempt to require covid “vaccines” upon the
population. As is known and accepted widely throughout the world, experimentally
authorized medical treatments are subject to additional scrutiny and a higher standard of
informed consent as well as additional protections for the right to refuse. Any decision by
the board to require EUA injections will be challenged in court, and will be proven
unconstitutional.

Aside from obvious legal issues, the other component of the issue is the undue hardships
that would be forced onto families who chose not to give EUA injections to their minor
children based on their personal assessment of the risks and benefits to their child.
Hundreds of thousands of individuals could be forced to remove their children from
school, and childcare. This would have ripple effects throughout society that could
destabilize the educational system at large, and worsen outcomes for children throughout
our state.
To provide clarity on the potential risks and benefits I want to share some statistics
based on the most current data provided by the American Academy of Pediatrics
(updated 12/30/2021) of the cumulative Covid-19 cases and deaths across the US. Their

website states, “Among states reporting, children were 0.00% - 0.027% of all Covid-19
deaths, and 5 states reported zero child deaths.” Children have less than 0.03% risk of
death from this disease. Based on Pfizer trial data that was used for EAU, out of 1,131
children who participated in the study, at least 1 child developed a permanent disability
and she is now wheelchair bound, and on a feeding tube. Thus, Pfizer data shows that
there is a 0.088% risk of developing a permanent, life-altering medical condition. The
benefits of the EUA covid-19 injections do not provide a statistically relevant benefit to
children, and studies are showing the injections may have a negative benefit, meaning
the risk of harm from injection is greater than the risk of Sars-Cov2 itself.

In regard to the expansion of the use of law enforcement, I believe this is a misuse of
public funds, and a misappropriation of law enforcement resources which should be
reserved for more critical situations affecting the safety and security of our citizens.
There is no data that would show quarantined/isolated individuals are leaving those
quarantine areas. There is no data to support the suggestion that Washingtonians are at
risk from individuals who do not quarantine. We need to trust our citizens to stay home
when they are sick, and there is no reason to utilize our already strained law
enforcement resources to enforce physical quarantines.

Please use your best judgement in considering these potentially devastating and
unconstitutional requirements. I am placing my trust in you to make the right decision
for WA students and families in preserving our right to medical autonomy, and our right
to have freedom from discrimination in education.
I thank you sincerely for your time,
Danielle Pridgen

______________________________________________
From: Clyde Rindero
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:44:20 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Allen Clarke
Sent: 1/7/2022 1:02:39 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cari Olin
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:28:00 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Concerned citizen
External Email
Don’t force people into quarantine facilities.
Don’t force vaccines on children, or anyone.
Mass majority of people survive this virus. We should have the right to choose for our
own bodies and our children.
Carissa Olin
Bow, 98232
Skagit county, Washington

______________________________________________
From: Amber Wood
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:09:11 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
If there is a risk, there must be a choice. Not all people can drink milk or eat eggs. Not
all bodies can handle the same vaccine. If there is a risk, there must be a choice. Period,
end of story.
One size fits all medicine is ludicrous. We must make these choices independently, with
our health care provided and be respected.
Thank you,
Amber Wood
Ps both of my kids had delta covid, they had a mild fever for a day, and were a bit
sleepy. That's it. No big deal for kiddos.

______________________________________________
From: Alexandra Ransonet
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:52:56 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:24:50 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW:

From: Kristina Michael <kmichael21782@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 5:24 PM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject:

External Email
I would like to express my extreme opposition to implementation of a COVID 19 vaccine
requirement for schools in Washington State.

1. No COVID vaccine available in the United States has received FDA approval. All
available vaccines, including the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine, are being administered under
an Emergency Use Authorization. The only “approved” COVID 19 vaccine is Comirnaty,
and it is not available in the United States and there is no anticipated date for its
availability. (This “smoke and mirrors” approach by the FDA is the subject of numerous
lawsuits and a Federal Judge recently rejected Pfizer’s claim that the 2 products are
interchangeable: Federal Judge Rejects DOD Claim That Pfizer EUA and Comirnaty
Vaccines Are ‘Interchangeable’ • Children's Health Defense (childrenshealthdefense.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fchildrenshealthdefense.org%2F&da
) Since EUA products cannot be mandated per the Nuremberg Code, this alone should be
enough to stop consideration of making vaccines mandatory.

2. Children are statistically at zero risk of dying from COVID. Their survival rate is in the
range of 99.997-99.998% or, put another way, their risk of dying with COVID is less than
2 in every 1,000,000 children. The very few children who are listed as COVID deaths did
not die OF COVID, but rather WITH COVID as anyone being admitted to a hospital
nowadays is tested. I challenge the Washington State Board of Health to show medical
records for even one child who has died OF COVID. Where there’s no risk, there can be
no benefit.

3. No one knows the long term risks of these vaccines. You may remember that one of
the members of the FDA Advisory Committee infamously said, “We are never going to
learn about how safe thie vaccine is until we start giving it” Dr. Eric Ruben, Editor in
Chief NEJM The studies Pfizer conducted were woefully underpowered. This is an analysis
of 10 Red Flags associated with Pfizer’s studies: Ten red flags in the FDA’s risk-benefit
analysis of Pfizer’s EUA application to inject American children 5 to 11 with its mRNA
product – Commentary – America's Frontline Doctors (americasfrontlinedoctors.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Famericasfrontlinedoctors.org%2F&d

)

Force vaccinating healthy children for a disease that doesn’t affect them to make adults
feel safe is a new low for humanity. Please do the right thing and do not require these
vaccinations for school age children.

______________________________________________
From: Greg Byers
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:33:30 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Alina Oks
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:49:12 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Amy Hili
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:43:21 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brandon Schaapman
Sent: 1/6/2022 12:41:29 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State. Stop forcing ideals on the people of Washington. This is not freedom. I don’t
care how deeply any of you believe in something. That does not mean we have to have
the same point of view. If this becomes mandatory we will absolutely be moving to
private or home schooling.
Brandon Schaapman
Integrity Ag Inc
Pita Pit Quincy
509.787.5965

______________________________________________
From: Brett Grosso
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:52:10 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: erin possinger
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:38:48 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons: My body my choice!

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:20:38 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Covid Vaccine for School aged children

From: Laura Hoggatt <laura.hoggatt@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 5:16 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>; Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH)
<Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>; Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
<Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>;
Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Covid Vaccine for School aged children

External Email
Dear State of Washington Board of Health Members;
I learned today that you are considering a requirement of all students to show evidence
of a Covid-19 Vaccine similar to the list of other vaccine requirements.

If the Covid-19 vaccine was a fully vetted tool with proven efficiency that would be one
thing, however many of my colleagues who have received the vaccine have still
contracted Covid 19. The vaccine does not stop the spread of the virus. I wish it worked,
but it doesn't. This has been stated by our own CDC officials.

There are also various studies that show the vaccine is harmful. Several Doctors have
testified that young children should not be required to take the vaccine.

I have great concerns about anyone being mandated to take this experimental vaccine
and ask that you do not move forward with any requirement. Lives are at stake and it
would be a great burden for you to bear if children were harmed.

Thank you for your consideration of this matter.
Sincerely,
Laura Hoggatt
Concerned Citizen and grandparent

______________________________________________
From: Gerald Braude
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:32:43 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: BOH January 12, 2022 meeting
External Email
Dear Board of Health:
On October 26, 2021, the editor-in-chief of the NEJM, Dr. Eric Rubin,
voted yes when VRBPAC unanimously voted in favor of Pfizer’s mRNA gene
therapy shots for COVID-19 for children ages five through eleven, and he
stated, “We’re never going to learn about how safe this vaccine is
unless we start giving it, and that’s just the way it goes.”
Mandating that children take part in this experiment in order to receive
an education would be a clear violation of the 1947 Nuremberg Code,
especially considering that the jab does not prevent transmission and
considering the following CDC’s VAERS statistic as of December 24, 2021:
Thirty-six deaths for five to seventeen-year-olds after taking the jab.
In our beautiful state of Washington (so long as you live on the Olympic
Peninsula as I do), the most recent recorded death to a child from the
shot choked my throat with tears. VAERS has her listed as case number
1828901. She was seventeen years old and had no preexisting conditions.
She had very mild symptoms of COVID-19 in August and fully recovered.
She took her first Pfizer jab on September 3 and her second jab on
September 15. She was feeling completely well until October 23 when she
reported to the hospital emergency room with chest pains. The Cardiac
cath lab was activated, and she was about to be transported when she
suffered cardiac arrest. Initial rhythm was VT. She received ACLS
protocol CPR x 65 minutes including multiple cardioversions, amiodarone,
lidocaine, magnesium, and other antiarrhythmics. She was not able to be
resuscitated and died. Cause of death was possible acute myocarditis.
In memory of the thirty-six, including number 1828901, I oppose agenda
item number eight and support agenda item number thirteen for your
January 12, 2022 meeting.
Gerald Braude
Former private school board member
and father of a 2016 National Merit Scholarship Award winner.

______________________________________________
From: Anna Callegari
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:52:27 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Arlene Walton
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:46:19 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Abbie Buck
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:14:30 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Elisha Rand
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:41:56 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Alexandra Rosebrook
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:21:36 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Becki Neuman
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:49:12 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Don Running
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:37:03 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State. The known short term risks of damage from the experimental injunctions
exceeds the risk of covid in the young. Furthermore, the long term side effects from the
injections are not presently known. Mandatory injections subject the State and those
participating in this policy to possible legal damages that will exceed the resources of the
State and the participants involved. This is not wise public policy.

Don Running

Sent from Mail
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.microsoft.com%2Ffwlink%2F%
for Windows

______________________________________________
From: Barry Teats
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:50:10 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Frankie Stiles
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:48:39 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:40:19 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Covid Vaccine School Mandate

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111
-----Original Message----From: Patty Ballestrasse <patty.ballestrasse58@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 11:15 AM
To: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Covid Vaccine School Mandate
External Email
Dear Mr. Stuart Glasoe:
I would like to express my extreme opposition to implementation of a COVID 19 vaccine
requirement for schools in Washington State.
No COVID vaccine available in the United States has received FDA approval. All available
vaccines, including the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine, are being administered under an
Emergency Use Authorization. The only “approved” COVID 19 vaccine is Comirnaty, and
it is not available in the United States and there is no anticipated date for its availability.
(This “smoke and mirrors” approach by the FDA is the subject of numerous lawsuits and
a Federal Judge recently rejected Pfizer’s claim that the 2 products are interchangeable:
Federal Judge Rejects DOD Claim That Pfizer EUA and Comirnaty Vaccines Are
‘Interchangeable’ • Children's Health Defense (childrenshealthdefense.org) Since EUA
products cannot be mandated per the Nuremberg Code, this alone should be enough to
stop consideration of making vaccines mandatory.
Children are statistically at zero risk of dying from COVID. Their survival rate is in the
range of 99.997-99.998% or, put another way, their risk of dying with COVID is less than
2 in every 1,000,000 children. The very few children who are listed as COVID deaths did
not die OF COVID, but rather WITH COVID as anyone being admitted to a hospital
nowadays is tested.
No one knows the long term risks of these vaccines. You may remember that one of the
members of the FDA Advisory Committee infamously said, “We are never going to learn
about how safe thie vaccine is until we start giving it” Dr. Eric Ruben, Editor in Chief
NEJM The studies Pfizer conducted were woefully underpowered. This is an analysis of 10
Red Flags associated with Pfizer’s studies: Ten red flags in the FDA’s risk-benefit analysis
of Pfizer’s EUA application to inject American children 5 to 11 with its mRNA product –
Commentary – America's Frontline Doctors (americasfrontlinedoctors.org)
Force vaccinating healthy children for a disease that doesn’t affect them to make adults
feel safe is a new low for humanity.
Please do the right thing and do not require these vaccinations for school age children.

Sincerely,
Patty Ballestrasse

______________________________________________
From: Darcy Morris
Sent: 1/6/2022 12:43:51 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Kids are at a lower risk for Covid
The shots are still only under EUA
Long term studies should be well documented before we mandate these drugs especially
in children.
Information shows both vaccinated and unvaccinated can transmit Covid so why take an
unproven drug that is showing signs of risk to young people.

______________________________________________
From: Earl Howerton
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:49:31 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Breinne Fraley
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:15:30 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: fuller@localaccess.com
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:39:13 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons: Long term effects are not known, there are side
effects from the vaccine, children are at extremely low risk, the vaccines are not proven,
herd immunity is happening now, and is nature's way of ending the illness. Children need
to determine once they turn 18 to make an educated decision if they want the vaccine or
not. It should not be up to the government to impose mandates on children or anyone
else for that matter. It should strictly be a private decision made between a patient and
their physician.

______________________________________________
From: A C
Sent: 1/6/2022 11:51:56 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
According to the AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS website... as of today
Cumulative Mortality (46 states, NYC, PR and GU reported)*
*
Among states reporting, children were 0.00%-0.27% of all COVID-19 deaths, and
5 states reported zero child deaths
*
In
states reporting, 0.00%-0.02% of all child COVID-19 cases resulted in death
COVID-19 deaths have proved rare among children over the course of the pandemic. As
of last week, 721 in the U.S. had died WITH (Not of) the disease, according to data
reported to the American Academy of Pediatrics. The overall U.S. death toll is more than
800,000... put that in context... there are no long term safety studies... my children HAD
Covid. Natural immunity is NATURAL... It is not natural to put synthetic genetic
messenger RNA into the cells of children that program their natural cells to create foreign
spike proteins from a novel virus.
It's sick that ANYONE would even have the idea to do this. It's even more unbelievable
that adults are mandating others to do it. It is NOT FDA APPROVED. Comirnaty is, and for
adults.. Comirnaty is not even produced or used in this country. Do the research, if you
care.. It's FACT.. It is not normal. It COULD severely destroy our children's lives. Please
don't put a gun to our heads. I'm begging you.
And putting people anywhere against their will for "quarantine"?. No one with a
functioning brain would think that is good. Do the right thing!!! There is something
seriously wrong here.

______________________________________________
From: Golda Ross
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:38:37 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Anthony DelGrosso
Sent: 1/6/2022 12:41:53 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons: This Virus doesn't affect children and this virus is not
as deadly as the very common flu. This has been politicized to strike fear into the public
and the people are sick of it. My daughter will not get the vaccine. This is all ridiculous
that we are even talking about it.

______________________________________________
From: Elizabeth V.
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:23:27 PM
To: DOH WSBOH,Davis, Michelle (SBOH),Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH),Hoff, Christy Curwick
(SBOH),Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH),Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH),Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH),Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH),Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH),Schreiber, Tracy N
(SBOH),Haag, Hannah R (SBOH),Kahler, Kelie (SBOH),Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: COVID vaccine mandate

attachments\8D9E99B27A654A2D_image.png
External Email
To Whom It May Concern,

Please do not mandate vaccines or masks for children. They are not at risk for death
from the disease that causes COVID-19. Please see Before your child is injected, watch
Dr. Robert Malone’s statement on child COVID vaccinations - Global Covid Summit
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fglobalcovidsummit.org%2Fnews%
stream-event-physicians-alertingparents&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cc588ab0d544442ac1b4908d9d17c2922%7C11d0e

He is speaking for 15,000 other doctors from around the world who have signed this
declaration that we should not inject our children with this experimental gene therapy.
Because each child is different, it is not the place for politicians or bureaucrats to decide
what is injected into our children. It is the place of the child’s parents.
Because this mandate could set the State of Washington up for lawsuits from parents
whose children have been damaged or died from this experimental gene therapy.

Thank you.
Elizabeth VanSteertegem

______________________________________________
From: Dan Golbeck
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:58:43 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Ashley Steingard
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:22:36 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dewan Simonis
Sent: 1/6/2022 3:37:25 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons: children already have their God-given immune
system that works just beautifully. They do not need your synthetic injections. No one
should lose out on education because of an unnecessary injection.

______________________________________________
From: Cydni McCormick
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:20:37 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
My body my choice.
Personal freedom over MY own health.
If vaccines work, the vaccinated shouldn’t care about my personal decisions - so leave
me alone.
Thank you.
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Colleen Young
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:30:42 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: 0D6F5496-F7E6-44FC-9F8A-5EF93F8533DE
External Email
To whom this concerns:
It is very concerning you are making decisions today regarding an experimental vaccine
that hasn’t had enough data to support anything it purports to do, in fact all the data
coming out says the opposite. Does it make you wonder why no informed consent is
provided for this vaccine? Does it make you wonder that all these drug commercials tell
about all the possible side effects but the Pfizer/Biontech commercials push getting the
vaccines and boosters only. Funny how they don’t mention ANY already known side
effects, after all, they have had at least a year. Does it make you wonder that Pfizer
requested 75 years in which to reveal vaccine ingredients and a judge recently said they
had 8 months? Doesn’t this concern you at all that children have a very high survival rate
for Covid-19 (usually very mild symptoms as well): somewhere between 98-99% yet a
vaccine is being pushed? Since when is a vaccine pushed on children when not enough
trials have been done, let alone survival rate of disease is higher than usefulness of
vaccine to “protect?” What is an acceptable amount of children to be hurt or dead in the
name of “public good?” Would you be willing to sacrifice your own children?
Also, why are drug companies, physicians, nurses/techs administering the vaccine
immune from any prosecution/lawsuit when people do die, are maimed, can’t reproduce,
or have long-term health issues?
Why are vaccines and booster shots needed when the data is coming out saying that
natural immunity is more effective?
I write to ask you to put yourselves in the parents’ shoes. It should be their discretion to
allow their children to be vaccinated (specifically with an experimental vaccine) not the
government. Some parents will choose to, some don’t believe it is in their child’s best
interest to be vaccinated with this vaccine.
If this doesn’t resonate with you, think of anything you most definitely feel strongly
about regarding your own children, then think about the government telling you that you
will do the opposite. Or else.
If you can’t think of anything right now, believe me, something will come up.
I hope each one of you realize that your credibility in the public eye is already waning. If
you decide to go through with this will you be able to live with yourself or is the almighty
dollar or power more important to you than the people (especially children) you purport
to protect?
Thank you for your time. I do hope you will actually ponder the questions I have asked.
Sincerely,
Colleen Young

______________________________________________
From: Candace Gallagher
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:00:27 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Daniel Shiva
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:27:53 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Angelina Smith
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:57:59 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Amber Doede
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:31:32 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid vaccine for kids
External Email
This is an outrage and disgusting use of force. The covid vaccine been proven to be
ineffective in stopping the transmission of the virus and ineffective in contracting the
virus. As a health care worker of over 20 years, I have seen so many other viruses and
diseases more concerning than covid, and yet those do not have mandatory vaccines.
Covid 19 is simply another virus in the world, and cannot be cured any more than the
common cold. Do not force this INEFFECTIVE and UNNECESSARY vaccine on our children.
As a nurse and mother, I am appalled at the cruel misuse of power on the most innocent
of all- our children.
Amber Doede, RN
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Abigail Ogdee
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:44:10 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dean & Tani Iverson
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:37:10 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
I believe in the liberties and freedoms this country was founded on and this feels like a
direct violation to those ideals; the ideals many Americans have gave their lives
defending; the ideals I would be willing to give my life for if needed; the ideals that now
seem threatened by a few political power leaders that have not had to face those same
risks and who are willingly giving those ideals away step by step. This law seems in stride
with those actions that I can not support and will pay forward with a vote against any of
those leaders that are in agreement with this action. Further, I will educate, inform, and
encourage anyone who will listen to do the same.

______________________________________________
From: Bren Cooke
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:39:54 AM
To: Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: Covid 19 policies
External Email
Dear Nathaniel:
Regarding the upcoming discussion and vote on Covid 19 policies that include (but are
not limited to) involuntary quarantine, vaccination, detention, testing, or vaccination
requirements for children - I urge you to reject any more overreaching and unethical
policies. We staunchly oppose the proposed measures.
Regards,
Brennen Cooke

______________________________________________
From: Andrea Turk
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:18:44 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: beth farstad
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:42:36 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: 8836B097-4DEC-4CDE-985C-EE7F2B0BA590
External Email
To State Board of Health,
As a parent, former teacher, and well-informed citizen, I am writing to express my
concerns in regard to items on your meeting agenda.
Agenda Item #9 – Allowing local health departments to set up quarantine facilities and in
some cases, detain people against their will. This is in direct conflict with our state
constitution and is completely unnecessary in the current health situation. The vaccines
have proven ineffective, as people still get Covid-19 after receiving them. Medically, it is
proven that people develop natural immunity after having Covid-19. What justification
would there be for quarantine facilities?
Agenda Item #11- Informed Choice Washington’s Petition for Rulemaking (filed by Xavier
Figueroa, Ph.D. on behalf of ICWA) requests a new rule that prohibits any EUA product,
or any product that has not successfully complete Phase 3 trials to be added to
mandatory school health requirements. I agree with this statement for the following
reasons. #1. The current Covid -19 vaccines have not completed Phase 3 trials. #2. The
current vaccines for Covid-19 are still in EUA. This means that they are supposed to only
be applied in an emergency – not as a broad application to the entire public. #3. The
EUA no longer should be applicable in this situation as current and further studies are
finding many therapies for early treatment for Covid-19, which improves opportunities
for natural immunities to develop. #4. The current vaccines are not preventing Covid-19.
#5. According to the CDC’s website VAERS, the current Covid-19 vaccines have a terrible
record of adverse events and death. There is no data on safety over 3, 5, 10 years and
beyond. It is not acceptable to vaccinate every child with a vaccine with this undeniably
tragic safety level. The consequences could be devastating on our children!
Beth Farstad
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Eric Borgman
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:04:25 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: debby hozan
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:08:14 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: 4315D048-91D0-4125-92C6-1BDC4CCBDD17
External Email
I am completely against any of the proposed covid policies that are over reaching and
immoral.
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Andrew Laung
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:30:09 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cassandra Mack
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:41:18 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Caitlin Schiefelbein
Sent: 1/7/2022 5:04:22 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Chris Sage
Sent: 1/7/2022 1:57:40 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Emma Stachofsky
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:16:06 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Courtney Dethlefs
Sent: 1/6/2022 11:23:03 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: BOH meeting comments
External Email
Hello,
I would like to add my comments to your meeting on Wednesday.
I OPPOSE Agenda Item #8, the formation of the Technical Advisory Group (TAG) to
review information about COVID-19 shots for consideration of mandating the shots for
school. I oppose COVID-19 shot mandates, period! This shot is still only approved under
emergency use, and no medically unnecessary intervention should be mandated without
appropriate phase 3 clinical trials.
I SUPPORT Agenda Item #11 Informed Choice Washington's Petition for Rulemaking. The
Board should establish a new rule that prohibits them from adding any Emergency Use
Authorized (EUA) product, or any licensed product that lacks completed Phase 3 trial
studies, to the school required list.
Thanks and God bless!
Courtney

Courtney Dethlefs
206-794-9166

______________________________________________
From: Bryan and Kari Barker
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:44:58 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: comments for meeting Jan 12
External Email
To Whom it May Concern,
I am writing this as a concerned Washington resident, and further a concerned
Washington father. In regards to the agenda items to be heard on the 12th, I
vehemently oppose agenda item #8 (eight) mandating COVID shots for school. Further, I
oppose the Covid shot mandates presently in place. I oppose agenda item #9 (nine).
Furthermore, I fully support agenda item #11.
Thank you.
Bryan Barker
206-825-1039

______________________________________________
From: Brenda Krein-Viloria
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:27:50 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Bergen Amundson
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:56:46 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Angie Wheat
Sent: 1/6/2022 2:41:51 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
It is not proven SAFE nor EFFECTIVE. These will be lawsuits in the future that the state
will need to defend themselves regarding. LAWSUITS.
It is unethical to force shots--it should be the choice of the parents/families per their
American liberties.
These shots are NOT FDA APPROVED. ZERO. "Emergency order" is NOT approval.
These are proven over & over to cause severe myocarditus in boys & young men, as well
as ovary/menstrual changes in girls and women.
Do you actually want to take this on? It is nothing short of Nazi Germany 1938 if you
force this. It's SICK.
Very sincerely,
Angie

Get Outlook for iOS
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fo0ukef&data=04%7C0

______________________________________________
From: Brennan Gray
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:50:21 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dean West
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:53:45 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons: Children are not at risk and there is NO sound
reason for them to be Given a drug that has not been properly tested as to its side
effects. Especially on Children !!!! There has been many side effects from these drugs.
You ALL will be held responsible in the future if you pass such Criteria. The suffering and
Deaths Of many children shall be upon" YOUR HANDS !!!!!!" This is not a vaccine in the
traditional sense. It is being pushed by corrupt government agencies and big
pharmaceutical companies.

______________________________________________
From: corrinna walter
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:45:46 PM
To: DOH WSBOH,Davis, Michelle (SBOH),Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH),Hoff, Christy Curwick
(SBOH),Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH),Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH),Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH),Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH),Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH),Schreiber, Tracy N
(SBOH),Haag, Hannah R (SBOH),Kahler, Kelie (SBOH),Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: Covid vaccinations for school age children
External Email
Hello.

I am a retired nurse of 30+ years experience, many years in pediatric nursing and school
nursing (SVSD). As a nurse, I have give probably thousands of vaccinations to adults and
children - I highly believe in vaccinations. Making sure kids were vaccinated (or had
proper exemptions) was a large part of my job during my 12 years with SVSD. I would
like my voice to be heard for the sake of my grandchildren, and all children. School
vaccines for a virus with an almost non existent number of deaths, and has not been
shown to be a burden to hospitals and/or the school districts (no closures recorded due
to large amounts of Covid numbers in children); therefore, it is completely unreasonable
(and disturbing) to mandate an experimental vaccine for children.
So again, I would like to express my extreme opposition to implementation of a COVID
19 vaccine requirement for schools in Washington State.

1. No COVID vaccine available in the United States has received FDA approval. All
available vaccines, including the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine, are being administered under
an Emergency Use Authorization. The only “approved” COVID 19 vaccine is Comirnaty,
and it is not available in the United States and there is no anticipated date for its
availability. (This “smoke and mirrors” approach by the FDA is the subject of numerous
lawsuits and a Federal Judge recently rejected Pfizer’s claim that the 2 products are
interchangeable: Federal Judge Rejects DOD Claim That Pfizer EUA and Comirnaty
Vaccines Are ‘Interchangeable’ • Children's Health Defense (childrenshealthdefense.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fchildrenshealthdefense.org%2F&da
) Since EUA products cannot be mandated per the Nuremberg Code, this alone should be
enough to stop consideration of making vaccines mandatory.

2. Children are statistically at zero risk of dying from COVID. Their survival rate is in the
range of 99.997-99.998% or, put another way, their risk of dying with COVID is less than
2 in every 1,000,000 children. The very few children who are listed as COVID deaths did
not die OF COVID, but rather WITH COVID as anyone being admitted to a hospital
nowadays is tested. I challenge the Washington State Board of Health to show medical
records for even one child who has died OF COVID. Where there’s no risk, there can be
no benefit.

3. No one knows the long term risks of these vaccines. You may remember that one of

the members of the FDA Advisory Committee infamously said, “We are never going to
learn about how safe thie vaccine is until we start giving it” Dr. Eric Ruben, Editor in
Chief NEJM The studies Pfizer conducted were woefully underpowered. This is an analysis
of 10 Red Flags associated with Pfizer’s studies: Ten red flags in the FDA’s risk-benefit
analysis of Pfizer’s EUA application to inject American children 5 to 11 with its mRNA
product – Commentary – America's Frontline Doctors (americasfrontlinedoctors.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Famericasfrontlinedoctors.org%2F&d
)

Force vaccinating healthy children for a disease that doesn’t affect them to make adults
feel safe is a new low for humanity. THIS IS AN ATTACK ON OUR CHILDREN. Please do
the right thing and do not require these vaccinations for school age children.

Thank you for listening.
Corrinna
Sent from Corrinna’s cell - God Bless America ❓❓❓❓

______________________________________________
From: Daymon Brown
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:52:39 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Bailey Weishaar
Sent: 1/7/2022 1:29:19 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
*
*
*
*
Covid,
*

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
therefore,
The vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of the disease

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.onelink.me%2F107872968%3F

______________________________________________
From: Bernie Miller
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:05:24 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: 8FCF6E7F-1575-4262-878B-095348956D61
External Email
Dear, wsboh@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:wsboh@sboh.wa.gov>
Please Don’t make it mandatory requirement to have this Covid-19 Vaccine to attend
public schools. The data and science behind this vaccine is still inconclusive and not
proven to protect kids under 18 from getting and spreading this virus. Typically it takes 5
to 10 years to develop a a vaccine that is proven and works to prevent virus. Many side
affects and long term affects have not been studied yet. .
We have 2 teenage boys attending public schools and my wife is a teacher, these
common sense opinions come with understanding the world we are living in. This should
not be rushed into a decision. Please do not make this vaccine a requirement to attend
public schools.
Bernie Miller

______________________________________________
From: DOLLIE MYERS
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:07:00 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Adam Assink
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:12:42 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Chelsea Araneda
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:07:29 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Breanna McCalister
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:58:29 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:55:20 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Covid 19 vaccine requiement

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov>
360-236-4105

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01%
| Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH%
|Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: Carlos Arguello <yourfriendcarlos@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 6:59 AM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Covid 19 vaccine requiement

External Email
I would like to express my extreme opposition to implementation of a COVID 19 vaccine
requirement for schools in Washington State.

1. No COVID vaccine available in the United States has received FDA approval. All
available vaccines, including the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine, are being administered under
an Emergency Use Authorization. The only “approved” COVID 19 vaccine is Comirnaty,
and it is not available in the United States and there is no anticipated date for its
availability. (This “smoke and mirrors” approach by the FDA is the subject of numerous
lawsuits and a Federal Judge recently rejected Pfizer’s claim that the 2 products are
interchangeable: Federal Judge Rejects DOD Claim That Pfizer EUA and Comirnaty
Vaccines Are ‘Interchangeable’ • Children's Health Defense (childrenshealthdefense.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fchildrenshealthdefense.org%2F&da
) Since EUA products cannot be mandated per the Nuremberg Code, this alone should be
enough to stop consideration of making vaccines mandatory.

2. Children are statistically at zero risk of dying from COVID. Their survival rate is in the
range of 99.997-99.998% or, put another way, their risk of dying with COVID is less than
2 in every 1,000,000 children. The very few children who are listed as COVID deaths did
not die OF COVID, but rather WITH COVID as anyone being admitted to a hospital
nowadays is tested. I challenge the Washington State Board of Health to show medical
records for even one child who has died OF COVID. Where there’s no risk, there can be
no benefit.

3. No one knows the long term risks of these vaccines. You may remember that one of
the members of the FDA Advisory Committee infamously said, “We are never going to
learn about how safe the vaccine is until we start giving it” Dr. Eric Ruben, Editor in Chief
NEJM The studies Pfizer conducted were woefully underpowered. This is an analysis of 10
Red Flags associated with Pfizer’s studies: Ten red flags in the FDA’s risk-benefit analysis
of Pfizer’s EUA application to inject American children 5 to 11 with its mRNA product –
Commentary – America's Frontline Doctors (americasfrontlinedoctors.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Famericasfrontlinedoctors.org%2F&d
)

Force vaccinating healthy children for a disease that doesn’t affect them to make adults
feel safe is a new low for humanity. Please do the right thing and do not require these
vaccinations for school age children.

Sincerely
Carlos Arguello

______________________________________________
From: Andrea Anderson
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:59:29 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Birch Abraham
Sent: 1/7/2022 3:59:05 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Greg Parks
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:23:43 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brittany Aloisio
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:06:20 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cynthia Haehnel
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:22:11 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid 19 vaccine
External Email
To whom it may concern,
I am against forcing all citizens to take the covid 19 vaccine. I have worked in the
medical field for many years. One does not treat every patient with the same treatment
as we are individuals with many nuances in ones health. Each patient has the choice of
the health care they desire.

Cynthia Haehnel
Get Outlook for Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fghei36&data=04%7C0

______________________________________________
From: Carrie Sampson
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:08:59 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cathy Titchenal
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:34:06 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Communicating with the WA State Board of Health members
External Email
REGARDING THE PROPOSAL TO GRANT THE STATE OF WASHINGTON AUTHORITY TO
MANDATE COVID VACCINATION FOR SCHOOL AGED CHILDREN:
With all due respect to the WA Board of Health membership, this is what I have to say
about this issue before you:
I cannot understand WHY in God’s name that the state thinks mandating any vaccine
universally is or should be allowed. It’s ridiculous. We don’t mandate flu vaccines and we
don’t even have vaccines to prevent the common cold virus which for some escalates into
pneumonia. Regardless of how people view this covid pandemic, parents have the right
to decide the proper healthcare needs of their children, and people in general should also
have the right to decide which healthcare they need to survive and thrive in this world.
It’s not the state’s right to grant itself authority to dictate such things, especially when
for the VAST majority of our citizens (98.9%), the covid virus is NOT life
threatening/ending.

This information was gleaned from your own state website statistical table. As of
yesterday, January 5th, the total confirmed cases of covid was 805,459 with another
108,521 probable cases of covid making a total of 913,980 cases of which 9,974 people
have died, which is 1.1% of the total number of cases. Every life is precious BUT
statistically, covid is not even as dangerous as getting the flu or heart disease or cancer
when it comes to risks for dying. And the statistical threat of death from covid for the
population of school aged children is even lower. We get it… covid is new and our medical
community is learning how best to deal with it, but this is NO time to legalize state
dictatorship for medical care. Seriously!
I personally believe that at this time, until our medical community can get a better grasp
on how to better deal with covid cases, every physically adult person should responsibly
choose freely to get safely vaccinated simply to protect themselves and others from the
spread of the covid virus and to keep the more serious consequences of contracting covid
as an unvaccinated person from creating a life threatening situation for anyone. But I
don’t believe mandating, threatening, dictating or in any other way forcing anyone to get
a vaccine is appropriate. I am totally against legalizing such authority for the state to
then utilize against it’s own citizenry. We the voters and citizens are their employers and
they are our public servants, NOT the other way around.

And lest you think I’m not a person to be listened to, I want you all to know that I
personally chose freely to go get vaccinated last April with the Moderna mRNA vaccines
(two shot protocol) and I have an appointment next week to get the booster shot as well.
I’m not crazy. I’m 66 years old and in the target demographic for the most vulnerable, so
it makes sense for me to be vaccinated and to also boost the protection. But it was MY
choice. I have five school aged grandchildren, the oldest two whom have been vaccinated
simply because they were told they could not participate in school sports if they didn’t….
threatened by school authorities who were themselves threatened by the state

authorities, etc… THIS is NOT the way we’re supposed to operate our government.
Even though you are mostly an appointed body membership, it is your DUTY to not allow
the State of Washington to overreach their authority and interfere with the private rights
of the citizenship by allowing the state to legitimize a mandate such as what is being
proposed here. Don’t do it.
The citizens are speaking to you. Ask for our cooperation, but don’t tell us what to do.
There is a very serious difference.

Sincerely,
Catherine A Titchenal
PO Box 427
Bingen, WA 98605
Registered voter and former PCO West Klickitat Precinct of Klickitat County, 98628

Sent from Mail
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.microsoft.com%2Ffwlink%2F%
for Windows

______________________________________________
From: Brian Leslie
Sent: 1/7/2022 4:58:45 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
❓
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
While the scientific data suggest the mRNA shots being marketed as ‘vaccines’ may
correlate with a lowered risk of hospitalization and death among the ‘at-risk’ segment of
the population, the vaccines are not an impediment to infection or transmission.
Therefore, vaccine mandates and vaccine passports are irrelevant from a public policy
standpoint. They do nothing but balkanize society, violate individuals’ health rights, and
introduce more long-term medical unknowns for Americans who are not significantly atrisk from Covid-19 (such as those who are young or have natural immunity).
Brian Leslie
Bremerton, WA

______________________________________________
From: Ashton Beanblossom
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:27:27 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: butters4
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:38:54 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email

I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:

Sent from my Galaxy Tab A
I absolutely oppose this unlawful mandate on our children! Follow the science, this
COVID 19 does not affect our children and the vaccines aren't working!

______________________________________________
From: Dave Woodward
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:56:55 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Craig Wright
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:26:11 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: David Taylor
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:32:58 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Amber Carter
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:31:25 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
There has not been long enough studies on the effects this vaccine has on our bodies.
Natural immunity has a place in fighting this virus.
Most children who contract this virus recover.
Parents should have the right to decide what goes in their children’s bodies.
The vaccine does not prevent the spread of the virus or prevent you from contracting the
virus.
Amber Carter

______________________________________________
From: Bert Schippers
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:04:31 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Erik Zuniga
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:17:55 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Against forced vaccination
External Email
I took the vaccine but it is wrong to force people to take it against their will I do not
agree to these policies

Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPhone
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Foverview.mail.yahoo.com%2F%3F

______________________________________________
From: Beth Henkelman
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:02:45 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Children are shown to be at low risk of serious infection or death from Covid according
the CDC website. There are no long term studies of the emergency authorized use
vaccination. Now, studies show that both vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals can
get and spread Covid. Do NOT require this experimental vaccine to be part of the
required immunizations needed to attend school! More studies need to be done to assure
that this is safe to give to our children.
Thank-you.
Beth Henkelman

______________________________________________
From: Brooke McGirr
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:48:44 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Carolyn Langston
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:23:06 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:36:50 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Covid Vaccine Mandate

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov>
360-236-4105

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01%
| Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH%
|Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: Heather Harrison <hharrison6821@hotmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 5, 2022 7:48 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Covid Vaccine Mandate

External Email
We do not want a Covid 19 vaccine mandate for schools. If this happens we will home
school our children.
Heather and Brad Harrison

Get Outlook for Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2FAAb9ysg&data=04%7C

______________________________________________
From: Gordon Jenkins
Sent: 1/6/2022 12:59:04 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:

______________________________________________
From: Alena Vasilyev
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:19:54 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:35:47 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Concerning COVID-19 vaccination to school admission requirements.

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: Tina McCorkle <firstfruitsrevolution@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 10:29 AM
Subject: Concerning COVID-19 vaccination to school admission requirements.

External Email
Letter From A Concerned Person to WA BOH
On the 29th day of December 2021, a notification by way of the email was received that
the Washington Board of Health Technical Advisory Group (BOH) is exploring adding
COVID-19 vaccination to school admission requirements.

CLARIFICATION OF THE ISSUES
Any physical and/or tangible evidence that a medical pandemic as legally and medically
defined has occurred anywhere around the world over the past two years (December
2019 to December 2021).
To allow the students of State of Washington to make an educated decision on this
matter, it is hereby requested that the Washington Board of Health Technical Advisory
Group (BOH) provide copies of any and all official and supporting documents in the BOH
possession of:
1.
Any physical and/or tangible evidence of medical isolation of the purported
COVID-19 virus pursuant to the CDC and/or W.H.O. vaccine isolation protocols.
2.
Any physical and/or tangible evidence that a “Medical Emergency” exists by
statutory definition in the state of Washington.
3.
Any physical and/or tangible evidence that any COVID-19 vaccine prevents
infection by the COVID-19 virus and that any COVID-19 vaccine prevents the COVID-19
virus from spreading.
Please provide the exact legal and lawfully promulgated OFFICIAL procedure enacted by
the legislature within the limits set by the Washington State Constitution and Washington
State Law (enacting clause, statutes, session laws, legislative certification and Common

Law Rules) that authorizes the BOH to administer medical advice and treatment and/or
have any say on a student’s medical health care choices.

This correspondence is seeking “validation” that is competent evidence and strict proof
that the Washington Board of Health Technical Advisory Group (BOH) has a legal liability
and lawful authority in relation to any “medical drug use injections” and/or medical
health care choices and are truly acting within the scope of their fiduciary relationship to
the students of Washington State concerting this matter.
Sincerely,
Tina McCorkle - Pastor and Grandparent

______________________________________________
From: Cindy Poole
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:42:17 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:02:14 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: COVID vaccine mandate for children

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: Twisha Chandra <twisha.chandra@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 1:52 PM
To: Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart
D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: COVID vaccine mandate for children

External Email
Dear Board Members

What exactly is the point of mandating vaccines when a "less severe" version of covid
with more flu-like symptoms and very unlikely to present any severe risk is circulating in
the community? likely this will make the disease endemic.
Second when statistically a young, healthy person is at very low risk of severe disease
and hospitalization then this is pointless.
Vaccines effective as they are in stopping severe disease and death but in not infections,
so protecting the community is also a self defeating argument.
Please stop this authoritarian approach! As your decision of closing all schools despite
children being largely safe from covid has already disrupted the lives of parents and
children, caused huge emotional and mental health issues. Let each family breathe and
decide for its own, last I checked WA state was still a democracy though it has ceased to
act like one post the year 2020 for many of its tax paying citizens!

Warm Regards,
Twisha

______________________________________________
From: Aussie Mom
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:13:24 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Children are at extremely low risk of sickness from Covid.
Also, the vaccines are still authorized for emergency use only. Our children cannot be
guinea pigs.
Studies show that vaccinated and unvaccinated both transmit Covid. The vaccines do not
stop the spread of Covid.
This should never be a mandatory requirement.
Debora Rossi
2919 S Hartford Pl, Kennewick, WA 99337

______________________________________________
From: Christina Totmin
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:20:57 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Guy Dicks
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:33:33 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State.
Children are at extremely low risk for COVID and yet side effects of vaccinations are just
the opposite.
Vaccines are still only EUA, certainly no emergency use is justifiable at this point.
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety, yet studies DO now
document that vaccinated individuals transmit COVID, nullifying any claims of vaccination
as a prevention to the spread of COVID.
The WSBOH may be taking action that would make them liable to lawsuits by those
whose side effects were generated via an illegally mandated/unconstitutional vaccination
requirement.

______________________________________________
From: Galina Torchylo
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:35:36 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Alanna Spencer
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:12:01 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Deb Holloway
Sent: 1/6/2022 11:39:23 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Angela Doane
Sent: 1/6/2022 3:30:44 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
They are not effective, do not reduce contraction of colds or the symptoms.
No one, especially government has the right to require mandatory vaccines on children.
I say all children withdraw until the government gets a brain. And see how you’ll get your
funding. No children in schools, means I’m not paying on my property taxes.
Angela Doane

______________________________________________
From: Ariel Myslak
Sent: 1/6/2022 11:26:00 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Ashley Bass
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:53:49 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: COVID 19 Shots
External Email
Hello,
I write to you today concerning the discussion of making the COVID 19 vaccine
mandatory for school children. I oppose COVID 19 shot mandates in general and am in
support of a new rule prohibiting adding any licensed product that lacks Phase 3 trial
studies to the school required list.

Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Bethany Lawrence
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:50:23 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Angela Ericson
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:01:04 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Gail De La Rosa
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:13:54 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brandi
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:47:35 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
*
*
*
*
Covid,
*

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
There are no long-term studies to document anyhistory of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
therefore,
The vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of the disease

Get Outlook for iOS
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fo0ukef&data=04%7C0

______________________________________________
From: Gary Horejsi
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:00:48 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
My child should not be used as a test subject for the government. My child will not get
the vaccine in anyway shape or form as this is an overreach of governmental powers and
lastly it’s my child and I have ultimate say as to whether or not she gets this vaccine.
Until there is some guarantee that the vaccine stops you from getting COVID then there
is no way my child will get vaccinated. Even today more vaccinated people are getting
COVID and even spreading it so where is the benefit of vaccination using vaccines they
are absolutely useless.
Enough is enough. We need to start arresting the guys who developed this virus and stop
listening to them as if they are experts they are criminals. Faucets should be arrested
and charged with the murder and genocide of everyone who has died from COVID 19.
We need to stop impending on the rights of the everyday citizen and prosecute those
who developed the thing in the first place. Leave our children alone.
Gary W. Horejsi, Jr
PO Box 864
Buckley, Washington 98321
253-355-1354
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: frieda stephens
Sent: 1/6/2022 2:18:50 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid 19 Vaccine Not for Children
External Email
Covid shots should absolutely NOT be a requirement for our children.
Please be reminded that Children are at extremely low risk for Covid and that the
vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorization).
Frieda

______________________________________________
From: Ashley Lindmark
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:49:16 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Bev Carman
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:11:35 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cynthia ReaLynch
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:43:34 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Bobbi Ciferri
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:09:55 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
1: My daughter has an auto immune disease that we are still trying to work out and not
recommended for the shot.
2: it’s my choice as a mother to choose or give my kids the choice, either way we all say
no.
3: we don’t know what kind of effects the shot will have on children 5 years from now.
4: it’s NOT YOUR CHOICE!

______________________________________________
From: Comcast
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:14:42 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: COVID vaccination requirements
External Email

To whom it may concern,
As a parent and a public school educator I am adamantly opposed to a covid vaccine
requirement for school aged kids and daycares, and any other mandates ordering citizens
to go against their Constitutional rights to manage our own health care for themselves
and their children.
This vaccine has not had any long term (or relatively short term) safety studies done and
is only approved for emergency use. The SCIENCE shows that though this virus is
becoming more transmissible it is also becoming LESS severe symptom wise (especially
in children).
No parent wants their child to get sick, not even with the common cold (which is where
covid is heading in mutation). However the reality is that if they don't catch it at school
they will catch it at the grocery store, the library, from mom or dad who got it from work
etc. DESPITE vaccination status!
It is absolute discrimination to refuse children access to public school because their
parents don't feel comfortable giving them an experimental vaccine (and it's only
considered a 'vaccine' because the definition of a vaccine has recently been amended).
Again, I am speaking as one of “We the People” I am adamantly opposed to a covid
vaccine requirement for any and all children!
Thank you for your time.
Anna Andrews

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:43:36 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: BOH considerations

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov>
360-236-4105

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01%
| Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH%
|Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: (null) hendrix98 <hendrix98@frontier.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 9:34 AM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: BOH considerations

External Email
❓Dear
Mrs. Davis,

It has come to my attention that WA Board of Health will be discussing Covid-19 shot
mandates for schools and recommendations for forcible quarantine and/or detention of
those that disagree with policies. As a parent to 6 children in this State, I request that
you abandon the plan of forming a technical advisory group to explore COVID19
mandates and adopt a new rule of requiring products to have completed Phase 3 clinical
trials before they can be added to list of school requirements.
One definition of insanity is to repeat the same mistake over and over again and expect
different results. For almost 2 years we have attempted to follow the health
recommendations of washing, masking, distancing, testing, isolating and vaccinating. By
now it is apparent that the virus is “gonna virus” regardless of measures attempted.

Thankfully, SARS CoV2 is acting in similar manner as all other viral pandemics and
becoming more “virulent” (spreads easier) but less deadly. Real immunity is achieved
with exposure and recovery as is evidenced by fact that those infected with SARS in
2002/3 cannot become infected with SARS CoV2 today! In contrast, Covid19 has
managed to find a way to escape the vaccine as is evidenced by the incredibly high
numbers of vaccinated and even boosted individuals getting sick and testing positive.
Surely this fact has not escaped your knowledge!

As Health Board members, you are obligated to provide us with facts that support any
and all recommendations or requirements.
1) what is the current rate of mortality for COVID19 infection and stratified according to
age groups?
2) point to ANY measures that have reduced the numbers of fatalities (cases are not
fatalities).
3) what is rate of all cause mortality in WA in 2020 and 2021?......did the measures
imposed reduce the number of deaths from prior year?
4) provide evidence of asymptomatic spread of SARS CoV2.
5) provide safety studies for masking children and randomized clinical trials for masks
preventing spread of lab-confirmed upper respiratory viruses (not modeling of masks on
mannequins).
6) make public the accuracy of testing - what is the rate of false positives and false
negatives of tests and were results determined by manufacturers of the tests or unbiased
3rd party investigators?
7) provide evidence that the vaccines prevent infection and transmission and that they
improve health of individuals who receive them compared to those who do not.
8) explain why so much focus on eliminating this 1 virus when human immune systems
have successfully protected our growing population since the beginning of time? Are you
aware that some viruses are beneficial for humans and can protect against various forms
of cancers and heart issues? Did you know that your human virome contains over 380
TRILLION viruses?

I do not doubt that as members of WA State Health Board that you truly desire to
improve the health of Washingtonians. However, I do not trust that you have carefully
investigated and logically determined adequate and measurable health remedies for
which you are able to provide evidence. Before doubling down on measures that seem to
HARM more than they HELP the overall health of citizens, please determine and make
public the evidence to justify any policies.

Regarding mandating shots, know that the clinical trials will not be completed until 2023.
Know that WA State has a legal definition of a vaccine that the C19 shots do not fulfill as
they were never part of a living microorganism nor do they prevent transmission or
infection of disease.

"Vaccine" means a preparation of killed or attenuated living microorganisms, or fraction
thereof, that upon administration stimulates immunity that protects against disease and
is approved by the federal food and drug administration as safe and effective

https://app.leg.wa.gov/RCW/default.aspx?cite=70.290.010
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fapp.leg.wa.gov%2FRCW%2Fdefau

Finally, do no harm! You cannot possibly know or care more about the health of children
than do the parents of Washington children! My college son’s roommate suffered
myocarditis shortly after his Pfizer booster and is now unable to resume an active
lifestyle for the next 6 months and possibly longer! Heart muscle doesn’t regenerate and
unnecessary injury to a healthy 19 yo is a travesty he will suffer with for the rest of his
life. How many others are now injured? What is the real rate of adverse effects following
these EUA products and how can you determine if the safety studies have yet to be
completed and there is no transparency of adverse event reporting?
Furthermore, how necessary or even safe is it to give a vaccine to a person who already
has immunity to the pathogen? Most children by now have been exposed to the virus and
have developed immunity without difficulty. Why consider a mandate for those not at
high risk for adverse outcome should they become infected but who carry unknown risks
of adverse reaction with getting the shot?
I look forward to hearing these concerns addressed and evidence for any and all
recommendations to be presented when I tune into your meeting on January 12. <xapple-data-detectors://0>
Thank you,
Therese Hendrix

*I am able to provide evidence of any claims made in this letter, just let me know what
you need substantiated.

Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Andrea Hallauer
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:29:53 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Diane Hotrum
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:39:53 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Corina Fletcher
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:31:04 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
The vaccination does not stop the spread of COVID. Children are at extremely low risk of
dying from COVID. The vaccine is still in early stages of development, having no longterm data to show side effects or complications with children receiving the vaccine.
Please don't allow this to be forced on our children.
Sincerely,
Corina Fletcher

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone
Get Outlook for Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2FAAb9ysg&data=04%7C

______________________________________________
From: Amanda Grondahl
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:14:49 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Clay Thomas
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:26:49 AM
To: DOH WSBOH,Davis, Michelle (SBOH),Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH),Hoff, Christy Curwick
(SBOH),Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH),Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH),Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH),Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH),Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH),Schreiber, Tracy N
(SBOH),Haag, Hannah R (SBOH),Kahler, Kelie (SBOH),Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: Covid discussion
External Email

I just wanted to voice my concerns on forcing Children to be vaccinated. This disease
does not affect them. The vaccine poses more of a threat to these kids. There are severe
consequences of this course of action that cannot be undone nor consideration of the
religious aspect being forced upon. Even considering such actions is wrong. This is
unconstitutional in so many ways. Every injury every death caused by such decisions
should be held on your heads. This is the most dangerous vaccine to date and has NOT
been proven to be effective.
Biden adminstrations lawyer to the Supreme Court was making up numbers stating
100,000 child hospitalizations. That is an outright lie. Nothing about the actions of these
political rules makes any sense. The world is suffering from the worst case of
Munchausen syndrome by proxy. Not only is this causing severe irreparable damage to
our children it is also trampling over every Americans rights. And the rights of parents.
We should not be trading our kids safety and we'll being for our adult fears. This is just
plain wrong! Florida has done things right. Stand up to the tyranny of Jay Inslee.
I also oppose fema quarantine camps. Which have been in the works since late last
summer.

______________________________________________
From: Ashley Riebe
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:15:39 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Anna Sulza
Sent: 1/7/2022 3:47:51 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid 19
External Email
To State Board of Health,
As a parent, teacher, and well-informed citizen, I am writing to express my concerns in
regard to items on your meeting agenda.
Agenda Item #9 – Allowing local health departments to set up quarantine facilities and in
some cases, detain people against their will. This is in direct conflict with our state
constitution and is completely unnecessary in the current health situation. The vaccines
have proven ineffective, as people still get Covid-19 after receiving them. Medically, it is
proven that people develop natural immunity after having Covid-19. What justification
would there be for quarantine facilities?
Agenda Item #11- Informed Choice Washington’s Petition for Rulemaking (filed by Xavier
Figueroa, Ph.D. on behalf of ICWA) requests a new rule that prohibits any EUA product,
or any product that has not successfully complete Phase 3 trials to be added to
mandatory school health requirements. I agree with this statement for the following
reasons. #1. The current Covid -19 vaccines have not completed Phase 3 trials. #2. The
current vaccines for Covid-19 are still in EUA. This means that they are supposed to only
be applied in an emergency – not as a broad application to the entire public. #3. The
EUA no longer should be applicable in this situation as current and further studies are
finding many therapies for early treatment for Covid-19, which improves opportunities
for natural immunities to develop. #4. The current vaccines are not preventing Covid-19.
#5. According to the CDC’s website VAERS, the current Covid-19 vaccines have a terrible
record of adverse events and death. There is no data on safety over 3, 5, 10 years and
beyond. It is not acceptable to vaccinate every child with a vaccine with this undeniably
tragic safety level. The consequences could be devastating on our children!
Respectfully, Anna Tereshchuk
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: April Smith
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:56:25 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Greg Rice
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:55:57 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
freedom of expression, freedom of education, right to assembly
child abuse, freedom of parental control
separation of church and state
and there is NO climate GOD and Jay Inslee is not its chief High Priest.
GREGORY ALLEN RICE
DO NOT TREAD ON ME

______________________________________________
From: Anna Mardukhayev
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:33:20 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Britniy Malagon
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:42:11 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Celeste Wandke
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:10:22 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: 2B2272C1-F09B-420F-AB00-F526DCAE7DDB
External Email
I’m asking that you DO NOT invoke a vaccine mandate on the people of Washington
State.
Celeste Wandke
Washington State Registered Voter
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: David Chaikovskyi
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:54:04 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Adele Ohler
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:56:50 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Christopher Stadtherr
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:15:47 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
As a board-certified family physician in Washington state who is generally in support of
childhood vaccination, I have serious concerns about the consideration of a COVID-19
vaccination requirement for school-aged children. Instead, please partner with me to
develop a program to encourage true health among school children.
Primarily, my objection to administering the COVID-19 vaccination to children is based
on the dearth of long-term safety data.
It is ignorant and irresponsible to mandate an intervention that doesn't do what it alleges
to do and is riskier than the infection it purports to prevent.
Administering an injection is an irreversible act. Our current data show that serious
adverse events in children ages 12-17 are more frequent than the rates of COVID
hospitalizations. Thus, the risk is greater than the benefit.
There has been inadequate testing of vaccine. Critical safety trials have either been
skipped or inadequately performed, rendering the currently available vaccines as
experimental.
Without long-term safety data, any mandate on COVID vaccination for children is, at
best, a reckless endeavor.
We have abundant data showing that COVID vaccination is not 100% effective. In my
hospital-based practice, I am seeing numerous "breakthrough" infections in fully
vaccinated (including boostered) adults. In addition, I have seen numerous devastating
side effects that are clearly direct results of receiving the COVID vaccine. We know that
the rates of myocarditis from the mRNA vaccine are much higher in children than in
adults and that risk is increased with younger ages.
Blanket policies for vaccinating children are inappropriate. One simple look at the
literature will reveal that COVID infection is not problematic for healthy children. The
death rate for children under 18 years of age with COVID-19 is less than 0.01% (1 in
10,000) -- absurdly low. Severe COVID disease seen in children is in those who are
chronically ill.
You should be focusing your efforts on the children who are actually at risk for serious
disease from COVID-19, specifically those with obesity, diabetes, or other metabolic
diseases. Healthy children are not at risk and should not be subject to COVID-19
vaccination requirement.
Are you considering a mandate on healthy behaviors? Why not? Where are the mandates
for improved nutrition? exercise? These are the necessary interventions to ensure that
our children remain healthy and have strong immune systems. There is abundant data
demonstrating that improving metabolic health reduces infectivity and severity of COVID19, as well as for all infections.

I would be delighted to work with you to develop a thoughtful initiative to encourage
healthy lifestyle behaviors in our school-aged children across the state.
Failing to recommend lifestyle interventions that actually work demonstrates that you
don't actually value genuine health. Furthermore, mandating vaccination without proper
long-term safety data would erode the public's trust of your governing body, with untold
deleterious effects in the long run.
If you are truly concerned about the health of children and communities, focus your
efforts on lifestyle changes, not pharmaceutical products.

Respectfully submitted,
Christopher J. Stadtherr, MD FHM

### CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE ###
This message and any included attachments are from Sound Physicians and are intended
only for the addressee. The contents in this message contain confidential information
belonging to the sender that is legally protected. Unauthorized forwarding, printing,
copying, distribution, or use of such information is strictly prohibited and may be
unlawful. If you are not the addressee, please promptly delete this message and notify
the sender of the delivery error by e-mail or contact the Sound Physicians Privacy Officer
at PrivacyOfficer@SoundPhysicians.com.

______________________________________________
From: cassie sawyer
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:38:14 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments on Agenda Items
External Email
As a 38 year citizen of WA state, and well as a licensed health care professional therein, I
do NOT support a mandate for Covid “vaccination” for our schools/children (Agenda #8).
I do support Agenda #11, in favor of Informed Choice. I am stunned and frightened at
the level of risk via coercion that is being foist upon parents whom are in charge of the
safe interest of their children. This is not a states right. It belongs to the family.
Respectfully, C Saw

______________________________________________
From: bianca kim
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:28:35 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
1. Children are a very low risk group for covid infection and there is a risk for a negative
adverse reaction to the vaccine.
2. The decision to get the vaccine should be a choice between student and parents.

______________________________________________
From: Clifford Boomhower
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:39:23 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Christina Hampton
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:10:43 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons: The vaccines are still only EUA. Children are
extremely low risk for Covid.

______________________________________________
From: Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:01:15 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Against requiring vaccine for school age children

-----Original Message----From: schaefferb@aol.com <schaefferb@aol.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 8:39 PM
To: Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH) <Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Against requiring vaccine for school age children
External Email
January 6/2021
I understand that the Washington State Board of Health is planning on recommending a
requirement that all school age children be vaccinated. I think this atrocious. The vaccine
is approved on an emergency basis. It has not been tested long enough to know whether
it will have a long term effect on children. I feel we are playing Russian roulette with our
most precious possessions our children, our future.
There is much information that has stated that children if they get the covid virus they
are not likely to become sick enough to have to be hospitalized. I am hearing of more
children having serious reactions to the vaccine than to the actual virus.
I beg you to reconsider making such a recommendation. I, believe, the taking of the
vaccine should be a decision made by an individual or parent of a child with the advice of
their doctor or medical provider and not by the state.
Trusting that you will proceed with wisdom and caution.
Barbara Schaeffer
16920 Dike Rd
Mount Vernon, WA 98273

______________________________________________
From: Courtney Jauregui
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:23:01 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: 1C59D8D6-6B76-4D6B-AB50-10B841BB4FB8
External Email
As a parent I am adamantly opposed to a covid vaccine requirement for school aged kids
and daycares. This vaccine has not had any long term (or relatively short term) safety
studies done and is only approved for emergency use. The SCIENCE shows that though
this virus is becoming more transmissible it is also becoming LESS severe symptom wise
(especially in children).
No parent wants their child to get sick, not even with the common cold (which is where
covid is heading in mutation). However the reality is that if they don't catch it at school
they will catch it at the grocery store, the library, from mom or dad who got it from work
etc. DESPITE vaccination status!
It is absolute discrimination to refuse children access to public school because their
parents don't feel comfortable giving them an experimental vaccine (and it's only
considered a 'vaccine' because the definition of a vaccine has recently been amended).
It should absolutely be a CHOICE.
I’d really think hard about your decision. A collapse of washington state education is in
store if this becomes mandatory.
Best regardsA Mom for Medical Freedom!

______________________________________________
From: Elaine Perkins
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:40:33 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
These shots are not proven safe or effective. More reports are coming out that those
getting sick, got these shots. There is no approved vaccine in the US they are EU only
and it is unconstitutional to force these on our kids or their parents.
Stop this madness,
Elaine Perkins
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Emily Meyers
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:10:40 AM
To:
Cc:
Subject: Comment on vax requirement for school age children.
External Email
To whomever it may concern,

We The People/Parents will not tolerate any covid shot requirements for school age
children. We will consent to medical treatment to our children IF we so desire, once we
have had ample time to gather all pertinent information and make a wise and informed
decision, which many of us do not feel have we had time for.
And many of us feel that much more time and information is needed re: safety, and
efficacy, and long term studies from this new product.
Furthermore, it’s proven the Covid shots do not work against variants. Celebrities and
public figures are tweeting/talking about testing positive for Covid, within the last couple
weeks, even though being triple vaxxed(in fact, today, on The View, it was Whoopi
Goldberg).
This, (and many more reasons) and firstly, the fact that you are not our children’s
parents, and secondly, children are not at high risk for Covid, makes this whole decision
mute.

We encourage you to stand for freedom and support the parents in making the best
informed decision for their children.

Let Freedom Ring,

E. Meyers

P.s.

Well-Structured German Study Shows No Deaths among Healthy German Kids Ages 5 to
11

Here is what we find for healthy kids with Covid-19:

-For healthy kids, the risk of going to the hospital is 51 per 100,000
-For healthy kids, the risk of going to the ICU is 8 per 100,000
-For healthy kids, the risk of death is 3 per 1,000,000
-There were no deaths reported in healthy kids older than 5
-Kids 5 to 11 have a lower risk than kids <5 and adolescents 12 to 17
-Kids 5 to 11 have a risk of going to the ICU of 2 in 100,000; 0 died
-Among kids who died of COVID19, 38% were already on palliative/ hospice care

The Germany study shows that risks to healthy kids are very low.

So why the school closures, mask mandates, and vaccinations for children who are not at
risk❓

https://brownstone.org/articles/well-structured-german-study-shows-no-deaths-amonghealthy-german-kids-ages-5-to-11/

@KanekoaTheGreat

https://t.me/WeTheMedia/42072
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ft.me%2FWeTheMedia%2F42072&

______________________________________________
From: Dave Dahl
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:08:01 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: David Prigg
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:12:56 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cori
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:16:24 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Children are at low risk for COVID complications.
There are no long-term studies to Document any history of safety.
Covid can be spread by vaccinated and unvaccinated- so it doesn’t stop the spread.
And there are are large number of Families - including myself- that will pull their kids
from school and homeschool if this mandate is approved. This will take many parents out
of the workforce- when we are desperately trying to fill it right now.
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Carly Keller
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:40:46 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Carl&Vicki Heckman
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:25:54 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid shots for children
External Email
As a resident of WA and a retired Registered Nurse, I strongly protest mandating Covid
shots for school age children. There is little chance of serious illness and we know these
shots do not prevent the spread of this virus.
What we do not know is the effect of these shots on the development of children long
term.
TR Vicki Heckman

______________________________________________
From: Esther Steege
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:36:39 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Angela Robertson
Sent: 1/7/2022 1:56:26 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Diane Andrews
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:01:28 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Ben Tillotson
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:39:49 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons: We will not comply. We will remove our children
from public education. We will remove those responsible from power.

______________________________________________
From: Business
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:59:48 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Children are at very little risk from harm form Covid-19 where as the long term effects of
the vaccine are yet to be know. I am AGAINST using children as shields to protect adults.
We should wait until Pfizer releases its safety data on the vaccine before making any
decisions
Regards,
Kelly Mead
Sent from my iPad

______________________________________________
From: Ed Aro
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:44:26 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Anna
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:34:42 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
-Children are at extremely low risk for Covid.
- the vaccines are still only EUA.
- there are no long-term studies to document any history of safety.
- studies DO now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
Covid…therefore, the vaccine apparently does NOT stop the spread of the disease.
Don’t experiment on our kids. Please don’t do this.
From a concerned parent.

Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Anna Bair
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:27:43 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
There are no long term studies for the effects of the vaccines
They are still under emergency use authorization
Parents know their children’s health needs best and need to be able to decide what is
most necessary for their children to thrive
Sincerely,
Anna
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Alayne Johnson
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:20:08 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
* Our children are at such a low risk of Covid!
* The vaccines are still only Emergency-Use-Authorized!
* There has been no testing to show long term effects!
* Both vaccinated and unvaccinated can spread Covid, so the vaccine does not stop the
spread!
I am adamantly against this mandate!!
Alayne Johnson
Woodinville, Washington resident
-Alayne Johnson
Interior Designer
Dominique Ruybal Real Estate Group @ Windermere Real Estate/Mill Creek
Ph: 425.218.9117 | Email: alaynerj@gmail.com <mailto:alaynerj@gmail.com>

Web: dominiqueruybal.com
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fdominiqueruybal.com%2F&data=04

______________________________________________
From: Aimee Samardick
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:03:26 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
I am apposed to anything related to Covid being being mandatory snd against my rights
and the rights of children.
I AM OPPOSED!!!!

______________________________________________
From: Alicia Jackson
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:43:07 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Charlesty Kuhn
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:20:40 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Ellen R
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:43:55 AM
To: DOH WSBOH,Davis, Michelle (SBOH),Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH),Hoff, Christy Curwick
(SBOH),Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH),Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH),Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH),Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH),Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH),Schreiber, Tracy N
(SBOH),Haag, Hannah R (SBOH),Kahler, Kelie (SBOH),Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: Comment for January 12th meeting
External Email
To Whom is May Concern, I am opposed to involuntary detainment of people or persons
who are not complying with state mandates regarding covid. This is very much beginning
to sound like Australia's responses to covid. WA is part of the USA and we are supposed
to be home of the free. Detaining people who don't agree with you is not part of a free
democratic society.
I am also opposed to adding the Covid-19 injections to school immunization
requirements. Vaccination clearly doesn't prevent infection or spread (Omicron is
spreading whether someone is vaccinated, boosted or not vaccinated). The decision to
vaccinate one's child should be 100% a personal choice and not influenced by mandates
to have access to a free education. Personally, I would unenroll my two children from
public school if the Covid vaccine gets added to school immunization requirements. I
already unenrolled my child in the 2020/2021 school year due to responses of public
education to covid. This year I have two children in school and they are both only .50
FTE.
Continue to educate. Using force to get people to do what you want is not the way.
Please stand for our rights and for freedom.
Sincerely, Ellen Ramm

______________________________________________
From: brent mccoy
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:03:17 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Amanda Nilsen
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:28:24 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: BRIAN AMY BARCUS
Sent: 1/7/2022 3:50:21 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: 0B63E67F-C197-4DDD-A462-3D3472FEC325
External Email
I repeat when other countries are pulling back the covid vaccine on kids due to adverse
effects. You guys should be doing the same. I have children like myself who do not due
well with medicine. This should absolutely not happen. So many unknowns about this
vaccine. No one can be held liable for any adverse effects or death.

______________________________________________
From: Alan Nolan
Sent: 1/6/2022 11:35:56 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Charity Weller
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:34:03 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Enpart Kociaj
Sent: 1/6/2022 12:40:28 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
The vaccine has not been proven or tested to benefit my children.
Thank you

______________________________________________
From: Eric Stephens
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:08:32 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brenda Carroll
Sent: 1/6/2022 11:03:10 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
*
*
*
*
Covid,
*

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
therefore,
The vaccine apparently does not stop thespread of the disease

Please. Please. Please. This mandate is and will only cause more harm to people than
they already are. It is not a wise choice after understanding all of the particles in the
vaccines that are dangerous to the human body.
Please do the research!
Make the right choice for Americans!
Sincerely
Brenda Carroll
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Bonnie
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:01:08 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
*
*
*
*
Covid,
*

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
therefore,
The vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of the disease

______________________________________________
From: Alex Megson
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:45:26 AM
To: DOH WSBOH,Davis, Michelle (SBOH),Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH),Hoff, Christy Curwick
(SBOH),Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH),Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH),Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH),Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH),Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH),Schreiber, Tracy N
(SBOH),Haag, Hannah R (SBOH),Kahler, Kelie (SBOH),Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: Covid policy Jan 7th
External Email
Washington State Board of Health,
I am writing in regards to the Covid vaccine being school mandated and forced on
involuntary person/s including children by law enforcement. I express deep concern and
honestly anger about the audacity of this policy. This vaccine not only has not gone
through proper testing and is not fit to be mandated or given but people who have it are
still getting covid regularly. I myself received the vaccine and currently have covid. The
vaccine is not as effective as it needs to be, we are at an all-time high with confirmed
cases. The fact of the matter is no person should ever be “forced” to inject themselves
with anything that they do not want to take. I ask you this what comes to your mind
when someone “forces” something on your body you do not want to happen?

The idea that law enforcement is taking family’s away is downright scary and I fear a civil
war is near. Please allow person/s and family’s the right to make this personal decision
on their own.

Sincerely,
Alexander Megson
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:36:15 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW:

attachments\60B77A6EE0044A83_image001.jpg

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: Ray Nakamura <Ray@ncstructures.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 4:25 PM
To: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject:

External Email

I strongly OPPOSE mandating any vaccine or mask for school children or any children,
teen or adult! unlawful and unamerican. people deserve to choose their own medical
decisions!!!
Ray Nakamura
---

Ray Nakamura
NC Structures, LLC
Ray@NCStructures.com
(253) 732.3530

______________________________________________
From: Deanna Born
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:24:48 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Charlotte Pros
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:39:00 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Bev
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:17:16 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Children are the least likely to get or die from this virus.
Science has not proven the safety of the vaccine. Vaccinated people are still getting the
virus and spreading it. The American people have been used as lab experiments with this
vaccine. I beseech you to not make vaccines mandated for children in order to attend
schools. A very concerned grandmother, Bev DeBoer
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Crystal Smith
Sent: 1/6/2022 12:32:43 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:

______________________________________________
From: Alexandra Kellett
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:07:51 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Connie Allison
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:02:52 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: becci eddy
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:51:20 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
1. no one from this current administration has shown me the science behind any of their
decisions.
2. currently no vaccine has been shown to be effective in stopping the spread of COVID
3. why is social distancing, masks and washing your hands no longer acceptable to stop
the spread?
4. public schools should be open for everyone. let parents decide if they would prefer to
send their children or keep them home with distance learning.
Thank you for your time in reading my concerns,
Rebecca J. Eddy
Mason County registered voter

______________________________________________
From: Cathy Orr
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:07:24 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Danielle Streifel
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:53:46 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group

attachments\B76FFFAEC15B4415_image.png
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:

Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Bonny Storrs
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:59:28 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid Vaccine
External Email
To ALL Washington State Health Officials,
Please DO NOT force our children to be a part of this “experimental emergency” Covid
vaccination plan.
Let us make our own choices as consenting Adults and or parents for ourselves and
especially our innocent children.
Last I checked, we are not a Country or State under Marshall Law or Communism. Covid
is proven NOT to be a deadly virus for our children and therefore parents should not be
forced to subject there child to this experimental drug, just so their child can be accepted
into society, sports or schooling. This is not only unconstitutional, but a form of child
abuse on the governments end.
If the WSBOH forces our children to get vaccinated, to be able to attend public school
and sports, is the WSBOH also willing to take complete responsibility for any an all side
effects of this emergency “experimental” vaccine in the future?
Of course your not, because no one truly knows what potential side effects lurk down the
road for our children with this.
Please allow us to continue to make choices for our own health and that of our children.
My body, my choice!!
Thank You,
Chuck and Bonny Storrs
360-780-6457

______________________________________________
From: Gatlin McConnell
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:43:53 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Debby Giard
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:01:57 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
This attempt to make Covid -10 injections mandatory makes zero sense. First the
children have 0.00 percent risk of death from the Virus. The injection does not work for
the current strain of the virus, Omicron. The injection and the unknown, un-tested long
term results from taking the injection are unknown and will be unknown for many years
to come. A society should NEVER subject the children to harmful injections to save the
elderly, it is wrong and criminal in my opinion. “ Thou Shall do no harm” if you mandate
children getting the injection, you WILL be doing harm. The injections are already
causing Myocarditis in our young, mostly boys. These children our the future, Please do
not harm them. The poor kids already have been traumatized by the lock downs and
mask protocols.
I attended the zoom meeting for TAG last week, do you think the person (male) with the
“vaccinate Washington” logo in the back drop is a little bias? I found that very telling and
certainly inappropriate.
Thank you,
Debra Giard
Sent from my iPad

______________________________________________
From: Connie Clark
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:08:44 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: BE987C85-5F6F-4B50-AA5C-058CF5564B7B
External Email
Attention Board Members,
COVID shots should not be required for our children to attend school since they are still
under the EUA and still in the testing stage.

______________________________________________
From: Erick Durant
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:14:37 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Bradie Kvinsland
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:01:30 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Christine W.
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:38:58 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: “Public Comment for the January 12th WA state Board of Health Meeting”
External Email
This is NOT okay! The government has no right to tell parents what they must do with
their children! Until there is a study that this vaccine will not harm our children (year
2076)it should NEVER EVER be mandated!!! This is OUR future!!!!! Please stop and think!

______________________________________________
From: Daniel Hipple
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:33:56 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:58:09 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Comment for Jan 12 th meeting

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov>
360-236-4105

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01%
| Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH%
|Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: Todd Mills <toddandashia19@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 10:32 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Comment for Jan 12 th meeting

External Email
Hello!

I am voicing my total opposition to mandating of the Covid vaccine for children of any
age as well as adults. Please allow us to make medical decisions for our families.

Also, complete opposition for all the changes ton WAC that have to do with Covid.
Tracing people, quarantining people by force or any kind of mandate of the vaccine.

Thanks for your time,
Mom of 4 healthy youth,

Ashia

______________________________________________
From: Dee Splater
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:12:08 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Children are at such low risk of adverse events from Covid that to subject them to a
vaccine that is still not approved and has not undergone thorough testing and that
through the CDC s own reporting system shows the vaccine is causing some serious
adverse effects, is not warranted. We might as well make influenza shots mandatory too.
The risks to our children is not worth the benefit.
NO!
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Brianna Fikes
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:49:04 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dennis Howell
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:02:36 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brian Bobbitt
Sent: 1/7/2022 3:43:14 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Carolyn Robinson
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:18:15 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
1. Not Enough Data on the vaccines
2. Children have a 99.9% survivability rate
3. Natural immunity is always best
4. Clearly the vaccines are not working more cases than ever with the introduction of
vaccines and the vaccinated are contracting the in higher numbers versus the
unvaccinated

______________________________________________
From: cheryl osborne
Sent: 1/6/2022 11:29:40 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Both vaxed and non vaxed transmit COVID
Is proven that Children are at low risk for
COVID
Vaxs are still only EUA
No long term studies to show history of safety of this vax
Authoritarian measures did not “flatten the curve”
GRABBING MORE POWER AND FORCING MANDATES DAMAGES TRUST IN OUR
WASHINGTON STATE GOVERNMENT AND DEPT OF HEALTH.
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Glenda Emory
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:37:38 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
*
The data has demonstrated this medical procedure has more risks than benefits.
*
There are no long term studies available to determine safety.
*
The shots are only EUA (emergency use authorized).
*
Youth are at extremely low risk for covid.
*
Youth infected with covid have a very low risk of mortality and scientific data
indicates lifelong immunity.
*
The shot does not prevent the spread of the disease.
*
The omicron variant is now the dominating covid variant and has very mild
symptoms.
*
The shot does not prevent the spread of covid indicated by the scientific data.
*
The government will be held financially and morally accountable for injury and
death from this experimental shot...truth always prevails in the end.
Please feel free to contact us if you require further input.
Sincerely,
Doug and Glenda Emory
4.emory@gmail.com <mailto:4.emory@gmail.com>

______________________________________________
From: Arlis Bosman
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:26:20 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Eileen Crawford
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:50:42 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid vaccine mandates for school aged children
External Email
I recently read that WSBOH is considering Covid vaccine mandates for children enrolled
in childcare and school in WA.
I am firmly against this and think it’s a bad idea. The Covid vaccines are only authorized
for emergency use currently and long term effects of these vaccine have not been
studied thoroughly because they haven’t been out long enough.
Think about other recent medical technologies that have had widespread negative
impacts: the HPV shots when they were first released ended up getting recalled and
reformulated after too many vaccine injuries occurred. This was after they were pushed
on young girls in school. A second example is antidepressants and antipsychotics being
freely prescribed. Now that we’ve studied these drugs for 15 or more years, there is
evidence that they are causing early onset dementia and Alzheimer’s in people who have
only used them briefly at certain doses.
The Covid vaccines could very well go the same way. We need long term studies done on
safety and efficacy before mandates are in place. Covid vaccines are also quickly
becoming obsolete because coronaviruses mutate so rapidly. This is why we don’t have a
vaccine for colds. They’re the same type of virus.
Don’t make this a mandate, it’s a bad idea and it is likely to backfire in terms of school
enrollment levels, increased poverty as more parents quit one job to stay at home with
their children, and a decreased state population and therefore, funding for various
departments.
This has been my public comment

______________________________________________
From: Dave Wright
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:38:59 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brenda Leyda
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:26:55 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
* Children are a very low risk of Covid!
*Research indicates the vaccine DOES NOT STOP THE SPREAD OF COVID!
*This vaccine is still only EUA EMERGENCY use only
*Both vaccinated and unvaccinated can transmit Covid.
PLEASE… for the sake of our children’s health do NOT mandate this! Not enough is not
known about the health consequences on children and this vaccine!
Thank you
Brenda Leyda
jbkz@comcast.net <mailto:jbkz@comcast.net>

______________________________________________
From: Chelsey Kuldayev
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:40:48 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Erinn Pervis
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:16:35 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:47:52 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: comments before Jan. 12 meeting

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov>
360-236-4105

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01%
| Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH%
|Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: Ann M <amakar1@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 10:31 AM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: comments before Jan. 12 meeting

External Email
Thank you for serving on the board.
People who are "fully vaccinated" get sick and spread germs, just like others. I’m 60 and
work in two large rooms with five other adults and ten students total. The five have been
“fully vaccinated” for several months, while I have an exemption. I always wear a KN-95
mask and a cloth mask at work. Two of my co-workers tested positive for Covid in
November and were sick three weeks. My co-workers who are "fully vaccinated" are NOT
excluded from their jobs if “exposed” to Covid. If people can get sick and spread germs
regardless of vaccination status, should we ALL be excluded whenever we are "exposed
[the term is too broadly interpreted]?"

I am excluded from my job for over a week whenever one of the 15 people with whom I
work tests positive, although I’m not sick and probably have been exposed many times
over. I’m by far the eldest at work but have been keeping my immune system strong.
One of the “fully vaccinated” adults already had Covid last year but went for testing

recently when she came down with sniffles and a mild sore throat. She received a
positive Covid test result!

This situation (I’m excluded although not sick, while others who are also “exposed” can
become infected and spread germs) can repeat itself endlessly, since adults and students
can receive a positive Covid test result ad infinitum.

I have almost a 99% probability of surviving Covid, as do others. It has become like a flu
or a cold: anyone can get it, and almost everyone will survive if they have a strong
immune system.

If the board mandates that all residents receive mRNA “vaccines” or be “involuntarily
detained for isolation,” it must allow for exemptions, and it must allow time for people to
flee the state. Many will move rather than comply.

Discriminating against people based on whether they’ve received a Covid mRNA
“vaccine” is to be “vaxist,” like being bigoted, sexist, racist, anti-Catholic, or anti-Semitic.
Some people insist that the “unvaxxed” are subhuman and must be denied basic human
rights. We’ve been down this road before. Don’t make Washington continue to be a
laughingstock.

Ann Makar, Vancouver

______________________________________________
From: Allegra Colebank
Sent: 1/6/2022 11:51:13 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Crystn Guenthner
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:41:01 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Chris Dierick
Sent: 1/7/2022 5:37:15 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Carl Williams
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:17:35 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: federalemployeesforfreedom
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:52:19 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Child Vax mandate

attachments\F4F0B34A4AA3487D_Washington State Board of Health letter.pdf
External Email
ALCON,
Please see my attached letter to the suggested mandate.
Respectfully,
Andrew Heydon
Web Design
FEFF Founding Member

Website: https://www.federalemployeesforfreedom.org/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.federalemployeesforfreedom
Email: federalemployeesforfreedom@protonmail.com
<mailto:federalemployeesforfreedom@protonmail.com>

<data:image/png;base64,iVBORw0KGgoAAAANSUhEUgAAAFkAAABXCAYAAABvAenfAAAJCUlEQVR4Ae2cz4sd

Washington State Board of Health
P.O. Box 47990
Olympia, WA. 98507-7990
Technical Advisory Board
C/O Washington State Board of Health
P. O. Box 47990
Olympia, WA. 98507-7990
Re: Development of Rules and Regulations for State Covid Vaccinations for School Age Children
Dear Sirs;
There are several glaring problems with the SBOH and the Technical Advisory Board attempts to
set rules for Covid Vaccination Mandates for children age 5 and older.
In your zoom meeting on December, 29, 2021, it was stated that you want subject matter
experts. It is important that experts for and against vaccine mandates be shared. One of the
glaring problems with your TAG is that there are no school board members with a diverse
representation across the state on your committee. There are also no parents on this
committee represented from across the state.
1). There needs to be a thorough risk assessment between the risk of harm to school age
children from covid verses the risk of harm to school age children from the vaccine. Data is
readily available showing the risk of harm of covid to school age children is negligible. For
example, King County Dashboard shows 1 death or 0.4 deaths per 100,000 and 112
hospitalizations or 44 per 100,000 in the 0-9 age group. There are 6 deaths or 2.3 per 100,000
and 154 hospitalizations or 60 per 100,000 in the 10-19 age group.
CDC has reported that all deaths in these age groups had comorbid conditions such as
leukemia, obesity, or other conditions.
Children 5 and under, are more likely to be taken to a hospital by concerned parents than older
children, due to their obvious vulnerability. This must be considered in hospital data numbers.
Additionally, Dr. Fauci recently reported that hospitals are “over counting” children as covid.
Could there be a monetary reason for them to do so. This could also subtly suggest a glaring
conflict of interest by much of the health care industry. This “overcounting” could skew the
data used to base mandates or rules thereof.
This is all over nearly a two- year span with most of the incidences early in the pandemic. In
December 2021, there have been no deaths and only 9 hospitalizations in these age groups in
the last 30 days, which suggests that the variants are less lethal.
3). There is a lack of definitive data on vaccination studies. The pharmaceutical companies have
legal immunity for law suits for 70+ years. There is also evidence that the CDC wants to hide
post-licensure safety data for 75+ years.

What can be found on a clinical trial is reported in a mayoclinic.org article. In this article, it was
reported that In the 5-11 age group, there were 3100 children that got the vaccine, and 1500
got the placebo. In the 12-15 age group, 1100 got the vaccine and 1100 got a placebo. It is
curious that only a portion of the children in each age group were monitored for two months
after the second dose. It was reported that side effects were mild to moderate. However,
there were severe side effects on children that went unreported or simply omitted. There was
also a reported increase in myocarditis and pericarditis after the vaccine, particularly in males
12-17. One study showed 5.4 cases of myocarditis or pericarditis per 100,000. Because covid
vaccine clinical trials only began in the summer of 2020, it was stated in the article, “it is not
clear if the vaccines will have long term side effects”. (The early trials were only on adults; the
children trials are even more recent!)
In summary, definitive vaccine data is hard come by and there is effort to suppress it. This lack
of definitive data does not justify a mandated vaccine or a need to adopt any rules except
voluntary vaccination for children. The testing of children also lacks definitive results as it is a
well-known fact that test procedures are incorrect or inaccurate.

4.) Future implications need to be considered. Are you willing to answer to parents whose
children become disabled or permanently harmed by not understanding the risk of the vaccine?
5). Regarding the transmission of COVID, children do not present a significant risk to society.
Most children are asymptomatic and asymptomatic transmission is not proven and in fact,
transmission by children may be weak because their viral load is low. They DO NOT represent a
threat to society as a whole and therefore, does not justify a mandate or the need to develop
rules for the vaccine in children.
6.). All pandemics have a three-year cycle. We are already in the second year and as in other
pandemics, the variants are becoming less lethal. By the time the vaccine rules are
implemented, the pandemic will be over. The expense of implementation and risk of harm to
children will be unnecessary.
7) The continued forced imposition of a currently EUA only biologic, that has not been properly
vetted for efficacy and detriment to children is a dangerous precedence. Currently according to
ALL pharmaceutical providers there is ZERO FDA approved “vaccines” available in the United
States. An EUA medical adjunct cannot be forced on any person without a complete
understanding of what the medication contains, its potential to cause injury, and known side
effects of that medication. The blatant unreasonable ideology that a “vaccine” needs to be
given to a child, for a virus that has a 99.993% survivability rate, is inappropriate and not in the
interest of the child’s health. The state does not get to dictate to parents what they must do
for their children. The state must use due diligence in ensuring that rights are maintained for
parents over the state.

In summary, the board of health and the rules committee are jumping the gun when there is
such a paucity of definitive data and a combined ignorance of vaccine risk. This committee
should stop their proceedings immediately.
Andrew Heydon
Type text here

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:04:31 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: COVID 19 vaccine for school aged children

From: Shawnee Irish <shawneeirish12@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 4:26 PM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: COVID 19 vaccine for school aged children

External Email

Please oppose or put a halt to this requirement for students that attend public schools.
This is such a new vaccine that have limited time on their safety data that we have no
clue what the long terms affects are and should not be using our children as an
experiment. The science has been constantly changing and I’m not comfortable as well
as other parents to putting this into our children. We should have a choice with what
happens to our children and it is not up to the government to decide what we or our
children do with our bodies. Why is “ my body my choice” only allowed in certain
situations but not what happens with ourselves or our children. Please take a look at a
parents perspective on this. This is so important that we halt this and take time to think
clearly on something that could later on be harmful to our children no matter what the
government is pushing on us. We’ve already been doing what we were told we needed to
do to stay safe and that’s as force our children to mask 8+ hours a day. Now what? Do
the masks not work because covid is still around and even though 78% of Washington is
fully vaxxed covid is still here and affects vaccinated. This will never end vaccination or
no vaccination. Please give us a choice.

______________________________________________
From: boB Horne
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:24:17 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Allowing local health departments to set up quarantine facilities
External Email
Email to:
To State Board of Health,
As a parent, teacher, and well-informed citizen, I am writing to express my concerns in
regard to items on your meeting agenda.
Agenda Item #9 – Allowing local health departments to set up quarantine facilities and in
some cases, detain people against their will. This is in direct conflict with our state
constitution and is completely unnecessary in the current health situation. The vaccines
have proven ineffective, as people still get Covid-19 after receiving them. Medically, it is
proven that people develop natural immunity after having Covid-19. What justification
would there be for quarantine facilities?
Agenda Item #11- Informed Choice Washington’s Petition for Rulemaking (filed by Xavier
Figueroa, Ph.D. on behalf of ICWA) requests a new rule that prohibits any EUA product,
or any product that has not successfully complete Phase 3 trials to be added to
mandatory school health requirements. I agree with this statement for the following
reasons. #1. The current Covid -19 vaccines have not completed Phase 3 trials. #2. The
current vaccines for Covid-19 are still in EUA. This means that they are supposed to only
be applied in an emergency – not as a broad application to the entire public. #3. The
EUA no longer should be applicable in this situation as current and further studies are
finding many therapies for early treatment for Covid-19, which improves opportunities
for natural immunities to develop. #4. The current vaccines are not preventing Covid-19.
#5. According to the CDC’s website VAERS, the current Covid-19 vaccines have a terrible
record of adverse events and death. There is no data on safety over 3, 5, 10 years and
beyond. It is not acceptable to vaccinate every child with a vaccine with this undeniably
tragic safety level. The consequences could be devastating on our children!
Respectfully,
Cathleen A. Horne

______________________________________________
From: Cumpton, Sara
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:33:47 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: D5655B13-6A57-4D8D-BDCC-FF272F6F7D9E
External Email
Washington State Board of Health
I object to the plan to apply current infectious disease WAC codes to include Covid-19 for
Washington State residents. This disease is manageable if treatment is started early.
Moreover, it is survivable by more than 90% of the population. These Covid vaccines
have little effect on the Omicron variant, and in fact, most people who get this variant
have been double vaccinated, some have even received booster shots. Being fully
vaccinated will require regular booster shots, forever!
Including Covid vaccines as a requirement for attending public school is completely
unnecessary. Children have little risk from Covid-19, but they do have considerable risk
from the unapproved Covid vaccines.
In America, health officers do not have the right to quarantine a person or family in a
prison-type facility for refusing the Covid vaccination or any other medical intervention.
This is not about our health; it is an unconstitutional, criminal attempt for the
government to control the population. Those who are proposing this plan should be
charged with treason.
Signed,SARA CUMPTON
YOUR NAME
YOUR ADDRESS/CITY

______________________________________________
From: Erin Pahre
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:21:08 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: alyson tveidt
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:22:48 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons: for many reasons, for one this is America and sadly
that no longer has the same meaning as it once did. It's unjust, the vaccine doesn't
work! The virus continues to mutate. I don't oppose the vaccine I only oppose the
government forcing it's citizens and their children to take the vaccine.

______________________________________________
From: Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:36:34 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Covid 19 Mandates

-----Original Message----From: Margo Dahl <dougandmargodahl@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 9:26 PM
To: Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH) <Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Covid 19 Mandates
External Email
To whom it may conern:
I am writing you to urge you to stand up against the push for vaccine mandates (for
children and adults) and to stand for medical freedom of choice. There are not enough
long term studies regarding the use of the Covid-19 vaccine and the option of natural
immunity needs to be a part of this conversation, if we are truly wanting to follow the
science.
Even the CDC and Dr. Anthony Fauci have admitted that the vaccine itself does not stop
transmission or infection. This is the logical disconnect between facts and political
agenda.
Sadly, with the push for this and the proposed policies to allow health officers to use law
enforcement to order persons involuntarily to isolation facilities or coerced medical
intervention, Washington board of health is playing with medical tyranny. Not only is all
of this discussion in direct violation of the Washington State Constitution and the US
Constitution, the proposed policies are in direct violation of the Nuremberg code article 6
section 3 that states: No government can mandate or force medical treatment without
individual consent.
Please stand for medical freedom of choice for the citizens of Washington.
-Margo Dahl
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Ayanna White
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:46:31 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Carlie Reese
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:33:45 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Gary Eneberg
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:37:19 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Anna Litovchenko
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:41:07 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: diane
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:08:48 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
They don’t work.
Sent from my iPad

______________________________________________
From: Brenna Ring
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:06:32 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Carol Taylor
Sent: 1/7/2022 3:30:46 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Andrea Gallagher
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:50:17 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dan Fosso
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:10:57 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group

attachments\137E8DE03A754FDD_Canadian Covid Care Alliance
Repo_PRDTOOL_NAMETOOLONG.pdf
External Email
Dear Advisory Group:
I am a Washington resident opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school
admission or childcare in our State because the shot is still experimental and doctors
have called it a grave, unnecessary danger to give these innocent children these shots
without informed consent when they cause a myriad of documented severe adverse
reactions. Attached here is a scientific report by 500 Canadian doctors and scientists
using Pfizer's own data that I request be entered into the record as evidence in advance
of your rulemaking advisory decisions. If your panel recommends these shots after
reading this report and therefore being on notice that the experimental shots cause more
illness and death than they prevent, according to these 500 doctors and scientists, then
you can be personally liable for all harm that comes from your actions under Nuremberg
code and the mirror provisions in Washington state and Federal law.
SIncerely,
Daniel Fosso

______________________________________________
From: Adalind Blakeley
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:18:55 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brianne Gomez
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:35:16 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Garrett Kilcup
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:01:31 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: COVID Injection Requirements
External Email
To those that make decisions on behalf of the people,

I would like to express my extreme opposition to implementation of a COVID 19 vaccine
requirement for schools in Washington State.

1. No COVID vaccine available in the United States has received FDA approval. All
available vaccines, including the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine, are being administered under
an Emergency Use Authorization. The only “approved” COVID 19 vaccine is Comirnaty,
and it is not available in the United States and there is no anticipated date for its
availability. (This “smoke and mirrors” approach by the FDA is the subject of numerous
lawsuits and a Federal Judge recently rejected Pfizer’s claim that the 2 products are
interchangeable: Federal Judge Rejects DOD Claim That Pfizer EUA and Comirnaty
Vaccines Are ‘Interchangeable’ • Children's Health Defense (childrenshealthdefense.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Flm.facebook.com%2Fl.php%3Fu%
A7sxyd7L0PA3q7zEFbb0g44bkYfohM3VmiNF87GG5Y2jRVN66cxOGYWw0Mdl3AEEcrlkrqSNFEF_nRbdhQ4uZLaAK1WXaM9aisptBV6CEJLnoDQXRhl4xwcVpCA&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C024b8158b
) Since EUA products cannot be mandated per the Nuremberg Code, this alone should be
enough to stop consideration of making vaccines mandatory.
2. Children are statistically at zero risk of dying from COVID. Their survival rate is in the
range of 99.997-99.998% or, put another way, their risk of dying with COVID is less than
2 in every 1,000,000 children. The very few children who are listed as COVID deaths did
not die OF COVID, but rather WITH COVID as anyone being admitted to a hospital
nowadays is tested. I challenge the Washington State Board of Health to show medical
records for even one child who has died OF COVID. Where there’s no risk, there can be
no benefit.
3. There are well documented risks associated with myocarditis in young males
associated with these shots. Myocarditis is not a mild illness. Statistics show that 2 in 10
people with myocarditis will die within 2 years and 5 in 10 die within 5 years. Dead heart
tissue does not regenerate itself.
4. The spike proteins associated with these shots have been shown to settle in female’s
reproductive organs, potentially affecting future fertility. In fact, there is currently a
study focusing on changes in women’s menstrual periods associated with the shots.
COVID-19 Vaccines and the Menstrual Cycle | NIH COVID-19 Research

5. Natural immunity has been shown to be much more robust than any immunity
imparted by the vaccine, and there has been research that has shown, after a person
gets the shots, they may never be able to achieve full natural immunity in the future.
Please read this for 5 studies that show children already have robust natural immunity to
this virus. Hands-off, CDC and Pfizer: Children are to be considered already COVID
‘vaccinated’ – Opinion – America's Frontline Doctors (americasfrontlinedoctors.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Flm.facebook.com%2Fl.php%3Fu%

eG61yIqBv3mTqvR4%26h%3DAT2qhYdewi11QmgV5DY2so2qXRxpI_SIVlkQMzbXW6TMEhkQ5iYg0kAV_JhRCQKX7IlbutqGlUgDAuef8ek9g1kyXbByDdEAf42M_
)

6. No one knows the long term risks of these vaccines. You may remember that one of
the members of the FDA Advisory Committee infamously said, “We are never going to
learn about how safe thie vaccine is until we start giving it” Dr. Eric Ruben, Editor in
Chief NEJM The studies Pfizer conducted were woefully underpowered. This is an analysis
of 10 Red Flags associated with Pfizer’s studies: Ten red flags in the FDA’s risk-benefit
analysis of Pfizer’s EUA application to inject American children 5 to 11 with its mRNA
product – Commentary – America's Frontline Doctors (americasfrontlinedoctors.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Flm.facebook.com%2Fl.php%3Fu%
PdbpVPyCwawBMO65mmUMl_FKxHO5ZnJIUf79ofRSF49MECHA%26h%3DAT1s8dlFVeliJhj7vg5Pc50ZD3I0HqDWF3VebuyHlxZeBZPSwHnGQkAJYsDiaMocb
q4MkbZc&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C024b8158bbe74690245e08d9d2187517%7C11d
)

7. It is estimated that, even if 28 million children are vaccinated against COVID, at most
45 lives might be saved. And there are potentially huge long term risks. What is the
Number Needed to Vaccinate (NNTV) to prevent a single COVID-19 fatality in kids 5 to
11 based on the Pfizer EUA application? (substack.com
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Flm.facebook.com%2Fl.php%3Fu%
oWS5IXsrTA4RJyZypjFwVOhg4w8PIMZtI%26h%3DAT1VkAifVVgNctoQhfQujm4IDnQPj7LEoGjc3OAjg71iO3D8Ee306pwTIoGdfPr1MmNF93HPTJU41D3jicRw1bH7qnEqM3GJeL_JvG3I
)

8. In Pfizer’s initial study for older 12-17 year old kids, adverse side effects were hidden.
You may or may not be familiar with the story of Maddie De Garay who volunteered to be
part of the initial trial because she wanted to do her part. She is now in a wheelchair with
a feeding tube and likely will be for the rest of her life. Her side effects were hidden and
listed as “abdominal pain”. Even if there’s an infinitesimal chance of this happening to
another child, why take the risk? Comcast Censors Vaccine Paralyzed 13-Year-Old Girl
(rumble.com
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Flm.facebook.com%2Fl.php%3Fu%
aoCPC5J_GvwA3gWkz8mReHwtV45dNpuNzfotxQd5y29dX15CSFuM%26h%3DAT3kLHVDxLHhceiULNN4VoCsEJARFaaKCgVyEX5c_ScnP_w04KcmbBGpBpTie_zKH5L0CMhmLieoolm2KC08kft27ogVuGbVp8bFUnIWPAh5nQv2IVvxp9S5cBo8Zz92
2GojOJp3DhhAirJik1w6mxbwX8&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C024b8158bbe74690245e08d9
)

9. It is impossible for someone to give informed consent when side effects from the
vaccines are hidden. Perhaps before a decision is mad and regretted, please visit this
website. Adverse Reactions | Real Not Rare These are real people. Their stories are real.
At a minimum, why are these being hidden and why isn’t Pfizer investigating why people
have these types of reactions? If you only have time to watch one of these, how about
this one: Ernest Ramirez (17 yr old son) (realnotrare.com
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Flm.facebook.com%2Fl.php%3Fu%
ee5-ttEQhOPCTZl_bWuntOs6RpSLRdiVBwhD1Zx6Wtg%26h%3DAT2J3SjaITuoYImF9lFtBGGNd0gXUkI0WBIiQFMmQYs3vhaWf38e0
U45xL8WRqHPAFjdXag4kspL478mbReS1e2kJ2nCX6-40_katfcqk_ZjZkhfCZVo5pB2s64xV0NZ6X0SIkfI&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C024b8158bbe74690245e08d9d2
) Do you really want to force these injections on innocent children? Do you want to cause
this kind of pain to parents?
Force vaccinating healthy children for a disease that doesn’t affect them to make adults
feel safe is inhumane . Please do the right thing and do not require these vaccinations for

any child of any age.
Encourage the unhealthy with underlying health conditions and obese to make changes
to their lifestyles. Please don’t enforce healthy individuals to make changes for the
unhealthy individuals poor choices. I pray the right decision will be made and God’s will
be done.
- Garrett Kilcup

______________________________________________
From: Dayna Brown
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:48:32 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Annicca Willis
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:05:38 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Emil Kulla
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:18:01 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid policies
External Email
Hello.
I am completely against any of the proposed Covid policies being considered. They are
overreaching and immoral. They are certainly against the Constitution AND the
Nuremberg codes that protect our health freedoms
Thank you for doing the research and standing against these tyrannical policies.
Concerned WA taxpayer,
Marcia Kulla
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Breana Crossley
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:56:45 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dalton Dougherty
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:52:28 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Ethan Paulson
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:59:58 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Derek Martin
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:42:55 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Daphne Ortiz
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:47:50 AM
To: DOH WSBOH,Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH),Kahler, Kelie (SBOH),Haag, Hannah R
(SBOH),Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH),Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH),Lang, Caitlin M
(SBOH),Donahoe, Kaitlyn N (SBOH),Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH),Glasoe, Stuart D
(SBOH),Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH),Davis, Michelle (SBOH),Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: Comments on required vaccine for school age kids and in detainment
External Email
Dear board of directors,
I would like to share my extreme opposition to the quarantine camps and authoritarian
style laws of making people comply and discrimination against individuals freedom of
choice and what's best for their families. Are we living in Communist china? Nazis
Germany? If you implement this you will be following the footsteps of hilter, Stalin and
the leaders of communist china. You will be in violation of our human rights!
Washingtonians do not want this!!!
people will leave this state. If you implement this you will not be serving the best interest
of us washingtonians. We still live in the United States of America do we not? We still
have freedom of choice. If your basing this in science, well here's some science for you
leading experts are saying that omicron is a blessing in disguise...yes highly contagious,
BUT mild in symptoms and not deadly. They also say that this is how we achieve herd
immunity, which will stop this virus, and omicron is an end to this pandemic. So please
do not implement a communist, dictorship that hold people against their will
I urge all of you to put yourself in our shoes or your families shoes and how would you
feel if you were treated like you lived in a place that doesn't care about your human
rights, freedoms, cause I know that none of you are going to be affected by this. Let
people make their own choices and they might just surprise you...mandates and forcing
our hands do not have the people in your best interest.
I also would like to express my extreme opposition to implementation of a COVID 19
vaccine requirement for schools in Washington State.

1. No COVID vaccine available in the United States has received FDA approval. All
available vaccines, including the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine, are being administered under
an Emergency Use Authorization. The only “approved” COVID 19 vaccine is Comirnaty,
and it is not available in the United States and there is no anticipated date for its
availability. (This “smoke and mirrors” approach by the FDA is the subject of numerous
lawsuits and a Federal Judge recently rejected Pfizer’s claim that the 2 products are
interchangeable: Federal Judge Rejects DOD Claim That Pfizer EUA and Comirnaty
Vaccines Are ‘Interchangeable’ • Children's Health Defense (childrenshealthdefense.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fchildrenshealthdefense.org%2F&da
) Since EUA products cannot be mandated per the Nuremberg Code, this alone should be
enough to stop consideration of making vaccines mandatory.
2. Children are statistically at zero risk of dying from COVID. Their survival rate is in the
range of 99.997-99.998% or, put another way, their risk of dying with COVID is less than
2 in every 1,000,000 children. The very few children who are listed as COVID deaths did
not die OF COVID, but rather WITH COVID as anyone being admitted to a hospital
nowadays is tested. I challenge the Washington State Board of Health to show medical

records for even one child who has died OF COVID. Where there’s no risk, there can be
no benefit.
3. There are well documented risks associated with myocarditis in young males
associated with these shots. Myocarditis is not a mild illness. Statistics show that 2 in 10
people with myocarditis will die within 2 years and 5 in 10 die within 5 years. Dead heart
tissue does not regenerate itself.
4. The spike proteins associated with these shots have been shown to settle in female’s
reproductive organs, potentially affecting future fertility. In fact, there is currently a
study focusing on changes in women’s menstrual periods associated with the shots.
COVID-19 Vaccines and the Menstrual Cycle | NIH COVID-19 Research

5. Natural immunity has been shown to be much more robust than any immunity
imparted by the vaccine, and there has been research that has shown, after a person
gets the shots, they may never be able to achieve full natural immunity in the future.
Please read this for 5 studies that show children already have robust natural immunity to
this virus. Hands-off, CDC and Pfizer: Children are to be considered already COVID
‘vaccinated’ – Opinion – America's Frontline Doctors (americasfrontlinedoctors.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Famericasfrontlinedoctors.org%2F&d
)

6. No one knows the long term risks of these vaccines. You may remember that one of
the members of the FDA Advisory Committee infamously said, “We are never going to
learn about how safe this vaccine is until we start giving it” Dr. Eric Ruben, Editor in Chief
NEJM The studies Pfizer conducted were woefully underpowered. This is an analysis of 10
Red Flags associated with Pfizer’s studies: Ten red flags in the FDA’s risk-benefit analysis
of Pfizer’s EUA application to inject American children 5 to 11 with its mRNA product –
Commentary – America's Frontline Doctors (americasfrontlinedoctors.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Famericasfrontlinedoctors.org%2F&d
)

7. You may “enjoy” reading this analysis from a person who does risk-benefit analyses
for a living. It is estimated that, even if 28 million children are vaccinated against COVID,
at most 45 lives might be saved. And there are potentially huge long term risks. What is
the Number Needed to Vaccinate (NNTV) to prevent a single COVID-19 fatality in kids 5
to 11 based on the Pfizer EUA application? (substack.com
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsubstack.com%2F&data=04%7C01
)

8. In Pfizer’s initial study for older 12-17 year old kids, adverse side effects were hidden.
You may or may not be familiar with the story of Maddie De Garay who volunteered to be
part of the initial trial because she wanted to do her part. She is now in a wheelchair with
a feeding tube and likely will be for the rest of her life. Her side effects were hidden and
listed as “abdominal pain”. Even if there’s an infinitesimal chance of this happening to
another child, why take the risk? Comcast Censors Vaccine Paralyzed 13-Year-Old Girl
(rumble.com
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Frumble.com%2F&data=04%7C01%
)

9. It is impossible for someone to give informed consent when side effects from the
vaccines are hidden. Perhaps before you make a decision that you’ll regret, you should
visit this website.
realnotrare.com
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Frealnotrare.com%2F&data=04%7C

In history when has forced compliance have ever been on the good guys side? NEVER!!!!
Please put a stop to this if you want to stay in office! Cause I guarantee you, you will
show your true colors if you force this and show us you are only interested in power and
not for the greater good of the people! And you will be voted out!
Always,
Daphne Ortiz
Very concerned Washingtonian (born and raised) and parent

______________________________________________
From: Carolyn Williams
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:26:07 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dave Fackler
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:30:38 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Aaryn Graeber
Sent: 1/7/2022 3:11:41 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dalyce Star
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:06:19 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Elaine Annis
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:06:14 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Carmen Leslie
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:35:43 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Agenda Item #8
External Email
Hello Washington State Board of Health,
I am writing to share my opposition to any mandatory COVID-19 vaccine for schools.
This virus has proven not to negatively affect children. I know many children, including
my own, who have had COVID and experience it like a cold. Even the World Health
Organization is appalled at the countries chasing down children with the shot, when there
are other countries who have a vaccine shortage for their at risk citizens. This vaccine is
way too policial for me to have any trust in it for my children. Having been a licensed
teacher, I want my children in the public school, but if a COVID vaccine is mandated in
our schools, I will leave my job, remove them from the public school system and choose
to homeschool instead.
Carmen Leslie

______________________________________________
From: Denise Wollweber
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:29:30 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 3:02:24 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Concerned parent

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov>
360-236-4105

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01%
| Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH%
|Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: Rachel Groves <rmgroves18@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 9:38 AM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Concerned parent

External Email
Dear member of the Washington State Board of Health,

I am writing to you as a concerned parent regarding the upcoming decision as to whether
the Covid vaccine should be required for school age children for the 2022-2023 school
year. My husband and I have 3 children ages 12, 9 and 7 years, one boy and 2 girls. We
have a close family member, who is fully vaccinated, that had vaccine related
myocarditis a few months back and has still not fully recovered. Sadly, there are 22,117
cases of confirmed myocarditis/pericarditis in the US CDC VAERS system, as of
December 24th, 2021.1 With high rates of myocarditis being reported as an adverse side
effect from the vaccine in boys ages 12-17, that is a serious concern of ours for our son.
He is an active football player, and we are concerned about the long-term effects of
myocarditis, especially since it has not been extensively researched in kids.

I believe consideration should be given for families who have had positive Covid cases,
have fully recovered and now have antibodies. There seems to be a blatant disregard in
our community, and Washington state as a whole, for anyone who has fully recovered
from the virus and can prove they have antibodies. Someone I know personally had to
jump through major hoops to be able to attend an event in Seattle. They were told they
needed to present a negative covid test taken within 72 hours of the event OR an
antibody test. This individual got the antibodies test done before the event and then
double-checked with the organization a day before to ensure they would still accept the
antibody test. They said they would not accept it and a negative covid test was required
to attend. There are currently 140 studies available on the robust, durable protection of
natural immunity from around the world by hundreds of scientists, researchers and
doctors.2 Why is this not a part of the conversation in our country and state??

Studies have shown that Covid affects children far less than it affects adults and over
16,000 physicians and medical scientists around the world are declaring that healthy
children should NOT be vaccinated against Covid.3 To require mass vaccination of school
age children with a vaccine this is STILL under Emergency Use Authorization is wrong.
We as parents still do not have clear lists of potential side effects and complications of
the vaccine and we should have the right and freedom to weigh the pros and cons for our
individual children based on their health history.

Our country was built on freedom and choice. Our state government and Board of Health
are taking those freedoms away from parents by implementing mandates regarding the
virus. Even at a national level the vaccine mandates have stopped. Why is our state
continuing to push these mandates?? It is unnecessary. Let parents make decisions for
our children, which we have been doing all their lives. Please take a step back and look
at the potential long-term ramifications of mandating this vaccine for kids. It has not
been well tested and there have been over 169,934 cases of adverse reactions to the
vaccine in our country, as of December 24th.1 After the vaccine has gone through the
proper testing and we truly know how it affects children, then let’s have the conversation
about requiring it for school-aged children.

Thank you,

Rachel Groves
Resident of Olympia

References:

1https://openvaers.com/covid-data
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fopenvaers.com%2Fcoviddata&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C27bd808fa53c4744340108d9d231c430%7C11d0

2https://www.thewellnessway.com/natural-immunity-140-studies-of-validation/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.thewellnessway.com%2Fnatu
immunity-140-studies-of-

validation%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C27bd808fa53c4744340108d9d231c430

3https://doctorsandscientistsdeclaration.org/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fdoctorsandscientistsdeclaration.or

-Rachel Groves
Arbonne Independent Consultant
Executive District Manager

rachelgroves.arbonne.com
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Frachelgroves.arbonne.com%2F&dat
rmgroves18@gmail.com <mailto:rmgroves18@gmail.com>
360-688-6585

______________________________________________
From: Christy Branch
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:53:13 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cristi Erickson
Sent: 1/6/2022 2:55:44 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
- It has been proven that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit Covid, so being
vaccinated doesn’t make a difference in groups.
- Children have very little risk of getting Covid.
- There are no long-term studies for these shots, especially on children.
- It is apparent that the Covid vaccine does not stop the spread of the disease, so there
is no reason for the shot to be mandatory.
-Cristi Erickson

______________________________________________
From: Cynthia P
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:48:27 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
*
*
*
*
Covid,
*

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
therefore,
The vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of the disease

Get Outlook for Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fghei36&data=04%7C0

______________________________________________
From: B R
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:52:27 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comment
External Email
To whom in may concern,
I, Brittney Rothwell OPPOSE the Board’s formation of a Technical Advisory Group (TAG)
to review information about cvd injections for consideration of mandating them for school
required list.
I, Brittney Rothwell SUPPORT Item #11 It is Informed Choice Washington’s Petition for
Rulemaking on the January 12th agenda. It was filed by Xavier Figueroa, PhD, on behalf
of Informed Choice WA, and asks the Board to establish a new rule that prohibits them
from adding any Emergency Use Authorized product, or any licensed product that lacks
completed Phase 3 trial studies, to the school required list.

______________________________________________
From: Cari Inman
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:41:07 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Eduviges Munoz
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:36:36 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid shot for kids
External Email
Covid shots should absolutely NOT be a requirement for our children to attend school or
childcare. I am a childcare provider and I am sure covid shots are not necessary for
children. All of them are in healthy conditions and they do not represent danger for
adults. Please consider no covid shot requirement for children.

Eduviges Munoz

______________________________________________
From: Chrisitne Anderson
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:45:01 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
*
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
*
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
*
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
Covid, therefore, It should not be mandatory for school admission. It should not be
mandatory for anyone.
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Abby Durr
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:04:09 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I join the countless other parents who object to a vaccine mandate for our kids. There
are many reasons why these vaccines should be a family decision rather than a
mandated requirement. I'll briefly list a few of these reasons:
1 These particular vaccines are not without severe risk. When those risks are weighed
against the potential benefits for kids, the data clearly says the virus risks are low for
kids and they appear to be getting even lower with new viral strains.
2 Many kids already have natural immunity which is proving to be resilient and long
lasting. Adding vaccines on top of that is both unnecessary and comes with risks. Have
there been any long term (years) studies of kids who have recovered from Covid and
then had a Covid vaccine and multiple boosters (the way this is going) on top of their
naturally acquired immunity? I’d like to see 3-5 Yrs out to even begin to consider this for
my own kids who already have recovered from the virus (by the way, for our kids it was
only a fever for one night and then they bounced right back! Hand foot and mouth was
way worse!) and could be impacted for their entire lifetime. Why aren’t we testing for or
acknowledging or studying natural immunity more? Haven’t you seen the growing
volume of evidence that natural immunity is at least on par with vaccine induced
immunity and many are studying and finding more robust and long lasting? Nature
magazine articles, Israel studies, are you seeing and seeking the evidence?
3 Many families have suffered from vaccine-induced illnesses including, but not limited to
anaphylaxis, vaccine-induced thrombotic thrombocytopenia, myocarditis, and GuillainBarré syndrome. Forcing families to vaccinate their kids after seeing those symptoms in
their family members is a perverse form of torture.
4 Private school enrollment has dramatically increased. Vaccine mandates will further
force families into alternative options like homeschooling. This may strain our economy
(parents will be forced to stop working) and for some families potentially their mental
health and wellbeing will be impacted.
5 The current vaccines don't solve the TRANSMISSION problem as we've seen with fully
vaccinated environments like cruise ships.
6 We just don't have long-term studies of these therapies. Not even close to anything
long term.
7 Data suggests transmission in schools is very low.
8 The decision to vaccinate should be between a family and their doctor, not a one-sizefits-all state requirement.
9 Milder, but contagious strains like omicron will increase natural immunity which
continues to be the most resilient defense.
10 The Nuremberg Code.

Thank you

______________________________________________
From: Eryn Ward
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:39:09 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cheri Flatness
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:09:14 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Board Meeting for mandatory vaccinations of school children
External Email
I would like to express my extreme opposition to implementation of a COVID 19 vaccine
requirement for schools in Washington State.
A school is a place of public accommodation and cannot discriminate against those who
have religious or other objections to a medical intervention. The burden to prove that a
child without a vaccine is a health hazard is upon those who mandate the vaccine. There
is to date no scientific data that can prove that an unvaccinated individual is more of a
health hazard than a vaccinated one.

1. No COVID vaccine available in the United States has received FDA approval. All
available vaccines, including the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine, are being administered under
an Emergency Use Authorization. The only “approved” COVID 19 vaccine is Comirnaty,
and it is not available in the United States and there is no anticipated date for its
availability. (This “smoke and mirrors” approach by the FDA is the subject of numerous
lawsuits and a Federal Judge recently rejected Pfizer’s claim that the 2 products are
interchangeable: Federal Judge Rejects DOD Claim That Pfizer EUA and Comirnaty
Vaccines Are ‘Interchangeable’ • Children's Health Defense (childrenshealthdefense.org)
Since EUA products cannot be mandated per the Nuremberg Code, this alone should be
enough to stop consideration of making vaccines mandatory. Pfizer’s own safety and
efficacy studies have shown significant INCREASE in illness and death from the vaccines
as opposed to the placebo. Even if there were reduced cases from the vaccine, if there is
increased illness and death, there is no value in the vaccine.
https://www.skirsch.com/covid/MoreHarm.pdf
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.skirsch.com%2Fcovid%2FMo

2. Children are statistically at zero risk of dying from COVID. Their survival rate is in the
range of 99.997-99.998% or, put another way, their risk of dying with COVID is less than
2 in every 1,000,000 children. The very few children who are listed as COVID deaths did
not die OF COVID, but rather WITH COVID as anyone being admitted to a hospital
nowadays is tested. I challenge the Washington State Board of Health to show medical
records for even one child who has died OF COVID. Where there’s no risk, there can be
no benefit.
3. No one knows the long-term risks of these vaccines. You may remember that one of
the members of the FDA Advisory Committee infamously said, “We are never going to
learn about how safe the vaccine is until we start giving it” Dr. Eric Ruben, Editor in Chief
NEJM The studies Pfizer conducted were woefully underpowered. This is an analysis of 10
Red Flags associated with Pfizer’s studies: Ten red flags in the FDA’s risk-benefit analysis
of Pfizer’s EUA application to inject American children 5 to 11 with its mRNA product –
Commentary – America's Frontline Doctors (americasfrontlinedoctors.org) Covid 19 does
not kill children. Inoculating healthy children with a substance that may permanently
change their native genetic sequencing and natural genetic material, in order to
experiment with possible protection for vulnerable adults is child abuse.

Force vaccinating healthy children for a disease that doesn’t affect them to make adults
feel safe is a new low for humanity. Please do the right thing and do not require these
vaccinations for school age children. If these vaccinations are required, my family has
decided to remove our 3 children from all Washington State Public Schools. There will be
many more children removed from Public Schools if these regulations are passed. I am
also a teacher in King County and will quit my job in order to homeschool my children.
Again, I know of several teachers who will resign also at that time.

______________________________________________
From: Caroline Girt
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:10:55 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Ananda Fetcho
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:53:37 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cathy Gossage
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:16:57 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 vaccines mandatory for school admission or childcare
in our State for the following Reasons:
The statistics show children have a very low possibility of contracting CoVid.
CoVid-19 has only been approved as an experimental treatment.
The decision on whether a child should be vaccinated must be decided by the
parent/guardian, not by mandate or a government agency.
Children are a gift from God and they are dependent on adults to care for & protect
them!
Please seriously consider the objections that many people have towards mandatory CoVid
19 vaccines for children.
Sincerely,
Catherine Gossage

______________________________________________
From: GEORGE DOANE
Sent: 1/5/2022 4:03:27 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid shots for school children
External Email
No mandatory Covid shots for school children
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Cynthia Eldridge
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:28:22 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Anne Arbanas
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:00:07 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: ashprincess
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:21:36 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for Vaccine Requirement
External Email
I am strongly against the vaccination requirement for children, and the use of force by
our police officers. This is not a disease that poses the same risk as other communicable
diseases such as TB, polio, measles, etc. It is now an endemic virus that will never go
away, with a death rate for an average healthy adult to be a minor concern.
There is no long term effects known for the vaccine. The risk of death or injury by the
virus to children is miniscule. Vaccination DOES NOT stop the spread, so it does nothing
to protect others. It only potentially lessens symptoms, and for children the threat of side
effects is higher than the risk of death.
We do not require a flu vaccine for children, why would we require this?
Our government has forced our society into a state of mass formation psychosis.
We are losing the right to care for our families and have the right to say what is done to
our own bodies. Vaccine mandates are tantamount to rape. It is a violation of our bodies.
And it is done at the coercion of our jobs and livelihood.
Covid is never going away but if government begins to infringe on our rights they will
never come back. We are doing more damage to our communities with firing people,
forcing families to relocate, uproot their children from their lives and move. This is
causing more stress and damage than saving lives from covid.
The CDC has stated that Ominicron is not as deadly and is now the primary circulating
strain. Why are we continuing to force these issues? We need to move beyond the fear
and start letting people live their lives with the new standard of yet another virus that
causes illness that 98% (or higher with omnicron) of people recover from. Stop risking
our children's future health for a vaccine that does nothing to stop the virus.
Do not open the gate to allow further attacks on our freedoms by allowing police force to
demand testing, vaccine, medical exams, etc.
Regina Ahl

Sent from my Galaxy

______________________________________________
From: Carol Swettenam
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:16:21 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Chris Williams
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:20:00 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Vaccination does not prevent COVID spread.
Children have a very low rate of harm from the virus.
Decisions to seek medical care are best left to parents and guardians, not the state.
Thank you,
Chris Williams
Sign & Storefront Services
360-480-8389
chris@signandstorefront.com
signandstorefront.com

______________________________________________
From: Chris Burkhead
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:57:33 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
1) this vaccination is not stopping the spread.
2) school age children are not at risk of being hospitalized or death because of Covid.

Please honestly ask yourself if there is evidence that this will accomplish the end goal?
The proof is, we are one of the highest vaccinated states and we still have high number
of positive cases. Obviously it’s not working.
Thank you for reading,
Chris Burkhead
Black Diamond, WA
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Amanda weaver
Sent: 1/7/2022 3:22:50 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Chriss Radach
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:02:09 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
*
*
*
*
Covid,
*

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
therefore,
The vaccine apparently does notstop the spread of the disease

______________________________________________
From: Constance Brester
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:44:47 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Christine Dunn
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:48:14 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Eli Williamson
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:08:52 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Alice Larson
Sent: 1/6/2022 11:12:11 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Alex Hodge
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:55:48 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Colleen Line
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:36:13 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Gail Burden
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:31:47 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Anna Bair
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:27:17 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Ashley Oczkewicz
Sent: 1/7/2022 3:07:16 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Amber Settle
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:17:25 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Denise Sharer
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:03:45 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Candi Blacklaw
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:56:23 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brittany Pugh
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:28:34 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Daniel Peters
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:31:33 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Ann Guthrie
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:09:22 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Children and their parents need the freedom to make medical decisions based on their
individual needs and beliefs. Some may be medically unable or have religious beliefs that
prevent them from getting the covid shot and they should not be denied their right to
free education based on their medical needs or religious beliefs. We cannot exclude
anyone (regardless of their beliefs) from this right to be educated. It will only harm and
exclude children.
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Gerald Paine
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:30:22 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: D'lynn Simmonds
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:51:30 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
1. Children are extremely unlikely to become seriously ill from Covid.
2. No long term studies for possible side-effects.
3. The vaccine does not prevent infection or transmission of Covid.
The aforementioned nullifies any public health reasons to force a medical procedure on
my child.
Yoy should be focused on teaching my child math, English, science & history, not bowing
to the woke mob.
Thank you!
D'lynn Simmonds
28214 193rd Ave SE
Kent, WA. 98942
845-551-5955

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone

______________________________________________
From: Christa Levine
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:26:03 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Christine Boush-Simmons
Sent: 1/7/2022 1:46:54 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Catherine Jorgensen
Sent: 1/6/2022 11:43:39 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Darrin Wittkopp
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:41:57 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Byron Gega
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:20:33 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Charles Hauck
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:34:24 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: BRENDA MILEWSKI
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:01:31 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
1. It should ONLY be given to children with vulnerable conditions
2. The vaccine effect doesn’t last long
3. I don’t believe in a “one size fits all” approach
4. It’s a parental choice
5. You have no proof children are at risk or they spread the virus
6. If the flu vaccine was never mandated, no history at all, the covid vaccine should not
be administered
7. As long as this vaccine stays under emergency status and reveal the contents it should
NEVER be mandated to children
8. No medical team or scientist can guarantee the vaccine is safe. You know this. There’s
report of children dying from this vaccine. Myocarditis
Reveal the content of the vaccine then maybe,
But our children are not yours, they being t the parents who birth and raised them
It would be an emotional toll to bear if a parent allow their child to take the vaccine and
the next day the child dies
Parents then deal with the guilt on their decision especially when it’s their only child
The only state that had proven how to make this work, businesses open, schools open
children healthy is Florida,
Follow that example, isn’t that how success works, follow the example from someone
who has great success
Research Florida and copy what their doing
Respectfully,
Brenda Milewski
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: David Rawlings
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:45:25 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Becky Glass
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:44:40 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: 36C45BCF-6B9A-4225-98D0-49352CD88CB4
External Email
I am against forced vaccinations on children or adults Rebecca E Glass, Washington
resident and citizen

______________________________________________
From: Alicia Young
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:41:30 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: ERIC ROHRBACH
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:47:50 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Anne-Marie Henderson
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:38:57 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Chuck Tyrrell
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:18:57 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Unconstitutional and illegal!!
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Bryan Adams
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:13:50 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Anna Deines
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:24:48 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Derek Gregory
Sent: 1/7/2022 3:38:41 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dixie Boush
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:52:31 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Bob Johnson
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:44:13 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
1. Children are at extremely low risk for covid.
2. The vaccines are still only EUA
Emergency Use Authorized.
3. There are no long term studies to document the safety of the vaccines for children or
adults.
4. Studies now prove that both vaccinated and nonvaccinated can transmit covid at the
same rate.
5. The vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of covid 19.
6. The vaccine has proven to be a health hazard to children with irreversible damage to
their bodies with some resulting in death.

Sent via the Samsung Galaxy S20 FE 5G, an AT&T 5G smartphone
Get Outlook for Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2FAAb9ysg&data=04%7C

______________________________________________
From: Aleta Gibson
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:15:05 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
There is absolutely no science to support this. Children are unlikely to get very sick and
the vaccine does NOT stop the spread
There is significant evidence of injury to children (myocarditis is one of great concern!)
There is no way to know the long term effects of these vaccines.
I personally will encourage people to remove their children from public schools, veto
levies and to sue the WSBOH f their children are damaged
Aleta Gibson

______________________________________________
From: Britnee Mantis
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:51:10 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Frank Horak
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:38:55 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Alana Ward
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:41:13 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Arlene Plant
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:50:12 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
This still considered an experimental drug. It’s for emergency use only. The long term
side effects may not be beneficial especially for children. There is no hard evidence that
children really need the vaccine. The media continues to give us misinformation just to
push the agenda of getting everyone vaccinated. Where is the freedom to be able to say
no, is this a repeat of Nazi Germany, when supposedly it was for the best to kill Jews and
destroy businesses and break up families.
It’s interesting that there is a high number of vaccinated people still getting the virus. In
my day when a vaccine was administered that put an end to the sickness.
Please reconsider the long term damage this will do especially to the children already
traumatized by what has happened in the last 2 years.
Also why the push to break up families. The unity of the family unit is critical for
surviving these incredible stressful and unprecedented times we are living through.
Arlene Plant, a registered WA voter.
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Cheryl Marsh
Sent: 1/6/2022 2:56:08 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Vaccines by their original definition and nature are to PREVENT one from contracting an
illness (ie smallpox, measles etc). This vaccine neither prevents nor reduces ones chance
of contracting the Covid-19 virus. As such it should NOT be made mandatory for children
to attend public school or daycares.
This is a virus like the common cold or flu!
The use of these Vaccine/s are still under “The Emergency Use Authorization Act” and
therefore no-one is or will be liable in the event of ANY adverse reactions as a result of
the vaccine/s.
The data now coming in from around the globe shows that this vaccine poses a higher
risk of children ages 6-18 developing adverse inflammatory responses in some children in
that age group. We do not yet know what the long term implications would be on this
most vulnerable group.
If anyone of you are willing to step up and accept liability for every student that you are
going to require to get these vaccines, then by all means move forward. However, I don’t
think that anyone with any good or rational conscience would impose this on the students
in WA public schools. Yet you are about to do that very thing without having full
knowledge and information. I shutter to think what would, can or will happen to these
innocent children because of the politics of this VIRUS!
Respectfully,
Cheryl Marsh
253-939-9608
Sent from my iPad

______________________________________________
From: Gena Loutsis
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:38:03 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Elizabeth Young
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:03:37 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Andrew Nebels
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:11:31 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
The risks for taking the “vaccine” such as myocarditis or pericarditis are far greater than
the risk posed to children by the virus itself.
*
*
*
*
Covid,
*

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
therefore,
The vaccine apparently does notstop the spread of the disease

Andrew and Julie Nebels
Vancouver, WA 98661

______________________________________________
From: David Fuller
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:15:23 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Andi Shepherd
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:03:30 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Atomic Starburst
Sent: 1/6/2022 12:46:11 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
The vaccines are still experimental, and because fully vaccinated people are still getting
and spreading Covid, it's not even a vaccine. This also takes more parental rights away.
We know what is best for our children and our families. My 6 year has had the Delta
variant, and I've read that the shot can be bad news for people who have had
Coronavirus. When everything is pushed due to politics, and to clearly push a narrative,
fewer and fewer people will trust. If the teachers all had to get vaccinated already, why
do the children need to be vaccinated? Why are vaccinated people worried about the
unvaccinated? They're supposed to be protected, aren't they? I'm not even anti-vaccine,
but this is too new to be mandating it. I am considering the J&J for myself, but also want
to look into the Covid pill. You cant force this on people, though.
Thanks.

______________________________________________
From: Cathy Maas
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:34:54 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone
Get Outlook for Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2FAAb9ysg&data=04%7C

______________________________________________
From: Charles Noel
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:09:21 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
Vaccine Mandate For Kids In School / Steve Forbes Says It All
Please watch the video link below from Steve Forbes for all you need to know.

https://youtu.be/ORBAUkR8_iM
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fyoutu.be%2FORBAUkR8_iM&data=

I am against the mandate. I am against all who are for it.
Charles Noel
Ellensburg Washington

______________________________________________
From: Annelle Martin
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:30:13 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Deanna Dobak
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:56:01 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Ann Bock
Sent: 1/7/2022 4:11:13 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Daniel Smith
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:56:04 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Deborah Hipple
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:50:30 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: BountyRooster
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:43:19 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
1. Children are at extremely low risk for Covid.
2. Studies now show that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit Covid,
therefore, the vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of the virus.
3. Natural immunities are the key to fight the virus.
Standing Strong in our rights as "We the People".
Tom P.

______________________________________________
From: Brianna Robison
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:22:36 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Allison Mattheis
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:01:36 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Parents have the right to decide what will be injected into their children. This is
unconstitutional.
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Chris Dixson
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:53:13 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Chris Blumenthal
Sent: 1/6/2022 2:46:02 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group

attachments\E749E1010A6A4119_August 23, 2021 Approval Letter Comirnaty.pdf
External Email
This proposal is not backed by science.

*
Children have not been and are not currently at risk. The data is obvious.
*
The data is also obvious that the COVID-19 shot does not stop transmission of the
virus.
*
There is no data on what the long-term side effects are.
*
Considering the VAERS data base and fact that ‘fully vaccinated’ people are both
getting and spreading the virus, it proves that the shot is not safe or effective
*
Omicron has proven to be as dangerous as the common cold.
*
Pfizer BioNTech ‘Comernity’ has been approved by the FDA and is not yet
available to the public. The current Pfizer shot being distributed is still under EUA and has
not yet been distributed as Comernity. [see attached] Based on your ‘BOARD PROCESS’,
step one requires a ‘fully FDA approved immunization’. WA BOH is already out of line
taking it this far. Per the CDC;
*

Pfizer-BioNTech (COMIRNATY) Name Change

Pfizer-BioNTech (COMIRNATY) received U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
approval on August 23, 2021, for individuals ages 16 years and older. Once vaccines are
approved by the FDA, companies can market the vaccines under brand names.
COMIRNATY is the brand name for the Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 vaccine. After FDA
approval, the FDA-authorized Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 vaccine for individuals ages 16
years and older was marketed as COMIRNATY. No change was made to the vaccine’s
formula with the name change.
The Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine label remains for individuals ages 5–15 years since the
vaccine is authorized but not yet approved for this age group.

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/vaccines/different-vaccines/PfizerBioNTech.html
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cdc.gov%2Fcoronavirus%2F2
ncov%2Fvaccines%2Fdifferent-vaccines%2FPfizerBioNTech.html&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C15468ad2d6314c52a73908d9d1664054%7
Updated Jan. 6, 2022

Thank you,
Chris

______________________________________________
From: Erika Arnold
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:26:29 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cheryl Granger
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:38:18 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid
External Email
Washington State Board of Health
I object to the plan to apply current infectious disease WAC codes to include Covid-19 for
Washington State residents.
This disease is manageable if treatment is started early. Moreover, it is survivable by
more than 99 percent of the population. Covid vaccines have little effect on Covid, and in
fact, most people who get this Covid and spread it have been fully vaccinated, some have
even received booster shots. Being fully vaccinated will require regular booster shots,
forever!
Including Covid vaccines as a requirement for attending public school is completely
unnecessary. Children have little risk from Covid-19, but they do have considerable risk
from the unapproved Covid vaccines.
In America, health officers do not have the right to quarantine a person or family in a
prison-type facility for refusing the Covid vaccination or any other medical intervention.
They also do NOT have the right to force vaccines on citizens who do not choose them.
This is not about our health. This is about control and it is NOT in the purview of the
Washington State Department of Health or ANY elected official or unelected state
employee. These decisions are the right of every citizen and NO law, mandate, code or
policy can override those rights. We are NOT granted rights from the State. The State is
REQUIRED to protect our rights and not infringe on them.
Respectfully,
Cheryl Granger
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Elizabeth Shewchuk
Sent: 1/6/2022 11:34:02 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Eric Johnson
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:01:45 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Christina Barte
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:05:34 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Gabriella Davidson
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:25:27 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Allison
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:54:42 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for Jan 12 agenda
External Email
Hello,
I am writing to submit my request that you do not consider making any of the available
covid vaccines mandatory for school attendance. These vaccines have all been rushed to
market and under a EUA. Where is the emergency for children? It is not covid! It is very
rare for children to have complications or die from covid. The real emergency is the
mental health crisis for teens and causing young children to develop irrational fears of
"germs". The measures to combat covid this far have caused more harm than good.
Please look past the politics and the money. Please look to your soul and heart. Please do
not mandate these vaccines. The children are our future! Please stop the formation of the
Technical Advisory Group as well. Furthermore, I fully support the petition for rulemaking
(#11 on agenda). No vaccine without fully completed phase 3 trial studies should even
be allowed to be considered for the school vaccine list. EUA products are not adequately
studied to put innocent children at risk. Vaccinated children are way more at risk of
developing myocarditis than an unvaccinated child is of even having significant issues
with covid. Besides these non-sterilizing vaccines don't work very well. I know tons of
people with covid right now. Every single one of them is vaccinated. In fact, a triple
vaccinated family member was hospitalized for several months due to covid. What about
Maddie de Garay? She volunteered for the clinical trial and now she is disabled. Pfizer is
making billions off the vaccine and they have done nothing for her. Nothing. Completely
heartless. Please don't be heartless like Pfizer. Please support the petition listed on #11
of the agenda. Please don't make the covid vaccines mandatory for school. Please follow
the real science NOT Pfizer's pseudo science.
Thank you for your time,
Allison Daun

______________________________________________
From: David Partridge
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:43:45 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Christina Faucett
Sent: 1/7/2022 1:00:00 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:06:14 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Comments for Jan. 12 BOH meeting RE adding Covid-19 to infectious
disease WACs--OPPOSE

From: Becky Helland <becky@hellands.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 5:06 PM
Subject: Comments for Jan. 12 BOH meeting RE adding Covid-19 to infectious disease
WACs--OPPOSE

External Email
I am writing in regard to an item on the agenda for your upcoming meeting on January
12, 2022. I OPPOSE adding COVID-19 to the current infectious disease WACs, and I
OPPOSE adding COVID-19 to school immunization requirements.

According to the CDC’s own numbers, COVID-19 has a 99.74% survival rate
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.nbc26.com%2Fnews%2Fcoro
estimates-covid-19-fatality-rate-including-asymptomaticcases&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C0202533fd3334dc0898408d9d179e6ac%7C11d0
. What warrant is there for requiring children and potentially adults take a risk on a
product that has no long-term safety data available, is still in experimental trials for two
more years, and doesn’t stop infection or transmission
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.theepochtimes.com%2Fover
100-fully-vaccinated-people-in-washington-state-test-positive-for-covid19_3757218.html&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C0202533fd3334dc0898408d9d179e
? A .26% death rate is still in line with the viral death rate that circles the planet ever
year. With a bar (death rate) that low, any annual flu or cold could be a candidate for
inclusion as an infectious disease. That would be a terrible precedent to set.

Also worth noting, according to the CDCs own numbers
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cdc.gov%2Fnchs%2Fnvss%2
, (scroll down to the section “Comorbidities and other conditions”) only 6% of the deaths
being attributed to COVID-19 are instances where COVID-19 seems to be the only issue
at hand. In other words, reduce the death numbers you see reported on the news by
94% and you have what is likely the real numbers of deaths from just Covid. These are
not death numbers worthy of adding COVID-19 to the infectious disease WACs.

Forced quarantines for not wanting to take a risk on an experimental product that has
been demonstrated to be neither safe (see VAERS data
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fopenvaers.com%2F&data=04%7C
) nor effective by the CDC’s own admission are not the right public health measure to be

considering. There are known effective therapeutics and highly successful early treatment
options available which should be promoted and pursued by the WA Board of Health
instead.

For the above reasons, please discontinue your consideration of adding COVID-19 to the
infectious disease WACs and school immunization requirements and turn your attention
to early treatment and proven, highly successful therapeutics.

Thank you for your time.

Becky Helland
3763 NE Trout Brook Ln.
Bremerton, WA 98311

______________________________________________
From: Andrey Kitsenko
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:07:40 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Douglas Lawrence
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:09:00 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Ed Therriault
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:00:40 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Evelyn German
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:30:11 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am strongly opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or
childcare in our State for the following Reasons:
The vaccine has not been proven to stop the spread of Covid. I personally know just as
many people who have received the vaccine and have contracted Covid as those who
have not received the vaccine. These include close family members, coworkers and fellow
church members.
The vaccine’s long-term effects are unknown. Is it really worth it to give it to our children
who are at a lower risk of contracting Covid? If children do get it, their symptoms are
usually minor.
Please do not make the shots mandatory!
Thank you,
Evelyn German

______________________________________________
From: Dorothy Neely
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:33:48 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Camille Leonardo
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:36:58 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Carolyn
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:33:22 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Not tested, children are low susceptible, do not know long term outcomes. New variant
not as severe. It’s flat out WRONG!
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Debi
Sent: 1/6/2022 3:21:54 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
*
*
*
*
Covid,
*

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
therefore,
The vaccine apparently does notstop the spread of the disease

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:05:26 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW:

From: Ray Nakamura <Ray@ncstructures.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 4:25 PM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject:

External Email

--I strongly OPPOSE mandating any vaccine or mask for school children or any children,
teen or adult! unlawful and unamerican. people deserve to choose their own medical
decisions!!!
Ray Nakamura
--

<https://drive.google.com/a/ncstructures.com/uc?id=1DyR9yEWc8ojPUluN0OcjBWvFlG0YS5A&export=download>
Ray Nakamura
NC Structures, LLC
Ray@NCStructures.com <mailto:Ray@NCStructures.com>
(253) 732.3530

______________________________________________
From: Carol Judith
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:33:50 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Sent from my email iPhone cj

______________________________________________
From: Emily Dinsmore
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:55:32 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Becky Paul
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:38:39 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: cheryl osborne
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:37:26 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Abuse of power by our government and
Inslee
Harmful to children
Parents, not Inslee nor the Dept of Health, are responsible for their children’ health
True science and numerous medical professionals has provided much info combatting this
forced mandate “vax”
It isn’t a vax—Fauci continues to change words, definitions, and denies truth
This is America—not Nazi Germany.

Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Alla Nesterchuk
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:22:10 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Candi Hockett
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:05:14 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
It is unconstitutional
It is not approved no history
Children are not at risk
It will lead to more expensive lawsuits because you are breaking so many constitutional
laws.

______________________________________________
From: Billie Jo Getzin
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:46:57 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: B39A0E65-BD2D-4BBF-BF61-1C690200654C
External Email
I oppose, agenda 8, any COVID-19 Mandate shots period.
I support agenda 11.
Sincerely,
Billie Getzin

______________________________________________
From: Greg Osley
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:07:23 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Annette Fox
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:41:22 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Gail Burden
Sent: 1/7/2022 1:26:23 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Frank Vasquez
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:58:43 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Emma Hubbard
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:55:41 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Consideration of requiring Covid 19 vaccine for school attendance
External Email
Good Morning,
It is my understanding that Washington State board of health is considering adding the
COVID-19 vaccine to the list of required vaccines for children to be able to attend public
school.
As a parent of two children here in Washington state, one of which is currently school
aged, I am opposed to this action for several reasons.
1) This vaccine has only been available for all students for less than 3 months and is by
scientific reasoning still experimental. Relevant data has not yet been released to the
public to allow for individuals to make an educated decision and therefore allow for
proper informed medical consent.
2) Children are not experiencing severe illness as adults to COVID-19. Parents of children
who have increased risk factors can seek out a vaccine for their children to mitigate their
risk.
3) Public education is a publicly funded service provided by our tax dollars. Given that
some people may make their decision not to vaccinate based on either religious beliefs
and values or inherited cultural traumas it would be inappropriate to limit the access and
availability to it based on vaccination status and has the potential to create a new form of
discrimination.
4) Unlike all currently required vaccines the available COVID-19 vaccine have not proven
to be effective in preventing the virus from spreading amongst even those vaccinated.
Although all vaccines may experience breakthrough infections I am unaware of any that
have breakthroughs at the rate we are seeing with the COVID-19 vaccines. Additionally,
adults are having to take boosters for COVID-19 within 6 months. That would mean a
child vaccinated at the beginning of the school year would have to be boosted mid year.
This is unlike any other vaccine. Each time administered there is risk for adverse
reactions and requiring a system like this increases potential for harm to our youths
health. I think we have asked enough and should not put this burden on them.
Namaste
Emma Hubbard

______________________________________________
From: Barnes Jennifer
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:10:51 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: airplacedconcrete@frontier.com
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:23:07 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
1. The so called vaccines are not actually vaccines under the accepted definition of
vaccine for the past 50 years…..the CDC had to change the definition of vaccine only
recently in order to not lie when calling these injections vaccines.
2. Children are at an extremely low risk from adverse side effects when they do actually
show symptoms of the virus.
3. The cdc has admitted that these injections neither stop contraction or spreading of the
virus so why mandate and untested and in fact dangerous concoction of drugs that have
proven to be statistically more dangerous to children than the virus itself.
4. Natural immunity to the virus is more robust and longer lasting than what little effect
you do get from the injections. And it is in fact come into question that the shots actually
harm your immune system long term.
5. The spike protein in the injections is actually a cyto-toxin that is harmful to you body.
It has been linked to the sweeping of the heart and also the swelling of the sac around
the heart.
6. This is un American in every way. Since when did the government get to decide what
goes into our own bodies. I guess it is okay to have the right to choose when it comes to
killing babies with abortions but not when deciding on your own health care.
7. In the past when it came to real vaccines distribution and trials were shut down when
the number of deaths related to the vaccine reached 50. If you look at the VAERS
database there have been at a minimum 17,000 adverse reactions to this concoction.
That has been drastically under reported
8. How many people have gotten polio after receiving the polio vaccine? Answer that
question and then ask the same in regards to these MRNA injections Jay Inslee is trying
to call vaccines. There is your answer.
It would be a grave mistake to force this on anyone especially children when they are
humanities last best chance to actually develop a natural long lasting immunity to this
virus.
Concerned parent
Aaron McCaffery

______________________________________________
From: Brandi Vincini
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:44:37 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Connie Rohr
Sent: 1/6/2022 3:59:48 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Gary DeKorte
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:42:31 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brendan Barth
Sent: 1/6/2022 11:23:12 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Geri Payne
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:17:26 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Anderson, Monica
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:24:48 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
*
*
*
*
Covid,
*

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
therefore,
The vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of the disease

Thank you for your time,
Monica Anderson

______________________________________________
From: David Gutierrez
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:07:14 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: George Sanchez
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:01:03 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: ELENA MCGIVERN
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:11:58 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: David Turner
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:51:05 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: David Ittner
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:29:35 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Elke Cranfill
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:18:18 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit Covid,
therefore,
The vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of the disease
Respectfully,
Elke Cranfill

______________________________________________
From: Fred Wall
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:44:15 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons: because it's communist and our kids are not at risk !

______________________________________________
From: Elisa Stapp
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:56:32 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Charity Wheeldon
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:26:55 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Debra Pendleton
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:50:49 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: davismk22
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:30:57 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following reasons:
1. It is unconstitutional. It goes against every moral fiber to institute such measures, and
to take away individual rights and to make it mandatory to vaccinate. The choice should
explicitly be between the individual and the doctor, with complete informed consent.
Since when has America become a dictatorship?
2. These measures are being enacted under what should be EXPIRED emergency orders.
Legal boundaries have been crossed and extended beyond. It starts at the head of the
government in this state who clearly has abused his position and his authority to
implement such standards. He, and the people who are enacting these measures, are
destroying this state; MANY will leave and are leaving.
3. There is plenty of good information out there by credited doctors who are against
these shots for very valid reasons. They have been rushed in their formation with
improper testing periods. Vaccines in the past have taken years to test. These were
rolled out in less than 1 year. There is a multitude of harmful and toxic chemicals in
these shots; we have seen and heard about the impact on people. They are killing
people. They do not prevent the spread; people are still getting sick with these shots.
This isn't about protection against Covid--an illness that has over a 99% success rate of
recovery--but rather it is about using this tool to implement control and implement policy
to instigate an agenda that is evil.
Please consider these reasons to oppose mandatory COVID shots and testing.
Respectfully,
Martha Davis
Spokane, WA Resident

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone

______________________________________________
From: Chris Maharry
Sent: 1/6/2022 2:21:12 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
The shot you are considering mandating is not a vaccine. A vaccine has historically been
defined as providing complete immunity. The shot you are considering mandating is more
analogous to a flu shot, it provides nothing close to full immunity. In fact, the science is
not clear that it even provides good immunity.
Children are at very low risk for covid and are not known to be significant spreaders of
the virus.
The shot you are considering mandating is very new science and despite what you, or
anyone else, believes, we DO NOT know or understand the long-term effects this will
have on our children. This is NOTHING like other mandated vaccines (which are true
vaccines), which have been around for generations and proven to be safe and effective.
It is completely irresponsible and a severe overstep of your authority to mandate this for
children. The constitutional rights of parents to be free to make decisions they believe to
be in the best interests of their children, without interference from the state, is one of the
most sacred rights one has.
Do not infringe further upon this right.
Do the right thing.
Do not use kids as a shield for adults who are afraid.
You must do better.

______________________________________________
From: Cecilia De La Rosa
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:23:38 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Eliane Vaerewyck
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:10:39 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: CHARLEIN VANTRAMP
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:16:58 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am strongly opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or
childcare in our State for the following Reasons:
*
Our children have robust immune systems and are at extremely low risk for Covid
*
There have NOT been ANY long term studies on these new technologies that we
are marketing as "vaccines"
*
These Covid shots have not been proven safe
*
VAERS cannot keep up with the reports of injury caused by these Covid shots
*
Studies make it evident that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit Covid
*

Apparently, neither the vaccine nor masks stops the spread of the disease

A better approach would be to educate our families on the importance of taking in
enough Vitamin D, C, Zn, etc.., our kids need to be laughing, playing and learning
instead of being fearful. Yes, washing hands and staying home when sick has always
been important, but mandatory "vaccines" that haven't even had three years of studies
seems incredibly premature and even reckless! Please do NOT make these shots
mandatory for our children.
Thank you,
C. Vantramp

______________________________________________
From: Demi Ellithorpe
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:35:06 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: David Hayhurst
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:31:30 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dave Eastman
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:11:26 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Anthony Bandiero
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:55:53 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Anthony Lopez
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:46:21 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: B R
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:00:05 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comment
External Email
To whom in may concern,
I, Donna Bankston OPPOSE the Board’s formation of a Technical Advisory Group (TAG) to
review information about cvd injections for consideration of mandating them for school
required list.
I, Donna Bankston SUPPORT Item #11 It is Informed Choice Washington’s Petition for
Rulemaking on the January 12th agenda. It was filed by Xavier Figueroa, PhD, on behalf
of Informed Choice WA, and asks the Board to establish a new rule that prohibits them
from adding any Emergency Use Authorized product, or any licensed product that lacks
completed Phase 3 trial studies, to the school required list.

______________________________________________
From: Aimee Antle
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:36:14 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Angela Sety
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:21:00 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:

*
*
*
*
Covid,
*

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
therefore,
The vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of the disease

Angela Sety
Concerned Parent

______________________________________________
From: Eugene V
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:59:01 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dawn Dickson
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:27:27 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid vaccine for children
External Email
I am a grandmother of a 12 year old who lives in Bellingham, Washington. I am writing
to voice my concern for the mandated vaccine for children. Mandating a vaccine for a
virus that children have a 98% recovery doesn’t make sense. The vaccine has not been
around long enough to know the long term effects this could cause children to have in
their adult life. I’m begging you to please do not make this vaccine mandatory for
children. There is no benefit for a child to be vaccinated against the small risk of the
virus, given the known health risk that the child may have to live with the rest of their
lives.
Thank you,
Dawn Dickson, a concerned grandmother

______________________________________________
From: Doug Miller & Dana Morrison
Sent: 1/6/2022 11:41:12 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
*
*
*
*
Covid,
*
*
teens.

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
therefore,
The vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of the disease.
Documented cases of myocarditis as a result of the vaccination in children and

______________________________________________
From: Dave & Barb Requa
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:21:06 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
We are opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare
in our State. Children are at very low risk of acquiring or transmitting Covid. There are
many dangers associated with the shots and we are not willing to subject our young ones
to the risk. We and thousands more will take them out of school if a vaccine requirement
is in place. It is against the law to mandate an immunization. Do not vote for this!!! The
repercussions across the state will be huge!!!

Thank You,
David and Barbara Requa

______________________________________________
From: Caleb McClelland
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:27:10 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid mandates.
External Email
I am a father of three children. Next year all my kids will be going to school. I am
strongly against forcing kids to be jabbed with the covid 19 gene therapy. Covid 19 does
not infect kids that bad, they have a super high success rate of survival. Kids that have
been giving the gene therapy have had heart issues and some even having heart attacks.
I want you all to consider is that if you try to implement this you will loose alot of
students to home school and private schools. THIS SO CALLED VACCINE IS STILL AN
EXPERIMENT we don't know what the long term effects will have on children. Dr Malone
the inventor of the RMNa technology has said kids should not get the shot. That it will
have non reversible problems to the brain, heart and reproductive organ. Tell yourself
this why are the governments of the world all saying the same thing and implementing
mandates for everyone. In the United States of America we have a right to choose what
we put in our bodies and no one has the right to tell me what I need and don't need.
Thank you for your time.
GOD BLESS
Caleb McClelland concerned father.

______________________________________________
From: Anastasiya Radion
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:58:38 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Bridgette Clarke
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:16:50 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Evelyn McManus
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:12:37 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons: As a parent of a 14 year old who recently had
unexplained seizures I find it imperative that the decision for an experimental vaccine be
left up to the parents. I would also like you to know both my 14 And six-year-old are
current on all vaccines. There is not sufficient data regarding the covid 19 vaccine for 5
to 18 year olds. Thank you Evelyn McManus

______________________________________________
From: Christy Noller
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:38:01 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cynthia Simukka
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:35:45 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the immunizations technical advisory group
External Email
First of all thank you for allowing us to speak our feeling about the covid vaccine in
schools. I feel that this should be a decision for parents to make. I feel like a covid
vaccine and a mask mandate should not be in our schools. All kids deserve education
(citizens pay school taxes)and these mandates should not control that. If parents choose
a vaccine and or for their child to wear a mask that is their choice as should parents to
choose not to.
I support schools to not require vaccines and or masks. Please support our freedom to
choose.
Thank you
Cindy
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Bryan Stockdale
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:17:46 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Not tested adequately,
Not a vaccine
A constitutional violation and beyond the authority of agency over the personal liberties
of the individual.
Does not prevent transmission.
Harmful for children.
Sincerely,
Bryan Stockdale

Sent from my iPad

______________________________________________
From: April Fleming
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:08:53 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Debby Moore
Sent: 1/6/2022 2:30:38 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons: Studies show that whether someone is vaccinated or
not you can still transmit Covid, so apparently the vaccine does not work to spread the
virus. Also, I personally do not want my child or grandchild being vaccinated when we
have have no data about the long term effects of this vaccine.

______________________________________________
From: Emily Morris
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:46:53 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
1- risk to child is lower than the seasonal flu and we don’t mandate that.
2- different families make different choices.
3- there is no long term studies done on this vaccine to children, so this cannot be safely
mandated and Doctors have been threatened with loss of their license if they provide a
medical exemption. So children with risk to this would be at a huge risk.
4- Mandating this goes against the Nuremberg Code.
Emily
Sent from my iPhone
Emily Morris
Morris Real Estate Group
Cell: 253-691-6868
Office: 253-292-2221
Fax: 253-835-4550
emily@morrishomesales.com
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Cheryl Evosevich
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:07:36 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Gayle Lyscio
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:47:44 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Daniil Fedoruk
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:56:08 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Bryan Cox
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:29:41 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Annemarie Kebre
Sent: 1/5/2022 10:50:08 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid vaccine requirement for children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
I'm writing to you about the intention to require Covid vaccines for school attendance
and day cares. I would encourage you to take a look at the complete and available
medical data, using the actual science.
Background for my position:
*
The Pfizer randomized control trial of 44,000 patients divided into two groups,
placebo and actual vaccine. The result: more people died in the Pfiizer vaccine group
than the placebo group.
*
The only FDA approved version of the vaccine is Comirnaty, is not currently
available, and is different than the emergency use authorized Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine.
Because 21 US Code 360BBB protects one’s right to refuse any emergency use
authorized medial products, therefore it is illegal to mandate an EUA vaccine.
*
According to the VAERS database (reports vaccine injuries). Pre-COVID, VAERS
shows about 158 deaths due to vaccines per year. In January 2021, over 17,000 deaths
and over 70,000 hospitalizations from the Covid Vaccines were reported. Historically, the
number of lethal reactions would shut down other vaccine programs. In addition, VAERS
has been known to under report injury (Harvard study, 2010), meaning much higher
injury rate than noted
*
Per CDC, Covid hospitalization risk for children is about the same risk of the flu.
*
Even the creator of the mRNA technology Dr. Robert Malone has warned of the
extreme dangers of this experimental Covid drug.
In conclusion, and per the available science and data (noted below), it is not safe, nor
responsible, or legal to require this experimental drug for our children.
Thank you,
Annemarie Kebre
Des Moines, WA

Sources for above claims:
https://www.fda.gov/media/150386/download
Doctor analyzes death rates in Pfizer's trial:
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=crAyJvyDygM&feature=youtu.be

Pfizer's 6-month data shows they do more harm than good: https://rumble.com/vqx3kbthe-pfizer-inoculations-do-more-harm-than-good.html
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Frumble.com%2Fvqx3kbthe-pfizer-inoculations-do-more-harm-thangood.html&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C1057161b17d74329436508d9d0e05fe3%7C11d

https://ca.childrenshealthdefense.org/uncategorized/2-things-mainstream-media-didnttell-you-about-fdas-approval-of-pfizer-vaccine/

https://vaersanalysis.info/2021/12/25/vaers-summary-for-covid-19-vaccines-through12-17-2021/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fvaersanalysis.info%2F2021%2F12
summary-for-covid-19-vaccines-through-12-172021%2F&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C1057161b17d74329436508d9d0e05fe3%7C11d

https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/21/360bbb-3
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.law.cornell.edu%2Fuscode%
3&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C1057161b17d74329436508d9d0e05fe3%7C11d0e21726

______________________________________________
From: Eric Sprenger
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:32:39 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Amelia Birk
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:42:17 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: BRENDAN MAHONEY
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:30:04 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Christopher Nicholls
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:37:05 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
1) More and more information is coming fourth showing the adverse effects of the
vaccines on young men/boys to cause heart information. Conversely the lipids in the jabs
are attaching to the ovaries of young women/girls. These are having severe effects on
hearts and reproductive systems on developing bodies. Please see Dr Robert Malone’s
information. You know. The guy who invented the MRNA tech.
2) The jabs were designed to “prevent” transmission of the Wuhan and Alpha strain. We
are now to Omicron and they have no affect at stopping a person from contracting CV19.
The only benefit it shows in adults is to lessen the symptoms, but with Omicron being
extremely mild the risks for myocarditis and reproductive issues greatly outweigh the
nonexistent benefits now.
3) This is a big one. A Florida court just proved the “vaccine” from Pfizer in the US is not
approved by the FDA. The EUA jab is the only Pfizer product available in the US. This is a
fact and determined by a judge. The Supreme Court has only said approved treatments
can be mandated by a state. None of these are fda approved Go ahead push it and find
yourself facing the same lawsuit as in Florida.
4)Under the Nuremberg code it is illegal to force medical procedures/drugs on people
without informed consent. Pfizer has decided to withhold the testing information for 75
years. There can be no informed consent if the manufacturers are withholding
information.
You are opening yourself up to a metric ton of liability. I would hate to see how many
zeros you put on checks when children get sick, can’t reproduce later in life, have heart
issues or worst case die.
Thank you,
Chris Nicholls
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Don Scheffer
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:34:37 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: alimoe
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:49:42 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Child covid vaccine
External Email

Dear SBOH,
Please do not force people who would be more harmed than helped to get vaccinations
that do not even affect their age group. Having children get immuniezed for a disease
that has virtually 0% death rate for but the vaccination has an increased chance of
causing myocarditis and other terrible side effects is irresponsible at best, and criminal at
worst on your part if you pass this as a mandate.

This applies to all people who are immune to covid from having contracted the disease
and are now immune to it. The risks of the vaccine (www.CanadianCovidCareAlliance.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.canadiancovidcarealliance.org
) far outweigh any public good that the vaccine has shown to do. Please do not add covid
to the list of communicable diseases that warrant such extreme measures.

thank you
Allison Moe

______________________________________________
From: Dima Chernyshev
Sent: 1/7/2022 1:22:20 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Everdina Bredeheoft
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:26:39 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Chloe Heinzer
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:11:50 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cameron Groen
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:50:48 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Agenda items
External Email
Hello,
I am writing to inform you that I 100% disagree with and do not support vaccine
mandates. As for the meeting coming up on January 12th I:
OPPOSE the Board’s formation of a Technical Advisory Group (TAG) to review information
about COVID-19 shots for consideration of mandating the shots for school. I oppose
COVID-19 shot mandates, period!
AND I:
SUPPORT Informed Choice Washington’s Petition for Rulemaking (see below) — the
petition regarding item 11 on the January 12th agenda. And I agree with the petition that
asks the Board to establish a new rule that prohibits them from adding any Emergency
Use Authorized (EUA) product, or any licensed product that lacks completed Phase 3 trial
studies, to the school required list.
I urge you to support medical freedom.
Sincerely,
Cameron Groen
Whatcom County, WA

______________________________________________
From: Becky Marlow
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:37:09 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Claire McCloskey
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:04:30 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brandon Rutledge
Sent: 1/6/2022 12:27:07 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:

Covid is not a real threat to children.
<https://app.dragapp.com/V1.18/emailTracking/trackemail?uId=YnJhbmRvbkByZWNvYnJhbmRzLmNvbSwxNjQxNTAwODE0MDEw&emailTemplateId=&emailFollo

______________________________________________
From: Donna McRory
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:04:51 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Crisie Knapman
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:56:07 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
STOP the mandates in schools and in general. You are drug pushers, pushing an
unapproved and experimental drug. No More Mandates.

Thank you,
Crisie Knapman
Washington State Life-long Resident

______________________________________________
From: David Haglund
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:48:38 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Carolina Slobodkin
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:37:29 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:41:26 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Consideration of covid vaccine for children to attend school

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: Terry Larson <samterrylarson@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 11:13 AM
To: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Consideration of covid vaccine for children to attend school

External Email
To Whom It May Concern,

I am absolutely against a decision to require the covid vaccine for in person learning. Not
only would this be a detriment to our school, it would be to our entire community. If you
were to recommend that children get the covid vaccine for school it would ultimately
mean shutting down schools.

There are no long term studies saying the covid vaccine is safe for our children. Why
aren't we discussing natural immunity? Why does that not matter anymore? Covid
doesn't affect children the way it does adults and there is no reason to subject them to a
shot that we just don't know enough about.

I urge you to really consider the small potential upside and the devastating downsides to
this situation if you were to recommend the vaccine for children in order to attend school.

A Concerned Parent,
Terry Larson

______________________________________________
From: Aimee Prets
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:29:05 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Children do not need to be vaccinated against Covid. The risk is not high enough to
justify it at this time.
-Aimee Prets
acprets@gmail.com <mailto:acprets@gmail.com>
425-417-6414

______________________________________________
From: D. Smith
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:18:26 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:

*
*
*
Covid,
*

The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized).
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety.
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
therefore,
the vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of the disease.

Please consider the long term ramifications of the decisions you make. We should not
become a nanny state.
Thank you,
Dan Smith

______________________________________________
From: Ed Lehner
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:37:42 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Byllie Ricketts
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:54:17 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Britt Gordon
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:40:01 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
*
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or
childcare in our State for the following Reasons,
*
*
*
*
*
Covid,
*

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
therefore,
The vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of the disease

These are just a few, but let’s not forget The covid is 99.6% curable, documented
(shown) to be affective with Ivermectin and hydrochloroquine. These have been proven
again and again for decades to be safe with great results and low (minimal) side effects.
They are inexpensive and we all know that the pharmaceutical companies want our
money not whats best for our children and adults. Shame on them!!! SHAME!!
It has also been shown that the shot has taken its aim on reproductive organs of the
young (teens and up) and miscarriages, disabilities and sterility have occurred. What do
you want for your children? Are you going to give it to your child? Don’t be a hypocrite.

Thank you for the opportunity to listen to our voices.
Britt Gordon

______________________________________________
From: Brittany Marques
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:35:46 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Anna Sabey
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:15:23 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Denielle Daggett
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:36:04 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
*
*
*
*
Covid,
*

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
therefore,
The vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of the disease

This is flat out ridiculous and an overstep on the part of our government. Stop the
insanity!

______________________________________________
From: Arlianne Lukkes
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:01:40 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dana Demonte
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:50:35 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brandi Hays
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:51:49 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dorothy Hensey
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:02:46 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Amanda Pelot
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:40:29 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Candice Nelsen
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:21:35 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cassandra
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:09:09 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid
External Email
I am a parent to two school aged children. The covid vaccine for children has not been
tested enough. The virus is getting weaker. Children have proven to have mild
symptoms.
Why is it up for discussion to mandate this vaccine for children in school?
Why would you ask parents to decide to potentially put their children’s health at risk?
Children deserve a safe school.
Please reconsider attempting to introduce the mandate of the covid vaccine for school
kids.
Cassandra Becker
509-768-0482

______________________________________________
From: Anna Van Wickle
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:59:52 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brian Burns
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:47:37 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Diane Stone
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:03:00 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Darwen Wheeler
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:20:53 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Andrea Severns
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:45:31 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Allison Baxter
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:57:35 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Carl Hendrickson
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:37:36 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Clairesse Mirgon
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:35:06 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Adam Olsson
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:01:10 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
*
*
*
*
Covid,
*

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
therefore,
The vaccine apparently does not stop thespread of the disease

Stay out of our children's lives, the risk/benefit ratio for this action is very high, it
would be wreckless and irresponsible to attempt to make this vaccine, which has no
longitudinal studies, required for our children to attend school in the state of Washington.
Every case of transverse myelitis, guillain-barre, allergic reaction and/or death
would be blood on your authoritarian hands.
You serve us, not the other way around.
Thank you,
Adam Olsson

______________________________________________
From: Deanna Ickes
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:43:18 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Anne Personius
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:10:56 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Bill Bailey
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:07:19 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: COVID
External Email
I am writing in response to the proposal to allow health officials to "involuntarily detain a
person or group of persons to be isolated in a quarantine facility ". As members of the
Board of Health in our state, how can you in good conscience support such experimental
treatment of citizens? This is a breach of an individuals constitutional right as a citizen.
We are in an emergency declaration and it is not supported with facts. There are
thousands of details and facts that our government is not sharing with the public. For
one, the covid 19 vaccinations are non effective in stopping spread therefore they are
gene therapy and not a vaccination. Second, the VEARS report is inaccurate and
untruthful, therefore not providing any citizen with proper "informed consent". I will
attach many documents that show graphs and numbers from other countries and states
that show the ineffectiveness of the experimental vaccines. In our own state, the county
with the most stringent covid mandates also has the highest rate of positive cases. This
should be a red flag to the ineffectiveness of the mandates. Taking someone's medical
choice from them as an individual is out right WRONG! The states and/or countries that
have left the freedom of choice up to the individual are fairing much better in this
pandemic, and this should be part of your consideration in this manner. They have lower
hospitalizations, less positive cases, and less deaths as a result. Your job is to PROTECT
the citizens of our state. If you pass this egregious plan, you become part of the problem
when really, you should be the solution and not cater to Inslee's tyranny.
I would also like to respond to the proposal to have children vaccinated in order to attend
school. THAT IS INSANE!! It's been proven that they are barely affected by Covid-19. It
has been PROVEN that more have been affected by the shot itself. There has been a
spike in various health problems in young children, such as heart issues and blood clots,
that never existed before the vaccination started. Young healthy athletes that were
required to get the shot in order to participate, have had devastating reactions to the
vaccination. Many have dropped on the field from heart attacks, and many of side effects
that have made it impossible for them to continue in the sport. Why would you force
someone into that position?
Please, please if nothing else... go onto social media and read what lengths people are
willing to go to defend against such tyrannical decisions our governor is making. It hurts
my heart every time I read someone saying they are willing to die on this hill. Go find
groups like "WA State Freedom Fighters" or "WA Residents Against the Mandates". Don't
just read those who follow the "White House" page. Expand your views and read what
the citizens of our state are saying. Otherwise your just using your own opinions, and
that's just wrong.

______________________________________________
From: Danny DeMatteis
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:48:46 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Darrell Gregory
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:15:56 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Eric Hernandez
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:28:30 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Hailey Descoteaux
Sent: 1/7/2022 3:19:44 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Alicia Larson
Sent: 1/6/2022 11:53:20 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Debra Wallace
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:31:54 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:22:25 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: aplying current infectious disease WAC codes to include Covid-19.

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov>
360-236-4105

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01%
| Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH%
|Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: Marylynn Eltrich <mimieltrich@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 7:03 PM
To: DOH WSBOH <WSBOH@SBOH.WA.GOV>
Subject: Re: aplying current infectious disease WAC codes to include Covid-19.

External Email
To whom it may concern:
I am addressing my concerns over applying Covid-19 to our Washington State current
infectious disease WAC Codes.
Washingtonians have been living under the Covid-19 mandates for approximately 2
years.
We have either had the vaccine or have had Covid itself. I am not in dispute of those who
have the vaccine; however, those of us who have already had Covid 19 have natural
immunity. I do not support the overall blanket vaccine for everyone. I do not support
your attempt to remove our rights to decide what is best for our bodies and our children.
I do not support the vaccine for children, who have little or no risk, over parental
objections.
I do not take my responsibilities lightly; I have the freedom to research and make
informed decisions.

There is a matter also of religious freedom which has factored into many peoples’
decisions to refuse the vaccine.
In the United States Constitution it states:
ARTICLES IN ADDITION TO, AND AMENDMENT OF, THE CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA, PROPOSED BY CONGRESS, AND RATIFIED BY THE LEGISLATURES
OF THE SEVERAL STATES, PURSUANT TO THE FIFTH ARTICLE OF THE ORIGINAL
CONSTITUTION 12 ARTICLE [I.]
13 Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the
free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; of the right of
the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the Government for a redress of
grievances.
We must as a people respect the rights of our citizens.
These are God given inalienable rights. Do not disregard them for power and control. We
are not a monarchy or oligarchy but a country that has sacrificed many of our family for
the freedoms we enjoy. Do not make a mockery of this dear cost.

Sincerely,

Marylynn Eltrich
Fox Island, WA

______________________________________________
From: angie sharp
Sent: 1/6/2022 3:45:41 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons: it's a experimental shot and it doesn't work. Lots of
fully vaxxed are getting covid. Stop the lies. Remember the Nuremberg code and Trials.
Wake the HELL UP!!

______________________________________________
From: Ashley Johnson
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:29:22 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Debbie Smith
Sent: 1/6/2022 12:50:30 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:

*
*
*
*
Covid,
*
This is

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
therefore,
The vaccine does not stop the spread of the disease, so why make it mandatory?
very concerning, and leads one to question the motives behind it.

Thank you for your time & hopefully your serious consideration,
Debbie Smith

______________________________________________
From: Andrew Ralls
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:55:31 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Esfir Murza
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:35:56 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brent Jenkins
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:38:54 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Bruce Sanders
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:11:54 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
1.) The severity of the disease does NOT warrant it. (The risk is essentially 0% death for
children)
2.) Parents should have the prerogative to vaccinate their children as they see fit. I am
against ALL Health Issue Mandates... Especially when it deals with our Children!
3.) The government has REALLY messed up this Covid Health Crisis and proven
themselves unworthy of our (the public) trust. They have done most everything wrong.
We (the citizens) have lost all trust in the government and no longer believe that
politicians have our best interest in mind. Let parents and health providers decide what is
best on an individual basis not a massive mandate.
Bruce Sanders
(360) 402-0520
Bruce Sanders

______________________________________________
From: Ellie W
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:19:06 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Christina Nordstrom
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:34:12 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Bonnie M McCullough
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:15:48 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 1:46:50 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW:

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: Rae Ure <rachel.ure@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 1:12 PM
To: Rachel Ure <rachel.ure@gmail.com>
Subject:

External Email
Greetings,

Please do not support mandating the COVID vaccine for children. It is important for
parents to be able to make the choices that will best help their families. It would not
make sense to mandate something that could have detrimental effects on an entire
generation, as there have been no long term studies for this. Many European countries
have put the mandate on hold as it has caused heart problems in many students under
the age of 18. It would be unwise as a state or district to mandate something that has
the potential to harm so many of its next generation.

Thank you,
Rachel

______________________________________________
From: Bruce Young
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:51:38 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Anca Rowland
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:54:10 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comment for upcoming board meeting
External Email
Hello,
As a parent of two elementary age children I am concerned that you are considering
mandating Covid vaccines for children in school, and we the parents strongly oppose
such a mandate. If vaccines are as effective as they say, everyone should be free to
make their own decision. We now can see, after 2 years of living with many restrictions
that the spread hasn't slowed, but also the kids have gotten Covid, it looked like a mild
cold on them, they quickly recovered and now they have natural immunity. We ask that
you would prioritize the good of the children, and their mental health, and rather lift
restrictions, after such a long time, many already have immunity to the Covid virus, yet
we see mental health and anxiety getting worse in young children, please consider this,
and open the schools more, we advocate for local control, down to each school.
Thank you,
~Anca Rowland
Naches, Washington

______________________________________________
From: Caroline Anderson
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:05:00 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Amber Settle
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:17:12 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Erin Abrigo
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:28:33 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Amanda Wiser
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:09:52 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
1. Children have very little, if any risk at having serious Illness from Covid. My kids had it
and were all asymptomatic
2. It’s up to us, the parents, to decide what we think is best for our children. Not for
some governor/mandate to tell us what is best for them.
3. We do not know long term effects of this vaccine. There are NO long term studies. We
have no idea what the consequences of this shot will be.
4. I know more people who have had adverse affects to the vaccine than those who have
had serious illness from Covid. Covid is safer than the vaccine.
5. Washington will lose a lot of good people. We will move to other states.
6. The shot doesn’t prevent you from getting Covid, spreading Covid or dying from Covid.
So it doesn’t make sense to get it to “protect others”. That’s a lie and a talking point that
has been proven wrong a thousand times over!

______________________________________________
From: DAVID JONES
Sent: 1/7/2022 1:50:40 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Carmen Allum
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:16:23 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
This shot is still experimental and the side effects of the shot far outweigh the small
benefit since children are at such a low risk.
This mandate is an extreme overreach of your legal authority.
This mandate pushes an injection without informed consent or consideration of natural
immunity!

Sent from my T-Mobile 4G LTE Device

______________________________________________
From: Amanda Bradshaw
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:01:51 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: COVID vaccine requirement
External Email
Dear esteemed members of the board,
I urge you to refrain from making COVID vaccinations required in our K-12 education at
this time. These vaccines are still so new, and it is unclear at this time how long the
immune response will protect them. With the omicron variant it is clear that many
continue to pass and contract COVID despite their vaccination status.
At this time it appears children are not in a high risk category should they contract
COVID, and requiring them to be vaccinated against COVID at seems premature, as we
do not clearly understand the benefit of these vaccines in the younger age groups. In
adults, it is clear that these vaccines are of benefit, particularly in high risk groups. We
do not currently require flu vaccinations for school attendance. Yet we urge all, but
particularly high risk populations, to get their flu vaccine.
At this time it appears that we will not eradicate COVID-19, even for the vaccinated. It
also appears that this current omicron variant may be less severe, as far as symptoms,
but more contagious. Until we better understand the immunity gained, how long it lasts
and against what variants, I urge you to refrain from requiring from vaccinations for
children in order to attend school.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
AB

______________________________________________
From: Dave Hobbs
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:59:38 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Carrie Johnson
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:53:20 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Alfred Esposito
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:35:09 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cassandra Haynes
Sent: 1/7/2022 3:24:21 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Audrey Lee
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:16:34 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Amy Knapp
Sent: 1/6/2022 12:55:26 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
This is sickening and unconstitutional to force anything.. We don't know the long term
affects of this vaccine and you are putting innocent lives at risk by mandating this!!

______________________________________________
From: Christina Konrad
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:29:09 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Claudia branham
Sent: 1/6/2022 3:10:43 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons: We are not a Socialist, Marxist country. No
mandatory shots mandates for anyone, especially children. More children and young
adults die of the shot, than die of the disease.
Blessings,

Claudia Branham

Sent from Mail
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.microsoft.com%2Ffwlink%2F%
for Windows 10

______________________________________________
From: Dwayne Goins
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:59:40 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: COVID mandate for children
External Email
WA STATE ELECTED OFFICIALS --

I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or
childcare in our State for the following Reasons:

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid and there are no long-term studies to
document any history of safety. Studies do now document that vaccinated and
unvaccinated can both transmit Covid, therefore, the vaccine does not stop the spread of
the disease and at this point is merely a “medical treatment.” Medical treatments or
vaccines are private and personal medical decisions that need to be made between
parents and medical providers for what is best for our children. The government,
department of health, or schools do not have the authority to mandate / force medical
decisions upon our children that supersede parent's rights/choices. This is a violation of
our constitutional rights as American citizens and I OPPOSE and request this is
immediately halted!

Concerned Parent/Citizen,

Dwayne Goins
Kent, WA 98030

______________________________________________
From: Cyndi Weathers
Sent: 1/6/2022 3:31:36 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
*
*
*
*
Covid,
*

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
therefore,
The vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of the disease

Regards,
Cyndi
Get Outlook for Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fghei36&data=04%7C0

______________________________________________
From: Chunge2ohana
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:59:51 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: COVID Policies
External Email
Our family would like to express our disapproval of the proposed COVID Policies that are
overreaching and immoral. We stand against these proposed WAC's: WAC246-100-070,
WAC246-100-045, WAC246-100-040, WAC246-100, WAC246-105.
Respectfully, Jesse Babauta
Sent from my T-Mobile 4G LTE Device

______________________________________________
From: Eric Scroggins
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:21:49 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: COVID 19 Vaccine Mandate for School Children

attachments\765893F113114150_image001.png
External Email
Greetings,

I wanted to submit my comment for consideration during your January 12th Meeting.

I believe this is an absolutely absurd requirement for our children that has the potential
to greatly impact them in a negative way. I would like to remind you that:

1.
2.
3.
4.
Covid,
5.

Children are at EXTREMELY low risk for Covid
The vaccines are still only EUA
There are no long term studies to document any history of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
therefor,
The vaccine apparently does not stope the spread of the disease

Thank you for your consideration and I urge you to stop this action.

Thank you!

______________________________________________
From: Andrew Stachofsky
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:27:10 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Bonnie Duran
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:44:04 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Don Fisk
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:19:32 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Chantel Parker
Sent: 1/7/2022 3:45:30 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Hailey Criswell
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:57:29 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Danielle Meenach
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:58:03 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Geneva Wilson
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:22:45 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Abigael Marquez
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:42:42 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid Policies
External Email
I oppose the Board’s formation of a Technical Advisory Group (TAG) to review
information about COVID-19 shots for consideration of mandating the shots for school. I
oppose COVID-19 shot mandates and Covid-19 policies period!
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Chelsea Simmet
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:10:56 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cathleen Rieck
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:19:28 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Ashley Reguindin
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:31:51 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Ashley Burmeister
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:37:44 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: galen
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:03:31 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
– According to the CDC children have an extremely low chance of being infected by Covid
with nearly 99.997% chance of recovery if they do contract it.
– We have been given no information about the content of the vaccines due to their EUA
status so the RISKS FAR OUTWAY THE BENEFITS. Our students are not guinea pigs.
– People are waking up to the fact that we have been by Dr. Fauci and the CDC that
"they were 100% effective and safe” for months which is a COMPLETE LIE!
– Current VAERS statistics report to date over 1 MILLION Adverse Events in the US with
over 21,000 vaccine deaths and is quickly rising! Medical experts claim this could be only
1-10% of the actual count due to it is more based on voluntary reporting.
– More people are dying from the covid vaccines now than the Covid virus itself and its
variants so why is this even being considered? This make no sense! It’s nonsense!
– More people have died from these vaccines to date than any other of the vaccines
COMBINED! Young athletes are collapsing and dropping dead in sports fields, courts and
arenas around the world at an alarming rate with myocarditis and pericarditis. This
cannot be hidden from the public much longer! The people are waking up to the truth
and you must decide who’s side you are on.
– Your endorsing of mandatory vaccines knowing the risk and dangers that these
vaccines pose to our children and school staff is GENOCIDE and your complicity mandate
this WOULD NOT exempt you! It didn’t at Nuremberg!
Respectfully,
Larry Galen Larson
Mount Vernon, WA

______________________________________________
From: Breezy Winkle
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:26:49 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments on Agenda for the 1/12 Board of Health Meeting
External Email
Good afternoon,
Please consider my comments below. I am a hard-working, single parent that lives,
works and volunteers in the state of Washington.
I am sincerely opposed to making the COVID-19 vaccine mandatory for school admission
or childcare in our state.

The Covid vaccine does not prevent transmission, which can be seen by the number of of
cases in vaccinated individuals, and stated by the CDC director:
https://www.cnn.com/2021/08/05/health/us-coronavirus-thursday/index.html
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cnn.com%2F2021%2F08%2
coronavirusthursday%2Findex.html&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cc0643a166eb545506ecf08d9d21c
.
The Covid vaccine does not prevent infection, which is seen in the high number of
"breakthrough" cases among the vaccinated. This was seen in Barnstable County, MA
where 74% of the people involved and tested positive were vaccinated.
Both infection and transmission are not preventable by the vaccine, only severe disease
and hospitalization. Requiring this vaccine of school-aged children does not prevent harm
to them. This vaccine is a personal health decision that should be allowed to be made by
each family for their own child. These vaccines are only a personal treatment choice and
should not be a public health measure.
Thank you for your consideration,
Breezy Winkle
(509)240-3922

______________________________________________
From: Aziza Bell
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:48:25 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: cissyhancock@juno.com
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:38:21 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
To Whom It May Concern,
I have been informed of the upcoming WSBOH meeting where there are proposals that I
am opposed to and would like my voice heard. On the subject of making COVID-19
vaccinations a requirement for school age children in order for them to attend in person
classrooms or childcare centers in Washington State I am strongly opposed for the
following reasons:
*studies now show that both vaccinated and non-vaccinated can both transmit Covid as
well as contract it, and children are at an extremely low risk for Covid
*being vaccinated doesn't stop the spread of Covid as both vaxed and non-vaxed are
testing positive
*the vaccine is still only authorized for emergency use
*there are no long term studies documenting any history of safety with the vaccine in
children or adults
I am so confused as to why Washington State is pushing this vaccine so hard, especially
in children. I understand we already have vaccine requirements for things such as MMR,
chicken pox, whooping cough, etc. Those are different than Covid which is by definition
an acute respiratory infection. We don't have yearly flu vaccine requirements so why
would we be required to do it with Covid? Again, I am very confused and sincerely hope
our WSBOH and state officials listen to the citizens and our concerns.
I also want it noted that I am also opposed to the proposal to allow local health officers
to use law enforcement to force an emergency order to detain people in an isolated
quarantine facility for not complying with exams, testing, or treatment.
Thank you,
Cynthia Hancock

______________________________________________
From: BRIAN C ROBILLARD
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:06:06 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
There is absolutely NO reason to mandate these EUA shots for the least vulnerable in our
communities. Throughout the pandemic, the most vulnerable are the elderly and those
with preexisting conditions or comorbidities. Quit ignoring the data that clearly shows
that most people under the age of 50 are not at great risk of dying from any COVID
variant thus far, especially children.
In what world is it okay to inject experimental drugs into children when the risks of
contracting the virus and suffering severe illness is infinitesimal. These children are at
greater risk of developing a severe reaction to the ingredients in the shot.
I am not anti-vaccine, but there is NO reasonable explanation for mandating these
injections. Other childhood vaccinations are not under EUA and have had the long term
studies done to verify their safety and effectiveness.
Just because we are bombarded with the words "Safe and effective" does not mean that
these shots are "Safe and effective." We should not be taking any chances with our
young healthy population.
We have been led to believe so many things during this pandemic that have turned out
to be false, including the efficacy of these shots and their ability to do what they were
supposed to do. If that was the case, the term "vaccine" would not have been redefined
from preventing disease to just preventing serious illness or death. We wouldn't be
having the conversations regarding endless booster shots. We wouldn't be discussing the
fact that Omicron doesn't care what your vaccination status is. It is proven that injection
does not equate to inability to catch or pass on the virus.
The truth is that these children do NOT need to be required to have these injections. We
all should have the right to determine whether or not some EUA injection is something
that we want to risk for ourselves or our children.
I implore you to use your critical thinking skills and do the right thing, which is to "follow
the science" and acknowledge that these children are NOT at great risk of severe illness
or death. Why require them to get this injection knowing that is the case? Be courageous
and stand up for the rights of everybody.
Thank you.
Brian Robillard
Husband, Father and Proud American
253-606-7717
btkkr@comcast.net <mailto:btkkr@comcast.net>

______________________________________________
From: Brittany Ruiz
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:50:25 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
*
*
*
*
Covid,
*

children are at extremely low risk for Covid
The vaccines are still only emergency use authorized
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
therefore,
The vaccine apparently does not stop thespread of the disease

______________________________________________
From: Amanda Stroh
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:22:39 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: britt lew
Sent: 1/7/2022 3:22:01 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
The vaccine does not prevent people from getting the virus. It is solely an experiment for
other purposes.
Children can handle the virus without hospitalization. I know this because my children
have had it and it was a breeze for them to get through.
Its against our countries constitution and takes away our free choice. It threatens
everything America was built on.

______________________________________________
From: Glenn Goddard
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:02:50 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or
childcare in our State for the following Reasons:
As already codified in state law RCW 28A.210.060, mandated vaccines are
for “vaccine-preventable diseases”; it has been widely proven that the
current COVID-19 treatment is in no way a disease preventer. Also per
section 28A.210.010, the current law requires individuals that who have
been exposed to a contagious disease shall be considered dangerous to
public health; in this section there is no exemption for those that have
received the experimental Covid treatment. This would imply that
individuals that received the COVID-19 treatment must also be tested; in
fact, those that have received the treatment appear to have a greater
probability of transmitting the disease and therefore should be tested
more frequently then those not receiving the treatment.
The term experimental COVID-19 treatment is correctly used since no
COVID-19 treatment has received final FDA approval. The closest
treatment to approval is not even a treatment available inside of the
United States of America. RCW 69.41.110.(4).(b) states that
substitutions for approved treatments must be identical to previously
approved treatments.
The Health Board should review the powers assigned to local school
boards and specifically to parents / guardians of children in schools.
RCW 28.330.100 clearly states “...children shall not be required to
submit to vaccination against the will of their parents or guardian.”
The definition of ‘vaccination’ has been attempted to be changed by the
CDC (not a legislative body, therefore not allow to make laws or change
them) so that the COVID-19 treatment falls under the definition of
vaccine. The legal definition of vaccination from 26 U.S. Code § 4132
is “any substance designed to be administered to a human being for the
prevention of 1 or more diseases” (as otherwise mentioned the COVID-19
treatment is not designed or intended to prevent any disease). Even a
skeptic can see that this is unethical at best or a violation of the
1947 Nuremberg Code which with no uncertainty states that consent to
medical experimentation / treatment must be informed consent. With the
FDA stating it will take 70 plus years to release the relative
documents, no rational individual can consider this treatment ethical if
forced measures or coercion is involved.
Sincerely,
Glenn Goddard (Parent)

______________________________________________
From: D’AGOSTINO Elyse
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:31:56 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Angela Schmeil
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:46:31 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dennis Carlton
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:24:38 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: George Miller
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:48:00 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Chelsea Anderson
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:40:32 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
The vaccine obviously doesn’t work when 90% of Seattle is vaccinated however all these
vaccinated people are still getting it.
I will pull my children from public school at the drop of pin and move out of this state if
this ever becomes a requirement.
Sincerely,
Chelsea Anderson

______________________________________________
From: Diana Demyanyuk
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:21:19 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Christina Wimbles
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:31:33 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Erika Kernodle
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:46:41 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Emily Davidson
Sent: 1/7/2022 4:04:53 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Gretchen
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:09:08 AM
To: DOH WSBOH,Grellner, Keith (DOHi),boblutz@wsu.edu,DOH Secretary's Office
Cc:
Subject: RE: COVID Vaccination for Children in WA state
External Email
January 7, 2022
Washington State Board of Health
PO Box 47990 Olympia, WA 98504-7990
(360) 236 - 4110 wsboh@sboh.wa.gov
Keith Grellner, Chair
Tom Pendergrass, Vice Chair
Stephen Kutz, Health and Sanitation & Native American Tribes
Elisabeth L. Crawford, Elected Official, WA State Cities
Vazaskia Crockrell, Consumer of Health Care
Temple Lentz, Elected Official, WA State Counties
Fran Bessermin, Consumer of Health Care
Bob Lutz, Local Health Officer
Umair A. Shah, MD, MPH, Secretary, Dept. of Health
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Thank you for taking the time to consider the health and welfare of the children of our
state. We know that this is an important decision before you, as you consider whether or
not to make COVID vaccinations mandatory for children to attend schools. Here are some
things to consider:
1. The Corona Virus has a 99.% recover rate among children, so it does not make
scientific or logical sense to make this a mandate. Historically there is zero precedent for
such a move.
2. Naturally acquired immunity is optimal, stops transmission of the illness and fortifies
human immunity.
3. On the contrary, the manufacturers of the drug trial vaccine say that the vaccine will
not prevent infection, nor prevent transmission; AND there has been inadequate time
and research-it’s unwise to mandate something that has not been fully vetted, especially
in our children.
4. The opinion of the both of us is that the DOH should not mandate/force us parents to
vaccinate our children against a virus that 99.% recover well from. We believe that this
vaccine is unsuitable and puts children's lives and future health in grave danger. Please
DO NOT make this COVID vaccine mandate for schools or for our children in Washington
state.
5. We are praying for God to make His will clear and protect our children from an
unnecessary and untested, even dangerous vaccine that has many known and unknown
ill affects.
Keep looking up!

Tom and Gretchen Sill

______________________________________________
From: Gina Hawley
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:17:25 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Evelyn DeVries
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:28:42 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Carlos Herrera
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:58:58 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons: Childs should not received the shot they are strong,
and also do not overlook the high risk of MIOCARDITYS that it is happen to young
people, so MOST DEFINITELY NO VAX MANDATE for our child's it is a crime.

______________________________________________
From: Fred Shepard
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:07:14 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Alena Beloborodyy
Sent: 1/7/2022 3:07:22 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Anna Senchenko
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:30:50 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Duana Coalman
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:01:13 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
*
*
*
*
Covid,
*

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
therefore,
The vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of the disease

<https://ui.icontact.com/assets/1px.png>
<https://ui.icontact.com/assets/1px.png>

<https://ui.icontact.com/assets/1px.png>

______________________________________________
From: Carol Love
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:17:20 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
People have choices in the country a mandate is not a law you can't force anyone to take
a shot especially a child no one nows the consequences long term about the covid 19
shot. It's unconstitutional and not lawful what your doing to people. We have a
constitution in this country follow it to a tee. It's our law to follow in the USA.

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone

______________________________________________
From: Daniel Forsman
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:49:47 AM
To: DOH WSBOH,Davis, Michelle (SBOH),Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH),Hoff, Christy Curwick
(SBOH),Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH),Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH),Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH),Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH),Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH),Schreiber, Tracy N
(SBOH),Haag, Hannah R (SBOH),Kahler, Kelie (SBOH),Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: ACF4F9DC-A5F7-400B-A83B-AC2C27AA9812
External Email
Good morning!
We could not be more serious about the topic of this e-mail! We are 100% opposed to
any medical mandates regarding Covid or any issue for that matter. The United States of
America is a free country and what these new WAC laws propose threatens that for all of
us.
Part of being free is the ability to make your own decisions regarding your own body!
Natural immunity has been ignored here along with virus reporting. What you are
proposing is forward push to communism, and we will not sit by and let it happen.
Please take a stand for Washington state’s freedom, the United States freedom, and the
worlds freedom! History rests on your decision!
Respectfully,
The Forsmans
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Dave Copeland
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:41:21 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
There are no long-term studies to show the safety of the shots.
It should be an individual medical decision.
The vaccines are only classified as EUA.
Sincerely,
Mr. William D. Copeland

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:22:23 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: COMMUNISTIC COVID19 INTERNMENT CAMPS. MANDATORY COVID19
EXPERIMENTAL VACCINES

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: Debbie Baril <debaril76@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 11:05 AM
To: Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>; nathanial.thai@sboh.wa.gov;
Haag, Hannah R (SBOH) <Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>; Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH)
<Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>; Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
<Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>; Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH)
<samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
<Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
<Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH) <Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>;
Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: COMMUNISTIC COVID19 INTERNMENT CAMPS. MANDATORY COVID19
EXPERIMENTAL VACCINES

External Email
The powers that be are USING YOU AS PUPPETS. You are doing their dirty work! Do you
really want to be instrumental in the United States of America becoming communistic. Do
you even care about you children and grandchildren living under communism? This is
what you are doing if you support these camps and mandates. You know how many
people have died or permanently injured from these experimental jabs. Think for
yourself. Don't let these powers think for you. You are in your employment positions to
protect America from communism. Are you doing your part keeping Washingtonian free?
When you face God on your judgment day will God say "Well done, good and faithful
servant?"
You are in my prayers to do what is right for America.
Thank you,
Debbie Baril
One email didn't go through so I will fix it but this is what I sent.
Show quoted text

______________________________________________
From: Cliff Vandehey
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:49:25 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons: That's against the call state constitution mandate
these vaccinations. Follow the science is not healthy for children.

______________________________________________
From: Dexter Sarah
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:21:38 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Debbie Schneider
Sent: 1/6/2022 11:08:57 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Children are at an extremely low risk for covid 19 and at this time the covid shots are
doing more harm than the disease to school age children. On the CDC website the VEARS
is showing this to be true.
Debbie

______________________________________________
From: Donna Hoyt
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:55:01 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Haley Gibson
Sent: 1/7/2022 3:33:13 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid policies
External Email
As an American citizen of the United States of America, I am against any and all Covid
policies as it is unethical and against each individuals constitutional rights.

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.onelink.me%2F107872968%3F

______________________________________________
From: Brandie Herbert
Sent: 1/6/2022 2:40:10 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
1) Does not affect them like adults. The risk is extremely minimal and their chance of
contracting, then recovering with natural immunity is very high. (Much like chicken pox,
would seem to be better they were exposed and early to obtain that immunity.)
2) The current vaccine has too many side effects and not enough research. Why would
anyone unnecessarily risk a child’s life for an experiment.
3) It is unconstitutional to force or require anyone to receive medical treatment they do
not wish to have!!
Brandie Durre

______________________________________________
From: Alison Grinberg
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:33:10 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid 19 vaccine for children
External Email
To whom it may concern,
I am completely against the vaccine for children. Children are the least impacted and we
have no idea what the long term effects are. In today’s day and age we should be
making informed decision based on data. There is no data to show what will happen to
kids if we make this vaccine mandatory. Please reconsider this act asap.
Thank you,
Alison Grinberg
-Alison Grinberg

______________________________________________
From: Carl Hillis
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:27:24 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Children have a very low rate of infection.
There are no long term studies to know what effects the vaccine may have on children.
Covid-19 can be spread or caught by those fully vaccinated or unvaccinated.
If my grandchildren are forced to be vaccinated to attend school they will either privately
schooled or home schooled.
THEY WILL NOT BE GETTING THE COVID-19 VACCINE!!!
Carl Hillis

______________________________________________
From: George Harter
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:07:59 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid Policy Opposition
External Email

I wanted to send in my opposition to the proposed Covid policies that will be discussed
on January 12th, 2022, in a meeting at the Washington State Board of Health.

The proposed isolation of non-complying individuals and families into State Facilities who
refuse to comply with requests for medical examination, testing, treatment, counseling,
vaccination, including the Covid-19 injections as part of school immunization
requirements, is reprehensible and unconscionable.

It is very evident after a year of Covid-19 vaccinations, that they are having the opposite
effect. There are 24 Covid patients at Central Washington Hospital in Wenatchee, WA on
January 6th, 2022, (https://www.confluencehealth.org/patient-information/covid-19what-you-need-to-know/with
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.confluencehealth.org%2Fpat
information%2Fcovid-19-what-you-need-toknow%2Fwith&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C7dc5674753c240b2638108d9d200132f%7C
) eleven of them are partially vaccinated and 13 fully vaccinated. If the vaccines are
more effective than natural immunity then why are the hospitals full of people who’ve
taken the experimental gene therapy? It is clear that God-given natural immunity is
superior to man-made gene therapy, yet these rules being proposed would punish those
who believe in natural immunity.
Please vote NO on anything that takes away the liberty our founding fathers fought and
died for in the founding of this great country!

Sincerely,

George A. Harter

George Harter
Vice President - Marketing

CMI Orchards, LLC
(509) 888-3415 (office)
(509) 860-2541 (cell)
2525 Euclid Ave, Wenatchee WA 98801

www.cmiorchards.com
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.cmiapples.com%2F&data=04%

______________________________________________
From: Brittany Simon
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:54:06 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Allen Peterson
Sent: 1/6/2022 2:03:01 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid 19 shots for kids
External Email
It is a proven medical FACT that covid-19 does not effect children in the same way it
effects older people. Therefore, it is immoral to force children to obtain this shot.
PLEASE, do NOT pass this law.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Allen Peterson
scubalasvegas@yahoo.com

______________________________________________
From: annalisesmom46
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:40:48 PM
To: DOH WSBOH,Davis, Michelle (SBOH),Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH),Hoff, Christy Curwick
(SBOH),Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH),Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH),Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH),Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH),Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH),Schreiber, Tracy N
(SBOH),Haag, Hannah R (SBOH),Kahler, Kelie (SBOH),Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: 854AD353-5D3B-4A14-B300-5950CA62F39B
External Email

No COVID vaccine available in the United States has received FDA approval. All available
vaccines, including the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine, are being administered under an
Emergency Use Authorization. The only “approved” COVID 19 vaccine is Comirnaty, and
it is not available in the United States and there is no anticipated date for its availability.
(This “smoke and mirrors” approach by the FDA is the subject of numerous lawsuits and
a Federal Judge recently rejected Pfizer’s claim that the 2 products are interchangeable:
Federal Judge Rejects DOD Claim That Pfizer EUA and Comirnaty Vaccines Are
‘Interchangeable’ • Children's Health Defense (childrenshealthdefense.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fchildrenshealthdefense.org%2F&da
) Since EUA products cannot be mandated per the Nuremberg Code, this alone should be
enough to stop consideration of making vaccines mandatory.
2. Children are statistically at zero risk of dying from COVID. Their survival rate is in the
range of 99.997-99.998 <tel:99.997-99.998> % or, put another way, their risk of dying
with COVID is less than 2 in every 1,000,000 children. The very few children who are
listed as COVID deaths did not die OF COVID, but rather WITH COVID as anyone being
admitted to a hospital nowadays is tested. I challenge the Washington State Board of
Health to show medical records for even one child who has died OF COVID. Where there’s
no risk, there can be no benefit.

3. No one knows the long term risks of these vaccines. You may remember that one of
the members of the FDA Advisory Committee infamously said, “We are never going to
learn about how safe thie vaccine is until we start giving it” Dr. Eric Ruben, Editor in
Chief NEJM The studies Pfizer conducted were woefully underpowered. This is an analysis
of 10 Red Flags associated with Pfizer’s studies: Ten red flags in the FDA’s risk-benefit
analysis of Pfizer’s EUA application to inject American children 5 to 11 with its mRNA
product – Commentary – America's Frontline Doctors (americasfrontlinedoctors.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Famericasfrontlinedoctors.org%2F&d
)
Force vaccinating healthy children for a disease that doesn’t affect them to make adults
feel safe is a new low for humanity. Please do the right thing and do not require these
vaccinations for school age children.
Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone

______________________________________________
From: Adam Griffith
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:59:49 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Candace Porter
Sent: 1/7/2022 3:08:43 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: DeAnn Taylor
Sent: 1/6/2022 2:50:34 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
The shot does not guarantee you won’t get COVID.
Each person and family should be able to decide if they are to get this shot or not.
Is this just for the sake of having the shot? What real protection it provides is not a sure
thing you can still get COVID.
Our bodies were made to fight viruses naturally. Why mess with What God has designed.

Sent from my iPad

______________________________________________
From: Emily Norgren
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:26:41 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cheryl Savovic
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:44:47 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Carlin Nelson
Sent: 1/7/2022 3:30:54 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Gerald Michael
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:49:12 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Debbie Hill
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:13:13 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Communicable and Other Certain Diseases rules hearing
External Email
I want to join the countless other parents and grandparents who object to a vaccine
mandate for our kids. There are many reasons why these vaccines should be a family
decision rather than a mandated requirement. I'll briefly list a few of these reasons:
1 The vaccines are not without severe risk. Those risks have to be weighed against the
potential benefits. For kids, the data clearly says the virus risks are low for kids and they
appear to be getting even lower with new viral strains.
2 Many kids already have natural immunity which is proving to be incredibly resilient.
Adding vaccines on top of that is both unnecessary and comes with risks.
3 Many families have suffered from vaccine-induced illnesses including, but not limited to
anaphylaxis, vaccine-induced thrombotic thrombocytopenia, myopericarditis, and
Guillain-Barré syndrome. Forcing families to vaccinate their kids after seeing those
symptoms is a perverse form of torture in violation of the Nuremberg Code.
4 Our public schools are not popular right now and private school enrollment has
dramatically increased. Vaccine mandates will only further force families into alternative
options like homeschooling.
5 The current vaccines don't solve the transmission problem as we've seen with fully
vaccinated environments like cruise ships.
6 We don't have long-term studies of these therapies.
7 Data suggests transmission in schools is very low.
8 The decision to vaccinate should be between a family and their doctor, not a one-sizefits-all state requirement.
9 Milder, but contagious strains like omicron will increase natural immunity which
continues to be the most resilient defense.
10 Infertility is a possible side effect
11 No allowance for natural immunity which is the best option as they have mild
symptoms
Thank you”

______________________________________________
From: Eric Inouye
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:55:11 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
To Whom iIt May Concern:
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
1) The shots are not vaccines, by definition, and have not undergone testing required for
vaccines;
2) children are the least affected by COVID-19;
3) This mandate is neither a regulation nor a law; and
4) what you are proposing to do violates the Nuremberg code.
Respectfully submitted,
Eric K. Inouye
415 Union Avenue
Steilacoom, WA 98388

______________________________________________
From: Amanda Kime
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:24:44 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Geoff & Michelle Anderson
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:02:52 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
- kids are extremely low risk for COVID and have very minor symptoms when they get it
- we don't know the long term affects of this vaccine and our kids have their whole lives
before them
In my opinion, there is no reason for kids to be vaccinated for something that is not
threatening to them!
Thanks you,
Michelle Anderson

______________________________________________
From: Dmytro Tkach
Sent: 1/7/2022 3:32:09 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Alicia Marie Puryear
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:14:45 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Donna Adams
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:19:34 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dixie Aichele
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:48:07 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Courtney Henson
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:53:59 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: C Shanks
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:25:13 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Applying WAC to COVID
External Email
Hello,

I’m writing to express my absolute opposition to adding COVID to the WAC Infectious
Disease Codes. COVID in general, and Omicron in particular, are not worthy of being
added to these Codes.

Omicron may be contagious, but it is also extremely mild.

The COVID jabs are significantly more dangerous to children than COVID is, and I believe
the reason for wanting to add them to the children’s schedule is so that the pharma
companies will be legally immune for legal damages (COVID jabs are already Orders of
Magnitude more deadly than all vaccinations combined… once the Emergency Use
Authorizations expire, pharma will be legally responsible for the damage they are
causing… unless of course they get the jabs on the children’s schedule, then they will be
immune… there is a reason they aren’t bringing Corminaty to the US, and we all know
it…).

I hope that your Board will reject Corporate Profits and Politics.

People matter more than Money.

Sincerely,
CS

“What we do now echoes in eternity” – Marcus Aurelius

Sent from Mail
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.microsoft.com%2Ffwlink%2F%
for Windows

______________________________________________
From: Carla Gordon
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:39:35 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid 19 Vax Requirement
External Email
Hello,
I wanted to let you know that I support a Covid 19 vaccine requirement for schools. I
believe it is a necessary step to help slow/ stop the spread of the virus in schools and
provide a safe environment for personnel and students.
Sincerely,
Carla Gordon
Spokane County Resident

______________________________________________
From: Eatonville WAPA
Sent: 1/6/2022 12:45:34 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
These shots are of no health value to the vast majority of human beings, especially
children:
-they do not stop you from getting the virus
-they do not stop you from spreading the virus
-in some studies, these shots actually harm your immune system
-these shots are still Emergency Use Authorization
-no long-term studies have been done to prove safety or efficacy, and the original control
group was destroyed, so that won't happen
-reported medical side effects are more dangerous to more people than the proposed
benefits are to those targeted for injection
-we should only be injecting the vulnerable, kids are the least of these
Sincerely,
SJ Thirtyacre

______________________________________________
From: Etta Friesen
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:26:22 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: D00dBr0S3F420
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:13:51 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
You know they don't work. You can't not know. It's apparent to anyone who looks into it.
Ignorance will not be an excuse when people are held responsible for harming children.
Scores of young people have already been injured, and those responsible will be held to
account by the law.
If you want to add yourselves to that list of criminals, then vote to forcefully coerce a
gene therapy biological product on children.
Democrats are child abusers.

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:40:36 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Covid vaccincation recommendation

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: amy koeplin <amy_koeplin@msn.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 1:30 PM
To: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Covid vaccincation recommendation

External Email
Hello --

I am vehemently opposed to a covid vaccination mandate for Washinton State school-age
children. That is a gross abuse of power. The decision to vaccinate or not for covid should
only be made by parents and their children's doctors. Government has no place in that
decision for this particular virus.

Amy Culley
Parent of three Washington state school-aged children

______________________________________________
From: Alexander Sauceda
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:18:59 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Christina Jeromchek
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:39:46 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: David Lewis
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:16:21 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
1. Children's bodies are in life development stages and we have no experience as to the
long term harm or good these shots may have upon things like their ability to reproduce,
etc.
2. Unvaccinated people, especially children, provide future researchers with controls to
compare long term benefits vs. costs.
3. Mandating will alienate many people who are, for one reason or another, resistant to
being vaccinated against their will or personal judgement.
4. Some people, like myself, have had negative reactions to flu and virus type vaccines
and
5. Mandating these shots among our youth is unnecessary considering children are at
extremely low risk.
Please do the right thing,
Sincerely,
D.C. Lewis

______________________________________________
From: George Vigeland
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:50:32 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Amber Belanger
Sent: 1/6/2022 12:29:37 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
*
*
*
*
Covid,
*

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
therefore,
The vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of the disease

Amber Belanger, LMHC, NCC, MHP
Compass Counseling Services, PLLC
2910 S Meridian, Suite 202
Puyallup, WA 98373
Phone: 253-948-4830
Fax: 253-251-0660
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: The information contained in this e-mail message is intended
only for the personal & confidential use of the recipient(s) named above. If the reader of
this message is not the intended recipient or an agent responsible for delivering it to the
intended recipient, you are hereby notified that you have received this document in error
and that any review, dissemination, distribution, or copying of this message is strictly
prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please immediately notify
the sender of this e-mail, and delete the original message.

______________________________________________
From: Amber Musgrave
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:13:41 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dana C
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:11:07 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Diane Burkhalter
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:14:46 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Daniel Secrist
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:49:14 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: alfredo.suarez93
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:25:38 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
*
*
*
*
Covid,
*

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
therefore,
The vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of the disease

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone

______________________________________________
From: Erin Jones
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:52:21 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Doug Fearing
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:58:14 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Elizabeth Palmer
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:18:23 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Camillia Leppard
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:22:38 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Daniel Ungureanu
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:00:50 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Alyssa Lawrence
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:55:32 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Anna DeGidio-Huff
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:08:32 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dean Braunbeck
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:52:02 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dmytro Gavrylovskyy
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:27:56 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Corinne Ells
Sent: 1/6/2022 12:33:31 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
*
*
*
*
Covid,
*

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
therefore there is no reason to mandate these
The vaccine does not stop the spread of the disease

Thank you,
Corinne

______________________________________________
From: Bryan Long
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:24:18 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Candice Belcourt
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:24:31 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
The side effects are unknown
Children are a very low risk category.
The “vaccines” that are currently available are still not FDA approved.
The parents have a right to chose their children’s healthcare options and treatments.
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Brittany McCain
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:07:21 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Debra Schmitt
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:21:04 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Ashley Werner
Sent: 1/7/2022 1:16:46 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Elizabeth Roesch
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:29:18 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brooke Schuldt
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:02:55 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Curtis Dahl
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:53:50 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dillon Goins
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:39:22 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:

WA STATE ELECTED OFFICIALS --

I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid and there are no long-term studies to
document any history of safety. Studies do now document that vaccinated and
unvaccinated can both transmit Covid, therefore, the vaccine does not stop the spread of
the disease and at this point is merely a “medical treatment.” Medical treatments or
vaccines are private and personal medical decisions that need to be made between
parents and medical providers for what is best for our children. The government,
department of health, or schools do not have the authority to mandate / force medical
decisions upon our children that supersede parent's rights/choices. This is a violation of
our constitutional rights as American citizens and I OPPOSE and request this is
immediately halted!

Concerned Citizen,

Dillon Goins
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: DENNIS GLINES
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:21:27 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Caroline Timmins
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:59:04 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Alexander M.
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:45:27 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid policies
External Email
Mandating shots for children without any longterm safety data is completely irresponsible
and immoral.
Involuntarily detaining people who exercise their God-given freedoms - by choosing to
breathe WITHOUT obstruction, choosing NOT to be injected with something that has
documentable, adverse risks, nor submitting to questionable ‘testing’ that is rooted in
paranoia, echoes evil we’ve seen in history that apparently we did not learn from.
These proposals are not guided by altruism, health, or science, but rather
unconstitutional fascism. The fact it’s even on the table is disgusting.
Reject this nonsense. People can make their own health decisions. Enough is enough.
Alexander

______________________________________________
From: Dianna Kunze
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:09:48 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Catherine Titchenal
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:19:18 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brandon Bauer
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:31:15 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Catherine Jonasson Fitzgerald
Sent: 1/5/2022 8:43:58 AM
To: DOH WSBOH,Davis, Michelle (SBOH),Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH),Hoff, Christy Curwick
(SBOH),Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH),Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH),Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH),Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH),Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH),Schreiber, Tracy N
(SBOH),Haag, Hannah R (SBOH),Kahler, Kelie (SBOH),Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: Covid Vaccine for Children - Vote NO
External Email
Why on earth would you even consider requiring a vaccine that does not prevent the
spread of Covid or keep you from getting Covid? Especially a vaccine that only has the
Emergency Use Authorization as the approved vaccine is not available yet. AND with the
spike in people experiencing unusual health issues with “no explained cause” or “rare”
side effects. The risk of the vaccine severely outweighs the benefits. The known side
effect of forcing this vaccine on children will be a mass exodus of kids leaving the public
school system.
Do NOT force this on our precious children, it is not like other vaccines....it is not safe nor
effective.

Catherine Fitzgerald

______________________________________________
From: Carmen Mayo
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:00:29 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dedra Maxwell
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:30:29 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Abby Horak
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:37:45 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Allyson Halpin
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:47:46 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Re: Covid vaccine requirements
External Email
matthewr.halpin@gmail.com <mailto:matthewr.halpin@gmail.com>
On Fri, Jan 7, 2022 at 11:43 AM Allyson Halpin <allyson.halpin@gmail.com
<mailto:allyson.halpin@gmail.com> > wrote:
As a Washington parent and grandparent, I want to voice my concerns regarding
Covid vaccine requirements. The Covid vaccination should NOT be required for children
or teens for school attendance and childcare. The vaccine does not have long-term safety
data for children and children have shown to be at very low risk for serious illness or
death from Covid. Additionally, these vaccines currently have only emergency use
authorization.
Allyson Halpin
Mead, WA
509-290-9328

______________________________________________
From: Evelyn Lautenbach
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:13:12 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
This “vaccine”’ does NOT prevent the spread of Covid. Thousands of vaxxed people have
Covid and are very ill.
Vaxxed athletes are dropping dead like flies on the field!
Heart attacks, myocarditis, pericarditis, blood clots, strokes, neurological disorders,
cancer, etc have SKYROCKETED in vaxxed people.
My children and grandkids are precious to me, and I say NO to possibly putting their
health at risk. This is NOT FDA APPROVED!
NO!!!

______________________________________________
From: Charlton Lee
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:47:24 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Amanda Schwarz
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:44:21 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Brenda Hannaman
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:11:39 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
*
*
*
*
Covid,
*

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
therefore,
The vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of the disease

______________________________________________
From: Bryan Cox
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:55:10 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Andrea Jackson
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:10:17 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: 1/12/22 WA State Board of Health meeting - Public Comment
External Email
WA State Board of Health,
As a resident of Washington State, I feel compelled to express my deepest concern over
the recent discussions regarding COVID-19 and the proposed policies on agenda for the
1/12/22 meeting.
Myself and my family are vehemently opposed to the proposed policy that would allow
local health officers to utilize law enforcement to force an emergency order to
involuntarily detain a person or persons to be isolated in a quarantine facility following
refusal to voluntarily comply with requests for medical examination, testing, treatment,
counseling, and vaccination. This is a deliberate breach of my personal freedoms and I
am appalled that as a state, we are progressing in this fashion. This overreach of
government would propel us to vacate this state as we have watched so many others do.
On the topic of the proposal to require students in public school to receive the COVID-19
injection, I am equally outraged and opposed. If this policy passes we will most certainly
not enroll our children in the public education system. I know a substantial number of
other WA residents that will do the same and/or unenroll their existing students. In good
faith, I cannot support this proposal. I oppose this due to the follow factors:
-Children under the age of 19 have a 99.995% survival rate from COVID-19 infection
-COVID vaccines remain under Emergency Use Authorization
-Children have a higher chance of death or adverse reaction to COVID-19 vaccines than
COVID-19 itself
I also oppose the Board's formation of a Technical Advisory Group to review information
about COVID-19 shots for consideration of mandating the shots for school. I am in
complete opposition of any COVID-19 mandates, period.
I DO however support Informed Choice Washington's Petition for Rulemaking asking the
Board to establish a new rule that prohibits them from adding any Emergency Use
Authorized product or any licensed product that lacks completed Phase 3 trial studies, to
the school required list.
I would like to express my strongest objections to these proposed policies as a taxpaying citizen of WA state.
Respectfully,
Andrea Lockridge

Get Outlook for iOS
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fo0ukef&data=04%7C0

______________________________________________
From: D Liteful
Sent: 1/6/2022 12:40:28 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
If children were dying I’d support this but they aren’t and haven’t been throughout this
whole time.
They get sick they get better.
The few who have died had other health issues.
Forcing an unapproved shot onto our children makes no sense.
I’d also like to know why you are glossing over and not acknowledging the heart issues
related to these shots along with the deaths from the shots.
The number of children who’ve died from the shots is higher than those who’ve died from
the virus even with other health issues.
That logic is ridiculous.
Are you intentionally trying to maim or kill our children?
It is starting to seem like it now.
I no longer believe the in the fake narrative.
A real pandemic would have swept the world and killed millions.
It never happened.
You’ve made people afraid of the common flu and cold.
Congrats.
Not all of us believe that bull anymore.
Deanna Lyon.

______________________________________________
From: Brian States
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:42:08 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cynthia DeHope
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:36:19 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: craig knutson
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:03:32 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid policy
External Email
I am completely against all of the covid policies being discussed on your January 12
meeting. It’s a complete overreach and immoral. I’m surprised that it’s even being
discussed at all. This state is acting like nazi germany it’s embarrassing. Please do the
right thing and get rid of this nonsense.
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Damon Tompkins
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:16:38 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:53:49 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: BOH meeting January 12th

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov>
360-236-4105

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01%
| Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH%
|Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: O.J. Marston <askthebest@aol.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 10:11 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: BOH meeting January 12th

External Email
I would like to express my extreme opposition to implementation of a COVID 19 vaccine
requirement for schools in Washington State. item #8 on the agenda for January 12th
meeting.

1. No COVID vaccine available in the United States has received FDA approval. All
available vaccines, including the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine, are being administered under
an Emergency Use Authorization. The only “approved” COVID 19 vaccine is Comirnaty,
and it is not available in the United States and there is no anticipated date for its
availability. (This “smoke and mirrors” approach by the FDA is the subject of numerous
lawsuits and a Federal Judge recently rejected Pfizer’s claim that the 2 products are
interchangeable: Federal Judge Rejects DOD Claim That Pfizer EUA and Comirnaty
Vaccines Are ‘Interchangeable’ • Children's Health Defense (childrenshealthdefense.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fchildrenshealthdefense.org%2F&da
) Since EUA products cannot be mandated per the Nuremberg Code, this alone should be
enough to stop consideration of making vaccines mandatory.

2. Children are statistically at zero risk of dying from COVID. Their survival rate is in the
range of 99.997-99.998% or, put another way, their risk of dying with COVID is less than
2 in every 1,000,000 children. The very few children who are listed as COVID deaths did
not die OF COVID, but rather WITH COVID as anyone being admitted to a hospital
nowadays is tested. I challenge the Washington State Board of Health to show medical
records for even one child who has died OF COVID. Where there’s no risk, there can be
no benefit.

3. No one knows the long term risks of these vaccines. You may remember that one of
the members of the FDA Advisory Committee infamously said, “We are never going to
learn about how safe thie vaccine is until we start giving it” Dr. Eric Ruben, Editor in
Chief NEJM The studies Pfizer conducted were woefully underpowered. This is an analysis
of 10 Red Flags associated with Pfizer’s studies: Ten red flags in the FDA’s risk-benefit
analysis of Pfizer’s EUA application to inject American children 5 to 11 with its mRNA
product – Commentary – America's Frontline Doctors (americasfrontlinedoctors.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Famericasfrontlinedoctors.org%2F&d
)

Force vaccinating healthy children for a disease that doesn’t affect them to make adults
feel safe is a new low for humanity. Please do the right thing and do not require these
vaccinations for school age children.

I do want to encourage you to support item #11 on the agenda that Xavier Figueroa,
PhD, on behalf of ICWA, asks the Board to establish a new rule that prohibits them from
adding any Emergency Use Authorized (EUA) product, or any licensed product that lacks
completed Phase 3 trial studies, to the school required list.

Sincerely,
O.J. Marston
John L. Scott Real Estate
425-210-0744

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 12:56:54 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: comments for the 12 January board hearing

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov>
360-236-4105

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01%
| Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH%
|Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: Julia K <jvgendel@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 12:45 PM
To: DOH WSBOH <WSBOH@SBOH.WA.GOV>; Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
<Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>; Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH)
<Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>; Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
<Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>;
Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH) <kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
<Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>; Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
<Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>; Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH)
<Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
<Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>;
Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH) <Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: comments for the 12 January board hearing

External Email
Dear members of the board

I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State .

As a parent, and a member of the community, I implore you to please stop the push to
require Covid 19 vaccinations for ANY child in child care or school. Covid vaccines should
absolutely NOT be a requirement for our children! Children are at an extremely low risk
for Covid 19. The Covid 19 vaccines have n o long-term testing on adults and they have
even less testing on children. Covid 19 vaccines are not stopping the virus as many with
the vaccine are contracting and spreading C19. The vaccine has not been tested enough
to ensure its efficacy and safety in children. Requiring this vaccine does not protect our
children!
The disease burden in this case does not meet your criteria. There is NOT a significant
morbidity and/or mortality in at least some sub-set of the population. The survival rate is
well over 90% and even the long term effects of C19 do not represent a significant
amount. Additionally, this vaccine is not meeting your criteria because it is not reducing
the risk of person-to-person transmission.
As for the criteria of Implementation, the vaccine is NOT acceptable to the medical
community and the public. There is an extremely large amount of both the medical and
the general public who do NOT accept this vaccine as safe.
And finally in regard to vaccines effectiveness, this vaccine does not work. It is not on
the Recommended Childhood & Adolescent Immunization Schedule. It is not preventing
C19 nor is it preventing the spread of C19. The vaccine is not cost effective for our
nation. Perhaps it is cost effective or free or maybe even puts some money into the local
schools, but as a nation, it is destroying our financial position at an alarming rate.
"Experience to date with the vaccine containing this antigen demonstrates that it is safe
and has an acceptable level of side effects." Yeah. Not even close. Tell that to the parents
of the kids who are having heart attacks. Tell that to my friends who have had massive
auto immune flare ups and other medical issues arise immediately after their second
dose. This is not a safe vaccine for all people. Even the FDA board that was approving
those vaccines to they young kids did it with the impression that will be absolutely
voluntary and will never be mandated which CDC guaranteed. Will you take upon you the
responsibility for the health and well being on innocent children who you will be
subjecting to unknown risks in order to receive education which is an ingrained right of
every child? Will you create segregation and discrimination based on the medical choices
made?
Please PROTECT our children by NOT requiring a C19 vaccination to attend child care or
school.

Thank you,
Julia Kulyk

______________________________________________
From: Alissa Zavala
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:40:53 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dmitriy Krivda
Sent: 1/7/2022 1:42:05 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Alison Viebrock
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:29:02 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Claire Lapenski
Sent: 1/6/2022 2:52:40 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
*
*
*
*
Covid,
*

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
There are no long-term studies to document anyhistory of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
therefore,
The vaccine apparently does not stop thespread of the disease

Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Ashley Metzger
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:53:11 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Christian Mudgett
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:26:25 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Annette Nitz
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:00:59 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Amy Crump
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:53:05 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Alyssa Crockett
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:43:43 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Alan Gilbert
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:48:21 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Anne Anderson
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:50:37 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Amy Hendrickson
Sent: 1/6/2022 2:07:49 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
•There has not been enough testing or long term studies to make a truly informed
decision on risks verses benefits in relation to the covid vaccine and the illness itself.
•Where there is a risk of harm or injury, teachers, parents and students should all be
allowed the freedom to choose what they put in their body without fear or consequence
of losing their job or being expelled.
•Many parents, myself included, have moral objections to how this vaccine (and others)
was tested and the ingredients it contains.
COVID has a VERY low mortality rate and a vaccine is not only unnecessary but
potentially more harmful than contracting the virus and building up a wild form of
immunity.

Amy Hendrickson

______________________________________________
From: Erica Schindler
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:35:35 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
1. Children are minimally at risk of severe disease or illness. They are not mini adults and
should not be treated the same.
2. Covid -19 MRNA vaccinations are very new and we do not have long term research or
studies that show the safety and long term impacts on children that have a long life
ahead of them.
3. As the virus mutates to stay alive it becomes easier for humans to fight it and ends up
more like a cold. Cold viruses happen in our lives and bolster our immune system. We
are seeing this now with the new omicron variant.
Thank you for your time and please think of the children and their lives and future not
just those that are elderly.
sincerely, Erica

Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Brynlee Thompson
Sent: 1/6/2022 12:28:37 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
*
*
*
*
Covid,
*

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
therefore,
The vaccine apparently does not stop thespread of the disease

______________________________________________
From: Denise Kolva
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:50:58 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Austin Gilmore
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:59:23 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Children are Americans too
External Email
NO TO MANDATORY CHILDRENS VACCINATIONS. The vaccination doesn’t even stop the
spread of Covid, making me wonder what’s the end game here??
Austin Gilmore
Washington Resident and Tax Payer
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Craige Ambrose
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:22:59 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Eric Monge
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:35:01 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:

______________________________________________
From: Cherri Crain
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:02:56 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Frederick Foyston
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:50:24 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cathy Geddes
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:47:20 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Anna Stewart
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:00:10 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brenda Keith
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:10:22 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
1. Children are not at high risk to get Covid
2. There have not been long term studies to document the safety of the vaccineespecially in children.
3. Being fully vaccinated does not prevent a person from getting Covid as is evidenced by
the cruise ships where all passengers are fully vaccinated and yet there are outbreaks of
Covid
And but not least
4. Parents have the God given responsibility to care for their children and oversee their
well being - NOT THE STATE! Parents should not be forced to go against their judgement
or convictions concerning their child.
One further thought is the stress and fear being forced upon the children with such
policies is causing more damage to the children’s mental and emotional health than Covid
ever will.
A Concerned Citizen,
Brenda Keith
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: danielle mock
Sent: 1/5/2022 3:55:49 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid Vaccine
External Email
My name is Danielle Mock. I’m writing to disagree with forcing this vaccine on our
children. It’s not completely tested and I as a parent with 2 children in the Bethel School
District will not only pull my kids from any public school but help other parents to do so
also. I will absolutely pull my kids over this one issue even though there are absolutely
many reasons to do so. I don’t need to work my current job I can afford to live without
my job and instead homeschool my kids.
Danielle Mock

______________________________________________
From: Carol Brown
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:48:52 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Gaynor Huggins
Sent: 1/7/2022 4:41:49 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Alan Davis
Sent: 1/6/2022 3:45:02 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
The studies have been cut short and are not nearly long enough to provide true
risk/benefit decisions.
The myocardial risks are real, even if 1 out of 300 from these injections can get
myocarditis, that is too many. Please don't force this risk on our youth.
Forcing an injection that is now proven doesn’t stop the spread or prevent infection is
inhumane.
Thank you

______________________________________________
From: Catherine Haapala
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:04:04 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
This vaccine, or gene therapy, has no relevance.
If this was a safe and effective vaccine how come the vaccine manufacturers and the
government has zero liability.
Who’s going to pay for these children’s adverse reactions if they occur, not if but when
they occur? Is the school board? Because if they force this on children they better be
prepared for the consequences
Sent from my iPad

______________________________________________
From: Dakota Steiger
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:04:17 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Georgene Hulbrock
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:10:59 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
*
*
*
*
Covid,
*

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
therefore,
The vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of the disease

Our household will pull all our children from public school if the vaccine is made
mandatory for school admission!
Thank you,
Georgene Hulbrock (mom of 3)

Get Outlook for Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2FAAb9ysg&data=04%7C

______________________________________________
From: Anna Cramer
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:12:03 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Alecia Beckham
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:18:47 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Crystal Ludlow
Sent: 1/6/2022 12:34:35 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Child vaccines mandates
External Email
I am writing to express my strong opposition to mandating COVID vaccines for our
children, Elementary through High School. The cases for these age groups are relatively
low and the vaccine is still in emergency form. There is not enough research over the
long term affects of this vaccine and we could be jeopardizing the long term health of our
kiddos by mandating this vaccine.
Sincerely
Crystal Ludlow
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Doreen Rose
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:16:11 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Conner Hiatt
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:03:44 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cathy Duer
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:36:41 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Gregg Jonson
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:20:12 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Carley Barney
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:55:59 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Beth Kilcup
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:54:14 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Donald Olson
Sent: 1/7/2022 3:38:20 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Ashley Yorba
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:06:41 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Connie Alstead
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:20:43 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
The vaccines are not stopping transmission or disease as we have experienced illness in
our own family among vaccinated individuals. Covid will spread among vaccinated and
unvaccinated, and with that fact, whether or not to get the shot should be an individual
choice.
The studies on the covid vaccines have not been long enough to determine long term
safety especially for children. The potential benefits of the vaccines do not outweigh the
potential harm from them. These vaccines still only have EUA so PLEASE DO NOT
MANDATE THEM!
Children are at low risk for serious cases of or complications from COVID. In general,
children’s immune systems are robust and recent studies are now showing that natural
immunity from COVID is lasting.
There is not a COVID emergency among children warranting a response of mandatory
vaccines to attend school. Whether to vaccinate your child with a medical intervention
that does not prevent spread (as has become obvious with the Omicron variant), should
be made by individual parents. These type of medical decisions for the health and wellbeing of children should be left to their parents.
IN A STATE AND COUNTRY WHERE SCHOOL ATTENDANCE IS MANDATORY, A LOW
BENEFIT/POTENTIALLY HIGH RISK MEDICAL INTERVENTION REQUIREMENT TO ATTEND
CANNOT BE MANDATORY.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Respectfully,
Connie Alstead

______________________________________________
From: Aubrey Maynard
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:01:18 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Greg Smith
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:30:29 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Carrie Jamison
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:15:45 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Anna Rilov
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:36:15 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Danyele Peters
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:22:44 PM
To: DOH WSBOH,Davis, Michelle (SBOH),Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH),Hoff, Christy Curwick
(SBOH),Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH),Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH),Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH),Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH),Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH),Schreiber, Tracy N
(SBOH),Haag, Hannah R (SBOH),Kahler, Kelie (SBOH),Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: 2C9C4E93-D8E9-4C23-BF11-43B9F9F9AD01
External Email
To whom it may concern,
As a parent I am adamantly opposed to a covid vaccine requirement for school aged kids
and daycares. This vaccine has not had any long term (or relatively short term) safety
studies done and is only approved for emergency use. The SCIENCE shows that though
this virus is becoming more transmissible it is also becoming LESS severe symptom wise
(especially in children).
No parent wants their child to get sick, not even with the common cold (which is where
covid is heading in mutation). However the reality is that if they don't catch it at school
they will catch it at the grocery store, the library, from mom or dad who got it from work
etc. DESPITE vaccination status!
It is absolute discrimination to refuse children access to public school because their
parents don't feel comfortable giving them an experimental vaccine (and it's only
considered a 'vaccine' because the definition of a vaccine has recently been amended).
When my husband and I chose to have children we intended to raise them as a couple,
the TWO of us.
It should absolutely be a CHOICE.
I’d really think hard about your decision. A collapse of Washington state education is in
store if this becomes mandatory.
Best regardsDanyele

______________________________________________
From: Abigail Lundgren
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:38:06 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Benjamin Petter
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:37:49 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Elvira Senyuk
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:53:51 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Elena Copacinschi
Sent: 1/7/2022 3:55:20 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Ayla Mull
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:42:31 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Crystal Cressey
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:57:55 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Delbert seidle
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:03:44 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cheryl Saddler
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:49:56 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: C L
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:44:36 AM
To: DOH WSBOH,Davis, Michelle (SBOH),Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH),Hoff, Christy Curwick
(SBOH),Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH),Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH),Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH),Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH),Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH),Schreiber, Tracy N
(SBOH),Haag, Hannah R (SBOH),Kahler, Kelie (SBOH),Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I would like to express my extreme opposition to implementation of a COVID 19 vaccine
requirement for schools in Washington State.

First and foremost, I have NEVER consented to co-parent with the State of WA regarding
any aspect of raising my children, from how they are schooled to what goes into their
bodies. I am solely responsible for those decisions. Any attempt to remove those
authorities from me to include forced vaccinations, involuntary detentions, or medical
testing is an affront to my rights as a parent.

1. No COVID vaccine available in the United States has received FDA approval. All
available vaccines, including the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine, are being administered under
an Emergency Use Authorization. The only “approved” COVID 19 vaccine is Comirnaty,
and it is not available in the United States and there is no anticipated date for its
availability. (This “smoke and mirrors” approach by the FDA is the subject of numerous
lawsuits and a Federal Judge recently rejected Pfizer’s claim that the 2 products are
interchangeable: Federal Judge Rejects DOD Claim That Pfizer EUA and Comirnaty
Vaccines Are ‘Interchangeable’ • Children's Health Defense (childrenshealthdefense.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fchildrenshealthdefense.org%2F&da
). Since EUA products cannot be mandated per the Nuremberg Code, this alone should be
enough to stop consideration of making vaccines mandatory.

2. Children are statistically at zero risk of dying from COVID. Their survival rate is in the
range of 99.997-99.998% or, put another way, their risk of dying with COVID is less than
2 in every 1,000,000 children. The very few children who are listed as COVID deaths did
not die OF COVID, but rather WITH COVID as anyone being admitted to a hospital
nowadays is tested. I challenge the Washington State Board of Health to show medical
records for even one child who has died OF COVID. Where there’s no risk, there can be
no benefit.

3. No one knows the long term risks of these vaccines. You may remember that one of
the members of the FDA Advisory Committee infamously said, “We are never going to
learn about how safe thie vaccine is until we start giving it” Dr. Eric Ruben, Editor in
Chief NEJM. The studies Pfizer conducted were woefully underpowered. This is an
analysis of 10 Red Flags associated with Pfizer’s studies: Ten red flags in the FDA’s riskbenefit analysis of Pfizer’s EUA application to inject American children 5 to 11 with its
mRNA product – Commentary – America's Frontline Doctors
(americasfrontlinedoctors.org

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Famericasfrontlinedoctors.org%2F&d
).

Force vaccinating healthy children for a disease that doesn’t affect them to make adults
feel safe is a new low for humanity. Please do the right thing and do not require these
vaccinations for school age children.

Signed,
Carrie Lee Gagnon

______________________________________________
From: Amy Dawson
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:36:25 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Carisa Butters
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:58:36 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: andreasehmel
Sent: 1/6/2022 3:40:05 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons: The TAG you assembled is comprised of biased
individuals who have a vested interest in making the vax for children law.
You need a significant portion of the attendees to NOT be politically-driven or to be
conservative-minded.

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone

______________________________________________
From: Evelyn Alderson
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:16:07 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Anna Logan
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:10:56 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Ghigleri Family
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:36:27 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid Vaccine Mandate for Children
External Email
Good morning,
I am writing to express my opposition to the formation of a task force to consider
mandating Covid injections for children.
Covid poses very minimal risk to healthy children. On the other hand, the vaccine carries
very serious risks to some children, particularly myocarditis. Furthermore, the mid and
long-range side effects of the vaccine on children are yet unknown.
Parents have the right to determine what is best for their children. The government does
not. Vaccine mandates are wrong, especially in the case of Covid vaccines for children
where there is so little to be gained and so much damage that can be done.
Sincerely,
Margaret-Ann M Ghigleri

______________________________________________
From: Brandy Brown
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:14:00 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Only approved for emergency use
Children have been shown to not be at risk
Recovery rate over %99
Experimental and no long term studies done
Doctors have stated mRNA is harmful to young developing brains
-Brandy Brown

______________________________________________
From: Alan Ribeira
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:24:56 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Carol Hackworth
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:23:31 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Danaé Hordyk
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:31:32 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: David Morris
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:10:07 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Danielle Ness
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:00:41 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Concerned parent
External Email
Hello,
I have 3 children that are apart of the public school system. I will pull them all if the
Covid vaccine becomes mandatory for enrollment. I am not saying that I will never give
my children this vaccine but at this time I DO NOT FEEL COMFORTABLE with them
receiving it. As their parent this should be MY choice and I should not be pressured into
choosing between their health and schooling.
I urge you with the utmost respect to consider giving parents the time to come to this
health decision on their own. Please do not force this choice.
Thank you,
Danielle Ness
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Amanda Lizama Johnson
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:58:30 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Ben Reecer
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:54:37 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State.
No doubt, you have received plenty of data as well as anger. I am no different.
The science at work here is propaganda from corporate interests to make huge profits at
the expense of our lives.
Can you look at the science and the raw data concerning the harm of these drugs, and
then subject our children to a dangerous and proven harmful medical experiment in gene
therapy...
AND STOP THIS MADNESS.
THE TRUTH WILL BE KNOWN. WHERE DO YOU WANT TO BE WHEN IT IS FOUND OUT?
Not a guine pig,
BR

______________________________________________
From: Courtney Mahoney
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:31:37 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Christopher Flowers
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:07:23 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brooke Hames
Sent: 1/7/2022 1:23:54 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Corey Epperson
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:14:07 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dawn Hinthorn
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:13:28 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
Good Morning,
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
1. There will ALWAYS be virus' in this world. Our health care cannot possibly ever get
ahead of this.
2. Children are not at high risk.
3.. The shots have NOT proven to be successful.
4.. There is NOT enough research yet to assure the public what health or long term
issues may result.
5.. It is the parents decision to make regarding their children's health.
Dawn Hinthorn

______________________________________________
From: Deborah Williams
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:31:44 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dustin Guenthner
Sent: 1/6/2022 11:19:26 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: BECKIE FEUERBORN
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:33:17 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group

attachments\74AC06925F784D1F_image.png
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:

This is not a public safety problem, it's a control issue with Democrat's!!!
Leave our children alone!!
Beckie

______________________________________________
From: Charyl Baziak
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:46:09 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Communicating With Board Members
External Email
To whom it may concern:
Thank you for having this forum. I am writing in support of Petition #11 which requests
that BOH establish a new rule that prohibits requiring that anyone take an EUA product
or licensed product that has not yet completed phase 3 clinical trials. I oppose BOH
formation of a Technical Advisory Group to review information about Covid-19 shot
mandates because each person needs to weigh their medical their medical condition with
their medical provider and make an informed, personal decision. This is especially true
since the infection fatality rate for Covid-19 is low. For ages 0-7 it is o.oooo2 (99.998%
survival rate) which is statistically a zero percent death rate. Beyond that, when you
consider that most that most hospitalizations for the young are with Covid-19 and not for
Covid-19, we can know that they are not in mortal danger from Covid-19. Neither is
there a great risk of the young spreading Covid-19 to staff and teachers. The young have
a greater risk of the Covid-19 vaccine adverse reactions than of serious Covid-19 illness.
We must protect our young before we consider self-protection.
Sincerely,
Charyl Baziak

______________________________________________
From: Amber Beauchamp
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:51:02 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dorothy Neely
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:39:52 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Amber Seigel
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:39:59 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: covid vaccine requirement
External Email
Please do not require children to be vaccinated for Covid. I have two children ages 10
and 12. They both had covid in December, had mild symptoms, and recovered
completely. Vaccines are created to help mimic natural antibodies. Why do children need
a vaccine to do what nature has already done for this? This choice should be left up to
the parents.
Thank you,
Amber Seigel
ambercseigel@gmail.com <mailto:ambercseigel@gmail.com>
360-510-0950

______________________________________________
From: Amber Dougherty
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:07:17 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Becki Elde
Sent: 1/6/2022 12:50:08 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons
1. Children are at extremely low risk for Covid, there is a great risk of them dying in a
car accident.
2. The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized). COVID in children is not
an emergency.
3. There are no long-term studies to document ANY history of safety.
4. Studies DO now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit Covid,
therefore, the vaccine apparently does not stop thespread of the disease.
5. It should always be a parent choice to vaccinate or not vaccinate their child. It cannot
and should not be mandatory.

______________________________________________
From: Casey Pollock
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:06:06 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Donovan Littlejohn
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:06:59 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Ellen Schroeter
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:18:12 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Darla Andrews
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:59:57 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Anni Millard
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:29:35 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: chelsey nagala
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:43:30 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:09:42 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Covid 19 vaccination

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: Brenda Linth <bmlinth@yahoo.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 1:46 PM
To: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Covid 19 vaccination

External Email
Good afternoon,
It has been brought to my attention that you are having a meeting on January 12th to
discuss making the covid 19 vaccination part of the requirements to attend school. As a
mother and aunt of several children, I am highly against this requirement. I am fully
aware that over 55,000 children have unenrolled from public school this last year in
Washington state. Trust me when I tell you it's not out of fear of the virus. The only virus
that is plaguing our children is your gross overreach and indoctrination. Making it a
requirement will be detrimental to the school system.

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.onelink.me%2F107872968%3F

______________________________________________
From: Ellie Stewart
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:27:53 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: BOH Agenda
External Email
Hello,
I am writing today to tell you that I OPPOSE the Board’s formation of a Technical
Advisory Group (TAG) to review information about COVID-19 shots for consideration of
mandating the shots for school. I oppose COVID-19 shot mandates, period! As a country
founded on the premise of freedom and the ability to choose with informed consent, this
strikes at the very core of who we are. We are a diverse and unique people, and a onesize-fits-all narrative simply does not apply. Mandates of any kind effectively strip us all
of these rights and freedoms we are inherently entitled to, and instead continue to divide
us. United we stand, divided we fall.
I addition, I SUPPORT Informed Choice Washington’s Petition for Rulemaking, which will
be item 11 on the January 12th agenda. It was filed by Xavier Figueroa, PhD, on behalf
of ICWA, and asks the Board to establish a new rule that prohibits addition of any
Emergency Use Authorized (EUA) product, or any licensed product that lacks completed
Phase 3 trial studies, to the school required list. This is crucial in fostering our trust with
the board in regards to our most precious assets of all, our children. They are the true
victims in all of this and are relying desperately on our protection and advocacy. We need
to know more and cannot go about this blindly. It is in everyone’s best interest to rely on
the gift of time and better information before making a sweeping decision that could, and
most certainly will, have detrimental and fatal results. We all deserve better, but most
especially, our children and their futures.
It is our sole duty to protect our children and see to it that their chance of a better future
is possible. This means working to ensure they are continually fought for, so that each
generation is a little better than the last. They are the future of this country and the face
of our nation. I plead with you to advocate for them and hold fast to protecting them by
rejecting these mandates. If nothing else, this continued controversy has awakened
lions. Our children will not be your victims or your science experiments.
Respectfully,
Elisabeth Stewart

Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Chelsea Nunley
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:10:09 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Gregory Woodruff
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:38:41 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Danielle Borden
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:24:51 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Christina Sluder
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:39:14 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: COVID
External Email

I am a resident in Pierce County and am you in to the upcoming BOH mandates the
state is trying to enforce. I OPPOSE the Board’s formation of a Technical Advisory Group
(TAG) to review information about COVID-19 shots for consideration of mandating the
shots for school or anyone else. It is a complete violation of the parental rights as well as
any humans right of choice. It is unconstitutional! Covid-19 are a medical procedure
which should remain an choice. I SUPPORT Informed Choice Washington’s Petition for
Rulemaking. Our petition is item 11 on the January 12th agenda. It was filed by Xavier
Figueroa, PhD, on behalf of ICWA, and asks the Board to establish a new rule that
prohibits them from adding any Emergency Use Authorized (EUA) product, or any
licensed product that lacks completed Phase 3 trial studies, to the school required list.
The FDA approved Covid-19 shot IS NOT released to the public within the United States.
Therefore the shot that would be administered is still under EAU guidelines which is in
direct violation of the Nuremberg Code.
Christina Sluder
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Brittney Roske
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:48:25 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: amy osier
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:29:03 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
*
*
*
*
Covid,
*

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
therefore,
The vaccine apparently does notstop the spread of the disease

Extremely concerned mother!!
Amy Osier

______________________________________________
From: Cesar Dizon
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:35:45 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Angela Borovich
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:19:11 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
I do not believe these COVID shots are safe for all children. Parents should be free to
choose what they believe is best for the health of their children.
Sincerely,
Angela Borovich
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Dale Lawson
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:50:02 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am OPPOSED to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State!!!
These shots are still only approved for emergency use. Secondly, the incidence of
children being effected by Covid 19 is very low & there have been no long term studies
regarding the effects of these shots on children. Also, the vaccine is not stopping the
spread of the virus as a lot of vaccinated people are getting covid-19. Finally, the medical
care & treatment for our children should not be dictated by the state, but rather
determined by each child's parent as they consult doctors to determine the best course
of action.
Again, I am OPPOSED to making Covid 19 shots mandatory for our children!!!
Sincerely,
Barbara Lawson, Concerned Citizen & Voter

______________________________________________
From: Becky Kornell
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:11:16 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Bridgett Peschek
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:58:35 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid shot requirement
External Email

Hello,
I have three children in the school system. One in elementary and two in middle school.
Covid shots should absolutely not be a requirement for children to attend school or
childcare. Children are at an extremely low risk for Covid and the vaccines are still only
emergency use authorized. We have no idea what this vaccine could do to our children in
the future. It should be a choice not forced. If this is required, I will be pulling all three of
my children out of the public school system.
Thank you
Bridgett

Ithat Covid shots should absolutely NOT be a requirement for our children to attend
school or childcare.

______________________________________________
From: Connie Davis
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:32:27 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons: the covid shorts do not stop the spread of covid and
children are low risk.

______________________________________________
From: Diana Cassidy
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:35:52 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: David Thor
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:49:25 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Clance Voetberg
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:36:55 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: 6B960C20-FE15-4FA1-A9C7-2B42B1C6FC0F
External Email
I am against the proposed COVID policies
No more lockdown, no more mandates
-Sent from Gmail Mobile

______________________________________________
From: Alan Hoornstra
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:20:27 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brita Eyler
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:56:31 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: AJay
Sent: 1/6/2022 12:45:50 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Children are at an extremely low risk and there are NO long-term studies for health
history, the vaccine risk far outweighs all else and I will not gamble with a child's life.
The vaccine does not stop the spread, both vaccinated and unvaccinated can spread the
disease.
If this becomes mandatory in Washington, I will withdraw my grandchild from public child
care and choose a private care setting. I will also opt for either a private home schooling
program or private school, until we can move out of this state. My grandchild is not your
guinea pig!
Thank you,
Anne Casad

______________________________________________
From: Ashley Rubin
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:27:46 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Chuck and Barb Bennett
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:55:05 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:

Sent from Mail
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.microsoft.com%2Ffwlink%2F%
for Windows

1.
The experimental drug is years away from being considered a vaccine.
2.
Children are being used as a ploy to accommodate a few.
3.
The decision to vaccinate a child is the Constitutional right of the parent.
4.
Accurate data is not being released to determine the harm the experimental drug
has on our children.
5.
Stop the nonsense and listen to those most affected by your experiment.

______________________________________________
From: David Cooper
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:52:02 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Bethany Layton
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:12:06 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Alaina Henderson
Sent: 1/7/2022 1:11:20 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Charlotte Twardus
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:47:58 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: carla d olson
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:05:12 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
It is totally unconstitutional to force us to take ANYTHING into our bodies or the bodies of
the children we are supposed to be protecting as they grow ... I absolutely am opposed
to making them mandatory and WILL NOT comply if that happens.
I come from a family who has not immunized since the 1970's. It was an educated choice
and my many children and their children and their children are the healthiest of all the
many people we interact with.
If I thought the immunizations they are rolling were safe. IF they were vetted properly.
IF they had been proven to HELP OVER TIME then I would make the choice for
immunization according to the situation at hand.
To force us either by "mandate" or pressure or ostrisization is illegal and draconian. This
is our life, our country and our planet. No one has the right to take my choices from me
for myself or my family.
I support the citizens of any country that feel they need to choose to be immunized. I
expect the same support from my fellow citizens. DO NOT TRY TO FORCE US TO
IMMUNIZE OUR CHILDREN OR OURSELVES BY taking away our rights.

______________________________________________
From: Dianne Rencher
Sent: 1/7/2022 1:21:55 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Daniil Manita
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:30:00 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Elisabeth Cripps
Sent: 1/7/2022 3:41:02 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Elga Kinnear
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:55:57 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: David Nagle
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:38:22 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Anne Booth
Sent: 1/7/2022 1:36:51 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: C6AE8BA8-7965-442D-A563-0F569D81A0AA
External Email
To State Board of Health,
As a parent, teacher, and well-informed citizen, I am writing to express my concerns in
regard to items on your meeting agenda.
Agenda Item #9 – Allowing local health departments to set up quarantine facilities and in
some cases, detain people against their will. This is in direct conflict with our state
constitution and is completely unnecessary in the current health situation. The vaccines
have proven ineffective, as people still get Covid-19 after receiving them. Medically, it is
proven that people develop natural immunity after having Covid-19. What justification
would there be for quarantine facilities?
Agenda Item #11- Informed Choice Washington’s Petition for Rulemaking (filed by Xavier
Figueroa, Ph.D. on behalf of ICWA) requests a new rule that prohibits any EUA product,
or any product that has not successfully complete Phase 3 trials to be added to
mandatory school health requirements. I agree with this statement for the following
reasons. #1. The current Covid -19 vaccines have not completed Phase 3 trials. #2. The
current vaccines for Covid-19 are still in EUA. This means that they are supposed to only
be applied in an emergency – not as a broad application to the entire public. #3. The
EUA no longer should be applicable in this situation as current and further studies are
finding many therapies for early treatment for Covid-19, which improves opportunities
for natural immunities to develop. #4. The current vaccines are not preventing Covid-19.
#5. According to the CDC’s website VAERS, the current Covid-19 vaccines have a terrible
record of adverse events and death. There is no data on safety over 3, 5, 10 years and
beyond. It is not acceptable to vaccinate every child with a vaccine with this undeniably
tragic safety level. The consequences could be devastating on our children!

______________________________________________
From: Eli Dawson
Sent: 1/6/2022 3:23:39 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
*
*
*
*
Covid,
*

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
therefore,
The vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of the disease

Please consider,
Thanks,
Eli Dawson

______________________________________________
From: Carly Purvine
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:34:35 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Bryan Wilson
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:22:11 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Bianca Larimer
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:58:40 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brittany Slater
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:49:56 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Esther Swartz
Sent: 1/7/2022 1:59:31 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Diane Howell
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:02:53 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Daniel Musgrave
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:11:47 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Erin Kranzler
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:37:39 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Eric Renk
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:17:44 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Chey Johnson
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:27:54 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cecilia R Hart
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:20:02 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cindy J
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:30:28 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
*
*
*
*
Covid,
*

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
therefore,
The vaccine apparently does not stop thespread of the disease

Cindy johndrow
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: DARLA DIAZ
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:23:54 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons: The vaccine does NOT stop the spread of the
disease, it seems to open the door for more variants. Children are at a low risk of getting
covid, unless they are medically fragile. It should be a parents' choice whether their
children get the vaccine.or not. There are no long term studies or evidence of safety.

______________________________________________
From: Brenda Dutton
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:53:40 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Andrew Flojo
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:32:36 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brad Haws
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:02:26 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Gordon Johns
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:40:45 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Abel Garzon
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:21:48 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:15:26 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW:

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov>
360-236-4105

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01%
| Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH%
|Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: Julie Riveira <julieriveira5@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 9:07 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject:

External Email
Regarding the Covid vaccine, please do not force children...or adults to get it, it should
be a choice not a mandate.
Sincerely
Julie Riveira, WA

______________________________________________
From: Cheryl Palady
Sent: 1/6/2022 2:15:26 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
1. It has not been determined that the vaccine is even effective given they keep telling
people to keep getting boosters.
2. A mandate is an over reach of a government department whereby the people of the
state have not voted them into office to represent them in these types of decisions.
3. The people of Washington need to be heard.
4. As individuals we should be deciding what we do or do not put into our bodies when it
comes to our own personal health.
5. This committe does not have the statistics on the side effects and adverse reactions
from those who have taken the vaccine as this information has been suppressed to the
public.

Sent from my T-Mobile 5G Device
Get Outlook for Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2FAAb9ysg&data=04%7C

______________________________________________
From: Ashley Yorba
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:08:33 PM
To: DOH WSBOH,Davis, Michelle (SBOH),Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH),Hoff, Christy Curwick
(SBOH),Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH),Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH),Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH),Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH),Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH),Schreiber, Tracy N
(SBOH),Haag, Hannah R (SBOH),Kahler, Kelie (SBOH),Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: Child vaccines
External Email
Hello!
I am writing today to encourage you to fight for the rights of our children. I know the
agenda is to mandate vaccines for children. I am writing to stop this from happening.
1. This vaccine isn’t even fully FDA approved, just emergency use still.
2. We don’t know the long term affects of these vaccines.
3. There is a survival rate of 99.995% for children 18 and under.
4. There is more of a chance of adverse reaction to the Covid vaccine than actual Covid
infection.
5. The state will have MANY students pulled from public school, therefore the state will
be losing out on so much money.
6. Dr. Robert Malone (the creator of the mRNA) himself is urging parents to hear facts
before injecting their child(ren); such as:
*a viral gene will be injected into their parent cells. Meaning this forces their body to
make toxic spike protein. These proteins often cause permanent damage in important
organs (brain, nervous system, heart, and blood vessels including blood clots,
reproductive system, can change their immune system.
*Once these have been done to their body, they can not be reversed.
*Can affect reproduction in our children.
*This needs at least 5 years to study.
*He even said it was all an experiment!
*Children are not risking their parents and grandparents. It’s actually beneficial for
immunity.
*He’s even urging us to fight this fight for our children.
Thank You,
A Concerned Parent
Ashley Y.
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Brittney Wake
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:50:11 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:14:57 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Concerned parent

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: Stacy Mares <stacynyquest@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 11:28 AM
Subject: Concerned parent

External Email
Hello!

I am writing concerning the upcoming State Board of Health meeting to discuss whether
or not to mandate the Covid vaccine for school attendance in the 2022-2033 school year.
I am deeply troubled about this and I want you to know that I vehemently oppose the
vaccine for my child. I believe every person should have the right to choose for
themselves and their children. I appreciate your time and I thank you for reading my
email. I will be praying for each and every one of you in attendance at this upcoming
meeting.

Sincerely,
Stacy Mares

______________________________________________
From: Aaron West
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:56:10 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Alisha Munz
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:52:43 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Gwyne Griffin
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:58:12 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Bethany Hodges
Sent: 1/6/2022 12:47:05 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
Please do not make COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in our
State. Children are at a very low rate for contracting and dying from COVID 19, and we
do not have any long term studies on the shot. Please protect our children by not
requiring these injections!
Bethany Hodges
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Dmytro Sulyma
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:07:47 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:31:32 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW:

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov>
360-236-4105

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01%
| Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH%
|Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: Sara Gamache <saragamache@hotmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 7:29 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject:

External Email

Sent from Mail
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.microsoft.com%2Ffwlink%2F%
for Windows
NO VACCINE MANDATES FOR CHILDREN

______________________________________________
From: Alexandria Schnabel
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:49:44 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Breeze Kenny
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:08:17 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: caralycalnikmom@yahoo.com
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:49:39 AM
To: DOH WSBOH,Davis, Michelle (SBOH),Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH),Hoff, Christy Curwick
(SBOH),Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH),Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH),Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH),Donahoe, Kaitlyn N (SBOH),Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH),Herendeen, Lindsay
(SBOH),Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH),Haag, Hannah R (SBOH),Kahler, Kelie (SBOH),Thai,
Nathaniel J (SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: Comments for January 12th BOH meeting
External Email
Hello, my name is Liz Thompson. I am a public school teacher, parent, and grandparent
to be. I am EXTREMELY concerned about the potential for the Covid -19 "vaccines" to be
mandated for Washington's school children.
Data shows that Covid 19 is very mild in the overwhelming majority of children. The
students in my primary aged classroom who have had Covid have had mild symptoms. In
contrast, when RSV went through, every child affected missed a minimum of 4 days of
school, with a maximum of 12 days missed. Symptoms were much more severe, with
fevers, deep coughs, sore throats, headaches and lethargy. Every child recovered well in
time, but all parents indicated that it was much worse than covid.
Additionally, it is well documented that children are NOT drivers of this pandemic, that
schools are NOT hotbeds of outbreaks, and that child to adult transmission is extremely
rare.
NONE of the available shots has been studied long enough to have any data on long term
side effects in children. NONE have been fully FDA approved (Licensure approval for
Pfizer's "Comirnaty", which is not even available, is NOT the same as FDA approval.). The
well documented rise in myocarditis and pericarditis in children, especially boys, after
injections is enough in itself to put a pause on any type of mandates. It is reckless to
force vaccines with known and unknown side effects on all children in our state (or
anywhere).
I ask you to please put politics aside and consider the long term health of our state's
children before making any decision.
Respectfully,
Elizabeth M. Thompson.

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.onelink.me%2F107872968%3F

______________________________________________
From: Danny Foster
Sent: 1/6/2022 12:44:17 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
I know what is best for my child and not the state or health department.
I am the guardian for my child the state or health department is not.
- Children are at extremely low risk of contracting covid
- The vaccine PER THE CDC AND FAUCI THE VACCINES DO NOT STOP THE SPREAD OF
COVID 19 NOR DOES IT PREVENT ANY AGED PERSON FROM CONTRACTING COVID 19.
- Please allow the parents to have the freedom of choice as to getting our kids the
vaccination or not.

______________________________________________
From: David Thompson
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:42:07 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Benjamin Matson
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:34:14 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dick Rylander
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:15:28 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:41:52 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: AGAINST covid shot requirement for school kids

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov>
360-236-4105

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01%
| Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH%
|Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: ï»¿Vicki Gillette <ladybugvicki@frontier.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 7:55 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: AGAINST covid shot requirement for school kids

External Email
Dear Michelle,
I’m writing to express my extreme concern, and opposition, over the proposal to inject
our school age children with the experimental covid shots, as a requirement for school
admission. This is a decision that should be left to the parents. We know that the risk to
children birth to 17 years is so small as to be inconsequential. The shots are harming
people’s immune systems. To invade children’s developing immune system and inability
to protect themselves create a vulnerability that opens them up to unfathomable
damage. Since April 2021, increased cases of myocarditis and pericarditis have been
reported in the United States after the covid shots, particularly in adolescents and young
adults. WHY are we putting our kids’ hearts at risk?
Health officials are telling parents that children should be vaccinated for the sake of herd
immunity. What is largely ignored are the studies that show children are not driving the
pandemic and, in fact, are less likely to transmit the virus than adults. We also see
clearly that “vaccination” status has nothing to do with stopping transmission of the
virus. Covid outbreaks on “100% vaccinated” cruise ships are a stark example. Bottom

line – children are not the risk factors for covid. Leave them alone! It's WAY to early to
know potential long-term side effects. They do not need to be forced guinea pigs for
these shots. If the parents want that for their kids – that should be THEIR decision. Let
parents decide either for - or against – the shots. NOT the government! Please – do NOT
make these covid shots required. It’s simply not necessary.
Sincerely,
Vicki Gillette
Bothell, WA

______________________________________________
From: Alex Johnson
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:26:11 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
To whom it may concern:
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Children are at very low risk of dying or having long term effects if they are to get this
virus.
There are no long term studies on the effects of the vaccines.
The vaccine has not shown to stop the spread or stop people from being sick from covid.
In fact in studies from abroad there is data suggesting the vaccine may make someone
more at risk of getting the virus- which means more studies need to be done to
understand this.
There are now ways to effectively treat the symptoms of covid to mitigate someone
without co-morbidities from dying.
To experiment with this vaccine on our children is reckless and has the potential for long
term effects that we are unaware of.
As we follow this virus we are now seeing the variant Omnicron has become even less
dangerous than even the delta variant which is less deadly than the original variant.
This is a complete overstep and over reach by our government to mandate such a thing.
I stand strongly against mandating such a thing when we don’t even require a flu shot
for our children- it’s recommended but not required.
Parents have the right to work with their children’s medical provider and doctor to make
the decision best for them. To mandate a one size fits all solution is irresponsible.
Thank you for listening
Timothy A Johnson
Woodinville Wa

-Sent from Gmail Mobile

______________________________________________
From: Bethanie Robbins
Sent: 1/6/2022 11:32:13 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Curtis Thor
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:32:42 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Christina Holmbo
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:37:22 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Bill Bailey
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:27:03 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid 19
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External Email
I am writing in response to the proposal to allow health officials to "involuntarily detain a
person or group of persons to be isolated in a quarantine facility ". As members of the
Board of Health in our state, how can you in good conscience support such experimental
treatment of citizens? This is a breach of an individuals constitutional right as a citizen.
We are in an emergency declaration and it is not supported with facts. There are
thousands of details and facts that our government is not sharing with the public. For
one, the covid 19 vaccinations are non effective in stopping spread therefore they are
gene therapy and not a vaccination. Second, the VEARS report is inaccurate and
untruthful, therefore not providing any citizen with proper "informed consent". I will

attach many documents that show graphs and numbers from other countries and states
that show the ineffectiveness of the experimental vaccines. In our own state, the county
with the most stringent covid mandates also has the highest rate of positive cases. This
should be a red flag to the ineffectiveness of the mandates. Taking someone's medical
choice from them as an individual is out right WRONG! The states and/or countries that
have left the freedom of choice up to the individual are fairing much better in this
pandemic, and this should be part of your consideration in this manner. They have lower
hospitalizations, less positive cases, and less deaths as a result. Your job is to PROTECT
the citizens of our state. If you pass this egregious plan, you become part of the problem
when really, you should be the solution and not cater to Inslee's tyranny.
I would also like to respond to the proposal to have children vaccinated in order to attend
school. THAT IS INSANE!! It's been proven that they are barely affected by Covid-19. It
has been PROVEN that more have been affected by the shot itself. There has been a
spike in various health problems in young children, such as heart issues and blood clots,
that never existed before the vaccination started. Young healthy athletes that were
required to get the shot in order to participate, have had devastating reactions to the
vaccination. Many have dropped on the field from heart attacks, and many of side effects
that have made it impossible for them to continue in the sport. Why would you force
someone into that position?
Please, please if nothing else... go onto social media and read what lengths people are
willing to go to defend against such tyrannical decisions our governor is making. It hurts
my heart every time I read someone saying they are willing to die on this hill. Go find
groups like "WA State Freedom Fighters" or "WA Residents Against the Mandates". Don't
just read those who follow the "White House" page. Expand your views and read what
the citizens of our state are saying. Otherwise your just using your own opinions, and
that's just wrong.

______________________________________________
From: evelyneaimee
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:46:37 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
- It is too soon to mandate a vaccine that it still in its testing development
- Vaccines have been controversial for ages, but this is not a "real vaccine" as all testing
stages have not been proven yet.
- more than 55% of the population are against requiring students to get vaccinated, as
they are concerned about the safety of the covid-19 vaccination.
- No matter your ethicity, your age, your religious/ political affiliations, this vaccine can
endanger more kids then, if we don't vaccine our children... children can carry the virus
and never get sick... regular testing should be a better answer.
Thank you for taking the time to read my notes.
Sent via the Samsung Galaxy Note9, an AT&T 5G Evolution capable smartphone

______________________________________________
From: Christopher Nyland
Sent: 1/6/2022 2:48:46 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or
childcare in our State for the following Reasons:
Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both
transmit Covid, therefore,
The vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of the disease
Christopher Nyland
Tacoma

______________________________________________
From: Danielle Beieler
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:39:11 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Bud Duncan
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:43:55 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Audrey Swenson
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:13:44 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Arthur Babakov
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:14:31 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Deb
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:19:08 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
*
*
*
*
Covid,
*

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
therefore,
The vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of the disease

I also noted when watching the Technical Advisory Board Zoom meeting that they
all appear to have a very strong bias towards the Covid vaccine for children. We, the
public, have minimal trust that they are operating in good faith with their
recommendations to you and that you should be listening to us, the parents instead.
Thank you,
Deborah Hibbs

______________________________________________
From: Brian & Renae
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:44:18 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
Hello,
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
1. Getting covid provides an extremely low risk for children
2. The vaccines are still only authorized for emergency use. It would be very unwise to
compel children to take a vaccine that little is known about, and that is known to cause
multiple negative side affects.
3. Empirical evidence now exists that shows the vaccinated and unvaccinated can both
transmit covid; therefore the vaccine does not stop the spread of the disease and
children should not be forced to get it.
Thank you for considering this,
Brian Petersen

______________________________________________
From: Brian Achenbaugh
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:03:44 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Elizabeth Kreiselmaier
Sent: 1/6/2022 3:49:44 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following reasons:
*
*
*
*
Covid,
*

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
therefore,
The vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of the disease

I would urge that you therefore respect individuals' (and in the case of minors, their
parents') rights to make their own medical decisions in consultation with their own
doctor(s).

ELIZABETH
-Elizabeth Kreiselmaier, Ph.D.
Candidate, U.S. House of Representatives in
Washington's 6th Congressional District
Website: www.CleanUpTheHouse.com
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.cleanupthehouse.com%2F&da
FB: www.facebook.com/ElizabethforCongress
Email: Elizabeth@CleanUpTheHouse.com
Campaign cell: 253-220-7000
Personal Cell: 253-509-2006
Committee Address:
"Elizabeth for Congress"
P.O.Box 1452, Gig Harbor, WA 98335

______________________________________________
From: DIANE RADEMACHER
Sent: 1/6/2022 12:45:29 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Infringment on our rights
not a vaccine, but just a "make the symptoms less"

______________________________________________
From: Dona Forney
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:20:43 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Danteali De La Tosa
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:54:59 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: CINDY VARIEUR
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:24:14 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Board of directors
External Email
Greetings,

I am a concerned citizen making my voice heard regarding a few new proposed policies.
Most alarming is the idea of making the experimental C-vaccine mandatory for children!!
According to scientific data children have no significant risk of death or harm from the
virus, while on the other hand the experimental vaccine has already proven to kill
children who received the experimental jab.
Another alarming proposal is to update the WAC to include covid, testing, vaccines as
reason to involuntarily detain individuals or families who refuse.
This proposal provides NO consideration for documented scientific data showing that
natural immunity is more effective than vaccines, nor does it make provision for the
documented effective treatments for the disease itself (which our state is suppressing in
effect causing death that could be avoided).
Additionally, the VAERS government website has document evidence of alarmingly high
numbers of deaths or permanent disability from the current experimental vaccine--why
would any conscientious compassionate leader mandate such a high risk tyrannical policy
?
Science, compassion and rational thinking dictates these proposals do NOT become law!!
Thank you for doing the right thing
Cindy Varieur

______________________________________________
From: Greg Baggenstos
Sent: 1/6/2022 12:32:17 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
*
*
*
*
Covid,
*

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
therefore,
The vaccine apparently does not stopthe spread of the disease

Sincerely,
Greg Baggenstos
Renton, Wa

______________________________________________
From: Corey Bullard
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:56:38 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brian Bronson
Sent: 1/5/2022 10:00:01 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: COVID vaccine requirement children
External Email
Hello,
Why would you add the COVID vaccine when it allows you to still get the virus?
Why would it be a requirement when the death rate is very, very low for children?
I’m just trying to understand the reasoning behind adding it. The vaccine does not
protect children (or adults) like the MMR or chicken pox’s or polio does.
I would hope the board would look at the science of the virus in children before making a
huge decision like this.
Good day!
Blessings,
Francella Bronson

______________________________________________
From: Andy Zoller
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:53:59 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Anna Eshelman
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:08:06 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: ARVIN ZOERINK
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:28:02 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:28:40 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Concerned Citizen

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov>
360-236-4105

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01%
| Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH%
|Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: Susan <susan@theconfidentmom.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 5:48 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Concerned Citizen

External Email
To whom it may concern,

As a parent in WA state, I am adamantly opposed to a covid vaccine requirement for
school aged kids and daycares. This vaccine has not had any long term (or relatively
short term) safety studies done and is only approved for emergency use. The SCIENCE
shows that though this virus is becoming more transmissible it is also becoming LESS
severe symptom wise (especially in children). No parent wants their child to get sick, not
even with the common cold (which is where covid is heading in mutation). However the
reality is that if they don't catch it at school they will catch it at the grocery store, the
library, from mom or dad who got it from work etc. DESPITE vaccination status!

It is absolute discrimination to refuse children access to public school because their
parents don't feel comfortable giving them an experimental vaccine (and it's only

considered a 'vaccine' because the definition of a vaccine has recently been amended).

The government has over-reached, this is a parenting issue, not a government issue.

Thank you for your time.

Susan Heid
Christian Mom Blogger
Young Living Essential Oils Educator

www.theconfidentmom.com
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.theconfidentmom.com%2F&d
encouraging, inspiring, and empowering moms

Grab a FREE copy of your own printable Weekly Household Planner NOW
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftheconfidentmom.com%2Fdownlo
weekly-householdplanner%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C162ebd58ea6046f84d2b08d9d1856ac1%
!

______________________________________________
From: Alfia Logunova
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:26:07 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Charles Martin Ikari
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:03:37 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Galina Polinko
Sent: 1/7/2022 3:05:45 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cheryl Becker
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:31:27 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dena Rodland
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:05:26 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dirk Van Dyke
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:54:17 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: F7FA4420-6552-46D8-B62C-CA171BCA8760
External Email
Dear Health Board.
My wife and l wish to object strongly to the state imposing it's will on anyone or any
family in regards to vaccination status.
No one should fear a government of, by, and for the people.
Dirk and Jennifer Van Dyke
Anacortes WA

______________________________________________
From: Derrick Hordyk
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:32:00 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Andrew Richter
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:52:56 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brittany Fladager
Sent: 1/5/2022 11:38:03 AM
To: DOH WSBOH,Davis, Michelle (SBOH),Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH),Hoff, Christy Curwick
(SBOH),Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH),Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH),Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH),Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH),Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH),Schreiber, Tracy N
(SBOH),Haag, Hannah R (SBOH),Kahler, Kelie (SBOH),Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: Covid Vaccinations for Children

attachments\6A6834ECB22F4263_1641411008817blob.jpg
External Email
We the constituents and community members of this great State of Washington,
DEMAND the Washington State Board of Health (WSBOH) REFUSE to make COVID
vaccinations/shots mandatory for children of Washington State for childcare and school
admission. Due to the following reasons:
1. COVID vaccines remain under Emergency Use Authorization
2. Children under the age of 18 have a 99.995% survival rate from COVID infection
3. Children have a higher chance of death or adverse reaction to COVID vaccines than
COVID-19. See VAERS data below.

Leave the personal health choices to the parents. I cannot justify vaccinating my
perfectly healthy children with an experimental drug when they are not categorized as
high risk.
Thank you,
Brittany Fladager

______________________________________________
From: Elizabeth Hendrickson
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:59:14 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:31:37 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Communistic Internment Camps and COVID-19 mandates

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: Debbie Baril <debaril76@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 11:26 AM
To: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Communistic Internment Camps and COVID-19 mandates

External Email

The powers that be are USING YOU AS PUPPETS. You are doing their dirty work! Do you
really want to be instrumental in the United States of America becoming communistic. Do
you even care about you children and grandchildren living under communism? This is
what you are doing if you support these camps and mandates. You know how many
people have died or permanently injured from these experimental jabs. Think for
yourself. Don't let these powers think for you. You are in your employment positions to
protect America from communism. Are you doing your part keeping Washingtonian free?
When you face God on your judgment day will God say "Well done, good and faithful
servant?"
You are in my prayers to do what is right for America.
Thank you,
Debbie

______________________________________________
From: Daniel Bailey
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:24:38 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
To whomever it may concern,
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our state for the following reasons:
*
*
*
*
Covid,
*

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
therefore,
The vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of the disease

Please consider these reasons carefully when reaching this crucial decision.
Respectfully,
Daniel Bailey

______________________________________________
From: Eryn Kesler
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:30:26 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Erica Pogue
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:14:28 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 3:04:05 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Covid 19 Mandates

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov
360-236-4105
Website| Facebook |Twitter
-----Original Message----From: Margo Dahl <dougandmargodahl@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 9:25 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Covid 19 Mandates
External Email
To whom it may conern:
I am writing you to urge you to stand up against the push for vaccine mandates (for
children and adults) and to stand for medical freedom of choice. There are not enough
long term studies regarding the use of the Covid-19 vaccine and the option of natural
immunity needs to be a part of this conversation, if we are truly wanting to follow the
science.
Even the CDC and Dr. Anthony Fauci have admitted that the vaccine itself does not stop
transmission or infection. This is the logical disconnect between facts and political
agenda.
Sadly, with the push for this and the proposed policies to allow health officers to use law
enforcement to order persons involuntarily to isolation facilities or coerced medical
intervention, Washington board of health is playing with medical tyranny. Not only is all
of this discussion in direct violation of the Washington State Constitution and the US
Constitution, the proposed policies are in direct violation of the Nuremberg code article 6
section 3 that states: No government can mandate or force medical treatment without
individual consent.
Please stand for medical freedom of choice for the citizens of Washington.
Margo DahlSent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Clarissa Gregory
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:42:19 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
No long term studies have been done. The vaccine does not stop the spread and WE
NEED TO HAVE THE FREEDOM TO CHOOSE what we want in our children’s bodies.

______________________________________________
From: Cierra Braun
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:56:48 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Donahoe, Kaitlyn N (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:48:10 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Batch 13
Last batch of emails received before noon today.

Kaitlyn Donahoe, MPA (she/her)
Health Policy Advisor
Washington State Board of Health
kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>
360-584-6737

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01%
| Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH%
|Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

Message was attached to: Batch 13
______________________________________________
From: Becky Hernandez
Sent: 1/5/2022 7:22:19 AM
To: Donahoe, Kaitlyn N (SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: Covid vaccines
External Email
I strongly oppose these shots being mandated for our children. These shots are proving
to have severe adverse reactions and to risk our most prescious age group and force this
on them when data shows they are least at risk is unbelievable to me. I sincerely request
that you vote against this mandate.
Becky Hernandez
Sent from my iPhone
Sent from my iPhone

Message was attached to: Batch 13
______________________________________________
From: Autumn Welker
Sent: 1/5/2022 6:57:02 AM
To: Donahoe, Kaitlyn N (SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: Vaccine Requirement for School Age
External Email
Washington State Board of Health, to whom it may concern,
My name is Autumn Zesch, a mother in Tacoma Wa. Who hopes that one day my child
will be able to not only attend, but enjoy, grow, and prosper in the same public schools
that I attended. However, that will not be happening if you require the very new Covid19 Vaccine for school age children.
If Washington state passes this abuse of power, you have my word that not only will my
son never attend your corrupt public school system, but the schools will never receive
any financial or physical support from my family.
Leave our children out of it.
Regards, Autumn Zesch

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:55:39 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW:

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov>
360-236-4105

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01%
| Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH%
|Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: Caroline Escobar <care.comer@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 7:42 AM
To: Caroline Comer <care.comer@gmail.com>
Subject:

External Email
To Whom It May Concern;
As a mother, entrepreneur, and taxpaying citizen of the State of Washington, I am both
disgusted and appalled that the upcoming discussion to remove a medical freedom of
choice is even being considered. It seems the dominant party of the State would support
the freedom of a woman's choice to abort (MURDER) an unborn fetus with no freedom
inside the womb of it's own. So I'll keep my words brief... if it is required for children to
get vaccinated for the COVID-19 virus, I WILL remove my children from public school,
and homeschool my children. I refuse to inject my children with a poison, developed in
haste to a virus no more deadly than the seasonal flu, and treatable with natural
remedies. I have faith that I am making the most informed decision for my children and
my family.
Sincerely,

Concerned Voting and Taxpaying Citizen

______________________________________________
From: Adam Godwin
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:37:22 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Against immoral covid restrictions
External Email
To whom it may concern,
I am adamantly against any of the proposed covid changes being discussed that would
hinder our civil liberties. Specifically, allowing covid 19 injections to be included with
required school immunizations.
Thank you,
Adam Godwin
Otis Orchards, WA

Get Outlook for Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2FAAb9ysg&data=04%7C

______________________________________________
From: dustin sipes
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:58:02 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
The experimental gene therapy injections to do not stop infection or transmission of
COVID-19. Children are at EXTREMELY LOW RISK of dying from the illness.

______________________________________________
From: Caleb Braaten
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:44:31 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Callie Harris
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:39:05 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Amber Oosterhof
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:50:57 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Alexandra Kraft
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:49:08 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Fiona Conerly
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:01:00 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons: I do not believe the vaccine works. It does not
prevent anyone from getting covid 19. I will take my child out of public school if this is
made mandatory!

______________________________________________
From: dawn fulton
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:44:25 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Emanuel Carp
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:41:10 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: D Liteful
Sent: 1/6/2022 12:40:53 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
If children were dying I’d support this but they aren’t and haven’t been throughout this
whole time.
They get sick they get better.
The few who have died had other health issues.
Forcing an unapproved shot onto our children makes no sense.
I’d also like to know why you are glossing over and not acknowledging the heart issues
related to these shots along with the deaths from the shots.
The number of children who’ve died from the shots is higher than those who’ve died from
the virus even with other health issues.
That logic is ridiculous.
Are you intentionally trying to maim or kill our children?
It is starting to seem like it now.
I no longer believe the in the fake narrative.
A real pandemic would have swept the world and killed millions.
It never happened.
You’ve made people afraid of the common flu and cold.
Congrats.
Not all of us believe that bull anymore.
Deanna Lyon.

______________________________________________
From: Andrea Lundgren
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:04:06 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brian Barte
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:06:32 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: cnsajs@gmail.com
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:14:19 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons, Scientific Data shows:
*
Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
*
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
*
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
*
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
Covid, therefore,
*
The vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of the disease
*
The documented rate of Covid cases are greater than those that are not
vaccinated - see data for Israel and other highly vaccinated countries.

______________________________________________
From: CJ Hardy
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:09:34 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Amanda Stenman
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:34:06 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brad Krise
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:35:40 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Alice Larson
Sent: 1/6/2022 11:12:25 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Amber Mullen
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:50:49 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Angela Armbruster
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:57:56 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dave Simpson
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:24:27 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: COVID vaccine mandate for children
External Email
Dear Sir or Madam,
No governmental authority should mandate that children receive the experimental mRNA
injection out of fear of the virus that causes COVID-19. In the case of this virus there is
an age below which the risk of death or serious injury is greater from the injection than
from the virus. The age of school children and those in day care certainly falls in that
category. Injecting children is not justified by science or reason. Secondly, for such a
low-risk category parental rights should override the bureaucratic-imposed, one-size-fitsall protocol. Americans have the right to decide about our own risks and benefits, and for
those for whom we are responsible.
Respectfully,
David Simpson
12319 NE Harmony Way
Kingston, WA 98346
360.297.8423

______________________________________________
From: A Alexis Halligan
Sent: 1/7/2022 3:33:20 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cindy Twitty
Sent: 1/7/2022 4:53:29 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Cindy Twitty

______________________________________________
From: boB Horne
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:28:17 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Agenda Item #9
External Email
To State Board of Health,
As a parent, teacher, and well-informed citizen, I am writing to express my concerns in
regard to items on your meeting agenda.
Agenda Item #9 – Allowing local health departments to set up quarantine facilities and in
some cases, detain people against their will. This is in direct conflict with our state
constitution and is completely unnecessary in the current health situation. The vaccines
have proven ineffective, as people still get Covid-19 after receiving them. Medically, it is
proven that people develop natural immunity after having Covid-19. What justification
would there be for quarantine facilities?
Agenda Item #11- Informed Choice Washington’s Petition for Rulemaking (filed by Xavier
Figueroa, Ph.D. on behalf of ICWA) requests a new rule that prohibits any EUA product,
or any product that has not successfully complete Phase 3 trials to be added to
mandatory school health requirements. I agree with this statement for the following
reasons. #1. The current Covid -19 vaccines have not completed Phase 3 trials. #2. The
current vaccines for Covid-19 are still in EUA. This means that they are supposed to only
be applied in an emergency – not as a broad application to the entire public. #3. The
EUA no longer should be applicable in this situation as current and further studies are
finding many therapies for early treatment for Covid-19, which improves opportunities
for natural immunities to develop. #4. The current vaccines are not preventing Covid-19.
#5. According to the CDC’s website VAERS, the current Covid-19 vaccines have a terrible
record of adverse events and death. There is no data on safety over 3, 5, 10 years and
beyond. It is not acceptable to vaccinate every child with a vaccine with this undeniably
tragic safety level. The consequences could be devastating on our children!
Respectfully,
Robert R. Horne

______________________________________________
From: David Laha
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:26:10 AM
To: DOH WSBOH,Davis, Michelle (SBOH),Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH),Hoff, Christy Curwick
(SBOH),Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH),Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH),Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH),Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH),Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH),Schreiber, Tracy N
(SBOH),Haag, Hannah R (SBOH),Kahler, Kelie (SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: COVID vaccine mandate concern
External Email
To whom it may concern,
I am writing as a concerned parent about the possibility of COVID vaccine mandates for
school attendance. Data has consistently shown children to be at low risk for severe
disease from COVID. Adults can choose to be vaccinated to protect themselves from
severe disease. Current virus strains are showing to evade vaccines. And given there is
no long term data on the efficacy or side effects of these vaccines in children, one has
the right to weigh risks to benefits and decide what right for their child’s health. Using
the comparison of currently required vaccines is not appropriate with this EUA vaccine.
Again, there is no long term data or listed potential side effects

I also would like you to think about this. Are you prepared to compensate parents of
children that are vaccine injured should that prove to be the case? And is the district able
to handle budget cuts should there be a reduction in student enrollment.

As a registered nurse and parent I don’t feel comfortable giving this vaccine to my young
daughters and will pull them from public school if this mandate is implemented.

Thank you for your consideration

Suzanne Laha

Get Outlook for iOS

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fo0ukef&data=04%7C0

______________________________________________
From: Ben Lynch
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:42:49 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Derek Hardin
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:24:56 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Anthony Charles
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:48:17 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Carrie Pennell
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:55:10 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Freddie Zarcone
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:27:56 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Catherine Niblock
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:29:44 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Allyson Rasmussen
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:15:07 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Charter
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:52:31 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: COVID 19 shot mandate for children in public schools
External Email
NO , on “proposed” COVID 19 shot mandate for children!! I am a former Public School
teacher with 25+ years teaching and former MSW counselor in a Public Elementary
School who faithfully got the “flu” shots ,as well as , encouraging others! BUT this
vaccine is different !!
Mandates are and have been over-used . They are to be used ONLY for an emergency
situation!! Because of the stats on children recovering under their own natural immune
defenses ,and quickly, it is NOT like the “flu”, which has been much more a problem. If
anything , the stats show AFTER a jab of the covid vaccine, not counting the most
comprised , alarming numbers of children are having serious side effects that are FAR
MORE a problem then getting Covid. Yes , there is a new strain but AGAIN the immune
system of children is doing a beautiful job taking care of this , and the good news is they
DO recover, and most , sooner then having the flu!! Therefore, there is NO EMERGENCY
and there in fact is NO need for children to even be vaccinated! Show that you care more
about the children and are listening to your real Supervisors, your constituents“ who
elect” each one of you and you represent us, NOT your own belief…. Vote NO to this
unnessary mandate!
Jacqueline Richerzhagen
Walla Walla,Washington

Sent from my iPad

______________________________________________
From: Christina Casselberry
Sent: 1/7/2022 1:53:30 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Deanna Stewart
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:21:20 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Ashley Esposito
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:34:49 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Emma Michaels
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:50:37 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid inoculation requirement for public school attendance
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
I urge you to consider the real science and full spectrum of medical data when
considering requiring a COVID vaccine for day care and school attendance. Randomized
controlled trials are the gold standard in medical research because there is a control
group. Pfizer conducted a randomized control trial of 44,000 patients divided into two
groups. One group gets vaccine, one group gets placebo. More people died in the Pfiizer
vaccine group than the placebo group. The difference wasn’t statistically significant but
scientifically one cannot claim these vaccines reduce death.
The Pfizer and Moderna vaccines use non-FDA-approved mRNA gene therapy, according
to their filings with the US Securities and Exchange Commission. Clinical trials for the
drugs conclude in 2023. The only FDA approved version of the vaccine is Comirnaty, is
not currently available, and is different than the emergency use authorized PfizerBioNTech vaccine. 21 US Code 360BBB protects one’s right to refuse any emergency use
authorized medial products, therefore it is illegal to mandate an EUA vaccine.
The VAERS database is the database for vaccine injuries. A Harvard report in 2010 shows
that fewer than 1% of vaccines adverse events are reported to VAERS. The CDC validates
all entries and false allegations are prosecuted. Pre-COVID, VAERS shows about 158
deaths due to vaccines per year. In January 2021, over 17,000 deaths and over 70,000
hospitalizations from the Covid Vaccines were reported. This quantity of lethal reactions
historically shut down other vaccine programs.
Further, the CDC says that the Covid hospitalization risk for children is about the same
risk of the flu.
Tens of thousands of doctors around the world, including the creator of the mRNA
technology Dr. Robert Malone, warn of the extreme dangers of this experimental Covid
drug. It is not safe, responsible, or legal to require this experimental drug for children.
Thank you for your time.
Emma B, Seattle
Sources/links for above claims:

*
https://www.fda.gov/media/150386/download
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fhealthfreedomwa.us6.listmanage.com%2Ftrack%2Fclick%3Fu%3D40143355eb17016f20908f88d%26id%3Db3f413061a%26e%3D1

*
Doctor analyzes death rates in Pfizer's trial:
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=crAyJvyDygM&feature=youtu.be
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fhealthfreedomwa.us6.listmanage.com%2Ftrack%2Fclick%3Fu%3D40143355eb17016f20908f88d%26id%3D50048ff78a%26e%3D1e
*
Pfizer's 6-month data shows they do more harm than good:
https://rumble.com/vqx3kb-the-pfizer-inoculations-do-more-harm-than-good.html
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fhealthfreedomwa.us6.list-

manage.com%2Ftrack%2Fclick%3Fu%3D40143355eb17016f20908f88d%26id%3D672dfbe24e%26e%3D1

*
https://ca.childrenshealthdefense.org/uncategorized/2-things-mainstream-mediadidnt-tell-you-about-fdas-approval-of-pfizer-vaccine/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fhealthfreedomwa.us6.listmanage.com%2Ftrack%2Fclick%3Fu%3D40143355eb17016f20908f88d%26id%3D26c70db82c%26e%3D1

*
https://vaersanalysis.info/2021/12/25/vaers-summary-for-covid-19-vaccinesthrough-12-17-2021/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fhealthfreedomwa.us6.listmanage.com%2Ftrack%2Fclick%3Fu%3D40143355eb17016f20908f88d%26id%3Da4f598f7f9%26e%3D1e

*
https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/21/360bbb-3
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fhealthfreedomwa.us6.listmanage.com%2Ftrack%2Fclick%3Fu%3D40143355eb17016f20908f88d%26id%3D0db3d2f954%26e%3D1
*
https://digital.ahrq.gov/sites/default/files/docs/publication/r18hs017045-lazarusfinal-report-2011.pd
*
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1776985/000119312519241112/d635330df1.ht

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fhealthfreedomwa.us6.listmanage.com%2Ftrack%2Fclick%3Fu%3D40143355eb17016f20908f88d%26id%3Da2db36e764%26e%3D1

*
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1682852/000168285220000017/mrna20200630.ht
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fhealthfreedomwa.us6.listmanage.com%2Ftrack%2Fclick%3Fu%3D40143355eb17016f20908f88d%26id%3Dd29a8db5b3%26e%3D1

*
https://digital.ahrq.gov/sites/default/files/docs/publication/r18hs017045-lazarusfinal-report-2011.pdf
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fhealthfreedomwa.us6.listmanage.com%2Ftrack%2Fclick%3Fu%3D40143355eb17016f20908f88d%26id%3D4ea68806a7%26e%3D1

*
https://www.cdc.gov/flu/season/faq-flu-season-2021-2022.htm#faq-45610
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fhealthfreedomwa.us6.listmanage.com%2Ftrack%2Fclick%3Fu%3D40143355eb17016f20908f88d%26id%3D5c94c1b0f2%26e%3D1e

______________________________________________
From: Daniel Wilson
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:23:17 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Emily Hergert
Sent: 1/6/2022 12:34:10 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Child are at Extremely low risk on contacting this virus and spreading it.
Even by getting the vaccine it does not stop the spread or having the virus.
We should have medical freedom to choose.
Please don’t do this to our families and our children!
Sincerely and concerned
Emily Hergert
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Arthur Collins
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:41:59 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brenda
Sent: 1/6/2022 2:35:57 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Children are at LOW risk for COVID.
Studies DO show that vaccinated and unvaccinated both transmit COVID therefore, the
vaccine does not stop the spread.
Thank you,
Brenda Edwards
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Angie Anstrom
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:26:07 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Danielle Knight
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:08:08 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Gwendolyn Fullerton
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:10:39 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Garrett Wiseman
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:59:44 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: David Corey
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:37:26 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Gregory Sherrod
Sent: 1/6/2022 11:11:35 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Gaylene Smith
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:34:13 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Alaina Miller
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:06:16 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Chase Chang
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:49:16 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
As a parent and an educator, I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for
school admission or childcare in our State for the following Reasons:
*
*
*
*
Covid,
*

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
therefore,
The vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of the disease

Thank you,
Chase Chang
Kent, Washington

Sent from Mail
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.microsoft.com%2Ffwlink%2F%
for Windows

______________________________________________
From: Amy Stephens
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:56:26 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: C Miller
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:41:14 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Andrea Hurst
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:43:29 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: CynDee Aerts
Sent: 1/6/2022 12:41:16 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid shots for children
External Email
The overwhelming data show that children are at a virtually 0% risk of even contracting
Covid, much less dying from it. It is completely unconscionable for any health official (let
alone a government bureaucrat) to consider injecting an unknown genetic substance into
children.
Parents are being coerced and lied to about the "need" for this injection. There are NO
studies to show the long-term effects and damage this will do to their little systems.
Please, get off of this band-wagon and do the research! Listen to doctors who are
warning about the adverse effects and the lack of studies in small children.
Please DO NOT MANDATE THESE SHOTS FOR YOUNG CHILDREN.
CynDee Aerts
Spokane, WA

______________________________________________
From: Denise Ramos
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:11:29 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: B H
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:18:45 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments RE: Covid-19 Agenda Items for meeting on January 12, 2022

attachments\9F0DBEF183064489_Letter to WA State Board of Health for Jan 12
meeting.docx
External Email

______________________________________________
From: Danielle Price
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:03:15 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Alexandra Markanen
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:55:59 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: DANA LANKHAAR
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:31:12 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Christopher Lippold
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:51:39 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: acrosby489@southseattle.edu
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:13:40 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
1. Children are at extremely low risk for covid-19
2. The vaccines are still ONLY EMergency use authorized
3. There are no long-term studies to document ANY history of safety
4. Studies DO now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can BOTH transmit covid,
therefore the vaccine apparently does NOT STOP THE SPREAD of the disease.
Sincerely,
Arianda Crosby, BSN, RN
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Alisa K
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:27:35 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
1. it’s does not stop your from getting Covid or giving it
2. Statically children survival and tolerance for Covid is excellent.
3. You should not recommend a product for children where there are NO long term
studies.
4. stop ignoring natural immunity. Many have already had Covid.
5. do not ignore VAERS, there are some issues/side effects happening, possibly due to
vaccines.
6. It’s too soon to require this.
Alisa Kruse
Auburn WA

______________________________________________
From: Cinda Johnson
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:29:20 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Carlotta Barnette
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:22:23 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
- The vaccine is EUA only, NOT FDA approved
- The Covid 19 vaccine and boosters are NOT showing effectiveness
- Children are at such a LOW risk
- The survival rate is STILL at 99.25% if one catches Covid 19

______________________________________________
From: Deborah Olson
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:23:18 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Edeltraut Sokol
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:39:17 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Amber Zumwalt
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:24:32 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Charity Utterback
Sent: 1/6/2022 12:54:53 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
*Children are at an extremely low risk for COVID
*The vaccines are still only EAU.
*There are no long term studies to document any history or safety, in gave most recent
studies show it cause heart problems in young people.
*Studies show the vaccinated and unvaccinated can both get and spread Covid.
Therefore, the vaccine does not stop the spread of the virus

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:11:19 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW:

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov>
360-236-4105

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01%
| Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH%
|Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: Courtney Jauregui <courtneylm93@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 10:23 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject:

External Email
As a parent I am adamantly opposed to a covid vaccine requirement for school aged kids
and daycares. This vaccine has not had any long term (or relatively short term) safety
studies done and is only approved for emergency use. The SCIENCE shows that though
this virus is becoming more transmissible it is also becoming LESS severe symptom wise
(especially in children).

No parent wants their child to get sick, not even with the common cold (which is where
covid is heading in mutation). However the reality is that if they don't catch it at school
they will catch it at the grocery store, the library, from mom or dad who got it from work
etc. DESPITE vaccination status!

It is absolute discrimination to refuse children access to public school because their
parents don't feel comfortable giving them an experimental vaccine (and it's only

considered a 'vaccine' because the definition of a vaccine has recently been amended).

It should absolutely be a CHOICE.

I’d really think hard about your decision. A collapse of washington state education is in
store if this becomes mandatory.

Best regardsA Mom for Medical Freedom!

______________________________________________
From: Dan Honeycutt
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:23:48 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Beverly Robertson
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:18:39 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Crinn Simmons
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:36:28 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
They are deadly…I have lost no one in my life (over 85 people) to suffering thru Covid
19…but I have lost 5 totally healthy beforehand…people directly connected to these
untested illegally ordered shots! They died within hours to days after having been given
these shots…now our States and Government want to shoot that poison into our
CHILDREN! These Controllers of the Health Departments have completely over stepped
their boundaries of control over their Constituents I am totally, 100% against these
actions!

______________________________________________
From: Cheryln Lawson
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:53:16 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am OPPOSED to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State!!!
These shots are still only approved for emergency use. Secondly, the incidence of
children being effected by Covid 19 is very low & there have been no long term studies
regarding the effects of these shots on children. Finally, the medical care & treatment for
our children should not be dictated by the state, but rather determined by each child's
parent as they consult doctors to determine the best course of action.
Again, I am OPPOSED to making Covid 19 shots mandatory for our children!!!
Sincerely,
Cheryln Lawson, Concerned Citizen & Voter

______________________________________________
From: Aaron Brandrup
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:23:43 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Caitlin Maurer
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:03:01 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brittany Brahmer
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:59:40 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brittany Prescott
Sent: 1/7/2022 1:04:41 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Erin Hardwick
Sent: 1/7/2022 4:53:36 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Children are at very low risk for covid.
There have not been long term studies on the vaccines.
There are side effects that are more risky than the disease for children.
Vaccinated individuals are still spreading the disease, so the benefit of vaccinating does
not exist.
The vaccines are still EUA and children are not in an emergency.
SIncerely,
Erin Hardwick

______________________________________________
From: Bradley Lockridge
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:28:17 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: 1-12-22 Public Comment.
External Email
WA State Board of Health,
As a resident of Washington State, I feel compelled to express my deepest concern over
the recent discussions regarding COVID-19 and the proposed policies on agenda for the
1/12/22 meeting.
Myself and my family are vehemently opposed to the proposed policy that would allow
local health officers to utilize law enforcement to force an emergency order to
involuntarily detain a person or persons to be isolated in a quarantine facility following
refusal to voluntarily comply with requests for medical examination, testing, treatment,
counseling, and vaccination. This is a deliberate breach of my personal freedoms and I
am appalled that as a state, we are progressing in this fashion. This overreach of
government would propel us to vacate this state as we have watched so many others do.
On the topic of the proposal to require students in public school to receive the COVID-19
injection, I am equally outraged and opposed. If this policy passes we will most certainly
not enroll our children in the public education system. I know a substantial number of
other WA residents that will do the same and/or unenroll their existing students. In good
faith, I cannot support this proposal. I oppose this due to the follow factors:
-Children under the age of 19 have a 99.995% survival rate from COVID-19 infection
-COVID vaccines remain under Emergency Use Authorization
-Children have a higher chance of death or adverse reaction to COVID-19 vaccines than
COVID-19 itself
I also oppose the Board's formation of a Technical Advisory Group to review information
about COVID-19 shots for consideration of mandating the shots for school. I am in
complete opposition of any COVID-19 mandates, period.
I DO however support Informed Choice Washington's Petition for Rulemaking asking the
Board to establish a new rule that prohibits them from adding any Emergency Use
Authorized product or any licensed product that lacks completed Phase 3 trial studies, to
the school required list.
I would like to express my strongest objections to these proposed policies as a taxpaying citizen of WA state.
Respectfully,
Brad Lockridge
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Dallas Williams
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:55:30 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Frank P. Slavick, Jr.
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:23:00 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Elleece Derby
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:41:38 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid 19 shot
External Email
Washington State Board of Health members,
I am opposed to making C 0 V l D-1 9 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare
in our State for the following Reasons:
During the October 26th FDA advisory committee meeting, 16 of the 18 members were
very clear that they believed “otherwise healthy" children do NOT need this injection. It
was specifically stated in their closing comments that they were recommending approval
so that "high risk children in conjunction with their parents and doctors" could have it
available. They also noted that though some states may try to "mandate" it, they
couldn't let that deter them from making it available to high risk kids that may need it.
Federal Emergency Use Authorization statutes prohibit school mandates of EUA products.
The only FDA approved version is not yet available in the United States.
Phase 3 clinical trials of COVID-19 vaccines are not yet completed. C4591007—the main
clinical trial in children and young adults with BNT162b2—has an estimated completion
date of May 5, 2026. Source:https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT04816643
The vaccine formulation now being given to U.S. children aged 5-11 is NOT the same
formulation used in the clinical trials, and NOT the same formulation that has been
administered to all other age groups under EUA. So even when current ongoing clinical
trials are complete, the results cannot be assumed to be relevant to the safety or
effectiveness of the new formulation.
Not having language that recognizes and acknowledges innate immunity of the C I9
recovered is irresponsible medicine and employs a one size fits all medical approach that
does not take into account the individual health needs of children.
Children are the least affected by this virus regarding severity and most at risk of
unknown long term effects.
Thank you for your consideration in this matter.

______________________________________________
From: Dorothy Neely
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:37:13 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Barb Moberg
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:37:48 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Children are not at risk from this virus
There are no long term studies in the risks or medical problems of vaccinations that are
being forced on the public
Please show me the science for mandating these vaccines for children
The vaccines don’t stop COVID spread and they don’t stop you from catching the virus.
Why then must you inject our children with a drug we don’t know long term effects when
it won’t stop the spread or keep you from getting the virus.
There is no reason to force our children to take a shot that will do. Toning
This is all about power, money and control.
Most people do not want this, check any poll……
Power, money and control is all you want
Sent from my iPad

______________________________________________
From: Eugene VanDePutte
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:18:20 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Douglas Rettko
Sent: 1/7/2022 3:45:30 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Debra Bond-Yancey
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:45:41 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Autumn Causey
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:08:28 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Courtney Rothell
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:00:23 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Amber Owen
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:03:19 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Erin Moffitt
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:05:16 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Ben Miller
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:48:49 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Children are extremely low risk for Covid, and the vaccine has no long-term safety study
and it is only authorized for emergencies only at this point.
Additionally, studies are showing that both vaccinated and unvaccinated can transmit
Covid therefore the vaccine does not protect people from Covid.
Benjamin Miller
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: acwilliams2020
Sent: 1/6/2022 3:05:02 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: 99D799D1-BF70-41D1-9E5F-FC6C20B0079A
External Email
I am writing, requesting you to OPPOSE the Board's formation of a Technical Advisory
Group. I OPPOSE any and all COVID-19 mandates!
I also want to show my SUPPORT for the Informed Choice Washington's Petition for Rule
making.
Thank you,
Carissa Williams
Sent via the Samsung Galaxy Note20 Ultra 5G, an AT&T 5G smartphone

______________________________________________
From: Carissa Sanchez
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:30:57 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dmitriy Rykhlin
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:42:05 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Adam Smith
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:46:09 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Careese Fasnacht
Sent: 1/6/2022 11:34:35 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Children are at extremely low risk for COVID.
The vaccines are still only EUA.
THERE IS NO LONG TERM STUDIES TO DOCUMENT ANY HISTORY OF SAFTY OR
EFFECTIVENESS.
Studies do now document that vaccinated or unvaccinated you can Borg transmit the
Covid virus. Therefore the vaccine apparently does NOT stop the spread of the disease
and should be left to personal choice just like the flu vaccine.
-Careese Fasnacht
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Annie O'Rourke
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:02:06 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brigitte LaBarge
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:06:10 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Elizabeth Smatlak
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:55:09 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Beth Kilcup
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:53:58 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Aliss Crooks
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:32:26 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cj Jones
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:21:35 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
*
*
*
*
Covid,
*

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
therefore,
The vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of the disease

Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Brian Wickstrom
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:54:46 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
1) Vaccination for CV-19 does not stop transmission or prevent infection which has been
admitted by the CDC, and evident with outbreaks all over in 90-100% vaccinated groups
such as cruise ships, professional sports, military, other countries. They do not protect
against variants, and immunity wears off quickly requiring nonstop boosters every 3-6
months.
2) Children statistically are at less risk of dieing from CV-19 than the flu and it has not
been shown that they transmit to adults. If kids do get CV-19 they mostly have mild
symptoms and will also gain natural immunity which has been shown over and over to be
far superior to vaccine induced immunity.
3) The CV-19 vaccines are still in emergency use authorization and have not been
studied long enough to know they are safe. More evidence shows they cause harm in
kids with greater risk for heart issues, blood clots, GBS, bells palsy, and many more
dangerous side effects . There have been more adverse events and deaths reported to
VAERS for the CV-19 vaccines in 1 year than all other vaccines combined over the last 30
years.
Our kids are not lab rats, and mandating kids to receive these shots to attend school is a
crime against humanity and will cause far greater harm than good. Not only that, but will
also cause far more families to pull their kids from public schools so not only affecting
their health, but education. Pushing this through makes absolutely no sense, will lead to
more harm than good, and only benefits BIG PHARMA and those in office that are paid off
by them.
Dr. Brian Wickstrom

______________________________________________
From: bret fleming
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:32:24 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
*
Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
*
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
*
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
*
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
Covid, therefore,
*
The vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of the disease.
*
There is no credible scientific reason for the use of this vaccine in children.
*
There has been a lack of the use of a "critical thought process" or opposing
scientific input used from any virologists.
*
No risk factors have been shown for children that have natural immunity from a
previous case of COVID.
Sincerely,
Bret Fleming
Selah, WA

______________________________________________
From: Erica Nieuwenhuis
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:26:25 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Against mandatory vaccinations for kids
External Email
To who it may concern
I am writing to voice my concerns about mandating vaccinations for kids to attend
school. I don’t feel it is right for the government to mandate vaccines that have not been
through the proper procedures for testing to be pushed on or children. Especially one
that can change there DNA that goes against all I believe religiously and morally.
I vote against the mandate!!
Erica Ravenstein
Methow, Wa
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Corin Engen
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:01:55 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Donna Deming
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:39:30 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Christian Orren
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:43:58 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Francine Tarpley
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:13:10 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Edmond Layton
Sent: 1/6/2022 3:55:09 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Amy Ennis
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:53:12 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dave Mensrd
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:36:19 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Carol
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:28:11 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission for childcare in
Washington State.

Children are at very low risk of becoming seriously ill or dying from Covid. However, they
are at risk of developing myocarditis and pericarditis which is discussed on the CDC
website as a possible adverse reaction to the mNRA Covid vaccines. That being just one
of possible negative reactions. https://www.cdc.gov/vaccines/covid-19/clinicalconsiderations/myocarditis.html
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cdc.gov%2Fvaccines%2Fcov
19%2Fclinicalconsiderations%2Fmyocarditis.html&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cc1824bf708764b26cb

There are no long term studies of the effects of these vaccines which don't keep the
vaccinated from getting and transmitting Covid and its variants. So why on earth would
we risk serious negative reactions in our children when the vaccine apparently doesn't
stop the spread! And who knows what might develop years from now.

The drug Vioxx was approved by the FDA in 1999 as a pain reliever for arthritis. Five
years later the drug was recalled because 88,000 people had had heart attacks as a
result of taking it.....38,000 of those people died.
https://www.npr.org/2007/11/10/5470430/timeline-the-rise-and-fall-of-vioxx
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.npr.org%2F2007%2F11%2F
the-rise-and-fall-ofvioxx&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cc1824bf708764b26cb3008d9d1a6a11b%7C11d0e21

These vaccines are still only emergency use authorized. Five years from now, we could
be looking back at statistics showing that thousands of children were harmed by them.
Are you willing to take that chance when the risks far outweigh the benefits.
Sincerely,
Carol Kilgore

*
*
*
*
Covid,

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
therefore,

*

The vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of the disease

______________________________________________
From: Anna Teats
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:52:14 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Chris Jarek
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:35:23 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Douglas Billman
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:01:48 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Charlotte McElvain
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:01:39 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Andrea Vanderpool
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:47:09 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cori Miller
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:17:54 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: covid vaccine for school attendance
External Email
Washington State Board of Health
I object to the plan to apply current infectious disease WAC codes to include Covid-19 for
Washington State residents.
This disease is manageable if treatment is started early. Moreover, it is survivable by
more than 99 percent of the population. Covid vaccines have little effect on Covid, and in
fact, most people who get this Covid and spread it have been fully vaccinated, some have
even received booster shots. Being fully vaccinated will require regular booster shots,
forever!
Including Covid vaccines as a requirement for attending public school is completely
unnecessary. Children have little risk from Covid-19, but they do have considerable risk
from the unapproved Covid vaccines.
In America, health officers do not have the right to quarantine a person or family in a
prison-type facility for refusing the Covid vaccination or any other medical intervention.
They also do NOT have the right to force vaccines on citizens who do not choose them.
This is not about our health. This is about control and it is NOT in the purview of the
Washington State Department of Health or ANY elected official or unelected state
employee. These decisions are the right of every citizen and NO law, mandate, code or
policy can override those rights. We are NOT granted rights from the State. The State is
REQUIRED to protect our rights and not infringe on them.
Sincerely,
Cori Miller
26109 NE 17th St.
Redmond, WA 98053

______________________________________________
From: Faith Gallatin
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:18:33 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments on agenda items for Board meeting January 12, 2022
External Email
Hello! Thank you for adding my comments to this discussion.
I support that the Board has been working to reduce stigmas around infectious disease
(especially HIV). This attitude should also extend to the SARS-CoV-2 (aka Covid-19)
virus infection. I am concerned with the increasing discrimination against individuals who
have not taken the Covid-19 vaccine based on whatever reason they have chosen medical background, allergies, having natural immunity, etc. Just as there was so much
fear around HIV when it first was "discovered," many people are simply reacting out of
ignorance and fear rather than being well-informed and rational.
Every person is different and will respond to infections based on many factors of general
health, weight, substance use (good or bad), genetics, and lifestyle. Discriminating or
stigmatizing individuals based on contracting a disease or infection does NOT help them
improve their health or help them have the mindset and support to make necessary
changes. In the case of SARS-CoV-2, individuals have also recovered after contracting it
and are no longer infectious to others, so there should be no stigmatization of them
coming through that episode.
An individual should be allowed to make the best decision for themselves with their
medical support team concerning any health issue. Better education around being aware
if you are sick and staying home/away from others until you are well is the best way to
promote less spread of infection instead of taking law enforcement away from more
important duties to force quarantines.
From all of the data on your website, it seems SARS-CoV-2 is acting like a typical flu
virus with spikes a couple of times a year while it makes its way through the entire
population. Why don't we encourage healthy habits instead of fear and isolation?
I do not support adding the Covid-19 vaccine to the list required for school children. This
should be a decision between the parents and the medical system for the child as so few
children have died from Covid-19 (less than one-thousandth of a percent of those who
get it). I have navigated these on-going medical decisions for years with my daughter
(born with multiple disabilities) along with her medical team and have appreciated the
care shown by the team (in many hospitals and clinics) to determine the best way to
protect her in many situations. Again, one size does not fit all in the scope of human
bodies!
Please be judicious and wise, taking all the time required to come to the best decision on
any changes truly necessary in the state law. To rush these decisions through under an
"emergency" status no longer makes sense. We are NOT in an emergency any more.
Emergencies do not last 22 months!
You have been given a position of leadership for our state and our children's future. Set
aside your own agenda, research these concerns for yourself, and look into the long-term
effects of any decision. I ask you to honor that trust from the people of Washington
State.
Thank you,

Faith Gallatin

______________________________________________
From: Amy RAVENSCROFT
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:51:22 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Against ALL proposed Covid policies
External Email
To whom it may concern,
I am completely against any of the proposed Covid policies that are overreaching and
immoral. We stand against these proposed WAC's:
As a parent I am adamantly opposed to a covid vaccine requirement for school aged kids
and daycares. This vaccine has not had any long term (or relatively short term) safety
studies done and is only approved for emergency use. The SCIENCE shows that though
this virus is becoming more transmissible it is also becoming LESS severe symptom wise
(especially in children).
No parent wants their child to get sick, not even with the common cold (which is where
covid is heading in mutation). However the reality is that if they don't catch it at school
they will catch it at the grocery store, the library, from mom or dad who got it from work
etc. DESPITE vaccination status!
It is absolute discrimination to refuse children access to public school because their
parents don't feel comfortable giving them an experimental vaccine (and it's only
considered a 'vaccine' because the definition of a vaccine has recently been amended).
When my husband and I chose to have children we intended to raise them as a couple,
the TWO of us.
It should absolutely be a CHOICE.
I’d really think hard about your decision. A collapse of washington state education is in
store if this becomes mandatory.
Best regards,
Amy Ravenscroft

______________________________________________
From: BERYL EMBERSON-NASH
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:07:06 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Galina Tsyukalo
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:47:48 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Diane Alderman
Sent: 1/6/2022 11:30:01 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cyndi Helle
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:25:09 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Fatima Jordan
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:15:17 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: candice duncanbrown
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:58:31 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Anne Steinmetz
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:35:39 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Catherine Haapala
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:08:39 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
School boards, governments, politicians, they don’t belong in healthcare.
This is a personal decision and everybody deserves right for informed consent.
Children or not lab rats, keep the jab for yourself
You’re participating in mass delusional psychosis and it needs to stop now
Sent from my iPad

______________________________________________
From: Daniel Burns
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:31:18 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Aleksandr Yatskovskiy
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:55:57 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Christen Blakeslee
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:33:13 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
*

*
*
*
*
Covid,
*

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
therefore,
The vaccine apparently does not stop thespread of the disease

A concerned Washington State Citizen,
Christen Blakeslee

______________________________________________
From: Daniel Zarzar
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:12:18 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Amy Fowers
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:51:36 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Erin Hardwick
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:54:18 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dalia Olvera
Sent: 1/7/2022 3:46:31 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Alexandra Kasper
Sent: 1/6/2022 11:34:01 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comment for upcoming meeting, January 12, 2022
External Email
Members of the Board,
I am writing to comment on your consideration of requiring COVID-19 vaccinations for
children to attend school. If you were to decide that COVID-19 vaccinations should be
mandatory, the decision would be a thorough breach of all scientific evidence available to
us regarding the danger of COVID-19 to children,and the spreadability of the disease
regardless of vaccination status. Not only this, but it would be a breach of the rights of
every child in the United States to get a free, public education. A child's right to an
education should not rest on their (or their parents' choice that they may not even have
a say in) to get a vaccine that they may oppose for health, religious, or philosophical
reasons. The benefit of such a mandate would be nil given our scientific understanding of
the disease and vaccine; the negative consequences will be far-reaching for the children
who would no longer receive an education and the society that will bear those
consequences long into the future.
Of course, it is also simply morally wrong to rescind civil liberties from someone for not
giving up their bodily autonomy. But that bears without saying, so it is not my primary
argument.
I hope that you will consider these comments and the havoc you will wreak on young
lives if you should decide in favor of mandatory COVID-19 vaccinations in public schools.
Sincerely,
Alexandra Kasper

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.onelink.me%2F107872968%3F

______________________________________________
From: Benjamin Dun
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:48:53 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cheryl Hardy
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:29:54 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: George Fritchman
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:12:40 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons: 1) no mandatory vaccination requirements for
normal flues has ever been applied. People have died from these flies in the past.
2) Exceptions are always granted for certain conditions. Due to devastating side effects
that have appeared in the population more investigations should be undertaken to
determine the exact causes prior to any thought about administering vaccines. 3) The
majority of the senior age group have been vaccinated. The other age groups have
shown recovery from an infection is most likely hence no mandatory vaccination should
be required. 4) These established facts are being ignored and the population is being lied
to or deceived by the media and politicians. Big money is controling the narrative and
politicians over the interests of the population. You know it and average citizens know it.
Sincerely
George Fritchman
Vietnam veteran/Retired Federal Defense worker

______________________________________________
From: Diana Miller
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:40:00 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Christine C Cosmez
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:56:26 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Adam Spear
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:56:53 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
*

*
*
*
*
Covid,
*

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
therefore,
The vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of the disease

Adam G Spear

______________________________________________
From: April Waterbury
Sent: 1/7/2022 3:19:31 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Bryna Bowman
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:16:06 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: David Hiatt
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:11:03 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Adam Lockwood
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:11:20 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Ali Hayton
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:17:08 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
The risk:benefit ratio for kids is just too high. Our bodies need to learn how to fight
things on their own at times and as this virus spreads, it’s getting weaker and the vast
majority of kids and healthy adults recover well and build immunity.
If a woman has the right to choose what to do with her body, that should include
whether or not she is injected with these vaccines, and parents should be allowed to
make these decisions for their children.
Thank you.

Get Outlook for iOS
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fo0ukef&data=04%7C0

______________________________________________
From: Bev Wennerlind
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:56:51 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Eric Haugen
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:11:03 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
Dear Technical Advisory Group,
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
1) Children are at very low risk of contracting Covid-19. There are no long-term studies
to show that children are at risk.
2) Studies have shown that both vaccinated and unvaccinated can 'both' transmit Covid19.
3) Medical choices should be made by childrens parents or Guardians not dictated by
certain groups or State Authorities
Sincerely,
Eric Haugen
Eric Haugen Design
2907 Harborview Dr., #J
Gig Harbor, WA 98335
253.208.2215

______________________________________________
From: Britney Cramer
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:33:25 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:11:52 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Comment on vax requirement for school age children.

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: Emily Meyers <e.meyers@live.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 10:09 AM
Subject: Comment on vax requirement for school age children.

External Email
To whomever it may concern,

We The People/Parents will not tolerate any covid shot requirements for school age
children. We will consent to medical treatment to our children IF we so desire, once we
have had ample time to gather all pertinent information and make a wise and informed
decision, which many of us do not feel have we had time for.
And many of us feel that much more time and information is needed re: safety, and
efficacy, and long term studies from this new product.
Furthermore, it’s proven the Covid shots do not work against variants. Celebrities and
public figures are tweeting/talking about testing positive for Covid, within the last couple
weeks, even though being triple vaxxed(in fact, today, on The View, it was Whoopi
Goldberg).
This, (and many more reasons) and firstly, the fact that you are not our children’s
parents, and secondly, children are not at high risk for Covid, makes this whole decision
mute.

We encourage you to stand for freedom and support the parents in making the best
informed decision for their children.

Let Freedom Ring,

E. Meyers

P.s.

Well-Structured German Study Shows No Deaths among Healthy German Kids Ages 5 to
11

Here is what we find for healthy kids with Covid-19:

-For healthy kids, the risk of going to the hospital is 51 per 100,000
-For healthy kids, the risk of going to the ICU is 8 per 100,000
-For healthy kids, the risk of death is 3 per 1,000,000
-There were no deaths reported in healthy kids older than 5
-Kids 5 to 11 have a lower risk than kids <5 and adolescents 12 to 17
-Kids 5 to 11 have a risk of going to the ICU of 2 in 100,000; 0 died
-Among kids who died of COVID19, 38% were already on palliative/ hospice care

The Germany study shows that risks to healthy kids are very low.

So why the school closures, mask mandates, and vaccinations for children who are not at
risk

https://brownstone.org/articles/well-structured-german-study-shows-no-deaths-amonghealthy-german-kids-ages-5-to-11/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fbrownstone.org%2Farticles%2Fwe
structured-german-study-shows-no-deaths-among-healthy-german-kids-ages-5-to11%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C7927c406bcc74b1c3e4008d9d2118f8d%7C11d

@KanekoaTheGreat

https://t.me/WeTheMedia/42072

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ft.me%2FWeTheMedia%2F42072&

______________________________________________
From: Danielle Lopeman
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:41:21 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Ashley Rusnak
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:18:41 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Elisha Graves
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:30:44 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: E394F82C-294A-4AB4-BA02-D9A9BCAA028A
External Email
I heard that there is to be a meeting regarding forced, mandated vaccinations regarding
covid. This is absurd and disregards the Constitution. Especially when so many people
had it, got over and lived through it. Addiction overdoses have taken more people than
this virus. I would suggest looking in to solving that problem, if you are really trying to
help save people. Covid needs to run its course. The more you mess with it the more
mutations occur. The disregard of the Constitution is illegal in itself. Please remember
that.

______________________________________________
From: Connie Hardy
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:29:38 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Andriy Smalko
Sent: 1/6/2022 11:47:53 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Elizabeth Schoppert
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:19:41 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
This age group is least affected by Covid 19 and we do not have enough information on
long term adverse effects with the vaccine. I read several studies on the effects of prior
MRNA vaccine attempts and the outcomes of the case studies which resulted in many
negative outcomes, one of which led to infertility.
The public has never been given the case studies on this Vaccine. No open dialogue just
mandates. I believe in vaccines but prior vaccines were and are not made in the same
way as the Covid Vaccine. If adults consent and want to participate in an experimental
vaccine that is their choice but it should not be made mandatory for our children to
participate until more information in the long term use of and possible adverse problems.
Respectfully,
Elizabeth Schoppert

______________________________________________
From: Barbara Williams
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:59:26 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Briana Patton
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:39:59 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid policies
External Email
As a mother and concerned citizen I am asking the board to NOT enact the policies
concerning COVID which will effect childrens’ lives specifically and the the entire state
population broadly. Schools were never meant to be used as a way to control citizens but
for educating them. Our police forces were created as to protect people from criminal
activity, not as a task force to be used to enact the state’s current whim. Both of these
policies are abused of power and should not be supported.
Thank you
Briana Patton

Get Outlook for iOS
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fo0ukef&data=04%7C0

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 11:52:24 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW:

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111
-----Original Message----From: Michelle Van Diest <mvandiest30@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 11:44 AM
Subject:
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
I urge you to consider the real science and full spectrum of medical data when
considering requiring a COVID vaccine for day care and school attendance. Randomized
controlled trials are the gold standard in medical research because there is a control
group. Pfizer conducted a randomized control trial of 44,000 patients divided into two
groups. One group gets vaccine, one group gets placebo. More people died in the Pfiizer
vaccine group than the placebo group. The difference wasn’t statistically significant but
scientifically one cannot claim these vaccines reduce death.
The Pfizer and Moderna vaccines use non-FDA-approved mRNA gene therapy, according
to their filings with the US Securities and Exchange Commission. Clinical trials for the
drugs conclude in 2023. The only FDA approved version of the vaccine is Comirnaty, is
not currently available, and is different than the emergency use authorized PfizerBioNTech vaccine. 21 US Code 360BBB protects one’s right to refuse any emergency use
authorized medial products, therefore it is illegal to mandate an EUA vaccine.
The VAERS database is the database for vaccine injuries. A Harvard report in 2010 shows
that fewer than 1% of vaccines adverse events are reported to VAERS. The CDC validates
all entries and false allegations are prosecuted. Pre-COVID, VAERS shows about 158
deaths due to vaccines per year. In January 2021, over 17,000 deaths and over 70,000
hospitalizations from the Covid Vaccines were reported. This quantity of lethal reactions
historically shut down other vaccine programs.
Further, the CDC says that the Covid hospitalization risk for children is about the same
risk of the flu.
Tens of thousands of doctors around the world, including the creator of the mRNA
technology Dr. Robert Malone, warn of the extreme dangers of this experimental Covid
drug. It is not safe, responsible, or legal to require this experimental drug for children.
Thank you for your time.
Michelle in Bellingham, WA

Sources/links for above claims:
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.fda.gov%2Fmedia%2F150386

Doctor analyzes death rates in Pfizer's trial:
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fm.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3D

Pfizer's 6-month data shows they do more harm than good:
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Frumble.com%2Fvqx3kbthe-pfizer-inoculations-do-more-harm-thangood.html&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Cd5e5f254f8ac4fc53e3208d9d14e0de7%

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fca.childrenshealthdefense.org%2Fu
things-mainstream-media-didnt-tell-you-about-fdas-approval-of-pfizervaccine%2F&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Cd5e5f254f8ac4fc53e3208d9d14e0de

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fvaersanalysis.info%2F2021%2F12%
summary-for-covid-19-vaccines-through-12-172021%2F&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Cd5e5f254f8ac4fc53e3208d9d14e0de7%

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.law.cornell.edu%2Fuscode%2
3&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Cd5e5f254f8ac4fc53e3208d9d14e0de7%7C11d0

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fdigital.ahrq.gov%2Fsites%2Fdefault
lazarus-final-report2011.pd&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Cd5e5f254f8ac4fc53e3208d9d14e0de7%

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.sec.gov%2FArchives%2Fedgar

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.sec.gov%2FArchives%2Fedgar
20200630.ht&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Cd5e5f254f8ac4fc53e3208d9d14e0d

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fdigital.ahrq.gov%2Fsites%2Fdefault
lazarus-final-report2011.pdf&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Cd5e5f254f8ac4fc53e3208d9d14e0de7%

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cdc.gov%2Fflu%2Fseason%2F
flu-season-2021-2022.htm%23faq45610&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Cd5e5f254f8ac4fc53e3208d9d14e0de7%7C

______________________________________________
From: dixie parry
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:23:08 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email

I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
*
Children are at extremely low risk for Covid.
*
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized) and I refuse to let my
child be a lab rat just to push the vaccine thru so that these organizations can change
the status of their vaccines and not be liable for any injuries or death
*
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety and many
warning signs on VAERS data base on why not to do this to our children.
*
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
Covid, therefore, The vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of the disease
DO NOT MANDATE OUR CHILDREN!!!
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Alexis Gage
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:28:59 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Barb Ryan
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:13:36 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons: No child should be force to be vaccinated especially
since children are low risk. There is no proff that the vaccine stop the spread of this
disease. Also there is not study of the long term affects to child health in the future.

______________________________________________
From: Christopher Dahl
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:28:03 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Adam Lowther
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:12:14 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Arianne Affleck
Sent: 1/7/2022 3:54:55 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dave Cook
Sent: 1/7/2022 4:58:53 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Briety Koler
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:38:54 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Eric Scripps
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:34:50 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
I believe that parents should have the final say on what shots their children receive.
Unless there is a waiver like all other childhood immunizations and the children are not
isolated due to a waiver, this should not be required.
Not every family can afford to pay for private school or homeschool so by forcing this
mandate, parents will be forced to make a choice they potentially wouldn't have made
and the state government has taken that right away from parents.
Bethany Scripps

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.onelink.me%2F107872968%3F

______________________________________________
From: Amy Connolly
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:05:12 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
To whom it should concern:
I oppose making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in our
State for the following Reasons:
It is medically irresponsible to add the COVID vaccines to the childhood schedule given
the duration of their effectiveness, the average severity of the disease in most children,
the evolutionary potential of the virus, and the still to be determined appropriate dosing
schedule. Wholly premature and recklessly authoritarian. It will lead families to withdraw
their children from public and potentially private schools in even greater numbers. It will
have a polarizing and opposite impact to advancing the public health message.
Most sincerely,
Amy Connolly
Grandmother and concerned citizen
10315 E Holman rd
Spokane, Washington

______________________________________________
From: Debra Reeves
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:40:49 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:35:39 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: COVID 19 vaccine for school aged children

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: Shawnee Irish <shawneeirish12@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 4:28 PM
To: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: COVID 19 vaccine for school aged children

External Email

Please oppose or put a halt to this requirement for students that attend public schools.
This is such a new vaccine that have limited time on their safety data that we have no
clue what the long terms affects are and should not be using our children as an
experiment. The science has been constantly changing and I’m not comfortable as well
as other parents to putting this into our children. We should have a choice with what
happens to our children and it is not up to the government to decide what we or our
children do with our bodies. Why is “ my body my choice” only allowed in certain
situations but not what happens with ourselves or our children. Please take a look at a
parents perspective on this. This is so important that we halt this and take time to think
clearly on something that could later on be harmful to our children no matter what the
government is pushing on us. We’ve already been doing what we were told we needed to
do to stay safe and that’s as force our children to mask 8+ hours a day. Now what? Do
the masks not work because covid is still around and even though 78% of Washington is
fully vaxxed covid is still here and affects vaccinated. This will never end vaccination or
no vaccination. Please give us a choice.

______________________________________________
From: Corina Watt
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:56:27 AM
To: DOH WSBOH,Davis, Michelle (SBOH),Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH),Hoff, Christy Curwick
(SBOH),Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH),Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH),Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH),Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH),Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH),Schreiber, Tracy N
(SBOH),Haag, Hannah R (SBOH),Kahler, Kelie (SBOH),Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: 16,308 Constituents of WA State

attachments\B9A56212A0164F6B_HALT_Immunization_Criteria_for_20_PRDTOOL_NAMETOOLONG.xlsx
External Email
Dear Board Members,
Please review the petition attached created by Rochester Community Alliance and signed
by 16,308 constituents in support of:
Action: We the constituents and community members of this great State of Washington,
DEMAND the Washington State Board of Health (WSBOH) REFUSE to make COVID
vaccinations/shots mandatory for children of Washington State for child care and school
admission.
Due to the following reasons:.
1.

COVID vaccines remain Emergency Use Authorization

2.

Children under the age of 18 have a 99.995% survival rate from COVID infection

3.
Children have a higher chance of death or adverse reaction to COVID vaccines
than COVID-19

Sincerely,
Corina Watt
Rochester Community Alliance

______________________________________________
From: Cynthia ReaLynch
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:02:19 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Daniel Howard
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:44:02 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brielle Simon
Sent: 1/7/2022 1:37:19 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: George Johnson
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:31:53 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Gordon Anderson
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:47:29 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
To: Members - Washington State Board of Health
Subject: Comments re: "Immunization Criteria for Child Care and School Entry" agenda
item for January 12, 2022 meeting

As a grandparent of school age children in Washington State and concerned citizen, I
strongly urge you to oppose making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or
childcare in our State for the following reasons:
1.
This a solution to solve a non-existent problem. Children are at extremely low risk
for Covid – it is essentially zero. This is a policy that is completely unnecessary from a
public health standpoint, would be a waste of both time and money to implement, as well
as create a huge amount of ill-will from families. I can’t understand why a group of
reasonable and responsible board members would support this type of proposal.
2.
Mandates of experimental medical procedures are illegal under Federal law. These
laws include statutes prohibiting the imposition of experimental medical procedures as
enshrined in the Nuremberg Code. The COVID vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use
authorized), and it is illegal and unethical to force people to accept them.
3.
The COVID vaccine are not safe. There are no long-term studies to document that
the vaccines are safe. In fact, what we do know now is that COVID vaccine injuries
recorded in VAERS are off the charts. Through December 24, 2021, there have been:
*
*
*

1,000,227 COVID vaccine adverse events reported in VAERS, including,
21,002 COVID vaccine reported deaths.
110,609 total COVID vaccine reported hospitalizations

4.
The COVID vaccines are not effective. Studies, including studies acknowledged by
the CDC, now clearly document that both vaccinated and unvaccinated can contract,
carry, and transmit Covid.
5.
Your risk as decision-makers. I have personally served on the board of a public
agency, and if I were in your shoes knowing what the Federal law is regarding the
proposal under consideration, I would ask a lot of hard questions and most likely back
away from approving this policy. Your first responsibility, as representatives on the
board, is to the people of the State of Washington, and not to any agency or agency
officials. And even if the current environment might suggest you have coverage to put a
policy like this in place, if children are unnecessarily injured or killed under such a policy
you would potentially be exposed as a board to costly litigation in the future.
6.
Parents are responsible for the health and safety of their own children. They
should be able to fully participate in decisions regarding the treatment of their children
with experimental medical procedures, including the COVID vaccines.

Given all of the above, the risk-benefit ratio – both for the children of the State, their
families, and for you as policymakers - does not support mandating an experimental
medical procedure for children against COVID-19.

Please represent us responsibly. Just say “NO!”

Thanks for listening, and for your service.

Gordon Anderson

______________________________________________
From: Cody Pomerinke
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:26:01 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
To Whom actually cares to listen to the community they Represent:
I am against imposing covid-19 vaccinations for school admissions and Child care. If we
are to be truly following the science then we should not have any restrictions on our
children as they are not at a high threat to this Disease. Data has shown that
homeschooling has jumped incredibly over the last 2 years.... majority of the people
choosing to home school no longer have trust in their elected officials and school
administration groups. The Vaccine has shown that transmission of Covid-19 is still
spread and infects those that have been vaccinated.
If you can truly answer the following question with no doubt then feel free to ignore
myself and the majority of the people you representIf vast majority of children are not at a high risk of becoming severely sick and vaccine
does not stop transmission (both of which have been proven) then what good comes
from immunizing our children without clear understanding of long term side effects?
Be Humble, Have Compassion, Respect your Community.
God Bless
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Debora Harter
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:46:32 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Adding COVID vaccine to mandatory vaccines for kids
External Email
As a parent and grand parent I strongly oppose making the COVID vaccine mandatory fir
children, it is causing many side effects tin children, has not been thoroughly tested, and
no one knows the long term effects. Do nit make this vaccine mandatory!!!!
Sent from my iPad

______________________________________________
From: Aimee Orrino
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:38:25 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Caitlin VanOrman
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:45:19 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Alexandr Shevchik
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:16:11 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Ed Anderson
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:46:29 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: April Putz
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:01:52 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Ben Berari
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:21:38 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Ginger Holcomb
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:55:51 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brittany Hunter
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:09:26 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Christine Brew
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:24:55 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Barb Johnson
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:22:37 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brittney jones
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:44:36 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Ashleigh Bramlett
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:10:04 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Amanda Roberts
Sent: 1/6/2022 12:48:42 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Children are low risk
The vaccine does not immunize and thus does not prevent the spread of Covid-19
There needs to be better studies of long term effects
If mother's have the choice to have their children then they should have the choice to
vaccinate or not
I am pro vaccine and all of my 4 children are/ will be fully vaccinated, but this is NOT a
vaccine. If it ever produces immunity like other vaccines, I may reconsider.

______________________________________________
From: Gayle Smith
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:26:45 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Angel Dierick
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:44:15 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Benjamin Dunham
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:50:12 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Amber Brouwer
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:08:11 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Debi L OLSON
Sent: 1/6/2022 2:05:19 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the immunizations technical advisory group
External Email
I am opposed to making covid 19 shots mandatory for school admission or child care in
our state for the following reasons:
Children are very low risk of infection
There have been no studies to show long term effects
The disease itself is mostly survivable, severe cases are considerably more rare than
actual infections
Regards,
Debi Olson
Spokane, Wa

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone
Get Outlook for Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2FAAb9ysg&data=04%7C

______________________________________________
From: Diana Osborne
Sent: 1/7/2022 5:41:35 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dana Epperson
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:15:14 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brenna Tilstra
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:34:03 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Chelsea Rosebrook
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:24:33 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Emanuel Carp
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:46:35 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cumpton, Sara
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:42:30 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:

The vaccines are for emergency used authorized

There is absolute no long term studies on these shots. We don’t know what will happen in
10 to 20 years from the ingredients in these shot.

Studies show that even with the shot you can still get Covid and Pass covid to other
people

This vaccine does not stop the spread of the virus.

Children are at extremely low risk to get covid

This is a choice that the parents should be making for their children no the state. Do not
take our freedom. We are standing up

HEAR MY WORDS

Sara Cumpton
2007 N Vista RD
Spokane Valley WA 99212

______________________________________________
From: Anna Kramarevskiy
Sent: 1/6/2022 11:45:43 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
*
*
*
*
Covid,
*

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
therefore,
The vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of the disease

Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Annaliese Harksen
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:09:36 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: ERIN DEPRIEST
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:32:40 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Kids should not be forced to be vaccinated. This is government overreach. Covid is not a
dangerous enough problem to justify this.

Get Outlook for iOS
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fo0ukef&data=04%7C0

______________________________________________
From: Elisabeth Veh
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:31:23 AM
To: DOH WSBOH,Davis, Michelle (SBOH),Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH),Hoff, Christy Curwick
(SBOH),Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH),Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH),Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH),Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH),Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH),Schreiber, Tracy N
(SBOH),Haag, Hannah R (SBOH),Kahler, Kelie (SBOH),Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: Covid Vaccine school mandate concern
External Email
To whom it may concern,
I am writing as a concerned parent about the possibility of COVID vaccine mandates for
school attendance. Data has consistently shown children to be at low risk for severe
disease from COVID. Adults can choose to be vaccinated to protect themselves from
severe disease. Current virus strains are showing to evade vaccines at this time. And
given there is no long term data on the efficacy or side effects of these vaccines in
children, one has the right to weigh risks to benefits and decide what right for their
child’s health. Using the comparison of currently required vaccines is not appropriate with
this EUA vaccine. Again, there is no long term data.
There are children that are unable to have the vaccine due to underlying health problems
or beliefs and unfortunately exemptions are near impossible to get from any physician at
this time. One of my sons has a clotting disorder and is unable to receive certain
vaccines however I have personally experienced that he is unable to qualify for a medical
exemption in WA state despite this being listed as a contradiction per the drug pamphlet
and the CDC. I find this mandate to be discriminatory as it denies those children the
ability to a public school education.
I also would like you to think about this. Are you prepared to compensate parents of
children that are vaccine injured should that prove to be the case? And is the district able
to handle budget cuts should there be a reduction in student enrollment?
As a registered nurse and parent I don’t not feel comfortable giving this vaccine to my
young sons and will pull them from public school if this mandate is implemented.
Thank you for your consideration,
Elisabeth Veh

Get Outlook for iOS
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fo0ukef&data=04%7C0

______________________________________________
From: Faith Schade
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:32:11 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Drew Hulscher
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:33:13 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
The vaccines aren’t safe and effective
They are still emergency use as comirnaty isn’t available and is not interchangeable with
the current vaccine.
Kids are at more risk from the shots then the virus
If you think we won’t fight it you are wrong! You will have half the kids pulled from public
school , including my son.
Sincerely
Laurie Hulscher
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Gloria Carmichael
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:00:29 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Casey Gordziel
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:11:55 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Daniel Secrist
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:49:09 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:43:09 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW:

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov>
360-236-4105

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01%
| Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH%
|Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: Sara Nguyen <sbnguyen7310@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 10:55 AM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject:

External Email
Dear Ms Davis,

I am writing to express my grave concern about the forced quarantine and counseling for
members of the public using their own free will not to participate in the experimental
vaccines currently offered for Covid 19 and forced vaccinations for children. My concerns
about rolling out such a draconian policy that violates the fabric of this country's founding
principles are many.

One of my largest concerns is that in watching the vaccines be given out over the last
year, it is clear that they are not working. Almost half of the infection rate of Covid
patients are already vaccinated. States with higher vaccine rates do not experience lower
Covid rates. People who are fully vaccinated are not stopping the transmission of Covid
either. It is also not proven to be a safe vaccine. People suffer at a higher rate from

complications from the vaccine then they do from Covid itself. Forcing people to get
vaccinated is clearly about power and submission, not about preserving public health.
Statistically, children have a higher chance of dying or having an adverse reaction to the
experimental Covid vaccine than they do from contracting Covid itself. At this point in
history, many of the children you propose to force vaccinate have already had Covid and
have valuable antibodies. Allow parents to choose what is the best decision for the
individual health of their children, not the state.

As a mother, I know my children more intimately and fully than any health care
professional, and certainly more than the state. I have witnessed their growth and
development since I first felt them in my womb. I choose to make decisions for my
children's health with information and discussion from professionals, not by coercion and
fear. Inform parents and respect their rights and their timing to make the decisions
necessary for protecting their families. Protecting that sacred right of a parent is a
paramount responsibility of an elected official and member of public education. I know
this well as a former public elementary school teacher. Please protect children's health,
respect the fiber of the Washington family and protect democracy by fighting against the
proposal to force vaccinations on children and force quarantine on non complying
families.

______________________________________________
From: Bri Scott
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:00:49 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons: Not only are children at low risk for contracting the
virus, but the vaccine has proven to be dangerous for children to take. What you are
doing is illegal and unconstitutional.

Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Brink Brandi
Sent: 1/7/2022 3:45:36 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 3:01:12 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Comments for the Jan. 12 Public Meeting

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov>
360-236-4105

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01%
| Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH%
|Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: Rob Horwitz <robth@directionsonmicrosoft.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 10:54 AM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Comments for the Jan. 12 Public Meeting

External Email
Hello. Below is my input for the Jan. 12 WA State Board of Health Public Meeting.

I am a resident of Washington State and 100% opposed to implementation of a COVID
19 vaccine requirement for our schools for the following reasons:

- Children are statistically at minuscule risk of death or injury from COVID 19.
- The current COVID 19 vaccines have not been shown to be safe. It is a documented
fact that current COVID 19 vaccines have racked up verified reports of death, injury, and
other adverse reactions (as tabulated on the U.S. Government’s VAERS system) that
dwarfs all the effects of every vaccine dose (of all types) administered over the past few
decades.

- The long-term implications of currently available COVID 19 vaccines are unknown, and
we know from fiascos like Merck’s Vioxx that it is very possible for poorly tested
pharmaceuticals to cause the deaths of tens of thousands of people.
- The risk / benefit analysis decision should be left to parents, not the state.

Thank you for considering my comments.

Robert Horwitz
Kirkland, WA

______________________________________________
From: Ann Shdo
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:45:24 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: COVID mandate for kids
External Email

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:

From: Ann Shdo <alshdo@hotmail.com>
Date: January 7, 2022 at 10:33:59 AM PST
To: Ann Shdo <alshdo@hotmail.com>
Subject: COVID mandate for kids

To
whom it may concern,
I am very against mandating Covid vaccines for children.
-Covid does not have a significant morbidity and/or mortality in this age group
-vaccination does not prevent the transmission of the virus
-children with underlying conditions already have access to the shot if they so
choose
-health choices should be protected!
I am a vaccinated registered nurse that has been working on the front lines of this
pandemic since it started, but I believe that the vaccination of children is unwarranted,
and that a mandate would be a serious mistake.
Sincerely,
Ann Shdo RN, BSN

Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Christina Hughes
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:22:53 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Eric Duncan
Sent: 1/7/2022 5:56:34 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brenda Kerns
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:14:14 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid
External Email
To State Board of Health:
I am very upset and concerned about your over reach on
On Agenda item 9, Agenda item 11. I have been vaccinated myself.
But you can not force people to vaccinate or punish them. We are all
smart enough to know what the government is doing here and it must stop. We are
bordering on dangerous footing here. If the government feels
they "know best" for the citizens of the state and are basically forced to comply.... well
you should be smart enough to know what that's called.
I come from a political family much whom have left Washington D.C.
because government sees it's citizens as unintelligent and is not really
concerned for citizens but those with big money. This government
needs to reconsider it's current position.
Sincerely,
Brenda Kerns

______________________________________________
From: debra Sanders
Sent: 1/5/2022 11:59:35 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid Vaccine
External Email
To the government t of Washington,
I do not give your permission to represent me and enforcing vaccine/ mask mandate on
me or my children. This is a free country and I am exercising my First Amendment Rights
as a citizen of the United States. It is time that the elected officials represent their
constituents or be removed from position.
Debra Sanders
Registered voter in the state of WA
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Elizabeth Bricker
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:56:31 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Alisha Walter
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:41:48 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brandon Ovenell
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:42:34 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cynthia DeBerry
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:53:48 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Breanna Heimbecker
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:04:40 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Angela Carter
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:43:06 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons: children are at very low risk for critical Covid
outcomes, due to their very healthy immune systems… Angela Carter RN
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Daniel Isaacson
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:49:47 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 vaccines mandatory for school admission or childcare
in our State for the following reasons:

- Children are at extremely low risk for hospitalization & death for Covid-19
- Natural immunity, how many children have already had Covid-19 and have natural
antibodies that defend against the virus; I bet many
- The vaccines are still emergency use authorizations & I am not comfortable with the
side effects
- myocarditis; there has been a big uptick in myocarditis cases from children who have
received the Covid-19 vaccine
- both vaccinated & unvaccinated persons can get and transmit Covid-19, therefore a
mandate does nothing to “slow the spread” or end the virus

If this is mandated we will 100% home school our children or move out of the state

Regards,
Daniel Isaacson

______________________________________________
From: Christina O’Keefe
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:04:33 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Chayse Roberts
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:07:21 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 1:41:34 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Covid vaccine mandates for kids

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: Jolie Ngo <jolietngo@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 1:20 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>; Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH)
<Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>; Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
<Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>;
Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH) <kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
<Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>; Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
<Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>; Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH)
<Tracy.Schreiber@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
<Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>;
Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH) <Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Covid vaccine mandates for kids

External Email
I STRONGLY DISAGREE. Until it's proven after many years of study, please do not force it
upon my children.

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:24:11 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: COVID 19 vaccine mandates

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: Oscar Cox <occox@hotmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 9:10 AM
To: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: COVID 19 vaccine mandates

External Email
I am writing to voice my opinion that the COVID 19 vaccine should NOT be mandated for
children to attend public school.
In the first year following the experimental COVID-19 vaccines, 983,758 cases of adverse
events have been reported in VAERS.
In the first year following the experimental COVID-19 vaccines, 20,622 deaths have been
reported in VAERS.
In the past 32 years (including this year, 2021) 864,722 cases have been reported in
VAERS following all FDA-approved vaccines, an average of 27,022 cases per year.
In the past 32 years (including this year, 2021) 9,416 deaths have been reported in
VAERS following all FDA-approved vaccines, an average of 294 deaths per year.
So in 2021 we have seen a 3,541% increase in cases reported following COVID-19
vaccines, and a 6,914% increase in deaths following the experimental COVID-19
vaccines.
If you mandate the vaccine, I promise you will have a mass exodus from public schools. I
will take my children out immediately. And we all know children leaving public school
means money leaving public school, and since we all know all any of you care about is
money, YOU will be responsible for the destruction of the public school system. DO NOT
allow our tyrannical State Superintendant to mandate an experimental vaccine on our
children. That should always be an individual/family decision, NOT yours.
Respectfully,
Rachael Cox

Warden, WA

______________________________________________
From: Alexandria Arriaga
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:56:49 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons: We are opposed to fetal tissue being used in
vaccinations, whether it be in the development of the vaccine, or in the actual vaccine.
Every life is sacred and God given, God knew us before he formed us, Jeremiah 1:5.
Making vaccinations mandatory by force to participate in school/chlidcare system is an
act of tyranny and communism, and goes against my moral and religious beliefs and
rights as an American citizen. It is contrary to our United States Constitution on so many
levels. The American government was founded on the concept of for the people and by
the people. Forced vaccinations in the school system is in no way representing the
concept of for and by the people. We are the people. Our country's principles were
founded on choice and freedom of religious beliefs and practices,. Forced vaccinations
have no place in our government, or any government domain such as the school and
childcare systems. Families are ultimately responsible for their children's wellbeing and
forced vaccinations take that responsibility away from the family. The family is who
labors in love to create and raise their children, families do not do this only to have their
children's rights and health compromised by an over reaching, tyrannical government.
Where do we live? China? We don't even know the long term affects of these chemical
rapes to ourselves or to our children. Why would we submit to voluntary test trials of
such on our precious children, our future? This is not okay, you do not have our
permission, and this will not stand.
- Righteously Enraged Parent and Citizen of the United States of America

______________________________________________
From: Charity Plett
Sent: 1/6/2022 12:48:22 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
There haven’t been studies on the long term effects of a vaccine that is still considered
under emergency use authorization.
Also, children are at a low risk of getting COVID.

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:57:50 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Children’s mandated vaccines

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov
360-236-4105
Website| Facebook |Twitter
-----Original Message----From: MARVA MCDEVITT <marvatom@aol.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 6:54 AM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Children’s mandated vaccines
External Email
Our family is strongly opposed to mandating vaccines for children. There is not enough
information about long term effects. We cannot put our children at risk with what is still
an experimental vaccine. There is not enough information on adolescent boys and
resulting cardiomyopathy.
Sincerely, Tom and Marva McDevitt

______________________________________________
From: Gloria Wright
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:39:32 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Carol Black
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:44:59 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments: January 12 2022 board meeting
External Email
Attn: Board Members

I wish to make comments on the January 12, 2022 agenda and the immunization
requirements of school-aged children. First of all, we are NOT anti-vaccinators and
certainly not “group-thinkers” – WE ARE critical thinkers. So, where is the discussions on
the LONG TERM effects on children and WHY are we even considering such requirement
on our children, in light of the side-effects on many in this age-group? Why are we not
considering natural immunity vs. immunization? The division this issue is creating among
Americans is exactly what Satan has in mind. Go ahead, put the “lepers” in the back of
the bus – isolate those who choose to take their health in their own hands. This is no
longer a pandemic……it is control over the people. I encourage you to think outside the
box. True Leaders do not FOLLOW THE PACK they forge new paths.

Respectfully submitted,

Glenn & Carol Black

______________________________________________
From: Christine Mitchell
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:48:19 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Debra Bierman
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:02:11 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Gregory Christian
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:22:18 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Danielle Gurrieri
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:29:00 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Greg Purvine
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:22:39 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Gary Micallef
Sent: 1/6/2022 12:51:09 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:Children don’t have a big problem with this virus, I
am opposed to the Government Mandating health care of any kind! Mandates have a
reverse effect, I am vaccinated but almost didn’t and probably wouldn’t have if it was
mandated on me! Let reasonable people reason and make their own choices!
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:10:47 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Comments for Jan. 12 BOH meeting RE adding Covid-19 to infectious
disease WACs--OPPOSE

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: Becky Helland <becky@hellands.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 5:06 PM
Subject: Comments for Jan. 12 BOH meeting RE adding Covid-19 to infectious disease
WACs--OPPOSE

External Email
I am writing in regard to an item on the agenda for your upcoming meeting on January
12, 2022. I OPPOSE adding COVID-19 to the current infectious disease WACs, and I
OPPOSE adding COVID-19 to school immunization requirements.

According to the CDC’s own numbers, COVID-19 has a 99.74% survival rate
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.nbc26.com%2Fnews%2Fcoro
estimates-covid-19-fatality-rate-including-asymptomaticcases&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C454c8ce526b043c15f8408d9d17a895a%7C11d0
. What warrant is there for requiring children and potentially adults take a risk on a
product that has no long-term safety data available, is still in experimental trials for two
more years, and doesn’t stop infection or transmission
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.theepochtimes.com%2Fover
100-fully-vaccinated-people-in-washington-state-test-positive-for-covid19_3757218.html&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C454c8ce526b043c15f8408d9d17a89
? A .26% death rate is still in line with the viral death rate that circles the planet ever
year. With a bar (death rate) that low, any annual flu or cold could be a candidate for
inclusion as an infectious disease. That would be a terrible precedent to set.

Also worth noting, according to the CDCs own numbers
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cdc.gov%2Fnchs%2Fnvss%2
, (scroll down to the section “Comorbidities and other conditions”) only 6% of the deaths
being attributed to COVID-19 are instances where COVID-19 seems to be the only issue
at hand. In other words, reduce the death numbers you see reported on the news by
94% and you have what is likely the real numbers of deaths from just Covid. These are

not death numbers worthy of adding COVID-19 to the infectious disease WACs.

Forced quarantines for not wanting to take a risk on an experimental product that has
been demonstrated to be neither safe (see VAERS data
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fopenvaers.com%2F&data=04%7C
) nor effective by the CDC’s own admission are not the right public health measure to be
considering. There are known effective therapeutics and highly successful early treatment
options available which should be promoted and pursued by the WA Board of Health
instead.

For the above reasons, please discontinue your consideration of adding COVID-19 to the
infectious disease WACs and school immunization requirements and turn your attention
to early treatment and proven, highly successful therapeutics.

Thank you for your time.

Becky Helland
3763 NE Trout Brook Ln.
Bremerton, WA 98311

______________________________________________
From: Cailey Waara
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:26:00 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Erinn Pervis
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:20:41 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Annette Huenke
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:14:12 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: comment on 1/12 meeting
External Email
Dear Board of Health members:
I write to oppose the formation of a TAG to consider mandating Covid-19 shots. As you
are aware, these products have not even finished the clinical trial phases, and we have
zero notion of long term safety issues. Children are not at real risk from the original
strain, and the Omicron variant is outsmarting the booster jabs by leagues. In fact,
emerging data show that it increases risk of infection.
Also, please do establish a new rule to prohibit adding any EUA products or licensed
products that lack completed phase 3 trial studies to the school required list.
Thank you.
Annette Huenke
P.O. Box 454
Port Townsend, WA 98368

______________________________________________
From: Deanna Johnston
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:47:15 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Darin Hughey
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:32:22 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
�I
am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or
childcare in our State for the following Reasons:
1) People are getting the shot but still getting sick.
2) These Covid variants aren’t as dangerous.
3) Kids are low risk.
4) The vaccines are still under EUA.
5) Violates a persons sovereign rights.
6) Violates “my body my choice”
Thank you,
Darin

Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Fawn Schumaker
Sent: 1/7/2022 3:32:34 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Chris Martinson
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:32:17 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
To Whom it May Concern:

I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:

* My kiddos have had COVID it was literally less than a cold/flu
* My kiddos now have the antibodies
* There are no known studies for the long term effects
* The vaccine does not prevent you from getting or preventing Covid
* The vaccine is supposed to be used for emergency use authorized, there is NO
emergency
* The vaccine obviously is allowing the virus to mutate on a regular basis
* The vaccine is useless and I refuse to FORCE it on my children
* What goes into MY childrens bodies is MY choice NOT yours
* STOP PUSHING FOR THE STOP OF MEDICAL FREEDOM - MY BODY MY CHOICE

Concerned Maple Valley Dad,

Chris Martinson
PACCAR Customer Center
(425) 793-6635
Mon-Fri 4am-12:30pm

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:27:51 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: COVID 19 Vacc Mandate for Children

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov>
360-236-4105

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01%
| Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH%
|Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: Lisa M. <lisamallow@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 11:24 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: COVID 19 Vacc Mandate for Children

External Email

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Lisa M. <lisamallow@gmail.com <mailto:lisamallow@gmail.com> >
Date: Thu, Jan 6, 2022 at 10:26 PM
Subject: Vacc Mandate for COVID-19
To: <civil.rights@doh.wa.gov <mailto:civil.rights@doh.wa.gov> >

Please pass this email on to the appropriate party:

To whom it may concern,

I would like to speak against the idea of children being mandated for vaccines. I do not
feel comfortable when the recovery and transmission of the virus is extremely low for
children. I will not vaccinate my children. I will not be forced.

The experience public school has provided is something every child should experience. To
take it away from my children is just not right. I will pull my children from public school
just like lots of other families, home schooled.

Please let the parents make the decision for their own children!

Lisa Mallow

______________________________________________
From: Admiral Aaron
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:36:50 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to any and all involuntary detention for isolation reasons due to Covid-19
for the following reasons:
-Covid-19 is not a severe enough virus to warrant such drastic measures. This is not the
zombie apocalypse.
-This is an action that is unconstitutional and not in the spirit of our state or Federal
constitution.
-There is no scientific evidence that shows exactly how this virus spreads or why 1
person gets it and another does not.
I am opposed to making COVID-19 vaccines mandatory for school admission or childcare
in our State for the following Reasons:
-Children are extremely low risk with COvid-19
-The vast majority of School employees and teachers are already vaccinated or have
natural immunity.
- studies show that even vaccinated people can spread Covid-19, so it really doesn't
matter.
-There is not sufficient testing and long term studies to ensure that the vaccine is safe for
children.

______________________________________________
From: Clinton Maurer
Sent: 1/6/2022 3:27:59 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Not safe
High risks
No long term studies
My religious beliefs
Kids aren't getting sick
Mayocarditus in boys

______________________________________________
From: B R
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:50:00 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: anti - covid mandated shot for children
External Email
There are many children who have received the covid shot that are now getting
myocarditis as a result from the shot. This is causing severe problems in otherwise
healthy children. This is heart inflammation.

Even though vaccinated, even with boosters, adults and children are still contracting, and
spreading Covid-19 to those both vaccinated and unvaccinated.

As time is passing and more people are receiving the shot, they are finding new severe
side effects such as the blood-clotting and body inflammation from the J&J shot, resulting
in them no longer even recommending the shot, especially to women.

Pfizer and Moderna are messing with the menstrual cycle of many women – we are still
unsure of the permanent side effects of this.

It takes many years for a vaccine to be fully tested, and now they are already trying to
offer boosters on a still new and unknown shot. This should not be forced on children. It
should be a choice.

The covid-19 virus keeps changing and having new variants that are not phased by the
shot. Therefore, we are giving children shots with severe and unknown side effects that
are not even helping the children (or adults) fight off the virus. It continues to mutate.

As a teacher, I am around hundreds of students and adults, I am seeing those
vaccinated, with boosters, and students with shots, still contracting and being severely ill
from Covid-19, and still transmitting it to others and having to still miss 2 weeks of
school.

I am a pro-vaccination parent, as long as the vaccines have been tested and PROVEN to
be safe. I am NOT okay with my child being forced to have a new unknown shot, no
matter what the shot was for.

I received the shot as a teacher because I had the choice of getting vaxxed or losing my

job (single parent, this would make me result in losing my house as well). I am now
having severe arm pain. Headaches, nausea and erratic, unpredictable, heavy non-stop
menstruation as a result of the vaccine even months later.

I in no way want my little girls to have this happen and risk their fertility and future
choices.

The shot is still only emergency approved, EUA (emergency use authorization for
vaccines) – it is ONLY a mechanism, the FDA can therefore allow unapproved medical
things. This is still new, and the FDA only approved recently, for the EUA in 2020, it is
very much unknown still, with many new side effects coming out as time is passing. They
can be used without even being fully FDA approved.

Not even all shots are approved safe for children, though adults can get any of the shots.
Young children are still test subjects at this point.

Shots SHOULD NOT BE MANDATED FOR SCHOOLS – it should be a parent choice.

______________________________________________
From: Deborah Thor
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:17:28 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Alex Hoad
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:57:07 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
The young are the most vulnerable for long term effects of the vaccine, not Covid; and
we have absolutely NO long term data for any age group.
There is currently conflicting data as to whether the vaccine is effective at all.
There needs to be bona fide exemptions and not dictatorial demands.
And most important, mandating a vaccine violates a number of constitutional rights and
is an overreach of State powers. Laws should be made in the Legislature, not various
"offices"
Thank you, Alex Hoad

______________________________________________
From: Anatoliy Malyshevskyy
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:16:06 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Ethan Granlund
Sent: 1/7/2022 1:26:16 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brittany Sasan
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:50:10 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: esmith.pe@gmail.com
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:26:20 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Covid is has not proven deadly to healthy, thriving children.
The vaccine does not prevent Covid or the symptoms. To me it is like the flu
vaccine…glad it’s there, but not necessary for life for healthy people.
It hasn’t been around long enough to see what the long term effects will be on those who
have taken it.
My kids are not vaccinated and currently have Covid. It is a nuisance more than anything
because they do not have any underlying health risks. Making children take this vaccine
who do mot need it for survival is playing Russian roulette with their future health.
I am NOT anti-vaccine, either. This one seems rushed and not necessary for healthy
children. And it doesn’t stop them from getting it. I am vaccinated and I still got Covid.
This requirement would be pointless.
Erika Smith
Puyallup School District parent (4th and 7th graders)
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 3:00:04 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov
360-236-4105
Website| Facebook |Twitter
-----Original Message----From: Robynn Burk <robynn_burk@yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 9:57 AM
Cc: Robynn Burk <robynn_burk@yahoo.com>
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
Good morning,
I am emailing to let you know that I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory
for school admission or childcare in our State for the following Reasons:
• Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
• The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
• There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
• Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit Covid,
therefore,
• The vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of the disease
To pass this mandate considering the above reasons is criminal and those kids that die or
have major health complications due to the vaccine will be on you. To subject our kids to
potential long term health issues for something that is not a major risk to them is beyond
wrong. There is plenty of data and statistics proving that kids do not need to be
vaccinated. You need to stand up and do what is right. Our kids need to be protected
from this vaccine until further studies and longterm history can prove it is safe.
Please do your part in taking a stand against the mandate for our children.
Thank you,
Robynn Langley

______________________________________________
From: Darrel Martin
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:36:02 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Chase Fuson
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:15:36 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Donette Weston-Woon
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:48:53 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Against all Mandates
External Email
We are completely against any Covid mandates and policies that
You are trying to push on Washington residents!!! They are absolutely immoral and
unconstitutional!!!!
Please respond;
Donette Woon
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Carolyn Jones
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:44:53 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:

There is no need to vaccinate children against the Covid-19. But most of all, absolutely
not make it a mandatory requirement for admission. The vaccine is still an experiment.
Please keep our children safe, this does not improve their safety.

Carolyn Jones

______________________________________________
From: Ashley Gregory
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:35:57 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Antonio Diaz
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:07:03 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons: studies and evidence shows that both the
unvaccinated and vaccinated can get and transmit covid.
So the vaccine does not stop the spread of the disease.
There are no long-term studies to show any history of safety of the vaccines and the
vaccines are still only emergency use authorized.
Children are at extremely low risk for getting covid and hospitalization is extremely rare.
Therefore children should not be forced to take the vaccine! It is totally unnecessary!

______________________________________________
From: Erik Waite
Sent: 1/7/2022 5:46:21 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Becky Durant
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:15:02 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brian Atkins
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:03:46 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Delda Jones
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:49:30 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Andrea McEwen
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:17:16 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: amanda blood
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:00:26 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
*
*
*
*
Covid,
*

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
therefore,
The vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of the disease

Our children DO NOT NEED these shots AND should remain the PARENT'S CHOICE!!!!! My
children will NEVER get them and we will continue to withdraw them from any activity
that requires the shot.
Sincerely,
Amanda

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.onelink.me%2F107872968%3F

______________________________________________
From: David Johnson
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:13:42 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Ernst Ager
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:35:18 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Article 11/mandates
External Email
Sirs,
I very strongly oppose the formation of a Technical Advisory Group to review information
about COVID-19 shots for consideration of mandating the shots for school. I oppose all
COVID-19 shot mandates!
I do SUPPORT Informed Choice Washington’s Petition for rulemaking: item #11 on the
January 12, 2022 agenda.
Ernest Ray Field II, MD
(Retired Washington State Emergency
Room Physician)
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Alicia Reynolds
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:42:45 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dana Davis
Sent: 1/6/2022 12:40:53 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Children are at low risk.
Vaccinated can still get Covid and spread it
It should be a parental choice not state
This virus is real but political. Until Fauci is fired any further mandated vaccines for
children should be a parental choice only. I have no children or grandchildren in the
public school.
Check Fauci history. He’s all about money and he has become a mad scientist with our
lives.
Leave our children alone

______________________________________________
From: Bill Burris
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:28:34 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Casey Mumford
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:16:42 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Andy Brown
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:26:59 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: callan172@gmail.com
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:53:05 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
1.) The vaccine doesn’t prevent illness or transmission
2.) There is no long-term data on safety
4.) The illness that the vaccine is designed to limit poses a statistically insignificant risk
to children and teens
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Eric Lawrence
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:56:00 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Andrew Thomas Maggio
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:45:15 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Subject: Child Covid 19 Vaccine Not Required
External Email
I would like to express my extreme opposition to implementation of a COVID 19 vaccine
requirement for schools in Washington State.

1. No COVID vaccine available in the United States has received FDA approval. All
available vaccines, including the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine, are being administered under
an Emergency Use Authorization. The only “approved” COVID 19 vaccine is Comirnaty,
and it is not available in the United States and there is no anticipated date for its
availability. (This “smoke and mirrors” approach by the FDA is the subject of numerous
lawsuits and a Federal Judge recently rejected Pfizer’s claim that the 2 products are
interchangeable: Federal Judge Rejects DOD Claim That Pfizer EUA and Comirnaty
Vaccines Are ‘Interchangeable’ • Children's Health Defense (childrenshealthdefense.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fchildrenshealthdefense.org%2F&da
) Since EUA products cannot be mandated per the Nuremberg Code, this alone should be
enough to stop consideration of making vaccines mandatory.
2. Children are statistically at zero risk of dying from COVID. Their survival rate is
in the range of 99.997-99.998% or, put another way, their risk of dying with COVID is
less than 2 in every 1,000,000 children. The very few children who are listed as COVID
deaths did not die OF COVID, but rather WITH COVID as anyone being admitted to a
hospital nowadays is tested. I challenge the Washington State Board of Health to show
medical records for even one child who has died OF COVID. Where there’s no risk, there
can be no benefit.

3. No one knows the long term risks of these vaccines. You may remember that
one of the members of the FDA Advisory Committee infamously said, “We are never
going to learn about how safe thie vaccine is until we start giving it” Dr. Eric Ruben,
Editor in Chief NEJM The studies Pfizer conducted were woefully underpowered. This is an
analysis of 10 Red Flags associated with Pfizer’s studies: Ten red flags in the FDA’s riskbenefit analysis of Pfizer’s EUA application to inject American children 5 to 11 with its
mRNA product – Commentary – America's Frontline Doctors
(americasfrontlinedoctors.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Famericasfrontlinedoctors.org%2F&d
)

Force vaccinating healthy children for a disease that doesn’t affect them to make
adults feel safe is a new low for humanity. Please do the right thing and do not require
these vaccinations for school age children
-Andrew Maggio
Clinical Account Specialist
M. 602-670-6342
E. andrewmaggio@email.arizona.edu <mailto:ndrewmaggio@email.arizona.edu>
Biosense Webster, Inc.

Part of the Johnson & Johnson Family of Companies
www.biosensewebster.com
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.biosensewebster.com%2F&da

______________________________________________
From: daniel daly
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:02:06 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Kids have almost zero chance of death from covid, they're more likely to die from the flu.
They're more likely to die from a car accident on the way to school. These are all facts.
The vaccine doesn't protect anyone other than the one that takes it. Because we can still
contract and spread it with the injection. So forcing soemeone to get it for "safety"
makes zero sense. Last i checked it's the vaccines job to protect people not the
unvaccinated.
The vaccine works but we need boosters? So you're tryin to convince us to jab children at
zero risk even though it isn't preventing adults from getting covid? Then trying to force
those that don't want it to take something that already isn't protecting those that have it.
THIS MAKES ZERO SENSE.
There are no long term studies that prove any safety is given from the vaccine.
There are no long term studies that show this vaccine is safe.
This vaccine is only approved for emergency use. How can it be an emergency when no
children are dying from covid and it does NOT PREVENT COVID.
Please stop forcing the general public. The school system is not responsible for my
familys medical decisions. You are not my Dr. and you are not my childrens Dr.
Stop treating this as a one size fits all. No one solution is right for everyone. You'r job as
public servants is to serve the public. You work for us not the other way around.
When was the last time the employee got to tell the employer what to do?
Stop the Mandates, Stop the overreach.
I will move from Washington before I will inject anyone in my family. PERIOD.
If Covid is Mandatory my child will be home schooled, and i will move out of this state.
You're threats will not work on people with a sound mind and strong relationship with
Christ. PERIOD.

______________________________________________
From: Cheri Libby Carl
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:24:38 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Catherine Stewart
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:59:05 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Bradly Bertrand
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:14:53 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Amy Smith
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:05:54 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Frank Zangar
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:10:55 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Catherine Milne
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:43:10 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Grant Corrow
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:18:54 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons: I feel that each individual family should be given the
choice of what is best for their children and family. This shot has too many unknowns to
how it will effect children both now and as they grow older. My child has a disability and I
am terrified that this shot will make her disability worse!! Please let the parents decide
what is best for THEIR children!!!
Sincerely, Kareena Corrow

______________________________________________
From: Autumn Pease
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:33:52 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Berit Wright
Sent: 1/6/2022 2:37:05 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
1) We are seeing the efficacy of these vaccines waning, in theory, supposedly protecting
the population. These vaccines are not protecting the population from getting Covid
2) These vaccines need long term studies, to see what effects they will have on our
population. There is no data.
3) Children have the lowest risk factors to Covid, because their immunities are strong
and young!
4) Liability: When we start seeing the harm displayed in the population (think heart
attacks) you will be sued!
Submitted, respectfully, do the right thing, DO NOT EVEN THINK YOU CAN DO THIS! We
have options, no more public schools for us.
Mrs. Berit Wright

______________________________________________
From: Dan O'Rourke
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:41:01 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Fatima Melchor
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:28:58 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Bill Lewis
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:37:49 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Gale Packer
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:38:37 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
To all whom it may concern, I completely disagree with the measures being proposed.
My name is Gale and I live in Shelron, Washington. I am mom of two children who are all
married and have children of Their Own. We are all in agreement that these measures
being proposed are unacceptable and will be resisted with everything that is within us.
We are just one of many families of various political affiliations who feel the same way.
These measures are an affront to all freedom-loving people.
God forbid you disregard this stern statement, move forward with the draconian
measures and cause an upheaval in the future lives of all Washington state residents.

Sincerely, Gale
-Sent from my Android phone with mail.com
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fmail.com%2F&data=04%7C01%7C
Mail. Please excuse my brevity.

______________________________________________
From: Alex Cook
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:14:59 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Diane Nelson
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:13:38 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
1. Dr. Robert Malone who was one of the original architects of the mRNA technology used
in the Covid shot has stated it should not be given to children! We need to listen to the
people who designed this and are expert scientists in those fields and doctors of study to
do with everything Covid!
2. Dr. Peter McCullough states the fact that mandates violate the Nuremberg code
because this is an experimental drug , so it cannot be coerced or have threatens of
reprisal for not taking it!
3.According to the CDC’s own VAERS reports , as of Dec.17, 2021, there have been
20,622 deaths from the vaccine and 983,000 adverse effects from the vaccine. First
,children are not the huge transmitters of the Covid virus ,so they don’t need to be
vaccinated. Second ,if children do get Covid the symptoms are usually very mild. Third, I
can’t remember the exact number but it is less than 0.00? % of children who died with
Covid and all of those had underlying health issues. More than 1000 children died last
year from the flu. That is exponentially more than from Covid. Why do you think that
Pfizer and Moderna have asked judges to give them 50 or 75 years before they have to
disclose to the public how these trials were tested???
Finally, I was a teacher for many years before I retired in 2019, and the question I
always asked myself when I had to decide something in my classroom was “What is the
best for the children?” I am asking you to please do the same. If you will study the
references that I have given you, there is only one safe conclusion for our children.The
Covid vaccine has not been proven to be safe for children and it should not be
mandated!!
Thank you for considering my request.
Sincerely,
Diane Nelson
dianeenelson322@gmail.com

Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Celese Stevens
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:41:50 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Daniel Jensen
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:47:57 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dillon Schmierer
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:44:54 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons: It's not right to force
something on someone like this that doesn't need it

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.onelink.me%2F107872968%3F

______________________________________________
From: Anna DeGidio-Huff
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:08:19 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Angel K
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:40:43 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Re: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
View all of the €ensored photos/memes, Banned \/ideos, patent do€uments, &
more evidence that exposes this s€amdemic!

Subscribe to my bitchute channel: Un€ensored videos! Hear the silenced
physicians, \/ax injured, truthers & more! Hundreds of videos! 800+ subscribed!
https://www.bitchute.com/WeDoNotConsentWorldwide/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.bitchute.com%2FWeDoNotCo

Subscribe to my Rumble channel: Uncensored! 800+ videos as of 2021, more to
come! 1400+ subscribed!
https://rumble.com/user/WeDoNotConsent
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Frumble.com%2Fuser%2FWeDoNot

Join the telegram chat for even more videos! 350+ have joined & are sharing
un€ensored links/photos/videos! https://t.me/WeDoNotConsentWorldwide1107
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ft.me%2FWeDoNotConsentWorldw

Instagram (censored at 7k follows, attempting to reinstate!)
https://www.instagram.com/standup.worldwide/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.instagram.com%2Fstandup.w

https://www.instagram.com/wedonotconsentworldwide/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.instagram.com%2Fwedonotc

Tune into my current podcast for poetry that will open anyone’s eyes to the
plandemi€ and much more! Featured poems by “Knowledge The Wordsmith)The U.K.’s
first documented rapper!
https://open.spotify.com/show/0AUytK8KqxSp7SM9rGPYHL
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fopen.spotify.com%2Fshow%2F0A
Deplatformed podcast (still in circulation): Podcasts are decentralized so
essentially can never be removed completely! Great free speech tool in today’s society.
Start a podcast on the Anchor app (free) & speak your truth! They will distribute it for
you on several podcast sites at no charge! Tons of podcast sites will automatically add
your content too. Let me know your recommends on podcast sites so I can share them
as well.

https://podm8.com/podcasts/we-do-not-consent-worldwide
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fpodm8.com%2Fpodcasts%2Fwedo-not-consentworldwide&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C13134b12215c4132651f08d9d15d0aa7%7C11d

Inspiring photo/video album of the freedom keepers worldwide! Seeing all of
these people should make everyone want to know the truth about this S€amdemi€!
Hidden from msm! Photo journalism at it’s finest!!
https://photos.app.goo.gl/UC7Zi4v7eSkAh1jz9
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fphotos.app.goo.gl%2FUC7Zi4v7eS
This is a widely circulated photo/video album of
many \/a€€ine reactions & deaths: ��
����
Caution: Very sad to see ��

https://photos.app.goo.gl/kizTHbsGVL6W9vXH7
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fphotos.app.goo.gl%2FkizTHbsGVL

PCR fraud (NOT a tool of diagnosis but DNA analysis) Used on Forensic Files since
the 90’s!
Watch video interviews of the inventor Kary B. Mullis! He denounced FRAUD€i too!
Hear what he said!
https://photos.app.goo.gl/kbjz6wKut5UzPq4N
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fphotos.app.goo.gl%2Fkbjz6wKut5

No masks and NO jabs! (Dangers of masks/jabs)
Facts! Brain/Lung damage = masks!
Death as a possible side effect = jabs!
https://photos.app.goo.gl/Jnv6HeRo5HAW4mJ68
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fphotos.app.goo.gl%2FJnv6HeRo5H

Five Gee (5GDangers.com
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2F5gdangers.com%2F&data=04%7C0
) Joe Imbriano predicted this entire scenario years ago! 5G broadcasts at 60Ghz - the
frequency oxygen molecules react to!
It went live in Wuhan late 2019. Coincidence?
https://photos.app.goo.gl/6BXULvcrDBWstftq6
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fphotos.app.goo.gl%2F6BXULvcrDB

EMF/RF Protection
Get WiFRY out of your homes. Get rid of all SMART appliances and everything
that’s bringing a signal into your home. Hardwire everything. Get a landline. Get these
specific plants and stones! Replace the masks for shungite (emf blocker).
https://photos.app.goo.gl/ZGDGFJChAr47C9xA8
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fphotos.app.goo.gl%2FZGDGFJChA

New Woke Order (Endless supply of memes)
https://photos.app.goo.gl/qBRBBVzrxrWhMebW8
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fphotos.app.goo.gl%2FqBRBBVzrxr

MeWe group “We Do Not Consent Worldwide”! 600+ members (facebook
alternative) free speech!
https://mewe.com/join/wedonotconsentworldwide
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fmewe.com%2Fjoin%2Fwedonotco

MeWe group “We Do Not Consent” 575+ members
https://mewe.com/join/wedonotconsent
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fmewe.com%2Fjoin%2Fwedonotco

Coldcast profile (facebook alternative)
https://coldcast.org/WeDoNotConsent
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fcoldcast.org%2FWeDoNotConsent

Fas€istbook profile
https://m.facebook.com/angelia.kay.90/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fm.facebook.com%2Fangelia.kay.9

Fas€istbook banners! Choose one for yourself!
https://photos.app.goo.gl/x995wWYMYMcCtwRb7
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fphotos.app.goo.gl%2Fx995wWYM

Bill Gates (of hell) Luciferian funding Lu€iferase / Lu€iferin, lethal injections
otherwise known as
va€€ines, & several other eugenics based projects to depopulate the earth such as
weaponized mosquitos, monsanto gmo food, sun blocking programs, lab grown meat for
human consumption, and other disturbing geno€ide based initiatives.
https://photos.app.goo.gl/eXJCMdo8MqMzjYti8
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fphotos.app.goo.gl%2FeXJCMdo8M

False flags / crisis actors This album should really open everyone’s eyes to the lies
of mainstream media.
https://photos.app.goo.gl/SKcCB8q7pUp7fikK9
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fphotos.app.goo.gl%2FSKcCB8q7p

Protect the children!
https://photos.app.goo.gl/Y22ThyiyKxTQZZ7T6
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fphotos.app.goo.gl%2FY22ThyiyKx

Save Our Children!
https://photos.app.goo.gl/n2vkAvfdML7z13Pe7
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fphotos.app.goo.gl%2Fn2vkAvfdML

Hollyweird
https://photos.app.goo.gl/taSj3GpcPaA1uThD9
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fphotos.app.goo.gl%2FtaSj3GpcPa

1918 s€amdemic https://photos.app.goo.gl/82emZ9goX6Wkm4nx6
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fphotos.app.goo.gl%2F82emZ9goX

D£POPULAT!ON
https://photos.app.goo.gl/hvSPecCRXyfEszhc7
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fphotos.app.goo.gl%2FhvSPecCRXy

€ORRUPT!ON
https://photos.app.goo.gl/vPVCgDX2un19VgME6
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fphotos.app.goo.gl%2FvPVCgDX2u

Wake the flock up!
https://photos.app.goo.gl/5C6No6RPs5Umeo9g7
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fphotos.app.goo.gl%2F5C6No6RPs

Lu€iferase
https://photos.app.goo.gl/Th1uWvHfyhuJ19m97
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fphotos.app.goo.gl%2FTh1uWvHfy

Illuminati Card Games (1990s card game)
https://photos.app.goo.gl/RtuShdQMotgG75KT9
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fphotos.app.goo.gl%2FRtuShdQMo

The Firmament (NasaFraud.com
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fnasafraud.com%2F&data=04%7C0
)
https://photos.app.goo.gl/tMA5ZvDqUwfUVNAp7
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fphotos.app.goo.gl%2FtMA5ZvDqU
CGI (computer generated images) cartoonvirus
Expert Microbiologist and virologist Dr. Stefan Lanka says that viruses are all CGI
(computer generated images). Study him in depth! He exposed the germ theory fraud
long ago.

https://photos.app.goo.gl/J6QCbmh2FdgjpiT69
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fphotos.app.goo.gl%2FJ6QCbmh2F

Holistic Healing (Natural Remedies) Who trusts hospitals anymore? The cure is
usually worse than the disease. Everything’s now “covid protocol “ time tested remedies
are no longer being offered for common ailments. Heal naturally and follow “the medical
medium”. Health coaching is available from my dear friend Abby Lodmer, Hippocrates
health institute graduate. She can help you with any issue! Reply to this email for her
information.
https://photos.app.goo.gl/jqHyffZyhEDfhst9A
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fphotos.app.goo.gl%2FjqHyffZyhED

Common Law / Sovereignty (study the law of the land) it is the only way out of
this mess we are all in.
https://photos.app.goo.gl/a1ZewBYav3uL89BH7
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fphotos.app.goo.gl%2Fa1ZewBYav

Ascot 2021 (Rules for thee, not for me) Only the peasants are wearing masks.
Slaves wore them.
https://photos.app.goo.gl/KKTwm4yqzusY2KTy8
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fphotos.app.goo.gl%2FKKTwm4yqz

G7 at Cornwall 2021 (CONvid theatre) Notice all of the theatrics on screen as
opposed to off screen.
https://photos.app.goo.gl/3xYohpCzXCQvDBHZ6
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fphotos.app.goo.gl%2F3xYohpCzXC

Adrenochrome Once you learn about this, it will change your mind about the
people you place in such high regard! (stop worshipping celebrities)
https://photos.app.goo.gl/taSj3GpcPaA1uThD9
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fphotos.app.goo.gl%2FtaSj3GpcPa

Tiffany Dover (Where is she?) Remember the nurse who fainted on live television
after taking the jab! Is she alive or? No one has seen her since. View screenshots of her
facebook page that evening and the paid shills lying to people asking about her status!
Also listen to my podcast “Tribute to Brandy Vaughn” on the “We Do Not Consent
Worldwide” podcast.
https://photos.app.goo.gl/qBRBBVzrxrWhMebW8
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fphotos.app.goo.gl%2FqBRBBVzrxr

Tik Tok Videos (too much €ensorship)
https://vm.tiktok.com/ZM8SvsQQg/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fvm.tiktok.com%2FZM8SvsQQg%2

€ensorship!
I have been deplatformed & banned from countless sites for posting nothing but
facts! If you have never been censored then you aren’t a threat to the agenda. Truthers
are being silenced worldwide.
https://photos.app.goo.gl/f63yRvPqhawe4D6v5
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fphotos.app.goo.gl%2Ff63yRvPqha

Weather Modification!
€limate change is fraud. They are spraying the skies with harmful chemicals that
we are inhaling, blocking the sunshine that we need, & installing technologies that
broadcast at frequencies harmful to all of life on earth. Nothing “the powers that be” do
minimizes their “carbon footprint”. They are destroying the way whales and all of sea life
communicate now with the internet of underwater things - iOUT affecting them with
sonar.
https://photos.app.goo.gl/qAVDAzJgM87A8CKv9
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fphotos.app.goo.gl%2FqAVDAzJgM

Joe Imbriano video playlist!
https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLrZXZqyx9ACQH4FrF1PNDcYQOXZkyrAXR
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fyoutube.com%2Fplaylist%3Flist%
Joe Imbriano websites:

TheFullertonInformer.com
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fthefullertoninformer.com%2F&data

WifiDangers.com
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwifidangers.com%2F&data=04%7C

CellTowerDangers.com
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fcelltowerdangers.com%2F&data=0

NasaFraud.com
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fnasafraud.com%2F&data=04%7C0

Apple666.com
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fapple666.com%2F&data=04%7C01

VaxDangers.com
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fvaxdangers.com%2F&data=04%7C
Social media hashtags!

#WeWillALLBeThere #Freedom #WeDoNotConsent #WeDoNotConsentWorldwide
#TheGreatResist #WorldwideDemonstration #BurnTheMask #RejectTheGreatReset
#StandUpForFreedom #WeAreThe99 #WeAreThe99Percent #Plandemic
#WorldwideGenocide #UnmaskTheChildren #WarOnOxygen #Stop5G
#CrimesAgainstHumanity #StopGMO #StopChemtrails #StopWeatherModification
#StopMedicalTyranny #StopGenocide #EndAgenda2030 #EndNasaFraud
#StopPoisoningUs #DefundTheMedia #SaveOurChildren #NoMoreMasks #NoVaccine
#JustSayNo #NoCensorship #StayHuman #StayFree #ProtectTheChildren
#WakeUpAmerica #WakeUpWorld #TheGreatAwakening #LawOfTheLand #JoeImbriano
#DavidMartin #ReinerFuellmich #StefanLanka #CarrieMadej

______________________________________________
From: Christopher Worsham
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:00:49 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Danyele Peters
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:16:30 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: 22E9AA6F-EFC0-4648-A6A5-68658D739A09
External Email
To whom it may concern,
As a parent I am adamantly opposed to a covid vaccine requirement for school aged kids
and daycares. This vaccine has not had any long term (or relatively short term) safety
studies done and is only approved for emergency use. The SCIENCE shows that though
this virus is becoming more transmissible it is also becoming LESS severe symptom wise
(especially in children).
No parent wants their child to get sick, not even with the common cold (which is where
covid is heading in mutation). However the reality is that if they don't catch it at school
they will catch it at the grocery store, the library, from mom or dad who got it from work
etc. DESPITE vaccination status!
It is absolute discrimination to refuse children access to public school because their
parents don't feel comfortable giving them an experimental vaccine (and it's only
considered a 'vaccine' because the definition of a vaccine has recently been amended).
When my husband and I chose to have children we intended to raise them as a couple,
the TWO of us.
It should absolutely be a CHOICE.
I’d really think hard about your decision. A collapse of washington state education is in
store if this becomes mandatory.
Best regardsDanyele

______________________________________________
From: FARSHID VARAMINI
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:28:23 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Ashley Priest
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:01:51 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Christian Skillings
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:07:11 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Chris Skagen
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:31:34 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Donna Boyer
Sent: 1/7/2022 3:47:57 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Alison Wuest
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:05:18 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Amy Meeuwse
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:43:06 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Curtis Breshears
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:33:34 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Glenn Ritter
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:08:39 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Diane Veazey
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:12:02 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our state for the following reasons:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Children are at extremely low risk for covid
Vaccines are still only emergency use authorized.
There are no long-term studies to document ANY history of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit covid
The shot does not stop the spread of the disease
Many people are having serious and negative issues after receiving the shot
Any medical treatment must be optional, not required

Thank you.
Diane Veazey
Parent

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.avg.com%2Femailsignature%3Futm_medium%3Demail%26utm_source%3Dlink%26utm_campaign%3Dsigemail%26utm_content%3Dwebmail&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C2ed0f6c3498e42bf44

Virus-free. www.avg.com
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.avg.com%2Femailsignature%3Futm_medium%3Demail%26utm_source%3Dlink%26utm_campaign%3Dsigemail%26utm_content%3Dwebmail&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C2ed0f6c3498e42bf44

______________________________________________
From: Angela pham
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:20:12 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: David Morris
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:37:44 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Ashley Mastronardi
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:52:28 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dale Lawson
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:58:19 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am strongly OPPOSED to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or
childcare in our State for the following Reasons:
All medical decisions should be left to the parents and their doctors. They know what is
best for their children. A state mandate doesn’t take into account all the various
problems or issues of individuals. The vaccines are approved for an emergency only.
Children being affected severely by the COVID is very low. There are no long-term
studies to determine any adverse effects by the vaccine. I am totally opposed to a
vaccine mandate for our children.
Sincerely,
Dale Lawson, Belfair, WA

______________________________________________
From: gnuxoll1@frontier.com
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:57:34 AM
To: DOH WSBOH,Davis, Michelle (SBOH),Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH),Hoff, Christy Curwick
(SBOH),Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH),Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH),Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH),Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH),Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH),Schreiber, Tracy N
(SBOH),Haag, Hannah R (SBOH),Kahler, Kelie (SBOH),Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: covid vaccine mandate for children
External Email
Dear Members of the WA State Board of Health,

I would like to express my extreme opposition to implementation of a COVID 19 vaccine
requirement for schools in Washington State.

1. No COVID vaccine available in the United States has received FDA approval. All
available vaccines, including the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine, are being administered under
an Emergency Use Authorization. The only “approved” COVID 19 vaccine is Comirnaty,
and it is not available in the United States and there is no anticipated date for its
availability. (This “smoke and mirrors” approach by the FDA is the subject of numerous
lawsuits and a Federal Judge recently rejected Pfizer’s claim that the 2 products are
interchangeable: Federal Judge Rejects DOD Claim That Pfizer EUA and Comirnaty
Vaccines Are ‘Interchangeable’ • Children's Health Defense (childrenshealthdefense.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fchildrenshealthdefense.org%2F&da
) Since EUA products cannot be mandated per the Nuremberg Code, this alone should be
enough to stop consideration of making vaccines mandatory.

2. Children are statistically at zero risk of dying from COVID. Their survival rate is in the
range of 99.997-99.998% or, put another way, their risk of dying with COVID is less than
2 in every 1,000,000 children. The very few children who are listed as COVID deaths did
not die OF COVID, but rather WITH COVID as anyone being admitted to a hospital
nowadays is tested. I challenge the Washington State Board of Health to show medical
records for even one child who has died OF COVID. Where there’s no risk, there can be
no benefit.

3. No one knows the long term risks of these vaccines. You may remember that one of
the members of the FDA Advisory Committee infamously said, “We are never going to
learn about how safe thie vaccine is until we start giving it” Dr. Eric Ruben, Editor in
Chief NEJM The studies Pfizer conducted were woefully underpowered. This is an analysis
of 10 Red Flags associated with Pfizer’s studies: Ten red flags in the FDA’s risk-benefit
analysis of Pfizer’s EUA application to inject American children 5 to 11 with its mRNA
product – Commentary – America's Frontline Doctors (americasfrontlinedoctors.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Famericasfrontlinedoctors.org%2F&d
)

Force vaccinating healthy children for a disease that doesn’t affect them to make adults
feel safe is a new low for humanity. Please do the right thing and do not require these
vaccinations for school age children.

I am praying for you to make the right decision.

Sincerely,
George Nuxoll

______________________________________________
From: Ayden White
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:05:21 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Daniel Polvere
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:43:39 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
*
*
*
*
Covid,
*

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
therefore,
The vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of the disease

Daniel M. Polvere
828 Racine St
Bellingham, WA 98229
617-947-1921

______________________________________________
From: Brenda Roberts
Sent: 1/7/2022 3:41:41 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Erin Taylor
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:58:58 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
As a tax paying citizen of WA state, I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory
for school admission or childcare in our State for the following Reasons:
-all medical and health decisions should lie with the individual, not the government.
-the vaccine is ineffective in preventing the spread of COVID 19
Please vote no in making COVID 19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
WA State. Thank you.
Erin Taylor
Bonney Lake, Washington
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Carmen Dunlap
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:02:38 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Eduard Prokhor
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:29:19 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Dr. Robert Malone MD. is the scientist which created the technology behind the vaccines.
Please read his commentary which is backed my data driven evidence. You can also
listen to the full length interview.

https://open.spotify.com/episode/3SCsueX2bZdbEzRtKOCEyT?si=TgUhg3DwQgmDR6pyMrYL9w&context=s

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fopen.spotify.com%2Fepisode%2F3
Our children do not need this based on the following reasons:
*
*
*
*
Covid,
*

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
therefore,
The vaccine apparently does not stop thespread of the disease

Thank you for listening to the people that you represent.
-Eduard

______________________________________________
From: Deanna Wright
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:39:57 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Fang Fang
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:12:52 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Alex Borishkevich
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:35:36 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Against new covid mandates

attachments\579605527A8447B1_icon.png
attachments\52253870473540FB_icon.png
External Email
I am completely against the proposed new covid mandates where the state plans to
detain people who don't get the covid mRNA shot!
---------- Forwarded message --------From: Mail Delivery Subsystem <mailer-daemon@googlemail.com <mailto:mailerdaemon@googlemail.com> >
Date: Fri, Jan 7, 2022, 10:33 AM
Subject: Delivery Status Notification (Failure)
To: <alex@targetmarketingpartners.com <mailto:alex@targetmarketingpartners.com>
>

Address not found
Your message wasn't delivered to wsboh@sboh.wa.gog because the domain sboh.wa.gog
couldn't be found. Check for typos or unnecessary spaces and try again.
The response was:
DNS Error: 18731559 DNS type 'mx' lookup of sboh.wa.gog responded with code
NXDOMAIN Domain name not found: sboh.wa.gog

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Alex Borishkevich <alex@targetmarketingpartners.com
<mailto:alex@targetmarketingpartners.com> >
To: wsboh@sboh.wa.gog
Cc:
Bcc:
Date: Fri, 7 Jan 2022 10:33:04 -0800
Subject: Against new covid mandates
I am completely against the proposed new covid mandates where the state plans to
detain people who don't get the covid mRNA shot!

______________________________________________
From: Dawn Black
Sent: 1/7/2022 3:53:29 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Delillah Sterling
Sent: 1/7/2022 4:34:12 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Amy Sprenger
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:13:07 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:22:25 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Covid shots for children

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov>
360-236-4105

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01%
| Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH%
|Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: Lesley Rutz <lrutz57@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 12:24 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>; Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH)
<Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>
Cc: brad.kkippert@leg.wa.gov; Boehnke, Matt <Matt.Boehnke@leg.wa.gov>
Subject: Fwd: Covid shots for children

External Email

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: Lesley Rutz <lrutz57@gmail.com <mailto:lrutz57@gmail.com> >
Date: January 6, 2022 at 7:03:44 PM PST
To: wsboh@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:wsboh@sboh.wa.gov>
Cc: Lesley Rutz <lrutz57@gmail.com <mailto:lrutz57@gmail.com> >, Melissa
Macduff <mmacduff@charter.net <mailto:mmacduff@charter.net> >,
hillmsy@gmail.com <mailto:hillmsy@gmail.com> , Jbhansen1984@gmail.com
<mailto:Jbhansen1984@gmail.com>
Subject: Covid shots for children

�To
the WA State Board of Health members,
Covid shots should absolutely NOT be required for children! Children are not at
risk from the virus as proved by studies from many states and countries including
Florida, Texas, South Dakota, Sweden, Africa and India. According to our CDC at
Data.CDC.gov, 823 children ages 0-18 have died with/from Covid during the period of
January 4, 2020 through January 6, 2022. And since even the CDC has stated that
numbers were inflated using with, as opposed to from, and according to their records
some of the children were suffering from leukemia or had recently undergone transplant
surgery, we have no idea how many of those children actually died from the virus.
This shot is NOT a vaccine as vaccines prevent a person from getting and
spreading a disease. Since those who have had 1, 2, 3 or 4 shots are still getting sick,
the shot does not qualify as a vaccine. Also, Americans have always been allow to opt out
of vaccination requirements for personally held beliefs; including religious beliefs.
Thank you for your time and attention.
Lesley Rutz
11101 W 26th Ave.
Kennewick, WA
99337
Sent from my iPad

______________________________________________
From: Daniel Bartos
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:57:21 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: drtysonterry@gmail.com
Sent: 1/6/2022 12:46:19 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
*
*
*
*
Covid,
*

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
therefore,
The vaccine apparently does not stop thespread of the disease

-Tyson Terry

______________________________________________
From: Desiree Mains
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:11:35 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Beth Sanchez
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:43:30 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dr. AnnRené Joseph
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:44:31 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: frqncy_mntr@comcast.net
Sent: 1/6/2022 3:14:41 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Children receiving COVID shots
External Email
I'd like to respectfully express my opinion that Covid shots should absolutely NOT be a
requirement for our children to attend school or childcare.

I'd like to remind the WSBOH that children are at extremely low risk for Covid and that
these dangerous injections are still only EUA (emergency use authorized).

______________________________________________
From: Addy Mac
Sent: 1/6/2022 2:24:58 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State.
1) the numbers don't support it. Kids are not dying from Covid. They're barely getting
sick.
2) they're our kids not yours. If someone is uncomfortable sending their kid to school
with unvaccinated kids then they can use the online option. Taking away our freedoms is
not a rational response.
3) this is no longer a pandemic, it's endemic. The flu has historically killed way more kids
than covid and mandatory vaccines haven't been floated as an idea seriously in years.
4) the side effects for kids are many and prevalent. The benefits are non existent. Kids
will still get and share covid even if vaccinated.
It is the parents choice. Stop while your ahead before we start second guessing all of
your decisions.
Athena MacDonald
360-961-9630

Get BlueMail for Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fbluemail.me%2F&data=04%7C01

______________________________________________
From: Corbin Walters
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:21:30 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group

attachments\91A4FDBD5BCE4151_image0.jpeg
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
There are currently no FDA Approved COVID19 vaccines available in the USA. The only
COVID19 vaccines available are experimental and under EUA and are not approved.
It is now clear that COVID19 vaccines do not prevent SARS COV2 infection and do not
stop transmission, therefore they cannot stop the COVID19 pandemic.
Children are at extremely low risk for serious illness, hospitalization and death from
SARS COV2 infection.
There is zero long term safety data for these EUA vaccines, especially for their use in
children. One of the most disturbing aspects of this are the unknowns surrounding
reproductive health and pre-puberty vaccination. Extrapolary data gathered from adult
populations is not meaningful when applied to children.
CDC data shows a substantial increased risk of myocarditis and myopericarditis in
vaccinated youth and young adults, especially among males. Males 12-15 years old show
rates up to 100x background for myopericarditis.

Children are not a significantly fertile environment for SARS COV2 to grow and thrive.
COVID19 is a disease that is a concern to the elderly, and not to children. We do not
vaccinate the elderly against Mumps; similarly, there is no need to vaccinate children
against COVID19. Since COVID vaccines do not stop transmission , and children are not
at significant risk from COVID19, since there is no long term safety data for COVID
vaccines and our children have their whole lives ahead of them, there is no valid
risk/reward evaluation that can be made for COVID19 vaccines in children. Therefore,
informed consent is not possible.
First, do no harm…
Corbin Walters
Steilacoom, WA
Sent from my iPad

______________________________________________
From: Bethany Baggenstos
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:44:34 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Elana Lopez
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:18:58 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Britni Lewis
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:32:33 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
It is a choice not a demand on the states part. It is absolutely wrong that I should have
to have any kind of drug be mandatory in order to keep my job or a child to be educated.
Not your place my esteemed government leaders. Not your place at all.

______________________________________________
From: Craig Dahl
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:04:27 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
Hello,
I had the opportunity today to review the ZOOM presentation that was given to the
committee members regarding COVID vaccinations for WA students. One important
element that the WA State Board of Heath must include in the papers for the committee
members to review is, the element of "Time". There is no adequate time element to
determine if there are long term health effects from the COVID Vaccine. I'm a
professional Safety/Health and Environmental Scientist for over 40-years. All of the
experiments I've been involved with, require the element of "Time" to determine an
accurate result. Granted there are millions of people of all ages who've received the
vaccination, and there are various reactions; however, we (scientists) cannot determine
the long-term effect of the COVID Vaccine without introducing "Time" into the study.
Unfortunately, the COVID vaccines are lacking the element of time in the studies. So, as
a professional in the science field, I recommend that there be no mandate given to inject
school age children with an experimental vaccine. Children already have a robust natural
immune system, why take the risk of long-term health problems? Now is not the time to
rush to conclusions.
Craig Dahl
Safety/Health & Environmental Scientist

______________________________________________
From: David Armer
Sent: 1/7/2022 5:40:39 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
A team of over 1,000 lawyers and over 10,000 medical experts led by Dr. Reiner
Fuellmich have begun legal proceedings against the CDC, WHO & the Davos Group for
crimes against humanity. Regarding these vaccines and their associated mandates. On
December 6, 2021, a complaint was filed with the Prosecutor of the International
Criminal Court by a team from the U.K. on behalf of the people. The team is represented
by lawyer Hannah Rose, with co-applicants including Dr. Mike Yeadon etc.
-Inline image

______________________________________________
From: Calvin Riley
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:41:47 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Carla Sanderson
Sent: 1/7/2022 3:37:06 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: David Jannsen
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:19:18 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Andrew Ybarra
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:56:56 AM
To: DOH WSBOH,Davis, Michelle (SBOH),Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH),Hoff, Christy Curwick
(SBOH),Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH),Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH),Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH),Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH),Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH),Schreiber, Tracy N
(SBOH),Haag, Hannah R (SBOH),Kahler, Kelie (SBOH),Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: Covid Vaccine should not be added to required list for school enrollment.
External Email
I am writing with sincere concern as a citizen, parent, and public school employee,
regarding the Covid vaccine being made a requirement for school enrollment. I cannot
understand mandating that people who have a reasonable right to question the longterm effects of the vaccine and make a personal choice to not vaccinate would be held to
the fire to make a decision that we are not comfortable with or choose to pull our child
out of the school system. People have a right to make an informed decision, many people
have felt that the information we have so far is enough for them to take a vaccine.
Others, like myself, wish to have a bigger picture, especially considering vaccinated
individuals can still spread and catch this virus. Please afford people the right to make
this delicate medical and personal family decision on their own and not be put to the fire
to take the shot.
Regards,
Andrew Ybarra

______________________________________________
From: Fedor Korneichuk
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:58:42 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brandi Garrigues
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:56:21 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid vaccine for students
External Email
I am a parent of 2 kids in elementary and am completely against getting the covid
vaccine for kids in order to attend schools. School aren't suppose to make a health
choices for students, that is their parents. This whole discussion about mandating it for
kids 5 and older are not right and taking rights from parents and even kids. The vaccine
is still so new and not ok for us as parents to be told what to do instead of parents with
their children making a choice for themselves. This whole covid policy shouldn't even be
concerned
Very concerned parent
Brandi

______________________________________________
From: Amber Bicondoa
Sent: 1/6/2022 11:29:18 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:38:22 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Covid vaccinations

From: Kellie Carpenter <queeniecarp@comcast.net>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 9:10 PM
To: Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH) <Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Covid vaccinations

External Email
Hello, name is Kellie, I was born and raised here in Seattle Washington, to see my
beloved city in shambles is beyond disheartening, not only with the homelessness but the
mental illness and drug addicts that are flooding our streets and neighborhoods, now the
possibility of a requirement for children to have to get a Covid vaccination in order to go
to public school that the taxpayers pay for is beyond incomprehensible to me.
The government does not own our bodies or our children,
these medical decisions are to be made in private with individuals and their Doctors. I am
fully prepared to pull my child out of public school indefinitely if this is what is put in
place in order for children to attend school as I’m sure thousands of other parents are
prepared to do as well.
The suicide rate in teens right now is off the charts, our kids need to be in person at
school around their friends, it is detrimental to their well-being. Please consider the
devastation and hardships that this will bring upon thousands of families if this is pushed
through. Haven’t we all been through enough? especially our children!

______________________________________________
From: dawn fulton
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:37:50 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: David A. Ballestrasse
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:37:59 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
1.Children are not at serious risk from COVID
2. The vaccines have not gone through proper long term testing for safety.
3. If children get COVID once they recover they have a lifetime immunity, not the waning
immunity offered by vaccines requiring continual boosters.
4. The vaccines do not stop the transmission of COVID.
5. AS AMERICANS WE HAVE THE RIGHT TO CHOOSE OUR MEDICAL TREATMENTS.
Regards,
David Ballestrasse

______________________________________________
From: Christa Henley
Sent: 1/7/2022 3:38:01 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brent McDaniel
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:42:04 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Angela Francois
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:55:43 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Christina Call
Sent: 1/7/2022 3:01:12 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Alyson Williams
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:06:25 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: DENNIS PATTERSON
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:13:39 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
- Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
*
*
*
Covid,
*

The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
therefore,
The vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of the disease

- Dennis Patterson
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:11:53 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Covid vaccine mandate

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: Heather Harrison <hharrison6821@hotmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 5, 2022 7:54 PM
To: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Covid vaccine mandate

External Email
We do not want a Covid vaccine mandate for schools. If this happens we will homeschool
our children.
Brad and Heather Harrison

Get Outlook for Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2FAAb9ysg&data=04%7C

______________________________________________
From: Douglas Cox
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:56:01 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Elizabeth V.
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:50:54 AM
To: DOH WSBOH,Davis, Michelle (SBOH),Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH),Hoff, Christy Curwick
(SBOH),Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH),Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH),Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH),Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH),Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH),Schreiber, Tracy N
(SBOH),Haag, Hannah R (SBOH),Kahler, Kelie (SBOH),Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: Alternative to forced experimental gene therapy injections
External Email
To Whom It May Concern,
Please do not sacrifice our children by forcing them to be injected with an experimental
gene therapy.
They are at least risk. In Washington State I noticed that not one 0 - 17 year old had
died of COVID-19 up until January 2021, when I checked it when I checked the
Washington State Department of Health website. Don't inject them to protect old people.
Old people, of which I'm one, have been provided options and made our choices. We've
been making our choices for decades. We don't need to put the next generation, our
children, at risk for our health.

ALTERNATIVE TO FORCED INJECTIONS: As an alternative to forced injections for a
population least at risk of COVID-19, please consider conferring with Dr. Pierre Kory or
Dr. Paul Marik, both treating COVID-19 patients and founders of the Frontline COVID-19
Critical Care Alliance, for their advice on how parents can decrease the risk of children
contracting COVID-19, without putting the children at risk of lifelong chronic illness or
death from this experimental gene therapy. FLCCC.NET provides recommendations for a
gargle and nose rinse. Health officials could make a tutorial video for parents on
instructing children how to gargle and rinse their noses. I realize that different ages will
need different instructions. Again, it makes more sense to gargle and rinse than injecting
children with an experimental gene therapy with unknown long-term side effects or
wearing bacteria-laden masks.

Thank you for your consideration.

Elizabeth VanSteertegem

______________________________________________
From: Britnie OFarrell
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:31:13 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brooke Wood
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:08:15 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:

*
*
*
*
*
*

Children are at extremely low risk for covid
The vaccine are still only EUA emergency use authorized
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
Studies do now document that the vaccinated still transmit covid
The vaccine does not stop the spread of covid
The vaccine is only around 35% effect at preventing omicron

Thank you

______________________________________________
From: Darcey Elston
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:56:22 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
This is an emergency use vaccine. Has not been along enough study to know the safety
of this vaccine.
Kathy Kelley
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:05:14 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: (No Subject)

-----Original Message----From: me <cleopatraayla@protonmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 7:22 AM
To: Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH) <Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: (No Subject)
External Email
Dear Sirs ;
This issue of whether to give a shot that contains human embryonic tissue in it to
children should not even be a issue. A unborn baby must be alive to extract these dna
cells to be used in these shots, while the dna is extracted.
Please watch interview in the link.
Please reconsider the things this shot contains and the consequences of what it will do to
our most vulnerable ....our children.
Thank you.
Sincerely..
A concerned Grandmother of 17
Terri Lynn

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Frumble.com%2Fvcq539the-unborn-babies-used-for-vaccine-development-were-alive-at-tissueextract.html&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Ce2ed85ea464e41c9619608d9d1ffde

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Frumble.com%2Fvcq539the-unborn-babies-used-for-vaccine-development-were-alive-at-tissueextract.html&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Ce2ed85ea464e41c9619608d9d1ffde
Sent from ProtonMail mobile

Sent from ProtonMail mobile

______________________________________________
From: Alyssa Chambers
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:11:44 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
*
*
*
*
Covid,
*

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
therefore,
The vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of the disease

Sincerely,
Alyssa Chambers
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: deanek@centurytel.net
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:24:56 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons: Children are at extremely low risk of COVID. There
are no long-term studies to document any history of safety. Studies DO now document
that vaccinated and unvaccinated can BOTH transmit COVID, therefore the vaccine
apparently DOES NOT PREVENT THE SPREAD OF THE DISEASE. The vaccine is still ONLY
EUA (emergency use authorized). Let's NOT make it a law!

______________________________________________
From: Diane & Seang Te
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:52:25 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Derek Staton
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:04:05 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brittney Hinojosa
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:01:38 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Ashlei Healy
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:20:11 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid detainment
External Email
To whom it may concern.
You are completely out of your mind if you think you or our state government have the
right to detain our children and give them vaccines. You will not win this battle. I vote
against this and I will homeschool my children so you have no access to even try to pull
anything like this. This is against everything America stands for and you even holding a
vote for this is wrong in every way possible. Me and my family have not and will not be
getting the vaccine. End of story.
Thank you
Sincerely,
One of millions of parents who do not agree with what you are doing

______________________________________________
From: Brooks Fujihara
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:46:28 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Christine Gregg
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:22:02 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Elizabeth Hipps
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:54:48 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: David Carrothers
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:50:36 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: diana snider
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:52:29 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Against Children's Mandatory Vaccination
External Email
I am a concerned citizen with grandchildren and do not feel this vaccine should be
mandated, it should be up to the parents to choose not our government. Please keep the
following in mind when making choices and taking rights away from parents:
Children are at extremely low risk for Covid •The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency
use authorized) •There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
•Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit Covid,
therefore, The vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of the disease

______________________________________________
From: David Larimer
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:56:45 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Elizah Losolla
Sent: 1/6/2022 11:17:05 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Alexandra Piccini
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:17:30 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Danielle Bjur
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:27:14 PM
To: Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: Board of Health Meeting 1/12/2022/Covid Vaccine Mandate and School Aged
Children
External Email

Ladies and Gentlemen,
I am writing to let you know that I am absolutely against any involuntary
detention and/or quarantine! In addition, the medical decision to receive a vaccine for a
flu that has over a 99% recovery rate should rest with each individual and should not be
mandated by the government. We are a democracy, not a dictatorship and therefore,
each should determine the decision for themselves.
We, as citizens, are perfectly capable of making our own decisions about our
healthcare. Especially when the vaccination doesn't even prevent you from contracting
the virus to begin with. This isn't even rational thinking to consider this type of response.
Not to mention that the vaccination is not even FDA approved. The one that is FDA
approved isn't available anywhere and all those that are being offered are still under an
Emergency Use Authorization.
I am also expressly opposed to the mandatory vaccination of children. There are a
number of overwhelming reasons NOT to vaccinate children, but three that come directly
to mind are:
1. COVID vaccines remain under Emergency Use Authorization
2. Children under the age of 18 have a 99.995% survival rate from COVID
infection
3. Children have a higher chance of death or adverse reaction to COVID vaccines
than COVID-19
I will definitely be joining the Zoom call next weekbut wanted to get my
opposition in on record before the meeting.
Thank you for your time and consideration.

Danielle Bjur
Pasco, WA

______________________________________________
From: Brittany Rhoads
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:52:53 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Emily Carpinito
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:26:30 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Greg and Debbie Nissen
Sent: 1/6/2022 3:15:44 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
It is unconstitutional.
Sincerely,
Greg

Sent from my U.S.Cellular© Smartphone
Get Outlook for Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2FAAb9ysg&data=04%7C

______________________________________________
From: Chris Pizzano
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:07:20 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brian Leslie
Sent: 1/7/2022 4:38:07 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Welcome to the new normal: 13-year-olds dying from cardiac arrest
Cardiac arrest is very rare for people under 30. Today, 13-year-olds dying from cardiac
arrest are pretty common. The one thing they all have in common: recent vaccination
with the COVID vaccines.

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsubstack.com%2Fprofile%2F4066
stevekirsch&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C0fdfd74f96e644decbb808d9d1da4f5a%7C11d0e217

<https://cdn.substack.com/image/fetch/w_90,h_90,c_fill,f_auto,q_auto:good,fl_progressive:steep/https%3
e05bbc84-baa3-437e-9518adb32be77984.s3.amazonaws.com%2Fpublic%2Fimages%2F80ad9cdf-2fd5-4d17-b5a360617aa1c9b5_395x377.jpeg>
Steve Kirsch
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsubstack.com%2Fprofile%2F4066
stevekirsch&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C0fdfd74f96e644decbb808d9d1da4f5a%7C11d0e217
3 hr ago

130 103
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fstevekirsch.substack.com%2Fp%2
to-the-new-normal-13year%2Fcomments&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C0fdfd74f96e644decbb808d9d1da4f5a%

Before the COVID vaccines, cardiac arrest = very rare
Before the COVID vaccines, it was very rare for a healthy 13-old-year to die from a heart
attack.
After the COVID vaccines, cardiac arrest = not so rare
Now, with the rollout of the COVID vaccines, it is becoming commonplace.

Remember Jacob Clynick, the 13-year old from Minnesota who died of cardiac arrest on
June 20, 2021, just 3 days after his second Pfizer shot?

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fcdn.substack.com%2Fimage%2Ffe
e05bbc84-baa3-437e-9518adb32be77984.s3.amazonaws.com%252Fpublic%252Fimages%252F96a8681e-ff1a4d1a-bf171238700e784e_800x417.jpeg&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C0fdfd74f96e644decbb808d9

Here’s his
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fcdn.substack.com%2Fimage%2Ffe
e05bbc84-baa3-437e-9518adb32be77984.s3.amazonaws.com%252Fpublic%252Fimages%252F96a8681e-ff1a4d1a-bf171238700e784e_800x417.jpeg&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C0fdfd74f96e644decbb808d9
VAERS record
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fmedalerts.org%2Fvaersdb%2Ffind
memorializing his death. Here’s the Defender story
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fchildrenshealthdefense.org%2Fdef
year-old-jacob-clynick-dies-pfizer-vaccinemyocarditis%2F&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C0fdfd74f96e644decbb808d9d1da4f5a%7C
that appeared shortly after his death.

Fast forward 6 months later, there is still no investigation into his death! See this story
which appeared in the Defender yesterday
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fchildrenshealthdefense.org%2Fdef
not-investigating-myocarditis-death-jacob-clynick-pfizervaccine%2F&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C0fdfd74f96e644decbb808d9d1da4f5a%7C11d
. It references emails which indicate that the autopsy had been completed prior to June
28, 2021. Silence from the CDC regarding the cause of death. Seriously?!?!? Jacob dies
just 3 days after the jab due to cardiac arrest and six months later, despite the
myocarditis link that they admit, they cannot figure this one out? WTF? Where is the
accountability?
Ernest Ramirez’s son died of cardiac arrest as well, but he was 16. Dr. Peter McCullough
looked at the death records and determined the death was caused by the vaccine. No
acknowledgement from the CDC. Again, where is the accountability? Does the CDC have
a better qualified expert than Peter McCullough? Did McCullough goof? Well, we don’t
know because nobody is talking.

I’m pretty sure there isn’t any accountability left at the CDC. They completely glossed
over the fact that the causes of death of the 14 kids (age 12-17) reported in VAERS were
totally unusual
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fstevekirsch.substack.com%2Fp%2
cant-anyone-explain-howthese&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C0fdfd74f96e644decbb808d9d1da4f5a%7C11d0e217
. Five of the 14 kids died from cardiac arrest. That’s not normal, but they didn’t say
anything.
Another 13-year-old bites the dust from cardiac arrest after vaccination
For the record, here’s the latest healthy 13-year-old to die from a heart attack.
Although this happened 6 months after his second shot, as we learned from the Bhakdi

study
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fstevekirsch.substack.com%2Fp%2
pathologyresults&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C0fdfd74f96e644decbb808d9d1da4f5a%7C11d0e21
, death from the vaccine can still happen 6 months after the shot. And we learned from
that study that unless you know what to look for, the medical examiner is almost sure to
miss the cause of death.

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ft.me%2Fcovidvaccinevictims%2F1
How many kids have to die before they acknowledge that the vaccines are killing kids?
I just wanted to memorialize Jack’s death so that it is not forgotten.
I hope that someday, someone will connect the dots and at least acknowledge that these
kids were killed by the vaccine. Is that too much to ask?
This is going to keep happening until they halt the vaccines.

As I explained earlier,
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ft.me%2Fcovidvaccinevictims%2F1
an estimated 800 kids have been killed by the COVID vaccines to date
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fstevekirsch.substack.com%2Fp%2
cant-anyone-explain-howthese&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C0fdfd74f96e644decbb808d9d1da4f5a%7C11d0e217
. We’ve already killed more kids from the vaccines than have died from COVID.
I’m forwarding my article to all of the CDC people involved in investigating Jacob’s death.
I doubt I’ll hear anything back. But I wanted to make sure they are aware of all this. For
the record.

______________________________________________
From: Don Peterson
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:48:13 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
I want long-term outcomes to know that it’s safe. Until that is available, it should not be
mandatory.
Both of my children are very active, eat healthy, and have had Covid with minimal
symptoms.
Consider focusing on mandatory exercise and use resources to deliver nutritious food to
those in need.
Those with preexisting health conditions or who depend on government assistance should
be persuaded if the BOH feels that strongly.
I will withdraw my children from school and move to another state if this mandate goes
through.
Don Peterson

______________________________________________
From: Amber Saldivar
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:03:47 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Children are at an extremely low risk for Covid.
The vaccines are still only EUA and we do not have enough long term data yet on their
safety.
Studies do document that vaccinated and unvaccinated people can both transmit Covid,
therefore, the vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of the disease.
It is incredibly important to protect our vulnerable children who have no say in the
matter, from anything that is not proven by long-term studies to be safe.
It is also incredibly important to preserve bodily autonomy of every single human
individual in this state and in this country.
Thank you for listening and taking these important points into account. I beg you to
consider them carefully, and weigh them against any evidence FOR a vaccine mandate
for children.
Sincerely,
Amber

______________________________________________
From: Bobett Davis
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:48:26 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Guy Atkins
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:26:48 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:

1. There are studies now showing that both vaccinated AND unvaccinated people
can transmit COVID, and therefore the vaccine does not apparently stop the disease
2. Children are at very low risk of contracting COVID
3. The vaccines are still ONLY Emergency Use Authorized (EUA)

Therefore I am AGAINST mandatory COVID vaccinations for admission to schools and for
childcare.
Sincerely,
Guy Atkins
Puyallup, WA

______________________________________________
From: Doris Voeller
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:51:33 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Claudia Richey
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:25:44 AM
To: DOH WSBOH,Davis, Michelle (SBOH),Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH),Hoff, Christy Curwick
(SBOH),Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH),Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH),Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH),Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH),Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH),Schreiber, Tracy N
(SBOH),Haag, Hannah R (SBOH),Kahler, Kelie (SBOH),Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: COVID 19 vaccine requirement for schools in Washington State
External Email
Hello, I would like to express my extreme opposition to implementation of a COVID 19
vaccine requirement for schools in Washington State.

1. No COVID vaccine available in the United States has received FDA approval. All
available vaccines, including the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine, are being administered under
an Emergency Use Authorization. The only “approved” COVID 19 vaccine is Comirnaty,
and it is not available in the United States and there is no anticipated date for its
availability. (This “smoke and mirrors” approach by the FDA is the subject of numerous
lawsuits and a Federal Judge recently rejected Pfizer’s claim that the 2 products are
interchangeable: Federal Judge Rejects DOD Claim That Pfizer EUA and Comirnaty
Vaccines Are ‘Interchangeable’ • Children's Health Defense (childrenshealthdefense.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fchildrenshealthdefense.org%2F&da
) Since EUA products cannot be mandated per the Nuremberg Code, this alone should be
enough to stop consideration of making vaccines mandatory.
2. Children are statistically at zero risk of dying from COVID. Their survival rate is in the
range of 99.997-99.998% or, put another way, their risk of dying with COVID is less than
2 in every 1,000,000 children. The very few children who are listed as COVID deaths did
not die OF COVID, but rather WITH COVID as anyone being admitted to a hospital
nowadays is tested. I challenge the Washington State Board of Health to show medical
records for even one child who has died OF COVID. Where there’s no risk, there can be
no benefit.

3. No one knows the long term risks of these vaccines. You may remember that one of
the members of the FDA Advisory Committee infamously said, “We are never going to
learn about how safe thie vaccine is until we start giving it” Dr. Eric Ruben, Editor in
Chief NEJM The studies Pfizer conducted were woefully underpowered. This is an analysis
of 10 Red Flags associated with Pfizer’s studies: Ten red flags in the FDA’s risk-benefit
analysis of Pfizer’s EUA application to inject American children 5 to 11 with its mRNA
product – Commentary – America's Frontline Doctors (americasfrontlinedoctors.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Famericasfrontlinedoctors.org%2F&d
)
Force-vaccinating healthy children for a disease that doesn’t affect them to make adults
feel safe is a new low for humanity. Please do the right thing and do not require these
vaccinations for school age children.
Sincerely,
Claudia Richey
Concerned mom and Washington State taxpayer

______________________________________________
From: Faith White
Sent: 1/7/2022 1:56:11 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Forrest Gromlich
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:14:05 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: BAILEY NEWMAN
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:45:49 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Chad Brevik
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:29:46 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Daniel Proctor
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:41:14 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: brandiepenney@gmail.com
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:42:36 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:46:47 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Child vaccination

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111
-----Original Message----From: Karlyn <karlyn@eventsatpinecreeknursery.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 9:06 AM
To: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Child vaccination
External Email
Please stop and think what you are doing! Please do not push this vaccine on our
children. I will pull my children and homeschool. I hope that all parents will follow and
choice to home school or private school thier children.
My mother was against vaccines when I was growing up, as an adult I choice to go get
vaccinated. Give our children a chance! You know that we don't know the long term
effects. Don't make my child or your child an experiment. Stand up! Say no! Don't give in
to the money and corruption. Please!
Karlyn DeBerry
Event Coordinator | Pine Creek Nursery and Farms

______________________________________________
From: Boni Looby
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:27:15 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
*
*
*
*
Covid,
*

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
There are no long-term studies to document anyhistory of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
therefore,
The vaccine apparently does not stop thespread of the disease

From the Heart,
Boni

______________________________________________
From: Gary Sargent
Sent: 1/6/2022 12:44:50 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
The shots are not very effective as many people that get the shot still get COVID! A true
vaccine stops you from contracting the targeted disease!
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Amber Cotes
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:32:11 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Coreen
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:01:30 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
1. Not enough data to know the long term effects
2. We should be able to choose what’s best for our kids.
3. Who’s going to be held responsible if kids get sick, can’t reproduce or die?
4. The flu shot is not mandatory
5. Our rights

______________________________________________
From: Brad Saddler
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:50:29 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Andrii Ochkur
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:29:09 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Amos Peterson
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:22:34 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
• Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
• The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
• There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
• Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit Covid,
therefore,
• The vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of the disease

______________________________________________
From: Connie Bachman
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:51:05 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
We are opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare
in our State. We believe it is premature, because at this time the shots are not yet
approved by the FDA. It is still just a large experiment. You should not be involved in
forcing citizens into a medical experiment. You need more data. There are no long term
studies of effectiveness or side effects. In fact this type of information is being
suppressed on many social media platforms. We think the board is setting itself up for
lawsuits. Your job is to protect public health from an informed position.
We are also opposed to any language that attempts to persuade law enforcement or
authorities to detain citizens against their will for not obeying your health care directives.
You do not have authority to lock up citizens. This is unconstitutional and tyrannical. You
do not and should not have this authority.
I suggest you step back and study this more.
Thank you for taking the time to listen to the citizens of this state. We also believe you
should give more time for public comment. Very few people in the state even know you
are considering these drastic and draconian measures.
Thanks again for your time.
Kerry W. Bachman, RPh and Constance K. Bachman, RPh
1/7/22

______________________________________________
From: Coy McElderry Sr
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:51:28 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:

______________________________________________
From: Brett Heigert
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:13:07 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Deone Bergman
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:46:40 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Bonnie Peterson
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:01:12 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brooke J
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:28:34 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
The shot does NOT stop anyone from getting COVID or spreading it.
It is not proven safe with any long term studies. It has killed more people in the last 6
months than all the other vaccines combined for the last 30 years.
Children have a very low chance of contracting COVID and even if they do get it, the
survival rate even without treatment is very high.
We should not be forced to inject something into our children's bodies that could have
such severe life long side effects and/or death.

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:17:36 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: comments regarding covid vaccine requirements for public schools

attachments\BD3C41403F0145ED_~WRD0001.jpg

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: KBR Patrick <kbrpatrick40@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 11:11 AM
To: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: comments regarding covid vaccine requirements for public schools

External Email
Stuart,

STOP! just stop what you are doing to our children.

I will pull my children from public school the minute that this or any further vaccines
without full phase 3 testing is required. Do not subject them to "Test to Stay" either.
Testing to prove they are healthy will have lasting psychological impacts. These children
are not guilty of being unhealthy until proven innocent by a test...they are already
innocent.

You have absolutely no standing to make these current vaccines a requirement.

This would be crossing a line you could never come back from. All public trust in you as
an entity would be lost forever.

Using children to "save elderly" is an absolute disgrace. Subjecting young bodies to yet
unknown side effects is beyond reprehensible.

Trading parental choice for education is absolutely a nonstarter.

I hope you have common sense enough to see what a slippery slope you are standing
above with this decision.

Stand up for our parental choice to know what is best for our individual children and do
not deprive our children of education for an untested vaccine with a small efficacy. Which
side are you on? Pharma or children's education?

There are too many unanswered questions to trade my child's health for their education.

Sincerely,

Kbr Patrick

ReplyForward

______________________________________________
From: Charles Underhill
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:06:40 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Elise Engen
Sent: 1/7/2022 3:06:37 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Danika Miller
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:07:10 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Alexandria Langlow
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:23:50 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
The 1st amendment.
Medical freedom.
Over power from the state while in an emergency proclamation.

Alexandria

______________________________________________
From: Donna ORAVEZ
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:26:33 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Casie Tubbs
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:05:17 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Angie Roberts
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:14:12 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Gracyn Bellman
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:34:02 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Elizabeth Zelinski
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:19:24 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Bethany Basore
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:58:49 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Donna White
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:32:35 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: David Tucker
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:28:45 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Amanda Nelson
Sent: 1/6/2022 3:52:46 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
COVID has NEVER been a debilitating illness for children nor have children been seen to
be significant vectors of transmission. This is an outrageous proposal!
Amanda

______________________________________________
From: Cathy Hinson
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:59:03 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
To the Washington State Board of Health
I am OPPOSED to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school attendance in
Washington.
Children at at extremely low risk for contracting and spreading CV-19. We should not
burden their immune system for the possible negligible benefit it MIGHT infer. Also, the
vaccine has been proven to NOT stop the contracting and spread of the disease.
The vaccines are still in EUA stage and we should not subject an entire generation of our
children to an experiment that the FDA will not release information about for decades.
This must be an individual decision. The Nuremberg Code says that experimental drugs
(which is the legal category according to the CDC) cannot be forced upon people and
they cannot be coerced by livelihood to subject themselves to experimental treatment.
This is a completely NEW technology - we need time to see the safety outcomes.
A child in our school district died this week from congestive heart failure from the
Vaccine. Should we put families in the position of possibly also losing their child to
vaccine injury? Please do not allow this to be made mandatory. Protect the children in
other ways if you have to, but not through mandatory vaccines.
Respectfully,
~Cathy Hinson
Olalla, WA

______________________________________________
From: Candie Olsen
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:15:30 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Emily Kleinschmidt
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:39:28 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
*Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
*The vaccines are still ONLY emergency use authorized
*There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
*Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit Covid,
therefore
*The vaccine apparently does NOT STOP THE SPREAD of disease.
Thank you.
Emily & Michael Felczak

______________________________________________
From: Alla Glotov
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:23:59 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Amber Miranda
Sent: 1/7/2022 3:59:12 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Daniel Smallwood
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:00:46 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid immunization
External Email
I am absoluty opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or
childcare in our State.
It is known that kids have almost zero symptoms yet you add a risk to their health by
giving them this. The reality is that the survival rate from Covid is 99.8^ or better which
is akin to the flu.
There is no reason to put children at risk from short term and possible long term effects
from an MRNA gene therapy.
We know there are treatments for covid that when employed early especially higher risk
people are extremely effective. Mandates are always a bad idea and a sign of undue
force.
Sincerely
Dan Smallwood
Port Orchard

______________________________________________
From: Connie Harris
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:43:03 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Anthony Mascio
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:18:02 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Ashleigh Dean
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:49:37 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Subject: Covid vaccine for kids
External Email
Please do not make this mandatory. Vaers just released their data on vaccine reactions,
the #’s are too high for most parents to feel safe with giving younger kids the Vaccine
and exemptions are rarely given. I will not give this to my child and will be forced to
homeschool him, if this passes. Please read the data in the link I attached and consider it
when you vote.

https://openvaers.com/covid-data
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fopenvaers.com%2Fcoviddata&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C99cdf754a202498f45d708d9d2061181%7C11d0e217
Thank you,
Ashleigh Dean
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Deanna Johnson
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:01:34 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:45:19 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: BOH Agenda

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: Ellie Stewart <eac7015@comcast.net>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 11:43 AM
To: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: BOH Agenda

External Email
Hello,

I am writing today to tell you that I OPPOSE the Board’s formation of a Technical
Advisory Group (TAG) to review information about COVID-19 shots for consideration of
mandating the shots for school. I oppose COVID-19 shot mandates, period! As a country
founded on the premise of freedom and the ability to choose with informed consent, this
strikes at the very core of who we are. We are a diverse and unique people, and a onesize-fits-all narrative simply does not apply. Mandates of any kind effectively strip us all
of these rights and freedoms we are inherently entitled to, and instead continue to divide
us. United we stand, divided we fall.

I addition, I SUPPORT Informed Choice Washington’s Petition for Rulemaking, which will
be item 11 on the January 12th agenda. It was filed by Xavier Figueroa, PhD, on behalf
of ICWA, and asks the Board to establish a new rule that prohibits addition of any
Emergency Use Authorized (EUA) product, or any licensed product that lacks completed
Phase 3 trial studies, to the school required list. This is crucial in fostering our trust with
the board in regards to our most precious assets of all, our children. They are the true
victims in all of this and are relying desperately on our protection and advocacy. We need
to know more and cannot go about this blindly. It is in everyone’s best interest to rely on
the gift of time and better information before making a sweeping decision that could, and
most certainly will, have detrimental and fatal results. We all deserve better, but most
especially, our children and their futures.

It is our sole duty to protect our children and see to it that their chance of a better future
is possible. This means working to ensure they are continually fought for, so that each
generation is a little better than the last. They are the future of this country and the face
of our nation. I plead with you to advocate for them and hold fast to protecting them by
rejecting these mandates. If nothing else, this continued controversy has awakened
lions. Our children will not be your victims or your science experiments.

Respectfully,

Elisabeth Stewart

Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Dalene Herzog
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:44:53 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brian Larson
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:24:33 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Barbara Bange
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:48:01 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dan Lewis
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:06:16 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Chad Schimdt
Sent: 1/7/2022 1:11:36 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Benjamin Moehrle
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:43:49 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dan Adamson
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:35:48 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: A. C.
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:56:39 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for Covid Immunization Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State.
I fail to understand why you are talking about or considering making it mandatory for the
following reasons.
- Studies show children are at extremely low risk for Covid and children have low
transmittal rate.
- The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized).
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety.
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit Covid;
therefore, the vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of the disease.
I strongly hope that you consider these reasons and don't make vaccines mandatory for
children.
Thank you for the work that you do and for your consideration.
April

______________________________________________
From: Amy Bieker
Sent: 1/7/2022 3:34:39 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Greg Bb
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:59:29 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:24:21 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: COVID 19 vaccine requirement

From: Tara Cochran <taracochran13@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 5:23 PM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Fwd: COVID 19 vaccine requirement

External Email

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Tara Cochran <taracochran13@gmail.com <mailto:taracochran13@gmail.com> >
Date: Thu, Jan 6, 2022 at 5:21 PM
Subject: COVID 19 vaccine requirement
To: michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov>
<michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov> >

I am a WA state and Nationally Board Certified Teacher and have been teaching for 16
years. I love our schools and I love our kids! More dear to heart than my career in
education, I’m a mom of two teenage children who are healthy and happy! I would like to
express my extreme opposition to implementation of a COVID 19 vaccine requirement for
schools in Washington State. It’s a horrible idea for many reasons, such as:

1. No COVID vaccine available in the United States has received FDA approval. All
available vaccines, including the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine, are being administered under
an Emergency Use Authorization. The only “approved” COVID 19 vaccine is Comirnaty,
and it is not available in the United States and there is no anticipated date for its
availability. (This “smoke and mirrors” approach by the FDA is the subject of numerous
lawsuits and a Federal Judge recently rejected Pfizer’s claim that the 2 products are
interchangeable: Federal Judge Rejects DOD Claim That Pfizer EUA and Comirnaty
Vaccines Are ‘Interchangeable’ • Children's Health Defense (childrenshealthdefense.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fchildrenshealthdefense.org%2F&da
) Since EUA products cannot be mandated per the Nuremberg Code, this alone should be
enough to stop consideration of making vaccines mandatory.

2. Children are statistically at zero risk of dying from COVID. Their survival rate is in the
range of 99.997-99.998% or, put another way, their risk of dying with COVID is less than

2 in every 1,000,000 children. The very few children who are listed as COVID deaths did
not die OF COVID, but rather WITH COVID as anyone being admitted to a hospital
nowadays is tested. I challenge the Washington State Board of Health to show medical
records for even one child who has died OF COVID. Where there’s no risk, there can be
no benefit.

3. No one knows the long term risks of these vaccines. You may remember that one of
the members of the FDA Advisory Committee infamously said, “We are never going to
learn about how safe thie vaccine is until we start giving it” Dr. Eric Ruben, Editor in
Chief NEJM The studies Pfizer conducted were woefully underpowered. This is an analysis
of 10 Red Flags associated with Pfizer’s studies: Ten red flags in the FDA’s risk-benefit
analysis of Pfizer’s EUA application to inject American children 5 to 11 with its mRNA
product – Commentary – America's Frontline Doctors (americasfrontlinedoctors.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Famericasfrontlinedoctors.org%2F&d
)

Force vaccinating healthy children for a disease that doesn’t affect them to make adults
feel safe is a new low for humanity. Please do the right thing and do not require these
vaccinations for school age children.

______________________________________________
From: Andrey Nikitchuk
Sent: 1/6/2022 11:48:28 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Amber Bac
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:24:18 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Deena Lindsey
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:38:02 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: bill.elder22@yahoo.com
Sent: 1/6/2022 3:44:27 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
*
*
*
*
Covid,
*

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
therefore,
The vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of the disease

Bill Elder
14005 252nd Place SE
Issaquah, WA 98027

______________________________________________
From: Brianne Dean
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:26:13 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Allyson Bell
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:45:03 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Darcie Cooper
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:24:11 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Gwendolyn Fullerton
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:45:59 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Elizabeth Bianco
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:48:30 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Alla Lukin
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:19:01 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Connie Agnew
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:04:39 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
1. Children are at an extremely low risk for catching or spreading covid.
2. The vaccine is still under emergency use only.
3. Side effects from the vaccines are not worth the risk to vaccinate our children -pericarditis, myocardial, blood clots....
4. This could be a major lawsuit in the making.

______________________________________________
From: amhenning91@gmail.com
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:00:26 PM
To: DOH WSBOH,Davis, Michelle (SBOH),Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH),Hoff, Christy Curwick
(SBOH),Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH),Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH),Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH),Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH),Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH),Schreiber, Tracy N
(SBOH),Haag, Hannah R (SBOH),Kahler, Kelie (SBOH),Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: 07BC4E97-6112-42C4-8C9A-FE605542B234
External Email
Hello as a mother of a child that attends a school in Washington state I would like to
voice my opinion on the matter of mandating children to be vaccinated in order to attend
public school. I do not feel it is fair to force anyone to chose between an education and a
vaccine that is still in its early using on a child. There are no long term studies on what
this vaccines may do to our children’s growing body. Children tend to fair very well with
the actual Covid 19 virus. If this becomes a mandate I will unenrolling him from the
sequim school district and enroll him in a private school that is not associated with the
school district. Thank you very much for taking the time to hear my voice.
Sincerely, Ashley Henning (Sequim Wa)

______________________________________________
From: Amy E
Sent: 1/6/2022 12:51:20 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
*
*
*
*
Covid,
*

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
therefore, (look at VAERS)
The vaccine apparently does not stop thespread of the disease

There are many children with health issues already who have to take many medications
to get through the day. Adding this to the mix could be deadly for them and very harmful
for their health. Plus ... there is already a school staff shortage, where behavior is out of
control. The focus should be more on that than potentially putting further trauma and
harm on children.
Thank you for reading

______________________________________________
From: Ganger Fernandez
Sent: 1/7/2022 3:00:46 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: freshfamily5
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:46:24 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: 1.12 meeting re: vaccine mandates
External Email
Please add my comments to the record for the 1.12 BOH meeting.
I OPPOSE a Technical Advisory Group to review info on Covid -19 and consideration of
adding this shot to the school requirements.
I OPPOSE Covid-19 shot mandates for ANY WA school.
I SUPPORT the informed Choice WA petition for Rulemaking (item 11 on the 1.12
agenda)
I SUPPORT the request to establish a new rule that would prohibit ANY Emergency Use
Authorized product or product that has not completed Phase 3 trial studies to ANY school
required list.
Heather Fresh
98607

______________________________________________
From: Chelsie Peterson
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:01:42 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid vaccine for children
External Email
To whom it concerns,
I am writing to strongly oppose any Covid vaccine mandate for school age children to
attend school or any care center.
Covid 19 is NOT a critical nor deadly virus for the young, (99.7% survival rate.)
Mandating a vaccine that is still under the EUA and has not had ample time to make sure
they are truly safe for children is absolutely despicable and reckless.
Do you require the yearly flu vaccine? No? Didn’t think so.
Are you willing to risk children’s health (pericarditis, myocarditis) with a vaccine for a
virus they have natural immunity to or would be mildly sick from? The risks just don’t
outweigh benefits here.
No mandates for Covid vaccines, period.
Leave the children alone!!
Signed,
A concerned Mother of two

______________________________________________
From: Christopher Smith
Sent: 1/7/2022 1:52:29 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dan McGraw
Sent: 1/7/2022 1:55:48 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Aaron Lind
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:27:34 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Erica Brown
Sent: 1/6/2022 11:18:22 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Andy Gillespie
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:39:30 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Eileen Martin
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:13:51 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Ed Walters
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:53:20 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Danielle Streifel
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:25:41 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Children are at an extremely low risk of serious infection. The long-term risks have not
been studied and cannot have been studied as of date. This is a violation of the
Nuremberg code as well as our civil rights. What we do with our bodies is our right not
the state or governments right. Lastly, The vaccine absolutely does not prevent the
spread of the virus. I personally know several families who have been vaccinated and
contracted the virus.
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Evonne Ohrel
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:02:50 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Dr. Robert Malone highlighted the second Physicians Declaration by the International
Alliance of Physicians and Medical Scientists, dated October 29, 2021, which has been
signed by more than 16,000 doctors and scientists, stating that “healthy children shall
not be subjected to forced vaccination” as their clinical risk from SARS-CoV-2 infection is
negligible and long term safety of the shots cannot be determined prior to such policies
being enacted.
Not only are children at high risk for severe adverse events, but having healthy,
unvaccinated children in the population is crucial to achieving herd immunity. The
declaration also demands that health agencies and institutions “cease interfering with
physicians treating individual patients.”
Three Things Parents Must Know
Malone writes:
“Before you inject your child — a decision that is irreversible — I wanted to let you
know the scientific facts about this genetic vaccine, which is based on the mRNA vaccine
technology I created.
There are three issues parents need to understand: The first is that a viral gene
will be injected into your children’s cells. This gene forces your child’s body to make toxic
spike proteins. These proteins often cause permanent damage in children’s critical
organs, including:
*
*
*
*

Their brain and nervous system.
Their heart and blood vessels, including blood clots.
Their reproductive system.
This vaccine can trigger fundamental changes to their immune system.

The most alarming point about this is that once these damages have occurred,
they are irreparable:
*
You can’t fix the lesions within their brain.
*
You can’t repair heart tissue scarring.
*
You can’t repair a genetically reset immune system.
*
This vaccine can cause reproductive damage that could affect future generations
of your family.
The second thing you need to know about is the fact that this novel technology
has not been adequately tested. We need at least 5 years of testing/research before we
can really understand the risks. Harms and risks from new medicines often become
revealed many years later.

Ask yourself if you want your own child to be part of the most radical medical
experiment in human history. One final point: the reason they’re giving you to vaccinate
your child is a lie.
Your children represent no danger to their parents or grandparents. It’s actually
the opposite. Their immunity, after getting COVID, is critical to save your family if not
the world from this disease.
In summary: There is no benefit for your children or your family to be vaccinating
your children against the small risks of the virus, given the known health risks of the
vaccine that as a parent, you and your children may have to live with for the rest of their
lives. The risk/benefit analysis isn’t even close. As a parent and grandparent, my
recommendation to you is to resist and fight to protect your children.”
Sent by Ron Ohrel
Poulsbo, Wa

______________________________________________
From: Courtney Comeau
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:32:49 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Aimee McDonald
Sent: 1/7/2022 3:45:52 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Carie Hitchcock
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:12:25 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brandon Hjelseth
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:09:24 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: David Bair
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:39:22 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Doug
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:54:35 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
•
•
•
•
•

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid;
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized);
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety;
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit Covid;
Therefore, the vaccine does not stop the spread of the disease

Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Ashley Lamp
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:13:19 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Deborah Crosby
Sent: 1/7/2022 1:01:03 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Amelia Palmer
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:35:39 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Gabe Blomgren
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:16:52 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dana Jarek
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:33:50 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: David Manny
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:39:19 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Courtnee Taylor
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:39:44 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dawn Maxwell
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:49:09 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Darren
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:56:42 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our state for the following reasons:

1) Children are statistically not in danger from Covid 19 (1)(2)(3)(4). Studies have
shown children are at little risk from Covid 19 and are statistically more at risk from the
flu and yet there has been no mandate for the flu shot. Dr. Fauci has come out and said
the reports of a majority of children in the hospital with Covid 19 is not due to them
being sick from Covid 19, it is because they went to the hospital for another reason and
where required to get tested (5)(6). We also know from several reports that test have a
high false positive result, therefore further inflating the number of children reported in
the hospital with Covid 19. The CDC recently changed its guidelines to testing,
acknowledging that the virus particles stay in your system for up to 12 weeks after you
recover and therefore can give a false positive when tested (7)(8).

2) The shots are still under EUA (Emergency Use Authorization) and the current shots
being administered are not FDA approved (9)(10). Given the fact that at this time the
fully approved FDA shot is unavailable, this is one of many reasons why a mandate
should not be considered.

3) There are no long term studies showing these shots are safe. The reports to this point
have shown there are many adverse events and deaths related to this shot (11)(12)(13).

4) Documented studies now show that vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals can both
transmit Covid 19, therefore, these shots do not prevent you from getting and do not
prevent you from spreading Covid 19 (14)(15).

Will you also be proposing to lift the liability waiver if this is such a safe shot. If not, why
not. Not lifting the waiver sends a message that you realize the shot can and does do
harm. The CDC and other agencies/professionals have been wrong in their assessment of
what the shot will do and its safety (16). Will you accept responsibility for forcing a shot
on our children that is later deemed harmful and should have never been administered?
If you will not, then you can not say this shot is safe for children and you must not

mandate it.
Thank you.
Daren Doty

1(https://s3.amazonaws.com/media2.fairhealth.org/whitepaper/asset/Risk%20Factors%20for%20COVID19%20Mortality%20among%20Privately%20Insured%20Patients%20%20A%20Claims%20Data%20Analysis%20%20A%20FAIR%20Health%20White%20Paper.pdf
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fs3.amazonaws.com%2Fmedia2.fa
19%2520Mortality%2520among%2520Privately%2520Insured%2520Patients%2520%2520A%2520Claims%2520Data%2520Analysis%2520%2520A%2520FAIR%2520Health%2520White%2520Paper.pdf&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.go
)

2 - (https://osf.io/ezdf2/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fosf.io%2Fezdf2%2F&data=04%7C
)

3 - (https://rationalground.com/masks-children-and-covid-19-published-studies/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Frationalground.com%2Fmaskschildren-and-covid-19-publishedstudies%2F&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C9cdd41217d604fc43efe08d9d20f3043%7C11d
)

4 - (https://www.bbc.com/news/health-57766717
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.bbc.com%2Fnews%2Fhealth
57766717&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C9cdd41217d604fc43efe08d9d20f3043%7C11d0
)

5(https://twitter.com/Breaking911/status/1476988310845329412?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FBreaking911%2Fs
)

6 - (https://townhall.com/tipsheet/leahbarkoukis/2021/12/31/fauci-kids-hospitalizationsn2601257
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftownhall.com%2Ftipsheet%2Fleah
kids-hospitalizationsn2601257&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C9cdd41217d604fc43efe08d9d20f3043%7C11d0
)

7 - (https://www.msn.com/en-us/health/medical/cdc-sticks-with-new-covid-isolationguidelines-despite-criticism/ar-AASs2QQ
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.msn.com%2Fenus%2Fhealth%2Fmedical%2Fcdc-sticks-with-new-covid-isolation-guidelines-despitecriticism%2FarAASs2QQ&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C9cdd41217d604fc43efe08d9d20f3043%7C11d0
)
8 - (https://off-guardian.org/2020/12/18/who-finally-admits-pcr-tests-create-false-

positives/ <https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Foffguardian.org%2F2020%2F12%2F18%2Fwho-finally-admits-pcr-tests-create-falsepositives%2F&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C9cdd41217d604fc43efe08d9d20f3043%7C1
)

9 - (https://rightsfreedoms.wordpress.com/2021/09/26/major-law-firm-confirms-fdadeceived-america-with-its-approval-of-pfizer-vax/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Frightsfreedoms.wordpress.com%2
law-firm-confirms-fda-deceived-america-with-its-approval-of-pfizervax%2F&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C9cdd41217d604fc43efe08d9d20f3043%7C11d0e
)

10 - (https://www.foxnews.com/media/ron-johnson-no-fda-approved-covid-vaccine
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.foxnews.com%2Fmedia%2Fr
johnson-no-fda-approved-covidvaccine&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C9cdd41217d604fc43efe08d9d20f3043%7C11d0e2
)

11- (https://www.skirsch.com/covid/VCage.pdf
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.skirsch.com%2Fcovid%2FVC
)

12 - (https://vaersanalysis.info/2021/12/01/vaers-summary-for-covid-19-vaccinesthrough-11-19-2021/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fvaersanalysis.info%2F2021%2F12
summary-for-covid-19-vaccines-through-11-192021%2F&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C9cdd41217d604fc43efe08d9d20f3043%7C11d0
)

13 - (https://stevekirsch.substack.com/p/according-to-dr-paul-offit-we-should
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fstevekirsch.substack.com%2Fp%2
to-dr-paul-offit-weshould&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C9cdd41217d604fc43efe08d9d20f3043%7C11d0e21
)

14 - (https://rumble.com/vkte8s-cdc-director-admits-to-cnn-that-covid-vaccines-dontprevent-transmission-of.html
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Frumble.com%2Fvkte8scdc-director-admits-to-cnn-that-covid-vaccines-dont-prevent-transmissionof.html&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C9cdd41217d604fc43efe08d9d20f3043%7C11d0e2
)

15 - (https://www.thelancet.com/journals/laninf/article/PIIS1473-3099(21)006484/fulltext#seccestitle160
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.thelancet.com%2Fjournals%
3099(21)006484%2Ffulltext%23seccestitle160&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C9cdd41217d604fc43efe08
)

16 (https://twitter.com/therecount/status/1376950399232573442?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2Ftherecount%2Fsta
)

______________________________________________
From: Heather Younger
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:22:04 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Angela Tollefson
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:17:34 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Barbara Davis
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:25:08 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
Dear members of the Washington State Board of Health,
I am writing to very strongly oppose making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school
admission or childcare in our State for the following Reasons:
—These are still “experimental only drugs” under emergency use authorization
—The “vaccines” repeatedly demonstrate they do not stop the spread of this virus, as
evidenced by the “vaccinated” spreading it among themselves in “vaccinated-only
locations”
—More and more studies show the disease spread is more rapid among those who have
accepted the shots, than those who have not (the latest being 12,000 families in
Denmark)
—As the shots are not stopping COVID-19, they are not truly vaccines
—Children’s robust immune systems make them of almost no risk for contracting or
spreading this virus
—The drug company’s have denied release of their testing and safety studies, which adds
credence to not mandating these shots
—There is no way of knowing the long-term effects of these experimental drugs on our
children
—When we follow the money, it becomes increasingly evident this is not about
preventing disease, not about a pandemic of the unvaccinated, but instead about a
pandemic of fear in order to control, and about a pandemic of greed.
Thank you for voting to protect our children from being forced Guinea pigs for these
untested pharmaceuticals.
Sincerely,
Barbara L Davis
Bremerton, WA
Sent from my iPad

______________________________________________
From: Carrie young
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:59:53 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
1. The parent should always have the right to decide what’s best for their child.
2. The Covid vaccine mandate should not be set in place for children when it is not
deemed 100% safe and effective. It has proven to definitely not be safe or effective in
several adults and children already.
3. Children have the strongest immune systems. They don’t need the vaccine to keep
them “safe”. Let them go to school, just be kids, and leave their immune systems alone.
Thank you,
Carrie Young

Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Celia Hoath
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:10:38 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid 19 injections
External Email
Dear wsboh . Hi, I am a registered voter in Washington state. I am totally against forcing
all minors, students or any anyone from getting any vaccine especially the covid
injections. These covid injections are not true vaccines they are experimental MRNA
injections, and in order to attend school. Way too many children get sick and yes, even
die from these injections. We have a legal Constitution that stands up for peoples God
given rights to not be forced to be injected with something that can potentially harm us
and for children who are people too. We also have the Nuremburg which also stands up
for us and against all experimental harm. Thank you please stand for freedom and
against tyranny. Sincerely Celia Hoath

______________________________________________
From: B R
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:55:48 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comment
External Email
To whom in may concern,
I, Melissa Sanford OPPOSE the Board’s formation of a Technical Advisory Group (TAG) to
review information about cvd injections for consideration of mandating them for school
required list.
I, Melissa Sanford SUPPORT Item #11 It is Informed Choice Washington’s Petition for
Rulemaking on the January 12th agenda. It was filed by Xavier Figueroa, PhD, on behalf
of Informed Choice WA, and asks the Board to establish a new rule that prohibits them
from adding any Emergency Use Authorized product, or any licensed product that lacks
completed Phase 3 trial studies, to the school required list.

______________________________________________
From: Giuseppe Alvarado
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:21:07 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
*
*
*
*
Covid,
*

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
therefore,
The vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of the disease

Please.
Giuseppe Alvarado

______________________________________________
From: felisha ring
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:21:21 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
It is unconstitutional.
Scientific studies show that this vaccine is dangerous.
Scientific studies show that this vaccine does not stop you from getting Covid.
It does not stop you from spreading Covid.
I will pull my children from public schools in Washington state if this becomes mandatory.

Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Brennan Litke
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:53:23 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Ashley Walker
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:46:43 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Christine Slotemaker
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:22:53 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cheryl Osborne
Sent: 1/6/2022 11:16:47 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Carrie Stark
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:39:13 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Elizabeth Stariha
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:40:32 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Candace Batsford
Sent: 1/6/2022 11:11:35 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
More than 99% of children who have gotten Covid have survived.
The vaccine is still an EAU and has known negative side effects - the vaccine is actually
more of a risk to children than Covid itself.
It has been proven that both the unvaccinated and vaccinated can pass Covid on, proving
the vaccine to be ineffective.
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: DOH Information
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:33:57 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comment of Meeting, Jan. 12th

attachments\10B651991AB34F1B_image002.png
Hello,
This is public comment intended for the Board meeting next week.

Thank you

Alexandra Moore
Customer Service Specialist
Center for Public Affairs
Washington State Department of Health
DOH.Information@doh.wa.gov
800-525-0127 | www.doh.wa.gov

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.doh.wa.gov%2FNewsroom%

From: DOH Feedback <doh.information@doh.wa.gov>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 4:44 PM
To: DOH Information <DOH.Information@DOH.WA.GOV>
Subject: Question/Comment from the public

The following survey response is submitted:
1.
Please select one:

-

2.
Please enter your comments or questions in the space provided below:

________________________________
visually impaired so not sure what form to use but please send this to whom it may
concen - re: a Jan. l2 meet about making Covid ainfectious disease" with stragegies for
local law to infringe upon non vaccinated citizens. l) Covid "virus" is not a disease as far
as we now defined. also, the "mandates" to enforce are at the determination of the U.S.
Suprpeme Court now Mandatees aer NOT Law. Also, The constitution profices protection
of citizens and shall not be abridged. The HalthBorad it not elected by the people. Ones'
onw dr. is the word on a erson's health. Person's who have had the virus are immune.
Bonnie Sunkel 360 7l0 l737 again I apologize for any typols. I am visuallly impaired but
hear od the Janl 2 meet and input by Jan. 7th. Please pas to the proper Dept. to recive
my input. I may be reached by e maiil a at corkbon@q.com <mailto:corkbon@q.com> .

3.
If you are sending feedback on one of our Web pages, please paste the URL here:
(no answer)

4.
Would you like a response?

Tell us how to get in touch with you.
Name:
Bonnie Sunkel
Email:
corkbon@q.com <mailto:corkbon@q.com>
Telephone:
3606926627 or 3607101737

______________________________________________
From: Eduardo Garcia
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:48:56 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons: this should be up to the parents, & not the state.
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Donald Vories
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:12:01 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cory Linf
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:58:48 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons: This is insane. You’re now attacking kids. They won’t
even tells us what’s in it.
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Debra Bowman
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:19:56 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Ashley Conboy
Sent: 1/6/2022 3:24:41 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid vaccines
External Email
If you didn’t get the email, do this.
Copy and paste
wsboh@sboh.wa.gov
To whom it may concern,
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
• Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
• The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
• There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
• Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit Covid,
therefore, the vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of the disease.
Ashley
Sent from Ashleys iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Aleksander Prokhor
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:32:58 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Fransisca VanderMeulen
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:36:57 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Andrea McGaughey
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:34:11 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dalyn Weller
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:31:00 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:

*
Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
*
There is no proof these vaccines will not cause irrevocable damage later
*
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
*
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
*
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
Covid, therefore,
*
The vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of the disease
*
A large population of us believe this is not constitutional and shows a blatant
disregard for personal rights and actual health.

Dalyn Weller,
concerned citizen

______________________________________________
From: D. Gulas
Sent: 1/6/2022 12:41:12 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 vaccines mandatory for school admission or childcare
in our State for the following Reasons:
This choice should remain between parents and healthcare professionals.

Children are NOT at high risk according to science. We know how to keep kids safe. We
are starting our 3rd year of the pandemic and have treatment options if needed. The risk
is very low for kids.

Denise Gulas
184 Academy Way
Monroe WA 98272
360-794-3435

______________________________________________
From: Arjay Aguilar
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:32:46 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Darla Rosebrook
Sent: 1/7/2022 3:24:27 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brett & Leanne Casey
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:04:19 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
1.) many of our kids have already had Covid and recovered.
2.) children are low risk for Covid.
3.) these vaccines are only EUA approved.
4.) studies show that both the vaccinated and unvaccinated both transmit Covid.
PLEASE don’t make me pull my kids out of school! Next year my son will be a senior in
high school. He is Covid recovered and will not be taking this vaccine. He was a freshman
when Covid hit and his whole high school experience has been consumed with Covid.
PLEASE do not deprive him of his last year of school. Please consider what stress a
mandate would place on families, friendships, and our schools. It is time to give people
information and space to make the best decision for their family!
Thank you,
Leanne Casey

______________________________________________
From: Deryl McCartney
Sent: 1/6/2022 2:31:56 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
Thanks for being open minded and accepting inputs to consider.
My input is that I am fully opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school
admission or childcare in our State for many reasons, including:
*
*
*
*
Covid,
*

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
therefore,
The vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of the disease

Please do not take any actions that would force citizens of our state to take these covid
vacinations at this time. Maybe, in the future once we have more definitive data points
and experience with these particular vaccines, my position will change. But, for now, it is
dangerous to force vaccinations and/or to force unwanted isolation onto those who have
chosen to not yet trust the system.
Blue skies and thanks for adding this to the inputs you use to make your decision,
Deryl (a citizen of Washington state for 51 years)

______________________________________________
From: Bill Schwald
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:31:27 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
I believe it’s unsafe and hasn’t had enough research behind it and the side effects are
unknown. I also have seen more people who have been vaccinated still get covid from
those that have natural immunity.
Bill Schwald
509-714-8030

______________________________________________
From: Bonnie Fauske
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:34:02 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Crystal Nelson
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:04:43 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Chyanne Kamau
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:12:10 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Debbie Abundis
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:24:52 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following
No studies have been done on long term effects of vaccines. Children are very unlikely to
get covid. These vaccines are not FDA approved-only emergency use. It has been shown
both vaccinated and unvaccinated can transmit covid.

______________________________________________
From: Ellen Iannetta
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:25:26 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Elizabeth SATY
Sent: 1/7/2022 3:19:09 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brittany Ward
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:18:58 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid Policies
External Email
My entire family had a huge concern about the proposed policies regarding the following
WACS. WAC246-100-040, WAC246-100-070, WAC246-100-100, WAC100-105, WAC246100-045. These policies go against every constitutional right that we as Americans have.
If democrats are so pro choice, why is this choice being taken away from us? Rethink
what you are doing to your people and how this will effect everything for years to come.
This is starting to mirror the holocaust.
Sincerely,
A concerned American citizen who’s rights are being unlawfully taken away from them.

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:29:20 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Comment on vax requirement for school age children.

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov>
360-236-4105

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01%
| Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH%
|Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: Emily Meyers <e.meyers@live.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 10:09 AM
Subject: Comment on vax requirement for school age children.

External Email
To whomever it may concern,

We The People/Parents will not tolerate any covid shot requirements for school age
children. We will consent to medical treatment to our children IF we so desire, once we
have had ample time to gather all pertinent information and make a wise and informed
decision, which many of us do not feel have we had time for.
And many of us feel that much more time and information is needed re: safety, and
efficacy, and long term studies from this new product.
Furthermore, it’s proven the Covid shots do not work against variants. Celebrities and
public figures are tweeting/talking about testing positive for Covid, within the last couple
weeks, even though being triple vaxxed(in fact, today, on The View, it was Whoopi
Goldberg).
This, (and many more reasons) and firstly, the fact that you are not our children’s

parents, and secondly, children are not at high risk for Covid, makes this whole decision
mute.

We encourage you to stand for freedom and support the parents in making the best
informed decision for their children.

Let Freedom Ring,

E. Meyers

P.s.

Well-Structured German Study Shows No Deaths among Healthy German Kids Ages 5 to
11

Here is what we find for healthy kids with Covid-19:

-For healthy kids, the risk of going to the hospital is 51 per 100,000
-For healthy kids, the risk of going to the ICU is 8 per 100,000
-For healthy kids, the risk of death is 3 per 1,000,000
-There were no deaths reported in healthy kids older than 5
-Kids 5 to 11 have a lower risk than kids <5 and adolescents 12 to 17
-Kids 5 to 11 have a risk of going to the ICU of 2 in 100,000; 0 died
-Among kids who died of COVID19, 38% were already on palliative/ hospice care

The Germany study shows that risks to healthy kids are very low.

So why the school closures, mask mandates, and vaccinations for children who are not at
risk

https://brownstone.org/articles/well-structured-german-study-shows-no-deaths-amonghealthy-german-kids-ages-5-to-11/

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fbrownstone.org%2Farticles%2Fwe
structured-german-study-shows-no-deaths-among-healthy-german-kids-ages-5-to11%2F&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C862806dbcce5417e906408d9d214004b%7C11

@KanekoaTheGreat

https://t.me/WeTheMedia/42072
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ft.me%2FWeTheMedia%2F42072&

______________________________________________
From: Bill & Judi Dotterwick
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:07:04 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
It does not stop the person from getting the virus, it causes harm and they have no idea
of the long term repercussions from the vaccine itself.

______________________________________________
From: Bridget Butler
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:00:48 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
The shots are a medical freedom issue and should be decided by parents and guardians.
We should not be forced to give our children a shot that has a 99.7% survival rate
among their age bracket!!

______________________________________________
From: Cliff Grant
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:33:47 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Elizabeth Leipheimer
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:56:00 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Barbara Fisher
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:40:26 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Casey Brotzel
Sent: 1/7/2022 1:56:55 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Anna Korchemnyy
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:14:02 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Alicia Ries
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:15:20 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Amy Cheadle
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:15:42 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
*
Children are at extremely low risk for COVID and if they do get they don't get very
sick.
*
The vaccines are still only emergency use authorized.
*
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety. We don't know
what effects the vaccine will have on our children.
*
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
COVID, therefore, the vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of the disease.
For these reasons, I do not feel our children should be required to get a COVID vaccine
to attend school or for any reason.
Please do not make this a requirement for our children.
Sincerely,

Amy Cheadle
Concerned citizen of WA State

______________________________________________
From: Asaph Gaspi
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:45:13 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: David Devine
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:12:41 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Ever since mRNA inoculations were approved for children under 12, the incidences of
Xi/Omicron in children have skyrocketed.
That tells us that inoculating is really weaponizing. So, of course your Committee would
not want to be complicit in endangering more children than you are "saving."
Knowing what we know now (that C-19 gene therapy shots are ineffective) makes it
more onerous to subject children's developing bodies to be infused with a dangerous
cocktail that has demonstrably caused increased heart disease in young men.
Please stick with FACTS and not pseudo-science (which is still throwing drugs up on the
wall to see what will stick).
Should you drink the pharmaceutical company's Kool-Aid, at least be American enough to
allow for religious (1st Amendment) waivers.
Respectfully,

David Devine
Kalama, WA

______________________________________________
From: Faye Pence
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:05:24 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brandi O’Shurak
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:54:12 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: ccmmoore
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:48:07 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
1 Children are extremely low risk for Covid.
2. We have no long-term studies to show any history of safety.
3. The vaccine apparently does not stop the spred of the disease.

Sent from my T-Mobile 4G LTE Device

______________________________________________
From: emily strom
Sent: 1/6/2022 12:31:33 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
*
*
*
*
Covid,
*

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
therefore,
The vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of the disease

______________________________________________
From: APRIL WOOD
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:59:10 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dawn Werner
Sent: 1/6/2022 3:09:02 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
This act would be quite premature when solid evidence is not available to throughly
safeguard any long term continuous usage of such a drug without doubt. How dare you
jeopardize the young lives in this fashion. An act of desperation as we are watching the
variants come about don't make mandatory vaccines a thought out decision. Please, put
the brakes on such a mandate!
Very Concerned for the children of the future!
DMW
Sent from my iPad

______________________________________________
From: Ashley Wagemann
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:39:17 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Candace Cade
Sent: 1/6/2022 11:57:24 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Barbara Hollace
Sent: 1/7/2022 1:24:21 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
*
*
*
*
Covid,

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
therefore, the vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of the disease.

Please do not put this mandate into practice.
Sincerely,
Barbara Hollace

______________________________________________
From: Cathy Davis
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:51:08 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Catherine Boswell
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:23:44 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:44:50 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Against Covid-19 vaccinate mandate for children to attend school

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov>
360-236-4105

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01%
| Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH%
|Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: Jacqueline Vanderpol <jevanderpol@hotmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 9:52 AM
Subject: Against Covid-19 vaccinate mandate for children to attend school

External Email
Hello,

I am currently an educator and parent of two students who attend public school. I have
been a resident in Lynden, WA for over 13 years. I am strongly against mandating the
Covid-19 vaccination for students to attend school. There are many reasons why. Here
are just a few;
1.
The vaccine has not proven to stop individuals from getting Covid-19
2.
Covid-19's death rate (especially in children) is .01 percent (October 2021)
3.
The vaccine has not been tested long enough, so we do not know the long-term
negative side effects
4.
Many of the negative side effects from the Covid-19 vaccination are worse than
getting Covid-19 itself
5.
There is no consideration to those that have had Covid-19 and have natural
immunities

I am not an anti-vaccination person and believe in vaccinations. However, this is a
horrible over reach of power. Long-term health is not being considered, if this mandate is
pushed through. Individuals need to be able to make the best decisions for themselves
and under aged children. Every situation is different. There is also no thought or
consideration given to natural immunities.

Thank you for your time,
Jacqueline Vanderpol (a concerned parent and educator)

______________________________________________
From: Clinton Maurer
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:41:14 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: barb770@aol.com
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:40:59 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
This medication hasn't been through all the tests other medications had to complete.
It is a crime to make children take an untried medication. We have already lost a year for
these children. Will you give YOUR children this vaccine?
Barbara Kenney Redmond WA

Sent from the all new AOL app for Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fplay.google.com%2Fstore%2Fapp

______________________________________________
From: Dwight Little
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:33:11 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Children do not need these vaccines! They are very low risk if they get the virus but
there are unknown risks with the vaccine! Parents need to decide for their children.
Dwight Little

______________________________________________
From: Bill
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:59:51 AM
To: DOH WSBOH,Davis, Michelle (SBOH),Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH),Hoff, Christy Curwick
(SBOH),Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH),Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH),Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH),Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH),Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH),Schreiber, Tracy N
(SBOH),Haag, Hannah R (SBOH),Kahler, Kelie (SBOH),Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov
Cc:
Subject: child-mortality-covid-shot-pdf.pdf
External Email
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emUgNjkyCi9Sb290IDY2NyAwIFIKL0luZm8gMSAwIFI+PgpzdGFydHhyZWYKMjIwMzQ5CiUlRU9G
--_7BB3B44C-9333-4D9D-9302-9CE0CB27862E_--

______________________________________________
From: Angie Knoblauch
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:51:40 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: BZ Green
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:06:21 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid shots not for Children
External Email
Covid shots should absolutely NOT be a requirement for our children to attend school or
childcare.
B.F.Green
Liberty Lake. WA

______________________________________________
From: Emily De La Torre
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:13:38 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:35:34 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: C19 vaccine

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: Michelle Lea HCS Office <hcs.mlea@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 12:13 PM
To: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: C19 vaccine

External Email
To whom it may concern,
I am writing as a concerned parent about the possibility of COVID vaccine mandates for
school attendance. Data has consistently shown children to be at low risk for severe
disease from COVID. Adults can choose to be vaccinated to protect themselves from
severe disease. Current virus strains are showing to evade vaccines. And given there is
no long term data on the efficacy or side effects of these vaccines in children, one has
the right to weigh risks to benefits and decide what right for their child’s health. Using
the comparison of currently required vaccines is not appropriate with this EUA vaccine.
Again, there is no long term data or listed potential side effects

I also would like you to think about this. Are you prepared to compensate parents of
children that are vaccine injured should that prove to be the case? And is the district able
to handle budget cuts should there be a reduction in student enrollment.

As a parent I don’t feel comfortable giving this vaccine to my daughter and will pull ther
from public school if this mandate is implemented.

Thank you for your consideration

Michelle Lea

______________________________________________
From: Elin Pemberton
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:54:47 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Austin Cripps
Sent: 1/7/2022 3:45:10 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Carrie Bacon
Sent: 1/7/2022 1:47:22 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cara Wright
Sent: 1/7/2022 1:54:57 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Front Desk
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:38:57 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: F381E649-7C76-4E17-A3D3-C5873EA15B00
External Email
To whom it may concern,

I am writing to let you know that I am absolutely against any involuntary detention
and/or quarantine! This is enough! COVID is a flu or a cold that is highly contagious, I
get that, but the death rate and the rate at which people are hospitalized does not
constitute this type of overreach by you and/or anyone else.

We, as citizens, are perfectly capable of making our own decisions about our healthcare.
Especially when the vaccination doesn't even prevent you from contracting the virus to
begin with. This isn't even rational thinking to consider this type of response. Not to
mention that the vaccination is not even FDA approved. The one that is FDA approved
isn't available anywhere and all those that are being offered are still under an Emergency
Use Authorization.

I am also expressly opposed to the mandatory vaccination of children. There are a
number of overwhelming reasons NOT to vaccinate children, but three that come directly
to mind are:

1. COVID vaccines remain under Emergency Use Authorization
2. Children under the age of 18 have a 99.995% survival rate from COVID infection
3. Children have a higher chance of death or adverse reaction to COVID vaccines than
COVID-19

I will definitely be joining the Zoom call next week, but wanted to get my opposition in
on record before the meeting.

Thank you for your time and consideration.

Adrianna Salazar

Pasco, WA resident

______________________________________________
From: Dr. & Mrs. William Gray
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:01:34 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Anna Marie Morales
Sent: 1/5/2022 8:37:10 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: COVID VACCINE REQUIRED FOR KIDS TO ATTEND SCHOOL? NO! THIS IS WAR
ON OUR KIDS.
External Email
This is unconditional!! There will be lawsuits soon!! The state can’t force me to poison my
children with a drug that is t even effective! They don’t even eat MEAT! I get religious
exemption for them and now I’m being told it doesn’t matter for this PARTICULAR
VACCINE! Why?!?!?
Sent from my iPhone
~Anna

______________________________________________
From: Alexandr Mironets
Sent: 1/7/2022 4:01:01 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Alexander Moshchuk
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:54:17 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Christian Arstein
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:59:15 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Douglas Slachter
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:31:54 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Debbie Renner
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:09:55 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Amos and Ange
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:42:14 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comment for BOH January 12th meeting
External Email
To WA Board of Health Members:
I strongly OPPOSE the formation of a Technical Advisory Group to review information
about COVID-19 shots for consideration of mandating the shots for school. I OPPOSE
COVID-19 shot mandates for any person.
On the other hand, I strongly SUPPORT Informed Choice Washington’s Petition for
Rulemaking. I ask the Board to establish a new rule that prohibits adding any Emergency
Use Authorized product, or any licensed product that lacks completed Phase 3 trial
studies, to the school required list.
It is criminal that, despite the absence for an FDA licensed COVID-19 vaccine formulation
with completed Phase 3 trial studies in children, and despite CDC- acknowledged risks of
myocarditis and blood clots, and the data showing children are not at high risk of severe
disease or death from COVID-19, a TAG has been assigned to examine adding COVID-19
shots to daycare and school requirements.
This new rule, if adopted, would ensure that federal EUA regulations are upheld and
would protect fully informed consent, which prohibits the use of coercion or undue
influence, such as can be exerted by state requirements.
For health and safety,
Angela Callender

______________________________________________
From: Debbie MacInnis
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:15:27 AM
To:
Cc:
Subject: Comment on upcoming presentation of proposed policies
External Email
Hello,

I am a Washington State resident and have been made aware of the proposed policies to
be presented on January 12th.

I am writing to register my horror and emphatic opposition to both mandated Covid-19
vaccines for school attendance and involuntary placement in quarantine camps for those
who resist complying with human medical experimentation which is unconstitutional and
breaks the Nuremberg Code.

The loss of bodily autonomy is a very serious thing and to this point has been relegated
to communist, socialist and Marxist regimes, not free republics.

I strongly urge you to consider what the enforcement of these WAC codes would mean
for our free society. Because Covid-19 is a treatable and low risk illness for most
individuals - especially children, these actions would be absolutely unnecessary and
contrary to our state and federal constitutions, resulting in the loss of freedom for
millions of individuals.

I would also ask you to consider the severity of breaking the Nuremberg Code. Because
the Covid-19 injection is still an experimental drug, it falls under its jurisdiction. All
human medical experimentation is to be conducted with voluntary informed consent.
Those involved in forcing a person against his or her will to participate in medical
experimentation are subject to the penalties of crimes against humanity. Please
recognize that those seeking to enact these proposed WAC codes are culpable.

Respectfully submitted,

Debbie MacInnis
679 Highway 603
Chehalis, WA 98532

The Nuremberg Code
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.cirp.org%2Flibrary%2Fethics%

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.cirp.org%2Flibrary%2Fethics%

The Nuremberg Code
The text of the Nuremberg Code

______________________________________________
From: Cindy Ainsworth
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:13:29 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
*
*

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid and do not need this immunization.
The vaccines are still only an emergency authorized use vaccine. Not safe enough!

*
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety, so it's not safe
enough!
*
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
Covid, therefore, the vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of the disease anyway.
*

Parents have a right to make best choices for their childrens health!

______________________________________________
From: Elizabeth Vander Stoep
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:58:50 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments on the covid vaccine
External Email
It appears the vaccines are not out of date, as massive numbers of breakthrough cases
abound. Plus children are at very low risk and the vaccines are emergency use and have
no long term studies.
Please be very careful and wait until much more data is available before making any new
laws.
Thank you
Ann Vander Stoep

______________________________________________
From: Erin Zasada
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:50:16 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: D A Andersen
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:41:34 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Andrea Henn
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:56:48 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comment for 1/12 BOH meeting
External Email
Hello,
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:

1. The covid vaccine does not prevent transmission, which is stated by the CDC director
https://www.cnn.com/2021/08/05/health/us-coronavirus-thursday/index.html
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cnn.com%2F2021%2F08%2
coronavirusthursday%2Findex.html&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C43d7eff4117740f6caa808d9d1fea

2. The covid vaccine does not prevent infection, which is seen in the number of
“breakthough” cases among the unvaccinated as seen in Barnstable County,
Massachusetts. https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/34351882/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fpubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov%2F3435
Between the fact that both infection and transmission are not prevented, only severe
disease and hospitalization, requiring this shot of school age children does not prevent
harm to other children. These shots are only a personal treatment choice and are not a
public health measure.
I am in support of item number 11, as this covid vaccine has not been FDA approved. It
is still under EUA. Federal Emergency Use Authorization statutes indirectly prohibit school
mandates of EUA products by requiring recipients be informed they have the option to
accept or refuse the vaccine:

https://www.fda.gov/media/153717/download
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.fda.gov%2Fmedia%2F15371

Thank you for your time and consideration that medical decisions do not have a one size
fits all solution.

Andrea Henn
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Anne Asher
Sent: 1/6/2022 3:54:52 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brandi Vincini
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:33:36 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Davette Eneboe
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:30:42 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons: 1. The vaccine hasn’t been available long enough. 2.
Children’s natural immunity is over 99% and thus no vaccine is needed.
-Null

______________________________________________
From: Alina Pop
Sent: 1/6/2022 11:55:33 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: April Velilla
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:10:36 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:10:22 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: COVID 19 vaccine for school aged children

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov>
360-236-4105

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01%
| Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH%
|Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: Shawnee Irish <shawneeirish12@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 4:25 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Fwd: COVID 19 vaccine for school aged children

External Email
Please oppose or put a halt to this requirement for students that attend public schools.
This is such a new vaccine that have limited time on their safety data that we have no
clue what the long terms affects are and should not be using our children as an
experiment. The science has been constantly changing and I’m not comfortable as well
as other parents to putting this into our children. We should have a choice with what
happens to our children and it is not up to the government to decide what we or our
children do with our bodies. Why is “ my body my choice” only allowed in certain
situations but not what happens with ourselves or our children. Please take a look at a
parents perspective on this. This is so important that we halt this and take time to think
clearly on something that could later on be harmful to our children no matter what the
government is pushing on us. We’ve already been doing what we were told we needed to
do to stay safe and that’s as force our children to mask 8+ hours a day. Now what? Do
the masks not work because covid is still around and even though 78% of Washington is
fully vaxxed covid is still here and affects vaccinated. This will never end vaccination or
no vaccination. Please give us a choice.

______________________________________________
From: Anna Kreslins
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:07:14 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Done Carroll
Sent: 1/7/2022 1:07:27 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:08:53 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: COVID vaccination requirements

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov>
360-236-4105

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01%
| Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH%
|Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: Comcast <andrews7006@comcast.net>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 10:13 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: COVID vaccination requirements

External Email

To whom it may concern,

As a parent and a public school educator I am adamantly opposed to a covid vaccine
requirement for school aged kids and daycares, and any other mandates ordering citizens
to go against their Constitutional rights to manage our own health care for themselves
and their children.
This vaccine has not had any long term (or relatively short term) safety studies done and
is only approved for emergency use. The SCIENCE shows that though this virus is
becoming more transmissible it is also becoming LESS severe symptom wise (especially
in children).

No parent wants their child to get sick, not even with the common cold (which is where
covid is heading in mutation). However the reality is that if they don't catch it at school
they will catch it at the grocery store, the library, from mom or dad who got it from work
etc. DESPITE vaccination status!
It is absolute discrimination to refuse children access to public school because their
parents don't feel comfortable giving them an experimental vaccine (and it's only
considered a 'vaccine' because the definition of a vaccine has recently been amended).
Again, I am speaking as one of “We the People” I am adamantly opposed to a covid
vaccine requirement for any and all children!
Thank you for your time.
Anna Andrews

______________________________________________
From: Darin Padur
Sent: 1/6/2022 2:57:47 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
1. This is not a threat to kids and we have never mandated the flu vaccine.
2. We are now in an endemic phase. We can make our own decisions on risks and
returning to normal life
3. It is clear vaccines do not slow transmission. This would be the only case to mandate
vaccinations.
4. This continues to be safe for kids to return to normal class activities without the need
to vaccinate everyone.
5. There are dangers with vaccinations beyond those of getting Covid.
6. We need to end this madness now.
Darin Padur
dpadur@comcast.net
(253) 335-7917

______________________________________________
From: Argentina Mausten
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:33:01 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Allyson Halpin
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:43:31 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid vaccine requirements
External Email
As a Washington parent and grandparent, I want to voice my concerns regarding Covid
vaccine requirements. The Covid vaccination should NOT be required for children or teens
for school attendance and childcare. The vaccine does not have long-term safety data for
children and children have shown to be at very low risk for serious illness or death from
Covid. Additionally, these vaccines currently have only emergency use authorization.
Allyson Halpin
Mead, WA
509-290-9328

______________________________________________
From: Cynthia Hodge
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:43:50 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Chenelle Rasmussen
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:31:16 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dayna Ochoa
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:04:25 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Anna Marie Jacobson
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:48:43 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: DALE HARTZ
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:36:49 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
*
*
*
*
Covid,
*

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
therefore,
The vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of the disease

Respectively,
Dale A Hartz

______________________________________________
From: Emily Way
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:00:53 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cristin Collins
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:18:37 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Glenna Hastings
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:42:24 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Betty VanDyken
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:34:24 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Donald Keltner
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:56:13 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Deana Jackson
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:07:28 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Chey Rehm
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:48:38 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brenda Holcomb
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:14:52 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Carly Gay
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:12:06 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Bonnie Wicklund
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:56:10 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
I had made an effort to inform myself of the benefits and risks of receiving the COVID
vaccine. I have learned that the vaccines available at this time carry substantial risks,
including risks of things like myocarditis, pericarditis, blood clots, severe allergic
reactions, and death. I have also informed myself of the risks to myself and my
community from complications of contracting the COVID virus. Children are at extremely
low risk for COVID. Their immune systems are very capable of fighting off infection. Also,
the COVID vaccines are still only emergency use authorized and have not been subjected
to the usual rigorous testing of vaccines administered by the FDA, and that there are
unknown risks and benefits, or lack thereof. I also understand that there are other
methods of protecting against and treating COVID infections, which do not carry the
same level of risk as the vaccines. There are still no long term studies to document any
history of safety. There are studies that DO now document that both vaccinated and
unvaccinated can transmit COVID, therefore, the vaccine apparently does not stop the
spread of the disease.

______________________________________________
From: Glenda Jones
Sent: 1/6/2022 2:29:18 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid vaccines for children
External Email
I'm replying with concerns on mandates requiring children (under18) to receive Covid-19
vaccinations.
With all the evidence that is forthcoming on the side effects of the vaccine to minors is
quite concerning.
Parents should have the option of choice for the well being of their children. Children are
the future and should be protected.
Thank you for taking my opinion into consideration.
Sincerely,
Glenda Jones

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.onelink.me%2F107872968%3F

______________________________________________
From: Faye Mezengie
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:31:23 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Carol Black
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:00:43 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Gary Powell
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:03:44 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Denise Holland
Sent: 1/7/2022 1:31:03 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
People who have been vaccinated once, twice, and given a booster are still transmitting
the virus which is mutating. Children are not affected by this virus--usually it is like a
cold or flu. However, the adverse effects of the vaccine on children are well documented.
Health experts are advising against the vaccines for children for these very reasons.
The use of law enforcement for testing, quarantining, forced vaccinations, etc. for "Covid"
is abhorrent! We are NOT Australia, Austria, Lithuania, France, etc.! This is America. Our
Declaration and Constitution declare the God given right to LIfe, Liberty, and Pursuit of
Happiness (right to own property in the Constitution). The people can decide their
medical needs. Do NOT take these actions towards TYRANNY, Board of Health and
Advisory Group.

______________________________________________
From: Dennis Phillips
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:15:28 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brock Pounder
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:33:21 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Bill Jones
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:04:46 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Alli Thompson
Sent: 1/7/2022 1:48:58 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dustin Hulbrock
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:16:58 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
Greetings,
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
It is known that children are at very low risk of contracting COVID, and if they do, are at
almost zero percent chance of becoming very ill or dying.
There are real risks involved with the shots being given to our kids. Specifically and most
prevalent are heart problems in boys and menstrual issues with girls.
These shots have not been thoroughly tested. With the extremely low risk profile we
should allow more time for testing and research before requiring these shots for children.
I am also extremely wary of the quarantine procedures I have heard proposed. No
government or government agency should have the right to take people against their
will. How can you justify taking me our my family members out of our own home?
Doesn't this sound like something only the Germans of WWII could be capable of?
Please consider the direction this state and your agency is heading. Is it following the
Constitution? Is it allowing people to live free and make their own decisions?
Thank you for your time,
Dustin Hulbrock
Fox Island, WA

______________________________________________
From: Clint Hodgson
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:49:24 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
The shots available in the USA are still emergency use only. As emergency use only it is
illegal to coerce anyone to take the shots. Children are at little risk from Covid-19.
There are no studies on the long term risks from the shot.
The drug companies are trying to seal the information available from the their studies for
75 years – no transparency.
The shots don’t live up to their hype – Studies now document the shots don’t prevent
Covid-19 nor stop the spread.

Clinton M Hodgson

Sent from Mail
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.microsoft.com%2Ffwlink%2F%
for Windows

______________________________________________
From: Francine Warner
Sent: 1/6/2022 2:50:31 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following reasons:
*
Children are at extremely low risk for Covid.
*
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized).
*
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety. Children are
not experiments!
*
Studies now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit Covid,
therefore,
*
The vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of the disease.
*
If the vaccine is mandated for public schools I will withdraw all 3 of my children
from public school & homeschool them.
Francine Warner
Richland,WA.

______________________________________________
From: Amy Painter
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:39:25 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments Submittal from WA state citizen for WA State Board of Health
Meeting Jan. 12, 2022
External Email
From: Amy Painter, Bellingham, WA
To: WA State Board of Health
Date: January 6, 2021
Dear WA State Board of Health Members,
I am writing to provide comments ahead of your January 12, 2022 meeting. As a citizen
of Washington state and someone who is tracking the adverse side-effects of COVID-19
shots, I am writing to:
OPPOSE Agenda Item #8, the formation of a Technical Advisory Group (TAG) to review
information about COVID-19 shots for consideration of mandating the shots for school. I
oppose COVID-19 shot mandates for anyone of any age, period.
And, I am writing to SUPPORT Agenda Item #11 Informed Choice Washington's Petition
for Rulemaking. This petition (filed by Xavier Figueroa, PhD, on behalf of ICWA), asks the
Board to establish a new rule that prohibits you from adding any Emergency Use
Authorized (EUA) product, or any licensed product that lacks completed Phase 3 trial
studies, to the school required list.
I look forward to attending this meeting and hope you will make choices that support our
civil liberties and ability to make our own informed health decisions about what's right for
our children.
Thank you,
Amy Painter

______________________________________________
From: Damon Gardner
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:05:06 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Amanda Lunzer
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:38:38 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Carole Griffitts
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:14:13 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: belindas@tutanota.com
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:04:42 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
The shots cause clotting, collect in ovaries and testes and have already caused infertility
in some sperm donors; adverse reactions are approaching one million, with 20% of those
as deaths. These are not typical vaccines and have caused more harm than all vaccines
combined. Kids are in no significant danger from covid-19. Natural immunity is stronger
than these shots. Follow the money - government and pharmaceutical corporations are in
partnership profiting from these shots. This is about control, not health. This is the
definition of fascism. Look at Australia with concentration camps for the disobedient.
Let's not become Australia.
-Sent with Tutanota, the secure & ad-free mailbox.

______________________________________________
From: Beth Billington
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:34:14 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brian Cubit
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:46:53 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cary Robertson
Sent: 1/6/2022 12:51:50 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid vaccine for school age children
External Email
To whom it may concern:
I am writing this as a very concerned parent about the potential mandate tonhave our
school age children.
I feel it is very well documented of the low covid rate of school age children including
recovery if they do have it.
My main concerned is this vaccine for our children is still under EAU status. There are
significant risks to our kids in relation to potential cardiac complications thay are
occuring. These complicatio s could greatly impact our children lives now and
personalhealth in the future, such as not being qualified to be a pulor or join the military
due to the these issues.
We are still seeing individuals with the vaccines and boosters on board still getting Covid
and transmitting Covid to others including those that vaccinated.
I maintain this should be a choice of each family, but should not be mandated to attend
school at this time. This vaccine again is in EAU status and has not been in market long
enough to understand. Most of our current school age vaccines were tested at min of 5
years prior to introduction to parents. Parents can complete a waiver to not have the
vaccines. This should be an option for this shot as well.
Cary Robertson
MONROE, WA

______________________________________________
From: Christine Herrington
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:16:24 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: DEREK FUNSTON
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:46:37 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:50:01 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: advisory meeting feedback

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov>
360-236-4105

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01%
| Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH%
|Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: Ron Laycock <laycockron691@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 11:05 AM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: advisory meeting feedback

External Email
Dear Advisory Board for the Washington State Board of Health:

I am writing to protest recommending a vaccine for Covid for school aged children who
attend school in Washington State. I am against imposing this vaccine on our children. I
believe this to be a horrible overreach of state government.

The Covid “vaccine” is experimental. There have been no studies on the long-term health
side effects on children or even on adults. We have never required an untested drug to
be used on our children. Making it required to attend public school is criminal and against
our constitution.

If you decide to follow through with this abuse of state power, you will be held
accountable for the consequences whether they are unintentional or not. You are taking
the decision to monitor a child’s health out of the hands of its parents. You must then
face the repercussions that happen when this trial “vaccine” begins causing health
problems way beyond the symptoms of Covid itself.

We do not need this requirement to protect our children or our communities. We need
you to consider the constitutional rights we have been guaranteed by our founding
fathers to stay free, to live and care for our families and our friends, and our
communities based on our religious and moral beliefs.

With respect,

Ron Laycock
Laycockron691@gmail.com <mailto:Laycockron691@gmail.com>

______________________________________________
From: Daniel Edvalson
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:30:01 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Charles Gillaspie
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:55:25 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
*
*
*
*
Covid,
*

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid.
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized).
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety.
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
therefore,
The vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of the disease

______________________________________________
From: Chandra N
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:08:03 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Artheta Maxwell
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:53:19 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Ciree Lafuente
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:27:13 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
1. COVID vaccines remain under Emergency Use Authorization
2. Children under the age of 18 have a 99.995% survival rate from COVID infection
3. Children have a higher chance of death or adverse reaction to COVID vaccines than
COVID-19

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.onelink.me%2F107872968%3F

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 3:27:13 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Covid vaccination for school-aged children

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov>
360-236-4105

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01%
| Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH%
|Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: amy koeplin <amy_koeplin@msn.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 1:27 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Covid vaccination for school-aged children

External Email
Hello --

I am vehemently opposed to a covid vaccination mandate for Washinton State school-age
children. That is a a gross abuse of power. The decision to vaccinate or not for covid
should only be made by parents and their children's doctors. Government has no place in
that decision for this particular virus.

Amy Culley
Parent of three Washington state school-aged children

______________________________________________
From: Brian Price
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:03:48 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: florian filip
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:31:50 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cindy Feuerborn
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:29:52 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Donna Klobucher
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:30:42 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Galina Popan
Sent: 1/7/2022 1:05:35 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:24:31 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: COVID 19 vaccine requirement

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov>
360-236-4105

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01%
| Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH%
|Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: Tara Cochran <taracochran13@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 5:22 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: COVID 19 vaccine requirement

External Email
I am a WA state and Nationally Board Certified Teacher and have been teaching for 16
years. I love our schools and I love our kids! More dear to heart than my career in
education, I’m a mom of two teenage children who are healthy and happy! I would like to
express my extreme opposition to implementation of a COVID 19 vaccine requirement for
schools in Washington State. It’s a horrible idea for many reasons, such as:

1. No COVID vaccine available in the United States has received FDA approval. All
available vaccines, including the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine, are being administered under
an Emergency Use Authorization. The only “approved” COVID 19 vaccine is Comirnaty,
and it is not available in the United States and there is no anticipated date for its
availability. (This “smoke and mirrors” approach by the FDA is the subject of numerous
lawsuits and a Federal Judge recently rejected Pfizer’s claim that the 2 products are
interchangeable: Federal Judge Rejects DOD Claim That Pfizer EUA and Comirnaty
Vaccines Are ‘Interchangeable’ • Children's Health Defense (childrenshealthdefense.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fchildrenshealthdefense.org%2F&da

) Since EUA products cannot be mandated per the Nuremberg Code, this alone should be
enough to stop consideration of making vaccines mandatory.

2. Children are statistically at zero risk of dying from COVID. Their survival rate is in the
range of 99.997-99.998% or, put another way, their risk of dying with COVID is less than
2 in every 1,000,000 children. The very few children who are listed as COVID deaths did
not die OF COVID, but rather WITH COVID as anyone being admitted to a hospital
nowadays is tested. I challenge the Washington State Board of Health to show medical
records for even one child who has died OF COVID. Where there’s no risk, there can be
no benefit.

3. No one knows the long term risks of these vaccines. You may remember that one of
the members of the FDA Advisory Committee infamously said, “We are never going to
learn about how safe thie vaccine is until we start giving it” Dr. Eric Ruben, Editor in
Chief NEJM The studies Pfizer conducted were woefully underpowered. This is an analysis
of 10 Red Flags associated with Pfizer’s studies: Ten red flags in the FDA’s risk-benefit
analysis of Pfizer’s EUA application to inject American children 5 to 11 with its mRNA
product – Commentary – America's Frontline Doctors (americasfrontlinedoctors.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Famericasfrontlinedoctors.org%2F&d
)

Force vaccinating healthy children for a disease that doesn’t affect them to make adults
feel safe is a new low for humanity. Please do the right thing and do not require these
vaccinations for school age children.

______________________________________________
From: Brett Mooney
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:17:48 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: djbanks
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:25:58 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Child vaccinations
External Email
I do not agree that it be mandatory for our children to be vaccinated. I am totally against
this. Adults should have the choice, as well. These drugs have not been tested long
enough for the long range effects. Making it mandatory for entry into the public school
system, when out taxes pay for the education, is wrong.
Thank you.
Debbie Banks
Monroe, WA

Sent from my Galaxy

______________________________________________
From: Brittney Zember
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:13:13 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Guadalupe Gonzalez
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:50:57 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Daniel Bahnmiller
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:16:10 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Angela Graff
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:18:36 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons: It is still considered an experimental vaccine and is
unsafe for children - especially for an illness that is 99.99% survivable for children and
young adults. A Graff

______________________________________________
From: Charlotte Reeder
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:12:24 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Carolyn Sauve
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:19:32 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Alexa Tjoelker
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:30:42 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dainabarker
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:30:34 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
I am not going to get myself or my children vaccinated with a vaccine made from aborted
baby cells! It should always be a parents choice on what happens with their children! This
is a disgusting, immoral vaccine/mandate that I will not tolerate!
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Chelsea Greene
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:12:13 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Anne Ogard
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:06:46 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
They don’t work. Those who have had all the shots are getting Covid. And the Dr. who
invented the rna shots has said they are dangerous for children. Many children have been
injured and even died after having the shots.
And Covid is not a threat to children. The shot is the risk, not the disease.
Also, the drug companies have no liability. If they did there would be thousands of
lawsuits for injuries caused by the shots.
Sent from my iPad

______________________________________________
From: Comcast
Sent: 1/6/2022 2:51:44 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
1. This is a new vaccine and long term effects, particularly on children, have not yet been
determined.
2. If someone wants a vaccine, they can get one and there is no need to mandate
vaccines that have proven to not prevent transmission.
There is still much that is being learned about Covid and the risk to children is not worth
the long term risks we do not yet understand.
Thank you - Carrie Swanson
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Carli Meek
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:34:40 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Amanda Seidel
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:42:44 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: DeborH Bennett
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:11:33 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Gail Rowell
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:10:44 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comment on Covid 19 Vaccination Opposing Mandate in children and in schools.
January 12 Public meeting

attachments\D6AD424FA1FC46F2_1641582317975blob.jpg
External Email
To Washington Board of Health,
January 12, 2022, Wednesday Public Meeting
Please do not mandate Covid 19 vaccinations. Especially No mandate in schools and for
our children. I support agenda 11 ICWA petition for rule making. I am a concerned
parent in WA state.
What would be the reasons for mandating in schools and for our children now?

#1. To prevent death and illness in children?
We have had no reported deaths of children in WA state last I checked over a month a
go. We did have 1 child death report in VAERS post covid vaccination. Here is a journal
article in Toxicology titled Why are we vaccinating children with COVID 19? Here are the
highlights copied. Here is the link.
Why are we vaccinating children against COVID-19?
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.sciencedirect.com%2Fscienc

Highlights
•
Bulk of COVID-19 per capita deaths occur in elderly with high comorbidities.
•
Per capita COVID-19 deaths are negligible in children.

•
Clinical trials for these inoculations
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.sciencedirect.com%2Ftopics%
and-planetarysciences%2Finoculation&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Cb6fc8dce4bfd485e042508d9d
were very short-term.
•
Clinical trials did not address long-term effects most relevant to children.
•
High post-inoculation deaths reported in VAERS (very short-term).

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.sciencedirect.com%2Fscienc

Why are we vaccinating children against COVID-19?
This article examines issues related to COVID-19 inoculations for children. The bulk of
the official COVID-19-at...

#2 Prevent transmission,, protect community and vulnerable herd immunity
We know that children seemed to not be the major source of transmission of Covid 19.
Effectiveness of vaccination also wanes.
I hear weekly account of positive Covid cases in fully vaccinated and now in boostered
individual. There still needs to be contact tracing and isolation and qurantine of these
fully vaccinated individuals. This will continue no matter the percentage of vaccinated
individuals. None of the pharmaceutical companies ever reported that the vaccinations
prevent transmission or illness. Only stated the effectiveness of preventing severe illness.
We know there is transmission by the vaccinated hence the new mask mandates of the
vaccinated as well as unvaccinated. Omicron variant has been brought in by fully
vaccinated. CDC states there vast many people that have already had Covid 19 and
many are asymptomatic. Here is an research article on viral load. Infection with the
SARS-CoV-2 Delta Variant is Associated with Higher Infectious Virus Loads Compared to
the Alpha Variant in both Unvaccinated and Vaccinated Individuals - PubMed
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fpubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov%2F3446

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fpubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov%2F3446

Infection with the SARS-CoV-2 Delta Variant is Associated with Higher In...
NIH/NIAID Center of Excellence in Influenza Research and Surveillance contract HHS
N2772201400007C, Johns Hopkin...

Infection with the SARS-CoV-2 Delta Variant is Associated with Higher Infectious Virus
Loads Compared to the Alpha Variant in both Unvaccinated and Vaccinated Individuals

#3 Safe and Effective?
There are 1124 reports in Vaers as of December 24, 2021 in Washington state for 5-18
year olds. VAERS is vastly underreported passive system. It does not show direct
causation but put in place for warning trends and investigation. In 5-18 year old in WA
there has been 1 death, 1 anaphylaxis, 8 life threatening, 4 permanent diability, 64
hospitalize, 45 myocarditis reported. This should be alarming trend to further investigate.
This is just children. https://openvaers.com/covid-data/adverse-events-by-state
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fopenvaers.com%2Fcoviddata%2Fadverse-events-bystate&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Cb6fc8dce4bfd485e042508d9d2112db6%7C11d0e
There are more death reports following the covid vaccination then all other vaccination
combined since VAERS origination. This is troubling and needs further research, open
dialogue and investigation. https://openvaers.com/covid-data

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fopenvaers.com%2Fcoviddata&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Cb6fc8dce4bfd485e042508d9d2112db6%7C11d0e

Boys more at risk from Pfizer jab side-effect than Covid, suggests study
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.theguardian.com%2Fworld%
more-at-risk-from-pfizer-jab-side-effect-than-covid-suggestsstudy&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Cb6fc8dce4bfd485e042508d9d2112db6%7C11d0
I have a boy in the age range especially at high risk for myocarditis. No myocarditis is
mild. CDC states average stay is 2-6 days. These days you have to be really sick to be
hospitalized and to be hospitalized for 6 days that is severe illness. No cardiologist would
regard myocarditis as not serious.

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.theguardian.com%2Fworld%
more-at-risk-from-pfizer-jab-side-effect-than-covid-suggestsstudy&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Cb6fc8dce4bfd485e042508d9d2112db6%7C11d0
<https://s.yimg.com/nq/storm/assets/enhancrV2/23/logos/theguardian.png>
Boys more at risk from Pfizer jab side-effect than Covid, suggests study
US researchers say teenagers are more likely to get vaccine-related myocarditis than end
up in hospital with Covid

Cardiac Tamponade After COVID-19 Vaccination
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.sciencedirect.com%2Fscienc
This is an 18 year old with cardiac tamponade.

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.sciencedirect.com%2Fscienc

Cardiac Tamponade After COVID-19 Vaccination
Acute pericarditis is a diffuse inflammation of the pericardial sac with many well-defined
etiologies. Acute per...
NIH received a grant to study effects of the vaccination on menstruation. All those girls
just entering into puberty. Our hormones our bodies communicators. Do we know the
long term effects?
I heard of the meeting on a short notice so I am unable to compose more though I have
so much more to say. It has been unprecedented time. This is not the time to mandate,
bully and censor. There should be transparency, sharing of knowlege, problem solving
and not a time to demand one size fits everyone model. Has it shown effectivness so far.
Mandating our children to get a new drug with significant side effects will that solve our
current problem? Will it end the pandemic? Will it help the economy, prevent
hospitalizations and protecting the vunerable. Has it been working so far. No doctor
would prescribe one drug for everyone even over the counter such as aspirin as every
drug has potential mild to severe side effects. Where there is risk there needs to be

choice. We need to focus on other methods as just the one way of pushing vaccinations
are not working mandate or not. We need to prevent severe illnesses and hospitalizations
not necessarily positive cases. There are other methods attempted to be brought forth by
many renound scientists, doctors and experts if we could provide an open platform.
Here is a list by FDA regarding side effects to monitor from
Vaccines and Related Biological Products Advisory Committee October 22, 2020
Here is a screen shot.
Thank you for the time. Please consider what mandating children to get the vaccination
would accomplish. They are our present and our future. Are you confident mandate will
not be harmful? WIll you be ok with causing harm to population with very low risk?
Mandating a choice to either attend school or not? Please consider the ethics of this
decision.
Thank you,
Gail Rowell
Jefferson County, WA po box 346 Port Townsend, WA

______________________________________________
From: Cari Wagy
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:50:05 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: comments on requiring minors to have COVID vaccine
External Email
I OPPOSE the formation of the Technical Advisory Group that is considering the feasibility
of mandating COVID vaccine for our minor youth. I have two daughters, ages 11 and 15.
They are healthy and have already had a mild case of COVID. Arbitrary mandates such
as these are government overreach and are only seeing the big picture (in their mind)
and not each individual affected. Vaccine compliance (75% of those over the age of 12
are fully vaccinated in my county) has not stopped the flow of COVID. So why risk our
kids with experimental vaccines? The benefits don't outweigh the risks. The virus is
becoming weaker and weaker as it spreads.
I SUPPORT the petition proposed by Xavier Figueroa, PhD that asks the Board to
establish a new rule that prohibits the board from adding any Emergency Use Authorized
(EUA) product, or any licensed product that lacks completed Phase 3 trial studies, to the
school required list. Our kids deserve to have their health considered as well. The new
vaccines are experimental and don't work the same as other vaccines in the past. We
need to see more of the risks.
Sincerely,
Cari Wagy. Resident of Arlington, Snohomish County

______________________________________________
From: Debbie MacGougan
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:43:51 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
As a vaccinated individual, I am still strongly opposed to making COVID-19 shots
mandatory for anyone but especially for school admission or childcare in our State for the
following Reasons:
*
*
*
*
Covid,
*

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
therefore,
The vaccine apparently does not stop thespread of the disease

Debbie MacGougan
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Filimon Atsbha
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:43:43 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Derek Schaefer
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:39:11 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Donna McFadden
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:55:49 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Connie Barber
Sent: 1/7/2022 3:28:26 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cameron de Mestre
Sent: 1/6/2022 2:04:59 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Children are at extremely low risk from Covid-19 while the potential for negative effects
from the vaccines are not yet known. Also the Omicron variant is proving that Vaccines
don’t stop the spread of the virus and that the virus is becoming less severe.
If Washington schools require Covid-19 vaccination for children my family will move to
another state or homeschool when our kids become school age next year
Cameron de Mestre
509-630-7580

______________________________________________
From: gwendolyn dubose
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:00:09 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: 6E2F351D-83F8-4C93-942D-EE0E82D3C7A5
External Email
To State Board of Health,
As a parent, teacher, and well-informed citizen, I am writing to express my concerns in
regard to items on your meeting agenda.
Agenda Item #9 – Allowing local health departments to set up quarantine facilities and in
some cases, detain people against their will. This is in direct conflict with our state
constitution and is completely unnecessary in the current health situation. The vaccines
have proven ineffective, as people still get Covid-19 after receiving them. Medically, it is
proven that people develop natural immunity after having Covid-19. What justification
would there be for quarantine facilities?
Agenda Item #11- Informed Choice Washington’s Petition for Rulemaking (filed by Xavier
Figueroa, Ph.D. on behalf of ICWA) requests a new rule that prohibits any EUA product,
or any product that has not successfully complete Phase 3 trials to be added to
mandatory school health requirements. I agree with this statement for the following
reasons. #1. The current Covid -19 vaccines have not completed Phase 3 trials. #2. The
current vaccines for Covid-19 are still in EUA. This means that they are supposed to only
be applied in an emergency – not as a broad application to the entire public. #3. The
EUA no longer should be applicable in this situation as current and further studies are
finding many therapies for early treatment for Covid-19, which improves opportunities
for natural immunities to develop. #4. The current vaccines are not preventing Covid-19.
#5. According to the CDC’s website VAERS, the current Covid-19 vaccines have a terrible
record of adverse events and death. There is no data on safety over 3, 5, 10 years and
beyond. It is not acceptable to vaccinate every child with a vaccine with this undeniably
tragic safety level. The consequences could be devastating on our children! Sent from my
iPhone
Gwen DuBose
9210 Sierra St.
Edmonds, WA

______________________________________________
From: Elaine Casperson
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:12:18 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:38:11 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Covid vaccine

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: ckccv65@accima.com <ckccv65@accima.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 4:12 PM
To: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Covid vaccine

External Email
Hi Stuart,
Thank you for all you do to keep Washingtonians healthy. I am emailing you to urge you
NOT to require the children of our state to receive the Covid vaccine.
Thank you for your time.
Kandice

______________________________________________
From: Brooke Ashley
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:00:47 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
To Whom it May Concern:
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
* My kiddos have had COVID it was literally less than a cold/flu
* My kiddos now have the antibodies
* There are no known studies for the long term effects
* The vaccine does not prevent you from getting or preventing Covid
* The vaccine is supposed to be used for emergency use authorized, there is NO
emergency
* The vaccine obviously is allowing the virus to mutate on a regular basis
* The vaccine is useless and I refuse to FORCE it on my children
* What goes into MY childrens bodies is MY choice NOT yours
* STOP PUSHING FOR THE STOP OF MEDICAL FREEDOM - MY BODY MY CHOICE
Concerned Maple Valley Mom,
Brooke Martinson
24826 247th Pl SE
Maple Valley, WA 98038
homebrokerbrooke@gmail.com <mailto:homebrokerbrooke@gmail.com>
253-709-8477

______________________________________________
From: Gianna Sulyma
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:20:31 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Elena Berari
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:58:50 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brandon Stroh
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:21:53 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Alina Yangolenko
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:19:39 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Abby Wilcox
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:19:19 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Becky DeKorte
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:43:26 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Darren Primm
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:42:00 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: dianeeide@comcast.net
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:07:14 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email

I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Children don't need this. Their immune systems are strong.
Not worth the risk OR the pain that will come as a result.
https://3speak.tv/watch?v=pandemichealth/lsdpodis&jwsource=em
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2F3speak.tv%2Fwatch%3Fv%3Dpan

______________________________________________
From: Abigail Bran
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:01:18 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dan and Gloria Clark
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:47:29 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Subject: Comments for COVID Mandates
External Email

*
www.thecentrsquare.com/indiana/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.thecentrsquare.com%2Findian
*

Washington State Board of Health to consider COVID-19 vaccine requirement for
K-12 students (KREM TV)
<https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJlbWFpbCI6Im1hcmRhQGN1cmV3YXNoaW5ndG9uLm9yZyIsImJ1
HYfYqpUIJA2n0>

WA state’s board of health should not mandate covid vaccines for school aged children. I
am concerned that the COVID-19 vaccines have not been thoroughly vetted for safety
considerations for children, as well as adults. Regarding working adults, an Indiana life
insurance CEO of an Indianapolis-based insurance company One America says deaths are
up 40% among people ages 18-64 from pre-pandemic levels. The CEO, Scott Davison
said most of the claims for deaths being filed are not classified as COVID 19 deaths.
www.thecentersquare.com/indiana/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.thecentersquare.com%2Findia
I wonder why so many working age adults are dying of causes other than covid? Are the
mandates to vaccinate workers with covid vaccines a factor for the increased deaths and
disabilities?
(See above link)
Regarding mandates for the school aged children in our state to receive the COVID-19
vaccine, Spokane’s KREM 2 News ran a story titled, Washington State Board of Health to
consider COVID-19 vaccine requirement for K-12 students (KREM TV), (link included
above.) I wonder if the new mandate will also eventually include preschool age children,
which are currently included in the K-12 classification in some private and public schools
in our state?
If the WA state board of health requires that all k-12 school children and eventually all
preschool aged children receive the untested vaccine, will we see a huge increase in
deaths and disabilities in school age children due to possible side effects of the vaccine?
Consider the life insurance actuarial as proof that deaths and disabilities are increasing in
working adults who have not had covid. This ticking time bomb of covid vaccine
mandates has got to stop before we destroy a whole generation of children, working
adults and seniors.
Respectfully Submitted,
Gloria Clark
Retired Registered Dental Hygienist
Lifelong Spokane Resident
#############

______________________________________________
From: Christy Deniston
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:23:03 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brian Grisham
Sent: 1/6/2022 11:25:22 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Abbie Wagar
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:35:48 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Crystal Kitterman
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:58:46 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: David Atkins
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:57:34 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Daniel Harris
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:10:25 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Colten Carter
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:38:10 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: c.brown80
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:46:04 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Board Meeting Concerns
External Email

Dear WS Board of Health,
I am a Washington State resident, and parent of a grade school child, who is highly
concerned. I am writing this day to inform you and all board members of three (3)
things:
1. I OPPOSE the Board’s formation of a Technical Advisory Group (TAG) to review
information about COVID-19 vaccinations for consideration of mandating the vaccination
for school entry, as I oppose any vaccination as a requirement for our children to enter
school for learning.
2. I OPPOSE all COVID-19 mandates, period.
3. I fully SUPPORT Informed Choice Washington’s Petition for Rulemaking, which is item
11 on the January 12th agenda. It was filed by Xavier Figueroa, PhD, on behalf of ICWA,
and asks the Board to establish a new rule that prohibits you from adding any Emergency
Use Authorized (EUA) product, or any licensed product that lacks completed Phase 3 trial
studies, to the school required list.
I strongly hope that you will listen to the voices of so many parents and individuals in our
state.
Thank you kindly,
Carmen Brown
C.brown80@comcast.net
PO Box 1312
White Salmon, WA 98672
Sent via the Samsung Galaxy Note10+, an AT&T 5G Evolution capable smartphone

______________________________________________
From: Anna Jewell
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:13:49 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Bryan Huffman
Sent: 1/6/2022 12:45:13 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Quote “Safety” never over rides the Constitution!! For such a low risk group of people
you needs to ask……Why are they really trying to jab the kids???
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Brianne Shea
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:22:55 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Carli Speer
Sent: 1/6/2022 12:53:32 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

It’s their choice and NOT THE STATES!
Not FDA approved
it’s pure poison
Covid is spreading no matter vaccinated or not.
Vaccines are not going to make this pandemic go away!

Carli Speer

______________________________________________
From: Danielle Duprie
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:23:33 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Danielle Perry
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:34:35 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Diana Agustsson
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:29:21 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
*
Children are at very low risk of severe complications from Covid-19.
*
There are no long term studies for safety of these vaccinations.
*
Since studies have documented that both the vaccinated and the unvaccinated
can contract and, therefore, transmit Covid-19, the vaccinations do not stop the spread
of the disease.
Sincerely,
Diana K. Agustsson

______________________________________________
From: Cheryl Drumheller
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:09:18 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons: Children have a 99.999% rate of not getting sick
with Covid! Stop this tyrannical move! This is still the United FREE States of America and
you are over- stepping your bounds! You want to start a war....keep on pushing your
communistic crap!

______________________________________________
From: Deanna Scott
Sent: 1/7/2022 5:28:14 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Amber Hess
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:33:40 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: albert lu
Sent: 1/7/2022 3:58:20 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cathy Garland
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:12:37 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Diane Baker
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:30:33 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dawn
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:46:14 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am completely opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or
childcare in our State for the following Reasons:
1. Some kids are vulnerable and have issues that would make them susceptible to
adverse reactions and death. Sometimes it’s impossible to tell who that will effect. Im not
willing to risk my Children and don’t think others should have to either.
2. You can still get Covid and give it when vaccinated. So it doesn’t stop transmission.
We know this now.
3. I don’t give my kids over the counter medicines and they don’t drink soda pop. It’s not
an option in my mind to give my child an experimental, emergency use only, non FDA
approved drug that the companies don’t have liability if anything goes wrong. What if
kids don’t see the effects until years later and their immune system is compromised
some how? I’m not willing to take that risk.
The children are our future. Please be careful with our children. They are precious and we
need a healthy future generation. Mother’s intuition knows best when it comes to the
kids. Not the government.
Thank you
Dawn Easley
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: allthenelsons@comcast.net
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:14:09 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid 19 decision
External Email
Good morning,
I find the idea of forcing people to be vaccinated completely against the very pillars of
freedom our country was founded on. If we have no control over our own bodies, we
have no freedom at all.
The US supreme court is today reviewing the mandate that was handed down by the
president. I'm urging u to do the right thing and leave the choice in the hands of the
people.

Get Outlook for Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2FAAb9ysg&data=04%7C

______________________________________________
From: Erin Carter
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:28:10 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Christina Cline
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:20:44 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Connie Montgomery
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:04:30 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: David Fevergeon
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:35:46 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dan Easton
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:21:36 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Deborah Mittelstaedt
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:42:04 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid vaccines for children
External Email
Hello,
Absolutely no Covid 19 vaccines for children. Unnecessary and dangerous to children.
Sincerely,
Deborah Mittelstaedt
Issaquah, Wa
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Carol Riggio
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:51:09 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Alyssa Rainey
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:17:27 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Darran Conners
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:24:42 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Anatoliy Pavlenko
Sent: 1/7/2022 1:21:16 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Barbara Eneberg
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:29:05 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dinelle Schell
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:27:21 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dawn Smith
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:12:45 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Amber Zoerink
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:37:58 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Bree Kramer
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:04:07 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Bernice Tobeck
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:33:43 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Elvira Lustre
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:04:31 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
There is no tests or data that shows that they work for any good reason. You can still get
Covid, you can still pass on Covid, you can still die from Covid. What really is the
difference between having the vaccine and not having it.

______________________________________________
From: ella meeks
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:33:25 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Aurora Maskall
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:47:15 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Debbie Graham
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:27:24 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Austin Bauer
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:29:32 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Andrzej Romanski
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:18:06 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Emily Schwan
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:10:44 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: David Ericcsen
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:41:09 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
It is clear at this point that the various vaccines and booster are not working to prevent
or inhibit the spread of Covid 19 and the subsequent variants, especially Omicron. There
are numerous studies now conducted to back this up. The dangers of these experimental
shots are real, especially to younger kids. I cannot support any attempt to force anyone
to get one of these shots, especially school age kids. this idea is not the same as given a
child a proven vaccine for polio or other previous childhood diseases. As a parent of 3 we
are accustomed to protecting our children. if the state mandates this we will remove our
kids from the school system before we allow them to be subjected to a medical
experiment.
thank you
DE Camas, Washington

Sent from Outlook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fweboutlook&data=04%

______________________________________________
From: Bridget Weaver
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:24:38 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments-

attachments\DA553E0F2628477F_image001.jpg
External Email
1. OPPOSE the Board’s formation of a Technical Advisory Group (TAG) to review
information about COVID-19 shots for consideration of mandating the shots for school. I
oppose COVID-19 shot mandates, period!

2. SUPPORT item 11 on the January 12th agenda to establish a new rule that prohibits
them from adding any Emergency Use Authorized (EUA) product, or any licensed product
that lacks completed Phase 3 trial studies, to the school required list.

Pfizer stated that their trial was too small to assess the risks of myocarditis in children 512 years old. They will collect data over the next 5 years. How can you mandate that
children take this vaccine without proper studies?

Bridget Weaver

______________________________________________
From: Gretchen Hargrave
Sent: 1/6/2022 2:06:13 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am very opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or
childcare in our State for the following Reasons:
*
*
*
*
Covid,
*

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
therefore,
The vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of the disease

Please listen to the Citizens of the state of Washington!
Sincerely,
Gretchen Hargrave

______________________________________________
From: Chris McCabe
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:49:14 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Agenda items 8,11
External Email
To whom it may concern, I am a WA State resident and I oppose agenda item 8 and
support agenda item 11.
Lindsey McCabe
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Gerald Hust
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:40:28 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 3:57:09 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: c-19 'vaccine' requirement for school aged children

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: Greg and Michelle Quinn <quinnslovegod@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 3:56 PM
To: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: c-19 'vaccine' requirement for school aged children

External Email
Dear Board Member,

We have been informed that the WA Board of Health is considering adding a C-19
'vaccine' requirement for school children to the immunization chart.
We are asking that you oppose this consideration because of the following facts:
1. The illness is still 99% survivable. Covid 19, nor its variants, do NOT pose a serious
threat for school aged children.
2. The C-19 'vaccine' is NOT effective in eradicating Covid, nor its variants. It is not
stopping transmission of this virus and that is the reason immunizations were required in
the first place. Is the medical field on the 2nd or 3rd booster now????

Thank you for your consideration in opposing this requirement.

Sincerely,

Greg and Michelle Quinn
184 Enchantment Lane

Vader, WA 98593

______________________________________________
From: Chad Schmidt
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:30:37 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Eileen Adkins
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:48:37 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
-The mRNA injections are still only on emergency authorization; not approved.
-The hospitalization and mortality rates for children are very low.
-Information emerging seems to indicate there’s more risk to children with the injection
than the infection.
-Who will be held liable in the case of vaccine injury or permanent disability?
-Coercion is against individual rights. It’s unconstitutional.
-The Covid-19 is endemic now, not pandemic.
-Even as cases rise in number, the death rate is not. Omicron appears to be less severe
than Delta. The virus may be attenuating, getting weaker, but easier to catch.
-Finally, we are learning to manage the virus and surviving. Besides, the number of
breakthrough cases are higher among the vaccinated. Canada's numbers show over 70%
hospitalized have been vaxxed.
Please do not subject children to these injections.

______________________________________________
From: Carol Adams
Sent: 1/6/2022 3:06:53 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
*
*
*
*
Covid,
*

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
therefore,
The vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of the disease

Thank you,
Carol Adams

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:24:19 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: COVID 19 Mandates

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov
360-236-4105
Website| Facebook |Twitter
-----Original Message----From: Doug Dahl <dmnatd@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 9:12 AM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: COVID 19 Mandates
External Email
To whom it may conern:
I am writing you to urge you to stand up against the push for vaccine mandates (for
children and adults) and to stand for medical freedom of choice. There are not enough
long term studies regarding the use of the Covid-19 vaccine and the option of natural
immunity needs to be a part of this conversation, if we are truly wanting to follow the
science.
Even the CDC and Dr. Anthony Fauci have admitted that the vaccine itself does not stop
transmission or infection. This is the logical disconnect between facts and political
agenda.
Sadly, with the push for this and the proposed policies to allow health officers to use law
enforcement to order persons involuntarily to isolation facilities or coerced medical
intervention, Washington board of health is playing with medical tyranny. Not only is all
of this discussion in direct violation of the Washington State Constitution and the US
Constitution, the proposed policies are in direct violation of the Nuremberg code article 6
section 3 that states: No government can mandate or force medical treatment without
individual consent.
Please stand for medical freedom of choice for the citizens of Washington.
-Douglas Dahl
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:45:05 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Covid protocols

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov>
360-236-4105

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01%
| Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH%
|Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: Jacquie Hackett <hackett_6@hotmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 11:51 AM
To: DOH WSBOH <WSBOH@SBOH.WA.GOV>
Subject: Covid protocols

External Email
I am writing to you concerning proposed items that you will be considering. First is a
mandated Covid shot as a requirement for children. When Covid 19 first appeared, we
had no idea what to expect. As we have seen, it targets certain groups, those who are
elderly and have other comorbidity factors, obesity being a primary factor. Unlike
influenza, children are far less likely to be severely affected by it. Requiring this shot,
which does not have long term proven effectiveness or safety, in a poor, if not bad
choice. I want to urge you to not require it. If parents choose to have their children
receive it, that is fine but it should not be forced on anyone, young or old.

Another topic that I have heard is being considered, is requiring a contact tracing app on
phones in the state of WA. I believe that is a complete invasion of privacy. It is
something people can choose or not. It should not be required.

Lastly is the idea of a passport system being required to live in what has been a free
society. We are citizens, not subjects. Some people have medical reasons for not getting
these shots, and others have religious/ freedom of conscience reasons. Those need to be
respected. Again, if someone choses to get this, that is their choice but it should not be
required.

Thank you for you time.

Jacquie Hackett
Tacoma, WA

______________________________________________
From: Dayna Turner
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:53:39 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Deirdre Schmid
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:45:57 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Gail Stratton
Sent: 1/7/2022 3:39:53 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Charleen Russo
Sent: 1/6/2022 12:30:46 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons: first of all I'm scared for the long-term effects of my
10-year-old son's health. The vaccine is experimental at this point and should be a choice
if we want to give this to our children or I'm also opposed to this because of my religious
beliefs I believe our body is our Temple that's why I don't let my son eat a lot of sugary
snacks or sodas or unhealthy food to protect our body. And I also feel that my son's
immune system is all he needs to protect him from this. This should always be a choice.
There's not enough long-term studies. And also that this vaccine is not working. It went
from a two shot to a three shots sometimes four shots and still not working. I know 20
people who recently have caught this virus and 15 of them are fully vaccinated and their
symptoms are no less than anybody else's it's just very scary and I want the choice to
always be mine thank you

______________________________________________
From: Audrey Jean Powers
Sent: 1/6/2022 3:08:54 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Parents should have the ultimate authority over what type of medical care their children
receive.
Children are generally not severely impacted by COVID and are not at risk of death from
COVID. Symptoms are mild, if any.
Let freedom ring!!
-Audrey J. Powers

______________________________________________
From: Aubrie Sandness
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:14:33 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Donald Kimball
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:38:29 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Crystal King
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:42:42 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
Gentlemen and Ladies,
We are opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare
in our State for the following Reasons:
We have so many concerns, but these are the major issues. We are all different. A one
size fits all emergency vaccine is concerning.
1. We don’t know what is in the shots. There’s no information on the inserts.
2. There hasn’t been time for any long term studies. No placebo studies.
3. We don’t know about affects on the developing brain and body.
4. We have concerns about the processes used to make vaccines including use of fetal
tissue.
5. We are concerned about fertility and blood clots.
6. Because it is emergency use, there is no ability to sue manufacturers which means
there is no oversight.
These are just a few of our concerns.
Please, please think of you children and grandchildren. Do NOT make this mandatory.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Mr. and Mrs. Scott J. King

______________________________________________
From: Becky Hernandez
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:22:14 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Gloria Lee
Sent: 1/7/2022 3:18:39 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following reasons:
*
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
*
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
Covid

Pls reconsider.
Thanks,
Y Yang

______________________________________________
From: Chad Lower
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:53:05 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid Policy proposals
External Email
I’m writing to oppose the proposed Covid-19 policies being discussed today. I am a
Board Member at Quincy School District. The members of our community that feel they
need their children to be vaccinated have done so. The remaining families should be free
to make their own choices.
This virus in all of its forms has been proven by a variety of scientific studies to have
little to no effect on school age children. Additionally adding a vaccination to the
Childhood schedule while it is still only under emergency approval with no long term
efficacy or side effect studies is unethical.
I believe should this be instituted we would see a decrease in enrollment in our district.
Which would lead to a drop in funding and a profound negative impact in the community
as a whole.
The proposed compulsory internment of any person who chooses to make their medical
choices is unconstitutional. In a state that participated in internment camps for Japanese
American Citizens in world war two I would hope we could learn from past mistakes.
History does not look kindly on the mistreatment of any minority group in the face of
persecution.
Sincerely
Chad Lower

______________________________________________
From: D Jones
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:18:00 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Against the mandate!
External Email
I am against the mandate!

______________________________________________
From: Gordon Bash
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:34:56 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Charla Vaughan
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:53:18 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid rules
External Email
To State Board of Health,
As a parent, teacher, and well-informed citizen, I am writing to express my concerns in
regard to items on your meeting agenda.
Agenda Item #9 – Allowing local health departments to set up quarantine facilities and in
some cases, detain people against their will. This is in direct conflict with our state
constitution and is completely unnecessary in the current health situation. The vaccines
have proven ineffective, as people still get Covid-19 after receiving them. Medically, it is
proven that people develop natural immunity after having Covid-19. What justification
would there be for quarantine facilities?
Agenda Item #11- Informed Choice Washington’s Petition for Rulemaking (filed by Xavier
Figueroa, Ph.D. on behalf of ICWA) requests a new rule that prohibits any EUA product,
or any product that has not successfully complete Phase 3 trials to be added to
mandatory school health requirements.
I agree with this statement for the following reasons.
#1. The current Covid -19 vaccines have not completed Phase 3 trials.
#2. The current vaccines for Covid-19 are still in EUA. This means that they are
supposed to only be applied in an emergency – not as a broad application to the entire
public.
#3. The EUA no longer should be applicable in this situation as current and further
studies are finding many therapies for early treatment for Covid-19, which improves
opportunities for natural immunities to develop.
#4. The current vaccines are not preventing Covid-19.
#5. According to the CDC’s website VAERS, the current Covid-19 vaccines have a terrible
record of adverse events and death. There is no data on safety over 3, 5, 10 years and
beyond.
It is not acceptable to vaccinate every child with a vaccine with this undeniably tragic
safety level. The consequences could be devastating on our children!
Respectfully,
Kevin and Charla Vaughan
Lake Forest Park, WA

______________________________________________
From: Breanna Eneberg
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:04:18 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cody Burgess Bench
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:41:41 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for upcoming meeting
External Email
We oppose the formation of TAG and We oppose any mandate for the COVId “vaccine”
For children to attend school or any other public entity. Agenda item 8.
We support the petition for rulemaking in agenda item 11. EUA products do not belong
on the list without rigorous research, review and Phase 3 clinical trials.
We oppose any COVId vaccine mandate.
Cody and Chris Bench
Leavenworth, WA
Cody

______________________________________________
From: Douglas Slachter
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:46:35 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Angella Fealy
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:05:23 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cori Litorja
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:53:33 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Gary Gilbert
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:51:50 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission
or childcare in our State for the following Reasons:
Because I'm American! the government has no right to. Simple!

______________________________________________
From: darolhug@comcast.net
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:29:35 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
1) People are getting the shot but still getting sick.
2) These Covid variants aren’t as dangerous.
3) Kids are low risk.
4) The vaccines are still under EUA.
5) Violates a persons sovereign rights.
6) Violates “my body my choice”
Thank you,
Carol
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Angie Sideras
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:18:36 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Barbara Ferguson
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:36:06 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Beverly Wylie
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:55:42 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Amy Burril
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:03:29 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Beauty Konise
Sent: 1/7/2022 5:26:45 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Leave our children alone. We all should be given the freedom of choice to choose. We
should not be forced to do anything against our will. Your vaccine kills more people than
save. People are still catching covid even with full vaccinations. There is not enough
evidence that this shot works.
Please leave our kids out of this. Our children are not your testing animals.

______________________________________________
From: Bartell kim
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:19:43 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Grace Rolfson
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:06:31 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: David DeHope
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:36:46 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Afton Burdick
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:10:18 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Curtis Johnson
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:11:59 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Allen Henyan
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:01:34 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Chuck Howard
Sent: 1/7/2022 5:24:47 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Alex Litovchenko
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:32:38 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Chelsea Mudgett
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:25:24 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cindy Stockton
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:26:40 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Crystal Brummond
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:01:39 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Adding vaccine to k-12
External Email
Hello This is my public comment for the upcoming meeting on adding the Covid Vaccine to the
line of up required vaccines for K-12 education.
According to the Board of Health's own criteria, a vaccine must be fully FDA approved in
order to make it mandatory for school attendance. The current Pfizer vaccine in use for
children in this country is still an Emergency Use Authorization only vaccine, so I do not
see how this meets the Board of Health requirements. I recommend against mandating
for school until the vaccine proves immunity to stop transmission like other common
vaccines do, which was the requirement under consideration in the 1905 Jacobson vs.
Massachusetts SCOTUS case in which it stated mandates could only be considered which
"prevent the spread of contagious disease." So far, it is evident that this vaccine does not
stop transmission and, therefore, should NOT be added to the list of vaccines needed.
More and more parents are pulling their children from public school due to the mandates
and vaccine requirements. I know I'm just one person but what goes in my body and my
children's body is my choice. I'm sure you wouldn't like being forced to take Heroin or
Meth even if just once. Please consider our children and that they determine our future.
Vaccine mandates will lead to unhealthy children who don't make it out of high school.
Thank you for your time.
Crystal Brummond

______________________________________________
From: Gayle Scott
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:37:43 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Blake Mallory
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:32:37 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons: these vaccines are still in EUA and haven’t had
enough safety studies done yet. Children have a 99% survival rate and more likely to
have adverse reactions to the Covid 19 shot then they are to have severe symptoms
from the virus.
Thank you,
Blake Mallory

______________________________________________
From: Cathy Caraway
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:20:34 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Colin McMullin
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:37:10 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Clinton Shahan
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:15:45 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 12:13:32 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW:

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov
360-236-4105
Website| Facebook |Twitter
-----Original Message----From: Michelle Van Diest <mvandiest30@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 11:44 AM
Subject:
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
I urge you to consider the real science and full spectrum of medical data when
considering requiring a COVID vaccine for day care and school attendance. Randomized
controlled trials are the gold standard in medical research because there is a control
group. Pfizer conducted a randomized control trial of 44,000 patients divided into two
groups. One group gets vaccine, one group gets placebo. More people died in the Pfiizer
vaccine group than the placebo group. The difference wasn’t statistically significant but
scientifically one cannot claim these vaccines reduce death.
The Pfizer and Moderna vaccines use non-FDA-approved mRNA gene therapy, according
to their filings with the US Securities and Exchange Commission. Clinical trials for the
drugs conclude in 2023. The only FDA approved version of the vaccine is Comirnaty, is
not currently available, and is different than the emergency use authorized PfizerBioNTech vaccine. 21 US Code 360BBB protects one’s right to refuse any emergency use
authorized medial products, therefore it is illegal to mandate an EUA vaccine.
The VAERS database is the database for vaccine injuries. A Harvard report in 2010 shows
that fewer than 1% of vaccines adverse events are reported to VAERS. The CDC validates
all entries and false allegations are prosecuted. Pre-COVID, VAERS shows about 158
deaths due to vaccines per year. In January 2021, over 17,000 deaths and over 70,000
hospitalizations from the Covid Vaccines were reported. This quantity of lethal reactions
historically shut down other vaccine programs.
Further, the CDC says that the Covid hospitalization risk for children is about the same
risk of the flu.
Tens of thousands of doctors around the world, including the creator of the mRNA
technology Dr. Robert Malone, warn of the extreme dangers of this experimental Covid
drug. It is not safe, responsible, or legal to require this experimental drug for children.
Thank you for your time.
Michelle in Bellingham, WA

Sources/links for above claims:
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.fda.gov%2Fmedia%2F150386

Doctor analyzes death rates in Pfizer's trial:
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fm.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3D

Pfizer's 6-month data shows they do more harm than good:
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Frumble.com%2Fvqx3kbthe-pfizer-inoculations-do-more-harm-thangood.html&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Cb3458fbe7df64c5943fe08d9d15102c5

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fca.childrenshealthdefense.org%2Fu
things-mainstream-media-didnt-tell-you-about-fdas-approval-of-pfizervaccine%2F&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Cb3458fbe7df64c5943fe08d9d15102c

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fvaersanalysis.info%2F2021%2F12%
summary-for-covid-19-vaccines-through-12-172021%2F&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Cb3458fbe7df64c5943fe08d9d15102c5%

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.law.cornell.edu%2Fuscode%2
3&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Cb3458fbe7df64c5943fe08d9d15102c5%7C11d0

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fdigital.ahrq.gov%2Fsites%2Fdefault
lazarus-final-report2011.pd&amp;data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7Cb3458fbe7df64c5943fe08d9d15102c5%
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______________________________________________
From: Colleen Volk
Sent: 1/7/2022 3:22:00 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cindy Blake
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:57:09 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Fidy Helberg
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:22:24 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons: Just as you have the freedom to kill your unborn
babies in your body I should have the freedom to choose what's injected in my body.

______________________________________________
From: Aide Reynoso
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:39:27 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Barrett Speller
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:11:02 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Galina Torchilo
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:29:06 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brandon Burns
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:57:05 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Danielle Adams
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:54:30 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: C19 Vaccine Mandates in Schools/Childcare
External Email
Hello,
I am writing in regards to the possibility of mandating Covid 19 Vaccines for children in
public schools and childcare. I am absolutely opposed to this. Children are at extremely
low risk for Covid. There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety- so
we literally have no idea what the future implications of mandating these vaccines could
be. Not to mention that both vaccinated AND unvaccinated can spread the disease. It is
unethical and completely unnecessary to require our children to be injected with
something so new and experimental. Decisions about our bodies should always be freely
made by the individual and I urge you to vote against these mandates. Thank you.
Danielle Lenz

______________________________________________
From: Greta Fontenot
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:06:10 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Daniel Stevenson
Sent: 1/6/2022 12:28:34 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State. This is not a decision government should play a role in at the state or at the
federal level.

______________________________________________
From: Ben Tillotson
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:23:13 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
1) Medical decisions should be between parents and their children's Healthcare providers,
2) these vaccines come from fetal cells and it is WRONG to inject them into ours and our
childrens' bodies!
3) these so-called vaccines are not proven to be safe, I know of young people in their
thirties and younger who have almost died after being vaccinated, and have had heart
difficulties, and other problems. AND...they continue to be plagued with these problems
and NO ONE is accountable for the consequences of these ill effects!
4)the contents of these so- called vaxxes actually interfere with our own immune
systems--- we will pull our children and grandchildren out of schools --WE WILL NOT
COMPLY!

______________________________________________
From: Debra Cromer
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:54:46 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Claudia Jensen
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:10:28 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Gerald Lankhaar
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:32:19 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Bill Tami Bell
Sent: 1/6/2022 12:40:53 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid Vaccines
External Email
To Everyone,
Absolutely NO to requirements of Covid Vaccines for Children!
This vaccine is still under Emergency use, no way even close for approval.
Stop taking our rights away as Americans and let us make our own decisions.
These mandates need to end.
~ Tami

______________________________________________
From: Barb Walsh
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:06:09 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid 19
External Email
I appreciate you taking public comments regarding immunization criteria for child care
and school admission. Please consider that children are at an extremely low risk for
Covid. They wear masks and social distance here in Washington State. The vaccines are
still only EUA and should absolutely not be a requirement for our kids to attend school or
daycare. Please do not make them mandatory. Thank you, Barbara Walsh, Nine Mile
Falls, WA

______________________________________________
From: Carolyn Harris
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:59:35 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: bjharbert
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:44:04 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:

Sent from my T-Mobile 5G Device

______________________________________________
From: Doug Keller
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:47:39 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
I feel like there has not been enough testing done to make this shot mandatory for
school children. Let's give it more time, say 5 years before making this a law.
As an educator for a school district in our state, while it is only an opinion, I feel schools
want the shot for children to make their lives easier and to protect the adults from covid19.
We cannot and should not put our children at risk for convenience. Children are young
and have a great immune system. I feel the risk of the shot outweighs the benefits for
children. We need to protect the children and not mandate the shot for selfish reasons.
(To protect me, the adult).
The Bible says our hearts our deceitfully wicked. We want to justify the shot. But God
judges our hearts.
Of course, if they want it, then yes let them get it>
Judy

______________________________________________
From: Cathy Robinson
Sent: 1/6/2022 3:13:09 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:

The CDC Director Walensky herself stated, "What the vaccines can't do anymore is
prevent transmission."
Dr. Anthony Fauci says, "We know now as a fact that [vaccinated people with Covid-19]
are capable of transmitting the infection to someone else."
Moderna's Chief Medical Officer Dr. Tal Zaks agrees, "There's no hard evidence that it
stops [the Covid-19 vaccinated] from...potentially infecting others who haven't been
vaccinated."
Catherine J Robinson
Medical Lake Washington
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: candice duncanbrown
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:58:01 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Charlene Gillaspie
Sent: 1/7/2022 4:11:56 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dee Dee Fraga
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:06:31 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
*
*
*
*
Covid,
*

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
therefore,
The vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of the disease

______________________________________________
From: Christian Aown
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:51:42 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dennis Rood
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:30:18 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Allison Martin
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:10:51 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
This "flu" virus is becoming less dangerous as each day goes by. We don't mandate "flu"
vaccines for school children. We should not mandate the covid vaccine for school
children!
We do not have long term data on the negative effects of this vaccine!!!! I will not allow
my children to be experiments.
The vaccine does not stop the transmission of this virus, so the vaccine is not doing what
the government thought it would. If the vaccine possible helps in the seriousness of the
virus, then this should remain a choice for the people!
No to vaccine mandates for school attendance!!!
Thank you,
Allison Martin

______________________________________________
From: devon scribner
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:57:20 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Gary Lapierre
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:23:37 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cheryl LaBrum
Sent: 1/7/2022 3:43:41 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Eddie Goins
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:16:05 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
WA STATE ELECTED OFFICIALS --

My Wife and I are opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission
or childcare in our State for the following Reasons:

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid and there are no long-term studies to
document any history of safety. Studies do now document that vaccinated and
unvaccinated can both transmit Covid, therefore, the vaccine does not stop the spread of
the disease and at this point is merely a “medical treatment.” Medical treatments or
vaccines are private and personal medical decisions that need to be made between
parents and medical providers for what is best for our children. The government,
department of health, or schools do not have the authority to mandate / force medical
decisions upon our children that supersede parent's rights/choices. This is a violation of
our constitutional rights as American citizens and I OPPOSE and request this is
immediately halted!

Sincerely A Concerned Grandparent/Citizen,

Eddie Goins
Tacoma, WA 98445

______________________________________________
From: Denise Lett
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:34:06 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Doug Gustafson
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:39:28 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Carrie Lopez
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:33:22 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
- their is no evidence or long term studies to indicate that vaccines stop the spread of
COVID or keep you from catching COVID
- children are low risk
- vaccines are only EUA approved
- there is not enough history or long term studies to indicate that they are safe
This does not even touch on the moral and other implications of using our children as
guinea pigs and test subjects for a vaccine for what is mostly a mild cold. Over 95% of
children and the population have mild symptoms.
Fear has taken hold and is creating a fear response instead of a fact response.
Sincerely,
A very concerned parent and citizen.
Carrie Lopez
P.O. Box 98679
Des Moines, WA 98198

Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Charlene Michael
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:27:41 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dennis Copley
Sent: 1/6/2022 2:11:06 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.onelink.me%2F107872968%3F
It is not nessasary. Children are not at risk enough to mandate anything. It should be up
to the parent and the child to make this choice.

______________________________________________
From: DONE Last
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:08:30 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comment
External Email
My body my rights , my choice.
1. "If I get vaccinated, can I stop wearing a mask(s)?" Government: "NO" ...
2. "If I get vaccinated will the restaurants, bars, schools, fitness clubs, hair salons, etc.
reopen and will people be able to get back to work like normal? Government: "NO"
3. "If I get vaccinated will I be resistant to Covid?" Government: "Maybe. We don't know
exactly, but probably not."
4. "If I get vaccinated, at least I won't be contagious to others - right?" Government:
"NO. The vaccine doesn’t stop transmission."
5. "If I get vaccinated, how long will the vaccine last?" Government: "No one knows. All
Covid "vaccines" are still in the experimental stage."
6. "If I get vaccinated, can I stop social distancing?" Government: "NO"
7. "If my parents, grandparents and myself all get vaccinated can we hug each other
again?" Government: "NO"
8. "So, what's the benefit of getting vaccinated?" Government: "Hoping that the virus
won't kill you."
9."Are you sure the vaccine won't injure or kill me?" Government: "NO"
10. "If statistically the virus won't kill me (99.7% survival rate), why should I get
vaccinated "Government: "To protect others."
11. "So, if I get vaccinated, I can protect 100% of people I come in contact with"
Government: "NO"
12. "If I experience a severe adverse reaction, long term effects (still unknown) or die
from the vaccine will I (or my family) be compensated from the vaccine manufacturer or
the Government" Government: "NO - the government and vaccine manufacturers have
100% zero liability regarding this experimental drug."

______________________________________________
From: Cindy Cyphers
Sent: 1/6/2022 12:38:14 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following reasons:
*
*
*
*
Covid,
*

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
The vaccines are still onlyEUA (emergency use authorized)
There are no long-term studies to document anyhistory of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
therefore,
The vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of the disease

Thank you,
Cindy Cyphers

______________________________________________
From: Chelsea Reher
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:52:49 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Beverly Blatz
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:26:18 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Curt Anderson
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:19:42 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
1. Vaccines have not proved effective in stopping infections.
2. Young people are minimally susceptible.
3. Youths with some physical or medical conditions may experience serious reactions.
4. There should be freedom of choice.
Sent from my iPad

______________________________________________
From: CJ Wennersten
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:21:18 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Estera Carp
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:31:25 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: David Fritch
Sent: 1/7/2022 4:19:18 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Children are at very low risk of serious disease from Covid and these vaccines are not
proven to reduce the spread of Covid. These vaccines have no long term safety studies!

______________________________________________
From: Amber Fithian
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:27:36 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:

I’m against the forced Covid-19 vaccination for kids as a condition for child care and
school admission. I have four key concerns.
First: Each of the manufacturers of the Covid vaccines currently available developed and
confirmed their vaccines using fetal cell lines(*1) which originated from aborted fetuses.
Partaking in a vaccine made from aborted fetuses makes me complicit in an action that
offends many religious faiths and personal choice. As such, in good conscience and in
accord with religious faiths and our freedom to control our own decisions Covid-19
vaccines should NOT BE A REQUIRMENT for our children to continue their education.
Second: The right to refuse forced injections, such as the Covid-19 vaccine, stems from
the internationally agreed legal requirement of Informed Consent established in the
Nuremberg Code of 1947. (The Nuremberg Code ). As the Nuremberg Code established,
every person must "be able to exercise free power of choice, without the intervention of
any element of force, fraud, deceit, duress, overreaching, or other ulterior form of
constraint or coercion; and should have sufficient knowledge and comprehension of the
elements of the subject matter involved as to enable him to make an understanding and
enlightened decision" for any medical experimental drug, as the Covid-19 vaccine
currently is. No Covid-19 vaccine currently available on the market has FDA approval. All
are still under Emergency Use Authorization.
Third: Making childcare and school admission dependent upon a mandatory Covid shot
necessitates participating in a medical experiment and demanding disclosure of private,
personal medical information to non-authorized personnel may also create school
administration liability under other federal and state laws, including HIPAA, FMLA, and
applicable state tort law principles, including torts prohibiting and proscribing invasions of
privacy and battery.
Fourth: Forced vaccines constitute a form of battery, and the Supreme Court long made
clear "no right is more sacred than the right of every individual to the control of their own
person, free from all restraint or interference of others."
Fifth: The vaccine is not as effective against the new variant and people are not dying
from the new variants. This was predicted. The evolution of a virus is that is gets more
transmissible but less deadly, and the trend will continue. Further, the vaccine does not
seem to work against the new variant, so why risk kids’ health with an experimental
vaccine? The cost/benefit analysis does not support mandatory vaccination.

Thank you

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.onelink.me%2F107872968%3F

______________________________________________
From: Cynthia Kressin
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:34:31 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Donna Johnson
Sent: 1/7/2022 4:46:46 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Children are at low risk for covid
There are no long term studies to prove the safety of the vaccine

Sent via the Samsung Galaxy A51 5G, an AT&T 5G smartphone
Get Outlook for Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2FAAb9ysg&data=04%7C

______________________________________________
From: Chris Ryalls
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:03:06 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons: the current variant makes currant vaccines obsolete
or nearly so. You will be “fighting the last war”. Also, the MRNA vaccine unacceptably
increases heart issues to a non-vulnerable population group. It is also nonsensical and
increases the risk of those children who have already had COVID.
Chris

______________________________________________
From: Alla Stupak
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:12:48 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: christina gately
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:26:22 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am strongly opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or
childcare in our State for the following Reasons:
1.
2.
Covid
3.
4.
5.

It has become evident that the vaccine does not stop the spread of this disease
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
The vaccines are still only EUA
Children are at extremely low risk of Covid

Thank you,
Christina Gately

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:40:31 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Covid Vaccine Requirement for School Age Children

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov>
360-236-4105

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01%
| Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH%
|Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: Nancie Thorne <nancie.thorne@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 5, 2022 9:22 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Covid Vaccine Requirement for School Age Children

External Email
To put it simply:
1. It is illegal to require an experimental vaccine.
2. Children are being damaged or killed by the Covid vaccine
3. You will be held personally liable and accountable for each and every child adversely
affected by this vaccine.
4. The FDA is not willing to release their findings on the Covid Vaccine for 75 years – any
guess why that would be?
I could fill this page with links to supporting statistics and data available proving the
Covid ‘vaccine’ is not safe. You should be aware of all of this information. If not, you
need to immediately step down from your position.
Sincerely,

Nancie Thorne

______________________________________________
From: Doug Dahl
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:11:11 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: COVID 19 Mandates
External Email
To whom it may conern:
I am writing you to urge you to stand up against the push for vaccine mandates (for
children and adults) and to stand for medical freedom of choice. There are not enough
long term studies regarding the use of the Covid-19 vaccine and the option of natural
immunity needs to be a part of this conversation, if we are truly wanting to follow the
science.
Even the CDC and Dr. Anthony Fauci have admitted that the vaccine itself does not stop
transmission or infection. This is the logical disconnect between facts and political
agenda.
Sadly, with the push for this and the proposed policies to allow health officers to use law
enforcement to order persons involuntarily to isolation facilities or coerced medical
intervention, Washington board of health is playing with medical tyranny. Not only is all
of this discussion in direct violation of the Washington State Constitution and the US
Constitution, the proposed policies are in direct violation of the Nuremberg code article 6
section 3 that states: No government can mandate or force medical treatment without
individual consent.
Please stand for medical freedom of choice for the citizens of Washington.
-Douglas Dahl
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Elena Litovchenko
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:05:03 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
It’s agains our freedom to choose
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Beverly Walker
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:25:17 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Arlyn Lawrence
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:08:39 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Barbara Work
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:04:29 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
You are targeting
In addition to the following I can not believe you feel that you are empowered to make
decisions for children and not knowing the long term effects of the toxins being
introduced to their young undeveloped bodies.
Is this the legacy you want to be remembered for? These children will grow up and
remember how we were supposed to protect them and not use them as guinea pigs. Use
common sense 
I pray that you will make the right choice
*

*
These following statements are basic and should be all that is needed to end the
discussion and vote no.
*

*
*
*
*
Covid,
*
*

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
therefore,
The vaccine apparently does not stop thespread of the disease

Barbara Bennett
253-312-7035

______________________________________________
From: ellen waclawski
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:08:44 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
As more data is available we are learning that vaccines do not prevent the disease nor do
they stop the spread of the virus. There is more information coming out now showing
adverse affects, especially in young people. Studies show more harm done to kids by
keeping them out of school.
Thank you and please make the right decision!
Ellen Waclawski

______________________________________________
From: Gretchen Miles
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:36:47 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dina Iapara
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:29:00 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Danny DeMatteis
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:11:03 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following reasons. They don't need them based on the risk factor
children have from covid. They are at low risk of getting and having bad symptoms. We
still don't know the long term effects which may be ok for older people but not for young
people.
Thanks,
Danny DeMatteis

______________________________________________
From: Brent Buchmeier
Sent: 1/6/2022 2:12:46 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid 19 vaccines for children, please No
External Email
To whom it may concern,
Please, do not impose vaccine mandates for children. They are at extremely low risk of
death from Covid and we don't have any long term data on the effects of Covid 19
vaccines on children at this time.
Thank you,
Brent Buchmeier
LYNDEN,Wa

Get Outlook for Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fghei36&data=04%7C0

______________________________________________
From: Golda Lake
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:16:00 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Debbie Benedict
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:07:12 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Caleb Mortlock
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:46:24 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Al Olsen
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:10:32 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Carla Burgi
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:32:31 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
-Covid 19 can be transmitted by vaccinated and unvaccinated.
-My teenage child had Covid 19 and it was equivalent to a cold. He did not need a
vaccine to prevent a 3 day cough. Children are at greater risk of vaccine injuries than
Covid complications.
-There is no long term data for current vaccinations for Covid 19. The VAERs data system
is short term and has many deaths and injuries reported.
-We are reaching herd immunity. The omicron variant is much lower risk to all ages than
prior variants. This is not the time to impose vaccine requirements for any person,
especially our children.
Thank you
Carla Burgi
Resident of Bonney Lake

______________________________________________
From: Deborah Huisingh-Doyle
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:07:12 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Coy McElderry Sr
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:22:52 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:

______________________________________________
From: denys hoistad
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:39:24 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:07:31 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Covid vaccine for school entry

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov>
360-236-4105

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01%
| Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH%
|Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: Kellie Carpenter <queeniecarp@comcast.net>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 9:05 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Covid vaccine for school entry

External Email
My name is Kellie, I was born and raised here in Seattle Washington, to see my beloved
city in shambles is beyond disheartening, not only with the homelessness but the mental
illness and drug addicts that are flooding our streets and neighborhoods, now the
possibility of a requirement for children to have to get a Covid vaccination in order to go
to public school that the taxpayers pay for is beyond incomprehensible to me.
The government does not own our bodies or our children,
these medical decisions are to be made in private with individuals and their Doctors. I am
fully prepared to pull my child out of public school indefinitely if this is what is put in
place in order for children to attend school as I’m sure thousands of other parents are
prepared to do as well.
The suicide rate in teens right now is off the charts, our kids need to be in person at
school around their friends, it is detrimental to their well-being. Please consider the
devastation and hardships that this will bring upon thousands of families if this is pushed
through. Haven’t we all been through enough? especially our children!

Sincerely,
Kellie Carpenter

______________________________________________
From: Emilia Mendez
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:04:22 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dave Rucker
Sent: 1/7/2022 1:12:15 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Evan Seitz
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:39:13 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Gage Hazel
Sent: 1/7/2022 1:08:40 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Elaine Perkins
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:28:16 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Amy Wunsch
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:07:56 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Carolyn Mercil
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:11:41 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Carla Rise
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:13:08 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Erika Malagon
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:39:27 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: David Hiatt
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:11:37 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: DODIE DAVIES
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:07:34 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: duane
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:13:34 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
1.
Children are at extremely low risk for Covid. The recovery rate for adults is 98.5%,,
therefore there should be no requirement for anybody to get the vaccine.
2.
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized).
3.
There are no long term studies to document any history of safety.
4.
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit Covid,
therefore, that in itself shows the vaccine does not work and should not be used.
5.
It is quite apparent that the vaccine does not stop the spread of the disease.

Thank you,
Duane R. Lee

______________________________________________
From: Angela Miller
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:08:38 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Debbie Wolfe
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:13:41 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brien Akers
Sent: 1/6/2022 12:55:58 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
1.Children are at low risk from Covid. My granddaughter tested positive for Covid last
summer. Her symptoms were a slight headache and fatigue for 24 hours, after which she
was fine. I have much anecdotal evidence from mothers of similar experience.
2. These vaccines remain experimental, are gene therapy not traditional vaccines, there
is much we don’t know about them and clinical trials were not conducted on children
3. There are significant known risk factors from these vaccines to children and young
adults. These risks outweigh the benefits. Some of the risks include myocarditis, blood
disorders, dysregulated immune system, spike protein accumulation in the ovaries, brain
and other organs.
It should be obvious that these vaccines should not be given to children, much less
mandated.

Sent from my iPad

______________________________________________
From: Angie Swatzina
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:24:47 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Deidra Cotter
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:15:38 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid Vaccine
External Email
Dear WSBOH,
I am emailing you in regards to the covid vaccine for children in schools.
First I as a parent have chosen not to receive the vaccine along with a majority of our
family. Why would I give my child a vaccine that I myself will not get.
Second on the east side of Washington our opinions are very different from the west
side. There has already be a little drop in kids attending schools due to masks ordinance.
If this goes through for the east side of the state I can see it being the end of public
schools over here as many will pull there kids from school before vaccinating.
These are our kids we feed them, put clothes on them, pay for sports, and ect so we
have the right to say what goes in our kids bodies and what does not.
Along the lines of homeschooling most of these parents have now for the last 2 years
learned how to homeschool and make it work especially with technology these days so
many parents who before couldn’t imagine homeschooling there kids now know they can
and they will if this becomes mandatory.
Do not takes parents rights away as to what can and has to be injected into there kids
bodies. This is the beginning of the mark of the beast
Thank you
Deidra

______________________________________________
From: Adrienne Reents
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:48:35 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Gerald Beckvold
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:50:04 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: anjkeiththompson
Sent: 1/7/2022 1:53:54 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:

Sent from my U.S.Cellular© Smartphone

______________________________________________
From: Birgit Ramsey
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:45:12 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:41:26 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW:

--Lindsay Herendeen, MPH, MCRP (she/her)
Health Policy Analyst
Washington State Board of Health
lindsay.herendeen@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:lindsay.herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>
360-628-6823

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01
, Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH&
, Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: Front Desk <frontdesk@cches.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 4:41 PM
To: Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH) <Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject:

External Email
To whom it may concern,

I am writing to let you know that I am absolutely against any involuntary detention
and/or quarantine! This is enough! COVID is a flu or a cold that is highly contagious, I
get that, but the death rate and the rate at which people are hospitalized does not
constitute this type of overreach by you and/or anyone else.

We, as citizens, are perfectly capable of making our own decisions about our healthcare.
Especially when the vaccination doesn't even prevent you from contracting the virus to
begin with. This isn't even rational thinking to consider this type of response. Not to
mention that the vaccination is not even FDA approved. The one that is FDA approved

isn't available anywhere and all those that are being offered are still under an Emergency
Use Authorization.

I am also expressly opposed to the mandatory vaccination of children. There are a
number of overwhelming reasons NOT to vaccinate children, but three that come directly
to mind are:

1. COVID vaccines remain under Emergency Use Authorization
2. Children under the age of 18 have a 99.995% survival rate from COVID infection
3. Children have a higher chance of death or adverse reaction to COVID vaccines than
COVID-19

I will definitely be joining the Zoom call next week, but wanted to get my opposition in
on record before the meeting.

Thank you for your time and consideration.

Adrianna Salazar
Pasco, WA Resident

______________________________________________
From: Angela Gerry
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:44:14 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Emily Kreider
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:38:57 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Chris Quesenbury
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:10:19 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
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External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Vaccines by their original definition and nature are to PREVENT one from contracting an
illness (ie smallpox, measles etc). This vaccine neither prevents nor reduces ones chance
of contracting the Covid-19 virus. As such it should NOT be made mandatory for children
to attend public school or daycares.
This is a virus like the common cold or flu!
The use of these Vaccine/s are still under “The Emergency Use Authorization Act” and
therefore no-one is or will be liable in the event of ANY adverse reactions as a result of
the vaccine/s.
The data now coming in from around the globe shows that this vaccine poses a higher
risk of children ages 6-18 developing adverse inflammatory responses in some children in
that age group. We do not yet know what the long term implications would be on this
most vulnerable group.
If anyone of you are willing to step up and accept liability for every student that you are
going to require to get these vaccines, then by all means move forward. However, I don’t
think that anyone with any good or rational conscience would impose this on the students
in WA public schools. Yet you are about to do that very thing without having full
knowledge and information. I shutter to think what would, can or will happen to these
innocent children because of the politics of this VIRUS!

Chris Quesenbury
Estimator/Project Manager

Northwest Cascade Inc.
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.nwcascade.com%2F&data=0
Direct 253-848-2371 ext. 4445 Cell 253-255-7728 Fax 253-848-2545

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.nwcascade.com%2F&data=0

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.nwcascade.com%2F&data=0

P.O. Box 73399, Puyallup, WA 98373
P Please consider the environment before printing this email.
Confidential and Privileged Information: This message and any attachments are intended
for the addressee only and are privileged and confidential. If you are not the addressee,
then please DO NOT read, copy, distribute or use the message or the attachments. If you
have received this message in error, please notify the sender immediately and delete it.
Thank you.

______________________________________________
From: Cher Wardian
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:29:02 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
1. Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
2. The vaccines are still ONLY. EUA (emergency use authorized)
3. There are no long -term studies to document ANY History of safety
4. Studies DO now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit Covid,
therefore,
The Vaccine Apparently DOES NOT STOP THE SPREAD OF THE DISEASE.
STRONGLY OPPOSED!
Cheryl Wardian

______________________________________________
From: Chris Schrobilgen
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:15:22 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Amanda Goulet
Sent: 1/6/2022 12:42:32 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
There is not a fully approved vaccine that is currently available to the public. While there
is one vaccine that is approved, it is not available in Washington, let alone the United
States.
We don’t know the long term effects this can have.
I’m a social worker, I believe in vaccine and that they can protect us from deadly viruses.
We can see this with the Measles vaccine. However, as a social worker it is ethically
wrong to override an individual’s right to self determination and informed consent.
Without knowing the long term side effects, there is no way to have informed consent.
It is morally and ethically wrong to mandate children to take a vaccine that is still in the
process of clinical trials. Children are not test subjects.
Relying on multiple research studies, children are less likely to have Covid-19 related
complications. It has been found that Covid-19 affects those who are metabolically
unhealthy.
The Covid-19 vaccine does not prevent one from contracting or spreading the virus. The
Covid-19 vaccine are known to prevent serious complications from the virus, therefore, it
is a therapeutic. Therapeutics are not mandated for children to attend school.
Children who have had Covid-19 are better protected than those who have only taken
the vaccine. The vaccine only introduces one part of the genetic material of the virus.
Those who have already recover from Covid-19 have been exposed to the full genetic
makeup of the virus and therefore the immune system is better able to fight off
reinfection better than those who have only been vaccinated, even in the case of
variants.
Please ask yourself, what if my child were to take this vaccine and their life is irrevocably
changed from a vaccine that is still in the trial phase. Our children have already suffered
enough during this pandemic, please don’t compound the trauma they have face even
more.

______________________________________________
From: Cameron Kiesz
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:05:22 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Barbara Bennett
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:53:07 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Fwd: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
in addition to my previous comment I would like add that this board by its very title
‘WA State Board of Health’ is in place to help and assist our state in making good
decisions about how to be HEALTHY and what steps and guidelines are to be adhered to
towards that goal. Not to be lining the pockets of big Pharma in being the number 1
pusher of drugs as the only solution. Back to basics should be your greatest
accomplishment because it is way too early to see what these vaccines do.
what are the underlying conditions that these children have before you arbitrarily decide
to make a one size fits all edict. to a synthetic untested toxin that your are imposing on a
person who can’t so no and has to rely on their parents who are having their rights taken
over by the STATE
How can you in good conscience put these children at risk by making this decision?
work on getting sugar out of all the products that they get in school that would be your
greatest legacy
Respectfully Submitted
Barbara Bennett
253-312-7035
Begin forwarded message:

From: Barbara Work <attichansen@yahoo.com>
Date: January 6, 2022 at 8:04:22 PM PST
To: wsboh@sboh.wa.gov
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group


I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or
childcare in our State for the following Reasons:
You are targeting
In addition to the following I can not believe you feel that you are empowered to
make decisions for children and not knowing the long term effects of the toxins being
introduced to their young undeveloped bodies.

Is this the legacy you want to be remembered for? These children will grow up
and remember how we were supposed to protect them and not use them as guinea pigs.

Use common sense 
I pray that you will make the right choice
*

*
These following statements are basic and should be all that is needed to
end the discussion and vote no.
*

*
Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
*
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
*
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
*
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both
transmit Covid, therefore,
*
The vaccine apparently does not stop thespread of the disease
*

Barbara Bennett
253-312-7035

______________________________________________
From: Brooke Stadtherr
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:55:43 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
The vaccine has not be shown to stop the spread of the Covid-19 virus. There is also no
data regarding the long term safety of the vaccine. By requiring the vaccine, we are
essentially coercing families to choose between education and the potential safety of
their children. More data needs to be present in order to make this decision.
I suggest we focus more on the overall health of school aged children. Childhood obesity
is at an all time high, yet we continue to see carbohydrate heavy processed foods in our
school lunches. My child’s teacher needs permission to allow my child to have hand
sanitizer at school, yet sugary treats are passed out in abundance with every
holiday/birthday/celebration. Can we please explore natural ways to boost metabolic
health and immunity such as eliminating the epidemic of obesity?
Respectfully,
Brooke Stadtherr - parent and concerned citizen

______________________________________________
From: Brian Johnson
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:25:02 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Aysha Clark
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:36:01 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
*No long term studies
* Studies now show vaccinated can still get and spread Covid

Aysha Clark

______________________________________________
From: Bridgette Lopez
Sent: 1/7/2022 1:58:44 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:48:13 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: "Public Comments for WSBOH Members from March EH Committee Special
Meeting"

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov>
360-236-4105

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01%
| Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH%
|Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: Jenny Houston <jennystew.houston@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 12:01 PM
Subject: "Public Comments for WSBOH Members from March EH Committee Special
Meeting"

External Email
As a resident of WA state, and a parent of a 5 year old who's had severe vaccine injuries,
it is incredibly upsetting to know that there are people in favor of pushing through the
proposed policy to include the Covid-19 injections as part of the school immunization
requirements.

CONSIDERING:
1. COVID vaccines remain under Emergency Use Authorization
2. Children under the age of 18 have a 99.995% survival rate from COVID infection
3. Children have a higher chance of death or adverse reaction to COVID vaccines than
COVID-19

This is, in no way, listening to the TRUE science and is sheer domination of the masses
for power and money.

I'm also NOT in favor of forcing, in any way, an emergency order to involuntarily detain a
person or group of persons (families) to be isolated in a quarantine facility, following
refusal to voluntarily comply with requests for medical examination, testing, treatment,
counseling, vaccination.

These policies are flat out, attempts to strong-arm individuals who do not comply with
the atrocious, ignorant leadership of the WA government.

Health and wellness have NEVER been prioritized - only pharmaceuticals and keeping
people sick - mentally, emotionally and physically.

Mandate meditation, nutritious foods, proper sleep, physical exercise, and maintaining
healthy relationships.

How about a policy to subsidize gyms & yoga studios and therapists?????

This state government is a disgrace.

IF you read this, thank you for your time. I hope one day, real health & wellness is
considered, and prioritized, from the top down.

Jenny Stewart Houston
Owner & Studio Director

Poser YOGA
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fposerstudios.com%2F&data=04%7
Port Angeles WA
360-452-6121

'In every moment, something entirely new can be born.'

______________________________________________
From: David & Lisa Johnson
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:03:25 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons: it’s still EUA and haven’t finished trials.
Also I’m opposed to any dentention by law enforcement for being unvaccinated.

______________________________________________
From: Cathy Faw
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:56:16 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
The risk to children does not warrant the use of a temporary use vaccine that has no long
term results. Exposure of our children is not a threat. The efficacy of the vaccine is not
proving to be that good.
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Ellen Hamlin
Sent: 1/6/2022 11:21:16 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons
This drug is experimental at this date. Children are not high risk so the benefits of
administering the Covid Jab is creating
more risk than the disease which children recover from at the rate of 99.9%.
Please do not add this to the mandatory vaccine. It is ill advised and will create more
harm than good/
thank you.
Ellen Hamlin

______________________________________________
From: Diane Ward
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:51:25 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Carmen Reese
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:46:59 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Alexandra Taylor
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:48:10 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Connor Sorensen
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:41:39 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Emily McKeon
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:30:26 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Greg Primm
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:42:59 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
It is a violation of personal freedom of choice. On top of it, both the vaccinated and
unvaccinated can both transmit and get Covid. Therefore, it makes no sense to require
vaccination since it doesn’t eliminate transmission or infection! As a reminder- covid is a
VIRUS just like the flu. Therefore it will never go away. Just like the flu vaccination, it will
not prohibit an individual from getting the flu. The same applies to covid. As
demonstrated by the omicron variant- it is getting less serious in terms of
hospitalizations. In addition, the vaccination is still considered experimental. How can
you mandate a vaccine that is not officially approved? It is reckless and dangerous for
the health of people. Please allow individuals to use their God given common sense in
this area. There needs to be sone level of trust that people will do the right thing.
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Anthony Mullen
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:07:53 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Gerald Allum
Sent: 1/6/2022 11:19:19 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Bridget Walden
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:22:40 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Donna Speer
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:15:40 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brad Rush
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:20:07 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid
External Email
I am completely against any and all Covid mandates from our government!
Sent from my iPad

______________________________________________
From: Caryn Mercker
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:22:41 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Beth Martin
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:52:17 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: COVID Vaccine Requirements for School
External Email
Dear Board of Directors,
I am writing to you today as a parent, asking that you give parents authority over
medical decisions for their children when it comes to the COVID 19 vaccine. We do not
have a health emergency for children with C19 and per the discussions during the
approval process, this vaccine is a healthy choice for some but not all. There are
currently no adequate long term studies on mRNA vaccines and we know there are risks
for myocarditis and pericarditis. Parents working in conjunction with their pediatricians is
where this decision should be made, not at the state level for all kids. It is not a one size
fits all solution.
Thank you,
Beth Martin

______________________________________________
From: Debbie Anderson
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:01:28 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Annette Gadberry
Sent: 1/7/2022 3:31:16 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Gina Fortner
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:16:54 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cm BoRich
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:16:42 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
*The Covid vaccine has proven to Not be effective in stopping the transmission of Covid.
Vaxed or unvaxed people are getting Covid.
*Children are at Low risk for getting Covid and /or getting seriously ill from it.
*There have been No long term studies on the safety of the vaccine, giving it to children
may be putting them at risk in ways we can't understand yet.
*The vaccine is only under EUA and is highly experimental.
*The VAERS has reported extreme numbers of adverse affects from the vaccine, it's way
too dangerous to be administered to our children.
Thank you for reading this and listening to the voices of the people.
Stop the mandates Please!
Sincerely,
Carol BoRich

______________________________________________
From: Carl Stewart
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:59:21 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons: 1. Children do not transmit covid. 2. Covid has
minimal effect on children. 3. Children are adversely affected by not attending in-class
school. Vaccine mandates are illegal.

______________________________________________
From: Dawn Taylor
Sent: 1/6/2022 3:20:09 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the immunizations technical advisory group
External Email
I pray that you are taking a heart all of the comments received from the public regarding
this issue. I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission in
the state of Washington. If you look at the science you are well aware that both
vaccinated and unvaccinated people can transmit Covid. I would like to see long-term
studies done to document any history of safety on children and as we also know children
are at extremely low risk for Covid. I do not feel as though there is enough Scientific
documentation to ensure the safety of our youth should you be requiring these vaccines
for children to attend school.
It is also very concerning to me that the fact that this topic is being voted on has not
been in the news or readily shared with the public. From the outside looking in it does
not appear that transparency is a high priority or my only other conclusion can be is that
you did not want to hear from the public in the hopes that you could respond with the
fact that the public supports your vote.
Thank you for your time and your consideration.
Dawn Taylor.

______________________________________________
From: Devyn Musson
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:28:43 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Charles Mourer
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:45:46 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:15:09 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW:

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov>
360-236-4105

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01%
| Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH%
|Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: LeeAnn Burdick <leeanntburdick@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 10:35 AM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject:

External Email

We the constituents and community members of this great State of Washington,
DEMAND the Washington State Board of Health (WSBOH) REFUSE to make COVID
vaccinations/shots mandatory for children of Washington State for childcare and school
admission. Due to the following reasons:
1. COVID vaccines remain under Emergency Use Authorization
2. Children under the age of 18 have a 99.995% survival rate from COVID infection
3. Children have a higher chance of death or adverse reaction to COVID vaccines than
COVID-19

Sent from my iPad

Sent from my iPad

______________________________________________
From: Cheryl Gingerelli
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:27:23 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Amante Family
Sent: 1/6/2022 11:07:24 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
-There is no clinical testing information provided to the public regarding Covid vaccine for
children 12 and over! What is the short term and long term side effects regarding
children vaccinated at a young age.?
- it is our constitutional rights as Americans to make our own decision regarding our own
personal beliefs, and body.
Thank you,
Cherry

______________________________________________
From: Ben Guttromson
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:09:12 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Gisela Millheim
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:08:33 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
*
*
*
*
Covid,
*

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
therefore,
The vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of the disease

______________________________________________
From: Craigen Burns
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:57:24 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Clint Forsythe
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:24:01 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cindy Omlin
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:52:52 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Christine Adelman
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:14:17 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Becky Michaud
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:48:03 AM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH),DOH WSBOH,Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH),Hoff, Christy Curwick
(SBOH),Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH),Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH),Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH),Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH),Lindsey.herendeen@sboh.wa.gov,Schreiber, Tracy N
(SBOH),Haag, Hannah R (SBOH),Kahler, Kelie (SBOH),Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: 5E19204A-30CD-4302-A18F-AE4DF18D4330
External Email
I am writing as a resident of Washington state to let you know my feelings on this
unconstitutional and tyrannical overreach of power you think you have. Gov Inslee has
obviously led you to believe you're more powerful than you actually are.
You have no right deciding what is best for our children. You are not the parent, grand
parent or guardian. You are a public servant, hired and paid for by the people. and guess
what, you're doing a very poor job and really pissing the people of Washington off.
Children have a 99.9% chance of surviving covid. They do NOT need an experimental
drug injected into their innocent bodies due to your crazy beliefs that you are protecting
them. AGAIN, not your job! Covid is being spread by both the vaxxed and unvaxxed, so
what's the point? You're falling into the tyrannical beliefs of our government, leading you
to false thinking that you're doing the best for everyone, when time and time again, it's
proven to be not the case.
Over the years, many experimental drugs have been pulled off the market due to lack of
study, illness or even death. But we don't like to talk about that because it might upset
someone and cause them to think on their own. Nope, definitely don't want the people to
do that!
Give this shot 10-20 years of long term effect studies and bring this idea back to the
table. Our children are not guinea pigs and I refuse to allow you to act as if they are.
To date, 55000 children have been pulled out of public schools here. If this ridiculous
idea is pushed through, I believe you will see a mass exodus from public schools and
Washington state. At $17000.00 dollars per enrolled child, do you really want to push it
and see how many more will leave the public system?
We the people have the power to bankrupt your school system and I'm really not sure
you want to see how far we will go to protect our children.
Please reconsider and drop this ridiculous notion of protecting our children. You're doing
just the opposite.
Sincerely,
A concerned parent and tax payer.

______________________________________________
From: Brianna Chavez
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:50:34 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Craig Gilbert
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:48:05 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Eric Hernandez
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:13:14 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Amy Byrd
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:35:33 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Colleen Toepfer
Sent: 1/6/2022 11:01:19 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
1. The shots are still for emergency use only.
2. There is no real clear documentation that the vaccinated or unvaccinated are protected
from Covid-19.
3. There have been many Undocumented cases of adverse side affects from the shots.
4. There has not been enough time to really know what the long term side affects are
from the shots.
5. The ingredients of the shots are harmful and against my religious beliefs.
6. It goes against our constitutional rights as citizens of the United States Of America.
7. The shots themselves go against my religious rights and beliefs.
8. It should be the choice of the parents wether their children get the shot or not. Not
the decision of the state.
9. The shots are all about control and compliance and it should be what a parent thinks is
right for their children or not.
Thank you for reading why I believe that the shots should not be mandatory for children
to attend schools or daycares. And for the consideration of those parents that feel the
same way I do about what is right for their children or not.
Thank you,
Colleen Toepfer

______________________________________________
From: Demi Hrytzik
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:18:49 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Chris Reanier
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:02:35 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: erin herscowitz
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:20:39 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid vaccine mandate for children
External Email
Hello,
This vaccine should NOT be mandated for children under the age of 18 to go to school!!
My child had Covid and she hardly had any symptoms, we were shocked that she tested
positive. In fact she had more symptoms and discomfort from a cold. This is ridiculous.
This should be a vaccine taken by choice not mandated. It is not stopping the spread. My
husband and I both had breakthrough cases and were fine! My 2 year old also had it and
was fine!
The long term effects this vaccine are still unknown, therefore should not be legal to
mandate. There is still so much to learn about the virus and the vaccine itself and its toll
on the body. I am outraged that this vaccine mandate is under consideration for children.
To be clear I am all for vaccines but not this one for young children.
Give people the dang choice! These are little children!
Sincerely,
Enraged parent
Erin

Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Andrew Marsteller
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:49:49 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Debra Brickner
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:38:30 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cassidy Green
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:07:23 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: George Mincks
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:18:00 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Danna Olsen
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:43:31 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
This is absolutely ridiculous!,
COULD YOU PLEASE stop and go visit with Ron DeSantos in Florida before making these
irrational decisions! Please. I beg you to do so. Take a few weeks and look at Florida and
other states who are thriving and don’t have mask mandates for students.
These masks actually harm kids and do damage to their lungs!
It has also been proven that masks don’t actually do any good unless they are the N95
which aren’t even available except to medical workers.
You guys are all so dumb. This mask wearing in young kids is a joke and you know it.
They are difficult to breathe in and the kids get a build up of carbon dioxide which harms
them. The masks are dirty in most cases because they touch them all day.
I just can’t believe the stupidity of all you who are considering this again as a mandate!
Unbelievable your lack of real knowledge on this.
I am begging you to contact Ron DeSantos and ask for a meeting with him before
making this crazy mandate. Take more time to learn the facts.
Masks don’t work and neither do vaccines. They are not necessary in young health
individuals. It may help some compromised elderly and sick people. But these two things
are not preventing the virus. It is a virus we will be living with and people have to make
their own decisions. Freedom first please because this is America — 1st Amendment of
the constitution.
Please get in touch with governors of states who have had schools open without masks
today and stop hurting our kids’ health.
Sent from my iPad

______________________________________________
From: Carleen Nelson
Sent: 1/7/2022 5:51:48 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: David Armer
Sent: 1/7/2022 5:18:06 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
The technology for these injections and these vaccines has not been thoroughly studied
with the results published openly. There are eminent doctors and scientists on both sides
both supporting and against these injections and there is no public dialogue. These
injections and vaccines are promoted by the pharmaceutical companies, and government
officials but have proven less effective than promised from the beginning. These vaccines
have not stopped the spread the virus which has mutated and continues to mutate.
There are effective and prescription medication‘s to help alleviate the symptoms
associated with the respiratory viruses and associated illnesses caused by COVID-19 and
SARS COV2.
This pandemic has been difficult on every level and has affected people worldwide, there
have not been large numbers of children affected by this outbreak and this pandemic.
As time progresses the facts of the outcomes of these vaccinations will come to life and
at that time determination can be made about children’s vaccination requirements.
It is an overreach for the federal and state and local governments to issue mandates
concerning the vaccination of children and accepting permission to receive a vaccination
from a minor without the consent or knowledge of the parent or grandparent or person
responsible for the child. This will become a huge legal matter and it is better to be left
for time to prove what is the most effective course of action to take in regard to
vaccination of young children.
Thank you,
David and Connie Armer
Spanaway, WA.
Bethel School District
-Inline image

______________________________________________
From: Dino Papini
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:45:54 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: alan hazel
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:06:22 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Connie Goude
Sent: 1/7/2022 3:46:46 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Carol Johnson
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:23:04 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: CHARLES GRIGG
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:04:20 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Beth Slate
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:14:19 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: ELSIE CRISALLI
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:26:31 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:

There are over 16,000 (read that again, over 16,000) physicians and medical scientists
around the world who have signed a declaration publicly declaring that healthy children
should NOT be vaccinated for Covid-19. READ this document (link:
https://doctorsandscientistsdeclaration.org/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fdoctorsandscientistsdeclaration.or
) BEFORE you make any attempt to subject our children to this viral gene that would be
injected into our children's cells. This gene forces the child's body to make toxic spike
proteins. And these proteins often cause PERMANENT damage in children's critical
organs, including:
- Their brain and nervous system.
- Their heart and blood vessels, including blood clots.
- Their reproductive system.
- This EXPERIMENTAL vaxx can trigger fundamental changes to their immune system.
These are all IRREVERSIBLE and IRREPARABLE damages.
THERE IS NO BENEFIT WHATSOEVER TO using an experimental vaxx for children against
the infinitesimal risk of the virus in children.
DO NOT do this to our children ... our future.
Mrs. Elsie Crisalli
Gig Harbor, WA

______________________________________________
From: Emily Lynne Clare Sheridan
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:23:30 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Diane Doughty
Sent: 1/6/2022 11:39:46 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: covid shot for school aged children
External Email
I ask that you not required covid shots for children in school or in childcare. They are at
low risk and shouldn’t need the shots.

______________________________________________
From: didwayeddie@hotmail.com
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:01:05 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
-Sent from Outlook Email App for Android

______________________________________________
From: Dawn Dalton
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:43:26 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Vaccines, face masks have not stopped those from getting COVID - there is not enough
study & facts to justify exposing our children to such practices. Children have a low risk
of Covid outbreak.
I will not support exposing our children to something that is not even working for many
adults- and there is risk to our children.
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Breanna Crapo
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:08:55 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Damon Herman
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:43:28 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Alex Noller
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:40:35 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Charis Keller
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:23:44 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Angela Carter
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:01:07 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Derek Fecht
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:54:05 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Ashley Young
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:48:38 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: grammylopa@gmail.com
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:17:09 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Parents need to make that decision,
Not government.
Lindy Federici

______________________________________________
From: Darcey Elston
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:38:54 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons: This vaccination has not been proven to be safe. It is
a violation of our constitutional rights. There needs to be exemptions to this.
Sincerely
Darcey Elston
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Brianna Gilstrap
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:16:49 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Blair Jackson
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:44:56 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:12:31 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: COVID 19 Vaccination Requirement for School Children

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov>
360-236-4105

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01%
| Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH%
|Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: Joseph Toche <joetoche@me.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 10:50 AM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: COVID 19 Vaccination Requirement for School Children

External Email
I would like to express my extreme opposition to implementation of a COVID 19 vaccine
requirement for schools in Washington State.

1. No COVID vaccine available in the United States has received FDA approval. All
available vaccines, including the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine, are being administered under
an Emergency Use Authorization. The only “approved” COVID 19 vaccine is Comirnaty,
and it is not available in the United States and there is no anticipated date for its
availability. (This “smoke and mirrors” approach by the FDA is the subject of numerous
lawsuits and a Federal Judge recently rejected Pfizer’s claim that the 2 products are
interchangeable: Federal Judge Rejects DOD Claim That Pfizer EUA and Comirnaty
Vaccines Are ‘Interchangeable’ • Children's Health Defense (childrenshealthdefense.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fchildrenshealthdefense.org%2F&da
) Since EUA products cannot be mandated per the Nuremberg Code, this alone should be
enough to stop consideration of making vaccines mandatory.

2. Children are statistically at zero risk of dying from COVID. Their survival rate is in the
range of 99.997-99.998% or, put another way, their risk of dying with COVID is less than
2 in every 1,000,000 children. The very few children who are listed as COVID deaths did
not die OF COVID, but rather WITH COVID as anyone being admitted to a hospital
nowadays is tested. I challenge the Washington State Board of Health to show medical
records for even one child who has died OF COVID. Where there’s no risk, there can be
no benefit.

3. No one knows the long term risks of these vaccines. You may remember that one of
the members of the FDA Advisory Committee infamously said, “We are never going to
learn about how safe thie vaccine is until we start giving it” Dr. Eric Ruben, Editor in
Chief NEJM The studies Pfizer conducted were woefully underpowered. This is an analysis
of 10 Red Flags associated with Pfizer’s studies: Ten red flags in the FDA’s risk-benefit
analysis of Pfizer’s EUA application to inject American children 5 to 11 with its mRNA
product – Commentary – America's Frontline Doctors (americasfrontlinedoctors.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Famericasfrontlinedoctors.org%2F&d
)

Force vaccinating healthy children for a disease that doesn’t affect them to make adults
feel safe is a new low for humanity. Please do the right thing and do not require these
vaccinations for school age children.

Thank you for your attention on this important matter.

Joe Toche
Seattle, WA

______________________________________________
From: Greg Stidham
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:21:23 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Edna Eddings
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:18:03 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Diane Oliver
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:10:30 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: chad Hewitt
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:17:41 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dana Gribble
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:52:26 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Betty Lewis
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:36:06 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:

______________________________________________
From: Chloe Peterson
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:52:38 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cheremnykh Pavel
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:27:22 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Diana McNamara
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:32:42 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: David Heldstab
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:41:20 AM
To:
Subject: COVID Vaccine Requirement
External Email
> Dear Health Official,
> I am writing to express my opposition to COVID vaccine requirements for students in
our state.
> I am sincerely pleading for their safety and our right for medical freedom. Please put
your preconceived notions and politics aside and look at the statistics that school aged
children are as likely to get Covid as to be struck by lightning.
Thank you
David Heldstab
Buckley

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:33:45 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW:

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov>
360-236-4105

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01%
| Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH%
|Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: weasley@swissmail.org <weasley@swissmail.org>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 8:21 AM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject:

External Email
Greetings

Please refrane from forcing medical issues on myself or my children.

Thanks

Willie Easley

______________________________________________
From: Faith Heimlich
Sent: 1/6/2022 2:31:29 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
*
Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
*
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
*
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
*
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
Covid, therefore, the vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of the disease....Why
would we force families' hands by requiring something that has no long term studies to
document the history of safety when it doesn't appear to effectively prevent the spread?

______________________________________________
From: Ashley Sandaine
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:17:31 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Ann Erickson
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:04:44 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Christina Leclaire
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:31:18 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dr. Ron Corbin Sr.
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:00:24 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Bronwen Wilson
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:07:17 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: AGAINST mandatory covid-19 vaccines for children
External Email
Dear WSBOH,
I am vehemently against mandatory Covid-19 vaccines for children - please do not make
them mandatory for all children to attend school or daycare in Washington state.
Children still have the lowest death rate for Covid-19 and these vaccines are still only
approved under emergency auathorization. This is a mistake to even consider making
this vaccination mandatory when children are barely affected by covid, and the covid
vaccines DO NOT stop anyone from contracting or passing on covid (i.e. they are NOT an
effective vaccination for preventing covid).
This makes no sense to enforce a vaccination that does not prevent covid (i.e. is an
effective preventative) for a disease that barely affects children. Parents should have the
right to make this decision based on their own research into the risks of covid, and the
in/effectiveness of the vaccine.
Sincerely,
Bronwen Wilson

______________________________________________
From: edward napoleon
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:11:12 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons: lots of people that have got the shot are repeatedly
are sick with covid it’s very clear the vaccine is not working !
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Cindy Babinski
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:36:58 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I think it's a great idea to require COVID-19 shots to be mandatory for school admission
or childcare in our State for the following Reasons:
We need to protect our children from this awful worldwide virus. The proof is in the
statistics that even though vaccinated people can have breakthrough cases they are not
as likely to be hospitalized or get the symptoms as bad as those that are not vaccinated.
I am all for it. Let's end this pandemic.
Cindy Babinski

______________________________________________
From: Craig Gardner
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:35:13 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: carolean@nwi.net
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:21:39 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or
childcare in our State for the following Reasons:
Medical procedures that involve any kind of risk should always be a
personal choice. For children under the care and guardianship of adults
and family members, that must needs be a decision made by the family.
Natural immunity is proven to be the most effective way to ward off
colds, flu and any other type of coronavirus or variant thereof.
Due to current medical observation and testing, both vaccinated and
unvaccinated persons may transmit the virus (es) - so nothing is gained.
The forcing of medical procedures is anathema to a free people..
Beth Gordon
PO Box 1885
Chelan, WA 98816

______________________________________________
From: Caraline Griffith
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:59:09 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Attention WSBOH
External Email
1.
OPPOSE the Board’s formation of a Technical Advisory Group (TAG) to review
information about COVID-19 shots for consideration of mandating the shots for school.
You oppose COVID-19 shot mandates, period!
2.
SUPPORT Informed Choice Washington’s Petition for Rulemaking (see below) —
our petition is item 11 on the January 12th agenda. It was filed by Xavier Figueroa, PhD,
on behalf of ICWA, and asks the Board to establish a new rule that prohibits them from
adding any Emergency Use Authorized (EUA) product, or any licensed product that lacks
completed Phase 3 trial studies, to the school required list.
-Best wishes,
Caraline Griffith

______________________________________________
From: albentley9@gmail.com
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:56:20 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Concerned Washington resident
External Email
To Whom it may concern,
I am a mother of two children. I am not anti vaccine. However I am against a vaccine
that is not proven and is not effective. That can have more long term side effects than
the illness itself is wrong. In fact it’s child abuse.
The fact that Washington State is even considering doing this when the number of actual
deaths covid related are low is criminal. Flu shots aren’t mandatory and that is way more
deadly. I seriously don’t know how any of you can sleep at night knowing that you are
potentially ruining a generation of kids with an unnecessary vaccine.
Sincerely,
Amanda Nelson

______________________________________________
From: Anne Marie Edmunds
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:42:25 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
*
*
*
*
Covid,
*

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
therefore,
The vaccine apparently does NOT stop spread of the disease.

Please do NOT require vaccination for COVID for our children.
Respectfully,
Anne Marie

______________________________________________
From: barrettdnelson
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:36:41 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
This is beyond stupidity and lunacy. Yet another reason i'm leaving this garbage state

Sent from my T-Mobile 4G LTE Device

______________________________________________
From: Andrew Lemon
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:47:50 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Bridget Raiden
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:39:15 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Devan Sweeney
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:44:02 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Andrew Shields
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:26:02 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: DIANA Meadowcroft
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:28:49 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: children's health
External Email
Dear members of the Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT mandate Covid vaccines on our children. Children are
at extremely low risk for Covid; not to mention that these vaccines have not undergone
the rigorous time level testing of efficacy that accompany standard vaccines.
The greater principle behind the issue is that health decisions are the responsibility of
parents not the state.
I also want to speak out against making Washington State a police state. I hear that
there may be consideration of using police to force health procedures on citizens. That
violates HIPPA laws and standard American decency. I can’t imagine members of the
board aspiring to violate the constitutional freedoms of citizens, and encourage you to
ensure this threat is just a terrible rumor. Law enforcement personnel should pursue real
criminals not citizens who choose to maintain their health privacy.
Sincerely,
Diana Meadowcroft

Vancouver, Washington

Sent from Mail
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.microsoft.com%2Ffwlink%2F%
for Windows

______________________________________________
From: Barton Orth
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:15:47 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dain Carley
Sent: 1/6/2022 11:36:38 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Alona Caughlan
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:41:08 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cassie Knotts
Sent: 1/7/2022 1:32:24 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brynden Cassady
Sent: 1/7/2022 3:30:20 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Bobby Creech
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:07:55 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Andrew Franklin
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:17:49 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dan Townsend
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:32:24 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: David Stevenson
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:47:17 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:31:09 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW:

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov>
360-236-4105

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01%
| Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH%
|Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: Kristina Michael <kmichael21782@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 5:24 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject:

External Email
I would like to express my extreme opposition to implementation of a COVID 19 vaccine
requirement for schools in Washington State.

1. No COVID vaccine available in the United States has received FDA approval. All
available vaccines, including the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine, are being administered under
an Emergency Use Authorization. The only “approved” COVID 19 vaccine is Comirnaty,
and it is not available in the United States and there is no anticipated date for its
availability. (This “smoke and mirrors” approach by the FDA is the subject of numerous
lawsuits and a Federal Judge recently rejected Pfizer’s claim that the 2 products are
interchangeable: Federal Judge Rejects DOD Claim That Pfizer EUA and Comirnaty
Vaccines Are ‘Interchangeable’ • Children's Health Defense (childrenshealthdefense.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fchildrenshealthdefense.org%2F&da
) Since EUA products cannot be mandated per the Nuremberg Code, this alone should be
enough to stop consideration of making vaccines mandatory.

2. Children are statistically at zero risk of dying from COVID. Their survival rate is in the
range of 99.997-99.998% or, put another way, their risk of dying with COVID is less than
2 in every 1,000,000 children. The very few children who are listed as COVID deaths did
not die OF COVID, but rather WITH COVID as anyone being admitted to a hospital
nowadays is tested. I challenge the Washington State Board of Health to show medical
records for even one child who has died OF COVID. Where there’s no risk, there can be
no benefit.

3. No one knows the long term risks of these vaccines. You may remember that one of
the members of the FDA Advisory Committee infamously said, “We are never going to
learn about how safe thie vaccine is until we start giving it” Dr. Eric Ruben, Editor in
Chief NEJM The studies Pfizer conducted were woefully underpowered. This is an analysis
of 10 Red Flags associated with Pfizer’s studies: Ten red flags in the FDA’s risk-benefit
analysis of Pfizer’s EUA application to inject American children 5 to 11 with its mRNA
product – Commentary – America's Frontline Doctors (americasfrontlinedoctors.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Famericasfrontlinedoctors.org%2F&d
)

Force vaccinating healthy children for a disease that doesn’t affect them to make adults
feel safe is a new low for humanity. Please do the right thing and do not require these
vaccinations for school age children.

______________________________________________
From: Erik Wells
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:06:17 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
To whom it may concern:
I am opposed to making COVID-19 inoculations mandatory for school admission or
childcare in our State for the following Reasons:
*
*
*
*
Covid,
*

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
therefore,
The vaccine apparently does not stop thespread of the disease

Sincerely,
Dr. Erik M. Wells
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Amie Miller
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:27:50 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
*
*
*
*
Covid,
*

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid.
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized).
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety.
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
therefore, it is not logical to mandate.
The vaccine apparently does not stop thespread of the disease.

Sincerely,
Amie Miller
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Conor Patton
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:01:22 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Chelsie Shakalia
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:07:08 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Bobbi Harris
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:05:19 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Alex Moss
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:04:56 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:26:27 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: BOH Agenda

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov>
360-236-4105

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01%
| Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH%
|Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: Ellie Stewart <eac7015@comcast.net>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 11:41 AM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: BOH Agenda

External Email
Hello,

I am writing today to tell you that I OPPOSE the Board’s formation of a Technical
Advisory Group (TAG) to review information about COVID-19 shots for consideration of
mandating the shots for school. I oppose COVID-19 shot mandates, period! As a country
founded on the premise of freedom and the ability to choose with informed consent, this
strikes at the very core of who we are. We are a diverse and unique people, and a onesize-fits-all narrative simply does not apply. Mandates of any kind effectively strip us all
of these rights and freedoms we are inherently entitled to, and instead continue to divide
us. United we stand, divided we fall.

I addition, I SUPPORT Informed Choice Washington’s Petition for Rulemaking, which will
be item 11 on the January 12th agenda. It was filed by Xavier Figueroa, PhD, on behalf

of ICWA, and asks the Board to establish a new rule that prohibits addition of any
Emergency Use Authorized (EUA) product, or any licensed product that lacks completed
Phase 3 trial studies, to the school required list. This is crucial in fostering our trust with
the board in regards to our most precious assets of all, our children. They are the true
victims in all of this and are relying desperately on our protection and advocacy. We need
to know more and cannot go about this blindly. It is in everyone’s best interest to rely on
the gift of time and better information before making a sweeping decision that could, and
most certainly will, have detrimental and fatal results. We all deserve better, but most
especially, our children and their futures.

It is our sole duty to protect our children and see to it that their chance of a better future
is possible. This means working to ensure they are continually fought for, so that each
generation is a little better than the last. They are the future of this country and the face
of our nation. I plead with you to advocate for them and hold fast to protecting them by
rejecting these mandates. If nothing else, this continued controversy has awakened
lions. Our children will not be your victims or your science experiments.

Respectfully,

Elisabeth Stewart

Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Alisa Becker
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:23:37 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Carolyn Lucas
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:30:35 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: E Edwards
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:53:54 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comment on Upcoming Meeting
External Email
Dear Sir or Madam of WA TAG,
Thank you for the work you are doing. I am most appreciative of all the difficult
work you are faced with, and as a citizen of Washington, I desire to give you my opinion
that you may use it accordingly as an aid in representation.

I would like to state my opposition of both the COVID-19 injection as part of
school immunization requirements and giving health officers the power to call on law
enforcement to detain individuals on their personal health choices.
The very basic basis of my opposition is that, as Americans and free citizens of a
constitutional republic, we have the right to choose what goes both into our bodies and
our children's. Once the state starts requiring a specific treatment (be it medication,
vaccination, test, or anything else), our very basic human right to steward our bodies is
violated. This policy will not only strip us of this freedom, but also ostracise society even
more. Already the unvaccinated are blamed for a surge in COVID cases, regardless of the
studies done to show otherwise (please find one example linked below). If the police or
other law enforcement became involved, would this help the problem? If we’ve learned
anything from the 20th century, it is that once a particular group’s rights are violated by
the government, and the rest of society is persuaded to go along with it, that group is
treated as sub-human. Is this the trajectory of Washington? I certainly hope not. Some
examples include the communists and Jews before he Nazi’s rise to power and the
Ukrainians of Stalin’s Soviet Union. While I am in no way comparing what is happening in
America to the Holocaust or Stalin’s 5-year plan(s), the similarities between the
beginnings of it and your current decision bear some consideration. I am a simple
person, and don’t pretend to understand the inner workings of policy. But I can live life
with my eyes wide open and see the basic patterns of history that do repeat.
I hope you will please consider these comments in preparation for your upcoming
meeting. Thank you again for taking the time and for standing up for our health and
rights! May your meeting go smoothly and the outcome be sound.
Respectfully,
Emma Edwards

https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.08.24.21262415v1.full-text
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.medrxiv.org%2Fcontent%2F
text&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cfa100a69bcc5450f98ba08d9d21738a1%7C11d0e217

______________________________________________
From: Cheryl Walter
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:43:44 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following reasons. First and foremost, vaccines should never be
mandatory for anyone! Healthcare decisions should always be left up to individuals or to
children’s parents. No one should be forced to inject anything into their bodies. It is also
known that children are at extremely low risk for Covid. The vaccines are still only
authorized for emergency use. There are no long-term studies to document any history
of safety. Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
Covid. Therefore the vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of the virus!

______________________________________________
From: Cindy Twitty
Sent: 1/7/2022 4:40:00 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Alexander Cregier
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:30:22 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: 604B7C1F-173D-4309-94B6-4CB1941859F6
External Email
I OPPOSE any and all agendas that would mandate any COVID vaccines for school
requirements.(agenda item 8)
And I support the petition to add the new rule that eua products cannot be mandated.
(Agenda item 11)
I also OPPOSE any and all additions of COVID to the infectious disease WACs and I
oppose any and all mandates of any kind (vaccines, masks, testing or otherwise)
Alexander Cregier
Engineering Technician
PSNS
360.440.8477

______________________________________________
From: Amy Molen
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:50:50 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Alan Willett
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:00:49 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Two of the leading doctors that developed the mRNA vaccine have said that children
under 18 should not get the vaccine. There is more harm than benefit from getting the
vaccine and a number of boys have developed heart conditions as a result of being
vaccinated. I do not want my grandsons to have to get this vaccine to go to school if
something whatever happened to them there’s no recourse on any of these companies
this is an experimental vaccine and it should’ve been pulled from the market after it
reached 50 deaths which was the protocol in the past they are now over 20,000 deaths.
Please do not kill any more children

______________________________________________
From: Aunna Isakson
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:30:38 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Annette Pollock
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:49:25 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Ernie Schilter
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:10:17 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Anna Newton
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:41:33 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Children are at an extremely low risk for covid-19. There are no long-term studies to
show the risk of the vaccine for young children. Please let parents have freedom to
decide what is best for their children. Please put freedom in the hands of parents. This
reflects the heart of our country. The freedom to choose. Thank you!
Anna Newton

______________________________________________
From: David Douglas
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:06:17 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
Board Members,
I am o grandfather to 4 school aged children here in Clark county. I have read and
studied qualified opinions, not just from the U.S., but from around the world. The vaccine
has caused numerous health problems amongst all ages, and is not recommended for
children. I would hate to see my healthy happy grandchildren injected with something
that could possibly give them health problems, or even cause them death.
We moved to Washington 8 years ago because of the beauty of the surroundings, and
the friendliness of it’s citizens. But the way the state has gone the last couple of years
has us seriously considering moving somewhere else.
If this cruel unjust action is approved, that just enforces our decision to leave the state.
If you have children or grandchildren I think you should seriously consider how it will
effect them before you make your decision. And that will be something you will have to
live with.
David Douglas

______________________________________________
From: Carole Pickett
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:00:47 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
1. This is under EUA
2. There are over 20k deaths reported on VAERS
3. There is an increase of myocarditis in young children that is irreversible
4. There hasn’t been enough time to show the pros and cons. Data usually takes 4-10
years
5. There continues to be breakthrough cases.
6. Damages natural immunity to fight other diseases

______________________________________________
From: Ann M
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:37:28 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments before Jan. 12 meeting
External Email
Thank you for serving on the board.
People who are "fully vaccinated" get sick and spread germs, just like others. I’m 60 and
work in two large rooms with five other adults and ten students total. The five have been
“fully vaccinated” for several months, while I have an exemption. I always wear a KN-95
mask and a cloth mask at work. Two of my co-workers tested positive for Covid in
November and were sick three weeks. My co-workers who are "fully vaccinated" are NOT
excluded from their jobs if “exposed” to Covid. If people can get sick and spread germs
regardless of vaccination status, should we ALL be excluded whenever we are "exposed
[the term is too broadly interpreted]?"

I am excluded from my job for over a week whenever one of the 15 people with whom I
work tests positive, although I’m not sick and probably have been exposed many times
over. I’m by far the eldest at work but have been keeping my immune system strong.
One of the “fully vaccinated” adults already had Covid last year but went for testing
recently when she came down with sniffles and a mild sore throat. She received a
positive Covid test result!

This situation (I’m excluded although not sick, while others who are also “exposed” can
become infected and spread germs) can repeat itself endlessly, since adults and students
can receive a positive Covid test result ad infinitum.

I have almost a 99% probability of surviving Covid, as do others. It has become like a flu
or a cold: anyone can get it, and almost everyone will survive if they have a strong
immune system.

If the board mandates that all residents receive mRNA “vaccines” or be “involuntarily
detained for isolation,” it must allow for exemptions, and it must allow time for people to
flee the state. Many will move rather than comply.

Discriminating against people based on whether they’ve received a Covid mRNA
“vaccine” is to be “vaxist,” like being bigoted, sexist, racist, anti-Catholic, or anti-Semitic.
Some people insist that the “unvaxxed” are subhuman and must be denied basic human
rights. We’ve been down this road before. Don’t make Washington continue to be a
laughingstock.

Ann Makar, Vancouver

______________________________________________
From: Brian Duncan
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:34:34 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid vaccine
External Email
There shall be no Covid vaccine mandate for K-12 school kids. Children are not at risk for
Covid. The CDC estimates 650 Covid related deaths in people under 18. 650 in 2 years
That’s 0.08% of the total in the entire country. Out of those 650 deaths it is estimated
that less than 50 of them are directly due to Covid. Additionally the number of deaths
have been declining rapidly in the past few months overall with all age groups.
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Frank Tollefson
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:18:10 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Andrey Kuropatko
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:43:37 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Amy Erlandsen
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:47:47 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid Vaccine school admission
External Email
To whom it may concern:
I am writing to ask that the state board of health REFUSE to make COVID
vaccinations/shots mandatory for children of Washington State for childcare and school
admission. Due to the following reasons:
1. Vaccines DO NOT prevent, nor stop the spread of COVID-19
2. Children under the age of 18 have a 99.995% survival rate from COVID infection
3. Children have a higher chance of death or adverse reaction to COVID vaccines than
COVID-19
4. The COVID-19 vaccine is new. Many parents do not feel comfortable giving this to
children without years of testing, studies and long term effects being known.
I personally will remove ALL my children from Washington state public schools before I
will comply to a COVID-19 vaccine mandate for my children.
Thank you for your time

Get Outlook for iOS
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fo0ukef&data=04%7C0

______________________________________________
From: Eryn Howey
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:57:55 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Annette Vinson
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:38:25 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 1:22:45 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Covid vaccine for kids

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111
-----Original Message----From: Doug Minick <doug.minick@yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 1:20 PM
To: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Covid vaccine for kids
External Email
Hello my name is Douglas Minick and I’m writing you as a concerned parent and tax
paying LEGAL citizen of this state. I’ll cut to the FACTS and say there is NO NEED FOR MY
CHILDREN TO BE VACCINATED WITH THE COVID VACCINE. They have both already had
the virus and have a strong antibody count. This vaccine does not prevent a child from
contracting the virus or spreading the virus. This state has already mandated that
teachers get the vaccine and my wife was included in that atrocity of government
overreach. You and others in your position need to look at ACTUAL SCIENCE and
understand the covid virus poses very very little threat to children between the ages of
5-18. There have also been NO LONG TERM STUDIES ON THE VACCINES and what they
do to a child’s normal immune system. If you and the health department mandate this
vaccine you will have thousands home schooled by their parents and cause irreparable
harm to the next generation of this state and country. So much psychological damage
and educational damage has already been done because of remote learning. Any
intelligent person can see that remote learning hurt the children and families that the
liberals of this state claim to care so much about; the underprivileged. For what? A virus
that has killed 135 kids between 5-11? Because of remote learning thousands have
turned to drugs, developed depression, been abused at home, gone without food, fallen
back on education. Your health district has failed miserably and mandatory vaccines will
be another failure. Think about your decision. I will not force my children nor would I
want to force anyone to get a vaccine. It should be the choice of the parents with
consultation of their DOCTOR on whether they get vaccinated. CHOICE about what goes
into their body just like ABORTION! I’m sure you believe in CHOICE when it comes to
that and ABORTION KILLS TENS OF THOUSANDS EVERY YEAR. . It’s PROVEN now that
these vaccines won’t stop the virus and I won’t submit my children to booster after
booster. Why did my children get the measles vaccine? BECAUSE IT WORKED LIKE A
VACCINE AND THEY ONLY NEEDED 1 SHOT. Same with POLIO and RUBELLA. And those
vaccines went through years of testing and have FAR LESS SIDE AFFECTS REPORTED TO
VAERS SYSTEM. Please think about your decision ( if you have any part of it) and look AT
REAL SCIENCE. Remember the LIES THAT DR FAUCI AND OTHERS SSID IN THE PAST.
Like “ Those who get vaccinated can’t spread the virus “ and “ this is a pandemic of the
unvaccinated “ . NO GOVERNMENT SHOULD FORCE ANYTHING ON ITS CITIZENS. I will
FIGHT UNTIL MY LAST BREATH TO PROTECT MY CHILDREN AND THE NEXT GENERATION
FROM A OVERREACHING GOVERNMENT.
Sent from my iPhone

Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: C Douglas
Sent: 1/6/2022 3:38:38 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
The vaccines do not stop transmission of the virus and make no sense to mandate in
Children, or anyone for that matter.
You can mandate all you want, it will never stop the spread of the virus.
Thanks,
Collin Douglas

______________________________________________
From: Casey McNeilly
Sent: 1/7/2022 1:52:18 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Deborah Wyatt
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:58:06 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: david tobiassen
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:33:08 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cecelia Bennett
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:05:14 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Amber Wood
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:50:23 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: gina.vanhollebeke@gmail.com
Sent: 1/6/2022 12:21:54 PM
To: DOH WSBOH,Davis, Michelle (SBOH),Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH),Hoff, Christy Curwick
(SBOH),Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH),Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH),Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH),Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH),Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH),Schreiber, Tracy N
(SBOH),Haag, Hannah R (SBOH),Kahler, Kelie (SBOH),Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: Covid Vaccine Requirement in Schools
External Email
To Whom this May Concern,
I am strongly opposing a mandate to add the covid vaccine to the list of vaccine
requirements. It is my god given and constitutional right to chose what is best for MY
family! I hope you are ready to step into the role as an educator in a classroom if you
chose to go along with this insanity, because you WILL lose more educators! I urge you
to take a good look at yourselves and think about the one thing you wouldn’t want for
your family especially your children....would you put down your guard and go along with
being FORCED to do the #1 thing you wouldn’t ever want to do because the government
told you to?? I highly doubt it and if for a second you think you would I know you are
lying! Please chose to oppose this mandate and give back our rights!
Gina VanHollebeke
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Amy Grothe
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:25:53 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Greg & Mary Ann Mattson
Sent: 1/6/2022 3:39:50 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Choice
External Email
�Washington
State Board of Health,
I am writing to inform you of my concerns for the safety & protection of our children in
this state. Your mandate to inoculate our children with a supposed safe covid-19 shot is
over-stepping the parental wisdom & protective rights of their parents, families &
caregivers. You are taking the position as each child's doctor not knowing their history or
health status. Even if you could be informed of each child's medical history; a doctor
would not force any treatment without the parent's or custodian's consent. Please reject
this mandate & allow our children the freedom to be supervised & protected by those
who know, love & care for them the most.
Washington State citizen & parent,
Mary Ann Mattson

______________________________________________
From: Andrey Nechiporuk
Sent: 1/7/2022 3:35:35 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Christine Bromell
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:09:15 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Eryn Adams
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:28:13 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Audra Doll
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:23:46 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comment on school vaccines for Jan 12 mtg
External Email
Hello
I will make this short and to the point, I absolutely do not support any effort from the
BOH to require the leaky gene therapy otherwise known as the Covid vaccine to be
forced on our children in order to attend tax payer funded school. Healthy children have
statistically speaking a zero percent chance of having a severe reaction if they catch
Covid however they DO have a significant chance at experiencing adverse side effects
from a leaky vaccine that is still under EUA. There is no long term data on the side
effects and the vaccines do not stop the virus so what is the real agenda in forcing school
age children to get it?
I for one will fight this in Olympia and in the courts if the BOH tries to shove it through
and mandate the Covid vaccine for school attendance. My children will not be subjected
to an experimental gene therapy just to make bureaucrats FEEL like they are in control of
a virus that can’t be controlled. Our kids aren’t pawns in some political game. These
vaccines have serious risks and complications for children that we already know about let
alone what we don’t know yet. The fact that the BOH is even putting this on an agenda
to discuss is worrisome and extremely disappointing.
Thank you
Audra Doll
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Daniel Swank
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:23:49 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
*
*
*
*
Covid,
*

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
therefore,
The vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of the disease

______________________________________________
From: Debra Matthews
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:43:38 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brandon Priest
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:59:42 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Bill Smith
Sent: 1/6/2022 2:59:21 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
This is totally Unconstitutional
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Cathryn Bowen
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:55:47 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Agendas #8, #11
External Email
I OPPOSE ANY AND ALL Mandates of ANY vaccine to be required for children, especially
this so-called COVID "vaccine" which in reality is a BIOWEAPON as there is NOTHING of
ANY virus material in it at all.
By participating in this draconian medical experiment, that is unconstitutional and
violates human rights as well as the NUREMBERG CODE, you are all guilty of crimes
against humanity. Live with that!
Cathryn Bowen

______________________________________________
From: Bobby Elijah
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:59:14 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
Dear Sir/Madam,
I respectfully state that I am very much opposed to including COVID-19 to the list of
diseases that allow local health officers to use law enforcement to force an emergency
order to involuntarily detain a person or group of persons (families) to be isolated in a
quarantine facility following refusal to voluntary comply with requests for medical
examination, testing, treatment, counseling, vaccination.

Additionally, I am also opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school
admission or childcare in our State for the following Reasons:
* Children are at extremely low risk for COVID.
* The vaccines are not fully approved by the FDA and are still only authorized for
emergency use.
* There are no long-term studies available yet for the vaccines to show what long-term
side effects there may be and how safe or unsafe they are.
* There are studies now showing that COIVD can be transmitted by both the
unvaccinated as well as the unvaccinated.
* The vaccine does not stop the spread of COVID-19.

Best Regards,
Bobby Elijah

______________________________________________
From: Christopher Guimond
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:46:34 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Chelta Cooter
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:27:42 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 3:02:43 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Concerning COVID-19 vaccination to school admission requirements.

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov>
360-236-4105
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<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01%
| Facebook
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<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: Tina McCorkle <firstfruitsrevolution@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 10:29 AM
Subject: Concerning COVID-19 vaccination to school admission requirements.

External Email
Letter From A Concerned Person to WA BOH
On the 29th day of December 2021, a notification by way of the email was received that
the Washington Board of Health Technical Advisory Group (BOH) is exploring adding
COVID-19 vaccination to school admission requirements.

CLARIFICATION OF THE ISSUES
Any physical and/or tangible evidence that a medical pandemic as legally and medically
defined has occurred anywhere around the world over the past two years (December
2019 to December 2021).
To allow the students of State of Washington to make an educated decision on this
matter, it is hereby requested that the Washington Board of Health Technical Advisory
Group (BOH) provide copies of any and all official and supporting documents in the BOH
possession of:

1.
Any physical and/or tangible evidence of medical isolation of the purported
COVID-19 virus pursuant to the CDC and/or W.H.O. vaccine isolation protocols.
2.
Any physical and/or tangible evidence that a “Medical Emergency” exists by
statutory definition in the state of Washington.
3.
Any physical and/or tangible evidence that any COVID-19 vaccine prevents
infection by the COVID-19 virus and that any COVID-19 vaccine prevents the COVID-19
virus from spreading.
Please provide the exact legal and lawfully promulgated OFFICIAL procedure enacted by
the legislature within the limits set by the Washington State Constitution and Washington
State Law (enacting clause, statutes, session laws, legislative certification and Common
Law Rules) that authorizes the BOH to administer medical advice and treatment and/or
have any say on a student’s medical health care choices.

This correspondence is seeking “validation” that is competent evidence and strict proof
that the Washington Board of Health Technical Advisory Group (BOH) has a legal liability
and lawful authority in relation to any “medical drug use injections” and/or medical
health care choices and are truly acting within the scope of their fiduciary relationship to
the students of Washington State concerting this matter.
Sincerely,
Tina McCorkle - Pastor and Grandparent

______________________________________________
From: Donna Cook
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:15:12 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cindy Manning
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:42:19 PM
To: DOH WSBOH,Davis, Michelle (SBOH),Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH),Hoff, Christy Curwick
(SBOH),Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH),Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH),Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH),Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH),Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH),Schreiber, Tracy N
(SBOH),Haag, Hannah R (SBOH),Kahler, Kelie (SBOH),Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: Adjusting Current infectious disease codes
External Email
To the WA State Board of Health Members:

Put a stop to this madness. People have dealt with the common cold, also know an a
coronavirus for YEARS.
Yes, I am aware that Covid 19 is different. I am aware that it is highly contagious. I am
aware that even with comorbidities this virus is survivable to 99.980% of the population
(or some extremely high number). Moreover, I am aware that natural immunity is widely
ignored.
I need not remind you that even the CDC admits that cloth masks do not stop spread,
and the vaccines have also proven themselves to not work at stopping the spread. WHY
are we doing this?
I am a strong proponent of freedom under the rules of our United States Constitution.
Persons and parents have the right to choose what and when they want to move forward
with any and all medical decisions.
Granting authority to unelected persons (such as the WA State Board of Health) to make
rules governing the use of local law enforcement is a violation of their own oath of office.
They NEVER signed up to become enforcers of mask mandates, or to become any sort of
vaccination patrol officers. Do NOT ask them to fulfill a role that does not meet the high
standard of their oath.
Furthermore, the vaccination schedule for children has exceeded anything that is
considered normal. Our children in 1950 received four (4) vaccines by the age of two (2).
Now in 2021 they are injected with twenty-six (26) different drugs by the age of two.
AND by the age of 18, these same children will have received 56 different drugs via
vaccination. We have seen a drastic rise in auto-immune disease, ADHD, autism, and
different degrees of attention deficient among other challenges. PLEASE do not force
more upon our children.

I highly doubt that anyone will read this. Yet I needed to voice my adamant concern and
opposition to moving forward with these controlling ideas that are being considered.
Please move toward our ability to obtain natural immunity without using these draconian

measures.

Cindy Manning
6325 Woodhill Dr.
Gig Harbor, Wa 98332
ckskman@yahoo.com

______________________________________________
From: Adam Barlow
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:38:20 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
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External Email
Dear WSBOH Team :

Regarding compliance with the (9) criteria for adding a vaccine mandate to school entry
policy ….
Covid 19 vaccines do not adhere 1 or more of the 9 criteria as follows/highlighted below:

***COVID VACCINES DO NOT PREVENT DISEASE.***

Last Note : Safety data is still coming in and we should not be rushing this vaccine into
children until a full review of the data over the next 7-10 years is conducted. Heart
conditions are being reported and many young people have experienced very serious side
affects including death.
Regards,
Adam Barlow
Resident , Everett WA 98208

______________________________________________
From: Esther Steege
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:43:05 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
1) Children are at extremely low risk from Covid.
2) They would be at higher risks for complications from the vaccines.
3) Vaccines do not stop the spread of the disease.
Thank you for your consideration of this issue! Esther Steege

______________________________________________
From: Aya Ishihara
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:24:28 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Bogdana Panfilov
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:02:05 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Becki
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:30:16 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
*
*
*
*
*

There are no long term studies to show the risks associated with the vaccine
Children are at very low risk for covid
Studies show that both vaccinated and unvaccinated can get and spread covid
The Covid vaccine is still under emergency use only
The vaccine does not prevent the spread of covid!

Please do not mandate our children be vaccinated! Parents need to have the right to care
for their children and their health as they feel is appropriate and safe.

Becki Hoyt

Sent from Mail
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.microsoft.com%2Ffwlink%2F%
for Windows

______________________________________________
From: Abel Sarafinchan
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:27:22 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: David Wright
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:00:29 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cassie Potter
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:39:24 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Betty Walker
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:38:05 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:02:41 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW:

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov>
360-236-4105

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01%
| Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH%
|Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: Kathy Singley <kssingley@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 11:30 AM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject:

External Email
I would like to express my extreme opposition to implementation of a COVID 19 vaccine
requirement for schools in Washington State.

1. No COVID vaccine available in the United States has received FDA approval. All
available vaccines, including the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine, are being administered under
an Emergency Use Authorization. The only “approved” COVID 19 vaccine is Comirnaty,
and it is not available in the United States and there is no anticipated date for its
availability. (This “smoke and mirrors” approach by the FDA is the subject of numerous
lawsuits and a Federal Judge recently rejected Pfizer’s claim that the 2 products are
interchangeable: Federal Judge Rejects DOD Claim That Pfizer EUA and Comirnaty
Vaccines Are ‘Interchangeable’ • Children's Health Defense (childrenshealthdefense.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fchildrenshealthdefense.org%2F&da
) Since EUA products cannot be mandated per the Nuremberg Code, this alone should be
enough to stop consideration of making vaccines mandatory.

2. Children are statistically at zero risk of dying from COVID. Their survival rate is in the
range of 99.997-99.998% or, put another way, their risk of dying with COVID is less than
2 in every 1,000,000 children. The very few children who are listed as COVID deaths did
not die OF COVID, but rather WITH COVID as anyone being admitted to a hospital
nowadays is tested. I challenge the Washington State Board of Health to show medical
records for even one child who has died OF COVID. Where there’s no risk, there can be
no benefit.

3. No one knows the long term risks of these vaccines. You may remember that one of
the members of the FDA Advisory Committee infamously said, “We are never going to
learn about how safe thie vaccine is until we start giving it” Dr. Eric Ruben, Editor in
Chief NEJM The studies Pfizer conducted were woefully underpowered. This is an analysis
of 10 Red Flags associated with Pfizer’s studies: Ten red flags in the FDA’s risk-benefit
analysis of Pfizer’s EUA application to inject American children 5 to 11 with its mRNA
product – Commentary – America's Frontline Doctors (americasfrontlinedoctors.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Famericasfrontlinedoctors.org%2F&d
)

Force vaccinating healthy children for a disease that doesn’t affect them to make adults
feel safe is a new low for humanity. Please do the right thing and do not require these
vaccinations for school age children.

______________________________________________
From: Catherine Haapala
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:19:37 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
No long-term studies done.
It is still in an experimental stage!
This is not a childhood virus
The children have a much greater risk of being harmed from the vaccination then they do
from Covid
This vaccine was not made for the current variation of Covid
All parents have the right to choose what goes in their own children’s bodies, not a
school board. Not a government, nobody but their own parents.
Children art lab rats
It would be a crime against humanity
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Ed Banaga
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:23:51 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Emily Plummer
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:21:27 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Vaccinated and unvaccinated people can transmit the illness
There are no long term studies of the effects of the vaccine on children. There have been
many adverse events from the vaccine.
My children will not ever attend WA state public schools if this is a requirement.

Emily Plummer—mother of 3 school age children
Get Outlook for iOS
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Faka.ms%2Fo0ukef&data=04%7C0

______________________________________________
From: Brian States
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:03:45 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Alevtina Steshuk
Sent: 1/7/2022 3:33:36 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Bill Jones
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:05:04 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Angelina Avocado
Sent: 1/6/2022 2:17:12 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons: children already have exponentially increasing rates
of food allergies, and there is a direct connection to food allergies and autoimmune
diseases and vaccines. The risk of adverse effects or death from covid in children is
extremely low, and the benefit does not outweigh the risk.
-Angelina Arevalo

______________________________________________
From: Elaine Ray
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:45:00 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
1- children are at low risk for Covid.
2- out of the initial study research group of children who had the shot there were
documented cases of very adverse reactions.
3-if we stop vaccinating people with this Covid shot then people's natural immunity will
grow and fight it off naturally. Let children develop their natural immunity they are not at
risk of losing their life over this cold like or flu like virus.
4-the current situation with the vaccine is that it is not effective and boosters are needed
to make it effective...this is not a vaccine but something beyond a one time shot and
your done. If it becomes a one time shot and then you never have to get it again then ok
let's reconsider but at this time it is way too soon to mandate this for children let alone
anyone. More research is needed on this experiment.

______________________________________________
From: Brett Basore
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:59:26 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Danielle Paris
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:48:07 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Aimee Blanchard
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:33:22 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: David Topper
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:49:48 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:41:50 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW:

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov>
360-236-4105

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01%
| Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH%
|Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: Rae Ure <rachel.ure@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 1:12 PM
To: Rachel Ure <rachel.ure@gmail.com>
Subject:

External Email
Greetings,

Please do not support mandating the COVID vaccine for children. It is important for
parents to be able to make the choices that will best help their families. It would not
make sense to mandate something that could have detrimental effects on an entire
generation, as there have been no long term studies for this. Many European countries
have put the mandate on hold as it has caused heart problems in many students under
the age of 18. It would be unwise as a state or district to mandate something that has
the potential to harm so many of its next generation.

Thank you,

Rachel

______________________________________________
From: Becky Colin
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:01:03 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons: First and foremost they are not a Vaccine because it
is under EUA. The clinical trial is currently happening on the Global scale and people are
getting sick and dying from this shot! Our children are the lowest risk for sickness. But
what really amazes me is now for example the biggest group getting sick are the ones
who have taken the shot. This shot does not stop anyone from getting sick it makes
them more seseptible. The nations that are taking a stand against covid shots have lower
cases and that is a fact. The parents are to make the decision on what we put in our
children. It is we the People.....not we the government...

______________________________________________
From: Diane Douty
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:32:01 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons: You are infringing on our rights of free choice. These
are OUR children! Also this is experimental and there are to many reports of side effects
possibly long term. Just to many unknowns to justify a vaccine that is not necessary!

______________________________________________
From: Elaine Badejo
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:51:25 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Research has shown that Covid isn't affecting our children in a way that requires masking
or vaccination.
Vaccination doesn't keep from contracting or spreading Covid.
Do not impose this on our children.
Elaine Badejo

______________________________________________
From: Cindy Osley
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:10:05 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Andrew Westford
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:30:39 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Diana Ithomitis
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:36:28 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Caryn Hayes
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:50:23 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Gary Plicinski
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:26:54 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Ashley Siadek
Sent: 1/6/2022 10:08:35 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Donna Pederson
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:25:28 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dale -Sent: 1/6/2022 1:12:54 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
*
*
*
*
Covid,
*

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
therefore,
The vaccine does not stop the spread of the disease

Dale Peters

______________________________________________
From: DIANE Hoy
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:54:53 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Children are at low risk! Leave the children alone.

______________________________________________
From: April Santiago
Sent: 1/6/2022 12:53:58 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons: in addition I forgot to mention this vaccine does not
stop the transmission or contraction of covid and it is still only under emergency use
authorization and is therefore experimental

______________________________________________
From: Gary Stevens
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:52:30 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
* Children do NOT suffer severe disease from this virus
* Long term effects are NOT KNOWN
OUR CHILDREN ARE NOT YOUR GUINEA PIGS!

<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.avg.com%2Femailsignature%3Futm_medium%3Demail%26utm_source%3Dlink%26utm_campaign%3Dsigemail%26utm_content%3Dwebmail&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cbd20130311394e01c

Virus-free. www.avg.com
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.avg.com%2Femailsignature%3Futm_medium%3Demail%26utm_source%3Dlink%26utm_campaign%3Dsigemail%26utm_content%3Dwebmail&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7Cbd20130311394e01c

______________________________________________
From: Brad Currah
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:39:03 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:

______________________________________________
From: Cecilia Filip
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:24:48 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cindy Bogle
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:28:12 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
�
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
*
*
*
*
Covid,
*

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
therefore,
The vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of the disease

Cindy Bogle
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Beverly Enyeart
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:38:09 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Chad Oslund
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:28:00 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Edward Dormer
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:35:49 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Much of current state and federal policies are about controlof the people, not the health
of the people. That needs to change.

______________________________________________
From: Gregory Bellamy Sr
Sent: 1/7/2022 1:56:29 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Blake Gruger
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:42:21 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brett Kirchhoff
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:32:38 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Science has proved that children are at the lowest risk and are very unlikely to get a
serious case so jabbing them with a vaccine that has no long term effect studies done
would be reckless. We also know that the vaccine does not stop the virus but can help
cases not be as serious, in an age group unlikely to develop serious cases it does not
make sense.
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Courtney Dietz
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:47:50 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Crystal Pettit
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:37:20 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brooklyn Bolich
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:43:12 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Gloria LeKander
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:54:12 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Ardith Latham
Sent: 1/7/2022 1:41:06 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cindy Womack
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:33:18 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Bruce Alexander
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:10:34 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: evan sipple
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:30:33 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Becky Matthiesen
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:51:45 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
*
*
*
*
Covid,
*
*

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
therefore,
The vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of the disease

Sent from my iPad

______________________________________________
From: Galina Lisovenko
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:03:20 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Erica Van Ogle
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:55:28 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Barbara Sasse
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:50:48 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Danielle Coburn
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:52:48 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Danae Peirce
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:42:14 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Annette Alexander
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:37:44 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Erin Spiry
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:13:31 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Deb Babbit
Sent: 1/6/2022 3:11:57 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:

Brenda, I almost forgot to copy the link for you. The above email is the one you would
duplicate to set up and send to Olympia after you compose it. We only have until
tomorrow morning.
Thanks!
Deborah

______________________________________________
From: Amy Jewell
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:53:47 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:23:26 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW:

From: yvonne montesi <yvonnemontesi@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 5:23 PM
To: Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH) <Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject:

External Email
don't vaccinate my grandchildren!

-Yvonne Montesi

______________________________________________
From: Brittany Johnson
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:54:59 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Danielle Wallis
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:05:16 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: 2A422599-8B07-42AE-8F49-AA27A36C1A91
External Email
I saw that we are supposed to submit comments by tomorrow for the meeting being held
on January 12th. I OPPOSE Agenda Item #8, the Board's formation of a Technical
Advisory Group (TAG) to review information about COVID-19 shots for consideration of
mandating the shots for school. I oppose COVID-19 shot mandates, period!
I SUPPORT Agenda Item #11 Informed Choice Washington's Petition for Rulemaking.
This petition (filed by Xavier Figueroa, PhD, on behalf of ICWA), asks the Board to
establish a new rule that prohibits them from adding any Emergency Use Authorized
(EUA) product, or any licensed product that lacks completed Phase 3 trial studies, to the
school required list.
Please stop these mandates. Please think about the future. Our children are the future.
We have no idea what kind of long term effects these Covid shots will have on children.
Please stop this from happening.
Thank you,
Danielle

Sent from my T-Mobile 4G LTE Device

______________________________________________
From: Elizabeth Hodge
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:55:19 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brian & Renae
Sent: 1/6/2022 2:27:37 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
As COVID is transmitting from vaccinated and unvaccinated, the vaccines are shown to
not prevent transmissions. No vaccine that does not stop transmission should ever be
made mandatory for school.
If mandated I will pull all my children from schools in Washington State. The overall loss
of revenue will far exceed the costs of the school system.
Thank you

______________________________________________
From: Aaron Swanson
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:05:12 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
1) for any age group, the shots DO NOT prevent transmission, nor infection.
2) for young and healthy people, the risk of a dangerous adverse reaction to the shots is
GREATER than the risk of hospitalization and death from the virus.
3) the only LEGALLY FDA APPROVED injection is still NOT AVAILABLE in the USA. All
currently available injections are still under FDA EUA.

______________________________________________
From: Eric Lootens
Sent: 1/7/2022 3:49:55 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: COVID

attachments\C10A9A509D314E90_image001.png
External Email
Covid Vaccinations are not proven to repeal Covid like a normal Vaccinations.. It is our
jobs as the older to take care of our young and pumping there bodies full of unproven
vaccination is just wrong
I am in opposition to adding COVID vaccinations to the childhood schedule.
The COVID vaccinations are still experimental, healthy children are at
zero risk from complications of a COVID-19 infection. I am not aware of
any transmission of the virus from children to adults, i.e. teachers are
not at risk from infected children and neither is grandma and grandpa,
allowing children to get the infection and become naturally immune is one
of the best outcomes for society developing so called herd immunity as
they are no longer a future vector of spread. The vaccinations are
untested as the formula was changed post trial. The vaccine trials of the
Pfizer vaccine for instance have now been reported on. All cause mortality
in the trial is negative, 20 dead in the vaccine group vs. 14 in placebo.
The vaccination is not without risks while natural infection in a healthy
child is essentially risk free as noted above. Being an experimental
vaccine still in trials and only available under EUA my legal opinion
would be the board is without a legal authority to mandate the vaccine to
allow participation school as it amounts to a coerced participation in a
vaccine trial in violation of federal law and the Nuremburg code.

Thank You,

Eric Lootens
RV Finance Manager
Camping World Of Burlington
1535 Walton Dr
Burlington WA 98233
Office 855-212-3370 Cell 360-770-4428

www.rv.campingworld.com
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.rv.campingworld.com%2F&da

http://www.facebook.com/campingworld/
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2Fcampingwo

.

______________________________________________
From: Cynthia Schaapveld
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:04:25 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Amanda Weeks
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:48:25 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Christine Thurman
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:31:55 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Erin Carter
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:28:18 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Grace Thompson
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:27:45 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: David Facer
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:06:17 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Amber Harsh
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:13:11 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Bryan Painter
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:34:35 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Christina
Sent: 1/6/2022 12:40:28 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
I think this whole disaster just needs to stop! There is NO evidence that the Covid-19
vaccine is even working.
I refuse to inject my 3 children with your poison so you will have a job. Natural immunity
is best.
Christina
Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone

______________________________________________
From: Amy Swannack
Sent: 1/7/2022 1:57:20 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:06:23 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Comments for Jan. 12 BOH meeting RE adding Covid-19 to infectious
disease WACs--OPPOSE

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov>
360-236-4105

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01%
| Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH%
|Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: Becky Helland <becky@hellands.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 5:06 PM
Subject: Comments for Jan. 12 BOH meeting RE adding Covid-19 to infectious disease
WACs--OPPOSE

External Email
I am writing in regard to an item on the agenda for your upcoming meeting on January
12, 2022. I OPPOSE adding COVID-19 to the current infectious disease WACs, and I
OPPOSE adding COVID-19 to school immunization requirements.

According to the CDC’s own numbers, COVID-19 has a 99.74% survival rate
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.nbc26.com%2Fnews%2Fcoro
estimates-covid-19-fatality-rate-including-asymptomaticcases&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C2041c3beee0b4f2fb29408d9d179ec08%7C11d0
. What warrant is there for requiring children and potentially adults take a risk on a
product that has no long-term safety data available, is still in experimental trials for two
more years, and doesn’t stop infection or transmission
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.theepochtimes.com%2Fover
100-fully-vaccinated-people-in-washington-state-test-positive-for-covid19_3757218.html&data=04%7C01%7CWSBOH%40SBOH.WA.GOV%7C2041c3beee0b4f2fb29408d9d179ec

? A .26% death rate is still in line with the viral death rate that circles the planet ever
year. With a bar (death rate) that low, any annual flu or cold could be a candidate for
inclusion as an infectious disease. That would be a terrible precedent to set.

Also worth noting, according to the CDCs own numbers
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cdc.gov%2Fnchs%2Fnvss%2
, (scroll down to the section “Comorbidities and other conditions”) only 6% of the deaths
being attributed to COVID-19 are instances where COVID-19 seems to be the only issue
at hand. In other words, reduce the death numbers you see reported on the news by
94% and you have what is likely the real numbers of deaths from just Covid. These are
not death numbers worthy of adding COVID-19 to the infectious disease WACs.

Forced quarantines for not wanting to take a risk on an experimental product that has
been demonstrated to be neither safe (see VAERS data
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fopenvaers.com%2F&data=04%7C
) nor effective by the CDC’s own admission are not the right public health measure to be
considering. There are known effective therapeutics and highly successful early treatment
options available which should be promoted and pursued by the WA Board of Health
instead.

For the above reasons, please discontinue your consideration of adding COVID-19 to the
infectious disease WACs and school immunization requirements and turn your attention
to early treatment and proven, highly successful therapeutics.

Thank you for your time.

Becky Helland
3763 NE Trout Brook Ln.
Bremerton, WA 98311

______________________________________________
From: georgemartinezjr@comcast.net
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:08:10 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: CORRECTED SUBJECT - Public Comments for WSBOH Members for January 12th
Meeting - Agenda Item 11
External Email
I am writing to voice my opposition to making any Covid Vaccine mandatory for school
admission at this time, MAYBE 10 years from now when there is a decent track record on
long term effects, but not now. There is no reason for it when you consider risk vs.
reward, the overwhelming majority of kids who get Covid recover just fine, and we know
that the Vaccine does not stop a person from getting Covid or being able to spread it, so
what is the reward, less symptoms for a shorter time, when they will recover just fine
anyway vs. the unknown risk of death or long term medical issues, it simply doesn’t add
up.

My son has had his first two years of High School academics and athletics decimated by
Covid, he has suffered socially, physically and emotionally, so at this point if he is forced
to receive a vaccine to continue, he will withdraw from the public school system and
pursue other avenues that don’t force him to inject an experimental vaccine.

A feed up and very concerned parent,
George Martinez

______________________________________________
From: autumn rylee
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:02:13 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
Hello,
I am writing you today as a resident in Washington State and I oppose making Covid 19
shots mandatory as part of school requirements and for child care for the following
reasons:
•Studies do document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit covid 19,
therefore, the vaccine has been proven that it does not stop the spread of covid 19.
•Children are at extremely low risk for Covid 19
Thank you for your time,
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Bev Manning
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:03:11 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Barbara Bennett
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:00:02 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Re: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I forgot to add this link. please take the time to listen to it

https://youtu.be/VSXuQzCVDVc
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fyoutu.be%2FVSXuQzCVDVc&data=

Barbara Bennett
On Jan 7, 2022, at 8:52 AM, Barbara Bennett <attichansen@yahoo.com> wrote:

�in
addition to my previous comment I would like add that this board by its very
title
‘WA State Board of Health’ is in place to help and assist our state in making good
decisions about how to be HEALTHY and what steps and guidelines are to be adhered to
towards that goal. Not to be lining the pockets of big Pharma in being the number 1
pusher of drugs as the only solution. Back to basics should be your greatest
accomplishment because it is way too early to see what these vaccines do.
what are the underlying conditions that these children have before you arbitrarily
decide to make a one size fits all edict. to a synthetic untested toxin that your are
imposing on a person who can’t so no and has to rely on their parents who are having
their rights taken over by the STATE
How can you in good conscience put these children at risk by making this
decision?
work on getting sugar out of all the products that they get in school that would be
your greatest legacy
Respectfully Submitted
Barbara Bennett
253-312-7035
Begin forwarded message:

From: Barbara Work <attichansen@yahoo.com>
Date: January 6, 2022 at 8:04:22 PM PST
To: wsboh@sboh.wa.gov

Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group

�
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission
or childcare in our State for the following Reasons:
You are targeting
In addition to the following I can not believe you feel that you are
empowered to make decisions for children and not knowing the long term effects of the
toxins being introduced to their young undeveloped bodies.

Is this the legacy you want to be remembered for? These children will grow
up and remember how we were supposed to protect them and not use them as guinea
pigs. Use common sense ������������
I pray that you will make the right choice
*

*
These following statements are basic and should be all that is
needed to end the discussion and vote no.
*

*
Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
*
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
*
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
*
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can
both transmit Covid, therefore,
*
The vaccine apparently does not stop thespread of the disease
*

Barbara Bennett
253-312-7035

______________________________________________
From: Ann Womack
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:24:51 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Annette Briggs
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:43:29 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
These so-called vaccines are not approved by the FDA and there have not been any
studies to even show they prevent transmission of Covid.
Children are not dying from Covid and if they do contract it their symptoms are mild.
This is an assault on our constitutional rights to be mandated an experimental genealtering drug especially for children who can’t stand up for their rights.
These mandates are illegal and you need to stop this violation against our rights.
Annette Briggs

______________________________________________
From: Billie Hanson
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:20:13 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Because there is data that supports it is not safe for children at this time.
It is important to have an open public debate with all data and research to be revealed
openly. Give ALL voices with transparency a chance to discuss Covid Vaccines - for and
against- in a public forum

______________________________________________
From: Bethany Lawrence
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:50:19 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dustin Scalise
Sent: 1/7/2022 4:04:04 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: charlie wr
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:21:29 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Frank Ellerbroek
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:25:55 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons: This should be a parents decision with children more
likely to die from the flu. We don't mandate flu shots.

______________________________________________
From: E J
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:43:23 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Elizabeth Glick
Sent: 1/7/2022 3:58:21 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Carolyn Halter
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:46:36 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:15:19 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW:

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov>
360-236-4105

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01%
| Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH%
|Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: LeeAnn Burdick <leeanntburdick@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 10:05 AM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject:

External Email

We the constituents and community members of this great State of Washington,
DEMAND the Washington State Board of Health (WSBOH) REFUSE to make COVID
vaccinations/shots mandatory for children of Washington State for childcare and school
admission. Due to the following reasons:
1. COVID vaccines remain under Emergency Use Authorization
2. Children under the age of 18 have a 99.995% survival rate from COVID infection
3. Children have a higher chance of death or adverse reaction to COVID vaccines than
COVID-19

Sent from my iPad

______________________________________________
From: Douglas Harper
Sent: 1/7/2022 2:53:24 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Britni Garcia
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:21:30 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Danica Mutascu
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:15:59 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:14:21 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Comments in vaccine requirement and detainment

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov>
360-236-4105

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01%
| Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH%
|Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: Daphne Ortiz <dsmart0117@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 10:58 AM
To: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
<Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Comments in vaccine requirement and detainment

External Email

Dear board of directors,

I would like to share my extreme opposition to the quarantine camps and authoritarian
style laws of making people comply and discrimination against individuals freedom of
choice and what's best for their families. Are we living in Communist china? Nazis
Germany? If you implement this you will be following the footsteps of hilter, Stalin and
the leaders of communist china. You will be in violation of our human rights!

Washingtonians do not want this!!!

people will leave this state. If you implement this you will not be serving the best interest
of us washingtonians. We still live in the United States of America do we not? We still
have freedom of choice. If your basing this in science, well here's some science for you
leading experts are saying that omicron is a blessing in disguise...yes highly contagious,
BUT mild in symptoms and not deadly. They also say that this is how we achieve herd
immunity, which will stop this virus, and omicron is an end to this pandemic. So please
do not implement a communist, dictorship that hold people against their will

I urge all of you to put yourself in our shoes or your families shoes and how would you
feel if you were treated like you lived in a place that doesn't care about your human
rights, freedoms, cause I know that none of you are going to be affected by this. Let
people make their own choices and they might just surprise you...mandates and forcing
our hands do not have the people in your best interest.

I also would like to express my extreme opposition to implementation of a COVID 19
vaccine requirement for schools in Washington State.

1. No COVID vaccine available in the United States has received FDA approval. All
available vaccines, including the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine, are being administered under
an Emergency Use Authorization. The only “approved” COVID 19 vaccine is Comirnaty,
and it is not available in the United States and there is no anticipated date for its
availability. (This “smoke and mirrors” approach by the FDA is the subject of numerous
lawsuits and a Federal Judge recently rejected Pfizer’s claim that the 2 products are
interchangeable: Federal Judge Rejects DOD Claim That Pfizer EUA and Comirnaty
Vaccines Are ‘Interchangeable’ • Children's Health Defense (childrenshealthdefense.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fchildrenshealthdefense.org%2F&da
) Since EUA products cannot be mandated per the Nuremberg Code, this alone should be
enough to stop consideration of making vaccines mandatory.

2. Children are statistically at zero risk of dying from COVID. Their survival rate is in the
range of 99.997-99.998% or, put another way, their risk of dying with COVID is less than
2 in every 1,000,000 children. The very few children who are listed as COVID deaths did
not die OF COVID, but rather WITH COVID as anyone being admitted to a hospital
nowadays is tested. I challenge the Washington State Board of Health to show medical
records for even one child who has died OF COVID. Where there’s no risk, there can be
no benefit.

3. There are well documented risks associated with myocarditis in young males
associated with these shots. Myocarditis is not a mild illness. Statistics show that 2 in 10
people with myocarditis will die within 2 years and 5 in 10 die within 5 years. Dead heart
tissue does not regenerate itself.

4. The spike proteins associated with these shots have been shown to settle in female’s
reproductive organs, potentially affecting future fertility. In fact, there is currently a
study focusing on changes in women’s menstrual periods associated with the shots.
COVID-19 Vaccines and the Menstrual Cycle | NIH COVID-19 Research

5. Natural immunity has been shown to be much more robust than any immunity
imparted by the vaccine, and there has been research that has shown, after a person
gets the shots, they may never be able to achieve full natural immunity in the future.
Please read this for 5 studies that show children already have robust natural immunity to
this virus. Hands-off, CDC and Pfizer: Children are to be considered already COVID
‘vaccinated’ – Opinion – America's Frontline Doctors (americasfrontlinedoctors.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Famericasfrontlinedoctors.org%2F&d
)

6. No one knows the long term risks of these vaccines. You may remember that one of
the members of the FDA Advisory Committee infamously said, “We are never going to
learn about how safe this vaccine is until we start giving it” Dr. Eric Ruben, Editor in Chief
NEJM The studies Pfizer conducted were woefully underpowered. This is an analysis of 10
Red Flags associated with Pfizer’s studies: Ten red flags in the FDA’s risk-benefit analysis
of Pfizer’s EUA application to inject American children 5 to 11 with its mRNA product –
Commentary – America's Frontline Doctors (americasfrontlinedoctors.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Famericasfrontlinedoctors.org%2F&d
)

7. You may “enjoy” reading this analysis from a person who does risk-benefit analyses
for a living. It is estimated that, even if 28 million children are vaccinated against COVID,
at most 45 lives might be saved. And there are potentially huge long term risks. What is
the Number Needed to Vaccinate (NNTV) to prevent a single COVID-19 fatality in kids 5
to 11 based on the Pfizer EUA application? (substack.com
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsubstack.com%2F&data=04%7C01
)

8. In Pfizer’s initial study for older 12-17 year old kids, adverse side effects were hidden.
You may or may not be familiar with the story of Maddie De Garay who volunteered to be
part of the initial trial because she wanted to do her part. She is now in a wheelchair with
a feeding tube and likely will be for the rest of her life. Her side effects were hidden and
listed as “abdominal pain”. Even if there’s an infinitesimal chance of this happening to
another child, why take the risk? Comcast Censors Vaccine Paralyzed 13-Year-Old Girl
(rumble.com
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Frumble.com%2F&data=04%7C01%
)

9. It is impossible for someone to give informed consent when side effects from the
vaccines are hidden. Perhaps before you make a decision that you’ll regret, you should
visit this website.

realnotrare.com
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Frealnotrare.com%2F&data=04%7C

In history when has forced compliance have ever been on the good guys side? NEVER!!!!

Please put a stop to this if you want to stay in office! Cause I guarantee you, you will
show your true colors if you force this and show us you are only interested in power and
not for the greater good of the people! And you will be voted out!

Always,
Daphne Ortiz
Very concerned Washingtonian (born and raised) and parent

______________________________________________
From: Alisa Garbuzov
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:53:58 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Candy Huff
Sent: 1/7/2022 3:03:19 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid mandate
External Email
I am completely against all of the proposed covid policies that are over reaching and
immortal
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Barbara Bergen
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:31:25 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Connee Henslene
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:53:17 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Bob Melton
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:24:55 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Board of health meeting
External Email

To the Washington State Health Department,
I would like to share that I oppose agenda item #8. And support agenda # 11
1. I OPPOSE Agenda Item #8, the Board's formation of a Technical Advisory Group (TAG)
to review information about COVID-19 shots for consideration of mandating the shots for
school.I oppose COVID-19 shot mandates, period!
2. I SUPPORT Agenda Item #11 Informed Choice Washington's Petition for Rulemaking.
This petition (filed by Xavier Figueroa, PhD, on behalf of ICWA), asks the Board to
establish a new rule that prohibits them from adding any Emergency Use Authorized
(EUA) product, or any licensed product that lacks completed Phase 3 trial studies, to the
school required list.

Thank you for your time,
Robert Melton
Show quoted text

______________________________________________
From: Dave England
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:18:19 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
New studies show that that vaccine doesn’t not stop the spread of COVID-19 because
both vaccinated and unvaccinated people are transmitting the disease.
There are NO long term studies documenting that safety of a vaccine that was thrown
together in just a few short months.
You NEVER vaccinate during a pandemic. That it why we have all the variants. Follow the
science!
No one should tell me what to put in my, or my child’s body. My body, my choice!

______________________________________________
From: Bill Squier
Sent: 1/6/2022 7:43:25 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Vaccinating children with a not-yet proven vaccine is irresponsible and possibly
detrimental to their future health. I am an elementary educator in the public schools and
cannot justify injecting students to "keep us safe". We need to reject using our future
generation as lab experiments!

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.onelink.me%2F107872968%3F

______________________________________________
From: Camille Velasco-Ruckman
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:18:27 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Daniel Wyant
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:25:23 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Christine Sheppard
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:38:24 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: April Santiago
Sent: 1/6/2022 12:52:17 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons: the risks associated with these vaccines are not
acceptable considering the likelihood of adverse reactions vs negative covid outcomes.
This is a violation of basic human rights and will amount to discrimination of the
unvaccinated. We have an autonomous right to our being which is being infringed upon
and multiple religious objections to the vaccine. I have an 800 word document that
outlines it in great detail. If vaccines are mandated my children will be pulled from public
schools and I will never vote for any of tax dollars to support them in any manner
whatsoever

______________________________________________
From: Barbara Smart
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:44:22 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
The kids are probably safer at school, with the cleaning procedures and hand washing
instructions, not only physically but mentally.
Do not discriminate by vaccine status.
Barbara Smart
Skagit County
2310 25th St Anacortes, WA 98221

______________________________________________
From: A Brauneis
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:44:24 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
- many studies have now shown children pose nearly no risk of spreading COVID-19 or
becoming severely ill from COVID-19
- the vaccines are experimental and it is against the law, including the Nuremberg Codes,
to mandate medical experiments on humans
- the WSBOH and those following orders from the WSBOH will be held liable for injuries
sustained by children forced to take these vaccines, particularly because there is
improper information provided to patients, resulting in a lack of informed consent, which
is clear misconduct
Please stop politicizing medicine.
Sincerely,
Angela Brauneis

______________________________________________
From: Andrew Hren
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:30:43 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brenda Regan
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:15:43 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cynthia Sherstad
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:36:35 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following reasons:
*
*
*
*
Covid,
*

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
therefore
The vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of the disease

Please know that as American citizens from every walk of life, we have had to research
for the truth on our own. In fact we have been opposed on every corner due to the truth
of the vaccines adverse side affects and documented deaths being concealed or
minimized. This concern we have is not a conspiracy theory, but it is the truth and truth
is being covered up. We’ve not imagined or pulled these grievous concerns out of the
sky.

Please review.
https://www.c19vaxreactions.com
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.c19vaxreactions.com%2F&da
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Cynthia Sherstad
OUR NEGATIVE REACTIONS
NEED POSITIVE ACTIONS.
WHO WE ARE:
• We are a large and ever growing group of Americans who were previously healthy and
have been seriously injured by the COVID vaccines (Pfizer, Moderna, J&J as well as Astra
Zeneca in the clinical trial stage in the United States).
• We are pro-vaccine, pro-science and were excited for the opportunity to be vaccinated
and to do our part in helping to end the pandemic.
• We are completely independent of any other organization.
-Sent from Gmail Mobile

______________________________________________
From: Eric Kvinsland
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:11:02 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Frances Meyer
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:12:34 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cowan
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:40:24 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
*
*
*
*
Covid,
*

Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
therefore,
The vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of the disease

Sandra Cowan, Gig Harbor, WA
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Chella Milfeld
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:37:54 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Chris Sattem
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:44:28 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brooke Giesbrecht
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:46:47 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons: the state should not have parental rights over our
children. It is the first step to taking our children. As parents it is our job to care for our
children, bring them up to walk in the way that is right, teach them to make their own
decisions based on their own research. It is not the state's right to teach our children or
mandate what they can/can't do in relation to their own health.
Brooke Giesbrecht

______________________________________________
From: Alex Benito
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:33:51 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reason:
Every human being has the right to choose what is done to their body. This includes what
is put into their body. By making this mandatory you are not only taking away their basic
human right. You are also taking away the rights given to them in our Constitution.

______________________________________________
From: Gina Frostad
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:18:36 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Daniel Lamb
Sent: 1/6/2022 6:18:50 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Amy Knight
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:36:30 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Gina Schmierer
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:30:25 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons: Not proven to stop the spread. No need kids have
recovered well.
Gi Gi

______________________________________________
From: Carter Allen
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:31:26 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Alex Baker
Sent: 1/6/2022 1:13:13 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:

______________________________________________
From: Bill Detlor
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:33:37 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: CHRIS WARREN
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:00:36 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Covid 19 immunization
External Email
To whom it may concern;
I wholeheartedly disagree with the health departments approach to mandatory
immunizations for Covid 19, especially in younger adults and children. Until such a time
has passed that the current vaccines have had ample time to be thoroughly tested for
long term effects and side effects, I feel no laws or rules should be put into place making
them mandatory.
Plainly, nobody knows the long term effects of these vaccines. More so, nobody is giving
the options or speaking of the possibilities of natural immunity, or antibodies of those
who have already contracted Covid 19. Until we (you) start making that part of the
discussion and real possibilities, your laws and rules will have very little to no effect on
most Washingtonians. We all need to look at all sides of this, and all possibilities along
with solutions, rather than ramming one main idea/stream down our throats.
Please take the time to listen to those that do not agree with you, and those that have
other ideas and options to weigh.
Sincerely
Chris Warren
41 year old life time Washington resident.
360-772-4176
Fastass350@aol.com

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:49:21 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: Comments regarding Covid-19 Vaccination Requirements for School
Children

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov>
360-236-4105

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01%
| Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH%
|Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: Ben Sharpe <ben.sharpe@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 9:48 AM
To: Sharpe Ben <ben.sharpe@gmail.com>
Subject: Comments regarding Covid-19 Vaccination Requirements for School Children

External Email
Good Morning,
I am not “anti-Vax”, both my wife and I have been fully vaccinated however I do not
support a mandate for all school age kids to be required to be vaccinated for a number of
reasons.
1.
Covid Vaccination, especially given the vaccines are still under EUA, should be a
decision between patient and doctor and not a requirement of the schools. I understand
that other vaccines are required, however they are all FDA approved while Covid vaccines
are not approved by FDA.
2.
Covid in children is generally mild and therefore the risk of Covid related infection
does not necessitate requiring children to be vaccinated and exposing them to the risks
of the vaccine. My kids have all had Covid and all of them responded well and thankfully
had a very minor case.
3.
At minimum natural immunity should be allowed as an alternative to vaccination
when considering vaccination status and Covid risk in children. That’s only common

sense. There are a huge number of studies that demonstrate natural immunity is better
than the vaccine especially against Delta and Omicron. Here’s one out of Israel that
demonstrates natural immunity is vastly superior to vaccination
(https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.08.24.21262415v1
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.medrxiv.org%2Fcontent%2F
)
4.
There are risks of cardiac adverse events in kids post vaccination which are well
known and documented
(https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.08.30.21262866v1
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.medrxiv.org%2Fcontent%2F
) which are pretty scary.
5.
This same study indicates kids are 4-6 times more likely to develop myocarditis
than end up in the hospital for any reason associated with Covid. Think about that for a
second - 4-6x risk of a terrible heart disease versus being admitted to the hospital due to
covid.
The bottom line is that requiring vaccination is trying to solve a problem that barely
exists and exposes children to potential health challenges as a result of the vaccine.
Parents and doctors should be allowed to make risk reward decisions for their children
and schools are not a significant at risk environment for Covid 19 related illness.

Ben Sharpe
Mercer Island, WA

______________________________________________
From: Dave Ratcliff
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:42:08 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Christian Orren
Sent: 1/7/2022 1:24:45 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brennan Mckay
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:31:56 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
I believe this decision should be left in the hands of the parents to decide immunization
for their own children.
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Casey Veillette
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:03:59 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dulce Gomez
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:42:43 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 4:00:29 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW: 1-7-22 covid letter to wa reps

attachments\3EA52A86F5B249AD_image001.png
attachments\5AAB701CEE184DCC_image441421.png
attachments\840AE09C1B054B71_1-7-22 covid letter to wa reps.docx

Stuart Glasoe
SBOH Health Policy Advisor
360-236-4111

From: Tracy Starcher <tstarcher@calderacare.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 12:00 PM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>; Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH)
<Melanie.Hisaw@sboh.wa.gov>; Hoff, Christy Curwick (SBOH)
<Christy.Hoff@sboh.wa.gov>; Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH) <Stuart.Glasoe@sboh.wa.gov>;
Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH) <samantha.pskowski@sboh.wa.gov>; Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH) <kaitlyn.donahoe@sboh.wa.gov>; Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH)
<Caitlin.Lang@sboh.wa.gov>; Herendeen, Lindsay (SBOH)
<Lindsay.Herendeen@sboh.wa.gov>; 'tracy.screiber@sboh.wa.gov'
<tracy.screiber@sboh.wa.gov>; Haag, Hannah R (SBOH)
<Hannah.Haag@sboh.wa.gov>; Kahler, Kelie (SBOH) <Kelie.Kahler@sboh.wa.gov>;
Thai, Nathaniel J (SBOH) <Nathaniel.Thai@sboh.wa.gov>
Cc: 'starchertk@gmail.com' <starchertk@gmail.com>
Subject: 1-7-22 covid letter to wa reps

External Email
Please see attached, concerning Washington state .

Tracy Starcher�
Director of Nursing

<mailto:tstarcher@calderacare.com>
tstarcher@calderacare.com <mailto:tstarcher@calderacare.com>
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: The contents of this email message and any attachments are
intended solely for the addressee(s)
�and
may contain confidential and/or privileged information and may be legally protected
from disclosure. If you are not the
�intended
recipient of this message or their agent, or if this message has been addressed
to you in error, please immediately alert
�the
sender by reply email and then delete this message and any attachments. If you are
not the intended recipient, you are hereby
�notified
that any use, dissemination, copying, or storage of this message or its
attachments is strictly prohibited.

______________________________________________
From: chris hoex
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:16:57 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
The numbers and science show that the risk of vaccinating children is slightly MORE risky
than a child getting covid.
The science shows that covid does NOT pose anymore of a risk to children than the flu
does yet we don't make the flu vaccine mandatory for school or childcare. It's a CHOICE
to get the flu vaccine!
Science also shows that covid does not spread anywhere near the rate in children
compared to adults.
Schools do not need to step in and make decisions that should be left to the parents. If a
parent is worried that there child may get covid then it should be there choice to get
there child vaccinated or not get them vaccinated.
The vaccine does NOT stop the spread of covid but it does help with symptoms. By now
ALL parents know the POSSIBLE risks that come with covid and it should be up to them
what goes into there child's body. It's time for schools and government to stop
overstepping there duties and let parents be parents!
What the government said before is that we should get vaccinated to protect the ones
around us but we now know that even being vaccinated we can still spread it. No matter
what they say we get vaccinated to protect ourselves NOT to protect others. We get the
hepatitis vaccine so WE don't contract hepatitis, we get the measles and mumps vaccine
so WE don't get the disease WE DONT GET VACCINES TO PROTECT OTHERS. THATS A
FALSE STATEMENT!
Please let parents be parents. Thank you

______________________________________________
From: Erika Symonenko
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:26:37 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Alsin
Sent: 1/6/2022 3:11:20 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: *****VITAL INFO for Child Vaccination meeting*****

attachments\F462039B4F8B4E99_SBOH Child Covid Vaccine.pdf
External Email
The safety of our children should be of the highest priority.
I respectfully ask that you read the attached letter regarding mandating the Covid
Vaccine for children.
Thank you for your consideration,
Sincerely,
Erik Alsin, MBA, CPA

______________________________________________
From: DP MEYERING
Sent: 1/7/2022 7:11:15 AM
To: DOH WSBOH,Davis, Michelle (SBOH),Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH),Hoff, Christy Curwick
(SBOH),Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH),Pskowski, Samantha L (SBOH),Donahoe, Kaitlyn N
(SBOH)
Subject: 12 January Health Board Meeting Comments
External Email

Dear Washington State Board of Health Member:
On January 12th you will be gathered with the Board of Health to decide whether law
enforcement should be allowed to enforce your COVID-19 edicts and whether school
children should be injected.
If you vote in the affirmative, you will have voted to usurp the constitutional protections
you are sworn to “support an defend” and someday, like the Nuremberg Trials, you will
be called to task before the bar of justice.
I am a veteran of eight combat tours in Vietnam. I and my brethren fought to protect
your rights as citizens. Do not prostitute the office you serve in by attempting to take
away my right to choose for a disease which is not much worse than the flu, curable by
well established propalaxis, and inflated by a corrupt press.
You may believe you are doing the right thing but you, like the character in the movie “
Falling Down,” will someday find yourself saying “So I’m the bad guy?” when you realize
the hell that the slippery slope of assuming powers you were not intended to have
reaches it’s horrible conclusion.
You will have to live in the country you will destroy with your edicts along with me. This
is an egregious overreach of power and if you think you are immune from power
corruption, you’d better think again!
Shame on all of you for even thinking of this and terrorizing those of us who still believe
in individual freedoms!
Sincerely: David Meyering Cdr. U.S.N (Ret.)

______________________________________________
From: Erica Griffith
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:13:46 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: 10/12 Meeting
External Email

��We
the constituents and community members of this great State of Washington,
DEMAND the Washington State Board of Health (WSBOH) REFUSE to make COVID
vaccinations/shots mandatory for children of Washington State for childcare and school
admission. Due to the following reasons:
1. COVID vaccines remain under Emergency Use Authorization
2. Children under the age of 18 have a 99.995% survival rate from COVID
infection
3. Children have a higher chance of death or adverse reaction to COVID vaccines
than COVID-19.

*
Children are at extremely low risk for Covid
*
The vaccines are still only EUA (emergency use authorized)
*
There are no long-term studies to document any history of safety
*
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both
transmit Covid, therefore,
*
The vaccine does not stop the spread of the disease

Erica Griffith
Damsel Director
Sent from my iPhone
www.damselspirit.com
360-421-4871

______________________________________________
From: carla tobiassen
Sent: 1/7/2022 11:33:33 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Donald Smith
Sent: 1/7/2022 8:15:09 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Ashley Pagay
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:21:12 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
*
Studies do now document that vaccinated and unvaccinated can both transmit
Covid, therefore,
*
The vaccine apparently does not stop the spread of the disease
Sent from my iPhone

______________________________________________
From: Davis, Michelle (SBOH)
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:14:49 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: FW:

Michelle Davis, MPA (she/her)
Executive Director
Washington State Board of Health
michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov <mailto:michelle.davis@sboh.wa.gov>
360-236-4105

Website
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsboh.wa.gov%2F&data=04%7C01%
| Facebook
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FWASBOH%
|Twitter
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FWASBOH&data=04

From: Leah Guzek <leah.guzek18@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 8:47 AM
To: Davis, Michelle (SBOH) <Michelle.Davis@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject:

External Email
I would like to express my extreme opposition to implementation of a COVID 19 vaccine
requirement for schools in Washington State.

1. No COVID vaccine available in the United States has received FDA approval. All
available vaccines, including the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine, are being administered under
an Emergency Use Authorization. The only “approved” COVID 19 vaccine is Comirnaty,
and it is not available in the United States and there is no anticipated date for its
availability. (This “smoke and mirrors” approach by the FDA is the subject of numerous
lawsuits and a Federal Judge recently rejected Pfizer’s claim that the 2 products are
interchangeable: Federal Judge Rejects DOD Claim That Pfizer EUA and Comirnaty
Vaccines Are ‘Interchangeable’ • Children's Health Defense (childrenshealthdefense.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fchildrenshealthdefense.org%2F&da
) Since EUA products cannot be mandated per the Nuremberg Code, this alone should be

enough to stop consideration of making vaccines mandatory.

2. Children are statistically at zero risk of dying from COVID. Their survival rate is in the
range of 99.997-99.998% or, put another way, their risk of dying with COVID is less than
2 in every 1,000,000 children. The very few children who are listed as COVID deaths did
not die OF COVID, but rather WITH COVID as anyone being admitted to a hospital
nowadays is tested. I challenge the Washington State Board of Health to show medical
records for even one child who has died OF COVID. Where there’s no risk, there can be
no benefit.

3. No one knows the long term risks of these vaccines. You may remember that one of
the members of the FDA Advisory Committee infamously said, “We are never going to
learn about how safe thie vaccine is until we start giving it” Dr. Eric Ruben, Editor in
Chief NEJM The studies Pfizer conducted were woefully underpowered. This is an analysis
of 10 Red Flags associated with Pfizer’s studies: Ten red flags in the FDA’s risk-benefit
analysis of Pfizer’s EUA application to inject American children 5 to 11 with its mRNA
product – Commentary – America's Frontline Doctors (americasfrontlinedoctors.org
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Famericasfrontlinedoctors.org%2F&d
)

Force vaccinating healthy children for a disease that doesn’t affect them to make adults
feel safe is a new low for humanity. Please do the right thing and do not require these
vaccinations for school age children.

______________________________________________
From: Amber Carlson
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:26:01 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Cheryl Thompson
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:05:11 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Gwynne Reguindin
Sent: 1/6/2022 8:32:38 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Chad Anna H
Sent: 1/7/2022 10:52:11 AM
To: DOH WSBOH,DOH WSBOH,Davis, Michelle (SBOH),Hisaw, Melanie (SBOH),Hoff,
Christy Curwick (SBOH),Glasoe, Stuart D (SBOH),Pskowski, Samantha L
(SBOH),Donahoe, Kaitlyn N (SBOH),Lang, Caitlin M (SBOH),Herendeen, Lindsay
(SBOH),Schreiber, Tracy N (SBOH),Haag, Hannah R (SBOH),Kahler, Kelie (SBOH),Thai,
Nathaniel J (SBOH)
Cc:
Subject: Against mandating covid vaccines for children.
External Email
Please listen to the people in your state, there are many that oppose mandates and want
freedom of choice. Keep Washington part of the free country of America.
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shots mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:

1. The covid vaccine does not prevent transmission, which is evidenced in the number of
cases and stated by the CDC director https://www.cnn.com/2021/08/05/health/uscoronavirus-thursday/index.html
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cnn.com%2F2021%2F08%2
coronavirusthursday%2Findex.html&data=04%7C01%7Cwsboh%40sboh.wa.gov%7C29c780e239d145c8c86c08d9d20e
2. The covid vaccine does not prevent infection, which is seen in the number of
“breakthrough” cases among the unvaccinated and is clearly explained in the Barnstable
County, Massachusetts situation where 74% of the people involved and testing positive
were vaccinated.
Between the fact that both infection and transmission are not prevented, only severe
disease and hospitalization, requiring this shot of school age children does not prevent
harm. It is a personal health decision that must be made by each family for their own
child. They are only a personal treatment choice and are not a public health measure.

I am in support of item number 11, as this covid vaccine has not been FDA approved. It
is still under EUA. Federal Emergency Use Authorization statutes indirectly prohibit school
mandates of EUA products by requiring recipients be informed they have the option to
accept or refuse the vaccine: https://www.fda.gov/media/153717/download
<https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.fda.gov%2Fmedia%2F15371
.

______________________________________________
From: Dan Herring
Sent: 1/6/2022 9:49:12 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Bob
Sent: 1/6/2022 12:36:43 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am S-T-R-O-N-G-L-Y opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school
admission or childcare in our State for the following Reasons:
*
Include only one of the available options has been approved for anything other
than experimental use. If they are so say, why have they not been fully approved after
being used on millions of guinea pigs, aka us humans
*
If the Spanish Flu taught us anything, there are NO overnight cures. It took years
and years to get thru that mess
*
Our government has yet to admin they were involved in the R&D associated with
this bug, in spite of the fact their own records indicate they clearly were
*
The side-affects are SIGNIFICANT. The choice to take such risks belongs with the
INDIVIDUAL, not some Big Brother organization who will not bear the consequences
Recommended, that I could support. NOT mandatory! The facts and legal precedents do
NOT support such heavy handed actions!
Robert Birney
Richland, WA. 99354

______________________________________________
From: Corinne Malesis
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:35:31 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: catherine TROY
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:37:40 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Diana Salinas
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:13:04 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brittany Perske
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:19:06 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Darcy Hakkarainen
Sent: 1/6/2022 3:22:48 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
Hello,
Thank you for taking the time to read my comments and thoughts. I am opposed to
making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in our State for the
following Reasons:
Right now the vaccines are only emergency use authorized and children are at a low risk
for Covid. Also, studies have documented that vaccinated and unvaccinated people can
both transmit Covid. Therefore, we can reasonably deduce that the vaccine does not stop
the spread of Covid so mandating the shot feels like an overreach of power with an
unvalidated reason for an unlikely result.
Again, thank you so much for your time!
with gratitude,
Darcy Hakkarainen

______________________________________________
From: Gabriel Garza
Sent: 1/6/2022 12:40:19 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons: no liability for adverse reactions, freedom of religion.

______________________________________________
From: Eugene Zakhareyev
Sent: 1/7/2022 12:18:54 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Re: Comments to the board meeting on Jan 12th
External Email
Please kindly confirm the receipt of the comments over the email.
Thanks much!
Eugene
________________________________
From: Eugene Zakhareyev <eugeneh@outlook.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 6, 2022 9:19 PM
To: wsboh@sboh.wa.gov <wsboh@sboh.wa.gov>
Subject: Comments to the board meeting on Jan 12th
Respected Members of WA Board Of Health!
Our family would like to submit comments for the record as you consider the possibility
of mandating COVID-19 vaccines for school students.
My wife and I are parents of two school-age children, and our daughter will be of age for
school in two years. As parents of three children, we would like to urge the board not to
make COVID vaccines mandatory for our kids.
While we support vaccinations and all our children are up to date on immunizations, we
do not feel comfortable with an entity forcing COVID vaccine as a prerequisite of inperson school attendance. We, the parents, are ultimately responsible for our kids wellbeing. Thus we would love the Board of Health to provide us with the information that
would help us make decisions whether to vaccinate our children against COVID but not
make the decision for us, and not to mandate the vaccine that was developed for earlier
strain of virus and has not yet proven clinical efficiency against that strain in children.
We believe in parents being able to make informed decisions for their children and hope
that Washington State Board of Health would assist us with that. Should the state decide
to move forward with mandating COVID vaccination for kids it will cause us to reconsider
in-person attendance for our children. Our kids love their schools and their friends, and
we would like to be able to continue sending them there.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Irina and Eugene Zakhareyev
5126 154th Ave NE
Redmond WA

______________________________________________
From: Dana Fryman
Sent: 1/7/2022 6:20:35 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Christina Heistand
Sent: 1/6/2022 5:53:24 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Charles Everett
Sent: 1/6/2022 2:50:13 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
The answer is no.
We are free human beings, not chattel, not serfs and not slaves.
If you would like to return our tax money so we can put our kids in the schools of our
choice then by all means do so.
Remember these four words:
Consent Of The Governed
And that's why you can take a walk with the entire notion of mandatory COVID-19
unapproved therapeutics for school admission or childcare in our State

______________________________________________
From: Dan Rucker
Sent: 1/7/2022 1:13:19 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Angelee Godwin
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:45:52 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Brittany Minerva
Sent: 1/6/2022 4:27:23 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

______________________________________________
From: Dianna Costanzo
Sent: 1/6/2022 3:37:07 PM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Comments for the Immunizations Technical Advisory Group
External Email
I am opposed to making COVID-19 shorts mandatory for school admission or childcare in
our State for the following Reasons:
Children have a 99+% recovery rate
Children have an extremely low rate of contracting it
The vaccines are for emergency use only
It was stated by a public health official that there are no long term studies to see how
these vaccines will affect children. They stated that this is basically the study.
Vaccinated people can transmit Covid which loops us around to the extreme risk we are
putting these students in.
I urge you to not be a part of this action. I strongly feel that it is risking our children.
Thank you for your consideration
Dianna Costanzo

______________________________________________
From: Connie Bathrick
Sent: 1/7/2022 9:01:28 AM
To: DOH WSBOH
Cc:
Subject: Commit to no COVID vaccine mandates on children
External Email
Dear Washington State Board of Health,
Our state government should NOT be mandating Covid vaccines on our children. Children
are at extremely low risk for Covid and these medical decisions should be left in the
hands of parents.
Sincerely,
The Citizens of Washington State

